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"Proclaim Liberty throughout all tho land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;''

" I lay this down as tho law of nations. I Bay that mil-

itary authority takes, for tho time, tho place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST;
and that, under that state of things, bo far from its being

true that tho States whero slavery exists have tho exclusive*

management of tho subject, not only tho President or
the Uniteh States, hut tho Cohmamdeb of the Arkt,
HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF TIIE SLAVES. *

. . From the instant

that tho slareholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant tho war powers

of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of

slavery, in every way in which it can be interfered

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

etroyed, to tho cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it ho a war of. invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has powor to carry on tho war, and must carry it on, ac-

cording to the laws of war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by tho board, and martial power takes thb
place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, tho commanders of both armies have power to eman-

cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."-J. Q. Ada**,
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SLAVERY POREVER I 4

The Missouri State Convention having refused

even to entertain a proposition for a gradual and
compensated emancipation in that State, the Boston
Post coolly says :

—

It is not material, in our view of the case, what
considerations lead the people of Missouri to take
this view of their duty; still it is worth while to

hear what the friends of non-action say about it.

The Convention has declined, the St Louis Republi-

can says, " to bring new dividing issues into our
politics to distract the harmony of the loyal people,
and launch the community, not yet recovered
from the exhausting struggles of the last twelve
months, upon discussions (.hey arc in no temper to en-

tertain, much less decide. In a word, it has very
quietly, by a vote of nearly three to one—fifty-two

to nineteen are the exact figures—expressed the
opinion, that the present is not a time to agitate
the question of emancipating the slaves of this State."

We- should suppose that the common sense portion
of the people, even here in Massachusetts, would
say at once that this was a wise decision. But, un-
happily, everything here is made to centre on sla-

very; very honest people are under the hallucina-

tion that the Union will be nothing, unless at once
everyman of the negro race is made free; trie belief in

Charles Sumner's prophetical afflatus is very gene-
ral : and the present leaders of the Republican par-
ty, being very desirous to enjoy the honors and
emoluments that flow from the State House and
Washington are determined to use this hallucina-

tion. Hence the sway of common sense is very
doubtful, while adroit leaders still very successfully

use the slavery question to perpetuate their power.
But will nothing open the eyes of the people to

the suicidal work of ruin to which these selfish lead-
ers are hurrying them ? Their course, on its mer-
its, cannot stand a moment. The people of Massa-
chusetts and of New England may not like this de-
cision, and deplore this state of feeling; they may
affirm that this shows in that State an inferior plane
of civilization ; they may say it is immeasurably
short of the ideal that our advance corps of reform-
ers have before them as their excelsior, which can
be seen at work in any of the anti-slavery conven-
tions when black spirits and white fraternize. But
this is not the question at all. The point is, not
what the feelings or ideal of the immaculate Charles
Sumner may be, or of Massachusetts may be, but
what right have we here in Massachusetts to say
that North Carolina shall open schools to teach the
blacks to read, or to say that Missouri shall eman-
cipate her slaves"? Are we here in New England
to enter upon the business of saying to the State of
Missouri, you shall declare the negroes in your limits

to be freemen, and shall allow them to remain as such
in your limits ? This intermeddling policy, this propa-

fandist policy, is now the civil question of the time.

t has fairly come to this.

The signs of the times are alarming as to civil af-

fairs. Those who have hope for our country can
have little hope, if the monstrous test of loyalty is to

be the immediate emancipation of the slaves. This
would be revolutionary. . Indeed, the politicians, un-
scrupulous partisans, men who have greedy hands
in the public crib—the Abolitionists alike with the
Secessionists—are the real enemies in our unhappy
country.

A SPECIMEN OF MAINE DEMOOBAOY.

I desire hero to remark that, I do not, by any
means, in what I say, allude to the conservative ma-
jority of the Republican party. I speak only of the

intensified abolition element, which, though con-
temptibly inferior in point of numbers, still manages
to tone the policy of that whole political organiza-
tion. The real struggle in the Republican camp to-

day is, on the part of a few old fashioned Abolition-

ists, to wield the power of that party and the tri-

umphant results of this war to the promotion of

their old but ever-repudiated fanatical desires. It is

with this faction, really, that the loyal feeling of the

country has now to deal. By its vigorous asperity,

it domineers over the real strength of the Republi-
can party to-day. It is, confessedly, at the bottom
of this war. It announces, under the shadow of the
White House even, through the lips of Phillips, &c,
that Union dissolution is, and ever has been, its pur-
pose and design. Those infamous declarations were
greeted with undisguised applause by Vice President

Hamlin, Senators Wilson and Sumner, Garrison,

Fred Douglas, et omne genus. These men, some of
them, are sworn to support the Constitution of which
this traitor Phillips is a confessed but happily-balked
assassin, and to whom, with these treasonable sen-

tences yet resting behind his teeth, they extend the

right hand of political fellowship I

That sentiment yet applauds Hunter's proclama-

tion—it assails the policy of Lincoln—it sustains the

coarse and brutal ambition of Secretary Stanton

—

it yells for blood, and dreads only a constitutional

Union reorganization, resting upon the foundation

upon which the Fathers of the Republic originally

placed it.

In the same boat must go over the great politi-

cal Niagara of popular repudiation, Abolitionism,

Mainc-lawism, and all the other humbug organiza-

tions which have now too long afflicted the peace
and prosperity of the people. There will be, com-
paratively speaking, no difficulty in bringing this

war to a close when the people shall choose to choke
down those voices, in and out of Congress, and in

and out of State Legislatures, which, tor miserable

personal purposes, are daily feeding the fires of re-

bellion.

We, in Maine, are a loyal, " Aarr/-fisted " people.

We do not understand the treasonable sophistry

which rules in sentences such as these. We mean
the Union,—&m\ we do not mean anything else,

—

do not care to study the halting patriotism of the

following:

—

"But if the President will sustain General Hunter,
and recognize all men, even blade men, as legally capa-

ble of that loyalty the blacks arc waiting to manifest,

and let them fight, with God and human nature on their

side, the roods will swarm, if need be, with multitudes,

whom New England would pour out to obey your call.

Your obedient servant, John A. Andiiew."

That Mr. Lincoln has found himself obliged to

brave and leave the phantom theories of the Chicago
platform, is hut another and familiar recognition of

the great truth that only upon Democratic principles

can this Government be either administered or even
preserved. That fact is so—else why have these

dusky Republican leaders, behind the llimsy dis-

guises of lame and halting professions, left to Demo-
crats not only the stern performances of the battle-

field, but the superadded duty of defending his war
policy against their covert and malignant assaults?

The "roads of New England will swarm," says

your Governor, "if this war can bo converted into

a negro-arming, emancipation, Abby Folsom war I

otherwise, our young men are pre-occupied I " That
is both rich and patriotic—in street phrase, rather
" mixed." Allow me to say, that in that response of

your Governor to the appeal of the Federal authori-

ties for the means of its own self-preservation, he
displayed the open, black palm of a most intense

Abolition hand. No one can doubt his intellectual

ability ; but who, after reading this most singular re-

sponse, can confess to his patriotism ? Abhorrence,

on all hands, greeted its publication here. We in

Maine are a hard-fisted people. There are no " its
"

or "conditions" in our determination to support

the Federal Government in putting down this war
Our Governor said at the opening of this strife, that

a " conditional Union man was an unconditional
traitor." Whose head does that cap fit ?—manu-
factured, too, by a Republican Governor ?

—

Corre-

spondence of the Boston Post, Augusta, Me.

WHAT DANIEL WEBSTER SAID.

To the Editors of the N. Y. Express

:

" THE IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT."

Soon after this declaration was made by its dis-

tinguished author, and his followers, the abolitionists

and fanatics, had joined hands and formed a party

organization, a great and good man, who still lives—
in memory—said, in the hearing of the writer of this,

as follows, to wit :
" If these infernal fanatics and

abolitionists ever get power in their hands, they will

override the Constitution, -set the Supreme Court at

defiance, change and make laws to suit themselves, lay

violent hands on those /oho differ with them in their

opinion, or dare question their infallibility ; and, final-

ly, bankrupt the country and deluge it with blood !
"

Happy for the far-seeing author of the above, he
did not live to see his prediction fulfilled. He now
"sleeps his last sleep"; but he will ever " live in

the hearts of his countrymen," while those whom he
so truly denounced will only be remembered to be
cursed by their countrymen and the whole civilized

world ! They deserve to be hanged—ought to have
been hanged before the present " civil " war com-
menced, and then we should have had peace and
prosperity, instead of war and ruin. Well, they
may get their just deserts yet, for " God is just," and
" truth is mighty and will prevail."

Oh, that " all men " would learn to respect, up-
hold, defend and live up to the glorious Constitution

our fathers made,—mind their own business, and not

meddle with that which does not concern them,—
the only way we can ever get the Union restored,

and live together in peace and prosperity.

Truth.
[Our correspondent gives both his name and ad-

dress.]

CHARLES SUMNER,

The New Bedford Standard sounds tho alarm for

Sumner. It smells his defeat, and calls upon " the

rural districts" to come in, and save him from the

plots of the " aristocracy." It takes it for granted
that the Republicans can have no other candidate
but him, oblivious apparently of the 10'dy, rotund lit-

tle gentleman at the Stale House, and, of what is far

stronger, the sound conservative sentiment which
will appear in its retributive strength when the

time comes, and strive to put in place of(Ae whining,

.shallow rhetorician, who, for twelve years, has been
an arch-agitator in Congress, a man capable of fairly

representing Massachusetts, her patriotism and busi-

ness interests, and of wielding properly the influence

conferred by the honored Commonwealth upon her
delegates in Washington. Surely, there is a better

time coming for the old Bay State ; a time when
she may point with some of her old pride to her
Senators, and no longer blush at their incapacity,

their demagogism, their utter want of statesmanlike

qualities, their persistent, absorbing negrophilism, and
indifference to the true needs of the hour. Such a

time is foreshadowed by the New Bedford radical,

which perks up its head to shout an anti-slavery cry
in behalf of Charles Sumner, betraying its fear and
his by an early demonstration of the weakness of its

candidate throughout the State, and its dread of the

reaction that already sounds his political death-knell.—Boston Post.

[From tho Boston Courier.]

Mr. Cox, of Ohio, has prepared the epitaph be-

low upon the Congress of which he is a member.
The people are impatiently expecting its dissolution,

the erection of its monument, the conspicuous in-

scription of the epitaph, as a memorial to all future

times. Warning enough it lias already afforded of

the infinite evils which have resulted from electing

men to national office upon sectional grounds—of

the advantage it has afforded to the radical gang, of

the embarrassments in which it has involved many
men whose sentiments and convictions are averse to

radicalism, of the irreparable mischiefs which have
thence overwhelmed the country. When the body
of this Congress is dissolved, its spirit will evaporate.

In tho words of Dr. Watts, it may now be said of it—
" Ita memory and its sense aro gone "

—

and then we can complete the couplet

—

" Aliko unknowing and unknown."

EPITAPH.
HERE LIE THE ABIIES OF THE XXXVII. CONGRESS

It found the United States in a war of
gigantic proportions, involving

ITS VEJtY EXISTENCE.
It was content to wield the sceptre of Power

and accept the emoluments of office,

and used thoun to overthrow
the political and social system of the country which

IT WAS SWORN TO PROTECT.
It saw the fate of thirty-four white Commonwealths in

peril, but it babbled of the
neoro !

It saw patriotic generals and soldiers in the
field under the old flag;

It slandered the one, and in the absence of the other,
IT DESTROYED HIS MEANS OF LABOR.'

It talked of Liberty to the black, and piled
burdens of taxation on white people

for schemes Utopian.

The people launched at it the thunderbolt
OF TimiR WRATH,

and its members sought to avoid punishment
by creeping into dishonored

political graves

!

Requiescat

!

tlttixnut*

lite Jacut. When are we to see this session of
Congress end ? It cannot adjourn, after fixing a
tax bill, too soon for the good of the country. Wen-
dell Phillips says Sumner rules the Senate and
Lovejoy rules the House, and then claims that the
Abolition element rules them. Too much, far too
much has there been to justify this allegation. At
any rate, the Abolitionists are in extacies at the
course of the ultras; and as the radicals rise, the
country will sink. The distrust and disgust for

this Congress are daily increasing. It is ruled, not
by high aims of statesmanship, but by small, adroit
men, who are engineering ibr party.

—

Boston Post.

ON THE RECOGNITION OP HAYTI, AND ON
HATTIAN AMBASSADORS.

The bitterest pill that the Border State slave-

masters have had to swallow this session has been
the recognition of the independence of the national-

ity of Hayti. One of the most eminent statesmen

of the country,—a man careful of his words,—its

speaking of this measure, described it as " a stupen-

dous event." The newspapers have not said much
about it, for the reason that the war-fever prevents

editors from thinking carefully of any subject not

immediately connected with carnage. " At any
other time," said the distinguished legislator whom
we have just quoted, " all the journals would have
been full of it ; every speech would have been wide-

ly printed, every incident of the debates noted and
commented on—but, now, only a few lines will be
given to it Why, if the archangel Gabriel were
to come down to the Senate, and deliver an oration

such as he would make before the Throne of God,
his advent would hardly be noticed."

It is indeed a great event, whether regarded as a

prophecy or as a guarantee. It means that this

Government henceforth recognizes Blacks as citi-

zens, capable of a National life ; not as chattels who
have no rights which white men arc bound to respect.

It means that it may be necessary to create a Conti-

nental Hayti, by giving up the Gulf States, or large

portions of them, to the colored race. That is the

prophecy concealed in it.

It means, furthermore, that the a;gis of the Ameri-
can Union is henceforth thrown around the Nation-
ality of Hayti ; that if Spain, for example, attempt-
ed to conquer it, she would find herself suddenly
confronted by the power of the United States. And
she knows what that means to her—that Cuba and
Porto Rico would be the first trophies of the Yan-
kees. This is the guarantee.

The effect of this act will be highly beneficial in

Hayti. When the present President of Hayti took

his oath of office, he found 24,000 men in arms, lie

has gradually reduced this army one-half. But a
further reduction has been rendered difficult, we
have been told, by the fact that the people fear a

quarrel with the United States, and desire to pre-

serve the nucleus of an army. This fear is now re-

moved, and we hope soon to hear that the army has

been reduced to 5,000 men, which, considering the

population of Hayti, is a large force—sufficiently

large for a peace footing. Thus, by the recent act

of Congress, 5,000 men will in all probability be re-

stored to agriculture in Hayti—five large industrial

regiments added thereby to the labor of the Re-
public.

There will bo commercial advantages also, but
these we count of comparative unimportance.
We propose to publish the debate in the House of

Representatives on the Recognition of Hayti, and
may hereafter have some comments to make on it.

At this time we have a few words to say respecting

the debate in the Senate, which we have already
printed in pamphlet form.

Kentucky has the misfortune to be represented in

the Senate by a garrulous old man, named Garrett
Davis, the successor of John C. Breckinridge, whom
he does not resemble in three particulars—for the

ex-Vice President was a man of ability, in manner
and in speech a gentleman, and he is now an open
rebel. This unfortunate Kentuckian, on the 24th of

April last, after spitting out a large piece of tobacco

which he had been chewing, arose, put his hands in

his pockets, and addressed the Senate on the Bill for

the Recognition of Hayti. Mr. Davis began by say-

_ that he was sick and disgusted—not, as we were,

at his filthy habits, but—with the " introduction of

slaves and slavery into this chamber." He had no
objection to forming treaties of commerce with Hayti

and Liberia—like all slaveholders, he was willing

enough to make money out of "colored people, to

use the mild term," (as he said)—it was the idea of

putting them on terms of equality with the whites,

that was so abhorrent to his refined Kentuckian sen-

sibilities.*

He showed that ho was equally illiterate and ill-

bred, by using the following language :

—

" I have not the least objection to the recognition by
our Government of the existence of those two repub-
lics as independent Towers, and I have no objection to

any extent of commercial relations between our coun-
try and those two republics. I have no objection to

the negotiation of a treaty of amity and commerce and
friendship between our Government and the Govern-
ments of those countries ; but I oppose the sending of

ambassadors of any class from our Government to

theirs, upon this consideration; it would establish, di-

plomatically, terms of mutual and ei|ual reciprocity be-

tween the two countries and us. If, after such a mea-
sure should take effect, the republic of Hayti and the
republic of Liberia were to send their ministers pleni-

potentiary or their charges d'affaires to ourgovern-
ment, they would have to be received by trre Presi-

dent and by all the functionaries of the Government
upon the same terms of equality with similar repre-

sentatives from other Powers. If a full-blooded negro
were sent in that capacity from either of these coun-
tries, by the laws of nations he could demand that he

be received precisely on the same terms of equality
with the white representatives from the Powers of the

earth composed of white people. When the President
opened his saloons to the reception of the diplomatic

corps, when he gave his entertainments to such diplo-

mats, the representatives of whatever color from those
countries would have the right to demand admission
upon terms of equality with all other diplomats; and
if they had families consisting of negro wives and ne-

gro daughters, they would have the right to as*k that

their families also he invited to such occasions, and
that they go there and mingle with the whites of our
own country and of other countries that happened to

be present. We recollect that a few years ago the re-

fined French court admitted and received the repre-

sentative of Soulouque, who then denominated him-
lf or was called the Emperor of Dominica, I think.

Mr. Sumner. Of Hayti.
Mr. Davis. Well, a great big negro fellow, dressed

out with Ids silver or gold lace clothes in the most tan'

tastic and gaudy style, presented himself in the court
of Louis Napoleon, and, I admit, was received. Now.
sir, I want no such exhibition as that in our capital

and in our Government. Tho American minister,

Mr. Mason, was present on that occasion, and lie was
sleeved by some Englishman—I have forgotten his

name—who was present, who pointed him to the am-
bassador of Soulouque, and said, ' What do you think
of him ?

' Mr. Mason turned round and said, ' I think,

clothcB and all, he is worth #1,060.' " (Laughter.)

It is due to the Senate to say that the "laughter"
which is reported to have followed this coarse story

proceeded from the mouth of the speaker only—for

no other Senator seemed to see where the humor of

it lay.

Without stopping to comment on the vulgarity so

clearly Bhown by telling such a story, and by en-
dorsing the brutality it narrated—without pointing
out the ridiculous vanity which causes a Kentuckian

* in a Buhraqiwat debate he avowed Mxaself rottdy tooon-
iisciLtci tho ulitvos of rebels, provided they wuro sold, ami tho
iiioiwy put into tho treasury ! but was uttorly opposed to

their JiberaLion.

of low birth to be fastidious where the French court

is cordial—we come at once to the facts of the ease,

and to a vindication of Haytian ambassadors.

This story is told of M. Damiek, once Haytian
ambassador at St. James. We personally know this

gentleman, and can aver that he is, both intellectual-

ly and in manners, the superior of Mr. Senator
Davis. He not only speaks his native language pure-
ly, but would be ashamed to mispronounce the Eng-
lish tongue as the Senator from Kentucky does.

We have heard Mr. Davis speak in the United States

Senate only and certainly he does not pronounce
the English language purely thai: And, if not thai;

whar does he speak it correctly ? But we forbar,

and pass on to the others.

Mr. Dupuy was a distinguished financier, and, on
being expelled from Hayti by Soulouque, made a for-

tune in California by commercial pursuits. He is

said, by all who know him, to be a man of superior

merit and culture.

Mr. Linstant Pradine is the editor of the
" Recueil General des Lois et Actes du Gouvern-
ment d'Haiti, dupuis la proclamation de son Inde-
pendence jusqu'a nos jours; avec des Notes his-

toriques de jurisprudence et de concordance,"—an
erudite work, whose very title we question whether
Mr. Davis can read.

Mr. S. Linstant is the author of an " Essay on
the means of extirpating the prejudices of the whites

against the color of the African and the Mixed
Bloods,"—a work which carried off the prize of the
" French Society for the Abolition of Slavery," al-

though several eminent English and American wri-

ters contended for it.

Mr. MADrou is the author of an " Histoirc d'Hai-

ti," in three volumes, and is the first Haytian who
has written the history of his country. This learned

work was the first presentation of the Haytian view
of the history of the Island, and is a book of estab-

lished authority.

Mr. Ardouin is the author of a history of Hayti,

in twelve volumes—a brilliant and philosophical pro-

duction, which the entire historical literature of the

Southern States is unable to equal.

These are the men who have been Haytian am-
bassadors—all of them men of culture, ability, and
refinement ; men who would degrade their character

by familiar association with either the Senator from

Kentucky, or the Senator from Delaware. If any
one of them comes to the United States, or whoever
comes, the Senator from Kentucky may rest assured

that he will fulfil Mi'. Sumner's prophecy when he
said

—

"I have more than once had the opportunity of

meetiiig citizens of these republics, and I say nothing
more thau truth when I add that I have found them
so refined and so full of self-respect, that I am led to

believe no one of them charged with a mission from
his Government will seek any society where he will

not be entirely welcome. Sir, the Senator from Ken-
tucky may banish all anxiety on that account. No
representative from Hayti or Liberia will trouble Mm."
—Pine and Palm.

WAE EXPENSES, AND WHO SHALL PAT,

It would require the pen of inspiration to make
out the cost of the .present pro-slavery rebellion.

Human skill at figures would utterly fail. The dan-

ger in every computation is to make the amount too

small. It is well to think over the matter, however,

in the light of dollars and cents, and to keep in mind
our extraordinary expenditures.

We cannot estimate the value of liberty, justice,

and humanity by any earthly standard of value.

Gold and silver, houses and lands, goods and chat-

tels, and all mere creature comforts, sink out of sight

and out of mind in the presence of these priceless,

heaven-born principles. For these we will fight to

the last, pour out without stint our money and our
blood, and the God of the poor and down-trodden
shall be with us, and give us a glorious victory.

The cost of the war to the Government, up to the

1st day of July, will be not less than $600,000,000.

This amount, however, is but a small part of the

total expenses of this monstrous rebellion. Who can

estimate the damage it has been, and will be, to in-

dividuals ? Hundreds of millions have already been
lost by the depreciation, waste, and destruction of

private property. How many ships have been sunk
or burned ! How many have been idle in our har-

bors 1 How many houses, with their contents, have

been destroyed I What a vast amount of breadstuff's

and other necessaries of life have been worse than
wasted ! Who can tell how many millions of days

the past year have been idly spent ? Time is thonoy.

The loss on the real estate of the country, now
going a-begging in all quarters, can only be counted

by thousands of millions of dollars. How has busi-

ness suffered in every city, town, and village ! The
losses here in profits and by depreciation of stock

have been fabulous. The wheels of manufactories

have been stopped, machine-shops have been closed,

and every channel of trade has been clogged. Me-
chanics, laborers, and professional men have been
forced to join the army to save their families from
starvation.

The merchants of New York alone, it is estima-

ted, have lost, in bad debts South, more than
$100,000,000. Hundreds here have been utterly

ruined in consequence. We know a large number
of mercantile firms who, two years ago, were re-

garded independent, but are now hopelessly bank-
rupt. Their only hope of relief from the crushing
burdens resting upon them is in Congress, whither
they now look with distressing anxiety. What Sena-
tor or Representative will refuse to give them help ?

Nearly the whole capital of the country has been
diverted from its ordinary peaceful channels. It is

used for war instead of aiding to promote our na-
tional growth and prosperity. The accumulated
property of generations—the surplus gains of an in-

dustrious people, on which have rested our commer-
cial strength and thrift—has thus in a moment been
swept away.
We are supporting an army of 600,000 mou, who

have been producers, but are now consumers. Fig-

ures will fail to show the immense loss in this direc-

tion. But the expenditures and losses must go on
for years to come. Sufferings and privations, caused

by this unholy war, may begin now, but they will

not end, it may be, for a century. How many have

pledged their property—their all—to find means for

support through these pinching limes! Embarrass-

ments thus begun will, in numerous cases, end in

bankruptcy and utter ruin. Homes! cads will be

sold, and hundreds of thousands of dollars will thus

bo sacrificed, in many a little family group.

What is to become of the great army of maimed
and crippled soldiers? What a mighty host of pen-
sioners, for years, will draw their living from our na-

tional Treasury ! These palroits, who counted not

their lives dear unto them, will now add little to the

capital of the country. They must be nursed and
tenderly cared for till every tongue among them
shall cease to tell the story of our wrongs, and the

price they have paid for liberty. The millions for

their sii|>|iort we will give ungrudgingly".

Tho total losses of the nation and of individuals,

traceable directly and indirectly- to the war, cannot
be less than ten thousand millions of dollars.

The losses of*other nations have also been, and
will be, immense. How vast will now be the war
expenditures abroad ! Whole fleets—thousands of
iron-clad naval ships—must be built. Money will

flow like water in this direction.

Could we value the tears, the sighs, the groans,
which this war has cost, and wiil cost, the amount
would far exceed all other expenditures. How
many homes have been made desolate for ever 1

How the heart's blood will flow for years to come at

losses which neither money nor gratitude can ever
repair ! The father, the joy and support of a happy
home—the darling son, the hope and consolation of
loving parents—the affectionate husband—the de-
voted brother—these by thousands have been snatch-
ed away, leaving a void which can never be filled.

Here will be loss and suffering which can only be re-

paired hereafter, in that land where liberty and jus-

tice are never imperiled, and where for every earth-
ly trial there shall be full satisfaction.

The nation is now agitated or. the subject of con-
fiscation. The question is, who shall pay the ex-
penses of this infernal rebellion ? Our voice on that
subject shall be loud and plain. We say, most em-
phatically, Let the burden, for a quarter of a cen-
tury at least, rest on the shoulders of the rebels.

Let there be no more tender-footed marching in that
direction. Jeff. Davis & Co. should now be told, in

unmistakable language, that those who inaugurated
this war, who broke loose from the most benign and
prosperous Government on earth*who have directly
caused death by tens of thousands, and losses by
thousands of millions,—that these men now shall be
made to suffer.

—

New York Independent.

00L0R—NORTH AND SOUTH.

It seems to be a cardinal feature of American poli-

cy to exile—by compulsion if necessary—a consider-

able part of our laboring population. We Whites
are so fond of hard, rough, ill-paid work, that we
are afraid the Blacks will get it all away from us if

we let them stay among us. We don't want to be
office-holders, doctors, lawyers, professors, merchants,
&c, but hostlers, boot-blacks, and wood-sawyers

;

and we fear that Sambo, if suffered to remain here,

will monopolize the vocations we covet. Then he
smells offensively—that is, if free—for none of us
are repelled by his odor so long as he remains a
slave. Our Southern aristocracy and chivalry are
nursed on Black bosoms and dandled in Black arms—Blacks are the playmates of their infancy and the

companions of their youth ; it is only freedom that

makes them so disgusting that we liken them to re-

pulsive reptiles. And it won't do to send them a
thousand miles off to live and labor by themselves

—

they must be thrust out of our country or we cannot
rest satisfied.

It is fortunate that this hateful spirit—which is

loudly commended as a Caucasian instinct, felt' by
the entire White race—is unknown beyond our own
borders. Hayti has for two years been taking hun-
dreds of these people from our shores, paying their

passage out and giving them six months' subsistence;

but her people, being negroes, know no better.

What shall we say, however, to the formal offer of

Denmark to take these despised "contrabands" off

our hands, and remove them to her island of St.

Croix at her own cost? The Danes are at least as

white as we are—they are not ignorant of negroes,

having had them on their hands, both slave and free,

for generations. She has many ofthem in St. Croix
now, and, like Oliver Twist, " wants some more."
She is willing to take all we have to spare. And if

her narrow island should thus be overpeopled, other
European Powers that have West India or other
tropical colonies will gladly take what she does not
need. So it seems that negro-hate, so far from be-
ing a universal Caucasian instinct, is scarcely known
out of this country. And if slavery were stone
dead to-day, the expatriation of our Blacks would
no more be urged than that of our red-haired men
and women. It is sheer truckling to the slavehold-
holdcr that raises the clamor for negro expatriation.

When he is told that the Blacks must be exiled if

liberated, he drugs his conscience with the narcotic
that it is better to keep them in bondage than to

drive them into exile.

So with the popular horror of having Blacks in

our armies. Jeff. Davis has had Blacks in his Mili-
tary service these six months at least, and he has
just decreed a new and sweeping conscription, by
which he summons all Mulatto as well as White
males between the age of 20 and that of 55 to enter
the Confederate military service at once. Of course
it is fighting, not digging that he wants of these Mu-
lattoes; otherwise, he would call in Negroes as well
as Mulattoes. His men fight beside Negroes and
Mulattoes; ours, it is said, will not. If so, they are
not nearly so much in earnest as the rebels. Shall

not these things be taken to heart?

—

N. Y. Tribune.

NEGRO-PHOBIA vs. NEGRO EQUALITY-
PHOBIA.

Friend Swift—As I have read the remarks of

Messrs. Davis, Saulsbury, et al., in the United
States Senate, on the question of a recognition of
Hayti and Liberia as independent governments, I

have noticed that their only argument against the
bill is the danger of being obliged to receive a color-

ed minister from one or both of them. This, to

these gentlemen, is a dreadful thing. They think
that it would be a terrible affliction to the people
of the South, and, therefore, the bill ought not to

pass. This, at first sight, would indicate that these

gentlemen, and those for whom they speak, are ter-

ribly afflicted with Negro-phobia. If wo consider
the habits of these people, we shall sec that this can-
not be the case. Why, sir, when these men were little

babies, one-half of them were cared for by black wo-
men, and drew their sustenance from black breasts;

their chosen companions were children from the ne-

gro quarters. When that spirit of despotism, which
has produced the present rebellion, began to mani-
fest itself, it was by mauling and knuckling negro
boys. When the passions of young manhood began
to (ire their blood, they sought and found unholy
gratification in overcoming the virtue of negro and
mulatto girls. Even in later years. 1 heir wives have
often found the presence of a good-looking colored
girl a source of trouble- They have Uvea among
negroes all their days. Their houses are full of
iliem. They know not how to do without them,
and complain that they cannot safely bring them
North when (hey visit us. Surely, these men can-
not be afflicted with this disease.

After some thought, I have concluded that, (heir

disease must, be Negni-equalily-phobia, This must
be HQ awful visitation. Think of the condition of

one of these afflicted ones, should he chance to nuvl
a black man who weighed as many pounds, could
run as fast, jump as high, light as well, was as brave.

dressed as well, was as rich, owned as many slaves,

was as talented, as well educated, as refined, as mor-
:i^ as high in Office as himself. Poor man! Merc
stands his equal cut in ebony. What is to be done?
See him shake—hear him growl—see him froth!

Don't you pity him? It is of no use; there is no
help for him. If this equal was only a Mongolian,
with straight hair done up like a long tail, who'eats
rats and puppies, and whose wife had a little foot,

how different the case would be ! Then he might
be courted and petted by the President and all his

subordinates, and no trouble ensue. But the man
is black ! O dear ! O dear ! And there is no
help. But, says Mr. D. or Mr. S-, do you wish to
associate freely with blacks? Would you like to

have your sou marry a black woman ? No, but I
should prefer to have him marry a black woman, and
have him live honestly with her, rather than marry
a white woman, and then commit adultery with one
who is colored. I would choose as an associate a
black man with a white heart, .rather than a white
man with a black heart. The one or the other may
be respected in an official position, without social in-

timacy. But, Mr. Editor, all this is nothing—-Ne-
gro-equality-phobia is a dreadful disease, and the
cause of it, tliat is, qualified negroes, is increasing.
Yankee schoolmasters and missionaries are doing
wonders at Port Royal and elsewhere. I fear the
afflicted people referred to have a. hard time before
them. Sheva.

Chatham, May 22, 1862.— f Yarmouth Register.

INHUMAN TREATMENT OP A SLAVE.

The New Orleans Delta says:

—

Soon after the arrival of the United States forces

in this city, they received information that arms
and tents were concealed in the house of one Wm.
T. Hunter, who had sworn he would shoot any
damned Yankee who should enter his house to look
for them. An officer, in due time, was sent to search
for them. To his agreeable surprise, he was cor-

dially received by the owner of the house, who in-

formed the officer that it was true he had arms—

a

double-barrelled gun, an old uniform or two that be-
longed to his son, and a small tent, which had es-

caped the wreck of Camp Lewis, which was pitched
in his garden as a playhouse for his children, and
that he had no other such thing in the house. The
officer being satisfied with this frank avowal, said he
would not disturb the tent, childBan, uniform or gun.
Thereupon the proprietor politely invited him to

take a drink.

On the next day, Hunter proclaimed on 'Change,
or in his neighborhood, that he had a large quantity
of tents in his garret ; that the federal officers did
not get them; that he could buy the officer with a
drink ; and further, that he could buy the whole set

with drinks, even from the commanding officer down.
This speech induced another examination, which

resulted in the finding of Major-General Lewis's
marquee, thirteen tents, and more furniture in Mr.
Hunter's attic, and some pistols and two dirks in

Mrs. Hunter's keeping. This lady's nerves were
too sensitive to accompany the officers in the search,

and she directed a negro woman to show the officers

through the house.

THE REBEL'S VENGEANCE TJPONf HIS SLAVE.

Upon removing the contraband articles to the
railroad station, Mrs. Hunter followed, and informed
the officer that" the negro girl had left the house and
was intending to go away. The officer said that
could not be permitted, and sent a corporal to con-
duct both women—white and black—to their house,
and assured Mrs. Hunter that the girl had expressed
no intention of leaving her mistress. Fearing, how-
ever, lest the servants should have been suspected of
having given information, the officer assured the
lady that no information had been received from the
servants, and they ought not to be punished.
But the moment the officer retired, the girl was

locked up to await the return of the master.
When Mr. Hunter returned, and ascertained

what had occurred, he demanded of his wife "why
she had not shot the damned Yankees." She re-

torted, " They took away my arms." Upon this,

Hunter went to the closet, and took from it a heavy
riding-whip, and beat the servant over the head in
such a manner as to cause heavy bunches. He then
took her down into the back yard, chained her feet

to a block—the mistress, who claims to be one of the
ladies of New Orleans, fastening the shackles to the
block. The husband and wife then threw the ser-

vant down upon her back, fastened her hands to the
feet of another servant, who was forced to hold the
girl out to her full length. The suspected girl was
then subjected to head-shaving; her clothes were
next removed, and Hunter beat the exhausted crea-

ture with the horsewhip until he was too tired to

stand. He then called for a chair, sat down, and
finished his brutal beating in a sitting posture. The.
screams of the sufferer soon attracted the attention
of the neighborhood.

GENERAL BUTLER'S TROMPT nTNISIIMENT OF THE
SCOUNDREL.

One neighbor sent intelligence of what was going
on to General Butler. Before word reached the

General, the monster, having flayed the back of his

slave until it became raw, washed her down with
brine, threw her into a wagon, and at nine o'clock

at night conveyed her to the parish prison, with the
ploasing information that the rest of the beating

—

to the extent o/300 lashes—would bo inflicted in the
morning.
The General ordered all parties in the morning.

They came, and the girl was liberated. Upon the
hearing, these facts appeared. The General asked
the master to state upon his honor, why he washed
the girl's back in brine, while recking in blood. Ho
replied, " It was to ease the pain."

Thereupon, the General informed Mr. Hunter
that he would be committed to Fort Jackson until

further orders, and that he must behave himself very
well there; because the officers in charge would be
instructed to chastise him severely, if he did not

;

because, if they exceeded in the severity of punish-

ment, they would be instructed to wash his wounds
'in brine ; and that the girl would be turned over as a
laundress to the care of the Thirteenth Connecticut

regiment.

Mr. Hunter, upon this, said he had brought in a
physician to prove that he had been sick for a num-
ber of months. The General responded that, if ho
was well enough to inflict the punishment that hail

been proved, he was in a physical condition to suffer

the punishment which had been imposed, llunler

is a rebel, a thief, (for ho had stolen the tents.) a
liar, (for he had eluded lhe*olliecr who had been
sent in search,) a brute, (lor he had whipped the

girl without, cause.) Ami we leave him m Fort
Jackson.

y^ ' The Nashville Virion is severe on "radical

abolitionists." defining them as follows:—

" By radical Abolitionists we mean wretches who
arc destroying the system of shivery by sword. :tnd

fire, and devastation. The fiends of hell :uv more
humane and noble. They arc hastening the over-

throw of slavery by bringing on. not only on ihc

South, but. on tiie public, great tribulation. These.

devils in human shape abound in this City, and QftJJ

themselves Secessionists, Southern Higllts men. Fire

SaterS anil Conlederales."
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STATE SOYEKEIGNTY.

To dcnv that a State cannot forswear Tier alle-

eiance, is "to deny her Bovferettftfty as a State—a sov-

ereignty which is limited with her own boundaries,

and tho obligations to the provisions of the Central

Constitution" nndor which she exists, and Without

whtoh site would not be a State at all. lleuee, the

voluntary rupturing on her part of this bond or lig-

ament of amity must necessarily destroy her integri-

ty as a State, together with all the loeal laws pecu-

liar unto her; and in just as great a degree as

would he the domestic authority of the wife who had

in the most violent and indecent manner violated

the marital relation-

It is most preposterous to longer countenance the

advancement of the doctrine that a State cannot

commit self-destruction. States have done it, and

done it in their State capacity. There could have

been nothing more deliberate or regular than the

manner in which the Southern States absolved

themselves of all allegiance to the Union. No State

aet ever passed with more deliberation and apparent

unanimity than the acts of separation. They all

owned slaves; and it was because of this that seces-

sion became possible, and as they supposed, necessa-

ry. It was the pronounced declaration of long-fos-

tered enmity—the enmity which darkness has 'al-

ways had against light from the beginning.

It is evident that, as States, the so-called Confed-

erate States have no laws which the offended Union

is bound by any obligations. Constitutional or other-

wise, to respect. What may have been the ac-

tion of the inhabitants of the several portions of ter-

ritory by which the jurisdiction of these States was

circumscribed, It is not now given us to know
;
and

for audit we do know, or have a right legitimately

to know, there may not now, in the whole area of

Rebeldom, according to the local and municipal laws,

fee a single slave in existence. What a figure we

should make in history, if, pcradventure, we should

"be found, in our anxiety to maintain what, through

dint of reiteration, we have been taught to believe

was the actual Constitution—slavery—we should

ultimately find that we were attempting to unite

th& living present with the dead and loathsome car-

cass of the past—slavery ! No more ludicrous and

inconsistent would this be than to attempt to restore

the condition of things which has furnished its own
elements of destruction. The President may^ pro-

claim freedom to the slaves of the South. Their

freedom would not come by any act of his. They
are free, and it will be for him and for Congress

only to say that they will not re-enslave them.

But it may be said that this suicidal act of the

several Southern States was not inaugurated nor

consummated by the loyal men ofthe South. These

loyal men, we opine, are like the visits of the angels,

few aud far between, but their sufferings cannot ig-

nore the fact of the abrogation of all law. In very

deed, their sufferings are the strongest evidence in

favor of this supposition. But it may be said those

men are entitled to indemnity for the loss, by the

action of the State, of property guaranteed by the

Constitution. Conceding that the Constitution of

the Union does guarantee property in man, or rath-

er property in the right to their labor, the Constitu-

tion eaunot and never could prevent the several

States from declaring the emancipation of every

slave within their own boundaries with or without

compensation. How, then, can the Federal Govern-

ment be responsible now for the action of a State to-

wards the lninorityof its citizens, so long as we recog-

nize the Democratic principle, that the majority should

rule, and the fact remains that the Federal cover

ment never did guarantee the return of a slave to

the person claiming him in any State of the Union,

both being resident in that State ?

We have again and again advanced the idea,

plain and palpable as the light at noonday, to those

who are not morally blind, that God in his provi-

dence has so shaped the actions of arrogant despo-

tism in the Southern slaveholder, that his own des-

perate acts should, aud no doubt have freed the

bondsman whose cry for help " has entered into the

ear of the Lord of Sabaoth." Let Congress declare

the freedom of the ^ve as a means of terminating,

at an earlier period, the horrors ofthis contest. Let

Abraham Lincoln, in his plenitude of supposed pow-

er, do the same, aud no harm, but good, may come
of it. They cannot, however, do what is done al-

ready ; they may, however, attempt to undo what

has been done ; and if so, woe be to these United

States when the bayonets of our soldiers are used to

force back into hopeless bondage four millions of hu-

man beings nowfree ! Then, indeed, would we be

responsible for all the horrors and atrocities of sla-

very. Then would be the timewhen all the civil-

ized world might find a reason for interference and

enthusiasm on the part of their people to enter on a

crusade against the most stupendous act of barbar-

ism that could be conceived of.—Paterson Guardian.

the latter has the reputation of being a very anti-

slavery city, she is easily influenced to act in a way
hostile to the anti-slavery cause. The federal ap-

pointments have not been such as would be apt to

throw the weight of influence in the right way, and
it would not be very difficult, while the voting pop-

ulation of the city might be largely in Mr. Simmer's
favor, to return a delegation to the House of Repre-

sentatives decidedly hostile to him. The way things

have been managed for some years back shows this

plainly enough.
But it is to the heart of the Commonwealth, it is

to the rural districts, untainted by the aristocracy

which veils itself under the soft term of " conserva-

tism," that we look for the correct decision of this

j
matter. The people of Massachusetts understand

well what Mr. Sumner is. They know his principles,

his actions during his senatorial career, though they

cannot know or appreciate perhaps, the full extent

of his labors and his influence. But, from what his

actions and principles are, they can judge what
would be likely to be those of a hostile candidate,

and decide whether they will be such as they will

be likely to approve, or such as they would like to

see proceeding from the Old Bay State, which has

so long been devoted to liberty, and whose ideas are

the watchword of the friends of freedom in the pres-

ent struggle. Let the people of the State watch

carefully the plans of the old minority parties that

are combining to displace Mr. Sumner, and guard

especially in the election of their representatives

against being betrayed by the Judas kisses of hypo-

critical pretensions.

—

New Bedford Rep. Standard.

SENATOR STJMNEE,

The New York Tribune intimates that there is a

doubt about Mr. Sumner's re-election to the Senate.

We believe it to be mistaken. Mr. Sumner's ene-

mies are settling this point in his favor very fast.

Their abuse is divesting Republicans of what dispo-

sition there was to oppose him. Here" is the high

compliment the Tribune pays our Senator, the chief

beauty of which is, that every word of it will be ad-

mitted as true by his warmest opposers:

—

' Never inattentive to or neglectful of any public

duty, never even accused of sacrificing or opposing

the interest of Massachusetts in any matter of legis-

lation, Mr. Sumner is yet known to believe that her

interests can never be truly promoted by sacrificing

those of Humanity. In an age of venality and of

uncharitable suspicion, he was never even suspected

of giving a mercenary or a selfish vote; in an at-

mosphere where every man is supposed to have his

price, and to be scheming and striving for self-aggran-

dizement, no man ever suggested that Charles Sum-
ner was animated by sinister impulses, or that he

would barter or stifle his convictions for the Presi-

dency. The one charge brought against him by
his many bitter adversaries imports that he is a fa-

natic—not that it was ever imagined that he is the

special devotee of any fane or sect, but that he sin-

cerely believes it the end of civil government to has-

ten the coining of God's earthly kingdom, by caus-

ing His justice to pervade every act, every relation,

and thus making the earth, so far as human imper-

fection will permit, a vestibule of Heaven."

—

Nor-

folk County Journal.

g^f
3 Some journals in other States are suggesting

to the people of Massachusetts that they should not

reelect Mr. Sumner to the Senate. They are very-

kind, but it is within the limits of possibility that

these Balaams would do themselves some service if

they were to mind their own business.

—

Traveller.

MOKE TEOOPS CALLED FOR.

Nearly all the Governors of the loyal States, having

aibscribed their names, officially' to a letter to the

President of the United States, urging an immediate

and extensive augmentation of the national forces for

the speedy suppression of the rebellion, the President

responds as follows :

—

Executive Mansion, Washington, July 1, 18G2.

Gentlemen,—Fully concurring in the views expressed
to me in so patriotic a maimer by you in the communi-
cation of the '28th day of June, I have decided to call

into the service an additional force of 300,000 men. I

suggest and recommend that the troops should be
chiefly of infantry. The quota of your State would
be . I trust that they may be enrolled without
delay, so as to bring this unnecessary and injurious

civil war to a speedy and satisfactory conclusion.
An order fixing the quotas of the respective States

will be issued by the War Department to-morrow.
(Signed) ABKAHAM LINCOLN.

All this might have been avoided, together- with a

vast amount of life and treasure already needlessly

wasted, if the Government had availed itself of the

strength and bravery of the colored population, bond
and free, in the rebellious States. Instead of doing

this, it has allowed this mighty force (equal to an army
larger than has yet been gathered on the battle-field)

to remain on the side and in tho service of the rebel-

lion. How long is such a suicidal policy to be pur-

sued? It is even threatened, in certain "Demo-
cratic" quarters, that, should the Government pro-

claim emancipation as a military necessity, there will

be a formidable revolt in the army. We believe this

is a libellous charge ; but, if it be true, the sooner the

test is applied, the better for the safety of the Govern-

ment and the suppression of treason, North and South.

THE PKESIDENT'S LAST POSITION.

In the reply of the President to the memorial of the

Progressive Pricnds, as reported in last week's Libera-

tor, occurs tho following paragraph :

—

" If a decree of emancipation could abolish slavery,

John Brown would have done the work most effec-

tually. Such a decree surely could not be more bind-

ing upon the South than the Constitution, and that

cannot be enforced in that part of the country now.
Would a proclamation of freedom be any more effec-

tive 1

"

Since these remarks contain almost all that the

President had to say in opposition to the request of his

memorialists, they are worthy of examination" and

criticism. If we mistake not, they arc childishly

weak and unreasonable. And, to begin with the first

sentence above-quoted, will any one show us the logi-

cal connection between the former and the latter mem-
ber—between the supposition and the conclusion ?

The President argues as if a decree, or the palpable

embodiment thereof in parchment and ink, were a self-

propelling power, able fare da se—to go alone—or, if

you please, a missile, whose effectiveness is indepen-

dent of the hand which discharges it. For how, other-

wise, could any sensible man compare, even by im-

plication, an edict issuing from John Brown at Har-

per's Ferry and the same from Abraham Lincoln at

Washington f The one, a private citizen, without

commission or authority, and, above all, assuming a

position hostile to laws State and National ; the other,

the Chief Magistrate of the whole people, the Com-
mander-in-Chief of the whole army, and invested by

the Constitution with the absolute, undisputed control

of the War Power, together with ample means for the

execution of any order or policy in his judgment

necessary. The one might have decreed till dooms-

day, and nothing would have come of it, without the

exercise of force sufficient for the end proposed; and

if John Brown had succeeded in making his avowed

idea an accomplished fact, it would not have enhanced
-.1 a particle the legality of his procedure. But the

closing my schools for colored people at Newborn, „ ., ,«,.. * , TT > « A j.

N. C. ; that he never intended to put in force the laws
\

President and Generalissimo of the United States, un-

of North Carolina; and that until he gets explicit in-

ANOTHER TURN OF THE SCREW.

THE STANLEY-COLYER CONTROVERSY.
To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune.

Sin—In accordance with the request of lift Excel-
lency, Gov. Stanley, I wish it published that I misun-
derstood his Excellency; that he had no intention of I

® iu !ii&*t»t0t«
No Union with. Slaveholders!
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struct ions from the Government at Washington, D. C,
he will neither interfere with my schools, nor return
fugitive slaves to their masters ; all of which I do with
the most sincere and heart-felt pleasure.

VINCENT COLYER,
Superintendent of the Poor.

Newbern, June 21, 1862.

S^" It is evident that the universal burst of moral

indignation which followed the announcement, that

Gov. Stanley bad suppressed the negro schools in

North Carolina, has had a wholesome effect upon his

mind. He now desires to have it understood that Mr.

Colyer entirely misapprehended him; that he will

not interfere with the schools, return fugitive slaves,

nor put in force any of the laws of North Carolina,

unless explicitly instructed so to do by the Govern-

ment. Of course, he will have no such instructions

from that quarter; and, of course, the Courier, Post,

and all the other satanic journals that came "with

alacrity" to the defence of Gov. Stanley, supposing

he had been accurately reported, must feel extremely

chagrined and wof'ully disappointed. Will they tell

us what they now think of Gov. Stanley? Their

pro-slavery villany is immeasurable, and of the dir-

tiest kind. Here is a venomously libellous assault of

the Post upon Mr. Colyer :

—

" It is said that Vincent Colyer is the renowned
model artist man who was badgered by the police in
almost every city in the Union years ago. His pres-
ent vocation of mischief-making, under pretence of
negro teaching, is even worse than his former one. He
is a fine individual to teach the black idea to shoot.'

The Post knew it was basely confounding two ut-

terly distinct persons in making this assertion.

HON. CHARLES SUMNER.

The time is approaching when the people of Mas-

sachusetts will have to select its" representatives in

both houses of Congress, a Senator iu the place of

Mr. Sumner, whose term expires in March next,

and Representatives from the Congressional districts.

The political condition of the country is such as to

render it most important that this matter shall be

seasonably and carefully considered by the people,

and that it shall thoroughly understand the aims

and manoeuvres of political parties, especially of

those who are seeking to replace Mr. Sumner by a

man of an entirely different stamp and different

principles, and to place in the Senate a member of

the party which has been for many years in a hope-

less minority in tins State, but which hopes, by art-

ful combinations and plausible professions, to sup-

plant the Senator who has for twelve years so ably

represented this State in the Senate, devoting his

entire energies, his varied scholarship, and the influ-

ence of his high reputation abroad, to advancing

the cause of freedom, to rescuing the nation from its

greatest curse and disgrace, to enlightening the pub-

lic mjnd as to the evils and dangers of slavery, and,

more especially, oflate, to removal from the nation-

al code' of those iniquitous aud barbarous laws which

bear record to the kind of influence which has hith-

erto predominated in the national councils.

We lake it for granted that the Republicanparly can

have no other candidate for the Senate than Mr. Sum-
ner Himself. We are well aware that Mr. Sumner
is not a favorite with a considerable portion of the

party. We know that the press of Boston, republi-

can or anti-republican, is cold it not hostile towards

him ; and we have seen indications that papers

claiming to be leading representatives of public opin-

ion in that city would prefer to ally themselves with

the Courier, in a combination against Mr. Sumner,

rather than support him for re-election !

Still, if the dominant party in this State is to have

a candidate for the Senate, there can be no other

than Mr. Sumner. No other is mentioned. None
of the able members of the party, who sympathize

with him in sentiment and principle, would for a

moment consent to stand in his way. The only way

by which he can be supplanted is by a hostile com-

bination, under the specious pretence of a " no par-

ty " movement, in which a hotch-potch both of Breck-

inridge Democrats, Douglas Democrats, Bell-and-

Everetts, and extremely conservative Republicans.

-r-men who stand so extremely erect in their anti-sla-

very as to lean over towards slavery,—shall combine.

in a coalition with which that, of which some of them

were so long accustomed to speak in terms of such

reproach, by which Mr. Sumner's election was first ef-

fected, could make no kind ofcomparison, and put up

some of their moderate favorites—their conservative

candidates—their men with democratic talk in their

mouths and aristocratic principles in their hearts—

some ofthosewho do not, like Charles Sumner, ask " in-

demnity for the past and security for the future
"

from the evils which slavery has inflicted on the

eountry, but who are sweetly lor " the Union as it was,

and the Constitution as it is,"—that is, for allowing

the odious privileges secured to slavery in the Con-

stitution to remain in full force, for the barbarous laws

remanding fugitives to bondage to remain unrepealed,

and, in general, for a resumption and restoration of

the policy which has cursed the country for a whole

generation, and whose ioverthrow at the last election

they hope may prove but a temporary one!

This is the scheme which has been concocting for

some time. It was the theme of general conversa-

tion in the legislature last winter, when bets were

freely offered that Mr. Sumner could not be re-

elected, and a representative from this city is rc-

ported to have said that, if the election had come oil'

then, he could have got but one vote from our dele-

gation.

As we have said, we do not look for any support

for Mr. Sumner from Boston. Perhaps we cannot

expeet much for him from this city, although we be-

lieve that a fair vote would show an overwhelming

voice in his favor. But Boston and New Bedford

;iro remarkably alike iu some respects ;
and though

FOURTH OP JULY!

It has been the invariable custom of the Massa-

chusetts Anti-Slavery Society to commemorate this

National Anniversary ; not, however, in the boastful

spirit and inflated manner of those who rejoiced in a

Union with Slaveholders, and who could see no con-

tradiction, in such a Union, to the great principles

of the immortal Declaration of Independence of July

4th, 1776. Our celebration has ever been with the

distinct and simple purpose of recalling to the mind

and impressing upon the heart of the people the

great "self-evident truths, that all men are created

equal, and are endowed by their Creator with an inali-

enable right to Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of Hap-

piness."

Confident that our repeated testimonies on these

National Anniversaries have been as good seed, sown

upon soil long indeed stubborn and unyielding, but at

length fertilized, and now full of promise of a

ous harvest,—soon, we trust, to be gathered in

again invite and summon the friends of Freedom, of

every name and age, and whether living within or be-

yond the bounds of this our honored Commonwealth,

to meet with us, as aforetime, and in even greater

numbers than ever before, at the beautiful and well-

known FRAMINGHAM GROVE, on this Fourth

of July.

We need say nothing of the beauty and many at-

tractions of the spot, wdiether for adults or for the

young. The day and the occasion constitute the real

claims upon our attention, and to these let the Anti-

Slavery men and women of Massachusetts, and of

New England, respond fitly, as they so well know
how to do.

The Boston and Worcester Railroad Co. will convey

passengers to and from the Grove, upon their main

road and its branches, on that day, at the following

rates of fare :

—

From Boston, Worcester, and Millbury, 70 cents

for adults, 35 cents for children.

From Grafton, adults, 60 cents, children, 30 cents.

From Milford, Miltbrd Branch, (except Holliston,)

Northboro', Marlboro', Noedham, Grantville, Corda-

ville, Southboro', and Westboro', 50 cents for adults,

25 cents for children.

From Natiek, Holliston, and Ashland, adults 40

cents, children 20 cents.

Trains will run to the Grove, as follows :

—

Leave Boston at 9.15, and Worcester, at 0.40, A. M.,

stopping at way stations; from Miilbury, regular

morning train; Milford, at 7.10, or 9.40; Northboro',

at 7 ; Marlboro', at 7.24, or 10.15.

Returning, leave the Grove at 5.15 for Boston

and Worcester ; at 6.15 for Milford and Northboro'

branches.

Admission fee to the enclosure of the Grove, for

those not coming by the cars, adults 10 cents, chil-

dren 5 cents. Those who come by railroad admit-

ted free.

&^= The House at the Grove will he open for Re-

freshments.

In case of rain, the meeting will be held in Wa-
verley Hall, opposite the railroad depot at South

Framingham.

Addresses from well-known advocates of the cause,

with Songs, and such recreation as this attractive

place affords, will occupy the day. Among the speak-

ers expected are Wsi. Lloyd Garrison, Wendell
Phillips, Andrew T. Foss, Charles C. Bur-

leigh, E. H. Hetwood, IIiiNUY C. Wright, Wm.
Wells Brown, John S. Rock, Esq., Rev. Daniel
Foster, of Kansas, and others.

SAMUEL MAY, Jit.,

WM. LLOYD GARRISON, I Committee

B. II. IIKYWOOD,
\ of

Visit to England. Our esteemed and untiring

fellow-laborer in the vineyard of Universal Humanity,
Henry C. Wright, expects to leave Boston, for

England, in the steamer Africa, August 6th, or in the

Great Eastern, at New York, should she leave about

that time. Meanwhile, letters may be. addressed to

him—Gare of Bda Marsh, or Robert F. Wa!lcuttlBos-

ton, Mass. He will carry with him our best wishes for

his health, safety, and extensive usefulness on the

other side of the Atlantic; and we are quite eertam

that he will receive a very cordial welcome from the

many English, Scotch and Irish friends, who know
his worth and appreciate his faithful devotion to the

cause of freedom and philanthropy for the last thirty

years. Wherever he may travel, he cannot be other-

wise than interested in the amelioration of the condi-

tion of the whole human family ; for, dead to all feel-

ings of selfish nationality, with him race, complexion,

country are swallowed up in the full recognition of

man as man. We regard his visit abroad as particu-

larly opportune at this period, inasmuch as, possessing

as be does anaccurate and perfect knowledge of the

eal cause and diabolical object of the Great Rebellion

in this country, he will be able to remove much of the

gnorance and prejudice now existing in the old world,

in relation to its real merits. In the cause of peace,

of temperance, of woman's rights, &c, &c, he will

ever be found a ready laborer. While sternly uncom-
promising in principle, he carries a genial and loving

nature, is never morbid in disposition, but always

hopeful and confident of the triumph of truth over all

opposition.

The Boston Directory, for the year commenc-

g the 1st inst., has been published in good style by
Adams, Sampson & Co. By the use of smaller type

some of the departments, and lighter paper,

together with the decreased number of names, the

ork has been somewhat reduced in bulk. It is of

mvenicnt size, and, taken as a whole, is a model

work of its class. The decrease in the number of

mes reported is accounted for by the great number
of men Boston has sent to the war. A canvas of the

city for the State Register, a few months since, re-

vealed the fact that four thousand volunteers for the

seat of war had left Boston previous to March 1st,

three hundred of whom were commissioned officers.

The Directory of 1853 contained 38,000 names; that

of 1862 has 55,000 names, an increase of 17,000 names

during the nine years. In the former year, this city

had 15,000 houses, now it has 20,000.

The Boston Directory has now been printed more

than half a century, and has ever enjoyed the confi-

dence and support of the business public. A com-

plete set of the work would show the outward growth

of the city better than anything else. A new Direc-

tory is indispensable each year, but the old one should

be preserved or presented to some Society, as its val-

ue to students of our local annals will increase with

its age. Its pages contain information in regard to

persons and firms not to bo obtained elsewhere. The
office of the Directory is 91 Washington street, where

copies can be obtained.

HENRY O. STONE,
CHARLES A. IIOVEY,

Arrangements.

July Fourth. To-day is the Eighty-Sixth Anni-

versary of American Independence. Itfinda four mil-

lions of slaves yet to be emancipated—the Union dis-

solved through Southern perfidy and lust of power—

the nation bleeding at every pore—the most awful

civil war that the world has ever 3eon wasting its life

and substance—and no prospect of peace. Is it a day

for boasting and revelry, or for sackcloth and ashcB 1

ES8E1 County. Intelligence received from Ham-

ilton and vicinity indicates that the Convention there,

on Sunday next, will be one of great interest. |SV

notice in another column.

J

A Primary Cook Book, by Mrs. Putnam, for Nc
Beginners in Housekeeping. Receipts suited to the

times.

This is the title of a small, neat, 12mo- volume of

84. pages, published by Mr. Loring, 319 Washington

street. It gives information found in no other work.

It shows bow comfortable a young married couple can

make themselves, who begin housekeeping in three

rooms
;
gives a list of the articles required in each ; a

routine of the work for every day in the week; what

to purchase in the market, and bow to select it, and

its quality; and then how to cook it. It gives one

hundred receipts for cooking meats, soups, fish, pud-

dings, cakes, &c., closing with directions for bache-

lor's meals, teaching the latter how to make their own

coffee, to cook chops and eggs, to stew oysters, &c,

&& The writer is a lady every way competent to the

(ask she has assumed, and her work should be in the

bands of every young housekeeper.

like the Virginian martyr, has no need of the half mil-

lion bayonets which attend his call. In changing the

status of an enslaved people to that of freedom,—

a

wheel, by universal experience and consent; which

knows no backward turning,—iu bis lips words are

things. The declaration, the legal, constitutional

declaration once uttered, the deed is done,—the slave

walks erect in a new manhood. He may still be plun-

dered of his rights, still outraged and tortured as of

old, still chained and hunted and burned, before he can.

touch the nation's right band stretched out to him

over the intervening army of rebellion, but his suffer-

ings now may be requited and avenged ; the law takes

cognizance of him as a citizen grossly .injured, and

hurls its judgments against his oppressor; while the

right of self-defence is restored into his hands, and

from a murderer he becomes a justifiable homicide.

On the same grounds wo hold that Generals Fremont

and Hunter, by their proclamations, (which the Presi-

dent did not question their right to issue, but only their

liberty,) did, at least until they were officially counter-

manded, really make free forever those who availed

themselves of those instruments in the meanwhile.

We say, in the meanwhile, for we are aware that some

pretend that sueh slaves as could not immediately pro-

fit by the proclamations alluded to, lost the chauce of

gaining their freedom as soon these were annulled.

For our own part, we do not doubt that any other than

an American court would decide in favor of the free-

dom of every slave covered by the terms of the pro-

clamations, since if two are necessary to make a bar-

gain, the slave's consent to that which gives him lib-

erty can be more certainly assumed than in any other

concern of human interest. Lastly, let there be no

confusion as to the War Power under which John

Brown might seem to have acted, equally with the

President. That hero, humane and beneficent as was

his purpose, could have found no legal justification

for his means but in success. His jurisdiction only

equalled the range of his rifles, which constituted his

power; what he changed, another stronger might re-

turn to its old condition ; if Ins failure was partial, it

was complete. The President, on the contrary, is but-

tressed by law, duty and necessity; his jurisdiction

reaches farther than his armies ; his fiat is irrevocable,

unless the whole nation perishes with him. The dif-

ference between abnormal and normal, between revo-

lution and established law, is the difference between

John Brown and Abraham Lincoln, and the powers of

each.

Now a word as to the sophistry contained in the lat-

ter portion of the quotation. It is true, as the Presi-

dent avers, that a decree of emancipation "could not

be more binding upon the South than the Constitu-

tion," but it would be just as binding, since it would

be in perfect harmony with that instrument; and as

for the possibility of its enforcement, as Mr. Johnson

rightly intimated, it is no worse off than the Constitu-

tion, which can be as little enforced, while the one is

as deserving of effort as the other. But the falsity of

the reasoning lies in the assumption that the claim of

allegiance and the declaration of freedom would be

directed to the same persons, which is quite contrary to

the facts of the case. Unless, indeed, there can be

found one so foolish as to propose an order to the rebels

to emancipate their slaves for the speedier overthrow

of the rebellion ! No ; why must the President trouble

himself about the respect with which the traitors of

the South are likely to receive a decree of emancipa-

tion'? He might guess it beforehand, but no matter;

he is not speaking to them. He addresses four million

slaves—colored Americans—loyal from the necessities

of their social position and the attitude of the combat-

ants in the civil war. And that South will bear !—trust

them, Mr. Lincoln ! The decree which " could not

be binding" upon the white South, will be religiously

regarded by them. They will not clamor for succoring

armies to lift them up to freemen
;
your word will suf-

fice. After that, no more rebel fortifications raised by

black hands; no more arms borne by them in battle

against Northern liberators; no more corn and hominy

planted or gathered for rebel enslavers; but isolation

of every rebellious host,—railroads torn up,—bridges

burned,-«vires cut,—every large city, every hamlet

trembling under the never-fading fear of a general in-

surrection,—and universal demoralization in the army

from Richmond to Mobile. All tins because the slave

will confide in your promise, and because he is able to

overthrow the Southern Confederacy the moment be

feels that he may work shoulder to shoulder with the

government and the North. In spite of our pro-slave-

ry generals and captains, in spite of order No. 3 or

No. 333, the slave still comes to us for protection, hap-

py if he may impart the knowledge which will destroy

the enemy. But invite him with open arms
;
promise

him liberty not for attack, for bloodshed and revenge,

but for desertion simply ; aud the corner-stone of that

infamous league, whose existence shames the age and

us, will glide from under the edifice like a glacier or a

quicksand, leaving the tumbling ruins to entomb a

fouler band of conspirators and a fouler conspiracy

than ever claimed a Catiline as their master-spirit.

It has often been said, and most justly said, by abo-

litionists, that the President moves, in the direction

of emancipation, only as the pressure of events seems

to demand, and not as wishing to interfere with the

"peculiar" institution; not as recognizing the fact

that slavery is the root of rebellion, and that both

must be destroyed if we would avoid future catastro-

phes like that which is now in operation. The Phelps

and Butler correspondence, or rather the requests of

those officers for specific instructions from the Gov-
ernment, (which may be found in another column,)

that they may pursue a uniform course towards those

colored refugees who wish to leave the rebels and

join the Union party, is a new specimen of the pres-

sure above alluded to, requiring the reluctant Gov-
ernment to explain itself. If the President now re-

evades this pressure, if he either repels these

slaves from the cooperation which they offer him
against the rebels, or gives an indecisive answer, al-

lowing his subordinates each to pursue such policy

upon tins great subject as shall seem good to himself,

then upon him will rest the heavy responsibility of

the permanent transfer of four million souls from loy-

alty to rebellion. For, considering the constantly in-

creasing failures and losses of the Confederate States,

and the spirit of superlative malignity which they

now feel toward the North, and the impossibility of

their making slaveholding profitable in the old way
while the war lasts, and the fact that emancipation on

their part would be the most effective means of secur-

ing that foreign intervention without which they are

utterly ruined—considering all these things, I say, it

cannot be doubted that they will bind the negroes to

their side by emancipation, unless we make this move-

ment in advance of them. It rests with President

Lincoln now to say—and the time is short, and every

day's delay involves a fearful hazard—whether he

will have these blacks for friends or enemies. They
have the casting vote in this great struggle.

" While stunds the Colifleuro, Rome shall stand !

When falls the Coliseum, Homo must fall
!

"

In General Butler's letter, above alluded to, he de-

clares himself to be a soldier, recognizing the right of

his Government to command, and ready to obey or-

ders, any orders that may be given him. He inti-

mates his preference for orders which shall exclude

the negroes, and reject their offered help. But it is

to be remembered that, on a former occasion, when
the same question came up for his decision at Fortress

Monroe, in asking instructions from the Government
he strongly intimated his preference for orders which
would combine favor to the oppressed blacks with

justice against their rebel masters. It is to the shame
of President Lincoln, and history will record it as at

once a crime and a blunder on his part, that this in-

timation was disregarded. Nobody suspected the

veteran partisan Democrat of being especially soft-

hearted, or of caring very much for the rights or the

welfare of negroes. It was plain that the sagacious

old politician saw that that was the right card for the

Government to play, and that the Administration

ould doubly strengthen itself and weaken the rebels,

by taking part with the slaves against their former

masters. The President then disregarded his subor-

dinate's wise suggestion, and went on with the policy

which his birth in slaveholding Kentucky, and his life

in negro-hating Illinois, and his very moderate Re-

publicanism, had prepared him for. He held himself

aloof from interference with slavery. What -wonder

that when (owing to the President's continued absti-

nence from the publication of a settled policy or prin-

ciple on this subject) the case comes up again for de-

cision, General Butler should try the other tack!

What wonder that, having failed to enlist his com-
mander in the prosecution of a coUrse which his own
judgment dictated, he should try next the road for

which that commander had already shown his decided

preference

!

The entire responsibility of this decision rests with

the President. Let us mart which way he decides,

and mark, too, whether he shrinks from positive de-

cision. When further defeats shall have added to the

desperation of the rebels, every day's delay of our

Government to enlist the slaves on its side will add

fearfully to the risk of a permanent loss, both of them
and the country in which they live. Oh that Presi-

dent Lincoln may have already decided to make thw

Fourth of July the day of Freedom and Indepen-

dence to the slave !—c. k. w.

Magrudcr once commanded, and I learn by the way
of prisoners that he told his men he must have it if it

cost ten thousand lives. You can judge something of

the havoc" made in their ranks, from the fact that

eight hundred of their dead lay upon a space of lees

than an acre of ground, besides double this number

of wounded. This affair took place about half an

hour before sunset, Saturday evening.

Confiscation. Mr. Sumner delivered a very able

speech in the Senate on Friday afternoon, in reply to

Mr. Browning's attack upon him and his views con-

cerning confiscation on Wednesday. He showed con-

clusively the utter folly of carrying on the war longer

In give the rebels the rights of war, while wo confined

oursclvcB to the rights of peace.

" An,\ plus deshe'rites Ie plus

: Ticknor and Fields.

Tragedy of Eiihors

d' amour." Boston

Thanks to the publishers for this long wlshed-for

volume. Wc have experienced the same gratification

in its perusal that we did in the case of its sequel, the

"Tragedy of Success." Great skill is shown in the

narration necessary to the comprehension of the plot,

where the natural tendency to be prosy has been most

successfully overcome; while tiie scenes winch depict

the negro love of music anil, power of improvisation

are graceful and fascinating iu the extreme. The
reader will rise from the hook with a feeling of un-

alloyed pleasure, unless, like us, he regret those pas-

sages which seem to strike at the cause of Woman's
Rights, of which tho tideiited authoress is really so

able a supporter.—w. r. G.

jjtjf The Provost Marshal of liichmond lias issued

a notice, earnestly requesting the citizens lo lend the

army the use of their slaves. Nobody prOtOBtB !

THE BATTLE AT PAIR OAKS, VA,

Boston, June 28, 1862.
Friend Garrison :

I send you herewith some extracts from a letter re-

ceived from a friend of mine who is a non-commis-

sioned officer in one of the regiments of Massachu-

setts Volunteers, together with a reply to the same.

Make sueh disposition of them as you please. Per-

haps they may be of some interest to the public, both

as a clever description of one of the bloodiest scenes

in the battle to which they refer, and as indicating a

state of feeling in the Federal army, which, if it be as

general as he intimates, is likely to place the success

of the Government in the present struggle absolutely

beyond the reach of possibility. My own view I

have endeavored to state in such a way that at least

there should be no misapprehension about it.

I have suppressed the name of the writer, as the

letter was a private one, and as he is only the repre-

sentative of a class, more or less numerous, both iu

the army and out of it. I think the publication may
arrest attention, and be a means of learning in wdiat

direction we are drifting in this wild hurricane.

Yours for liberty in any event,

N. H WHITING.

Camp at Fair Oaks, (near Richmond,} Va., )

June 17, 18(32. J

The excitement of the late battle, fought here on Sat-

urday and Sunday, the last day of May and the first of

June, has nearly subsided. The dead have all been

buried, and the wounded, such of them as were able

to be removed, sent home, or to the hospitals in the

different Northern States. It was a most horrid

looking scene around here on Monday, the day after

the h:\tile. Everything in the vicinity in the shape of

a building was filled to overflowing with the wounded
of both friend and foe

; yet not one-half of them could

obtain shelter of any description. Consequently,

many with their limbs amputated were compelled to be

exposed to the sun during the day, and a drenching

rain which fell during the following night,

Our Division (Couch's) was in the thickest of the

fight, and was at one time in a most critical situation,

being entirely cut off from the main body ; and had it

not been for the timely arrival of Gen. Sumner, with

a large reinforcement, we must have been all cut to

pieces or taken prisoners.

Our regiment was detached from the brigade to sup-

port a battery of four guns, and we had been in our

position not over twenty minutes when the enemy ad-

vanced with a force fifteen thousand strong. At this

critical moment, Gen, Sumner arrived with Sedgwick's

Division and Ricketts' Battery, consisting of six

twelve-pound guns. They had barely time to place

the guns in position and form line of battle, when the

enemy made his appearance out of the woods into the

clearing directly in front of us, and not more than

sixty yards distant. They fired one volley, and one

only. Our two batteries, numbering iu all ten guns,

now opened upon thorn, and being all shotted with

grape and cannister, nnd tho distance just right for

tho shot to spread from gun to gun, did actually cut

them down by companies. After the battle, I saw two

Companies that were out down to a man. apparently,

as no vacancy could be seen in their ranks. Officers

ami men fed in the enter in which they advanced upon

(lie batteries. 'fids might truly be called mowing

men down. Three times did they charge upon our

batteries, and no troops in the world, however veteran.

could do it better, Bui RIoketts
1

Battery, which is

perhaps the besl in Hie service, together with the de-

structive tire of mir infantry, proved too much for

them. This battery ol Uieketts is ihe same that

What do you think of the progreBtt of the warl

How or when do you think it will teimhiate? You
stated in a former letter that the war could never end

in the restoration or reconstruction of the Union upon

its old basis. Have you altered that opinion any of

late? For my part, I have never b^en able to see

how it could end otherwise, although it may be the

indirect cause of doing away with slavery in some of

the border States. It will never do for Congress to

pass the Emancipation Bill. It would be equivalent

to disbanding the army ; for I do not think there are

one hundred men in it who would willingly remain,

after the passage of such a bill. I have yet to see the

first man. Tins army volunteered to put down the

rebellion and restore tho Union, not to free negroes.

For this, and this alone, we are ready to fight.

But perhaps Congress could raise an army of this

class, sufficient to take the place of the one already in

the field. If so, all very well; but, with the excep-

tion of one or two generals, there are none to be found

in the present army. .

I should be glad to hear from you in reply.

Yours, respectfully, .

Boston, June 24, 1862.

Dear Fhiesd,—I thank you for the letter you sent

me under date of the 17th inst. It is no ordinary

privilege and satisfaction to receive news direct from

an actor on the stage where is being performed the

great drama of the nation's life.pr death. Your de-

scription of one of the bloody scenes is graphic and

thrilling in a high degree.

The dread arena seems spread out before me. I

hear the turmoil and shock of battle,—the rattle of

nusketry, the shout of charging squadrons, the deep,

ullen boom of cannon, the curse of murderous hate,

the shriek of despair, and the yell of mortal agony.

I see in my mind's eye the ghastly spectacle of the

dead and dying thousands who are strown so thickly

on that prolific field of death, which turned out its

human swaths at the rate of two thousand five hun-

dred sheaves to the acre! An awful harvest truly;

leading one to exclaim with Fortinbrass in the play :

" proud death !

What feast is toward in thine eternal cell,

That thou so many brothers at a shot

So bloodily hast struck?"

Not often does the Great Reaper carry desolation

and woe to so many hearth-stones with one sweep of

his remorseless scythe

!

We might bear bravely, triumphantly, the untimely

loss of kindred and friends, could we know that these

young men had bled and died for, and that the sacrifice

would advance the cause of liberty and justice. We
could sing pagans of thanksgiving, even while our

hearts were aching for the fallen and stricken ones of

the land. We would canonize those heroes of ours

as among the most precious martyrs of all the ages.

But, alas ! when I read your letter, and witness the

desperate and unscrupulous efforts which are being

made to blind the people as to the cause of this war,

and exasperate them against those wdio are alone the

friends of good government,—because they are the

champions of civil and religious liberty,—I have many
misgivings that the end sought for in this vast array of

mortal strife is not to establish and conserve human
liberty, but to extend and perpetuate human slavery.

"Some guard through love his ghastly throne,

And some through fear to reverence grown."

If we could believe the "conservatives" of our land,

these immense armies are engaged in deadly conflict,

each under some strange hallucination, some unac-

countable misapprehension in regard to the other's

character and purposes. They would seem to be two

bodies of friends, like our troops at Big Bethel, stumb-

ling along in the dark in pursuit of a common foe,

engaging in wholesale slaughter under the mistaken

idea that they are enemies. Were it not for its fatal

effects upon the lives and happiness of our citizens,

we might* look upon the whole thing as one of the

most absurd and ludicrous exhibitions of human blind-

ness and folly that history gives us any record of.

Here are two parties madly seeking each other's

ruin, the one to save slavery, pure and simple, from de.

struction, and the other to save slavery and the Union

from a like catastrophe,—these last looking upon sla-

very and the Union as the Constitutional " Siamese

Twins," not to be separated without inevitable disas-

ter and death to both. What a spectacle this pre-

sents to spirits, both infernal and celestial!—of joy to

the former, of sorrow and shame to the latter

!

You ask me when I think this war will end. Wlien

the cause of it is removed. You may cry peace ! peace

!

but there will be no peace until slavery Is torn up by

the roots, and cast into the fire of a free people's con-

suming wrath.

I know we are told continually that the Abolition-

ists are the cause of this convulsion, and should be

held ' accountable therefor. There are many who
seem fondly to imagine that if they could only hang

Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Henry Ward
Beecher, Horace Greeley, and a few others of a simi-

lar cast, the gaping sutures of the Union would speed-

ily close up; trade would revive, the thirty pieces of

silver obtained for the .betrayal and crucifixion of the

divine principle of liberty would be multiplied a hun-

dred fold, the crack of the driver's whip and the sound

of the auctioneer's hammer in his market for human
souls would again be heard in the capital of the na-

tion, and, at the roll-call of Toombs' slaves at the

foot of the monument on Bunker Hill, the millennium ,

of the sham democracy would darken [be horizon, and

speedily run and be glorified over the whole land.

These are bright anticipations to be indulged in by

avarice and cupidity, but they can never be realized.

No doubt in the same sense that truth is accountable

for the corruption and ravages of falsehood, virtue for

vice, love for hate, are those men and their compeers

responsible for the murderous attack of slavery upon

the nation's life. Like the devils in the olden time, it

has cried out, "We know thee who thou art. Hast
thou come to torment us before the time?" "Put
on! the light! " it has cried to its Northern pimps and
vassals. But, nolwitbstanding the "alacrity" with

which they have labored in " this foul work of hell,"

(he light has increased, aud flashed across the conti-

nent, and penetrated the dark prison house, so that the

hideous character of the monster was becoming pa-

tent to all eyes. Goaded ihus to desperation and de-

spair, it has madly plunged into this stormy gee of re-

bellion, to meet, we will fain hope, the fate of the

demons who took refuge in the swine of Galilee.

Smitten with a blind fatuity, there are those who
fancy that the death of a few individuals would ap-

pease the wrath of the Slave Tower, and reslore peace

and harmony to these warring Siales. They do not

seem to consider that this is a conflict of ideas, of

principles, and not of men merely. Kill these men
who are so obnoxious to the slaveholders ! It would
bo like sowing the fabled dragens' teeth: they would
spring up armed men—armed not with rifle and bowie

Unite only, but with the might of everlasting princi-

ples.

- These areb agitators," " these pestilent fanat-

ics," Who have for so many years been turning the

nation up-side down, and who. that it may at lust

stand upon its feet, arc yet, under God, to break the

boon's of wickedness and lot the oppressed go Ireo,—

these are indeed but globules in the life-blood of that

universal heart, which, in all ages and nations, has in

some way given voice to the immutable truth which.

when expressed in the splendid rhetoric of Brougham,

declares tint*, "while men despise fraud, and loathe

rapine, anil abhor blood, they will reject with indigna-

tion the wild and guilty phantasy that man can hold

proper^ in man.*'

Anti-Slavery ! Win. it is as old as the sense of

juMico, the love ol' truth, the idea ot human brothfil
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hood, the instinct of liberty, the aspiration for i

mortality. It will die when they do : never before.

You ask mo if I still hold to the opinion that the

Union can never he restored on its old basis. Un-

doubtedly. It is not possible. Nature never repeats

herself. Our motion as individuals and nations is (ill

eular, but we never come back to the spot from

whence we start. We have travelled a long way.

since the 12tll of April, 1861. It is a vast circle in

which we are revolving. When it is completed, we

shall have risen much higher or sunk far lower than

we were before we began the journey. Onr position

is in our own hands, so far as ascension or degrada-

tion ts concerned ; but no power in the universe can

make us what we were when South Carolina e

mencetl treading the wine-press of rebellion. If the

thing were possible, God forbid, say I, that it should

ever be repeated ! Such an experience as we have

had should suffice for one generation, and even for

all. Old forms may possibly continue for a time, but

the facts out of which they grew are changed forever.

You say an act of emancipation by Congress would

be equivalent to disbanding the whole army. I hope

and believe you are greatly mistaken. But if not,

if, after the practical knowledge yon have received of

the inherent, incurable ferocity and diabolism of sla-

very,—you still prefer national ruin to salvation with

and by the help of the negro, perhaps you can hav

your choice. But of this be assured, the slave will

have his freedom. Those four millions of " poor blind

Samsons " down there in the South land are play-

ing, and have yet a more important part to play in tins

struggle. Woe be to them who persist in seeking to

repress and trample out the divine love of liberty

which is stirring in their rude, untutored hearts ! We
cannot succeed without them. Whoever secures their

strength in the final grapple, " his party conquers in

the strife,"

" The army did not enlist to free the negro "
! Of

course not. You are in the field to maintain the au-

thority*of the government, and to obey all its behests

while remaining in its service. But your government

has no justifiable existence only on the basis of the

truths in the Declaration of Independence. You are

fighting for the nation ; but that rests upon a principle

grossly violated in the case of the slave at the South.

And will you forsake it when it begins to show signs

of an intention to embody this principle into its actual

life? The negro in this case stands for the race.

Oppression does not seize upon the strong, the intel-

ligent, and the rich, but upon the weak, the ignorant,

the poor and friendless. He is the man fallen among
thieves, and we have been the allies of the thieves.

The blow we aimed at the despised African has re-

coiled upon our own heads. We have sown the wind :

we are reaping the whirlwind.

Do you know that slavery has never confined itself

to color, or race even ? All races have been driven

under its cruel lash. And while I write, there lies

before me the portrait of a girl, now grown to woman-

hood, who, "blue-eyed, and fair, with Saxon blood,"

shows no visible trace of relationship to the despised

negro. She resides in this city, having been re-

deemed from slavery by a noble Senator of Massa-

chusetts. Do you think that the avarice and cupidity

which originated and sustain this system would hes-

itate to make a profit out of this "cunning pattern

of creating nature," because Caucassian blood flows

in her veins? Nay, verily. The negro is your rep-

resentative as well as mine, in this conflict. The
knife you aim at his bosom draws the life-blood from

your own.

You want to restore the old order of things ! Do
you consider what that drags along in its train " Dred
Scott decisions ! fugitive Slave laws ! lynch laws for

all who will not bow down and worship slavery, and

sell their birthright for its miserable pottage ! slavery

in the District! slavery in the Territories! slavery

wherever our eagle flies, or our stars and stripes float

in the breeze ! This is worth fighting for, is it ? You
are perilling "life and fortune and sacred honor" to

restore once more the time

" When crime was virtue—gown, and sword,
And law, their three-fold sanction gave

;

And, to the quarry of the slave,

"Went hawking with our symbol-bird."

This is brave work ! Who is ready to engage in it ?

Not you, I hope.

No, my friend, slavery has sought to throttle our

nation, and build up its filthy empire upon the ruins.

It must die ! It has appealed to the dread arbitrament

of war. It shall abide its fortune. Do you intend to

save it from its doom t

In the name of the silent dead who lie festering in

their bloody graves around you,—of all those who are

to die, or be crippled and maimed in this atrocious and

wanton rebellion,—the unutterable misery it will carry

to so many hamlets and firesides ;—for the sake of the

justice outraged, the love blighted, the homes made

desolate, the humanity murdered;—and in the name
of that posterity which, though now "existing only

in the all-creating power of God," is hereafter to

stand in our places, and gather the fruit of the tree

we this day plant,—I adjure you toNeave no rightful

means untried by which this great criminal, Slavery,

can be cast out and trodden under foot of men. The
way is now open. All that is needed is the unflinch-

ing, resolute will, guided by an unconquerable devo-

tion to our dear country, and that universal freedom

and justice it was designed to secure.

This, my friend, is my reply to your request. I

commend it to your careful deliberation. That you

may be an instrument in the redemption of our land

from its great crime and curse, and thus lay the

foundation for a brilliant career of prosperity and hap-

piness for all, is the earnest desire of

Your friend, N. H. WHITING.

NO COMPKOMISE WITH WRONQ—THE LES-

SON OF THE HOUR.
Harwich, (Mass.; June 23, 1862.

Dear Garrison—Yesterday, according to ap-

pointment, I lectured three times in this town—twice

in Union 'Hall, once in the Orthodox meeting-house,

Rev. Mr. Munsell the minister. Deep interest in the

meetings was manifested in the Hall. In the forenoon,

the lecture was on the Unity of the Race. The human
family includes all out of the body, and all in it

—

black, white and red. The kingdom of humanity

—

which is the kingdom of God—knows no nation, no

church, and, of course, embraces all human beings,

and none else; politicians, priests and sectarians are

excluded from it—sectarism and nationalism being

equally and forever shut out. * To be a Christian—
as the word is understood according to the theory and

practice of the church and of Christendom—is a great

and daring crime and outrage against humanity. To

be a patriot is in like manner a crime and outrage

against justice and humanity.

But the meeting in the Orthodox meeting-house, in

the evening, is worth special notice as indicative of

the great change going on in favor of liberty, and

against slavery. Subject: "Compromise." Text:

What God hath put asunder, let no man put together.

The minister—ltev. Mr. Munsell—opened by prayer

—

emphatically and in so many words praying, that

"the war miijht continue, till slavery is abolished." In

my heart, I cried out, " Hear, hear !
" it came out so

heartily. Who can help but pray that the pain may

continue till the patient is willing to remove the en

of the disease 1—that the horrors of war may come to

the people till tliey are willing to abolish slavery

—

that greatest of horrors, and the source of all our

troubles '!

It was shown how this nation's effort, for seventy

years, to put together what God had put asunder,

had darkened the conscience, perverted the reason,

and obfuscated the entire moral nature of the people,

on all questions of social, civil, religious and domestic

life.

But the richest part of the whole meeting was this :

The leading man of the church moved a vote of thanks

to the lecturer—Henry C. Wright—which was car-

ried by a rising vote ! Then the same leading mem-

ber of the church called for the singing of John

Brown's Glory, Hallelujah ! and all the congregation

arose and joined in singing the chorus, while I sang

the verses. Then the minister generously and hearti-

ly thanked me for my lecture. Alt this, dear Garri-

son, in an Orthodox meeting-house, on Sunday ! The

world moves

!

All just as it should be! Just right! Had all the

Orthodox churches of the North treated Abolitionists

and the Abolition movement, for the past thirty years,

as Rev. Mr. Munsell and his church treated me yester-

day, this war had never been—with its anguish and

tears, and legacy of wailing, of sighs and sorrow, to

generations yet unborn; Abolitionists and Aboli-

tionism had never been arrayed against them, for they

would all long ago have been arrayed against slavery,

and in their bosoms the dumb and down-trodden had

found a sure protection from the enslaver.

My heart is full of hope—cheerful, animating hope.

I can see the beginning of the end of slavery. This

government can never be restored to where it was,

with slave-bunting and slave-representation as a basis.

The almighty talk! What power in ideas! Before

the omnipotence of thought, vitalized by love and

sympathy, no evil can stand. Even slavery must fall.

Thought has more power to kill slavery than cannon,

rifled though they be.

Yours, HENRY C. WRIGHT.

ANTI-SLAVERY AT THE WEST.

Lewistown, (Fulton Co.) III., June 23, 1862.

Dear Liberator,—If any anti-slavery laborer of

your acquaintance thinks our work is already done, or

that a more vigorous and faithful prosecution of it than

ever will not be more fruitful than ever of good results,

let him come, and work and watch in this part of the

vineyard, which is now white to the harvest, but in

which the laborers are few indeed. He will find here

a blind and stupid hatred and dread of the negro,

grown to an absorbing passion, and genuine abolition-

ism looked upon by the majority as the pestilence that

walketh in darkness ; and yet, the uncompromising

worker will see these barbarous notions melting rapidly

away before the steady light of truth, and the track of

thorough anti-slavery work as readily distinguished by

good results as are the lines of irrigation on New Eng-

land hillsides by the stronger and healthier vegetation.

The people come out, and listen with interest and ap-

preciation, and I only wish the laborers were in any

proportion to the harvest which might be gathered in.

I have been holding a series of meetings lately,

which have been unusually encouraging. At Brim-

field, Peoria Co., with the assistance of our good and

true friends, the Hucys, we had a fine open air meeting.

At Maquon, Knox Co., a place where this gospel was

never preached before, we bad a stirring time. I

spoke on the "Lessons of the Rebellion" until half-

past 10 o'clock, after which a lawless limb of the law,

imported for the occasion by the Valiandighamers, de-

fended the persecuted apologists for slavery, and I re-

joined; the meeting continuing with unabated interest

till past midnight. The large audience, even the wo-

men and children, remained to the close, and the labor

was evidently not in vain.

To Mr. L. .W. Blakesly, at whose beautiful home I

was entertained, and to " Charley " McGrew, I am
under many obligations.

In Maquon, as, in some other places, I was waited

on by the Republicans, and begged not to discuss the

black clauses of the New Constitution, as it would

only irritate and alienate the Democrats, whom it was

all we could do to hold to the support of the Govern-

ment by concession and conciliation. Poor, faithless

Republicanism ! Shivering and cringing yet under

the whip of negro-hating, God-denying bullies, who

are desperate because their hour is almost come !

In Ipava, Pulton Co., I was greeted by an audience,

overflowing both in numbers and enthusiasm; cheer-

ing most heartily the most radical sentiments.

At Vermont, a fine substantial town which every

way docs honor to its name, the Congregationalists

gave me the use of their meeting-house, and we had a

large and pleasant meeting. Dr. Taylor, a cousin of

Bayard Taylor, whom be resembles in feature and in

freedom from the trammels of conventionalism, was

our chairman. Rev. Mr. Eels and wife, of the Con-

gregational church, gave us a helping hand, (notwith-

standing their personal relationship to Parsons Cooke,

of the Boston Recorder,)—but to H. S. Thomas, Esq.,

P. M., formerly an anti-slavery and temperance lec-

turer, and to his pleasant family, our good cause and

its advocates are under special obligations.

At Pleasant Dale, four miles from Vermont, is a

Quaker neighborhood, where a society is still in work-

ing order. Here I had an appointment for Sunday

last. On reaching the place of meeting, we found

the good, wholesome-looking Quakers out en masse,

and also delegations from Ipava and Vermont, which

apparently would have thrice filled the house. The
meeting was, therefore, adjourned to an adjacent grove,

and in that beautiful temple we enjoyed a season of

rare interest. It was heart-cheering to look into the

soul-lit faces of that audience. H. S. Thomas, Esq.,

of Vermont, presided, and spoke, too, with excellent

effect.

At Hickory Grove, I found a community almost

unanimous for slavery. They gave me a bearing,

however, and I found here a few thorough-going Abo-

litionists. I shall not soon forget the hearty kindness

of that good old Quaker couple, Jesse Kinzie and Na-

omi, his wife.

I see that Mrs. H. M. T. Cutler dates one of her let-

ters in the Liberator from Elmwood, where we should

have been glad to hear her lecture, but our orthodox

minister, with whom she staid over Sunday, kept her

so snugly hidden under his ecclesiastical bushel, that

we knew nothing of her advent until several days af-

ter she left. I am glad she succeeds so well with, the

clergy, and I wish she; or some other favored one,

would give us avecipe for preaching the whole gospel

of anti-slavery, and yet retaining the helping hand and

good-will of these reverend shepherds. For myself, I

often find them the greatest stumbling-blocks in the

strait and narrow way of truth. I hope Mrs. Culler

will make another tour through this region, and that

she will not overlook Elmwood.
E. R. BROWN.

MEETINGS IN NASHUA, (N, H.)

Nashua, June 23, 1862.

Friend Garrison—I rode some twenty miles this

(Sunday) morning, to listen to our ever-faithful

friend, Parker Pillsbury, and was more than paid

for my labor. The audience in the afternoon, though

not large, was composed of the best spirits of this

place, who listened to the burning words of inspiration

and eloquence which fell from the lips of one long

devoted to the cause of suffering humanity. It was

evident the seed fell on good ground. May it bring

forth abundantly in due season ! This evening, the

audience was much larger, and it was plain that the

serious and solemn truth concerning the enormous

crime of the Church and Nation against God and

man was even more eagerly received ; and it must

have a deep and abiding influence upon the mind:

of the bearers. The " higher law " was portrayed to

us as vividly as was the brazen serpent, of which we

read, to those who bad been bitten. Would to God

our religious teachers had, in years past, held up this

law of love for our guide ! But have not a great ma-

jority of them scoffed at the plainest teachings of Je-

sus, whose disciples they profess to be ; and, by fol-

lowing these blind guides, is not the nation now in a

Red Sea of blood well earned'? R. H. OBER.

EEOM KANSAS,

An article from the pen of Rev. Daniel FoBter of

Centralia, Kansas, has lately come to our notice, in

which the state of affairs in this portion of Kansas is

set forth in false colors, and, as the communication was

originally published in the Liberator, we respectfully

ask a hearing in the columns of the same.

The author of the communication referred to evi-

dently designs to convey the impression that, in the

affair which he attempts to relate, he was opposed by

a pro-slavery faction, and that the opposition was on

account of his anti-slavery sentiments, which is a base

misrepresentation, and has no foundation whatever in

truth, as the more thoroughly reliable anti-slavery

portion of this community is opposed to the general

course taken by him, since his return from the East in

the spring of 1861. The movement, on our part, has

nothing to do with slavery, but was inaugurated {so

far ns our action is concerned), for the establishment of

law and order, and for the purpose of rescuing our

community from the danger of falling into a debauch-

ed state of morals.

The Home Association, chartered in 1858,—the

Charter and Constitution of which provide for the

building of a fence around Home Town, and the loca-

tion of a seminary at the Centre—proved, in the

bands of certain persons, to be a swindling corporation.

From nine to eleven thousand dollars of the seminary

and fence fund had been collected, and appropriated

to the support of a few individuals. The good people

of HomeTown, not willing to bear the burden any

longer, at the last September election elected a new

Executive Committee, without any show of opposition,

scarcely, that the existing order of things might be

changed. But the old Committee, knowing full well

that they were no longer to feed on the spoils of office,

and Kansas relief, on the eve of the election, attempt-

ed {without the authority of the people of Home Town)

to place the seminary fund under the control of {bogus)

corporators, (the petition to the Probate Judge being

forged, and the inventory of property being, in part,

State school lands, &c.)

In this manner, this same Committee attempted to

make themselves corporators of Centralia Seminary,

and employed Mr. Foster to teach. The " bigots, hun-

kers and driftwood," anxious to educate their children,

sent them to school, notwithstanding their opposition

to the swindle. But, in time, the school began to

dwindle, everything seemed to be in confusion, excite-

ments were common, the house was closed against the

Lyceum, church societies were discommoded, Mr. Fos-

ter threatened suit for slander, testimony was filed in a

Justice's office, threatened suit not prosecuted, &c. &c.

Up to this time we waited for things to develop

themselves. In the meantime, relief contributions from

the East were made to subserve the purposes of the

Morse-Foster party. Sabbath-School clothing, instead of

being distributed to the Sabbath-School children, was

appropriated to the support of Mr. Foster. Two hun-

dred Mm's a month, as ReliefAgent, is another item,

also, which we consider rather burdensome. The asser-

tion of Mr. Foster that we "had tried all legal means

to oust him from the building, and signally failed," is

utterly false. We are in possession of the house, and

have taken no steps but in accordance with legal ad-

vice. We bide our time. We believe the official

misconduct of Dr. McKay, Chairman of the Board of

Corporators, was, his disapprobation of the manner

in which the school was carried on. The comparison

of the*female teachers was certainly uncalled for, and

would bear reversing. We are not aware of any at-

tempt to get the doors and windows by a search-war-

rant : hut Mr. Foster did bring an action of replevin

against Dr. Hiddon for the doors and windows, and

withdrew the suit at his own cost.

On the 8th day of March, 1862, (after the house

had been vacant about one month,) the Executive

Committee of Home Association employed a teach-

er to take charge of the school, and to occupy the

house to protect it from any one who might be disposed

to act the part of an incendiary. On the 10th of

March, while the removal of the family was being

made, Daniel Foster, armed, and accompanied by

several attendants, burst open the door and entered

the house. His friends, armed with guns, began to

gather around the house. Mr. Foster drew a revolver,

and threatened to empty its contents. Up to this time,

no hostile demonstration had been made toward Mr.

Foster, with hatchets, axes or canes, or any other

weapon whatever, and no one had attempted to put

him out of the house. We awaited the operation of

the civil law, while our lives were in jeopardy by an

armed mob in and around the house. A writ was

placed in the hands of the Sheriff, and Daniel Foster

and his accomplices were taken before Justice Beers ;

they had the case removed, and it was removed and

tried before "Injustice" Lanham, (on whom Mr. Fos-

ter delights to heap such outrageous scandal.) Mr.

Foster and his two friends who refused to give bail

were not released, when the application for the Habeas

was answered by Judge Horton; but the decision of

Esquire Lanham was sustained.

John W. Davis, Pres. ofHome Association.

Jno. S. Hidden, Sec'y.

J. W. Tcller, Auditor.

H. A. Goodman, I Business Committee of
John McBhatney, j Home Association.

Hiram H. Lanham, Justice of the Peace.

Joseph W. Franks,
O. P. Gallagher,
H. Grimes,
Charles Brainard,
William Anderson,
T. A. Campfield,
D. Wm. Granger,
Delos Reed,
S. B. H.,

E. D. Hymer,
Reuben Mosher,

and other citizens.

Centralia, Nemaha Co., (Kan.,) )

June 19, 1862. (

Education in Massachusetts. We have re-

ceived the Twenty-Fifth Annual Report of the Board

of Education, together with the Twenty-Fifth Annual

Report of the Secretary of the Board. This is a large

and handsomely printed volume, showing the state of

education and the schools in the various cities and

towns in Massachusetts, and therefore full of valuable

statistics and useful information. It also contains the

Reports of the Visitors of the various Normal Schools

in the Commonwealth and an Abstract of School Com-

mittees' Reports and of School Returns.

THE NEW CONSTITUTION OE ILLINOIS.

Earlville, La Salle Co., (111.) 1

June 26, 1862.
J

Dear Mr. Garrison—The proposed Constitution,

by which rebel sympathizers expected to precipitate

Illinois into the vortex of civil war, is without doubt

defeated by some 12,000 majority, counting the votes

polled within the limits of the State. The votes of

the Illinois Volunteers, which the Convention pro-

vided,—in palpable violation of the Constitution and

laws of the State,—might be taken by unsworn Secesh

Commissioners, outside the limits of the State, are not

yet counted, nor even polled. The Commissioners

have until August to finish up the business. By that

time, they will know just how many votes to return,

to turn the scale in favor of the iniquity. The Chica-

go Times, the paper which undertook to get up a mob
when Phillips spoke at Chicago last winter, and the

Northwestern organ of Jeff. Davis, which Secretary

Stanton ought to have "wiped out" long ago, says

that "we (the Sceesh Democracy) are prepared for

just such an emergency "—a popular vote in the State

against the swindle. I expect, therefore, that we may
look out (or Calhoun-Kansas-candle-box returns from

our regiments in other States. But the Judges of our

Supreme Court, who would be ousted by the new
Constitution, can be relied on, in the last resort, to in-

terpose a decision against the legality of fishing for

votes outside of the State for a month after the elec-

tion. When the interest of Supreme Judges lies ex-

actly in the line of their duty, no one will doubt that

they can bo trusted. In our case, to save themselves,

they must save the State; therefore we, feel that we
are safe in any possible event. But it is said that the

soldiers have nearly all turned Abolitionists, and arc

voting against the "new Constitution," almost to a

man. If this be true, it would Beem difficult for these

pupils of candle-box Calhoun to invent, at this late

day, a new dodge. But we shall see.

The secret of John Wentworth's apostaey proves

to be, if we can believe " the papers," that his father-

in-law is the owner of abont two millions of the Mc-

Allister and Stebbins' bonds, the payment of which

the proposed Constitution expressly provided for.

The McAllister and Stebbins' bonds, so called, are

State bonds of Illinois, to the amount, at the present

time, interest and principle, of about three anil a half

millions, which some time in 1838 or '40 were hypoth-

ecated with a broker in New York for the sum of

two hundred and eighty thousand dollars, and after-

wards by said broker disposed of as his own in the

market. The State was ready to pay the borrowed

money when due, and has always held herself in

readiness to do so, but these bonds could not be bad,—

the holders claiming to be innocent purchasers, and

entitled to the full amount of the bonds. This was

known to be a fraudulent pretence, and the Slate has

steadily refused to pay the bonds, although every

legislature has been beleagured by the holders thereof,

and their agents, for twenty years. Well, it came to

pass, in the course of time, that " Long John," the

friend of John Brown, and since a radical abolitionist,

married the daughter of a very wealthy man in Chi-

cago, who, honestly or otherwise, was the holder of

the siiug sum of two millions, more or less, of these

bonds. John became tilt' advocate of a Constitutional

Convention, to change the old Constitution ; the legis-

lature was invoked, and the Convention called; dele-

gates were elected, and assembled at Springfield, and

John appeared in their midst, and became the most

active and influential member—made an extravagant

eulogy upon Douglas, and became the friend and co-

worker of sceesh Democrats. The Constitution was

finished, and the Convention adjourned. John imme-

diately became the associate editor of the secesh

Times—worked day and night, made speeches, wrote

long editorials for the Times, went to Dutch balls,

drank bad whiskey at Irish wakes—in short, did an in-

credible amount of dirty work, to secure the adoption

of the New Constitution. But, on one fine day,

it was discovered that the new Constitution was made

to fit the case of the McAllister and Stebbins' bond-

holders, exactly. The people saw through the trick.

John's balloon leaked gas, and collapsed. Professors

Wise and LaMountain never tumbled as did Prof.

John. John's altitude was immense, but his descent

was immenser. His exact landing-place, or the extent

of his injuries, is not lenown, but is certainly worse

than a tree-top or a mill-pond, and eight days' subsis-

tence on roots and yabs. I commend the story of the

rise and fall of "Long John" to all men who are

tempted of the devil, in these latter days, to betray

Liberty and the People. A. J. GROVER.

PETITION TO CONGRESS.
On the 20th ult. Hon. Mr. Sedgwick presented to

the Congress of the United States the following peti-

tion, signed by more than five hundred of the adult

male citizens of Syracuse—fair samples of the profes-

sional, mercantile, mechanical and laboring men of

that city :

—

Syracuse, May 15th, 1862.

To the Honorable Mt'tiibtr* of ilia Senate and House of
Representatives of the ignited Stutes in Congress assem-

bled:

Gentlemen: We, the undersigned, citizens of Sy-
racuse, in the State ofNew York, respectfully submit

—

That as shivery is undeniably the cause of the pres-

ent civil war, which has already, during the past

twelve months, wasted hundreds of millions of proper-

ty, maimed the persons, and broken down the health

of tens of thousands of our countrymen, and destroy-

ed the lives of many thousands more :

That as this " peculiar institution " has ever been,
and must ever be, utterly incompatible with the ad-

ministration of a truly democratic government, and
with the accomplishment of the grand purposes of the

Union and Constitution of these United States of

America:
That as the holding of human beings as property,

and treatingjhem as domesticated brutes, is the most
tremendous sin of which individuals or a nation can
be guilty:

Therefore, the Rulers of this Republic ought to rid

it of this curse,—extirpate from our country every
fibre of " this root of bitterness,"—and we hereby

.rnestly implore you so to do.

Feeling sure, as we do, that if slavery be allowed to

remain in the land, no peace that niigfit be patched
up could be true and lasting, and that our vast expen-
ditures in this civil war of money, time, health, limbs,

lives and virtues would be for naught, we therefore

entreat—we pray you

—

to adopt such measures as you
deem best to abolish slavery throughout the country
now a|hd forever.

The Negro Question in General Butler's
Department. A test in regard to the treatment of
refugee negroes has been reported to Washington by
Gen. Butler for the decision of the Government, It

appears that, on the 15th ult., about one hundred and
fifty negroes, comprising men, women and children,

had collected near the camp of Gen. Phelps, at Carrol-
ton, where they were likely to experience much suf-

fering from want of food and shelter, unless Govern-
ment aid could be extended to them, which could not
he done, owing to the order of General Butler exclud-
ing them from the lines.

One party, seventy-five in number, reported that

they were sent over the river by a planter named Le
Blanche, who gave them their choice of leaving before
sundown, or receiving fifty lashes each. Gen. Phelps
mt a communication to Gen. Butler on the subject,

ith the request that it should be transmitted to

Washington. With this request, Gen. B. has complied,
accompanying the letter of General Phelps with a
statement of his own. Gen. Butler concludes as fol-

lows :

—

"The account of Gen. Phelps is the negro side of
the story; that above given is the story of Mr. Le
Blanche's neighbors, some of whom I know to be loy-

al men. Gen. Phelps, I believe, intends making this

a test case for the policy of the Government. I wish
it might be so, for the difference of our action upon
this subject is a source of trouble.

I respect his honest sincerity of opinion ; but I am
soldier, bound to carry out the wishes of my Gov-

ernment so long as I hold its commission, and I un-
derstand that policy to be the one 1 am pursuing. I

do not feel at liberty to pursue any other. If the poli-

cy of the Government is nearly that which I sketched
in my report upon this subject, as that which I have
ordered in this Department, then the services of Gen.
Phelps are worse than useless here.

If the views set forth in this report are to obtain,

then be is invulnerable ; for his whole soul is in it, and
he is a good soldier of large experience, and no braver
man lives. I beg to leave the whole question to the
President, with, perhaps, the needless assurance that

his wishes shall be loyally followed, even if not in

accordance with my own, as I have now no right to

have any on the subject. I write in haste, as the
steamer Mississippi is waiting this despatch. Await-
'ng the earliest possible instruction,

I have the honor to be your most obedient servant,

BENJ. F. BUTLER."

Mr. Mayor Wightman. A friend from a distance
writes : "Are there no enterprising people in Boston
or Roxbury who are willing to quench the flaming
impudence of Mayor Wightman in a horse-pond t My
fingers itch to make one of such a noble band!" It

would be a mistake to give Wightman even this dis-

tinction. He is simply a ridiculous bore, whose con-
ceit makes him a general laughing-stock, and who is

about as worthy of notice by dignified men and wo-
men as is Daniel Pratt, Jr. In point of rhetoric, his

letter to the President is hardly equal in merit to the
immortal Gridiron of his distinguished co-laborer.

—

Norfolk County Gazette.

^="The Rev. Mr. Tenney, of Marlborough, sends
us for publication a letter addressed to the President,
in which the silly letter of the self-conceited Mayor
of Boston is pretty seriously chastised. We are not
sure that Mr. Wightman deserves so much attention.
He is evidently half-brother to the editor of the Etans-
will Gazette, and own cousin to the famous Mrs. Leo
Hunter, of the Pickwick Papers. It was a ridiculous
ambition that led him to publish that letter; but it

has already done some good, by causing even dys-
pepsia itself to shake its sides with laughter. This
Mr. Wightman of Boston, travelling away from the
sphere of his duties to assume care of tho State, as-

suming the manner of a great man, and talking to the
President as if he were an oracle ! Oh, nothing like

this is possible every day ! We cannot get angry
with the man. It does not surprise us, however, that
others, like Mr. Tenney, take his conceited utterances
more seriously, and become very much in earnest
against them.— Worcester Spy.

ftj?=" The new Constitution made for Illinois is

said to be rejected ; but the three odious sections di-

rected against the colored race have been adopted.
They are of a character that would disgrace Sahara
for savageness, and Caffraria for cruelty. If we shall

fail in the secession war, it will be as punishment for
the base prejudices and mean bigotry of a portion of
tho Northern people. That Illinois vote will do us
more damage abroad than could be made to prucecd
from the loss of ten pitched battles. Battles may
have their issues determined by a score of things that
shall not be discreditable to the losers, but deliberate
oppression of the weak by the strong creates disgust
even In the minds of despots. We shall be despised
as well in Vienna us in Venice.

—

Traveller.

THE OPERATIONS BEFOBE RICHMOND.
Three /Jays' Important Eveftt)—A Great Battle tin Fri-

day—Important. Strategic Movement.— White House
Evacuated— The Enemy Severely Repulsed.

The interruption of telegraphic communication with
Gen. McCieUan forbids anything beyond the barest

abstract of the recent great movements on the Penin-
sula. From the confused accounts by various bands,
we gather the following:—1

'

On Wednesday morning, at 8 o'clock, an advance
was made by Hooker's Division, led by the Masachu-
setts 1st, which resulted in an engagement lasting all

that day, and giving us possession of the ground held
by the enemy. The position thus gained is said to be

Tavern Hill, an eminence commanding Richmond.
The report of our loss varies from 800 to 700, or even
1000.

The recent raid of rebel cavalry as far as the White
House, coupled, perhaps, with certain intelligence of
the enemy's intentions, led Gen. McCieUan to order
the abandonment of that base of operations for a new
one on James River. The removal of the sick and
wounded, stores, ammunition, &c, was begun on
Wednesday, and accomplished by a large fleet of sail-

ing vessels and steamers, with entire completeness.
On Thursday, the rebels began an attack on our right
wing, crossing the Cbickahotuiny.and advancing from
above Hanover Court House. The righting lasted

till night, when our troops were ordered to fall back.
Ten guns were taken from us by a sudden flank

attack, covered by the thick smoke which hung around
the pieces, and slowly drifted to leeward. A rebel
Major was taken prisoner by Count de Paris. He
states that the whole of Jackson's army was here and
in the attack on our right. The rebels had from
60,000 to 80,000 troops.

On Friday the battle was renewed with the great-
est intensity on both sides, and the losses cannot now
be estimated. Porter's Division seems to have borne
the brunt of this conflict with great heroism, though
ordered to retire at the close. The enemy, which be-
fore this whole affair bad been reinforced by Stone-
wall Jackson with his army, pushed for the White
House on Friday afternoon. The railroad was held
by us during the night, and on Saturday morning the
work of emptying the White House was almost per-
fect.

On Saturday, the rebels took possession of the cov-
eted position, but only to find the White House
burned, and no property of any consequence remain-
ing. Beyond this, we have no definite intelligence.
The general impression is, that the drawing in of our
right wing, which is the result of the three days'
fighting, and which places our entire force between
the Chickahominy and James Rivers, was designed
by Gen. McCieUan, and is a strategic movement exe-
cuted in the most masterly manner, and promising the
most important results. Meanwhile, Gen. Burnside
is said to be in the rear of Fort Darling, ready to co-
operate with our gunboats, and the position of Rich-
mond is thought to be critical.

The enemy made his appearance in considerable
force at the White House, about 7 o'clock Saturday
evening, and although he neither found bread for man
nor bay for beast, was welcomed with heavy showers
of grape shot from the three gunboats which were
ranged along in front of the landing. They were
supposed to be 30,000 strong, and unless they brought
their haversacks well supplied, they must have gone
supperless to bed.

Gen. Casey reports that he lost not a man, nor did
he leave a soul behind, not even a contraband.
At 10 o'clock on Saturday morning, Col. Ingalls

and Capt. Sawtelle were before Yorktown with an
immense convoy of vessels and steamers, on their

way to the new base of operations on James river.

S^= The New York Tribune has the following list

of killed at Meehaniesvillc : Col. Samuel W. Black,
62d Pennsylvania, formerly Governor of Nebraska,
by a ball through the head, while leading a charge
through a piece of woods ; Col. John W. McLane,
83d Pennsylvania; Col. Magilton, 4th Pennsylvania.
Reported: Capt. Carr, 10th Michigan; Capt. H. S.
Brown, Co. I, 83d Pennsylvania; Capt. MoCafferty,
9th Massachusetts ; Capt. Madigan, 9th Massachusetts;
1st Lieut. R. Nugent, Co. I, do.; Lieut. Francis O.
Dowd, Co. I, do.; Joseph Simpson, Co. E, 2d Pa.;
Private Partridge, Co. E, 5th New York; Private
Nesmith, 12th U. S. Infantry.
Reported wounded: Col. Duryea, 5th N. Y. ; Col.

Warren, Acting Brigadier General in Sykes' Division;
Major Hall, 5th N. Y.
The First Massachusetts Regiment suffered most

severely, losing at least 75 killed and wounded, of
whom three were captains and three lieutenants. The
seventh Massachusetts lost 15 killed and wounded by
sharpshooters and skirmishers. Only one was killed.
Lieut. J. C. Bullock of Fall River was unfortunately
mortally wounded by one of our own shells.

Col. Hinks's Nineteenth Massachusetts lost some
forty men, of whom twelve were killed. The Second
Rhode Island had five killed and twenty-five wounded.
Private Chas. Blake, Company E, Seventh Massachu-
setts, is complimented for his gallantry. He was se-
verely wounded in the shoulder, but not disabled.
After his wound was dressed, he returned to the bat-
tle-field, and fought until he was disabled by a wound
in the leg.

Count de Paris testified to the remarkable good con-
duct of all the regiments that sustained the unequal
attack on Porter; they gave way indeed, but not one
of them ran. Their losses are enormous. The regu-
lar 11th cavalry are about annihilated. Nearly every
officer is killed or wounded. The 1-ith suffered se-

verely.

Major Rosselle, of the regulars, a kinsman of Mc-
CieUan, was killed. Col. Pratt of a New York regi-
ment was killed, and Lieut. Cols. Black and Sweitzer.
Our loss in officers is very marked. Indeed, the

disproportion in numbers was so extraordinary, and
the obstinacy of our troops so unyielding, that our
losses were inevitably large.

The artillery in both Porter's and Smith's divisions
piled the rebels in heaps. The fire was horribly effec-
tive.

The New York Herald's report, dated the 27th,
states that our killed and wounded on that day reach-
ed 1200.

At Savage's Station, the wounded already fill the
great street of tents in the garden, and begin to pave
the grass yard as after the H^pen Pines. The same
moaning and shrieking all the night as then, and
again bear testimony against the style of warfare,
which submits regiments to the fire of brigades.

It is reported that Stonewall Jackson was killed, and
that one of our Brigadier Generals was taken prison-
er, together with an entire regiment.

Gen. McCieUan, with much severe fighting, had
penetrated and passed through White Oak Swamp,
with 40,000 men and 100 pieces of artillery, to a se-
cure and advantageous position, and subsequently cut
through a line of communication with James river.

It is reported that during the two days fighting Gen.
McClcllan's loss was 10,000.

Sanguinary Battle on James Island. A dar-
ng and desperate effort was made by the Federal for-
ces of the Second Division, under Brigadier-General
Stevens, on the 16th ult., to carry the formidable rebel
fortifications at the point of the bayonet, wholly un-
aided by cannon, at James Island, near Charleston, S.
C. It was temporarily successful, but resulted very
disastrously in the sequel, for lack of adequate sup-
port. Gen. Stevens, in his report, says :

—

Parties from the leading regiments of two brigades,
the Eighth Michigan and the Seventy-ninth Highland-
ers, mounted and were shot down on the parapet, of-

ficers and men. Those two regiments especially cov-
ered themselves with glory, and their fearful casual-
ties show the hot work in which they were engaged.
Two-fitths of the Eighth Michigan and nearly one-
quarter of the Seventy-ninth Highlanders were struck
down, either killed or wounded; and nearly all the
remaining regiments—One Hundreth Pennsylvania,
Seventh Connecticut, Forty-sixth New York and
Twenty-eighth Massachusetts—had a largo number of
casualties.

The Richmond papers give glowing accounts of
their late victory on James Island. The Charleston
correspondent of the Richmond Despatch writes :

—

Every day's exploration of the surrounding woods
reveals additional dead of the enemy. It has been as-

certained that a body of the Federals attempted to
cross a swamp, where many of them stuck fast in the
mud, and were killed and drowned by our shells.
Finally, the tide came up and drowned both dead and
wounded. Two hundred and fifty of the enemy have
already been buried by onr troops, and fifty additional
dead bodies were discovered yesterday. The total
loss of the enemy in the battle cannot be far from

—

Killed and left on the field, - 300
Taken prisoners, -----, 130
Wounded and dead carried oft" the field, estimated, 700

Total loss of the enemy, - - 1,130

The Confederate loss in this glorious victory is

—

Killed, - . . 4s
Wounded, \qq

Total Confederate 1 1,M

Evacuation of James Island. We have news
by the arrival of the Matanzas from Port Royal, that
Gen. Hunter has entirely evacuated James Island.
This is, of course, a complete abandonment of the
present attempt upon Charleston—a consequence of
the failure to take the rebel battery at Secessionville.
The position seems to have been so important, that
while its possession would have given us an impreg-
nable front, the failure to capture it makes Gen. Hun-
ter's previous entrenched camp untenable, and in-
volves his withdrawal from the island.

LLyif~ The death of tho brave Col. Ellet, of the ram
flotilla at Memphis, is announced. Also that of his
wife, through grief at his loss.

An Attempted Ne<jro Inhl'hr6ctkj». The
Greensboro Motiae, (Mississippi,) of June 14th gives"

information of an attempt Of the negroes at insurrec-
tion :

•' We learn from a reliable source that the negroes
were arming themselves very rapfdly with such wea-
pons as they could get at Double Springs, Oktibbeha
county, twenty-two miles from this place, to kill off all

the men and boys. By some means they were de-
tected fn their plot by the citizens of Double Springs
and were arrested.

Upon being questioned as to what their intention
was, they replied that they were to murder all the
white males on the 18th of June, and that they had
already picked out their choice of white women for

their wives. Our informant says that the citizens bad
arrested eight or ten negroes and two white men.
He further states that tbey are to be tried to-day,

and three of the negroes will certainly hang, and the
others will be severely lynched. We do not know
what they will do with the white men, but we are
confident- if they can prove what the negroes say, they
will be apt to pull hemp."

Illness of Senator Wieson. The Washington
correspondent of the Boston Traveller says :

" Senator Wilson has been quite ill for a few days.
He is at the Washington House, corner of Third
street and the Avenue, his old place, and is convales-
cent. He has been quite ill—much more so than most
of his friends hereabouts supposed. He is so active a
member of the Senate, that he is instantly missed
from his place. He is one of the most useful mem-
bers of Congress, doing more work for the govern-
ment and nation than a dozen ordinary members. He
hopes to be able to be back in his seat in the Senate
ealy next week."

"WOMAN AND THE PEESS.

On Friday afternoon, May 30, a meeting was held ia

Studio Building, Boston, for conference in regard to a new
periodical to be devoted to the interests of Woman. While
none questioned the value and the need of such an instru-

ment in the Woman's Rights cause, the difficulties tbat

would endanger or even defea-t the enterprise were fully

discussed, but with this issue—that the experiment should

be made. For the furtherance, therefore, of so desirable

an object, we insert and call attention to the following

PROSPECTUS OF THE WOMAN'S JOURNAL :

When wo consider that there is scarcely a party, sect,

business organization or reform which is not represented

in the press, it appears strange that women, constituting. -

one half of humanity, should have no organ, in America,

especially devoted to the promotion of their interests, par-

ticularly as these interests have excited more wide-spread

attention in this country than in any other, while in no

other country can the double power of free speech and a

free press be made so effective in their behalf. This ap-

pears stranger from'the fact that conservative England has

successfully supported a journal of this sort for years with

acknowledged utility.

America needs such a journal ti centralize and give im-

petus to the efforts which are being made in varioifs direc-

tions to advance the interests of woman. It needs it most
of all at this time, when the civil war is calling forth the

capabilities of woman in an unwonted degree, both as act-

ors and sufferers—when so many on both sides are seen to

exert a most potent influence over the destinies of the na-

tion, while so many others are forced by the loss of hus-

bands, sons and brothers, to seek employment for the sup-

port of themselves and families. Social problems, too, are

gradually becoming solved by the progress of events, which
will leave to that of woman the most prominent place

henceforth.

To meet this want of the times, we propose to establish

a Woman's Journal, based on the motto, "Equal Rights
for all Mankind," and designed especially to treat of all

questions pertaining to the interests of women, and to fur-

nish an impartial platform for the free discussion of these

interests in their various phases. It will aim to colleetand

compare the divers theories promulgated on the subject,

to chronicle and centralize the efforts made in behalf of

women, in this country and elsewhere, and to render all

possible aid to such undertakings, while at the same time

it will neglect no field of intellectual effort or human pro-

gress of general interest to men of culture. It will com-
prise reviews of current social and political events, arti-

cles on literature, education, hygiene, etc., a feuilleton,

composed chiefly of translations from foreign literature

—

in short, whatever may contribute to make it a useful

and entertaining family paper. Its columns will be open,
and respectful attention insured, to all thinkers on the sub-

jects of which it treats, under the usual editorial discretion,

only requiring that they shall aeeept, a priori, the motto of

the paper, and shall abstain from all personal discussion,

mong the contributors already secured to the Journal

whom we are permitted to name, are Mrs. Lydia Maria
Child, Mrs. Caroline M. Severance, Mrs. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Mrs. Frances D. Gage, Miss Elizabeth Palmer
Peabody, William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips,

George Wm. Curtis, T. W. Higginsou, Moncure D. Conway,
Theodore Tilton, and" William H. Channing ; and other
distinguished writers have promised us their aid. No pains

will bD spared to enlist the best talent in the country, and
to make tho paper one of literary merit as well as practical

utility.

Tho Journal will be issued semi-monthly, in octavo form,

sixteen pages, at Two Dollars per annum, the first number
appearing on the 1st of October next, and will be publish -

" in Boston.

Subscriptions will be received from this date by agents of

Journal, or by the Editors, Roxbury, Mass., lockbox 2,

to be paid on the receipt of the first number of the Journal.

In this connection,we would earnestly solicit the co-operation

of friends of woman throughout the country, in extending
the subscription list of tho Journal, and thus plaeing it on
tHat permanent basis which will insure its continued util-

ity and success. Those interested in the enterprise are re-

spectfully requested to communicate with tho editors at the
above address.

A discount of twenty-five percent, will be made to agents.

Agents will please return all prospectuses with names
before the loth of July.

MARY L. BOOTH,

'

MARIE E. ZAKRZEWSEA, M. D.
Boston, May 15, 18G2.

W ESSEX COUNTY ANTI-SLAVERY CONVEN-
TION AND PIC-NIC.—By invitation of Rev. Elam Burn-
ham, tho friends and lovers of freedom will hold an Anti-
Slavery gathering on his premises, in Hamilton, on Sunday,
the sixth day of July, commencing at 10 o'clock in the
forenoon. Should the day prove favorable, it is confident-

ly expected that alarge concourse will bo present from tho
surrounding towns.

It is proposed that all attending should furnish their

own refreshments, tho place being at some distance from
tho village, in tho south-easterly part of the towu.
Parker Pii.lsbhrv, Henri- C. Wright, and other

speakers are expected to address the Convention.

EF" MEETINGS AT WORCESTER—Charles C.

Borlkigu will speak at Washburn Hall, in Worcester, on
Sunday next, July li, at 3 o'clock in tho afternoon, and
at half-past 7 iu the evening.

0T E. U. HEYWOOD will speak in Milford, N. H.,
Sunday, July 13, at 1 and 5 o'clock, P. M.

33J- WM. WELLS BROWN will speak as follows :

Feltonvillo, Sunday, July 6, morning and afternoon.

Marlboro', " " in tho evening.

Subject: "What shall bo done with the slaves when
they are liberated ?"

OT REMOVAL. — DISEASES OF WOMEN AND
CHILDREN.— Margarbt B. Brown, M. D., and Wm.
Symington Brown, M. D., have removed to No. 23,

Chaunoy Street, Bostou, where they may bo consulted on
the above diseases. Office hours, from 10, A. M., to i

o'clock, P. M. 3m March 28.

&-MK11CY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
880 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-
ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

JttfWrnrrx.—Luther Clark, M. D.; David Thayer, M. P.

Office hours from 2 to i, P. M.

;;.jf srMMKK i; K30RT—Rocnd Hill Horn, North-
ampton, Mass.—Terms—$1.50 per day, or 7 to $10 per
week.

" its t-eiuiiii'ui sMMry, toUgbtfoJ lawttoapa vfan, put
mountain spring water, fine carriage drives, ami sxtttah•,.

(brant parks, rander It a obanaing retreat, beta for tho
pleasure seakar and the invalid."'—Xrw Hmm Journal.

MARRIED—In this, city, Juno 21. by Rov. I,. A.
linuies, -Mr. KmviN M.utai; Ki Miss .\v. 1 1 * ^ r . Pikhiu.
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THE DAT OP G0D.1

BY GEO. S. BttHLEIGn.

All blessings walk with onward feet

;

No day dawns twice, no night comes back ;

Tho ear of doom, or slow or fleot,

Kolls down an unretuming track.

"What wo havo been, we cannot bo
;

Forward, inexorable Fate

Points mutely to her own decree

—

Beyond her hour is all too late.

God reaps his judgment-field to-day,

And sifts the darnel from tho wheat

;

A whirlwind sweeps tho chaff away,

And firo tho refuge of deceit.

Onoo in a century only blooms

Tho flower of fortune so sublimo

As now hangs budded o'er tho tombs

Of tho great fathors of old time.

Eternal Justice sits on high,

And gathers in her awful scales

Our shame and glory—Slavery's Ho,

And Freedom's starry countervails.

When falls her sword, as fall it must

In red Eellona's fiery van,

Let the old anarch bite the dust,

And rise the rescued rights of Man.

In vain a nation's bloody sweat,

Tho sob of myriad hearts in vain,

If the scotched snako may live to set

Its venom in our flesh again.

Priests^ of an altar fired onco more

For Freedom in His awful name,

Who trod the wine-press, dripping goro,

And gave tho Law in lurid flame,

—

Oh, not in human wrath, that wroaks

fievengo for wrong, and blood for blood

;

Not in tho fiery will that seeks

_ Erate power in battle's stormy flood,—

Go forth, redeemers of a land,

Sad, stern, and fearless for the Lord,

Solemn and calm, with firm right hand

Laid to the sacrificial sword.

The lords of treason and tbo whip

Have called you to the dread appeal,

From tho loud cannon's fevered lip,

And tho wide flash of bristling steel.

If now the echo of that voice

Shake down their prison-house of wrong,

They have their own perfidious choice
;

For God is good, and Truth is strong.

Their steel draws lightning, and the bolt

But fires their own volcanic mine ;

God in their vineyard of Revolt

Treads out his sacramentalwine !

Bo this our conquest,—as they gave

Their all to Treason and the Chain,

Wo snap tho fetter from the slave,

And make car sole revenge their gain !

From the H". Y. Tribune.

THE LOYAL DEMOCRAT,

Mouth not to mo your Union rant,

Nor gloze mine ears with loyal cant

!

Who stands this day in Freedom's van,

He only is my TJmion Man !

Who tramples Slavery'3 Geslor hat,

He is my Loyal Democrat !

With whips engirt by chains, too long

We strove to make our fasees strong

;

When Bebcl hands those fasces rend,

Must wo with whips and chains still mend ?

If " Democrats " cud stoop to that,

God help me, Im no Democrat

!

Thank Heaven ! the lines are drawn this hour,

'Twist Manly Eight and Despot Power ;

Who scowls in Freedom's pathway now,

Boars " Tyrant " stamped upon his brow ;

Who skulks aloof, or shirks his part,

Hath " Slate " imprinted in his heart.

In vain of " Equal Eights" yo prato,

Who fawn like dogs at Slavery's gato !

Beyond the slave each slave-whip smitos,

And codes for Blacks are laws for Whites ;

The chains that negro limbs encoil,

Beach and enslave each child of Toil

!

Northern Men ! when will ye learn

Tis Labor that these tyrants spurn 7

'Tis not the blood or skin they brand,

But every Poor Man's toil-worn hand ;

And ye who serve them—knowing this

—

Deserve the slave-lash that ye kiss

!

While Northern blood remembrance craves

From twice ten thousand Southern graves,

Shall free-born hearts—beneath the turf

—

Lie always crushed by tramp of serf7

And pilgrims, at those graves, some day,

By Slavery's hounds be driven away 7

The green grass in the church-yard waves

—

The good corn grows o'er battle-graves
;

But, ! from crimson seeds now sown,

What crops—what harvest—shall be grown !

On Shiloh's plain—on Roanoke's sod

—

What fruits shall spring from blood, God !

Spring-time is here ! The Past now sleops

—

Tho Present sows—the Future reaps !

Who plants good seed in Freedom's span,

He only is my Union Man !

Who treads the weeds of Slavery flat,

He is my Loyal Democrat !

A. J. H. Dt/GANNE.
New York, May 23, 1862.

'ANOTHER VICTOKY "--WHO IS BEREAV-
ED?

Who are widows,—who aro orphans 7

Victory again is won ;

Who will bear tho news of sadness

To the lonely, stricken one 7

Who will tell how fell tho father,

Husband, brother, in the fray 7

Who will bear their " last sad whisper,"

As their llfe-tido flowed away 7

Who can paint the depths of anguish

That must follow all this strife 7

Meroy weeps, and wails in sadness,

O'er this waste of human life :

Who can sound tho depths of sorrow?

Dread suspense " is but a part"
;

Thousands, waiting, soon will shudder,

And will griovo with broken heart.

Who will gather in the orphans 7

Seo thorn cluster round the hearth 7

Who can still their merry prattlo,

Check their childish joy and mirth?

And thoir laughter—turn to sorrow

—

Telling how their father diod 7

List, with pity, to their weeping '.

Draw them closely to thy side !

Thero wcro broth ors,—there wero lovers,

—

Bravely, too, " they fought and fell
;"

Who will boar tho saddening tidings

To tho loved, "thoy loved so well "7

Who will tell that trusting maiden

Where his manly form was lain?

Tell her, hut, 0, toll her gently !

'Twas her lovod one "'inong tho slain"!

Tell hor, " yes—she was romombored t
"

'Twas her imago on his breast

!

Thoro her miniaturo was resting !

By his stiffen'd hand 'twas press'd !

Sure the loving aro tho bravest

!

Ever bravest—truo and tried

—

'Twas for her, and for her country,

That tho youthful hero diod !

Bear tho tidings—bear them gently !

Toll tho widow where ho fell

;

Whore tho husband fought so bravely

For bis country, long and woll

!

Toll her how hor namo was spoken,

Ere his spirit wing'd its flight,

Whisporing, " my bleeding country !

And "My Mary, Uod*aud Bight *
"

PRESIDENT LINCOLN AND HIS MESSAGES.

From the first, the aim and purpose of the Presi-

dent have been to restore the Union as it was. To
this end, he has done his best to assure tho people of

the South, slaveholders or otherwise, that, under his

administration, the pro-slavery guaranties of the Con-

stitution, and tho laws for carrying them out, should

be executed to the fullest extent.

"Were such a consummation practicable, it would by-

no means bo desirable. To wish it, were to wish the

recurrence of all the Bufferings and calamities which

have come upon the nation during the past year. To
labor for it, wero to sow the seeds of future revolu-

tions. Judging from results alone, such a conclusion

is inevitable. Evidently, it was a Union "not fit to

bo made." It was an attempt to harmonize principles

which, in their very nature, aro antagonistic and ir-

reconcilable. And we aro reaping their legitimate

fruits in tho turmoil and calamities of civil and do-

mestic strife. Thus far, certainly, it has failed "to
establish justice, to insure domestic tranquillity, or to

secure the blessings of liberty," even for ourselves.

With such an experience, what consummate folly it

would be, out of the same materials, with the same
elements, now exasperated into tenfold virulence, upon
the same basis, to attempt to form a more perfect

Union than the old 1

It must not be done. "Who and what are the men
whom tho President is endeavoring, with so much
earnestness, to recal, to their allegiance, and to a re-

union with their unehiding and forgiving brethren of

the free States 1 White men at the South, who con-

spire and hold four millions of God's children in ah-

ject slavery, bind them, and task them, and exact

their sweat with stripes, that they themselves may
revel in luxury and inglorious ease. Nor is this all

standing between them and their Creator, trampling

upon their right to life and liberty, they withhold from

thera all the joy and blessedness which spring from

the exercise and development of their intellectual,

social and moral natures. No ties are sacred.

The wrongs and cruelties of the slave system are

absolutely measureless ; language cannot compass

them; and yet, they owe their very existence to the

strenuous, persistent, united exertions of a few intelli-

gent but selfish and aristocratic white men at the

South, who, in the enjoyment of dignified leisure,

have contrived to give shape and consistency to all

the political institutions of that region. Indeed, tho

Constitutions and laws of the slave States, so far

they relate to this subject, are but the compacts by
which two hundred and fifty thousand slave-owners

agree to sustain each other in the ceaseless perpetra-

tion of this outrage upon human rights.

By the adoption of the Federal Constitution, the na>

tion was involved in it. The people of the Eastern

States, however reluctantly, recognized the wrong,

and, for the sake of the Union, lent it their aid. The
result has been, that, for seventy years, the slave oli-

garchy have controlled and wielded the power and re-

sources of the nation, for their own selfish purposes,

viz., "the preservation, extension and perpetuation of

that wicked institution."

Cheeked in their career by the growing power of

the free States, our ancient allies have deliberately

set at nought the corner-stone of our republican in-

stitutions—the right of the majority to rule. Out-

voted, they have assumed the right of secession, and
with it, exclusive jurisdiction of the soil within their

respective States. Conspiring against the nation's

life, they have revolted against the Government, and

defied its power. Worsted in argument, they have
appealed to force, and, invoking foreign intervention,

they have attempted to destroy the republic, and es-

tablish a slaveholding empire of their own. To-

wards this nation and its subjects, then, they

have shown themselves criminals of the deepest dye.

Much, therefore, as we might wish to be rid of them,

we had no right to let them go. We were bound, if

possible, to hold in cheek these petty tyrants, to dis-

allow their treachery and wholesale robberies of our-

selves, lest, elated with success, and availing them-

selves of foreign intervention, they should seize and

hold the coveted territories of neighboring republics,

aud thus extend their slaveholding domain.

The idea of separation, therefore, was not to be en-

tertained for a moment. For our neighbors' and the

slaves' sake, as well as our own, the rebellion must be

crushed, its authors and abettors subdued; the vaunted

Confederacy must be disbanded, and its people be

brought into obedience to the authority and laws of

the United States.

To this end, as the Chief Magistrate and represen-

tative head of a great nation, clothed with its au-

thority, and moving in the majesty of its strength,

the President should have addressed them only in the

language of authority—calling upon thera, in the name
of the people, in the name of justice and equality,

to lay down their arms. Cannon-balls, not" flattering

proclamations, have been and are the appropriate ar-

guments. In such a cause, with a foe so desperate

and defiant, and so strong, the language of entreaty,

soft words and complimentary addresses are wholly

out of place. At present, nothing of less potency than

bayonets and cannon-balls will reach the case. Let

us say to the President, ply them, then, till the reb-

els call to parley, and sue for peace. And, to hasten

the result, cripple their power of resistance by pro-

claiming freedom to the slaves. So shall the authori-

ty of the government be maintained; the rebellion

shall be crushed, the nation shall be saved ; not, how-
ever, by renewing and restoring, but by eliminating

and expelling the vicious and disturbing elements

which threaten its life.

Oh that the President were wise, and great, and
good enough to proclaim and maintain liberty and

justice throughout all the land, among all the inhabi-

tants thereof ! Alas ! he is not, but dares to leave

it to the wisdom and discretion of those whose per-

verseness can find scope, whose malignity and hatred

can be gratified, and whose social and political con-

sideration can be maintained only by tho conservation

of the old order of things. Oh, that the people were
wise and good enough to demand that measure at his

hands ! They are not. People and President alike

indulge the vain hope, and guilty purpose, of reconcil-

iation and political "eunion with the dominant classes

in the rebel States ; while they leave in;their grasp the

very institution which occasioned their secession, and
which they are still fighting to maintain. What an
egregious blunder!

From the first, it is manifest that the President has
had very inadequate conceptions of the character and
strength of the enemy, or of the magnitude of the

work he was called upon to do. Hence his errors of
judgment in regard to the necessary and appropriate

means for* its accomplishment. The attack on Fort
Sumter indicated, clearly enough, the desperate and
determined character of tho foe. And I hold it was
unmanly, utterly unworthy the head of a great na-

tion, to ply them with threats, with flattery or money,
to induce them to return to their allegiance. Like

other criminals, they should be held to their alle-

giance.

The proposal of emancipation, with compensation,

says the President, " makes common cause for a com-
mon object, casting no reproaches upon any. It acts

not tho hypocrite." Is our type of civilization, then

no higher or better than theirs 1 If they are as good
men"and as good patriots as we are, why should we
be at war with them ? It may be said that we con-

tend with them not as slaveholders, hut as rebels. I

reply, they are rebels because they aro slaveholders.

They know there can be no cordial union with us

while slavery endures. They perceive the onward
march of freedom's host ; the ground trembles at their

approach. In Swedcnborgian phrase, they feel her

sphere spreading over and enveloping them, and, with

the instinctive, strong antipathy of bad to good, they
shun the approach ; would quit the Union bodily, lest

they ho ground to powder and absorbed by it.

The distinctive purpose Of the Republican party

has been aud is the exclusion of slavery from the

Territories of the United States. And while that

purpose stands, it is a perpetual protest against the

folly and wickedness of slaveholding or of slave-trad-

ing. In their view, the principle is wrong, the prac-

tice is immoral. If, therefore, they have abolished

slavery in the District of Columbia, or prohibited it in

the Territories, it was because they believed thero

was something wrong in it. It was a reproach to the

nation to retain it there ; a reproach to increase or ex
tend it. It was a reproach to the nation to have it

anywhere within its borders ; and the reproach must
fall, with all its weight and point, upon those who per-

petrate the wrong, wheresoever they may be found,

It is an imputation of criminality, of moral obliquity

and wrong-doing.

For President Lincoln, therefore, or his party,

disavow the reproach which their whole course and

purpose imply, is to avow their indifference to the

principle. It is to put themselves on the same moral

level with slaveholders ; and, in that case, it would he,

indeed, the most natural and becoming thing in the

world for them to open their arms to their slavehold-

ing brethren at the South, and, with the most urgent

appeals, entreat them to return to their allegiance;

assuring them that they shall have all the protection

to life and property which the fathers promised, though

'"Tis a sin to swear unto a sin,

But greater sin to keep the sinful oath."

The credulity of the President is truly marvellous

After proposing compensation to slaveholdeTs for in-

conveniences, public and private, which they may suf-

fer from a change of system, he says to them—" So
much good has not been done by one effort in all past

time, as, in the Providence of God, it is your high

privilege to do," by taking the initiatory step towards
" the gradual abolishment of slavery." As if, just

at this time, the slaveholders of this country were in

a frame of mind to do good on a gigantic scale ! In

the first place, such magnanimity and generosity are

hardly compatible with the position and character of

genuine slaveholder, at any time; and if they were,

they would be vitiated, in the present case, by the fact

of compensation. Why, I would as soon think of

the arch-enemy of God and man doing the work of a

saint.

Again : if emancipation would indeed be so great a

good, (and I am not disposed to deny it,) what may
we not say of the neglect of it? Does it not imply a

corresponding strength and depth of wickedness, on

tho part of the persistent slaveholder '? How, then,

shall he escape our censure and reproach 7 What if

the President's entreaties pass unheeded, and the ty

rants still refuse to let their bondmen go 1 The vast

future will lament it; the curses of posterity will fall,

in no stinted measure, upon those, who, having the

opportunity to pour along their path unnumbered bles-

sings, withhold them, and, instead, deal ceaseless mis-

ery and woe. In the ease of slaveholding, the crime

of doing, and of not undoing, is the same. We cast

reproaches now ; and were it not for the impoteney of

his position, fettered as he is by the letter of the Con-

stitution, the President would not fail to east reproach-

es too. We cast reproaches upon the slaveholders of

our day, not only because they arc slaveholders, but

because they are rebels—rebels for the purpose of

slaveholding. They wish to be rid of us, that they

may be free to exercise their tyranny without re-

straint. •

The abolition of slavery would be the easiest thing

in the world, if the people, North and South, would
only consent to it. Then, indeed, " the change it con-

templates might come gently as the dews of heaven."

But the time for its abolishment has not yet come. 1 The
disposition and the will for it have yet to be created.

The nation is not ready for it. Certainly, the Presi-

dent is not. He still believes that the rebellion can

be crushed, the authority of the government main-

tained, and peace restored without it. He is aware

that slavery is at the bottom of the rebellion

is its root and cause. He is alive to the momen
tous crisis through which we are passing, and would
gladly save the ship of State, which reels and
shudders amid the. surging and troubled sea. But,

instead of seizing the helm, putting on steam, and
pushing for the best and nearest port, he lets her drive,

calling upon the rebellious, cloud-compelling South to

pause in her mad career, as if, at his earnest appeal,

the blasts of war would cease, the tempest would
hushed, and from a dozen points at once favoring

breezes would spring up, and blowing us in the same
direction, bear us smoothly on to the same wished-for

haven of peace I Who believes it ?

The question has often been asked, what shall we
do with the slaves, if they are set free ? I do not pro-

pose to answer it. Frederick Douglass says, "Do
nothing with them." Cease to oppress them, take off

their shackles, acknowledge their manhood, remove
their civil disabilities, and leave them to work out

their own welfare.

The President says, colonize them. Aud he
an honorable man, a representative man; represents

fairly, perhaps, the spirit of the nation, or even that

of the nominally free States. Certainly he is no abo-

litionist. So far from grappling with the spirit of

caste, by this measure, he recognizes and encourages
it,—encourages the prevailing dislike, the contempt
and hatred of the colored race. Does he propose to

enfranchise them, to acknowledge their citizenship, to

enroll them as soldiers, and send them forth to fight

the battles of their native land, as if they had an in

terest in its welfare? On the contrary, he is contend-

ing only for the salvation of the government. As a

measure of justice to the slaves, what is that to him ?

It i3 the white man's government, and, except inci-

dentally, is to be administered according to his wishes,

and for his special benefit.

But what shall be done with the slave-owners, if

they are compelled to lay down their arms and let

their bondmen go ? " Do nothing with them " ? Nay,
they will constitute, and should be denominated, em-
phatically, " the dangerous classes." Shall we expa-

triate them ? What is that but to let loose a despe-

rate horde of criminals and outlaws, with their ill-got-

ten wealth, to annoy and prey upon neighboring
States and nations ? Shall we seek out some Pit-

cairn's Island, some Botany Bay, and colonize them
there, where, at a safe distance from the world of men,
they can prey only upon each other?

The demands of justice would be satisfied with
neither. They are subjects of the United States Gov-
ernment, and should be held to their allegiance; com-
pelled to keep the peace, and earn an honest liveli-

hood, if need be, even in tho penitentiary. To admit
them, at once, to the rights and privileges of citizen-

ship—to offices of trust, where their voices would be

heard, and their influence felt, in remoulding the po-

litical institutions, State and national, of the whole
country, would be preposterous. They must undergo
lustration—must be put upon probation, five, ten, or

twenty years, till every vestige of disloyalty is oblite-

rated from their minds and hearts. Shall we enter

into fresh compacts, or new treaties with them ? What
guarantee have we, that they will manifest more fldcl-

ty in tho future, than they have done' 111 tho past?
Only this : the object for which they have been con-

tending, slavery, wilt have passed away, and, instead

of bracing themselves up to defend and maintain their

pro-slavery position, the agitation of the matter, how-
ever violent, must subside also. Instead of engaging
in angry debate, instead of being borne along by the

hirlwind of discussion, to which tho President in-

vites them, new exigencies will demand new meas-
and the labor of their thoughts will be, to adapt

themselves to the new order of things—to the nobler

and happier condition of freedom. II. W. C.
DouciiJiSTEii, June 20, 1802.

LETTER PROM MRS. OUTLER.

JB, (III.,) June 10, 1862.Jackson v:

Demi Liherator:
Since my last joltings, I have been doing a large

amount of hard work—hard enough to suit my most
estimable friend Mrs. Pardicle. In the first place, I

must premise that this pleasant town is delightful

enough for a second paradise, with its shaded walks,

its blossoming shrubs, its pretty homes, its rare

suburban scenery.

It is also designated, by the especial favor of the

State, as the location of all tho public charities, save

the penitentiaries, reserved for towns more in the

commercial line. The asylums for the blind, the

mutes and the insane, would honor the philanthropy

of any State. I have seen none in older States ap-

parently better conducted.

Then, there are important schools here, the Illinois

College, the Methodist Female College, and the Pres-

byterian Academy. There are the usual number of

churches, and more than the usual number of church

quarrels. Indeed, in most Edens, the serpent coils

his way in, and disturbs the quiet of the happy deni-

zens, and this is no exception. I have often observed

that the most pious people, in their own estimation,

quarrel with the most zeal over their own dogmas,
assured that they are right and all else aro wrong.

Thus much in explanation of the efforts needed for

success. The friend at whose house I met a cordial

welcome was about leaving home, so I could not se-

cure his aid, only a few judicious suggestions. The
hard work of making arrangements, I found all fall-

ing on my own hands. Some other matters stood in

the way of securing an early audience, such as prayer

meetings, concerts, &c., so my time was fixed for

Saturday night. There is but one hall at present that

can be used, and the price for that is so exorbitant that

I did not think it safe to engage it, but sought a

church. A good old-fashioned anti-slavery man in-

troduced me to one of the stewards of the M. E
Church, and in him I found a most disinterested CO'

adjutor; but, unfortunately, he was attacked with

hemorrhage of the lungs, and could do little more
than give directions.

The prejudice against the negro is not the only

prejudice to be encountered, as I have long since

learned; for it is almost as great a crime to be

woman, and yet feel a desire to benefit the world by
public efforts, as it is to have a black skin and a woolly

head, and yet desire freedom. The great truth at the

bottom of all this turmoil is, that poor humanity wants

service; that slaves get bread for their masters by

the sweat of their brow, and hence cannot be spared

the vicarious suffering; and that women assume the

care of the preparation of all the needed luxuries of

life, including pastry and buttons, and this double

service renders man lordly indeed, his only care now
being a needful vigilance lest these most essential

accessories of his being should find some independent

vocation.

Now, the example of a negro escaping from his mas-

ter, or of a woman leaving the duties of the kitchen

and the parlor to other hands, for any other purpose

than a pleasure excursion, is an example as deleteri-

ous to the interests of respectable society, as the diso-

bedience of Vashti ; and the lords of this mundane
sphere often treat such accordingly.

I remember once hearing a very devoted husband

say to dear aunt Fanny (Mrs. F. D. Gage) that she

ought to be at home, mending her husband's stock-

ings. "My husband is a man, and can buy a new
pair, if old ones are out at the toes," was her cool

reply, but she of course felt that our sphere was
clearly defined by this sage.

I found plenty of this feeling here, and had to

satisfy the good people that my own family was
amply provided for in my temporary absence. These
important preliminaries once adjusted, and my char-

acter as a decent, religious woman fully vouched for

by old friends, I at last got informal permission to use

the church. My bills were posted, and when the

evening came, I found myself at the church, with a

fair audience, and nobody bold enough to introduce

me. So I took the matter in my own hands, went
forward, and talked with a zeal and energy that made
the people whisper to each other, "Lovejoy.-

An invitation was most cordially proffered for

another lecture on last evening, which I of course ac-

cepted. Sabbath evening brought out one of then

most conservative ministers on the subject of emanci-

pation, in which he took sides with God against the

sins of the nation. It was good—very good.

But my difficulties were not ended. A small mi-

nority of the church thought that to speak of the

Christian policy of emancipation would be bringing

politics into the church, and as that would be a crime,

I was compelled to occupy another house, which was
with some difficulty procured. But a good audience

came out, and I was pleased to learn that some who
had hitherto objected to permitting women to speak,

went away declaring their prejudices entirely over-

come. There was enough opposition stirred up to

show that the truths uttered had in them some vital

power. H. M. T. C.

hoy In Canada, saying, " Come and bring mother, and
let us all Jive together here." It was a good idea, but
tho old man, before venturing to take all his little

property to a foreign country, made a hurried trip to

Canada, to seo what waB the prospect of earning a
livelihood in the high latitudes. Meanwhile, the story

of his absence made noise enough to reach the atten-

tive ears of the civil officers, On his return, a consta-

ble knocked at his door, and said, " You arc suspected

of holding correspondence with the North, and I shall

search your house."

Come in, sir," said Mr. Green ; " it is a small cot-

tage; you can soon search it through; but you will

find nothing, for there is nothing to find."

But Samuel Green—unsuspecting man!—found to

his cost that he was a great rogue, and that the proof
of it was in his own house. The constable found
three guilty things : first, Uncle Tom's Cabin ; sec-

ond, a map of Canada; third, a picture of a hotel at

Niagara Falls. These were all, hut were they not
enough? What constable in Maryland would have
asked for more 1 What Court in the State would
have given less than ten years in the State-prison after

such proofs ? Besides, even out of Maryland, does
not Gov. Stanly, and the editor of the Herald, and
other good men, call it a crime for a black man to

know how to read ?

But without palliating Samuel Green's crime, if any
kind-hearted person can be persuaded to show kind-

ness to the criminal, by giving a little money to help
the old man off to the penal colony of Canada, it will

reach him if sent to

THEODORE TILTON,
Office of The Independent, No. 5 Beekman street, N. Y.

OUT OF JAIL.

THE BLACK MAN WHO WAS IMPRISONED FOR READ-
ING UNCLE TOM'S CABIN.

I am asked to make an appeal for a poor man—

a

criminal, just out of jail. He was convicted for three

offences :—first, because a black" skin covered his face

;

second, because the English alphabet came and sat

upon his tongue; and third, because he had read the

story of " Uncle Tom's Cabin."

For these crimes he was tried and convicted by a

Maryland Court in 1857, and sentenced to the Balti-

more Penitentiary for ten years. After wearing out
five years of this long penalty, the gate of his cell was
opened a few weeks ago by the new Governor of

Maryland/who told him that he might quit the jail, if

he would quit also the United States. He immediate-
ly promised to go to Canada, and is now in New York
on his way thither.

The culprit's name is Samuel Green. He is 62
years of age, though, except for his gray hair, he
seems younger; good-looking, intelligent, and amia-

ble ; showing in his face God's plain handwriting of a

good character ; a man whom a stranger would trust

at first sight.

He was born a slave in Maryland, and wore the

chain for 30 years, until his master died, bequeathing

him freedom at the end of five years. The slave,

kindled with this hope of becoming a man, worked
extra hours, and earned in one year enough money to

buy his service for-the remaining four. While a slave,

he had married a slave-woman, tho properly of a kind

master, who, after her husband had so handsomely

worked out his freedom, sold him his wife for 25 cents I

Mr. Green says, " My wife was worth more, but I was
willing to take her for that !

"

They had two children—son and daughter—both

slaves of one master. Eight or nine years ago, the

son, after praying long for freedom, got it at last, after

tho manner of Frederick Douglass, who "prayed
with his legs." The boy Green Btarted on a moon-
light night, and ran away to Canada. His master,

fearing the sister would follow, sold her straightway

to Missouri; breaking her heart by separating her

from her husband and two little children.

About this time, when almost everybody was laugh-

ing and crying over the pages of Uncle Tom, ono
morning while Samuel Green was going to the mill, a
blacksmith came out of his shop at the roadside—him-
self a black man, aud sinco a Methodist clergyman

—

exclaiming :

—

" Sam Green, would you liko to see Uncle Tom's
Cabin 1

"

"Whar is it?" asked Sam, who thought it was
some new shanty put up in the neighborhood.

"It's a book," replied tho blacksmith; "it's tho
story of a slave, aud it goes for Abolition."

" Yes, I'd liko to read it," said Sam ; and ho took

home the slory, in two volume, and began to road.

Hut before he finished, ho received a letter from tho

ably disposed to our institutions, and well prepared
to judge dispassionately of their practical workings.
He says the subject is too vast to be discussed ex-
cept after careful personal examination. Although
appreciating the value of the great work ofDe Toc-
(jueville, he complains of the general inadequacy of
Kuropcan criticism upon America."

BOOK NOTICE.

Woman's Kiguts under, the Law : by Mrs. C. H.
Dall, Author of " Woman's Bight to Labor,"
" Historical Pictures Retouched," etc.

Notwithstanding the terrible war sweeping with a
besom of destruction over this nation, and the clouds
still darkening the horizon of our future—harmoniz-
ing with the immutable law of progress, the civiliza-

tion of the nineteenth century must be in advance
of all which has preceded it. Therefore we have
no cause for discouragement. The signs of the
times clearly indicate that chattel slavery cannot
much longer pollute our soil. When its removal
shall have opened the way for a full and thorough
discussion of the subject of human freedom in its

broadest signification and in all its bearings, then the
excellent book with the above-named title will be
found a valuable auxiliary in enlightening the public
mind with regard to Woman's legal and consequent so-
cial position

; and be a sharp and effective weapon in
the hands ofothers who with earnest zeal " wage the
war of words," the bloodless battle of ideas.

This little volume was published a year ago, but
having no relation to the all-absorbing theme ofwar,
ofcourse it attracted slight attention. It is, however,
a work which can well afford to bide its time for ap-
preciation. When a deadly contest is waging be-
tween the hosts of Despotism and Democracy^ and
theevents of a hundred years are being concentrat-
ed into one, there is little leisure to speculate on un-
derlying causes, or dwell long upon abstract ques-
tions of philosophy and ethics.

" We wait beneath the furnace blast" for that
more auspicious day which we have reason to be-
lieve is not far "distant, when the angel of purifica-
tion shall have prepared the way for the working
out of a higher civilization than has ever dawned
upon society,—a civilization in which woman shall
be recognized as co-equal with her brother in all

the relations of life—when, to despoil her of any
right or privilege on account of sex, will be consider-

ed in its true light, as a tyrannical usurpation on
the part of law or custom.

In the pages of Mrs. Dall's book, freighted with
concentrated thought, she has brought succinctly be-

fore the view of the reader the relations and bearings of
late upon woman in a manner evincing great research
and power of generalizing—and while dissecting

with a skillful hand the intricacies and complexities

of law, she has succeeded not unfrequcntly in invest-

ing those dry details, the study of which to the law-
yer is an onerous task, with the fascinations of ro-

mance.
Until woman becomes herself familiar with the re-

lations of law to her rights of property, personal lib-

erty, &c.
:
she can never reasonably hope to be placed

on a. just legal status.

- We therefore owe a debt ofgratitude to Mrs. Ball,

who has so bravely trodden this thorny field of in-

vestigation, where few women have preceded her,

and so successfully illustrated and familiarized a

subject the importance of which cannot be overesti-

mated.
This valuable work is dedicated to the friends of

forsaken women throughout the world, because, as

the author says, the lives of such women are the le-

gitimate result of the spirit of the Law. All who
are included in this dedication would find them-
selves amply compensated should they procure and
read the book. Whether considered in the light of
a logical argument, or an eloquent protest, it would
be throughout equally interesting. A, G.

Harwich Port, May 10, 1852.

DEATH OP ME. BUCKLE.

Intelligence has been received from Europe of the

death of Henry Thomas Buckle, author of the " His-

tory of Civilization in England." Mr. Buckle was
born at Lee, England, November 24, 1822. He re-

ceived a good education, and entered his father's

commercial establishment, but gained more reputa-

tion as a chess-player than a merchant. In 1840 his

father died, leaving him an ample fortune, and
Buckle, then abandoning commerce, devoted himself

to literary pursuits, residing with his mother in Lon-
don. His assiduous labors upon bis great work had
greatly reduced his strength, and he had for some
months before his death been travelling in the East,

with some benefit, as was understood, to his health.

He was the guest of Mr. Thayer, the American
consul-general at Alexandria, early in this year

;

and at last died in Damascus on tbc^lst of May.
The two volumes of Mr. Buckle's " History

"

which have been published form, as is well known,
only a part of what he had laid out as the introduc-

tion to the work itself. In completing the second
volume, he found it necessary to retrench heavily

from his original designs, and decided to hasten

through with the introduction, that he might com-
pete the history itself before passing the period of

ife when he could hope to be capable of intellectual

labor. His next volume would have touched upon
the United States, and it will cause profound regret

that the comments of so liberal and bold a thinker

upon our institutions should be lost. It is our im-
pression that this part of the work was entirely un-
written, when he left England to seek for health in

the East.

Probably no work has appeared for years which
has occasioned so much controversy as tho two vol-

umes published of Mr. Buckle's introduction ; but
no opponent ever denies the surprising industry or

the surpassing ability of the author. His philosophi-

cal conclusions may be unfounded, and may fall be-

fore the searching examination to which they, are

subjected ; but the world will bo the gainer in the
end from tho appearance of tbo work which has oc-

casioned such fresh inquiry and activity, and it will

generally regret the loss of the story of English
civilization, told by a writer of such power ana of
such earnest convictions.

To this brief notice of a great author, wc may
subjoin a few remarks, made by a correspondent
writing to us from Cairo, February 17th,—who had
frequent opportunities of meeting Mr. Buckle while
the latter was in Egypt:

—

" Mr. Buckle, tho distinguished author of the ' His-
tory of Civilization,' has lately returned from an
expedition of several weeks up the Nile, in search of

rest and health, and is now nere making arrange-
ments for a tour to Syria. lie proposes to visit

America, and would have gone thWioi* this summer
but for the war. His next volume will treat of the

United States. Last week, Mr. Thayer, our excellent,

consul-general here, entertained Air. Buckle at din-

ner. The company included two ladies well known
111 the literary and social circles of England, besides

several English and American gentlemen who hap-
pened to bo in Cairo. Mr. Buckle, :is I hear, ex-
pressed a strong feeling of gratification at tbe peace-
ful solution of thi> Trent complication, and said that

a war between the two kindred nations of England
and the United States would ho a calamity to man-
kind ; he had however anticipated from the begjn-

110 other than a pacific settlement. In his eon-

ition, as in his writings, lie shows himself favor-

A Modern Amazon. Wc copy from a private
letter, from Clarksburg, Va., the following account
of a recent capture there :

—

" About a dozen deserters from the rebel army
came in yesterday, very much frightened, wanting
transportation to Ohio. Wc also captured a very
desporate woman, by the name of Jenny Green, and
sent her under guard to Wheeling. She is only
about 18 or 20 years of age, and not bad looking;
she lived about 30 miles from here, and told Gen.
Kellcy that she cut all his telegraph wires when he
was up the Kanawha, and she'd ' be d d if she

wouldn't do it again.' She has been in the habit of

visiting the rebel camps, rides a fine horse, carries a
pistol revolver and a handsome revolving rifle pre-

sented to her by some rebel officers, and with which
she boasts that she has killed a great many d d
Yankees. She is said to be an unerring shot, and
can put a bullet through the ace of clubs at tbe dis-

tance of one hundred yard3, nine times out of ten.

She has been pursued many times, but has made her
escape by the fleetness of her horse, and when cor-

nered, where escape seemed impossible, would cause

her horse to leap the most horrible ravines and
plunge over rocks where the soldiers dare not follow

her. She was taken by strategy and sent to Wheel-
ing once before and imprisoned, but by the interces-

sion of some secession ladies there, Gen. Kosecrans
released her on parole. When brought before the

captain of the company who arrested her, the cap-

tain said, * Well, Miss Jenny, you are come to visit

us again ;
' to which she replied with a terrible oath,

and snatched a rifle from one of the guards, discharg-

ing it at the captain in an instant, but he saw the

movement, and struck up the muzzle of the gun, and
the ball passed through his cap, just grazing his

head."

A Blunder and a Joke. The New Orleans
correspondent of the New York Herald says:

—

" Speaking of Dr. Smith, I am reminded of one
of the best jokes of the season. A gentleman called

on Gen. Butler to-day, and stated that he had a ne-

gro who was hanging about the general hospital,

and he wished to get him. The General's policy in

such cases is to turn the negro out of our lines, un-
less he has been employed by some officer. He
therefore turned to one of his aids—Lieut. Clark—
and told him to write to Dr. Smith to turn the man
out of his hospital. Lieut. Clark wrote to Dr. Smith
—"You will at once turn this man out of your hos-

pital"—accidentally omitting to say anything about

a colored man. The owner of the slave took the

note to the hospital innocently enough, and handed
it to Dr. Smith. The Dr. read the order, and,

though rather astonished, supposed the General had
good reason for such instructions; so he jumped,
and told his visitor to leave the house quicker than
he ever came into it. The gentleman was perfect-

ly astounded, and attempted tp ask the reason of

such treatment ; but the Doctor said he would not

hear a word, and, taking him by the shoulder, push-

ed him towards the door, and then ordered a corpo-

ral to put him out, which he did, the gentleman
brandishing his cane and cursing bitterly against

such usage. He went back to the General, and an
explanation ensued, and resulted in all hands en-

joying a regular old-fashioned horse-laugh. The ne-

gro was not in tbe hospital, and has not yet been
found."

The Negro in Demand. The Danish Govern-
ment has made a singular proposition to the Adminis-
tration at Washington. It is no less than to take all

the contrabands off our hands, transport them to the

Danish West Indies, there to be placed under appren-
ticeship for three years, and after that time to receive

wages and to become entirely free. The proposal
shows on the part of Denmark a Yankee propensitx
for driving a sharp trade. It shows, besides, that the

negro is in demand in other quarters, although he has
been the innocent cause of great difficulties among us.

Our Government could do no more, were it disposed
to cooperate with Denmark, than to extend facilities

for such fugitives as might desire to migrate to St.

Croix on the terms proposed. It could not transfer

the contrabands bodily to tbe representatives of Den-
mark, to be conveyed without their consent to a new
though mitigated bondage. No one, we trust, would
advocate that course. Nor will the plan of impli-

cating our Government in the apprenticeship system
find general favor. If individuals desire to seek new
homes under Danish protection, the Government
might withhold hindrance and interference. Beyond
that, the efforts of the Danish diplomats will not be
likely to be effectual.

—

Oneida Herald.

A Well Kept Log. The Port Royal correspon-
dent of the New York Tribune has procured a copy of

the log of the steamer Planter, kept by Robert Small
on that famous trip, when he so skillfully escaped
from Charleston harbor to the blockading fleet. It is

given as follows :

—

" List—Robt. Small, Pilot ; Alfred Gridiron, Engi-
neer; Abram Jackson, Jebel Turner, W. C. Thomp-
son, Sam Cbisholm, Abram AUerton, Hannah Small,
Susan Small, Clara Jones, Anna White, Levina Wil-
son, David MeCIoud, 3 small children.

Log—We leave Charleston at J past 3 o'clock on
Tuesday morning.
AVe pass fort Sumter £ past 4 o'clock. We arrived

at blockading squadron at Charleston Bar at £ to 6.

We give three cheers for the Union flag wouce more.
Articles of Sdndary—4 larg c, not mounted ; 2

mortars. We arrive at Port Royal, Hilton, on same
night about S p. m."

A Devoted Woman. It is stated that Mrs. Henry
Baylis, the wife of a New York merchant, has left a
home of affluence and ease, and is now devoting her
whole time and energies to the relief of tbe sick and
wounded soldiers at Yorktown. She has not only
volunteered to endure the privations and discharge
the disagreeable duties of hospital life, but she has
studied the profession of surgeon and uurse so that

she can care for a wounded limb equal to any of the
surgeons of the army.

$^=~ Billy Wilson occupies the splendid residence,
at Pensacola, of the rebel Stephen R. Mallory. Billy,

it is said, lives like a lord, in his new quarters, and
walks about with a gold-headed charter oak cane, with
Mallory's name engraved upon it, and which he con-
fiscated when he took possession.

^" Some moustrous jaw bones have been dug up
Oregon, supposed to be human, but measuring

seven inches across from point to point. They must
have belonged to some huge human gorilla, whose
race we are glad to know is extinct. Such jaws
would be just the ones to "devour widows' houses."

Six Rainbows at once. The editor of tho Marque
News says that just as the force of a recent shower at
that place was spent, the suu looked out from behind
the clouds, when a brilliant rainbow spanned the heav-
ens, then a second, then a third, a fourth, a fifth, and
finally a sixth one; all of them in regular gradation
from tbe inner, which" was a mere line, to the outer,
which was of great breadth and magnitude.

2®=* The Charleston Courier of the 22d ult. makes
the annexed statement:

—

" We have been reliably informed, that men of
high official position among us—men of good inten-
tion, but of mistaken and misguided patriotism, arc
sowing the seeds of discord broadcast in our midst, by
preaching a crusade against President Davis, and call-

ingfor a General Convention of the slai\ liohliup Slates to

depose him, and create a Military Dictator in /its place."

$£^ The Secession Congressman. Yallandigham,
has received a sharp rebuff from home. A petition

has been forwarded to the House, from 688 loyal citi-

zens of Cincinnati, asking for his expulsion from Con-
gress as a traitor to his country and a disgrace to the
State of Ohio.

JiL^
3* Win. P. Goshorn, of slave Lucy notoriety, has

been arrested in Wheeling for his Secession sympa-
thies, as developed in his jubilation at the defeat of
Hanks, and is to be taken to Camp Chase lor safe

keeping, lie bad better be sent up here, and dike the
place Lucy occupied.— Ctci-cland Jlerald.

Suppose Lucy was in Cleveland now, and Old Gos-
horn would come after her. Would she be delivered
up as freely as she was >.

$j?= At the battle of Pair Oaks, Oapt. Smart, of
tbe 10th Massachusetts regiment, was wounded iii the
leg, and asked the first rebel who approached to help
liim ell' the field. The rebel replied • " I'll take care
if you !

" and at once bayoneted him. IhlS Mas seen

>y a wounded man who lay near by. Capt. Day, of
he same regiment, was killed by the rebels, after be-

ing wOOnded, having been shot in the presence of two
el' Ins Company who were taking him 1mm the lichl.

A St obsb ItuAUT, The Washington St
, speak-

Dg of several rebel women who took occasion to ex-

press themselves on the arrival of prisoners in Wash-
ington the other day. says that "Mrs. M agm re said

Hint, her heart was choking her, so great was her
hatred of Yankee rule."
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" Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof,'"

" I lay this down as tho law of nations. { flay that mil-

itary authority takes, for the time, tho place of all munio-
ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST

\

and that, under that stato of things, to far from its being
true that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only Uib President or
the United States, but -the Commahder op the Abut,
HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. . . From the instant

that tho slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,
civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers
of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of
slavery, m evkiiv way in which it can be interfered
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

Itroyed, to tho cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power, . . , It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-
cording to the laws op war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes thh
place op them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."-J. Q. Amwg,
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ANTI-AE0LITI0N MOVEMENT.

Resolutions adopted at a semi- treason able, pro-sla-

xery Democratic Mass Meeting, held nt Cooper Insti-

tute, New York, on Tuesday evening, July 1st, 1862,

under the auspices of Fernando Wood & Co. :

—

Resolved, 1. That m the present crisis, when our
beloved country is involved in civil war and the

foundations of our Constitution arc in danger of be-

in" overthrown, it is the duty of every American
citizen, laying aside all prejudices and attachments,
whether of party or locality, to devote his energies,

his fortune, and if need be, his life, to the preserva-

tion, the defence, and the perpetuity of the Ameri-
can Union. (Applause.)

2. That in considering the dangers which imme-
diately threaten the Union, we find two fallacies at-

tempting to accomplish the work of destruction.

The one being that of secession culminating in the

rebellion of Southern citizens, who by force of arms
have attacked the glorious fabric which our fathers

erected; the other being that of Abolition, (loud

hisses,) which has induced Northern disunionists to

declare their enmity to the Constitution, that noble

instrument which is the holy bond of brotherhood of

Amcrieans.
3. That while the Government is engaged in the

work of suppressing the first-named class of foes to

the Union, it is our duty as citizens to sustain our

Goxernment, and defend it from all enemies at home
and abroad ; and that in this national emergency,
banishing all feelings of mere passion or resentment,

we should recollect only our duty to the whole coun-

try ; that this war should not be waged on our part

in any spirit of oppression, or for any purpose of

conquest or subjugation, or of overthrowing or inter-

fering with the rights or established institutions of

States, but to defend and maintain the supremacy
of the Constitution, and to preserve the Union, with

all the dignity, equality, and rights of the several

States unimpaired ; and as soon as these objects are

accomplished, the war ought to cease. (Cheers.)

4. That, in dealing with the other class of foes to

the Union, it becomes every citizen to bear in mind
the advice of the fathers. Obeying the sage com-
mands of Washington, they should remember that

the Union is the main pillar of our real indepen-
dence, the support of our tranquillity at home, our

peace abroad, our safety, our prosperity, our liberty.

(Applause), That as this is the point in our politi-

cal fortress agamst which the batteries of internal

and external enemies will be most constantly and ac-

tively (often covertly and insidiously) directed, we
should cherish a cordial, habitual, and immovable at-

tachment to it, accustoming ourselves to think and
speak of it as the palladium of our political safety

and prosperity, watching for its preservation with

jealous anxiety, discountenancing whatever may
suggest even a suspicion that it can in any event be
abandoned, and frowning upon the first dawning of

any attempt to alienate any portion of our country

from the rest, or to enfeeble the sacred ties which
now link together the various parts. (Cheers.)

That toward the preservation of our Government it

is requisite not only that we discountenance irregu-

lar opposition to its acknowledged authority, such

as is now exhibited at the South, and has been ex-

hibited at the North in personal liberty bills and
other unconstitutional legislation, but also that we
resist with care the spirit of innovation upon its

principles, however specious the pretext. (Ap-
plause.) That in the doctrine of leading Radical

politicians, newspapers and orators, that Secession

ordinances are operative to destroy the Union
(great and prolonged applause), we recognize an
innovation on those principles, which has been char-

acterized by a member of the Cabinet as tending to

aid and abet the Southern Confederates, and which

is designed to be hostile to the Union. That in the

plans of the Emancipation League, composed of cer-

tain distinguished radical leaders of the Republican

party, to exclude from the Union all States which do
not abolish slavery, we see an attack upon the Ameri-
can Union. That in the proposition to erect a war
power above the Constitution, for the purpose of

abolishing slavery by its means, we find another

plan to take away the rights of American citizens.

That in all the plans and schemes of radicalism we
can see no patriotism, no loyalty, no honesty, but

that they are clearly, though insidiously, designed

equally with the plans of the Southern disunionists,

to overthrow the Constitution and erect in its place

a new government, on principles of tyranny over

those who differ from majorities in views of right.

(Cheers.)

5. That to such measures of the Administration

as may be consonant with the Constitution, we will

at all times yield a hearty support; that the prompt
action of the President in revoking the proclamations

ofcertain abolition Generalsshould receive the appro-

bation of all conservative, Union-loving citizens,

from whom our government derives its chief support

in men and means to carry on the war; and that

the continual pressing of the negro question upon

the attention of the country, and the constant at-

tempts in Congress and elsewhere, to connect the

abolition of slavery with the work of the army, is an

insult to our brave and gallant brothers—(immense
cheering)—in the field for the Union and the Con-

stitution, and for no other cause.

6. That the soldiers comprising the armies of the

Union have merited the nation's thanks—(" That's

s0 ")

—

and will deserve a nation's care, and upou

their victorious return we will meet them with re-

joicing praises; and should they fall in the cause, we
will build monuments to their memories, while their

wives and children shall be a precious legacy to be

tenderly cared for, as the objects of the nation'

guardianship. That we tender our hearty thanks

to the leaders of the two great armies of the East

and of the West, to Gen. Geo. B. McCIellan— (great

applause: three cheers.—Calls of " Abraham Lin-

coln," Hisses, and " Put him out ")—for the skill and

ability which planned the campaigns, and for that calm

self-possession which he has exhibited under the base

attacks of abolitionists, while he has himself bravely

fought the enemy under great obstacles, and to Gen.

Halleck for his brilliant successes; that our armies

are not enlisted in any other cause than that of the

Constitution and the Union; and that the allega-

tion of the Abolitionists, that the soldiers of New
York or of the country are fighting for negro free-

dom or negro equality, dishonors as good and brave

men as the sun ever shone upon.

7. That this is a Government of white men (great

applause), and was established exclusively for the

white race ; that the negro race are not entitled to

and ought not to be admitted (cheers) to political

or social equality with the white race, but that it is

our duty to treat them with kindness and considera-

tion as an inferior and dependent race ; that the

ri"ht of the several States to determine the position
' and duties of the race is a sovereign right, and the

pledges of the Constitution require us, as loyal citi-

zens, not to interfere therewith. (Cheers.)

8. That the wholesale extravagance, the plunder-
ing by contractors ("good"), the waste of means,
which is also indirectly a waste of blood and life

('good"), which have so frequently appeared in

the conduct of tho war, as exposed by Committees
of Congress, Committees on claims, and in other

ways, tending to national bankruptcy and individu-

al impoverishment, demand our profound condemna-
tion, and that the people, already burdened enor-

mously, yet willing to bear alt necessary burdens
for the Union's sake, do nevertheless demand in the

loudest tones that their life-blood shall not be drain-

ed in this manner, for the benefit of infamous rob-

bers of the nation, who profess so loudly to be the

defenders of the country, but whose attachment is

as deadly as that of the vampire. (Great applause.)

9. Resolved, (Laughter and .applause,) That the

Union as it was, is the Union of Washington and of

the Fathers; the Union which has made America il-

lustrious among nations ; the Union which was
the most beneficent Government known to man.
(Cheers.) That the Constitution as it is, is the

hope of the nation, adhering to and protected by
which, we shall be again free, happy and glorious

;

departing from and destroying which, we shall be
left with only the ruins of a great nation around us,

out of which no man can prophesy any new Union,
or construct any better Constitution. That, believ-

ing in these principles, and praying for the guidance
and blessing of God on our efforts, we, the represen-

tatives of various political parties, and of all classes

and employments and professions, do solemnly reaf-

firm our allegiance to the Constitution as it is, and
pledge our lives, our fortunes, and our honors to the

cause of the Union as it was. (Loud and long con-
tinued applause.)

OHAELES SUMNER.

New York, July 2.

To the Editor of the Boston Courier;

There is a tide in politics, as well as in all the

other affairs of men. That of abolition has had its

flood, its very spring-tide, overflowing everything in

its rush, and now, thank heaven, is on its ebb. The
land it has damaged will suffer from its overflow, but
will ere long spring to life again. This fair country
will not be ruined even by its poisonous waters.

The great Union meeting of Tuesday has opened
the flood-gate for them to recede—the Empire city

has spoken, and her voice will be heard throughout
the North. To say the meeting at the Cooper In-

stitute was enthusiastic would not describe the earn-

estness and patriotism that pervaded it. The phi-

losophers of the Tribune and Post may sneer at it,

as it was expected that they would ; but they will in

vain try to stay its moral effects. With them, every
one who is not an abolitionist is a secessionist. For-
tunately for those they thus insult, one name is now
no worse than the other. They hang alike in the

balance of the public mind—together those who
claim them will be annihilated, or together in one
pack the base jackalls will revel on the remains of

the country. There are now two war cries in New
York, and the great Union mastiff is as ready to

?ounce upon one of the brutes as upon the other,

f there are two parties outside of the doomed radi-

cals, they are those, the most violent of them, who
would hang Jeff. Davis and Sumner together, and
those who would hang Davis first, and Sumner after-

wards.

If Sumner is re-elected to the Senate, he may not

find it convenient to pass through this city. That his

name is odious, infamous, is not all—it is cursed and
abominable ! The blood of thousands sacrificed to his

ambition and personal revenge cries to heaven against

him; and if a Massachusetts Legislature can still

support him by its vote, those who do so will deserve

to lose their children at the altar of this Moloch.
Are 300,000 more men to be called upon for such a
sacrifice as this, or are they, despite of what fanati-

cal legislation has already done, to make one last ef-

fort to restore the Constitution and the Union as

they were. These are now the watchwords of the

war—the only watchwords that can fill the ranks.

Men are determined that they will fight battles for abo-

lition no longer. They look at the mangled forms of
their brethren as they return here, and ask—for what
have these suffered ? And the speeches and enact-

ments at Washington—the negro institutions at Hil-

ton Head—the every word and thing that can be
said or done to repel an advance of the South to re-

turn to its loyalty—answer this! Rely upon it,

there is another revolution at hand, and the ballot-

boxes are soon to decide if it be a bloodless one or

not!
At the great gathering on Tuesday evening, Mr.

Crittenden was unable to be present, but the vener-

able Charles Wickliffe came in his stead, bearing the

olive branch which his colleague has so long held out

to his distracted country. " Who is the speaker ?
"

cried some one from the gallery. " An old man from

Kentucky, named Wickliffe," said the speaker him-
self, with a voice tremulous by age. It was a touch-

ing scene, and midst the thunder of applause there

fell the soft rain of tears. He who, like Crittenden,

was above and beyond ambition, had journeyed here
under a sultry sun, weary and infirm, but strong and
young in heart, that he might spend all power that

was left him for his country. And well did he vin-

dicate the fair fame of his State as he told how she

had stood for a time alone—not through fear, but
that there might be one green spot in the land,

where brothers thirsting for each other's blood might
meet and be reconciled 1

And when her "sacred soil" was invaded—such

soil is sacred—how she rushed to the defence of the

Union, he left her deeds to attest. You will have
reports from the newspapers of this and the other

speeches. They were all of the same spirit, and if

that of Mr. Brooks was somewhat severe upon Puri-

tan New England and the tendency of our people

to agitate upon some one ism or another, we must
forgive him, because—well, because—it was all pret-

ty true. RINGBOLT.

THE NEW ENGLAND 0LEEGY.

The following communication from a clergyman
will give great satisfaction to many minds. Upon
such a statement as is furnished by our correspon-

dent, we may reckon confidently for a vast religious,

moral and political improvement in New England:

" Certain criticisms from your correspondents, and
some editorials of your own during and since Anni-

versary week, upon the spoil Lings of abolition minis-

ters, Haven, Manning, Nealc and others, have seemed
to me timely and just; but I think there is an error

in supposing that ministers of all denominations in

New England, except the Roman Catholic and Epis-

copalian, are like the above-named gentlemen of

the Methodist, Orthodox and Baptist orders. " Pa-
cificus " remarks upon the truly heathen spirit which
seems to animate the great body of the New En-
gland Congregational clergy, but he evidently

judges the whole by a few. Various denominations
aro congregational in their church government, and
may therefore be included in your correspondent's

designation ; certainly, thertj are as rabid fan'itics

on the slavery question among the ministers of some
of them as any one could reasonably desire.

I have the satisfaction of stating from extensive
personal knowledge, that the Congregational clergy

of New England at the present time, among those

who are called Orthodox, are in general quietly

pursuing their pastoral and pulpit duties without
meddling with political affairs, save an occasional al-

lusion to the war, which, in common with all loyal

citizens, they wish prosecuted with tho utmost vigor

until the rebellion is effectually put down. Mr.
Manning, in his remarks at the Grimes meeting and"

that of the Church Anti-Slavery society, merely
represented his own narrow and bigoted views,

seemingly discharging a great deal of bile upon the

New York National Tract Society, the New York
Observer and the Boston Courier. His remarks may
well be characterized by your correspondent as

heathenish, and could only come from a man with a
heart in a very diseased condition. Let him bear
his own sins, but don't inflict a chastisement on the
whole denomination to which he belongs. I was
surprised to notice the radical sentiments of Rev.
Mr. Haven, of the Methodist church, who is in pri-

vate life so calm and gentlemanly in deportment.
Dr. Neale, although more guarded than the other
speakers at the Grimes meeting, showed a great
leakage in sound doctrine.

My observation tells me that a very great moder-
ation has come over ministers since the war com-
menced, and that you will find the great body of

them sound on Constitutional obligation ; and I be-

lieve, that by the faithful performance of their cler-

ical duties, they are doing much to edify the people
and preserve the institutions of the country. I

would that more of them took the Boston Courier,

for I think your very able, sound and patriotic

course, during this horrible civil war, would com-
mend itself to their virtue and love of country. The
Tribune and the Independent could very well be
dispensed with, in order to secure the weekly Bos-
ton Courier for their perusal.

A MINISTER/
—Boston Courier.

j£cl*f Hand

GENEEAL HUNTEE'S LETTER.

If Gen. Hunter had not shown himself, before,

entirely unsuited to take active part in a contest,

the honest purpose of which was merely the suppres-

sion of rebellion, in order to open the way for the

return of the revolted States to their allegiance, his

impertinent and wrong-headed letter, published yester-

day, will convince all unprejudiced minds ofthe fact.

Perhaps, if his letter had been written before the

late repulse of our troops on James Island, the tone of

it would have been considerably modified, nor would
the officer who now writes so confidently oforganizing

forty or fifty regiments of blacks, " by the end ofnext
fall," in a region where as yet he has raised but one,

have felt so very sure of the success of his ridiculous,

shameful^ and degrading experiment. Long before

even the beginning of next fall, in our opinion, the

project which this conceited and arrogant officer,—
the tool of others, who have already had ample oc-

casion to discover their mistake,—has attempted, will

have been utterly exploded. If the free white -citi-

zens of this country cannot, by their own force and
energies, recover their imperilled institutions,—God
forbid that they should be so besotted as to imagine
that anything worth recovering, upholding or main-
taining, in the guise of civil and religious liberty,

can result from calling such legions as Gen. Hunter
proposes to their aid !

But, upon reading the letter of this officer to the
Secretary of War, the tone and manner of it are con-
vincing to the fact, that he thinks himself addressing
a willing mind. Gen. Hunter writes as if he felt

fully confident that all he sees fit to say was expect-

ed of him, and that he would be fully sustained in

the position he has undertaken to occupy. How
this may prove, we have yet to be informed. So
far, he has apparently acted upon a policy which, it

is well known, has had a couple of sympathizers and
collateral aiders among Mr. Lincoln's Secretaries.

While Mr. Stanton has furnished to the negro re-

cruits guns, " braided jackets and baggy red trou-

sers," Mr. Chase has sent primers, horn-books,
strong-minded women, and weak-minded men,—all in

the expectation of making something out of the ne-

groes which Providence never intended, or, at least,

through this philanthropic instrumentality, of work-
ing out a political problem for their own individual

benefit. But politicians, misled by selfish views, are

proverbially short-sighted ; and these gentlemen,
like others, were not sagacious enough to see that as

soon as the negro-game was turned into earnest, it

was practically played out—a fact which will be
forced upon the convictions of Messrs. Chase, Stan-

ton and Hunter.

—

Boston Courier.

TEAIT0ES' MEETING AT EEAMINGHAM.

We intended to give some of the proceedings at

the usual traitors' meeting at Framingham, in order to

show that none of the old and vile spirit is extinct,

though the burning of the Constitution was this year
omitted. This, we infer, was for the same reason

(besides the fact that it might not have been en-

dured) which induces Wendell Phillips to call him-
self a " Union man." The " old Union " he thinks

is dissolved, and a new anti-slavery one established;

and in the same way, the traitors who annually gath-

er at Framingham consider the Constitution, which
is shortly to rise up in vengeance against them, is ab-

rogated and gone. l

But we omit these proceedings, though our re-

porter has furnished them, because, although the trea-

son was there, it spoke with a somewhat slender note

—Mr. Phillips being absent, Mr. Garrison as good as

" played out," and the other performers being of no
account.

For precisely the same reason, we decline to re-

cord the ridiculous, and shameful as ridiculous, speech-

es of Judge Washburn and some others at the civic

dinner at Faneuil Hall. They were of the same tenor

with the speeches of the small traitors at Framingham.
But to think that men should be willing to make
such inconceivable spectacles of themselves is mar-
vellous and pitiable. Of Garrison and his crazy

crew, we expect nothing better. They live in a lit-

tle, narrow world of their own, in which they have

—"Fed on poisoriH, till thoy have no power,
But are a kind of nutriment."

Of men like Judge Washburn, connected with the

liberal pursuits of a University, and himself an in-

structor of youth, better things might at least have
been hoped, than to be just as foolish and just as trai-

torous as the silly fanatics at Framingham. And
there were others of less general account, who took
up the same strain, and made out of a national cele-

bration, as well as they could, something no better

than what they will find before long was a very ttn-

timely abolition orgle. And this, too, in the very
agony of a civil war We may well ask whether

such men have either heads or hearts.—Boston Cour-

LETTER FROM GENERAL HUNTER.

Washington, July 2. The Secretary of War
sent the following to the House to-day :

—

Port Royal, June 28, 1862.

To Hon. E. M. Stanton, Secretary of War:
Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of a communication from the Adjutant Gen-
eral of the Army, dated June 13, 1862, requesting
me to furnish you with the information necessary to
answer certain resolutions introduced in the House
of Representatives, June 9th, on motion of Hon.
Mr. Wickliffe, of Kentucky, their substance being
to inquire, 1st, whether I had organized or was or-
ganizing a regiment of fugitive slaves in this De-
partment; 2d, whether any authority had been given
to me from the War Department for such organiza-
tion

; 3d, whether I had been furnished by o'i'der of
the War Department with clothing, uniforms, arms,
equipments, &c, for such a force.

Only having received the letter covering these in-
quiries at a late hour Saturday night, and being
obliged to urge forward my answer in time for the
steamer sailing to-day, (Monday,) this haste prevents
me from entering as minutely as I could wish, upon
many points of detail, such as the paramount im-
portance of the subject calls for. But in view of the
near termination of the present session of Congress,
and the wide-spread interest which must have been
awakened by Mr/ WicklifFe's resolution, I prefer
sending even this imperfect answer to waiting the
period necessary for the collection of fuller and more
comprehensive data.

To the first question, therefore, I reply that no
regiment of fugitive slaves has been or is being or-

ganized in this Department. There is, however, a

fine regiment of persons whose late masters are fugi-
tive rebels,—men who everywhere fly before the ap-
pearance of the National flag, leaving their servants
behind them to shift as best they can for themselves.
So far, indeed, are the loyal persons composing this

regiment from seeking to avoid the presence of their
late owners, that they are now, one and all, working
with remarkable industry to place themselves in a
position to join in full and effective pursuit of their
pugnacious and traitorous proprietors.
To the second question I have the honor to an-

swer, that the instructions given to Brig.-Gen. T. W.
Sherman by Hon. Simon Cameron, late Secretary
of^War, l^urned over to me by succession for my
guidance, do distinctly authorize me to employ all

loyal persons offering their services in defence of the
Union and for the suppression of this rebellion in
any manner I might see fit, or that the circumstances
might call for.

There is no restriction as to the character or color
of the persons to be employed, or the nature of the
employment, whether civil or military, in which their
services shall be used. I conclude, therefore, that I

have been authorized to enlist fugitive slaves as sol-

diers, could any such be found in the Department.
No such characters, however, have yet appeared
within view of our most advanced pickets, the loyal
slaves everywhere remaining on their plantations" to
welcome us, aid us and supply us with food, labor
and information.

It is the masters who have in many instances been
the fugitives, running away from loyal slaves as well
as loyal soldiers, and whom we have only partially
been able to see with their heads over ramparts, or
rifle in hand dodging behind trees in the extreme
distance.

In the absence of any fugitive master law the de-
serted slaves would be wholly without remedy, had
not their time of treason given the right to pursue,
capture and bring back these persons, of whose pro-
tection they have been thus suddenly bereft.

To the third interrogatory, it is my painful duty to

reply that I never have received any specific author-
ity for issues of clothing, uniforms, arms, equipments,
etc., to the troops in question, my general instruc-

tions from Mr. Cameron to employ them in any man-
ner I might find it necessary in the military exigen-
cies of the Department, and the country, being my
only, but, in my judgment, sufficient justification.

Neither have I had any specific authority for sup-

plying those persons with shovels, spades and pick-

axes when employing them as laborers, nor with
boats and oars when using them as lightermen. But
these are not the points indicated in Mr. Wickliffe's

resolution. To me it seemed that liberty to employ
men in any particular capacity implied with it liber-

ty also to supply them with the necessary tools, and
acting upon this fact I have clothed, equipped and
armed the only loyal regiment yet raised in South
Carolinia.

I must say, in vindication of my own conduct,
that had it not been for the many other diversified

and imperative claims on my time and attention, a
much more satisfactory result might have been hoped
for, and that in place of only one, as at present, at

least five or six well-drilled, brave and thoroughly
acclimated regiments should by this time have been
added to the loyal forces of the Union.
The experiment of arming the blacks, so far as I

have made it, has been a complete and even marvel-
lous success. They arc sober, docile, attentive and
enthusiastic, displaying great natural capacity for

acquiring the duties of the soldier. They arc eager,

beyond all things, to take the field and be led into

action, and it is the unanimous opinion of the officers

wlro have had charge of them, that in the peculiari-

ties of this climate and country they will prove in-

valuable auxiliaries,* fully equal to the similar regi-

ments so long and successfully used by the British

authorities in the West India Islands.

In conclusion I would say that it is my hope, there
appearing no possibility of other reinforcements, ow-
ing to the exigencies of the campaign on the Penin-
sula, to have organized by tho end of next fall, and
to be able to presentto the Government from 48,000
to 50,000 of these hardy and devoted soldiers.

Trusting this letter may form part of your answer
to Mr. Wickliffe's resolution, I have the honor to be,

most respectfully, your very obedient servant,

D. HUNTER, Major General Commanding.

CONTRABANDS AND THEIR SERVICES.

To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune.

Silt—A great deal has been said lately of the in-

telligence and usefulness of the "contrabands," and
I wish to add my testimony to that of others on
that score, and also say a word as to the return that is

made them for their services. In Virginia and
North Carolina, for the past year, I have had oppor-

tunities ofobserving large numbers of "contraband "

negroes, and my respect for the black race has been
greatly increased thereby. As a stall' officer 1 have
frequently had occasion to obtain information of va-

rious kinds, relating to the roads, navigation, po-

sition, defences of the enemy, &c, and I have inva-

riably found that obtainedfrom the netp-oes to be most

trustworthy. Nor is the cause of this in their willing-

ness 1 1 give information alone; mere is a reacty wit
and quickness of observation about them which
many of their masters seem to lack.

I cannot think that the negro is capable of imme-
diate cultivation equal to that of the white race, but
that they are capable of a much higher cultivation
than is generally believed, I am convinced. They
have a strong desire to learn, which will sometimes
surmount the greatest obstacles. Thus, they keep
eyes and ears open to all that is going on around
them, and in this way often learn much that is not
intended for them to know.

I know several negro girls in Newbern, who have.
taught themselves to read and write in spite of the
law. Strange and improbable as the statement may
seem, it is nevertheless true, and I shall, I think, be
sustained by every man who has observed them,
when I say that the slaves who have come into our
camps here, are, to every appearance, far more in-

telligent than the "poor whites." I can account
for this in no other way, except it be true that the
superior race, when degraded, sinks below the inferi-

or, and no one who has not been among them can
know how miserable is the mental condition of the
poor white man of the South. When slavery shall
have gone, it will not be the negro alone who has been
emancipated. Much is said of the "white slaves"
of the North, but their condition is so far superior to

the white slaves of the South as' to be beyond com-
parison. In the South, education is monopolized by
the few, as capital is in the North. It is this, then,
that makes the ignorant slave often appear superior
in intelligence to his master.

In the operations of the Union armies, the contra-
bands have been of almost inestimable value. They
have obtained important information when white
men could not; they have acted as spies when
white men could not be hired to risk their necks.
During the operations against Fort Macon, it was

found that the negroes were altogether the best and
most trustworthy pilots about the harbor, and few
harbors are more difficult of navigation than that of
Beaufort, N. C. It was necessary to send a steamer
into Bogue Sound to transport the guns and mortars
across to our siege batteries. To get here then, it

was necessary to run by the fort at night and at
flood tide. This was a perilous undertaking, for the
steamer once aground, she would have been lost ; the
receding tide would have left her high on the shoal,

and entirely at the mercy of the fort when daylight
made her visible. No white man could be found
willing to act as pilot; 36300 was offered to the man
who should take her by the fort safely. The man
who did take her through without an accident, ren-
dering Government a service equal to thousands of
dollars, has never received a cent for his service,
nor did he expect anything but his freedom.

AN OFFICER.
Newbern, N. C, June 3, 1862.

GENEEAL FREMONT'S DEPARTURE.

Late Headquarters of Gen. Fremont,
Camp near Middletown, June 28, 1862.

Thursday evening came telegraphic news to Gen.
Fremont, that Major General John Pope was as-

signed by the President to command the Army of
Virginia, whereof the forces under Gen. Fremont
were to constitute the first corps. That is to say,

the senior Major-General of the United States Army
was reduced from the independent command of a
Department to the command of an army corps,

subordinate to a general of inferior grade, who had
been an insubordinate commander under him in Mis-
souri, and is to-day his bitter personal enemy. Tift
order of President Lincoln was rudely transmitted
by telegraph without a word of preparation or ex-
planation, coming in duplicate from the Secretary of
War, and from Maj.-Gen. Pope. It overtakes him
not as the penalty of inaction or disaster, but in the
progress of a brilliant and successful campaign. It

requires him to resign aWonee his Department, the
independent command of his army, his plan of cam-
paign, and all possibility of useful service to his

country. Astonished by the suddenness of the de-
mand, and desiring time for reflection and consulta-
tion, Gen. Fremont, without other reply, asked for
ten days' leave of absence. It was peremptorily re-

fused. Determined, if all else must be given up, to

retain at least his honor and his own respect, he then
sought to be relieved from his command, and that re-

quest was promptly granted. The interests of the
service, in the opinion of the President, did not per-
mit him a brief leave of absence, but were not
deemed to be compromised by his entire withdrawal
from duty. In accordance with the President's di-

rections, he at once turned over the command to

Brig.-Gen. Schenck, next in rank under him, and
this morning started for New York.

It is not easy to realize a change of circumstances
so sudden, nor to consider them with patience.
Nothing in the history of the Missouri campaign was
so unjust, so causeless, so utterly inexcusable as this

last blow. It has been my fortune to know some-
thing of the interior history of this campaign, and
the relations between General Fremont and the mili-

tary authorities at Washington. This is no hour to

publish that record, or declare its character. It is

enough to say that the discouragement, want of sup-
port, capricious interference, and active hostility at

Washington were greater hindrances to success than
the ingenuity and the despair of the enemy could in-

terpose. The energy and capacity which triumphed
over both are rewarded by disgrace. The public
confidence, which pointed to Fremont as the one
General entitled by his rank, his services, and his

skill to command the United States forces in North-
ern and Eastern Virginia, was only evidence of a
too dangerous popularity, and supplied the motive to
attempt its destruction. The attempt was skillfully

made. If he retains Ins command under Pope, he
may be kept inactive, or hurried into disaster. If

he resigns, it is easy to say that his personal ambition
was superior to his patriotism, and the nation is ex-
pected to forget that it has been made impossible for

him to serve his country by remaining in the field;

that in such circumstances, both patriotism and self-

respect compel him to retire.

Information of the order was withheld until an
answer had been received to the request to be re-

lieved. It then became necessary to issue orders to

arious officers, and the news became publicly known
at headquarters on Friday afternoon.- Needless to
say that among the members of his staff, the injustice

to their loved and trusted General excited sorrow
anil indignation. Throughout the camp, it was not
generally known till next morning. Desiring to
avoid ali demonstrations, the General arranged to

leave at an early hour on Saturday. The stall' went
down to his quarters at seven ; the cavalry escort,

under Cant. Mathini, was drawn up in front of the
house, and, after a brief conversation with a few of-

ficers, the General mounted, and with staff and es-

cort rode across the fields' away from the camps to

the road, and on through the town. He hated for

a few niiiint.es at (Jen. Sigel'a headquarters, and
agniu at Gen. Banks's, which are in the edge of the
woods some distance beyond the village. (Jen.

Banks came out to meet him, and the two Generals

stood a little while talking together under the trees,

meeting and parting with evident cordiality. Then
Gen. Fremont remounted, rode back to the road, and
stopping again as he entered it, dismissed and said
good bye to those of his staff who were not to ac-
company him. One after another his officers rode
up to their General, saluted, received his kindly and
cordial farewell, and turned sadly away. With the
General went Col. Albert, Chief of Staff; Lieut.-
Col. Pilsen. Chief of Artillery; Lieut.-Col. Savage,
Major Haskell and Capt. Raymond, Aides-de-Camp.
Col. Zagonyi and Capt. Howard are in Washington.
The rest of the staff remain temporarily for duty.

Headquarters have worn a gloomy look since
morning. A few officers are gravely discussing the
events of the day or the history of the campaign.
Most of them are quietly finishing what business re-

mains to be done, and will leave to-morrow. The
active life and friendly intercourse and cordial spirit

which yesterday made the camp so pleasant are op-
pressed by a calamity which leaves no one unaffected.
With the retirement of the General the staff is scat-

tered, and the hopes and prospects of the Summer
are ended.

Since tho General left, I have seen and talked .

with many officers of his command. All denounce
the injustice of the removal, and deplore its influence
on the troops. These officers are not all friends of
Gen. Fremont, but all agree in this feeling and opin-
ion. " A change of commanders in such circum-
stances," said one General, "demoralizes and dis-

heartens troops." The inspiration of his successes,

of their confidence in him, and the effect of his ef-

forts for a more thorough discipline, are completely
lost. I have had no time nor disposition to go
through the camps for inquiry. The testimony of
such a number of officers is sufficient.

—

Correspon-
dence of the New York Tribune.

WHAT SECESSION MEANS.

The Louisville Courier, once the organ of the
Breckinridge Democracy of Kentucky, removed
first to Bowling Green, thee to Nashville, seems
to have "gone up" when the traitors evacuated the
latter city. It was there that it put forth the follow-

ing philosophy of the rebellion:—

" This has been called a fratricidal war by some,
by others an irrepressible conflict between freedom
and slavery. We respectfully take issue with the
authors of both these ideas. We are not the broth-
ers of the Yankees, and the slavery question is mere-
ly a pretext, not the cause of the war. The true ir-

repressible conflict lies fundamentally in the heredi-
tary hostility, the sacred animosity, the eternal an-
tagonism, between the two races engaged.

" The Norman cavalier cannot brook the vulgar
familiarity of the Saxon Yankee, while the latter is

continually devising some plan to bringdown his ar-
istocratic neighbor to his own detested level. Thus
was the contest waged in the old United States. So
long as Dickinson doughfaces were to be bought,
and Cochrane cowards to be frightened, so long was
the Union tolerable to Southern men ; but when, ow-
ing to divisions in our ranks, the Yankee hirelings
placed one of their own spawn over us, political con-
nection became unendurable, and separation neces-
sary to preserve our self respect.

" As our Norman kinsmen in England, always a
minority, have ruled their Saxon countrymen in
political vassalage up to the present day, so have we,
the 'slave oligarchs,' governed the Yankees till

within a twelvemonth. We framed the Constitu-
tion, for seventy years moulded the policy of the
Government, and placed our own men, or ' Northern
men with Southern principles,' in power.
"On the (ith ofNovember, 1860, the Puritans eman-

cipated themselves, and are now in violent insurrec-

tion against their former owners. This insane holi-

day freak will not last long, however; for, dastards
in fight, and incapable of self government, they will

inevitably again fall under the control of the superior
race. A few more Bull Run thrashings will bring
them once more under the yoke as docile as the most
loyal ofour Ethiopian ' chattels.'

"

THE CONSERVATIVE CAUCUS.

The Conservative Caucus at Washington, on Satur-
day, was attended by about thirty-five members
of Congress. We are assured that " various rea-

sons were given for the absence of the other gentle-
men." When the " other gentlemen " read the
resolutions passed by the caucus; these "various rea-

sons" will doubtless appear more satisfactory to

themselves than when they were first offered to ex-
cuse their absence. Vallandigham, the political fox
whose tail has been cut off, has succeeded in getting
only thirty-five other political foxes to submit to a
similar mutilation.

We have neither space nor inclination to speak at

any length of the resolutions. An apparent zeal

for the Constitution but thinly conceals the evident
purpose of their framers, which is to use the Con-
stitution to protect the rebels from punishment in

case they fail, and to remove every obstacle which
may interfere with their success. The palpable in-

tention is to give " aid and comfort to the enemy,"
by attempting to show that the Government is dis-

qualified, by the Constitution, from prosecuting the
war as other nations prosecute war. " The rights

of the South" are so sacred that they should pre-

vent the Government of the United States from ex-
ercising " the rights of war."

But if the United States cannot exercise the
rights of war, the reason must be found in the theo-

ry, that the United States do not constitute a nation

;

for all nations have these rights. As a necessary in-

ference, the secession theory of the Constitution is

the true one. The " Conservative Caucus," there-

fore, has simply justified the rebellion. The rights

of war are necessary incidents ofsovereignty. Sov-
ereignty must reside somewhere; if not in the Unit-

ed States, then it must be in the separate States,

and if in the separate States, we have the comforta-

ble conclusion that the Con federate States have the

rights ofwar, while the United States have, them not

!

The resolutions speak ofthe " unexampled atroci-

ties" of the rebels in conducting the war, and also

declare that the guilty leaders should be punished.

These statements sound well, and we are curious to

know especially how the leaders are to be punished.

Perhaps light is thrown on the mutter by the asser-

tion " that Congress has no force to deprive any

f
AtSOfl of his property for any criming] offence, nn-

ess that person has been duly convicted by tin ver-

diet of a jury." As the jury must be taken from
the district, in which the crime was commuted, we
may well suppose that, under this process, even the

property nt' Jefferson Pa vis would he sate from con-
fiscation. If his propt'rty would be thus secure,

would not his lifr be still more secure? hub" d, we
cannot suppose that the Solons who attended the

Conservative Cam us will say that a mini's hie can
Dfi taken from him without tho verdict of a jury,

while a man's property cannot.

When the Scotch incinU'is of the House of Com,
mons voted against one of the measures of Adding
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ton's Administration, Sheridan cried out, "Doctor,

'the. Thanes By from thee,"—in pleasant allusion both

to Macbeth ami Addition's former profession. The

Bcoteh members in Addington's time occupied to him

about the same business relation which the New York

Herald occupies to the pro-slavery conservatives.^

Yet we find in the Washington correspondence of

the Herald that " the Caucus of Conservatives" was
" less successful than was expected."

_
This means

that, even in the opinion of its friends, it was a mis-

erable failure.—Boston Transcript.

llenable rights, among which arc life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness." Richard Bustexd.
No. 237 Broadway, New York, July 3, 1862.

"THE UNION, THE CONSTITUTION, AND
THE ENFOEOEMENT OP THE LAWS."

In the Boston Courier of yesterday morning, we

find a communication, dated New York, addressed

to the editor, and signed " Ringbolt. " It is devoted

to an animated account of the spirit and objects

of "the great Union meeting" in New York, held

on Tuesday evening last, a meeting seemingly

called for a double purpose,—first, to assure the

rebels that they had influential friends in this city
;

and second, to assure foreign States that the North

was divided, and thus to invite intervention. Its

occurrence at the time of the retreat of McClellan's

army admirably served both objects.

As the meeting, however, was ostensibly called for

the purpose of sustaining " the Constitution as it is,

and the Union as it was," against the designs of the

abolitionists, our curiosity is especially excited to

learn what, in the opinion of the meeting, the Con-

stitution really is. Mr. Wickliffe of Kentucky an-

nounced that his State long desired to preserve an

armed neutrality between the two belligerents, and

•Sid not act until Kentucky was invaded. We have

ttherefore this important constitutional principle es-

tablished: Whenever any of the slave States of the

Onion resist by force of arms the authority of the

fifjnited States, any single slave State has the right

to establish itself as an armed umpire, or "green

•spot," between the two sections.

Fernando Wood also suggested a great constitu-

tional principle, heretofore overlooked by such men

as Marshall, Story, Kent and Webster. It is this:

Whenever Congress attempts to pass any mea-

sures which arc offensive to such men as Fernando

Wood, it is the right of'sueh men as Fernando Wood
to head an " irregular " assemblage of patriotic eiti-

zens, and forcibly disperse the members of Congress

:

and the precedent to be followed in such a case shall

be that furnished by Cromwell's conduct to the Rump
Parliament.

We are indebted to " Ringbolt," the New York

correspondent of the Boston Courier, for two mon
great Constitutional principles. They are implied

in the following paragraph of his letter:—

" If Sumner is re-elected to the Senate, he may not

find it convenient to pass through this^ city. That his

name is odious, infamous, is not all—it is cursed and

abominable ! The blood oftlwusands sacrificed to his

ambition and personal revenge cries to heaven against

him; and if a Massachusetts Legislature can still

support him by its vote, those who do so will deserve

to lose their children at the altar of this Moloch.

Are 300,000 more men to be called upon lor such s

sacrifice as this, or are they, despite of what fanati-

cal legislation has already done, to make one last ef-

fort to restore the Constitution and the Union as

they were. These are now the watchwords of the

war—the only watchwords that can fill the ranks.

Men are determined that they will fight battles for abo-

lition no longer. They look at the mangled forms of
* their brethren as they return here, and ask—for what

have these suffered? And the speeches and enact-

ments at Washington—the negro institutions at Hil-

ton Head—the every word and thing that can be

said or done to repel an advance of the South to re-

turn to its loyalty—answer this ! Rely upon it,

there is another revolution at hand, and the ballot-

boxes are soon to decide if it be a bloodless one or

not !

"

The first sentence of this extract contains a threat,

that if the State of Massachusetts presumes to re-

elect Charles Sumner to the Senate, he shall be as-

sassinated as he passes through the city ofNew York.

We do not, of course, see any impropriety in the

fact that a Boston newspaper sees fit to publish,

even in a communication, an assurance that.New
York will kill a Massachusetts senator, if he has the

impertinence to come within her limits ; for the

Courier probably does it for the excellent purpose of

saving Mr. Sumner's life, by warning the State_ Leg-

islature beforehand of what will be the fate of its fa-

vorite, in case it insists in forcing honors upon him.

Still, we hold it to be one of the reserved rights of

the States, that each State has the exclusive privi-

lege of assassinating its own Senators, and that no

other State can perform this act without violating, to

say the least, those rules of comity and good breeding

which should exist among communities associated like

the United States. But as that eminent, jurist, the

Hon. W. A. Duer, expressed at the meeting, in the

course of a long legal argument, his desire to hang

Charles Sumner immediately after Jeff. Davis, and

.as he could hardly do it in Massachusetts, we pre-

sume that " Ringbolt" is right, and we are wrong

In the last sentence of his letter, "Ringbolt"

states distinctly that " another revolution is at hand,

and the ballot-boxes are to decide if it be a bloodless

one or not." This seems to us to accord both with

the opinions and acts of the Confederates. The

idea is, that " if the friends of the Constitution " and

of Fernando Wood are out-voted in the free States.

they will rebel. Jeff. Davis would be delighted to

endorse such a luminous principle.

We have, therefore, in addition to the two inter-

pretations of the Constitution furnished by Messrs.

Wickliffeand Wood,thetwofollowingby "Ringbolt
:"

It is perfectly proper for one State to hang in a

regular, or assassinate in an " irregular " manner, a

Senator of another State who is personally obnox-

ious to any citizens of the State through which he

passes to take his seat in the Senate.

All persons who vote at elections have the right

to get up an armed opposition to the Government
they have failed to defeat at the polls.

We now comprehend, for the first time, what an

abolitionist is. He is a person who is unable to un-

derstand the Constitution as Wickliffe, Duer, Wood,
" Ringbolt," and their friends and supporters, under-

stand it.

—

Boston Transcript.

A EEETJKE TO TRAITOROUS DEMOCRACY.

The Tribune publishes the following letter from

Mr. Richard Busteed, a well-known lawyer of New
York, (who has always ranked himself with the

Democratic party,) declining to have his name con-

nected with the Fernando Wood sedition movement

:

To the Editor of the New York Tribune: In the

report of the New York Express of a meeting held

rat the Cooper Institute, on the evening of July 1st,

instant, in pursuance of a call to the " citizens ofNew
York and vicinity, opposed to the further agitation

.of the negro question, and in favor of the restoration

^ofthe Union as it was, and the maintenance of the

Constitution as it is," I find my name is printed

among the list of Vice Presidents.

Ordinarily, I would not deem such a matter of

^enoush importance to require correction ; but in times

like these, the opiuious and conduct of the humblest

anay have weight in giving direction to the sentiment

.and action of others.

'For this reason, I beg to say that while I am im-

pressed with a sense of the honor intended, I did

not and do not sympathize with the object set forth

in the call, and if I had been consulted, should not

'have sanctioned the use that was made of my name.

& am opposed to the further agitation of the negro

iCpiestion.

In conducting this war for the nation's life, I

woul'd act upon the advice of La Pucclla to Burgun-

dy, " Strike those that hurt, and hurt not those that

help."

1 am in favor of the restoration of the Union as it

was with this qualification : it, shall be a Union in

which the citizens of each State shall not only be

entitled to have, but actually have, " all privileges

and immunities of citizens in the several States."

and in which a New Yorker shall not be in peril

of an application of tar and feathers or hanging

Georgia or Alabama, if he intimates that slavery is not

a divine institution.

I am not in favor of maintaining " the ConstitU'

tien as it is," any longer than is requisite to amend
it inthe manner provided by law. I want a Consti'

tution in which there shall be no saving clause or

ambiguo«s provision in favor of slavery, but which

shall be founded upon the principles of God's eter-

nal justice, and square with His golden rule.

These sentiment*, you perceive, disqualify me
from fraternizing with the so-called " Anti-Abolition,

anti-secession" gathering at the Cooper Institute.

They rather place me within the anathema and death

sentence pronounced by that distinguished orator,

Fernando Wood, against those who believe that " all

jnun arc endowed by their Creator with certain ina-

NORTHERN SYMPATHY WITH THE SLAVE-
HOLDERS' REBELLION.

There is strong evidence that the slaveholding

conspirators against the liberties of the American
people had expected essential aid from a certain

class at the North ; but the overwhelming uprising

of freemen around the ensign of the republic drove

the northern accomplices of the Southern despots

into hiding-places, to escape the wrath of an indig-

nant people. Whether the meeting got up in New
York, on Tuesday evening, was composed mainly of

such traitors, in disguise, we cannot say ;
but it is

pretty evident that the doings of that meeting were
such as men of secession tendencies would naturally

engage in. The bloody rebellion at the South was
set on foot in order to uphold slavery and despotism

;

therefore all who sympathized with that movement
would exhibit the characteristics of Southern haters

of popular freedom. Those characteristics, we all

know, are a desire to trample anti-slavery men un-

der foot; suppress freedom of speech; uphold the

system of compelling men to work without wages,

and protect " slave property " in every possible way.

At the North, such men must of course profess to be
Union men ; hut by their fruits shall ye know them.

In the meeting referred to, it was proposed to hang
Charles Sumner! as well as Jeff. Davis. So Brooks
of South Carolina thought when he made his brutal

assault on the beloved Massachusetts Senator on
the floor of the Capitol. Fernando Wood is report-

ed to have proposed the characteristic slaveholding

measure, of breaking up Congress by force I and
that too, of course, because of its abolition legislation

;

such as enacting that the rebels' property shall be
used towards paying the expenses of this war. But
enough said ; the people understand such men, and
will mark them.

—

Northampton Free Press

M>\it lEihtftatfl*.

No Union with Slaveholders!
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ADDRESS OF WENDELL PHILLIPS,

Delivered before the Twenty-Eighth Congre-
gational Society, at Music Hall. July 6.

[phonographic report by M. W. YERRIKTON-]

We opened this house last fall in a season of great

doubt, when the prospects of the nation lowered; we
close it now for the summer, witb a cloud resting on

the future of the nation's effort. I propose to use the

hour that you give me, to-day, in trying to find the

reasons of this delay in what seems to me efficient

action on the part of the Government.

When Fremont crossed the desert to San Francisco,

to open the pathway of empire to the golden State,

he selected winter, in order that he might know the

utmost difficulties that the emigrant would encounter.

When Fulton's steamboat first trod the waters of the

Hudson, he selected the moment of utter difficulty,

when the spectators doubted whether the wheel could

move, to go below, rearrange the machinery, and

make that efficient which at the moment promised to

defeat the experiment. Our institutions now are un-

dergoing their first great radical trial. Hitherto, De-
mocracy here has floated on a summer sea ; no enemy
near us ; no internal difficulty that could stop even for

a moment the onward march of the Government.

Now, for the first time, the experiment of the peo-

ple's rule meets within its own bosom the great obsta-

cle which threatens to discredit Democracy in Europe,

which threatens to break asunder the territory of the

nation, which threatens to discredit the method by

which men are selected to guide the nation's action.

I take this opportunity, therefore, to look into the

machinery, to see where the obstacle is, what the

weak point seems to be, where the difficulty exists.

Let us begin at the beginning. Every man has a

right to a certain influence. Every man who thinks

is bound to have an influence. I think he should not

only attempt to influence those about him somewhat,

but he should remember the rule of Wilberforce, that

a man is bound to exert all the influence that he can.

He is not innocent if he leaves any single channel

untouched. He is bound not only to accept what

comes to him, but to plan thoughtfully how he shall

best influence those about him. You and I are con-

tented, sometimes, with the influence which this pul-

pit has had in the nation—with the amount of im-

pression it has made upon the public mind ; but at the

same time, it seems to me that we have not had—we
whom this effort represents—all the influence, all the

direct power, upon the nation's character and course

that belonged to us, that we ought to have attained.

I propose, therefore, to look for a moment into the

machinery, and endeavor to define where the defect

lies. I do not mean to belittle the religious and the

intellectual influence of such an effort as this. The
diocese of Theodore Parker extended to the,Pacific_

There are two kinds of influence : one, Chinese—

a

man makes his imitator exactly what he is, as the

Chinese artist, taking- a cracked plate for his model,

reproduces the whole set wUh a crack. That is one

kind of influence—the least valuable. The other is

the influence of methods, ideas. A man creates those

who follow, not his exact stops, but his method; who
accepts not his results, but his principles of investiga-

tion, his fearlessness of examination, his boldness of

attitude. In a far city on our Western prairie, I found

a leading member of a Western bar, a man of culti.

vated intellect, wide influence, decisive character, who,

when he was married, bought all the writings of Theo-

dore Parker. On Sunday, the leisure day from his

profession, he either read one of the discourses which

you have heard from this desk, or he went eclect-

ivcly through the pulpits of the city, seeing whether

he and his wife could set up their public altar of wor-

ship in any hall. He went through every church of

the city, and, judging by what he read at home,

found none that gave him a resting-place. At last,

in a small hall, holding a hundred, he found a self-

educated, energetic man, talking to fifty hearers, im-

pelled by the inspiration of his own great heart. He
did not agree with the doctrines of this desk, but he

agreed with the purpose of this desk; and there, in

that mighty floating population, the young lawyer,

with his wealth, social position, professional standing,

wide intellectual influence, placed himself by the side

of the struggling talker, and over both the great hand

of the Bishop of Music Hall was lifted, to create on

the prairies of the West disciples who did not adopt

his shibboleth, but who answered to the great spirit of

individual independence, fearless investigation, utter

protest against popular iniquities, and conventional

religion. That is the best influence which a man can

wield ; and that lonely grave at Florence still wields

it, far West to the prairies of Illinois and the golden

regions of California.

But still, there are four kinds of influence. There

is the social, the intellectual, the religious, and the po-

litical. The social influence is this : a man of fascin-

ating, keen, brilliant intellect, and fair position, gath-

ers the suffrages that make him potent from every

source, from every quarter. His acquaintances value

him by the reputation that the broad surface of socie-

ty renders to him. He is not potent because he is

admired in Boston Bolely; the reflection of his Now
York, of his London, of his Philadelphia, of his Chi-

cago acquaintance, adds to the weight of his social po-

sition. The compliment which conies to a great

speaker or to an independent man a thousand miles off,

adds to the weight of his home hand. So there is an

intellectual influence. This pulpit is not potent mere-

ly because it collects two thousand men within these

walls of a Sunday; it is because Music Hall, to the

farthest WeBt, is recognized as the spot where unpopu-

lar truth gets an utterance, where hunted freedom

finds an altar. The South dreads it as the vanguard

of New England fanaticism. Its influence is not local.

Every one of you leels stronger to-day because you

know that the eyes of twenty States are on you. So,

jake the Tribune, The Tribune ie strong, not because

of its corps of editors, not for its ten or fifteen thou-

sand New York subscribers, but because it moulds

opinions in Minnesota; because, when Wade speaks,

he speaks with a constituency which the New York

Tribune has moulded to stand behind him. When
Lovejoy enters Congress, the constituency that sends

him there wfts created by the Evening Post and the

New York Tribune. There is no locality, there is no

Hemming-in of geographical boundaries, there is no

close corporation, in these things. Why do we listen

to Horace Greeley ? We know that when he speaks,

a hundred thousand men listen, and that on at least.a

hundred thousand hearts his words fall with the power

of a leader. The majority do not love to lead ; they

love to follow. There are very few men who love the

labor and responsibility of thought. The majority

love to have their thinking done for them. In a mo-

ment of leisure, in the mere play conflict of society,

they maintain an opinion ; but in the critical moment,

when action is to rest on intellect, when a step is to be

taken as the result of logic, when a great nation's fate

hangs on his raising the right hand, every man shrinks

from the responsibility. He says, " You lead—I fol-

low." The majority love to follow. When such fi

as Greeley speaks, why does the President go tt

hear him in Washington 1 Why does the Cabinet

crowd the Smithsonian platform when he lectures, and

leave Cheever and me unattended 1 Because, when he

speaks, the great West listens, and on their hot hearts
<

the trusted leader of the Republican sentiment pours

the mature, the ripe conclusions which are to imme-

diately result, or very soon to result, in national ac-

tion. Such are the social, religious, and intellectual

chiefs among us.

Now we come to politics—the close, direct influence

on the nation's affairs. The political chief represents

a geographical district. He is chosen solely by the

votes of those who live, one may say, in sight of his

house. Unlike the social, religious and intellectual

chiefs I have named, the political chiefs, by our pres-

ent system of election, represents a cut and squared

surface of population. Let me explain. Mr. Lin-

coln stands hesitating to-day. Why 1 He is " Hon-

est Abe"; he means to do his duty. I believe he

honestly wishes that this convulsion shall result in the

destruction of the slave Bystem. (Applause.) But

Mr. Lincoln is not a genius ; he is not a leader. It is

quite doubtful whether, under Democratic institutions

a leader ever can be President. It is quite doubtful

under Democratic institutions, whether leading minds

ever can fill the great offices of State They certain-

ly never can under the present system. Mr. Lincoln

is not a leader ; he is a second-rate man ; he rejoices

in being a second-rate man. His theory of Democra-

cy is, that be is the servant of the people, not the

leader. Like the Indian trapper on the prairie, his

keen car listens to know what twenty million of peo-

ple want him to do: what their conscious, matured,

recognized principles to-day demand of him to do. He
stands asking, "What do you mean I shall do?"
Ericsson is a genius ; and if the Union is saved, we

owe it to John Ericsson, not to Abraham Lincoln

(applause) ; for, without listening to anything but the

inspiration of his own genius, he sees the want, mea-

sures the void, and fills it. He is a leader, not a fol-

lower. Lincoln, selected by the present method of

Democratic election, as I am going to proceed to

show you, cannot be anything but a servant. What
does he want to-day ? I am going to take it for granted

that he is honest; I am going to take it for granted

that the Cabinet which starfds behind him, according

to popular report, is more than that; it actually leans,

the bulk of it, toward the purpose of letting this

convulsion preserve the Union by the method of mak-

ing it homogeneous— basing it on freedom. (Ap-

plause.) But of course the Cabinet, and the Presi-

dent too, are only the servants of the people; they

listen to Congress ; they heed the official voice of the

people. Let me go into that a moment. What is, at

present, the official voice of America? Democracy

means this—the government of the people. Democ-

racy, in its noblest and highest sense, is the govern-

ment by the present mind of all the people. We
arc at present pluming ourselves on an experiment of

Democracy. Lord Brougham criticises us as demon-

strating "the failure of Democracy "
; but he knows

nothing of that he is talking about, for we have never

had a Democracy yet. Ncjt only has the great South-

ern Oligarchy hitherto smothered the tendency toward

Democracy in the Northern States, which it now

threatens to annihilate, but we have never had a De-

mocracy even here. Let me show you what I mean.

I am going to speak to you of the rights of minorities.

I am about to try to unfold to you, in half an hour,

what Stuart Mill has been urging in England for

twenty years—the rights of minorities; and to show

you that, I think, here lies the obstacle to the success

of the North in this struggle.

We say in Massachusetts that the people govern,

What do we mean? When you resolve it into the

fact, " the majority govern" is what the politician

will tell you. We go to the polls, and out of a mil-

lion of men, if there are 700,000 who think one way,

and 300,000 who think another, the 300,000 must

yield to the 700,000 rule. That is the theory. Now
look at the result. We will take 15,000 voters in

a district; 7000 of them are Democrats, 8000 are

Republicans. Many a district in this' State is as

closely contested as that. November approaches;

the question is, "Whom shall we nominate?" Of

those 8000 Republicans, 3000 are Abolitionists, we will

suppose; men "who agree with Fremont, with Hun-

ter, that the path out of this war is emancipation. The

question comes, " Whom shall we nominate ? " They

say to themselves, "If we nominate such a man,

there are 5000 of our own party who are not ready for

that problem; he never can be elected. Whom must

we nominate 1 We must nominate a man on a level

with the lowest tier of our own party. We must

nominate a man whose decisive opinions'have never

made an enemy. We must nominate a man whose

radicalism hue never been feared. We must nomi-

nate a man who believes the Lord Almighty owns the

earth, but the Devil must not he deprived of his half

of it just yet. (Laughter.) We must not go too fust

nor too far." And perhaps in that district there are

2000 liquor sellers. They say, " You must nominate

a man, one or the other of you, who agrees with us;

if you don't, we, the small minority of 2000, hold our

votes irrespective of all opinions, pledged to this one

interest." The consequence is, they nominate an

eel ; they nominate an artful dodger ; they nominate a

man who lives by whispering at Washington what it

is death to him to have known at home ; who is polit-

ically dead about the time he is equally well known

in both places. He is elected. The 3000 radicals vote

for him—he is the best they can get; the 5000 un-

pledged, neutral, non-committal, timid, cautious, hide-

and-seek Republicans vote for him. Whom does he rep-

resent? He does not represent 7000 Democrats; he

does not represent 3000 radicals. He represents 5000

men who were never guilty of an opinion. Five

thousand men, then, out of the 15,000 in that district,

are really represented. That is not a very near ap-

proach to the government of the "majority." One
hundred such men go up to the Legislature. Now, I

am not exaggerating matters
;
you know it is true.

(Applause.) One hundred such men go up to the

Legislature. Then comes up a test question—astern,

.close, decisive measure. Sixty men vote for it ; forty

vote against it; it is carried. Now, how many men

put that law on the Statute-hook ? Sixty voters, each

ono representing JtOOO men. The whole hundred, ac-

cording to my estimate, represent a million and a half;

those sixty represent 300,000 men, and they govern.

To-day, the grog-shops of Boston, that are open from

Chelsea ferry to Roxbury line, choose your Mayor.

To-day, the border States, the most selfish and the

most timid in the country, govern the country, because

this Administration fears opposition more than it

values support. We are not under the government

of the majority, on our method; wo are under the

government of the minority, necessarily; and, more

than that, by the working of our machinery, we are

under the government of a minority of doughfaces;

a minority of men who do not offend anybody, whose

intellects are of the lowest type, whose moral convic-

tions are at low tide. These are the men who elect

Congressmen. Five Massachusetts members, elected

by this method, voted down one of the best Emanci-
pation measures of the present Congress. Sumner
and Wade and Lovejoy and Julian are but exception-

al cases—" happy accidents," as Alexander the First

was on the throne of Russia. " Happy accidents";

but the great majority ofCongress represent each 5000

men without an opinion. President Lincoln to-day,

when every hour is big with the fate of an empire,

when every hour is risking the permanence of the

Union, knows no other official representation of the

popular sentiment of America than the Halls of Con-

gress afford. The Halls of Congress, taking out

those happy exceptions, by the very machinery of our

Government, represent the doughfaces of the North

—

the men without an opinion. Does any man here

wonder that President Lincoln does not lead ? He
has actually gone ahead of the official expression of

the public sentiment of the North. His Border-State

proclamation is an arrow's flight ahead of any official

intimation to him of the public opinion of the North.

Now, dwelling a moment on our machinery, what

is the remedy ? Why, on Stuart Mill's plan, the rem-

edy is in the minority being represented. That is,

Boston is not to be obliged to choose, from its own
citizens, a representative to" Congress; Worcester is

not to be confined, in choosing a representative, to her

own inhabitants; but if 15,000 men in Massachusetts

agree with Theodore Parker, in his lifetime, in

opinion, they choose him, and send him to Congress.

This is the plan, intended to furnish a Legislature

that represents not a majority of the people as now,

but the whole people. Then the majority of such rep-

resentatives, who will really represent a majority of

the whole people, speak for the nation and enact its

laws. The plan is this. Having first settled who

shall vote, suppose in any State there are two hun-

dred thousand such voters, and the Legislature is to

consist of fifty representatives. Each representative

should stand for four thousand voters. Names should

be announcedj and then, all over the State, each man

should vote according to a system whose details I

witl not here trouble you with; but whose result is,

that no man enters the Legislature who has not re-

ceived four thousand votes ; and every voter would

see in the Legislature a man he voted for. Four thou-

sand voting Abolitionists, scattered over such a State,

could have thus sent Parker or Garrison to the Leg-

islature twenty years ago; and such voters, for years

unrepresented,. because in a hopeless minority, would

have had a voice for the last twenty years in the

Legislature. No limit of locality, any more than in

the Tribune, any more than in the social influence. If

Massachusetts does not like Charles Sumner, a

lion of men the Union over may send him into the

Senate. It is no matter where the representative

lives, it is no matter where the voter lives. Every

man who goes into the House of Representa-

tives, must represent the same number of votes.

Whether he gets them from Boston or - Chicago,

whether he gets them from Worcester or Syracuse, it

is no matter. You and I might vote for Gerrit Smith.

If there was any danger that Wade would not be re-

elected, we might vote for him. If Caleb Cushing can

get his number, he goes into Congress ; if a radical re-

former can get them, he goes into Congress. If there

are thirty thousand men to-day who agree with Fre-

mont, they send him to Congress; and if there are a

million such, they send thirty representatives to Con-

gress.

Common men often change a political idol ; edu-

cated men rarely change an intellectual one. Sena-

tors and Representatives, elected for sake of their

opinions by thoughtful, decided men all over the coun-

try, would certainly have the weight, and probably

have the fixedness and independence, of members of a

House of Lords; and thus, while approaching closer

to the theory of Democracy, we should also secure one

of the few benefits of a monarchy. Such a body of

members would form, inside the Legislature, that base

of resistance, that point d'appui, which- is always need-

ed in a Democracy to sustain an unpopular reform;

which, witb us, the Anti-Slavery cause has found for

twenty years, in a body of men banished by their

opinions and their conscientious scruples from the bal-

lot-box ; which the Temperance enterprise has been so

often obliged to find only in hopeless minorities ban-

ished from all office.

As things now stand, outside pressure is the only

method of reform. The Anti-Slavery enterprise began

in 1831. What did we do ? We confined ourselves to

the trenches; we made our public opinion. The
menf we got strong enough, we went to the doors of

the Legislature. For fifteen years, we stood there.

,1 remember it well. Not a voice inside those doors

agreed with us. We appeared before committees, we
circulated pamphlets, we laid a tract on the seat of

every member ; but no man inside ever spoke for us.

We waited fifteen, seventeen, twenty years, before we
got so superfluously strong that we could send a repre-

sentative inside. Now, suppose Stuart Mill's method

had governed here,— that every man who entered

Congress must represent thirty thousand r

agreed with him ; that any man, up to the number of

three hundred, who could get thirty thousand men to

agree with him, could go to Congress. Long ago,

Theodore Parker could have got, over the broad sur-

face of the Union, 30,000 voters to agree with him ; and

those great orations that were spoken from this desk

from 1846 up to 1858 would have been spoken in

Washington, with the whole nation for an audience.

The sight of one such man, accepted by the people,

would have changed the opinions of those "waiters

on Providence," who always go with the strongest

and instead of standing to-day with a North unready

for the conflict, we should have had the deliberations

of the House of Representatives and the Senate,

from 1845 to '61, educating the people to be ready for

just such a crisis as this. Instead of an outside pres-

sure, instead of a Congress to-day that represents the

men of no opinion, we should have a Congress that

represents the utter and outside*Democracy, and the

utter and outside Garrisomanism, face to face on the

floor of the Senate and the House. (Applause.) We
need not say with DeTocqueville, " Every Govern-

ment is always just as rascally as the people will al-

low," but we may ask what sort of a Government

have we a right to expect when the authoritative

voice of the people reaches it only through such chan-

nels as I have described.

What does Mr. Lincoln need to-day ? Mr. Davis of

Kentucky, Mr. Holt of Kentucky, Mr. Wickliffe of

Kentucky, get up and say to him, "Advance one

step in the direction of Hunter, and the Border States

leave you." The Administration trembles, and holds

back. A Republican rises. He remembers his con-

stituency at home. Who sent him there 1 Why,
men who are just saved from voting for Benjamin
Thomas; men Who are just saved from being de-

luded by the Boston Courier; men who arc just saved

from being carried away by the declamation of Mr.
George T. Curtis. He says to himself, " I dare not

put my foot down; I shall not be reelected." What
is it necessary for Republicanism to say to a Cabinet

that fears opposition more than it values support? It

is necessary that it should say to them, "Gentle-

men, you have had fourteen months' trial; you want

800,000 men to-day; you want ¥150,000,000; you
shall not have a man nor n dollar until you proclaim a

policy." (Applause.) The Border State men s;iy,

"Put your foot there, and we desert you"; and the

1,000,000 voters that put you into oflice say, "Forbear

to put your foot there, and wo desert you," (Ap-

plause.) The moment that word is uttered, the scr-

vnnts of the people, the Cabinet and the President,

will have light let in upon their minds as to the proper

course to be pursued in this national emergency ; but

until then, the great mass of the national intellect

which has been educated by this war, which has been

educated by the twenty years previous, is not ofli-

cially heard by the Government,

T nai<l, we have no genius in the Government. I do

not know a man, either in the army or in civil life,

that can properly be considered a leader. They are

all servants of popular opinion. Perfectly proper: I

am not here to find fault with them, lifted as they arc

to their places by the method whieh has prevailed

hitherto. Democracy in Athens meant a vt-ry dif-

ferent thing. The people voted. You could not keep
Demosthenes from the sight of the people. Any man
might ascend the platform, which was called the

Bema, and make his speech. If he could carry the

convictions of the multitude with him, the mass
voted, and it was war with Philip or peace, as the

crowning genius of the hour could mould the people

to the purpose. But when on the prairies of Mis-

souri Fremont speaks the magic word which is strat-

egy and statesmanship combined, red-tape snufl's him
out, and sends him home to do nothing. Jealousy

and timidity block his way, and the only mind which

seems to have the flaming energy necessary for the

crisis is put into the back rank, is overswayed and
balanced by the representatives of the middle class

that crowd official houses. Fremont's name is almost
the only one of romantic interest in our annals. Most
of our statesmen have only a working-day fame—hard
and cold. His life speaks to the heart. Fatherless

and poor, he springs even in youth to world-wide

scientific renown ; amid hair-breadth escapes and dan-

gers more terrific than battle, his reckless daring opens

to us a path over the continent—his soldierly skill

and prompt decision give to the Union the golden

State of the Pacific—always doing exactly the right

thing, as if by inspiration, and always suscessful ; a

love match
; untold wealth showered on him by happy

accident; and then, born amid slavery, bis name be-

comes to 1,200,000 sovereign ballots the representative

of liberty and equality—a successful General on the

outmost and most dangerous post, he speaks the talis-

manic word that would bring everything into order;

then, as always, never finding a foe who dares look

him in the face. Europe admires Democracy led by
genius—all is sunshine till that hour. The ancients,

when too happy, threw some prized jewel into the

sea to propitiate the envious gods. A discrowned

monarch lives twice as long in history as his success-

ful rival. Charles II. in exile, Francis I. in captivity,

are the most romantic names in their history. St.

Helena does more to keep Napoleon in memory than

Austerlitz. It needed the gross injustice in Missouri,

the studied insult in Western Virginia, to plant Fre-

mont's name forever in the people's hearts. Let us

hope that, like Charles and Francis, he may yet mount
bis rightful throne. (Applause.)

It seems to me that what we need to-day, if we can
compass it, is to approach the servants of the people

with some intimation of the real sentiments of the

masses. I do not believe that the majority of the

North are ready at this moment to demand emancipa-

tion as the policy which is to guide the nation out of

this war; but I believe Abraham Lincoln has secured

that amount of confidence and admiration, that if he
were to announce anything, the millions of the North

would say, "Amen!" (Applause.) They have
formed no conscious purpose, they have elaborated no
exact method, they stand ready to follow. What they

demand is a leader. We are to encourage the Admin-
istration up to taking the responsibility. Voltaire says,

All saints are cowards." The Whig party went to

the ground because it had just so much virtue as to

make it cowardly. The Democratic party was always-

bold. In the Mexican war, the Administration took

Webster with one hand, and Winthrop with the other,

and said, " Vote against this war for slavery if you
dare ! Remember the Federal party, that opposed the

war of 1812; stand on its grave, and vote against the

Mexican raid
! " And they wilted. (Laughter.)

To-day, Republicanism in the saddle could say to the

Border States and the Democratic party, " The sceptre

of war is in our right hand ; it is to be wielded by the

blacks in favor of emancipation ; vote against it if you
dare!" (Loud applause.) Bad men have always

used that logic of events. That is what the "logic of

events" means. " The logic of events," what is it?

It is circumstances eailing into action the irresistible

sentiments and passions of the human heart. To-day,

the logic of events is, that possibly we may save the

nation from English and French interference, because

Illinois is full of wheat, and English harvests are

very barren ; because France starves, and the valley of

the Mississippi is loaded with grain, and she dare not

interfere. The logic of events is, that if England

crosses the channel and then the Atlantic, side by side

with France, the Irishman, who has hated England

for twg centuries will love the negro, provided he

can fight England at his side. (Applause.) The logic

of events is, that the moment Palmerston says Butler

is infamous, the old Democrat, who hated Garrison,

loves him, if, side by side with the "fanatic," he can

only strike at England, whom he hates more. The
logic of events is, Republicanism in the saddle saying

to the halting Border States and the Daily Advertiser,

"The war means Hunter and Fremont; vote against

it if you dare!" (Applause.) But Republicanism

dares make no use of the logic of events. It stands

halting, timid, before the representatives of the minori-

ty. It believes neither in God nor in man. God,

who hears the sighing of the prisoner, who is listening

to the plaintive wails of the Port Royal song upon the

Sea Islands, heard for the first time by Yankee ears,

does not mean to tantalize those twenty thousand

slaves with the sight of a freedom He does not mean

to give them in reality,—God it believes not, nor man,

who stauds at the North ready to obey God in this

order of his Providence, and go down to give his right

hand to the victim. Republicanism at Washington,

that believes in neither, is carrying us onward, whi)e

time is the only element of success. Let us wait until

November, until January, and England and France

are anchored in New Orleans and Charleston to say,

" These States are independent." Then the North is

not to yield at once ; oh no; she will pour out her

millions of money and her thousands of men to recov-

er, possibly, her territory to the Gulf. But that is a

doubtful problem. To-day, Jefferson Davis is doing

less to break this Union by his armies at Richmond,

than Lincoln by his Cabinet policy and delay in the

city of Washington. (Applause.) The Administra-

tion evidently is very ready to do any thing, to go any

where the people demand; not ready to lead where

the people are evidently ready to follow. Fremont

and Hunter in the field, Sumner, Wade, and their com-

rades in the Senate, are the only ones ready to inter-

pret the people's instincts into action ; that is what

constitutes a leader.

We are paying to-day the enormous penalty of mil-

lions of dollars and thousands of lives for that

had system of government, miscalled "democracy,"

which necessarily gives us second rate, non-committal

men for Presidents and Senators. We pay dear to-

day for having, as President, a man so cautious as

to be timid—and so ignorant as to fear the little near

danger more than great danger further ofi". But the

people's instincts arc right. They grope their way
toward some one whose quick and bold genius will

interpret for them their now dumb wishes. They
fed that Emancipation is the only thunderbolt which

can crush rebellion and save the Union. In vain the

mongrel curs who have mobbed us for years bark, out

of their still unbroken collars, " Save the Union and

crush the rebellion ; then settle these minor ouestions
"—

the silent millions see the transparent cheat.

This war really began when the disastrous compro-

mise was made in 1787. Then, Slavery began to bind

Samson with green withes. What cripples McCtcllan

to-day is, thnt his fathers, in 1787, bound one of his

bunds, and left him only one to fight with. What
shows Fremont's courage ;md stalosnmnshipat once is,

that the first use ho made of his sword whs to cut his

own hands loose for the conflict. Thieves break in ami

bind the muster of the house, hand and foot, then go
down to pack up the plate. Some One proposes to

find means to cut the bonds :
—" Don't trouble me

with minor jUWttWW/1 cries the struggling man, "let

me get those thieves out first, and then I'll intend in

Cutting myself louse "
!

The Great Eastern lies rudderless on tin- sea.

Towle proposed to rig a helm. " Don't worry about

minor matters/' cry the stupid passengers, "only get

us ashore, and then you may repair the ship." A

frigate, gaping in all her quarters, is filling rapidly

—

the captain proposes to set to work, and Btop the _

leaks. "Oh, no fusB about 'these little things'

now
;
get us Bafe into harbor, and then you may car-

ry your ship into dock, and make her tight." Such

stuff cheats no Yankee—seems plausible only to those

who go about asking to be deceived. The only

doubt is, will the people's willingness to be led in

the right path find leaders before it is too late to

save the Union 1 What we want is to impress

the Administration with the belief that the North

is ready to have her Government mean Liberty.

I have no doubt of the result for the negro. His lib-

erty is written in the book of fate ; the leaf that re-

cords it is already turned over—I know it. (Ap-

plause.) Why, Mr. Curtis might as well declaim

against the East wind, so dangerous to weakened

lungs, or Indian corn, so fatal to fevered systems, as

against New England character and purpose, out of

which has grown the Abolition enterprise. When
our fathers planted free schools, they planted opposi-

tion to slavery. Thought never rests while there is

anything wrong in front of it. A Yankee is never

satisfied while there is any thing clumsy in mechanics

or erroneous in morals within his reach ; and the man
who planted free schools and pulpits, and made us

ivhat we are, made New England as irresistibly and

nevitably Abolition, as now and forever fatal to wick-

ed systems, as East wind and Indian corn must be to

fever and consumption. Our questioning brains, im-

patient that their ideal perfection is not reached, toss

and fret tili the evil is probed, opened, and cured.

Like our salt sea, it eats and eats into opposing rocks

till it finds no opposite to consume. Xerxes' chains

on the sea were exact types of parchment contracts

laid over such blood—reasoning with such a tenden-

cy. Now, there will be no danger from this. When
the angels scaled Heaven, Milton tells us the ethereal

substance threw off the stain. New England, for two

hundred years, has lived under the dominion of ideas

;

she has been elaborating thoughts, she has been weigh-

ing morals, she has been dividing ethics. The slave

system crossed her path; she weighed it, marked it

infamous, and nailed it to the counter. Now this war

attacks her for having done it. The angels might as

well scale heaven. War is only the tempest, the

thunder storm. This pulpit, this boob, [the Bible,]

the press, are morning and evening, sunrise and sun-

set, seed time and harvest, sunshine and soil. We
must conquer here at the North. No barbarous and

brutal South can permanently hurt or affect such a

New England:

—

! could she break her way
By force, and at her heels all hell should rise,

With blackest insurrection, to confound

Heaven's purest light
;

yet New England,
All incorruptible, would on her throne
Sit unpolluted, aod the ethereal mould,
Incapable of stain, would soon expel

The mischief, and purge oif the baser fire

Victorious."

This is sure : it must be so. It is written in the

philosophy, in the natural and essential character of

twenty million of brains, that we of New York and

New England and Illinois must give character to this

continent. I do not doubt that. Give me time, and I

know the brain of New England will inform the whole

iluggish system of Carolina and Mississippi. -.But the

question to-day is, whether, in order to hold on to that

territory, we shall do justice to the negro ; and Lin-

coln's pause of an hour makes it perilous and doubt-

ful. Napoleon failed in Russia, because he would not

accept the serfs who offered to fight for him if he

would free them. -Too friendly to Alexander to ac-

cept, he was beaten. I was a Unionist sixteen years.

The Abolition enterprise started in 1831. We said,

until 1846, "It is possible to save the Church and the

Union, and still emancipate the slave." We labored

—maligned, calumniated, misrepresented, ostracised

from society and the ballot-box,—for sixteen years.

We then said, " It is vain ; over the ruins of the

American Church and the ruins of the American

Union is the only exodus for the slave." From 1846

to '61 we preached that lesson.

We said, there is not virtue and intelligence enough

in the North to save this government from the Oligar-

chy that is eating it up. 1861 came, and in April, the

gun resounded from Sumpter, and the whole North

started to its feet. We said, " We were wrong. The
North is not cankered and dead, it is alive. Bound
with the withes of sectarianism, confused by the pet-

ty issues of politics, we mistook the time ; the heart

of the people is still right for Liberty and for Union "

;

and we said, " All hail the government that leads it to

Freedom !
" .(Applause.) United Government, once,

was the bulwark of slavery—now, Union can only

save itself by Freedom : supporting it, we do our

duty to the negro. Fourteen months, until to-day,

we have given that government our confidence. We
have supported it with every moral influence that

was within our reach. We have said, " We wait for

you to wake up to the lesson of the honr." To-day,

Europe watches us with her aristocratic anxiety to

break the Republic in pieces. To-day, France, with

one foot planted in Mexico, plots for a weak neighbor

that cannot hem in her aggressive designs. To-day,

the news goes to England, floating midway, that we
received such atlefcat at Richmond that the Govern-

ment dared not trust the people with the news. On
the basis of that impression, the-i next steamer is to

carry to England the call of the Government for

300,000 more men. What is the impression made
upon Europe % The North is standing at bay. She
finds herself unequal to the contest. The President

finds no moral strength. He dare not mingle in the

conflict of bullets the stronger element of the morale.

He dare not let loose liberty for the victim race, and
the gratification of the longing of the Northern con-

science to be consistent with its own principles. He
dare not put an idea behind bis rifles. With that con-

clusion, bow soon will Europe interfere ? And if die

does, the long vista of a seven years' war is before lis.

The South, that held us at bay alone, is to have the

eagles and the lilies united to its bars, and where is

the Union "? If it is saved, John Ericsson has saved

it. When Hunter gathered the blacks into one room
at Port Royal, and said, " Every man that wishes to

fight, hold up his hand," a forest of hands went up,

and he said, "Some of you would hold up four hands,

if you had them ? " " Ten, massa, if we had them."
(Applause.) If the Union is to be saved, it will be by
our holding up both hands, using every channel of in-

fluence, every method of impression. Why, even
Wade and Sumner, as politicians, cannot dare to take

the place which Davis and Holt occupy to-day ; with
Massachusetts behind them, cannot say to the govern-
ment, "Do so, or you have not a dollar." There
must be a power at the North that shall say it. If

madmen in New York, and jaundiced editors here, can
say, " The Congress that looks at the negro needs only

a Cromwell to turn it into the streets," we know it is

the voice of men who love and serve slavery in their

hearts. Let us always, believe that "Liberty is possi-

ble,': remembering that poorly planned republican in-

stitutions nre better than the despotism of the sword,

since they at least have vigor enough to cure their

own defects.

Doubtless, if the Long Parliament had done its whole
duty. Cromwell had never interfered. Possibly, if

our Government neglect its duty, sonic of our impa-
tient successors, looking back on a lost Onion, will la-

ment that no Cromwell interfered. What wonder if

a Union, planned by fathers who dared not trust God
that to do justice was sate, should be lost h> sons

crippled by ihc s:unc infidelity ' Vet it. in the provj-

deuce of God, this t inton is to be broken in pieces,

let us remember that even such a failure in the exper-

iment of self-government will be a beacon to light the
people on in their path to Liberty and Equality. Hut
the record is still open. If wo do our duty promptlv,

fearlessly, the struggling wish of the people may yet

find a voice in the Halls of Congress, and an arm in

the Executive, bold Mid decisive enough to s.we the

Union. May this sublime uprising not lie too Inte and
in vuin I M;iy that lalismanii- word, proclaimed at the

head of our victorious arms m Missouri, and echoed

from I'ort Koyal. sound Inmi the I 'apili'l, lo avert for-

eign Interference and crush rebeUioa >
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FOURTH OF JULY.

The previous two days' continuous rain was nn ex-

cellent preparation for n brilliant day on the Fourth of

July, which was observed with the usual variety of

demonstrations in this city, and in all parts of the coun-

try, excepting the rebellious South, where any refer-

ence to the Declaration of Independence, except to

curse it and to trample it under foot, would have in-

sured a halter for its unfortunate admirer. Of course,

in view of the defeat and retreat of Gen. McOlellan's

army,—of twenty-five thousand of that army killed,

wounded and missing,—only a few days before, noth-

ing could have been in worse taste than exultation or

vain-glorying; and we presume there was very little

of this in any quarter.

The usual Anti-Slavery Celebration in the beauti-

ful Grove at Framingham brought together the larg-

est and most imposing assemblage, perhaps, of the

tried, and unfaltering friends of universal emancipation

ever convened at that consecrated place. The num-

ber was estimated at not less than three thousand

—

the special trains from Boston, Worcester, Milford,

Marlboro', &c, all bringing more than ever before

;

and for general intelligence, high moral worth, and

sobriety and earnestness of character, not to be sur-

passed. They all came to spend the day in a manner

to advance the cause of freedom, justice and human-

ity, and thus to save and bless the whole land. A full

report of the highly interesting proceedings is deferred

to give place to the able and luminous speech delivered

at Music Hall on Sunday last by Wendell Phillips.

Suffice it to say, this week, that excellent speeches

were made by E. H. Heywood, J. Miller McKim, of

Philadelphia, (giving a very interesting account of his

recent visit to Port Royal,) Susan B. Anthony, of

Rochester, N. Y., John S. Rock, Wm. Wells Brown,

Rev. Daniel Foster, A. T. Foss, Henry C. Wright,

Charles C. Burleigh, Rev. William C. Tenney, &c.

These were listened to with unbroken interest and

warm. approval. It was a day most profitably spent.

As a matter of symmetry, and to illustrate her mor-

al and patriotic deterioration, Boston—having so con-

temptible a mayor as Joseph M. Wightman—had the

notorious Slave Commissioner, George T. Curtis, as

orator of the day, (who made, of course, an essentially

traitorous address,) with the equally notorious Rev.

South-Side Adams as chaplain. The occasion was

considerably redeemed by the truly patriotic speech

delivered at the Faneuil civic dinner, by Judge Wash-

burn, of Harvard College, of which the following is

a sample :

—

"Our country has been a source of pride and glory.

It has been the hope of the world in past years, and
it shall be the hope of the world in future years.

(Cheers.) But let me ask you whether, while we
were thus growing in wealth, there were not growing
up sources of local difficulties, local jealousies, causes

of weakness instead of power, operating sectionally to

divide this great nation, and instead of making us a

united, strong, happy and prosperous people, laying

the seed of dissolution in the government'? Is it not

so? In the disagreement and discord on the one side

and the other, between the North and the South, is it

not true that we were losing our nationality ? I put

it to you, gentlemen, were we not losing our national-

ity, which was being swallowed up in the local State

association, State pride—a local association as dis-

tinguished from that pride of country, that nationality

without which we can never be a proud and indepen-

dent and successful nation "? I need not allude to the

cause ; we all know the sectional cause of difficulty
;

we know there were causes at work, and until we get

rid of those causes, God knows we never shall be

strong as we shall be when they are removed. (Loud
cheering.)

If there ever was a man who would stand by the

Constitution to the last drop of his blood, I certainly

would rank myself with him. The causes that de-

tracted from the entire independence of this country
are being rooted out to-day. I believe, as I believe

my own existence—as I believe in the existence of

God himself—our country is to work out its indepen-

dence, We wanted something to create a nationality

;

we wanted something like the attack on Fort Sumter
—when we saw our flag put down by the hands of na-

ked rebellion. There was not a man to ask whether
he was from the East or. West', Massachusetts or New
York, Michigan or California—it was a national feel-

ing that rose up in the breasts of 600,000 men—rose

up to maintain our nationality then and there. (Loud
cheers.)

Nationality is one of the results of this infernal re-

bellion. The speaker enlarged somewhat on this

topic, and said : Slavery has got to fall before free

labor. (Prolonged cheermg.) When it shall come
about I cannot tell, but I believe it will be accomplish-

ed ; and if we do not see it, our children will see this

country a free nation, as much as I believe they will

see the nation live at all.

The speaker closed by saying: We have had the

war of -our birth, we have had the war of our man-
hood, I believe we have now the war of our indepen-

dence, and I will give you as a sentiment : That war
—God grant, as a speedy result, the overthrow of the

rebellion, the everlasting destruction of the cause of

the want of nationality, the establishment of an entire

nationality of spirit, and the establishment of absolute

independence of our nation as a nation."

What the ribaldrous Courier says of this excellent

speech and its author, sec " Refuge of Oppression."

The following brief but suggestive letter from Hon.

Charles Sumner was read at the dinner :

—

Senate Chamber, 2d July, '62.

Dear Sir: I have been honored by your invitation

to be present at the approaching celebration of the 4th

of July by the City Government of Boston. Pleased

as I should be to enjoy again this well remembered
festivity, my public duties here will not allow me. It

is not my habit to leave my post.

In celebrating the 4th of July in this crisis of our
history, let us not forget the principles which render
the day sacred. Mr. Calhoun in the Senate audacious-

ly denied these principles, and this denial was an ear-

nest utterance of the rebellion which wicked men, for

the sake of a wicked purpose, at last organized. The
Declaration of Independence nobly proclaims " that all

men are created equal." In seeking to make this

unquestionable, with a practical reality everywhere
throughout the land, we devote ourselves to a duty of

patriotism and piety which will God bless. Let us all

join in the good work, and thus save our country.

Believe me, Sir, with much respect,

Your faithful servant,
' Charles Sumner.

PLAIN TALE, AND THE TIME E0E IT.

In the U. S. Senate, on Monday last, Senator Chan-

dler of Michigan, in the course of a speech referring

to the inglorious retreat before the rebel forces of the

army under Gen. McClellan, came " right to the

point" in the following telling manner :

—

"The Senator from Pennsylvania wanted to know
where the army was, or who placed it there. The
army of the Potomac, when it marched on Manassas,

numbered 230,000 men, and the enemy less than

30,000. They marched on Manassas, and found 32

wooden guns, and 1,100 dead horses. That army
could have marched to Richmond in 30 days, and not

lost 1,000 men, and there was no impediment to its

marching to Charleston or New Orleans. But the

Senator from Pennsylvania wants to know who placed

the army where it is. The press, politicians, and
traitors of the country declare that E. M. Stanton put

them there; but Stanton had nothing to do with put-

ting the army in the marshes of the Chickahoniiny.

This is a matter of criminality—of gross criminality

—

which should consign the criminal to eternal detesta-

tion and condemnation. The country demands sacri-

fice for this crime, and the press of the country are

demanding the sacrifice of the mere clerk Stanton

—

the mere clerk to obey the orders of the President.

He (Chandler) introduced a resolution which, if an-

swered, would show the true criminal. The crimi-

nality was reduced so as to be between two persons.

The great crime consisted in sacrificing and dividing

this great Army of the Potomac, and the criminal is

either Abraham Lincoln or Geo. B. McClellan. There

is no third man at all. The criminal, in his judg-

ment, should not only be deprived of office, but suffer

the extreme penalty of the law. The nation has been

disgraced by this division of the Army of the Po-

tomac, and E. M. Stanton always opposed it. If that

great army had been commanded by the arch traitor

Jeff. Davis, there has not been a movement which he

would not have ordered since December. He called

on the press and traitors of the country to stop de-

nouncing a mere clerk, and to denounce Abraham
Lincoln or George B. McClellan. Who led the army
into the marshes of the Chickahominy, where they

died like sheep, and where the left wing was left to

maintain a savage fight when a reinforcement of

20,000 men from the right or centre would have sent

the rebels back into Richmond defeated '? lie had an

extract read from the Detroit Free Press, charging (he

blame on Stanton, Wade, Chandler, &c, &c. This,

he Baid, was a paper which was obliged to show a

Onion flag bv a mob. He claimed that Michigan

soldiers had been in every fight, yet no notice had

been taken of them by the Commander-in-Chief."

"THE GREAT DUTY."

Under this bead, last week's Independent represents

the paramount duty of the hour to be a maintenance

of Union and concert among all the loyal States, slave

and free ; and it represents one of the manifestations

of tins duty to be n prompt response to the President's

last demand, for three hundred thousand more men

for the army.

Speaking of the duty of preserving Union before all

things, it says that " States must not allow themselves

to make conditions with the Government." And it re-

fers to Gov. Andrew of this State as having perhaps

gone too far in hinting what conditions are desirable

on the part of the Government to call out enthusiastic

and energetic support from the people ofMassachusetts.

It seems to me that our experience, during the past

year, teaches a different lesson. The abolitionists, at

whom it has been customary to sneer as stiff, perverse,

impracticable people, have been making trial, for a

year past, of the very course still recommended by

the Independent. The conditions preceding this new

experiment were plausible. It seemed a good thing to

make the trial. It seemed reasonable and not unwise

to take something for granted, to meet the other par-

ty half-way, to relax, under the new circumstances,

from the old stiffness, to show that we could be gene-

rous as well as just. It was a fair experiment to make.

I know not that any one regrets having made it. But

it has not been a successful experiment.

When our Government—a set of men nominated

and chosen to suit merely the average of Republican

ideas—began this war, the question for abolitionists

was, Will you help or hinder? Having always been

severely just in pointing out the short-comings of the

Republican party, will you still confine yourselves to

this course, and utterly refuse to them all moral and

personal support until they shall have reached precise-

ly the right position, or will you—in consideration of

the fact that their interest now points in the same

line with their duty, in view of the probability that

they must see more and more, as the war advances,

the necessity of overthrowing slavery as a means of

quelling the rebellion—will you generously offer

them in advance the benefits of fraternal co-operation,

and encourage the hoped-for change on their part, by

yourselves taking the iuitiative ? This was the ques-

tion

-

The abolitionists made the experiment of a trustful,

a liberal, a magnanimous reply. Not sparing to point

out still the duty that yet remained to be done, they

promptly declared that, in the point of opposition be-

tween the rebels and the Government, the latter was

right and the former were wrong ; the latter was to be

supported and the former opposed ;
their good word,

in their speeches, and writings, and conversation, was

heartily given to the Government, and the enlistment

of many an active abolitionist in the war proved that

their hands were ready to maintain what their tongues

had uttered.

The trial, I have said, promised well. It was right

to make the experiment. And if the Government

had taken the course it seemed likely to take, not only

would it have been mightily aided by the offered al-

liance, but the conquest would ere now have been com-

plete, the rebellion utterly crushed, and our position

far advanced towards permanent peace under a regen-

erated political system.

Instead of this, several adverse things happened.

The President commenced by letting slavery alone,

and showing, in the intimations of his course of policy

that from time to time appeared, that he meant, if

possible, to conquer the rebellion without interference

with its cause; and though, as time passed, and the

extent and persistency of the rebellion became more

and more manifest, occasional and partial movements

against slavery were made, they were only occasional

and partial, they seemed extorted rather than willing,

and they were counterbalanced by alternating moves

of indulgence to slavery.

The military and naval commanders, being left to

their own choice in the matter, in the absence of ex-

plicit command and a uniform policy on the part of

the President, helped or hindered slavery, each ac-

cording to 1 his inclination. Most of them favored sla-

very, and the President offered no interference except

when, in a few cases, some external influence urged

him to do so. A few of them took active measures

against slavery, and every one of these movements

was promptly and spontaneously countermanded by

the President.

Those abolitionists who had joined the army, trust-

ing that the war must soon become, if it was not al-

ready, an instrument for the overthrow of slavery,

were of course limited in their action by the ideas and

the orders of their respective officers. But, since the

great majority of these officers were disposed either

to help slavery or to avoid all interference with it,

these abolitionist soldiers, to their amazement and in-

dignation, found themselves forbidden, by military

law., to help the persons they most wished to help;

nay, found themselves occasionally required, by mili-

tary law, to do the meanest and basest work possible,

to hand over the loyal fugitive slave to the enraged

rebel who claimed him as his property. The in-

stances were not few in which enlistment, under the

generous impulse of confidence in "Honest Abe," led

to this damnable result.

We have made our experiment, and found it abor-

tive. We have made fair trial of it for more than a

year, sustaining therefor the rebukes of some of the

slave's truest friends. We find the Government no

more inclined to the abolition of slavery than when
the struggle began. And after the expenditure of so

much time and treasure, after the death of so many
tens of thousands on the battle-field and in the hos-

pitals, after the disastrous check lately experienced

before Richmond, (a check directly flowingfrom that pol-

icy of the Government of which I have been complaining,)

and after various plain indications of the approach of

European intervention, now comes a demand for three

hundred thousand more men, and the money requisite

for their outfit, transportation, sacrifice and burial ! Is

not this a fit place to stop, and declare our experi-

ment finished 1 Is not this a fit time to say to Abra-

ham Lincoln—" Not another man, not another dollar,

until some policy is declared which shall tend, at least,

in the direction of'uprooting rebellion. We have made
sufficient trial of the attempt to cut it down, leaving

the root to spring up again, and bring forth more fruit

after its kind. This experiment has not succeeded,

and Beems less and less likely to succeed. Here we
stop. It is now your part to meet us half way.

Whenever you shall decide and begin to turn the war

against slavery, count upon our renewed cooperation."

—C. K. W.

GEN. HUNTER'S LETTER.

I have just read Gen. Hunter's response to the order

of inquiry offered by Hon. Mr. Wickliffe, of Ken-

tucky, in the House of Representatives sometime last

month, and am much concerned in mind as to what

will be the result, it being very plain that not only the

welfare of South Carolina, as a representative South-

ern State, but the interests of the whole country, if not

the salvation of the Government itself, demands his

instant removal, and his incarceration in Fort La-

fayette, Warren, or some oilier misnamed National

Hotel.

The preposterous notion, that Gen. Hunter should

call in the willing aid of that class of persons, who

have most at stake in this contest, is not to be tolera-

ted ; because it is evident, if this course be persisted

in, those heretofore held as slaves will become free-

men

—

a procedure that would endanger the Constitu-

tion at least, if not absolutely ruin the policy of cer-

tain politicians and sympathizers with our system of

slavery. He ought to have known that, to employ

loyal slaves in the service of his country, to help sus-

tain its laws and to maintain the Government, is not

to he permitted ; but that the rebels may use them as

spies or in the van of battle against us, and it is per-

fectly legitimate. He had no business to send forth

to the country such an incendiary document, no right

to furnish such unanswerable reasons to the Border

States for employing the slaves of the South to assist

in crushing out this unholy rebellion.

That the Major General, commanding the Southern

Department, should have the audacity to write so per-

tinent, significant and satisfactory an account of slaves

voluntarily seeking his employ is never to be over-

looked or forgiven. Only 'think of a letter to be read

for the special instruction of the members of the House

of Representatives, containing words like these :

—

[The telling extracts here made from Gen. Hunter's Let-

ter, by our correspondent, it is needless to republish, as the

entire Letter may be found on our first page, to which wo
ask special attention.]

—

Ed. Lib.

Who ever saw such presumption and rashness as

this? Such effrontery was never before exhibited to-

wards that august body, and this conduct from such a

quarter cannot be permitted to stand as a precedent.

That Congress should allow intelligence of so danger-

ous a character to be thus set before it—should permit

such a plain violation of the policy of the Administra-

tion as laid down by certain pro-slavery advisers ; such

ilful perversion of clearly written orders ; such an .

overstepping of his own and an interfering with the

established rights of rebels—without summary punish-

ment, is not to be seriously thought of for a moment.

The Cabinet is expected to immediately disavow the

meddlesome officiousness of Gen. Hunter. For con-

sistency sake, it must disclaim all connection with his

folly, and sympathy with bis fanaticism—the one be-

ing palpably absurd as the other is certainly destruc-

tive. Our Generals in the army must be made to un-

derstand at any cost, that they are not authorized to

disturb the equanimity, or wound the feelings of those

quasi Unionists, who have such particular regard for

their brethren of the South, notwithstanding their

violated oath, their repudiated constitutional obliga-

tions, and their rebellious attempt to destroy the Gov-

ernment.

To allay the terribly excited fears of those small

but influential supporters of the Courier and Post,—
caused by the deeply suggestive communication of

this fanatical Major General,—the President must be

urged to issue another of his Proclamations. Mean-

while, steps should be taken to have public meetings

called to neutralize and paralyze the mischief which

this information of Gen. Hunter will inevitably pro-

duce when circulated among the people. For has not

our war policy, with reference to the subject of slavery,

been ,sueh that clearly indicated we cannot afford to

tolerate in place and power, commanders who exercise

their usual common sense, and treat this question like

every other, in a rational and practical manner "?

Concerning slavery, the luxury is too expensive for

us to allow our superior officers in the discharge of

their duties, and in the absence of special instructions,

to display even ordinary human sagacity ; to act in

accordance with the voice of enlightened reason ; to

be influenced by all past experience ; to obey the sim-

ple dictates of common prudence, or yield to the in-

stincts of humanity—the divine assertions of our com-

mon nature. For judiciously and righteously using a

portion of the reserved force, the saving power of our

country, in this its most solemn trial-hour, General

Hunter must certainly be deprived of his important

command; and one who has scruples about touching

the enemy where he is universally known to be most

weak—who is too considerate to take advantage of

his only vulnerable point—must be appointed in his

place. Careful pains must be taken that this suc-

cessor is one whose foregone conclusions are, that

with respect to slavery, he imperils the safety of the

nation should he act like a man clothed in his right

mind—the natural consequence of which will be, a

succession of blunders each " worse than a crime !

"

We expectantly await Gen. Hunter's decapitation,

Melrose, July 4, 1862. G. A. B.

V. DANIELLETTER FROM REV, TEL POSTER.

ry up to the high school or college, which should give

to all who come among us the advantages of a thorough
education.

3d. The four past years of our efforts in Home
Town have been as unfavorable as possible for a suc-

cessful development of our plan. The first year we
could oidy make a beginning, the second was the fam-

ine year, the other two, the war and the prostration of

business have crippled us on every hand.

3d. And yet we have gone steadily forward. We
have completed a college building, two stories in

height, cajiable of accommodating fifty pupils. We
have had a most successful commencement of our
college, with an attendance of over sixty pupils. We
have made a beginning of a library. We have a fund
of§i7000. We have already on the ground men who
prize good schools and good society so highly, that

they are not willing to live without them, and we have

improvements already made which give to Home
Town a character and an influence throughout our

State which has been gained by no other settlement in

Kansas in the same length of time.

4th. We need an accession to our community of a
portion of the people who are coining or emigrating

to Kansas, and who would be glad to join in our

plan. They will help us, and make the success of our

work immediate and entire by joining us. And we
can help them as much as they can us. To reach

them and secure their presence and help with us, we
have sent Daniel Foster, the Principal of our college,

to act in the East as our agent this summer. He will

explain in detail all that concerns us and our work to

those who may wish to know what we are doing. We
heartily commend him to all as a true and trustworthy

man.
F. P. Baker,
A. W, Osborne,
J. N. Cline,

L. Lohmuller,
D. P. Acker,
Geo. L. Squier,

T. X Kcll,

Wm. H. Histed,

A. W. Slater,

Joshua Taylor,
Seth B. Hough,
John Hodgins,

J. Jacobs,

A. McCutcheon,
Abijah Wells, -

J. J. Sheldon,
H. Hamilton,
Stephen Barnard,
G. D. Baker,
Jerry Barnes,

. J. N. Peckham,
Joseph C. nebbard,
Charles G. Scraffbd.

FOURTH OF JULY AT FRAMINGHAM.

Glorious, and, I trust, pregnant with good, was our

annual meeting at "Harmony Grove," on the 4th.

The genial sunshine, clear atmosphere, and unusual

concourse of people, gave an inspiration and joyous-

nesB to the day. It was, indeed, "good to be there."

We missed the eloquent voice of Phillips, and that

of other veterans in the cause. Yet there was no

lack of speakers. The only difficulty experienced was

the want of time to listen to earnest words that were

of necessity suppressed.

I tried to get the platform for a moment, to accom-

plish what I now desire to do, through this week's

Liberator. While in the grove, and late in the day, I

received a letter from our ever faithful laborer, Parker
Pillsbury, announcing, I regret to say, his disability

to speak much, from an increasing hoarseness, and

begging me to curtail his expected services in Mil-

ford next Sunday. We, of course, shall make his

labors as light as possible ; and yet our expectations

are raised for an effective meeting. [See notice in

another column.] The following extract, which I

failed to read at Framingham, utters convictions

which dwell in many hearts:

—

"As I write, the sun is just rising, and the ground
almost shudders (and so do I) at peal of bells, thun-
der of musketry, and roar of cannon,—all in honor of

this eighty-sixth anniversary of the nation's birth.

But did ever rising sun witness such madness before,

as this people to-day exhibit 1 As to-day's Liberator

truly says, 'four millions of slaves are yet to be
emancipated

'
; or as it, perhaps, had better said, get

unemancipated, and likely to remain so till God's right

arm and their own bring them deliverance.

For jnore than eighty years, we have sought to

drown the weeping and wailing of our myriads of

slaves with hollow pretensions to republicanism, and
hypocritical, heartless professions of religion, all

swelled into grand chorus on the Fourth of July, with
blazing fire works, bands of music, rattling musketry,
and thunder of cannon. To-day we have other and
not less terrible voices to drown. No wonder there

was 'sensation in Congress,' as the papers yesterday
say, when Mr. Olin, of New York, declared, ' Twenty
thousand of our dead and dying to-day strew the

battle-field in front of Richmond' ! And are twenty
thousand all? Who believes it?

And all those thousands, more or less, have moth-

ers, wives, sisters, or perhaps even dearer ones, to

echo their every sigh and groan. Limbs, torn and
mangled, bleed on the field,— hearts, broken and
lacerated, bleed at home. And thus, to-day, we cele-

brate our Independence. It is indeed our Independ-
ence. Let us thank God it is only ours.

Well, let the cannon roar! Peal out your joyous
notes, ye .bells ! Swell loud your empty voices, ye
orators, poets and ministers of music and song! Four
millions still shriek in slaver)'; and other millions

groan on the field of bloody death, or weep and wail

over their loved and lost at home ! What an oratorio

of woes, to-day, ye have to smother and drown I

I am glad there is one place where madness does
not wholly rule the hour. I hope, at Framingham, it

will be declared that our Government is deliberately

murdering its young men in behalf of slavery! I
pronounce every death before Richmond deliberate,

downright murder; and while slavery lives and lasts,

our Government is the bloodiest murderer on His-

tory's blackest page.

Very hastily, but very truly, yours,
Parker Pillsbory."

Earnest words— too true, alas! May they sink

deep into our hearts, and urge on to faithful work

!

Milford. Mass. G. W. S.

The Hattian John Brown Fund. This fund,

which has been so long held back, is to be distributed

forthwith. It amounts to something over $3,000, of

which Mrs. Brown is to receive one-half, and the rest

is to be distributed among the survivors or relatives

of those who were engaged in the raid on Harper's

Ferry. Mrs. Lcary and Osborne Anderson are re-

quested to send their addresses forthwith to James

Redpath, Boston, and all relatives of John Brown's

men are also desired to do likewise. Messrs. B. C.

Clarke, Haytian Consul for Boston; William Lloyd

Garrison, Wendell Phillips, Senator Sumner and

James Redpath, arc appointed by the Ilaytians as a

Committee to disburse this fund.

Dodge's Concert. Ossian E. Dodge & Co. will

give a concert at the Tremont Temple, on Monday
evening next, which, late as it is in the season, will

undoubtedly secure a full house. Dodge is unique

and Inimitable in Ins personation of characters, old

and young, male and female, Irish, French, Dutch,

English, and Yankee; while Mr. William Haywood,

an associate, is admitted to be one of the best ballad

-

ists in America.

Boston, July 4, 18G2.

Friend Garrison—I presume it is in order for

me to say a word in reply to the noted seventeen ac-

cusers, which is published in your paper of this date. '

I repeat, then, that Dr. Hidden, the author of this ar-

ticle, has hated and sought to injure me ever since my
return to Kansas, in the spring of 1861, because I then

thstood and thwarted him in his wicked designs

against his neighbors. In this, he has shown him-

self utterly regardless of truth and honor. He is

the leader of the opposition to me in Centralia, and

spite, inspired by my frank denunciation of his at-

tempted wrong, is the motive of his opposition.

To meet some horrible application of Scripture

by the Methodist clergyman of Centralia, I denied the

infallibility of the Bible, and affirmed that, whenever

reason and the Bible were in conflict, the latter must

give way. From that time, sectarian bigotry has been

mounding me at every step. Of the noted seventeen,

my accusers, eleven denounce me as an "infidel"

for holding that we are to use our reason in judging

of the Bible, just as we do in judging of any other

book. The readers of the Liberator are not ignorant of

the intense hatred inspired by sectarian bigotry.

The hatred of all pro-slavery men in Nemaha coun-

ty has been turned against me, because I preached the

Brotherhood of Mankind, and practised as I preached.

I recoguized the colored man as my brother, entitled to

all the rights and privileges of humanity. TheBe

three, then, are the forces that have fought against

me in Centralia—to wit, malignant spite, sectarian

bigotry, and pro-slavery wrath.

The statement, that these men make about my
school dwindling away, is untrue. So also is the

statement that I broke into the Seminary, and drew a

weapon before I was threatened with expulsion from

the house.

But, instead of taking up your space with further

specifications, I will close this communication oy sub-

mitting a testimonial, given me by my neighbors, when

I left Centralia, last May, who are, one and all, of an

earnest and noble aim in life—men with whom our best

New England reformers would delight to associate and

work in any field of moral effort. As soon as I can

earn the money to discharge my debts, I expect to re-

turn, and once more work with theso men, and others

equally true, whom I trust a good Providence will

plant with us, for the impartial justice, truth and love

by which alone our fatherland can he saved.

I thank Dr. Hidden and Co. for giving me the op-

portunity of saying this word.

Yours, truly and gratefully,

DANIEL FOSTER.

S^3 Our readers will have a treat in a careful pe-

rusal of the admirable speeches delivered at Music

Hall by Gerrit Smith and Wendell Phillips, which wo
give in full in our present number. [The Courier will

please copy both
!]

GEN. MoCLELLAN'S ADDRESS TO HIS SOL-
DIERS.

IlEAOfiUARTEItS OS THE TOTOMAC, }

Camp near Harrison's Landing, July 4, 1862.
J

Soldiers of the Army of the Potomac :

Your achievements of the last ten days have illumin-

ed the valor and endurance of the American soldier.

Attacked by superior forces, and without the hope of

reinforcements, you have succeeded in changing your
base of operations by a flank movement, always re-

garded as the most hazardous of military expedients.
You have saved all your material, all your trains,

and all your guns, except a few lost in battle, taking
in return guns and colors from the enemy. Upon
your march, you have been assailed day after day with
desperate fury by men of the same race and nation,

skilfully massed and led. Under every disadvantage
of number, and necessarily of position also, you have
in every conflict beaten back your foes with enormous
slaughter. Your conduct makes you among the cel-

ebrated armies of history. No one will now question
that each of you may always with pride say, " I be-

longed to the army of the Potomac." You have
reached the new base, complete in organization and
unimpaired in spirit. The enemy may at any time
attack you ; we are prepared to meet them.

I have personally established your lines ; let them
come, and we will convert their repulse into a final de-
feat. Your Government is strengthening you with
the resources of a great people.

On this, our nation's birthday, we declare to our
foes, who are rebels against the best interests of man-
kind, that this army shall enter the capital of the so-

called Confederacy ; that our National Constitution
shall prevail, and that the Union,* which can alone in-

sure internal peace and external security to each State,

must and shall be preserved, cost what it may in time,
treasure and blood.

(Signed) Geo. B. McClellan.

A FEDERAL VICTORY IN MISSISSIPPI.
Corinth, Miss., July 6.

To the Secretary of War :—On the 1st inst., Col. Sher-
idan's 2nd Michigan Cavalry, with two regiments of

728 men, was attacked at Booneville, Miss., by parts

of eight rebel regiments numbering 4700, which he de-

feated and drove back, after 7 hours' hard fighting.

Our loss was 41 killed, wounded and missing. The
rebel loss must have been very great. They left 65

dead on the field. I respectfully recommend Col.

Sheridan for gallant conduct in battle.

(Signed) H. W. Halleck,
Major General.

The entire Federal loss in killed, wounded and miss-

ing, 16 to 25,000 ; Rebel loss, 50 to 75,000.

New York, July 6. The Tribune's special dispatch

from Memphis, dated July 5th, states that Richmond
dispatches to July 1st and 2d still claim that the rebels

captured 12,000 prisoners, 8 Generals, all of General
McClellan's siege guns, and supplies enough for the

rebel army for three months. They represent the bat-

tie of July 1st as the most fearful and desperate of the

entire war. Prisoners were arriving in Richmond all

day on the 2d. It is claimed that Hooker and Sum-
ner were wounded, and that the latter was captured.

The latest reports are less exultant.

Important from the Massachusetts First. A
letter from the Massachusetts 1st, says the Transcript,

written since the last battle on James river, states that

the regiment has been reduced to about 175 men.
Major Chandler is missing, Col. Cowdin is sick, and
Capt. Baldwin is acting in command. Co. A has
about 14 men. Major Chandler was last .seen as

Hooker's Division was making the celebrated charge
which it is believed saved our army.

Fortress Monroe, July 5. Fresh troops from
Washington passed up James River yesterday ; also

artillery, horses, &c. There was a skirmish yester-

day morning near our left wing, resulting in the de-

feat of the rebels. We took 1000 prisoners and three
small batteries. Our cavalry then followed the rebels

until they passed beyond White Oak Swamp.

jj^p
3 The Richmond Examiner, of July 2, acknowl-

edges that the battle of Monday was very destructive

to the rebels. It also states that of the 14,000 troops

sent into the battle of Friday, not more than 6000 men
were fit for duty on the Tuesday following.

g^= Senator Sumner's amendment to the bill ad-

mitting Western Virginia is not rightly stated in the

report of Congressional proceedings published in the

Boston papers. He acquiesces in extending the time
for the emancipation of the slaves to July, 1863.
What he objects to is the provision, in the bill which
only emancipates those born after that time, and con-

tinues those already slaves in that condition for life.

An Army Officer on Abolitionism. The fol-

lowing is an extract from a private letter written by
officer of the regular armv, holding a high position

on the staff of General McClellan, dated June 17, 1862

:

I have been told that confessions are good for the

soul. I am going to make one to you. I am at last

an abolitionist ! Not that I love the negro, or am pre-

pared to say, " Art thou not a man and a brother 1
"

but I do love my country and the white race. My
old prejudices and political feelings have been wiped
out one by one, slowly but surely. I could not pass
through all that I have witnessed during the last

year, and not see what every honest and candid man
should, that an institution that can so change a whole
people in their feelings and actions toward their fellow-

countrymen and their country must be wrong, and
the sooner it is done away with the better.

You, like myself, have no doubt in times past had a
high idea of Southern chivalry. Like many other
tilings down South, I find even that boasted institution

a humbug. Among all the Southern officers whom I

have met and been brought in contact with, I have
found scarcely one that was even the peer of a North-
ern mechanic. I could tell yon of deeds of barbarism
perpetrated by these knights of the South that would
make you shudder. A day or two since, I was told by
an aid of General Keyes that one of our officers was
found dead witli both of bis ears cut off. This is one
of a hundred cases of their cruelty. Yesterday two
sutlers were found in the woods hanging by the neck,
and some teamsters with their throats cut.

Yours truly,

The writer of the above, says the New York Even-
ing Post, has always been an uncompromising Hunker
Democrat.

To all who may be interested In our work, we
would state the following facts—to wit:

1st. We began the settlement of Home Town in the

autumn of 1858, to secure cheap and beautiful farms

in an Intelligent and prosperous community, anil to

establish a system of graded schools from the prima-

Names of the Recent Battles. The follow-

ing are the names which it seems have been assigned
to the recent battles in front of Richmond :

Thursday, June 26—Battle of Mechanics ville.

Friday, June 27—Battle of Gaines's Mill.

Saturday, June 28—Battle of the Chickahominy.
Sunday, June 29—Battle of Peach Orchard; battle

of Savage's Station.

Monday, June 30—Battle of White Oak Swamp;
battle of White Oak Creek; battle of Charles City
Cross Roads.
Tuesday, July 1—Battle of Turkey Bend.

James Jackson Lowell. Among the killed

the recent battles near Richmond was Capt. James
Jackson Lowell of the 20th regiment. When that
regiment was organized, he was commissioned as 1st

Lieutenant, in Co. E, Captain Schmidt. He v
wounded in the battle at Ball's Bluff on the 21st
October last, where his cousin, Lieutenant William
Lowell Putnam, of the same company, was killed.

Captain Schmidt was also so severely wounded in the
battle that he resigned his commission, and Lieut.
Lowell was appointed Captain in his place.

Captain Lowell was son of Charles Russell Lowell,
Esq., of Cambridge, and grandson of the late Rev.
Charles Lowell, D. D., pastor of the West Church in

this city. He graduated at Harvard College in 1868
with the highest honors of his class.

THE HOUR OF PBRIL'!

" Eternal Vigilance in Ike price of Liberty !
"

PARKER PILLSBURY, of Concord, N. IL, will speak

at Lyceum Hall, Milford, Mass., on Sunday next, July 13.

Subject :
" The Country and the Times."

Services will commence precisely at 2 1-2 and 5 1-2, P.M.

HT E. B, HEVWOOD will speak in Milford, N. H.,

Sunday, July 13, at 1 and 5 o'clock, P. M.

W REMOVAL, — DISEASES OF WOMEN AND
CIIILDREN.— Margaret B. Brown, M. D., and W*.
Symington Brown, M. D., have removed to No. 23,

Chauncy Street, Boston, where they may be consulted on

the above diseases. Ofhoe hours, from 10, A. M., to 4

o'clock, P. M. 3m March 28.

EP" MERCY B. JACKSON", M. D-, has removed on

695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

Reference*.—Luther Clark, M.D.; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

ET SUMMER RESORT—Round Hill Hotel, North-
ampton, Mass,—Terms—$1.50 per day, or 7 to $10 per

week.

" No summer resort surpasses it in loveliness, and in all

the resources calculated to gratify the tastes and promote
the comfort of visitors."

—

St. Louis Republican.

OBITUARY.

Rachel Sthatton Addams, wife of Geo. W. Addams,

of Perrysville, Carroll Co., (0.) departed from earth on the

24th of June, of consumption, aged 33 years.

She suffered greatly during her long sickness, but bore

her afflictions patiently. She was a true woman, the

earnest friend of the oppressed and outcast; and if re-

proached, sometimes, by Orthodoxy, for liberal ideas, she

proved " Garrisonian infidelity " (as they call it) to be a

sure support through a faithful and devoted life, and a suf-

ficient solace in the hour of separation from earth.

She was an admirer of, and sympathizer With John

Brown, and with all who, like him, have labored, at what-

ever cost and sacrifice, faithfully for the bondman's re-

demption. She would have rejoiced to see the stain of sla-

very wiped from the national escutcheon ; but those in

power have prevented this. May their influence in that

direction cease, and the slave be ushered into the liberty

of God's people ! G. w. A.

New York, July 9. Just at the close of the ses-
sion of the Senate yesterday, a bill was introduced
giving the President power to call out the militia of
the country wherever it was deemed necessary, and
When such call was made, none are to be exempt on
account of color, caste or nationality. The President
la in organize them into regiments and other divisions,

as ho sees fit.

WOMAN AND THE PKESS.

On Friday afternoon, May 30, a meeting was held in

Studio Building, Boston, for conference in regard to a new
periodical to be devoted to the interests of Woman. While

none questioned the value and the need of such an instru-

ment in the Woman's Bights cause, the difficulties that

would endanger or even defeat the enterprise were fully

discussed, but with this issue—that the experiment should

be made. For the furtherance, therefore, of so desirable

an object, we insert and call attention to the following

PROSPECTUS OF THE WOMAN'S JOURNAL :

When we consider that there is scarcely a party, sect,

business organization or reform which is not represented

in the press, it appears strange that women, constituting

one half of humanity, should h%ve no organ, in America,

especially devoted to the promotion of their interests, par-

ticularly as these interests have excited more wide-spread

attention in this country than in any other, while in no

other country can the double power of free speech and a

free press be made so effective in their behalf. This ap-

pears stranger from the fact that conservative England has

successfully supported a journal of this sort for years with

acknowledged utility.

America needs such a journal to centralize and give im-

petus to the efforts which are boing made in various direc-

tions to advance the interests of woman. It needs it most

of all at this time, when the civil war is calling forth the

capabilities of woman in an unwonted degree, both as act-

ors and sufferers—when so many on both sides are seen to

exert a most potent influence over the destinies of the na-

tion, while so many others are forced by the loss ot hus-

bands, sons and brothers, to seek employment for the sup-

port of themselves and families. Social problems, too, arc

gradually becoming solved by the progress of events, which

ill leave to that of woman the most prominent place

henceforth

.

To meet this want of the times, we propose to establish

a Woman's Journal, based ou the motto, "Equal Rights

for all Mankind," and designed especially to treat of all

questions pertaining to the interests of women, and to fur-

nish an impartial platform for tho free discussion of theso

interests in their various phases. It will aim tu collect and

compare tho divers theories promulgated on the subject,

to chronicle and centralize the efforts made in behalf of

in this country and elsewhere, and to render all

possible aid to such undertakings, while at the same time

.11 neglect no field of intellectual effort or human pro-

gress of general interest to men of culture. It will com-

prise reviews of current social and political events, arti-

cles ou literature, education, hygiene, etc., a feuilleton,

composed chiefly of translations from foreign literature

—

in short, whatever may contribute to make it a useful

and entertaining family paper. Its columns will bo open,

and respectful attention insured, to all thinkers ou the sub-

jects of which it treats, under tho usual editorial discretion,

only requiring that they shall accept, a priori, the motto of

tho paper, and shall abstain from all personal discussion.

Among tho contributors already scoured to tho Journal

whom we are permitted to name, are Mrs. Lydia Mai ia

Child, Mrs. Caroline M. Sovoranoe, Mrs. Elizabeth Cady

Stanton, Mrs. Francos D. Gago, Miss Elizabeth Palmer

Peabody, William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell J'hillips,

George Wm. Curtis, T. W. Higgiuson, Monouro P. Oteiway,

Theodore- Tilton, and William II. Channing ; and other

distinguished writers have promised us their aid. No pains

will bo spared to enlist the best talent in tho country, and

to make tho paper one of literary morit as well as practical'

utility.

Tho Journal will bo issued semi-monthly, in octavo form,

sixteen pages, at Two Dollars por annum, tho first number

appoariug on the 1st of Octobor next, and will be publish *

od in Boston.

Subscriptions will bo roooivod from this date by agents od

tho Journal, or by tho Editors, Roxbury, Mass., lockbox 2/

to be paid ou tho receipt of the first number of tho Journal.*

In this connection,wo would earnestly solicit the ei>-oporation!

of friends of woman throughout tho country, iu extending

tho subscription list of tho Journal, aud thus placing it on
that pormanont basis which will insure its continued util-

ity and sucooss. Those interested iu tho entorprisa are re.

spootftilly requested to communicate with tho editors at tho

above addross.

A discount of twonty-fivo porcout. will bo imulo toagonts.

Agonts wilt ploiiso roturu all prospectuses with name
|

before the 15th ofJuly.

MARY L. BOOTH,
M \ I! i B B, ZAK R/.EWSKA, M. D.

Boston, May 15, 1862.

"WE KNOW NOT WHERE ELSE SO" MUCH AUTHEN-
TIC INTELLIGENCE OF THE REBELLION CAN BE OB-
TAINED."

"NO OTHER WORK POSSESSES THE VALUE AS A
WORK OF REFERENCE.

"

"IT IS RELIABLE, COMPLETE, AND DESIRABLE."

Rebellion Record,
Edited by FRANK MOORE,

Is the only publication which gives the HISTORY OF
THE GREAT STRUGGLE FOR FREE GOV-

ERNMENT NOW GOING ON.

Full, Impartial and Reliable.

A RECORD WHICH THE COURTS, THE DEPART-
MENTS AND THE PRESS quote as tho

HIST0EY OF THE TIMES.
It appeals to the intelligence of every citizen. By re-

ference to it, every person can be fairly and truthfully

posted up in relation to this

GREAT REBELLION.
IT CONTAINS,—I.,

The Causes of the Great Struggle and the Great Issues

before the Country,

BT EDWARD EVERETT.

II.

A DIARY OF VERIFIED EVENTS :

Commencing with the meeting of the South Carolina Con-

vention, Dec. 17th, 1860— giving, in the form of a Dia -

ry, a concise, succinct, and truthful history of every

event as it occurs.

nn
Documents, Speeches, Extended Narratives, etc.,

CONSISTING OP ALL THE

OFFICIAL REPORTS OF BATTLES, SKIRMISHES,
&c, MESSAGES AND PROCLAMATIONS

of the President of the United States,

SPECIAL ORDERS, Ac. Ac.

GRAPHIC ACCOUNTS of the Movements of Troops,

IMPORTANT SPEECHES AND LETTERS, from leading

Men, North and South,

PICTURESQUE NARRATIVES, (from eye-witnesses)

of the GREAT BATTLES, SECESSION ORDI-

NANCES, MESSAGES, PROCLA-
MATIONS, &o.

IV.

Eumors, Incidents, Patriotic Songs and Ballads.

Illustrated with correct Portraits, engraved on steel, of the

NOTABLE WEN OF THE TIME, AND WITH MAPS AND
DIAGRAMS OF THE PLANS OF BATTLES.

The Rebellion Record
Is publishing in PARTS, each Part Illustrated with

TWO FINE PORTRAITS, 50 cents eaoh.
-

ALSO, IN VOLUMES.
Six Parts, with Copious Index, comprise a Volume.

NOW READT,

VOLUMES ONE, TWO AND THREE.

Bound iu cloth, $3,75 each ; sheep, $4.00 ; half morscoo,

or half calf antique, $5.00 each.

A NEW EDITION,

Sold exclusively by Canvassers and Agents, is now pub-

lishing in Nos. at 25 cents each. Each number illus-

trated with a Portrait on steel.

*#* Agents wanted, to whom liberal commissions will

be given.

J^" Copies of the REBELLION RECORD, in Parts or

in Volumes, will be sent, free of expense, on receipt of price.

Sent in registered letters, the publisher will bo responsible

for all remittances.

H^1" Clubs will bo supplied at tho following rateS :

Five Cones of eaoh volume, in semi-monthly Nos., or

monthly Parts, to one address, or separately, $12.00

Ten Copies, 22.50

Remittances must bo sent in registered letters, otherwise

the Publishor will not bo responsible, and in current funds.

G. P. PUTNAM, Publisher,

532 Broadway, New York.

C. T. EVANS, Gen. Auent.

Now York, July 9.

Representative Women.

Lncretia Mott. Maria Weston Chapman,

Abby Kelley Foster, Lydia Maria Child,

Harriet Beecber Stowe, Lucy Stone,

Antoinette L. Brown.

THOSE friends who have so long been desiring oopios of

tin- alinvo group.—executed in Urosolier's best style.—

oan now bo supplied, by sending (heir orders, MH&
dollar Ibi eftoh oopy, wntoh will enapn theii being prompt-

ly mailed, and In perfect condition.

An early application is necessary, as tho odition is Tory

limited.
ALSO, 0> H.lMi,

A few copies of tho original Groielier lithograph of

William Lloyd Gwrrison. Price, including mailing, $1.

WILLIAM a NKLL,
Anti-Slavery Rooms, 221 Washington St., Iloalon.

Juno 6.

JOHN S. ROCK, ESQ.,
ATTORXKY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW

No. 6, TrkmontSthkrt. : : BOSTON.
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gy The two following original pieces wero written for

and Bung at the Anti-Slavery Celebration at Framingham,

(Mass.* J«ly 4th, 1862.

OUR NATIONAL VISITATION.

AiR.—-John. Brown Song.

I.

For the sighing of tho needy, to deliver the oppressed,

Now the Lord our God arises, and proclaims his high be

host

;

Through tho Red Sea of bis justice lies tho Canaan of rest:

Our cause is marching on !

Chords.—Glory, glory, hallelujah !

Glory, glory, hallelujah !

Glory, glory, hallelujah !

Our cause is marching on !

n.

Bark ! the tumult of the battle, as it rages through tho

land !

There is weeping, there is wailing, there is death on every

band !

Before His fiery judgments what tyrant-force shall stand?

Our cause is marching on !

Chords.—Glory, glory, hallelujah ! Ac.

Our cause is marching on !

in.

For her manifold transgressions is our nation scourged and

torn ;

She has forged tho galling fetter—doomed a helpless race

to mourn

;

And now she writhes in anguish, of her pride and glory

shorn

—

For God is marching on !

Chorus.—Glory, glory, hallelujah, <to.

For God is marching on !

rv.

No longer let her safety seek in refuges of lies !

No longer with oppression make a sinful compromise !

Let the trump of jubilee echo through the vaulted skies,

As she goes marching on !

Chorus.—Glory, glory, hallelujah, Ac.

For Truth is marching on !

Then blood shall Sow no longer, and all dissensions cease ;

For ruin, high prosperity— for horrid war, sweet peace ;

And Heaven shall smile upon us, and give us large in-

crease,

As wo go marching on I

Chorus.—Glory, glory, hallelujah, Ac.

As we go marching on !

ORIGINAL HYMN.
BY CAROLINE A. MASON.

AlB.—" Old Hundred."

Our fathers worshipped Thee, God,

Of old, in forests green and dim :

And here, where erst their footsteps trod,

We raise to Thee our trembling hymn.

Oh, how their grand old anthems rung

In praise to Thee, for freedom given !

Their quivering notes, to gladness strung,

Made music that was heard in heaven.

Alas ! a sadder strain we raise,

—

Their children, heirs of liberty :

"We dare not take their cup of praise,

And shout, " Thank God, the land is free !

"

For fierce-eyed War and bitter feuds

Make red the sacred soil we love,

And the dark curse of Slaverv broods,

Like thickest clouds, the land above.

And fettered hands lift up to heaven

Dumb cries for justice !—shall it stay T

Shall tho dark cloud be never riven,

That broods above our land to-day T

Sword of Truth, swift answer make !

Say to dead Freedom, " Up, arise !

"

Then shall our lips glad anthems wake,

And shout them to the farthest skies.

LIBERTY'S BUGLE.
Words by James B. Cait, late of staff of Second C V.

Infantry, U. S. A. Music by Bernard Cobest.

i.

Hark ! from the mountain-top, valley and plain,

Liberty's Bugle is sounding again :

Hear its grand tidings—clarion and clear ;

—

Rejoice, ye enslaved ! God's freedom is near :

Sons of America ! bear ye its call

!

Liberty soundeth her bugle for all

:

Liberty's Bugle, clarion and clear,

Chants its glad anthem—God's freedom is near.

n.

Hark ! o'er an empire,—from Utah to Maine,—
Nature re-echoes the bugle's refrain :

Rise, patriot sons of patriot sires !

See the bright burning of Liberty's fires !

—

Liberty's Bugle is calling to thee :

Freemen, resolve, and forever be free !

Liberty's Bugle, clarion and clear,

Chants its glad anthem—God's freedom ia near.

Liberty's Bugle sounds over the wave :

£ome ye oppress'd to tho land of the brave !

Under our banner-folds' radiant light,

Liberty's Bugle leads on to the fight ;—
Glorious tidings !—Awake !

—
'tis the call

Of Liberty's Bugle—sounding/or alt .-

Liberty's Bugle—clarion and clear

—

Chants its glad anthem—God's freedom is near.

From the Continental Monthly.

EN AVANT!
Oh God ! let us not live these days in vain,

This variegated life of doubt and hope
;

And though, as day leads night, so joy loads pain,

Let it be symbol of a broader scope.

God ! make us serve the monitor within
;

Cast off the trammels that bow manhood down,

Of form or custom, appetite or sin,

T lly's smile, or Envy's frown.

Oh ! that true nobleness that rises up,

And teaches man his kindredsbip to Thee ;

Which wakes the slaveling from tho poison cup

Of passion, bdding him be grandly free :

May it be ours, in these the evil days,

Tbat fall upon our nation like a pall

;

May we have power each one himself to raise,

And place God's signet on the brow of all

!

Not race nor color is the badge of slaves ;

'Tis manhood, after all, tbat makes men free ;

Weakness is slavery : 'tis but mind that saves

God's glorious image as ho willed it bo.

Out of the shadows thick will coming day

Send Peace and Plenty smiling o'er our land
;

And the events that fill us with dismay

Are but the implements in God's right hand.

Where patriot blood is poured as cheap as rain,

A newer freedom, phocnix-liko, will spring ;

Our Father never asks for us in vain:

From noble seed comes noble harvesting.

Then let, to-day, true nobleness be onrs
;

That we bB worthy of the day of bliss,

When truth's, and love's, and freedom's allied powers

Shall bind all nations with fraternal kiss.

Would we might see, as did the saint of old,

The heavens opening, and tho starry throng

Listening to have our talo of peace be told,

Tbat they may hymn man'3 resurrection song

!

THOUGHT AND PEELING.
Thought is deeper than all speech

;

Feeling deeper than all thought

;

Souls to souls can never teach

What unto themselves was taught.

SPEECH OF HON. GERRIT SMITH ON THE
COUNTRY.

Delivered hefore the Twenty-Eighth Congre-
gational Society, at Music Hall, June 15.

My themo is a ruined country, and that country

our own, I say not that it is ruined beyond recovery.

Perhaps it is not: though perhaps it is. My theme

is n conquered country—our own country conquered.

Time will prove whether it is or is not to be recon-

quered. I should be sure of its reconquest were it

not self-conquered, and self-conquered, too, not by
means of economic, military, or other blunders, but

by deliberate crimes. It is not alone "0 Israel!"

but O America, also, " thou hast fallen by thine iniqui-

ty." Far more hope for our country would there be

had she been conquered by another country ; for

then she might be still undebased ; for then she might

be still inwardly strong, though for a season outwardly

weak.

I said that our country was conquered by her crimes.

I had better said that slavery was her conqueror. It

was in the service of slavery that these crimes were
perpetrated. Very soon after our nation began her

existence, slavery began to conquer her. Her com-

merce, and then her manufactures, and not long after

her literature, all felt the mighty influence of slavery.

Her politics, which, in the end, came to be controlled

by that influence, felt it early and extensively. I

scarcely need add that the ecclesiastical religion of the

country was no less quick to feel it, and no less easy

to be corrupted by it. For that religion, especially in

a country of popular institutions, goes with the politics.

The religion which does not lift up the politics to its

own level never fails to descend to the level of the

politics. The State goes with a pure Church. The
Church goes with a corrupt State. A pro-slavery

religion always accompanies pro-slavery politics. Let

wickednesB abound among the civil rulers, and it

abounds among the ecclesiastical also.

I referred to the early and rapidly increasing influ-

ence of slavery. It has now taken up arms to com-
plete its conquests. For this rebellion is neither more
nor less than slavery in arms.

Until slavery broke out in this rebellion, this nation

had never been frightened by it. Pity it had not

been ! For the harm that it did us before the rebel-

lion is greater than the harm it can do us in the rebel-

lion. It can but kill us now. It corrupted us before.

And however great an evil it is to be killed, it is an
infinitely greater one to be corrupted—and especially

bo corrupted as they are, who do the work and guard
the work of slavery. By an obvious law of our being,

the greater the crime to which we addict ourselves,

the more thorough is our corruption. But no other

crime, not even the murderer's, is so great as the

slaveholder's. Even the slaveholder will confess that

he had rather his child were murdered than enslaved.

And no other crime is bo mean as theirs who "rob
the poor because they are poor," and outrage the

helpless because they are helpless. However much
he may have deserved it at other hands, it was cer-

tainly a very unfitting and unseemly act in the Ameri-

can people to hang Gordon the-slave-trader; for his

pro-slavery work and theirs were substantially one

—

though pursued in different ways. He was a com-

paratively honorable man, because he carried into the

common work a daring and a danger-defying spirit.

They, like other cowards, keep themselves at a safe

distance from danger, and perform their part of the

wickedness because they can perform it with impu-

nity. Compare Gordon with the pro-slavery men of

the South and of the North, and if he is not as " Hy-
perion to a Satyr," he is nevertheless very far from

being as low in the scale of Satyrs as are the South-

ern slaveholders or their Northern pimps.

The Abolitionists think their country will be saved,

because they think slavery will be abolished. I do

myself think it will be abolished, and very soon, too.

That it received its deatli wound in the bombarding

of Sumter I have never doubted. Never have I be-

lieved that slavery could survive this war for slavery.

Its prestige is lost. Its weakness is revealed. It is

now laughed at and detested by vast numbers who
had hitherto respected it. The war has stripped the

great lie of its disguises, and cast it out all naked to

the derision, and scorn, and abhorrence of the world.

Nevertheless, slavery may die, and yet the nation not

live ; for it may so die that the nation will die with it.

The exorcised "spirit of the unclean devil" of sla-

very is rending us fearfully as he leaves us, and all

the more fearfully, because in our unprecedented in-

fatuation we cling to him, and refuse to let him go.

Our nation is broken up. It is only through penitence

that it can be made whole, if indeed God will let so

guilty a nation be made whole. And yet, notwith-

standing this, and notwithstanding all our sufferings,

we remain impenitent.

I do not forget that the nation's excuse for being so

corrupt as to protect slavery is, that the Constitution

requires its protection. But whether it does require it

as some hold, or does not as others hold, the excuse

is entirely groundless. This pleading of the require-

ment of the Constitution is hypocritical. It would
have mattered not what interpretation on the subject

of slavery the Constitution is capable of; the nation

would have still gone for slavery. However strong

against slavery the Constitution might have been,

nevertheless such a nation as this is, and was—so full

of Yankee eagerness for gain, and so much more en-

terprising than principled—would have been carried

by Whitney's cotton-gin to the side of slavery. In

short, any people who are wicked and base enough to

go for slavery, along with a pro-slavery Constitution,

are wicked and base enough to go for it against a how-

ever strongly anti-slavery Constitution. That it is not

owing to reverence for the Constitution that the na-

tion has been pro-slavery, is manifest from the fact

that it has not shrunk from kicking anti-slavery Con-

stitutional impediments out of its pro-slavery way.

And that it is not owing to such reverence that the

nation spares slavery, is manifest from the fact that it

spares it even now, when the Constitution confessedly

presents no obstacle in the way of its abolition by
either the civil or the military power.

Oh no ! let not the nation seek to hide her Bhame
behind the Constitution. She has corrupted the Con-

stitution far more than the Constitution has corrupted

her. In other words, far more of the pro-slavery

spirit has the nation infused into the Constitution

than the Constitution has infused into the nation.

It is true, that slaveholders and demagogues in

the interest of slaveholders juggle with the Constitu-

tion, as do the priests of this, that and the other re-

ligion, with their sacred books. But I do not believe

that the people are very much deceived by these

Constitution jugglers. I admit that a very deep and

tendejrregard for the Constitution is claimed to be

general. But for other Constitutions—and even for

those on which framers of the Federal Constitution

wrought—there has been but little manifestation of

such regard. Even those have been readily thrown

aside to make room for their successors. And when
the slaveholders could no longer serve their selfish

purposes by glorifying and worshipping the Federal

Constitution, how quickly and contemptuously did

they dismiss it! The simple and disgraceful truth is,

that the people, being willing to uphold slavery, were
willing to accept the most extravagant pro-slavery in-

terpretations of the Constitution. It was this which

encouraged slaveholders and pro-slavery demagogues

to shout for the Constitution. I was myself accus-

tomed to speak and write much for the Constitution.

But since tho breaking out of the rebellion, my ab-

sorbing concern for the country has made me care-

leas of everything in the Constitution, save only

those moBt precious parts of it which accord to the

Government unlimited discretion and power in put-

ting down the rebellion. And not one groat would any

Constitution be worth that did not accord such dis-

cretion and power. I would not overrate the im-

portance of these Constitutional grants. A right-

minded nation makes little account in time of war of

Constitutional refusals and restrictions. Of all na-

tions, ours is the only one which, when its life was
struck at, stopped to calculate anxiously how it could

bring its defence within the specific provisions of a

paper. The reply to this may be, that few nations

have had a written Constitution. And better is it, I

hold, for none to have such a one, than to be tram-

meled by it in time of war. The truth is, that war
must ever be its own law. The spirit of war cannot

be toned and tamed down to the spirit of peace. No
paper made in time of peace can provide specifically

for all the possible necessities and demands of war.

It may, in its spirit and in its general and compre-

hensive terms, provide for them. And happily our

Constitution does this.

That those demagogues who seek to get up a popu-

lar worship of the Constitution do so but to serve

slavery, was never so manifest as in the present war.

They quote the Constitution abundantly. But they

do this not to put obstacles in the way of slavery, only

in the way of liberty; not to save the country, but to

destroy it. They quoted it against the President's

call for seventy-five thousand troops; and they have

quoted it against every measure essential to the salva-

tion of the country. Some of these demagogues are

now in Congress, working to block its wheels by quo-

tations from the Constitution. I admit that here and

there an honest man goes with them. For, all over

the country, there is here and there an honest man
who is not yet freed from the so industriously incul-

cated delusion that the Constitution lays the people

under moral obligation to uphold slavery. As. an in-

stance of the tricks by which the lying pro-slavery

press attempts to magnify the importance of the Con-

stitution beyond even, the salvation of the country, it

is continually publishing that in this, that, and the

other battle, our soldiers fought bravely for the Con-

stitution. The inspirations of the battle-field can no

more come from the dry rules of paper than from

the dead leaves of the forest.

Will this ruined nation be restored 1 Will this lost

nation be found f Will this dead nation live again?

Is there, notwithstanding all she has done to make her

ruin utter and hopeless, salvation still in store for her ?

The answer to these questions turns on her future

treatment of the black man. By her past treatment

of him, she has destroyed herself. For this was it

that God came forth in His present bloody and terri-

ble controversy with her. An undelayed righteous

treatment of the black man—a treatment prompted

by pity and love for him—would save her, and noth-

ing else can. But I must confess that the prospect of

his being so treated is to my mind quite faint. It is

true that the army does no longer in form return fugi-

tive slaves. But it is also true that this comes not

always, if indeed generally, of pity and love for them.

It is true, too, that the President is bearing himself

quite as well on the subject of slavery as could be

expected, considering that he was born and bred where

sensibility to its murderous wrongs is uncultivated,

unfelt, and ridiculed. It is true, too, that he is multi-

plying the proofs of his honest patriotism, and of his

sincere desire to save the country even though at the

necessity of overthrowing the whole system of Ameri-

can slavery. But it is also true that, as yet, he mani-

fests no pity and no love for the black man. It is true

that Congress has, in one and another of its meas-

ures, shown that it would rather let slavery than the

country go. But it is also true that Congress, like

the President, lacks not only the deep and absorbing

earnestness, which both would feel did they both see,

as it is so strange they do not, the well-nigh desperate

condition of the country, but that, like him, it also

fails to show pity and love for the black mau. I do not

forget that Congress voted to abolish slavery in the

District of Columbia. But that it did not this from

pity and love for the black man is proved by its suf-

fering the District to become, far more than ever, a

hunting-ground for human prey. Its excuse is, that

the District has become such under the operation of

the Fugitive Slave Act. Then why does it not repeal

that act? Because, says Congress, the Constitution

requires such an act. But in virtue of no statute and

no Constitution, is Congress at liberty to tolerate sla-

very ? There can be no law for slavery any more
than for murder. Nay, slavery is the worst form of

murder. It is the murder of both body an,d soul.

Law is for the protection of rights, and not for the

deepest possible outrage upon them. The man who
believes that there can be law—real, obligatory law

—

for slavery is lost. The nation that believes it is lost.

That man and that nation lie in the lowest depths of

inhumanity and atheism. The existence of the Fugi-

tive Slave Act is of itself ample proof that this nation

is ruined.

Were it, however, so that the Constitution can and
does require the returning of any fugitive slaves, it

certainly does not require the returning of them from

the District of Columbia, any more than from Canada
or Mexico. Again, if slavery ever had any rights

under the Constitution, it has clearly forfeited them
all by this its war upon the Constitution and the

country. And again, since it is a necessity of the

war that Congress should be left to legislate on sla-

very free in spirit and secure in person, it is, there-

fore, a necessity of the war, overriding every other

authority that Congress should be delivered from the

presence of slavery—a presence ever demoralizing and

ever controlling. It is vain to look to Washington for

brave and just and vitally-needed legislation on the

subject of slavery, so long as the hounds of slavery

are allowed to run riot and rampant there. Oh, no!

Congress has not been moved by pity and love for the

black man. Had it been, it would not have grossly

insulted him, and pierced him with bitter disappoint-

ment, by refusing him a part in the humble work of

carrying the mail. Had it been, it would not have
refused to emancipate the slaves of whoever had
taken up arms against the country. Had it been, it

would not have left the poor blacks of the South,

bond and free, to be compelled to toil and suffer in

the service of the rebels—but it would have taken

them promptly into the joyful service of freedom.

I impeached the earnestness of Congress. Its im-

pertinent and unseasonable employments prove how
justly I do so. It would certainly be time enough for

Congress to concern itself with confiscation, compen-
sation and colonization, after1

it had put down the re-

bellion, or at least after it had resolved unconditionally

to put it down—to put it down by putting, if need be,

arms into the hands of all men, white, red, or black,

capable of bearing them. To be concerning itself at

this stage of affairs with confiscation, compensation

and colonization is emphatically to be "counting the

chickens before they are hatched." It is assuming

that the rebels, if not already conquered, are surely

to be conquered. But through the folly and madness

of Congress, the rebellion may end in such a way as

shall leave us no occasion for confiscation, compensa-

tion or colonization. Instead of the question, What
shall the North do with the South f the question may
still possibly be, as it has been for thirty or forty

years, What shall the South do with the North'?

Had Congress been unqualifiedly earnest to save

the country, it would in the very outset have occu-

pied itself with matters essential to the salvation ot

the country, and the war would consequently have

been ended long ago. Its first step would have been

to accept the fact that the seceded States have re-

duced themselves to Territories. But instead of tak-

ing this decisive step, it has embarrassed itself all the

way with the nonsensical idea that a State cannot

cease to be a State, and cannot forfeit any of its rights

as a State—an idea quite as nonsensical as that he

who by his crimes has sunk the citizen, in the culprit,

cannot lose his citizenship. It is by means of this

absurd notion that the rights of a State cannot by
any possibility be lost, that the pro-slavery politicians

have been enabled to awaken and maintain, all over

the North, a lively regard for the rights of tho rebels.

It is by means of it that a bill is before Congress to

empower the provisional governments in the seceded

States virtually to recunct the old State laws for sla-

very ; or, in other words, to reestablish slavery in

those StateB by the national authority. And if it is

so that a State cannot lose any of her State rights,

why should Gov. Stanly be censured for his desire to

see all the laws of North Carolina enforced? How
lonstrous is the doctrine that a State, after having

seceded, still preserves its rights in the Constitution !

The Constitution was not made for the advantage of

its enemies, but solely for the advantage of its friends.

It was made to help those who honor it, and not those

who trample upon it—those who cling to it, and not

those who throw it away. In using the Constitution,

especially in time of war, the only question should

be—how can it be used most effectively for its friends,

and most effectively against its foes? The Constitu-

tion, like Fort Sumter, was made by and for the na-

tion. And no more absurd would it have been to

consent that the fort should be used for the benefit of

the enemies of the nation than it is to consent that

the Constitution shall be.

From the breaking out of the rebellion until the

present time, nothing has contributed so much to ren-

der the salvation of our country hopeless as this huge

fallacy that State rights cannot be forfeited. I admit

that the people of Georgia cannot take her land and

water out of the nation. But they can annihilate her

State relations, and they have annihilated them. Any
State whose officers refuse to take the qualifying oath

to support the Federal Constitution is no longer en-

titled to the rights of a State, but has thereby become

a Territory. More emphatically true is this where

the refusal is with the positive approbation of her peo-

ple. Suppose Colorado to apply for admittance into

our union of States, and to be admitted ; and suppose

that immediately afterward she regrets the step, and

refuses to perfect her State organization. Is she a

State after such refusal? Certainly not. She has re-

lapsed into a Territory. And what else could Bhe

have been had she completed her organization, and

then flung it up ? Georgia flung up hers. It is true

that she afterward organized herself into a State ; but

not into a State of this Union any more than if she had

expressly organized herself into a constituent State of

Mexico. Moreover, the seceded States being now but

Territories of the nation, and her Territories being

under her exclusive jurisdiction, and Freedom instead

of Slavery being the law of that jurisdiction, it follows

that if there ever was any legal slavery in those

States, there is none there now. The recognition of

these obvious truths, and the stern refusal of Congress

to re-admit any of the seceded States until all probabil-

ity of their reestablishing slavery has passed away,

will quickly end both the war and slavery. And, by
the way, the delay in re-admitting them need not be

long. A very brief taste of liberty will suffice to

cure the people of those States of all desire to recall

slavery. Reason teaches and history proves that no

people, who have tried the better workings of liberty,

are disposed to reestablish slavery.

That members of Congress can be putting Constitu-

tional obstacles in the way of the most effective pro-

secution of the war, is proof of their lack of earnestness

in prosecuting it. But that they can torture the Con-

stitutional prohibition of Attainder into oue of these

obstacles, is proof not only of this lack of earnestness,

but of great disingenuousness or great folly. How
amazing that this prohibition should be construed into

a prohibition to take away from an armed enemy of

his country all his rights of property ! It is true that

Congress has not the power to attaint or corrupt the

blood of his children, and to incapacitate for inheriting

or transmitting; and this, by the way, is substantially

the only restriction which the Constitution imposes at

this point on Congress. But to say that the rights of

his children, or ofany other persons, stand Constitution-

ally in the way of stripping him of all his property

within the limits of the country, including, of course,

the absolute and unending right to the lands of which

he is seized in fee simple, is to pour contempt upon

the Constitution, its framers and adopters. What an

absurd ity,thatyou may take from this armed enemy his

life, but not all his property, and rights of property!

I say nothing here of the power of the courts in cases

of treason. It is the power of Congress of which we
are treating; or, if you please, of the President also.

It is the war-power—to be exercised summarily and

sweepingly. It will be time enough to look into the

slow and restricted processes of the courts when the

war shall be over. The belligerent or war-power is

the power to be.wielded now : the municipal or peace

power when peace shall have come.

Ere leaving this question of attainder, we must not

forget that the same Constitution which forbids the

nation's passing a bill of attainder forbids a State's

doing so. Hence, for a State to doom offspring to sla-

very is to violate the Constitution. For this is to pass

the most abominable bill of attainder, and to attaint

and corrupt the blood most emphatically as well as

most cruelly. How much truer, then, to the Consti-

tution, as well as to God and man, had Congress been,

had it, instead of pleading the prohibition of attainder

in behalf of the slaveholder, plead it in behalf of the

slave !—and then followed up the plea with a Resolu-

tion advising the federal courts to recognize no bill of

attainder, and consequently to recognize no law for

slavery !

Congress professes a strong desire to save the coun-

try—but complains that its way is hedged up by the

Constitution. "Where there's a will, there's away."
Congress lacks not a way to save the country, but a

will. The will to save it at alt hazards would quickly

clear the way of all Constitutional obstructions and
scruples, and of all questions of right.

I spoke of Compensation, Colonization, and Confis-

cation. I do not object to Compensation, provided it

means nothing more than the North's sharing with the

South in the present loss from emancipation. I have

always held that the maxim, " Honor among thieves,"

requires such sharing, the North being clearly particeps

criminis in the case. And I have never held that the

slaveholder is entitled to compensation, if compensa-

tion it can be properly called, on any other ground

than this. I said that I do not object to compensa-

tion. But as Government confessedly in time of war

has power to emancipate, it should concern itself with

emancipation before it concerns itself with compensa-

tion. Let not justice to the slave hinge upon any
money or economic question. Let neither his wrong*
nor our guilt be allowed to accumulate a moment longer.

The claim of the oppressor must not be as much as

entertained ere that of the oppressed is satisfied
; and

this we would all readily acknowledge, had we all

repented of our crimes against the oppressed.

Nor do I object to all Colonization ; certainly not to

that in which the subjects are free, and the promoters

inspired by benevolence. But a colonization in which
the subjects are not free, and which is promoted in the

spirit of prejudice against race, my soul abhors. I

addj that to condition emancipation on colonization, or

on anything else, is a very great crime.

And now to Confiscation. I expect no great amount
of good from the present or from any future laws of

confiscation. I do not deny that there arc wise men,
who in the spirit of moderation call for confiscating

laws. But I have no more sympathy with the vindic-

tive spirit which calls for such laws, than I have with

that srjirit in its call for hanging the chief rebels. As
no hanging will be necessary, so there should be no
hanging. Nor, should we finally conquer, will an ex-

tensive confiscation be necessary. The large landed

estates of the rebels should certainly be broken up.

The remedy for our national ruin is no more in con-

fiscation than in compensation or colonization. It is

alone in repentance and " fruits meet for repentance."

First among those fruits, both in the order of time and
importance, is the duty of recognizing the seceded

States no longer as States, but only as Territories.

The Government is not to reduce them to Territories.

It is simply to recognize their suicide, and their boII-

reduetion to the territorial condition. Along with this

recognition will be that of their having with their own
hands put an end to nil possible legal slavery within

their limits. The abolition of slavery in the Bonier

States would of course bo a speedy and certain conse-

quence.

Shivery having passed away, the evil dispositions

which it generated at the South will also pass

away—not rapidly, however—until the South shall

see the Northern people repenting of their part in up-

holding slavery, and of their part (by means of such
upholding) in bringing on the rebellion. I repeat,

that it is by repentance only that the ruined nation

can be restored. By that, and that only, can the

North and the South be brought together in our day
into a homogeneous and happy people. The magna-
nimity and the love in our bearing toward the South,

which will come of our repentance, will win the South
to us as surely as would the harsh measures of an im-

penitent and vindictive spirit repel her from us. I

said that our nation may get rid of slavery, and yet be

unsaved, because yet impenitent. Thus far, if we ex-

cept the Old School Presbyterian Assembly, which
does so strikingly verify the words, " the last shall

be first," there are scarcely any signs of her repen-

tance. With this exception, no ecclesiastical party,

and, without exception, no political party is heard to

exclaim, " We are verily guilty concerning our

brother." And even now, when the necessities and
laws of war have put slavery at the unqualified and

entire disposal of the Government, the Government
hesitates, and the people hesitate, and guiltless millions

are left to pine in their prison-house.

I would not underrate the criminality of the South.

It is exceedingly great. But so is ours. She rebelled

against a Government which had always been very

indulgent toward her. We, however, as well as she,

are responsible for the rebellion, because we as well

aB she are tesponsible for slavery. And this infernal

rebellion, like the infernal crimes against Kansas a

few years ago, is but another outbreaking of infernal

slavery. I admit that the South carries on the war
with great barbarity. But it is slavery which made
her so barbarous, and hence it is not for us, her fel-

low-upholders of slavery, to taunt her with it, or make
any complaint of it. For us, who stiil sanction the traf-

fic in living human boneB, to make such ado about

her converting dead human bones into trinkets, is ri-

diculous affectation and disgusting hypocrisy. Do
with my dead bones what you will, only treat them
well while there is life in them.

It is in the light of our common responsibility with

the South for this rebellion, and the causes of it, that

I cannot respond to the whole of the popular war-cry,

" Indemnity for the past, and security for the
future." Security for the future I would insist on

;

and that, as I have said, can be gained through our

repentance. But as to indemnity for the past, I deny
that the North is more entitled to it at the hands of

the South than the South is at the hands of the North.

The simple truth is, that for half a century the North

and the South have been wronging and ruining

each other by countenancing and encouraging each

other In their common crime against humanity ; and

hence all claim of the one upon the other for indemni-

ty for the past is impudent and absurd.

I repeat it, that nothing short of repentance can

save the nation. No wonder that the Prophets and

the Baptist and Jesus preached repentance as the great

remedy. Profoundly wise were they in doing so. Its

power is not exhausted on those who are exercised by

it. Besides that, it lifts them up into a nobler charac-

ter, and into the region of a better and nobler life, it

begets forgiveness in the offended ; and they are hard-

ly less profited by their forgiveness than the offenders

are by their repentance. Moreover, repentance begets

repentance. The repentance of others calls loudly and

persuasively on us to repent. Let the South see us

sorrowing penitentially over the oppression of the

black man, and she will not only forgive us, but she

will sorrow penitently with ua.

It may be true that the North will be able to pro-

tect herself by means of victories over the South.

It may be true that the nation will again become nom-
inally one nation. It has been only such for the last

thirty or forty years. But the nation can be saved

and become really one only by conquering the South

through the heart of theSouth. It is true that slavery

will soon cease. But unless it shall cease through

penitence, and through pity and love for the black

man, the nation will continue to be two nationB in

spirit. Moreover, Southern fanaticism, hatred and

desperation, and the diseases of the Southern climate,

and various other causes, including possibly European

intervention, will but too probably have the effect to

keep the nation, for a long time, torn asunder outward-

ly as well as inwardly. And in this connection we are

to remember how mightily the Democratic party at

the North is contributing to this effect. That party

—

its patriotic members having left it, and identified

themselves with the cause of their country—is as des-

perate and dangerous a party as the world has ever

seen. It knows it can have no power when slavery

is gone ; and hence it is at work not to save the coun-

try, but to save slavery. It knows that its own life is

the life of slavery ; and hence it dreads the death of

slavery as it dreads its own death. And we are not

to forget that the North has been so long and so exten-

sively debauched by slavery as to make it but too

probable that very many, who had never been enspll-

ed in that party, will now welcome its pro-slavery pol-

icy, and become its members.

Perhaps it is too late for even our penitent delive-

rance of the slave to restore the ruined nation. Per-

haps the American people may repent, and be blessed

in their repentance, and yet not be able to re-establish

their nation. Perhaps the Divine justice—the justice

of Him in whose name and by whose authority Pres-

ident and Congress and People should long ago have

insisted on the immediate and unconditional abolition

of slavery
;
perhaps, I say, this justice cannot now' be

satisfied by even the penitent deliverance of the slave.

Perhaps, in addition to this, the nation must remain

broken up—aye, and remain so forever. If it must,

let the penalty for the enormous transgression be ac-

cepted unmnrmuringly. And let there be this con-

solation—that the permanent sundering of the super-

latively guilty nation will sound out to all nations,

present and to come, the loudest warning ever sound-

ed out against oppressing the poor. "For the op-

pression of the poor " God wilt arise. Sooner or

later, he will avenge them. Rivers of human blood,

and thousands of millions of wasted treasure, are now
proving that he does avenge them.

tenancc by American religion ; and since the existence

and toleration of this sin are the true cause of the judg-

ments now abroad in the land, the source and centre

from which flow the darkening floods of calamity, sor-

row, bitterness, and civil war,—the abolition of sla-

very in the District of Columbia, viewed simply as a

feeble expression of national repentance, and an im-

plied disposition to cease to do evil and learn to do

well, to break the bands of wickedness and lo let the

oppressed go free, and to place the nation in harmony

with the spirit of eternal justice, is an act immeasura-

bly more important and more sublime than all the

victories yet won on hind or sea by the loyal forces.

Resolved, That the work initiated by the Aet of

Emancipation for the DistricI of Columbia will not be

complete, and the peace of the country will find no

permanent foundation, until the whole land shall be,

like the District of Columbia, free alike from slave-

holders and slaves, tyrants and vassals, and shall be-

come in reality, as well as in profession, a free coun-

try, where all men, of whatever color or clime, shall

be secure in his title to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness.

Resolved, That the statesman of to-day, who shall

undertake to reconstruct the Union on the basis of

compromise with the slaveholding traitors, or upon

any basis short of the natural one of freedom, will

undertake to do what Washington, Jefferson, Adams
and Hamilton attempted in vain, and what Webster,

Clay and Benton in vain endeavored to perpetuate.

Resolved, That as no good word or work is ever

lost; as all truth is related, and can never be sepa

rated; as revolutions never go backward; as the per-

formance of any high and noble deed prepares the in-

dividual or the nation for the performance of deeds

more high and noble; we may wisely value the

abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, not

merely as a single measure standing alone, but as a

link in the golden chain of events, whereof itself is

the least. It is not the end of the beginning, but the

beginning of the end. During the last twenty years,

slavery, to be safe anywhere, required to be safe

everywhere, — and to destroy it anywhere is in a
measure to destroy it everywhere. A single leak

sends the ship to the bottom.

Resolved, That white acknowledging our obliga-

tions to all members of the Senate and the House of

Representatives, who voted for the freedom of our

brothers and sisters in the District, and to President

Lincoln, who signed the Act of Emancipation, we
would especially remember most gratefully Hons.

Henry Wilson and CharleB Sumner. The first aB in-

augurating the abolition measure, and the last for

giving the death-blow to the opposition.

Resolved, That, notwithstanding we have cause to,

and do eulogize men, and applaud their acts, in re-

spect to the abolition of slavery in the District of

Columbia and elsewhere, still we see and acknowledge

God to be all in all, to whom be praise and honor, for-

ever and ever—Amen !

EMANCIPATION IN THE DISTRICT OF
COLUMBIA.

A large and enthusiastic meeting of the colored

citizens of Rochester was recently held in Zion's

Church, to give expression to their views and feelings

in regard lo the recent act of the Federal Govern-

ment in abolishing slavery in the District of Colum-

bia.

Mr. James Sharp was called to the Chair, and Mr.

Lewis II. Douglass was chosen Secretary.

The following comprehensive and spirited resolu-

tions were offered, and after animated discussion, in

which Messrs. Taylor, Perry, and Frederick Douglass

participated, they were unanimously adopted as the

sense of the meeting :

—

Resolved, That in common with the long enslaved

and deeply injured colored people of the District of

Columbia, now happily liberated from their cruel and

unjust bondage, and rejoicing in their newly acquired

liberty, the birthright of every human being; and in

common with the friends of justice and liberty the

world over, we who are now assembled in Zion Meth-

odist Church, Rochester, duly recognize and appre-

ciate the importance and significance of the recent

Act of Emancipation by Congress, and hail with un-

affected and irrepressible joy, gratitude and praise, the

great and glorious fact, that the National Capital, the

seat of Government of the United States, no longer

gives tho lie to the Declaration of American Inde-

pendence, and has at last ceased to be the foul and

loathsome habitation of the dealers in slaves and the

souls of men, and that, the Boil of the District of

Columbia has been purified and consecrated forever

to free labor, free speech nnd free men.

Resolved, That since greater is he who rulolh his

own spirit than he that takelh ;i cily ; since righteous-

ness alone can exalt a nation, and transgression is a

reproach to any people; since, beyond all question,

slavery is the great characteristic sin of America,

sustained by the Government, and kept in coun-

Gen. Rosseau on Slavery. At a banquet given
to Gen. Lovell H. Rosseau, of Kentucky, at Louisville,

a few days since, the General declared that if the war
continued a year longer, there would not be a slave on
this continent. He said that the rebels were bringing

about thiB result by persisting in falsely representing
that the war is carried on for the abolition of slavery,

and allowing the negro to biind their eyes to all the

blessings of our government. The General did not
hesitate to say that when it came to be a question be-

tween the preservation of slavery and the preserva-

tion of the government, he would strike down slavery,

remarking :

—

" Slavery is not worth our government. Slavery is

not worth our liberty. It is not worth all the preciouB

blood now being poured out for freedom. It is not
worth the free navigation of the Mississippi river.

" I am for the government of our fathers against all

things and everybody. While the liberties of the peo-

ple are secure under it, as they ever have been, I would
allow nothing but death to prevent my upholding it.

I am ready for the responsibility. A Southern man
as I am, born and brought up in the South, with all

my sympathies with the South, I could not hesitate

one moment when the issue is presented between the

negro and the government of our fathers. I am for

the government of the United States against all its

2^= Extract from a letter of a gentleman who for

thirty years has done business in the South, and was
one of the most zealous in his convictions concerning
slavery. Hear him :

—

" I cannot close without expressing to you my deep
and earnest approval of your wish that the war should
not end until slavery be completely annihilated. If

there is a single person in my native North who is

more ultra pro-slavery than I have been for the last

thirty years, he would be a curiosity to look at; and
yet, will you believe it, the only fault that I have been
at all disposed to find with Northern treatment of sla-

very,

—

the cause of this atrocious rebellion,—is that you
have been and are too mild and lenient in your oppo-

sition to this national wickedness. I pity from the

bottom of my heart the man who has not been cured
of all sympathy with negro slavery, by the national

calamities it has brought upon us. I am an earnest

advocate of the most stringent measures in relation to

the cause of our present troubles. We may (and shall)

conquer the South ; but we shall never conquer a

peace, until the cause of this war is completely removed.
It is of no use to cut off a few of the leaves of the

deadly Upas tree. It must be plucked up by the

roots."

ANec.ro Patriot. The shores of the James river,

from Drury's Bluff to City Point, are lined with rifle-

pits, which the rebels are rilling with marksmen as fast

as completed, so fatal to their cause do they deem the
landing of troops under cover of our gunboats on the

south bank of the James river. On Saturday last, the
rebels all along the line of pits opened for target prac-

tice on our gunboats, firiug volley after volley with all

the success they could hope for, the balls rolling off the
iron sides of our vessels like hail against window panes.
A brave colored man, who had often requested permis-
sion to go into the maintop lookout to make observa-

tions, discovered a position occupied hy the enemy in

considerable force, and reported the fact to the Cap-
tain of his vessel, the United States sloop-of-war YVa-

chusett. Tlie fleet moved up, and shelled the place
where the rebels were encamped, scattering them in

every direction. The man in the maintop lookout, the
colored seaman above alluded to, made no further re-

port, and upon another man going aloft, he was found
dead at his post, pierced by a score of rifle-bullets.

"Them 'Pesky Niggers." Surgeons and others
returning from White House (on the line of march of

the Army of the Potomac) report that the negroes all

along the route have been of the greatest assistance to

our helpless wounded men. They constantly bring in

supplies from their huts ; they aid the surgeons in at-

tending upon them ; and by their unceasing readiness

and kindness, do a great deal to ameliorate the suffer-

ings of our soldiers.

i33^
="Very truthfully remarks the New York Tri-

bune:—"If our troops escape an ambuscade or sur-

prise, it is almost uniformly through the timely warn-
ing of a 'contraband.' If they surprise the enemy,
or take him at a disadvantage, the cause of their suc-

cess is the same. Our brave soldiers have irradiated

this whole contest with prodigies of valor, yet the
two most desperate and gallant achievements of the
war are those of the negro who recaptured a vessel

taken by a confederate cruiser, killing the prize crew
;

and the running of the steamboat Planter out of
Charleston harbor by the negro, Robert Small."

JKJf" Tho Adjutant General of the Confederate
States publishes a general order from the rebel War
Department directing recruiting officers, duly accredi-

ted, to draft every white or mulatto male found
throughout the South who is able to bear arms, and
who is between the ages of 20 and 66 years, whether
such persons may have obtained substitutes for them-
selves or not. and wilful evasion of this order is to be
severely punished.

'I'm: Confiscation Bill.—Manassas, Friday, >Tim
20, 18u2. The Confiscation act. passed by the House
of Representatives, meets with the hearty approval of

the OmOers and soldiers concentrated at this point.

Democrats, as well as Republicans, are in favor of the
most radical moans, and nil they fear is, thai Congress
will treat the Rebel BOOUndreta too leniently, instead
of being behind, as it lias been charged, they are in

advance of the average sentiment in Washington.
The Shenandoah campaign lias converted the most
conservative into the most radical. Indeed, :\ few
more such marches would make Gurrisonian Aholi-

tionists of the army of the Rappahannock.— C'orre-

sptmilence. t>f the New York Tribune.

BltOH NSON'B Kkvikw. The Roman Catholic Itish-

op of Virginia has issued an ukase Ratios! O, A.
llrowuson's Heview. declaring that it is no reliable

exponent Of Catholic doctrines and principles; and
he also directs that no article from the Review ha DC
tiecd hereafter by the HemUi and WstTh , [tin official

organ of the Bishop.)— /'.'iwiyWisf,
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"Proclaim Liberty throughout all the laud, to all

the inhabitants thereof."

"Hay this down as the law of nations. I say that mil-

' itary authority takes, for the time, tho place of all munio-

(

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST;'
and that, under that stato of things, so far from its being

true that the States where slavery exists have tho exclusive

management of the subject, not only the President or

the United States, but tho Commander of the Armt,

HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. *

. . From the instant

that tho glaveholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant tho war powers

of Congress extend to interference with the institution of

slavery, in kverv way in which it can bb interfered

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign powor. , . . It is a war power. I say it is a war
' power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

;

it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

,
has power to carry on the war, and must carry jt on, ac-

[
cording: to the laws of war ; and by tho laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes thbj

place op them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies hare power to cms*-
: cipate all tho slaves in tbe invaded territory."—J. Q. A dam.
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GOV. STANLEY'S SPEECH.

On the 17th itlt, Governor Stanley spoke at

Washington, N. C, at a Union meeting, in which

seventeen counties were represented. The speech

was also heard by a large number of soldiers, and

the Newbern Progress says that by the army and by

North Carolinians it was received with great satis-

faction. In the course of it, Gov. Stanley said :

—

"You say your slaves are all to be emancipated.

What course has the Federal Government pursued

thus far in regard to your slaves ? When Fremont,

Hunter and Phelps issued their proclamations of

emancipation, did not the President revoke them

all ? Has he not adhered strictly to the Constitu-

tion and laws of the country ? Does he not insist

that all the States shall be protected in all their

rights ? Much is said about the slaves coming into

the Federal lines, and many complaints are made
because they are not promptly given up. Are they

not in the Confederate lines, and are they not used

to build fortifications, and do tbe work of rebels, and

in many instances used to man rebel guns, and fight

against" the Union ? The Federal army can't make
a business of catching negroes, and delivering them

up. They have come here to put down treason, and

a war which the rebels inaugurated. If this war

continues, look at the consequences ! see what has al-

ready taken place ! see what must follow I In New-
bern there are nearly 5,000 slaves: they are here,

more continue to come. Should the war continue,

and the Federal army be obliged to advance into the

interior, then will the consequences be upon your

own heads. Then youT institutions, and everything

you have and own, will necessarily be in peril. Give

back the forts, arsenals, navy yards, and all the prop-

erty you have seized from the government, lay down
your arms, send your commissioners to Washington,

and in thirty days you can be back into the Union.

The Union must be preserved, though all the institu-

tions in the South should be perilled, and all her

property of every kind devastated. This Union and

government is worth more than all the property of

the South, and the lives of all the rebels. Much has

been said about the negro schools in Newbern.

When I came, I found them there established by Mr.

Colyer. *He came to me, and asked my opinion.
_
I

gave it to him, and told him that I thought it was in-

judicious at this time, that it would look as though I

intended to disregard the laws of the State, which

would destroy all my influence, and make me a very

unwelcome visitor to the people of North Carolina.

I treated the gentleman kindly, made no threats to

him, nor did I'give him any advice or instructions.

I have been misrepresented in this whole matter,

which has unnecessarily engendered a bad feeling.

I come with the olive-branch, and stand, for the time

being, between you and the powerful armies of the

Republic, whose onward march will sweep you u

der, and necessarily destroy your institutions when
brought in contact with the opposing forces. Soon

it will be too late for you to accept of my honorable

terms. Then events must be left to the harsh ;

cruel necessities of the justice which is vindicated

.by the sword. After Hunter's proclamation, I called

on President Lincoln, and told him that if a sweep-

ing emancipation was the policy of the Administra-

tion, I could not go to North Carolina. He assured

me that it was not, and that the Administration had

no such power. I believe he is sincere in all he says,

and that it is not his desire to distress unnecessarily

any State, or deprive her of any of her Constitu-

tional rights. Such is Mr. Lincoln, whom you have

regarded with so much terror, and denounced so bit-

terly. He stands by the Constitution, unmoved, and

I do not believe it is in the power of any human be-

ing or party to turn him either to the right or left."

Sumter to the 4th of July, 1862, a period of fif- , rect interest in, or association with, the institution of

slavery. All humane persons—all who believe in

the Declaration of Independence—all who believe in

pure Christianity—are, in their hearts, Abolition-

ists. That is, they wish there were some safe and

proper way for freedom to come to every human be-

ing. We'all go as far as this, but those who are

technically known as Abolitionists go further. They
believe it to be their duty to agitate for the imme-

diate abolition of slavery. They have, in limited

numbers, cursed the Constitution. Some of them

have been willing to see the country divided, rather

than see the free States saddled with any responsi-

bility for slavery. But these men have been few

and powerless. Their zeal has outrun their discre-

tion, and their indiscretion has destroyed their in-

fluence; but their original impulses were good, and

they have only loved the nigger " not wisely but too

well." But where are the Abolitionists to-day ?

Almost all of them are supporting the government,

while Secession, torn of slaverv, is demonstrating

the devilish spirit cf that institution to be precisely

what they have always represented it to be.

The Abolitionists will bear us witness that we
have been far enough from sympathizing in their pe-

culiar schemes, or their mode of speech and opera-

tion ; but we beg leave to say, that we can hear no
coupling of the names of Secessionists and Abolition^

ists, as men who are equally guilty in the eye of na-

tional justice, and equally responsible for the evils of

the present war, without anger. Such an associa-

tion of names, which are intended to be disgraceful

epithets, is a mean and cowardly act, no matter who
performs it. The attempt to shift the responsibility

of this war, with all its burden of blood and crime

and misery upon Abolitionists, is an outrage upon
the plainest historical truth, established by the volun-

tary boasts and confessions of the Secessionists them-

selves. The army which is engaged in lighting the

battles of the country, and pouring out its blood like

water, is more than half abolitionized to-day, by
what it has learned of slavery during the war. Are
these brave and self-sacrificing soldiers to be classed

with Secessionists? President Lincoln and his en-

tire Cabinet would rejoice in the emancipation

of the slaves, and propose it. Are they to be

classed with Secessionists ? Out upon such non-

sense ! The only real enemies of the govern-

ment are Secessionists, and there are none, North

or South, who deserve classification with them, ex-

cept those who try to lift the responsibility of the

war from their shoulders, or those who, finding it un
safe to be indecent, take their revenge by abusin-

decent people.

—

Springfield Repmblican.

teen or sixteen months. What are they to be

now ? They say that they have lost confidence

in the President. One man, speaking in a Boston

meeting the other day, said he always .discouraged

enlistments, and he would fight for Jeff. Davis

if he would emancipate the slaves. He was
approved by his fellows in this remark. Another

curses the Administration with the most bitter de-

nunciation. The New York and Western radical

papers begin to denounce Mr. Lincoln as weak, and

declare that they have lost confidence in' him.

Governor Andrew remains cold on the subject of

recruits, and Massachusetts is held back by the

recent repressing influences of the radicals. Sena-

tor Dixon, of Connecticut, rushes home to encour-

age enlistments, and call his constituents to the

field. Charles Sumner sits in Congress, watch-

ing lest a bill pass relating to some subject

without a negro in it, and moving negro amend-

ments to everything malapropos or otherwise, with-

out reason or common sense. Senator Chandler

boldly thrusts himself forward, and demands that the

nation shall make an issue between the President

and General McClellan, and turn out of office one

or the other.

In short, the entire force of radicalism, from the

lowest grades of Massachusetts abolitionism to the

most dangerous, because office-holding, ranks of the

leaders at Washington, now holds itself aloof from

the cause of the Union, and unless the President

joins their ranks, will demand, what they have long

striven for, "the ruin of the American Church and

Union."

—

N. Y. Journal of Commerce.

DOWN WITH ABOLITIONISM.

Down with Abolitionism ! Let this be the motto

of the truly loyal and conservative men of the North

and West, until the monster is not only crushed, but

killed. It was scotched at the spring elections—let

us finish the job in the fall.

Down with the abolitionists, and down with the

men and presses who directly or indirectly endorse

and sustain them 1

They must go down, or the country will go down.

Tbey must go down, or the Constitution will go

down.
They must go down, or the rights and liberties of

the people will go down.

They must go down, or the interests of the work-

ing men will go down.
They must go down, or the wltile race will go

down.
There is no longer use in temporizing on the part

ofconservative men. The radicals—led by Sumner,

Wade, Wilson, et al.—have been and are as bitter

enemies of the Union as the Secessionists in the

South. They prosecute the war solely that aboli-

tionism may be successful. Every day but furnishes

additional evidence of their designs.

Voters, if you desire the restoration of the Union,

the maintenance of the Constitution, and the pre-

servation of your own liberties—if you love your

race better than you do the negro—if you have any

regard for the interest of the laboring classes in

your midst—if you believe that this government was

framed by white men for the benefit of the white

race—strike as one man to drive from place and

power the arch-abolition agitators who have labored

to bring the country to its present perilous position

—who have for years scorned the Union, trampled

upon the Constitution, and violated the laws of the

land. Let your watchword be, " Down with aboli-

tionism !
"

—

Dayton Empire.

$t\tti\ttu%*

THE FAILURE OF RADICALISM, AND THE
DUTY OF THE PATRIOT.

A glance over the radical forces, as they now
show themselves, is eminently instructive. We
publish elsewhere the remarks of Wendell Phillips,

who is the recognized organ of the faction, of which

the New York radical newspapers, to whom he al-

ludes, are distinguished adherents. Since the re-

ception of Mr. Phillips with such distinguished at-

tention on the floor of the Senate Chamber, by the

Vice-President, and in view of the perfect accord

which exists between him and such politicians as

Governor Andrew, and of the further fact, that the

highest commendations are bestowed on him by the

New York radical press, and that he is never found

to have given occasion to them for criticism or re-

buke, however treasonable in tone may be his re-

marks, the country is fully justified in regarding him

as the recognized exponent of the radical party.

If in the disloyal and disgraceful sentiments which

pervade this sermon, delivered last week in a Bos-

ton mosque, or meeting-house, or public hall, (it

surely was not in a Christian church,) we found the

abolitionist orator uttering sentiments which are not

consonant with those elsewhere expressed by his po-

litical associates, we might doubt their importance

•and give them to the winds, as unworthy of serious

attention. But, alas ! we have had too long experi-

ence in this matter. When, in former years, con-

servative men exposed the plans of Boston abolition-

ists, and corabatted their attacks on Union and Con-

stitution, they were told that the game was too small

;

that they were only a noisy set of fanatics, of little

influence, of no account, whom it was useless to no-

tice. But, to the shame of American character be

it spoken, that set of noisy enemies of the Union be-

came worth purchasing, at their own price, by a po-

litical party who wanted their votes, and they sold

themselves at the price demanded, and the nation

is paying the price to-day. Had those men been

transported from the shores of the nation they dis-

graced and helped to ruin, wc might have had

peace. We cannot ignore them now, nor shut our

eyes to their threats. Besides all this, what Wen-
dell Phillips and his Boston abolition party may do

and say, will be approved by Governor Andrew,

will be commended by Senator Sumner, will be
"

dorsed by the New York and other radical news-

papers, and will be pressed on the country with rad-

ical vehemence, Then the wreck of the Republi-

can party, now in alliance with the Albany octago-

nal Union party in this State, will be compelled to

purchase the abolition vote again at whatever price

is demanded, and there will be demagogues and of-

fice-seekers to go for paying the price, which as be-

fore will be paid at the expense of the country.

What price will the abolitionists demand for their

votes this fall ? The question is important. The

speech of Phillips gives a fair idea of it. The price

demanded will be the dissolution of the Union. Let

no one be startled. The abolilionisls are no Union

lovers. They have professed to be Unionist*, be-

cause they saw-in the war a possibility tint they

might wreak a long-cherished desire of vengeance on

tli.-. slaveholding citizen. They were conditional

Unionists, as Phillips tells us, from the fall of

"ABOLITIONISTS AND SECESSIONISTS."

There is a sort of one-horse loyalty which at-

tempts to sweeten the bitter task of condemning
treason, by classifying Secessionists with Abolition-

ists, as equally enemies of the government. There

is a class of politicians who have been cniraged for

years in abusing Abolitionists as the enemies of the

Union. All at once, they find their old associates

turned traitors, and learn that they have been made
the tools of the only men in the country who had

any designs against the government. What to do?
How to get out of their most uncomfortable and
mortifying predicament ? They cannot give up
their pet notion, that the Abolitionists are very black

traitors, for they learned that of the Southern trai-

tors, who were the only truly "national men," only

a year or two ago. It is not safe for them any long-

er to uphold the Southern traitors. It might put

them behind grated windows, or bring them to a con-

sciousness of living in, a very dangerous neighbor-

hood. So they insist that if they are obliged to

abuse their good friends, the rebels, the Abolitionists

shall be yoked with them, and go to infamy in their

company.
There are others, however, who take up the cry

less intelligently and less malignantly. They are

men who are very honestly and very reasonably

afraid of extremists of every class. A Secessionist

is an extremist. An Abolitionist is an extremist.

They therefore see no special injustice in bringing

both into the same classification, and join in the cry

of tbe sympathizers with treason against Secession-

ists and Abolitionists together. Are they either wise

or fair ? We think not.

What is a Secessionist? He is a man who be-

lieves that the United States government has no
rights which a single State is bound to respect—one

who believes that Stato rights override United States

rights—who believes that at any moment when she

chooses, any State can secede from and break up

the United States government. lie not only be-

lieves it, but he practices according to his belief.

He is, moreover, an advocate of human slavery,

and a holder of slaves, and he secedes from the

Union for the simple purpose of benefitting his pet

institution, lie is a man who not only hates the

Union, but he hates all who love it; and not only

hates them, but approves of, or engages in, schemes

for robbing and murdering them. The genuine Se-

cessionist is an enemy to his country, an oppressor of

the poor and the helpless, and a foe to every thing

which we hold most sacred in our free American
civilization. He it is who has taken the responsibil-

ity of this war. He knew his interests were in no

danger. He knew the government never had op-

pressed him. He knew that the present Administra-

tion had no intention to injure him or his favorite

institution. He struck wantonly for power, and the

murder of a hundred thousand men, the bereave-

ment of a million others, the impoverishment of half

a nation, and the utter ruin of the other half, lie at

his door.

Now, what is an Abolitionist ? Literally and
briefly, he is a man who advocates, and labors for,

the aooKtidn of human slavery in this country. In

one sense, every decent man is an Abolitionist, pro*

vided he lias been bred in a region where his judg-

ment and conscience have not been corrupted by tli-

IS NEGRO-HATE AN ANGLO-SAXON IN-

STINCT ?

BY nORACE GREELEY.

The .people of Illinois have recently voted on a

new Constitution framed for them by a Convention

largely Democratic, which was held at Springfield

last winter. The Constitution itself was voted

down by a considerable majority ; so was a special

provision' stringently interdicting future Banks of

Issue ; so was a proposed Apportionment of the

State for the choice of Members of Congress under

the new apportionment ; while two provisions, like-

wise separately submitted, 1. inhibiting negroes

from voting or holding office,' 2. forbidding their fu-

ture migration into the State, were ratified by large

majorities. These proscriptions arc substantially such

as were already a part of the public law of Illinois

but that which forbids colored immigration has nev-

er been much regarded, whether by Blacks or

Whites. Blacks have from time to time quietly en-

tered the State, and settled there in large numbers,

and are living there to-day unmolested, as the bet-

ter portion of them, with many more recent immi-

grants, probably will be twenty years hence. As
many good people regard Liquor Prohibition by
statute as an excellent thing, though no one regards

who would prefer to defy it, so many like to evince

and fortify their Democracy by voting a proscription

of negroes, who would never think of descendinj

the practical wickedness and cruelty of hunting

poor Black out of the home of his choice, and into an

exile from which his soul revolted. Still, the fact

that a large majority of the people of Illinois

—

whether impelled by genuine negro-bate, or by po-

litical calculation, or by simple cowardice and want
ofhumanity and principle-—vote thus to proscribe and
repel this most oppressed and down-trodden race, is

a very sad one. The World, semi-Republican in its

tone rather than its professions, while often inclined

to regard political questions from a religious stand-

point, thus dilates upon it

:

why is itI
" It is worthy of note that, in the recent vote on Ne-

gro Suffrage in Illinois, the majorities are heaviest

against equal rights in those counties where most of

them (?) reside. Thus, in the central and lower parts

of the State, the vote is all but unanimous against Suf-

frage, while in the Northern counties, where a negro

is rarely seen, a number of townships voted for negro

Suffrage. Winnebago county, on the Wisconsin line,

gave nearly 3,000 majority for Universal Suffrage,

without distinction of color. The same fact may be
noticed all over the North ; Abolitionism flourishes

only where negroes are scarce and their peculiarities

arc unknown. It may be an unpleasant fact for hu-

manitarians to realize, hut nevertheless it is a fact,

that the recent popular demonstration against shivery

political power is not prompted by any kindly

feeling for the African, or sympathy for his woes. On
the contrary, while the popular current has set stead-

ily in favor of Tree Soil and Free Labor, the prejudice

against and dislike of the negro race have grown with

the growth of the Nation. This stale of feeling may be,

and doubtless is, inhuman and unchristian ; but it ex-

ists, and must be considered and allowed by the states-

men who are hereafter to rule this nation. The An-
glo-Saxon race to which wc belong, in no quarter of

the world tolerates any of the inferior races. They
must submit to be enslaved or perish. Witness the

American Indian, tho negro the aborigines of Austra-

lia and Van Dieman's Land, the New Zeahuidcr, and
the Kaffir. The Hindoo alone, of the inferior races that

have come under the domination of an Anglo-Saxon
power has been preserved from extermination or slav-

ery ; hut the reason for this exception is to be found in

tbe fact that Englishmen were not encouraged to settle

in Ilindostan, or own hind during the continuance of

the power of the East India Company.
" This pride of race has preserved its purity, as the

Anglo-Saxon never tolerates the half-breed or the mu-
latto. Hence, too, the superior value of this groat

people to colonize, The Latin races readily mixed
with the Indian and the negro, and the result has been
what we see in Mexico and South America.

" While this unfortunate colored race occupies tbe

country with us, there will doubtless always be parties

who will sympathize with it, and insist upon equal

rights being accorded to Blacks and Whites alike;

but, as in Illinois*, they wdll be few in number, and
flourish only in those parts of the North where ne-

groes are scarcely known."

Before discussing the above, let us carefully sepa-

rate iis truths from its palpable errors, or bold, base-

less assumptions :

That, whatever votes were cast for Equal Suffrage

should be mainly cast in tho Northern Counties, is

no wise remarkable. Those Counties arc strongly

Republican in politics, while the South is intensely

Democratic. Northern Illinois is almost wholly set-

tled from New England, or by men of New England
stock from New York, Ohio, etc. ; while the South-

ern Counties are largely peopled from Slave States

—Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, etc. But no evi-

dence is given, and I am confident that none exists,

restricting the negro population of Illinois mainly

to her Southern Counties. On the contrary, the

last census shows that many more of them reside in

Cook county (including Chicago) than :

,n any five

Southern or Democratic counties.

Still, there is a partial—only partial—truth in

the statement, that Equal Rights to negroes have

most champions where negroes are least known.
Massachusetts and Rhode Island have many more
Blackinhabitants than Connecticut and New Hamp-
shire; in the former States, negroes are allowed to

vote on the same conditions as Whites; in the lat-.

ter, they are not. New Bedford and Worcester are

widely known as conspicuously Anti-Slavery among
the cities of Massachusetts, and these have more
Black inhabitants proportionally, than almost any
.other cities of the Free States.

The truth which underlies The World's statement

is this: In Northern Illinois, the great majority

vote for a cherished principle-—Equal Justice and
Equal Rights for all ; in the Southern Counties,

they vote against a despised and degraded caste,

which they have known for the most part in a

servile condition. The Poor Whites of the Slave

States have little to be proud of ; and by so much
the greater is their exultation over the fact that

they are not negroes. The baser and more degrad-

ed the White anywhere, the greater is his pride of

caste—his anxiety to have some one else to look

down upon. If he is neither honest, nor sober, nor

intelligent, nor thrifty, nor respected, he is the more
proud of his (technically) white.skin, and tbe more
tenacious of the patent of nobility into which he

construes it. Hence the overwhelming Democracy
and negro-hate of Southern Illinois, and of many
other sections. No intelligent politician need be
told the fact that the most overwhelming votes in

this State in 1860 against Negro Suffrage were
cast at the Five Points, Corlaer's Hook, and other

notorious denS of debauchery, squalor, and crime.

It is partially—only partially true—that " the re-

cent popular demonstration against slavery as a po-

litical power is not prompted by any kindly feeling

toward the African, or sympathy for his woes."

The whole truth imports that this, like all other

great popular movements, is impelled by a variety

of influences and motives; that one man is a Repub-
lican because heroes cherish a kindly feeling for the

Black rylan, and does sympathize with him m view

of his manifold oppressions; while others vote the

same ticket mainly* to keep the wild West uncursed

by servile labor, therefore substantially free from

negroes Others may be impelled to vote the same
ticket by still different considerations; but to deny
that "any kindly feeling toward the African" un-

derlies the Republican movement, is to defy facts

within the range of every one's observation.

But the broad proposition of The World, that this

confessedly inhuman and unchristian " negro-hate,"

which we have found by no means universal here,

is an antipathy that "runs in the blood," is too fla-

grant. " The Anglo-Saxon race," says our con-

temporary, " in no quarter of the world tolerates any
of the inferior races." The writer need look no
further than the British West Indies to be convinc-

ed of his enormous mistake. In Antigua, the Chief-

Justice is (or lately was) a full-blooded negro, who
was a slave less than thirty years ago; he may be
seen holding courts with whites, whom he has known
as slaveholders, on cither hand. The Speaker of

tbe Legislative Assembly of Jamaica is (or recently

was) a man of color. The Mayor of Kingston ditto.

Journalism is not in a palmy state in the British

West Indies; but of such journals as they have, the

best are edited by colored men. And nowhere un-

der the British flag does color work political disa-

bility, or subject to involuntary expatriation.

The Hindoo is but one of many races inhabiting

the great Anglo-Indian Empire, and none ofthem has

been enslaved or has perished under British rule.

In Canada, negroes and aborigines abound, and are

neither enslaved, exiled, nor even proscribed. And
the anti-negro prejudice, which was very rank in

the West Indies under slavery, appears to have
been greatly modified by a generation of freedom.

It would be a truth worthy of congratulation if

the Anglo-Saxon " pride of race" had indeed pre-

served the purity of that race ; but the copper-color-

ed faces to be met in the thoroughfares of all our

cities, but eraphaticalty in those of the slave States,

dispels the fond illusion The concubinage of the

plantations in our slave States is grosser and more
general than that of any other rural Anglo-Saxon
community, while the fact that young quadroon and
octoroon female slaves are habitually and notorious-

ly sold throughout the South at double to quadruple

the prices they would command for any other than

infamous purposes, is one of the most revolting fea-

tures of the shareholding system.

It is hardly probable that, Equal Rights will be
generally accorded to Blacks in our day ; it will be
well if we can secure to this unhappy race a legal

and assured recognition ofany rights at all. But it

is no less the duty of humane and of Christian men
to bear up against the flood-tide of prejudice, hypoc-

risy, mob-courting, and genuine slaveholding hate,

which is perpetually playing upon and stimulating

the spirit of proscription and caste whereof this Illi-

nois vote is a fair exemplification. Years may yet

be required to educate the mass of our people into

that spirit of enlightened humanity and rectitude

which perceives in a wrong done to the humblest, an

injury and a peril to the entire community. Mean-
while, let every true man count it a privilege to bo.

permitted to labor and suffer reproach for that full

and hearty recognition of the Rights of Man as Man,
which shall yet efface the memory of centuries of

oppression and wrong in the full triumph of Repub-
lican justice and Christian love.

State heretofore with their slaves—they will not
come because it won't pay—but we have got to de-

pend on another class, who have prejudices against
the institution of slavery, and who will not come be-
cause it is here. It leaves us standing without any
immigration at all. The institution is nothing but
a shadow. It has been virtually killed by the lead-

ers of the rebellion, and I say it is proper for the
people of the State to devise some plan by which the
immigration of the non-slaveholders can be secured.

1 think it is time that the people of the State should
calmly and deliberately think over the question, and
look at it in a financial and moral point of view,

with reference to their own interests and the inter-

ests of the State. It is with this view that I offer

my substitute.

It not only embodies my views, but I believe the
views of a majority of the people of the State. I

believe it is morally necessary that the slaveholders
should consider the matter at once, because, if this

rebellion is carried on much longer, a blow will be
struck by the general government that will take the

negroes anyhow, I am opposed to that, and I am
opposed to this prejudice which has governed iis for

so many years to such an extent that no man could
speak upon the negro at all without being called an
Abolitionist or a Yankee.

THE COST OE SLAVERY.

If ever we hated slavery, it has been within the

past two days. As we think of the ten or fifteen

thousand men, the flower of the North, all in the

prime of youthful manhood,—killed and wounded,

—

lying in acony or death, disabled by every form of

wound the most vivid imagination can conceive,

crowding all the swamps of the Chickahominy, and
turning their festering wounds to the feverish heat

of a July sun in Virginia—as we think of the suffer-

ings of these men, we hate slavery and its abomina-
tions more than ever.

But the half is not told ; no, nor the tenth. The
loss by disease is alwaj^s greater than the loss by
battle. Within the last ten days, six days have
seen as many battles. But when we think of the
last fifteen months, of Fort Ilenrv, Fort Donelson,
Island No. Ten, Bull's Run, Ball's" Bluff, Yorktown :

when we remember that no division of our army has
ever been without its hospital, no regiment without

its surgeon and assistant surgeon, we believe it will

be found that the list of killed, and of those whom
sickness or wounds will permanently affect, numbers
already over an hundred thousand of northern men,
and that a six months' more conflict, carried through
the hot weather, will add more than another hun-
dred thousand to the list. And all these are from
the North.

An equal number from the South have fallen, if

they have not saved themselves by running away.
Slavery has already barbarized the South, and cost

the nation a quarter of million of men. It has cre-

ated a national debt.of five hundred millions of dol-

lars. It is adding to that amount a million and a

half of dollars every twenty-four hours. It has taken

six hundred thousand men out of the productive

ranks of the North—not less than a million on both
sides—and made them consumers instead ofproducers.
It has changed a pacific nation into a warlike one. It

has diverted every channel of trade throughout the

country, and put a tax on labor for the next half cen-

tury. It has done all this, and would do more. If sla-

very could blot the Northern States out of existence,

and kill off every Yankee, it would do it tomorrow,

Now what the North have a right (o ask is, that

this Institution shall never have the power to do
this a second time. We demand that the slavehold-

ers of 1900 shall never cost our grand-children what
the slaveholders of 1SG0 have made us pay. The
rebellion must be put down, and it will be. The
South must once more become a component part of

national existence. But it must not be a dis-

turbing element. The South must not claim to rule

the North. Freedom must become national, slavery

sectional. And the only redeeming element of our
present difficulties lies in the thought, that every
battle by which slavery prolongs the war is only an
added nail to its own coffin.— Worcester Transcript.

worse. He was perfectly isolated from Pope's army
and from Burnside's, while the Rebels, with superior

tactics, had made masterly combinations of their

forces at a common centre. Worst of all, he sepa-

rated himself from his gunboats, the cooperation of
which was the argument that sent him to the Penin-
sula. One would suppose, that the military mind
which could, after the reflection of a fortnight, de-

tect the fatal error of this inland isolation, might
have seen its absurdity at the outset, and by occupy-

ing the river bank at the first available point below
Fort Darling, moved forward with the gunboats act-

ing as a left wing, and, in themselves, representing

a strength equal to 30,000 men. He might have
taken this position at Turkey Bend or Harrison's

Landing before the battle of Fair Oaks, or on any
day for a week after it ; and it is most unfortunate

that he did not think of a base of operations on the

James River, until the enemy were prepared to

make it cost us 20,000 lives.

It is proper that the people should think these

things well over ; and, while they give due credit to

the wondrous valor of our troops, and the skill of those

great captains, Heintzelman, Sumner, Kearney, and
Franklin, who extricated them from their dreadful

situation, administer condemnation wherever it may
be due. Our seven days' struggle was one continu-

ous retreat, conducted under a general order to that

effect by the Commander-in-Chief; but its triumphs
were reaped in a series of separated battles, the

varying fortunes of which, the above-named able

marshals were separately obliged to steer and gov-

ern for themselves. All that we have to add on the

subject of this week of fighting is, that the Rebels

suffered equally with ourselves; but, nevertheless,

they have earned a great moral advantage, and the

Union army has received a check which will retard

its progress for six months."

GOV. STEWART ON EMANCIPATION.

In the Missouri Convention on the 13th ult., Ex-
Gov. R. M. Stewart said :

—

I believe tho people of Missouri should extinguish

slavery, and I believe further that the rebels have

put it in a speedy course of extinction. In the un-

holy war which has been brought upon us by the

leading conspirators of the State, they have them-

selves torn down their own pet institution, so that

at this day it is utterly worthless. No slaveholder

will come" here with his slaves hereafter. On the

border, to-day, I know slaveholders who are giving

their slaves passes to go to Kansas, and anywhere

else, because they know they will run away anyhow.

I say that the besom of destruction and war has des-

olaled (Mir fields, burned our houses, stolen our pro-

perly, bankrupted the State, and ruined the institu-

tion of slavery ; and in order to regain our former

THE RETREAT 0E GEN. McOLELLAN.

Wilkes's Spirit of the Times has the following

vigorous criticism on the recent movements in the

Peninsula:

—

" Shocked and dejected at the unforeseen result,

the loyal public have anxiously endeavored to ascer-

tain the cause ; while, taking advantage of the gen-
eral perturbation, eveiy traitor in our midst has

sought to locate the blame against the Government.
It is also a feature of this vicious clamor, nay, it is

its leading feature, that all these denunciations of

the Government are invariably accompanied by the

most fulsome eulogies of Gen. McClellan, and a
schism is thus attempted to be set on foot, the object

of which is either to open a Presidential campaign
in his favor, or to distract the public mind on the

subject of the prosecution of the war.
This game has been going on now for a consider-

able time; and it appears to us a little singular that

Gen. McClellan suffers it to proceed, without a word
calculated to rebuke the treason, and sustain the Ad-
ministration from such injurious slanders. He can-

not fail to see that he is put forward virtually as the

leader of this factious opposition, and that his pre-

tended wrongs are the redoubts behind which these

sneaking traitors level their shafts against the bosom
of the country. A warfare of this sort, being made
apparently in his interest, should receive a share of

his attention ; and if he bo not able to drive, back
the. armed insurgents, he can at least rebuke their

slanderous allies who are cooperating with them in

the midst of our society.

In looking back upon the battles of the week, and
reviewing the fruitless valor ofour soldiers in connec-

tion with tbe sad result, it is not difficult to arrive at

the conclusion that the whole campaign of the Pen-

insula has been a blunder. The true road to Rich-

mond was due south from Washington, by which
course an army of 250.000 men, covering the capi-

tal as it advanced, might many a time during the

last nine months have been driven in one compact
mass upon the then debilitated Rebel stronghold.

The division of it into parts, so that one-half might
make the strategic circuit round Robin Hood's barn,

with the door open and the road clear (ride Jackson)
toward the North, was tho most fatal error that

could have been committed; and the commanding
general wdio consented to perform the leading part

is truly responsible for the weakness of the scheme.

If he did not approve of it, he should not have con-

sented to it; if he thought his forces insufficient, his

resignation would have been a more honorable and
soldierly alternative than the sacrifice of the army.

Being deficient in strength, he should not have loca-

ted his Ibives amid swamps, and extended his Lines

for thirty miles in the face of a compact and supe-

rior enemy, nor for a long period of days assumed

the attitude of giving battle. The position in whichposition, wc have got lo depend upon iiuiuigni.tiun-

not that class of immigrants who have come lo this I he hail placed himself could hardly have been chosen

RIPENING FOR REVOLUTION.

Nothing but judicial blindness can prevent tbe ru-

lers of this nation from perceiving that we are on
the eve of revolution. The enemies of the Republic,

North and South, have determined it ; and without

more prompt and vigorous resistince than this gov-
ernment has yet put forth or is likely to put forth,

they will be able to carry it into execution. It is

madness to shut our eyes to the fact that there is a
grand conspiracy, all over the country, to put down
by force of arms all ideas of justice, all regard for

human rights, all equality among men, the suprema-

cy of God's authority and God's law, and to substi-

tute, instead, a dominion of brute force, a govern-
ment of supreme selfishness, and having its founda-
tion in principles utterly diabolical. The actors in

this grand warfare upon right are now scattering

death and desolation over the South, and watching
the first opportunity to seize the helm of govern-

ment at the North. There is not the slightest dif-

ference between the Southern rebel now in arms,

and the northern advocate of slavery, who is seek-

ing the same end, but who dares not at present use

the same means.
The pro-slavery spirit of this city found expres-

sion at the great conservative meeting in tbe Coop-
er Institute on Tuesday last. The Express says

that twenty thousand signatures were appended to

the call. The speakers scarcely attempted to dis-

guise their treasonable intents. Ex-governor Wick-
liffe, of Kentucky, said that unless the abolitionists

lay down their pens, there might be another revolu-

tion. Win. A. Duer, of this State, said that if every
traitor in this country were to be hung in the order

of their guilt, the next man who marched upon the

scaffold after Jefferson Davis would be Charles

Sumner ; and this was greeted *by the loudest ap-

plause of the evening. Mr. Duer said the Emanci-
pation and Confiscation bills were monstrous viola-

tions of the Constitution which would justify resist-

ance.

But the ruling spirit of the meeting was ex-mayor
Wood. His speech was enthusiastically cheered by
the audience. The peroration, as reported in the

Tribune, was as follows :

" In my opinion, the time will soon come when, if

the rebellion be not suppressed, the people will rise up
and demand either a change of measures or a change
of men. (Applause.) The Constitution is to be pre-

served, in my judgment, only by a change of the pres-

ent Congress, and by a change of tbe administration

to succeed it. (Great applause.) Mr. Wood, after

some further remarks in relation to tbe pernicious

character of the abolition legislation of Congress, and
tbe necessity of getting rid of such a Congress, conclud-

ed by saying: It is to be done as Oliver Cromwell
sent home the Rump Parliament, by walking into

Parliament, and scattering it to the winds. ("Love-
joy !

"—Great applause.) Let your voices be heard

in the capitol of the country, ami if your armies are

not successful at once, I for one raise the standard

—

a change of measures or a change of men "
! (Loud

and long-continued applause.)

We do not quote this because it is anything more
than has been often said before, and may be heard ev-

ery day in the streets and saloons of this city. But it

is here put forth deliberately, seriously, earnestly,- by
one of the prominent leaders of a large party, one

who is well known as a sasacious. sober, cautious,

and generally successful leader. Mayor Wood does

not utter sentiments at random. When he says

that our generals are to walk into Congress, and
scatter the representatives of the people as Cromwell
scattered the Rump Parliament, he means it. The
people who cheered him meant it. They mean
civil war at the North ; the shooting, hanging, and
imprisonment of radical Republicans and abolition-

ists. How are their threats to be met? Shall we
look to President Lincoln ? He is doing all in his

*

power to conciliate these insolent threaten ers. He
fears a disruption of the North as much as President

Buchanan did. We can look for no essential help

from him, or from the pro-slavery generals into

whose hands he has put the army. Are we, then,

to remain idle, and allow ourselves to be bound hand

and foot'? Shall we tolerate this spirit of anarchy

until it seizes on some opportunity afforded by a re-

verse of our arms, or by foreign intervention, to

carry its threat into execution, and break up the

government? It is time the people were aware of

tbe precipice on which wc are standing. We pro-

test against, allowing the enemies o\' abolition to pro-

seettte their scheme's for the destruction o( liberty,

while wc take no precautions against them. When
the hour for revolution comes, if come it must, let,

the friends of freedom be prepared to deal with pm-
slaverv lawlessness as it deserves. The plotters of

rebellion South are not half as guilty as ihe plotters

of rebellion North.

The question with us must be, If revolution comes,

how shall we be able lo shape it in favor of freedom

instead of despotism? Hon. It. B. Stanton, in his

able Fourth of July oration at Brooklyn, said we
were in the midst of a revolution now. " Startle

not at the word. Deny not the assertion. A phi-

losopher has said, a nation may be in the throes of

a revolution, and yel aol know it. li was long ere

the masses of the French people would admit that

the earthquake that toppled down the throne of

Louis Sixteenth was a revolution." Just so wc may
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bo deceived until our government is completely

revolutionised to slavery, under republican forms.

Wo see that none of the pro-slavery orators attack

Mr. Lincoln. They all appear satisfied with him.

'Cou.oress is the enemy that must bo dispersed at the

Voint of the bayonet. Then, again, the army must

hi wielded by pro-slavery officers. It must be still

further weeded of abolitionists. Hunter must follow

Fremont : Democratic Butler, even, cannot bo trust-

ed ; and Secretary Stanton, though of the same po-

litical -school, is assailed with every epithet of abuse,

because he is supposed to wink at the employment

of blacks in the army.

Mr. Mallory, on Saturday, declared in Congress

that Mr. Stanton showed him a letter from an officer,

asking permission to raise a regiment of blacks, to

which he had not only returned a prompt refusal,

but had ordered the officer's arrest. Still, our pro-

slavery revolutionists are not satisfied of the Secre-

tary's loyalty to their favorite institution. He will

not improbably be sacrificed as a peacc-offeri]

Verily, the bands of another kind of government

than our fathers gave us are being fastened around

our limbs. If our President listens to the advice of

these bad counsellors, he will ere long find the Re-

public crumbling beneath his feet, and his own au

thority swept away with the ruins. We speak not

idle fancies, but sober probabilities.

Since the above was written, we find two numbers

of the Herald filled with editorials designed to get

up a civil war in the North. In his yesterday's is-

sue, the editor gi-ows so bold in his treason as to

threaten the President himself, in the following sig-

nificant and unmistakable language

:

" Wo must state in advance that it will not do For

President Lincoln to attempt to father Stanton's blun-

Acrs, as lie endorsed Cameron's extravagance. The

people will allow such self-devotion for once
;
but if it

be too often renewed, the people may take the Presi-

dent at his icord. It is better to change a Cabinet officer

than a President." [American Baptist.

'm the hitO march to Riclmiond.-

Watchmaii and 1

-Coir, of Boston

DEFEAT ET DELAY.

"STRATEGIC SKILL."

The strategic skill of General McClellan, in chang-

ing his base of operations, is highly extolled by his

eulogists; but, it he deserves credit for this, where-

in did he display "strategic skill" in deliberately

selecting, and persistently occupying, a base of ope-

rations that—as the event proved—needed to be

changed ; one that—according to the representations

of his friends—was, in every respect and so demon-
strably disadvantageous, and, of course, an ill chosen

one ? Was it Secretary Stanton, or was it The
Tribune, or the " radical abolitionists," that selected

that position for him, and forced it upou him ? The
readers of the New York Herald are led to suppose

that this must have been the case ! How absurd !

With Senator Chandler, we demand—" Who was it

that led the army into the marshes of the Clncka-

hominy, where they died like sheep?" Was it the

abolitionists? Was it Generals Hunter and Fre-
mont, whom the Herald and other secession sympa-
thizers are now demanding to have ostracized?

General McClellan's reputation is falling into bad
hands! Secretary Stanton is fortunate in having
earned the hatred of men known to have been in

sympathy with the rebels from the beginning, and
evidently operating in their interest now.

—

Principia.
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It is often said that an ingenious advocate can

support any theory by examples from history, and

itime has at length brought its revenges to those who
bave suffered ridicule and odium for their too eager

haste in urging a march to Richmond a year ago.

They were held responsible for the disastrous defeat

at Bull Run in July last. Their impatience, it was

said, precipitated a conflict for which wo were not

prepared. Their zeal without knowledge compelled

military men to march against their better judgment,

and involved the nation in shame and sorrow. The
culprits, it must be said, bowed submissively to the

ipublie censure. Some of them acknowledged their

rrashness, and others, without confession, changed

their course.

A wonde^ul change followed In the public mind.

Delay was declared to be the only salvation of the

country, and the country acquiesced in the decision,

GFor eight mouths an immense army, greater than

that with which Napoleon won Marengo, or Auster-

Hitz, or Jena, lay inactive on the Potomac. Their

monotonous life of sleeping, drilling and eating

an expense of near half a million per day, was i

to be essential to their perfection as an army, and

rthe country believed it, and paid the bills without

murmuring. All offensive movements were forbid-

den, to save the possibility of defeat. Gen. Lander

feit certain that he could capture Gen. Jackson and

his entire force by a bold and rapid march, and

begged permission to make the experiment, but the

acquest was denied at headquarters, with a sharp

reproof for his temerity. Jackson was spared to do

untold mischief in the future. Gen. Wool was con-

vinced that a sudden attack would take Norfolk,

and destroy the Merrimao on the stocks. He begged

the privilege of acting on his own responsibility, and

was denied, lest haste should bring defeat. Norfolk

escaped, and the Merrimac was spared to destroy

imillions of property, to paralyze our movements on

the peninsula, and occasion alarm at every seaport

in the country. Yet the delay was called prudent,

and who could venture to question it ?

At length, the grand army marched from the Po-

.tomac, drilled to perfect movements, and furnished

•with every equipment essential to complete success.

Gen. McClellan assured them that the long and

wearisome delay was ended, and the war was to be

short and decisive. -He intended to lead them face

to face with their enemies, and to sharp fighting.

The army was transported to the peninsula, instead

of moving by land, and it was called wise strategy,

though it occupied two or three weeks, a longer

time than a slow march from Manassas. The ene-

my had intrenchments at Yorktown, and it was

thought prudent to carry them by a regular siege,

with successive parallels. By this prudent strategy,

the whole army of the enemy had time to gather at

Yorktown, and a month was consumed in siege works.

But the strategy was extolled on all hands, because

the enemy abandoned their worka without defence,

and the way to Richmond was open from Yorktown

as it had been from Manassas. It was true that the

enemy retreated from Yorktown as from Manassas,

without serious loss of men, or field guns, or equip-

ments, but still they retreated, and great was strate-

fy.
There was sharp fighting, too, on the way to

Richmond, but generally" in resistance of attacks by

the enemy, never by an offensive movement along

our whole line.

While the country was hoping to hear that Rich-

mond had been assaulted and taken, the news came

that strategy was again to rule, and that the same

process of a siege by successive para lels, which had

been so effectual at Yorktown was to be pursued at

the rebel capital. Some doubted if the malaria

of the Chickahominy swamps would not be more

iatal than the balls of the enemy, but again the

country acquiesced in the wisdom of delay, and the

prudence of winning victories by strategy instead of

hard fighting.

On the 30th ult. the public mind was startled by

the announcement of'Mr. Fulton, of the Baltimore

American, that Gen. McClellan had just executed

the most masterly military movement of the century,

whieh would precipitate the fall of Richmond, but

he was forbidden by the government to reveal it.

Again the advocates of strategy were eloquent in its

praise, and all waited eagerly to hear of the fall of

^Richmond. Expectation gradually turned to anxie-

,ty, and hope to fear, as it was told that this grand

strategical movement had been executed with con-

stant fighting, with serious losses, with the abandon-

ment of most of the siege guns, and of the siek and

wounded in hospital, and with the loss of thirty or

forty field guns. It .began to be whispered that

strategy might be a convenient term to cloak defeat

;

and when at last the public agony was relieved after

a week's suspense, by the news that McClellan, with

his army, was on the James river, twenty-seven

miles from Richmond, it must be confessed that

strategy was a less popular word than it had been

/or a year previous, After a week's delay, our

grand army is beaten, with a serious loss of men, and

guns, and camp equipage, and we are grateful that

matters are no worse, that the defeat did not become

a rout.

There is a little doubt at present in the public

mind if delays are always wise. It may have been

rash to fight at Manassas, last July, but it was the

delay of attack from Thursday until Sunday, that

gave time for Johnson to march from Winchester,

.and cost ua a defeat. It may have been wise to

. .throw up parallels for a siege at Yorktown and

Richmond, but the delay of weeks has given time

,for Jacksou to bring in his whole army, and perhaps,

for a large share of Beau regard's,army to join them

,and has subjected us to losses quite as great, proba-

bly, as would have followed the storming of Rich-

mond, four weeks ago. It is a little curious that

Gen. McClellan, in his very able review of the Cri-

mean War, criticises the allied commanders for their

jlow and cautious movements, A little more bold-

ness, or rashness, even, he intimates, would have

jtaken Sebastopol months earlier. Other critics, in

future days, will probably commend the chalice to

his own lips, and assert that his extreme caution and
wish to avoid bloodshed prolonged the life of the

bellion for many months. Strategy is good, but it

has allowed unobstructed retreats to the rebel army
from Corinth, and Manassas, and Yorktown, while

it ha»beeu hard fighting with troops little disciplined.

that wou the signal victories at Forts Henry and

Donelson, at Roauoko Island and Newbern.
We would not intimate any doubt of Gen, Mo

Chilian's eminent ability, or of the wisdom of a cau-

tious policy, where such vast interests are involved.

There have doubtless been formidable obstructions

at Richmond, whieh he could appreciate better than

any critics. The army has an unbounded confidence

in his wisdom and skill, and the enemy fear him

more than any of our military leader*. But it_ ii

only fair that those who have ridiculed the temerity

of meu who precipitated the disaster at Bull Run,

should confess that the caution and delay which they

have applauded have not won very brilliant laurels

WHY McOLELLAN WAS NOT REINFORCED,

Unstinted abuse has been heaped upon the Presi-

dent, through Secretary Stanton, for not sending
further troops to Gen. McClellan. The obvious an-
swer to this is, that the Government did- send him
every soldier who could with safety be spared. No
man with common comprehension can fail to see
that, if the column of McDowell had been sent to

Yorktown as it is said McClellan requested, Jackson
would have inevitably captured Washington. Since
that time, his force has been poised midway between
Washington and Richmond, ready to swoop down
our armies at either place, as their weakness invited.

Surely, under such circumstances, it would have
been the last degree of folly to have uncovered
Washington to his force.

The fact is, Gen. McClellan, when he decided to

move on Richmond by way of Yorktown, made it a

necessity that the army should be divided. This
undoubtedly entered into his calculations, as it is ob-

vious to any one, at a glance. The only way to

keep it one column was to advance by way of Ma-
nassas, thus interposing the entire army always be-

tween Washington and the rebels. There is no
proof that, after he left Yorktown, he did not have
the force that he deemed necessary. An officer

under his command, now in this city, states that ra-

tious for 150,000 men were issued a few days be-

fore his retreat commenced. And it is now scml-of-

ficially announced that McClellan wrote to the

President, after McCalPs division reached him, that
" lie had more than troops enough to enter Richmond."

It is by no means so plain that our army was out-

numbered in its whole force, as that its troops were
overpowered at the point of contact with" the enemy.
Our right wing appears to have encountered the en-
emy's full force, for they scarcely made a show in

any other quarter. And it is owing to the fact that

this was not supported, that constant and disastrous

retreat was made a necessity.

—

Roxbury Journal.

CELEBRATION OF THE FIRST OF AUGUST.

Tho Anniversary of British West India Emancipa-

tion will he celebrated in the usual manner at Island
Grove, ABINGTON, on Friday, August 1st, in

Mass Meeting, under the direction of the Managers

of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society.

No event in history is more deserving of special

commemoration than this—transforming, as it did,

nearly a million of chattel slaves into free British sub-

jects, by act of Parliament, in obedience to a regener-

ated public sentiment, through long years of Anti-

Slavery agitation—and demonstrating, as it has done,

the safety and beneficence of immediate emancipation

on the largest scale, even under the most adverse cir-

cumstances,—to the confusion and ignominious expo-

sure of all the propbesiers of evil consequences, and

to the triumphant vindication of the atrociously ca-

lumniated negro race.

Tho friends of liberty, who desire to witness a still

nobler jubilee in our own Slavery-cursed land, will,

we doubt not, make their arrangements to be present,

as far as practicable, in order to make the occasion in-

strumental to the furtherance of the sacred cause of

human rights, without regard to the accidental distinc-

tions arising from complexion or race.

The Old Colony Railroad Company will convey pas-

sengers, on that day, to and from the Abington Grove,

at the following rates, being the same as upon former

years :

—

Boston, Savin Hill, Dorchester, Neponset, and

Quincy,—to the Grove and back,—-for adults, 50 cents;

children, 25 cents.

Plymouth and all way stations not already mention-

ed to the Grove and back; half the usual rates.

Excursion tickets good on other trains.

WM. LLOYD GARRISON, 1

SAMUEL MAY, JR., „ ... ,

ELBRIDGE SPRAGUE, } i,"_/c
BRIGGS ARNOLD, (Arrangements.

SAMUEL DYER,

THURL0W "WEED ON "CONTRABANDS."

" To the Editors of the Commercial Advertiser :-

I want to ' strike while the iron is hot,' and as your
anvil is nearer than my own, will you allow me the

use of it? The public mind is now taking the right

direction with regard to ' contrabands.' Our army
needs the 4 aid and comfort' which can be obtained

from ' contrabands,' and in accepting it, we deprive

the enemy of an element of strength.

I was with Gen. Butler at Annapolis when he in-

augurated a policy in reference to escaped slaves.

I felt then, as I do now, that lie ' hit the nail on the

head.
1

I went directly to Washington, and urged
the government to instruct all the officers of the

army to receive, and not repel fugitives, proclaiming
simultaneously that the slaves of loyal owners would
be paid for, and those of traitors confiscated ; and
that all should be employed as unarmed auxiliaries

of the army. At least two-thirds of the officers of

the army, from education and habit, left to them-
selves, turned the fugitives back, thus making their

condition worse than it was. and disheartening others

who were eager to escape. Had Gen. Butler's poli-

cy been adopted a year ago, at least half a million

of slaves, who have been at work in the rebel armies,

would have been relieving our own-worn out troops

from exhausting drudgery—-thus weakening the ene-

my, and strengthening ourselves in a corresponding

And this line of policy would have raised no em-
barrassing issues. It was simple, and so just both to

loyal men and traitors, that all would have ac-

quiesced. While it protected loyal citizens, it gave
us the advantage we are entitled to in war over our
enemy.

But, for reasons which were deemed sufficient, the

question of 'contrabands' has been left to drift

along, until public sentiment demands a policy. In
that demand I perceive the dawning of a brighter

day. Proclaim, at once, compensation to loyal men,
in the order which directs commanding officers to

receive and employ ' contrabands,' and the war will

assume new and more encouraging aspects. With-
out the services of slaves, in relieving their troops

from manual and menial labor, the rebellion would
collapse iri a month.

Respectfully yours, T. W."

THE "MASTER RAGE."

The rebels still adhere to the insulting assump-
tion that they are the " master race," and must con-

quer in the present contest through the superiority

of their "blood." The Richmond Whig of June 25
thus rides this favorite hobby of the slaveholders :

—

" Since the great battle of Shiloh, and including

it, we have had an almost uninterrupted series of

victories. We have encountered the enemy gene-
rally with heavy odds against us, and frequently be-

hind intrenchments, but in no single instance, un-

less it be the unexplained affair at Lcwisburg,
have Southern troops failed to exhibit superior man-
hood to the mongrel and many-tongued enemy.

Indeed, the whole experience of the war is an at-

testation of the truth long since discovered by im-
partial observers, that the master race of this conti-

nent is found in tho Southern States. Of a better

stock originally, and habituated to manlier pursuits

and exercises, they have ruled in affairs of State by
force of the stronger will and larger wisdom that

pertain to and distinguish superior races of men,
while on the field of battle they have in every eon-

test held apriority of place conceded to them by
their present adversaries.

This natural dominancy of the Southern people
has bad much to do in bringing on the war. The
inferior race, grown strong in numbers and ambi-

tious from prosperity, have revolted against and now
seek to overthrow and destroy those whose superior-

ity was a constant source of envy and self-reproach.

There is no fiercer malevolence than that of caste,

and it is this which has so long stirred the Yankee
bile. Always in the presence of the Southern gen-
tleman, he has felt a strong and painfully repressed

impulse to take off his hat- This conscious inferior-

ity has galled the jealous and malignant creature

until he has broken out in servile insurrection. He
has vainly concluded that his numbers can over-

whelm and exterminate the objects of his envy, and
that he, succeeding to the broad acres and liberal

habitudes of the Southern gentry, will come to bo
looked upon as a gentleman too!

With us the contest is one for hereditary rights,

for the sacred things of home, for the old repute of

the. better blood :—with the Yankee it is a rebellious

and infatuated struggle for a place he is unworthy
of, for privileges he would degrade, for property he
would barter, and for institutions he could neither

comprehend nor enjoy. It is tho old and never-

ending strife between patrician and proletarian, be-

tween gentle and vile. It is the offer of battle on a
new field of muscle against spirit—numbers against

courage. It is not upon Southern soil and among
the descendants of Cavaliers and Huguenots that

this battle will go in favor of brute force.

It may be that the armies in front of this city are

about to rush into mortal wrestle. When they meet,

it will not, perhaps, be upon such unequal terms as

we have generally encountered. But should there

be as great inequality of numbers as on other fields,

it may and will be neutralised here, as it ever has

been, by the superior courage and constancy of our

troops."

GEORGE B. McOLELLAN.

In August, 1861, Gen. McClellan succeeded Gen.

Scott as commander-in-chief of the army. Though

but little was known of the latter by the country, his

appointment somehow raised in every quarter "great

expectations," and among all parties there was a gen-

erous disposition to rely, almost to an unbounded ex-

tent, upon bis patriotic integrity and military ability.

Addressing his army at that time, he confidently said :

" Soldiers ! We have had our last retreat. We have

seen our last defeat. You stand by me, and I will stand
by you, and henceforth victory will crown our efforts."

Month after month passed away, and no advance

was made by Gen. McClellan upon the enemy, Still,

there was great readiness to find excuses for him, and a

forbearance of criticism was shown toward him as to-

ward no other commander. Well, the fall and win-

ter passed away, and nothing was done or attempt-

ed, though he had an army numbering hundreds of

thousands, well disciplined and thoroughly equipped.

Surprise, doubt, suspicion, indignation, began to be

extensively expressed,—the air was full of mutter-

ings,—till at length the President felt himself impera-

tively called upon to give directions for an onward
movement of the army. Before starting, Gen. Mc-
Clellan issued a sounding proclamation to his soldiers,

vbich he admitted that he had "kept them 'for a

long time inactive," (!) but gave, among his reasons

for so doing, tins
—" I have held you back that you

might give the death-blow to the rebellion"—a very

queer mode of procedure indeed, with such an ob-

ject in view ! After boasting of their strength and

condition, he added—" The period of inaction has

sed. I will now bring you face to face with the

rebels. I shall demand of you great heroic exer-

tions, rapid and long marches, desperate combats and

privations, perhaps." That was in March : from that

day to this, he has not fired the first gun at the reb-

els, but has been acting all this time as fearing an

assault, rather than as seeking a victory ! He did

nothing at Manassas, except to allow the enemy to

retreat without molestation, and was greatly surprised

to find them among the missing, having left behind

them a superfluous number of wooden guns " to fright

the souls of fearful adversaries "
1 He then took his

army down to Yorktown, and there, after several te-

dious weeks, the old game of Manassas was played

over again. The enemy were not to be found. Next

came Norfolk, with similar results. At length, the

Chickahominy is reached, and crossed—the region of

swamps and malaria ! All this was " masterly strat-

egy"! After considerable detention, and just as it

was announced and expected that Richmond would be

captured in the course of a few days,—behold ! Mc-
Clellan's grand army, vigorously assailed by the ene-

my, is seen making a desperate retreat to the James

River, back twenty-five miles, with great loss of sup-

plies and ammunition, and fifteen to twenty thousand

killed, wounded and missing ! Great is " strategy "
!

Keenly does the New York Independent say :

—

" Rolled up and driven back for seven days, that he-

roic army, invincible in retreat, fought with grandeur
of courage ; and only by such an exhibition of heroic

spirit in officers, and pluck in men, as was never
known on this continent, was it saved from utter de-

struction. Did the government frankly say to this na-

tion, We are defeated? To this hour it has not trust-

ed the people. It held back the news for days. Nor
was the truth honestly told, when outside informa-
tion compelled it to say Something, It is even to this

hour permitting McClellan's disaster to be represents
ed as.a piece of skillfully planned strategy. After the

labor of two months, the horrible sickness of thousands
of men poisoned in the swamps of the Chickahominy,
the loss of probably more than ten thousand as noble
fellows as ever lifted a hand to defend their country,

McClellan, who was four miles from Richmond, finds

himself twenty-five miles from the city, wagons burn-

ed, ammunition trains blown up, parks of artillery

captured, no intrenchments, and with an army so

small that it is nut pretended that he can reach Rich-
mond. The public arc infatuated. The papers that

regaled us two weeks ago with visions of a Fourth of

July in Richmond, are now asking us to rejoice and
acclaim—not at victory—but that we have just saved
the army ! McClellan is safe, and Richmond too !

"

SIGNIFICANT.

Among the little things which show a continued

rising of the tide, even in Boston, in opposition to sla-

very, are the following.

At the great meeting held in Eaneuil Hall last Satur-

day to stimulate the raising of recruits under the last

call of President Lincoln, the preliminary prayer was
not made by Dr. South-side Adams, nor by his com-
peer in pro-slavery labors, Dr. Blagden. Dr. Lothrop,

who was requested to open the meeting with prayer,

is as little favorable to slavery as to agitation against

slavery.

The unfavorable reflections cast upon Congress, in

the introductory remarks of Mayor Wightman, were
as heartily hissed by one portion of the audience as

they were applauded by another.

The eloquent speech of Edward Everett contained

but one slight reference to slavery, and that implying

opposition rather than favor to it.

The repeated allusions to slavery which necessarily

found place in that part of Charles G. Loring's able

address which sketched the origin and growth of our

present troubles, referred to that institution as a fact

existing, but not as in any way allowable or defensi-

ble. And no sentiment uttered during the whole

meeting met with Biich enthusiastic and prolonged ap-

plause as the declaration of Mr. Loring that, if the con-

tinued existence of slavery should be found incompati-

ble with the continuance of our Union, he would go
for the utter extirpation of slavery from the land.

The emphasis with which this was uttered showed the

importance attached to it by the speaker; and the ve-

hement cheers wbich followed were iinmingled with a

single sound of dissent. These things, occurring in a

Boston " Union Meeting," seem to me to be not with-

out significance.—c. K. w.

ANTI-SLAVERY CELEBRATION AT FRAM-
INGHAM, JULY 4, 1862.

(Concluded from our fourth page.)

Afternoon Session.

After a very pleasant recess, spent in social inter-

course and in numerous pic-nic groupings, the meet-

ing was called to order by the President at half-past

2 o'clock, P. M.
Mrs. Rand, of Milford, read with dramatic skill

the touching poem of the Runaway Slave, by Eliza-

beth Barrett Browning, and was loudly applauded.

The first speaker was Miss Susan B. Anthony, of

Rochester, N. Y., who made a very earnest and im-

pressive speech, designed to stimulate Abolitionists to

fresh zeal and vigilance in the Anti-Slavery cause,

and to warn against concluding that their work is

done. [As the speech was written, no report was
made of it; and not having tho manuscript, we are

unable to publish it in this connection.]

SPEECH OF JOHN S. ROCK, ESQ.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen : It is with plea-

sure that I mingle my voice with yours in this celebra-

tion of tho anniversary of the Declaration of Independ-

ence. The Abolitionists believe in the Declaration of

Independence. It is our great charter; and we hope

that, ere this war closes, the whole nation will believe

in it, and accept the great truths that it teaches. What
a glorious day ofjubilee we shall have when the Ameri-
can nation is converted to believe what it professes

when it shall be no longer a nation of hypocrites, but

of humane and Christian men, who recognize the

Bible, and believe in that religion which declares and

teaches that "God is no respecter of persons," and

that he "hath made of one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on all the face of the earth." {Applause.)

The Abolitionists, who have been for more than

thirty years thundering this anti-slavery gospel into

the ears of this nation, almost in the sleep of death,

have finally aroused it, but hardly in time to save it.

Had Wm. Lloyd Garrison been born a quarter of a
century later than he was, our country would have

been destroyed by the demon slavery. As it was, the

alarm came so late, and the people were so befuddled,

and their ears so tightly stopped with cotton, that

South Carolina had actually surrounded us before we
knew where we were, and we were obliged to put our

wits together to deceive her so as to gain time in or-

der to save ourselves. (Applause.)

If this nation is saved, it will be through the warn-

ings of the Abolitionists, who have been constantly

preaching to you the immortal truths in" the Declara-

tion of Independence, which arc so plain that way-

faring men, though fools, need not bave erred therein.

It is true, all did not see the tragic end so near. Many
advocated emancipation as a matter of duty and of

justice; but all saw and recognized slavery as a n i&-

strous wrong, and .knew that as the nation sowed, sc it

must reap. Men do not gather grapes from thorns,

nor figs from thistles. The present rebellion, with its

barbarities, is the natural fruit of slavery. The abo-

lition trumpet has been heard around the world, and"

yet there are legions in our midst who will not hear.

The Americans are, I fear, a case-hardened people,

and will go to their last final account without the

saving influence of anti-slavery grace. (Applause

and laughter.)

There are some among us who regard the Anti-

Slavery movement as a success, and think it of but

little consequence whether or no we keep up our or-

ganization. This is a mistake. As to the final tri-

umph of our principles, there is not the shadow of a

doubt; but for a general to give up in the heat of a

great battle, because he believes the enemy cannot

stand before his forces, is worse than folly,—it is mad-

ness, and the best way in the world to lose his cause

Give up! No; never give up or compromise while

the enemy holds one foot of soil, nor until every

slave is free. (Applause.) We were never more in

need of assistance, friends and counsel than we
now. This is the time when we look for every :

to be at his post, and do his duty. The work has but

commenced. We cannot spare a laborer, and we are

but illy prepared to sustain the losses which have

come upon us through the ordinary course of nature.

During the last three or four years, we have lost some
of our ablest and best men. Among these were Charles

F. Hovey and Theodore Parker,—friends who used

always to assemble with us, and give their time, their

means, and their influence, to arouse this guilty na-

tion. Though resigned to this our loss, which we
know is their gain, we have felt it heavily, but never

more than we do now. Mr. Hovey, out of his large

wealth, did what he could to repair the loss of his

presence, and unborn generations will bless him for

it. Mr. Parker has left a record which even a saint

might envy. A man so pure, so humane, so patri-

otic, so noble, and so impartial, is not the growth of

every age. He was one of the noblest of Freedom's

champions,—one who believed what he said, and prac-

tised what he preached. If he was with us now,
would he not make our hearts burn while he exposed,

in his inimitable way, the duty of this nation 1 It

cannot be denied that he saw this day a little clearer

than we saw it, and repeatedly warned us that either

slavery or this nation itself must go down in blood.

He is a loss that cannot be repaired. You knew him
only to love him—no one could despise him ; and
many hated him only because they could not answer

him. He was not only a philanthropist, but a scholar,

a theologian, and a philosopher. He was a great pil-

lar of reason : will be the study of learned men for

ages, and the practical Christian world will be in-

debted to him forever. Indeed, he was far above tlie

decoration of words. We have spared him because

we could not help it; but we hope that it may so

happen that the lives of those who have labored so

long in this good cause may be spared to see the tri-

umph of justice and humanity. (Applause.)

At our last celebration of this day, many of us

hoped that, ere the next National Anniversary, we
should all have occasion to meet to celebrate another

day, which should inaugurate a new era, when the

living truths laid down in the Declaration of Inde-

pendence should be realized in our national life. But
it seems as though we were too sanguine. We calcu-

lated without our host. God has not permitted this,

the most guilty of nations to get oft' so easy. It must
suffer still longer. The people are not penitent. The
millions who have lived upon the hard earnings of the

slave are unwilling to relinquish their unjust claims

upon him. They had rather a thousand times that

the country should go to ruin, than that the founda-

tion of slavery should be shaken. On this account,

the day of jubilee has been postponed, and the future

of the country jeopardized. This is done because

Northern men have mortgages on the slave property

of the South, arc dealers in slave produce, and eman-
cipation will take from them the legal right to plun-

der the poor slaves who have sacrificed all that is dear

in life to maintain them in idleness and luxury.

Northern pro-slavery men, and the slaveholders in the

States of Maryland, Virginia, Kentucky and Missouri,

have done more to protract the war than all other

causes combined. To save these four States, we risk

the whole, like the miserly merchant who loses bis

entire cargo in a tempest, sooner than throw a part of

it overboard. To lose a part to save the whole is a

policy that but few men will comprehend. As they

are, what arc these States worth to the Union ? What
have they been but a clog in the machinery of the

government? These four States that you are sacri-

ficing the country to save are not worth the charcoal

and saltpetre, the fire and brimstone, to destroy them.

(Applause.) Must this nation be totally destroyed

because those Northern men and Southern States con-

sent to be kept in subjection by the federal army ?

The country would have been far better off to-day if

these States had gone with South Carolina and Geor-

gia, and we had been obliged to cut our way through

them. (Applause.) They never have bad any sym-
pathy with the Union cause. They go for the Union
because they cannot help themselves. They would
rise up against the government to-morrow if they be-

lieved they could succeed. They are only playing

the hypocrite. They are by the South as the ancient

Egyptians were by the ichneumon—they adored it

because it was supposed to destroy crocodiles, and
they worshipped crocodiles lest they should destroy

them. They are, at heart, with the South, because

they sympathize with her in her efforts to destroy

freedom and free institutions, but they unite with the

North for fear it will destroy them. I repeat it, they

never have had any sympathy with the North. Go
into Maryland to-day, and you will find the railroads,

bridges, and even the machinery on the ferry-boats,

guarded by Federal soldiers ! What is true of Mary-

land is true of all the loyal (?) slave States. Ever
since the commencement of this rebellion, the Na-

tional Capital has been in danger of assault from trai-

tors in these so-called loyal slave States. The people

of these States are no more loyal, and can be trusted

no farther, than the people of South Carolina. Open
enemies are always to be preferred to treacherous

friends. To keep these four States loyal, we will not

interfere with the cause,—will not strike at the heart

of the rebellion. What are we doing? What are we
fighting for? What means this wholesale sacrifice of

blood and treasure at Richmond? Can it be true that

it is generally believed that this rebellion can be

crushed, and the Union restored, without carrying the

war into Africa? Suppose this could be done, where

would it leave us ? Just where we were before, with

a fair opportunity at an early day to have this farce

re-acted on a much larger scale. The South must

either conquer or be crushed. Neither a compromise

nor a recognition of the Southern confederacy will

answer. It is not probable that two nations, with a

civilization so opposite, could remain long at peace in

the same country. We would be like the Romans
and Carthagenians, "between whom at all times,"

says Paterculus, "there existed either a war, prepara-

tions for a war, or a deceitful peace."

The South, unprincipled as she is, has a policy

which she has the courage to state to the world, and

this fact alone has won for her a respect that she oth-

would not have had. No one is in doubt as to

her motives. She means to establish a separate inde-

pendence,—a slaveholding government. She vindi-

cates the right and duty of capital to own its labor.

To accomplish her objects, she is mean and wicked

enough to do anything.

The North is fighting for the Union as it was—

a

slaveholding Union. The difference between the

North and South may be plain enough to us, and we
may justly say and believe that the cause of the North

is the cause of liberty, of free speech, of freemen—in

a word, the cause of civilization ; but without an

avowed policy, save that to restore the Union as it was,

we cannot expect civilized States to judge us as libe-

rally as we may wish them to judge us. Our Nation-

al Executive, a pure man as is to be found on this con-

tinent, is beset on every side by traitors in the shape

of Northern capitalists, who have loaned their wealth

to prosecute this war with the vain hope of perpetua-

ting slavery. They seem to think, as they advanced

the original expenses, they ought to have every thing

their own way. They remind me of one of the many
poor whites at the South who cannot read. One of

them, being among a number of gentlemen in Balti-

more who bought the New York Tribune on its arri-

val in that city, thinking that he must do like the rest,

bought one too. A gentleman standing nearby, ob-

serving him looking intently at the paper, said

to him in a low tone, " I beg your pardon, friend, but

you have got that paper wrong side up " He replied,

indignantly, " That's none ofyour business ; my money
paid for it, and I will read it which way I please.''

(Laughter and applause.) This is the way in which

some men insis^ on carrying on the war ; they have

a'dvanced a portion of the expenses, which must finally

be paid by the people ; therefore the war must be con-

ducted to suit them. If the country is to be sold out

to Wall Street and State Street, the sooner the people

know it, the better will it be for all. The most sim-

ple-minded have long since perceived that much of

the patriotism that we have seen manifested has been

a scandalous game, played ,"iy these pretended public

benefactors tfor private ends. Some think that the

people are so enthusiastic and so patriotic that they

fight forever without an object : and some would-

be Governor says that Massachusetts will not stop to

see whether or no.she is right, but will do as she is

bid, and ask no questions. Perhaps so. This may
be the sentiment of the cotton brokers and secession

sympathizers of Boston, but the people of Massachu-

setts will do their own thinking. The Governor whom
we have chosen understands this, and his reply to

the President found a hearty response in every loyal

man of this State. And no man who is not up to the

sentiment of the people is likely to be chosen to rep-

resent them. The Governor is a true man—true to

humanity, true to this Commonwealth, and true to

the nation ; and Massachusetts will be honored if he

consents to occupy the gubernatorial chair another

year. For the respectability of my color and the credit

of my race, I am proud to know that the Mayor of Bos-

ton is a white-man [Wightman]. (Laughter and ap-

plause.)

I suppose that next autumn all the hunkerism of the

State will be rallied for the purpose of electing a con-

servative Legislature, to defeat the favorite Senator of

this Commonwealth. It is, I understand, the deter-

mination of the pro-slavery element here, if possible,

to prevent the reelection of Mr. Sumner. It is much
easier to defeat than to elect- a man ; and I would ask

the friends of Mr. Sumner to look well to it, and see

that no man is nominated as a Republican representative

who will not give him his entire support. Mr. Sumnel*"

is without doubt our ablest advocate in the Senate—

a

man always true and entirely fearless. We eannot

spare him for many years yet. There is much work
to be done, and we have no one so able and so wil-

ling to do it. When his work is finished, then we
hope to have him President of the United States,

with such a man as Owen Lovejoy for Vice President.

(Applause.)

I do not wish to assail any que, but it seems to mo
the friends of the Union make a mistake in attempting

to crush out free speech, even among secessionists.

There are secessionists among us, and we all know it,

but we know but little of them because they arc afraid

to speak : we only know that they exist. If they were

allowed to express their sentiments, we should know
the most of them, and would be put upon our guard.

As it is, we know only the imprudent ones. When
men are not allowed to express their sentiments, but

are expected to utter those that they cannot approve

of, we see secret societies springing up as in France,

and, before we arc aware, tho revolution is transferred

to our own doors, and in our efforts to exteud, we crush

out the vitality of our institutions. It is strange that

our people do not see this. The stopping a man's
mouth neither converts nor prevents him from act-

ing—the freedom of speech is often a great safety-

valve. I have learned that there are many secret or-

ganizations already established throughout the North
who are ready to do their best to overthrow ibis gov-

ernment, and who hold constant correspondence with
the rebels. A clerk in one of the Departments at

Washington told me, only a few days ago, that ho
could count a hundred secession clerks in the De-
partment, some of them slaveholders. Another gen-

tleman informs me that there is but one loyal white

church in Washington, and that is Rev. Mr. Chan-
ning's. We are completely surrounded by enemies,

and yet we do not know them when we see them.

Let them show themselves, and if they do nothing but

talk, this will break no bones.

No one can doubt the presence of secessionists, else

who would there be to defend the South ? Who would
there be to support such vile sheets as the Washing-
ton Star, the Philadelphia Inquirer, the New York llr,-.

aid, tho New York Express, and those in Boston too

familiar to be mentioned 1 The secession sympathy as

seen in tho Northern journals is formidable. Indeed,

we have but lew out-spoken papers, evept. the Nation-

al liqnihlinin, liostmi '/'ni»srri/>/. and Ibe greatest Of all

American newspapers, the New York Trit>unr. They
have fearlessly opposed any concession to those

ho have tried to prostrate this government at

the feet of the Slave Power. Let the true friends of

the Union rally around them.

I have no doubt but that emancipation will bo the

end of this war, not that it will be decreed as a matter

of juhtiee to the slave, but because the nation cannot

help herself. It must be done, and you may as well

do it first as last. There is no use in going around

Robin Hood's barn—emancipate the slaveB, and let

them help you fight the rebels. There is not much
consistency in fighting the rebels, and finally confisca-

ting their property. Confiscate their property first,

and use it to help subdue them. The means you take

to subdue the rebellion remind me of Barrett and his

cat and her kittens. A friend seeing two holes in the

bottom of bis door, asked him for what purpose he

made them. Barrett said they were for his eats to go

in and out. Why, replied his friend, would not one

do for both? You silly man, answered the doctor,

how could the big cat get in the little hole ? But, said

his friend, could not the little cat get through the big

hole ? Egad, said Barrett, and so she could, but I

never thought of that. Now attempting to crush the

rebellion without crushing slavery, is like attempting

to put the big cat through the little hole, when the

great door of emancipation is rusting on its hinges, and

needs only to be thrown open to give peace and lasting

tranquillity to our unhappy country. (Applause.)

SPEECH OF WM. WELLS BROWN.
Mr. President and Fellow- Citizens: The few words

that I shall offer on this occasion will be concerning

the black man's future in this country. The question

is now asked everywhere, and by almost every one,

"What shall be done with the negroes?" and the

idea of expatriation has been coupled with emancipa-

tion, by the Government, in freeing the slaves of the

District of Columbia and other sections. This is a

sad calamity. It seems as if the people of the United

States had not the slightest idea of what really consti-

tutes the nation's wealth. The labor of the four mil-

lion slaves in the Southern States is more valuable to

this country than twenty millions of such persons as

slaveholders have proved themselves to be ; and Bince

this idea of expatriating the colored people from the

country has been mooted, and urged upon Congress,

the governments of states io the tropical islands are

astir, trying to get this class of labor into their own
islands. England is moving. Jamaica to-day is will-

ing to take out of this country any number of the

slaves, if they are emancipated, and willing to go.

English capital will be used for the purpose of carry-

ing them out of the country without any expense to the

United States. Hayti is doing all she can. The King
of Denmark has made a proposition to carry off all

who see fit to go. Why
J,

Because they know very

well that those who have produced the cotton, sugar

and rice in the Southern States, and have made this

country so wealthy, will make the West Indies more
productive and valuable in the future, if they can get

possession of them. Now, the people of this country

ought to be alive to this fact. This spirit of expatria-

tion ought to be met in every community, by the pul-

pit, the press, and every one who regards the future

of this country. Let slavery be abolished and the

spirit of expatriation carried out, and it will produce

an effect in the Southern States which it will take

generations to overcome.

The negro's capability of taking care of himself has

been already demonstrated. The report of Mr. Pierce,

the report of General Hunter, the reports coming
from the Southern States in every direction, prove

that the black man is capable of taking care of him-

self. And not only that, but he is the element of

wealth in the Slave States of this nation. - 1 know
the idea is prevalent all over the land that the negro,

when freed, is to be forced upon the country. Last

week, the Boston Courier had a long article upon this

very point—that negro equality is to be forced upon
the people. They have no objection whatever to the

black man as a slave, but they are horrified at the

thought of regarding the black man as an equal.

Now this talk about forcing the black man upon soci-

ety, upon the educated people of this country, is all

nonsense. No one ever advocated anything more
than that the slave should have his liberty ; and this

talk about forcing the negro into society is only for

the purpose of working on the feelings of some over-

fastidious people upon the point of negro equality.

I remember an exemplification of this very point that

I saw last winter. I was stopping with a very good

family in the State of New York, and there was a

gentleman in the company who had been talking

about forcing the negro into society. He said he

could get along very well with educated colored people,

but he objected to forcing the ignorant and degraded

black man upon a white community. That evening,

we happened to be in company, and a gentleman of

the house had a very good-looking white servant, and

his wife said to him, "Jimmy must fix himself up,

and go into the company." I was very glad of it, for

I wanted to see how Jimmy, ignorant, degraded,

would act among educated people. He came in, was

introduced—about as fine a looking man as I ever

saw, and very fashionably dressed—and did very well

as long as he kept his mouth shut. I went to my fas-

tidious friend, and asked him, " What do you say to

forcing ignorant people upon society ? " The conver-

sation went on, and Jimmy said nothing except

"yes" or "no" in reply to questions that were put

to him. By and by I missed him, and I went into

the kitchen, and there was Jimmy smoking his pipe.

He was the greatest sufferer in the company that

night; he was where he did not belong, and could not

get used to that society. I went after my friend, took

him to the kitchen, and pointed out Jimmy. " There,"

said I, "is the ignorant, degraded white man. We
colored men have just as much objection to hav-

ing ignorant white men forced into intelligent colored

society as you have to having ignorant black people

forced into white society." It is all nonsense. You
cannot force the ignorant black man into educated

white society, any more than you can force the igno-

rant white man into educated black society. All that I

ask for my enslaved countrymen is that they may have

their freedom, and be allowed to carve out their own
destiny. I remember, when I was escaping from the

South, the very first family I stayed with, nfter get-

ting into anything like civilization, was a good Quaker
family. I never shall forget them. That good Quaker
lady had more benevolence stowed away in the third

story of her cap than is to be found in one-half the

towns of New England. (Laughter.) I was asked

at once to come in and sit down to the table. I

went in and sat down, but I had no appetite. She
insisted I was sick; and I insisted I was not sick.

She went out and got a bottle of something, put some
into a glass, poured a little water in it, and told me to

drink it. I asked her what it was, and she said it was
number six. I drank it, and it tasted like number
twenty. (Laughter.) I could not eat anything. When
dinner time came, she said she hoped I would bave an
appetite. Said I, " Madam, if you will give me some-
thing on a plate, and let me go into the kitchen, I

think I can eat it." She did so, and my appetite came.

Like poor Jimmy, I was where I belonged. Color

don't make any difference. I ate my dinner, and sent

for more, and made up for what I had lost at break-

fast time. I was then just coming out of slavery,

and was afraid of white men and women ; 1 bad never

been recognized as a man by white persons. Three
years ago, 1 was invited (o lecture before a county

lyceum in that same community, and 1 sal at the

table of some of that lady's family, and found that I

had an appetite
; 1 had gone through the mill. Well,

the white man has got lo go through this mill as well

as the black man. I don't ask any community to

help the black man into sueiely. When the black
man shall educate himself up to that point of culture

where he shall deserve respect, 1 believe any dv-
itizeil and Christian community will regard him ac-

cordingly (applause); and whether » nmu be black

or while, if he is intelligent mid titled In occupy a

high position, morally, socially and intellectually, he
will demand il, and gel what is due to him. This
talk about degradation is not all on one side. Wo
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THY WILL BE DONE.

BY JOHN G. VHITTIER.

We seo not, know not, nil our way

Is night—with Thee alone is day :

From out the torrent's troubled drift,

Above the storm our prayers we lift,

Thy will be done !

The flesh may fail, the heart may faint,

But who are wo to make complaint,

Or dare to plead in times like these

The weakness of our love of ease ?

Thy will be done !

We take with solemn thankfulness

Our burthen up, nor ask it less,

And count it joy that even we

May suffer, serve, or wait for Thee,

Whose will be done !

Though dim as yet in tint and line,

We trace Thy picture's wiso design,

And thank Thee that our age supplies

The dark relief of sacrifice.

Thy will be done !

And if, in our unworthiness,

Thy sacrificial wine we press,

If from Thy ordsal's heated bars

Our feet are seamed with crimson scars,

Thy will be done !

If, for the age to come, this hour

Of trial hath vicarious power,

And, bless'd by Thee, our present pain

Be Liberty's eternal gain,

Thy will be done !

Strike, Thou, the Master, we Thy keys,

The anthem of the destinies !

The minor of Thy loftier strain,

Our hearts shall breathe the old refrain.

Thy will be done !

From, the Salem Observer.

"THE LOKD IS OUE KING."

God of the Nations ! o'er our land

Shed thy protecting power ;

Let Freedom's voice at thy command

Kule sovereign of the hour.

When dark Rebellion's lowering mien

Sends forth her tempest frown,

The Star of Peace o'ershadowing

To hurl her altars down ;

—

To rend the sacred chain which holds

Our land united, free

—

And plant, 'mid its dissevered folds,

The rod of Tyranny ;—

Thou, who the stormy winds canst break.

Where lashing surges roar,

Chain every heart that dares to wake

Contention on our shore.

So hallowed by the kindred breath

Of those who nobly trod

The road to famine, fear and death,

For Freedom and their God.

The glory of their sleeping dust

Lies hidden in the tie

That hinds a nation to its trust

In fadeless purity.

Bright monuments of Faith and Hope,

Forever may they stand

Entwined amid the stars that float

Above the sea-beat strand.

God of our strength, our Country bless,

To thee her cause we bring

—

^
With Sword and Crown of righteousness

Be thou the Conqueror, King.

GOD SAVE OTJE PRESIDENT!

BY E. S. BABCOOK.

~ God save our President

!

'Mid perils imminent,

Guide thou his hand ;

Oh ! while the storm-clouds lower,

Of Treason's threatening power,

In this her darkest hour,

God save our land !

God save our President

!

May grace omnipotent

Direct his life ;

May he enforce our laws ;

Nor, in this fearful pause,

Yield Freedom's sacred cause

To party strife.

God save our President t

Trustful and confident,

Thy time we wait

;

When he with Right shall stand,

And, with uplifted hand.

Proclaim through all the land,

Emancipate !

God save our President

!

Soon will the night be spent,

Light sheds its rays ;

Freedom shall be the dawn

To Union's glorious morn ;

Then, when sweet peace is born.

Thine be the praise !

Southampton, III.

HOMELESS.

BY ADELAIDE A. PROCTOB.

It is cold, dark midnight, yet listen

To that patter of tiny feet

!

Is it one of your dogs, fair lady,

Who whines in the bleak, cold street?

—

Is it one of your silken spaniels

Shut out in the snow and the sleet 7

My dogs sleep warm in their baskets.

Safe from the darkness and snow ;

All the beasts in our Christian England

Find pity wherever they go

—

{Those are only the- homeless children

Who aro wandering to and fro.)

Look out in the gusty darkness

—

I have seen it again and again,

That shadow, that flits so slowly

Up and down past the window pane :

It is surely some criminal lurking

Out there in the frozen rain !

Nay, our criminals are all sheltered,

They are pitied and taught and fed ;

That is only a sister woman

Who has got neither food nor bed

—

And the Night cries " sin to be living,"

And the River cries "sin to ba dead."

Look out nt that farthest oorner

Where the walls stand blank and bare ;

Can that be a pack which a pedlar

Has left and forgotten there ?

His goods lying out unsheltered

Will he spoilt by the damp night air.

Nay :—goods in our thrifty England

Are not left to lie and grow rotten,

For each man knows the market value

Of silk or woollen or cotton

—

But in counting the riches of England,

I think our Poor are forgotten.

Our Beasts and our Thieves and our Chattels

Have weight for good or for ill
;

But the Poor are only His image,

His presence, His word, His will

—

And ho La/.arns lies at our door-stop,

And Dives ncgleots him still.

SPIEIT-FEIENDS.
could we all the world forget,

And bear the truth without disguise,

Our hearts might hear the love-toneB yet

Of Spirit-friends in Paradise.

GEORGE THOMPSON, ESQ. AND ME. BUX-

TON, M. P.

On the 13th ultimo, George Thompson, Esq., late

M. P. for the Tower Hamlets, delivered, in the hall of

the Corn Exchange, Maidstone, an address on the

civil war in America, with special reference to the

speech recently made by Mr. Buxton, M. P., at the

dinner of the Maidstone Agricultural Association. The

Rev. R. E. E. M'Clellan presided, and on the plat-

form were Mr. G. Edmett, Mayor; Mr. F. Dougal,

Mr. G. Kemp, Mr. Swinfin, Mr. T. Wells, Mr. Rook,

Mr. Ball, &c. The hall was densely crowded.

The Chairman briefly introduced Mr. Thompson.

Mr. Thompson then came forward, and was received

with loud and prolonged cheering. When the ap-

plause had subsided

—

Mr. Thompson said he had come to Maidstone to

offer some remarks at variance with the sentiments

which Mr. Buxton had recently delivered. Mr. Bux-

ton was a gentleman justly respected, and he (Mr.

Thompson) had known and respected him long before

he had become acquainted with the borough. Mr.

Thompson then proceeded to say that, for thirty years,

he had been engaged in the discussion of the slavery

question, and that he had been throughout the States

of America, and had seen the working of slavery

there. These, he submitted, were his qualifications for

presuming to rectify the opinions which had been ex-

pressed by one of their members. (Cheers.) With

regard to the speech that had been referred to, he had

this to say, that if it was a correct view of the present

state of the question, then his thirty years' study had

been in vain, and if the Hon. gentleman was right,

then he ("Mr. Thompson) was entirely wrong. (In-

terruption.) Let those who interrupted attend to

what he said, If Mr. Buxton, he repeated, had stated

that which was true, then he (Mr. Thompson) knew

nothing of the subject; but if that which he was

about to state was the truth, then Mr. Buxton was

wholly ignorant of the subject he had discussed. (Ap-

plause.) The present state of things in America was,

he contended, the fruit of the accursed system of sla-

very—that vile inslittition which we had abolished in

our own dependencies. (Cheers.) Mr. Buxton had

informed them that " he was unable to discover that

the war had anything to do with slavery." What

was the history of the origin and cause of the present

struggle 1 When the Declaration of Independence

had been promulgated, slavery existed more or less

throughout; the thirteen States; but, before the Con-

stitution was adopted, it was abolished, either imme-

diately or gradually, in all the States North of Mary-

land. At the time of the Constitution, there had been

seven free States and six slave States—the latter being

Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia, Maryland, and Del-

aware. As soon as the Union had been formed, the

Southern States, well knowing that an increase of ter-

ritory and of States would add to their political pow-

er, proceeded to divide the existing Slates, and to form

new ones. Thus Kentucky had been formed out of

Virginia, and Alabama and Mississippi out of Georgia

and North Carolina. These new States had then

been brought into the Union, and the Slave Power

was therefore greatly increased. But, not satisfied

with this, they obtained the purchase, by the Fede-

ral Government, of Louisiana, a vast territory stretch-

ing from the mouths of the Mississippi, along the

whole valley of that mighty river, to the very base

of the Rocky Mountains. Out of this territory, the

State of Louisiana proper had been formed, and a

new slave State brought into the Union. The next

step had been the purchase of Florida from Spain

adding another slave State to the Union. Thus slave-

ry had pursued its career of aggrandizement, but it

waff from no love of slavery on the part of the North;

^TWhen he had been first in America, the

rfeeling of the North had been stronger than

former time; but, even then, their concessions to the

South had arisen from the fnot, not that they b

slavery less, but that they had loved the Union more.

The Union had ever been the god of their political

idolatry.

Now, a word as to the right of a State to secede

from the Union. There was no such right. (Some

expressions of dissent.) There was no one profound-

ly acquainted with the history of the American Re-

public, either in America or England, who contended

for that right. Let those who wanted information on

this point read the two masterly essays published by

Mr. Motley in the columns of the Times, when the

secession first broke out, and the opinions which had

issued from the pen of Mr. John Stuart Mill, one of

the greatest thinkers of the age, or the speeches of

Daniel Webster, the greatest constitutional jurist

America had produced. Constitutional secession was

an absurdity. (Cheers.) Before the Constitution had

be_en adopted, each State was sovereign, but the

,'Union called upon each State to merge its individual

sovereignty in a common nationality, and from that

time the people of the several States became one peo-

ple under a Constitution which provided that those

who sought its overthrow should be punished as guilty

of treason. No Constitution in the world had ever

been framed with a view to its own dissolution.

(Cheers.) There was always a revolutionary right to

secede, and a corresponding obligation resting on the

servants of the Constitution to repress such a revolu-

tion, and to punish its abettors.

Mr. Thompson then resumed his narrative of the

growth of the Slave Power in America, especially re-

ferring to the Missouri compromise, the Mexican war,

and the annexation of Texas, and the resistance offer-

ed to the admission of California into the Union as a

free State. He also referred to the monopoly of the

government of the country by the election of slave-

holding Presidents, during sixty-eight years of the

Union, to the exclusion of men of Northern birth, who,

in the instances in which they were elevated to the

chair, were compelled to pledge thefhselves beforehand

to be the servile instruments of their Southern sup-

porters. After particularly alluding to Gen. Pierce

and Mr. Buchanan, he traced the rise and growth of

the ami-slavery political party in the North. That

party were able to give only 156,000 votes in 1842,

when they nominated Mr. Hale, but the same party,

in 1856, cast 1,300,000 votes in favor of Colonel Fre-

mont. The causes which led to this extraordinary

augmentation of the anti-slavery party were the

measures which the South had carried in the inter-

val—such as the infamous Fugitive Slave Law, the

horrors of which the speaker vividly depicted; thepay-
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/ for its spoliation of the territory of Mexico; the re-

/ peat of the Missouri Compromise, by which the bar-

/ ricr to the extension of slavery was destroyed ; the

brutal assaults upon Mr. Sumner and other members
of Congress at Washington, and the decision obtained

from the Judges of the Supreme Court, (a majority of

whom were slaveholders,) that slavery was constitu-

tional in every part of the Union, whether in the

States or Territories. The election of Mr. Buchanan

had placed the pro-slavery party in power for four

years, but the strength displayed by the Northern par-

ty convinced the South the period of their domination

was drawing to a close. The South determined,

therefore, to make preparations for a dissolution of the

Union and the establishment of a separate Confede-

racy. The traitors in Mr. Buchanan's Cabinet resolved

'that if the Republicans should elect their candidate

iin 1860, he should not have the means of resisting

jiuccessfully the rebel movement of the South. They
orruptcd the United States army ; they scattered to

i listant plaeeB the United States navy; they robbed

Vhe national treasury ; they emptied the arsenals and

.-trmamenta of the North, and transferred their con*

it'iits to the South ; they withdrew the garrisons from

she forts in the South, in order that the defences of

ihe country might more easily fall into the hands of

he rebelB. As soon as they had struck their medi-

ated blow, they seized upon every sub -treasury, every

oint, custom-house, revenue cutter, arsenal, dock-

yard, ship and Government storehouse, together with

very fort and all other descriptions of national pro-

perty. (Applause.) They then organized a Govern-

ment for the express purpose of maintaining the invio-

lability of negro slavery, which they made the chief

corner-stone of their new republic.

After some further remarks, explaining the action

of the South, Mr. Thompson said he would direct his

attention to that portion of Mr. Buxton's speech in

which he said the North haled the South. Mr. Bux-

ton said that "every traveller for many years past who

ever went into the North toid us how they (theNorth)

abhorred the South." (Hear.) He would observe, in

passing, that this assertion was scarcely consistent with

what Mr. Buxton had said in the same speech—

j

ly, that " the North was eager with both hands to

throw overboard the negroes, if the South would but

hold to the Union "
; and again, that the North " sug-

gested compromise after compromise on the question

of the extinction of slavery to induce them to stay."

Now, as to the North hating the South, he (Mr.Thomp-

son) had twice visited and travelled through the North-

ern States, and he had besides read, he believed, the

works of every distinguished traveller in America

during the last thirty years, and upon their authority,

as well as upon that of his own experience, he would

offer a flat contradiction to Mr. Buxton's statement.

His (the speaker's) charge against the North had al-

ways been, that it had been too anxious to conciliate by

compromise and concession the good opinion and

friendship of the South. (Cheers.) He might chal-

lenge Mr. Buxton to show that any Southern man

had ever been insulted at the North. He challenged

him to quote from the work of any traveller of au-

thority any proof of the hatred he had alleged. Noth-

ing was more notorious than that the men of the

South going to the North were invariably treated with

kindness, respect, and hospitality. (Cheers.) South-

ern ministers of religion were permitted to preach in

all the Northern pulpits, and while a Northern man

suspected of anti-slavery principles could not go into

the South but at the risk of outrage or death, no tvav-

eller from the South to the North had ever in a sin-

gle instance received ill-treatment at the hands of the

people. (Cheers.) He (the speaker) would ask wheth-

er the election of slaveholding Presidents during sixty-

eight years of the Union was not a fact most amply

demonstrating that the North cherished no hatred of

the South. (Cheers.)

He would now notice Mr. Buxton's criticism on

Mr. Lincoln's proclamation. The honorable member

had said, " Mr. Lincoln's proclamation was not the

abolition of slavery." This was a most extraordinary

assertion, and entirely in opposition to the facts which

had come to his (Mr. Thompson's) knowledge.

The speaker alluded to several circumstances, which

he contended proved that, in the opinion of the Ameri-

can people, the proclamation meant the abolition of

slavery. He would not, however, rest his demand

that the sympathy of England should be given to the

North solely on the ground of Mr. Lincoln's procla-

mation. He would call attention to what had been

done during the short period Mr. Lincoln had been in

power. (Cheers.) Slavery and the slave trade had

been driven out of the District of Columbia, which

was the seat of Government. (Loud applause.) The

black republics of Hayti and Liberia had been recog-

nized, and now the colored ministers from those

States could appear at Washington upon a footing oi

equality with the ambassadors from Russia, France,

and England, (Cheers, and a voice, "They won't

let a black man sit in the house of God.") He did

not think it was generous, when he was makin;

reference to the noble conduct of President Lincoln in

recognizing two negro republics, to reproach the peo-

ple of America, with their prejudice against color. No

man had rebuked that prejudice with greater severity

than he had done, but justice demanded that he should

say that the worst persecutors of the negro at the

present time, and for many years, had not been the

i-born citizens of America, hut those who had

'wi subjects of the British Crown, and had emigrated

She United States. The colored man at this mo-

ment was at least treated with respect, if not with

equality. Jim Crow ears had been abolished—district

schools had been thrown open for colored children

—

and he knew Governors of States who would feel

more pleasure in sitting down and conversing with

the blackest negro whom God had created, than with

the most polished and kid-gloved apologist of South-

ern rebellion. (Much cheering.) Let those who de-

sired to see this prejudice removed assist every mea-

sure tending to elevate the negro to the condition of a

free man, for never, until color ceased to be the badge

of slavery, could the negro rise to a level of equality

with the white man. (Cheers.) Many, however,

were above this prejudice ; and he had heard Fred-

erick Douglass, a negro, relate how, on entering a

railway car in Massachusetts, Governor Briggs of that

State rose and brought him to his seat, and conversed

with him to the end of the journey. (Applause.) He
then went on to remark that, by an Act of Congress,

slavery had been declared forever illegal throughout

all the national territories, thus preserving the vast

regions of the far Southwest sacred to freedom and

free labor. (Cheers.)

Another most important measure was the treaty be-

tween the Federal Government and England, conced-

ing the mutual right of search, so that now the slave

trade was no longer protected by the American flag,

and a British cruiser could seize the ship of an Ameri-

can who prostituted that flag, and could procure its

condemnation in any port where there was a mixed

commission. (Loud cheers.)

Let them take another fact. So early as last

March, as would be in the remembrance of many,

Mr. Lincoln addressed a solemn and earnest message

to Congress, directing their attention to the expedi-

ency of giving a pledge to indemnify the Slave States

generally—but more particularly alluding to the bor-

der and loyal States, to indemnify them in the event

of their passing acts in their own Legislatures for the

immediate or gradual abolition of slavery. (Cheers.)

The Congress adopted a resolution in conformity with

the President's proposal, and towards the close of the

session, Mr. Lincoln convened a meeting at his resi-

dence of the Representatives of the loyal Slave States,

and conjured them to recommend the adoption, by

their constituents, of the measure proposed. This

surely was an indication of a desire to abolish, in a

peaceful and constitutional manner, the institution of

slavery. (Cheers.)
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Where, above all, should England he in the present

struggle, with a proclamation of freedom on the one

side, and n decree of eternal slavery on the other

—

where, if not by the side of those who are marching

to the enfranchisement of lour millions of men, wait-

ing with trembling anxiety for the hour of their re-

demption 1 (Loud cheers.)

As a reason why the English people should ex-

hibit greater toleration towards the Northern States,

with regard to their shortcomings on the slavery

question, Mr. Thompson alluded to the experience of

this country in the anti slavery contest. Shall we,

who so lately washed our own gHiuients from blood ;

—

shall we, who carried on the slave trade for centuries,

and supplied America herself with slaves—who saw

our bishops, our peers, and princes of the blood stead-

ily resist, for a quarter of a century, the humane
efforts of Mr. Wilberforcc to bring the slave trade to

an end;—shall we, whose Glasgow, and Bristol, and

Liverpool were built up by the slave-trade, reproach

America for not having done the great work before '!

Above all, shall we choose the present time to hurl

our taunts at her, when she is showing a disposition

to make reparation for her past misdeeds, and gather-

ing up her energies for the utter overthrow of that

system which the South is now fighting to render

perpetual? (Loud cheers.) Let us remember that,

for many years, the anti-slavery associations of this

country asked for nothing more than the mitigation of

the evils of slavery, with a view to its gradual aboli-

tion, and would have been thankful for any measure

that tended to ameliorate the horrors of the system.

Well did he remember the 14th of May, 1833, when
Mr. Stanley (now Lord Derby) introduced the Gov-

ernment measure for the abolition of colonial slavery.

At the end of the debate which ensued, he (the

speaker) met Mr. Buxton, the distinguished lather of

their member, in the lobby of the House, who, taking

him by the hand, exclaimed, " What think you of the

resolutions? " He (Mr. Thompson) thought they

should be rejected on account of the apprenticeship

and compensation clauses, when Mr. Buxton rejoined,

'"Oh, let us not throw them out, but thank God that

we have lived to see the day when a Minister of the

Crown should propose to the Legislature a bill for the

abolition of the system we have so long desired to see

abolished." (Loud cheers.) And was it not equally

a matter of the highest congratulation to see a procla-

mation issuing from the hand of the President of the

United States, decreeing that on the 1st of January,

1863, every slave in every rebel Stale should be

thenceforth and forever free? (Prolonged applause.}

After a powerful appeal to the audience to stand by

the side of truth and justice, Mr. Thompson said he

would take the liberty of submitting a resolution to

the meeting. He had not asked any gentleman on

the platform to propose it, because he did not, in the

slightest degree, Wish any one around him should be

compromised with him in his opinions. The resolu-

tion was in the following terms:—"That this meet-

ing, having heard the exposition given by Mr. Thomp-
son of the questions involved in the present civil

war in America, desires to express its opinion that the

emancipation policy of President Lincoln and his

Cabinet is deserving of the moral support and sym-

pathy of Englishmen."

Mr. Thompson concluded, amid great applause, a

very eloquent and forcible speech, which occupied

about two hours in the delivery.

Mr. Swinfin said he would, with great pleasure,

second the resolution.

Mr. Cook proposed an amendment, " That the meet-

ing expressed its detestation of slavery all over the

world." (Some applause.)

Mr. Wickham seconded the amendment.

After some further discussion, during which Mr.

Thompson answered, to the satisfaction of the audi-

ence, several points that had been raised, the vote was

taken, and from forty to fifty hands were held up for

the amendment. The original resolution was then

put, and carried by an overwhelming majority. The
announcement by the chairman of the decision of the

meeting was hailed with great applause.

A vote of thanks was then tendered to Mr. Thomp-
son, who proposed that a similar compliment should

be paid to the chairman. This motion was cordially

complied with, and the proceedings terminated.

Ope of the laws passed by the late Congress was
intended to give liberty to every fugitive slave escap-

ing to the lines of the Federal army— (cheers)—and

another, more sweeping still, was for the absolute con-

fiscation of the slave property of the rebels whereso-

ever they might be found. This law came into ope-

ration on the day preceding that on which the procla-

mation waB published, so that in fact there had been no

legal slavery in the rebel States since the 21st of Sep-

tember.

Having noticed these measures, every one of which

exhibited alike the anti-slavery feeling of the Gov-

ernment, and the determination of the people at large

to support an anti-slavery policy, he asked on which
side should the sympathies of England he manifested ?

(Cries of " The North.") England, with her glorious

history, full of the records of struggles for freedom

and the right; England, with her marble monuments
to Fox and Wilberforcc, Granville Sharp and Sturge,

Romilly and Buxton
;
England, that toiled for thirty

years for the abolition of the slave trade—that toiled

for thirty more for the abolition of slavery—that paid

twenty millions to ransom her sablo bondmen. (Loud
cries of " With the North.") Yes, certainly, wilh

the North; for how could they be given to the South
—to the South that had hated England always, most
of all for having liberated her slaves—-the South that

had incarcerated England's free colored seamen and
sold them into slavery when they were unable to pay
their prison fees—the South that had always obstructed

England In her noble efforts to suppress the infernal

Blave trade—the South whose slave codes inflicted the

penaity of death for the offence, when twice commit-

ted, of teaching a slave child to read? (SenBation.)

view of this fact, I have the strongest confidence in

the present triumph of right. The confiscation act

and the proclamation must of an inevitable neces-

sity be carried out. The work begun will continue

to its completion.

ABRIDGED HEMAHKS OF DIt. KNOX.

Mr. President and Friends—We have met to

commemorate the martyrdom of a prophet, puritan,

hero, and practical Abolitionist; one who gave his life

freely, feeling in his noble soul that to die for the

down-trodden slave without a murmur was the gain

of the helpless slave.

Three years ago to-day, in Charlestown, Virginia,

there was more enduring, transcending glory reflected

from the Bcaffold of John Brown, than there has been

Bince in the whole State by the military display of

both slaveholding armies. In view of this, friends,

can we forget to keep this day to the end? As for

me and my house, we will.

lam aware that terrible events are upon us; still,

the earth remains. How was it three years ago to day

in all the North ? All was mourning and tears. Why
this indifference, this falling by the way-side? A
spasmodic condition, I suppose; therefore requiring

an anti spasmodic remedy, intense hatred to slavery

and all its relations.

John Brown was put to death hy the moat infa-

mous statute and bloody hands that ever disgraced a

semi-harbarous State, and yet that State is courted by

the Government!

I cannot refrain from speaking of those young
heroes of Harper's Ferry, the disciples of Brown.
How nobly they suffered and died that the slave might

go free ! From John tluss the martyr to the day of

their execution, we look in vain for young martyrs

more glorious.

If we are a divided nation, whose fault is it ? I

am not so stupid as to believe that England will not

accomplish her work, when I remember that she

sent John Henry here on a secret mission to under-

mine this Union when we had given her no vantage

ground. Since this war was levied by the South, we
have given her all the means by an armed servility

to the rebels, rather than conquest; by protecting pro-

perty, the sinews of war, rather than confiscation ; by
holding slaves for them, rather than liberating them.

Who can conquer an enemy under these circum.

stances? In this way England and the South will

succeed. I am aware that there is a North in Eng-
land as well as a South, represented by that able and

eloquent champion of British and American emanci-

pation, George Thompson, and on the other hand by

that small specimen of a man, G. W. P. Bentiuck,

M. P.

Had our Government struck for liberty even

during the first six months of the war, the mouths
of all lories and oppressors would have been closed,

long ere this, both in England and America.

At the conclusion of these remarks, the meeting

adjourned to meet Dec. 2d, 1863.

MEADYILLE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.

On the sacred evening of December 2d, a meeting
was held in this institution, commemorative of John
Brown. The gathering was originated by some half

dozen of the students. There was considerable oppo-

sition; but the martyr truly said, "Time and the

honest verdict of posterity will approve of every act

of mine." The meeting was held in the chapel of

Divinily Hall, and many friends from the (own were
present. We give some extracts from the letter of a

friend in Meadville.

* * * The proceedings were very solemn. First

was sung the martyr's favorite hymn, " Blow ye the

trumpet, blow." His spirit seemed to stand there,

and blow a blast louder than all. Then Prot. Carey
read some of those passages which the Messiah, in his

second coming, deemed worthy to present, as em-
bodying his doctrine—words that had so often fallen

from heroic lips. They came home with new mean-
ing and force. Then we boys rose, one after another,

and tried to utter the feelings which welled up in our
hearts. Of course we made short, perhaps boyish

speeches, but our friends will not charge us with any
false feeling, or sham endeavor to immortalize the

already immortal memory of good John Brown.
Finally, the Rev. Dr. Stearns (the President of the

school) rose from his chair, and, for three quarters of

an hour, electrified all with the eloquence of his ear-

nest soul. I wish you could have heard him ! Three
years ago, I listened to brave Christian words in Tre-
mont Temple. The fire of liberty burned brighter,

as noble thoughts fell from the lips of Martin, Griffin,

Pierpont, Garrison, Clarke ; but I never, never heard

such earnest, living, burning words spoken for John
Brown, as Father Stearns uttered on this occasion.

He spoke of those who essayed to measure John
Brown's character, and charge him with foul crime.

After marshaling before his mind those Christians (?)

who sat in judgment on the noble nature of this new
messiah of the Blave, he passed judgmenton them thus :

" They are not fit, they are not fit to measure the life and
character of John Brown."

After singing "Am I a Soldier of the Cross," our

friends went home, saying, " We were doubly paid for

coming." We did have a good meeting. Some of

our brothers who opposed us came in and listened,

The longer I study the life of John Brown, the

brighter his great soul shines. His tabernacle is the

emancipation of the slave. May all true lovers of

liberty and the law of God how before it, and do
homage I

In commemoration of the martyrdom of John
Brown, a public meeting was held at the residence of

Dr, Knox, 59 Anderson street, in Boston, Dec. 2d.

The President (J. H. Fowler) being absent, J. B.

Smith was chosen pro tern.

The meeting was opened by prayer by Rev. Mr.
Grimes, and the singing of an emancipation song.

The President remarked that he was happy that

another opportunity was afforded for meeting together

for the purpose of commemorating the life and acts

of one of the greatest Christian heroes of this or any
other age. May the race for whom he offered up his

noble life such a sublime sacrifice never forgot that

day on which he consummated his glorious devotion

to those principles to which he had given the best en-

ergies of his noble nature and his life I We cannot
appreciate loo highly Hint beatifnl life, and the sacri-

fices which it involved. To the martyrdom of John
Brown wc are indebted for the convulsions now
shaking this great country, and the bright prospects of
freedom Hint have been produced by it. His death
was the precursor, ordained hy the great God, to open
the glorious way of the slave's redemption. Appoint-
ed and directed by the will and power of God, neither

his life nor death can possibly be called a failure. In

MEM0EIAL 0E A HUMPBACK,

Our little friend came to us out of the shadow.
He was fatherless and motherless; more than an
orphan, for not only were his father and mother
dead, but none knew who or what they had been.

He scarcely knew himself who or what they had
been. His childhood, his home, his early youth,
lay in deep, dark shade. He had but spectral and
fleeting memories of the past. A bit of drift-

wood, a piece of sea-weed, torn from the ooze, he
lay floating on the surface of life in this vast city,

which, seeing the poor boy struggling helplessly

with the tide, put out its strong, kind arm, and bore

him to that stern shore so thickly strewn with ship-

wrecks—Randall's Island. There, for no fault, but
that grievous one of being poor, small, lonely, and
forsaken, the lad lay several years

;
breathing such

moral atmosphere as they breathe who live there.

One by one his companions, bright, able-bodied,

hopeful boys, were taken away by pitying citizens,

to work on farms, in shops, in factories, at domestic
service ; but the little deformed boy was useless for

such purposes, and was left behind. There was
none to take him. Visitors came and went, and left

him there alone.

At last he was seen and noticed by those kind
eyes which have thrown their light and love into so

many dark places, and have found so much good-
ness where others have found vileness only. He
was brought away to a Christian home.
Our friends took him in for pity's sake, being

unwilling that the poor unfortunate should perish

thus early and sadly, if they could help it. For
humanity's sake, for Christ's sake, for God's sake,

they took him in, and gave him a home in their

home. Delicacy forbids my saying all I might of

their kindness in so doing. But I must not say less

than this : that they gave him a home as good as

their own, they gave him freely all the comforts and
privileges they enjoyed themselves, they treated

him in every respect as their own son.

# # * # *

Our little friend was not beautiful. There was
no comeliness in him that he should be desired.

He was cruelly delbrmed, a withered, stunted little

creature ; every line of his shape was crooked

;

every organ in his body seemed out of place. His
face was pinched and brown, with wrinkles in it as

of untimely suffering and sorrow. It was the face

of an old man; but there was that within which
did not correspond with this disagreeable and re-

pulsive outside. The angels love to sing in stables.

God is not careful or choice in selecting caskets for his

jewels, and in this casket, so rude and unshapely, in

this casket of lead he placed one of his sweetest
spirits; a spirit very true and gentle, thoroughly
self-respecting, and sensitive, far beyond the com-
mon. The little humpback had the bearing of a
natural gentleman; he possessed an unaffected dig-

nity of character, a sense of what was due from
himself to others, and from others to himself, which
is rare, in any class. I knew him much less than
some others did, who may be present, outside of this

household. But I can testify, from my personal ob-

servation, to his remarkable hunger for knowledge,
to his great desire for an education, to his truly high
ambition to become h s own master, to his proud de-
sire to acquire an independent position, and perform
an independent service for the world. His sympa-
thies were as true as they were quick. He was re-

sponsive to large and fine thoughts. He was drawn
to the best people. I have seen him in his class at Sun-
day-school, the most earnest listener there, when the
teaeher touched any of the great principles of noble
living or told a story of self-sacrifice. His eye flashed

in an instant at the deed of wrong, and as instantly
filled with tears at the tale of sorrow. He had a

genuine fellow-feeling with the unfortunate; never
forgetting amid his "privileges that lie was one of
them, never being ashamed that he was one. In
his comfortable and happy home, he remembered
always most affectionately his companions at the
Island. To one in particular whom he had been
drawn to by the fellowship of suffering, he would
write letters and send pocket-money, and when the
little fellow came to see him in the city, his jov
was as real as if his visitor had been a gentleman's
son. His morals were singularly pure, his tastes

singularly refined, his manners delicate, his beha-
vior simple and unobtrusive, his habits neat and de-
corous. There was a grace in him, such as we com-
monly associate with gentle blood.

# * * * #

I try to think of him as a man of twenty-five,

twenty, even eighteen years old, and the thought
of him thus is all made up of sadness. I think" of
lii in as coining to a man's sense of his delbrmitv.
and of the trial to whicli it would subject him. "l

think of liim with a man's heart, but without a
man's opportunity, or a man's career. I think of
him as eager to learn, yet meeting, on the very
threshold of knowledge, with physical and social

disabilities which he could not remove; ambitious
to excel, but condemned to fall behind the young,
and strong, and beautiful; resolute to maintain his

independence, but not allowed to stand in the B&OTO
group with the favored of society

; generous, loyal,
confiding, but meeting no welcome from the world
which worships grace anil loveliness. We know
how men and women regard the crooked, the dis-

torted, the humpbacked.' Imagine what the sensi-

tive hoy musl have suffered from the cold looks and
cold words, from Ihe repugnance, (he disgust, the
derision that would have mat him on all sides.

Imagine the cruol disappointments, the bitter grids.

the biting humiliations, the glooms that would' have
come down on his soul. Think of him with his

Unfolding affections drawn out to objects which they

could never hope to attain. Who would have given

the humpback love for love? Answer that ques-

tion; and think how minli desolation and heart-

break are in the answer. It was a tender hand
that led him away before he could know all this

depth of suffering.

We will not say, then, that his death waB un-
timely. No death, perhaps, is untimely, if we
knew all. Some lives are longer, seme shorter, but
all lives end at the hour, not before. Sr.me f pirita

light upon the planet only to tpring away again.

Some stay a few months, tome a few years—come
wait to learn the earliest lessons in the alphabet of
Providence—others must go into ihe high mysteries

of Experience, and spend a generation or two in

care, duty, toil, and sorrow.*****
For the rest, we believe in Immortality. Indeed,

we believe in Life, and only in Life. We do not
believe in Death. Death but opens the door into

another chamber of the Father's mansion which
Jesus spoke of— that mansion, which is wide as the

infinite-care— bright with the infinite Wisdom

—

homelike and happy with the infinite Love. This
is but one of the lower and darker rooms of that

heavenly home; how low and dark for the most
part to him, we know. Our little brother has
passed on to a higher being. There is nothing in

ihe angels that was not folded up in this childlike

heart. Now it is free to show what it was. The
veil is taken from his face ; the burden is lifted from
his spirit.

He lives here, too, in association and memory.
His form will be in these rooms yet for many a
day—I aro sure that, for many a day, it will be in

these hearts; he will make a part of the household;
he will bear a share in domestic thoughts and feel-

ings—in family joys and sorrow?. Going away, he
carries his friends with bun, and leaves himself be-

hind.

Let ns believe that he leaves behind his pain and
weakness and infirmity, an he leaves the unhand-
some flesh of his mortal body to moulder in the dust
from which it came. Let us be thankful that we
knew him; let us be grateful for the good he
manifested and did: let us rejoice that the earthly
tabernacle is dissolved in which he groaned, being
burdened, and the Spirit, whose child he was, has
taken away his vile body, and clothed him with a
glorious body, such as befits the mind he revealed.—Rev. O. B. Fratkin (/ham, N. Y., at the Funeral of
Robert F. Dsnyer, adopted son of John and Rosa
Hopper, Oct. 19th, 18C2.

To the Honorable, the Justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court, next to be holden at Dcdham, within and for the
County of Norfolk, on the third Tuesday of Febrnary,
A. D. eighteen hundred and sixty-three.

EESPECTFULLY represents Cornelia JameF, of Wren-
thara, in said County of Norfolk, that she married

Tiioums K. James, at Providence, in the State of Rhode
Island arid Providence Plantations, on the twenty-eighth
day of July, A. I). eighteen hundred and forty-nine ; that
her maiden name was Cornelia Taylor ; that she and ber
said husband, from mid twenty-eighth day of July, A. D.
eighteen and forty-nine, afterwards, lived together as hus-
band and wife, at Wrenthain aforesaid, until the eighth day
of November, A. D. eighteen hundred and fifty-live ; that
on said eighth day of November, A. D. eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, said Thomas X. James separated himself from
her, his said wife, and has not since lived with her - that

has at all times been faithful to her marriage obliga-
tions ; that on, or about, the first day of February, A. D.
ghteen hundred and fifty-six, said Thomas K. James wil-

fully and utterly deserted her, bis eaid wife, without her
consent ; that said desertion has continued uninterrupted-
ly from that time until the time of the filing of this libel.

And your libellant further represents that said Thomas K.
James now resides in or near Rochester, in the State of

jw York.
Wherefore your libellant prays a divorce from the bonds
matrimony between her and her said husband be decreed
her by this Court ; that suitable alimony may be decreed

to be paid her by her said husband, at such times as to this

Court shall seem proper ; that she may be allowed to re-
sume her maiden name ; and that such other and further
order and decree may be passed by this Court, as justice

.ay require. CORNELIA JAMES.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Dffolk, ss. Supreme Judicial Court, )

At Chambers in Boston, Dec. 6, 18G2. >

On the foregoing libel, it is ordered, that the libellant

give a notice to the said Thomas IC. James, to appear be-
the Justices of this Court next to be bolden at lledbam,
iin and for the County of Norfolk, on the third Tues-

day of February next, by publishing an attested copy of
said libel and of this order thereon once a week, Ihree
weeks successively, in the Boston Liberator, a newspaper
printed in said Boston, the last publication to be thirty
days, at least, before said third Tuesday of February next

;

also by depositing in the Post Office, postage prepaid, a
copy of said libel and order, enclosed, directed to the said
Thomas K. James at Rochester, in the State of New York,
thirty days, at least, before said third Tuesday of February
next, and making affidavit that this part of the order has
been complied with ; that the said Thomas K. James may
then and there shew cause why the prayer of said libel

should not be granted.
By the order of George T. Bigelow, Esq., Chief Justice

of said Court, GEO. C. WILDE, Clerk.

A true copy of said libel, and of the order thereon,

Attest, Geo. C. Wilde, Clerk.
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A GOOD CHANCE TO MAKE
$50 to $100

PER MONTH, AND EXPENSES.

AGENTS WANTED, immediately, to sell /. T. Lloyd's
cheap and degant Naps in M:iiuc and New Hampshire.

J. T. Lloyd's Maps of the United States, Map of Vir-
ginia, and Map of Southern States. Sent to pedlars and
others, without delay, to any part of Maine or New Hamp-
shire, by express.

Address H. J. L. STANWOOD & CO., Brunswick, Maine,
with stamp inclosed. decJtf

W E I S ZOEBISCH.

European and Fancy Furs,
308 Washington Street, 308

OPPOSITE BOSTON THEATRE, BOSTON.
S^" Particular attention is paid to altering ami repair

ing Old Furs.

1£^" Furs preserved during the sum rat novTtf

154 Washington St., 5 doors South of Milk St.

Otober '24. Cm

D'i

1313TNTTISTHT.
DANIEL MANN has removed his offioo to 146

Harrison Avenue. Ho has, for the past five years, in-
serted artificial teeth on the vulcanite base, in the use of
which holms made some improvements. It is better than
gold, when well made, being lighter, stronger, and more
durable, and is also much cheaper.

Dr. M. also uses a somewhat, similar proparaton for fil

ling teeth too tender or too far decayed for filling with sold.
His pi ices at* M moderate, at least, as those of any re-

sponsible dentist.

Boston, Soptembw 20 186S.

ICII X3IE3XT.

GLOBE HOTEL
WILLIAM P. POWELL, Pnonm ros,

2 DoTXS STOUT, (near Franklin Square,

NEW YORK.
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WM, LLOYD GARRISON, Editor.

"Proclaim Liberty throughout oil the land, to all

tlio inhabitants thereof;"

"I lay thin down « tho law of nations. I way that mil-

itary authority lakes, for the time, tho place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE KEST;
and that, under) that state of things, ho far from its being

true that the States where slavery exists have tho exclusive

management of the Subject, not only tho President of

this 1;.niti:u States, but the Commander of the Army,
HAS POU'Elt TO ORDER Till' UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OK TKB SLAVED *

. . From the instant

that tho slavehnlding States become tho theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers

of CoNfjituss extend to interference with the institution of

slavery, in BTERV way in which it can be interfered

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to tin; oussiou of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is s, war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power. to carry on the war, and must cAitur it on, ac-

cording to the laws of war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes tub

place of them. When two hostile armies arc set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-

cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."—J. Q. Adam*.

mix tiotttttrg U tU WevlA, mv <&m\\tx\jm\x m att Utettltfofl. J. B, YERRINTON & BON, Printers.
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WAR AND "REFORMS."

Those people who advocate what they call new

ideas in human progress, (as if most of them had

not been repeatedly tried and rejected in the his-

tory of the race,) seem to have received a quietus

from this stunning, practical, fact of war. It has

always been recorded as an incidental benefit of

this scourge of mankind, that it puts an end to the

whole brood of absurd fantasies which are hatched

out by the very prosperity of nations in time of

peace. People must think, and when they have

no war on hand, to task their thinking powers to

the utmost, they cast about for the first subject that

is new, (or appears so to limited readers of history,)

and set to thinking about that. In this country, the

number of these uneasy thinkers, both men and

women, always on the lookout for intellectual prob-

lems, is large. They take a pride in encouraging

so-called new ideas, 'i'hey subscribe to newspapers

which are addicted to the support of all notions

claiming to be reform?, no matter how chimerical

and absurd. They also furnish audiences for stroll-

ing lecturers who profess to own patent plans for

the regeneration of the human family. They do not

—-at least all of them do not—fully believe in every

preposterous antiquity, revamped and labeled " nov-

elty," which is brought upon them; but they give it

a hearing, or an examination, (always paying for it

in some shape,) which is ail that the professors of

the old-fashioned reforms desire. This generous

patronage, which our people—more than any other

in the world—give to all ideas which are set up as

new, seems to have been almost entirely cut off by

the war. We have no means of judging of the

pecuniary receipts of reform organs or reform pro-

fessors; but we observe that none of them are mak-

ing any stir in the community, and it is a well-known

fact that when reform ceases to make a stir, it is

dying. Agitation, discussion and continual fuss are

the very conditions of its existence. When the ail

no longer reverberates with the fierce declamations

of its advocates, reform may be safely regarded as

in a moribund state. Judged by this law of expe-

rience, Woman's Rights, as they used to be ex-

pounded in the New York conventions, must be

pretty nigh extinct. The public have not heard

"Woman's Rights" mentioned for over a year.

Spiritualism has been dropped out of the public

mind for at least the same period. The spasmodic

attempt recently made to lift it into notice in con-

nection with " spiritual photographs," proved a total

failure. People no longer feel any interest in its

pretensions. They have quite forgotten (so rapid

is the American mind in its reception and rejection

of professedly new ideas) that there ever was such

a thing. After this form oi' spiritualism has been

dead four or five years, it can be brought out under

a new name as a bran new philosophy, and, if the

country is at peace, will have another good run.

Let the professors, now bereft of* their subsistence,

wait till then ! Other reforms might be enumerated

which have been hastily tossed overboard by the

public in the tempest of this war; but the notorious

fate of the two above mentioned, illustrates the law

which applies to the whole of them.

—

New York

Journal of Commerce.

and anti-slavery agitators to see to it, that they

carry their" favorite topics not much further in their

chosen direction, lest its opposite movement land

them, with all their pet schemes, in a fathomless

abvss.

Pray, gentlemen, keep this ball in motion, and

oblige not your subscriber and friends only, but

benefit mankind. J-.

—N. Y. Journal oj Commerce.

POLITICAL OLERGT, &c.

Hartford, (Conn.,) Dec. 11, 1862.

Gentlemex,—I have just read your article on

the late political movement of our clergy at the

Cooper Institute, and regard it as eminently ap-

propriate and timely.

Just so certain as they attempt in an organized

capacity to influence political legislation, so certain,

and to a like degree, will they damage the cause of

their professed Master, and bring both themselves

and the religion which He came to establish on

earth into contempt. This radical error of the

clergy, however, is attributed not solely to their own
disposition to " mix in," pugnacious as too many of

them are, with the prevailing political agitation, but

in a measure to the stimulus and encouragement

which they unfortunately receive at the hands of

numbers of their adherents and supporters, who be-

lieve that both the Gospel and the party are to be

best sustained by setting and keeping the people

" by the ears."

As illustrative of this, we witness, in this goodly

city of ours, the disgraceful spectacle of certain

leading men, in one of our heretofore most prosper-

ous churches, systematically and very actively ope-

rating to drive their minister—a man whose excel-

lence's and good works are known and cheerfully

acknowledged throughout our entire community

—

out of his pulpit, which he has occupied for the last

ten or twelve years, because, forsooth, they cannot

compel him to preach the Gospel according to Abo-

litionism on Sunday. He prays for his and oui

enemies, and that peace may again return in God's

good time to a distracted country, and hence is a

traitor and secessionist, and must be driven forth

from the flock which he has so long watched over

and led in the paths of peace and righteousne

It has been the unhallowed ambition of men of

this stamp among us, to bring not the pOttrit only

but, so far as possible, their secular and religious

press, our schools and library societies, under their

control, that they may make them fountains for the

dissemination of the pestilent doctrines of aboli-

tionism. They are incessantly at work in their mis-

chievous vocation; bold and outspoken, when this

course promises success, but still and wily as ser-

pents whenever this kind of strategy promises the

best results.

Into our Young Men's Institute, a literary society,

have they presumed to set their cloven foot, to the

discredit of our city and the serious impairment of

its former happy influence.

We arc to be treated, the coming winter, to a

course of lectures before this society, supported

thou"h it is by all classes of our citizens, in which

Mr. Horace Greeley figures in the programme,

and others of the same stripe, though beyond a

doubt the enemies of its direction. Further, while

newspapers constitute a feature of the reading mat-

ter to be found on its tables, not a single Demo-

cratic paper, outside of our city press, appears

there, excepting only a single weekly, and this, I

learn, is a gift to the society; while all the leading

New York papers and others of the Republican

school are spread out in lavish profusion before the

young men who spend their evenings at these rooms.

The end of all this will be a revolution; and if

we do not sooner or later go to the extreme of hear-

ing Democratic politics in our pulpits—which find

forbid, for partizan politics never ought to find ut-

terance there—and getting nothing bat democracy

in our schools and institutions for the moral and in-

tellectual improvement of the young, it will bo a

piece of good fortune for which we shall not be

indebted to our abolition friends. The pendulum

still swings; and it behooves our political par-sous

CLERGYMEN AS CLERGYMEN, IN THE
POLITICAL ARENA.

Messrs. Editors,—I send you an extract from

a letter from one of the roost intelligent Christian

ladies in a neighboring State, noted wherever she is

known for her faith and charity, and the fruits of

her Christian faith. Similar proofs might be in-

definitely multiplied of the deep grief of Chris-

tians at the degrading spectacle of distinguished

men, whom the Church and the community gen-

erally have held in respect, so long as they kept

within the legitimate bounds of their high duties,

stepping down from their elevated position to play

the partizan in the political strife of the day. She

says :—

"Mr. has just called my attention to an article

in the Journal of Commerce which has made him quite

indignant. It is a meeting of clergymen of the dif-

ferent denominations at the Cooper Institute to pro-

pose an address to President Lincoln, expressive of

their approval of his Emancipation Proclamation,

mentioning the venerable Drs. Spring, Ferris, Tyng,

&c. It is to be regretted that men who have attained

such eminence as divines should stoop so low as to

sully their clerical fame by advocating Mr. Lincoln's

wild projects, which are only adding fuel to the flame

and sharpening the sword of vengeance. Would it

not be advisable for each church pertaining to these

pastors to call a meeting for special, prayer, that the

spirit man he poartd out> aml tllpSD deluded men re-

ceive a fresh baptism, a reconversion,—that their at-

tention may be turned from political strife to preach-

ing the gospel and laboring for precious souls ? Surely

God's people should sigh for tile abominations that are

rife in our land, especially for our ministers, who, in-

stead of wielding the sword of the spirit, and fighting

tiie fight of faith, are brandishing the sword of con-

tention, and advocating the cause of- abolition heresy

which is to flood our country with beggary and crime.

It seems as if they were given over to strong delusion

to believe a lie. "Oh that God would arise, and have

mercy on our Zion, and bring our ministers into the

dust, and keep them there till they disrobe themselves

of their defiled garments, and come forth clothed in

humility," &c.

These are the sentiments of a devout and pious

mind, with which thousands in the Church most

cordially sympathize. No move could be more
'

opportune than these clergymen have proposed,

none more calculated to bring religion, as repre-

sented in these persons, into disrepute. I must sup-

pose them men of common sense, and then let me
ask them in what capacity do they address the

President of the United States, in behalf of a po-

litical measure ? Will it be said that we are citi-

zens, and have our rights as citizens, and therefore

we may give our opinions on any political measure ?

Granted : no one will dispute that position so long

as you give it as citizens; but when you leave that

position and make use of your position as clergymen,^

intending, as you must intend, that the influence of

your ecclesiastical position shall be brought to bear

in the support of a political measure, then I think I

am safe in saying you have exceeded your rights.

I will not insult your understandings, by supposing

you do not comprehend the difference between your

official and individual position. Mr. Spring, Mr.

Ferris, Mr. Tyng, may undoubtedly support any

political measure they please, and their opinions

will go for what they are worth, more or less valua-

ble than Mr. Jones, the barber, Mr. Smith, the car-

man, or Mr. Brown, the tailor; but the Rev. Dr.

Spring, the Rev. Chancellor Ferris, and the Rev.

Dr. Tyng, have no right to give a factitious impor-

tance to their address, as citizens, by clothing them-

selves in a garb unacknowledged in the legitimate

political costume of the country. Milton.

—Journal of Commerce.

clergymen ; that tho minutes about being read were

a private affair
;
they contained that which belong-

ed exclusively to the clergymen who were present

at the other meeting ; it never was intended to be a

public affair; it was in no sense a public matter;

that paper gave information which belonged entire-

ly to the gentlemen who had met previously; he

would submit the question to the chair.

Rev. Dr. Ferris stated that such publicity as had

been given to their proceedings at the other meet-

ing was entirely unauthorized, and the brethren at

that time present were not in any sense responsible

for the notice given of the present meeting ; who
were the parties giving the notice, he knew not.

Rev. Dr. Hitchcock.—The Committee caused no

advertisement to be made, and the many represen-

tations made in the public, prints were entirely in-

consistent with the spirit and aims of the gentlemen

who met the other evening.

Rev. Dr. Spear referred to the gross misrepre-

sentations of the press, and he regarded it as grossly

indelicate that the reporters should remain after

what he had said—he was amazed that no hint was

taken. He then moved that the reporters be re-

quested to leave the room.

The chair, instead of putting the motion, referred

to the large number of persons present other than

the clergymen at the other meeting, and stated that,

if it was thought proper that they should remain,

he must vacate the chair, and decline to participate

in the proceedings. Rev. Drs. Canfield, Smith, and

others, spoke to the same effect.

Rev. Dr. Vermilye.—As chairman of the commit-

tee appointed to present a report to this meeting,

I would say that we have no report this evening

to make. On the contrary, advices from Washing-

ton, just received, intimate distinctly that there'will

be no necessity, and in fact no propriety whatever in

our taking action in this matter. I therefore move
that the meeting adjourn.

The motion was carried, only the fifty or so cler-

gymen present at the other meeting being requested

to vote. As these were leaving the room, a clergy-

man not of this number requested that those not at

the other meeting remain, and organize for the con-

sideration of their duty in the present crisis of the

courtry. After some consultation, another clergy-

man announced that as they had made no arrange-

ment for the use of the room, and therefore could

not properly hold a meeting there, he thought they

had better adjourn with the rest. (Laughter.)

The remaining clergvmen then dispersed.

—

New
York World.

THE CLERGY AND THE EMANCIPATION
PROCLAMATION.

Some two or three hundred of the clergy of New
York and the adjacent cities assembled last evening,

at the Cooper Institute, for the purpose of consider-

in"' the duty of the Church and ministry, in the

present state of the country, in reference to the

proclamation of emancipation. Among those pres-

ent were Chancellor Ferris, Rev. Drs. Vermilye,

Tyng, Hodge, Burchard, Cheever, Spear, and Hitch-

cock? and Rev. Messrs. J. Q. Adams, Cuyler, Dun-

bar, Canfield, Matteson, and Rev. Mr. Conway,

chaplain of the Ninth New York Regiment.

At the commencement of the meeting, there were

several ladies and laymen also present. The ma-

jority of the clergy seemed to be of the exaggerated

radical class.

Rev. Dr. Tyng called the meeting to order, and

nominated Rev. Dr. Burchard for chairman, Rev.

Dr. Ferris, the chairman of the previous meeting,

not being then present. Rev. Dr. Burchard, on

taking the chair, said their object in coming togeth-

er had been very clearly stated at the last meeting;

it was to take into consideration what is the duty

on the part of the clergy of this city and the neigh-

boring cities.

Rev. Dr. Tyng here raised the point that there

were many lay and many female friends present,

whose society would be agreeable for him when the

occasion was suitable. This was a meeting exclu-

sively for clergymen, and the report to be presented

to them was of a nature so delicate and important,

that it could not properly be presented to any other

than an adjourned meeting of the clergymen pres-

ent, when the committee who were to present the

report were appointed.

The ladies and several gentlemen now left the

room, and at the same time the clergymen who call-

ed the first meeting were requested to step out of

the room for conference.

These gentlemen havingre-eutered, Rev. Dr. Fe;

ris, who had now arrived, assumed the chair, and

Rev. Dr. Burchard offered prayer.

A clergyman wanted to know if the meeting was

meant for the Protestant clergy, or were Roman
Catholics included?

Rev. Dr. Burchard.—It is for the clergy—the

term is generic.

Clergyman, (going toward the door.)—The fifct

duty of the clergy is to come out from the rest, and

be separate in that case. (Hisses and laughter.)

The Secretary having been called nppn to read

the minutes, proceeded to do so, but hail read but a

few lines, when
Rev. Dr. Vermilye, rising rather excitedly, stated

that Hi'' meeting was intended to be one purely of

FRENCH BRANCH OF THE EVANGELICAL

ALLIANCE AND THE AMERICAN WAR.

The following is a copy of an Address from the

French-speaking branch of the Evangelical Alliance

to Christians in America:—

TO THE MEMBERS .OF THE DIFFERENT EVANGEL-
ICAL DENOMINATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Paris, October 25,

Beloved Brethren,—" When one member suf-

fers, all the members suffer with it." This is what

we feel regarding you, since the calamities which

have fallen- on your nation. Though the Universal

Conferenee of Geneva sent you last year an address

of sympathy, wc feel constrained to reiterate that

expression of our fraternal love. In fact, the year

which has elapsed has seen your sacrifices multi-

plied in a fearful proportion. United to you by the

bond of common faith, to which must now be added

that of a civilization based on human liberty, we
feel that what touches you, touches us. It is true the

Evangelical Alliance is bound to raise itself above

all differences which separate religious or political

parties. But here it is not a question of one of

those accessory points of doctrine, of discipline, or

of organization, which may divide Evangelical

Christians. It is a question of those great notions

of justice and injustice, and of the supreme law of

charity in the name of which our Alliance was

formed. It would be a lie, if it interdicted itself

from protesting against those great social iniquities

which dishonor the Gospel under which it is at-

tempted to shelter them,

It eannot remain indifferent while, in an age

when the conscience of the world condemns slavery,

and all the countries of Europe, except Spain, have

abolished it at the cost of great sacrifices, and when
Russia has just emancipated, by an admirable effort,

thirty-five million of serfs, Protestant theologians

are seen attempting to justify that institution by

the Bible, and men inspired with their doctrines

excite an atrocious war to maintain the enslavement

of an unfortunate race. The Alliance feels itself

directly wounded in the faith which it professes,

when it assists at so monstrous a spectacle as that of

a Confederation which boasts of being Evangelical,

(Evangelique,) yet at the same time is founded (as

one of its principal magistrates has said) on slavery,

as " the stone refused by the builders," but which is

precious in the sight of God,

THE PRESIDENT'S EMANCIPATION PROC-
LAMATION.

To the Christian Public, Clergymen and Laymen
throughout the Union

:

Being desirous to sustain the President of the

UnitedlStates in his responsible and critical duti

in upholding the Government and overthrowing the

Rebellion, and having given the subject our careful

deliberation, we submit to you the following memo-

rial :—
While we, clergymen and laymen of various Chris-

tian denominations, acknowledge our present nation-

al humiliation as a just chastisement from God for

our national sins, we believe that his paternal hand

directing the sore calamities in the interest of hu-

man freedom, as well as for the moral and civil ed-

ucation of the American people.

Though we regard slavery as the original and im-

mediate cause of the rebellion, we would not excul-

pate ourselves from guilt. We have permitted this

flagitious system to grow up under our Government

to its present fearful proportions. But we believe

that God is turning the war which slaveholders have

waged for the extension and perpetuity of slavery,

to work its prospective and final destruction.

We regard the confiscation of the property of the

rebels, as we do the proclamation of prospective

emancipation, as just, and necessary to bring this

wicked war to a close, and to secure a righteous

and permanent peace. And for all the loyal citizens

of the land, and in the name of humanity and out-

holy religion', we thank the President for the pru-

dent and ^well-considered manner in which he has

accepted and met the responsibility thrust upon him

by the terrible crisis.

We are profoundly impressed with the conviction

that in the Providence of God, and under ourCon-

stitution, sustained by a loyal people, he holds in his

hands the destinies of our free Government audthe
precious interests depending on it for generations

yet unborn: and we pledge him, in support of these

measures for the restoration of the nation, our sym-

pathy, our prayers, and, if need be, our lives; for

when our free Government is overthrown, then also

is the free exercise of our religion, and with it every

thing which renders life desirable.

We therefore urgently request Pastors of Churches

of all denominations, (with all other Clergymen,)

throughout the Union, and members of their con-

gregations, immediately and without further notice,

to join us in signing the following petition, addressed

and to be forwarded, through their several Senators

and Representatives, to the President of the United

States. We also request Clergymen, after forward-

ing the petition as suggested above, to return then-

names, titles, denominations, and the number of

signatures to tho petition, to Benjamin H. West,
M. D., Secretary, Boston, Mass., that wemay obtain

complete lists of clerical names, and the number of

the petitioners.

Religious and loyal papers, by inserting tins arti-

cle, will advance the cause.

To Abraham Lincoln,
President of the United States

:

We, the undersigned, hereby express to you our

cordial approval of your late Proclamation of Pros-

pective Emancipation, as a measure intrinsically

right, and necessary to secure for the country a

righteous and permanent peace; and we earnestly

hope that it may be carried into full effect. In so

doing, be assured that you have our entire support

anil most hearty prayers.

Boston, Dec. 5, 18(i2.

Rev. L. D. Barrows, D. D.,~|

Hon. Simon Brown,
John G. Webster,

Rev. J. N. Murdock, D. D.,

Edwin Lamsmi,
Rev. Edward E. Hale,

Otis Clapp,

John M. Forbes, Mauhrrs

Rev. E. (). Haven, D. D., of the

Charles W. Slack, r Christian

Julius A. Palmer, Emancipation

Rev. Edward Edmunds, ( 'ommiltm

Warren Sawyer,

Rev. J. G. Bartholomew,
Samuel G. ISowdlcar,

Edward G. 'Bleston,

Benjamin H. West, M. D.,

Secretary.

[Signed by Kuv. Drfli Htmv, Nualo, Kirk, dleaveland,

Hugiio, Wiirron, Purkur, Uunuan, and two hundred mul

twonty-two others, uluryyinoii and laymen.]

The Evangelical

Alliance would no longer be the great association of

fraternal love that it is, if it forgets those hundreds

of thousands of brethren in Jesus Christ, who are

now sold in the South like wretched cattle, marked

with red-hot iron, and who often perish under the

lash of pitiless drivers. Nor should we be less want-

ing in our duty towards those of our brethren in the

South, who have voluntarily associated themselves

with a colossal enterprise formed to perpetuate and

to extend slavery, if we did not declare to them the

profound sorrow which we feel at that- spectacle,

the fearful scandal which results from it, and the

immense damage which they are causing to the in-

terests of our Divine Master.

Suffice it for us to say to you, Evangelical Chris-

tians of the United States, that without wishing to

enter into questions of nationality, of country, and

of constitution, which are not within our domain, we
can assure you that you have our most lively sym-

pathies. If you have to suffer, it is for a grand and

glorious cause. That which has let loose on your

people all the miseries of war is a first step taken in

resistance to tho extension of slavery. We have

heard with thankfulness of the measures which have

been already taken to destroy this odious institu-

tion, and of the many symptoms which make us fore-

see the speedy disappearance of the prejudice

against color, that grievous corollary of slavery.

We pray God soon to blot out the last traces of it

;

and we can assure you that nothing will be so well

calculated to counteract those prepossessions in

Europe, which are grounded chiefly on the manner

in which the black race is still treated in the North.

We entreat the Lord to keep you in this path.

Each step made in this direction will bring you

nearer to the close of your sufferings. Since God
permits this horrible carnage, it is doubtless in order

to deliver America from an evil which is even more

awful than war, because it is more lasting, and be-

cause it poisons more completely the springs of a

nation's life. When your country shall have done

everything which lies in its power to restore liberty

to the captives, it will be able to take to itself that

promise of the Lord: "Is not this the fast that I

have chosen, to undo the heavy burdens, and to let

the oppressed go free, and that ye break every

yoke? Then shall thy light break forth as the

morning, and thine health shall spring forth speed-

ily." Then, also, whatever the extirpation of this

scourge may have cost you, you will feel that such

a benefit could not be too dearly bought.

In the name of the Committee of the Evangelical

Alliance of Paris,

The President

—

Guillaume Monod.
The Secretary—Georges Eisch.

The representatives ofthe French-speaking branch

of the Evangelical Alliance, assembled at Geneva

on the 29th of October, 18G2, have taken the above

address into consideration, and given it their hearty

approbation.

In the name of the general conference,

The President—Charles Barde, (Pasteur.)

The Secretary—David Tissot.

day. We think that no one will claim that twelve
per cent, is too high a rate of interest on perishable

property like slaves, who are sure to become value-

less in a few years; or that any of these estimates

are too high. If, then, the negligent, slothful man-
agement of a Southern planter, with the rude, in-

convenient, ill-conditioned tools and machinery used
on most of the plantations, could pay sixty-three

cents per day for slave labor, and grow cotton at a
profit when it sold for ten cents per pound, what
per cent, of profit would a Northern man make in

the same business, with improved Northern tools,

when the same labor could be obtained at one dol-

lar per day, and cotton selling, as at present, at

sixty cents per pound ? Certainly five hundred
percent.; and there is little prospect of its selling

below thirty cents per pound for some time, as only

a small amount has been grown this season, or is

likely to be next, and the profit of employing these

laborers, at reasonable wages, could not fail to be
be extremely large. It would also add very much
to the effect of the Proclamation, if the slaves could

be assured constant employment for themselves and
families, with wages at one dollar per day for the

labor of an able hand.

This being true, what greater mistake can oe
made than for the Government to add to the present

enormous expenses, the burden of supporting tens

of thousands of liberated slaves brought into our

lines by the President's Proclamation, after the first

of January, who are living in idleness and learning

vicious habits, while large tracts of the best, cotton

lands in the world are in our possession and remain
uncultivated, and our people suffer for the want of

cotton that might be grown on them ? How shall

this be avoided ?

Capital should be raised at once—a large num-
ber of confiscated plantations purchased from the

Government—arrangements made for tools, teams,

supplies, transportation and superintendents. No
time should be lost : the planting season will soon

arrive. When it has passed, it will be impossible to

furnish profitable employment to liberated slaves, if

no crop has been planted.

The amount of capital required to commence an
enterprise like this successfully, in the outset, must
necessarily be large; as those who engage in it at

first must furnish their own transportation for sup-

plies from New York to the plantations cultivated,

and for the crop grown, to market, as no freight

lines are running to the South now. After a care-

ful investigation of the subject, we estimate that

about two hundred dollars of capital will be re-

quired for each hand employed. How shall this

capital be raised ? As there is danger of being
driven off by the rebels before the crop is gathered,

and the whole investment lost, no one will be willing

to invest a large amount in it; but many will risk a
small amount for the purpose of seeing this experi-

ment tried, and the fact demonstrated that cotton

can be grown cheaper with free labor than with
slaves, and a movement initiated, which will be the

means of inducing other parties to engage in many
similar enterprises before the season is past, and
thus furnish employment to a large number of eman-
cipated slaves.

The amount of capital required being greater

than private parties would be willing to risk, there

is clearly no method of raising it but by means of

a stock company with a comparatively large capital,

whose stock is divided into small shares.

We are willing and anxious to engage in this en-

terprise, and will invest three thousand dollars in its

stock, provided others will join us and make up an
amount of capital sufficient to go on with it suc-

cessfully. Who will join us? Any one willing to

take stock in such an enterprise to the amount of

ten dollars or more, is invited to advise us of the fact

by mail. Friends of the cause, let us hear from you.

Ellis, Britton & Eaton.
Springfield, (Vt.,) Nov. 15, 1862.

period of the war, mass the slaves in one jormidabl
body, and thus render them immeasurably more power'
ful In inflict injury ? This is precisely what the
rebels are doing. But we have heard nobodv object
to their doing so. It' they can stand it, we guess
that we can endure it, not only patiently but com-
fortably- In fact, we confess we rather like the
movement. The rebels are kindly putting their

heads so close together, that we can soon sever them
at one blow, as if they had but dne neck. Nor
does it require the gift of prophecy to foretell what
will follow in this State.

These splendid plantations, whose area is vast,

wdiose fertility is unsurpassed, and whose climate is

delightful, will not be allowed to lie idle. An army
of hardy, enterprising immigrants from the north-
west will soon pour in to fill the places left vacant
by the slaves; and, in the place of half-savage,

wooliy-headed, coal-black ragged Africans, as un-
educated as the mules they drive, there will be a
multitude of industrious, thinking, well-clad, edu-
cated, newspaper-reading, church and school-going,

white farmers, able and wilting to serve the State

in peace and in war. The exchange will not be a

bad one: it will soon double our wealth.

—

Nashville

Union.

EMPLOYMENT FOR LIBERATED NEGROES.

We believe it to be of vital importance to the

complete success of the Proclamation of Emancipa-

tion, that its friends immediately take measures to

furnish profitable employment to those slaves who
shall come within tho Union lines, and claim their

liberty under it. Unless this is done, only a few of

the able-bodied, middle-aged men, who can be em-

ployed for military purposes, will be able to find

employment, or the means of support ; the remain-

der will become an immense burden to tho Gov-

ernment, and remain in idleness.

Every day's labor which the people will be able

to do, during the coming year, in tho cotton-field,

can be made worth two dollars at least, and will

leave an immense margin of profit on the capital

required to employ them, at that, price, wiih any-

thing like, respectable management; for the same

labor that was required to grow one dollar's worth

of cotton in 1860, when ii sold for ten cents per

pound, will grow six dollars' worth to-day, when it

sells for BlXty cents per pound. The labor of a

good field hand cost the master si\ly-lhree cents

per day in 1$60. This cost consisted of the follow-

ing items, viz. :—Twelve per cent, interest on the

cost of a good hand, say twelve hundred dollars,

which amounts to forty-eight CCDta per da.v ; fifteen

dollars per annum for clothing, equal to live eenls

pei- flay i
twenty-four dollars per annum for pro-

visions' furnished, equal to eight cents per day;

time lost during sickness, expenses for medicine and

negro quarters, equal to I wo eenls per day, mak-

ing the total cost per hand sixty-three eenls per

THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION IN

TENNESSEE.

THE NEGRO EXODUS—THE WAT OF THE TRANS-
GRESSOR IS HARD.

The rebel slaveholders of Middle Tennessee—and
they comprise, perhaps, five-sixths of the slavehold-

ers—are filled with alarm at the approaching evil

which menaces them with ruin. It is evident that

they do not regard the President's Emancipation
Proclamation as brutum falmen—-mere thunder and
no lightning—as some newspapers regard it. On
the contrary, they look upon it as the most terrible

wound yet inflicted upon the peculiar institution,

which, as it is the chief corner-stone of the Butter-

nut Confederacy, so it is tho chief corner-stone o*

the rebellion, whose death involves the death of the

Southern rebellion. The slaves have heard of the

proclamation, and are following the example of re-

bellion set them by their masters. Whoever else

may affect to doubt that the proclamation is a live

document, the rebels of Middle Tennessee do not

doubt it, and they quake in the extremity of their

terror as the day draws near when it shall take

effect in Wilson, in Williamson, in Maury, in Ruth-

erford, and in Davidson counties. The rebel masters

have, for. two weeks past, been gathering up their

slaves, and running them olf as expeditiously as

possible. Whole plantations, which once counted

their scores of bondsmen— coal-black, chestnut-

brown, saddle-colored, olive-tinted and Saxou-hued

—are now depopulated. Their former inhabitant

have
"Laid down tho shovel and tho hoe,

And hung up tho fiddle and tho bow ;
*

and have been driven off to Dixie—to the land c

cotton, cotton-mouth snakes, and cotton-headed poli

ticians.

We have our doubts whether these fugitive mas-

ters will find the change for the better. It looks t<

US like leaping out of the frying pan into the fire.

What will they do with their slaves when they ge:

them South ? There is no work for them to do, no
cotton or tobacco to raise, and nothing for them to

cat. It does not seem to us that to collect hun-

dreds of thousands of restless, excited negroes to-

gether, is exactly tho best method of securing and

strengthening the divine institution of slavery, which

is sanctioned by the .Lord's prayer and the Sermon
on the Mount! To use a plain term, these rebel

slaveholders are a set of asses ; they never were
troubled with much brains, and they have improved

very much, oi late—the wrong way. If we wanted

to stir up mischief, insubordination, and the devil

generally, in the cotton States, we would advise

these slave-owners of Middle Tennessee to do just

as they are doing, dust let them pile up their ne-

groes four deep, over Mississippi and Alabama, until

those Slates look like the deck of a slaver, and be-

yond all doubt, we shall speedily witness an irre-

pressible conflict, compared with which all other

conflicts will appQftT lame and spiritless! Who
would have believed, twelve months ago, that dur-

ing a bloody civil war, the rebel slave-owners, who
have always dreaded insurrections among their slaves,

even when they were separated Ironi eaeh other On
isolated plantations, would) at- the most dangerous

PE00LAMATI0N, POE A DAT OF PUBLIC
THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.

I hereby appoint and set apart Thursday, the
Twenty-Seventh Dat op November, as a day
of public thanksgiving and praise; and I earnestly
recommend to the Superintendents of Plantations,

Teachers and Freedmen in this Department, to ab-
stain on that day from their ordinary business, and
assemble in their respective places of worship, and
render praise and thanksgiving to Almighty God
for the manifold blessings and mercies he has be-

stowed upon us during the past year; and more
especially for the signal success which has attended
the great experiment for freedom and the rights of
oppressed humanity, inaugurated in the Depart-
ment of the South. Our work has been crowned
with a glorious success. The hand of God has been
in it, and we have faith to believe the recording an-
gel has placed the record of it in the Book of Life.

You, freedmen and women, have never before

had such cause for thankfulness. Your simple faith

has been vindicated. "The Lord has come" to

you, and has answered your prayers. Your chains
are broken. Your days of bondage and mourning
are ended, and you are forever free. If you can-
not yet see your way clearly in the future, fear not

;

put your trust in the Lord, and He will vouchsafe,

as He did to the Israelites of old, the cloud by-day -

and the pillar of fire by night, to guide your foot-

steps " through the wilderness," to the promised land.

I therefore advise you all to meet and offer up
fitting songs of thanksgiving for all these great mer-
cies which you have received, and with them, forget

not to breathe an earnest prayer for your brethren
who are still in bondage.

Given at Beaufort, S. C, this ninth day of No-
vember, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and sixty-two. R. SAXTON,
Brig.-General, and Military Governor.

A NEW ENTERTAINMENT.

A COLORED WOMAN READING THE AMERICAN
POETS.

The little semi-circular hall of the Stuyvesant
Institute was opened last night to such of the pub-
lic as knew of the fact, and chose to attend. The
attraction announced was a poetical reading by a
" Mrs. Louise DeMortie, a colored lady of Boston,"
and as the affair had not been advertised, except
among our colored citizens, there were only about
half a dozen white persons present. The rest of
the audience, which half filled the room, included
negroes of every hue, from the deep brown and
dark black to the pale olive. There were several

splendid-looking women, as elegant in dress and
feature as the rich Creoles of Louisiana. There
were one or two colored preachers, of raven com-
plexion and garb, and not a few of the more elegant
and dandyish " colored gemmen " who may be seen
in fashionable hotels and hair-dressing rooms. One
man, bald on the top of his head and magnificent
as to whiskers, was the very bust in chocolate of
General Burnside. There were several men and
women so white that they could scarcely be dis-

tinguished from those of the Caucasian race who
were present. While waiting for the reader, two
men—a harpist and a violinist—played upon their

instruments very indifferently.

At a little after eight o'clock, Mrs. De Mortie ap-

peared, and sat down before a small pine table, on
Which were placed a few books and a pitcher of wa-
ter. A splendid-looking woman she was—complex-
ion of a flushed creamy tint, hair dark and wavy,
eyes large and lustrous, and features oval and al-

most classic. She was dressed in black silk, and
wore white kid gloves. She could not be consider-

ed a type of the African race, for, though the Afri-

can blood evidently tinged her skin, she might easi-

ly have passed for a Creole. Yet she at once iden-

tified herself with the negro race, of which there

were so many undoubted members in the audience,

and opened her readings with some passionate stan-

zas by Whittier, on "The Slave and Slavery."

The voice was superb—rich, deep and musical

—

the pronunciation admirable, without the slightest

touch of negro accent, while the gestures were al-

ways easy and graceful. Whittier's exquisite pas-

toral, " Maud Muller," followed, read with the qniot

ease and half-hidden pathos the piece requires. Ex-
tracts from " The Honeymoon " exhibited in the
reader considerable sprightliness and humor. A se-

lection from the " Hero and the Slave," written by
J. Sella Martin, a black man. again called forth her

fire and energy, but, though well written, and con-

taining many passages of genuine poetic fervor, the

Eiecc was too long to interest the audience. Iu
onglellow's "Skeleton in Armor" there was a

marked deficiency ;
several lines were so carelessly

read that some words were entirely omitted, and
Others inserted, thus quite destroying the rhylhm.
Nor was the " Pied Piper " rendered uracil bettor;

but in the next piece, an anonymous little gem.
entitled » Magdalena," Mrs, He Mortie fully equal-

led in pathos and effect any lady reader who has

ever attempted to read to a New York audience;
nothing in this style could be better.

The listeners were attentive, quiet and decorous,

but Btranjgely lacking in applause or enthusiasm.

In fact, ihe programme was, with a few exceptions,

adapted to a more scholarly audience, and it was
hardly to be expected (hat it would be fully appreci-

ated try all of those present.

This " colored lady " will probably read here aeain

Boon. There are many families in (his eily who,

without being at all prominent in the work, sympa-
thise, al least in talk, with the colored race, and are

not even afraid of the dreadful word " Abolition-

ist." These families ean enjoy an agreeable evening
listen to reading Rllly up to the average, and en-

courage, by their presence, a colored woman of u«
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doubted talent. They will hear or sec nothing to

offend the most delicate susceptibilities, and we trust

hit som« of them will attend the next reading of

Mrs. De Mortid, whose talents as a reader have only

been developed during the past year, and will im-

prove with experience.

—

New York Eve. Post.

WASHINGTON UNIONISM.

In this city of Washington, I can proclaim myself

a Union man, and remain in good standing with

such facile politicians as George D. Prentice, George

B. McClellan, Gov. Seymour, James Gordon Ben-

nett, John Van Buren, Fernando Wood, Ben, his

brother, and that renegade puritan, Misther Brooks,

as well as with Abe Lincoln, Horace Greeley, the

Cabinet, the citizens of Washington, and all the

aiders and abetters of Treason, from Richmond to

New Orleans. To be a Union man is to be a map
popular everywhere and with everybody. This is

desirable. Just see how the thing looks !

As a Union politician, I can be opposed to Aboli-

tionism and Black Republicanism, (which lattw is

only a modification of the former,) to the abolition

of slavery in the District of Columbia, and to the

emancipation policy of President Lincoln. I can fa-

vor compromise with Rebellion tor the sake of Union^

and sympathize with the most damnable treason cf

our ""Southern brethren," while they unsympatluz-

ingly eut the throats of loyal Northern brethren. 1

can regret Northern outrages on Southern and " sa-

cred soil," and denounce the cruelty that keeps the

chivalry barefoot for want of leather, and their teeth

chattering for want of quinine. As a Union man, 1

can feed at the public crib, and cajole the Adminis-

tration that gave me place, while I am secretly pray-

ing, if not working, for its overthrow. As a Union

partizan, I can blatantly denounce as Abolitionists

the honest fools who thought this Administration in-

tended to stand by the men who fought its battles.

and on the stump and at the ballot-box, won the

victory that placed them in power. The motto of

all Union men is, " The Constitution as it is, and the

Union as it was." Not only is this Unionism, but it

is also Democratic. It is the war-cry of Seymour,

of Prentice, and .of Brooks, of Fernando, of Ben.

aud of Prince John. It is the principle for which

hundreds of thousands of our brethren have died

in the camp, on the field, and in the hospital. It i

the principle which, triumphant, secures to oui

country its past greatness, the white man his suprem-

acy, and the black man his inevitable servitude.

There never was, since I can remember, such a

convenient political formula presented to any peo-

ple for their adoption. It is for the reason that I

am at this hour a Union man, watching carefully

the moment when to call my political bias by

some other name.
Don't you think your four friends in Iowa had

better abandon the name of Republicans, and here-

after call themselves Unionists? The Democracy

North and the traitors South will then have some

hope of redeeming the State from Abolition rule!

If Union men are flattered and fawned upon a little

while longer in the Border States, and Abolition-

ism, and its counterpart, Black Republicanism,

(which seek to continue this war until Southern

aristocracy and slavery are " squelched out,") are

repudiated, this rebellion will soon be terminated by

friendly compromise with traitors, reestablishing the

" Union as it was, and the Constitution as it is."

In the mean time, the army must be freed from the,

presence of Generals disposed to pursue a policy

differing from the one I have just indicated.— Wash-
ington corr. of Iowa State Register.

THE AMERICAN EMANCIPATION MOVE-
MENT.

On Friday evening, a meeting was held at the

hall of the Metropolitan Institution, Cleveland street,

to protest against recent expressions of opinion in

flavor of the South, and to promote the success of

the American emancipation movement. Mr. J. A.

Nicholay presided, and on the platform were Pro-

fessor Newman, Mr. Washington Wilks, Mr. James
Beal. Mr. H. J. Slack, Mr. R. Moore, Mr. Elt, Mr.
Chamerovzow, Mr. P. Sinclair, Mr. Evans, Mr.
Malleson, &c. The room was crowded.

The Chairman briefly opened the proceedings.

The war they now saw raging in America was
lamentable, and he might say unparalleled; but

amid the horrors which prevailed, he thought he

could see that the slave was to have an opportunity

of gaining his freedom. They knew what the

great and good Garibaldi had said with respect to

the American struggle. (Cheers.) His sympathies

were with the Federal cause, on account of the dis-

position which its adherents manifested to free the

slaves. (Loud cheers.) He (the speaker) had al-

ways been on the side of liberty ; he had often

fought the battle of the working classes; and he

would have considered himself disgraced, if he had

not come forward to assist the slaves in freeing

themselves from bondage. (Applause.)

Professsor Newman then rose, and proposed the

following resolution:—"That this meeting, looking

with pride and sympathy on the great free Repub-
lic which draws its blood and its principles of con-

stitutional liberty from England, most earnestly

desires that in the future England and the free

American Union may be found united in brotherly

friendship." The question, he said, had sometimes

been asked, What had England most reason to be

most proud of? Some would reply, that England
had preserved her freedom when despotism had
covered Europe. Others might say that England
had produced a free literature and a sound morality :

while others might reply that England had spread

freedom and a free literature over the world.

Where, he asked, was the truth of this most readily

to be seen? In the United States of America.
(Applause.) That Union was England's greatest

progeny—that of which Englishmen had the great-

est reason to be proud. Certainly, any cause of

hostility between the two peoples was deeply to be
regretted. What was the test of a true civilization ?

It was the condition of the masses; and that test

was answered in America. Three millions of Eng-
lishmen had gone to the United States, and, there-

fore, it was true that they had drawn a large por-

tion of their blood from among ourselves. They
had gone to the United States in preference to

Canada. Perhaps he might mortify their national

pride when he said that England, which in former
times solved various important, problems, had now
somewhat got into a tangle. That difficulty was in

many respects solved in the United States. Here we
had a hierarchy which impeded education, whereas
in the United States there were great educational
advantages. (Cheers.) The people had a motive to

educate their children, for there was no hereditary

aristocracy to stop their rise in society. The people

in America had also the advantage of being rid of

secret diplomacy, and the result was that a few per-

sons could not get up a war. (Applause.) Still,

nobody would say that the diplomacy of America
was worse conducted than that of Russia, or of other
countries. He hoped the best feeling would always
continue between England and America—that Eng-
land would readily forgive the offences America had
committed against us, which he thought had been
small, and that America would forgive the offences

committed against her by England, which he feared
bad been great. (Applause.)

Mr. Sinclair seconded the resolution. He had, he
said, travelled a great deal in America, and he
could, from his own experience, assert that the peo-
ple of the Northern States were not actuated by
any feeling of hostility against us. He knew that
Mr. Lincoln and Mr. Seward cherished the most
friendly feeling towards England. He then dis-

cussed, at some length and with much eloquence,
various questions connected with the war, which he
argued was carried on by the South in behalf of
slavery. (Applause.)

Mr. Evans supported the resolution. He had also

travelled extensively in America, and he confirmed
the statement of the preceding speaker in regard to

the feelings with which England was generally re-
garded in the Northern States.

- Mr. Ball here asked the Chairman if it was open
to any one to move an amendment.
The Chairman answered in the affirmative, and

invited his questioner at once to move an amend-
ment, if he desired to do so.

Mr. Ball then ascended the platform, but his re-

marks being irrelevant, the meeting refused to hear
him-
Mr. Lerapriere, barrister, next moved an amend-

ment, to the effect that the meeting deprecated the
continuance of the war, and desired that it should
bo stopped by mediation. (Noise, and cries of
" That is no amendment.")
The audience being indisposed to hear Mr. Lnm-

priere, the Chairman and Mr. Wilks made an ap-
peal on hia behalf) It was the desire of the pr i-

moters of the meeting that any advocate of the
South should have a fair and impartial hearing.

Mr. Lempriere then proceeded with his address,

amid much interruption. He read copiously from
the speech recently delivered by Mr. Buxton, M. P.,

and was understood to endorse the opinions Mr.
Buxton had enunciated. These opinions were re-

ceived with vigorous expressions of dissent, and
Mr. Lempriere was somewhat peremptorily re-

quested by several persons in front of the platform
to state his own arguments, and not to take up the

time of the meeting by reading a speech which they
had all seen in the newspapers.

After some further irregular discussion, the amend-
ment was put, and it secured a few supporters.

The resolution was next put, and it was carried

by an overwhelming majority.

Mi'. Slack then proposed—" That this meeting,
adhering to the principle of non-intervention, is

gratified to learn that the Government has declined

the mediation proposed by the French Emperor in

the affairs of the United States, which was obvi-

ously calculated to obstruct the measures of Presi-

dent Lincoln for the emancipation of the slaves."

Mr. Slack supported the resolution in a speech
containing numerous pertinent arguments and illus-

trations. He examined the arguments by which
the advocates of the South had justified secession,

maintaining that they were false and unfounded.

The North had waged a modified war against sla-

very, while the South was waging an unmodified
war in support of slavery. (Applause.)

Mr. Wilks, in seconding (he resolution, expressed
his satisfaction that the Government had declined

the French Emperor's proposal of mediation. He
then, amid great cheering, read Earl Russell's reply

to the despatch of M. Drouyn de I'Huys. He pro-

ceeded to contend that President Lincoln's Procla-

mation had prevented a servile* war, and having
stated that a society had been formed for the ex-

press purpose of heiping the American emancipa-
tion movement, fervently appealed to the meeting
to give the society cordial support. He concluded
a speech which was much applauded by drawing
vivid picture of the different, aspect America would
present to the world after effect had been given to

Mr. Lincoln's Proclamation.

The resolution, on being put, was carried almost
unanimously, there being only three or four disse:

tients.

The meeting, which had been protracted to twenty
minutes past eleven o'clock, terminated with a vote

of thanks (o the Chairman.

—

London Morning Star.

SYMPATHY WITH THE OONPEDEEATE
STATES.

A correspondent writes as follows:— You are

probably not aware of the existence of the London
Confederate States Aid Association. Let me, there-

fore, inform you of a fact which is fraught with so

much significance. It begs in the most piteous

terms for money, and I fear on false political pre-

tences. I have just got a printed address of this

association, and the document must be the source of

much amusement to all who have the perseverance

to read it through. Towards the conclusion of this

wonderful production, the ladies of Britain—flatter-

ingly described as the "fairest and best of earth"—
are earnestly implored to eomo down with their

subscriptions for the sake of " violated innocence "

and "insulted virtue." But, sir, not only has tins

association issued an address—it has commenced a

lecture crusade. Yesterday evening, Dr. Lempriere
appeared as the champion of " violated innocence"
and '• insulted virtue," the arena of the display be-

ing the drawing-room of a house in Devonshire-
street, Portland-place. The company was not par-

ticularly numerous. The doctor commenced by
some very general observations, and then went on
to condemn the North for cruelty to his proteges.

At this juncture, Mr. James Beal mildly interposed

an observation to the effect that the South had been
duly represented in the councils of the nation,

whereupon Dr. Lempriere waxed awfully indignant

at the interruption. Mr. Beal then asked if there

was to be no discussion, and Dr. Lempriere answered
in the neeative. The doctor then said he could not

go on with his lecture until Mr. Beal had retired;

and he requested Mr. Beal would leave the room.

Mr. Beal in turn objected, and reminded Dr. Lam-
priere that he had been heard in favor of the South
at the meeting convened by the friends of the North.

Dr. Lempriere rejoined [hat discussion was not to

be allowed, and that Mr. Beal must go out. Mr.
Beal said he had come at Dr. Lempriere^ invita-

tion, that he had not disturbed the meeting, and
that those who turned him out would do so at their

responsibility. A policeman was then sent for, Mr.
Beal meanwhile maintaining his position with per-

fect coolness. After some further altercation, Mr.
Beal said he would retire, if, on a show of hands, it

was decided he should do so. The show was then

taken, and the meeting, which numbered between
forty and fifty, pronounced by a decided majority

for Mr. Beals retirement. Mr. Beal then asked

Dr. Lempriere to declare the numbers of the voting,

but the doctor declined, and requested Mr. Beal to

leave. Mr. Beal asked him again to state the num-
bers, adding that if they were declared against him
he would retire. The doctor paid no attention to

the request, and, seizing Mr. Beal, ejected him, with

the aid of a policeman. The doctor then went on
with his lecture, which was rambling and illogical

in the last degree.

—

London Morning Star.

No Union with Slaveholders!

BOSTON, FRIDAY, DECEMBER 26,1862.

CONCERNING THE LIBERATOR

The war has not only crippled the circulation of the

newspaper press generally, but it has produced such a

scarcity in the materials for making printing paper,

—

owing chiefly to the failure of the cotton crop,— that

the price per ream is now more than doubled, with a

strong probability of a further upward tendency for

some time to come. The consequence must be, uni-

versally, either a diminution in the size of the sheet

or in the quantity of reading matter, or else a propor-

tionate increase in the subscription price. Another

alternative is, speedy extinction. In numerous cases,

a stern necessity will doubtless compel the acceptance

of the last, especially by weekly newspapers, as com-

paratively few of these have, hitherto, been able to

preserve more than a precarious existence. It was

the extra ounce that broke the camel's back ; in this

case, it is a ton's weight, instead of an ounce.

In common with all other publishers, we find our-

selves in a very tight place. Our subscription list has

been seriously reduced, by various causes, during the

last year; and this, alone, is a source of pecuniary

embarrassment. To attempt to go on at the same

rates, with this loss, witli the enormous advance in the

price of printing paper, and with no immediate pros-

pect of extending our circulation, would inevilably

terminate the publication of the Liberator at an early

day. On the other hand, to increase the terms to

§3.00 per annum,—which, supposing our present list

of subscribers should remain firm, would barely cover

the additional cost of the white paper,—may cause

such a further diminution in the number of our pa-

trons as to hasten the same fatal result. The first

course, if pursued, is certain suppression ; the second

furnishes the only chance of continuance. In these

trying circumstances, we cannot hesitate which to

adopt. The price of the Liberator, therefore, at the

commencement of the new year, will be enhanced fifty

cents per annum, until the market value of printing

paper he restored to its normal condition. Other

weekly papers throughout the country have been

obliged to make a similar advance in their own case.

This is a simple statement of our situation, and our

readers can easily cipher out the absolute necessity

for this change in our terms.

Death has made serious ravages among our earliest

subscribers, especially within the last two or three

years ; but we still retain on our subscription list the

names of a number of cherished friends, in different

parts of the country, whose untiring cooperation and

unwavering confidence call for the warmest expression

of our gratitude. Such will continue to stand by us,

while we remain faithful to the cause of the enslaved

as in the past.

Of course, we shall reduce the altered subscription

price to its former state, at the earliest practicable pe-

riod.

THE EVENTFUL DAY.

On the 22d of September last, President Lincoln

made to the country and the world the following

Proclamation :

—

I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United
States, and Commander-in-Chief of the Army and
Navy thereof, do hereby proclaim and declare, that

hereafter, as heretofore, the war will be prosecuted for

the object of practically restoring the Constitutional

relation between the United States and the people
thereof, in which States that relation is or may be
suspended or disturbed ; that it is my purpose at the
next meeting of Congress to again recommend the
adoption of a practical measure, tendering pecuniary
aid to the free acceptance or rejection of all the slave

States, so called, the people whereof may not then be
in rebellion against the United States, and which
States may then have voluntarily adopted, or thereaf-

ter may voluntarily adopt, immediate or gradual abol-

ishment of slavery within their respective limits, and
that the effort to colonize persona of African descent,

with their consent, upon this continent, or elsewhere,
with the previously obtained consent of the govern-
ments existing there, will be continued; that on the
first day of January, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all persons
held as slaves within any State, or any designated
part of a State, the people whereof shall then be in

rebellion against the United States, shall be then,

thenceforward and forever, free; and the Executive
Government of the United States, including the mili-

tary and naval authority thereof, will recognize and
maintain the freedom of such persons, or any of them,
in any efforts they may make for their actual freedom

;

that the Executive will, on the 1st day of January
aforesaid, by proclamation, designate the States, or
parts of States, if any, in which the people thereof
respectively shall then be in rebellion against the
United States ; and the fact that any State or peo-
ple thereof shall on that day he in good faith repre-
sented in the Congress of the United States by mem-
bers chosen thereto at elections wherein a majority of
the qualified voters of such State shall have partici
patcri, shall, in the absence of strong countervailing
testimony, be deemed conclusive evidence that such
State and the people thereof are not then in rebel-

lion against the United States ; that attention is here-
by called to an Act of Congress, entitled, ' An Act to

make an additional Article of War,'- approved March
13th, 1S6"2, and which act is in the words and figures
following :

—

" Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives of the United States of America in Congress assem-
bled, that hertafter the following shall be promulgated a;

an additional article of war, for the government of the
army of the United States, and shall be obeyed and ob-
served as such:

—

" Article —. All officers or persons in the military or
naval service of the United States are prohibited from em-
ploying any of the forces under their respective commands
for the purpose of returning fugitives from service or labor
who may have escaped from any persons to whom such ser-
vice or labor is claimed to be due, and any officer who shall
be found guilty by court martial of violating this article
shall be dismissed from the servicer.

"Section 2. And be it further enacted, That this Act
shall take effect from and after its passage."

Also the 9th and 10th sections of an Act entitled
"An Act to suppress insurrection, to punish treason
and rebellion, to seize and confiscate propertv of reb-
els, and for other purposes," approved July "17, 1862,
and which sections are in the words and figures fol-

lowing:

—

" Section 9. And he it further enacted, That all slaves
of persons who shall hereafter be engaged in rebellion
against the Government of the United States, or who shall
in any way give aid or comfort thereto, escaping from such
persons, and taking refuge within the lines of the army, and
all slaves captured from such persons, or deserted by them,
and coming under the control of the Government of the
Unittd States, and all slaves of such persons found on or
being within any place occupied by rebel forces, and after-
wards occupied by the forces of the United Slates, shall be
deemed captures of war, and shall be forever free of their
servitude, and not again held as slaves.

"Section 10. And be it further enacted, That no slave,
escaping into any State, Territory, or the District of Co-
lumbia, from any of the States, shall be delivered up, or
any way impeded or hindered of his liberty, except for
crime, or some o lie nee agsi-inst the laws, unless the person
claiming said fugitive shall first make oath that the person
to whom the labor or service of such fugitive is alleged to
be due is his lawful owner, and has not been in arms
against the United States in the present rebellion, nor in
any way given aid and comfort thereto ; and no person
engaged in the military or naval service of the United
States shall, under any pretence -whatever, assume to de-
cide on the validity of the claim of any person to the ser-
vice or labor of any other person, or surrender up any
such person to the claimant, on pain of being dismissed
from the service."

And I do hereby enjoin and order all persons en-
gaged in the military and naval service of the United
States lo observe, obey and enforce within their re-

spective spheres of service the Acts and sections
above recited; and the Executive will in due time
recommend that all citizens of the United States, who
shall have remained loyal thereto throughout the re-
bellion, shall, upon the restoration of the Constitu-
tional relations between the United States and their
respective States and people, if the relations shall
have been suspended or disturbed, be compensated
for all losses by acts of the United States, including
the loss of slaves.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,
and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.
Done at the City of Washington, this 22d day of

September, in the year of our Lord 1862, and of the
independence of the United States the 87th.

By the President,

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
Wm. H. Seward, Secretary of State.

The eventful day indicated in this Proclamation is

at hand, and, as it draws near, the hearts of all true

friends of freedom are palpitating with hope and fear

as to its enforcement or possible modification. No
doubt, a tremendous pressure has been, and up to the

last hour will be, brought to bear upon the President,

by those who desire his downfall and the success of

the Southern traitors, to induce him to postpone in-

definitely the operation of his Emancipation Act.

That he will stand by it seems to be the general con-

viction, though we shall not be greatly surprised if he
substitute some other project for it. A man so mani-

festly without moral vision, so unsettled in his policy,

so incompetent to lead, so destitute of hearty abhor-

rence of slavery, cannot be safely relied upon in any
emergency. But having solemnly committed himself

to the recognition of the freedom of every slave in the

Rebel States, January 1, 1863, both in his Proclama-

tion and Message, to retract at this late period would
subject him to the opprobrium of mankind, and lead

to the most fearful convulsions. The slaves are every

where, throughout the designated rebellious regions,

patiently waiting for the day of their deliverance
; but

should they be disappointed, by any infidelity on the

part of the President, their hope will give way to de-

spair, and bloody slave insurrections speedily follow.

It will be seen, by notices in another column, that

the day is to be celebrated by a Grand Jubilee Con-
cert at Music Hall, on the afternoon of January 1st,

and also by meetings in the Tremont Temple, fore-

noon, afternoon and evening, by the colored citizens

of Boston and their friends, under the direction of the

Union Progressive Association. These, no doubt, will

be largely attended.

The colored citizens of New York intend celebra-

ting the event by a Grand Emancipation Soiree, and
also a Mammoth Demonstration in the Cooper Insti-

tute, on the evening of January 6th, on which occa-

sion addresses, interspersed with music by a full band,

will be made by Rev. Dr. Cheever, Rev. H. H. Gar-

ret, Professor William J. Wilson, Lewis Tappan, Esq.,

Rev. R. H. Cain, John Peterson, Esq., and William
Wells Brown.

The colored people of Hampton, Virginia, propose

celebrating the 1st prox. as a holiday.

May there be no drawback upon the anticipated joy

of these celebrations, by any act of the President to

modify or suspend his Proclamation I

Aid fou the Liberator. Hon. Gerrit Smith, of

Peterboro', N. Y., has kindly sent us 820, and the

Hon. Edward Harris, of Woonaocket, R. I., $25, to

enable us to meet the pressure arising from the un-

paralleled increase in the price of printing paper.

T£gF~ We would call attention to the Circular, head-

ed " Employment for Emancipated Negroes," printed

on our first page. With regard to the responsibility

and good faith of Messrs. Ellis, Burton anil Eaton, the

public are referred to the Exchange Bank, Springfield,

or Connecticut River Bank, Charleston, N. H. It is

manifest that, in the liberation of so large a body of

the slave population, some extensive plans, similar to

this, conducted in good faith by Northern associated

skill and enterprise, will be needed to turn the labor

of the emancipated to the beat advantage for all con-

cerned.

00NGEESS.

Congress, as yet, has done nothing of special im-

portance, excepting the passage in the House of Rep-
resentatives of a resolution, approving of the Presi-

dent's Emancipation Proclamation. The vote stood

—

dyes, 78; noes, 51. A strict party vote, we pre-

sume—the Democratic party still continuing, as from

the beginning, the natural ally of slavery.

The following is a copy of a bill introduced by
Mr. Hickman, of Pennsylvania :

—

A Billfor the suppression of rebellion, treason, and insur-
rection, andfor other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States of America in Con-
gress assembled, That the President be, and is hereby
authorized to raise as many regiments, not exceeding
one hundred of Africans, or colored persons of the
United States, as, in his discretion, he may consider
necessary ; to be uniformed in some marked or special
manner, and armed and equipped as he may direct;
their term of service to be lor seven years, unless
sooner discharged ; the pay of the private soldiers and
musicians to be six dollars and fifty cents per month,
one half of which is to be retained till the end of their
period of enlistment ; the pay of the non commissioned
officers to be the same as that of like grades in the re-
spective corps of the regular army ; the commissioned
officers of these regiments to be men of collegiate edu-
cation, either white or colored, and to receive twice
the pay and emoluments of officers of corresponding
grades in the infantry arm of the regular service ; the
non-commissioned officers to be either white or colored,
as the commanding officers of regiments may see fit;

each company to have one teacher or chaplain's clerk,
with the pay and allowances of orderly sergeant, and
the whole to receive the same allowances of clothing,
rations, quarters, fuel, et cetera, as are now provided
by law for the other troops of the United States.

Sec. 2. And be it further enacted. That a line of
seuii-inonthly steamers, of not less than fifteen hun-
dred tons burden each, be established by contract or
otherwise, between New York and one or more ports
in Liberia, Africa, to touch on the outward passage at
Norfolk, Virginia, and at Port Royal, South Carolina,
for the purposes of carrying mails, passengers, articles
of commerce, and such persons as the various coloniza-
tion societies of the United States may desire to send

;

and that for the purposes of superintending the said
line of steamers and the emigration of Africans from
the United States, three commissioners shall be ap-
pointed, whose term of office shall continue during
good behavior, with the pay of three thousand dollars
a year each, and whose duty it shall be to send to Li-
beria such freed men of the African race as are or may-
become dependent upon the United States for support;
to furnish them with suitable agricultural implements,
and with clothing, provisions, and medical attendance
for the period of one year, rendering an annual ac-
count of the same to the Secretary of the Navy, for
the information of Congress.
Sec 3. And be it further enacted, That all the sums

accruing to the United States, through the confiscation
of the property of persons in rebellion against the
Government of the United States, by the act entitled
"An act to suppress insurrection, to punish treason
and rebellion, to seize and confiscate the property of
rebels, and for other purposes," approved July seven-
teen, eighteen hundred and sixty-two, be, and hereby
are, appropriated for the purposes of education in the
respective States wherein the confiscated property lies,

to be paid over to, and expended by, the legitimate
authorities of those States, when reestablished in the
full and complete exercise of their appropriate power
under the United States : Provided, That the said ed-

ucation shall tench that liberty is the fundamental prin
eiple of the Government of the United States, nn<'

shall be extended equally to all persons, without dis
tinction of race, sect, or color.

We are sorry to see so anti-slavery and intelligent

a man as Mr. Hickman giving any countenance to for-

eign colonization
; and we trust it will be voted down

as needless, injurious, and disgraceful to the country.

Mr. Clark, of New Hampshire, has introduced the

following resolution into the U. S, Senate :

—

Resolved, by the Senate and House of Representa-
tives, That they cordially approve the policy of the
President of the United States, in setting free slaves
in the insurrectionary districts, as indicated in his
proclamation, dated September 22, 1862, and recom-
mend to him the employment of that and every other
means known to civilized warfare to terminate the
present rebellion, and assert the supremacy of the
government of the United States over its entire terri-

tory and people.

The following resolutions have been introduced in

the U. S. House of Representatives by Hon. Thaddeus
Stevens, of Pennsylvania :

—
Resolved, That this Union must be and remain om

and indivisible forever.

Resolved, That if any person in the employment of
the United States, in either the legislative or execu-
tive branch, should propose to make peace, or should
accept, or advise the acceptance of any such propos"
tion, on any other basis than the integrity and entir
unity of the United States and their territories as they
existed at the breaking out of the rebellion, he will be
guilty of a high crime.

Resolved, That this government can never accept
the mediation or permit the intervention of any for-

eign nation in this rebellion, or in our domestic affairs.

Resolved, That no two governments can ever be
permitted to exist within the territory now belonging
to the United States, and which acknowledged their
jurisdiction at the time of the insurrection.

Mr. Vallandighara of Ohio offered the following,

which he proposed to debate :

—

Resolved, That the House earnestly desire that the
most speedy and effectual measures be taken for the
restoration of peace in America, and that no time be
lost in proposing an immediate cessation of hostilities

in order for a speedy and final settlement of the un-
happy eontroversy which brought about this unneces-
sary and injurious civil war, by just and adequate se-

curity against the return of like calamities in times tt

come ; and this House desire to offer most earnest as-

surances to the. country that they -will in due time
cheerfully cooperate with the Executive and States for
the restoration of the Union, to make such explicit
and most solemn amendments and provisions of the
Constitution as may be found necessary for securing
the rights of the several States and sections within
the Union under the Constitution.

This Vnllandigham is as much a traitor at heart

Jeff. Davis or any of his rebel associates, giving the

"aid and comfort" in every possible way. He should

be promptly expelled from the House.

The American Cause in England. We are

favored with another interesting letter from our clear-

sighted, untiring English coadjutor, George Thomp-
son, Esq., in which a modest reference is made to his

truly valuable and indefatigable efforts to remove the

strange prejudices and correct the wide-spread mis-

apprehensions of his countrymen in regard to the

true nature of the portentous struggle going or

America. Whatever may be the incongruities, para-

doxes and weaknesses attending the action of th>

American Government in dealing with the rebellion

and slavery, Mr. Thompson instinctively and intel-

ligently perceives that the conflict is essentially be-

tween the elements of freedom on the one hand, and

the powers of despotism on the other; and, as he has

ever nobly done, in the face of popular opinion, he

adheres to the right, trampling all the temptations of a

selfish expediency beneath his feet. America has no

truer friend in the world than George Thompson
; yet

how base has been her requital of Ins self-sacrificin

efforts to bless and save her! But the day is comin,

when his name shall be honored from one end of the

land to the other.

It will be seen that a new Emancipation Society has

been formed in London, having for its special object

the enlightenment of the public mind as tothe course

which justice, honor, humanity and liberty demand
should be pursued by the British people and govern-

ment towards the contending parties in this country.

May it obtain liberal support, and its efforts be vigor-

ously prosecuted!

A Just Rebuke. Garibaldi writes to a friend,

in reference to our war, that he "is at a loss to un-

derstand why a nation like the American Republic

with such absolute and soul-inspiring declarations of

freedom engrafted in her Constitution and laws,

should be so regardless of the dictates of humanity,

and the enlightened civilization of the nineteenth

century, as not to have shivery, the barbarous relic of

ii barbarous age, at once and forever abolished."

35^"" To the poetical effusion on our last page, en-

titled " ThB Champion," should have been appended
the following

Mural.— Strike whou you speak. VWAj, moro than
wtirdx, your perill'd uniuitry needs,

The sword should be t.liu .soldier's pen—his proclamations
deeds.

LETTEE EE0M GE0BGE THOMPSON, ESQ.

London, Dee. 6, 1862.

My Dear Garrison,—I am so worn down by much
lecturing upon the American question, that I am not

fit for writing, and can do no more than give you a

general idea of what is doing.

Our London Emancipation Committee has merged
in a Society, the objects of which you will learn from
a circular and an address which I enclose. We have

an active Executive Committee, and a general Com-
mittee, which already numbers about two hundred;
composed of good men and true in all parts of the

kingdom. We are making daily additions to it. We
have commenced holding meetings in the metropolis,

and shall multiply them as rapidly as possible. I ad-

dress one this evening. On the 8th, 9th and 10th, I

lecture in Staffordshire, on "Preedom or Slavery?

That is the Question 1 The Slaveholders Rebellion :

Lincoln's Proclamation, and the Duty of Englishmen
in relation thereto." I return to London for a great

meeting in Spa Eield's Chapel on the 11th, and on the

12th give a lecture at Stratford, near London.
Here you have a specimen of my labors to bring my

countrymen to take an interest in the awfully mo-
ntous crisis of your country. I try to furnish some

antidote to the poison diffused by our public men in

their addresses. I send you a reply, recently made to

a speech delivered by Charles Buxton, M. P. (1)

Next week I shall be refuting the falsehoods and

calumnies of an ex-M. P., Bcresford Hope. You will

not have forgotton my campaign on the " Send back
the Money Question ;

" nor the one on the conduct of

the Evangelical Alliance. The present is like unto

those; but my strength is not as great now as then.

Nevertheless, I am doing all I can, and, with God's

blessing on the efforts of myself, and other and better

men, England shall be saved from her delusion.

William A. Jackson [Jeff. Davis's ex-coachman]

will be able to do a good work here. He is still my
guest. My wife and daughter give him elementary

instruction. He has been to several meetings, and has

acquitted himself well. He attends one this evening.

If he is not called away to America soon, we will send

him to school, so that he may return better qualified

to serve his brethren than he is at present.

I have just become aware of the existence of a So-

ciety in London, calling itself "The London Confed-

erate States Aid Society." It professes to be origina-

ted by Englishmen, and has issued an address "To
the British Public, and all Sympathizers in Europe."

I have procured a copy of this document. The night

before last, the association held a meeting at its office,

No. 3 Devonshire Street, Portland Place, near the

American Embassy. Having a meeting of my own
at the same hour, I sent William A. Jackson, who
brought me back an account of the proceedings.

There also appeared, in the Star of yesterday morn-
ing, an account of what took place. This I send you
for insertion in the Liberator. (2) Jackson's account

confirms what is there stated. Mr. Confederate Com-
missioner Mason, of Fugitive Slave Law notoriety,

was present. On the retirement of that person from
the meeting, he was confronted at the door by men
exhibiting a placard, three feet long by two wide, in

which was represented a negro in tattered garments,

with an iron collar round his neck. Beneath the figure

were the words,

—

"Dudley Weils, of Montgomery County, Missouri, as
he appeared when, after two months hiding in the woods, he
was rescued by a party of Federal, soldiers

"—.£c, $c.

And then, the following :

—

"Fellow countrymen! Remember that the 'Southern
chivalry,' which asks your sympathy and admiration, is

composed of the wretches who perpetrate these atrocities on
the weak and defenceless. Will you not, then, with a spirit

worthy of the sons of Freedom, rather give your moral sup-
port to the men who are shedding their blood (as thirty years
ago you gave .£20,000,000 of money) to purge this" nation
from the foul shame and guilt of complicity with slavery ?

"

The Fugitive Slave Law ex-Senator, and now Rebel
Commissioner, on beholding this placard,

" Grinned horribly a ghastly smile,"

and, as soon as he was able, got beyond sight of the

apparition of Dudley Wells !

The Address of the Confederate States Aid Associa-

tion is a virtual appeal for pecuniary contributions, to

enable the rebels to " continue their war against their

unscrupulous enemies." It begins by charging the

North with having "insulted, imprisoned, flogged, vio-

lated and outraged the women of the South in the

most inhuman and savage manner." Further, " The
North, in executing their fiendish and demoniacal pur-

pose, are bent on mischief, robbery, murder, arson,

and crimes of the most revolting nature; glutting

their hellish rage by inflicting every kind of torture,

spreading wild ruin, devastation, destruction and uni-

versal desolation, for the purpose of revenge and
hatred. In their fury, madness and malice, the atroci-

ties, cruelities, crimes and outrages committed against

the South are without a parallel in the history of the

world." After much more of the same sort, English-

men are invoked, in the names of " Civilization, jus-

tice, peace, liberty, (!) humanity and Christianity, to

rouse themselves to arrest the horrors of the blood-

stained march of tyranny, and to rush to the aid of the

South with—their pence, shillings and pounds."

This anti-climax is followed by an appeal to the wo-

men of our country. Here are the words :

—

"Fairest and best of Earth ! For the sake of vio-

lated innocence and the honor of your sex, come in

woman's majesty and omnipotence, and give strength
to a cause that has for its object the highest aims—the
amelioration and exaltation of humanity."

This address is followed by a statement of the case

of the North against the South, which is thus put:

—

The non-execution of the Fugitive Slave Law was a

virtual dissolution of the Union, and absolved the

South from their allegiance to the national compact.

The Republican party is a political conspiracy, and

Mr. Lincoln "the head of vigilant committeeism, un-

der a higher law than the laws of the land." The
South " is invaded by hordes of mercenaries, collected

from the scum of almost every nation." "The South
has no rival, either in commerce or in glory." Eng-
land's neutrality has starved the South, while it has

replenished the North. The conduct of the South
should extort the admiration of all lovers of law and
order; and, finally, the South implores England, with

tears, to help her own children.

I shall, to-night, notice this new society, and com-
pare the spirit of the North with the spirit of the South.

I have a choice selection of elegant extracts from Rich-

mond Examiners, and Whigs, and Enquirers, and Dis-

patches; with some Memphis Avalanches and Appeals,

New Orleans Deltas and Crescents, Petersburg Express-

es, Mobile Registers, Charleston Mercuries, South Caro-

lina Presbyterians, Scalping Letters, &c, &c.

Ever, most truly yours,

GEORGE THOMPSON.

|1] This reply we printed in last week's Liberator.

[2] For the article here referred to, see a preceding
column.

LOHD0H EMANCIPATION SOCIETY.

This Society has been formed for the purpose of

giving practical expression to the convictions of the

British people on the question of Negro Slavery, and

to protest against the degrading assumption that the

countryman of Granville Sharpe, Clarkson and Wil-

herforce can sanction the proceedings of any com-

munity thai contravenes the fundamental principles of

religion and morals, by blasphemously declaring that

Man can be the property of his fellow Man.
It offers no opinion upon the purely political aspects

of the American Civil War. That terrible contest has

palpably had its origin in the existence of the un-Chris-

tian and inhuman institution of Slavery in the South-

ern States, and in the culpable toleration of the iniqui-

ty so long shown by n large portion of the people of

the North. The question of union or separation chief-

ly concerns the Americans themselves; but the whole
civilized world is interested in the purification of their

community from the shame and guilt which Slavery

entails. The Emancipation Society, therefore, calls

tor an earnest expression of public sympathy with

every movement tending to the liberation of the slave,

and for the strongest reprobation of every pretence to

prolong his bondage.

In such measures as the recognition of Liberia and
Hayti; the concession to England of a Right of

Search ; the Abolition of Slavery in the District of

Columbia and the Territories
; the offer of compensa-

tion to the Slave States; and the Emancipation Proc-

lamation of President Lincoln, the United States Gov-
ernment has displayed a wise and humane feeling.

No effort should be spared in England to do justice

to the noble endeavors of the most enlightened Ameri-
can citizens, and to give them moral aid in their ar-

duous efforts to arouse their countrymen to the duty
of treating the African with the same political justice

which they demand for themselves.

The Emancipation Society will act in conjunction

with other Anti-Slavery Associations in England and
the United States, and it appeals to every friend of

Libekty and Human Rights for subscriptions or per-

sonal aid.

Office : 65, Fleet Street, London, E. C.

ADDEESS OP THE LONDON EMANCIPATION
SOCIETY.

Fellow-Countrymen—The abolition of Negro
Slavery—always an object of earnest desire to the

philanthropist—has become now an object of urgent

political necessity. Thirty years ago, England found

it impossible any longer to tolerate the existence in

her colonies of 800,000 bondmen. Since that time,

France, Holland and Portugal have decreed the abo-

lition of slavery in their colonial possessions. Slavery

in the United States of America has at length pro-

duced a crisis as much more terrible than that which
threatened us, as the strength of the system is greater

and the strength of the slave-owner more formidable.

If, in our own country, slavery had occupied half the

soil, had counted as votaries or victims a third of the

population, had for many years controlled the govern-

ment, and had diffused the poison of its influence

through all our religious and social institutions, we
hould not have got rid of it by so easy a process as

the payment of .£20,000,000 sterling. It would proba-

bly have provoked a civil war, and have threatened

to destroy the commonwealth it could no longer rule-

Thus has slavery in America armed in its defence the

States that proclaim themselves an independent Con-

federacy, and demand European recognition in that

capacity.

The Government of the United States has tardily

but decisively advanced from the principle of Free

Soil Territory to that of Free Labor throughout the

Union. It has proposed and earnestly recommended
voluntary emancipation, offering partial or entire in-

demnity from the Federal exchequer. To the States

and slave-owners in arms against its authority, it an-

nounces the cessation of their legal title to property

in human beings; and appoints the first day of the

next year as the epoch of emancipation through all

the States then in rebellion.

The Southern slaveholders respond by the denun-

ciation of this measure as a violation of the laws of

war, and threaten acts of retaliation that imply a root-

ed resolve to hold the negro race in the deepest deg-

radation as well as the hardest bondage.

To such a struggle, England cannot be indifferent.

Neutrality must be to the end, as it has been from the

beginning, the rule of our governmental policy. But
our people cannot regard with unconcern a conflict the

origin and issues of which are so closely allied to the

question of personal slavery or freedom to four mil-

lions of human beings.

To make more plain this connection— to make it

everywhere perceived and confessed, by the force of

indisputable testimony, that the South is fighting for
slavery, whilst the North isfully committed to the destruc-

tion of slavery—is the principal object for which this

Society is organized.* Its promoters do not believe

that English anti-slavery sentiment is dead, or even

enfeebled. They are confident that when the de-

mands and designs of the South are made clear, there

will be no danger of your being enticed into complic-

ity therewith. They trust that an unequivocal ex-

pression of English feeling in favor of the Republican

North—of its Free Soil platform aud its Free Labor

proclamation—will powerfully encourage the friends

of negro freedom in America; and so hasten the sat-

isfactory termination of the war that now devastates

the New World and afflicts the Old.

By order of the Committee,

WILLIAM EVANS, Chairman.

F. W. CHESSON, Eon. Sec.

Office, 65 Fleet Street, London, E. C.

Meetings at Abington. It will be seen by notice

in the appropriate column, that our estimable friend,

Theodore D. Weld, will lecture next Sunday, at

Hatherly Hall, in Abington. We bespeak for him a

crowded audience, assuring all who attend that they

will enjoy even an intellectual treat not often pre-

sented from any platform or pulpit; while they will

also witness a presentation and defence of the highest

political, moral and spiritual truths, that never fail of

producing a marked effect upon his hearers. Much
and most excellent speaking as we have heard from

the Anti-Slavery platform, for upwards of a quarter of

a century, we have seldom, if ever, been privileged to

listen to a speaker who more entirely satisfied and de-

lighted us, than Mr. Weld. Having had large experi-

ence in the Anti-Slavery cause, when it perilled every

prospect in life, and life itself, to be known as its ad-

vocate, and having watched with a most vigilant eye

every change and movement of the cause since, no
man living is better qualified to instruct his hearers,

or wisely interpret the signs of the times. We hope
that Abington will do itself the justice to throng his

meetings.

Mr. Weld, we are glad to hear, will also speak in

East Abington and Randolph early in thfc week.

3^~ The Atlantic Monthly, for January, 1863,

commences the new year under brilliant auspices, and

offers the following attractive table of contents :

—

1. Happiest Days; 2. The Promise of the Dawn;
S. In the Half-Way House ; 4. Mr. Buckle as a
Thinker; 5. Recollections of a Gifted Woman; 6.

Axial, (conclusion) ; 7. The Legend of Rabbi Ben Le-

vi; 8. My Friend the Watch; 9. Benjamin Banne-
kcr, the Negro Astronomer ; 10. The Sleeping Senti-

nel ; 11. Iron-Clad Ships aud Heavy Ordnance; 12.

Andrew Rykman's Prayer ; 13. The Strathsays ; 14.

Lyrics of the Street; 15. A Reply; 16. The Sol-

dier's Rally; 12. Overtures from Richmond. Re-

views and Literary Notices.

2^=" The Continental Monthly, for January,

1853, presents the following variety of papers :

—

1. Huguenots of New Rochelle. Hon. G. P. Disos-

way. 2. Macearoniand Canvas. No. 10. 3. Thought.
4. Consequences of the Rebellion Hon. F. P. Stan-

ton. 5. "I"; or Sunimar in the City. 6, The Ivy.

Charles Godfrey Lelnnd. 7. The Mishaps of Miss
Uobbs. William L. Williams. 8. The Union. No. 4.

New York and Virginia Compared, Ac. Hon. Robert
J. Walker. 9, Promise. Edward S. Hand, Jr. 10.

American Destiny. John Stahl Patterson. 11, Wsb
He Successful! Richard B, Kimball. 12. The Phys-
ical Survey of New York Harbor and its Approaches.

Henry Mitchell, Assistant U. S. Coast Survey.

18. An Englishman in Carolina. (Concluded.) 14.

Pen, Pallet, and Piano. Literary Notices. Editor's

Table.

John F. Trow, 50 Greene St., New York. Publisher.

1
PitELiMiN.wiv RBFORT ox riii- Eighth Census—

I860, We are indebted lo lion. T. 1>. Eliot for a
copy of this valuable Report, which makes a volume
Df 800 pages, crowded with valuable statistics relative-

bo the agricultural and manufacturing interests of the

country, and also numerous tables, giving the popu-

lation of the several State* and counties in the United

Slates,—the whole indicating a vast amount of pa-

tient research and elaborate preparation, mid furnish-

ing a great variety 0-1 useful information.
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TEE SLAVES OF REBELS PROTECTED BY

THE AMERICAN ELAG.

INTERESTING NARRATIVE.

We have been kindly permitted to publish the fol-

lowing highly interesting narrative, copied from the

log-book of the U- S. barque Kingfisher, Joseph P.

Couthout, A. V. Lieut. Commanding, U. S. N-, and

transmitted in letters to a friend in Boston. This hu-

mane, energetic and accomplished officer has just been

called to take command of the U. S. steamer Colom-

bia. No one better understands the nature and cause

of the rebellion than himself, and the true govern-

mental method to quell it. Wherever he is called to

act, the cause of freedom and emancipation will find a

whole-souled, brave, uncompromising defender.

[Written at St. Marks, Florida.]

Tuesday, 15th April. We have given shelter, this

evening, to not less than six escaped slaves from Geor-

gia. Five of them are pure Africans—the sixth, a

light mulatto—and their ages range from 20 to 60.

It happened in this way : About quarter past 4, a sail-

boat was discovered under the land to the westward,

apparently heading toward tiie ship ; and in the course

of half an hour we could, with the glass, make out

that it was a very small craft, with a very rude sail,

fejv' and something meant for a white flag at the mast-

El head—partly paddled, partly rowed, by half a dozen

£ sitters. It at once occurred to us that they might be

jS "contrabands," and if they should be descried from

i8the shore, their escape might be cut off; so at 5, the

Bp fourth cutter was despatched with an armed crew to

W *he rescue, with orders, in case of their being fugitive

^ slaves, and any attempt made at their recapture, to

defend them to the death. Our flag was hoisted as we

pulled toward them, to let them know we were friends

;

ami in half an hour we bad them in tow, and by a lit-

tle past 6, they were safe on board. They were sent

aft, to tell their story. One look at them was a bet-

ter refutation of the arguments of the " South-side

Adams" theorists than any that even Wendell Pbil-

jgft lips, with all his fiery eloquence, could present :—six

B bundles of rags and tatters, with a human body and

B soul inside of each. Their story lias the material fnr

B half a dozen " Dreds " or " Uncle Toms " in it. One

H of them—the old man—escaped from the plantation

B^seven months ago, and has been hiding in the bush

P eve"f\since; living—God, who feeds the young ravens

when Khey cry, alone can tell how. He was picked up

by theVothers, on their way down from Georgia.

They started ten in number, but five were retaken,

(one aVier being shot seven times before he fell,)

«' cotched by dc nigger dogs dey set on 'em." Early

this morning, following the Wacutla river to its

mouth, they found a little skifT with a couple of

oars ; and with these and four stakes for paddles,

a ragged blanket for sail, and the remnant of an old

frock for a flag of truce, they started on a pull of some

twenty miles for their floating "city of refuge."

They were very much exhausted, and it was touch-

ing to hear their replies to some few questions that

were asked them.

After hearing where they came from, and how they

got away, the Captain asked them, " Well, why do

you come to me ? Do you suppose I am going to

keep you? What can you do here? What can I

do with you, better than to send you back? " " What
we is gwine to do, sir? Why, we is come to stay

'long wid you, and do anything you tells us, sir."

" Weil, suppose I tell you to go ashore at once, where

you belong?" " No, no, mass' cap'n, we isn't 'feared

fo' dat, bless de Lord ! We knows yon never send us

back to de rebels—and we is gwine to stay 'long wid

you." He asked if they heard our guns at noon ?

" For sure, mass' cap'n, but it don't bin skear us

—

toe's bin chase by de nigger dogs, and we only pull

de harder—cas we thought, who knows, please de

Lord, but we monght git dere, an' help a bit?
"

One of them brought on board what we took to be

a leg of venison ; but, in reply to a question what it

was, and where they got it, he said it was wild hog,

""and they ran it down last evening. The captain made

them all take a good wash, threw their rags over-

board, and rigged them out in a suit of new flannel

clothes, just like the men's; and they are a dappy set

of A$e men, this night! I look upon this as the

greatest day's work of our cruise.

April 16th. I must tell you something more of the

poor creatures who came to us yesterday, more than

half naked, and wholly bewildered between the perils

they had escaped, and their joy at deliverance, but

who are now "sitting clothed, and in their right

mind," or cheerfully employed in little jobs about the

deck. It was not the old man " Bot," as you will see,

but one of the younger, who had been so many

months " in de bush.'-' They are named Dick White,

Dick Rowse, Frank Lynes, Bob, John, and Isaac

—

the last three having no surnames. Frank was the

" farm thrall " of one Joseph Lynes, who has a cotton

and tobacco plantation five miles south of Quiucy,

Gadsden Co., Florida, and owns ten working "hands,"

and as many more women and children. Frank made

his escape early last May, taking with him two suits

of old clothes, and about a peck of corn, tied up in a

bundle. He has been, like the rest, wandering about

in the woods and "hummucks" ever since, living

" on whatever de good Lord please to give dis poor

nigger," trying to get down to the coast, but without

success, till last Thursday, when they fell in with

Isaac, who knew the way, and "tookdem to de mouf

of ' Slopshoddy Creek,' to Mr. Farrall's landing, on

de Wakulia river, whar dey foun' de skiff; and last

night but one dey start fo' to pull along de coas', to

whar dey seen de mast of de Yankee ship. Dey
know'd she was a man o' war, and dey would be all

right once dey f'otch to her ; and so dey is, mass'

cap't, bless de Lord !

"

Dick White, who is ebony black, cannot tell how

old he is—looks 18 to 20—heavy featured and stolid

—

was a " chattel " of Dr. Robert White, and a field hand

on his cotton and tobacco plantation near Quincy, ad-

joining that of Mr. Lynes. He got away "a day befo'e

de big storm dey had long heah jes befo'e Christ-

mas "—has been living in the bush ever since, most

of the time, together with all the others, except Bob.

He says, "De nigger dogs ran dis chile once in de

swamp in de night ; but he ran into a bayou, up to his

_c I ! :u in de water, and trow'd 'emoffde track." "Sup-

pose they had caught you," said I, " what would they

have done ? " " Don' know, sir
—

'spose dey 'd a wor-

ried me—dey 's lamed to do dat
—

'spec' I never come

out o' dat swamp, 'cep in pieces."

Dick Rowse, dusky jet, quite intelligent, 23 years

old last May—" held to service" by Kennedy Rowse

—

worked on corn plantation, (cotton till last year—signifi-

tant i) on Lake Jackson, ten miles above Tallahassee
;

got away five days before Christmas, and has been

with the rest since about the middle of January, liv-

ing in the woods and hummucks on corn and roots

—

now and then a few sweet potatoes, gathered in the

fields at risk of recapture—and pork, when they had

the good luck to run down a pig.

Isaac—pure African—22 years old. Ran away last

Thursday night from the cotton and com plantation of

John I. S. Mauran, on the Wakulla river, about three

leagues from the coast. There were eighteen work-

ing hands, and about thirty women and children, on

the plantation. He ran away because a white gentle-

man, Mr. John Murrell, told him Mr, Mauran was go-

ing to lake him up to Faulkner's (a Floridian Legree,

no doubt) and have him whipped, to get more work

out of hini ; and would bring the nigger dogs to set

on him, so he could not get clear on the way. Thus
advised, ho determined to escape that night, if possi-

ble. The next day, striking for the coast, he met

the other five, and showed them the way. Monday

night they started with the skiff—as related by the

others—and pnlled all night and the next day, till

they saw our boat's flag, and then gave out, "but

dey knowed dey was safe den."

John is a tolerably intelligent mulatto—doesn't

kilOw his age—guesses he must be between 30 and 36.

Like most of the lower orders of the " patriarchal in-

stitution," as soon as a good chance opened, he ran

from the master to whom he was " devotedly attach-

ed "—a Mr. Edmund Hawley, whose plantation is in

Gadsden county, eight or ten miles west of Tallahas-

see. This was early in January, and he has been with

the crowd ever since a few days nfter he got clear.

There were ten of them at one time; hut the planters

came down on them (after the benevolent Southern

patriarchal fashion in such cases) with " nigger dogs,"

and caught five, one of whom must have died soon

after, as he had seven balls put into him before he

could be brought to listen to the affectionate entrea-

ties of his pursuers to return ! The dogs chased the

others into the swamp, where they turned, and with

clubs killed two and maimed the other three, and so

escaped.

Last conies Bob, between 60 and 60 years old, a

field hand of Dr. Robert Butler, on his corn and to-

bacco plantation on Flint river, near Bainbridge ;—

got away early in March—met, on Ids way to the

coast, with the rest of the party, a fortnight ago. Bob

is the gentleman of the lot—looks like Touissaint—

converses fluently, and expresses himself more cor-

rectly than half the officers on board this ship. * *

If you see Wendell Phillips, recall me to his mem-

ory, and say I thought of him as we received these

hunted fugitives under the protection of that banner

which he stood under, for the first time, when it was

our good fortune to hear him speak after the shot

fired against Sumter had pealed the death-knell of sla-

very; and tell him that there will be a North, even

in this region, before long. Every slave in the South

knows to what this war is tending—better at this mo-

ment than the North, as a people, or its rulers—and

God sits watchful between the cherubim ever.

April nth. * * I am more and more impressed

with the general intelligence and correctness of lan-

guage of Bob, the old man of whom I was telling you.

There is no attempt at fine speaking, using long

words and the like, but a singular clearness and terse-

ness of expression that reminds me of John Brown,

of whom, by the by, I must ask him if he ever heard.

He says that this rebellion was discussed, and all

arranged, in case of a Northern man being made

President, for more than a twelvemonth before it

broke out; that the common people—the poor white

folks—were made to believe that they could take

Washington at once, and whip the North " all to

pieces" in less than six months; and that even now,

the general belief was, that the Yankees would have

to give in soon—that they could not live without the

cotton and corn (1) of the South—were starving al-

ready, their last dollar gone,—and they had now

to depend for money entirely on the sale, in Cuba, of

the slaves they stole and sent to that market—and

that pretty soon England and France were going to

raise the blockade, and then all the cotton would

be shipped, and they would have free trade with

all the world, and the South would be stronger and

richer than ever, while the North would die out,

starved to death

!

Did he believe all this? I asked. "Well, mass 1

,

to tell you the living truth, at first the slaves thought

it must be so, else their masters would not have made

the war; hut pretty soon they saw that there was too

much talk about whipping the Yankees, and they was

all the time getting whipped themselves, and a call-

ing for more soldiers—more soldiers—and then the

black people was of opinion that the North was the

one that was agoing to whip, after all, and then they

would all be free to work for themselves."

"But," said I, "do you suppose if the slaves were

all free to-morrow, that they mould work for them-

selves? Don't you suppose the cotton would all be

lost, and the planters ruined for want of labor?"

" No, sir ; no, sir I I tell you the truth—there is not

a slave in the South that would not do twice the work,

and raise twice the cotton and tobacco he does now,

if he was paid for it. The planters, sir, would be a

great deal richer; but they don't want, to see it, be-

cause they like to own slaves, and whip them when

they takes a fancy, or sell them if they are pushed;

but if we was free, they could not do this, you see,

sir. And then, I think sometimes, sir, the Lord He

shuts their eyes, so they can't see what is best for

them."

* * * To day, passing by Bob, who was refresh-

ing himself by drinking in the full sunshine, as he

lay stretched his length on the forecastle, I asked him

if he ever heard of such a man as John Brown. " O,

yes, I have heard tell a great deal of him, sir. He

came down to Virginia to free the slaves. He was a

very brave soldier, sir; but the South was too strong

for him there, and so they conquered him ; and then

they was skeered he might get away, and come down

again with an army, and so they hung him, sir ! But

I 'spect the army is come, fo' all that, sir, and plenty

of John Browns that the South keant conquer, along

with it, please the Lord !

"

Who can doubt, with such facts before them, whether

"John Brown's soul is marching on"? Bob says

that he was too fast—that every slave in the South

would have risen then, if they could only have had a

certainty of any one to back them, or finding arms

to defend themselves; "but they was all watched too

close to get a start then."

I have tried to give you his very words, as nearly

as possible. Don't you think this poor unlettered

African, who can neither read nor write, capable of

reading a lesson in wisdom, or teaching political econ-

omy, to many of his late masters, and the South-Side

Adams school among ourselves?

[Written at St. Joseph's Bay, Florida.]

Sunday, Aug. 2ith. We have had quite a break in

the monotony of our blockading work, (or want of

work,) this forenoon; and I enjoy the satisfaction of

having impoverished George Walker, of Albany, the

comity town of Dougherty County, Georgia, by the

equivalent, according to the arithmetic of chivalry, of

§1000 and upwards, in the form of an able-bodied, in-

telligent contraband named Henry, whose surname is

Walker, after his late master and pretended owner.

Just before 9, a small boat was descried through the

mist off the eastern shore, paddled by one man, and

heading directly for the ship. We had the 4th cut-

ter down, and after him, in a twinkling, and in half

an hour, Henry, erst the bondman of Walker, the

Georgian, stood on the deck of the Kingfisher, a free

man ! He reports the salt works as being on quite

an extensive scale, having steam ebgines, and eight

large boilers, capable of manufacturing more tb;

200 bushels a day ; and that there are several smaller

establishments, higher up the bay. Also, that there

is a company of mounted " gorillas " at a place a little

way back, called the " Cross Roads." In reply to the

question, how many persons there were at the steam

saltworks, he said, " Dere is about twenty head of ne-

groes, leastwise, dere was las' night, but now I is got

clear, dere is only nineteen head left, and six white

men"—having been, as you perceive, trained to re-

gard himself and fellows like "dumb, driven cattle,"

whose only estimated value is that of so much per

head. It pleased me to find that, in speaking of the

two, he gave the black "stock" precedence of their

white owners. Learning from him, that when he

started at daybreak, in his frail cockle-shell of a punt,

(which looked more like a shell coffin than like a boat,

being only two rough boards a foot wide for sides, and

another for bottom, with a slake for paddle,) seven

others set out through the woods for a point about

three miles abreast of us, and ought to reach it by

ten, we sent at once armed boats to bring them off,

should they reach the point. When the boats had got

about a third of the way to the shore, we saw the

seven come out of the woods and down to the beach.

But while our boats were yet a mile from shore, the

party was joined by an eighth person, conspicuous in

a white shirt, and presently the seven "head of ne-

groes" withdrew to the woods again, followed by

him of the shirt, who, no doubt, was an overseer—as,

an hour later, we saw them all on the beach again,

some distance higher up, making directly for the salt-

works, of which we intend making short work very

soon. We will have the whole "nineteen head" of

human fctock transformed into free men yet, if they

arc not driven inland. * * * * *

Later. The day has been more fortunate than I

had ventured to hope. Let me tell you what lias hap-

pened since the last page was written. About 3,

we discovered another party of five persons on the

beach, near where we saw the "seven head of ne-

groes" this morning. We Bent in our boats as be-

fore, and by the time they had got within musket shot,

three others came down ; and as soon as wo were

near enough, the whole eight waded out to the boats,

each scrambling for the nearest, and in half an hour

were on board of us, the happiest crowd we have seen

since their fellows escaped to us at St. Marks. They

all belong (or did) to parties living on Flint river, near

Albany, and, with the exception of two old men who

are past service, and were sent down here to be

"worked out," are able-bodied men—four of them

quite intelligent. They were divided equally be-

tween the U. S. barque "Pursuit," lying near us, and

this vessel; and it was explained to them that they

were now as free as any of the ship's company, but

that they must not expect to be fed and clothed for

nothing; that they would have to work while they

remained on board, like the rest of the crew—would

be paid §10 per month, and only the value of the cloth-

ing supplied them deducted from it; and if any pre-

ferred returning, to remaining on these conditions,

they should be landed to-morrow. But they all de-

clared they were willing to work, and would be glad

to only for their food, so they were allowed to stay on

board. They tell a pitiful story of the destitution

that prevails in all this section of the country—noth-

ing in the way of food or clothing to be had, save at

exorbitant prices, and little even at these.

It would be idle to attempt giving any idea of their

dress. Such remnants of nondescript hats, tatters of

clothing that was once a coarse shirt and pants, and

fragmentary shoes, I never beheld before! Better

might be picked from any dust heap at th* North.

About 5, a sail-boat was seen standing out to us from

the saltworks, and one of the cutters was sent after

her. She was manned by three whites, in the seediest

kind of apparel, yet evidently their Sunday's best.

They were asked what they meant by running their

heads this way into the lion's mouth, and said that

they were the owners of the saltworks—good Union

len, &c. (of course—none other would be here, mak-

ig salt for the rebels!)—and had reason to believe

that several of their men had got on board of us, and

so came off to see if they could not make some ar-

rangement to have them returned 1 Was not that

coo.l—for the season and latitude ? They were very

anxious to know if we intended to break up their

ks. We had not quite determined yet in regard

to that. If we did, would they have notice and time

to remove their engines, &c.—The notice? Yes, to

get out of harm's way ; but if they were molested at

all, their machinery would be demolished, every par-

ticle of it, the first thing. They thought this would

be rather hard upon them—good Union men as they

were! Perhaps so; but they must remember they

e in very bad company, and, moreover, doing their

best to furnish the enemies of the Union with an

article, to prevent the introduction of which from

abroad was one of the objects for which we were

tationed here. They hoped, too, that we would not

attempt to take any more of their workmen, as, being

hired hands, they would have to pay for them in case

they escaped.

In reply to this, I repeated my declaration that, till

my men who were, in the most cowardly manner, fired

upon, when peacefully filling water—and twelve of

them carried prisoners to Tallahassee—were returned,

and the two murdered ones restored to life, I would

shelter every slave that came within my reach—bring

them within it, whenever and by every means I

could—and work their so-calied owners evil and in-

jury to the utmost of my ability, till this infernal re-

bellion was crushed, beyond possibility of rising again,

or my own life ended;—with which understanding I

sent them on their way. These men fully confirm

the statements of the contrabands, in regard to the

scarcity of food in all this section. Corn is $4 a

bushel, flour §24 a barrel in all the interior, salt §10

a bushel, pork §40 a barrel, tea and coffee—myths.

Slaves' allowance of 3 1-2 lbs. bacon and peck of meal

weekly, reduced everywhere in Georgia, Florida, and

the adjoining Gulf States, to one half these quantities.

Has not rebellion been a profitable and pleasant busi-

ness for the South, so far? And "the end is not

yet"! _^___^__a_^___^^__

THE SEWARD EMBROGLIO.

The New York Times contains a circumstantial ac-

count of the events which preceded the resignation

of Secretary Seward. The writer says that the first

motion adverse to Mr. Seward, in the Senatorial cau-

cus, was made by Mr. Grimes of Iowa, and was sup-

ported in speeches by Mr. Fessendeu, Mr. Trumbull,

Mr. Wade, Mr. Field, the new Senator from New
Jersey, and several others. The burden of their re-

marks was that Mr. Seward was largely resposible for

the tardy and ineffectual prosecution of the war. The
more conservative Senators, taken by surprise, en-

deavored to delay action, and Mr. King of New York,

in particular, exe'rted himself against the motion. At
the second caucus, Mr. Harris of New York offered a

substitute resolution, calling for a " reconstruction of

the Cabinet," in order to take away the appearance of

a personal aim at Mr. Seward. Mr. Fessenden moved
to amend by inserting "partial" before "reconstruc-

tion," which Mr. Harris accepted, and then the reso-

lution was adopted by 28 votes, Mr. King declining to

vote at all. A committee was then chosen to report

the matter to the President, consisting of Messrs, Col-

lamer, Fessenden, Sumner, Wade, Trumbull, Grimes,

Pomeroy, Harris and Howard. Their interview with

the President began with a brief paper read by Mr.

Collamer, expressing the general desire for a recon-

struction of the Cabinet. Then each member of the

committee gave his individual views. The reported

reply of the President is so pithy that we copy it as

follows :

—

"President Lincoln listened with attention to all

that was said. He then expressed the profound solici-

tude which he felt on the subject they had brought

before him, and the overwhelming anxiety which op-

pressed him concerning the condition of the country

and the progress of the war. What the country wanted,

he said, was military success. Without that, nothing

could go right; with that, nothing could go wrong.

He did not see how the measure proposed by the com-

mittee would furnish the remedy required. If he

had a Cabinet of angels, they could not give the coifn-

try military successes, and that was what was wanted

and what must be had. But he promised bis most

careful attention to the subject, and another interview

was appointed for the next evening, in presence of

the Cabinet."

A second interview was bad on Friday, when the

President proposed the question whether more harm

or good would result from the acceptance of Mr.

Seward's resignation. Mr. Fessenden and Mr. Grimes

declined to discuss the matter; Messrs. Wade, Sum-

ner and Trumbull advocated the acceptance
;

and

Messrs. Collamer, Harris and one or two others were

against it. It was reported that each member of the

caucus pledged himself not to accept any Cabinet

office if a new organization was made. The Times,

as if speaking by authority, says of Mr. Seward :—

He did not oppose the issuing of the Pproclama-

tion. He did not resist the removal of McClellan.

He did not originate, direct, or in any way interfere

wit!) the Banks expedition. He had nothing whatever

to do, directly or indirectly, with the movement of

General Burnside. He has attended exclusively to

the affairs of his own department, and has sustained,

with cheerful and hearty loyalty, whatever measures

the President has deemed essential to the public

good."

The Battle of Prairie-Grove. This severe en-

gagement, near Fayetteville, Arkansas, between our

forces under Generals Blunt and Herron, and the

rebels under Gen. Hindman, which occurred on the

7th inst., resulted in a Federal victory. Our loss in

killed and wounded was 1000, and that of the enemy
2000. Four caissons filled with ammunition and a

large quantity of small arms were taken. The enemy

lost five Colonels killed and wounded. Col. McFar-

land, of the 19th Iowa, was killed.

THE TWENTY-NINTH

NATIONAL ANTI-SLAVERY SUBSCRIP-

TION ANNIVERSARY.
In view of the colossal magnitude of the Southern

rebellion, on the one hand, and of the corresponding

efforts for its suppression by the American Govern-

ment, on the other, the Managers of the National

Anti-Slavery Subscription Anniversary have

deemed it expedient to defer their ANNUAL AP-

PEAL to this late period—not knowing what events

might occur, in the mean lime, to render a modifica-

tion or suspension of their established plan of action

desirable, and wishing to be guided by the highest

wisdom in such a momentous crisis.

Reverently recognizing in this awful visitation the

hand of God in righteous judgment for our great na-

tioftal transgression, and trusting it may mercifully

end in the total extinction of chattel slavery throughout

the land ; believing that the Proclamation of President

Lincoln, emancipating forever all slaves held in States

found in rebellion on the first day of January, 1863,

will, if energetically and uncompromisingly enforced,

inflict a staggering blow upon that fearfully oppressive

system; they, nevertheless, feel that the uncertain-

ties of civil war are too great, and the expedients of

governmental and political organizations too unreliable,

to justify, for one moment, any abatement of vigilance,

activity, zeal, liberality, and determination, on the

part of those who have so long and so disinterestedly

consecrated themselves to the godlike work of imme-

diate and universal emancipation, joyfully " bearing

the cross and despising the shame." With no person-

al or sectional feelings to indulge, no selfish ends to

promote, no party or sectarian objects to attain,—ani-

mated by the deepest religious sentiment and the

purest patriotism,—it is not for such to commit their

sacred cause to other hands, to be lulled into inaction

even by the most cheering signs of the times, to re-

gard their special mission as accomplished, or to aban-

don their organized efforts and efficient instrumentali-

ties which have hitherto been crowned with such ani-

mating results. Their work is, by Divine help, the

extermination of slavery, root and branch; and so

long as one slave remains in his fetters, and they are

able to plead his cause, that work will not have been

accomplished. They must continue to be " the forlorn

hope" to the end, leading the way, and taking upon

themselves the brunt of the conflict, until the victory

be won, the captives set free, and liberty the birth-

right and possession of every inhabitant of our land,

from sea to sea.

Granted, that the Anti-Slavery cause has grown

from infantile weakness to manly strength—from uni-

versal proscription to respectful public consideration

—

from an apostolic number of adherents to a multi-

tudinous host. Granted, that it is Slavery which is the

sole cause of the Rebellion, and that the suppression

of the one may necessitate the forcible overthrow of

the other. Granted, that the Emancipation Proclama-

tion of President Lincoln, if it can be enforced, will

include nearly three fourths of the entire slave popu-

lation. Granted, that the rebels themselves, despair-

ing of achieving their independence in any other way,

may proclaim freedom to their bondmen, and thus se-

cure their loyal cooperation. Still, we have to deal

with stern realities, and must not allow ourselves to

be deluded by mere possibilities which may never be

fulfilled. Still, it must be remembered that no blow

will be struck at the slave system, as such, by the

Proclamation; for slavery will continue to be recog-

nized and protected, under the old constitutional guar-

anties, in all the so-called loyal slave States, and possi-

bly reinstated in every rebel State, under the shield of

State sovereignty, after its subjugation and the with-

drawal of the Federal armies. Still, it is manifest

that a powerful pro-slavery sentiment exists through-

out the North, deadly hostile to every scheme of eman-

cipation, defiantly claiming a strong reaction of public

sentiment on its side, intent on persecuting and ostra-

cising all who are obtaining their freedom by flight

and the chances of war, and leaving nothing undone to

get the control of the government, so as to make the

most humiliating concessions to the South, and recon-

struct the Union on a permanent slaveholding basis.

Under these perilous circumstances, therefore, there

must be no indulgence given to the pleasing illusions

of fancy, or to an undue exaltation of mind. The

struggle for the abolition of slavery may yet be pro-

tracted for years ; and, unquestionably, it will be fierce-

ly contested to the end by all that is hostile to impar-

tial liberty, North as well as South. We must gird up

our loins anew, make a fresh consecration of our means

and powers, labor with increasing devotedness, and

ask for a discharge from this warfare only with the

termination of our mortal life, or the liberation of all

in bondage.

The Managers of the National Anti-Slavery

Subscription Anniversary give notice, therefore,

that it will be held, as usual, in Boston, the last

week in January, 1863 ; and to that annual gathering

they cordially and urgently invite all who abhor trea-

son, love liberty, desire peace and reconciliation on an

enduring basis, and seek the unity, happiness and

prosperity of our now distracted, fearfully guilty, but

we trust to be regenerated country—bringing with

them {or sending, if they are not able to give their

personal attendance} as generous contributions and

donations as their means will allow, causing " the

riches of their liberality to abound" even in "the

abundance of their poverty,"—assured that the pro-

ceeds thus obtained will be sacredly used, under the

auspices of the American Anti-Slavery Society,

as hitherto, to disseminate light and knowledge on the

subject of slavery by voice and pen, through the press

and by the lecturing agent—to quicken the religious

sentiment, inform the understanding, stimulate the

conscience, soften the heart, and so effect that mighty

moral change in public opinion which is essential to

the banishment of all complexional hatred and oppres-

sion, and, consequently, to the reign of universal jus-

tice and good will. It should be remembered that the

pecuniary resource of the Society is largely depend-

ant upon this instrumentality ; and as its treasury is

now empty, it is vitally important for its continued

operations that prompt and liberal aid should be ren-

dered in the manner already indicated.

To those every where who have so long and so gen-

erously aided us, we present our annual appeal, trust-

ing it may be so ordered by the God of the oppressed

that no renewal of it will be needed, by reason of the

speedy and complete consummation of our labors and

aspirations.

EMANCIPATION DAY.

A mooting in honor of President Lincoln's li! mancipation

Proclamation wilt be held at Trumont Temple, January lut,

18(13, under the auspices of the Union Progressive Associa-

tion. Sessions will be held forenoon, afternoon, and even-

ing—during which, speeches may be expected from the fol-

lowing gentlemen :—Rev. Wm. K. Alger, Wendell Phillips,

Charles Lenox Reinond, William Wells Brown, Rev. James

Freeman Clarke, Rev. John T. Sargent, Jobn S. Rook, Esq.,

Hon. Nathaniel H. Whiting, Dr. J. B. Smith, Rev. R. C.

Wnterston, Charles W. Slack, Esq., John C. Cluer, Esq.,

and others, to be hereafter announoed.

Speaking to be interspersed with appropriate music by a

select choir, and reading of the President's Proclamation.

Admittance during the day free. A collection will be

taken in the afternoon, in aid of the National Frecdmcn.

Admission in the evening by tickets, 10 cents each, to do-

fray expenaeB.

The public are cordially invited.

William C. Nell,

J. Harrison Shaw,

Albert Jackson,

Mark R. DeMortie,

Charles P. Taylor,

ioston, Deo. 24, 1863.

George W. Potter,

John S. Rock,

Edward M. Bannister,

John A. Newly,

George Teamoh,

Committee of Arrangements.

fl^P ABINGTON.—There will be a mooting at Hather-

LY Hall, in Abington, on Sonbay next, 28th insfc., at the

usual hours, morning, afternoon and evening.

Addresses will be delivered by Theodore D. Weld, Esq.,

and Parker Pillsbuey.

^- ANNA E. DICKINSON, of Philadelphia, will speak

a FITCHBURG, on Sunday evening next, Dec. 28th, on

[ The Nation's Peril."

f" ANDREW T. FOSS, an Agent of the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

follows :

—

Cornville, J

Athens,

Palmyra,

East Pittsfield,

Sunday, Dee. 28.

Monday, " 29.

Tuesday, " 30.

Wednesday, " 31.

P"B. H. HBYWOOD will speak on "The Rebellioi

and Emancipation," in

Rock Bottom, Saturday evening, Dec. 27.

Marlboro', Sunday afternoon and evening, " 28.

f MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on

695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.^LutherCIark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

jp" Members and friends of the Massachusetts Anti-Sla-

very Society, who are indebted for Pledges made to tho

Society in January last, or previously to that time, are re-

quested to pay the same as early as practicable, either to

the Treasurer, Edmund Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

-^-
MARRIED—At Annapolis, (Md.) Dec. 11, Mr. George

G. Drake, of Leominster, (Mass.) and Miss Mary Eliza-

beth Parrish, of Annapolis.

Our Heroes at Fredericksburg. Tho rebel

officers who witnessed the efforts of our volunteers on

that fatal field of Fredericksburg are enthusiastic in

their commendation of the daring wherewith they

scaled the slippery steeps, charging bayonet .against

long lines of defences, held by deadly marksmen, un-

der the murderous fire of enfilading batteries, vomit-

ing grape and shell. Never was death more nobly

laughed to scorn—never did patriots shed their blood

more lavishly in defence of their country's integrity

and perpetuity.

L. Maria Child,

Mary May,

Lydia D. Parker,

Louisa Loring,

Henrietta Sargent,

Sarah Russell May,

Helen E. Garrison,

Anna Shaw Greene,

Sarah Blake Shaw,

Caroline C. Thayer,

Mattie Griffith,

Mary Jackson,

Evelina A. Smith,

Caroline M. Severance,

Elizabeth Gay,

Ann Rebecca Branihall,

Sarah H. Southioick,

Sarah P. Remond,

Mary Willey,

Abby H. Stephenson,

Sarah J. Nowell,

Elizabeth von Arnim,

Eliza Apthorp,

Sarah Cowing,

Abby Kelley Foster,

Mary E. Stearns,

Mary Elizabeth Sargent,

Sarah C. Atkinson,

Abby Francis,

Mary Jane Parkman,

Georgina Otis,

Katherine Earlc Farnum.

2^= At a meeting of the ministers of the various

tlenominiitions in New York, held on Monday evening

in Dr. Cheever's church, a committee, consisting of

Rev. Dr. Cheever, Rev. Nathan Brown, and Rev,

William Goodell, who were appointed to consider the

duty of the church and the ministry in the present

state of our country, reported a memorial to the Presi-

dent and Congress now in session, begging that they

would, in the name of God, Justice and Humanity,

immediately enact and execute, the decree of uni-

versal freedom, as the memorialists believed the whole

cause of our disasters to bo our own continued com-

plicity with Hint crime of human slavery which is the

foundation and the inspiring demon of the rebellion.

BOSTON MUSIC HALL.

GRAND JUBILEE CONCERT,
THURSDAY AFTERNOON, JAN. 1, 1863,

IN HONOR OF

THE DAY !

THE PROCLAMATION I

THE EMANCIPATION OF THE SLAVE !

THE SPIRIT OF THE FATHERS AND THE CON-

STITUTION

!

The exigencies of tho war have made necessary, in the

judgment of tho President, and as an exercise of tho mili-

tary power of the Government, the issue of a Proclamation,

emancipating all persons held as slaves in such States ae

shall be in rebellion against the Federal Government on the

first of January, 1863,

Confident in the belief that this first day of the new
year will prove the complement of the 4th of July, 1776,

and a new era in the history of the Republic, when the soil

of America, hallowed anew by the sacrifice of so much

heroic blood, shall no longer be trodden by the foot of a

slave, we propose to celebrate the occasion by a Musical

Festival, at the Boston Music Hall, on THURSDAY*
AFTERNOON, January 1, 1863, the proceeds of the sale

of tickets to be appropriated to the benefit of the freed

slaves, under the auspices of the Educational Commission.

Leading musical artists, orchestra and chorus, heartily

consent to lend their aid, and the programme of music pre-

sented will, it is hoped, bo worthy to give voice to tbe feel-

ings of tho hour.

Henry W. Longfellow,

Josiah Quincy, Jr.,

Edward Atkinson,

Martin Brimmer,

R. W. Hooper,

James M. Barnard,

Edward E. Hale,

Francis Parkman,

James T. Fields,

Wm. Endicott, Jr.,

Geo. S. Hale,

James Sturgis,

James T. Fisher,

R. W. Emerson,

J. M. Forbes,

O. W. Holmes,

Henry Lee, Jr.,

B. Seblesinger,

Charles E. Norton,

JobnG. Whittier,

John P. Putnam,

Otto Dresel, -

E. P. Whipple,

F. II. Underwood,

John S. Dwigbt,

R. E. Apthorp,

Joseph P. Couthouy, U.S.N. J, C. Haynes.

Full particulars of Programme hereafter. Meanwhile

the Committee are happy to be able to promise the Phil-

harmonic Orchestra, largely augmented, under CARL
ZERRAHN, who will perform the glorious Fifth Sympho-

ny of Beethoven, and patriotic overtures ; a grand chorus,

to be conducted by Mr. B. J. LANG, with appropriate

choruses from Oratorios of Handel and of Mendelssohn ; a

Beethoven Concerto, for Piano and Orchestra, to be played

by Mr. OTTO DRESEL, &c, &e.

The Concert will commence

Doors open at 2.

at 3 P. M. punctually.

obituary:,

death of darius p. lawton.

Frieni> Garrison,—The duty falls to my lot of mak-

ing honorable mention of another of our veteran fellow-

laborers in the cause of Freedom, who has lately been called

to his rest. At East Providence, R. I., on the 19th of last

October, Darius P. Lawton came to the end of his earth-

ly labors, after completing a little more than half of tho

75th year of his active and useful life. Though occupying

no prominent or conspicuous position in our ranks, and lit-

tle known beyond the circle of the several neighborhoods

in which he has at different times resided, he has been,

from the first, among the most earnest in purpose, the most

devoted and uncompromising in spirit, and the most dili-

gent and faithful in service to the good cause, never omit-

ting an opportunity to bear his testimony to its principles,

at whatever risk to his social standing or pecuniary inter-

ests ; and always ready to give its public advocates a wel-

come, (of the warmth and heartiness of which I can speak

from repeated experience,) and to do his utmost to aid the

purpose of their mission.

He began his anti-slavery work before the appearance of

Liberator, of which he gladly hailed the advent, sub-

scribed for it previous to the issue of the first number, and

continued taking it to the day of his death. So much had

he the cause at heart, that, not content with working for it

while he lived, he wished to make his death also furnish

ion for promoting it, and, as it were, from his very

coffin, to plead on its behalf. To this end, when ho sup-

posed his last hour was near, he requested that some one of

anti-slavery speakers should be invited to officiate at

funeral ; hoping, he said, that some would listen to

truths spoken over his lifeless form, which they were un-

willing to hear from his living lips. It was my privilege

to use tbe occasion in accordance with his wish.

In the Temperance cause, also, ho was no less decided

than in that of anti-slavery, upholding it in word and prac-

tice with the samo constancy and firmness. Nor was his

sympathy wanting to other enterprises aiming at tbe ad-

vancement of truth and right, the redress of wrong, and

the promotion of human welfare. Ho was honest and up-

right in his dealings, and in a marked degree frank and

open-hearted, " without concealment and without compro-

mise," simple in manners, cordial and kindly in feeling,

plain, earnest and direct in speech, strong and distinct in

his moral convictions, fearless and emphatic in uttering

them. He seemed to be constitutionally incapable of neu-

trality or indifferenco where he believed tbat right and

wrong were in conflict, however a selfish " prudence " might

dissuade from mingling in the oontest. In the words of

one who knew him well, " he maintained his principles with

a degree of moral courage rare among men." His attach-

ment to tho religious organization of which he was a mem-

ber—the Society of Friends—gave way to his conviction

that it failed to maintain, with the energy and efficiency

demanded by tho exigences of the times, its traditional tes-

timonies against prevailing wrongs, slavery in particular
;

and, during his last few years, he was connected with no re-

ligious sect, but left his life alone to testify whether or not

his was tbat "puro religion and undefilcd before God and

the Father," of which an apostle speaks. C. C. B.

DIED— In Newbury, Ohio, on the 20th of October,

Herman Ober, aged 56 years. In the same place, on the

25th October, his father, Zachariah Ober, aged 87 years.

Thus, within tbe brief period of six days, both son Sbd

father wero translated to a higher and brighter state of

existence,— meeting their change with Christian serenity,

and feeling assured that, having "kept the faith," they

should enter into rest eternal.

The venerable and much respoctod father removed from

Washington, N. II., in 1S33, to Newbury, Ohio. He lived

to see forty of his descendants settled within six miles of

him, and a wonderful ohango in tho State of his adoption.

Deeply religious, and strong to the last in his evangelical

intiments, he was neither pharisce nor bigot, but nobly

ue to his oonvietious, upright and just in his actions,

deeming good fruits a surer test of character than assent to

any creed, and true piety that which delights in progress,

and is over concerned for tho welfaro of suffering humanity.

Consequently, he early espoused tho despised Anti-Slavery

causo, and was ono of tho first to plead for the doivn-trod-

den slavo in tho church of which ho was a prominent mem-

ber. Of oourso, ho had to onoounter muoh opposition at

that time, but his integrity and moral courage woro equal

to any trial. What was thon branded as secular, bo re-

garded as an essential part of " puro and uudofilod religion

before God," in accordance with tbo toaching of tho apos-

tle James. But he lived to see a radical ohango in tho

views of many who were among his opponents, and died re-

joicing in the prospect of a coming jubiloc at no distant day.

Tho passage of tho barbarous Fugitive Slavo Law especial-

ly shocked his sympathetic nature, and kindled his moral

indignation to a flame. Ho promptly recorded his protest

against it in tho Liberator, which paper ho road with warm

approval and delight to the close of life. Truly, "tho

memory of tho just is blessed."

HXBIUM Oueu, Ins son, was of tbo samo religions faith,

a lover of impartial freedom, a good, upright, benevolent

man, whoso doors woro ever open to the weary and outcast,

without rogard to complexion or clime. His departure is

heavily folt and deeply lamented by a largo family, and

loving friends,

The Sale of Tickets will commence on Friday, Decem-

ber 2Gth, at the Music Store of Messrs. OLIVER DITS0N
& CO. Every ticket will bear a number corresponding

with a certain seat ;
price $1 or 50 cents, according to lo-

cation.

MISS H. M. PARKHURST
Will commence the Second Term of her Boarding

and Day Schoolfor Young Ladies,

AT 92 GRAND STREET, NEWBL'EGH, N. T.,

ON MONDAY, JANUARY 5th, 1863.

MISS H. M. PARKHURST, Teacher of Music and Moral

Science, Rhetoric, &o.

MISS H. L. BOWEN, Teacher of Mathematics and Natural

Sciences.

MISS L. E. SHEPARD, Teacher of Languages.

MISS F. E. NEWLAND, Teacher of Drawing, Painting

and Penmanship.

PROF. T. F. PERKINS, Teacher of Vocal and Instrumen-

tal Music.

M ISS PARKHURST has had seven years of successful

._-, experience in the care of a Boarding School ia-fh ls

State, besides several years of teaching in tho best schools

Massachusetts.

She designs and promises, tbat all branches of study un-

dertaken in her School shall be thoroughly and efficiently

pursued.
Especial attention will be given to tho health of the

pupils.

Daily religious exercises will be held in the family and
in the School.

The School Year will be divided into three terms : two

of thirteen weeks each, and one of twelve weeks.

Board and Tuition in English Branches, per term, $60 ;

per year, $165.

References.—Rev. T. J. Sawyer, D. D-, Clinton, N. T.

;

Rev. S. W. Fisher, D. D., President of Hamilton College,

Clinton, N. Y. ; De Witt C. Grove, Mayor of Utiea, N. Y.

;

Rev. A. D. Mayo, Albany, N. Y. ; Henry Bigclow, M. D-,

Newton, Mass.; Dio Lewis, M. D., Boston, Mass.; Prof.

H. B. Pierce, Principal of Model School, Trenton, N. J.;

Rev. E. H. Chapin, D. D., New York ; Rev. Austin Craig,

D. D., Blooming-Grove, N. Y. deol9-3w

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

THE RESULTS OF EMANCIPATION.
BY M. AUGUSTUS COCHIN.

Translated by Miss Mary L. Booth, translator of M.
Gasparin's Works on America.

M COCHIN is an ex-maire and municipal councillor of

, the city of Paris. He has had great advantages

for research among both public and private documents

;

and has devoted bis life to tho subject on which his forth-

coming volume treats. He recently received the order of

knighthood from the Pope, in acknowledgment of tho abil-

ity displayed in this book ; to which also was recently

awarded tho first prize of three thousand francs by the

French Academy.
So little is positively known of the economical and social

results of Emancipation in those countries where it has

taken place, that the importance of this volume to the peo-

ple of the United States, in the present crisis, can hardly

bo overestimated.

; was written at the suggestion of the learned Count

Montalembert ; is based entirely on official reports ; and

its statements, which comprehend every form of the ques-

tion, are fully reliable.

OF the style and attractiveness of the book, the follow-

g extract from a notice of the French edition, in the Chris-

m Examiner, may testify. It is pronounced, "among
io most remarkabfc, fascinating, and timely books of the

year. It is, at once, cautious and eloquent, candid and en-

thusiastic ; as sagacious as De Toequeville's work on Ameri-

ca ; and as ardent as Viotor Hugo's Legend of the Ages.

It is scientific in its arrangement, accurate in its display of

faots, logical in its reasoning, and clear in its conclusions."

12mo. Sent free by wail, on receipt of the price,—$1.50.

Tub Rejecteo Stone ; or, Insurrection vs. Resurrection in

America. By a Native of Virginia. 12mo. Cloth, 50

cents.

"This remarkable book," says the Christian Examiner,

"discusses the question of Emancipation as the result of

tho war, with a depth of conviction, a boldness of utter-

ance, cogency of argument, wealth of illustration, and

withal a keenness of satire and a fervid eloquence, which

insure readers for the book."

Another critio remarks :
" This eloquent, argumentative,

electric work is instinct with the passion of the South and

the reason of tho North."

Tho Independent opens its criticism with the significant

query :
" Have wo an American Carlyle ?

"

ALSO,

Tub True Story of the Barons of the South ; or, The
Bationalo of tho American Conflict. By Rev. E. W.
Rkynolhs, author of "Roaords of Bubbleton Parish."

With Introduction by Rev. S. J. May. 12uio. 75 ots.

WALKER, WISE & CO.,

decl2-3t.is 245 Washington Street, Boston.

HOPEDALE HOME SCHOOL.

Till; next Term of this Institution will commence on

^Yc<^nr..day, January 7. 1863, and continuo Fifteen

weeks. For particulars, please address

WM. S. HEYWOOD, > pr{„ rinn ,

A. B, MEYWOOD, l^"">!'^-
Hopednlo, Milford, Mass., Dee. 21, 1802. dcc26-2t

A. J. GR0VER,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

KARL.VIIJI.E, La Salle Co., 111.

Especial attention given to securing and collecting

Clai s for Eastern Morohnnts.

August S tf.

JOHN S . ROCK. I' s Q ,

.

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

No. 6, TnitMONT Street, : * BOSTON
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„ioae tables wedtsoern

Botae truth i thai wiser moderns are too unapt I

When ger.orn-iBbc.m.'1'y valiant deeds fchelrtaugl

proVe.--.-i
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The swords benWs emblem fcbefi, and pi
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A-.-l lion-vatet ItofB its offliae with lamfrJika uinweoea j

aensed wrong the wootty pawon

gave,
er

' toensiave.

for right—

And fie that lost'was bravest in the

ftgllt :

The eye to pltj most inclined isonH pot be availed by fear,

softened by a

Sar s

No sunuoons motlied by chill delay the nation'* hope de-

fined}

Nor laggard cnief a seeend 1 Low to h.(»iojte post preferred

Then victory's PATflPlSCER found Favor in the State.

And greatness then in power and place was for the truly

great.

That age of gold by poets told was not like this—alas !

An age of proclamations, and postage stamps, and brass

en, gentles, to my tale ! In days of old romance,

A youthful knight went forth in light to prove his maiden

lanoe ;

TTpon a desert mountain's side a cavern he surveyed,

ng for n Buiart young knight just setting up his

trade)

"With stern resolve our knight advane'd, drawn by myste-

Lsaving, without, horse, lance and squire, the diro event to

wait

;

When, lo ! within the gloomy depth a hall of wondrons

space,

Whoso hollow donio .ascending far tho eye could scarcely

trace ;

On either side withouten bound, the solemn scene he viewed

Of gloomy grandeur, silent space, and murky solitude.

Then seemed a strange, sepulchral tongue, with unknown

accent, spoke

—

And, hark ! a deep and sullen bell the awful silence broke
;

And, lo ! a rising curtain brought a wondrous scene to fight,

thoas iteeds array'd in armour

Eaoh vrith elos'd helmet, spear in rest, and arm'a>froui bead

bo h

bio pirn , and mail of triploWith golden spurs, and

steel.

In silence stern and rigid state, it seem'd some wizard hand

Prom quarried marble, steel and gold, had wrought the

sculptured band :

One horse alone stood riderless of all that knightly train,

A sheathed sword and bugle-horn hung by his bridle rein ;

And by an altar stood a shield, with this inscription

wrought,

—

"Knight, whosoe'er thou art whom chance or late hath

hither brought,

This is tliy hour of destiny, if to thy knighthood true
;

Henceforth thy praise to latest days the ages shall renew.

'- the paynim yoke, thy conquered eoun

And prostrate priest with prayer and mass for her deliver-

ance pleads :

Five hundred years, transformed to stone, await these war-

riors bold,

The hour, the man, the bugle-blast, by ancient seer foretold,

Who in f*-is holy cause shall throw tho gage of battle down

Fearless to pluck tho victor's wreath, or claim the martyr')

erown,

ost of the sons of men the bards of earth shall

praise,

Him to the loftiest seats above the virgin mother raise.

If thou, prepared and self-possessed, shall dare the desper-

ate fight,

Mount ! draw the sword, and blow tho horn, and God j>e-

FBKB THE BIGHT !*

Forthwith our knight, disdaining fear, with high heroic

teorn,

Athwart the vacant saddle lcap'd, and blew the bugle-horn ;

At ones, with hurried clang of arms, the hosts of war ad-

vance,

The earthquake tramp of myriad steeds, the crash of shiv-

ered lance

!

A moment, and the strife is o'er, the fated crisis past,

And on the floor in weltering gore our hapless knight is

cast.

Tho fast receding dim of arms dies in the depths away,

And gloomy silence supersedes the storm of desperate fray ;

And from the grouud in angry sound of pity and disdain,

This scornful sentence smote the knight_with still severer

"Wo, wo, tnsro ma

Who did sot dra

BirGtE-HORH '

onn BEFOHE

FKOOLAMATIOH SONG.
The first of January nest, Eighteen si s ty- three,—

-

So says the Proclamation,—the slaves will all be free !

To every kindly heart 'twill bo the day of jubilee,

For the bond shall all go free !

John Brown, the dauntless hero, with joy is looking on,

home among tho angels he aces the coming dawn ;

ith Freedom's banner, and bail the glorious morn

When tho slaves shall all go free !

We've made a strike for Liberty— the Lord is on our side,

And Christ the friend of bondmen shall ever be out guide
;

And soon the cry will ring, throughout this glorious land

so wide,

" Let tho bondmen all go free !

"

;io crushed and bleeding hearts we'll hear the

broken sigh,

No more from brothers hound in chains we'll hear the

pleading cry ;

For the happy day, the glorious day is coming by-and-hy,

When the slaves shall all go free !

We're bound to make onr glorious Hag the banner of the

free,

it of January next, Eighteen sixty-three ;

0/ every loyal Northern heart the glad cry then shall bo,

" Let tho bondmen all go free !

"

" No coxphomise with tsLAVEitv ! "—we hoar the cheering

sound ;

Tbo road to peace and happiness "Old Abe" at last has

prilling hands to sto

we're bound,

While ho Bets the boudmen free i

The morning light \a breaking, we see its cheering ray,—

of TinU; and Justice that cau never fade away ;

;bten to a great and glorious

fl*y,

shall all go free
'

"other sidi lo all toget

iiy hand

;

brothers in that brighter, better 'and,

Where the bond snail all be free !

17, 1862. J. M. FarjSND.

THE BEAUTY OF WINTER.
Even winter to sno hath a thousand :

short gloomy days, and its long starry nights i

And I love to the dawn to inhale

Tho health-breathing freshness thiti. !:

-'( the crest of the lull.

Hand are hoary and still

;

When the motion and Mind of the streamlets are lost

In the i«j frost
;

'.
. hotter]

.' spirit of natnri hath rings,

eed of all glorious th

- n .

Ilness of beauty and ..

BRUTAL TREATMENT OP SLAVES BY GEN.

CORCORAN.

I have just returned from Yurlttown. Suffolk, Fort

Norfolk, Peat-House and Craney Island. The last

three fjjaoes ajfl in the neighborhood of Norfolk, and

I sat my foot on tho wharf at Newport News only to

find the colored people in a state of consternation ;m<l

confusion, Four weeks ago, vs wen- all foil of hope ;

id t building".granted to am for a school-house,

and we were gettlag ready to receive 600 or 600

more of the fYeetlroea and v.-nmeij, who had been in

tents nil summer at HaniptOB-, to iBake B|r*parto1

the 1000 or 6001) that Were to ho provided with win-

ter charters litre. On the 9th inst,, J00 women, chil-

dren and decrepit men were landed at night, many ot

them sick and helpless. Their ghastly and shadowy

.forms will ever haunt ranf roory. They were put

into lar-e barracks for the remai r of the night,

where they slept upon a little hay, with a eold snow

storm raging outside. Not. 10th, myseh

and such others .is I could rally were busy, by times,

building fires lo boil a little coffee which was given tc

them, but without sugar, as it was not eonvcnieul

tor the commissary to draw a iiltle for them.

At 5 o'clock, we gave them some pork and bear,

soup and hard bread, and another night all slept agair

upon the hay,—mothers shivering all night, drawing

if possible, their little mies closer to them, that thej

might impart the warmth of their person to them.

AH this time, a day and two nighM, their blankets

and s few other things had been locked up in

another barrack, their new superintendent not deem-

ing it necessary to give them out. On the 11th, before

they had had their morning meal, the steamer Mystic

came in with the intelligence that Gen. Corcoran had

anchored with his legions before Fortress Munroe, and

that Newport Jsows must be cleared of all colored peo-

!•: to make room for his troops. Here, again, was

confusion, for none of the people had had a good sound

meal, and had not full time to bury their dead, which

was fifteen in two days. By request of Dr. O.Brown,

who is superintendent of the freedmen, I went to Cra-

ney Island, to see the condition of the place and the

quarters. This was a rebel fortification, and is sit-

uated on the right bank of the Elizabeth river as you

enter it going to Norfolk. There I found three bar-

racks, containing thirteen rooms, in which we had

600 peopie, over 46 to each room. They were homed
over, and remained in this condition until tents could

be drawn from the Quartermaster, and put up; in

the mean lime, the suffering for want of food was ex-

treme, especially among the children.

On the 2'Jlh, Gen. Corcoran arrived here, and, hav-

ing got control of Newport News, he has seen nothing

but these colored people. They are before him, like

the mysterious cat in the fable which lifted her hack

to the- moon. He sees, -them a hundred years hence

on this Peninsula, wiilTthe implements of a new civil-

ization in their hands, the plow and the Bible ef which

Wickliffe told the .priests that the plow boys should

soon know more than they did. He threw out his

guards, and 300 more of these people, who have work-

ed al! summer in the hospitals—a few receiving only

five dollars, while many of them nothing—he had

forced together upon the beach and other available

places. The steamer John A. Warner took a part of

them to Craney Island, and those who were found

after she left were driven, by his order, to the end

of the wharf over the water. One woman was com-

pelled to take her sick daughter, of thirteen years, in

her arms, and carry her half a mile to the place where

the rest were. At the same time, every house was

robbed by these Irishmen, of both clothing and money,

where it could be found. One man, whom I know-

well, told me that he had a little money, and they

forcibly took it from him.

The same night was one of the stormiest of the sea-

son. It rained incessantly, and these poor people

were forced to remain in this exposed condition on

the lower end of the wharf all night, and until next

day late in the afternoon. In the morning, tho mother

oi the sick girl informed me* that she had died in the

night, and thatshe had neither light nor water lo give

when she asked for them, ; and that the other child

must soon go too. Here she hid her face in her hands,

and asked me what .they were going to do with the

folks. I had no answer for her question, not even a

word of consolation ; for whatever was her state of

mind, I knew that she was a better Christian than I.

My only recourse was to go to the fortress, lo Gen.

John A. Dix, before any thing could be done, as no

one dared even to move the body from the wharf.

He quickly sent a steamboat to take tiie peopie to

Craney island, and an order to have- the child buried.

All day, Gen. Corcoran's men had been stepping over

the corpse, while it lay there in a drenching rain.

There arc still remaining some of these people,

who work in the Quartermaster's department, but

who are without houses, and must remain so, until

Lieut. Alfred Gage, to whom any one interested car.

write, can provide (hem places.

Gen. Corcoran may win a great many hard-fought

battles; he may lead his Regions as a successful Gen-

eral ; but he will never be able to erase from his his-

tory the record which he has so early made at New-
port News. The memory of the death of that little

girl, and two or three others who will soon follow,

from criminal exposure on the wharf at Newport

News, "Virginia, on the night of the 26th of Novem-

ber, 1S62, his own act, must he his companion for life
;

and ben dead; will make one of the darkest pagea of

his history. A General without pity is a barbarian;

and the military man who would so barbarously treat

these docile people, who are never found with a mur-

mur upon their lips, no matter what their sufferings,

only merits a place by the side of the heartless Quarter-

mastcrTahnadgc.who both starved, and beat them with

wagon whips. A man who is not able to work a re-

form in his own heart, God has no use or mission for

him on the earth.

it seems to me that everything which is despicable

and oppressive is used to make these colored people

hate freedom. Between forty and fifty of them left

here on Sunday night. 22d inst., when they heard

what was going to take place, saying that the Union

woa&l never see them again. And what man, seeing

the condition of things, can blame them '? Most of

these freedmen, if let alone, would work their way

into a good living, and would save a little money.

The Superintendent at Craney Island has sent tugs

along the shore, and taken from all the fishermen the

boat 1
? winch they own, saying that he wants them un-

der his control. They can now fish and oyster at his

dictation. That colored men shall not think for

themselves is of Southern tyranny, and is practised

by any under- official who can get a little authority over

is the way, if free, we can't take care of

ourselves I

Gnraey Island, too, is to he the place to which all

opposition .
: tXDH procla-

mation wiii turn its '.< this winter, with the view of

....-.'. .. together of these people to

be fed by Government, who would otherwise support

res, will retard its progress. The New Yofk

11 riot forget this place. It is a grave injury

to these people to put them on this island, fortius rea-

... . .

Government for support, Secondly, it ex-cludes them

from active life and the tree use of their limbs, which

..-y to their own health, us evidenced in the

fact that they now die from twelve a day.

Thirdly;, H affords bad ojen
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Mk. pDi tl disturbed and dis-

turbing times, the gnat question is, how shall we in-

o -i':ill we Wlito our page of

history so flint we may not Wash to lesve the record

to those who are to come after ' What shall be the

Koran, the thing to be read, from which to draw our

inspiration ?

To the hundred thousand wh.i have ftchtewd their

liberty, how much depends on our answer! How

ill to the four millions wbOBfl chnins yet
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colored people are just as fastidious upon this point as

white people. We have our aristocratic feeling. I

have my neighbors all around ine—most of them

white—some of whom my family arc glad to have

come in and cliat with us ; there are others we don't

associate with at all. I have no particular ohjeclion

to their hair because it is a little red, or to their eyes

because they are a little grey; my objection to them

rests on other grounds. When my white neighbors

shall arrive at a proper point of Intellectual culture

and moral development, I shall not object to their com-

ing in and taking their position. (Laughter and ap-

plause.)

Now, one or two words in another direction. We
often hear the remark made, "We don't want the

negroes liberated ; if they are liberated and come here,

they will take work away from us, and we shall have

nothing to do." That is the objection I heard made

in Lawrence, in East Boston, and in almost every

place where I have spoken upon this subject. Now

that objection is a very foolish one. The slave's labor

is more valuable In the {southern States, where he is

to-day, than it ever could be hi' the Northern States.

It is more valuable in raising cotton, sugar and rice

than anything else, and when slavery is abolished, the

demand for labor in the Southern States will be even

greater than it is to-day. And they can till the soil,

they can work out in the hot sun, and being acclima-

ted will be far superior as laborers to any class of per-

sons who can he introduced there. Look at the

British West Indies. The attempt has been made to

introduce white laborers there, into Jamaica, but they

never could compete with the black man. And there

is another thing to be considered. Let slavery he

abolished, and it will be better for the country in

every respect. Think of 4,000,000 consumers who

will spring into existence in the Southern States!

People seem to forget that. These slaves, who are

now living upon Indian corn, bacon, and hickory

nuts, will at once wish for something better. Your

cheese, your butter, your flour, and all such things,

would at once be demanded in the Southern States,

and those 4,000,000 of slaves would become the con-

sumers of the fabrics that are made here in the North-

ern States. These are things that the people of the

North, as I think, ought to take into consideration

when asking the question, " What shall be done with

the slaves, if they are liberated 1 " {Applause.)

SPEECH OF CHARLES C- BURLEIGH.

The short time which it is possible for me to take,

in justice to other speakers, will not permit a speech

;

and therefore I shall only give you a fragment, torn out

of the middle of one, with neither beginning nor end.

We have been reminded in the course of the day of

the method, or rather, perhaps I should say, the want

of method, in which the military operations of the

North are carried on against the rebellion. If the anti-

slavery movement which has been agitating the country

for the last thirty years still stood in need of any justi-

fication to the minds of candid and sensible men, it

would be found in this very attitude of the North to-

day towards the rebellion, acknowledged on almost all

hands to have sprung from slavery, and nothing else.

Here stands the North, cowering before the very

power which has stirred up that rebellion, and talking

about putting down the rebellion without going behind

it, and putting down its admitted cause; as if you

should try to put down diabolism in the world, and re-

spect the vested rights of Satan. Why is it so 1 Be-

cause slavery has blinded the minds of the people, and

stupified their understandings; and all the way from

Abraham Lincoln in the chair of State, down to his

lowest follower in the halls of Congress, you find the

same evidence of a want of clearness of vision—not

only of moral, hut even of intellectual vision. We
suppose that men in conspienmis public stations ought

to know something; and these men do know some-

thing about every thing except slavery, and what sla-

very teaches; but going there, they seem to know

nothing, or, at least, they dh not know every thing

which it is important they should know at this time.

We are told that Abraham Lincoln is a very good, well-

meaning man; I hope he is. All the stronger, if so,

is the proof of what I have said ; for your well-mean-

ing man, if he understood his business, would never

go about the work of putting down a pro-slavery re-

bellion after the fashion in which he has gone about it.

But men say he is waiting to see if the people will

support him ; he is going to drift upon the tide. I tell

you the man who understands his business never waits

for his followers to drift him in the right direction.

He is resolute to go forward, and his very resolution

serves to bring his followers after him. If Abraham

Lincoln had spoken the right word at the right time,

he would have been supported by the whole country;

not only by those who are marking out a policy, but

by multitudes who would have thanked him from the

bottom of their hearts for saving them the trouble of

seeking one for him ; and not only they, but those

who stand waiting for an opportunity, and mean to go

with the strongest party, and when they see one party

in deadly earnest and the other shivering in the wind,

by instinct, they recognize the deadly earnest men as

the strongest party ; and still others, those who were

opposed, would have been swept into the current, if

Abraham Lincoln had shot forward with energy

enough to make a wake behind him that would draw

men in.

Men say the Constitution stood in his path. But

why is not the constitutional right of everybody else

as sacred as that of so-called loyal slaveholders—the

" black swans " of this age—to hold men as chattels,

when we know that the very root of disloyalty is the

practice of holding men as chattels ? I think I have

some rights, I think you have some rights ;
but this

government of yours stretches its long arms to the

North and the South, and sweeps you all up together,

your property, your lives, your liberty, and crushes

' them into one mass, which is to he hurled against the

rebellion. You strew the battle-field with slaughter,

—nobody's constitutional rights meddled with there;

you crowd your prisons with captives, put there with-

out warrant of law, save martial law—nobody's con-

stitutional rights meddled with there ; and you destroy

the property of the nation until you burthen the land

with a thousand millions of dollars of debt—and no-

body's constitutional rights are meddled with there.

There is but just one thing sacred in this land, and

that is, not your person, not your freedom, not your

life or your property, but the slaveholder's claim to

make a beast of his brother man. (Applause.)

Now, I answer all that in a great many ways,

but I only make one answer this afternoon. In the

first place, I say that if you want Constitution, you

shall have Constitution, to the very end of it—as much

of it as Portia in the play would give of his bond to

the Jew; you shall have all that the law awards, and

nothing more ; and then I say, that by the Constitu-

tion of your country, and by the law of your land,

Abraham Lincoln is a perjured man if he allows sla-

very to be recognized as a legal institution in this

country another hour. I tell you that slavery died in

every rebellious State of this Union the instant it

raised the flag of rebellion. I prove it to you in a few

short Words. What is the legal basis of slavery, if it

has any ? Positive law. Lord Mansfield said, in Eng-

land, years ago, that slavery is of so odious a nature,

that it cannot be suffered to exist upon any other

ground than that of positive Law. The courts of Geor-

gia, Mississippi, and almost every one of your States,

slave and free, have recognized that same principle in

by-gone times; and alt the North—Abraham Lincoln

and all the rest—recognize it to-day. Slavery is the

creature of positive law, so far as it has any legality at

all. Positive, not natural law. It has no prescriptive

rights, no rights based upon nature ; it has nothing to

uphold it as a legal system but judicial precedents and

statute enactments. Well, what holds up judicial

precedents and statute enactments 1 The government

from which they proceed—nothing else. If I have a

natural right to anything, you may annihilate all the

governments this side of God's, and my natural right

remains unharmed ; but if I have a right created by

government, when the government sinks, my right

goes to the bottom with it. Is not that plain common

sense ? The Creator dying, his creation perishes with

him. All your theologians will tell you that. Now,

the rebellion has annihilated the law-making power in

the slavcholding States. Is there any government in

South Carolina, is there any government in Georgia

or Virginia, or any other rebellious State, which any

loyal citizen of the North has a right to recognize as a

government? Hoes Abraham Lincoln recognize any

government there except his own ? He sends a Gov-

ernor down—more's the pity—to North Carolina, who

goes there to enforce the laws of Nortli Carolina!

Poor fool ! Not knowing that if he does, he is like

the man who stood out upon the branch of a tree, and

sawed it off close to the trunk—the instant he attempts

to enforce the laws of North Carolina, he cuts oil' his

gubernatorial existence. He ought to know that. But

in sending a Governor to Tennessee, North Carolina,

and elsewhere, President Lincoln recognizes the fact,

that there is no government except his own in any re-

bellious State ; and whether he recognizes it or not,

you know it, as a matter of plain common sense. No

man can owe allegiance to two governments, at war

with each other. The rebellion, therefore, by annihi-

lating every law which the slave States have enacted,

has left those States with no other law but the natural

law, which does not support slavery, and the laws of

the Federal Government, which neither do support

nor have any constitutional or legal power to support

it. (Applause.) You see, therefore, that there is no

legal slavery in any one of those States.

Abraham Lincoln said in his inaugural address,

speaking to his "dissatisfied fellow-countrymen"—

a

very pleasant phrase to apply to men in armed rebel-

lion against the government, trying to pull down the

very pillars of the commonwealth upon their heads

and his own—addressing his '"flissatistied fellow-coun-

trymen," lie says—"You have no oath registered in

Heaven to pull down this government ; I have an oath,

a solemn one, to uphold, and defend, and protect it."

He is sworn to protect the Constitution. By the Con-

stitution of the country, every man in every rebellious

State is a free man this day, and therefore Abraham

Lincoln has sworn that he will recognize the freedom

of every man in those States. What right has he,

then, when General Hunter, as hi3 subordinate, does

his part of the work by issuing an order freeing every

man within his jurisdiction, to send out and counter-

mand that order? There have been but few men in

conspicuous places earnestly engaged in putting down

this rebellion—I think there have been a great many

more down lower; but the few who have shown good

sense in their action have been thrust back by the

well-meaning President, and the well-meaning govern-

ment of which he is the executive officer. I should

like to know, if he has such a very earnest desire to"

go the right way, and such a sincere hatred of slavery,

if there is a chance to show it, why he allows General

Halleck's order Number 3 to remain in force, which

thrusts slaves back into their chains; thus indirectly

violating a plain act of Congress, which declares that

no officer or soldier of the United States shall return a

fugitive slave 1 What is the difference, pray, whether

you give him up by not allowing him to come into

your lines, or letting him come in, and then pushing

him back "i It is only pushing him back a little soon-

er in the one case than in the other. Why did not

President Lincoln put an extinguisher upon Governor

Stanley's order the moment his nonsense was pub-

lished 1 I see he is beginning to crawl back from his

position, and has even found Mr. Colyer so good-

natured as to be his medium, and say there was a mis-

take. I think the "mistake" was in his thinking

that he should get more support than he did.

The rebels have gone on gaining victories and win-

ning advantages because they have had a purpose, and

knew what it was to drive right at it. If a man gath-

ers all his strength up into the muscles of his right

arm, and strikes one manly blow right forward from

the shoulder, it is felt by the man he strikes. But if

a man does not know what he will strike, and spreads

his fingers all abroad, and flourishes his arms this way
and the other, he will hurt nobody. Beauregard will

laugh in your face at such kind of strategy ; and the

people who have not made up their minds whether

this war has a meaning or not, ought to be defeated,

and will be defeated
; and it is but a vindication of the

ways of Providence, the natural working out of the

principles of common senso, when they are defeated.

I say all this is the natural result of the stupifying in-

fluence of slavery upon the minds and hearts of the

people. They have lived under the shadow of this

evil institution so long, that they do not know how to

behave themselves when the shadow begins to grow

less, and so they keep crawling after it and getting un-

der it, because they are afraid of the fresh air and clear

sunlight of freedom. (Applause.)

SPEECH OP REV. DANIEL FOSTER.

This gathering to-day shows us that there is no

need of exhorting the Abolitionists to keep up their

interest. The fourth of July, 1862, is celebrated only

by those who meet to demand, in the name of the Fa-

thers, and of the ideas under the inspiration of

which they fought through the Revolutionary strug-

gle, the abolition of slavery as the termination of this

contest or revolution in which we are engaged to-day.

What do we see, just on the eve of this celebration?

After a whole year of wonderful military strategy, the

mustering of the finest army ever gathered on the face

of the earth—an army with which Napoleon Bonaparte

would, in a single year, have conquered Europe

—

with all the resources at his command that have ever

been placed at the command of any General, McCIellan

has fought no battle that he has not been compelled to

by being attacked, he has encamped upon the swamps

of the Chickahominy, where his men have died by

thousands, and now he is driven away, and has es-

caped with little more than half his army ; and all the

pro-slavery journals are lauding him aB a wonderful

General, because he has not lost every man and every

siege gun. If the people submit any longer to the

charletanism of being commanded by men of abso-

lutely pro-slavery character, like McCIellan, Sturgis,

Denver, and some others, then the judgments of God

will continue to fall upon them. It is true, as our

friend Dr. Rock said in his speech, that we want an

idea to fight for. That idea is freedom. The fathers

fought for freedom, and they pledged themselves and

their children after them to maintain the grand and

glorious idea that liberty is the birth-right given by

Almighty God to every man—a birth-right that no

combination of men can ever take away from him
;

and as our friend who has just taken his seat has

clearly shown, whatever interpretation may be placed

upon the Constitution, the moment South Carolina

disowns that Constitution, she throws away all her

laws ; and slavery, if it be created by positive law, and

if >it be recognized in the Constitution, falls to the

ground that moment. In the name of God, in the

name of the fathers, in the name of freedom and hu-

manity everywhere, I call upon our government to

take this position, I call upon you to demand it of the

government. Wc have had the finest army that has

ever been gathered ; a-.i army drawn from our school-

houses, our work-shops ; an army of intelligent men

who love freedom, who went into the war to fight

against slavery, to make a free as well as a united fa-

ther-land; and throughout this whole war, our Gene-

rals have been fettered with red tape ; have been fol-

lowing the strategy of Europe before the days of Na-

poleon Bonaparte; while Beauregard, and Johnston,

and Stonewall Jackson, have been exhibiting the

energy, dash, and the strategy of Napoleon, concen-

trating their forces where they could strike an effec-

tive blow—and with limited men, with neither money

nor credit, they have won nearly all the victories that

have been won in this war so far. Our army fought

nobly at Pittsburg Landing, at Fair Oaks, at Wil-

liamsburgh, at Winchester ; and now, after five days

fighting on the banks of the Chickahominy, they have

maintained themselves against overwhelming odds,

and have saved the army, in spite of incompetent and

traitorous Generals, by their indomitable pluck.

(Loud applause.) Let President Lincoln turn Gen-

eral McCIellan out, and put General Hunter or Mitch-

ell in. (Applause.) That man has proved himself

incompetent; and I see that the editor of the,New

York Evening Post now demands, in the name of com-

mon decency and humanity, that General McCIellan

shall retire, and give this war into the hands of some

body who knows how to carry it on. (Applause.)

Give the command to General Mitchell, with his dash,

with his live ideas, with his sympathy for freedom,

or to General Hunter, with the ideas ho has put forth

iu South Carolina, and the war will be closed before

another Fourth of July conies round, and we may

meet in this grove to thank God that we have a free

and united father-land. (Loud applause.)

SPEECH OP ANDREW T. FOSS.

I fully agree, Mr. President, with the criticisms that

have been made upon our President and our Gene-

rals to-day ; and yet, with all the fault I have to find

with the conduct of this war, I am in favor of it, and

believe it will work out a beneficent end. In saying

this, I do not say that I am in favor of returning fugi-

tive slaves, as was done by the army for a long time,

but which, happily, they can do no longer; I

do not mean to say that I am in favor of any of

those pro-slavery policies that have controlled the

President and his Generals; but I know, Mr. Presi-

dent, as you said this morning, that this war has been

occasioned by the rebellion of the slaveholders, and

that they have made that rebellion in favor of the eter-

nization of slavery; and when I sec the North and

the South arrayed against each other, and know that

the question at issue is nothing else, I cannot but re-

joice that there is life enough in the people to produce

this degree of inflammation.

Now, Mr. President, when I say I am in favor of

this war, I agree with every slave in this land. They

are in favor of this war. I believe very much in in-

stinct, and very much in the instinct of the slaves.

After all that has been done by the Government to

drive them over to the other side, after they have been

outraged in everyway, they yet entertain the idea

that this war is to eventuate in their deliverance. I

think it will. I do not thank Abraham Lincoln, I do

not thank the Generals, but I thank God, for this war.

I know that war is horrible, but I know that there is

something more horrible than war, and that is slave-

ry ; and we must have slavery all over this land, and

that eternally, or we must have war. There" is but

one path to freedom, and that is through the red sea

of blood, and therefore I am glad of the issue ; I ac-

cept it with joy.

Now, Mr. President, with regard to the conduct of

this war. Those who have heard me speak upon this

question know that no man has denounced the conduct

of the war more freely or more earnestly than I have.

I have believed and do believe that Mr. Lincoln has

been utterly wanting in statesmanship, utterly want-

ing in fidelity to freedom ; I believe our Generals

have been ; and yet, after all, I believe that a great

deal has been done and is now being done in the way

of freedom, and in itl rejoice and will rejoice. But,

Mr. President, there are people so stupid that they

cannot understand how you and I can be in sympathy

1th the result of the war, and yet not fully and en-

tirely endorse all the proceedings and actions of the

government in carrying it on. I can understand how

we may be in favor of one course of action on the part

of some man, and opposed to another course of ac-

tion on his part. Abraham Lincoln, returning fugitive

slaves, I condemn ; but Abraham Lincoln, signing the

bill giving freedom forever to the slaves of the Terri-

tories, and establishing freedom in the District of

Columbia, I commend. While I condemn Abraham

Lincoln for all his pro-slavery acts, Lrejoiee to see him

signing the treaty, recognizing the independence of

Hayti and Liberia. I agree with Mr. Burleigh, that

the President having the power to free all the slaves,

is the greatest slaveholder in the' land to-day, and as

such I denounce him ; but I will not denounce him

for a right act because I denounce him for a wrong

act. I desire to he discriminating. I rejoice in the

good that I see, while I condemn the evil.

Mr. President, I have great hope in regard to this

war. I believe it will issue in the disenthralment of

the slaves of this land, and because I so believe, I

herein do rejoice and will rejoice. I suppose that we

are all saddened—I am sure I am—by hearing of the

defeat of our arms ; but I expected it. I agree with

Mr. Poster, that General McCIellan is utterly wanting

in the qualities of a great leader of a free people.

In the first place, he has been, from the beginning, in

sympathy with the slaveholders ; and no man in sym-

pathy with slaveholders is fit to be a military leader

in this war. But, Mr. President, although I lament

the reverse to our arms, and mourn, deeply mourn,

that fifteen thousand of our countrymen, brave and

noble young men, have been sacrificed, yet, after all,

I do not know but it will do good. This nation must

endure still more chastisement at the hand of God,

before they will let the people go ; and for aught I

know, there may be, as in Egypt, one dead in every

house; but this work is begun, and will go on, until

God by his hand shall sweep slavery from this land;

or it may be that he will sweep us all away ; but sla-

very is sure to die in this land, and I rejoice in that

belief.

I do not want to be misunderstood, Mr. President.

I am in favor of this war, I am glad of it, I rejoice in

it, but I criticise and condemn all the pro-slavery ac-

tion in regard to it. I cannot conceal from myself,

you cannot conceal it from your eyes, that during the

last fifteen months, the cause that has been advocated

on this platform has gone forward; its prospects have

brightened, and we are allowed to cherish a clearer

hope in regard to the triumph of our principles than

ever before. The day of redemption draws near.

As I have said before, so I say now, I believe no

society that was ever organized for a moral purpose

has ever seen its work carried so far forward, so near

its consummation, in so short a time, as this.

SPEECH OF HENRY C. WRIGHT.

I think that our friend, Mr. Burleigh, ha3 demon-

strated to the entire satisfaction of this audience, that

there is not, at this moment, a slave legally held in

slavery in the Rebel States. They were made free by

the act of the slaveholders themselves, and now the

question is,—Are we fighting to reenslave those whom
the slaveholders have freed 1

Mrs. Postek. Yes.

Mr. Wright. Our friend, Abby Kelley Poster,

says " Yes." That is the question. Are we now con-

tending for the reiinslavcmentof those whom, by their

own act, the slaveholders have set free? I believe

that a great portion of those who are now sustaining

this war, especially the officers in the army, and the

great mass of the politicians of the country, are really

and actually fighting to reenslave those who have been

made free by the act of rebellion ; and it is my most

earnest prayer that the nation may forever be defeated

in that object. They never will succeed in such a

diabolical scheme. For myself, I believe that from

the moment Charles Sumner introduced into the Sen-

ate of the United States, early last winter, his resolu-

tion, proclaiming that by the act of rebellion, the State

governments, through which the slaves were held in

slavery, were annihilated,—from that hour, the slaves

were free, and the Constitution of the United States

recognized their freedom, because it ceased to recog-

nize the rebellious States as States; they are Territo-

ries, and no longer have any State government. Now,

every man who is fighting to restore this Union to its

original basis, or where it stood two years ago, is fight-

ing to reenslave some four million of men, women
and children whom the rebels have set free.

Mr. Mat read a letter from Wendell Phillips,

stating that he was prevented by a cold and hoarseness

from attending and addressing the meeting, as he had

intended,
f
Of course, the absence of the eloquent or-

ator was greatly missed by the immense gathering.]

A brief but lively, pertinent and witty speech was

then made by Rev. Mr. Tennby, of Marlboro', who

was followed by Mr. Garrison with some appropriate

concluding remarks. An Anti-Slavery song was sung,

and the exercises of the day terminated.

THE CONFISCATION BILL.

The rebel Confiscation Bill agreed upon by the Joint

Committee of Congress, and which was adopted by
the House of Representatives on Friday by a vote of

82 to 44, was agreed to on Monday, 27 to 18, by the

Senate. The bill, therefore, only requires the signa-

ture of the President to be the law of the land, anil

from the heavy vote cast in its favor in each house,

e presume it will be approved, whatever may be the

President's objections to this or that particular feiitnre

of the measure. The bill provides :

—

First—That the President, by proclamation, shall

give sixty days' grace to the rebels to return to their

allegiance, and that the properly of every rebel fail-

ing to do so within this interval of sixty days shall he

forfeited.

Second—Death is declared the penalty of treason,

id the liberation of the traitor's slaves, if possessed

of any; or he shall be fined §10,000, imprisoned five

years, and his estate, except his slaves, shall be seized,

the slaves to go free. The pains and penalties of the

bill apply with particular force to the office-holders,

civil and military, attached to the rebellion ; and
rebels are disqualified from holding office under the

government of the United States.

Third—The President is authorized to seize the

property of traitors of every kind whatsoever, staves

excepted, and turn over the proceeds thereof to the

government.
Fourth—Slaves of rebels and of those giving aid

and comfort to the rebellion, when such slaves shall

seek the refuge of our lines, are to be forever free;

also slaves abandoned by their owners, and coming
under the control of the government; as also the

slaves found at places falling under our military occu-

pation.

Fifth—Fugitive slaves, escaping from one State

_nto another, except in cases of crime against the

United States, &c, shall not be delivered up until the

claimant shall have sworn that he is and has been
loyal to the Union.

Sixth—No person employed in the army or navy
shall decide on the validity of any claim to a slave, or

surrender him back to his owner, on pain of dismissal

from the public service.

Seve?ith—The President is authorized to employ as

many persons of African descent for the suppression

of the rebellion as he may think proper, and may use

them in such manner as ho may deem best for the

public welfare.

Eighth—He is also empowered to make provisions

for the colonization of our negro population beyond
the limits of the United States.

Ninth—The President is invested with full discre-

tion in the matter of pardon and amnesty to rebels

held as prisoners.

This bill, literally enforced in its sweeping opera-

tion, ranks with the "Domesday Boke" of William
the Conqueror, the English confiscation acts from time

to time in Ireland, and the confiscations of the first

French revolution against the revolutionary Poles.

There is something, however, of charity in the sixty

days' grace granted by this bill to our Southern
rebels, and something of conciliation in the large dis-

cretion given to the President in regard to amnesties

and pardons.

What will be the effect of the bill in regard to

the war will depend upon various contingencies. If,

rithin the sixty days' grace allowed, we gain a great

ictory over the rebels in the field, there may be a

powerful Southern popular reaction for the Union

;

otherwise we are very likely in for a longer war,

which will completely change the whole existing face

of things in the South, as our armies advance—insti-

tutions, political and social, and population, white and
black.

If in the judgment of the President the act is sea-

sonable and expedient, and he shall sign it, we must
bow to it as to a law of the land, and rely upon the

sagacity and humanity of Mr. Lincoln to make it as

easy as possible against the innocent and helpless,

while pursuing the guilty connected with this rebel-

lion.—N. Y. Herald, July 13.

S^= This Bill received the votes of every Massa-
chusetts member of Congress except Messrs. Delano,

Thomas, and Train—Delano and Train being absent,

and Judge Thomas voting against it. Of the forty-two

votes which were cast against it, the name of only one
representative appears who was elected as a republi-

can—Mr. Granger, of Michigan. The democrats and
border State men, with the exception of Messrs. Blair

of Virginia, Casey of Kentucky, Fisher of Delaware,

and Maynard of Tennessee, voted against the bill.

Senator Wright of Indiana, a member of the confer-

ence committee, and a democrat, was a staunch friend

id advocate of the bill.

[^= The bill has been signed by the President.]

MESSAGE FROM PRESIDENT LINCOLN.
Washington, Monday, July 14, 1862.

The following Message from the President was de-

livered to Congress to-day :

—

Pclloui-Citizcns of the Senate and House of Representatives:

Herewith is the draft of the bill to compensate any
State which may abolish slavery within its limits, the
passage of which, substantially as presented, I respect-

fully and earnestly recommend.
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Be it enacted, by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congress assem-

bled, That whenever the President of the United
States shall be satisfied that any State shall have law-

fully abolished slavery within and throughout such
State, either immediately or gradually, it shall be the

duty of the President, assisted by the Secretary of

the Treasury, to prepare and deliver to each State an
amount of six per cent, interest bearing bonds of the

United States equal to the aggregate value at

dollars per head of all the slaves within such State as

reported by the census of 1860, the whole amount for

any one State to be delivered at once, if the abolish-

ment be immediate, or in equal annual installments if

it be gradual, interest to begin running on each bond
at the time of delivery, and not before.

And be it further enacted, That if any State having
so received any such bonds shall at any time after-

ward, by law, reintroduce or tolerate slavery within

its limits, contrary to the act of abolishment upon
'Inch such bonds shall have been received, said bonds

so received by said State shall at once be null and
void in whose soever hands they may be, and such
State shall refund to the States all interest which may
have been paid on such bonds.

The bill was referred in the Senate to the Finance
Committee, and in the House to the Select Commit-
tee, especially charged with the consideration of the

Border State question.

A correspondent of the Baltimore Sun reports the

President's remarks, in an interview with the Border
State Representatives, as follows :

—

He said to them in effect, that the friction of war
wearing away, or seriously damaging the slave

interest in the border States, and that it was best for

t people to at once inaugurate measures for eman-
cipation, when the government has the will and the

ability to pay, and when the former have slaves to

dispose of. The President also expressed it as his

opinion that the Confederates hold out in rebellion by
reason of the expectation of future armed co-operation

by the border States."

Washington, July 15. The border State repre-

sentatives to-day finally agreed upon their reply to the

President's emancipation proposition. It is represent-

ed as temperate and respectful. They cannot, for rea-

sons stated, indorse his policy, and differ from him in

the belief that the declination of those States to act

upon and adopt it may or will prolong the war.
They join in the recommendation that those States

give a respectful consideration, but in no way commit
themselves to its support. Probably twenty members
of Congress have been in consultation upon the sub-

ject. Some of those from the border States were not
present at the meetings, while othei-B have left the

city. Several will prepare a reply of their own, the
tenor of which has not transpired.

ADDRESS OF MAJOR GENERAL POPE.
Washington, Monday, July 14, 1862.

To tlie Officers and Soldiers of the Army of Virginia:

By special assignment of the President of the Unit-

ed States, I have assumed command of this army.
I have spent two weeks in learning your where-

abouts, your condition, and your wants; in preparing
you for active operations, and in placing you in posi-

tions from which you can act promptly and to the pur-

pose.

I have come to you from the West, where we have
always seen the backs of our enemies—from an army
whose business it has been to seek the adversary, and
to beat him when found—whose policy has been attack,

and not defence.

In but one instance has the enemy been able to

place our Western armies in a defensive attitude.

I presume I have been called here to pursue the
same system, and to lead war against the enemy. It

is my purpose to do so, and that speedily. I am sure

you long for an opportunity to wiin distinction you
are capable of achieving ; that opportunity I shall en-

deavor to give you,

In the meantime, I desire yon to dismiss certain

phrases I am sorry to find much fn vogue amongst
you. I hear constantly of taking strong positions and
holding them—lines of retreat and of bases of supplies.

Let us discard such ideas. The strongest position a
soldier should desire to occupy is one from which he
can most easily advance against the enemy.
Lot us study the probable lines of retreat of our op-

ponents, and leave our own to take care of itself. Let
us look before us, and not behind. Success and glory
are in the advance. Disaster and shame lurk in

rear. Let us act on this understanding, and it is safe

to predict that your banners shall be inscribed with
many a glorious deed, and that your names will be
dear to your countrymen forever. (Signed)

John Porn, Major Qmtral Commanding,

LETTER FROM GEN. BUTLER.
The following characteristic letter from Gen. Butler,

explaining his reasons for issuing the celebrated order
'n regard to the women of New Orleans, has been re-

ceived by a gentleman of Boston :

—

Headquarters Department of the Gulf, \
New Orleans, July 2, 1862.

J

My Dear Sir—I am as jealous of the good opin-
ion of my friends as I am careless of the slanders ofmy
enemies, and your kind expressions in regard to Order
No. 28 lead me to say a word to you on the subject.

That it ever could have been so misconceived as it

has been by some portions of the Northern press is

wonderful, and would lead one to exclaim with the
Jew, " O, Father Abraham, what these Christians
arc, whose own hard dealings teach them to suspect

the very thoughts of others !

"

What was the state of things to which the Woman
Order applied'?

We were two thousand five hundred men in a city

seven miles by two ,to four wide, of a hundred and
fifty thousand inhabitants, all hostile, bitter, defiant,

explosive, standing literally on a magazine—a spark
only needed for destruction. The Devil had entered
the hearts of the women of this town, (you know seven
of them chose Mary Magdalen for a residence,) to stir

up strifes in every possible way.
Every opproprious epithet, every insulting gesture

was made by these bejewelled, bcerinolined and laced
creatures, calling themselves ladies, toward my sol-

diers and officers, from the windows and houses, and
the streets. How long do you suppose our flesh

and blood could have stood this without retort ! That
would lead to disturbances and riot, from which we
must clear the streets with artillery—and then a howl
that we had murdered these fine women.

I had arrested the men who hurrahed for Beaure-
gard. Could I arrest the women 1 No. What was
to be done f No order could be made, save one that

would execute itself. With anxious, careful thought,
I hit upon this :

" Women who insult my Boldiers are

to be regarded and treated as common women plying
their vocation."

Pray, how do you treat a common woman plying
her vocation in the streets 1 You pass her by unheed-
ed. She cannot insult you. As a gentleman, you
can and will take no notice of her. If she speaks, her
words are not opprobrious. It is only when she be-

comes a continuous and positive nuisance, that you
call a watchman, and give her in charge to him.
But some of the Northern editors seem to think

that, whenever one meets such a woman, one must
stop her, talk with her, insult her, or hold dalliance

with her, and so from their own conduct they con-
strued my order.

The editor of the Boston Courier may so deal with
common women, and out of the abundance of his heart
his mouth may speak—but so not I.

Why, these she adders of New Orleans themselves
were at once shamed into propriety of conduct by the

order, and from that day no woman has either insult-

ed or annoyed any live soldier or officer, and of a cer-

tainty no soldier has insulted any woman.
When I passed through Baltimore, on the 23d of

February last, members of my staff were insulted by
the gestures of the ladies (?) there. Not so in New
Orleans.

One of the worst possible of all these women show-
ed disrespect to the remains of gallant young De
Kay, and you will see her punishment. A copy of the

order which I enclose is at onco a vindication and a
construction of my order.

I can only say that I would issue it again under like

circumstances. Again thanking you for your kind in-

terest, I am, truly, your friend,

BENJ. F. BUTLER,
Major General Commanding.

Two men named Fidell Keller and John W. An-
drews had been sent to Ship Island for confinement
with hard labor, for exhibiting bones alleged to be

ie of Yankee soldiers, fashioned into personal orna-
ments.
A Mrs. Phillips, for laughing and mocking at the

remains of Lieut. De Kay during the passage of his

funeral procession, had also been imprisoned at Ship
Island. The Delta says

:

Mrs. Philip Phillips, the lady who is about to spend
the hot season at Ship Island, is a Jewess. She is a
vain woman, with a large hankering for notoriety.

She used to be a leader in flash society at Washing-
ton, and on the occasion of the battle of Bull Run illu-

minated her house in honor of that Southern victory.

She was finally driven out of Washington, and came
to this city about a year ago. She has repeatedly of-

fered insult to the Union troops here; but it was not
until Monday morning that Gen. Butler condescended
to ta"ke notice of her conduct."

JEFF. DAVIS'S ADDRESS TO THE CON-
FEDERATE ARMY.

The Richmond Despatch of the 8th publishes the fol-

lowing Address, issued by Jeff. Davis to the officers

and men who participated in the late series of san-

guinary battles on the Peninsula :

—

Richmond, July 5th, 1862,

To the Army in Eastern Virginia :

Soldiers,—I congratulate you on the series of bril-

liant victories which, under the favor of Divine Provi-
dence, you have lately won, and as the President of
the Confederate States, do heartily tender to you the

thanks of the country, whose just cause you have so

skilfully and heroically served.

Ten days ago an invading army, vastly superior to

you in numbers and in the material of war, closely be-

leagured your Capital, and vauntingly proclaimed its

speedy conquest. You inarched to attack the enemy
in his entrenchments ; with well directed movements
and death -de tying valor you charged upon him in his

strong positions, drove him from field to field over a
distance of thirty-five miles, and, despite his reinforce-

ments, compelled him to seek safety under cover of

his gunboats, where he now lies cowering before the

army so lately derided and threatened with entire sub-
jugation.

The fortitude with which you have borne toil and
privation, the gallantry with which you have entered
into each successive battle, must have been witnessed

to be fully appreciated; but a grateful people will not
fail to recognize you, and bear you iu loved remem-
brance. Well may it be said of you, that you have
" done enough for glory;" but duty to a suffering

country and the cause of constitutional liberty claims
for you yet further effort.

Let it be your pride to relax in nothing which can
promote your future efficiency ; your own great object

being to drive the invader from your soil, and, carry-

ing your standards beyond the outer boundaries of the
Confederacy, to wring from an unscrupulous foe the
recognition of your birthright, community, indepen-
dence. (Signed) JEFFERSON DAVIS.

THE IMPUTATION ON GEN. BANKS.
The following is the letter of Major-General Banks

to Mr. Gooch of the U. S. House of Representatives,
relative to the resolution of June 10, offered by Mr.
Voorhees of Indiana, directing the Committee on the
Conduct of the War to inquire whether persons of

color were allowed Government transportation on Gen.
Banks's retreat from Strasburg, while white people,
including sick and wounded soldiers, were compelled
to walk :

—

Winchester, June 19, 1862.

Hon. D. W. Gooch: Dear Sir,—In answer to your
inquiry, I have the honor to say there is no foundation
of fact for the statement contained in the resolution

inclosed to me- No person, not belonging to the army,
white or black, was allowed to occupy or use Govern-
ment transportation of any kind on the march of my
command from Strasburg.

If any instance occurred it was, with one exception,

not only without authority, but against orders, and
has not yet come to my knowledge. Citizens, traders,

refugees and fugitives were protected iu the occupancy
of their own wagons, and allowed to move with the

Government train in order, and no further.

The rear guard, infantry and artillery, halted in the

rear of Martiusburg from two o'clock till evening.
When at a considerable distance on our march, we
overtook a small party on foot. My attention was at-

tracted by a little girl, about eight years of age, who
was toddling over the stones by the wayside, and I

asked her how far she had traveled. "From Win-
chester," she said.

We were then about 27 miles on our march. I re-

quested the cannoneers to give her a lift, and the gal-

lant men who had hung upon the rear of the column
for its defence the greater part of the distance, an-
swered with alacrity.

No successful efforts were made to ascertain her
complexion, but it is not impossible that she belonged
to the class referred to in the resolution, and that her
little limbs had been strengthened by some vague
dream of liberty, to be lost or won in that hurried
night march.

I have the honor to be, with much respect,
Your obedient servant,

N. P. BANKS, Maj. Gen. Commanding.

jI^T
8- The correspondent of the Anti-Slavery Stand-

ard remarks on the singular fact that our disasters

commenced with the decision of the President to re-

voke Hunter's emancipation order. Still more strik-

ing is the Providence that caused the culmination of

these disasters in the most stunning blow of the whole
war, to commence on Thursday, tho twenty-sixth of
June, the same day that Fremont was superseded fn

command by the appointment over Mm of his subor-

dinate, Gen. Pope I

SJ^" The guerrillas near Memphis are becoming
more hold, burning cotton almost in sight of tho city,

nisguising themselves as cotton buyers, they find

where It is Beorettd, and then come iu force and burn
it. Even the safety of Memphis is in peril.

COLLECTIONS
By the Finance Committee, at FramingKdm Grove, July

14, 1862:

Geo. W. HimondB $7.00 W. W. Dutcher, 1.00

Edward B. Perkins 6.00 W. Browfi 0,26

Timothy Davis 8.00 B. Snow, Jr. 1,00

Wm. V. Parker 2.00 Margaret P. Snow 1.00

.Sarah K. Wall 1.00 Rufus Pond 1.110

ft V. Pond 1.00 Johnson 0.30

John Midgley 1.00 Louisa Bumphey 0.25

I. Stimpson 0.35 H. G. O. Blake 1.00

P. B. Southwick 1.00 E. Wight 1.00

A. H. Tilhon 0.25 A. M. Chase 2.00

Richard Clapp 1.00 Mrs. L. R. Draper 0.26

Thos. U. Rice 1.00 Jonathan Buffiim 1.00

J. Mitchell 0.2.5 Alden Sampjfon 1.00

D. Russell 0.35 James Curry 0,10

A. A. Giflonl 0.25 John Wesby 0.15

O. S. Brigham, 1.00 J. Wilmarth 1.00

John Wenzell 1.00 Wm. Sparrell 1.00

Mr. Hoyt 0.25 E. Lyon 0.25

Chas. Rreck 100 Caswell 0.20

T. Hazard 0.25 Henry O. Stone 1.00

Wm. B. Harrington 0.50 Do. (for Society) 2.00

Wm. ft Howe 0.25 Mr. Grout 0.26
Thos. P. Knox 0.50 A. Wyman 1.00

Daniel Foster 0.25 L. Jewett (1.26

L. Stratton, Jr. 1.00 S. H. 1.00

S. M. Whipple 0.25 A. E. Foster 0.60

A. ft Harlow 1.00 W. E. Budd 0.30

H. Swasey 0.25 I. W. Forbush 1.00

N. Swasey 0.25 A. L. Babcock 0.50

E. B. Underwood 0.25 J. H. Bingham 1.00

H. W. Carter 0.25 Samuel Barrett 1.00

Susan H. Remond 1.00 D. B. & A. B. Morey 1.00

Mrs. Wm. lyes 1.00 S. S. Jones, 1.00

E. D.& Anna T. Dra- S. ft Southwick 1.00

per 2.00 Joseph Treat 0.25
Oliver Johnson 1.00 M. C. Mason 0.25

Samuel May, Jr. 1.00 L. D. Gray 0.60

J. Miller McKim 1.00 Cash and friends, in

W. L. Garrison 1.00 various Bums, 18.43

E. Bailey 1.00 Oron W. Adams 0.25

WOMAN AUD THE PBESS.
On Friday afternoon, May 30, a meeting was held in

Studio Building, Boston, for conference in regard to a new

periodical to be devoted to the interests of Woman. While

none questioned the value and the need of snch an instru-

ment in the Woman's Eights cause, the difficulties that

would endanger or even defeat the enterprise were fully

discussed, but with this issue—that the experiment should

ie made. For the furtherance, therefore, of so desirable

an object, we insert and call attention to the following

PROSPECTUS OF THE WOMAN'S JOURNAL :

When we consider that there is scarcely a party, sect,

business organization or reform whieh is not represented

in the press, it appears strange that women, constituting

half of humanity, should have no organ, in America,
especially devoted to the promotion of their interests, par-

ticularly as these interests have excited more wide-spread

attention in this couutry than in any other, while in no
other country can the double power of free speech and a
free press be made so effective in their behalf. This ap-

pears stranger from the fact that conservative England ha3
successfally supported a journal of this sort for years with
acknowledged utility.

America needs such a journal to centralize and give im-
petus to the efforts which are being made in various direc-

tions to advance the interests of woman. It needs itmost
of all at this time, when the civil war is calling forth the

capabilities of woman in an unwonted degree, both as act-

ors and sufferers—when so many on both sides are seen to

exert a most potent influence over the destinies of the na-

tion, while so many others are foreed by the loss of hus-
bands, sons and brothers, to seek employment for the sup-

port of themselves and families. Social problems, too, are

gradually becoming solved by the progress of events, which
will leave to that of woman the most prominent place
henceforth.

To meet this want of the times, we propose to establish

a Woman's Journal, based on the motto, " Equal Rights
for all Mankind," and designed especially to treat of all

questions pertaining to the interests of women, and to fur-

nish an impartial platform for the free discussion -of these

interests in their various phases. It will aim to collect and
compare the divers theories promulgated on the subject,

to chronicle and centralize the efforts made hi behalf of

women, in this country and elsewhere, and to render all

possible aid to such undertakings, while at the same time
it will neglect no field of intellectual effort or human pro-

gress of general interest to men of culture. It will com-
prise reviews of current social and political events, arti-

cles on literature, education, hygiene, etc., a feuilleton,

composed chiefly of translations from foreign literature

—

in short, whatever may contribute to make it a useful

and entertaining family paper. Its columns will be open'

and respectful attention insured, to all thinkers on the sub-

jects of which it treats, under the usual editorial discretion,

only requiring that they shall accept, a priori, the motto of

the paper, and shall abstain from all personal discussion.

Among the contributors already secured to the Journal
.

whom we are permitted to name, are Mrs. Lydia Maria
Child, Mrs. Caroline M. Severance, Mr3. Elizabeth Cady
Stanton, Mrs. Frances D. Gage, Miss Elizabeth Palmer
Peabody, William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips,

George Wm. Curtis, T. W. Higginson, Moncure D. Conway,
Theodore Tilton, and William F£. Channing ; and other
distinguished writers have promised us their aid. No pains
will be spared to enlist the best talent in the country, and
to make the paper one of literary merit as well as practical
utility.

The Journal will be issued semi-monthly, in octavo form,
sixteen pages, at Two Dollars per annum, the first number
appearing on the 1st of October next, and will be publish-
ed in Boston.

Subscriptions will be received froni this date by agents of

the Journal, or by the Editors, Roxbury, Mass., lockbox 2,
to he paid on the receipt of tho first number of the Journal.
In this connection,we would earnestly solicit the co-operation
of friends of woman throughout the country, in extending
the subscription list of the Journal, and thus placing it on
that permanent basis which will insure its continued util-
ity and success. Those interested in the enterprise are re-
spectfully requested to communicate with the editors at tho
above address.

A discount of twenty-five per cont. will be made to agents.
Agents will please return all prospectuses with names

before the 15th of July.

MARY L. BOOTH,
MARIE E. ZAKRZEWSKA, M.D.

Boston, May 15, 1862.

§^ HENRY C. WRIGHT wilt hold meetings in

Union Hall, Harwich, Sunday, July 20, all day and eve-

ning. Subject: "Man and his Destiny."

$^=* GO AND HEAR HIM I—Rev. Samuel Greek,

the colored Methodist preacher, who was sentenced in Ma-
ryland, in 1857, to ten years' imprisonment for having in

his possession a copy of Uncle Tom's Cabin, will narrate a

history of his sufferings on Sunday next, July 20, as fol-

lows :

—

Zion Church, West Centre Street, 10 1-2 o'clock, A. M.
Twelfth Baptist Church, Southac Street, 3, P. M.
Joy Street Church, (Mr. Martin's,) quarter to 8, P. M,
The case is a very remarkable one.

Rev. JAS. N. Gloucester, of Brooklyn, N. Y., will ac-

company Mr. Green, and speak upon the demands of the

hour.

|jgf SUMMER RESORT—Round Hill Hotel, North-

ampton, Mass.—Terms—$1.50 per day, or 7 to $10 per

week.

" We freely commend it as a delightful place of sojourn.

The scenery is of unriralled beauty ; valley, hill, aud river

give it inexhaustible variety. There are numerous delight-

ful drives in the vicinity, aud tho hotel is well kept, con-

taining every accommodation for guests, as well for their

comfort as amusement."—

A

r
. O. Picayune.

J^~ MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D,, has removed on

605 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M.D. ; David Tbayen M. D.

Office hours from 2 to i, P. M.

OBITU A.R, Y..

Captain Partridge. Capt. Willjam T. Partridge, of

tho 5th Regiment N. Y. S. V., commonly called Duryea's

Zouaves, was killed in the battle at Gaines's Hill, on Fri-

day, Juno 27. This announcement brings sincere grief to

many hearts. One of God's noblest' works—an honest, a

true, and a bravo man, has failen. All whose privilege

it was to know him felt a profound regard and a warm at-

tachment for him. Men who woro far beyond him in years

willingly confessed his superiority in soul. His character

was transparent as crystal. There was no guile, no treach-

ery, no low cunning iu it. He spoke and acted bis real

thought with a frankness that astonished the worshippers

of polioy and expediency. Ho know not how to wear any

disguise, or stoop to any stratagem. His abhorrence of

whatevor is mean, base, or dishonorable, was instant and

spontaneous, tho very instinct of his nature. Sttfittod

oppression, tyranny, slavery, and ovwy' form of injustice,

with an intensity that was almost divine. He oould not

ooneeivo how ono could love God without loving man ; or

how ono could bo a Christian without, being generous and

solf-sacrificing. Tested by the pure word and life of Jma,
ho was a truo disciple, an inheritor of the kingdom of

heaven. Of his death, in tho sorvico of freedom and hu-

manity, of his I'oiinti'v nml his God. mny fitly bo spoken

that saying of Cluisi, " He licit losoth his life for my sake

I stiull find it." » R. B,
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For tlio Liberator.

WANTED — A POLICY.
Adapted fkom Freii.igrath.

Our lirnd is Hamlet !—Grave and dumb,

Thoro witlks eaoh night his oasfcle-ywrd

A ghost from buried Freedom's tomb,

And beckons to the men on guard.

She halts, in glittering steel arrayed ;

Cries, as ho shrinks through doubt and fear :

" Bo my avenger ! draw thy blade !

They have poured poison in mine ear !

"

He hears with trembling limbs, till she

The awful truth as dawn makes clear ;

From that hour would avenger be

—

Could he at last but really dare !

He thinks, and dreams ;
yet sees the goal

Of firm resolve alway recede ;

—

Ah, for a strong, courageous deed

He lacks a strong, courageous soul

!

Wl I

For the Liberator.

SONG POE THE TIMES.
Air—Bruce's Address.

From the lowly cabin, hear!

Sounds like these salute the ear :

"Bless the Lord, the time is near,.

"When we shall bo free !

"

Shall this aspiration fail?

Shall the captive still bewail?

Shall the tyrant's power prevail

O'er this fated land ?

Powers of darkness ! hence, away !

Ye that lead the mind astray,

Ye whoso teachings will betray,

And in ruin end.

"Will no sense of justice dawn ?

"Will no powers of light transform

Those who seemin error born,

By thoir senseless cry?

He who~marks the sparrow's fall,

Judge supreme of great and small,

Hath ordained, alike for all,

Freedom's glorious boon.

Can we thwart His high decree,

"Which would set the captives free,

When tbey humbly betid the knee,

To implore bis aid?

How much longer shall wo dare

To defy the Father's care?

He hath said, of this beware,

"Vengeance is mine own."

He hath said, "But for a span

Shall my spirit strive with man ;

Yield in mercy while ye oaD,

Or in judgment bow."

Long has been Ins mercy shown,

Long, too long, the captive's moan

Hath ascended to his throne,

For his power to save.

Let the people then arouse,

And the bondman's cause espouse ;

And sincerely plight their vows,

That all shall be free. H

THE MILLS OP GOD.

" Die MucHen Gottes maklen sckrfein."

Those mills of God ! those tireless mills !

I hear their ceaseless throbs and thrills :

I see their dreadful stones go round,

And all the realms beneath them ground
;

And lives of men, and souls of States,

Flung out, like chaff, beyond their gates.

And we, Lord ! with impious will,

Have made these Negroes turn Thy mill

!

Their human limbs with chains we bound,

And bade them whirl Thy mill-stones round :

With branded brow and fettered wrist,

We bade them grind this Nation's grist

!

And so, like Samson—blind and bound

—

Our Nation's grist this Negro ground ;

And all the strength of Freedom's toil,

And all the fruits of Freedom's soil,

And all her hopes, and all her trust,

From Slavery's gates were flung like dust

!

With servile souls this mill we fed,

That ground the grain for Slavery's bread :

With cringing men, and grovelling deeds,

We dwarfed our land to Slavery's needs
;

Till all the scornful nations hiss'd,

To see us ground with Slavery's grist.

The mill grinds on ! From Slavery's plain

We r p great crops of blood-red grain ;

And still the Negro's strength we urge,

With Slavery's gyve and Slavery's scourge
;

And still wo crave—on Freedom's sod

—

That slaves shall turn the mills of God !

The mill grinds on !

—

God lets it grind !

We sow the seed—the sheaves we hind :

The mill-stones whirl as we ordain :

Our children's bread shall test the grain !

While Samson still in chains we bind,

The mill grinds on !— God lets it grind !

— JV. Y. Tribune. A. J. H. Dugakn:

From the New York Independent.

MEN OB DE NOEF!
Men OB de Norf ! why don't you come along?

Dat is now de burden ob de brack roan's.song.

We's bin a waitin' dese many years,

Wid patient hearts, but bitter tears ;

We's bin a waitin' in griefs and pains,

For de break ob day an' de break ob chains ;

An' now, tank God, dere's a light in de sky,

An' de brack man's heart jumps up to his mouf
;

An' now, tank God, dere's a stong arm nigh,

An' a blast ob a trumpet troo de Souf

!

Men ob he Norf ! oh ! oh ! come along,

Come along, come along, oh, come along !

We don't belieb in murder, an' we don't belieb in crime,

For dere's bin enuiFo' dat ting in all past time
;

But we's bin a keepin' quiet, an' a waitin' on de Lord,

For we knowed dat our bondage was accordin' to His word;

An' we knowed dat de day ob dcliberance would come

In de fulness ob de time, jes' as sure as de sun,

An' now dere's a Voice wid a mighty soun'

—

"Let the servants go free, and never more he

SLAVES."

De massas stare at one anuddcr all aroun',

But do hearts of de brack folks leap like de waves !

Men ob *de Norf ! oh, come right along,

Come along, come along, come right along !

Oh, de juberloo is comin' to de brack man's soul,

An' de clouds ob his trouble all away shall roll
;

An' de sua shall shine on a happy race,

An' de Souf shall wear a smiling face ;

An' we'll work for de white folks do same as before,

But dey sha'n't sell our ehil'ren and our wives any more !

An' we'll work wid a song an' a cheerful word,

A raisin' ob de cotton, an' do rice, and de corn,

An' de land* shall look like de garden ob do Lord,

An' we'll all get rich jes' as sure as you are horn !

Men on de Norf ! oh, quick ! come along,

Come along, come along, quick, come along !

Dcre was massa Hunter, he write a little note,

An' set a million niggas jes' as free as a shoat

;

But old massa Linkum, he modify,

An' say wait a bit, till we see by-an' by.

Now massa Linkum is a bery fine man,

An' he's a gwine to do all de good dat he can

;

But men ob de NoitF ! jes' yon come on,

An' bring all your powder an' your guns for de fight,

Den you jes' "pitch in," while de niggas "toat along,'

An' ole massa Linkum soon'll eome around right

!

Men ob de Norf ! yah ! ho ! corno along,

Come along, come along, ho ! come along !

Lafayette, Ind., June, 18C2.

ANTI-SLAVERY CELEBRATION AT FRAM"
IWGHAM, JULY 4, 1862.

In accordance with its long established usage, the

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society celebrated the

National Anniversary in mass meeting at the beautiful

Grove in Framingham. From Boston, Worcester,

Milford and Northboro', the trains came crowded with

as choice a gathering of the friends of universal lib-

erty as ever assembled on any occasion—very many
of them representative men and women in their va-

rious localities, distinguished for rare moral worth and

intellectual vigor—all inspired by the noblest senti-

ments, and with full purpose to redeem the day from

its general perversion by " remembering those in bonds

as bound with them," and earnestly striving to deliver

them from the house of bondage. So large a gather-

ing was probably not held in any other place in the

Commonwealth. (1)

At a quarter to 11 o'clock, A. M., the meeting was

called to order by E. II. Ileywood, who submitted, in

behalf of the Committee of Arrangements, the follow-

ing list of officers for the occasion :

—

President—William Lloyd Garrison.

Vice Presidents—E. D. Draper, Hopedale ; George

W. Stacy, Milford; Alfred Wyman, Worcester;

William II. Fish, New York ; Daniel Foster, Kansas

;

John S. Rock, Boston ; Benjamin Snow, Jr., Fitch-

burg ; Oliver Johnson, New York ; John Bailey,

Lynn; Chas. L. Remond, Salem; J. Miller McKim,

Philadelphia; William F. Parker, Cleveland, Ohio.

Secretaries— Samuel May, Jr., J. M. W. Yerrinton,

Wendell P. Garrison.

Finance Committee—Jerome Wilmarth, Mary Willey,

David B. Morey, Sarah E. Wall, Caroline R. Put-

nam, Frances H. Drake.

These nominations were unanimously adopted.

The President (Mr. Garrison) said he would com-

mence the proceedings by reading some appropriate

selections from the book of the prophet Jeremiah.

Having done so, prayer was then offered by Rev.

Daniel Foster, of Kansas—followed by the singing of

an original hymn, commencing

—

For the sighing of the needy, to deliver the oppressed,

Now the Lord our God arises, and proclaims his high bi

Through the Red Sea of his justice lies the Canaan of rest

:

Our cause is marching ou !

Mr. Garrison then said :—Friends of Freedom !

the ground on which we are assembled is consecrated

ground—consecrated by precious memories, by high

aspirations, by the iningling of hearts and hands in a

common effort for the deliverance of our country from

its shame, its crime, its all-abounding iniquity, and for

the carrying out of the Declaration of American In-

dependence, and the Golden Rule of our Saviour.

Turning away, as we have hitherto done, from the

thoughtless frivolities, the base hypocrisies, and the

hollow mockeries which characterize the general ob-

servance of this anniversary, we meet once more to

bear our testimony in regard to the oneness and

brotherhood of the human race, in behalf of the

rights of all men, without distinction of race or com-

plexion, and to vindicate. the law of eternal justice

and right.

There has been no time since the organization of

our Government when it was not a mockery, on the

part of the people, to pretend to celebrate this day in

the spirit of impartial and universal liberty. While

men are held in bondage, and clanking their galling

fetters, the people who can enslave them are not in a

condition to sing the praises of Freedom. At the

present time, especially, any attempt to treat this day

as though it were properly a day of rejoicing, on

the part of the nation, would indicate great hardness

of heart and blindness of mind. The nation is reel

ing and staggering to-day like a drunken man; the

nation is divided and torn asunder by civil war; the

nation is bleeding at every pore ; and the cries of en-

slaved millions are still fresh in the ear of the Lord of

Sabaoth. It is a day for sackcloth and humiliation,

rather than for exultation of spirit on the part of the

nation. And yet, amid this terrible tumult and clash

of arms, are there no signs of the times which indi-

cate progress, and a hopeful future for the cause so

dear to our hearts ? Yes, the very conflict itself is

hopeful. It is because, at last, there is so much of

conscience here in the North, in opposition to slavery,

that the South can no longer possibly tolerate com-

panionship with us, even upon the old conditions. I

might recapitulate many events, all going to show

that, with whatever of darkness there may be still re-

maining around us, we have much to rejoice over.

Think of the abolition of slavery in the District of

Columbia, our national capital! Think of a treaty

between Great Britain and our own country for the

effectual suppression of the foreign slave trade ! Think

of the passage of a bill by Congress, consecrating all

present and future Territory forever to freedom

!

Think of the recognition of those two hitherto de-

spised and rejected republics, Hayti and Liberia,

recognized now as independent nations by our own!

Think, finally, of the passage of the Homestead Bill,

whereby in the great opening West, forever and for-

ever, slavery shall find no heritage, nor be able to

acquire those vast landed possessions which are essen-

tial to its vigorous existence. (Applause.) These are

some of the cheering signs of the times; and though

there are some discouraging incidents— incidents

which sadden the heart, and exert a dispiriting influ-

ence for the moment—yet, on the whole, our great

and glorious cause is advancing with irresistible power.

Happily, its triumph docs not depend upon the result

of any battle, whether upon the Potomac or at the

West : that triumph is ultimately pledged by the word

of God, and by the rights and necessities of human

nature itself. I will not, however, extend these prefa-

tory remarks, but will reserve what I have to say, in

regard to the state of the country, to a later period in

the proceedings of the meeting, should an opportunity

be found.

The first speaker announced was Mr. E. II. Hey-

wood, of Boston, who was warmly applauded.

SPEECH OF E. H. HEYWOOD.
Mr. President and Ladies and Gentlemen:

This is the Fourth of July—a day that smacks of

earthquake and revolution; a day remindful of events

which appealed from expediency and tradition to tin;

inner facts of nature, from governments to justice.

from men to man. Granting all that is claimed for

the birth-hour of a great people, that the Declaration

of Independence might be the programme of the mil-

lenium even, the Abolitionists long ago leapt into this

pulpit to preacli repentance to Democratic oppressors

and deliverance to their enslaved victim. This negro

question is no ephemera of fanaticism, no mushroom

of a night; its roots widen to all races and deepen

through the strata of centuries. What we see to-

day—commerce ruined, manufactures unmade, indus-

try beggared, churches sundered, parties in frag-

ments, the Union "lying loose around," and millions

of Americans in the death-grapple—all this has been

a great while preparing. Water trickling behind

Alpine rocks is unobserved, until the thunder of the

avalanche announces the work of years, perhaps of

centuries.

The strife of politics is merely a strife between the

ins and the outs. One party climbs on the people to

power, and kicks away the ladder, which is again

picked up by a second, ascending to pull down the

first. There is so much downwardness in human
nature, so dishonestly and effectually did the fathers,

who demanded impartial liberty, confer slavery, that

the chief task of the abolition movement—as indeed

of all moral reform, the root of its rare patriotism and

profound religious significance—lias been not so much

to unify this nation as to break it up ; not so much to

organize men into bodies as to unorganize them into

individuals, as Jesus did ; to drag these States out of

the by-paths of cowardice and hypocrisy, and relaunch

them on the high road of truth and instinct; to har-

monize society with natural law, and enable the body

politic to move under the impulsion of the Divine

Heart. Hence its power; hence the South flying

from the Northern conscience ; hell seceding from

heaven; or, as the Carolina negro expressed it, when
lie was asked why he expected deliverance from the

North—"Because," said he, "in a dream, the Lord

appeared to me in the form of a Yankee." (Laughter

and applause.)

No government, however powerful, no institution,

however deeply rooted in present emolument or tradi-

tional favor, has been able to withstand the application

of this moral force method. A few strong men, ap-

pealing to the common sense ofthe. English mind, un-

frocked bishops, disbanded parliaments, sent one mon-

arch to the block, and turned another like Nebuchad-

nezzar out to pasture upon the continent. An inso-

lent sovereign could afford to flout the great religious

poet and reformer of that period as "a blind adder

spitting his venom upon the king's person," but who

now does not love to rise, from the cricket chirp of

Charles Stuart, to the sphere harmony of Milton and

impartial liberty 1 "I am the State," was the proud

boast of Louis XIV. in the seat of Charlemagne, with

the church kneeling at his feet and the army wailing

I am aware, sir, also, that our Government compares

favorably, in respect of justice and efficiency, with

any of which history brings us the account. If the

hot violence which bound Indian Sepoys (English

rebels) to the muzzle of English guns, to be blown to

fragments, had inflamed our people, Mason and Sli-

dell, instead of crossing the Atlantic from Fort War-

ren, would have been invited to a hasty cup of that

British tea at the bottom of Boston harbor. The last

question asked in Parliament of West India emanci-

pation was, " Will it be safe for the master longer to

retain his slaves'?" The only gospel light which

Louis Napoleon respects from Italy is the gleam of

Orsini's dagger and Garabaldi's sword ; while the ulti-

mate argument ior emancipation with Alexander of

Russia is the thin film separating his feet from the

fiery gulf of insurrection. But let not these halle-

lujahs take you off your feet. We are not yet out of

the woods. Neither an efficient government, nor

late successes, nor good intentions of the President,

can redeem an impenitent pro-slavery people. Good

intentions! "Hell is paved with good intentions."

We have passed the "slough of despond," but not

Apollyon or the valley of humiliation. Grave in vic-

tory, cheerful in defeat, you will " think nothing done

while anything remains undone." When Illinois

flares a new code of atrocious black laws in the face

of the age,—when manacled fugitives from the marble

steps of the Capitol are handed back to bondage,

—

when millions are in chains yet recognized as legal by

a Republican Administration,—when slavery is strong

enough, holding one race under its feet, and keeping

20JOOO,000 of another race at bay, to decimate the

at his gates, as he plotted the subjugation of empires
; j

finest army raised in modern times,—it is no time for

but in the quiet chamber of some modest thinker—ol ! Abolitionists to resign. So long as the best President

Pascal, or Charon, or Rosseau—you may find the ! can merely represent an unregenerate people, so long

(1) Notwithstanding this fact, none of the daily papers
in Boston had the fairness or courtesy to make the slight-

est reference to the meeting, exoeptlag the Courier, which,
with characteristic mendacity, said of it—"Wo intended

to give some of the proceedings at the usual traitors' meet-
ing at Framing!)am, in order to show that none of the old

and vilo spirit is extinct Mr. Phillips was absent,

Mr. Garrison as good as 'played out,' and the other per-

formers of no account." Slang like this calls for no reply.

The proceedings, as reported by Mr. Yerrinton, and given

in our present number, speak for themselves.

—

[Ed. Lib.

drop of democratic truth, whose electric forces shat-

:

tered that throne to the four quarters of Europe.-

With this free platform for a pulpit, with the broad

acres of democracy for a diocese, we will yet make
an Eden of this bare garden of the West, and lift

America to the level of Calvary. The highest office

is not to be president or king, but to be right. If

servant girls, plough-boys and gravel-tossers are with

us in a moral issue, Wall street and Washington

must come round. They called you a fanatic, sir, but

in asserting fair play for black men, you stood behind

the Declaration of Independence and Plymouth Rock,

behind Hampden and Magna Charta, behind Luther

and Jesus, behind human nature and the throne of

Infinite Truth.

A German play makes Adam cross the stage, going

to be created. (Laughter.) Democracy here is just in

that state—in embryo ; has not taken to feet and life

;

has not uttered itself in organic forms, cut its wisdom

teeth. Young, athletic, dreamy, feeling within stir-

rings of a great future, hearing distant voices calling

it to high destinies, yet the gristle of democratic sen-

timent has not hardened into the bone of manly pur-

pose. Nature is a stern schoolmistress, and still holds

the race to the primary benches. Massachusetts

even, the best State in history, has not yet graduated

from the infant school of human rights. The same

men who brought Magna Charta to Bunker Hill, the

same hands that smoked with the blood of British

tyrants, spread the shield of Federal law over the

slave pens of the South. Within the same year, the

first slave ship cursed the soil of Virginia, and the

free feet of the Pilgrims consecrated Plymouth Rock.

FYom those two opposite points have arisen two hos-

tile, belligerent, defiant types of society; or rather, a

society and a chaos : the one rising and broadening

into the freest, purest, most energetic and beneficent

civilization known to history, the other treading under

its impious feet all the guaranties of human rights

which the toil and agony of ages have erected, would

make the Republic itself a stepping-stone whence to

vault into the throne of a universal slave empire.

This conflict now raging through the Republic is

simply, then, the old battle between despotism and

the people—feudalism against the free cities, Cavaliers

against Roundheads, old Sarum against Manchester.

What the Tarquins were to Rome, what the Haps-

burghs are to Hungary, what the Stuarts were to

England, what George the Third was to the Colonies,

that slaveholders are to the States. As a portion

of the. people, I do you the honor to suppose that

you do not intend to be abolished. Well, then, abol-

ish slaveholders !—for one of you must go under. (Ap-

plause.)

As you said, sir, in the opening, this is the progress

in national affairs since the war. Happily, Southern

interests among us are at somewhat of a discount.

The explanation otitis this. The democratic masses

of the North have been made to face the music; have

been brought in collision with their natural, despotic

enemies of the South. But it is not so much a change

of sentiment and principles as a -change of relations.

Slavery has not changed. When Jefferson Davis

spoke in Faueuil Hall, and waltzed with the beauty of

New England, he was as really a pirate as now ; for

every thread of his garments was the stolen earnings

of the slave. The war—it is only a thunder-clap in

dog-days to clear the atmosphere; it is an earthquake

coming up under our feet, jostling apart States built

on an unnatural basis. It unmasks slavery, and

makes it sit for its portrait; reveals the foot of clay in

the silver slipper. " When rogues fall out, honest

men come to their own." Herein is the hope of the

slave. That is why you have thought that this roll of

Federal drums, crossing the continent with the morn-

ing light, will yet end in the grand chorus of the ne-

gro's redemption.

An impression has got abroad, that the negro's

freedom, if not guarantied, is at least pledged; that

this moral force agitation, passing from words to

blows, is superseded by the conflict at arms ;
thought

unplumed by the 3word, and "Othello's occupation

gone," this Society may adjourn to heaven on the

wings of jubilee. True, the negro's freedom was

always assured. Launching a great principle, aboli-

tion, from the first, was only a question of time—how

long these children of the Declaration of Independ-

ence could resist self-evident truth, could defy the

laws of nature, stem the tide of events, and fight up

against the frowning wrath of God's retribution.

Here a refluent ripple, there a wave breaks and rolls

back, but the great flood steadily advances. The
cause, which has gone through England, which In

gone through F'rance, Holland, Turkey, Russia; the

cause which has scaled and captured every throne of

Europe, will not be strangled here by a fibre of seces-

sion cotton. When this gigantic system trembled

under the single blow of Harper's Ferry, Mr. Vir-

ginia Hunter, in the Senate, said, "If slavery ever

stands on bayonets, it will fall." It is there, Mr. Hun-

ter ; stand from under I (Applause.) Moreover, the

late rapid and determined strides of this cause, com-

pared with its early halting progress, bespeak the

goal.

" A stumbler stumbles least in rugged way."

Our country never walked so erect as in the present

calamity. The suppression of the foreign slave trade,

abolition in the District, the consecration of the Ter-

ritories to freedom, and the spirit of the age, electric

with free ideas, floating through every crevice and

fissure of its shattered system, reveal the beginning

of the end of slavery.

Then we have a President who at least tries to

represent the people. This confidence in his execu-

tive ability and good intentions, this general ap-

plause of all parties, is unexampled in our poli-

tics ; and though not born like Alexander upon the

steps of a throne, or like Caesar in the folds of impe-

rial purple, if the President but carry emancipation,

all the nations shall greet him wilh royal thanks, and

history crown him with a nobler laurel than has

graced the Father of his Country (applause); for

while George Washington, in putting his hand, red

with the life of tyrants, to the slave clauses of the

Constitution of '89, wittingly or unwittingly, con-

signed the weaker race to chains, may it be the good

fortune of Abraham Lincoln, by tearing out that

"stripe of blood," to redeem the pood old pledge, and

make the "cause of America the cause of human
nature." (Applause.)

as that capillary column of water in the White House

can only balance the ocean without, I prefer to be-

lieve in God rather than in Abraham Lincoln,—to ap-

peal to the eternal moral sense of the people, which

was before governments, and will survive them.

But a little while ago, you recoiled with horror from

Federal officers. They would apologize for slavery,

hunt fugitives, raise mobs, and all because they ac-

cepted the Government as a fixed fact, with all its re-

spectable crimes. Well, stripping the Democrats of

their official robes, the Republicans have crept into the

same poisoned shirt. May we not fear lest they lose

their souls also % In Boston, it is yet to be proved

whether or no there is a path from the Custom House

to Heaven. I allow the Republican party has done

well. It attempted all that could be done inside of our

Government, and girdling slavery with the fire of non-

extension until the scorpion should sting itself to death,

it was an earnest and heroic effort on the part of the

people to do the best thing with the institutions on

hand. The reason Massachusetts reaches over Beacon

street and Harvard College, and lifts Henry Wilson

into the Senate of the United States, is not from any

young America recklessness or want of respect for

cultured dignity, as the heartless scholarship of the

Courier affirms, but because there has been more ef-

ficient politics, more practical statesmanship hammered

out on that cobbler's lapstone than the classic brain

of Everett, with his world-embracing learning, ever

knew. (Applause.) But the Republican party did as

little as possible. They only struck at a twig of the

system, not at the tree itself. You Abolitionists were so

"rash," so "radical"!—But they found a tiger while

beating the jungle for a deer ; and quailing before him,

after having fought their way to the Capitol on the

doctrine of non-gxtension, they at first organized the

Territories without the guarantee of freedom; so that

Mr. Wilmot entered one door of Congress just in sea-

son to see his proviso flying from the other.

I refer to these things to show you that we cannot

depend, in a moral struggle, even upon the best of par-

ties. Politicians, statesmen, scholars, theologians,

—

why, they are only passengers scolding on the deck,

whom the ocean, the people, heaving below, sail or

sink at pleasure. The muttering wrath which broke

out in Governor Andrew's late tetter to Secretary

Stanton shows the volcanic indignation which under-

gulfs and will overwhelm this Administration, unless

it speaks for liberty. I was going to take Mayor
Wightman for a target, but if he were not too dirty to

touch, he is not worth the powder. (Laughter and ap-

plause.) Bet the people of Massachusetts repeat and

emphasize that protest by reelecting Mr. Andrew as

Governor (applause); and if you would have your

trumpet at Washington give no uncertain sound, see

to it that Charles Sumner next winter is returned to

the leadership of the Senate. (Prolonged applause.)

But outside and above politics is the party of justice

—

of justice, under whose serene, firm eye alone these

trembling States can find refuge, their only interest in

this conflict for truth and liberty. Having appealed to

the world against the sin of their own government;

flinging out " No Union with Slaveholders," as a signal

of distress to the nations ; holding up a fat, impenitent,

recreant church to the indignation of Christendom;

outcast and execrated as "radicals," "fanatics," "in-

fidels," " traitors ;
" cursed by the Church, lampooned

by the Press, hunted by the Government; for thirty

years treading alone the wine-press of national wrath,

the party of justice will make their way over every

obstacle, against every foe, by the Constitution or in

spite of the Constitution, through the Union or over

the Union, to break the last fetter upon the continent.

(Applause.)

If this war is to be fought with Northern treasure

and Northern blood, ought it not to be fought with

Northern ideas'? ("Aye, aye!") Granting war to

be right, until that Yankee sword, which now lightens

on the black front of the South, means liberty, it is

murderous, the disgrace of the nation and the age.

(Applause.) I would have Massachusetts put her foot

down; say to the President, "Not another dollar or

another man until you decree emancipation." (Ap-

plause.) God in his mercy will send defeat and dis-

aster, even to the slaying of the first born of all your
households, unless this nation lets His people go.

Gen. Hunter understands this question, and responds

to the impudent resolution of Wickliffe by promising,

before November, to cram 60,000 black troops down the

throat of Kentucky. (Loud applause.)

These appeals to expediency and interest, this fol-

lowing the lead of slavery, assuring posterity that we
will never be guilty of a disinterested motive, this

tendency to forget the negro, even among Abolition-

ists, to merge everything in Union, to make Human
Rights a mere bob to the kite of political success,

betrays an alarming distrust of justice and human na-

ture—more faith in Diabolism than in Divinity. It is

a feeling that God is not quite strong enough to take us

through this crisis ; we must lean on the Devil a Utile.

(Laughter.) I distrust this cry of "Union." It is a
Union under which families are sundered at the auc-

tion-block, and women sold for prostitution
; a Union

under which tottering, fainting ago, and lender, beau-

tiful youth, are hunted with bloodhounds; a Union
under which men are burned alive for their love of

liberty, and which for two generations has been a

dcathVhcad and cross-hones erected above the grave

of Freedom. This nation has fort/otten God. The ty-

rannic dogma of the Stuarts, dug up from thj asphal-

tic contempt of two centuries, and robed in Republi-

can ermine, is abroad here. We say, not " the king

can do no wrong "—he is out of fashion
; hut the ma-

jority can do no wrong—the Union can do no wrong

—

the army can do no wrong. In Mr. Dickens's phrase,

we "dignify all our favorite vices as institutions."

Any respectable rascality may be " voted up or down."
I would not attack the President; from my baby level

I could not fling a spear so high. I know his policy
;

it is to go to heaven backwards ; to drift with the tide

of events ;
" to float, and let the current find the

way "—
"To blow the villains all sky high,
But do it with economy."

(Laughter.) Yet from anything uttered by the Com-
mander-in-Chief so far, the Federal army to-day is light-

ing for aa really a selfish object as the Corrftderate

army. I know it is an unpleasant thing to Bay, ohief-

ly unpleasant because it is true. Many an officer

has been cusliiered lor his love of liberty ; where is the

officer cashiered for his love of slavery ? Fremont's and

Hunter's orders to free men are annulled ; Halleck's or-

ders to enslave men are approved. No sane man doubts

the war power of the President to abolish slavery. One
stroke of his pen would annihilate the system. Indeed,

the rebellion ofa State is in itselfa decree of emancipa-

tion to every slave in that State. These slaves are not

held, then, by the laws of God, or the laws of man,

but by Abraham Lincoln, the greatest slaveholder

in hislory. I have no confidence in this death-bed

conversion, this "military necessity "—I scout it.

The nation that will abolish slavery merely to save it-

self, will establish slavery to save itBelf. It is idle, it is

wicked, it is atheistic, for the President to make terms

with men in armed defiance not only against all Fed-

eral authority, hut against the laws of nations and the

laws of God. Ah, Mr. Lincoln, Mr. Lincoln, above this

war of words, above these hurtling epithets, more po-

tently than political expediency or military necessity,

louder than the shock of battle, speaks Eternal Justice
—

" Break every yoke, and let the oppressed go free."

Mr. George Draper. I would like to ask the

speaker why he wants us to send back Charles Sum-
ner, who speaks so highly of President Lincoln, when
he can use such language against him?

Mr. Hetwood. In order that Mr. Sumner, by his

Territorial doctrine, may annihilate the slaveholding

South (Applause.)

Emancipation is the method of peace and civiliza-

tion—the only name under heaven by which we can

live, it kills the slaveholder, and saves the man. I

would have let the South go out ; or, rather, repudi-

ated her on moral grounds. The policy of the Anti-

Slavery Society, for seventeen years, to dissolve the

Union in behalf of liberty, to cast out slaveholders

as other criminals, is the most honest, direct, practi-

cal and statesmanlike method of solving this question

yet proposed. The North wants to marry the South.

Well, she won't have you, and what are you going to

do about it 3 We are two nations, and the sword,

which never heals the wounds it makes, which is

never wreathed in myrtle—the sword can never make
us one nation. The war is no cure ; it only announces

the disease, that the physician may appear. You can-

riot illuminate men's minds by letting daylight through

their bodies. As religious reformers, the sword, ex-

cept to be execrated, is beneath your notice. The
time will come when to wear a sword will be a greater

disgrace than to hold slaves. You may think that fa-

natical, but I bring truth, not apology. Conquest

confers no right. If my fist is bigger than yours, is

that any proof that my heart is larger or my brain

dearer "i Wc must rule the South, not by the weight

of our fist, but by superior ideas, larger philanthropy,

more beneficent civilization ; for if this nation cannot

comeback to the basis of justice, God grant that it

may sink forever from the sight of men ! (Applause.)

But to hold the South on the basis of force, even, you
must innoculate her with a new principle—freedom

to the blacks. This oyster must be opened with the

not the sword. Teamsters say, that when you

have failed to catechise a baulking horse into motion

with a cudgel, a handful of mud, scooped from the

gutter and pressed against his nose, will start him,

because it gives him an idea. (Laughter.) Nothing

but this mud of Democracy, of abolitionism, will ever

put the South on the road to progress. The Demo-
cratic party, leaping from its grave, spurs into the

conflict to break another lance against justice, to bring

back the Union as it was; and Mr. Lincoln says we
cannot allow this struggle to degenerate to revo-

lution. But the revolution is upon us, and we
must go up to it, not down. The old Union! it's a

last year's Almanac; a Union of red tape; a Union

of diplomacy—it never was a Union of ideas. This

Union sentiment at the South is a fiction. The Bor-

der States would have gone long ago, if they had not

been pinned to their loyalty with federal bayonets-

Norfolk is defiant, Nashville is defiant, New Orleans

is defiant. Slavery and Rebellion, one in life and love,

in death cannot be divided. Hang the leaders

!

Hang the leaf, and leave the tree! Hang the inci-

dent, and leave the cause ! - Rather pluck up the thing

by the roots, and brandish it in triumph over the ene-

my. If, as Mr. Vice President Stephens says, slavery

is the foundation of the rebellion, then one simple

airy word—Emancipation—dropped in, knocks the

bottom out of secession.

Put down this agitation I Let owls and bats put

down sunshine I They tried Texas, they tried Fugi-

tive Slave bills, they tried Nebraska swindles,theDr^d

Scott decision, bludgeoning Senators, secession ; and,

in Boston, the mobocratic waves clapping their hands

above the City Hall and the State House, said

—

" It is done ;
Wendell Phillips is hushed up I " When,

lo ! one morning the Courier waked to see that same

irrepressible agitator go into the Capital of the Re-

public, a conqueror I (loud applause) — while the

same men who breathed threatening and slaughter to

all who dared lisp the name of John Brown, by the

unseen omnipotence of this idea, in embattled le-

gions were hurled against, slaveholders in the tune

of " Glory, Hallelujah ! " This is the Lord's doings,

and marvellous in the eyes of the Courier. (Laugh-

ter.) Oh no; to "keep step to the music of the

Union," you must keep step to the music of the'

negro. In all your pride of arts and arms, the

sheen of victory, the heroism of defeat, the black shine

of the negro's countenance alone reflects the smile of

Heaven. " Pharaoh sits upon the throne, but Joseph

is governor over all Egypt." Colonize the slaves!

Colonize the Rocky mountains ! It cannot be done.

We do not want to do it, for we must have the ne-

groes as a metropolitan police to hold the South. We
shall yet have those cotton States represented at

Washington by black faces instead of black hearts.

(Applause.)

In Conway's vigorous phrase, "The war will never

he over till slavery is over." [Mr. Burleigh—Until

slavery is under.] This slaveholding oligarchy must

go for guano. By eight generations of outrage to

a trampled and bleeding race, by Sumpter and Corco-

ran, by Baker and Lyon, by our brothers scalped, and

desecrated in their hallowed graves, slaveholders are

outlaws I I would not stir your blood or- wake re-

venge.

" Though by their high wrongs I am struck to the quick,

Yet with your nobler reason 'gainst your fury

Do I take part."

These men were not natural friends ; the spirit they

incarnate, which bound twelve gigantic States to the

chariot wheels of Rebellion, which sends death and

desolation to thousands of Northern and Southern

homes, and drives its murderous steel to the heart of

free institutions, is Slavery. Then, in the name of

government periled, of families beggared, of wives

Widowed and children orphaned, of unborn generations

to inherit the poverty and woes of this, of the black

race for centuries trodden into the burning marl of op-

pression, hurl this fiend to the pit whence it rose I

There are, Mr. President, but two methods of hand-

ling this thing. One is, to forget the negro ; the other

is, to acknowledge his rights. Long and fairly tried,

the former is a failure. Entrenched In all the strong-

holds that command the public mind, the pulpit, the

press, the Senate, the seats of learning, mounting on

iis flying car all the machinery of our civilization, for

seventy years Slavery was victorious on every field.

Your public men, for ability, for learning, for virtue—

notwithstanding the excellent curses launched upon

thorn from this platform—would not sutler in compari-

son with those who have administered political oll'airs

in England or France during the same period. Where,

then, was the hitch '< They essayed to reconcile free-

dom with slavery, an impossibility; for where the In-

tellect of Webster, the eloquence of Clay, the scholar-

ship of Everett, the statesmanship of Seward, and the

oonselenoe of Sumner could not succeed, the gods

ilu inches must fail. The other horn of the dilem-

ma, Which is the lesson of this day, is fair pbiy to

black men. Some mornings ago, as n nosegay of the

nursery floated under my window, and one tiny slip

of womanhood put hot- jauoy foot, on a mutual right,

the others scattered, BOrwmlng, "I'll tell mother,

1 '11 tell mother !
" It seemed girlish

;
yet then was

deep wisdom in the method of reco'icilialion. "An
ounce of mother is worth a pound of clergy," says the

old proverb. So in our trouble we must go back to

first principles, back to justice, back to impartial liber-

ty, back to the laws of God, until we can make better.

(Loud applause.)

The President said it gave him great pleasure to in-

troduce, as the next speaker, one of the curliest ami

most devoted advocates of the cause of the oppressed,

James Miller McKim, of Philadelphia, so long iden-

tified with the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery Society as

its Secretary and General Agent.

Mr. McKim (who was warmly applauded) proceed-

ed to give a very interesting and most encouraging

sketch of his recent visit to Port Royal and Beaufort,

with reference to the "contrabands," and the educa-

tional and industrial eflbrts making in their behalf,

f
We defer its publication, at his request, until he shall

be able to revise and complete it.]

An original hymn, by Caroline A. Mason, of

Fitchburg, was then sung; and it being 1 o'clock, the

meeting adjourned for a social pic nic till half past 2,

P.M.

ft^T For the remainder of the proceedings, see the sec-

ond and third pages, inside.

THE BRUTALITY OF TEE REBELS AT THE
MOUND CITY DISASTER.

Colonel Fitch bears testimony, in his official re-

port, to the brutality of the rebels at the Mound City

disaster, and a correspondent of the Cincinnati Com-
mercial says of the scene, after the explosion :—
"In the confusion of the moment, some 60 men,

badly scalded, jumped overboard—thirty or more of

whom we are sure were drowned or murdered—the

enemy's sharp-shooters literally picking off our poor
fellows while they were swimming and struggling in

the water for life.

When the accident occurred, Master Dominy was
standing out forward on the starboard spar deck,

(the only man then on the deck, Capt. Kelry being

at his post in the pilot-house,) giving orders during
the hail of cannon, rifle and musketry shot. Dis-

covering the flow of steam, Dominy pulled off his

coat, with which he covered his head, and begged his

men, 'For God's sake not to jump overboard.' He
next went to the stern, waved his handkerchief for

the gunboats below to come up and tow the disabled

Mound City out from under the rebel batteries—32-

poundcrs—which were playing on her very heavily

at the time. "While signalling the gunboats to come
up, tbe handkerchief was shot out of his hand. As
fast as he pulled the men out of the water at the

stern of the Mound City, the enemy's sharp-shooters

shot them down."

Of the terrible sufferings that were undergone by
the victims he says:

—

"The agonizing scene cannot be described or

imagined. Here lay the bodies of some twenty
men, scalded to death, others with their mangled
bodies severed asunder by the fatal shot.

The gun deck was literally strewn with from 75

to 80 others, who, being badly scalded and horribly

disfigured, were tearing off their clothing, and long
strings of bleeding flesh dangling from their finger-

ends, hands, arms, and lacerated bodies, and with

eyes burned out and closed, crying out for ' Help,

help—water, give me water, water—save me.* * Ob, I

God, save me, save me.' ' Oh I kill me, shoot me.*

'Oh! do end my misery.' 'Doctor, will I live?*
' Tell my wife how I died,' and numerous pitiful ex-

clamations and pathetic appeals of this character.

The features of all were wonderfully distorted.

Many could not be recognized by their most inti-

mate friends. We pray to God we may never have
occasion to look on such a scene again."

We know not where else so much authen-
tic intelligence of the Rebellion can be ob-
tained."
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"Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof."

"Hay this down as tho law of nations! 1 nay that mil-

itary authority takes, for tho time, tho place of all nninic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST j

and that, under that state of things, so far from its being

true that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only tbe President op
the United States, but the Commander of the Army,
HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES, f. . . Prom the instant

that the slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,
crviL, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war poweri
of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of
slavery, in every way in which it can be interfered
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress
has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-
cording to the laws of war ; and by tho laws of war,
an invaded country has aU its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes th*
place op them. When two hostile armies areset in martial
array, tho commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."-J. Q. Adamm.
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ABOLITIONISM OVERT TREASON.

The best minds of tbe country have decided that

the doctrine of State Sovereignty is not more pesti-

ferous to the perpetuity of the Republic than Aboli-
tionism. The former is the parent of secession ; the

latter helped the growth of secession by its loud fa-

naticism. It has openly taught that the " Constitu-
tion is a league with hell," and at tbe present mo-
ment it is actively engaged in the dissemination of

principles which are eminently subversive of the na-
tion. In point of ideas, Abolitionism is much worse
than secession. The excess of guilt in the latter

consists in its eruption into bloody rebellion. Had
secession been met by armed force when it was in

the first stages, the rebellion had ended long since:

and it may well be apprehended that the negro-wor-
shippers will yet merit having a similar observation
made of them. They are fanatical enough for any
violence. A John Brown or a John of Leyden
could at once lead them into revolution against the
Government for the emancipation of the black. If

Fremont had not been promptly recalled, bis friends
of the North would, probably, have gone to a most
unfortunate excess. The conduct of Phelps and
Lane filled the Abolitionists with the utmost intein-

perateness of sentiment; and the late insensate pro-

clamation of Hunter has made them act with a spirit

of hatred to the Union that will not easily subside.

Here are public facts. In presence of them, what
should be done with the multitude they animate ?

The case needs military legislation. It needed it a
long period ago. If it come not, there will be an
open abolition rebellion in the North. Fanaticism
soon takes up arms. The Pilot has some inattentive

readers, who interpret its articles against the Aboli-
tionists as exceedingly severe. We acknowledge
much of the imputation ; but our antagonism has its

cause in respect for the Constitution of tbe United
States ; and we have never said anything against
tbe fanatics at issue that was not deserved, and that
was not a duty. Enemies to the wholeness of the
Republic are they. Traitors they undoubtedly are.

If they be checked not, the country will smart under
the consequence. There can be no real peace until
they are silenced. What was Governor Andrew's
response to the President but a refusal to give sol-

diers to tbe Union—but an Abolition proclamation
that Hunter should be maintained? The "Con-
federacy " is a fiction. Abolitionism is not. It is

every man's duty to oppose it.

—

Boston Pilot.

junction**

THE EMANCIPATION ELEMENT.

-

It Is unhappy for our country, that such an atro-

cious course as that of the vulgar Chandler, of Michi-
gan, or of tbe radicals in general, should be tolerated
for a moment by any friend to President Lincoln.
If they had the power, they, at this hour, would
block the wheels of Government, unless the Presi-
dent would yield to their infernal schemes. Do not
the set publicly declare, here in Boston, that not a
man more should be raised, and not a dollar more
should be voted, until President Lincoln throws out
a proclamation of universal emancipation ? Are
not the mischief-making panderers to this traitorous
element continually exciting expectations, through
telegrams, that the President is on the eve of issuing

such a proclamation ?

The friends of President Lincoln will do service
to the country, when they say to the whole set, " Get
behind us, Satan." It is the gravest of political blun-
ders to attempt to conciliate this element. It is as
grave an error as it would be to attempt to meet
and suppress this rebellion by sprinkling rose water

:

as nothing but the Union bayonet will answer at

this time to meet Secession in arms, so nothing but
political extermination will answer for abolition
treason. Every effort of the friends of President
Lincoln to meet the aims of the set who openly ex-
press scorn of the Constitution of their country, and
who really abhor the Union of the Fathers, is an ef-

fort in the direction of the destruction of Constitu-
tional Liberty. This is a solemn truth, and the
sooner it is seen and acted upon, the better will it be
for our country.

We observe that journals nearest in sentiment to
the party who hold now, and have held for years,
that the Constitution is an agreement with hell, are
making it out that the Union never was weaker, and
that rebellion never was stronger, than it is now !

If the object of this sort of croaking was to aim for

two confederacies, it is not easy to see how writers
could more effectually promote this than they are
doing. And so of other things. There cannot be
pointed to a worse course than Charles Sumner's
course about Western Virginia, so utterly does it

override the Constitution by practically regarding it

as a Territory wliich Congress is to govern. These
fanatics, by insulting and browbeating the Border
States on any and every occasion—by snubbing their

Representatives and Senators—by exhibiting an ar-

rogant and overbearing course unworthy tbe gigan-
tic power of tho free States—seem to be bent on
driving these Border States into rebellion. Their
abominable course is inexplicable on any other
theory. All honor to Collamer and Browning and
Cowan and Divcn and Thomas, with a goodly band
of other Republicans, for the manly rebukes they
have administered to obviously unconstitutional
schemes ! If there be the depression in the public
mind, beyond a question this terrible course of the

fanatics in Congress and out of Congress has created
it. It is so gigantic a breach of public faith, that no
wonder men begin to doubt whether there is mean-
ing in language—whether there is such a thing as
solemn public faith.

—

Boston Post.

THE ABOLITION FANATICS.

Every well directed stroke at this abolition party
is a double blow,—a blow at Northern infidelity to

the Constitution and at Southern treason, and con-
tributes to infuse fresh life into the country. It will

be hailed with the highest satisfaction by the army
whose glorious eye ib upon the Flag, and by the

loyal men who admire its bravery. The monster
Union meeting at New York has given such a blow.

The Constitution recognizes Slave States and
Free States as co-equal in reserved rights ; that Ken-
tucky, for instance, has as full power over the com-
munity within its limits as New York has within its

limits. Can a sane man doubt this who - knows
anything of our polity ? Is this not a fundamental
in our system ? Then let the good sense of the peo-
ple rise up in terrible rebuke of the political hypoc-
risy and partisanship which, even while professing

devotion to the Union, is practically undermining its

foundations. Bring men and things boldly, fearless-

ly, righteously to this test. What accords with it,

feeds the national life with sustaining influences;

while the proposition to reduce a whole section of
our country to a territorial condition is a Bohon
Upas that can only bring the blight of death.

—

Bos-
ton Post.

GENERAL McOLELLAN,

The campaign of Western Virginia in the summer
of 1861 brought Gen. Geo. B. McClellan promi-
nently before the people of the United States. His
despatches were written in modest, terse English,
commending their author as a master of chaste com-
position. We have learned since that they were
written probably by his Adjutant, and not by him-
self, as is evident by their comparison with his re-

cent ones, and especially that singular document,
his address to the army in February, when about to

march on Manassas. Besides, Gen. McClellan 's un-
varying success in his first campaign, and his alleged

disregard of all stiff formalities, (wearing an awk-
ward slouched hat on the field of battle,) went far

to lead all to the conclusion that he was the Moses,
called'ofGod to lead us over the Red Sea, and
through theWilderness of tbe Slaveholders' rebellion.

At the time of his call to the chief command, our
own estimate of the man was quite as high as that
entertained for him by the rest of the people; and
nothing but the wait-and-prepare policy, drawn out
for months together, impelled us to adopt the opin-

ion that George B. McClellan, while an accomplish-
ed organizer of armies, a splendid engineer officer,

and perhaps a good manceuvering commander, is but a
poor fighting general.

We apprehend that no campaign was ever plan-
ned and finished in its details, according to the orig-

inal draft. So many things depend upon contin-
gencies that the thing is impossible. Hence, Gene-
rals like Napoleon and Garibaldi fight in a style that
sets the rules of war at defiance, showing plainly
that tbe art of insuring success at arms cannot al-

ways be learned in the schools, but is mainly a nat-
ural gift. McClellan's slow sieging mode of advance
is ostensibly safe and sure, (because slow,) but noth-
ing is farther from the fact. For instance, his plan
of advance upon Richmond, instead of marching rap-
rapidly by way of the Rappahannock, seems to have
contemplated a multitudinous army of operation
that would.sweep the whole peninsula between the
James and York rivers, exposing his line to be cut
in two at any point, as has taken place. The very
slowness of his advance gives the enemy tbe chance
for reinforcement and concentration against him.
There has been no time since last November that a
rapid march upon Richmond would not have brought
tbe rebels out of their advanced intrenchmente at

Manassas and Yorktown, without the trouble of
trenching. As soon as Columbus at the West was
flanked by the battles of Somerset and Fort Donel-
son, that place had to be abandoned. The same
was true of Island No. 10 and Nashville. But Mc-
Clellan seems to have invaded the South very much
as Xerxes marched on Greece, relying on thegreatness
of his army, and not as Garibaldi assailed Sicily with
a handful of men, trusting to moral appliances and
bold fighting. For nearly a year he has been at the
head of the army of the East, and yet he has fought
but one battle, where he made a sudden strategic as-
sault upon the enemy—the battle of Hanover. In
every other fight, he has been attacked by the ene-
my, and fought—as all such must do—at disadvan
tage. Now, why have Grant, Thomas, Pope, Rose-
cranz, Burnside, Mitchell, and almost every other
subordinate commander, been driving the rebels be-
fore them, while he and Halleck have been digging
and trenching against the wily enemy, who at his
leisure perfects his schemes of rapid concentration
to overwhelm them with disaster ? We have no ev-
idence to believe that Gen. McClellan's forte is fight-
ing ; or, perhaps it may be that Bull Run exists as
a perpetual terror to him. We are free to confess,
however, that finding himself in a swamp, where his
men were falling by malaria faster than rebel balls
could have destroyed them, and observing that he
was outnumbered and about to be outflanked, he ex-
tricated them with consummate skill. Waiving a
discussion of the reasons that induced General Mc-
Clellan to make White House, on the Pamunkey, his
base of operations, and the Chickahominy swamps
his sieging ground, and simply recognizing the fact
that, owing to the delay of his movements, he had
become greatly weakened, and the enemy vastly
strengthened, fall of which ought to have been fore-
seen and provided against)—we say, setting these
things aside, and only looking at the bold and skill-

ful field movements of the past two weeks, it must
be admitted that Gen. McClellan's generalship was
fully equal to the bravery of his army, and that nei-
ther has been excelled by any military operations
of the nineteenth century. But the practical ques-
tion is, Why has Gen. McClellan been at tbe head
of the vastest army of modern times for eleven
months, and yet the rebel capital still in their pos-
session ? Why was the Potomac blockaded all win-
ter in tbe face of a host 250,000 strong ? And why
did he finally start to Richmond, like Peter the Her-
mit on a Crusade, leaving Norfolk, with all its dan-
gerous capacity for mischief, unsubdued in his rear

—

a place which yielded to a small force under the
brave' Wool ? It is not Gen. McClellan's capacity
to organize armies, or ably direct them in the field,

that is called in question ; but his earnestness and
vigor in pressing his frequent opportunities to decisive
victories. It was tbe opinion of many officers and
soldiers in his army, that, if the General had permit
ted it, our men would have chased the enemy pell-
mell into Richmond during the route at Seven Pines
on the 1st of June. The misfortune of McClellan's
strategy seems to be to overlook fighting the rebels
in detail; but leaving him time to recover from ev-
ery blow, he strives to finish him at once by a coup
de main. The rebels are wisely pursuing the tactics
we employed against the British in the war of Inde-
pendence, while McClellan, like the British, is rely-
ing upon crushing blows, which somehow or other, as
with them, never come. But the McClellan men
have a cheap mode of defence against all complaint
and criticism. " It is all," say they, " the Secretary's
fault for taking away his men, or not reinforcing him."
We reply, that it is the General's slow sieging strategy
that makes so many men necessary. During last win-
ter, the army of the Potomac was two to the enemy's
one; and yet nothing was done, although at the
very time our brave Western Generals, with forces
not more than equal to those opposed, wero reduc-
ing the whole Northwest.
But the most momentous thought of all, at this

time, is the possibility of foreign intervention, as a
consequence of the delay and the late repulse. We
confess to great fears of the result. We can imag-
ine what Americans would think, if Lyons or Havre
was a year in insurrection, and unconqtiered by the
French Government at Paris—after that govern-
ment had boasted an army of seven hundred thou-
sand men to reduce them to obedience. We ought
not to complain, under the circumstances, that for-

eigners are incredulous. The President has called
for three hundred thousand more northern white men,
to pour out their blood in this quarrel about the ne-
gro—who is counted out; and we should not be sur-
prised if there are no active operations on the Poto-
mac till fall, giving tho rebels just that much more

time to recover tor another stubborn resistance to

our advance. But the grand consolation to us, who
have always been in favor of a war, "short, sharp

and decisive," consists in this, that the longer the

contest is protracted, the more effectually it makes
an end of slavery, which is the cause of all the trou-

ble. If we had taken Manassas in July, 1861, and
if the rebellion had caved then, slavery would have
been nearly as strongly entrenched in public favor
as before; and if the war goes on another year,

there will not be a slave in any rebellious State.

McClellan's greatness as a general may consist in

this: That he suffers the cauldron to boil until the
charm shall be broken by emancipation, which our
people are nearly as stupidly set against, as Pharaoh
of old. So we are doubly armed, and await events
with a calm trust in Divine Providence.

—

Norris-
town Republican.

THE ARMY OP THE P0T0MA0.

It cannot be treasonable to repeat information

given publicly by a United States Senator. Mr.
Chandler has stated in his place in Congress, that
one hundred and fifty-eight thousand men had been
sent to the Peninsula before the recent battles. Of
this number it is probable that twenty-three thou-

sand were killed and wounded in battle and on pick-
et duty, and disabled by sickness while lying in the
swamps of the Chickahominy. This would leave
one hundred and thirty-five thousand men; but to
avoid any chance of over-estimation, we will call

McClellan's effective force before the late battles

one hundred and twenty-five thousand men. That
army was acknowledged by everybody of military

judgment to be as well equipped as any army in the
world. The Government had lavished upon it its

boundless resources. It lacked nothing that could
make it formidable to the enemy. The soldiers

went to the Peninsula in excellent condition. They
were thoroughly disciplined, and had been tried for

months on picket duty in frout of Washington.
They bad the best arms, both large and small, man-
ufactured in the world, and had become skillful in

using them. They were emulous of the examples
set them by their Western brothers on their success-
ful battle-fields from Fort Donelson to Pittsburgh
Landing. The rebels had lost that prestige of suc-
cess which bad encouraged them after the battles of
Bull Run and Ball's Bluff. We expected—the
country expected—a grand victory in Virginia.
Ample time had been taken to make it sure—so we
were told by those who directed the movements of
that army. The people were patient—almost to

the verge of apathy—under vexatious restraints and
unexplained delays. The cry " On to Richmond 1

"

which had led tq_a disaster at Bull Run, was heard
no more in the land. We all waited the motion of
the President and his chosen Generals, pledging
them ample support. Is it strange, then, that the
people are surprised and mortified by a disastrous

reverse ofour arms ? Having given their confidence
so freely, is it to be marvelled at that they are dis-

appointed ? Shall we wonder if they hold somebody
responsible for a terrible blunder ?

*

The resources of the country were more than suffi-

cient to make victory sure on every field. They
were all placed at the disposal of the President

—

and what is the result? Two causes of our defeat
are so palpable as to be seen by civilians of ordina-
ry common sense : the division of our army involved
in the adoption of the Peninsula campaign, and the
demoralization of the army of tbe Potomac by con-
stant service in the trenches from Yorktown to the
Chickahominy. We were not beaten by tbe arms
of the enemy, but by the picks and spades in the
hands of our own soldiers, with which they have
wasted their vigor, to cover the whole surface of the
Peninsula wiib earthworks that have done us no
service, but which will remain forever as monuments
of brave soldiers who died for their country, but in

vain. Will not what has proved so disastrous in

this campaign be discarded in tbe next ? The
300,000 soldiers now called from the body of the
people have an especial desire to be answered.

—

Boston Herald.

fluence no better than savages ? Must not he be a
fanatic abolitionist who makes so ridiculous an asser-
tion ?

But will the slaves fight? Why not? Blacks
have fought well,—why should not those who have
grown up among the chivalry be the most valiant ?

If they had lived among trading, cowardly Yankees,
they might have become equally timid. But where
courage is reckoned the greatest of virtues, surely
men ought to learn to be brave.

Will it be said the war was not commenced for
the purpose of overthrowing slavery, but simply to
suppress therebellion ? Very true, but we are un-
der no constitutional or other obligations which for-

bid us to avail ourselves of the rights of war, and to
deprive the enemy of their property, and employ it

in putting down the rebellion. We should remem-
ber that if we are not, in carrying on the war, to
make the destruction of slavery our object, neither
are we to make its maintenance our object. The
fact that if we take a particular course we shall
damage and perhaps destroy slavery, ought not to
prevent us from pursuing it. If slavery were a
most beneficent institution, we should be perfectly
guiltless, though we overthrow it, when, by endan-
gering it,_we can put down the rebellion. The most
conservative of conservatives is guilty of no inconsist-
ency in advocating arming the negro. We hope
that while the people come up to the help of the
Government, there will be a general demand that
blacks as well as whites shall be permitted and in-
vited to fight in the noblest of all wars.— Taunton
Republican.

CONSUMMATE POLLY.

In the prosecution of the war, there have been, as

we might have expected there would be, many mis-

takes. But we question whether in the judgment
of history there will be found one, approaching in

magnitude that which the North has committed in

waging the war at the expense of the lives of its

best citizens, and persistently refusing to accept the
services of a multitude of allies who were willing

and anxious to be employed. The greatness of this

folly particularly impresses us at the present time,

when, owing to the rapid wasting away of the Fed-
eral armies in numerous und most destructive battles,

and by diseases, ifnot so sudden in their ravages, yet,

on tbe whole, more potent in diminishing tbe effi-

ciency of our forces; when, by the rapid increase of
the rebel hordes, through a most despotic and mer-
ciless conscription, it has become necessary to call to

the help of the Government 300,000 additional

troops. We cannot refrain from asking' and press-

ing the inquiry, why do we not avail ourselves of
the services of those black allies who are impatient-
ly waiting the privilege of fighting for us, and who,
if they are not employed on our side, will be used
against us—will be compelled to work for the sup-
port of those rebels against whom we are fighting.

As if to exhibit this folly in the most glaring light,

at this very juncture when the call for more men is

made, one of our Generals writes to the Secretary
of War that he has already a regiment of negroes*,

and can soon enlist from 40,000 to 50,000 such
troops, and speaks in the highest terms of their qual-
ifications for soldiers. Why then, we ask, shall

this nation refuse to employ blacks, when Washing-
ton was glad to accept their services in the Revolu-
tionary war, and Jackson in the War of 1812 ? When
other nations, including the most highly civilized,

willingly admit them into their armies, why should
we refuse to accept them, and by that refusal virtu-

ally make a gift of them to the enemy, if not to

fight, yet to do what is equally indispensable to

them, support by labor those who do fight? Said
Mr. Stevens of Pennsylvania in the House of Rep-
resentatives on the 4th inst. : " Tho employment of
blacks is but carrying out the usage of all civilized

nations. Nothing could be produced from history
to show the contrary. The usage has been to lib-

erate slaves, and take them into servico to defeat the
enemy." What good reason can be given why we
should not conform to this usage? Will any one
say the negroes will fight like savages? They are
not savages. Multitudes of them are humble, de-
voted Christians. They have all spent their lives

the most Christian country in tho world, and in

what their masters claim is the most civilized por-
tion of it, where the pure gospel is preached, and
no isms arc allowed. Why should they be expected
to act like heathen who have been reared amidsuch
advantages, in tho very condition for which it is

claimed they are made i Is the effect of God's own
institution to make those who grow up under its in-

0ALLING ALL HANDS.

Unless we strangely misread the signs of the times,

a great change in the manner of prosecuting the war
for tbe Union is about to be inaugurated. We might
say a radical change, but we waive the adjective in
deference to the delicate sensibilities of our conser-
vative friends. The Ameriean Republic, we gather
from all we see and hear, has at length resolved to
live and not die—at all events, not to die by suicide.

The policy of fighting a demoniac rebellion with one
hand only, is to be utterly given up, and in arming
and fighting hereafter, our rulers and leaders are to
consider solely what policy, justified by the laws of
war, will most effectively weaken the Rebels, and se-
cure the triumph of the National arms. How much
the nation has sacrificed, and lost, and suffered, in
default of such a policy hitherto—how a year, and
Erecious blood, and Five Hundred Millions bave
een almost wasted for want of it—wo do not care
now to; consider. Suffice it that at last the loyal
masses of our countrymen have been brought to
realize that the life of the Union is at stake" and
that it can only be saved by the most determined,
vigorous and unsparing use of all the National re-
sources. When a Breckinridge Democrat so emi-
nent and so ultra as Senator Rice, of Minnesota,
speaks as be did in the debates of Wednesday, we
may be sure that whatever is heartily loyal in the
Democratic party is ready for the decisive step
which, even to their minds, has become indispensa-
ble. Henceforward, we feel assured, the nation in
her dire extremity will reject no proffered service,
but will call all her loyal children to her rescue, even
including the " servants born in her house," as did
the patriarch Abraham.
Up to this time, the Slave Power now in rebellion

against the Union has bad the sole use of the four
millions of our people held in bondage. A blind
and senseless prejudice, born of slavery and its

father the devil, has prohibited the use of blacks in
the National service, unless as menials to a few offi-

cers. General Orders have forbidden the reception
into our camps of loyal blacks who had fled from
their rebel masters on purpose to warn us of am-
buscades, surprises and assaults in overwhelmingforee
on our exposed positions. Negroes who had braved
everything to render our arms the most important
service have been surrendered to the traitors who
claimed them as their chattels, and "by them beaten
nearly or quite to death in punishment of their pa-
triotism. Offers of military service by the despised
race have been spurned as insolent and insulting
presumption. Journals that pretend to be loyal
have devoted far more talent, energy, and space to
calumniating the blacks, who are almost necessarily
friendly to the National cause, than to exposing and
reprobating the treachery, cruelty, and villany of
the traitors who are seeking our National ruin. To
strengthen the Rebels and weaken the loyal by four
millions of people would seem to have been the chief
aim of the Democratic and Border State leaders and
organs throughout the last eventful year. And the
Administration, appalled by the menaces of a divided
North, has hesitated and delayed until the Union is

in its last extremity. We see enough to convince
us that it can hesitate no longer.

Let us hope that whateveris now done to under-
mine the rebellion will be done in no haltiug, grudg-
ing, niggard spirit. Let us have done with ambigu-
ity and paltering. If we are henceforth to esteem
a black Unionist as at least the equal of a white
traitor, let us frankly say so. If we want tbe slaves
of traitors to cease working for the support of the
rebellion, and begin working generally and in earn-
est on the side of the Union, let us tell them so in

unmistakable terms. The pretence that they will
never hear us is sheer absurdity. They have their
expresses and their telegraphs, somewhat ruder than
ours, but still effective. We are well assured that
news has recently been received at Fortress Monroe
from Florida by secret slave dispatch in eight days—the distance being not less than six hundred miles.
The message probably made two^thirds of the jour-
ney on foot, keeping clear of cities and highways.
Let our Government to-morrow issue a decree or
proclamation giving freedom to all slaves of rebels
who will present themselves at any of our camps,
and henceforth give their services to the National
cause, and three-quarters of tbe slaves in rebeldom
would know the fact within a week, and the residue
before the close of the current month. Tho fact
that famine now threatens the South, while food is

plenty in the loyal States, would strengthen the
natural impulse to seek for freedom.
How much and what direct, positive service would

thus be secured to the National cause, we do not de-
cide; but we firmly believe a proclamation of free-
dom as above would rapidly concentrato around the
National standards one hundred thousand stalwart
diggers, cooks, and teamsters, ready to bo converted
into rank and file whenever our Generals shall say
tho word. But wc do not count so much on what
they would speedily do for us as on what they would
coaso doing for our enemies, and on the diversion of
half tho effective forco of the rebellion from shoot-
ing Unionists into watching, hunting, and recaptur-
ing fugitive slaves. From the hour that it was gen-
erally understood that a slave escaping from the
rebels to our lines would be a slave no longer, tho
rebel pickets on a line at least three thousand mites
long must keep at least as sharp a lookout for fugi-

tives in their rear as for Unionists in their front.

Their anxieties and labors would thus bo doubled,
while their perils would bo largely increased. And
every hour would witness a weakening of tho ma-

terial base of the rebellion by the escape of enslaved
workers for its willing upholders to be emancipated
workers on the side of the Union.—iV. Y. Tribune.

NATIONAL P0LI0Y,

Mr. Editor,—Much is said about tbe Union and
Constitution—to restore the one and establish the
other is said to be the only object of the war. Now
it seems to me that rebels who have renounced the
Constitution, and are seeking to destroy the Union,
are to be dealt with in a military way—they have
no right^of citizenship until they cease to be rebels.
The South does not wish to return to the Union.

Confidence between tbe free States
broken. No concessions to

completely
__very will satisfy the

South
;
nothing short of the extinction of slavery

will satisfy the North. With this impassible gulf be-
tween,_ reunion on the old basis seems to me to be an
impossibility. Only one of the two alternatives re-
mains—we must either acknowledge the indepen-
dence of the South, or we must abolish slavery. The
first is put of the question ; the second is a necessity
which it seems impossible to avoid.
To say that Abolitionists are the cause of this war

is supreme folly. Slavery is the cause, and nothing
else. Destroy the Abolitionists if you will ; no soon-
er done than a new crop of larger growth and more
frowning aspect will spring from tbe tree. Slavery
has bad its day, and now comes its doom. The
world is against it; God is against it; and it must
fall.

A little more than a year ago, about twenty plant-

3_ assembled at a tavern in Alabama to discuss
politics. Pro-slavery rose to intense heat : the Yan-
kees were cursed, and the whole party, except one,
clamored for secession and war. This exception
was an old planter, a wise and thoughtful man, a
slaveholder, and a man of influence. They demand-
ed his opinion, for he was suspected of bein°- a Free
State man. " If you enter upon this war,"°said the
old man, "you will be beat—I tell you so." A
shower of invectives came down upon him. Again
they demanded his reason for saying they would be
beaten. " Because," said the old man, " the North
has twice as many men ; the Union is right, and
they have all good men on their side: and again,
more than all, they bave God on their side." " And
who," they furiously demanded, " is on our side ? "

" I'll tell ye plainly," said the old man ;
" you've got

them cursed Spaniards in Cuba, the Democratic
party,- and the devil !

" The old man escaped for
that time. This conversation was beard and related
by a Northern man, who lodged for that night in the
same tavern, and who then did not anticipate the
war.

The_ old planter did not see that the Democratic
party in less than a year, after making every possi-
ble concession to tbe South, would buckle on its ar-
mor, and battle in the front ranks for the preserva-
tion ofjhe Union and the crushing out of the rebel-
lion

; but in regard to the other two allies of the
South, he was quite right.

My opinion, you know, has always been that Gen-
eral Abolition would have led tbe war, and not bring
up the rear. I have no contest with Gen. McClel-
lan, whom I believe to be a brave and skilful officer

;

but I think the aforesaid General, without rifled can-
non or immense armies, would have done more to
crush the rebellion, than all the military power we
have employed : not that tbe military is not neces-
sary and of vast importance to follow up the work

;

but as a pioneer and preliminary tie would have pre-
pared the way, by satisfying the world that the
moral sentiment of America was true to freedom,
and all pretence for intervention would have been
put to rest forever.

—

Newburyport Herald.

much opposed to slavery agitation, as any of you can
be. Yet where he can be made available, let us
make him so. Then what shall we do with him ?
(A voice—" Place him in the rear." " No, put him
to the front." [Applause.] A voice—" In tbe
ditch.") Stop one moment, there is policy in war
as well as in politics. One thing is very certain

;

nothing is to be so carefully guarded against as the
prejudices of the soldiers, andunless it was some des-
perate occasion, some last resort, when even soldiers
would be grateful for their assistance, I would 'not
propose to put him in the line of battle to the front.
(" That's the true doctrine," and applause.) But
to every brigade I woultkhave a regiment of work-
ing negroes—to every company I would bave a fair

complement of cooks. (Applause.) I would feed
them, I would organize them, and to each one who
did good service, I would at the end of the war give
him or her freedom. (Immense cheering.) Let me
make one remark further. The common impression
has been that this was a war in which we had all the
advantages. Now, then, listen to my practical ex-
perience. I tell you it has not been such a war of
inequality in our favor as many suppose. I have
visited plantations in the course of marches. I bave
asked, Where is the man of the house ? He is in
the army. I have looked around. I have seen his
harvest field full of stalwart negroes. They reap
his harvest, and they put it away as well and as
carefully as if the man had been at home, and not
in the army ; and what was the result ? He bad
plenty to eat—a superabundance—some of which he
was sure would come to the sustenance of that South-
ern army. There are supposed to be 4,000,000 of
negroes. Do you suppose that Jefferson Davis, if
we went humbly to him beseeching such a thing,
proposing to him : You have 4,000,000 of operatives
belonging to your people in the South; under our
policy we may not touch them—not molest them.
We will leave them upon your farms to work, will
you agree to leave us 4,000,000 of operatives home
on our farms, in our shops, unmolested ? Do you
suppose that Jefferson Davis would agree to that ?
(" No !

") Yet he would have to agree to it before
equality of advantage was established between us.
(Applause.) Jefferson Davis is a better manager,
because be is a desperate man. (Applause.)

We cannot forbear repeating the closing remark
of tbe General:

—

" Oh, that I could get a little back bone into those
who are governing us ; if I could but animate them
to use the great powers at their command ; if I could
induce them tojet us (the army) make war, it is all

I ask."

GEN. WALLACE ON THE NEGRO QUESTION.

On Wednesday night, 8th inst., about 11 o'clock,
a number of Indianians tendered Maj.-Gen. Lew.
Wallace a serenade at his quarters at the National
Hotel in Washington. An unusually large con-
course was present on the occasion. After several
national airs by the band, Gen. Wallace made his
appearance upon the balcony, when he was greeted
with most enthusiastic cheering. In the course of a
very spirited and telling speech, which was warmly
applauded, Gen. Wallace said :

—

I am no politician. (Cries of " Good for that,

and " Don't want any now-a-days.) Probably for a
regular speech, I had been much obliged to some of
my political friends if they had made it for me.
(" Keep them in the dark," and laughter.) If it is

expected that I am to speak on subjects of a politi-

cal character to-night, I know I should have been
obliged for some of them to have performed the task
for me. If I touch upon them, bear me witness that
I speak of them not as a politician, but as a soldier.
(Applause.) I was at the Senate Chamber to-day.
They were discussing the policy of the war. The
question in agitation was, or what at least seemed to
be the paramount question, " Should the ne°To be
used or not ? " (Cries of " Yes," " yes," and " No,"
' : no.") Well, I find my audience precisely as I
found the Senate. (Laughter and applause.) Some
said " ves." and some, said "nn"—™*t no ann* ***,

saying. (Laughter.) (A Voice—" Will you give
us a soldier's opinion ?") Yes, let me speak about
that as a soldier ("good"), not as a politician.
(" Don't want any politicians.") He would be a
poor soldier, in my opinion, who would fail to use
every element of war which God Almighty gave
him, if he could use it to his advantage. (Prolonged
and enthusiastic cheering.) I think you concur with
me in that at least. (Cries of " Certainly we do; "

" Every sensible man will.") Now, then, if we find
tho negro before us, or around us, as we advance,
planted there by some accident—Providence may
have had a great deal to do with it—and we can
find his services available, would not that General
be a crazy man who would refuse to use them ?
("Most assuredly," and applause.) So it seems to
mc, and my position may be plainly stated upon
that. If by the services of a negro I can make my
soldiers comfortable ; if, by the services of a baud of
negroes, I can relieve them of onerous duties and
hard work; if I can make them available to dig my
trenches (" That's right "), shall I not do it ? (Cries
of " Yes," " yes." Loud applause.) Yes, and I will
do it. (Vociferous cheering. A voice—" Soldiers
will follow you to the death for that." Another voice—

" Put no arms in their hands." Several voices—
" Oh yes, as many as they want.") Now, then, let
me speak about that. (Cries of " All right now ;

"

" You are a mighty good boy.") If I accept of the
services of a negro, and he works well and faithfully,
Jed by us, clothed by us, and ho stands by my gal-
lant regiment, relieving them of the hard duties I
have mentioned, would it be human, would it not be
cruel, to put him into tho army, in tho way of shot,
and yet give him nothing with which to defend him-
self? (Cries of "That's so," and loud and con-
tinued cheering.) My fellow-citizens, I speak as a
soldier all the time, recollect. I am not viewing this
matter in its political aspect, for I have ns much
prejudico against tho negro politically, and am u

SLAVERY A CONTINUAL CONSPIRACY.

The Atlantic Monthly, for June, contains a valua-
ble historic paper on " Tbe Horrors of St. Domin-
go," to be continued in successive numbers, which
people who are nervous and.timid about emancipa-
tion would do well to read. Here is a prefatory ex-
tract in relation to the nature of slavery :

—

Slavery is a continual conspiracy. Its life de-
pends upon intrigue, aggression, adroit combinations
with other forms of human selfishness. The people
at the North who at this moment hate to hear the
word Emancipation mentioned, and who insist that
the war shall merely restore things to their original
position, are tbe people who always hated the phrase
" An ti-Slavery," who will be ready to form a fresh
coalition with Slavery for the sake of recovering or
creating political advantages, and whom the South
will know how to use again, by reviving ancient
prejudices, and making its very wounds a cause for
sympathy. Slavery will be the nucleus of political
combinations so long as it can preserve its constitu-
tional and commercial advantages,—while it can sell
its cotton and recover its fugitives. Is the precious
blood already spilled in this war to become, as it con-
geals, nothing but cement to fugitive slave bills, and
the basis of three-fifths, and the internal slave trade ?
For this we spend three millions a day, and lives
whose value cannot be expressed in dollars,—for this
anguish will sit for years at thousands of desolate
hearths, and be the only legacy of fatherless chil-
dren. For what gjory will they inherit whose
fathers fell to save still a chance or two for Slavery ?
It is for this we are willing to incur the moral and
financial hazards of a great struggle,—to furnish an
Anti-Republican party of reconstructionists with a
bridge for Slavery to reach a Northern platform, to
frown at us again from the chair of State. The
Federal picket who perchance fell last night upon
some obscure outpost of our great line of Freedom
has gone up to Heaven, protesting against such cruel
expectations, wherever they exist; and they exist
wherever apathy exists, and old hatred lingers, and
wherever minds are cowed and demoralized by the
difficulties of this question. In his body is a bullet
run by Slavery, and sent by its unerring purpose

;

his comrades will raise over him a little hillock upon
which Slavery will creep to look out for future
chances,—ruthlessly scanning the political horizon
from the graves of our unnamed heroes. This, and
eight dollars a month, will bis wife inherit ; and if
she ever sees bis grave, she will see a redoubt which
the breast of her husband raises for some future de-
fence of Slavery. The people, who are waging this
war, and who are actually getting at the foe through
the bristling ranks of politicians and contractors,
must have such a moral opinion upon this question
as to defeat these dreadful possibilities. Let us be
patient, because wc see some difficulties; but let us
give up the war itself sooner than our resolution,
that, either by this war, or after it, Slavery shall be
stripped of its insignia, and turned out to cold and
irretrievable disgrace, weaponless, faugless, and with
no object in the world worthy of its cunning. We
can be patient, but we must also bo instant and
unanimous m insisting that the whole of Slavery-
shall pay tbe whole of Freedom's bill. Then the
dear names whose sound summons imperatively our
tears shall be proudly banded in by us to History, as
we bid her go with us from grave to grave to" see
how the faith of a people watched them against the
great American body-snatcher, aud kept them invio-
late to be her memorials. We feel our hearts re-
inforced by the precious blood which trickled from
Ball's Bluff into tho Potomac, and was carried
thence into the great sea of our conscience, tumul-
tuous with pride, anger, and resolve. The drops
feed the country's future, wherever they are caught.
first by our free convictions ere they "sink into the
beloved soil. Let us bo instant, be incisive with our
resolution, that peace may not be the mother of
(Mother war, and our own victory rout ourselves.

Blow, North-wind, blow ! Keep that boarded field
of bayonets levelled southward f Rustle, robes of
Liberty, who art walking terribly over the land,
with sombre countenance, and garments rolled in
blood

! See, she advances with one hand armed
with Justice, while tbe other points to that exquisite
symmetry half revealed, as if beckoning thitherward,
her children back again to the pure founts of life !

" Be not afraid," she cries, "of the noise of my gar-
ments, and their blood-stains ; for this is the blood of
a new eovenant of Freedom, shed to redeem and
perpetuate a chosen land."
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SPEECH OF SENATOR OHAttDLER.

In lils late able speech In the U. 8. Senate

—

Mr. Chandler referred to the fact that the Com-
mittee on the Conduct of the War had been engaged

in investigation, and had collected a deal of evidence.

Heferring to the battle of Bull Run, ho said there,

was a column of 20,000 under Patterson, ordered

either to attack the enemy, or else keep him engaged

so he could not reinforce at Manassas. Patterson

telegraphed that Johnston had a superior force, and

had received large reinforcements, when the fact

was that Johnston received no reinforcements, and

had less force than Patterson. The reason of the

loss of the battle of Bull Run was the delay from

Thursday till Sunday by reason of the q uartcrmas-

ter's supplies not coming ; the delay of Sunday morn-

ing in consequence of Keyes' brigade not getting in

position; the arrival of 'Johnston's reinforcements
;

the disaster in placing a battery a thousand yards in

advance, and mistaking a rebel regiment for a bat-

tery support, and the failure to bring up the reserve

at the critical time. But the losses of Bull Bun
were small, and the people rallied, till on the 10th

of December the roll was 195,435 men, with thir-

teen regiments not reported, and mostly intended

for General Burnside, all under command of Gen-

eral McCleltan. He then referred to the battle

of Ball's Bluff, reading the orders to Devens and

Colonel Baker, snowing that Baker supposed there

were 40,000 men within twelve miles of him ;
and

there was no evidence of rashness on the part ot

Colonel Baker, except exposing his own person. He
quoted from the evidence of Major John Uix, who
said that a very few men in reinforcement would

have sufficed to drive off the enemy at Ball's Bluff,

and this gallant officer offered to go if they would

let him have a company of one hundred men. The

enemy's batteries were in a wood, and it was diffi-

cult to tell what'their force was.

Mr. Chandler continued his remarks, and read

from the testimony of the general officers concern-

ing the battle ot Ball's Bluff to the effect, that rein-

forcements could easily have been sent by the way

of Edward's Ferry, but McCall and Smith were

ordered to fall back at the very time Baker was sent

across the river, ami no men were sent from Ed-

ward's Ferry, though the distance was short. Gen-

eral Stone "swears there were never any mounted

guns between Edward's Ferry and Ball's Bluff.

The man who issued the order must answer to

God for the slaughter of the brave men in that fight.

After this wholesale murder, the whole army of the

Potomac retired, except frcjn in front of Washington.

He then read further testimony, showing that the

Navy Department applied to the War Department

for 4000 men to hold Matthias Point, and keep

open the Potomac, commencing such application

as early as June, till in October it was agreed

to send men, and vessels were gathered there by the

Navy Department, but the troops here were not

sent by the appointed time, and the Navy De-

partment could not find out the reason. The evi-

dence further stated that the President assisted the

Navy Department, as much as he eould with this

plan, but Gen. McClellan objected because he feared

that the arrangements for landing could not be made.

Thus, he said, the nation was disgraced for months

by the blockade of the Potomac, and the Capital be-

sieged by a force at no time half that of the United

States. In December, the nation began to clamor

for a movement, and the Committee on the Conduct

of the War urged the necessity of some movement,

and the President and Cabinet were in favor of

some forward movement, and they were assured by

Gen. McClellan that a move would be made very

soon ; that he never intended to go into winter quar-

ters, and he did not. Our brave men spent the win-

ter in canvas tents. At last, in January, the Presi-

dent gave an order to go forward, and that glorious

event took place at Fort Donelson, Fort Henry,

Newbern, &c., and do-nothing strategy seemed to

give way to work, and the day of spades, pickaxes

and shovels was over. On the 23d of February, the

army of the Potomac was ordered to move, but it

was not ready. At last on the Kith of March it did

move under the protest of the commander. On the

10th of March that army numbered 230,000 men by

musket roll. They marched oji Manassas, and the

wooden guns of Centreville, and the enemy less than

40,000 quietly moved away. At a council of war,

eight generals voted not to advance on Manassas,

but leave the enemy there, and sneak around

by Annapolis. Seven out of eight of these gene-

rals were appointed by the advice of Gen. Mc-

Clellan. But the Secretary of War overruled

this, and made the army move on Manassas. Why
the magnificent army of 230,000 did not march on

Richmond, no one knows, but at last McClellan di-

vided the army, and sailed for Fortress Monroe

The Committee on the Conduct of the War sum-

moned General Wadsworth, who swore that he had

only 19,022 men left to defend Washington, and not

a single gun mounted on wheels, and part of this

force was new and undisciplined, and some nearly

disorganized. He (Chandler) then read from the

testimony of John Tucker, Assistant Secretary of

War, who testified that prior to the 5th of April,

120,000 men were sent down to McClellan, then

Franklin's divisiou was sent, 12,000 more; the 1st

of June, McCall's division, 10,000 more, and about

that time 11,000 from Baltimore and Fortress Mon-

roe ; and last June, Shield's division, about 5,000.

were sent, making a total of 158,000 men, sent to

Gen. McClellan prior to the engagements before

Richmond. Mr. Tucker further testified that he

did not know of any other force which could have

been sent to Gen. McClellan. Thus, Mr. Chandler

said it is shown that 158,000 of the best troops that

ever stood on God's footstool have been sent to Gen.

McClellan, and yet the treasonable press of the

country have been howling against the Secretary of

War because he had not sent reinforcements to Gen.

McClellan. He read further from the testimony of

Gen. Meigs, corroborating Mr. Tucker, and saying

that he believed everything that Gen. McClellan had

asked for had been promptly sent to him by the gov-

ernment. .Mr Chandler continued, saying that Mc-

Clellan lost more men in the trenches, five to one,

than ever fell before the enemy since the army went

to Torktown. At last, when a small fraction of the

army whipped the enemy at Williamsburg, McClel-

lan, at a long distance from the field of battle,

wrote a dispatch to the Secretary of War, that they

should try to hold the enemy in check, but they

were too 'fast. The road to Richmond was open,

and all he had to do was to march out of the swamps
and into Richmond ; but he found the most swamps

he could, and sat right down in the middle of them,

and went to work digging trenches, and tens of thou-

sands of brave men were lost there by sickness.

Then, after waiting, the battle of Fair Oaks was

fought, and, instead of following the enemy into

Richmond, they found another swamp, and com-

menced digging trenches, and waited till the enemy
got all the. reinforcements they could raise by im-

pressment, and for the army from Corinth to come.

and then the rebels attacked us, throwing their

whole force on our right wing; but Instead of rein-

forcing there, they ordered a retreat, and that is

strategy. We'lost ten thousand men there digging

trenches, and then left those trenches without firing

a gun, and the army was ordered to advance on the

gunboats instead of Richmond. He said he knew
he should be denounced for making these disclosures,

but he thoi'ght the country ought to know the facts,

and only traitors and fools would denounce him.

LETTER FROM CHARLES SUMNER.

The following letter from Charles Sumner was

read at the great war meeting in New York city

last week

:

" Washington, July 14.

Deau Sir:—I welcome and honor your patriotic

efforts to arouse the country to a generous, deter-

mined, irresistible unity in support of our govern-

ment ; but the Senate is still in session, and my pres-

ent post of duty is here. A Senator cannot leave

his post, more than a soldier.

But absent or present, the cause in which the

people arc to assemble has my God-speed, earnest,

devoted, affectionate, from the heart. What I can

do, let me do. There is no work which I will not

undertake, there is nothing which I will not re-

nounce, if so 1 may serve my country.

There must be unity of hands and of hearts too,

that the republic may be lifted to the sublime idea of a

true commonwealth, which we are told " ought to be

as one huge Christian personage, one mighty growth

and stature of an honest man, as big and compact in

virtue as in body," Oh I sir, if my feeble voice

could reach roy fellow-countrymen, in their work-

shops, in the streets, in the fields, anil wherever they

meet together; if for one moment I could take to

my lips the silver trumpet, whose tones should sound

and reverberate throughout the land, X would sum-

mon all, forgetting prejudice and turning away from

error, to help unite, quicken and invigorate our com-

mon country,—most beloved now that it is most im-

perilled,—to a compactness and bigness of virtue in

just proportion to its extended dominion, so that it

should be as one huge Christian personage, one
mighty growth and stature of an honest man, instinct

-with all the singleness of unity. Thus inspired, the

gates of hell cannot prevail against us.

To this end, the cries of faction must be silenced,

and the wickedness of sedition, whether In print or

public speech, must bo suppressed. These are the

Northern allies of the rebellion. An aroused and
indignant poop e, with iron heel, ought to tread

out the serpent, so that he can neither hiss nor sting.

With such a concord, God will be pleased, and He
will fight for us. He will give quickness to our

armies, so that the hosts of the rebellion will be
broken and scattered as by the thunderbolt, and He
will give to our beneficent government that blessed

inspiration, better than any newly raised levies, by
which the rebellion shall be struck in its single vul-

nerable part ; by which that colossal abomination

which was its original mainspring, and is its present

motive-power, shall be overthrown, and by which
the cause of the Union shall bo linked with that di-

vine justice whose weapons are of celestial temper.

God bless our country! and God bless all who
now serve it with singleness of heart I

I have the honor to be, dear sir,

Your faithful servant,

Charles Sumner.
Charles Gould, Esq., See'y of Select Committee.

safeguards of liberty and the rights of human nature,

n order to subserve their hellish ambition. All the

principles of genuine democracy are shamelessly dis-

carded by the party. It goes for the perpetual en-

slavement of the four millions now in bondage in this

country, and of their posterity, and brutally resists

every effort even to meliorate their terrible condi-

tion. Its language is uniformly that of blackguardism

and ruffianism, whenever the cause of these millions

is urged upon their compassionate consideration. It

threatens violence— it demands silence—it froths at

the mouth—it shrieks, " Nigger! nigger! Bobolidon !

bobolition !
" Its organs, while pretending to be pre-

eminently loyal, are sedulously devoted to the success

of the rebets, by fiercely denouncing every proposition

for the confiscation of their slave property ; and where

they publish one syllable against Southern treason,

they print whole columns of lying abuse and mis-

representation of Northern abolitionism. They shower

their dirty compliments upon the President (to his

discredit) as governed by a truly conservative spirit,

and in all respects faithful to the Constitution ; and at

the same time they boldly declare that no reconcilia-

tion with the South can be effected until the Demo-
cratic parly again holds the reins of government

—

when, of course, " order will reign in Warsaw," what-

ever terms the traitors choose to dictate wilt be sub-

missively acceded to, and the most stringent measures

adopted, through penal legislation and mob violence,

to give absolute supremacy to the Slave Power.

CELEBRATION 0E THE EIRST OF AUGUST.

The Anniversary of British West India Emancipa-
tion will be celebrated in the usual manner at Island
Grove, ABINGTON, on Friday, August 1st, in

Mass Meeting, under the direction of the Managers
of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society.

No event in history is more deserving of special

commemoration than this—transforming, as it did,

nearly a million of chattel slaves into free British sub-

jects, by act of Parliament, in obedience to a regener-

ated public sentiment, through long years of Anti-

Slavery agitation—and demonstrating, as it has done,

the safety and beneficence of immediate emancipation

on the largest scale, even under the most adverse cir-

cumstances,—to the confusion and ignominious expo-

sure of all the prophesiers of evil consequences, and

to the triumphant vindication of the atrociously ca-

lumniated negro race.

The friends of liberty, who desire to witness a still

nobler jubilee in our own Slavery-cursed land, will,

we doubt not, make their arrangements to be present,

as far as practicable, in order to make the occasion in-

strumental to the furtherance of the -sacred cause of

human rights, without regard to the accidental distinc-

tions arising from complexion or race.

Among the speakers looked for ami confidently ex-

pected on the occasion are the following :

—

Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, H.

C. Wright, Wm. Wells Brown, John S. Rock,
Andrew T. Foss, Rev-. Daniel Poster, and others.

E^An Excursion Train on the Old Colony Rail-

road will leave Boston at 9 o'clock, A. M. Leave

Plymouth 9.20, A. M., stopping at usual way stations.

RETURNING, leave the Grove at 5 1-4 P. M.
The Old Cahny Railroad Company will convey pas-

sengers, on that day, to and from the Abington Grove,

at the following rates, being the same as upon former

years :—

Boston, Savin Hill, Dorchester, Neponset, Quincy,

and Braintree,—to the Grove and back,—-for adults, 50

cents; children, 25 cents. ,

Plymouth, and all way stations not already mention

ed,—to the Grove and back, half the usual rates.

Excursion tickets good on other trains.

Should the day prove stormy, the meeting will he

held in the Town Hall, adjacent to the Grove, so that

there will be no interruption of the proceedings..

WM. LLOYD GARRISON,
)

SAMUEL MAY, JR.,
j r ... ,

ELBRIDGE SPRAGUE, 1-

^""""""^ ''/

BRIGGS ARNOLD, {Arrangements.

SAMUEL DYER,
J

.

A BETRAYED COUNTRY.

Since the capture of Fort Sumter by tha^-Skmth

em traitors in arms, and the subsequent call of the

Government for seventy-five thousand volunteers to

vindicate its lawful supremacy, there has been an ira-

mense disparity between the contending parties on

the score of numbers, resources, wealth and power.

At first, a single Gulf State—South Carolina—boldly

hoisted the flag of rebellion; then four, and finally

six more States joined her, and organized themselves

into an independent Confederacy—making elever

slave States arrayed against nineteen free States, witl:

Maryland, Kentucky and Missouri in a divided condi

tion. At whatever disadvantage the Government was

taken at the outset by the conspirators, its means of

defence were boundless. Fifteen months have elap;

ed, and though an army of nearly a million of men
has been brought into the field, and a thousand million

of dollars expended, to uphold the Union, no essential

progress has been made in reducing the revolted States

to obedience. On the contrary, the recognition of their

independence by France and England is a matter of

daily probability, and the Capital of the Nation is safe

only because surrounded by almost impregnable forti-

fications and a strong military force. The great army
before Richmond, under General McClellan, has been

compelled to make a disastrous retreat, with immen;

loss of men and stores, some twenty-five miles' from

the swamps of the Chickahominy to the banks of the

James river, and finds safety temporarily only under

the fire of the gun-boats. Of that army, seventy thou-

sand, within ten months, have melted away—killed

wounded, sick and missing—and the Government has

signified to the loyal States the pressing necessity that

exists for three hundred thousand additional troops.

It now seems probable that, though tempting bountie

are offered by the various local authorities to volun-

teers, it will be necessary to resort to a general sys-

tem of drafting. Every thing is at a standstill; en-

thusiasm has nearly become extinguished; and the

hitherto most hopeful are beginning to sink into a state

of despondency.

To what is this state of things owing? Not to any

thing the rebels have done, or are capable of doing, by

themselves. Before an efficient Government and a

united North,—Generals who are equally competent

and earnest, and an army inspired by the sentiments

of impartial liberty,—they would he swept away like

chaff before the whirlwind. But the Government is,

practically, false to itself—blind as a bat to its true

line of policy—stumbling, halting, prevaricating, ir-

resolute, weak, besotted—disposed to trust the man.

agement of its armies to the bitter and uncompro-

mising enemies of the administration, and to keep in

subordinate stations or promptly to ostracise its most

energetic and reliable friends. The Northern house

fearfully divided against itself, in spite of all surface

unanimity; and "a house divided against itself can>

not stand." A growing treasonable spirit is visible in

every direction ; and traitors, under the guise of Ioy<

alty, are every where in systematic and designed

conspiracy to restore the reign of satanic democracy.

in order to proffer the most humiliating terms of pence

and union to the rebels, ami to place the destiny of the

republic once more in their blood-stained hands, with

despotic power surpassing all antecedent usurpation

The democratic party at the North is essentially as

treasonable a party in spirit and purpose as exists in

any part of the revolted South, and incomparably

more to be detested and feared by every true friend

of his country. While simulating patriotism, it is

rotten with treachery. Its rank and file, with few

exceptions, are composed of the most ignorant, despe-

rate and degraded portion of the population, and its

leaders are as unprincipled demagogues aa ever

cursed the earth—men capable of conniving at any

villany, and of instigating to the perpetration of any

outrage, however atrocious, to the overthrow of all the

IS GOV. STANLEY ABETTING TREASON?

So it would seem by the following startling letter,

just received from a reliable correspondent at New-

bern, N. C. Read, and be astounded, friends of your

country and of free institutions I When is the rebel-

lion to be put down, if such men as Halleck and Stan'

ley are to be placed at the head of affairs ?

"Newbern, (N. C.) July 11, 1862.

From what I have seen and heard of Governor

Stanley, I am well satisfied that his whole heart, if he

has any, is with the rebels, and it is a burning dis-

grace that he should be allowed to remain as Gover-

nor of this State one moment longer. I will give you

a few facts as to his course since I have been here.

If such a course is continued, it will only tend to

fasten closer the fetters of the poor slave, and make
slavery supreme. Gov. Stanley allows the officers of

the rebel army to come into Newbern under a flag

of truce, with their families, whom they leave here,

under the protection of the Governor, while they are

absent leading the armies of the rebellion against us.

These rebel officers are blindfolded when they cross

our lines, but at the same time are taken to some of

our Generals' quarters, and feasted with wines and

food. And this same Governor Stanley has ordered

that all the white families of Newbern within our

lines shall be provided with the best of flour and

food of all kinds, and the best of tea and coffee, at

the expense of our Government, while their hus-

bands and brothers remain in the rebel army. This

is creating such a feeling here, that our Quarter-

masters talk of handing in their resignations. He
also allows these same rebels to cart their cotton,

which they dig out of the ground, (where they had

buried it previous to our arrival,) and ship it to mar-

ket; and from Washington, N. C, he is protecting

them in shipping lumber, shingles, &c, to the West

Indies, And all this is done by Massachusetts men,

under arms; and if we take a prisoner of war, no

matter how mean he is, the Governor paroles him.

Our soldiers are completely disgusted with the whole

proceedings.

" One of oux Massachusetts boys has been acting as

postmaster at Newbern ever since our army reached

the city, and he has got the recommendation of the

Colonel of our Regiment, Gen. Foster's, and Major-

General Burnside, and has furnished such bonds as are

required. He has even gone further, and has offered

to deposit the amount of bo^ds required, in cash,

here in Newbern, to remain on deposit so long as he

shall act as postmaster. But Governor Stanley even

declines to accept of that, as I have learned frofti the

postmaster this morning, his object being to get in

some North Carolina sccesh, some miserable lickspit-

tle of a tool to overhaul our letters and papers.

"These are facts; and how long are we to live

under such a milk-and-water rule? I thank God that

we were whipped at Richmond; and my praye

that we may be defeated in every engagement, till we
are ready to do justice to the whole human family

;

and if we must lose our capital (Washington) before

justice can be done, I for one say, in God's name, let

it come, and come quickly!"

DUTY OF THE PRESIDENT TO THE ARMY.

Three hundred thousand men are now assembling,

at the call of the President, to place their lives in his

hands, and to be sacrificed, if he shall think the good

of the country requires it. What is to become of this

vast number of men ? What are the probabilities in

regard to their destiny during the coming year?

They go with the understanding that many of their

number are to perish miserably on the battle-field,

many in the camp, many in the hospitals. They are

aware of great privations and sufferings to be encoun-

tered, in daily life; for the term of their enlistment, if

their lives shall last so long; and they take the risk of

the further (and probably greater) unanticipated pri-

vations and sufferings which the war may have in

Store for them. They leave their private affairs, their

business, their families, and give themselves entirely

up to the President, for the good of the country.

Surely they do their part. Surely they have a right

to expect that the President shall do his part, making

some effort and some sacrifice for their sakes, using

his legitimate power to protect them, helping them to

victory (where that is possible) by the exercise of his

high function, instead of by the exposure of their lives.

If the President could, by an act of his will, dimin-

ish the rebel army at Richmond to one half its pres-

ent number, would it not be his duty to do it ? Would
not this be imperatively his duty, alike to the besieg-

ing army which has just received so disastrous a

check, to the brave volunteers who are going to rein-

force it, to their friends at home who yield them to

his summons, and to the country which has put him

in c*liarge of its defence and its welfare ?

The President can, by a single word, and in a sin-

gle week, reduce the rebel army to one half its pres-

ent number.

The force of the two sides, during that terrible week
of battles which sacrificed tens of thousands of lives

without material change in favor of either party, was

nearly equally balanced. We had not men enough to

accomplish the capture of Richmond ; so we proceed

to raise more. They had not men enough to conquer

or drive away the besieging army ; so they, of course,

have proceeded to raise more. Are the two reinforced

armies to engage again in another series of ineffective

slaughters ? Arc dead men to continue to be piled up
around Richmond as long as volunteers or conscripts

can be raised from the spacious North and the spacious

South to battle there ?

This is a question to be decided absolutely by the

will of Abraham Lincoln. He has power to decide

whether the rebel army shall retain that equality of

numbers with ours which it has hitherto retained;

whether it shall beat us in the next battles ; whether

it shall still be able to hold Richmond against us.

The policy of the President has hitherto allofred,

and still allows, a concentration of the rebel force at

Richmond. The vast army in occupation there is

made up of regiments from every Southern State;

and the new volunteers or conscripts who are now
gathering lo reinforce it, are gathering from every

Southern State, and marching, with their utmost

speed, in converging lines, towards Richmond. It is

in the President's power, if he will, to keep all these

forces in their respective rebel States, and to send

half the Richmond army, post-haste, to reinforce

them, leaving Virginia and its capital lo Immediate

conquest by the Federal army. The question is, will

he do it ? Will he make a sacrifice of personal feeling

corresponding with that which the soldiers and the peo-

ple have made ? Will he relinquish his pride of per-

sistency in a course of policy which, tried for more than

a year, has proved abortive?

The course of Abraham Lincoln's administration,

thus far, has shown two phases, each marked by a
frightful expenditure of treasure and of blood. A
third is urgently needed, and there is a third which

promises thorough and (comparatively) speedy suc-

cess The question is, shall this third one be tried

fairly, and be tried now, when it will be so effective

in saving the lives of our soldiers before Richmond ?

During the first six months of his administration,

the President tried the experiment of absolute non-

interference with slavery. He wished to conciliate

both the rebel States and the Border States. He sig-

nally failed in both cases.

Since then, he has so far yielded to (he necessities of

the case, and the urgent requests that have been made
him from many quarters, as to make a few moderate,

intermittent and fragmentary movements, looking to-

wards the discouragement of slavery. Moreover,

these have not only been few and insufficient, hut they

have alternated with occasional movements in the op-

posite direction. And the last specimen of the

President's action in regard to slavery has been

an unworthy evasion of the just, and manly re-

quest of Gen. Butler, that some uniform rule be dic-

tated from head quarters, by which both he and Gen.

Phelps may guide themselves, thus avoiding the folty

and harm of two diverse courses of policy in the same

department.

The question is, will the President now try a third

course, namely, active opposition to slavery, uniform-

ly exercised wherever his civil or military power is

operating, al! over the country, with the intent of ut-

terly exterminating that accursed institution, as far as

the United States are concerned '<

The question is, will he use the power which clear-

ly, in time of war, belongs to his function, both as

President and as Commander-in-chief of the army and
navy, to abolish slavery ? Will he make Proclama-

tion, in either or both of these capacities, that Slave-
ry is abolished throughout this nation? Will

he send explicit direction to each station where his

naval and military forces are now carrying on the war,

announcing this Proclamation, directing that it be

there- published as extensively as possible, and direct-

ing also that the services of black as well as white loy-

alists shall be accepted and used in every practicable

manner towards overthrowing the rebellion? And
wilt he publish in Washington, simultaneously with

the Proclamation above-mentioned, the fact that such

instructions have been sent, and will at once be act-

ed on, wherever our army or navy are operating ?

Action like this would be powerfully efficient in

many ways ; but I suppose the following would be its

first, its immediate operation :

—

As soon as the army in Richmond should hear of

these two acts, the issuing of such a Proclamation by

the President, and the order to employ blacks as well

as whites in all the operations of the army and navy,

both the rebel leaders and the rebel soldiers would see

that the danger to their cause was far more threaten-

ing at their respective homes than at Richmond. And
the same thing would be seen by the authnritins of

the rebel States on the Atlantic border, on the Gulf,

and on the Mississippi, as soon as the intelligence reach-

ed them. The Governors of these States would at

once demand the return of all, or a large part, of the

troops they had sent to Richmond ; and the regiments

at Richmond would see that such an order must speed-

ily he given, and that no time was to be lost in obey-

ing it. The very first effect of the movement in

question by President Lincoln would be a scattering of

at least half the army that now defends Richmond, and

the result must be our speedy possession of that place,

either by capitulation or by a comparatively short and

bloodless struggle. Does not the President's duty to

the Three Hundred Thousand imperatively require

this policy ? Without this, or something equivalent

to this, are not these brave men marching to sacrifice,

and to a sacrifice comparatively useless ?

I am not now to speak of the many and great ad

vantages of other kinds, and to both races, which

would follow the abolition of slavery, but only of the

manifold aid which such abolition would give in quel-

ling the rebellion. The first result of such action

(probably an immediate result) would be the scatter-

ing of the Richmond army.

The second result in order of time would be an or-

ganization of negro regiments under our commanders

at the various stations in the Southern country, not

only strengthening these stations for all purposes of

present action, but enabling us to hold them after the

coming sickness shall have prostrated our Northern

soldiers. It will be remembered that Gen. Hunter

proposed to organize fifty such regiments in his mili-

tary department, and that his success in this direction

was perfectly satisfactory and encouraging, until the

President interfered with him. However superior

our soldiers may be to the negroes in other respects,

the latter are superior in power of withstanding the

climate. Why should not this superiority be enlisted

on our side, and taken away from the enemy's side ?

This brings us to a third very great service of the

movement in question towards the overthrow of the

rebellion. All the force, all the numbers, all the man-

ifold capabilities drawn by the proposed method to our

side would be so much abstracted from the strength of

the enemy. While we refrain from making such a

movement, no doubt their boast will remain true, that

the slaves are an element of strength in their warfare,

always available for the severe labors involved in for-

tification and the movements of armies, and when

these services are not required, always useful in the

production of food and clothing. To withdraw these

benefits from the Confederacy, and to acquire them

for the Union, would make an immense change in the

position and prospects of the war.

Lastly, we should remember that, just as this policy

must scatter the forces of the rebels now concentrated

at Richmond, so it must prevent a future concentra-

tion of their forces anywhere. As soon as the move-

ment is begun of welcoming the negroes to the duties

and the rewards of loyalty, from that moment no rebel

State in which our armies are operating will have a

single soldier to spare for the exigencies of any other

State, or of the Confederate leaders. From that mo-

ment they must fight in detail, and must be vanquish-

ed in detail.

Let me glance at the reasons commonly urged

against a Proclamation, by the President, of the imme-

diate abolition of slavery.

1. It would be unconstitutional.

Answer.—If common sense does not show you that

war overrides Constitutions as well as other ordinary

rules, look at reason ; look at the elaborate argument

of John Quincy Adams, showing conclusively that

the proposed action, in time of war, is within the pro-

vince of the President, as well as within the province

of Congress; then, as an exemplification of this, look

at the facts of our present war, and observe that the

President has done a dozen aefs entirely unconstitu-

tional, under the exigencies of the case ; correctly as-

suming that the right to make war includes the right

to use all means needful for success in it. The Con-

stitution itself, in providing for war, provides for its

subjection to the necessities imposed hy war.

2. The people in the North and West would not sus-

tain the President in such action.

Answer.—This objection is an inference from insuf-

ficient premises. It is true that the people at present

do not desire such action, and would not advise it.

But they would immediately, and hy an overwhelm-

ing majority, fall in with a decision of the President

to that effect; just as they agreed to his decision,

the very reverse of their expectations and wishes, in

the case of Mason and Slidell.

8. The army would not sustain such action.

Answer.—The objection is absurd. Nine officers

out of every ten are as ready to obey orders as Gen.

Butler is, even when he dislikes the service in ques-

tion. And ten will bo ready mid willing to take the

place of every one who may resign. And the sol-

diers are as ready to obey orders as the officers.

There is neither reason nor plausibility in the objec-

tion.

4. It is idle to issue a formal Proclamation that the

slaves are free, when such a document can reach but
few of the slaves, Hnd can have little power to, lib-

erate them. ^
Answer.—Granting this now, for the sake of argu-

ient, (and I would grant it in no other manner,) such
a Proclamation would reach, and would mightily influ-

ence, the slavcholding rebels. Let it be remembered
that I am urging this movement as powerfully auxili-

ary to the action of our armies against the armies of

the Confederacy. We know very well the superlative
power and the contagious character of panic in a
slavcholding community. We know that slavehold-

ers are always fearful of a rising of their slaves, and
that they especially dread interposition of any kind
from without, in tavor of those slaves. We know
that our present troubles have sprung from the deter-

mination of the rebels that slavery shall grow and
strengthen, instead of dwindling or even remaining
stationary. Direct movement against this institution,

especially movement proposing its entire eradication,

would at once concentrate their energies upon its de-

fence. And they can defend it only by sending their

forces to occupy the many and widely separated points

where it would be assailed. And this immediate recal

of a large portion of the Richmond army, to defend
every Southern point now occupied or threatened by
our troops, is just what we need for the capture of

Richmond.

5. The negroes would be useless to us. They are

lazy, and will not work ; they are cowardly, and will

not fight.

Answer.—These conclusions also are made from in-

sufficient premises. In the particulars of disliking

hard work when they are to have no pa& and dis-

liking to fight when the odds are overwhelmingly
against them, negroes are exactly like white men.
My opinion is, that they would show a further resem-
blance to white men, both in working and fighting,

if sufficient inducements were offered them. This is

the experiment yet to be tried. Let us try it.

If a small proportion of the negroes at Port Royal
and Fortress Monroe have shown some indisposition

both for working and fighting, it is but fair to remem-
ber that they have had very insufficient assurances

of benefit from either. Even the very moderate
promises made them of a small reward for their labor

have been only partially fulfilled; and they really do

not know, to this day, whether they are to be given up
to their former masters, or to be held in some sort of

bondage by the Government, or to have freedom and
recognition as human beings, when the war is over.

Until sufficient assurance can be given them, from

some quarter, that they are no longer slaves, and no

longer exposed to enslavement, they cannot be expect-

ed to show any special zeal for the Government, or its

army, or its flag. Let that Government issue its edict

in their behalf, let that army welcome them as allies,

and pledge itself to their deliverance, let that flag be

the assurance of liberty to all beneath its folds, and we
shall see a very different demeanor on their part. Let

the experiment be tried. It is for the President to de-

cide whether it shall or shall not be tried.

6. Shall we excite the horrors of insurrection, of

servile war, of wholesale massacre ? Shall we set the

blacks to cutting the throats of white men, women
and children, throughout the South f

Answer.—The lies insinuated in this objection are

like the slaveholding fathers who begat them, "gross

as a mountain, open, palpable." The action proposed

involves the very opposite of all these things, namely,

a calling of such blacks as can escape from their rebel

masters into our camps, to be placed under the orders

of our officers, and used by them in conformity with

the rules, and under the restrictions, of civilized war-

fare. Just so much seizure of property and just so

much destruction of life as our soldiers now practise,

under the orders of their officers, will he practised by

the black regiments, when they shall come under the

orders of the same officers, and no more.

As to revengeful retaliation on the part of the blacks

at the moment of seizing their liberty, the facts that

have been observed and recorded so far in the history

of this struggle, the known experience of the tens of

thousands who have thus far escaped from slavery

to our army lines, and the new light that has been

thrown by this crisis upon the peculiar traits of

negro character, all show the falsehood and ground-

lessness of the objection above stated. In the records

of Port Royal experience there are ten well-authenti-

cated instances of cruel and brutal acts committed by

fugitive masters upon slaves who refused to follow

them, for every one committed by the slave against

the master. And it is safe to say that such interfer-

ence with slavery as I have proposed would prevent

ten outrages of white against black, for every one

which it caused of black against white.

Thus insufficient are the objections to such action

against slavery by the President as would give direct

and efficient aid towards the overthrow of tb.e rebel-

lion. Thus strong are the reasons for commencing
such action at the present moment. If the President

shall still shrink from this duty, will not the people,

by strong, importunate and repeated petitions, suggest

it to him, and urge it upon him ? Will not, at least,

every man and woman who has a friendin the present

army, or among the throe hundred thousand recruits

now to be raised, join in sending such petitions ? Join,

at once, before more slaughters shall yet further re-

duce their number.—c. k. w.

tradiction criminates him. His pretext is too shallow.

He insults the people.

Who is so blind as not to see his insincerity and his

unfaithfulness to bis own knowledge of the truth in

the ease, when he would make the people believe he

has no more power to enforce a decree of emancipa-

tion than John Brown bail ? He would make the peo-

ple believe what he knows to be the reverse of the

truth. He knows that John Brown was hindered by

the very power which he, as the Executive of the na-

tion, possesses for the purpose in question. I say

again, then, he insults the intelligence of the people,

and shamefully degrades himself, and ignominiously

degrades as many of the people as submit to the scan-

dalous insult.

If the same had been said by Abraham Lincoln at

home in Illinois, it would have been of small compara-

tive consequence. Coming from the President at

Washington, it is a thousand fold more mischievous,

and therefore a thousand fold more deserves rebuke.

Or if the President had been settling small matters

between rival petitioners for place, there would be less

impropriety in our passing by unnoticed his trifling

with truth and honesty, But he has in hand the

gravest, the most momentous matter that can occupy

a ruler standing in the highest place among the rulers

of men, in a more vital and opportune crisis than haa

fallen to the fortune of any predecessor of his among
human rulers. Is the situation too high for him f Is

his head giddy on that peerless eminence ? la it

addled by the annoyance of place-hunters ? Then he

is not qualified for his business— is not equal to the

situation—is not fit for the place and the trust—and

should retire.

Stopping here, and reading over the report again in

the Tribune, I find him reported as having said—pre-

viously to saying what I have been commcntingtfm :

—

" It was a relief to be assured that the deputation

were not applicants for office, for his chief trouble was
from that class of persons. The next most trouble-

some subject was slavery."

Is this the key to his conduct? Has he not yet,

during these fifteen months of internecine war, been

above allowing himself to be " chiefly troubled " about

gratifying and satisfying hungry politicians? Has

"slavery"—the cause of all this convulsion of two

continents— two hemispheres— involving bloodshed

and starvation not yet computable—to say nothing of

its own intrinsic atrociousness and matchless inhuman-

ity—only found place in his attention "next," after he

has occupied himself "chiefly
"—at least allowed him-

self to be "chiefly troubled"—with his hungry horde I

Verily, President-making and making compensation

for it are great matters ! For reasons then and there

rendered, I have said, on another occasion, that our

Commander-in-Chief is conducting our war politically

—not patriotically—not righteously—not morally—not

manfully. Here is additional evidence of it, out of his

own mouth.

The President not only insults the people—he be-

trays them—he sacrifices their interests to the inter-

ests of his personal flatterers—he perfidiously attends

to the demands of the politicians first—the interest of

the people, if they get any attention at ah", come in

afterward. " How long ?
"

ORSON S. MURRAY.
Foster's Crossings, Warren Co., O., June 27, 1862.

THE PRESIDENT INSULTS THE PEOPLE.

The Religious Society of Progressive Friends, in

Chester County, Pa., having sent a delegation to

Washington recently, praying the President to pro-

claim emancipation, the President, in reply, is report-

ed, by the New York Tribune, as having said ;

—

"If a decree of emancipation could abolish slavery,

John Brown would have done the work effectually.

Such a decree surely could not be more binding upon
the South than the Constitution, and that cannot be
enforced in that part of the country now. Would a
proclamation of freedom be more effective ?

"

This reply from the President is an insult to an in-

telligent people. In it he has not given the reason

—

while pretending to give it—for not decreeing emanci-

pation. He is not sincere in the utterance. This is

proved in previous words from his own pen, in his ex-

tra Message, wherein be invites the South to sell—as

Wendell Phillips says—and then, in connection, mani-

festly designs to make himself understood by the

friends of freedom, as threatening the conspirators

that he will take their slaves from them if they don't

cease their hostilities—thus acknowledging he has the

power that he might long ago have put in force, if it

had been his pleasure—and so giving himself the

criminal contradiction in his present sham pretension

of lacking the power to enforce emancipation. It is

worthy a small lawyer— it is worthy a low, intriguing

politician. It is not worthy a truthful, honest man. in

his rectitude, presiding over and holding the destinies

of a great people, in an hour of imminent peril.

The very reason, the only reason, why he cannot,

enforce the Constitution in the South, is (bo fact that.be

does not proclaim emancipation. The proclamation of

emancipation would make the double difference of tak-

ing from one side and adding to the other, in numeri-

cal force, equal to the number and efficiency of one

half the Southern army now in the field ; and, what is

more than all this besides, it would be taking away
from the conspirators what, and alt, they are fighting

for—their institution—thus destroying their motive, in

addition to destroying their power. This he well

knows. Why did he modify Fremont and Hunter,

but to prevent emancipation—to prevent the proclama-

tion Of emancipation going into effect ? With his own
proclamation added to theirs, he has every reason to

believe that before now the work could have been ac-

complished. Will some one say lor him here that he

made those modifications lest Kentucky should go into

the conspiracy and treason? And why dues Ken-

tucky hold that terrifying roil over his humiliated

head, but to prevent his issuing such a proclamation,

and thus effecting emancipation 1 His owO self eon-

MAYOR WIG-HTMAN vs. GOV. ANDREW.

Abdover, Mass., June 28th, 1862.

Hon. Joseph M. Wigiitman, Mayor of the city of

Boston :

Silt,—I am induced to write you this from a

sense of duty, for the purpose of repudiating in a

most emphatic manner your gratuitous and uncalled-

for advice to President Lincoln, that the Governor of

Massachusetts is not authorized to speak for the loyal

citizens of the State in proposing any conditions in

regard to slavery as affecting a further requisition by

him for volunteers. Now, sir, as one of those loyal

citizens, I think the Governor of Massachusetts is as

well qualified, and that it is quite as much his pre-

rogative to speak for the loyal citizens of the State, aa

is the Mayor of the city of Boston, which city does

not, in my humble opinion, echo the sentiment of the

State with regard to emancipation. Boston could,

some fifteen months ago, roll up a petition with twen-

ty thousand signatures, to support the notorious and

contemptible Crittenden resolutions; and perhaps it

may even now (if we are to credit your statements

in your letter to the President) do the same against

emancipation and humanity ; for I would ask if there

is any humanity in sacrificing thousands, tens of thou-

sands, scores of thousands, if not hundreds of thou-

sands of our young men on the battle-field to crush

this inhuman rebellion, and let the rebels retain their

slaves to do their work, to build their forts, and thus

continue to be the strong arm of their defence, or

rather aggression ? Sir, I believe it is the avowal of

sentiments such as yours, openly expressed or silently

admitted, that gives essential aid to this rehellion.

Let the watchword go forth, and be reiterated by

every man, woman and child that can lisp the word

Liberty throughout the free States, that we will not

lay down our arms, or make peace on any terms but a

reunion of all the Federal States on the principles of

freedom and liberty for all the people, of all colors

and conditions, (who by crime have not forfeited those

privileges,) and 1 think, with Governor Andrew, that

Massachusetts would respond at once to any reason-

able call upon her for men or money.

You say that you believe the mingling of questions

in relation to slavery, with the crushing out of the

present rebellion, is viewed with the strongest feelings

of disapprobation. This is an opinion of yours which

I think wants more confirmation than can be obtained.

What, I would ask, but Slavery caused tins rebellion ?

and what will subdue this rebellion but the death of

Slavery?—not only negro chattel slavery, but white

slavery ; for we of the North have been the willing

servants of the Slave Power, and on us they depend-

ed, in a great degree, for aid to carry their rebellion

to a successful issue. What, I would ask, are we
fighting for? Is it to establish slavery on the old

basis, and to bring back the rebel States with their

slaves, and all the evil influence and miseries, corrup-

tion and wickedness, of the vilest system of oppres-

sion and degradation, both to master and slave, and all

others who advocate or apologize for its existence or

continuance, as you appear to me to do? or are we
fighting for equal rights, and liberty for all ? Let

the Federal Government say, "Give us men to fight

the battles of Freedom and Union," and not Union

and Slavery, -and I believe the Government may
soon have an army sufficiently strong and powerful to

cut the bonds and break the cruel chains of shivery,

by the strong arm of the war power, which 1 believe,

in the present state of affairs, we have a constitutional

right to do, If we are to ignore the question of sla-

very, 1 believe a majority of the people of Massachu-

setts have but little sympathy for furnishing more
men for the prosecution of the war; for while the

rebel States are fighting for slavery and unlimited

rule out of the Union, the Federal Government is

fighting for slavery in the Union.

Sir, I think the Federal States of America, if united

on the principles of freedom and justice, would stand

among the nations of the earth like the lion among the

beasts of the forest; but We, like the Hon in the fable,

have been caught in a net, the subtile net of slavery,

which has paralyzed our strength, and whose coinpli-

Oated meshes cannot be QQtied, but must be cut with

the sword of justice, wielded by the strong arm ot the

war power.

It is snid nothing but % military necessity will war-

rant (he Government in doing it. If that necessity is

not already upon us, as well as a moral necessity, I

think it very soon will he, in all the magnitude ot its

importance. DAVID OKAY.

IS^1 The foregoing letter was sent to the Huston

Journal for publication, but the editor returned it to

the author, saying, " It is quite impossible for me to

tlnd room for it." Of course, where there is no u-ill,

there is no wiy. The Journal is looking in all the

characteristics of I manly sheet. |— I'd. Lib.
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ESSEX 00. ANTI-SLAVERY CONVENTION

AND PI0-NI0.

Ry invitation of Elam Buruharo, a meeting was held

at his large ami com moil ions barn in Hamilton, July

6th, commencing at 10 o'clock, A. M.

The meeting was called to order by James N. Buf-

fum, of Lynn, ami organized by choosing Thomas

Haskell, of West Gloucester, President, and Margaret

E. Bennett, Secretary.

Parker Pillsbury made a few prefatory remarks.

He said this was the first anti-slavery meeting in the

town of Hamilton, and though the meetinghouses

could not probably be obtained for such a purpose, he

was happy to meet so good an audience in Ins native

town, and in the native building of Jesus.

H. C. Wright presented the following resolutions,

which were accepted for discussion:

—

Whereas, a Government or Church that cannot ex-

ist without enslaving men should be destroyed ;
and,

whereas, it is the duty of all to seek the overthrow of

such institutions ; therefore,

- Resolved, That the American Union and Constitu-

tion, if they cannot exist and be perpetuated without

slavery, should be destroyed.

Whereas, bullets may kill the tyrant, but an idea

alone can kill tyranny ; therefore,

Resolved, That, as Abolitionists, our war upon sla-

very, to be effectual, must bo a war of ideas, and lib-

erty can never be made sacred and safe by a war of

bullets, and the only efficient weapons of our warfare

arc those which appeal to the reason, the conscience

and sympathy of men, rather than those whose object

is to mutilate and kill their bodies.

Resolved, That the great object at which we a

i. e., the abolition of the spirit, principle and practice

of slavery, can never be accomplished by a war of

bullets and bayonets.

Resolved, That, as Abolitionists, we have nothing

to do with a war waged ostensibly to support a Gov-

ernment and Constitution baaed on the practice of en-

slaving men.

The above resolutions having been hastily written,

Parker Pillsbury proposed the reading of some which

he had prepared previous to coming to the meeting,

with more time for deliberation. By request of the

meeting, he then read the following :

—

Resolved, That war ia always an evil, if not a

crime, and can never be justified, unless for the re-

moval of evils greater than itself; and, whereas, the

American Union, with chattel slavery as an essential

element, should never have been formed, therefore,

any war waged merely for its restoration or continu-

ance would be a war against justice, humanity and

liberty.

Resolved, That Southern barbarism, so fearfully

manifest in the present war, is largely the result of

Northern teaching. The Constitution has been cheer-

fully made to extend, protect and perpetuate slavery.

The North has furnished the school teachers for the

clave States, has modified the school-book literature to

suit their demand and taste, has educated their young

men at its colleges, and the ministers for them at its

theological seminaries,—thus supporting slavery as a

State, and sanctifying it as a religious institution,

basing it on both the Constitution and the Bible, wel-

coming slaveholding Senators to Congress and slave-

holding saints to the sacramental supper; praising

the " chivalry " of Virginia, the " hospitality " of South

Carolina, and "the general intelligence and virtue of

our dear Southern brethren," until it can be truly said

that the South, in its intellectual, moral and spiritual

culture and character, is most alarmingly but the

handiwork of the North.

Resolved, therefore, That the sin and guilt of sla-

very, the terrible cause of our present most terrible

war, must rest heavily on the North as well as the

South; and though the guilty parties may shed each

other's blood on a thousand battle-fields, it can be no

atonement to the God of justice, nor to the millions

of slaves, whose wrongs His mighty arm is now

stretched out to redress; and though peace should be

restored by conciliation at last, instead of by repent-

ance, and the Union restored by a compromise, instead

of doing justice, still, while a slave is left to lift on

high his manacled hands, he shall be a swift witness

against us, and a sure precursor of our final if not

sudden destruction as a nation.

James N. Buffum replied to H. C. Wright's argu-

ment against a war of bullets. This Government, he

Baid, though now engaged in mortal conflict, is never-

theless moving forward in ideas. Slavery is abol-

ished in the District of Columbia, and Henry Clay

once asserted that "the District of Columbia is the

keystone of the arch of slavery, and to abolish slave-

ry there would be the commencement of entire eman-

cipation; and to effect this work would cost twelve

hundred millions of dollars." Mr. B. said—" Let this

work go forward, at whatever cost of money. I wel-

come any bolt, whether from heaven or hell, that shall

strike out this curse. I think the Indian's recipe for

killing witch grass might furnish a suggestion to

those who seek to destroy slavery. For certain con-

siderations, the Indian gave this infallible method for

its destruction: 'Take a hoe and dig up every vest-

ige of root, then shake off every particle of soil or

any thing that will afford it nourishment, and hang

it in the sun till perfectly dry.' If every tyrant was

killed, slavery would soon cease."

John Cutler, of Danvers, followed with remarks

which showed his approval of war. He maintained

that every thing which had been done in this world

had been done by brute force.

Meeting adjourned for one hour.

Afternoon. The meeting was called to order at

1£ o'clock. H, C. Wright was the first speaker, who
enforced the idea embodied in his resolutions, that

bullets, although they may kill slaveholders, cannot

kill slavery. The evil principle of slavery, he ar-

gued, exists in the heart of man, and can only be ef-

fectually removed by the introduction of the princi-

ple of justice to take its place.

Parker Pillsbury followed in an impressive speech.

He said that politics had ripened into its legitimate

fruit, war. No law of the nation was so insignificant

but that, as a last resort, it must be settled by bullets.

He thought war a less evil than slavery, but must

insist that it be used to remove the greater evil.

Abolitionists lost sight of their greatest means of

power when they failed to adhere to their principles.

Let us, said Mr. P,, weigh well our words and actions

at all times. We cannot consistently vote for a man
to do what we cannot do ourselves. Men seem to be

possessed with the demon of war, and a Messiah is

needed to cast it out. What do we see this Govern-

ment doing? After the slaughter of one hundred

thousand of our men, not one State is redeemed from

secession. This is a purposeless war. Three hun-

dred thousand men are not what Gen. McClellan

wants, but a purpose, a determination to stand by the

right at all hazards.

The South deserves all she is receiving, but does

she deserve it of us ? " He that is without sin among

you, let him cast the first stone." Our mistake is in

supposing that the South is the chiefof sinners. How
many vagrant slaveholders in the Carolinas would

it take to make one Edward Everett or one South-

side Adams t We should look at what caused slavery

to be what it is. Gov. Stanley said to slaveholders,

" Abraham Lincoln is your best friend. Your slaves

formerly ran away, now your property is protected."

Is our army much longer to receive this kind of

praise ? Shall we not rather accept the issue, Liber-

ty or Slavery 1

The losses of this war ! In money, they are some-

thing; in life, they are something; in the goodness

and purity of those who remain, they are much more.

James N. Buffum followed. He said the talk of

restoring the old Union was about as sensible as it

would be to try to restore the old potato that was

planted after the top had blossomed. This war was

inaugurated by the Mouth, and we must have cither

liberty or slavery. The tendency was hopeful- Mr.

Lincoln had done more than he promised, and that

was doing well for a President. He told Wendell

Phillips to go home, and manufacture all the anti-sla-

very sentiment he could, for we should need it all

soon.

Mr. Pillsbury begged to correct the speaker. It was

Tark Godwin and not Mr. Phillips to whom the Pres-

ident had made that remark. And what was Park

Godwin's anti-slavery?

Charles L. Remond thought Mr. Lincoln's course

had been against the black men. He had ignored

their rights. In his policy, they are either contra-

bands or vagrants. How did it happen that he could

not put on the miserable United Slates uniform? If

it should be proposed to strike off their heads to save

their own, they would do it. This was United States

anti-slavery !

Joseph Merrill said this war was a question of

power; it was a contest between slaveholders and

their friends—a house divided against itself. He
hoped it would fall, and if it crushed slavery, God be

praised, and not Republicans!

II. C. Wright said the business of Abolitionists was

to kill slavery. What relation had this war to the

abolition of slavery ? The South was fighting for

slavery; let those at the North who fight be as ear-

nest for liberty.

Adjourned till 5r} o'clock.

Evening Sksssion. Parker Pillsbury spoke of

the inaction of Congress, now the Senatorial elections

are pending, as indicating that they fear to take that

prompt and decided action which the crisis demands,

lest it should influence those elections unfavorably to

themselves. He should not endorse this war until it

had a nobler object than preserving the old Union.

Our work was with the people; Lincoln's hands

were tied. Our army was dreadfully thinned, and

now three hundred thousand more were called for, to

be commanded by pro-slavery Generals. God, Mr.

P. said, was not on the side of the strongest battalions,

unless they were on the side of right.

H. C. Wright said the Government had no right to

rcenslave those once set free. By rebellion, State in-

stitutions were swept away. By law, no slaves were

held in a rebel State. Will you, asked Mr. W-, en-

slave those who, by the act of their masters, are taken

from under the Constitution of the United States and

made free 1 Surely, rebels are not citizens, and are

consequently deprived of all the rights which as citi-

zens they formerly possessed.

Mr. Pillsbury presented the following resolutions,

which were adopted:

—

Resolved, That the thanks of this meeting are

justly due, and are hereby heartily and unanimously

tendered, to Mr. Burnham, for his very generous

hospitality and kindness extended to us on this oc-

casion.

Resolved, That the proceedings of this Conven-

tion be signed by the President and Secretary, and

forwarded to the Liberator, with a respectful request

for their publication.

The resolutions offered by Mr. Pillsbury at the

forenoon session were also adopted, and the meeting

adjourned.

THOMAS HASKELL, President.

Margaret E. Bennett, Secretary.

EMANCIPATION IN THE BORDER STATES.

The Representatives and Senators of the Border
slaveholding States having, says the National Intelli-

gencer, by special invitation of the President, been con-
vened at the Executive Mansion on Saturday, 12th in-

stant, Mr. Lincoln addressed them as follows from a
written paper held in his hands :

—

Gentlemen,—After the adjournment of Congress,
now near, I shall have no opportunity of seeing you
for several months. Believing that you of the Border
States hold more power for good than any other equal
number of members, I feel it a duty which I cannot
justifiably waive to make this appeal to you.

I intend no reproach or complaint when I assure
you that, in my opinion, if you all had voted for the
resolution in the gradual emancipation message of last

March, the war would now be substantially ended.
And the plan therein proposed is yet one of the most
potent and swift means of ending it. Let the States
which are in rebellion see definitely and certainly that
in no event will the States you represent ever join
their proposed Confederacy, and they cannot much
longer maintain the contest. But you cannot divest
them of their hope to ultimately have you with them,
so long as you show a determination to perpetuate the
institution within your own States. Beat them at
elections, as you have overwhelmingly done, and,
nothing daunted, they still claim you as their own.
You and I know what the lever of their power is.

Break that lever before their faces, and they can shake
you no more forever.

Most of you have treated me with kindness and con-
sideration, and I trust you will not now think I im-
properly touch what is exclusively your own, when*
for the sake of the whole country, I ask, " Qan you,
for your States, do better than to take the course I
urge ? " Discarding punctilio and maxims adapted to

more manageable times, and looking only to the un-
precedentedly stern facts of our case, can you do better
in any possible event? You prefer that the constitu-
tional relations of the States to the nation shall be
practically restored without disturbance of the institu-

tion ; and, if this were done, my whole duty, in this

respect, under the Constitution and my oath of office,

would be performed. But it is not done, and we are
trying to accomplish it by war. The incidents of the
war cannot be avoided. If the war continues long, as
it must if the object be not sooner attained, the institu-

tion in your States will be extinguished by mere fric-

tion and abrasion—by the mere incidents of the war.
It will be gone, and you will have nothing valuable in

lieu of it. Much of its value is gone already. How
much better for you and for your people to take'the
step which at once shortens the war, and secures sub-
stantial compensation for that which is sure to be
wholly lost in any other event ! How much better to

thus save the money which else we sink forever in the
war I How much better to do it while we can, lest the
war ere long render us pecuniarily unahle to do it

!

How much better for you, as seller?and the nation, as
buyer, to sell out and buy out that without which the
war could never have been, than to sink both the thing
to be sold and the price of'it, in cutting one another's
throats !

I do not speak of emancipation at once, but of a de-
cision at once to emancipate gradually. Room in
South America for colonization can be obtained cheap-
ly and in abundance ; and when numbers shall be large
enough to be company and encouragement for one
another, the freed people will not be so reluctant to go.

I am pressed with a difficulty not yet mentioned

—

one which threatens division among those who, united,
are none too strong. An instance of it is known to
you. Gen. Hunter is an honest man. He was, and I
hope still is, my friend. I valued him none the less

for his agreeing with mc in the general wish that all

men everywhere could be freed. He proclaimed all

men free within certain States, and I repudiated the
proclamation. He expected more good and less harm
from the measure than I could believe would follow.
Yet, in repudiating it, I gave dissatisfaction, if not of-

fence, to many whose support the country cannot afford
to lose. And this is not the end of it. The pressure
in this direction is still upon me, and is increasing.
By conceding what I now ask, you can relieve me, and,
much more, can relieve the country in tins important
point.

Upon these considerations I have again begged your
attention to the Message of March last. Before leav-
ing the Capitol, consider and discuss it among your-
selves. You are patriots and statesmen, and as such I
pray you consider tins proposition; and at the least
commend it to the consideration of your States and
people. As you would perpetuate popular govern-
ment for the best people in the world, I beseech you
that you do in no wise omit this. Our common coun-
try is in great peril, demanding the loftiest views and
boldest action to bring a speedy relief. Once relieved,
its form of government is saved to the world ; its be-
loved history and cherished memories are vindicated,
and its happy future fully assured and rendered incon-
ceivably grand. To you, more than to any others, the
privilege is {riven to assure that happiness and swell
that grandeur, and to link your own names therewith
forever.

At the conclusion of these remarks, some conversa-
tion was had between the President and several mem-
bers of the delegations from the Border States, in

which it was represented that these States could not he
expected to move in so great a matter as that brought
to their notice in the foregoing address, while as yet
,the Congress had taken no step beyond the passage of
a resolution, expressive rather of a sentiment than
presenting a substantial and reliable basis of action.
The President acknowledged the force of this view,

and admitted that the Border States were entitled to

expect a subslantial pleiltfe of pecuniary aid as the
condition of taking into consideration a proposition so
important in its relations to their social system.

It was further represented in the Conference, that
Iho people of the Border States were interested in

knowing the great importance which the President at-

tached to the policy in question, while it was equally

due to the country, to the President and to themselves,

that the Representatives of the Border Slaveholding

States should publicly announce the motives under

which they were called to act, and the considerations

of public policy urged upon them and their constitu-

ents by the President.

Willi a view to such a statement of their position,

the members thus addressed met in council to deliber-

ate on the reply they should make to the President,

and, as the result of a comparison of opinions among
themselves, they determined upon the adoption of a

majority and a minority answer.

THE REPLY OF THE MAJORITY.
The following paper was sent to the President on

Thursday, signed by the majority of the Representa-

tives from the Border Slaveholding Stales :

—

Washington, July 14, 1862.

To the President:

The undersigned, representatives of Kentucky, Vir-

ginia, Missouri and Maryland, in the two Houses of

Congress, have listened to your address with the pro-

found sensibility naturally inspired by the high source

from which it emanates, the earnestness which marked
its delivery, and the overwhelming importance of the

subject of which it treats. We have given it a most
respectful consideration, and now lay before you our
response. We regret that want of time has not per-

mitted us to make it more perfect.

We have not been wanting, Mr. President, in re-

spect to you, and in devotion to the Constitution and
the Union. We have not been indifferent to the great

difficulties surrounding you, compared with which all

former national troubles have been but as the summer
cloud; and we have freely given you our sympathy
and support. Repudiating the dangerous heresies of

the Secessionists, we believed, with you, that the war
on their part is aggressive and wicked, and the objects

for which it was to be prosecuted on ours, defined by
your Message at the opening of the present Congress,
to be such as all good men should approve, we have
not hesitated to votc*ll supplies necessary to carry it

on vigorously. We have voted all the men and
money you have asked for

?
and even more ; we have

imposed onerous taxes on our people, and they are pay-
ing them with cheerfulness and alacrity ; we have en-

couraged enlistments, and sent to the field many of

our best men ; and some Of our number have offered

their persons to the enemy as pledges of their sinceri-

ty and devotion to the country. We have done all this

under the most discouraging circumstances, and in the

face of measures most distasteful to us, and injurious

to the interests we represent, and in the hearing of

doctrines avowed by those who claim to be your
friends, most abhorrent to us and our constituents.

But, for all this, we have never faltered, nor shall we
as long as we have a Constitution to defend and a gov-
ernment which protects us. And we are ready for re-

newed efforts, and even greater sacrifices, yea, any
sacrifice, when we are satisfied it is required to pre-

serve our admirable form of government and the price-

less blessings of constitutional liberty.

A few of our number voted for the resolution recom-
mended by your Message of the 6th of March last, the

greater portion of us did not, and we will briefly state

the prominent reasons which influenced our action.

In the first place, it proposed a radical change of our
social system, and was hurried through both houses
with undue haste, without reasonable time for consid-

eration and debate, and with no time at all for con-
sultation with our constituents, whose interests it

deeply involved. It seemed like an interference by
this Government with a question which peculiarly and
exclusively belonged to our respective States, on
which they had not sought advice or solicited aid.

Many of us doubted the constitutional power of this

Government to make appropriations of money for the
object designated, and all of us thought our finances

were in no condition to bear the immense outlay winch
its adoption and faithful execution would impose upon
the national Treasury. If we pause but a moment to

think of the debt its acceptance would have entailed,

we are appalled by its magnitude. The proposition
was addressed to all the States, and embraced the
whole number of slaves. According to the census of

1860, there were nearly four millions slaves in the
country; from natural increase they exceed that num-
ber now. At even the low average of three hundred
dollars, the price fixed by the emancipation act for the
slaves of this District, and greatly below their real

worth, their value runs up to the enormous sum of
twelve hundred millions of dollars; and if to that we
add the cost of deportation and colonization, at one
hundred dollars each, which is but a fraction more
than is actually paid by the Maryland Colonization
Society, we have four hundred millions more ! We
were not willing to impose a tax on our people suf-

ficient to pay the interest on that sum, in addition to
the vast and daily increasing debt already fixed upon
them by the exigencies of the war; and, if we had
been willing, the country could not bear it. Stated in
this form, the proposition is nothing less than the de-
portation from the country of sixteen hundred million
dollars' worth of producing labor, and the substitution
in its place of an interest-bearing debt of the same
amount

!

But, if we are told that it was expected that only
the States we represent would accept the proposition,
we respectfully submit that even then it involves a
sum too great for the financial ability of this govern-
ment at this time. According to the census of 1860

—

Kentucky had
Maryland, -

Virginia,
Delaware, - r

Missouri,

Tennessee, -

87,188

190,887
1,798

114,965

275,784

Making in the whole, - - 1,196,112

At the same rate of valuation these would
amount to £358,833,600

Add for deportation and colonization $100
each 119,244,533

And we have the enormous s i of $478,078,133

We did not feel that we should be justified in voting
for a measure which, if carried out, would add this

vast amount to our public debt at a moment when the
Treasury was reeling unde» the enormous expendi-
tures of the war.
Again, it seemed to us that this resolution was but

the annunciation oi a sentiment which could not or
was not likely to be reduced to an actual, tangible
proposition. No movement was then made to provide
and appropriate the funds required to carry it into ef-

fect; and we were not encouraged to believe that
funds would be provided. And our belief has been
fully justified by subsequent events. Not to mention
other circumstances, it is quite sufficient for our pur-
pose to bring to your notice the fact, that while this

resolution was under consideration in the Senate, our
colleague, the Senator from Kentucky, moved an
amendment appropriating $500,000 to the object there-
in designated, and it was voted down with great una-
nimity. What confidence, then, could we reasonably
feel that if we committed ourselves to the policy it

proposed, our constituents would reap the fruits of the
uise held out; and on what ground could we, as

fair men, approach them and challenge their support?
The right to hold slaves is a right appertaining to

all the States of this Union. They have the right to
cherish or abolish the institution as their tastes or their

interest may prompt, and no one is authorized to ques-
tion the right or limit its enjoyment. And no one has
more clearly affirmed that right than you have. Your
inaugural address docs you great honor in this respect,
and inspired the country with confidence in your fair-

i and respect for the law. Our States are in the
enjoyment of that right. We do not feel called on to
defend the institution, or to affirm that it is one which
ugbtto be cherished; perhaps if we were to make

the attempt, we might find that we differ even among
ourselves. It is enough for our purpose to know that
t is a right ; and so knowing, we did not see why we
hould now be expected to yield it. We had con-
tributed our full share to relieve the country at this

terrible crisis, we had done as much as had been re-

red of others, in like circumstances, and we did not
why sacrifices should be expected of us from

which others, no more loyal, were exempt. Nor could
we see what good the nation would derive from it.

Such a sacrifice submitted to by us would not have
strengthened the arm of this government or weakened
that of the enemy. It was not necessary as a pledge
of our loyalty, for that had been manifested beyond a
reasonable doubt, in every form and at every place

nble. There was not the remotest probability that
the States we represent would join in the rebellion,

nor is there now j or of their electing to go with the
Southern section in the event of a recognition of the
independence of any part of the disaffected region.
Our States arc fixed unalterably in their resolution to

ndhere to and support the Union; they see no safety
for themselves and no hope for constitutional liberty
but by its preservation. They will, under no circum-
stances, consent to its dissolution, and we do them no
more than justice when we assure you that while the
war is conducted to prevent that deplorable catastro-
phe, they will sustain it as long as they can master a
man or command a dollar. Nor will they ever con-
sent, in any event, to unite with the Southern Con-
federacy. The bitter fruits of the peculiar doctrines of
that region will forever prevent them from placing
their security and happiness in the custody of an as-
sociation which has Incorporated in its organic law the
eeds of its own destrnction.

We cannot admit, Mr. President, that if we had
otcd for the resolution in the Emancipation Message

of March last, the war would now be substantially
ended. We are unable to see how our action in this
particular has given, or could give, encouragement to
the rebellion. The resolution has passed ; and If there
be virtue in it, it will be quite as efficacious as If we
had voted for it. We have no power to bind oar
States in this respect by our votes here, and whether

we had voted the one way or the other, they are in

the same condition of freedom to accept or reject its

provisions. . No, sir, the war has not been prolonged

or hindered by our action on this or any other measure.
We must look for other causes for that lamented fact.

We think there is not much difficulty, not much uncer-

tainty, in pointing out others far more probable and
potent in their agencies to that end.

The rebellion derives its strength from the union of

all classes in the insurgent Slates; and while that

union lasts, the war will never end until they are utter-

ly exhausted. We know that at the inception of these
troubles Southern society was divided, and that a large

portion, perhaps a majority, were opposed to secession.

Now the great mass of Southern people are united.

To discover why they are so, we must glance at South-
ern society, and notice the classes into which it has

been divided, and which still distinguish it. They are
in arms, but not for the same objects; they are moved
to a common end, but by different and inconsistent

reasons. The leaders, which comprehends what w
previously known as the State Rights party, and is

much the lesser clnss, seek to break down national in-

dependence and set up State domination. With them
it is a war against nationality. The other class is

fighting, as it supposes, to maintain and preserve its

rights of property and domestic safety, which it has
been made to believe are assailed by this government.
This tatter class are not disunionists per se; they are

so only because they have been made to believe that

this administration is inimical to their rights, and is

making war on their domestic institutions. As long
these two classes act together, they will never as-

sent to peace. The policy, then, to be pursued is ob-

vious. The former class will never be reconciled, but
the latter may be. Remove their apprehensions.
Satisfy them that no harm is intended to them and
their institutions ; that this government is not making
war on their rights of property, hut is simply defend-
ing its legitimate authority, and they will gladly re-

turn to their allegiance as soon as the pressure of mili-

tary dominion imposed by the Confederate authorities

is removed from them.
Twelve months ago both houses of Congress, adopt-

ing the spirit of your message, then but recently sent in,

lared with singular unanimity the objects of the war,

and the country instantly bounded to your side to assist

you in carrying it on. If the spirit of that resolution

had been adhered to, we are confident that we should
before now have seen the end of this deplorable con-
flict. But what have we seen ? In both houses of Con-
gress we have heard doctrines subversive of the prin-

ciples of the Constitution, and seen measure after mea-
sure founded in substance on those doctrines proposed
and carried through, which can have no other effect

than to distract and divide loyal men, and exasperate
and drive still further from us and their duty the peo-

ple of the rebellious States. Military officers, follow-

ing these bad examples, have stepped beyond the just
limits of their authority in the same direction, until in

several instances you have felt the necessity of inter-

fering to arrest them. And even the passage of the
resolution to which you refer has been ostentatiously
proclaimed as the triumph of a principle which the
people of the Southern States regard as ruinous to

them. The effect of these measures was foretold, and
may now be seen in the indurated state of Southern
feeling.

To these causes, Mr. President, and not to our omis-
sion to vote for the resolution recommended by you,
we solemnly believe we are to attribute the terrible

earnestness of those in arms against the government,
and the continuance of the war. Nor do we (permit
us to say, Mr. President, wiih all respect for you,)
agree that the institution of slavery is " the lever of
their power," but we are of opinion that " the lever of
their power" is the apprehension that the powers of a
common government, created for common and equal
protection to the interests of all, will be wielded against
the institutions of the Southern States.

There is one other idea in your address we feel

called upon to notice. After stating the fact of your
repudiation of General Hunter's proclamation, you
add :

—

" Yet, in repudiating it, I gave dissatisfaction, if not
offence, to many whose support the country cannot af-

ford to lose. And this is not the end of it. The pres-
sure in this direction is still upon me, and is increas-
ing. By conceding what I now ask, you can relieve
me, and, much more, can relieve the country in this

important point."

We have anxiously looked into this passage to dis-

cover its true import, but we are yet in painful uncer-
tainty. How can we, by conceding what you now
ask, relieve you and the country from the increasing
pressure to which you refer? We will not allow our-
selves to think that the proposition is, that we consent
to give up slavery, to the end that the Hunter procla-
mation may be let loose on the Southern people, for it

is too well known that we would not be parties to any
such measure, and we have too much respect for you
to imagine you would propose it. Can it mean that
by sacrificing our interest in slavery, we appease the
spirit that controls that pressure, cause it to be with-
draw^, and rid the country of the pestilent agitation of
the slavery question ? We are forbidden so to think,
for that spirit would not be satisfied with the libera-

tion of 700,000 slaves, and cease its agitation, while
three millions remain in bondage. Can it mean
that, by abandoning slavery in our States, we are
removing the pressure from you and the country,
by preparing for a separation on the line of the cotton
States? We are forbidden so to think, because it is

known that we are, and we believe that you are, unal-
terably opposed to any division at all. We would
prefer to think that you desire this concession as a
pledge of our support, and thus enable you to with-
stand a pressure which weighs heavily on you and the
country. Mr. President, no such sacrifice is necessary
to secure our support. Confine yourself to your con-
stitutional authority; confine your subordinates with-
in the same limits ; conduct this war solely for the
purpose of restoring the Constitution to its legitimate
authority ; concede to each State and its loyal citizens

their just rights, and we are wedded to you by indis-

soluble ties. Do this, Mr. President, and you touch
the American heart and invigorate it with new hope.
You will, as we sincerely believe, in due time restore
peace to your country, lift it from despondency to a
future of glory, and preserve to your countrymen,
their posterity, and man, the inestimable treasure of
a constitutional government.

Mr. President, we have stated with frankness and
candor the reasons on which we forbore to vote for
the resolution you have mentioned; but you have
again presented this proposition, and appealed to us
with an earnestness and eloquence which have not
failed to impress us, to "consider it, and at the least

to commend it to the consideration of our States and
people." Thus appealed to by the Chief Magistrate
of our beloved .country in the hour of its greatest peril,

we cannot wholly decline. We are willing to trust
every question relating to their interest and happiness
to the consideration and ultimate judgment of our own
people. While differing from you as to the necessity of
emancipating the staves of our States as a means of
putting down the rebellion, and while protesting against
the propriety of any extra territorial interference to
'nduce the people of our States to adopt any particu-
ar line of policy on a subject which peculiarly and ex-
clusively belongs to them, yet when you and our
brethren of the loyal States sincerely believe that the
retention of slavery by us is an obstacle to peace and
nationat harmony, and are willing to contribute pecu-
niary aid to compensate our States and people for the
inconvenience produced by such a change of ^stem,

are not unwilling that our people shall consider
the propriety of putting it aside.

But we have already said that we regarded this res-

olution as the utterance of a sentiment, and we had
no confidence that it would assume the shape of a
tangible, practical proposition, which would yield the
fruits of the sacrifice it required. Our people are in-
fluenced by the same want of confidence, and will
not consider the proposition in its present impalpable
form. The interest they are asked to give up is to
them of immense importance, and they ought not to
be expected even to entertain the proposal until they
are assured that when they accept it, their just expect-
ations will not be frustrated. We regard your plan as
a proposition from the nation to the States to exercise an
admitted constitutional right in a particular manner,
and yield up a valuable interest, Before they ought to

consider the proposition, it should be presented in such
a tangible, practical, efficient shape as to command
their confidence that its fruits are contingent only
upon their acceptance. We cannot trust anything to
the contingencies of future legislation. If Congress,
by proper and necessary legislation, shall provide suf-
ficient funds, and place them at your disposal to be ap-
plied by you to the payment of any of our States or
the citizens thereof who shall adopt the abolishment
of slavery, either gradual or immediate, as they may
determine, and the expense of deportation and colo-
nization of the liberated slaves, then will our States
and people take this proposition into careful consider-
ation, for such decision as in their judgment is de-
manded by their interest, their honor, a their duty
to the whole country.

Wo have the honor to be, with great respect,

C. A. Wickuffe, C/tuir'n. Chari.es B. Calvert,
Gaurett Davis,
R. Wilson,
J. J. Crittknden,
John S. Caklilk,
J. W. CltISt'-lEI.I>,

J. S. Jackson,
H. GllIDKR,
John S. Phelps,
Ehancis Thomas,

('. L. h. Leahy,
Edwin II, Weuster,
R. Mali.ohv,
Aakon IIaudino,
James S. Hollins,
J. W. Mknzies,
Thomas L. Price,
G. W. DUNLAl',
Wji, A. Hall.

THE REPLY OP THE MINORITY.
Washington, July 15, 1862.

Mr. PKU8IDKNT,— The undersigned, members of
Congress from (he Border States, in response to your
address of Saturday last, hog leave to say that they
attended a meeting on the same day the address was
delivered, lor the purpose ol considering the same.

The meeting appointed a committee to report a re-

sponse to your address. That report was made on
yesterday, and the action of the majority indicated
clearly that the response reported, or one in substance
the same, would be adopted, and presented to you.
Inasmuch as we cannot, consistently with our own

sense of duty to the country, under the existing perils
which surround us, concur in that response, we feel

it to be due to you and to ourselves to make to

you a brief and candid answer over our own signa-
tures.

We believe that the whole power of the Govern-
ment, upheld and sustained by all the influences and
icans of all loyal men in all sections, and of all par-

lies, is essentially necessary to put down the rebel-
lion, and preserve the Union and the Constitution.
We understand your appeal to us to have been made
for the purpose of securing this result. A very large
portion of the people in the Northern States believe
that slavery is the " lever-power of the rebellion." It

matters not whether this belief be well-founded or
not. The belief does exist, and we have to deal with
things as they are, and not as we would have them be.

In consequence of the existence of this belief, we un-
derstand that an immense pressure is brought to bear
for the purpose of striking down tins institution through
the exercise of military authority. The Government
cannot maintain this great struggle, if the support and
influence of the men who entertain these opinions be
withdrawn. Neither can the Government hope for
early success, if the support of that element called
"conservative" be withdrawn.
Such being the condition of things, the President

appeals to the Border State men to step forward, and
prove their patriotism by making the first sacrifice.

No doubt, like appeals have been made toextremc men
in the North to meet us half way, in order that the
whole moral, political, pecuniary, and physical force
of the nation may be firmly and earnestly united in
one grand effort to save the Union and the Constitu-
tion.

Believing that such were the motives that prompted
your address, and such the result to which it looked,
we cannot reconcile it to our sense of duty, in this try-
ing hour, to respond in a spirit of fault-finding or queru-
lousness over the things that are past. We are not
disposed to seek for the cause of present misfortunes
in the errors and wrongs of others who now propose to

unite with us in a common purpose. But, on the
other hand, we meet your address in the spirit in
which it was made, and, as loyal Americans, declare
to you and to the world that there is no sacrifice that
we are not ready to make to save the Government
and institutions of our fathers.

That we, few of us though there may be, will per-
mit no men, from the North or from the South, to go
further than we in the accomplishment of the great
work before us. That, in order to carry out these
iews, we will, so far as may be in our power, ask the

people of the Border States, calmly, deliberately, and
fairly, to consider your recommendations. We are
the more emboldened to assume this position from
the fact, now become history, that the leaders of the
Southern rebellion have offered to abolish slavery
among them as a condition to foreign intervention in
favor of their independence as a nation.

If they can give up slavery to destroy the Union,
we can surely ask our people to consider the question
of emancipation to save the Union.

With great respect, your obedient servants,

John W. Nowell
Sam'l S. Casey,
George P. Fisher,
A. J. Clements,

William G. Brows,
Jacob B. Blair,
W. P. Willey.

REPLY OF MR, MAYNARD.
House op Representatives, July 16, 1862.

Sir,—The magnitude and gravity of the proposi-
tion submitted by you to Representatives from the
Slave States would naturally occasion diversity, if

not contrariety, of opinion. You will not, therefore,
be surprised that I have not been able to concur in
view with the majority of them. This is attributable,
possibly, to the fact that my State is not a Border
State, properly so called, and that my immediate con-
stituents are not yet disenthralled from the hostile
arms of the Rebellion. This fact is a physical obsta-
cle in the way of my now submitting to their consid-
eration this or any other proposition looking to politi-

cal action, especially such as, in this case, would re-

quire a change in the organic law of the State.

But do not infer that I am insensible to your appeal.
I am not. You are surrounded with difficulties far
greater than have embarrassed any of your predeces-
sors. You need the support of every American citi-

zen, and you ought to have it, active, zealous and hon-
est. The union of every Union man to aid you in
preserving the Union is the duty of the time. Differ-
ences as to policy and methods must be subordinated
to the common purpose.

In looking for the causes of this Rebellion, it is

natural that each section and each party should as-
cribe as little blame as possible to itself, and as much
as possible to its opponent section and party. Possi-
bly you and I might not agree on a comparison of
our views. That there should be differences of opin-
ion as to the best mode of conducting our military
operations,.and the best men to lead our armies, is

equally natural. Contests on such questions weaken
ourselves and strengthen our enemies. 'J*hey are
unprofitable, and possibly unpatriotic. Somebody
must yield, or we waste our strength in a contempti-
ble struggle among ourselves.
You appeal to the loyal men of the Slave States to

sacrifice something of feeling and a great deal of in-
terest. The sacrifices they have already made and
the sufferings they have endured give the best assur-
ance that the appeal will not have been made in vain.
He who is not ready to yield all his material inter-
ests.and to forego his most cherished sentiments and
opinions for the preservation of his country, although
he may have perilled his life on the battle-field in
her defence, is but half a patriot. Among the loyal
people that I represent, there are no half patriots.
Already the Rebellion has cost us much, even to

our undoing; we are content, if need be, to give up
the rest to suppress it. We have stood by you from
the beginning of this struggle, and we mean to stand
by you, God willing, till the end of it.

I did not vote for the resolution to which you al-

lude, solely for the reason that at the time I was ab-
sent at the capital of my own State. It is right.

Should any of the Slave States think proper to ter-
minate that institution, as several of them I under-
stand, or at least some of their citizens propose, jus-
tice and a generous comity require that the country
should interpose to aid it in lessening the burden,
public and private, occasioned by so radical a change
in its social and industrial relations.

I will not now speculate upon the effect, at home
or abroad, of the adoption of your policy, nor inquire
what action of the rebel leaders has rendered some-
thing of the kind important. Your whole adminis-
tration gives the highest assurance that you are
moved, not so much from a desire to see all men every
where made free, as from a far higher desire to pre-
serve free institutions for the benefit of men already
free ; not to make slaves freemen, but to prevent free-
men from being made si ives ; not to destroy an insti-
tution, which a portion of us only consider bad, but to
save institutions which we all alike consider good.
I am satisfied you would not ask from any of your
fellow-citizens a sacrifice not, in your judgment, im-
peratively required by the safety of the country.

This is the spirit of your appeal, and I respond to
t in the same spirit.

I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

HORACE MAYNARD.
To the President.

Florence, July 22, 1862.

Dear Garrison—Considering bow rapidly I spoke at

Franungham, it is not strange that, in our friend Yorrin-

ton's generally excellent report of my remarks, I find a
few mistakes ; the wonder being rather that they are so

few. But I should liko to make the following corrections,

th your leave :

—

In the sentence, about midway of the second paragraph

These men do know something about everything except

slavery, and what slavery toaches," for "teaches," read
touches."

In the last clause of that sentence, " they do not know
everything which it is important they should know at this

time," for "everything," read " the very thing."

In the 10th lino from the end of the paragraph, iu the

clause ending "seeking one for him," for "him," read
themselves."

In the samo lino, for " not only they," read " not only
by them," and insert " by " after the following " but."

In tho sixth lino from the end of the samo paragraph,

they" should bo omitted beforo "reoognuo."

Yours, truly, C. C. BURLEIGH.

Correction. In the report of the Essex County
annual meeting, it was stated that the resolutions of
Mr. Pillsbury were accepted. It should read, they
were unanimously adopted by the meeting.

^=- We ask the special attention of every reader
Of the I'.il'iratorto the very lucid and admirable speech
of J. Miller McKim, on our last page, delivered in

Sanson, Street Hall, Philadelphia, (and the substance
of it given at the Framinghani Grove on the 4th of
July,) concerning the condition, progress and pros-

poets of the "contrabands "
at. Port Royal and Beau-

fort. All its statements are fully continued by a pub-
lished letter from Gov. Saxlon, and they triumphant-
ly vindtoftta th« ofcpiwtty ami chuaotsr <>r the colored

raco from the foul aspersions of (heir enemies.

A MANIFESTO FROM THE PRESIDENT.
Executive Mansion, I

Washington, July 11, 1862. J

Ordered, That Major General Henry W. Halleck
be assigned to the command of the' whole land forcefl

of the United States, as General-in-Chief, and that ho
repair to this capital an soon as lie can with safety to

the positions and operations within the dffp£rtmcni

now under his special charge.
Abraham Lincoln:

|ft^™ We fear that this appointment, for the gov-

ernment, is "out of the frying-pan into the fire." It

is our sober, deliberate, settled conviction, that if the

four leading Generals—Halleck, McClellan, McDowell
and Buell—were dismissed from the service, it would

be a gain to the cause of freedom, and a heavy blow

to the rebellion. We bblieve them to be equally un-

trustworthy—more in sympathy with slavery than

with liberty—more disposed to prolong the war than

to end it, in order to effect some new compromise for

the propitiation and restoration of the Slave Power in

controllTng our national affairB. The President ia

credulous, blind and infatuated, in committing euch

high trusts and solemn responsibilities' into the hands

of these political opponents, who are only too willing

to see his administration overturned.)

ORDER CONCERNING THE SEIZURE AND
USE OF REBEL PROPERTY.

War Department, July 22.

Executive Order.
First. Ordered that the Military Commanders with-

in the States of Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas and
Arkansas, in an orderly manner, seize and use any
property real or personal which may be necessary or
convenient for their several commands, as supplies or

for other military purposes, and that while property
may be destroyed for proper military objects, none
shall be destroyed in wantonness or malice.

Second. That Military and Naval 'Commanders shall

employ as laborers within and from said States so
many persons of African descent as can be advanta-
geously used for military or naval purposes, giving
them reasonable wages for their labor.

Third. That, ah to both property and persons of Af-
rican descent, accounts shall be kept sufficiently accu-
rate and in detail to show the quantities and amounts,
and from whom both the property and such persons
shall have come, as a basis upon which compensation
can be made in proper cases, and the several depart-
ments of this Government shall attend to and perform
their appropriate parts toward the execution of these
orders.

By order of the President,
(Signed) E. M. STANTON_-^

ADJOURNMENT OF CONGRESS.
Congress, at the session just closed, has perfected
ore good measures than any predecessor for the last

half century. Among these we reckon
The Free Homestead Act;
The prohibition of Slavery, absolutely and forever,
all the Territories of the Union ;

The Abolition ot Slavery in tfie District of Colum-
bia;

The Pacific Railroad Act;
The revision of the Supreme Court Judicial Dis-

tricts
;

The act appropriating Public Lands to the founda-
tion and support of Agricultural and Mechanical Col-
leges in the several States;
The act retrenching Military Expenses and Allow-

ances.

And, finally,

The act confiscating the property and emancipating
the slaves of persistent Rebels.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

An English Estimate of Wendell Phillips.—
"An English Traveller " writes from Boston to the
London Spectator

:

—
"The re^l pillar of the abolitionist party is Wen-

dell Phillip*^ Gifted with great talents, with untiring
energy, and, above all, with an eloquence which in my
experience I have never heard equalled, he might
have risen to any height in public life ; and the career
open to an ordinary American of talent is higher than
we at home can well realize. But, for conscience'
sake, Mr. Phillips refused to enter on a career which
necessitated, to say the least, an outwaid acquiescence
in the sin of slavery. He has labored for years past,
amidst ridicule and abuse and obloquy, to awaken the
nation to a sense of their duty. It is difficult for an
Englishman to conceive the amount of moral courage
required by an American who preaches the doctrine
that the cherished Constitution of Washington and
Hamilton was in itself a compact with sin—an evil

to be abolished. Right or wrong, you cannot deny
Wendell Phillips's courage. Pro-slavery or anti-sla-

very, you cannot dispute the power of his eloquence.
And his labor has not been in vain."

The Rebel Irruptions in the Southwest. The
sudden forays by bodies of rebel marauders in Ten-
nessee, Kentucky and Missouri,— their capture of
Murfreesboro' and menace of Nashville—their ravages
in Kentucky and advance toward the capital of that
State, and toward the Ohio River—their appearance in
Northern Missouri, and their operations on the very
border of Iowa—their demonstrations in the vicinity
of Corinth and along our entire line in North Alabama—the bold front they assume in Northern Arkansas
and along the Mississippi River—indicate that the em-
bers of rebellion in the Southwest are still hot and
smouldering. They prove that the rebels have taken
new heart from their so-called successes on the Penin-
sula, and that they yet look forward to a reeonquest of
the Southwestern States; or rather, perhaps, they
may indicate that, though Kentucky, Tennessee and
Missouri are inevitably lost to the Confederacy, the
expelled rebels are determined to carry into them fira

and sword, destruction, confusion, rapine and blood-
shed ; and thus, if they cannot rule, they will at leait
do their best to ruin.

The Total Loss at the Richmond Battles.—
The following statement, which comes from an official

source, may be relied upon as a correct enumeration
of the Union losses during the six days' battles before
Richmond :

—

Corps. Killed. Wounded. Missing. Total.
Franklin, 245 1313 1179 2737
Sumner, no 1068 848 208?
Keyes, 69 607 201 777
Heintzelman, 189 1051 833 2078
Porter, 878 3700 2779 7352
Cavalry, 19 60 97 176
Engineers, — 2 21 23

Totals, 1565 7701 6958 15,224

Working Industriously. General Saxton write!
to the Secretary of War that the contrabands in South
Carolina are working industriously, that the system
of voluntary labor is effective, and that the blacks are
contented and happy in their new position. The
General adds that, by adoptinq a judicious system of re-
ward, almost any amount of labor can be obtained] and
that the proceeds will pay expenses. Two advantages
are hero indicated—first, the negroes will work faith-
fully for day wages, and, secondly, their labor is suffi-

ciently remunerative to free the Government of all

expense on their account.

Chicago, July 15. A special dispatch to the Tri-
bune, dated Memphis, says that 200 of Col. Fitch's
command had an engagement with the rebels, number-
ing 450, on the morning of the 6th. The Federal loss
was 22 killed and wounded, and the rebels had 8-i

killed, wounding and missing. Another engagement
took place on the night of the 7th. Col. Fitch cap-
tured all the enemy's camp equipage and provisions.
Both fights are said to have taken place within tea "

miles of Duvall's Bluff, where a large force of rebels
arc said to bo stationed.

&J^ A free colored man, who escaped and arrived
in Washington from Richmond, says the rebel loss in
killed, wounded and missing in the seven davs' bat-
tles was 32,000.

The Atlantic Monthly. We give below the
list of contributors to the Atlantic Monthly for August:
The New Gymnastics, by Dio Lewis, M. D. : Mr.
Axtell; My Daphne, by Mrs. A. D. T. Whiinev

,

Concerning Disagreeable People, by the " Country
Parson"; The Sam Adams Regiments in the Town
of Boston, by Richard Frothingham

; Life in the Open
Air, by the late Theodore Winthrop ; To William
Lowell Putnam; the Horrors of San Domingo, bv John
Weiss; My Lost Art, by M. 1). Conwav ; In War
Time, by John G. Whittier; Amy Vvontworth

;

Thoreau, by Ralph Waldo Emerson ; A Summer-
Day ; Reviews and Literary Notices.

W ANDREW T. F03S, an Agont of the Massachusetts

tf. Sooioty, will locturo upon Slavery, the W«r, and
Emancipation, a« follows :

—

Reading, Sunday, July 27.

Stonehain, «< Aug. 3.

W E. 11. HEYWOOD will spoak at East Princeton,
Sinulay, Aug. 3d, at 10 1-2, A. M., aud 1, P. M.

OTW.M. WKU.S BROWN will speak as follows—on
llu. IVuHiiuis of tho Present Hour, tit

Westminster, flln:

M iiu-lioiHlou, "
Sniulny, July 2",

Tu^Liy, " 29.



ISO THE LIB ERA. TOR
fltfttg

TOR TEE GROVE MEETING AT PRAMING-

HAM, " FOURTH OF JULY."

Beautiful Summer is smiling around us,

Earth is like Eden arrayed in its bloom ;

On the fair face of Nature no shadow is resting,

In the joy of her sunlight no sadness or gloom.

Sura never a lovelier Summer smiled o'er us,

Since first by the seashore fcho Puritan stood.

And saw the.white snow-shroud wrap hill-side and valley,

And the smoke of the wigwam rise through the lone

wood !

And again we have met in this "Temple of Nature/'

This grand old Cathedral, whose dome is the sky
;

Whose gates open wide to the lonely and outcast,

Where no tinsel-show glitters to dazzle the eye !

Our organ the air-barps—our minstrels the song-birds,

Whose sweet anthems rise to our " Father in Heaven :

"

Ah ! would that we too might join in the chorus,

And chant the blest words—Lo ! the fetters are riven !

Through the war-cloud blood-stained we have seen the faint

dawning,

And waited and watched for the coming of day ;

And oft we have said, " Sure, the day-star is rising !
"

But, alas ! we behold scarce its first beaming ray.

Our loved and our treasured—bow many are lying

'Neath the green turf of June, in their lone soldier's

grave !

New England's brave martyrs are counted by thousands,

From the storied Potomac to Mexico's wave !

By Albemarle's waters, in Koanoko's pine groves,

Where Newbern looks out on the river so fair,

Where the Oaks and the Pines* of Virginia are ohanting

A dirge for our loved in the soft Summer air !

And still in our South-land the bondman is waiting,

And vainly imploring our North-land to aid

;

And praying that he, too, may battle for freedom,

And join with the champions for contest arrayed.

How earnest and loyal, how true and devoted,

Have our slave brothers been, History's record will

show ;—
Through darkness and danger our armies they've guided,

And never deceived or betrayed to the foe.

...Ah ! would we but raise the white banner of freedom,

And Eay to the tyrant, " Your vassals are free .'

All blackened with treason, ye blood-thirsty traitors,

Think not we longer shall cringe unto ye !

"We've left our dear homes on the green, sunny hill-sides

—

The homes which free labor makes peaceful and blest

:

We've severed each tie which so fondly hath bound us,

At the call of our country left love, peace and rest

!

*' We've come in our might, as the avalanche oometh,

To bury forever all treason and wrong

!

Ye have taunted and scorned, ye've defied and contemned

us,

And boasted that Slavery should ne'vo be o'erthrown !

" Lo ! Cotton is King, ye have said !—we believed you,

And in homage we bowed to the proud despot's sway ;

But we worship no longer—our idol is broken

—

From our sight we have cast it forever away.

" If our life-blood must crimson the soil of the South-land,

No altar of slavery shall rise where we fall j

From our graves shall spring up the fair tree of true free-

dom,

And grow till its branches give shelter to all
!

"

If thus we would speak, then the traitors would tremble,

And feel that the dark hour of doom had drawn near ;

And Oppression's death-knell, in thunder-tones sounding,

The voice of the Northmen with trembling they'd hear !

But, alas for our country ! our rulers still heed not,

Though to us God now speaks as to Pharaoh of old ;

Still they falter and shrink, and heed not the mandate,

" Let mine image no longer be bartered for gold !

*' Let my people go free !— or the red sea of carnage

Must engulf your fair land 'neath its blood-crimsoned

tide
;

For ne'er till ye heed the command I have given,

Will the olive-branch wave, or the death-tide be stayed !"

Then let us arouse to the duty before us,

tly, fearlessly strive for the Eight

;

And list to the voice that to-day is entreating

—

Press onward, still guided by Truth's beaming light

!

Barre, Mass., 1862. Carrie.

* Eeferring to the battle of Fair Oaks and Seven Pines.

®k* 3Eifon'ttt0*.
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From the New York Tribune.

EMANCIPATE.
Lo ! looms a morning long foretold !

It dawns in blood-bedabbled gold,

'Mid awe, and shame, and prayer, and wonder,

And fire, and rage, and death, and thunder ;

The morn that ends a night more dread

Than that whose break showed Misraim's dead.

And twice ten thousand quenchless rays,

In awful, unresisted blaze,

Write broad above day's burning gate,

Emancipate ! Emancipate ! !

The day is here ! The hour is high !

This, this must be our battle-cry !

None else avails, nor ought, nor can,

While manhood is denied to man !

God wills it from eternal years,

We learn it slow, through stripes and tears ;

But learn at last, or learn we must,

"Til deeper agony and dust,

God's mandate to our guilty State,

Emancipate ! Emancipate ! !

Deep from ten thousand thousand hearts

The gathering echo swells and starts

!

Hearts whose best life is wrung and riven ;

Hearts whose best blood Hke rain is given j

Hearts wise by all the woes they feel ;

Hearts true as trebly-tempered steel

;

They gave their bravest, day by day,

To worse than Juggernaut a prey
;

And now they cry, in holy hate,

Emancipate ! Emancipate !

!

Down with the wretch who dares withstand

This sole salvation of our land !

Who dares, what time her cannon roar,

What time her veins their life-blood pour,

To shield, through all her mortal strife,

The Hydra that assaults her life !

Contemns the aid Heaven long since chose,

And foils his country, not her foes !

Down with the wretch ! or small or great

!

Emancipate ! Emancipate !

!

Dare to do right because 'tis right

!

""Dare to be read by God's own sight

!

Count not false friends, nor treacherous foes !

Who smites with God what powers oppose?

Strike he who dare ! Strike he who can !

A blow with heaven ! A blow for man !

Strike grandly in this hour sublime

A blow to ring through endless time t

Strike ! for the listening ages wait

Emancipate ! Emancipate ! 1 G. L. T.

From the Boston Christian Register.

OUTWARD CONQUESTS NOT ENOUGH.
'Tis not enough to overcome with arms,

—

These may the body, not the mind, subdue :

A mightier foo within the spirit barms

Than that the armed warrior ever knew.

Here Ignorance and Error still prolong

Their ancient rule, and dread the coming light

;

And joined with them Ambition, Pride and Wrong

Muster their hosts, and, leagued with" darkness, light.

These not by carnal weapons are o'erthrown,

But by the power of light and truth aud love,

—

Weapons the warrior's hands have never known,

Sent from the armory of God above,

—

Boldness to speak the quick and powerful Word,

That sharper is than his two-edged sword ! J. V.

The gloomiest day bath gleams of light,

The darkest wave hath bright foam near

And twinkles through the cloudiest night

Some solitary star to obeer it.

THE FREED MEN OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

ADDRESS OF MR. J. M. McKIM,

At Sansom Hall, Philadelphia, on Wednesday evening,
the $th instant, to an audience invited by the Port Royal
Relief Committee—Stephen Colwell, Esq., in the Chair.

Mr. Chairman, and Ladies and Gentlemen :—

I

am here to-night at the request of my friends and co-

adjutors of the Port Royal Relief Committee, to give

some account of a recent visit which, at their in-

stance, I have been paying to the Sea Islands of South

Carolina. My mission was one of observation and

inquiry,—its object being to obtain accurate informa-

tion as to the condition and wants of (he liberated

blacks, and the progress and promise of the free-labor

experiment there being made.

Before proceeding with my account, it may be

proper for me to make a few preliminary statements,

for the benefit of such—if such there be here—as may
not have given this subject their particular attention.

The successful bombardment by our fleet, under Com-
modore Dupont, of the two rebel forts at Port Royal,

put our forces in possession of all, or nearly all, that

rich and fertile portion of the Palmetto State known
as the Sea Islands. At the approach of our soldiers,

the planters fled to the main, carrying with them all

the property they coutd, including as many of their

Blaves, especially their house servants, as they could

induce or compel to accompany them.

They left behind them, however, nearly 10,000 of

their plantation slaves, a large proportion of whom
were aged, infirm and children. They left, also, con-

siderable stores of corn, and still more considerable

quantities of cotton. Of the latter, most was un-

gathered and on the stalk. The negroes showed

themselves so loyal and friendly, and in all respects so

well disposed, that our government concluded to em-

ploy them, at wages, in harvesting the cotton, and

baling it for market. The wages that were promised,

though moderate, were nominally—that is, in the in-

tentions of the government—all-sufficient; but when
they were disbursed in store goods at exorbitant rates,

by selfish and sordid agents, they amounted to but a

meagre pittance. Some of these cotton agents were

honorable and upright men; others were base and un-

scrupulous. Nevertheless, the blacks worked indus-

triously, and were content. As the result of their

labor, upwards of 1,100,000 pounds of this valuable

article was shipped to New York, there to be sold for

the benefit of the national treasury. Its value in dol-

lars and cents, and that of the labor which made it

available, may be estimated when I state that a lot,

some six weeks ago, brought seventy-two cents a

pound at auction. Since that time, the price has

greatly advanced.

Encouraged by the success of this enterprise, the

government—that is, Mr. Chase, by the advice of

friends—resolved to try the experiment of planting a

new crop. The undertaking was entrusted to Edward
L. Pierce, Esq., at that time a private in the ranks of

our volunteer army, at Portress Monroe; previously

a rising young lawyer at the bar of Boston. Mr.

Pierce waB a personal friend of Secretary Chase, and

had been at one time his private secretary. He had

proved his capacity for the work now confided to him
by the skill and judgment with which, while at Port-

resB Monroe, he had organized the "contrabands"

there, and turned to account their industry and labor.

Constituted Special Agent of the Treasury Depart-

ment, with certain powers, one of which was to or-

ganize a corps of assistants, and another to draw on a

fund placed at his disposal for the purchase of seeds,

implements, &c, necessary for the execution of his

task, Mr. Pierce repaired to Boston, and proceeded to

lay the facts of the case before his friends and the

public. In a short time, assisted by a Freedmen's

Association, which had been formed there, he organ-

ized a body of about fifty men and women to go to

Port Royal, there to labor as superintendents and

teachers; the superintendents to oversee the planting

of crops and the like, and the teachers to instruct the

children, and, as far as convenient, the adults in the

rudiments of learning; and both to inculcate upon all

habits of self-respect and self-support, and the lessons

of morality and religion.

While Mr. Pierce was thus at work in Boston, Mr.

Prench—Rev. Mansfield French—was similarly em-

ployed in New York. Mr. French had been an old

friend, also, of Mr. Chase. He was earnestly devoted

to the cause of freedom, and had taken a lively and

active interest in the blacks at Port Royal, from the

time our forces first occupied those islands. With his

aid, the association at New York selected upwards of

forty men and women to act as laborers in this work.

In a few weeks these ladies and gentlemen—for such

the chief of them were, eminently and in all re-

spects—were on the ground and at work.

In the meantime, the attention of the people of

Philadelphia was called to this subject. The state-

ments published in the newspapers, and the appeals

of General Sherman in behalf of the liberated blacks,

and of Commodore Dupont also, had created a lively

feeling in regard to the matter. A public meeting

was called, and National Hall, as you will remember,

was crowded to repletion. Bishop Potter presided,

and Dr. Tyng and others addressed the meeting, set-

ting forth in eloquent terms the pitiable condition of

the liberated blacks, their destitution, moral and ma-

terial, and the duty devolving on the people o# the

North to come to their relief. A permanent com-

mittee was appointed to raise funds, to procure food

and clothes for these suffering people, and otherwise

to carry out the purpose of the meeting. The com-

mittee organized, and went to work. In a short time,

they raised between five and six thousand dollars in

money, and a very considerable quantity of clothes,

new and second-hand. With part of the money they

purchased provisions— bacon, fish, and molasses —
which, with some twenty or thirty boxes of clothes,

they sent South with as little delay as possible. They
purchased and forwarded, also, considerable quantities

of new material for men's and women's wear, and

thread, needles, thimbles, and the like, with which to

make it up. At the same time, they sent a lady from

this city to superintend the distribution of these sup-

plies. Or, rather, a lady of this city voluntarily, and

from her own deep interest in the cause, went, and

there, at Port Royal, assumed the onerous task of

distributing, by gift and sale, these contributions of

Philadelphia charity. Soon were received in return

the most grateful acknowledgments from Mr. Pierce

and his coadjutors. The supplies had been most

timely, and had done great good. They had fed the

hungry, clothed the naked, cheered the hearts of the

blacks, and strengthened the hands of their white

friends.

The Committee, of course, were encouraged. They
desired to continue and to increase their gifts, but

they needed more accurate information. None of

them had ever been at Port Royal, nor had any of

them any personal knowledge in regard to what wbb

most needed. The people of New York and Boston

were better informed. Some from both of these cities

had been on the ground. It was deemed important

that one of our number should also go, and in person

make himself thoroughly acquainted with the position

of affairs. And because others more competent did

not feel at liberty to leave their business or their du-

ties at home, the lot fell upon me. Accompanied by

my daughter, I left New York in the steamer that

sailed for Port Royal on the 2d of June, and returned

in the Ericsson, which arrived at that city on the 28th

of the same month, having been gone about four

weeks. I spent between two and three weeks of tins

time in visiting the chief points of the principal

islands. I visited and inspected plantations on St,

Helena's and LadicB' Islands, and on the islands of

Port Royal and Hilton Head. I also touched at Edisto

and James Islands, where I had an opportunity of

making some inquiries. James Island, it will be re-

membered, was the scene of the lato disastrous en-

gagement between the rebel troops and our forces

under Gen. Benham. While gone, in pursuance of

the purpose of my mission, I talked with people of

all classes; with white and black, soldiers ahd sailors,

officers and privates, abolitionists and anti-abolitionists.

The result of my inquiries it is my business now to

state.

As to the experiment of working the negroes by
iges, and cultivating the land by free labor, I have

say that the enterprise has, thus far, in all respects,

been entirely successful. This is a fact beyond the

reach of cavil, and will not be denied by any honest

man having information sufficient to justify an opinion.

It does not rest on the testimony of any one man or

set of men, but on figures—arithmetical figures and

statistical tables—which have been submitted to the

world, and which challenge scrutiny. I allude par-

ticularly to Mr. Pierce's late report, which it is to be

presumed most here have read.

The success of the experiment is seen in the fact

that 14,000 acres of cotton, corn, and other provisions,

are now in an advanced and satisfactory state of culti-

vation, needing little more than a few weeks of ordi-

nary fair weather to ensure a liberal harvest. If our

arms should encounter no disastrous reverses, and

these crops should be favored with the customary al-

ternations of sunshine and shower, Mr. Pierce will

have furnished an argument- against slavery which

merchants on 'Change and business men will find it

impossible to resist. For, remember, that this experi-

ment has been made under the most unfavorable cir-

cumstances. It was not begun until full six weeks

after the usual time of commencing to prepare for the

new crop. The work, instead of beginning early in

February, was not started till the last of March.

Then the implements were altogether insufficient,

both in number and character. There was a lack of

hoes, plows, and horses to draw the plows. Then
the people were reluctant to work on cotton. They
were ready enough to go to work in raising corn, the

value and need of which they understood, but cotton

had been their old enemy; it had been the cause of

all their woes. To them it meant slavery. In this

reluctance they had been encouraged by our soldiers,

who had advised them not to raise cotton, which they

could not eat, but only corn, which would feed them,

and which would be their friend in the coming winter.

It required much effort to overcome this difficulty.

Then the superintendents were strangers to the work.

Few of them had ever seen a cotton plant outside of

a green-house, and some of them knew nothing prac-

tically of any kind of agriculture. They were stran-

gers to the country, to the people, to the usages, to

the climate, to everything, and all they had to depend

upon was their own good sense and good will for the

work, and the good sense and cooperative good will of

the blacks. These were some of the difficulties that

embarrassed the enterprise ; and yet, under all these

discouragements, 14,000 acres of cotton, corn and po-

tatoes have been put under successful culture. The
actual work has been done by about 3800 laborers,

that being the average number of able-bodied field

hands out of the 10,000.

The success of this experiment is further seen in

the contentment and happiness of the people. That

they are content is seen from their looks. Wherever
you go, you meet cheerful and happy faces. Their

words corroborate the language of their looks. " Oh
yes, massa, dese is good times." "Neber saw sich

good times afore." "Too good to last, massa; too

good to last." These are samples of the expressions

we heard wherever we went. And yet these peoplt

have been and are still working for very scanty wages.

Until this time, their pay has been almost wholly in

promises. But they are content. They have their

freedom. They have their food and clothes, and,

what they value more than anything else, they have

kind and sympathizing friends. There is but one

alloy to their happiness, that is, their fear of

sesesh." They cannot divest themselves of a dread

of their old masters' return. But for this, these black

people would be, what their former owners falsely

declared them to be, "the happiest peasantry in the

world."

To get a proper idea of these people's present con-

dition and feelings, it is only necessary to go on a

Sunday to one of their churches. I availed myself

of the earliest opportunity after my arrival to enjoy

this privilege. On the first day of the week there all

go to church, or rather to Sunday school, which is

generally held in the church. During the week, chil-

dren are taught (and to the number, in all the islands

of about 2500); but on Sunday people of all ages as

semble, and the superintendents and others act in the

capacity of teachers. On St. Helena's Island, the

Baptist church, a large brick building, was the place

of meeting. When I entered, though not late, the

house was well filled, and the exercises had begun,

The teachers were scattered throughout the congre

gation, and with elementary books and large cards

containing simple words were busy at work. These

cards comprised such sentences as, " God is love,

"Thou shalt not steal," "Fear God—walk in his

ways," &c, &c. In this manner they instructed the

minds of these eager and docile people in the ele-

ments of our language, while at the same time they

impressed upon their -hearts the lesson of morality

and religion. It was a pleasing sight. The people

were decorous in their behavior and tidy in their ap-

pearance. They were comfortably and even becom

ingly dressed, many of them wearing the clothes-

frocks and jackets, &c.—that had been sent to them

from Philadelphia.

Here were men and women who at home belonged

to diverse and often conflicting sects, all enga

heartily and fraternally in inculcating upon their

hearers the fundamental doctrines of a common re-

ligion. There stood, card in hand, with the up-

turned faces of a large class before him, young Mr.

Parke, son of Professor Parke, of Andover; next to

him, similarly occupied, stood Mr. Gannett, son

Rev. Dr. Gannett, successor to Dr. Channing. Not
far off" was the Rev. Mr. French, of the Methodist

church ; further on was Mr. Buggies, a graduate of

Yale ; and near him Mr. Hooper, an alumnus of

Harvard—the former a Presbyterian, the latter a Uni-

tarian. Near by stood the two ladies who have gone

out under the auspices of the Port Royal Relief Com-
mittee of Philadelphia, the one an earnest Baptist and

the other a conscientious and consistent member of

the 'church under the care of the Rev. Dr. Fum
Near them stood a young lady who was a member of

no religious denomination, but who had been tenderly

and conscientiously reared outside of sectarian pales,

on the outskirts of liberal Quakerism. Nevertheless,

her heart was as deeply interested in the work as that

of any of the rest, and she as well qualified for the

duty in hand. I thus specify, not to gratify curiosity,

but to describe practically the character and mode of

operation of the people engaged in this movement.

When the school was about to close, it was an-

nounced that there was a gentleman present from

Philadelphia, who would make some remarks. " Phil-

adelphia," it was added, " is the place from which were

sent that good bacon and that nice molasses." At
this the people's faces lit up with an expression of

pleasure and recognition. I was glad of the opportu-

nity to give utterance to my feelingB. I told the peo-

ple who I was, and what I had como for; that the

people of Philadelphia were much interested in their

condition; that we had heard different reports about

them ; that some said that the black people of South

Carolina were industrioiiB and well-disposed; willing

to work if well treated, and not needing the whip.

Others, that these blacks were lazy, and good for

nothing, spoiled by kind treatment, and unmanageable

without a master. That I had come to see what the

truth was on this and other subjects, and that I was
happy to say that I had a good report to carry back;

one that would delight the hearts of the many friends

who would be wanting to hear what I should have to

say. I had been pleased to have their assurances that

they thanked heartily their distant benefactors; but

that there might be no mistake on this head, I wiBhed

them now to tell inc, in their own words, just what to

say when I should get home. "Shall I repeat what

I have heard you say, that you thank them, and pray

God to bless them?" "Yes sa, yes massa," came
from different parts of the house. " Stand up," said

one, "and speak out for yourselves." Upon this they
all rose, and then followed a shower of expression.

"Tell em, tank em; tell em, tank em, massa. Tell
em, tank em too much. Tell em, God bless em; tell

em, God Almighty bless em." "I will," Baid I.

" The very first opportunity I get I shall deliver your
message." And now, my friends—you that have con-

tributed to this holy charity—I have only to add, that

the blessings of the poor, and of them that have been
ready to perish, have come upon you.
As I was leaving the house, I was met at the door

by a group whose hearts had not been sufficiently re-

lieved, and who needed further expression. Said one
woman :

" Tell de Philadelphy people we tank em too

much, massa, too much." This, by the way, is a

common phrase with these people when they want to

express themselves strongly. It is a sort of fourth

degree of comparison, as it were—"much, more, very

much, and too much." We heard it frequently used

when they would be speaking of their contentment
and gratitude. One man in the group took my hand,

and said: "Tell em, tank em; tell em, God bless

em;" and, as if straining for a climax, he added, in

very fair English, " Give 'em my compliments."

The success of this enterprise is further proved by
the industry, sobriety and susceptibility to control of

these people. Every day of the week, except Sun-
day, they were to be seen busily engaged at work.

Idlers and loafers there may have been, and doubtless

were, but they never fell under my observation. Mr.
Wickliffe said at the anti-emancipation meeting, lately

held in New York, that at Port Royal he had under-

stood the negroes would hot work, and that for every
man was needed a special drive*. If Mr. Wickliffe

had said that black was white, or that two and two
did not make four, his assertion would not have been
more directly contrary to tire' truth.

These plantations are worked by purely voluntary

labor; the driver, now called leader, having no power
to force, and the superintendents having an average

each of five or six plantations to oversee, which, being

often miles distant, they can only attend to by occa-

sional visits. The blacks are very tractable. A threat

of the law operates like magic. A superintendent

told me that a driver on one of his plantations was
unruly. He reasoned with him, but the driver was

obstinate. At last he said, " If you don't go to work,

I will speak to the Provost Marshal, and have you
arrested." The effect was instant. The man was
both overawed and flattered—flattered because he had

now risen to the dignity of being subject to law. He
was not to be handed to the overseer for a hundred

lashes, but he was to be arrested! The law, potent

witli all ignorant people, is trebly powerful with these,

They are especially tractable under the management
of Northern people. There is a universal feeling of

admiration for and gratitude to the Northerners,

Though badly treated by some of our soldiers,

officers and privates, they are discriminating, and give

the " Yankees" due credit and more for all that can

be claimed for ub. They are especially grateful and at-

tached to the teachers and superintendents. They
think Northern "gentle people" "purtier and purtier

behaved " than " secesh gentle people." For they

see in these Northern gentlemen and ladies not only

all the external grace of their old masters and mis-

tresses, but superadded a genial courtesy—an easy

and sympathetic condescension—which they had not

dreamed of before in white people. These young
scholars from Cambridge and Yale, and young mer-

chants from Boston and New York, come into their

huts, take off their hats, sit down on their benches,

listen with interest to their talk, and shed tears at the

recital of their wrongs. I speak literally. No man
with flesh in his heart can listen without emotion to

the stories they tell. These ladies visit their Bick ;

put their soft white hands into the rough hands of the

women field laborers ; dress their sores, and otherwii

minister to their daily wants. Such kindness, such

tender and beautiful attentions, they had never before

thought possible ; as a consequence, the teachers and

superintendents thus acting can do with these simple

people just what they please.

The contrast drawn by the blacks between North-

ern and Southern manners is not an unjust one. Slave-

holders are, as a class, essentially vulgar and ill-bred.

They may be familiar with the forms of politeness,

but they are without its spirit. "Vulgarians may pass

for a time, with their equals or superiors, for ladies and

gentlemen, &at when they get among those whom
they regard as below them, they are sure to betray

themselves. "Be pitiful, be courteous, condescend

to men of low estate," are maxims of Christianity, the

justice of which is acknowledged by the highest civil-

ization. A man's behavior to his inferiors is the best

test of his breeding. Tried by this, slaveholders, as

a class, are essentially vulgar.

I have many facts in my note-book on this head,

which, if there were time, would illustrate this point.

I have scraps of the private history of leading ladies

and gentlemen in Beaufort and round about, with

names and circumstances, which show that the airs

of superiority assumed by these people are utterly un-

supported by character, *iid indicate that their pre-

tensions from beginning to end are a lie and a sham.

That the present condition of there people is in fa-

vorable contrast with that under their masters is evi-

dent from their songs, which constitute a striking fea-

ture in their manifestations of character. They are a

musical people. When they work in concert, as in

rowing or grinding at the mill, their hands keep time

to music. Their boat songs are the ones most fre-

quently heard. The islands are made and permeated

by rivers and 'creeks, and the boat furnishes the most

common mode of locomotion.

When the negroes begin to row, they at the same

time begin to sing. All their songs are in the minor

key. If one chances to begin on the major, it quick-

ly saddens, and passes into the minor. Their songs

are all religious, barcaroles and all. I speak without

exception. So far as I heard or was told of their

singing, it was all religious. None of their songs ex-

press mirth or present joy. The only joy expressed

or implied is that of hope. " Rest at last " was their

general burthen. " Heaven is my home ;
" " Have a

little patience;" "God will deliver"—these and the

like were the refrains of all their ballads.

There was one which on shore we heard more than

any other, and which was irresistibly touching. It

was a sort of ballad, known as " Poor Rosy, Poor

Gal." It is almost impossible to give an idea of the

effect of this or any of their songs by a mere recital

or description. They are all exceedingly simple, both

in sentiment and music. Each stanza contains but a

single thought, set in perhaps two or three bars of mu-
sic; and yet as they sing it, in alternate recitative

and chorus, with varying inflections and dramatic ef-

fect, this simple aud otherwise monotonous melody

will, to a musical ear and a heart susceptible of im-

pression, have all the charm of variety. Take, for

instance, a few stanzas from the dirge of " Poor Rosy."

Fancy the first line sung in the major key, and the

two following changed by an easy transition, and with

varying inflections, into the minor, and you will have

some idea of the effect :

—

Poor Rosy, poor gal

!

Poor—Rosy—poor—gal

!

P-o-o-r R-o-s-y, p-o-o-r g-a-1 I

Heaven shall bo my home.

Hard trial on my way !

Hard—trial—on—my—way !

II-a-r-d t-r-i-a-1 o-n m-y w-a-y !

Hoaven shall bo my homo.

Wonder what de peoplo want of me t

Wonder—what—de people—want—of me?
W-o-n-d-o-r w-h-a-t d-o p-e-o-p-l-e w-a-n-t o-f- me ?

Heavon shall be my home.

When I talk, I talk with God I

When—I—talk—I—talk—with—God !

W-h-c-n I t-a-I-k, I t-a-l-k w-i-t-h G-o-d !

Heaven shall bo my home.

I asked one of these blacks—one of the most intel-

ligent I had met—where they got these songs. " Dey
make em, sar." "How do they make them?" Af-

ter a pause, evidently casting about for an explana-

tion, he said, " I'll tell you ; it's dis way : My master

call me up, and order me a short peck of corn and a
hundred lash. My friends see it, and is sorry for me.
When dry come to de praise meeting dat night, dey
sing about it. Some's very good singers, and know
how ; and dey work it in, work it in, you know, till

dey get it right; and dat's de way." A very satisfac-

tory explanation.

I said these songs were all in the minor key. This
was a mistake. They have one that has a cheerful,

id, bb it sounded when I first heard it, a hilarious

ring. It is a new one, made, as they said, "since
Becesh times." It runs thus:

—

No more driver call for me,
No more driver call

;

No more driver call for me

—

Many a thousand die.

No more peck of corn for me,
No more peck of corn

;

No more peek of corn for me

—

Many a thousand die.

No more hundred lash for me,
No more hundred lash

;

No more hundred Jasb for me

—

Many a thousand die.

And so on, recounting all the incidents of slave life.

When I first heard this song, I was going up from
Hilton Head to Beaufort in a boat rowed by a half-

dozen men detailed from the first regiment of South
Carolina volunteers. They were in fine voice and
spirits, and the echoes came back from the inletB of

Ladies and St. Helena with fine effect. As we passed

along, we encountered a boat-load of black people row-
ing in the opposite direction. They were acquaint-

ances of our oarsmen, and after the first salutation,

asked what those clothes meant. Our crew were
dressed in the blue blouse and pants and felt hat which
constitute the uniform of the regiment. They ex-

plained—one of them adding, in a tone of laughing

triumph, " We'se Uncle Sam's chil'n now, we'se Un-
cle Sam's chil'n ; we're none of yourfiel' han's." The
others looked envious, and passed on. The fact that

these people are thought worthy to be enlisted as sol-

diers adds to their self-respect.

I dwell on these songs, not as a matter of entertain-

ment, but of instruction. They tell the whole Btory

of these people's life and character. There is no
need, after hearing them, to inquire into the history of

the slave's treatment. Recitals of this kind one will

hear enough of, whether he desires it or not ; for these

people, having now, for the first time in their lives,

sympathetic listeners, pour out their hearts in narra-

tions which nothing but flint can resist.

I ought to add, before leaving this subject, that their

songs, like their talk, are couched in a barbarous, Af-

ricanized sort of English, and are sometimes quite un-

intelligible. In the specimens I have here given, I

have not followed their pronunciation.

The success of a judicious system of free labor at

the South is insured by the large development on the

part of the blacks of the religious sentiment. As per-

sons deprived of one sense acquire greatersusceptibil-

ity in those that remain, so it would seem that these

people, degraded in body, stunted in intellect, scarred

and twisted out of shape ia their muscular and mental
forms of existence, have acquired additional strength

in their spiritual life. Religion is universal among
them. To be sure, in most cases it is a mere senti-

ment or habit, and not sufficient to preserve them
against temptation ; but in many cases it is a living

and active operative principle. Their convictions are

strong and their experiences vivid. They speak of

" seeing God " and " hearing God " with a simplicity

of faith which sounds fanatical, but which to the phi-

losophic mind is quite consistent with reason. Their

spiritual conceptions are like sight or sound ; and thus

it is that they are supported in their trials. God is a

present refuge to them in every time of trouble.

"Francis," said I to an old gray-haired man who was
conning over his spelling-book, "why do you take the

trouble to learn to read 1 You say it is hard work, and

very discouraging; why do you try ? " "Because,

massa, I want to be satisfied ; I want to read de Word
of God." "But can't you know the word of God
without reading it in a book ? " " Yes, massa, I do

know it, I know it here.'" striking himself On the

breast; "but I want to read it for myself." I had
asked the same question ofan elderly woman, on the

Sunday previous, at Sunday school. She was one of

those spiritual-faced ones whom you will sometimes

find among the most illiterate. Her countenance told

a story of suffering and of triumph. " Tamar," said I,

" why, at your age, do you take so much trouble to

learn to read?" "Because I want to read de Word
of de Lord." " But can't you know the word of the

Lord without reading it ? " " Yes, massa, I car hear it,

but I want to read it." "How can you hear it?"
" I hear de voice here," laying her hand on her

breast. " I have hearn it, massa." " When, Tamar,
did you ever hear it?" Turning upon me her full

and deep eyes, she said : "One morning, sa; one

morning I went out to de woods before daylight to

pray. My heart was full of sorrow : and when I was

praying, de Lord spoke to me." "And what did he

say, Tamar? " He said, " Tamar ! all you'se sins is

forgiven
; you're my chile." " Well," said I, waiting

for her to go on. " Den I was filled with lub andjoy
;

my heart was full of lub for everybody." "Not for

your old master too, Tamar?" "Yes, sir, for my
master and eberybody." Now, who will say that

this old woman had not heard the voice of God? And
whose religious faith will bear a stronger test than

hers ?

Religion has afforded these people their only re-

source ; they have no amusements, no diversions, no
social visiting. Their children have no plays—no
games whatever. The " praise-house" (prayers-

house, as the hut in which they hold their meetings is

called) is their only* recreation. Here, as one of their

songs goes, they

Tin
and pray
r souls away

in sweet forgetfulness of their wrongs,

The night after the bacon arrived from Philadel-

phia, the people on Pope's plantation gathered in the

"praise-house," and sung and prayed till broad day-

light. In the camp of the black regiment there is,

I was told, a prayer-meeting in one or the other of

the tents every night. I may add, in passing, that

there is no better behaved set of men on Hilton

Head than this same "First Regiment of South

Carolina Volunteers." Their appearance, in their

dark blue uniform and felt hat, is picturesque. They
handle the musket with as much dexterity as other

new recruits, and their proficiency in marching is

more rapid. Their camp is kept neat and tidy, and

they compare well in all respects with others of more
favored complexion. As for their military capacity

and the wisdom of General Hunter in enrolling them
as soldiers, I say nothing here ; not for want of well-

settled convictions on these points, but because these

points arc not embraced in the range of inquiry, the

results of which it is my business here to report.

But I must hasten on. I should be glad to speak

here of the relation which this movement sustains to

military people and affairs in South Carolina,and of the

deep interest in its success which has been taken by

distinguished officers of the army and navy. I refer

more particularly to General Hunter and Commodore
Dupont. Both of these gentlemen—and they are in

all respects gentlemen—more than can be said of many
others high in military and naval command—have

shown themselves philanthropists, as well as patriots,

ith a just sense of the honor of the country, by the

care they have taken, to protect and provide for the

unhappy people who have been thrown upon the na-

tion's charity.

The Port Royal Relief Committee, more deeply im-

pressed than ever with the importance of their work,

desire now to prosecute it with increased efficiency.

They will be calling for funds and clothes, and super-

intendents for the plantations, and teachers. There
will be no need hereafter to send provisions; the Gov-

ernment will see to that. But clothes for the aged,

for the infirm, and for children, will have to come for

a while yet from the charities of the people.

The able-bodied can support themselves, hut they

must be protected from imposition. It is contem-

plated by the Committee to establish a store on one

of the islands, at which goods can be bought at rates

covering first cost and transportation. This is deemed
necessary to save these poor people from the exac-

tions to which they are subject from the traders and

utlers, who rob them of their money, and then slan-

der their character.

Thirty new superintendents are needed at this mo-

ment on plantations. Of these Boston will furninh

ten, New York ten, and Philadelphia ought to send

the other ten. General Saxton, on the part of the

government, will pay these superintendents fifty dol-

lars a month. Teachers are also wanted. These will

derive their support from the Relief Committee ; their

pay will not be such as to make the appointment an

object, as it will not exceed twenty-five dollars a

month.

The qualifications needed by both superintendents

and teachers are good health, good sense, and a hearty

good will for the work. Of the ninety odd who went

out last spring, quite a number proved incompetent.

They had not gone from the right motive, nor were

they of the right spirit. Some went hoping the cli-

mate would be good for their health, or from a spirit

of romance, or to see a semi-tropical country with its

peculiar productions, or in a spirit of sectarian re-

ligious zeal, or from some other motive not essentially

unselfish, and in harmony with an all-pervading de-

sire to be useful. Such people soon get tired ; or

their coadjutors get tired of them. There was a great

deal of work to be done; and to them the life was

one of dull and monotonous drudgery. They have

consequently come home. Those that remain have a

heart for the work. It is their delight. The good

they do is palpable, and they have the reward in their

own bosoms. More of such are needed, especially as

superintendents. For this field it is not the pushing,

driving, and rough-and-tumble kind of people, that

are sometimes called " practical," that are most

needed. The forces of chief avail here are spiritual

forces, such as proceed from a heart devoted to the

work, and from manners and character that inspire

respect. The best educated and best bred people,

other things being equal, are the best qualified for

usefulness in this enterprise. The blacks have quick

intuitions in these matters ; and a man of coarse na-

ture is sure to be detected. Experience at Port Royal

has proved that refinement in a superintendent is all-

important, both in order to commend the man to the

confidence of the blacks, and the enterprise to the re-

spect of white cavillers around, who are ever on the

look-out for grounds of objections. But I will add

nothing more on this point—broad as is the subject

—

nor on any other, at this time. The night is hot, and

I have trespassed already too long on your forbear-

ance. Thanking you for your patience, I here ab-

ruptly close my remarks.

[Mr. McKim spoke for an hour and three-quarters.

He was listened to with the closest attention, aDd was
frequently interrupted by applause. His allusions to

the black regiment, and to the handsome behavior of

General Hunter and Commodore Dupont toward the

free labor experiment, elicited especial marks of ap-

probation.]
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Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof"

" I lay this down as the law of nations. I say that mil-

itary authority takes, for the time, the place ©f all munic-
ipal institutiona, and SLAVERY AMONG TILE REST;'
and that, under that state of things, so far from its being
true that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive.

management of the subject, not only the President or
the Ukited States, but the Commander of the Aruy,
HAS POWER TO ORDER TJIE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES, f . . . From the instant
that the slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,
ctvil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers
of Congress oxtond to interference with the institution of
slavery, is every way in which it can be interfered
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

j

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-

|

cording to the laws of war ; and by the laws of war,

j

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

i

tiona swept by the board, and martial power takes the
place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

;

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-
I cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."-J, Q. Adajo,
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iefnp tal (foyimmm.
A SERIOUS SUBJECT.

"We are told by a gentleman who heard him, that
Parker Pillsbury, the embittered Abolitionist, deliv-

ered a Sunday harangue to a crowded audience in

Milford, Worcester Co., Mass., last Sunday. He
painted in vivid colors the horrors of the war, and
told them not to enlist; urged them to discourage re
cruiting

—

until such time as the Administration de-

clared for an abolition war. This is the ground taken
by Gov. Andrew, in his letter to the Secretary of
War, in which he stated the terms on which Massachu-
setts would consent to furnish volunteers. Pillsbury
abused the President, and ridiculed the policy of the
war; depicted the agonies endured by the wounded
soldiers—the shrieking shot and shell, the mangled
bodies, the returning soldier with stooping form, sal-

low cheek, and bending crutch. He said it would he
folly for our young men to go down there and be made
targets for the rifles of Jefferson Davis, until there was
a proclamation of abolition, and then lie recommended
fight."

—

Hartford Times.

We have recently had occasion to lay before our
readers the proceedings of the Essex County Abo-
lition Society, the resolutions of which were so

thoroughly disloyal that they shocked all who read
them. They were offered by the same person
named in the above paragraph. We recall, in this

m
connection, the recent letter of Senator Sumner in

reply to an invitation which was sent to him to at-

tend the New York Union meeting. We extract a
sentence, which demands Mr. Pillsbury's profound
attention :

—

"To this end the cries of faction must be silenced,
and the wickedness of sedition, whether in print or public
speech, must be suppressed. These are the Northern allies

of the rebellion. An aroused and indignant people,
with iron heel, ought to tread them out forever, as
men tread out the serpent so that it can neither hiss
nor sting."

Does Mr. Sumner wish it to be believed that he
is really in favor of suppressing those seditious

men, his friends and admirers, who are to-day pre-
venting the enlistment of the young men, sons of
Abolitionists, who make up Essex County societies,

and attend of a Sunday on the preaching of Mr.
Wendell Phillips in Boston? If he does, we shall

hear him open his lips in Boston to denounce these
men. He will boldly risk his reelection to the Sen-
ate by using bis influence to silence the sedition he
professes to abhor. Perhaps we have mistaken him,
and he did not have these men in mind when he
wrote the sentence. But they are the only men who
oppose enlistments, and distinctly avow enmity to the

Gsmern^nent, excepting the Southern rebels. We
suggest the subject in all seriousness to Mr. Sumner,
as one demanding his attention as a patriot. He
can do instant and vast good. He has great influ-

ence with all that class of men. He knows, as we
all know, that they utterly refuse to enlist, or to

send their ^ons to the war, and that this is due, at

least in part, to the teachings of their leaders ; we
cannot think it is entirely due to personal disincli-

nation to fight the battles of the Union. But if

Mr. Sumner desires to do a noble service to the
Government, let him now persuade the Abolitionist

leaders in Boston to enlist personally, and bring in

their men with them. If they are loyal, they will

do it; and as they boast of loyalty, and freely call

all who do not agree with them traitors, we submit
that the opportunity is good for testing their alle-

giance.

We say frankly, that we don't believe they are
loyal. If this man Pillsbury is a fair specimen, and
he is certainly high in their church, they are as disloy-

al as the men that fought against us at Richmond.
The present state of the enlistments makes tins

matter a much more serious business than Mr. Pills-

bury seems to imagine it. The danger is imminent

;

the necessity of the Government presses as never
before. In ordinary times, he and his like are of too

small account to be noted, and arrest and imprison-

ment would only give them coveted martyrdom.
But now, when discouragements of the smallest kind.

drive us toward the necessity for drafting, and a
single obstacle may make expensive and difficult

measures necessary, it is wicked, even to criminali-

ty, for any man to pursue this course in a loyal

State. And inasmuch as imprisonment is considered
martyrdom by such fanatics and their followers, it

is worth consideration whether a law cannot be
passed condemning these men, who are preaching
enmity to the Government in Worcester and in

Boston, to be passed through our lines before Rich-
mond, and into the lines of the rebels, where they
belong, as enemies to the Union. Governor John-
son found some such law for disposing of disunion
men in Nashville, and the Government did some-
thing of the sort at Washington. We don't know
what or where the law is, but if it can be found, it

would fit the case of Mr. Pillsbury and some others

to a nicety.

—

Journal of Commerce.

$ tltt HflttS *

ABOLITION PURITANISM.
Abolitionism and Secessionism are one and the

same in purpose, if not in profession. Both are
working for the same end—the overthrow of the
Constitution—and the Union professions of the de-
votees of Abolitionism are only to subserve their

own base and selfish purposes of personal aggran-
dizement. Our armies are dealing with Seces-

sionists, and it is for the press to deal with Aboli-
tionists. The Abolitionists forget everything else

in their hatred of their brethren of the South who
happen to own slaves, and, by their fanaticism and
bigotry, show themselves worthy descendants of the

Puritans of earlier days, who burnt witches, whipped
Quakers, sacked convents, murdered the pious mis-

sionaries to the Norridgewalk Indians upon the
altar steps, and seemed to revel in acts of proscrip-

tion and persecution. " Blood will tell," especially

the Puritan blood, and the blood never yet had the

power unless it abused it. From the days on which
the fierce followers of Oliver Cromwell massacred
the garrison of Drogheda, and shed the blood of two
thousand women and children who clung around
the cross—the symbol of Christianity—down to the
present day, the spirit of intolerance and persecu-
tion has descended like an heirloom to and through
the Puritan stock.— Vermont Argus.

THE ISSUE.

Had the conduct of the war been left to the Pres-

ident and the generals, it would have been ended
long since. But the objects of the radicals were
spoils and the abolition of slavery, and their idea

was to protract the war and increase the expenditure
of blood and treasure, in order the better to accom-
plish their objects, while the grand object of the war
—the Union as it was and the Constitution as it is

—

was to be baffled and defeated in order that the radi-

cals might retain their political ascendancy in the

Northern halfof the dissevered republic. This, there-

fore, is to be the issue at the next elections ; and the

Wades and Wilsons, Lovejoys and Sumncrs, must be

rebuked by the puplic as unfaithful to their trust, and
better men must be sent to the councils of the nation.—N. Y. Herald.

GENERAL McOLELLAN'S STRATEGY.

Nothing has taken place, during the past week, to
mend the sad condition of affairs in the Peninsula.
Nay, matters are fast getting worse, and the proud
army which was to abate the pride of Richmond, is

in imminent danger of being intercepted of supplies,

and its power of retreat cut off.

The young Napoleon, who, with a quarter of a
million of men, permitted the National Capital to be
menaced and the Potomac to be blockaded for

months by an insurgent force of sixty thousand, is

now burrowing on the banks of the James river, af-

ter a most disastrous retreat, and engaged in his

usual occupation of throwing up obstacles between
his forces and the enemy. He has been outrageous-
ly interfered with by the Confederates while endeavor-
ing to develop his favorite theory of avoiding battle,

and he may safely charge against them (the rascals)

the present dangers of his situation. For a while,
however, it is not likely he will be interfered with
in the narrow lines of his new camp ; the enemy
has retired from the open burning glebe and deadly
marshes, to a more convenient neighborhood with
his own base of operations, and our Young Napoleon
will, therefore, be left to the undisturbed enjoyment
of the spade, while they adapt their effective Poto-
mac cannon practice to the lower bank of the James
river. By-and-bye he will discover that tic smooth
six-pounders, which are now spoken of rather con-
temptuously in the despatches, will be replaced by
heavy Parrot guns, and all of our transports will be
subjected to a tremendous cannonade. It is true,
the gunboats can shell these fellows out, when they
can find them, and can give partial safety by their
convoy to our supplies ; but the batteries thus driv-
en off in the daytjme may be run back at night, and
there cannot be much security or steady dependence
on a means of communication which is thus constant-
ly perplexed.

Nevertheless, we are told that " the army is safe

!

"

—humiliating term !—and McClellan, who is certain-
ly the most extraordinary general ever known to
history in the way of despatches, humors and pets
our desire for good news by calling the enemy's last
movement a retreat. We ought to be thankful for
the high military dictum which mercifully directs
our unpractised judgments to view it in that li^ht;
and for ourselves, we should obtain much consolation
from it, were it not for the other facts which pro-
trude from all other portions of the record. Like
all hopeful LUeiTj -n-c have eugesvuretJ it) derive
what relief we can from Jjhe declaration that the
army is safe, and also to believe that McClellan
achieved a great operation by planting his forces in

the swamp, and then running them out at the cost of
only twenty thousand men ! The loss of twenty
thousand men is a mere bagatelle to this great coun-
try, in fact really a bargain,—though rather a bloody
one,—in exchange for such a fine position as our
Young Napoleon has found amid the flies and mud
of Turkey Bend ! But we reflect, unhappily, that
the movement sets us back about six mouths, and
that, though we burned our tents and stores, and
with masterly decision did not even burthen our re-
treating columns with the useless dead and sick, this

check and its consequences may be counted at a
cost of at least four or five hundred millions of dol-

lars to the treasury.

Even this vast sum, however, is not too much, if,

as McClellan's friends assure us, it has served to de-
monstrate a military genius which will make Europe
henceforth awfully respectful to our country. But
we fear this may bo questioned, while the fact that
with 230,000 men he refused for eight months to
give battle to sixty thousand, within five miles of
him, in order to postpone, till his enemy was strong,
and he could seek him in his lair with the odds all

the other way, will be very apt to impair his chances
with foreign observers for such transcendant reputa-
tion. Moreover, if it shall prove, that pending his

recent intention to retreat, he neglected to instruct
the War Department to occupy the attention of
Stonewall Jackson, while be executed an important
movement, he is chargeable with as serious an over-
sight as Patterson, who gave Johnson a vacation" to
unite with Beauregard, "for our confusion at Bull
Run. The Government, though it has drained
Washington to give McClellan every soldier it could
spare (the clamors of secessionists and men of doubt-
ful loyalty to the contrary, notwithstanding), still

had enough of men upon its northern line to effect

that object, if duly notified, and thus spare us from
one-half of our disasters.

Nothing, however, could have entirely saved us
from misfortune the moment McClellan decided to

go out to sea after Richmond, to attack it by the
round-about road of the Peninsula. And it is as ab-
surd to suppose he did not choose and approve this

movement, as it is to charge the government, which
was entrusting its safety to his hands, with a dispo-
sition to defeat itself, by reducing his chances of suc-

cess. Such a supposition is not even a good piece
of nonsense, and it could only spring in minds hope-
lessly perverted from all powers of reasoning, or de-
void of intelligent and honest purpose. No Govern-
ment, in time of war, would dare take the responsi-
bility of thwarting the operations of the Commander
of its armies. The world has never yet seen a spec-
imen of such bold insanity : though it has seen in-

stances where Governments, which have been de-
luded by the incapacity of military leaders, showed
the courage to depose them. Whether our Govern-
ment will again be called upon to perform this un-
pleasant duty for the people we do not know, but
though we are opposed to it in politics, and are
proud to be associated with the Democratic party,
we do not hesitate to believe it has the courage to

do its duty, and will perform it at the first due pres-
sure of conviction.

Were Mr. Lincoln of our mind at present, he
would order the ill-fated expedition of McClellan
out of the Peninsula at once; and if it cannot be ex-
tricated in that way, and we now fear, indeed, it

cannot, then let it go on throwing up mud for its

protection, while Pope is hurried down along the
true road to Richmond, via Fredericksburg, with
two or three hundred thousand men, to perform the
service that may save Napoleon from a siege, and
perhaps from a capitulation.

We have no doubt that thousands of well-meaning
men, who, like ourselves, have been persistent be-
lievers in McClellan, will wonder at these views,
and ask, with bewildered minds, How could every-
body be so much mistaken in him? Ah I good
friends, there is nothing about which there i*so much
humbug as about human greatness; and errors of
this sort take the deeper root, because the very best

qualities of our natures combine to assist us in de-
luding ourselves. McClellan burst upon us in a pe-
riod of great disaster. The heart of the nation,
disgusted at the blunders of Bull Run, was yearning
for a hero, and the Napoleonic style of the bulletin
from Rich Mountain bit the imagination favorably.

It i8 true, that the concluding line, after its Bhowy
recital ofex pi oits, to the effect thathe hoped this would

prove satisfactory "to the Commander-in-Chief,"
seemed hardly consistent with high qualities; but no
one felt disposed to criticise him closely, and he was ac-

cepted with a sort of superstitious hope. Scott was
superannuated, McDowell had been beaten, Patter-
son was disgraced, and our other rising military men,
having no prejudices against the coming chieftain,

could afford to allude to him as the best military

scholar of the Academy.
With an enthusiastic people progress of all sorts

rapid, and our young Comuiander-m-chief soon took
the dimensions of a Ca:sar and a Napoleon rolled

into one. Among the rest, honestly actuated by a
desire to add to a reputation on which the country
would be required to lean, we yielded to the fashion,

and wrote such prognostications in his favor, that
we are almost ashamed to turn back and think them
over. At length, the Young Napoleon began to

show himself. We heard him accept his station by
reflecting upon the misfortune of a brother officer

—

ostentatiously declaring " we bad met with our last

defeat," and would have no " more Bull Run affairs."

Then came the blunder of Ball's Bluff, resulting
largely from the deficient information sent to Stone.
Then came the " short, sharp and bitter " prophecy

—

the "stick by me and I'll stick by you" orations,

the acceptance of swords, and the sensation orders,
calling in all furloughs, and perturbing the country by
constant expectations of" movements ofimportance."
But there were no movements of importance, and

no battles, and the Fall and Winter wore away, with
good roads from September until February, without
any sign of action. Finally, the enemy, of his own
accord, and out of very weakness, yielded first Mun-
son's Hill, and then Manassas, leaving disdainfully

behitid him his " Quaker guns," to provoke against
us the laughter of the world. Still, our mysterious
young chieftain appeared not in the least affected,

but kept on with his reviews, leading our great do-
cile country up and down by the bridle, as if he
owned it, and was offering it for sale. Meanwhile,
all the other generals of the republic prospered, and,
except in the spell-bound Department of the Poto-
mac, the whole country was enveloped in a blaze of

victory.

At length it became absolutely necessary for

Young Napoleon to move; so he turned- his head to

the Peninsula, where we soon find him before York-
town manipulating mud, and sticking to it for sever-

al weeks with the greatest devotion. Presently the
rebels walked away, taking plenty of time to do so,

and losing not even a wagon in the operation ; where-
upon our Young Napoleon, finding them gone, whips
off bis hat, gives three cheers for himself, and actu-
ally calls his entrance into the worthless place a
brilliant victory (!) iNay, he was mengotug to-dUve
the enemy to the wall;" but instead of that, we
find him, after suffering heavily' at Williamsburg and
Fair Oaks, flying from the swamps of the Chicka-
hominy, shattered and humiliated, to coop himself
up behind earthworks, in narrow stifling lines, on
the blistering banks of the James river. Those
whose interest it is still to exalt him, demand hosan-
nas in his praise for bis " masterly retreat ;" but will

they please to tell us why, without any pressure
upon bis rear or either wing, or hurry of any sort

to disturb his choice of ground, he deliberately
placed himself in a position from which, the rebel
journals say, he could not have escaped with a man,
had their generals been fully equal to their duty.
With all these signs and results before us, we are

of the opinion that our Young Napoleon is a failure,

and that, if he be not extricated by Pope, in a direct

march on Richmond, the whole of his present force,

which, instead of" pinning the enemy to the wall,"
cannot get even so much as a loaf of bread without
running the Confederate batteries, will be in immi-
nent danger of capitulation No sophistry nor blind,

unreasoning applause can defend the incapacity
which betrays itself in this; and we think that mind
is to be pitied, which has not the courage to reason
upon and to condemn it. Every patriot has an
equal interest in the welfare of the country, and
while each day explodes its share of error, no man
should hesitate to exercise his rights of thought.
Generals are not infallible. There is no witchcraft
in the art of war, and the humblest observer can'

decide, that the general who promised us " no more
retreats, no more defeats," and that he would drive
his opponents " to the wall," cuts a poor figure

prone upon his back in the mud of the James river,

and poorer figure still in the fact that the people of
every Northern State are forced, by the result of
his first campaign, to hang their heads with shame.
Down to the date of his expedition to the Peninsula,
the national arms were triumphant in every quar-
ter, and fainting rebellion seemed to be giving up
the ghost; but the result of his generalship is, that
the grand army of the Potomac is paralyzed and
useless, gold stands at seventeen per cent., a scrofu-

la of shinplasters has broken out upon the previously
healthy surface of the currency, and pale-faced trai-

tors are mocking us with bets that the Confederates
will capture Washington, before McClellan reaches
Richmond,
The rebels have thus won, by their successes over

him in the battles of the Cliickahominy, that co-op-
eration in the North, which was the first hope of the
rebellion, and postponed the conclusion of the war,
even in the predictions of the most sanguine, for at
least six months. Arc these things not so ? And do
our present misfortunes, dangers and humiliations not
spring jfrom our Young Napoleon's blundering effort

to drive the enemy to the wall ? Do we not also

owe to these blunders the new raid of Morgan,
which, at this moment, threatens Frankfort, and the
combinations against Nashville and Corinth, which
have been suddenly started up to prevent our being
spared any reinforcements from the West?

It. is not pleasant for us to be the pioneer in this
review, but individual reputations arc of small im-
portance when weighed against the interests of the
country

; and we see no reason why there should be
any more sanctity in McClellan's blunders, than in

the mistakes of McDowell, Halleck or Fremont.
The Republic must be saved, but the worst way to
help toward it is by closing the eyes, and blindly
hurrahing for the errors of a popular leader.

There are but two theories we can conceive of
for McClellan's surprising course, since the hour of
his chief command. One is, that while in the Cri-
mea, his mind became so thoroughly saturated and
imbued with earth by a daily study of the opera-
tions of Sebastopol, that his academic brilliancy
was smothered, and he came back to us with uniil

upon the brain; or that, unbalanced by Southern
compliments and Northern flatteries, he conceived
the weak idea of performing the part of a diplomatist
rather than a warrior, and ending the rebellion, on
his part, by bloodless strategy instead of battle. Be-
ing of the Breckinridge democracy, ho might, have
fancied he would be listened to with favor, at a pro-
per opportunity, when ho had outmanaged Davis in

the field, and that by thus maneuvering the Confed-
erates into a bloodless laying down of arms, ho
would be hailed as the Great Pacilioafcor, fchfl mod-
ern Washington, and descend through the, distant
vista of posterity, profusely wreathed with laurel by
the orators, and labelled by patriotic painters, as
" Fates Paxblb."

ti,,. ,.n .or f t],;s p]a„ waK; t(jat tbc'rebels took no
stock in it, and perceiving bis aversion to battle,
without understanding its cause, they pressed upon
him a whole-week of carnage in the marshes of the
Cliickahominy, and laid out much more such red
work for him and other Federal generals in the same
unrespecting neighborhood.

Here let us leave the mournful subject. What
we have written has been wrung from us by an ur-
gent sense of duty, and if it prove we have unwise-
ly questioned McClellan's mode of driving the de-
fenders of Richmond " to the wall," we will seek
solace in the hope, that his late lessons may change
his tactics, and make a fighting general of him here-
after.

It is certain that Napoleons do not depend much
on mud.— Wilkes's Spirit of the Times.

THE ARMY OF THE POTOMAO.

In the Liberator of last week, we published a synop-
sis of the startling and most timely speech of Senator

Chandler, of Michigan, delivered in the U. S. Senate,

July 16, on the management of the army on the Poto-

mac under the command of Gen. McClellan—a speech
which should have the widest circulation, and be read

by the people on whom devolve the sufferings and
burdens of this terrible slaveholding rebellion. Here
is the closing part of it :

—

On the 1st day of January, 1862, and for months
previous to that date, the armies of the Republic
were occupying a purely defensive position upon the
whole line from Missouri to the Atlantic, until on or
about the 27th of January the President and Secre-
tary of War issued the order forward. Then the
brave Foote took the initiative, soliciting 2,000 men
from Halleck to hold Fort Henry after he. had cap-
tured it with bis gunboats. They were promptly
furnished, and Henry fell ; then Donelson, with its

15,000 prisoners; then Newbern, and the country
was electrified. Credit was given where credit was
due. Do-nothing strategy gave way to an " imme-
diate advance upon the enemy's works," and the
days of spades and pickaxes seemed to be ended.
On the 22d of February a forward movement upon
our whole line was ordered, but did not take place.

The army of the Potomac was not ready; but on
the 10th of March it moved, against the protest of
the Commanding-General and eight out of twelve of
the commanders of divisions, but the President was
inexorable, and the movement must be made. It

proceeded to Centrcville, and there found deserted
huts, wooden artillery, and intrenchments which
couH,ana can be successfully charged by cavalry.
It proceeded to Manassas, and found no fortifications

worthy of the name, a deserted, abandoned camp,
and dead horses for trophies. The enemy, less than
40,000 men, had leisurely escaped, carrying away all

his artillery, baggage, arms, and stores. Our army
of the Potomac, on that 10th of March, showed by
its muster-roll a force of 230,000 men. Comment is

needless. The grand army of the Potomac proceed-
ed toward Gordonsville, found no enemy, repaired
the railroad, and then marched back again.
Why this grand army of the Potomac did not

march upon Richmond has never been satisfactorily

explained, and probably never will be. One reason
assigned was lack of transportation ; but there were
two railroads, one by way of Acquia Creek and
Fredericksburg, the other via Manassas and Gor-
donsville, which could have been repaired at the rate
of ten miles per day, and our army was ample to
guard it. Had this overwhelming force proceeded
directly to Richmond by these lines, it would have
spent the 1st of May in Richmond, and ere this the
rebellion would have been ended. This grand army,
ably commanded, was superior to any army the world
has seen for five hundred years. Napoleon I. never
fought one hundred and thirty thousand men upon
one battle-field. Yet this noble army was divided
and virtually sacrificed by some one. Who is the
culprit ?

Before the advance upon Manassas, Gen. McClel-
lan changed his plans, and demanded to be permit-
ted to leave the enemy intrenched at Centreville
and Manassas, to leave the Potomac blockaded, and
to take his army to Annapolis by land, and there
embark them for the rear of the enemy to surprise
him. In the council of war called upon this propo-
sition, the Commanding-General and eight out of
twelve of the commanders of divisions (and here
permit me to say that I am informed that seven of
the eight Generals were appointed upon the recom-
mendation of Gen. McClellan) voted that it was not
safe to advance upon the wooden guns of Centre-
ville, and to adopt the new plan of campaign. The
President and the Secretary of War overruled this

pusillanimous decision, and compelled McClellan to
" move immediately upon the enemy's works." He
marched, and the trophies of that memorable cam-
paign are known to the Senate and the country.
At Fairfax, Gen. McClellan changed his plan, and

decided not to advance upon the Rebels with his

whole force, but to return to Alexandria, divide his

army, and embark for Fortress Monroe and York-
town. It was decided that 45,000 men should be
left for the defence of the Capital, and he was per-
mitted to embark. After much delay (unavoidable
in the movement of so vast a force, with its enormous
materia!) the General-in-Chief himself embarked.
Soon after he sailed, it came to the knowledge of the
Committee on the Conduct of the War that the
Capital, with its vast accumulation of material of
war, had been left by Gen. McClellan virtually with-
out defence, and the enemy's whole force, large or
small, was untouched in front. * * *
The country has been deceived. It has been led

to believe, that the Secretary of War or somebody
else has interfered with Gen. McClellan's plans,
when he had an army that could have crushed any
other army on the face of the earth. One hundred
and fifty-eight thousand of the best troops that ever
stood on God's footstool were sent down to the pen-
insula, and placed under command of Gen. McClel-
lan

;
and yet the whole treasonable press of the

country has been howling after the Secretary of
War, because of his alleged refusal to send reenlbrce-

ments to. Gen. McClellan. As I said the other day,
he has sent every man, every sabre, every bayonet,
every horse, that could bo spared from any source
whatever to increase that grand army under Gen.
McClellan in front of Richmond. Why did lie not.

enter Richmond ? Wo shall see. Gen. McDowell's
force wa3 not sent down, because it was deemed
necessary to protect the Capital and the vast accu-
mulation of military stores. Although the President
and Secretary of War would have been justified in

holding the whole of that force, Gen. Franklin's di-

vision was taken from it and shipped to the penin-
sula, at Gen. McClellan's most urgent solicitation,

and it was his urgent cry for rccnforeciuenls that
brought Shields down to unite with McDowell, and
thus united, those two columns were to inarch upon
Richmond) and still further reenforeu and aid Gen.
McClellan, * * *

It is not. for in.-, sir, to State the strength of Mo
Olellan'e array at this time ; but 1 know ii is 158,000
men, less the number lost by Biokoess and casualties.

Does any man doubt that this army, ably handled,
was sufficiently strong to have captured Richmond
and crushed the Rebel army? I think not, if
promptly led against the enemy ; but instead of that,
it sat down in malarious swamps, and awaited the
drafting, arming, drilling, and making soldiers of
army to fight it, and in the mean time our own army
was rapidly wasting away. Unwholesome water, in-
adequate food, over-work, and sleeping in marshes,
were rapidly filling the hospitals, and overloading
the return boats with the sick. Sir, we have los't

more men by the spade than by the bullet—five to
one since the army started from Yorktown under
McClellan. Had the soldiers been relieved from di
ging and menial labor by the substitution of negro
laborers, the army of the Potomac would to-day°in
my estimation, contain 30,000 more brave and ef-
ficient soldiers than it does. Had it been relieved
from guarding the property of Rebels in arms, many
valuable lives would have been saved. Yorktown
was evacuated after a sacrifice of molfe men by sick-
ness than the enemy had in their works when our
army landed at Fortress Monroe. The battle of
Williamsburg was fought by a small fraction of our
army, and the enemy routed. During the battle,
Gen. McClellan wrote the following dispatch, miles
from the field of battle :

—

[Received at War Department, at 12-22 P. M., May 6(ft.]

Bivouac in Front op Williamsburg, )

May 5, 10 P. M. J

Hon. Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War:
After arranging for the movements up the York

river, I was urgently sent for here. I find Joe John-
son in front of me in" strong force, probably greater a
good deal than my own. Hancock has taken two re-
doubts and repulsed Early's Brigade by a real charge
witli the bayonet, taking one Colonel and a hundred
and fifty prisoners, killing at least two Colonels and
many privates. His conduct was brilliant in the ex-
treme. I do not know our exact loss, but fear Hooker
has lost considerably on our left. I learn from prison-
ers that they intend disputing every step to Richmond.
I shall run the risk of at least holding them in check
here, while I resume the original plan.
My entire force is undoubtedly considerably inferior

to that of the Rebels, who will fight well ; but I will
do all I can with the force at my disposal.

G. B. McClellan, Major General Commanding

He would try to "hold them in check"! He
could not hold them. He could not stop his eager
troops from chasing them. After a small fraction

5

of
his army had whipped their entire force, and had
been chasing them for hours, he penned that dispatch
and sent it to the Secretary of War, and, if I re-
member aright, it was read in one of the two Houses
of Congress. As you may "suppose from that dis-
patch^ there was no great eagerness in following up
that victory. Three Michigan regiments were not
only decimated, they were divided in twain in that
bloody battle at Williamsburg. They fought there
all day without reinforcements. One Michigan
regiment went into the trenches, and left 63 dead
Rebels, killed by the bayonet, weltering in their
blood. But who has ever heard, by any official com-
munication from the head of the army, that aMichi-
gan«regiment was in the fight at Williamsbug ? I
do not blame him for not giving credit where credit
is due, for I do not believe he knew anything more
of that fight than you or I.

When that battle was fought and won, all the
enemy's works were cleared away, and we had an
open road to Richmond. There was not a single
fortification between Richmond and Williamsburg.
All we had to do was to get through those infernal
swamps, march up, and take possession of Rich-
mond. What did we do? We found the worst
swamp there was between Richmond and Williams-
burg, and sat right down in the center of it, and
went to digging. We sacrificed thousands and tens
of thousands of the bravest troops that ever stood
on the face of God's earth, digging in front of no in-

trenchments, and before a whipped army of the
enemy. We waited for them to recruit; we waited
for them to get another army. They had a levy en
masse. They were taking all the men and boys be-
tween the ages of fifteen and fifty-five, and magnan"
mously we waited weeks and weeks for them to
bring these forced levies into some sort of consistency
as an army. The battle of Fair Oaks was fought.
There the enemy found again a little fraction ofour
array—very much less than half—and they brought
out their entire force. I have it from the best au-
thority that they had not a solitary regiment in or
about Richmond that was fit toput in front of an
enemy, that they did not bring to Fair Oaks and hurl
upon our decimated army. Again the indomitable
bravery of our troops (of the men, of the private
soldiers, the indomitable energy of Michigan men
and New Jersey men—but I will not particularize,
for all the troops fought like lions), and the figbtino-
capacity of our army, not only saved it from^being
utterly destroyed by an overwhelming force, but
gave us a triumphant victory. The enemy went
back to Richmond pell-mell. I have been informed
by a man who was there at the time, that two brig-
ades of fresh troops could have chased the whole
Confederate army through the City of Richmond
and into the James River, so utter was their rout
and confusion.

And what did we do then ? We found another
big swamp, and we sat down in the centre of it, and
went to digging. We began to throw up intrench-
ments in our front, no enemy that was not utterly
broken. We never took advantage of the battle of
Fair Oaks. Again Michigan soldiers were cut to
pieces by hundreds. Go into the Judiciary Square
Hospital in this city, and you will find more than
half the occupants are Michigan men who were shot
at Fair Oaks and Williamsburg, men who stood un-
til a regiment of a thousand men were reduced to
one hundred and five, and even then did not run.
Sir, these men have been sacrificed, uselessly sacri-
ficed. They have been put to hard digging, and
bard fare, and hard sleeping, and if there was any
hard lighting to do, they have been put to that; and
besides all this, at night they have had to guard the
property of Rebels in arms. They have been so
sacrificed that two or three of the Michigan regi-
ments to-day cannot bring into the field two Hundred
and fifty men each, out of a thousand with which
they started.

Fair Oaks was lost; that is to say, we won a bril-
liant victory, but it did us no good; we did not take
advantage of it. Of course, it would have been
very unfair to take advantage of a routed annv
(laughter) ; it would not have been according to our
" strategy." We magnanimously stopped, and com-
menced digging. There was no armv in oar front;
there were no intrenchments in our front ; but wo
did not know what, else to do, and so we began to
i; and ditch, and we kept, digging and ditchini

After the Rebels had got all the troops they ever
hoped to raise from any source, we did not attack
them, but they attacked us, as we had reason to sup-
pose they would. They attacked our right wing,
and as I am informed upon what I must deem relia-
ble authority, they hurled the majority of their en-
tire force upon our right wing of 30,000 men, and
during the whole of that Thursday, our right wing
of 30,000 men held their ground, and repulsed that
vast horde of the enemy over and over again, and
held their ground at night. Of course, you say a
reenforcement of 20,000 or 30,000 men was sent to
these brave troops that they might not only hold
their ground the next day, but send this dastardly
army into Richmond a second time, as at Fair Oaks.
No, sir, nothing of the sort was done. •

At night, instead of sending them reinforcements,
they were ordered to retreat. That was " strategy."
The moment they commenced their retreat, as is said
in the dispatches, the enemy fought like demons.
Of course they would. Who ever heard of a re-
treating army that was not pursued by the victors
like demons, except in the case of Rebel retreats ?
No other nation but ours was every guilty of stop-
ping immediately after a victory. Other armies
fight like demons after a victory, and annihilate the
enemy, but we do not. Our left wing and center
remained intact. A feint was made upon the left
and center, and I have here, not the sworn testi-
mony, but the statement of one of the bravest men
in the whole army of the Potomac—I will not give
his name—-but a more highly honorable man fives
not—that when his regiment was ordered under
arms, he had no doubt that he was going to march
into Richmond. He believed the whole force of the
enemy had attacked our right wing ; he believed
there was nothing but a screen of pickets in front

;

and he thought that now our great triumph was to
come off. His men sprang into line with avidity,
prepared to rush into Richmond, and take it at the
point of the bayonet. He never discovered his error
until he saw a million and a half dollars' worth of
property burned in front of his regiment, and then
he began to think that an advance upon Richmond
was not intended. And it was not. We had been
at work there, and had lost ten thousand men in dig-
ging intrenchments; we had spent months in bring-
ing up siege guns, and we abandoned those intrench-
ments without firing one gun. Our army was or-
dered to advance on the gunboats instead of on Rich-
mond. This colonel told me that his regiment fought
three days, and whipped the enemy each day, and
retreated each night. The left wing and center
were untouched until they were ordered to retreat.
No portion ofour vast force had been fought except
the right wing under Forter, and they whipped the
enemy the first day.

This is called strategy ! Again, sir, I ask why
was this great army of the Potomac of two hundred
and thirty thousand men divided ? Human ingenuity
could not have devised any other way to defeat that
army; divine wisdom could scarcely have devised
any other way to defeat it than that which was
adopted. There is no army in Europe to-day that
could meet the army of the Potomac when it was
two hundred and thirty thousand strong, the best
fighting material ever put into an army on the face
of the earth. Why was that grand army divided ?
I simply charge that grave and serious errors have
been committed, and, as I have said, no other way
could have been devised to defeat that army. If the
one hundred and fifty-eight thousand men that were
sent to Gen. McClellan" had been marched upon the
enemy, they could have whipped all the armies the
Confederates have, and all they are likely to have
for six months. One hundred and fifty-eight thou-
sand are about as many as can be fought on any
one battle-field. One hundred and fifty-eight thou-
sand men are a vast army, a great deal larger army
than that with which Napoleo'n destroyed six hun-
dred thousand of the Austrians in a single year.
One hundred and fifty-eight thousand men ably
handled can defeat any force the Confederates can
raise; and that is the force that went down to the
Peninsula. But, sir, it lay in ditches, digging, drink-
ing rotten water, and eating bad food, and sleeping
in the mud, until it became greatly reduced in num-
bers, and of those that were left, very many were
injured in health. Still they fought; still they con-
quered in every fight ; and still they retreated, be-
cause they were ordered to retreat.

Sir, I have deemed it my duty to present this
statement of facts to the Senate and the country. I
know that I am to be denounced for so doing, and
I tell you who will denounce me. There are two
classes of meu who are sure to denounce me, and no
one else, and they are traitors and fools. The trai-

tors have been denouncing every man who did not
sing pagans to « strategy," when it led to defeat
every time. The traitors North are worse than the
traitors South, and sometimes I think we have as
many of them in the aggregate. They are meaner
men; they are men who will come behind you, and
cut vour throat in the dark. I have great respect
for Southern traitors who shoulder their muskets,
and come out and take the chances of the bullet and
the halter; but I have the most superlative con-
tempt for the Northern traitors, who, under the pre-
tended guise of patriotism, are stabbing their coun-
try in the dark.

This instructive extract should find a place in eve-

ry loyal journal at the North.

til the Rebels bad impressed and drilled and armed
and made soldiers of their entire population. But
that was not enough

; they sent JaoksGn up on his
raid to Winchester, and we waited tor him io eome
back with his gO.QOQ or 80,000 men. We heard thai
Corinth was being evacuated, and of course it would
have been very unfair to commence an attack until

I

the} brought their troops from Corinth, and bo we
wailed for the army at Corinth to get. to Ktelnuoud. '

UNION OFFICERS MUTILATING PASSES TO
ACCOMMODATE REBEL SPIES.

Wixokkstrr, Va., July U, 1862.
It is an unaccountable fact that our Union officers

are very much inclined to favor the Secesh. Many
of them board in rebel families, and some of these
not of the most respectable. I state the following
on authority ready to be produced, if officially re-
quired. An officer of the Twenty-ninth Pennsyl-
vania regiment, lately in command, gave a pass 'to

two well-known rebel ladies, who loudly declared
they would stay in Winchester ten years before thev
would go under the description of "true and loyal
citizens of the United States." The officer prompt-
ly erased these words, substantially eOBStitutiag
these women spies in the rebel service, with authori-
ty to crass our lines. He got small thanks from them,
for they laughed at him, and called him a fool as
soon as they were out of his presence, I don't know
that it can be of any service for a Union man to
write you these facts.

There is a special courtesy extended to the rebel
wounded and their nurses. Fremont's men, who
were much exhausted by their severe mountain
march and brave fighting on half rations, have conn
here to recruit in considerable numbers. Tlu-v oc-

cupy unfurnished rooms and a eimreh, lying on the
bare floor, while sound rebel meu nurses arc sleep-

ing on the beds gratuitously furnished by benevolent
people from the North, Why the rebel wounded
and siek are not quartered on rebel citizens mav he
a mystery to you, but it is not to us, seeing that" offi-

cers wearing the United states uniform are coin-

(ortablj domiciled, bedded and befooled
same eiti/vns. i

. .:,." //„ Sac York
Evening Post.
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THE "WAR.

1. The character of the war: It is a desperate re-

bellion.
.

2. Rebellion forfeits all constitutional obligations

on the part of the Government.

3. Necessity hath no law— or, rather, is the su-

preme law ;
ami none but weak consciences and

craw-sick politicians will now think otherwise.

4. The rebellion roust be dealt with as States as

well as individuals.

5. The most beneficial results possible should fol-

low our immense sacrifices. To nave, after all, the

old chimes about free-soil and rendition questions

would make the very heavens sick, and cover the

country with worse than mourning, because depriv-

ing reason of self-esteem and the sustaining dignity

of a becoming pride.

3. Declare that slavery is fokevek at an

end in the United States.
7. Compensation, moderate, for slaves belonging

to undoubted Union men when the war is over, to

be settled by a stern commission. And the border

States are here invoked to draw still further upon

their patriotism and true self-interest. As to offend-

ing them, for which we should be exceedingly sorry,

for their sakes as well as our own, I have to say, let

income if it must; we are equal to our whole work,

if we work on a right principle and right system.

8. The slaves to be fully cared for, and employed

in labor—men, women and children—all of the most

appropriate kinds : one hundred thousand of the

men, m the battle-field, commanded by volunteer

•citizens, under the most rigid military subordination

each command to be considered wholly respectable

and specially patriotic.

9. This abolishing of slavery forever in this coun-

try would straighten out and simplify the state of

things among us; cut off rebellion from all future

effort; give us an immense moral position, influence

and support throughout the whole civilized world

;

advance the cause of universal liberty by a leap of

*i dozen centuries ; and create forus an epoch of re-

nown in history, without a parallel.

10. Immediately on the close of the war, pour

into Eastern Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia, Al-

abama, Florida, Mississippi, Louisiana, Arkansas,

three millions of Northern and Western men—par-
ticularly laboring men—agriculturists, (a great

chance for a new foreign emigration,) to be protect-

ed by an ample military force; in order that this

•new element of population may keep down and neu-

tralize individual Southern hostility, and to bring

forward the immense agricultural resources of every

kind oftbose regions, particularly cotton, sugar, rice,

that can, at any moment, in countless quantities, be^

converted into gold—making a very hey-dey of

trade and comfort for all Europe.

Such a course would prove that all labor at the

South, by white men, is practicable and honorable,

as well as profitable; and it would be a wealth

to the country, in commerce, covering, a hun-

dred fold, all the cost of the war. As to white

men, Northern men, not being able to stand_ sun

shine, and a black, teeming soil and miasma, it is an

old bugbear, and as baseless as witchcraft. White

men can stand all these things, if they will crowd off

their stagnant blood by labor, live carefully, keep

by them a little blue mass and quinine, lay by a

little in the very heat of the day, avoid the night

'dews, and generally take care of themselves—espec-

ially to fear nothing, except what is dishonest and

dishonorable, and unkind towards others.

The foregoing ideas are presented, not, by any

means, in what has been called an abolition sense, or

in a sense in any way radical, having nothing of the

kind about me ; but as a necessity, and a clear

utility—even rescuing the whole South itself from

ruin, and giving to them security and unthought-of

prosperity. These ideas, too, are due also to our

glorious UNION, which must bePERPETUAL. It

is also a necessary course as it regards the States

mentioned ; for no man can believe that any less

thorough track will ever put an entire end to the re-

bellion, and render those regions safe for anything

in the shape of honest and harmless life.

We owe the grand result I have suggested to the

gigantic efforts of our country and Government,

and to the sufferings and griefs of our friends, and

to the graves of our dear and lamented soldiery :

" Oh ! this is venerable earth,

Valor's consecrated bed

;

Hail ! the memory of the brave !

Hail ! the spirits of the dead !

Time their triumphs shall proclaim,

And their rich reward be this :

Immortality of fame

—

Immortality of bliss
!

"

BELARIUS-
Washington City, July 15, 1862.

if it was not to bo fought with the aid of the colored

men of the South. (Applause.) Gen. Washington,
in ihe Revolutionary war, used them, and at the bat-

tle of Red Bank, 1777, near Philadelphia, a Rhode
Island regiment of blacks turned the fortunes of the

day."

We trust this is all true,, and we especially pray

that whatever the President may think best to do,

shall be done frankly, boldly, defiantly- This na-

tion is not to be saved by ambiguities, by equivoca-

tions, but by striking out straight from the shoulder.

No sheepish, shame-faced, double-tongued policy will

possibly answer. To say that we will use slave la-

bor in our camps, yet give the slaves no valid reason

for coming to and working for us, is to trifle with

National ruin. If we are to have them help us, we
must openly invite them to do so, and give them the

best possible reason for coming. Let every one who
has the National safety in charge heed the monition

of our great poet to

"go not lilio the galley-slave at night,

Scourged to his dungeon, but sustaiiiod and soothed

By an unfaltering trust."

—New York Tribune.
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No Union with Slaveholders!

BOSTON, TODAY, AUGUST 1, 186*.

OELEBEATIOU OF TEE HEST OP AUGUST.

The Anniversary of British West India Emancipa-

tion will be celebrated in the usual manner at Island

Grove, ABINGTON, on Friday, August 1st, in

Mass Meeting, under the direction of the Managers

of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society,

Among the speakers looked for and confidently ex-

pected on the occasion are the following :

—

Wh, Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, H.

C. Wright, Wm. Wells Brown, John S. Rock,

Andrew T. Foss, Rev. Daniel Poster, Rev. J.

Sella Martin, Rev. Moncure D. Conway, and

others.

g^=An Excursion Train on the Old Colony Rail-

road will leave Boston at 9 o'clock, A. M. Leave

Plymouth 9.20, A. M., stopping at usual way stations.

RETURNING, leave the Grove at 5 1-4 P. M.

The Old Colony Railroad Company will convey pas-

sengers, on that day, to and from the Abington Grove,

at the following rates, being the same as upon former

years :— ^^
Boston, Savin Hill, Dorchester, Neponset, Quincy,

and Braintree,—to the Grove and back,—-for adults, 50

cents; children, 25 cents.

Plymouth, and all way stations not already mention

ed,—to the Grove and back, half ihe usual rates.

Excursion tickets good on other trains.

Should the day prove stormy, the meeting will he

held in the Town Hall, adjacent to the Grove, so that

there will be no interruption of the proceed

WM. LLOYD GARRISON, 1

SAMUEL MAY, JR.,

ELBRIDGE SPRAGUE, V

BRIGGS ARNOLD,
SAMUEL DYER,

Committee of
Arrangements.
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served through the abolition of slavery, he would

gladly have it broken in pieces "like a potter's ves-

sel." What does he care for the health, safety, lives

of Northern soldiers'? The "masterly strategy"

which buried them by thousands in the Chickahominy

swamps, (1) and caused the army of the Potomac to be

reduced, by capture, sickness and death, at least sixty

thousand men in a few months, is what he specially

admires. He would prefer to see the entire army

crushed out of existence, ra,ther than to have slavery

in any way interfered with by it.

Yet this editorial dissembler protends to superlative

loyalty ! With consummate audacity, he raises the

outcry that "the Abolitionists arc discouraging en-

listments, and throwing every obstacle in the way of

filling up the army." He complains that "they re-

fuse to enlist themselves," and asserts that " there is

not a prominent Abolitionist in the army to-day."

Model patriot! Foaming at the mouth if it is even

suggested that the army might be immediately and

most powerfully strengthened, by inviting to its stand-

ard the hundreds of thousands of expectant loyal

blacks at the South ; and yet pretendedly shocked at

the lack of patriotism evinced by those whom he ha-

bitually holds up to public scorn as " disorganizes/'

" madmen," and " fanatics " ! As a matter of consist-

ency, why should he expect any thing more of them 1

Now, to this impeachment of the Abolitionists, we

-eply—that the difference between them and their ca-

lumniator is, that, while he is for having the govern-

ment pursue ado-nothing policy, like that of McClel-

lan, (who ought to have been stripped of his command

long ago for utter incompetency, or else unwillingness

to advance,) and wants the war so conducted as to

make it utterly impossible to subdue the rebels, the

Abolitionists are for a decisive, energetic, uncompro-

mising course of policy to be adopted, whereby speedy

victory will surely be attained. Even this libeller

will not have the effrontery to accuse them of having

the remotest sympathy with the South in this strug-

gle. Whoever else may be disposed to deal gingerly

with her, or to so speak and act as to play into her

hands, they are not. For thirty years there has been

an impassable gulph between her and them. They

have branded her secession as clearly treasonable and

for the most revolting purposes ; and they have de-

fended the government as wholly in the right as

against her accusations and assaults. But, in com-

mon with hundreds of thousands of loyal men at the

North, who have never had any connection with or

sympathy for the Anti-Slavery movement, they per-

ceive no possible chance for the rebellion to be put

down, and the unity of the republic preserved, but by

a proclamation of universal emancipation ; hence their

disgust, indignation and astonishment to see such

blindness and weakness on the part of the govern-

ment, and such incompetency or treachery on the

part of the leading generals in the army, in dealin;

with her. Their sharpest criticisms, their severest

censures, their strongest admonitions, are not for the

purpose of weakening but strengthening the arm of

government, and leading it to see that the sober, in-

telligent, thinking men of the North are not to be ex-

pected any longer to fill the decimated ranks of the

army " with alacrity," until they see good reason to

believe that their lives will not be jeoparded or sacri-

ficed as abortively as the hecatombs which have al-

ready been slain on Southern soil.

SPEECH OP JUDGE H0ET0N,

We make the following extract from Judge Hor-
ton's speech at Troy, on the Fourth. He portrays,

in vivid colors, the evils of slavery, and his views

must meet with the entire approbation of all loyal

citizens :

—

" It was slavery that placed James Buchanan in

the Presidential Chair. It was to the influence of

slavery that the traitors Floyd, Cobb and Thomp-

son held seats in the Cabinet of the nation. It is

slavery that marshals the rebel hosts, and breathes

into their embattled ranks its own barbarous fire.

It is slavery that stamps its character alike upon of-

ficers and men. It is slavery that inspires all, from

.the General to the ^teamster. It is slavery which

gives the word of command, and which sounds in

the morning drum-beat. It is slavery which digs

and builds hostile forts. It is slavery which pitches

its white tents and stations its sentinels against the

national capital. It is slavery which sharpens the

bayonet and casts the bullet, which points the can-

non and scatters the shell, blazing and bursting

with death. It is slavery which raises the pirate's

flag upon the ocean, and murders our prisoners

qf war. It is slavery which wantonly burns the

cotton, destroys the sugar, and violates all the or-

dinary usages of war. It is slavery which des-

olated and devastated Missouri and other Southern

States of this Union. It is slavery that has hung
Union men in East Tennessee, and assassinated

them in New Orleans, and offered rewards for

the heads of Butler and Johnson. Wherever this

rebellion shows itself, whatever form it takes, what-

ever thing it does, whatever it meditates, it is

moved by slavery; nay, it is slavery itself, incar-

nate, living, acting, raging, robbing, murdering, ac-

cording to the essential law of its being. More :

—

as slavery is the cause, the origin of this war, with-

out slavery it would have ceased long ago, without

slavery it would cease to-day. The slaves toil at

home while the masters work at the rebellion. The
enslaved race is actually engaged in feeding, sup-

porting, succoring and assisting those who are fight-

ing for their enslavement and the perpetuation of

slavery.
" Slavery has been our curse in the past. Sla-

very is our curse to-day, and will be our curse

the future, unless a patriotic President shall, with

the mark of his pen, sweep it from the continent. If

slavery is the cause, why not extinguish it ? While

I believe this war may be and perhaps will be closed

without the abolishment ofthe " sum of all villanies,"

still I believe sure, certain and lasting peace can

only be had, when throughout our Republic not a

chain shall clank upon or bind the limbs of man.

As the distinguished Senator of Kansas, Gen. James
H. Lane, said in my hearing in New York last

month, so 1 say now, where our army marches,

there freedom should abide ; where our flag waves

in victory, there should the fetter fall from the slave

;

and where the Union is restored, consecrated by the

vows of undaunted freemen, sacred with the graves

of immortal spirits, let it be re-united in the faith

that all men are created equal, and then, indeed,

will our land appear to humanity bright, beautiful

and effulgent, as was our planet when, in the morn-

ing of creation, it was swung by the hand of Omni-
potence into ethereal space,"

THE PKESIDENT'S VIEWS,.

-Col. John W. Forney, Secretary of the United

States Senate, in addressing the People's State Con-

vention at Harrisburg, recently, is thus reported :—

-

'.'He announced tbat President Lincoln bad told

him, before leaving Wasbington, that henceforth his

policy sjiould be an stringent as the most enthusiastic

could desire. (Loud applause.) That hereafter there

will be no restriction in the employment of all men to put

down the rebellion. (Long and loud applause.) No
more doubting about the confiscation of rebel proper-

ty. (Applause.) No longer need the Northern people

be frightened with the cry of negro equality and eman-
cipation. (ApplauBe.)

" He thought it proper to put arms into their hands

to save the lives of the whites. (Applause.) He
(bought we might as well terminate he war to-day

There are still many base-minded, unprincipled,

pro-slavery journals at the North, notwithstanding the

hideous revelations of its true character which slavery

has made for many years past, and especially within

the last eighteen months. A few of these are con-

ducted with an ability which iudicates no lack of in-

telligence,—only extreme depravity. Foremost among

this small number is the New York Journal of Com-

merce. Its former editor, Gerard Hallock, for a

quarter of a century, availed himself of all possible

opportunities (and where none existed, he created

them) to ridicule the efforts and blacken the character

of Abolitionists, to shield the slave system from dan-

ger, to heap contempt and obloquy upon the unfortu-

nate colored race, to strengthen the hands of the bro-

kers in human blood, to stimulate mobocratic violence

against free speech, and to corrupt and deceive the

people. Hundreds of his articles are on record in the

columns of the Liberator—all proving the malignity

of his spirit and the baseness of his efforts. In the

service of the devil, the prince of slaveholders, never

was greater zeal or more assiduity shown by any one

than by himself. The mischief he set on foM, the

evil he consummated, the brutality he roused to ac-

tion, the minds he led astray, the misrepresentations

and falsehoods he put in circulation, to put down the

abolition movement, admit of no measurement. Had

he been the owner of every slave in the land, and ed-

ucated under the most depraving Southern influences

from childhood, he could not have labored more un-

tiringly in behalf of " the sum of all villanies," and to

transform the glorious "self-evident truths" of the

Declaration of Independence into "glittering gene-

ralities " and empty " rhetorical fiouishes." And all

this, too, in an evangelical garb, and in reputable con-

nection with an evangelical church—making loud out-

cries, all the while, about "Abolition infidelity," and

affecting superior sanctity, in the most approved Phar-

isaical manner ! At times, he attempted to plate his

iniquity with gold, by ostentatiously cribing for

the ransom of a slave-man or slave-woman endeavor-

ing to procure the needed amount; taking good care

to chronicle his "charitable" (?) donation in his own

columns, and sometimes improving the occasion to

make a malicious fling at the Abolitionists,* as much

more ready to talk against slavery than to redeem any

one out of it by furnishing the means.

Of course, his journal was applauded throughout

the man-imbruting South, and liberally patronized in

that direction. Constantly stimulating the satanic

pride and ambition of the slave oligarchy, defending

them against every assault, and upholding every

scheme of theirs, however villanous, he left nothing

undone to bring about the present awful state of things

in the country. Such was his open complicity with

the Southern traitors, at the time of the capture of

Fort Sumter, that he was compelled by an indignant

and formidable public manifestation to retire from the

editorial charge of the Journal of Commerce, in order

to save the necessity of its suppression. We know of

no one whose memory will deserve to be execrated

more intensely by the colored population of this coun-

try, bond and free, than bis own.

For a very short time, the tone of the paper was

slightly modified, though still perverse and malignant.

Gradually, it ventured to speak out in a bolder strain,

till now its articles are as venomous and as treasona-

ble in spirit as ever—all designed to paralyze efficient

measures for the suppression of the rebellion, to give

"aid and comfort" to the rebels, to prolong the war

indefinitely, in order to bring the Administration into

popular disfavor, and thereby ensure its ultimate over-

throw, or else compel the Federal Government to re-

cognize the independence of the Rebel Confederacy.

If any paper ever deserved to be summarily suppress-

ed by martial law," it is the Journal of Commerce.

Hallock having been compelled to retire, of course

it became necessary to employ "a new hand at the

bellows." The present editor is said to be one Prime,

a brother of one of the editors of the New York Ob-

server, and of the same stripe. His articles are all

surcharged with misrepresentation, calumny, abuse,

bluster, and pro-slavery scoundrelism, in reference to

the friends of impartial freedom, and fiercely depreca-

tory of any proposition or effort to deprive the rebels

of the right arm of their murderous strength by con-

fiscating then- slave property. He knowB that the

entire slave population is actively wielded, in every

possible manner, to crown the rebellion with success,

and, up to this hour, with tremendous and irresistible

effect ; that the slaves are kept diligently at work,

digging trenches and rifle-pits, building fortifications,

carrying supplies, raising food to keep the rebel forces

from Ntarvation, doing every sort of laborious and me-

nial work, to ensure final victory to the Confederate

States. This is precisely as he would have it. What
does lie wire for the cause of freedom, or the safety

of free institutions 1 Ratiier than see the Union pre-

(1) Read what the Richmond Examiner says of the

spot selected by " masterly strategy " for our army :

"Ten days ago, when McClellan beleaguered Rich-
mond, with the exception of about five miles of the

Chickahominy low ground, he occupied the most bar-

ren, and at the same time the worst watered and most
unhealthy region of Eastern Virginia. Agues, hoop-

poles and whortleberries have been always the only

sure crops of the country. With a radius often miles

about the Seven Pines, taking that point as a centre,

and but two living streams cross the Nine Mile or

Williamsburg road. Between Richmond and Bottom
Bridge, on these two roads, with the Seven Pines as

their headquarters, the very pink and flower of the

Northern army was concentrated, and here for weeks
their vigor and numbers melted away under the influ-

ence 0I~tIre miasma, b:nl water mid a SOUtnei 11,01111."
-

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

"America before Europe. Principles and Interests.

By Count Age'nor de Gasparin. Translated from

advance sheets, by Mary L. Booth. New York :

Charles Scribner, 124 Grand St., 1862."—pp. 419

For sale in Boston by Crosby and Nichols, 117

Washington St.

This interesting and valuable book is a sequel to

" The Uprising of a Great People," published by

Count Gasparin rather more than a year ago. Pro-

posing to examine the crisis through which this coun-

try is passing from the European point of view, its

author takes the part of a true friend to our nation,

not only by clearing up various errors in regard to us

which still prevail in Europe, but by offering such

counsel as his wisdom dictates for our present and fu

ture guidance. Seeing that it is while the issue of the

conflict is still uncertain that it is important to set

forth the principles which it involves, he has spoken

promptly, once and again, endeavoring to commend
those principles to the attention of both his and our

countrymen. Every page shows the diligence of the

author in penetrating the complications of our con-

dition, and preparing himself, by a careful study of

facts and documents, to understand it; and it cannot

be but that his intelligence, bis earnestness and his

prudence will give help, on both sides of the water,

towards the successful solution of our great problem.

The six parts into which this book is divided ex-

amine successively—the general aspect, to Europe, of

the American Crisis—the attitude of England, or

rather of two diverse classes which constitute that na-

tion, towards this country—the Errors credited in Eu-

rope—the Interests of Europe in America^-the claim

which Freedom makes upon Americans—and the

claim which Religion makes upon American and Eng-

lish Christians. An appendix quotes certain State

papers of our Government, byway of documentary

evidence.

With comparatively few errors, either of fact or of

speculation, in regard to us, this work has many and

great merits. Instead of merely calculating probabili-

ties in regard to our destiny, it seeks to fix attention

on the question—Which course is right ? It recognizes

obedience to duty as the highway of ultimate success,

and points out that sound principle is the best guar-

dian of our interests. Recognizing the fact that such

great, and wide-spreading, and deep-rooted causes of

disturbance as here prevail, are not to be speedily

calmed into quietness, it counsels patience and pru-

dence. Recognizing also that the faults of the past

and present are the dangers of the future, it urges im-

mediate and progressive reform.

It is true that the reform inculcated by Count Gas-

parin is not precisely of our sort, He prefers gradual

to immediate abolition. But every page of his book

shows that this is through no lack of zeal for the ulti-

mate result, but only from full recognition of the ex-

isting obstacles. The Abolitionists have so often heard

gradualism deceitfully urged, on this side the water,

for the purpose of postponing prompter and stronger

action, that they have learned to look with suspicion

upon the motives of him who advises it. But no such

suspicion can touch the author of this book. Even

the mistakes concerning radical men and measures

into which calumnious rumor has led him do not for a

moment disguise the fact that he is ut heart with us.

And he gives the strongest proof of this substantial

unity with the Abolitionists by rebuking, precisely as

Garrison, and Phillips, and Parker have rebuked, the

Northern sin of prejudice against color, and warning

the Northern people that this vice must he discarded

before either Christianity or Democracy can have free

course among them.

It is, of course, advantageous for Americans to read

both the counsels and the rebukes of a friend so intel-

gent and so earnest. And this view of America in the

presence of Europe can hardly fail to exercise a fa-

vorable influence in regard to us both.in Prance and

England.

A book treating of affairs so various and compli-

cated, occurring in a country which the author has

never visited, will inevitably contain errors. Hume
of the greatest of these are found in Count Gasparin's

chapter entitled " Attitude of Christians in America."

By "Christians" he means members of churches

called "Evangelical." Here, evidently, the inten-

sity of his wish that the American churches might do

their duty upon the great subject of slavery lias had

a very powerful influence upon his estimate of the

scanty facts bearing in that direction. In his state-

ment respecting the present attitude of the Northern

churches towards slavery, the wish (unconsciously to

himself, of course,) has been father to the thought;

for not only does his specification of evidence fail to

establish his point, but no one item of that evidence

even tends to establish it. Here is a specimen of two

enormous errors condensed into one sentence :

—

"The remarkable revival which agitated the whole
North, and which, save at a point in Baltimore,

stopped short at the frontiers of the South, has been
the great providential means against slavery."—p. 391.

If the reports of the religious papers, North and

South, made at the time of the last great revival, are

to be believed, that influence prevailed throughout the

South, equally as throughout the North, and with the

same utter absence of result, in both regions, upon

the institution of slavery. I carefully examined these

reports while the events were passing. No mention

of slavery was permitted in the revival meetings of

either section. I saw no evidence that, in the South,

any slave was manumitted in consequence of the

" conversion " of his master, or that, in the North, a

single person became, through " conversion," an op-

poser of slavery.

The American translation of Count Gasparin's

book is carelessly printed, and contains many errors.

For instance :—On p. 159, we have " England " print-

ed, instead of America. At the top of p. 189, we have
" the first corner," instead of the first comer. At the

top of p. 386, the language represents as male instead

of female that slave who was burned alive by mem-
bers of one of the American Board's mission churches

among the Cherokees, in 1859.—c. k. w.

" God Timing all National Changes in the Interests of

his Christ. A Discourse before the American Bap-

tist Home Mission Society, at its Annual Meeting

in the City of Providence, R. I., on Thursday eve-

ning, May 29th, 1862. By William R. Williams.

New York : Sheldon and Company, 335 Broadway.

Boston : Gould and Lincoln. 1862."—pp. 56.

It was not at all strange that, when the whole

Northern people arose in their might to declare that

the nation should remain one, and that the Govern-

ment should be sustained in its struggle with Rebel-

lion, the clergy should have joined their voices to the

general cry. They had always preached, and prac-

tised, allegiance to the Government. The coming out

of a crop of patriotic sermons, in this exigency, was

a matter of course. There has been no change in the

sentiment of patriotism, on the part of either people or

pastors; only an occasion for the active manifestation

of it.

In another particular, however, a great change has

been going on. As the progress of the rebellion,

and of the war, exposed to the people, and particu-

larly to the army, more and more of the atrocious

character of slavery, and of the depravation wrought

by it in the maimers and morals of slavehold-

ers, more and more of the Northern people have

been awakened to the necessity of exterminating

slavery. And, closely following these, a similar

proportion of the clergy have vigorously inculcat-

ed the duty of using the existing struggle for

this purpose. Whether Mr. Williams be one of that

honored minority of the clergy who spoke plainly

against slavery before this necessity was laid upen

them, I know not. But in this discourse, treating of

the "opportunities and hopes of the times, iu their

bearing on the Home Mission work of the Churches

of Christ," he pleads energetically for an application

of the rule of righteousness to our great national sin.
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has, happily, swung the whole question out of its old

moorings, making it possible for the nation, and the

Government, to act against slavery in away, and with

an effectiveness, formerly prohibited. He welcomes

the opening for mortal combat against this giant iniqui-

ty. Rather than give it, by new compromises, a fresh

lease of life, he would accept perpetual war, and leave

it in charge to his children after him to reconquer the

whole land for freedom.

He declares that the negro, being Christ's kinsman,

is our kinsman also ; and that, as we now injure or

benefit him, it will speedily be said to us—Inasmuch

as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my
brethren, ye have done it unto Me.

Showing that the operation of our present struggle,

whether longer or shorter, must be to release the black

man from bondage, he declares that, when this strug-

gle shall cease, it will be infamous to reenslave him,

and alike foolish and wicked to banish him. And he

forcibly asks whether it be either policy or piety, in

an age when British and American Christians have

just been fighting the good fight of the abolition of

caste in the East-Indian mission churches, to exaspe-

rate the law of caste on these shores, and convert our

dusky tillers and toilers into the coolies of a cruel, en-

forced expatriation.

A large responsibility for the continuance and

growth of slavery rests on the Baptist denomination

in this country, both South and North. The South-

ern Baptists cannot at present be reached by Christian

missionaries. But if so sound and able a laborer as

Mr. Williams can be obtained for the purpose, I sug-

gest to the American Baptist Home Mission Society

the advantage of immediately sending him Jo evan-

gelize the Reverend Dr. Baron Stow, and the Rowe
street church and congregation, in this city. No
Southern heathen are more iu need of such labor.

—C. K. W.

THE CAUSE.

ENPOKOINOr SLAVE LAWS.

The Boston Post states that Gen. Butler has ordered

that every negro found after dark about the streets of

New Orleans, without a pass from his master, should

be treated according to the laws of Louisiana, namely,

with whipping, and imprisonment on bread and water.

Of course, every free negro found in the streets after

dark is liable to be thus treated.

It should not be forgotten that Abraham Lincoln is

morally responsible for this, and for every other out-

rage against the colored people which Gen. Butler may
perpetrate in New Orleans.

Gen. Butler, perceiving the injury to the public ser-

vice resulting from the diversity of action between two

high officers in the same department, namely, himself,

a pro-slavery Democrat, and Gen. Phelps, an Aboli-

tionist, very properly asked of the President, a short

time ago, instructions specifying which policy should

be pursued by both, and declaring his own willingness

to obey orders in cither direction. Mr. Lincoln evaded

the point in question, and returned an unmanly and

non-committal answer. If he had cared for a policy

favoring freedom in general for the colored people, or

for justice and fair play towards those in Louisiana,

either or both these objects might have been accom-

plished by a single word from him, He has shrunk

from this duty, as from so many others. And he, in

my judgment, should be held responsible for the mean-
ness, cruelty, and wickedness of the order above re-

ferred to.—c. k. w.

The Continental Monthly—Devoted to Liter-

ature and National Policy—for August, 1802.

Contents.—Among the Pines, (concluded;) South-

ern Rights; Macearoni and Canvas; Glances from

the Senate-Gallery ; The Last Ditch ; Rewarding the

Army; John McDonongh, Ihe Millionaire
; Helter-

Skelter Papers ; Sketch of the Orient ; Witches,

Elves, and Goblins ; A True Romance; Huguenots

of New York City; The Banc of our Country ; Tin-

Molly O'Molly Papers; Wounded; Aetor and the

Capitalists ol New York ; Thunder all Wound
; Was

he Successful t A Merchant's Story; Corn is King;

Literary Notices; Editor's Table.

Mr. Editor,—It was said by one of the speakers

at the great meeting on the Common, Saturday af-

ternoon, "We are not here to consider the cause of

our country's present condition, but to devise some

means for suppressing this terrible rebellion." Now,
it is not difficult for us to see why such men as the

author of this utterance are so unwilling to Bay any

thing about the "cause" of our present troubles.

We suppose if a company of incendiaries had fired a

large building, for purposes of plunder, and, having

been badly burned in the scrape, should call the peo-

ple together to consider the best means for extinguish-

ing the fire, or staying the progress of the flames,

they would be quite likely to say, as did the speaker

referred to, "We are not here to consider the cause of

this conflagration, but to consider how we shall best

put this terrible fire out."

It requires more grace than our modern conserva-

tive politicians happen to be possessed of to make
them magnanimous enough to confess, frankly, that

they have caused the terrible conflagration which is

now devastating our country, and threatening to

leave it an uninhabitable and desolate waste. Having

been in complicity with the rebels ever since the

government was formed, and aided them in robbing

God's poor, now that the traitors are seeking to rob

and enslave them, they find it very convenient to raise

the cry, "Thief! " that they may secure a reputation

for honesty to which they have never been entitled.

We thank God that there are some men in the com-

munity—and women, too—who can see into the hearts

of these men, and who know that they have no love

for liberty per se, but desire freedom for the white man
only.

Talk about the impropriety of considering the

" cause " of this rebellion I Men do not thus reason

or act in relation to other and even minor evils which

exist in the community. If a ship springs a leak at

sea, one of the first things to be done is to search for

the "cause." How absurd it would be, under such

circumstances, for the captain to call the ship's com-

pany upon deck, and say to them, in the language of

one of the Boston Common orators, " We are not

here to consider the cause of this sad disaster, but to

how we shall save the ship from sinking, and our-

selves from a watery grave." Our impression is that

such a commander would be speedily introduced by

his auditors to old Neptune, to die

" Unwept, unhonored and unsung."

When business is depressed, and financial ruin

stares us in the face, men seek for the cause, and labor

hard to remove it. When the potato becomes infected

with disease, so that we are in danger of losing that

valuable esculent, the whole community is astir to

ascertain the cause, elaborate essays are written by

our most learned men, and spread before the people,

suggesting a remedy. When pleuro-pneumonia breaks

out among our cattle, threatening to decimate and

destroy the herds of our farmers, the whole State is

aroused, the Legislature is convened, the people are

addressed upon the subject by His Excellency, a

large committee of our greatest wiseacres in such

matters is elected, and thousands of dollars are ex-

pended to ascertain the cause and suggest a remedy.

But when a disease is raging far more fatal to our

peace and prosperity as a nation than any of these, or

all of them combined, filling the land with mourning

and unutterable woe, and the peo*ple with terror and

alarm, having its origin in the moral delinquencies of

those who have assumed to command our "ship of

State," we are to be told, are we, that it is not proper

to consider the cause of this terrible state of things,

but we must seek to prevent the consequences ! Let

those who will follow such teachers remember the

declaration of the Savior—" If the blind lead the

blind, both shall fall into the ditch."

When God put down the great rebellion instituted

in Eden, and expelled the traitors therefrom, he clear-

ly showed them the cause of it, and why he so sum-

marily dealt with them as its authors. Had He been
perTrjitfed To talie some Tessonsm the school or modern
conservative politicians^ He would, probably, have

put down the terrible rebellion, as they propose to

suppress the more terrible one now existing in the

United States, (?) without saying any thing about the

"cause." He has, since that period, made a good

many similar blunders. For instance, when He vis-

ited Pharaoh and his people with such terrible

plagues, He told him the cause why He thus dealt

with him, viz., he "would not let His people go, that

they might serve Him." He speaks to us, providen-

tially, in similar language to-day, and will continue to

" plague " us, as a nation, as He did Egypt, unless we
will "let His people go" out from their bondage,

that .they may serve Him.

Again, when Joshua was repulsed by the people of

Ai, (see Joshua 7:5,) God showed him the cause,

and instructed him how to prevent a repetition of the

disaster. (Let those who would overlook the cause

of our national troubles read carefully the first twelve

chapters of Joshua, and, if they are sensible men and

women, they will no more ignore the cause of the

uncivil and terrible war which is convulsing our gov-

ernment, and filling its supporters with the most

fearful apprehensions.)

When God was about to suppress the great rebellion

in the time of Noah, He made known to him the

cause. He said, " The end of all flesh is come before

me ; for the earth is filled with violence through

them : and behold, I will destroy them with the

earth," See Genesis 6 : 13. (Is not the same true

of " our own dear native land ? " and have we not rea-

son to fear that a similar doom awaits it?)

When, at a later period, God was about to destroy

the Jewish polity and nation, He told thcm~by his

Son—the cause. The Savior " beheld the city, and

wept over it, saying, If thou hadst known, even thou,

at least in this thy day, the things which belong to thy

peace ! but now they are hid from thine eyes. For

the days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies

shall cast a trench about thee, and compass thee round,

and keep thee in on e,very side, and shall lay thee

even with the ground, and thy children within thee;

and they shall not leave in thee one stone upon anoth-

er: because thou knewest not the time of thy visi-

tation." See Luke 19:41-44. Again, in Luke 13:

34,35, hear him saying, "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem,

which killest the prophets, and stonesttbem that were

sent unto thee; how often would I have gathered

thy children together as a hen doth gather her brood

under her wings, and ye would not ! Behold, your

house is left unto you desolate." Is not the " cause "

of Jerusalem's overthrow here clearly stated 1 And
is not a similar cause working our ruin to-day ?

Have we not killed the prophets who have predicted

our overthrow, if we would not let God's people

go out from under the yoke of bondage? Does not

the blood of a Lovejoy, of a Torrey, of a John

Brown, and others, cry to God from our soil, and

has not the cry entered into the car of Him " to whom
vengeance beiongeth, and who will repay " ? Have
we not stoned those whom God has sent unto us, to

admonish us that, "though hand join in hand, the

wicked shall not go unpunished"? See Proverbs

11:21. Have we not " sown the wind, and are we
not reaping (ho whirlwind " ? See Hosoa 8 : 7. The
days when mobs ruled the people, and broke up the

meetings of their truest friends, who sought to warn

them against the approach of the terrible foe who is

now devastating the land, and when the rulers joined

in the mad cry, " Crucify them I
" " Crucify them I

"

have come up in remembrance before God, who is

nobly vindicating theiu against the aspersions of their

enemies, who are " like the troubled sea, whoso waters

cannot rest,"—" whose hearts arc failing thorn for

fear, and for looking after the things that arc coming

upon the land." See Luke 1!1 ; 26.

Those ropes which have been put about the necks

of those who have pleaded for ihe pom' and the oppress-

ed ; those prison walls within which they have been

incarcerated for Uttering the truth J
those StOQeS and

eggs which hftVO been defiantly hurled at these men
and women, whose only oflenoewaa that ihey believed

and langht what the Bible asserts, tbat "God made

of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all

the face of the earth," (sec Acts 17 : 26,) and insisted

that "whatsoever we would that men Bhould do unto

us, we should do even so unto them," are now recoil-

ing, in terrible retrihution, upon the necks, heads and

bodies of those who thus used them. So true is it

that " what a man (or a nation) sowcth, that shall he

reap." "If he soweth to the flesh, he shall of the

flesh reap corruption " and DEATH.

If we do not misinterpret God's dealings with us,

He is saying to us, as a nation, as He did to the Jews

by the prophet, "Bring no more vain oblations; in-

cense is an abomination unto me ; the new moons

and sabbaths I cannot away with ; it is iniquity, even

the solemn meeting. Your new moons and your

appointed fasts my soul hatelh ; they are a trouble

unto me; I am weary to bear them. And when ye

spread forth your bands, I will hide mine eyes from

you; yea, when ye make many prayers, I will not

hear you : your hands are full of blood." See Isaiah

13-15. Again—" Your iniquities have separated

between you and your God, and your sine have hid

his face from you, that he will not hear. For your

hands are defiled with blood, and your fingers with

iniquity; your lips have spoken lies, your tongue

hath muttered perverseness. None calleth for justice,

nor any pleadeth for truth ; they trust in vanity, and

speak lies; they conceive mischief, and bring forth

iniquity." See Isaiah 59:2-4.

With such examples before us, while we deplore

the condition of our country, let us not ignore the

cause of these terrible calamities, but search for it dil-

igently, and put it away, lest God, "in his displeasure,

shall take us away with his stroke; then a great ran-

som cannot deliver us." See Job 36 : 18.

Boston, July 23, 1862. JUSTITIA.

ME. PILLSBUKY AT MILP0KD.

Dear Garrison,—We anticipated a most excellent

and impressive meeting last Sunday, and truly we
were not disappointed. Seldom, if ever, have the

people been more deeply impressed with the peril of

the hour, than by the weighty words of Mr. Pillsbury.

A large and attentive audience, filling Lyceum Hall,

gave evidence that all is not stony ground. The
echoing words of Jeremiah and Isaiah were sounded

in solemn tones, and God's eternal law in the mate-

rial and moral world was made the basis of a search-

ing analysis of the present trial-hour to our guilty

nation. Oh, if the Government and Church would

listen, and put away their infidelity ; if, neglecting the

tempest and whirlwind, they would hear the " still,

small voice," peradventure we might hope ! But,

alas ! is not the hour at hand when we must receive

"double for our sins"? What shall save us from

fiery judgment and God's scathing justice ? Is there

hope in such an hour, when "None calleth for jus-

tice—no, not one " ?

Any attempt to put on record the rebuke and warn-

ing of our veteran brother, who, "careworn and-,

weary," cries for the dumb in this hour of madness,

would be fruitless. His words are still ringing in the

ear. God grant they may lodge in the heart ! What

is to be done? Ah, this is the question; and what

shall be our answer? May we have grace to say,

even in the face of martyrdom, with Napoleon's Old

Guard, "We will die, but never surrender." And,

blessed be God,

" 'Tis not all of life to live,

Nor all of death to die."

What is to he done ? Thus, at the close of the eve-

ning lecture, answered Mr. Pillsbury : — " Hasten

hack to a recognition of your own manhood—of your

divine origin and destiny. Believe yourselves too

sacred to'be shot down like dogs by Jeff. Davis and

his myrmidons, and all in the cause of slavery I Die,

rather, at home, in the arms of loving mothers and

affectionate sisters. Nay, be shot down, if you must,

at home, and die like a Christian, and have a decent

burial, rather than go and die in the cause of a Union

and Government based on slavery, which should

never have been formed, and which are blistec^i aU—
over with the curses of God for the wrongs, outrages

d cruelties it has inflicted on millions of his poor

children. Speak iu tones of thunder to the Govern-

ment, until it hear, and declares a policy and purpose

of such a character as that, if you mustdie in battle,

it shall at least be in the cause of justice and liberty.

How heaven-wide the difference here, contrasted

with the following call—the latest type of Republican

justice, even in theory, for a meeting to arouse the

people to fill the decimated ranks

!

" LOYAL MEN OF THE NORTH, AROUSE I

"The Union-loving men of Milford, who love the

old Constitution bequeathed to us by the patriots of

the Revolution, who love the old flag which was con-

secrated by the blood of our fathers, and who wish to

hand down to posterity that Constitution inviolate,

and that flag unstained, are requested to meet at the

Town Hall, Monday evening, July 14, at 8 o'clock, to

take such measures as are necessary to encourage the
enlistment of men in defence of that Constitution and
that flag."

'

What infatuation ! How false even to our dead

fathers, who in their day saw the evil, and desired to

be delivered from it! Recreant sons! the bones of

Jefferson and Washington, if they were not already

decomposed, would rattle against their coffins in re-

buke of such misguided and perfidious twaddle. A
consecrated Constitution, which hurls into a hell of

bondage the panting fugitive, and eternizes the same !

An unstained flag, that still waves in mockery over

millions of bondmen ! No; let us, if it be possible,

redeem the Constitution and flag, and then we will

make the welkin ring with our glad hosannahs.

Till then, no compromise, come life or death !

G. W. S.

Milford, (Mass.) July 14, 1862.

IS IT SO?

Mr. Garrison,—Our local papers informed us, the

other day, that among the speakers at a recent war

meeting in Leicester was Rev. Mr. May ; but as they

did not inform us what he said, it was an open, and

I think a fair supposition, that he, as an old and tried

Abolitionist, who had long labored under the stand-

ard of " No Union with Slaveholders," " No support of

or complicity with a pro-slavery Government," spoke

against any support of this Government, Jand to dis-

courage enlistments. But I am grieved to learn from

an authentic source, that he is actually using his in-

fluence to secure enlistments under the recent call of

the President, affirming it to he the duty of every

man who can to enlist, and that he would go himself,

were he physically able. I am so astounded that I

almost doubt whether this can be the same Samuel

May, Jr., who has for so many years been the active

and devoted General Agent of the American and

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies. The names

and residences of the two are identical, but can it be

possible that they are one and the same person ? Can

you, Mr. Garrison, tell me if it is so ? I think that

the members and friends of these Societies have a

right and ought to be informed as to this position of

their General Agent, if it is him.

1 know that we must take into consideration the

fact, that the official representatives ol' the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies did, for a

year or more after the breaking out of the war, appear

[o give ;tu unconditional support to the Government ;

and I recollect that Mr. Edmund Quincy announced,

at our meeting at Pruniinghaui a year ago last Fourth

of July, that the Commander-in-Chief of the I'niled

Slates army had become the Genera) Agent of the

American Auti Slavery Society : but as this announce-

ment of Mr. Quluoy was supposed to be a facetious

one, and as we were seuiiofneially informed by Mr.

C K. Whipple in an important article in the I

ol' July 11 that our proved leaders bad found their

experimental support of ihe Government a failure,

and abortive of any good results to the slave or the

uni shwerj cause, and thai therefore they must stop,

1 hftd supposed thai they and their ngoiils would now

leave the active service of the Government, and return

to the cause of the slave, which l think they had bo
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unwisely though unintentionally deserted. I am

sorry that Mr. May has not returned.

Mr. May is said to wish the rebellion crushed, and

that it can only be done by force. Alas ! now de-

luded and mistaken 1 The North may take Richmond

and Charleston, as it has New Orleans and Norfolk

;

it may possess the whole South land with its armies,

and still leave the life of the rebellion untouched.

Brute force may crusb the rebels without establishing

righteousness. In crushing wicked men, it may not

harm wieked-ncss. The North may, by brute force,

utterly crush the South, and yet be nearer Us own de-

strut'lkm than ever before. Taking Richmond is not

the needful thing. Brute force docs not do the work.

Righteousness alone can save us, if indeed it is not

too late for any thing to do it. Let Justice be done

by the Government, and it does not need to take

Richmond, it does not need its million of armed men
;

it can be saved by it, without them, if it can be saved

at all. And if Mr. May could induce the Govern-

ment to do the great justice that God and suffering

man demand of it, he might thenceforth forego his

labors at recruiting men to die like dogs iu.the swamps

and trenches, or by the shot of the South, in the un-

hallowed service of a President who but recently,

with indecent haste, reenslaved a million of General

Hunter's freed men.

The Lord God. of Hosts has a controversy with this

nation. He is now punishing it for its sins
;
and

shall we attempt to avert His just judgments, or raise

men to'defend it against the wrath of His avenging

hand? Shall Mr. May, or you, or I, or any of us,

who have for years pronounced the woes of God

against this nation for its wickedness, now that they

are being poured out on its unrepentant head, seek to

raise our hands in a vain struggle against the march

of God's eternal justice 1 Let us, repenting of our

sins, lest we also perish in the great destruction, call

on tiie nation to arise to Righteousness and Justice,

lest haply it may not be too late for God to stay his

stretched-out arm.

JOSEPH A. HOWLAND.
Worcester, July 27, 1S62.

IMPORTANT MEETING OF THE .COLORED

PEOPLE OP BOSTON.

Mr. George T. Downing being in Boston on Sun-

day, July 20th, and having in possession some facts

important to be communicated at once to the colored

citizens, Rev. L. A. Grimes, on being apprised of the

same, waived his usual evening service, and tendered

the use of his pulpit, which arrangement was oppor-

tune, and seemed very satisfactory to the audience.

Dr. Rock being called upon by Mr. Downing, stated

that during his recent visit to Washington, he had an

interview with Hon. George W. Julian, who imparted

to him the fact that certain influential colored men,

connected with the Liberia Commission, had been of

late quite active in endeavoring to impress members

of Congress and others with the idea that the colored

citizens of the United States have become favorably

disposed towards Liberia colonization.

He (Dr. Rock) offset the assertion by numerous

facts from his range of experience and observation,

but wishing to have the statement in a form to be

used, he subsequently obtained from Mr. Julian the

following letter :

—

House of Representatives, )

Washington City, July 1, 1862.
)

Dear Sir,—I have yours of 28th of June. In con-

versation with me, Mr. Johnson spoke first of the

Contrabands turned adrift by the war, and said they
should bo sent out of the country, whether they are

willing to go or not. He said they were mere children

in capacity, and needed the control of the superior race,

and ought to have it, whether they desired it or not.

I asked him if he would apply this policy to ail the

colored race of the country, North and South, bond
and free. He said he would; that the race was in-

ferior, incapable of taking care of itself, and that if

they could not be persuaded to accept colonization, he
would compel them to accept it. He said much more,
but this is the substance of what lie said.

Very truly, yours,
George W. Julian.

Dr. Rock.

The reading of this letter created quite a sensation,

and the interest was increased by the address of Mr.

Downing, which was a review of certain documents

recently emanating from members of the Liberia Com-

mission. It abounded with facts and arguments, ably

and earnestly presented, and so impressed the meet-

ing, that a unanimous vote of thanks was tendered

the speaker, and a copy of his address solicited for

publication, that the public might know the real state

of feeling among the colored people in view of this

new phase of Liberia Colonization.

The following were appointed a committee on pub-

lication : George T. Downing, Wm. Wells Brown,

John S. Rock, Wm, C. Nell, Rev. Leonard L. Grimes.

As it was deemed necessary that this much of the

proceedings should be immediately published, it is

herewith respectfully submitted to the Liberator.

Boston, July 21, 1862. W. C N.

ONE STEP FURTHER,

To the Editor of the Liberator

:

I admire the resolutions adopted in New York city

by committees representing the Chamber of Com-

merce, Union Defence Committee, the Common
Council, and other bodies, and also the article from

the New York Commercial Advertiser, headed " The
Rebellion and Slavery," published in last Saturday's

Transcript. I like the resolutions, so far as they go,

and hope those high-minded, patriotic and influential

gentlemen will again exercise their combined influ-

ence in calling upon the President to proclaim the

umancipation, not only of the slaves of rebels, but the

immediate, unconditional and universal emancipation

(under the war power) of all who are held as slaves

throughout the length and breadth of this great Re-

public, which, had it not been for the blighting curse

of slavery, might have flourished, and become the

greatest, the wisest, and the happiest nation on the

globe. This I would have them ask the President

to do, as a matter of justice in the sight of God, both

toward the slaves and their masters, even though it

might, as a matter of expediency, not ofjustice.be

thought best hereafter to compensate all loyal masters.

The Commercial Advertiser says:

—

" There would have been, there could have been,

no rebellion had there been no slavery. It is the

bane of our existence as a nation. It is the upas

tree which, at the South, has almost killed democracy
and love of free institutions, and whose shadow has

fallen banefully upon the North also. It is our ene-

mies' strength and our weakness ; and self-defence,

the very life of our cherished government, demands
that the blow be struck at the thing itself, as well as

at those who have fostered it."

The above quotation seems to imply the necessity

of the total abolition of slavery in this country; and

yet the writer seems to be strangely inconsistent, for

he says, " We believe, in sadness, but in all earnest-

ness, that the success of our war for the Union de-

pends upon the President's issuing a proclamation of

emancipation to every slave who will leave the rebels,

and come within our lines." If " the success of our

war" thus depends upon emancipation, why not pro-

claim universal emancipation, and thus secure justice

to the slave, obedience to God, and salvation to our

country? W.
Boston, July 29, 1862.

PROCLAMATION OP THR PRESIDENT.
Washington, July 26. The President has issued

the following Proclamation:

In pursuance of the 6th section of the act of Con-

gress, entitled an act to suppress insurrection, to pun-

ish treason and rebellion, and to seize and confiscate

the property of rebels, and for other purposes, ap-

proved July 17th, 1802, and which act and the joint

resolution explanatory thereof are herewith pub-

lished,

1, Abraham Lincoln, President of the Umled States,

do hereby proclaim and warn all persona within the

contemplation of said 6th section to cease participating

in aiding, countenancing or abetting the existing re-

bellion against the Government Of the United States,

and to return to their proper allegiance to the United

States, on pain of the forfeitures and seizures as with-

in and by said 6th section provided.

In testimony whereof, I have hereunto set my lumd,

and canned the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington this 25th day of

July, in the year of our Lord 1862, and of the inde-

pendence of the United States the 87th.

(Signed) ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President,'

Wm. H. Seward, See. of State.

The importance of the President's Proclamation

will be seen by a brief reference to the act under

which the manifesto is issued :

—

Sec. 1 enacts that every person who shall hereafter

commit the crime of treason against the United States,

and shall be adjudged guilty thereof, shall suffer death,

and all his slaves, if any, shall be declared and made
free; or he shall be imprisoned for not less than five

years and fined not less than $10,000, and all his slaves,

if any, shall be declared and made free; said line shall

be levied and collected on any or all of the property,

real and personal, excluding slaves, of which the said

person so convicted was the owner at the time of com-

mitting the said crime, any sale or conveyance to the

contrary notwithstanding.

Sec. 2 refers to persons instigating rebellion here-

after.

Sec. 3 disqualifies rebels from hereafter holding of-

fice in the United States.

Sec. 4 alludes to individuals charged with treason

before the act.

Sec. 5 makes it the duty of the President to seize

all the estates and property of persons holding certain

specified offices in the Confederate States.

Sec. 6. And be it farther enacted, That if any person

within any State or Territory of the United States,

other than those named as aforesaid, after the passage

of this act, being engaged in armed rebellion against

the Government of the United States, or aiding or

abetting such rebellion, shall not, within sixty days
after public warning and proclamation duly given and
made by the President of the United States, cease to

aid, countenance and abet such rebellion, and return

to his allegiance to the United States, all the estate

and property, moneys, stocks and credits of such per-

sons shall be liable to seizure as aforesaid, and it shall

be the duty of the President to seize and use them as

aforesaid, or the proceeds thereof. And all sales,

transfers or conveyances of any such property after

the expiration of said sixty days from the date of such

warning and proclamation shall be null and void: and
it shall be a sufficient bar to any suit brought by such
person for the possession of the use of such property,

or any of it, to allege and prove that he is one of the

persons described in this section.

BROWNLOW'S " UNIONISM.'"

In the hook of the pro-slavery "Unionist," parson

Brownlow, we find that, after all, the Unionism of that

person "hung by a slender thread." On the t

page of " Brownlow's Experiences among the Rebels,"

he states his position as follows :

—

" Should Lincoln be elected, and should he, for in-

stance, recommend the abolition of the slave trade

between the States, and Congress and the Supreme
Court sustain him therein, I would take tin.' ground,
'flu- time of revolution had come, and I woni.n QO
with them."

What confidence or reliance can be placed on such

Unionism as that?

Boston, July 25, 1862. G. W. S.

THE REBELLION AND SLAVERY.
The New York Commercial Advertiser advocates

the following described method of dealing with the

Southern conspiracy to destroy the nation :

—

"In other words, the origin, intent and animus of

this rebellion proclaim unmistakably that the slave-

holders have reached a point of apostacy from the

principles of democracy which is radical in its charac-

ter; that slavery and its essentially despotic and anti-

democratic influences have so far undermined the

Union, and do of necessity so corrode and destroy its

foundations, that the only safety of the Union lies in

the utter eradication of the thing itself. There would
have been, there could have been, no rebellion had
there been no slavery. This may not be a war for the

extension of slavery, but it is a war for the exaltation

of slavery over popular liberty, and for the establish-

ment on this continent of that form of class govern-

ment and aristocratic despotism which are the legiti-

mate and inevitable fruits of the existence of slavery.

It is, therefore, while a war of classes, also a war of

classes for a cardinal principle—on the part of the

rebels, for a mode of government more congenial to

their institutions and tastes, and on our part, for the

maintenance of a form of government unqualifiedly

democratic and free ; on their part, to wrest from the

Union as much territory and other property as shall

give them territorial status among nations, and on our
part, to maintain the integrity of that territory.

"—Ttie-COTrrSe Of fcJVcrvtD daring ttlU B-nr minati satisfy

any man that this institution of slavery has been for

years so nursed at the South as to become really an
element of strength in this rebellion against free in-

stitutions. It supplies these aristocratic insurgents

with labor in the trenches and on the plantations, by
which it directly ministers to the strength of the foul

revolt, and it has to an alarming extent weakened the

courage and perplexed the purposes of the Federal
Government. It is the bane of our existence as a na-

tion. It is the upas tree which at the South has al-

most killed democracy and love for free institutions,

and whose shadow has fallen banefully upon the

North also. It is our enemies' strength and our

weakness ; and self-defence, the very life of our cher-

ished government, demands that a blow be struck at

the thing itself as well as those who have fostered it.

We believe, in sadness but in all earnestness, that the

success of our war for the Union depends upon the

President's issuing a proclamation of emancipation to

every slave who will leave the rebels, and come within

our lines. We shall continue to fight against fearful

odds until this is done. Congress has seen the neces-

sity for and has urged such a measure, and the coun-

try will be sadly disappointed and sorely discourged

if the President lacks the courage to take this abso-

lutely necessary step.
" There are those who will raise the cry of abolition

over such declarations. That matters little. Our
platform is Emancipation before Disunion, and any
man who cannot stand thereon must at heart be a

sympathizer with rebellion and secession. Events,
though it may not be generally known, say clearly

that this issue is at hand, and we unhesitatingly put
ourselves on the side of emancipation. What honest
and true patriot would do otherwise? We trust that

the President will not unnecessarily lose a day in

hurling this weapon at the rebels."

A REBEL PROCLAMATION.
The rebel Johnson has issued a proclamation

from Henderson, on the Kentucky side of the river,
where his headquarters were, and from whence his
men went round in small squads plundering and steal-
ing all they could lay their hands upon. The follow-
ing is a copy of this characteristic document :

—

" Citizens of Kentucky : It has gone forth to the
world that you are a subjugated people—that the iron
heel of despotism has destroyed all spirit of resistance,
and crushed out the last spark of patriotism. This
idea has gone through the North, and they look upon
you witii contempt, and send their hirelings to rule
over you. It has crossed t*ie Atlantic, and the eyes
of Europe have been looking at the position of Ken-
tucky with wonder and astonishment, Down in the
sunny South, among those who ought to bo your
brothers, you have become a byeword and a scoff!

The Kentucky army have tamed (heir anxious eyes
to their native State, and at each new outrage would
listen for the tocsin of war; but they have listened
and hoped against hope until the last ray has expired.
The Confederate Cabinet and Congress have looked
for some movement indicating a desire for freedom;
but they have looked in vain, and think Kentucky lost.

But there is one man who has never despaired.
That man is John C. Breckinridge, the hero, the
statesman, and the patriot. ..With the same never-
despairing love that a mother bears to her offspring,
does he regard Kentucky—with the same anxious care
has he watched her. He has asked his government
and the world to Buspend public opinion until his
State should have one more opportunity to redeem her
character; and now, citizens of Kentucky, this oppor-
tunity has presented itself, and for the sake of your
former fame and glory—for your country—for your
liberties, which ought to be dearer to you than life it-

self-—come to the field. Rally to your country's call.

Rise in your majesty, and drive from your midst this

monster of oppression.

Then prepare now to meet the enemy; send the
young men to the field; let them retrieve the charac-
ter of this once proud and noble State. Circulate
through the country that the Confederate government
does not war against the citizens of the country. Can
you, with the example set by the people of the South,
tamely submit? They have, with heroic devotion,
applied the torch to their property, and, with un-
paralleled unanimity, have they battled for their coun-
try. Will you not risk as much as they to achieve
your freedom and independence 1

"

APPEAL PROM THE REBEL MORGAN.
John Morgan, the guerilla leader, who is now

making a foray in Kentucky, has issued the following
proclamation :

—

"Glasgow, July 10, 1862.
" Kentuckians : I am once more among you. Con-

fiding in your patriotism and strong attachment to our
Southern cause, I have at the head of my gallant band
raised once more our Confederate Hag, so long trampled
upon by the Northern tyrants, but never yet disgraced.
Let every true patriot respond to my appeal.

Rise and arm ! Eight against the despoiler I Fight
for your families ! your homes ! for those you love
best! for your conscience ! and for the free exercise of
your political rights, never again to be placed in jeopar-
dy by the Hessian invader. Let the stirring scene of
the late Richmond fight be constantly before you.
Our brave army there and everywhere is victorious.

McCleltaii and his foreign hordes are grovelling in the
dust.

Our independence is an achieved fact. We have
bought it with privation and suffering, and sealed the
compact with the seal of blood. Be not timorous, but
rise, one and all, for the good cause, to clear our dear
Kentucky's soil of its detested invaders.
Kentuckians! fellow-countrymen! you know you

can rely upon me. John Morgan,
Acting Brigadier General C. S. A."

SECESSIONISTS IN CHICAGO.
The Chicago Tribune declares that secessionists are

abundant iir that city. It says :

—

" There are secessionists in our schools, in our
churches, in almost every civic organization of Chi-
cago. There is scarcely a hotel in the city which does
not contain them. You will find them in every drink-
ing saloon, and in some of these latter holes it is fairly

unsafe to proclaim yourself an unconditional Union
man. You can find them upon street corners. It was
not an insignificant boast, nor an (infrequent one, made
yesterday at . the corner of Clark and Randolph
streets, that 'By

, Jeff. Davis will be up here
pretty soon, and he will fix things all right.'
" It is not unknown to everybody that a law office in

this city is in the confidence of the Confederate gov-
ernment, and that it received funds to pay out to Con-
federate surgeons at camp Douglas. It may be a mat-
ter of news to many, but not to all, that regular meet-
ings of secessionists are held in this city, at which
""** wooowiifi Kpnliiiieuts are uttci-ed. and at their
festive orgies health to Jefferson Davis and his crew
arc drunk, sometimes with so much enthusiasm as to

be audible to parties in the street."

IMPORTANT ORDER OF GENERAL POPE.
Headquarters Army of Virginia, 1

Washington, July 25. J

Order No. 13.

Hereafter, no guards will be placed over private
houses or private property of any description what-
ever. Commanding officers are responsible for the
conduct of the troops under their command, and the
articles of war and the regulations of the army pro-
vide ample means for restraining them to the full ex-
tent required for discipline and efficiency. Soldiers

were called into the field to do battle against the ene-
my, and it is not expected that their force and cnergy
shall be wasted in protecting the private property of
those most hostile to the Government. No soldier

serving in this army shall be hereafter employed in

such service.

By command of Major General Pope,
George D. Russell, Chief of Staff.

RESOLUTIONS OF THE NEW YORK CHAM-
BER OF COMMERCE, &c.

The resolutions recently adopted by the combined
committees of New York citizens, on the subject of

the prosecution of the war, arc of remarkable signifi-

cance at the present time. They are the deliberate

utterance of men hitherto connected with all political

parties, and now representing five different associa-

tions. We copy all but the first two resolutions, as fol-

" Resolved, That the time has fully come when we
must strike for our national life, using every weapon
God has given us, and calling to our aid every person
who can be drawn from the rebels or added to our
cause. That a proclamation of the Commander-in-
Chief, declaring the provisions of the recent law of

Congress to be the sentiments of the Government, and
that the}' will be enforced, would secure to the Union
cause thousands of laborers, thousands of fighting men,
and millions of cooperating well-wishers. That the
welfare of our country, the lives of loyal soldiers, and
the happiness of loyal families all over the free States,

demand the proclamation.

Resolved, That every day's delay complicates our
relations, both foreign and domestic, gives the rebels

strength, and is wasting hundreds of good and true

men ; and it is far better that every rebel should per-

ish than that one more loyal soldier should die.

And therefore it is that we, with entire unanimity,
most respectfully and most earnestly call upon the
President to act in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief
of the army and navy of the United States, and im-
mediately issue the order which will take from the
rebels their great source of strength, w^iile it will

diminish their army by calling to the defence of their

homes large numbers of rebel oflicers and men. And
we assure the President that in this, as in every act of

his administration, the people of the free States will

sustain the policy, while the whole civilized world
will applaud the proclamation of emancipation."

The sentiments thus put forth come from such men
as Mayor Opdyke, Hamilton Pish, A. T. Stewart,
John A. Stevens, P. M. Wetmore, Robert B. Minturn,
Jonathan Sturges, G. W. Blunt, Simeon Draper, Moses
H. Grinnell, Robert II. McCurdy, William Curtis
Noyes, William Orton, James W. White, Francis
Lieber, David Dudley Field, William P. Havemeyer,
R. M. Blatchford, and other representatives of the
wealth, enterprise, intellect and virtue of the city of
Now York. It is certainly an important demonstra-
tion, and is entitled to the profoundest consideration
of the Government and of the loyal community at
large.

—

Boston Journal.

Hanging Union Men in Galveston. The
Charleston Courier states that an order has been pro-
mulgated in Galveston, Texas, ordering every family
to leave the city, as it was to be defended to the hist.

Several families not having complied with the Older,
their homes were searched, and the Stars and Stripes
discovered; it having been intended to hang them
out in case of the capture of the city. The Courier

says:—" AH those guilty of this treason were taken
out, and immediately hung."

General Phelps. There appears to beaprospect
of our losing General Phelps from this Department.
The General was ordered down here at the express
request of General Butler, and I learn from good au-
thority that through the same influence he will prob-
ably bo ordered back.
The General is the finest soldier in this Division,

understands his duty and does it, and requires all

under him to do theirs, and he is beloved by ali, offi-

cers and men. Unfortunately, the views he acquired
at home in Vermont of the "peculiar" are not such
as are adapted to this climate, for down here we all

believe in the inalienable right of every white m^n to

do as he pleases, and of every nigger to do as he is

told. It is evident, therefore, that he has no business

3 ; for a man like him, who has been known to fur-

nish shelter and protection to a hunted and shivering
fugitive even, cannot be expected to exercise that

soothing influence over our misguided Southern
friends as can one' who comes here determined to

please at all hazards.

Indeed, the effect is pernicious, for it goes far to

neutralize the efforts of those differently and more
agreeably disposed, and to mar the beautiful harmony
of those relations which have been attained only at

such an expense of comfort and backbone. Let his

fate be a warning to all other brigadiers, Remember,
if you would win credit at home and glory abroad,
the good old scriptural maxim, "Love your enemies,"
and do as they would have you !

—

New Orleans corre-

spondent Boston Traveller.

Recruiting in Kansas. The Washington corre-

spondent of the New York World says a most impor-
tant commission has been entrusted to Senator Lane :

" Senator Lane, of Kansas, has received a most im-
portant commission, viz. : to go to Kansas and recruit

troops under laws just passed. He will leave on Satur-
day for that purpose. His instructions from the Presi-

dent and Secretary of War enable him to receive all

men into the service who are loyal, without reference
to color, and he will widely proclaim that fact in his

order. He anticipates raishig one or two regiments of
blacks, and one of white men in two weeks after reach-
ing home. Special authority has been given him to

draw on the quartermasters and commissaries for

arms, clothing and subsistence, and while he will not
accept a generalship from the President because of its

interference with his senatorial scat, he may accept a
commission from the Governor of Kansas, and prompt-
ly enter the field at the head of his brigade. The or-

ders of the President and Secretary of War are ex-
plicit as to the facts I have stated, and for the latter

there is no question of authority."

Bloodhounds in the Reuel Service. The
"Chivalry" have discovered a new method of war-
fare, which wc commend to the " treat-them-tenderly"

patriots, who arc afraid that our armies will aggravate
the people of the South to the extent, possibly, of

making them mad. We refer to the use of blood-
hounds for chasing down loyal soldiers. An instance
of the employment of these animals, for the purpose
named, is related in an extract of a letter in the
Bloomington, (III.) Paulagraph. We can imagine the
savage glee with which the rebel cavalry—brave and
chivalrous sons of the South—looked on and saw our
boys (who were attacked while in a railroad car, and
getting out, fled before superior numbers) torn by the
four-legged brutes which went baying on their track.—Chicago Tribune.

The Golden Hour. By Moncuro D. Conway, au-

thor of " The Rejected Stone." " Inipera pareudo."

Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

No American writer has discussed the present

aspect of the great political questions upon which
hinge the present rebellion with so much eloquence,

vigor and brilliancy as the author of this volume.
lie is thoroughly radical in his ideas. Slavery to

him is solely responsible for the war, and our only

way out of it consists in striking slavery dead. The
Golden Hour is the present one, and if we decline lo

avail ourselves of it now, by freeing vvcry bondman,
wc bring upon ourselves the wrath of God, and hazard

the ruin of the nation,

So much for the idea of the book. Its execution is

surpassingly brilliant. It is eloquent as few books
ever are. There is wonderful vigor and beauty in

its style. In felicity of illustration and suggestion,

in power to send home the idea to be enforced, it is

unrivalled. The author goes to the heart of his sub-

ject with an energy which is electric, and a vigor

which amounts almost to an inspiration. We do not

mean by this that he always commands assent to his

positions. Many loyal men will be slow to acquiesce

in these. They are radical and bold beyond what
the public arc now prepared to accept. But the germ
of truth is in them alt, and we are day by day be-

coming educated up to their acceptance. As stated

by Mr. Conway, no one will deny that they are much
easier dissented from than answered.

—

Roxbury Jour-

•il.

EfjjT
3 A correspondent of the Cincinnati Commercial,

riting from Washington, under date of July 17,

says ;
—"Rev. M. D. Conway, of Cincinnati, is here,

providing for the welfare of his father's slaves, 29 in

number, who, by the fortunes of war, have escaped
from Fredericksburg, and are among the contrabands
in charge of the Government. He designs removing
them to a country town in Ohio, where they may have
a chance to improve their condition and take care of

themselves. Mr. Conway, senior, is a leading rebel

of Fredericksburg. This is one of the multitude of

curious incidents which the war constantly brings to

light." ^
jJJT" Mr. Van Bnren, eighth President of the

United States, died on the 24th ult. Had he lived to

Dec. 5, he would have completed his 80th year. He
had held the offices of New York State Senator, At-
torney-General, U. S. Senator, Governor of New York,
U. S. Secretary of State, Minister to England, Vice
President, and President. He had much to do with
bringing the civil war upon the country which now
afflicts it ; for he was one of the most subservient of

men to the slaveholders, and when they would not

help him further, he turned Free-Soiler, and made as

much mischief as he could in the other direction.

To prevent any one from supposing that he was hon-
est in joining the Frec-Soilers, he returned to his pro-

slavery place as soon as he had succeeded in bringing

about the defeat of General Cass, in 1848. His posi-

tion as a national statesman was made for him by the
folly of the opposition Senators in 1832, who procured
his rejection when he was nominated Minister toEng-
land. Had he been allowed to fill that office, he would
have faded away, as have a dozen other men who have
filled it, and who were as able as he was ; but perse-

cution made him, first Vice President, and then Presi-

dent of the United States.

—

Boston Traveller.

_J?= According to the rebel paper published at Wil-
mington, N. C, the rebels had 182 regiments engaged
in the late series of battles near Richmond. Estima-
ting each regiment at 500,—some probably had more
than that number, and others less,—the total of their

force was 76,000 men, orsay 80,000. Supposing them
to have had 40,000 men in reserve, they had an army
120,000 in hand. If we suppose their numbers en-

gaged to have been 90,000, still they were not superi-

or to the federal army, which ought to have been
,000 strong, after allowing 60,000 men lost by death,

desertion, wounds, sickness, and furloughs—say

20,000 for the last named cause of decline. The more
we fmir of the details of the Richmond battles, the

satisfactory does the generalship of the federal

commander' appear.

—

Ibid.

_
^= The President says that he can't tell what has

become of many of the men who composed the army
of the Potomac. Only half of them are now in con-

dition to be accounted for, while in the armies of Bu-
ill, Burnside, Mitchell, and other Generals, every
man is accounted for. They appear to be gone, but
whither, "no one knows, nor can tell." Has the ar-

my of the Potomac really become an army of ghosts,

of shadows, of shades 1—Ibid.

J^= The black regiment at Port Royal is very
highly spoken of by those who have witnessed its

drill. If we had a hundred such regiments, the ene-

my would be in a worse way thau they are, or are
likely soon to be.

—

Ibid.

Assassination op Union Men in Virginia.
A correspondent mentions in a letter to a New York
paper, seven cases of the murder of Union men in the
vicinity of Front Royal, Virginia. John F. Haynes,
aged 62, and a Mr. Bealer, Union residents of Page
county, were assassinated the present month by rebel
guerillas, for no crime save their loyalty. Their
bodies were left unburied for a week. Absalom Clem,
a Union farmer near the Luray Valley, was killed on
his own property by a company of rebel troops. His
remains, pierced with six bullets, were found soon af-

ter. An individual named Ridenour was murdered
for going to Woodstock to buy salt, the rebels accus-
"ng him of communicating with the Yankees, and
dragging him to the place of execution from the bo-

som of his family. In one county seven such cases
of the murder of non-combatants have been noted
during the month of July.

The Confiscation Bill Imperfect. It is

stated here, on good authority, that an important mis-
take has been committed by the persons who drew up
the Confiscation and Emancipation bill, inasmuch as

it contains no section providing for the due enforce-

ment of the provisions relating to emancipation. In
general terms, the slaves of rebel masters are de-

clared free, but it does not authorize any one to de-

cide upon the question, except in cases where an at-

tempt is made to recover the slave in the courts. But
the black man in the neighborhood of slaveholders

and plantations needs something to show that he is en-
titled to his freedom.— Washington cor. N. Y. Post.

Tiie Late Anti-Negro Riots in the West.
The Cincinnati Times, says the late negro riots in that
city are supposed to have been part of a concerted
pian to bring about excitement for political effect,

and that there are men who allege that they were a
part of the secret programme of the great "conserva-
tive " movement inaugurated recently in New York.
The outbreak had all the appearance of having
been produced by outside influences. The Toledo
Commercial also says the same, declaring that there
arc positive evidences that the riots there were the
result of concerted movements, originating in New
York, and incited by emissaries dispatched simulta-

neously to the different cities. It is understood that

of a party of four which left New York for this pur-
pose, one remained in Toledo, another went to Cin-
cinnati by the Dayton and Michigan road, and another
proceeded to Chicago. This will account for the
order and time in which the riots in the several cities

occurred.

S^= The New York Times thinks the campaign
is going ahead; that McClellau is in ail respects the
master of the situation. He will move shortly, and
move surely ; so shortly and surely that it need be
no matter of surprise if the anniversary of Bull Run
find our army in the rebel capital.

Will there never be an end of this preliminary puf-

fing and bragging ? Certainly, if ever a people had
lessons of caution and self-restraint in this respect, it

is the American people with reference to this very
matter of the capture of Richmond. If Richmond
could have been destroyed by a constant stream of

brags and threats, as Jericho was by the blowing of

ram's horns, we should have had possession of it long
ago. Let us try the novelty next time of taking it

Jirst, and bragging afterwards.

—

Salem Mercury,.

From tho Richmond Examiner, '21ut ult.

THE DYING MONSTER.
* # « Our foe is more than ever embarrassed by

the magnitude of the attempt to crush the rebellion.

He is in a cul de sac—a blind alley, and cannot see his

way out. Our recognition by Europe will no doubt

-mo tc increase his -jcnfusi::n and his difficulties

Coerced recruits may fill skeleton regiments—Lincoln

may boast and bluster, and Seward lie and spin hie

artful webs—the satraps who emulate Butler and Slack

ay essay to crush the spirit of a few communities by

cruelty and brutality, but it will be all in vain. These

things cannot mend the dislocated vertebras of the

most hideous monster that ever shocked mankind. It

for us, by our energy and bravery, by our constancy

....d vigilance, to complete his destruction now so

plainly foreshadowed in the signs of the times.
_
A

isummation so glorious, so beneficial to humanity,

is worth our most powerful exertions. Government

nor people should pause, rest or sleep, until this great

work is done.

Nashville, July 17. Lebanon, Tenn.,is in posses-
sion of the rebels. A force of rebels 800 strong are at
HartHville. Dr. Rice, Bcnj. Daniels and John Humes,
respectable citizens, were hung last night at Tennes-
see Hidge, 23 miles from Nashville, for entertaining
men employed in reconstructing the telegraph lines.

The Capture op Cynthiana, Kt. The Cincin-
nati 'Times has a detailed account of tho capture of

Cynthiana, Ky., by Morgan and his band of guerillas.

The place was held by ilOO soldiers, composed of home
guards belonging in Cynthiana and neighboring towns,
under command of Lieut. Col. Landman. Morgan
attacked the place with 1200 men, and after a desper-
ate fight of two hours, the Union troops were obliged

to run, having sustained a loss of 60. to 70 killed and
wounded. The rebel loss is estimated at 00.

After gaining possession of the place, the rebels be-

haved in the usual manner, seizing every article they
needed belonging to Union men. Houses were en-
tered, stables were robbed, bureau drawers were open-
ed, and for two hours the city was filled with robbers.

Tho next day the railroad depot was burned, and also

several bridges.

Evacuation of Edisto Island. A letter from a
missionary at Port Royal, S. C, says :

—

"It has been decided to abandon Edisto Island.

Consequently, tho negroes have been humanely re-

moved to St. Helena Island, where they will be pro-

tected from the incursions of tho rebels. They were
removed en masse. Nearly one thousand came here at

one time on one of our smaller steamboats. The
scene was heart-rending. They were literally stowed
on the deck and between decks. It was a shadow of the
middle passage. And yet how far short of the reality !

Several births occurred during the trip. Wo trust the

little strangers wero ' free horn.'
"

Reiiel Raid at Florence, Ala.— Cairo, III., July

2G///.. The Bteatner Evansville, from the Tennessee

iver, brings the news of a rebel raid at Florence, Ala-

bama, on Tuesday last. They entered the city, and

burned all the warehouses used for commissary and

quartermasters' stores, and all the cotfon in the vicin-

ity. They also seized the U. S. steamer Coloma, used

for carrying army supplies over the shoals. They
took all the money belonging to the boat and passen-

gers, and then burnt her. The property destroyed is

reported to be of great value. A small detachment of

Gen. Mitchell's army was captured. The rebels then

proceeded down the Tennessee river to Chickasaw,

Waterloo, and the vicinity of Eastport, and burned all

the warehouses which contained cotton.

Another band of forty rebels attacked a wagon train

near Pittsburg Landing, and captured sixty wagons

conveying commissary and quartermasters' stores.

Nashville, Tenn., July 27. The 10th Ohio regi-

ment, guarding the Memphis and Charleston Railroad

between Decatur and Cortland, were attacked yester-

day by a large force of guerillas under Stearns and

Howard. Thirty or forty of the regiment are said to

have been killed. The road was considerably dam-

aged, but not so much so as to cut off communication.

2;^= Advices from Tuscumbia state that C000 bales

of cotton have been burnt by guerillas in that neigh-

borhood within ten days.

It is further stated that the rebels in the cotton-

burning districts first sell, and get gold from Union

men and their agents, and then destroy the property

thus paid for.

|^= Last Friday night, a party of rebels made .a

dash across the James, just above Harrison's Landing,

burnt a schooner, captured the captain, and drove off

500 beef cattle belonging to the army of the Potomac.

Somebody on our side must have been very sleepy

that night.

Jg^ A syiecial despatch to the Chicago Times from

Cairo, dated July 28, says that the rebels have taken

possession of Humboldt, and now hold the Mobile and

Ohio Railroad there. They have torn up the track

for five miles.

$$r= How the Government protects loyal men is

aptly illustrated by advices from Fortress Monroe,

which say that on Thursday night a company of Rebel

cavalry came down on Gloucester Point, opposite

Yorktown, carried off a lot of contrabands, and forced

into the Rebel army all the inhabitants found there

capable of bearing arms. They then set fire to a lot

of ship-timber, and, with their trophies, took their de-

parture.

^= We hear from various sections that men would

willingly enlist to fight, if they could be assured

against "ditching" in the service. They should

have that assurance, with ample security, for Gen.

McClellan told the army of the Potomac, after a cu-

riosity hunter from Massachusetts had taken Manas-
sas, that he would lead them to "the decisive battle-

field," which he didn't.

—

Boston Herald.

News Wanted for Europe. A reader of the

Independent, who has just set sail for Europe, sends

us a note concerning his paper, and adds :

—

"Forward me speedy news, as follows :

Richmond—ours.

The Rebellion—the Devil's.

The Country—the Lord's.

Slavery—nowhere !

"

We lay upon Gen. McClellan the first; the second,

upon President Lincoln ; the third, upon the Chris-

tian church and all holy ministers; and the last upon
President, generals, ministers, and all citizens to-

gether.

—

N. Y. Independent,

J2@=* The rebel oflicers talk as if an aggressive pol-

icy is meant by their " Government." One of them
mined at tiie destruction of Washington as one of their

chief purposes, remarking, " The Northerners do not
know what war is. You have not bad any cities de-

stroyed, but in a little while there will be one of your
cities burned up."

0^= A letter from an officer of the army in Ten-
nessee relates an anecdote of a woman who is carry-

ing on a plantation, in the absence of her husbands
and brothers in the Confederate army. She drove
our men out of her yard with a broomstick, because
they wanted to purchase milk; said she wished she
was a man, she would be in the army, too; she would
sell or give any thing for the South, but would not
sell a thing to the Yankees, who had no business

there.

jJ^=We have heard much of the "loyalty." of

North Carolinians, yet there were thirty-eight regi-

ments of these same loyalists in the Confederate army
that fought the late -battles near Richmond,—say

19,000 men. How many North Carolinians are there

in the Federal service ? We only know of Gov.
Stanley, and much good he has done us !

—

Traveller.

$g^ Gen. Pope seems to give the rebels great dis-

tress of mind, which finds relief in blackguarding and
ridiculing the General and his orders. They denounce
him as worse than a savage because he will not allow a

horde of treacherous neutrals, who are in almost every
instance spies for Jeff. Davis, to remain within his

lines.

A correspondent of the New York Express, at Nor-
folk, thus describes tho " situation " with regard to

slavery in that vicinity :

—

" Slavery is abolishing itself. The negroes are

coming in—sometimes fifty a day—leaving the crops

ungathered. General Viele is run down with women
pleading for their runaway negroes. One delicate

lady showed him her hands, burnt with work, to

which they were unaccustomed, as all the negroes had
left her* with no other resource. He kindly and
courteously tells them that the South has abrogated
the civil laws, and military laws know no difference

of color. This settles the question. It is the sim-

plest solution I have yet seen. Jeff. Davis is respon-

sible for the consequences to them, as individuals."

&^=* Steps are being taken to bring loyal blacks by
the hundred from the Valley of the Shenandoah with-

in the lines of Gen. Sigel. To what military purposes
they are to be devoted is not known.

J5^= Tho Nashville Union thus speaks of the Val-
landigham Democratic Address :

—

" The Union men of the South regard it as the pro-

duction of a pack of traitors. They detest both the
Address and its author."

Yet there are Locofocos at the North, stoutly pro-

fessing to be Union men, wiio endorse that Address.

j^=A number of the Oberlin students who were
members of the 7th Ohio regiment, and were taken
prisoners at Cross Lanes last summer, have been re-

leased, and have arrived home. They were taken to

Richmond, and were treated in the most brutal and
inhuman manner.

^= A New Orleans correspondent of the New
York Times states that the engineer of the "cut off,"

by which Vicksburg was to have been made an inland
city, told him that the negroes employed in the work
mostly belonged to Jeff. Davis, his brother and a Dr.
Metcalf.

Capture of another Slaver. A letter from
the coast of Africa states that an English cruiser
lately captured there a slaver, with five hundred
slaves on board. Her nationality is unknown.

Arrival of a Colony of Contrabands tx
Hayti. Letters from Cayes, Hayti, received in this

city, announce the arrival there of a colony of contra-

bands from Washington. The Acting American Con-
sul writes that the contrabands were in good health
and excellent spirits; that they had been already loca-

ted, and, as far as he could learn, the emigrants and
the parties with whom they are located, are perfectly

satisfied with each other.

—

Boston Tratrlhr.

Calais, (Me.) July 29.—The office of the St. Croix
Hendd, in St. Stephens, N. R., was again visited by a
mob last night. The work of destruction this time is

nearly complete. Most of the type is pied, tho press
injured, and much of the material scattered outside of
the building and thrown into the river. The causes
are doubtless the same as induced the former outrage.
The publication of the paper is unavoidaby delayed
for several weeks. The Herald is a strong Union
paper, perhaps the only one in New Brunswick. Us
opposition to seecKsionism lias brought the wrath of
the Provincials down upon it.

Horrible. An insane mother in the upper part of
Canada lately murdered her seven children in their

For the Liberator.

A HEW AEMY.
" Men ! men ! men !

" they cry ;

"Men, more men 1" they shout o'er the land ;

" Come, nor linger to ask us why ;

Come, for we falter ; eoine, for we die
;

Come with your life in your hand !"

Ah, how blind ! they starve at the feast,

They freeze in the sunshine, they thirBfc by the brook ;

They turn to the North, they turn to tho East,

They turn again to the distant West
;

They know not where to look !

I know a man, and his arm is strong,

His blood is red, though his face is black ;

His flesh lias quivered beneath the thong,

His soul has sunk 'ncath a crushing wrong ;

lie waits to give it back !

I know a man, and his heart is truo,

His sinews are steel, though dark is his skin ;

His wife was killed by a dastard erew,

His brother lies dead with his heart abet through :

Ho says, "Shall I begin?"

" Men ! men ! men !
" do you cry ?

" Men ! more men !
" Look down from your seat

!

See millions of loyal hearts ready to fly

To the front of your army to conquer or die !

Scorn them, and merit defeat

!

POWDER MILL EXPLOSION.
Our citizens were somewhat startled, on Wednes-

day afternoon, by three distinct discharges, as if caus-
ed by the firing of a heavy piece of ordnance, the cause
being, the blowing up of five buildings,—partly com-
posing Hazard's powder works, at Hazardville, Ct.

There were eight lives lost, and their remains were
so mutilated that their families could not recognize
them, except one, who was bathing in the basement.
He was found dead, though apparently uninjured.
The first explosion occurred in a press building; and
the cause of it will never be known, as all the men in

it were instantly killed. The second explosion was
of another press building ; the third, fourth and
fifth explosions were in cracker the or corning mills,

and came so near together as to sound like one report.

The loss in property is not very serious, the cartridge
works being left uninjured. The company has some
seventy-five buildings left, including duplicates of all

those destroyed.

One human foot, blown a quarter of a mile, was all

that could be found of the six men in the press build-

„ where the first explosion occurred. All the dead
men save one leave dependent families. It is said

that ten tons of powder, worth §3000, exploded in all

the mills. The cartridge factory was about a mile
from the exploding buildings, but the side was blown
off, the roof lifted and displaced, and the inmates bad-
ly frightened. The windows in the Hazardville
church are ruined. Nearly every house in the village

has some token of the dreadful disaster; some have
the sides torn down, others have lost portions of the
roof, scarcely a whole window pane is to be seen, and

lajority of the chimneys are prostrate. Trees were
torn off near the ground, or stripped of their limbs,
fences swept away, and acres of "mowing" land
looked as if heavy rollers had passed over tire grass-.

Northampton Free Press.

Are You Insured? Scarcely a day passes in

which the pertinence of this question is not impressed
upon us, and it is a source of gratification that we can
point to so many excellent and time-honored compa-
nies either established in this city or represented
here. We desire to call particular attention to the
excellent agency of Messrs. Dobson & Jordan, 46
State street. To all about effecting either life, fire

or marine insurance, this firm offers peculiar facilities

from the fact that they represent only companies ac-

pted as first class in every respect, and whose repu-
tations for prompt payments and fair dealing are pro-
verbial. Of the Life Companies, the Mutual Benefit
of Newark, N. J., claims a high stand, and shows a
record of marked prosperity. The advice which
Messrs D. &, J. are enabled to give to all concerned by
means of their experience and extended business con-
nections is inestimable, while their perfect system en-
ables them to assume the insurance of millions of pro-
perty in different offices with comparatively little trou-
ble to the party interested. To all about effecting in-
surance on buildings, ships,—and in effecting marine
'.nsuranee this firm has special advantages,—or life,

a consultation at their office must result in a better un-
derstanding of their plan of business, which is all the
inducement that need be offered to those desiring in-

surance of any kind

—

Boston Daily Advertiser.

513*- NEW BEDFORD.—Wm. Wells Bkown will de-

liver an address at the Salem Church, New Bedford, on

Sunday evening, August3.

Subject—Emancipation the only hope of saving the Re-

public.

Ij^- ANDREW T. EOSS, an Agent of the Massachusetts

A. S. Society, will lecture upon Slavery, the War, and
Emancipation, at Stoneham, Sunday, Aug. 3.

^" E. H. HEYWOOD will speak at East Princeton,

Sunday, Aug. 3d, at 10 1-2, A. M., and 1, P. M.

EP- ANTI-SLAVERY CONVENTION FOR WORCES-
TER COUNTY.—There will be a Mass' Convention of the

friends of Freedom, to consider the momentous issues of

the present hour, in Leominster, on Sunday, the 10th of

August, to continue through the day and evening. Fur-

ther particulars next week.

^- MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on

695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hoars from 2 to 4, P. M.

(G^"Mary Waters (formerly a slave) is well recom-

mended as being capable, intelligent and deserving.

She desires employment in washing and ironing, house-

cfeaning, &c, and does other housework satisfactorily.

Any who will give her work will be conferring a kindness,

as her regular employers are out of town, and she is very

destitute, being left with four small children. She resides

at 29 Anderson Street, formerly West Centre, Boston.

MARRIED—In this city, July 29, at the Joy Street

Church, by Rev. J. Sella Martin, Mr. Tsoiia,S M. Wa-
TEK.MAN to MISS EvEI.TX E. WlllGHT.

DIED—In this city, July 15, Mr. Thomas H. Smite,

Bristol Boarding-School

for girls.
T1IIS School is located in the borough of Bristol, Pa.,

on the Delaware River, twenty miles above Philadel-
phia.

While the situation is pleasant and healthful, it is un-
surpassed in convenience of nooess, having frequent com-
munication with Philadelphia by steamboat, and with that
city and New York by railroad, which passes through tho
town.
Tho Course of Instruction comprises the usual branches

of a good English Education, including History, Natural
l'liilnsophy, Physiology, Botany, Algebra, Ac. Ac.
The School Year is divided into two Sessions of five

months each, commencing the first Second-day of tho
Ninth, and the first Second-day of tho Second month.
The School is vacated duriwg the- "Christmas llolidays."

TERMS

;

For Tuition, Board and Washing-, per Session, $75.
Frenoh, ----- io.
Drawing, - - - - - 6.

Tuition of Day Scholars, - - - 15.

i^= Payments one-half at tho commencement, and the-

reinaiudor at the middle of the Sossiou,

fpj?" For Circulars, and further information, apply to
RUTH ANNA PEtROE, Piu-nrAL

Bristol, (Pa.) August 1, 1S62.

Representative Women.

Lucretia Mott. Maria Weston Chapman,

Abby Kelley Foster, Lydia Maria Child,

Harriet Beocher Stowe, Lucy Stone,

Antoinette L, Brown,

TffQSB 'Yields who have so long boon dwsirinj- copies of
tho above group,—executed iu Uro*elior's best style,—

can wm bo sappl iwl, by somiing their orders, enclosing una
dollar for each copy, which will ensure their being proiupt-

ly mailed, ami in perfect condition.

An early application is noccssury, as tho edition is very
limited.

uso, ON HASP,

A l>w Qijples of the origiiuil liroaelier lithograph of
William Lloyd (iamsou. !'ik'i>, im'ludiug mailing, $1.

WILLIAM (\ NELL,
Anfi-Slavory Rooms, T2\ Washington St.. Boston,

June 0.
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AMEEIOAN SLiVEKY—THE PROPHECY,

BY MRS. HENRIETTA WELLINGTON BOATE.

You tell mo of a bright land far over tho sea,*

But, ah ! can you cn.ll it the land of tho free T

Where 'tho image of God, for a handful of gold,

Like a boast of the field, in tho marketris sold—

"Where the child from tho inothor's fond bosom is torn

—

"Where the father is chaiued, leaving orphans forlorn

—

Where the maiden is bartered like merchandise waro,_

Then doomed to tho lash and the groan of despair !

"Woe t woe to thee, fair land, far over tho main !

For the canker of death—dark Slavery's stain-

Shall gnaw to thy vitals, while every sigh,

From tho victims who writhe, mounts for justice on high.

And He, the great lord of the universe wide,

Shall smite thee to earth in thy strength and thy pride ;

For vengeance must fall for foul cruelties done

On the beings redeemed by His own beloved Son !

The sound of tho war-drum shall thrill thee at night,

As thy sons and thy brothers are borne to the fight

;

The slave and the cotton shall stab thee with pain,

And the North and the South be divided in twain—

And brother 'gainst brother shall strike in the fight,

And battles be fought in the dead of the night,

And the white maid and widow in sorrow shall monrn,

And the flag of thy freedom in tatters be torn.*******
The North in her might like a whirlwind shall rise,

And tho notes of the cannon be borne to the skies

;

And though the warm blood of her heroes be shed,

The light of her Freedom shall never be dead
;

The Stars and the Stripes an Exeelsior shall be,

Proud Liberty's banner by land and by sea
;

And the Union, though spurned by the slaveholders' seornj

Shall be guarded by Northmen for ages unborn.

* These lines were written in Europe, several years ago
;

in answer to a slave-owner's family, who invited the au.

thoress to travel in the Southern States of America.

From Tho Pacific.

THE LITTLE OONTEABANDS.
God guide the little " Contrabands,"

From Slavery's chains set free !

Ob, let their simple hearts pour forth

In grateful strains to Thee !

Surround them with Thy mighty arms

;

Protect them every hour, %
Alike from heartless freeman's grasp

And savage master's power.

God guide the little " Contrabands" !

What precious chattels they,

With hearts of feeling like our own,

With souls to save or slay
;

For them hath Freedom, sword in hand,

Her banner proud unfurled,

And. in God's name the trembling ones

Led forth before the world.

God guide the little " Contrabands" !

Ob, what a fearful thought,

That by the blood of noble men

Those little ones are bought !

Ob yes ! to give them sacred homes,

To soothe their hapless fate,

Full many a once bright happy heart

Now trembles desolate.

Full many a grief-blanched lip breathes out :

Far better thus to be,

Than drag, on untried virgin soil,

The curse of Slavery !

God guide the little " Contrabands,"

Both soul and body save ;

For them the great of heaven and earth

Their life-blood freely gave.

Teach them to own the blessed power

That first set bondsmen free ;

Teach them to sing—"We're twice redeemed—

Hail, glorious liberty !

"

Father, ten thousand prayers arise

From out all Christian lands,

That Thou wilt shelter, bless, and guide

The little " Contrabands " !

SPEECH OP GEKEIT SMITH OH KELIGIOK,

Made in Music Hall, Boston, June 15, 1862.

„ A POEM FOE THE TIMES.

BY CAROLINE A. MASON.

No sword have I, no battle-blade,

Nor shining spear : how shall I aid

My country in her great crusade ?

I cannot sow with gold the sod,

Like dragons' teeth, and from the clod

See armed men rise, battle-shod.

I may not stand in mart or hall,

And shout aloud great Freedom's call :

" Come to the rescue, one and all !

"

I am a woman, weak and slight

—

No voice to plead, no arm to fight

—

Yet burning to support the Bight.

How shall I aid my country's cause?

How help avenge her trampled laws?

Alas ! my woman's heart makes pause.

With oil and wine I may not go

Where wounded men toss to and fro,

Beneath th' invader's hand laid low.

My little child looks up to me,

And lispa a stronger, mightier plea ;

God wills where he is I should be.

Ah ! well, I am not needed. He
Who knows my heart, perchance, for me
Has other works than now I see.

" They also serve who stand and wait."

Oh, golden words ! and not too late :

My soul accepts her humble fate.

Content to serve in any way,

—

Less than the least,—if so I may

But hail tho dawning of that day

When my beloved land shall rise,

And shout as one manto the skies

—

Lo ! Freedom lives ! and Slavery dies !

From the Atlantic Monthly.

FEAUCONIA PROM PEMIGEWASSET.

BY JOHN G. WHITTIER.

Once more, Mountains of the North ! unveil

Your brows, and lay your cloudy mantles by
;

And once more, ere the eyes that seek thee fail,

Uplift against the blue walls of the sky

Your mighty shapes, and let the sunshine weave

Its golden net-work in your bolting woods
;

Smile down in rainbows from your falling floods,

And on your kingly brows, at morn and eve,

Set crowns of fire. So shall my soul receive,

Haply, the secret of your calm and strength
;

Your unforgotten beauty interfuse

My common life
;
your glorious shapes and hues

And sun-dropped splendors at my bidding come,

Loom vast through dreams, and stretch in billowy length

From tho sea-level of my lowland home.

They rise before mc. Last night's thunder-gust

Roared not in vain ; for where its lightnings thrust

Their tongues of fire, tho great peaks seem so near,

Burned clean of mist—so starkly bold and clear

—

I almost pause, tho wind in th' pines to hear,

The loose rock's fall, the steps of browsing deer.

The clouds that shattered on yon slide-worn walls,

And splintered on the rocks their spears of rain,

Have set in play a thousand waterfalls,

Making the dusk and silence of the woods

Glad with the laughter of tho chasing floods,

And luminous with brown Epray and silver gleams
;

While, in the vales below, the dry-lipped streamg

Sing to the freshened meadow- lands again.

Bo let me hope, tho battle-storm that beats

The land with hail and fire may pass away,

With its spent thunders, at the break of day,

Like last night's clouds, and leave, as it retreats,

A greener earth and fairer sky behind,

Blown crystal-clear by Freedom's Northern wind.

I love this world—not only its lands which are

near, but those which are far off—not only its waterB

which I have seen, but those which I have not seen.

I love its white men, and also its red and black men.

To me, the world is full of attractions and endear-

ments. Moreover, I am unconscious of enmity or

prejudice against nation or individual. Not strange

is it, then, that I should be reluctant to leave the

world. Nevertheless, I am more reluctant to leave

it because of what is hateful than of what is lovely in

it. I would linger in it longer and yet longer to exert

more and more faithfully my infinitesimal share of

influence against those gigantic forms of evil which

my observations and reflections and corresponding

efforts during many years have educated my soul to

hate. It is because I must leave so much which is

hateful in the world to war against so much in it

which is lovely, that I feet unready to depart from it.

If in all this I betray the littleness of my faith in

God, and a foolish self- magnification also, so be it. I

had better be frank than disguised.

I shall leave an afflicted and distressed world ; for

war will continue its wholesale slaughters ; slavery,

which is the worst type of war, will go on multiply-

ing its agonized victims and matchless horrors ; in-

temperance wilt not stop perpetrating its innumera-

ble murders, which are the worst kind of murders;

land monopoly will keep on robbing the poor of

homes ; woman will continue to be cruelly and shame-

fully oppressed
; until, in the long distance, she shall

become sufficiently developed to see that she is op-

pressed; civil government will continue its bad work,

until, confined at last within its own narrow, province,

the beneficence of its future legitimate functions

shall exceed the mischief of its former usurpations.

But there is another great evil which I shall leave

in the world. It is far greater than any I have

spoken of. It is the priesthood—the sacerdotal or

clerical order of men. The priests, be it those of

China, Hindostan, Arabia, Persia, Europe, America,

or elsewhere, and be they however honest, are the worst

enemies of mankind. They are preeminently respon-

sible for all great evils; for it is they preeminently

who keep mankind down in those false states, and

upon those low planes, where ignorance and supersti-

tion nourish and give scope to all great evils.

Why is it that Spain is so far behind the other

great European States in the march of civilization'?

Why is she still infested with innumerable hordes of

robbers? Why is she still making so inconsiderable

contributions to the stock of human knowledge and

useful inventions? Why is that persecuting spirit,

which, in times past, prompted her to shed the blood

of scores of thousands of conscientious and innocent

worshippers, still rife within all her borders? Why
does she still cling to slavery and the African slave-

trade? It is all because her Government and people

are still, as they have been for twelve hundred years,

so thoroughly under the influence of the priests. It

was nearly two centuries after Harvey discovered the

circulation of the blood, before her physicians would

believe in it. For nearly a century, her schools

rejected Newton's Astronomy, and clung to Aristotle's

Philosophy ; and all this for the assigned reason that

the one did not and the other did harmonize with " re-

vealed religion."

But the priesthood, say its advocates, is necessary

to teach religion. I admit the necessity of religion.

It is the one thing needful. Man is a religious

being. He is made to appreciate the claims of God
and man upon him, and to love his Great Father and

equal brother. Had he but remained religious, this

world, which is now so full of guilt and misery, would

have been a paradise. But when he was in the in-

fancy of his race, and was therefore ignorant, super-

stitions began to graft themselves upon his ignorance,

and to mingle with and corrupt his religion. Ere
long, they, were piled up into those huge structures of

theology, or rather demonology, which cast their black

and baleful shadows over earth, and leave little room

for the sunlight of truth to reach and feed and sus-

tain the religion of truth. It was these superstitions

which called for a priesthood; and to maintain and

multiply them was, and still is, its one work. So far,

therefore, from its being necessary to teach and pro-

mote religious truth, the office of the priesthood has

ever been to put superstitions in the place of reli-

gion, and falsehoods in the place of truth. But I

would not be so uncharitable and so unjust as to

make wrong motives the spring of all its wrong

deeds. In all ages, the priesthood has been deluded

as well as deluding.

A priesthood is not necessary to teach religion. It

is as unnecessary as would be a professorship to

teach the necessity of breathing. It is not religion

that calls for a priesthood. It is such cabalistic

mysteries and silly superstitions as abound in the

sacred books that call for it. And the priesthood

calls for these. They live and grow of each other.

The people who are most given to these mysteries

and superstitions crave the most priests. Where
Americans are content with one priest, Spaniards

want half a dozen. The happy man whose reason

and courage have at last worked him clear of priestly

dominion has far more dread of a priest than of any

other evil-doer. He may still go to hear a Frothing-

ham in New York, a Furness in Philadelphia, and a

Channing in Washington ; but it is because they are

simply preachers, instead of technical priests. He
may still goto hear a Beechcr and a Cjjeever; but

it is because there is so much of the unpriestly, and

so little of the priestly, in them.

Oh, no, religion needs not a priesthood ! It is as

simple and instinctive as is eating and drinking. It

is as much born with us as is our foot or hand. From
ancestral faults or other causes, our moral affections

may be born imperfect; so, too, may our foot or hand

be. But in neither case is our nature responsible for

the imperfection. The circulation of the blood is not

more a law of our nature than is loving all and being

just to all. And religion is neither more nor less than

loving all, and being just to all.

The priests tell us that religion is a system and a

science ; but it is neither. It is our hearts' recogni-

tion of our relations and obligations. It is simply

fidelity to our nature. Had we never deserted our

nature, we should never have been irreligious; and
all that religion now asks of us is but to return from

that desertion. The religion of human nature is har-

mony, not only with human nature, but with all na-

ture and with God; for every part of nature is har-

monious with every other part of it; and all nature

is in harmony with the Author of all nature.

The great Teacher of the duties of religion did

not regard it as a system or a science when he asked

of the unlearned people : "And why judge ye not

even of yourselves what is right? " He did not so

regard it when he said :
" I thank thee, Father, Lord

of heaven and earth, that Thou hast hid these things

from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them
unto babes." The wise and prudent were busy with

their bundles of superstitions and man-made religions.

The God-made or true religion "babes" had—for

they were horn with it. All are born with it; and
hence, when one loses this babe -religion, he must, in

order to recover it, become a babe again. " Whoso-
ever shall not receive the kingdom of God as a little

child, he shall not enter therein." Did the churches
know Jesus and his religion, how quick would they

cease from their jargon about Election, Atonement,
Trinity, and all that, which not only "a little child,"

but even a big man, cannot understand ! And how
quick would they set themselves to the cultivation of

that babe-religion, which lies within the comprehen-
sion of all! What if miracles could be proved by
themselves, or could be proved by aught else, or what
if they could prove something else, or even much
else than their own contradiction to all nature and all

human experience ? Nevertheless, they cannot be

needed to prove religion ; for that, being as self-evident

any other part of human nature, needs no proof.

By what lino of argument is it that I hold the

priesthood to be so largely responsible for the wrongs

nd wretchedness of the world ? I answer, that these

come chiefly of the lack of religion, and that this

lack comes chiefly of the priesthood. No men are so

effective in shutting religion out of the world as they

whose calling is to build up superstitions and false-

hoods in the place of religion. In all countries, the

priesthood wars upon nature, and insists that

" Nature must count her gold but dross

If sho would gain tho hoav'nly land."

In all countries, the priesthood insists ttiat human na-

ture must be supplanted by another and antagonistic

one; the real by the imaginary; the known by the

unknown.

To get rid of the priesthood is the greatest need of

the people. But neither soon nor easily will this be

accomplished. They are suited to each other, and

have a strong affinity for each other. The people

will not get rid of the priesthood so long as they ad-

mit the authority and conclusiveness of the Bible, the

Koran, and the other sacred books, to interpret and

inculcate which is the office of the priesthood. And
they will continue to admit this authority and con-

clusiveness so long as they believe in the miracles by

which these books are authenticated. Faith in mira-

cles is at the base of their unquestioning submission to

the Church and her books ; and only in proportion as

this submission shall cease will the priesthood cease.

Idle is it, then, to make direct war upon the priests

for the people will stand by them—and alt the closer

on account of such war. Idle, too, is it to make d

reet war upon the authority and infallibility of the

sacred books ; for so long as the people believe in the

miracles bound up with these books, the books wilt be

to them as the voice of God.

The only way to get rid of the priesthood is to edu-

cate the people to require evidence for what they be-

lieve, and to form habits of mind which shall make
thern as skeptical as they now are credulous. Skepti-

cism is the first step in the world's progress from a

blind and false to an intelligent and true faith ; and

henever this first step is taken, then the occupation

of the priesthood is gone—gone forever—with all its

cabalisms and mysteries, mummeries and magic.

Happily, too, the acquiring of these habits will be at-

tended by the acquisition of knowledge; and the one

will work with the other to undermine and overthrow

the priesthood. Fear and wonder are the chief ele-

ments of superstition. These are supplied by igno-

rance. Courage and composure come of knowledge,

and grow, with it. Let it not be supposed that I am
here running counter to what I have before said, and

that I am making an increase of knowledge essential

to the understanding of what religion is. I am com-

mending knowledge because it is essential to clear the

wa}' of religion of the superstitions and rubbish with

which ignorance crowds it, and which it fatally con-

founds with religion. I admit that much knowledge

is essential to the preservation of religion ; and it is

in the point of view just taken that it is so. The
labors in India of Schwartz, the missionary, were

derfully successful. Great numbers became truly and

deeply religious. But in the next generation, the

field of his labors showed scarce a trace of those la-

bors. The old waves of ignorance and superstition

had again rolled over it; for the oppressed people had

not mind enough and knowledge enough to beat them

hack.

And happily, too, the kind of knowledge, in acquir-

ing which we are most successful in creating these

habits of exacting proofs, is the very kind most adapt-

ed to save religion from being confounded with super-

stitions, and overwhelmed by them. It is physical

knowledge. Milton would have been as clear of su-

perstitions, and of submission to authority religions as

was Humboldt, had he acquired physical knowledge

to the extent Humboldt did; and had he, morei

lived in Humboldt's instead of in a comparatively

dark and superstitious age. The study of the natu-

ral sciences—including as it does the habit of requir-

ing strict proof—constantly diminishes that credulity

tnrough Wnien superstition enters, and on which "it

feeds. The great reason why both naturalists and

lawyers are generally wanting in sympathy with the

churches and their superstitions, and are, therefore,

so generally called irreligious, is that they are habit-

uated to require evidence for what they believe. For
various reasons of convenience and advantage, many
of them give their assent to the popular religion ; but

the indifference with which they do so shows how lit-

tle faith they have in it. But are not clergynun aho
trained to exact evidence? How can it be said that

they are, when they dispense with evidence in their

premises, lay their foundations in assumptions, and

make miracles their proofs? I add, that the ecclesi-

astical theories, being more than other false theories

the product of a wild imagination, cannot fait to suf-

fer peculiarly from the study of the natural sciences;

for that study, exercising in so high a degree the rea-

and supreme faculties, must in a corresponding

degree repress and chasten the imagination. And let

me also say, in this connection, that while the mass of

men construct their God out of their dreams and de-

lusions, they who study the natural sciences are car-

ried up through certainties to the certain God. The
one imagine and the other prove the existence and

character of God.

Natural science has already done much to weaken
and dispel superstition. It has put astronomy in the

place of astrology, and made alchemy and the hunt for

the Philosopher's Stone and for the " Universal Sol-

t" give place to chemistry. It has liberated mil-

lions from their degrading bondage to the authority of

sacred books, and left their reason as free to play upon

the pages of the Bible as upon the pages of any other

book. It has relieved great numbers of their faith in

the Mosaic Cosmogony. To the progress of natural

science do we owe it that the Church no longer pun-

ishes men for their discoveries in natural science.

To this progress do we owe it that, in spite of Bible

authority, there is no more hanging of witches. How
sad to reflect that the great and good Matthew Hale

administered the taw of witchcraft! And how sad

to reflect that, even at this day, there are great and

good men who, because the wild and guilty words

are in the Bible, read with reverent submission, in-

stead of indignation and pity, " Thou shalt not suffer

a witch to live !
" How strong must be that yoke of

superstition which can humble and hold the necks of

such men ! Ages must pass away ere it will be bro-

ken to pieces. Scotland, dear Scotland ! still super-

stitious, still believes in witches. And only one hun-

dred and fifty years ago, women were hung in Eng-
land as witches. How deplorably superstitious was
the honest and able John Wesley ! And bow low
must have been his view of the moral grandeur and
exalted and precious uses of the Bible! Else he
would not have Baid :

" The giving up of witchcraft

is in effect giving up the Bible." I add, that to this

progress of natural science do we owe it that I can

speak to you against the authority of the Bible, and
you patiently hear me—and yet neither you nor I lose

life or liberty for our presumption. .

There may be many astrologists and geologists who
from one consideration and another consent to go
along with the churches. But probably there is not

on the whole earth one eminent geologist or astrono-

mer, who entcrtainB an undoubling faith in miracles

or in anything which rests upon mere authority, and
is unsusceptible of proof. To every profound natu-

ral philosopher, a prayer for wet weather or dry is,

notwithstanding ttie conditions on which Solomon
told God to give rain, and notwithstanding tho re-

corded success of Elijah in opening and shutting

heaven, an absurdity, and the offspring of supersti-

tion. Eclipses are no longer a terror to Christendom,
and deprecations of them no longer a part of her
prayerB. But men instructed in natural science be-

lieve that meteorology is as much governed by un-

changeable laws as are the motions of the planets. I

cannot doubt that meteorology is yet to bo so suc-

cessfully studied that the coining weather will he cal-

culated like the coming eclipse ;—not, indeed, with as

entire, but nevertheless with sufficient accuracy. And
by the way, what an advance it will be in earthly

comforts and blessings, and how far surpassing in

usefulness any of the. wonderful discoveries and in-

ventions of this age, when the farmer, learning from

tho philosopher the character of the coming season,

shall know what kind of seed he had best cast into

the ground !—and when, too, the mariner shall, by

the help of the philosopher, know with what weather

to lay his account. We owe much to science ; but

our posterity will owe more.

I hope it is not inferred from what I have said that

I do not believe in prayer." I must cease to believe in

human nature ere I can cease to believe in prayer.

There is not on earth a more unnatural man than the

prayerless man. Want, fear and love urge men as

naturally to the Heavenly Parent as they do children

to the earthly parent. Emphatically and beautifully

natural was Cornelius, who "prayed to God always."

There, is nothing, in the bringing about of which men
have or can have an agency, for which they should

not at all times be ready to pray, Prayer for the crop

is rational; but prayer for or against rain is as irra-

tional as would be prayer for or against an eclipse.

Prayer for a safe voyage is rational. It is, among
other things, a prayer for self-poBsession, wisdom,

skill, on the part of the navigator. But prayer for this

or that wind is irrational.

Let, then, all those who would help clear the way for

the spread, or rather for the restoration of religion

—

whether to clear it of the priests and of their sort of

churches, or of the preposterous and reason-insulting

claims set up for the sacred books, or of any other ob-

structions—let them go to work to deepen the study

and diffuse the knowledge of the natural sciences.

How soon would the priests disappear were there an

adequate supply of able lecturers on natural philoso-

phy, and a public ear educated to hear them ! How
soon then would the way be prepared for the

preachers of the religion of nature and reason to

take the place of the priests ! Had we a thousand

Agassizes and Mitchells to deliver the lectures, the

empire of American superstition would soon totter to

its fall. Alt natural philosophers should feel it to be

their noblest mission and highest obligation to drive

superstitions and faith in miracles and priestly preach-

ings out of the world ; and to drive them out chiefly

to the end of getting them out of the way of religion.

I would not have it inferred from my praises of nat-

ural science that I set the intellectual above the moral.

I hold the moral to .be supreme, and the intellectual to

be but its servant. Buckle, in his wondrously learned

and grand writings on civilization, holds that " intel-

lectual excellence " is more productive of " real good "

than is " moral excellence "; and be holds this for the

reason that while intellectual knowledge is ever in-

creasing, the great moral truths, such as doing good to

others, loving your neighbor as yourself, and forgivin;

your enemies, are not added to, and are the same

that they always have been. I answer, that they need

neither multiplication nor change. They but need to

be more faithfully applied. And when, with the help

of increased " intellectual excellence," and the free-

dom from bigotry and superstition coming of it, they

shall be applied a thousand fold more effectively, it

will then be seen that " intellectual excellence " is not

of more value than " moral excellence " ; or, in other

words, that the head is not more important than the

heart. An old moral truth may have such great value

that the more faithful and able enforcing of it shall

make it worth more than numberless great intellectual

discoveries. If Buckle means only, as perhaps he

does, that hitherto " moral excellence " has done less

than "intellectual excellence" for mankind, I am
not disposed to dissent from him. But it must be un-

derstood that such " moral excellence " has been

largely made up of superstitious trash, and that the

"intellectual excellence" to make the discrimination

has been lacking.

But I must pass on to notice some of the inquiries

that will grow out of this Discourse.

Will there, when the priests are gone, be still a demand

for preaching ? Oh yes, greater than ever ! Will

they, likethe priests, spend the time in teM'no thtar .hearers_

' wKal religion is? no ; a minute in a month will suf-

fice for that! In a dozen words they can say that

loving God supremely, and our neighbor as ourself

;

or, more briefly, that being true to ourself; or, still

more briefly, that being ourself, is religion. But the

question remains, What will they preach? They will

preach duties. They will tell their hearers what re-

ligion calls for in the heart and life. This is what

men need to hear, instead of sermons to show that re-

ligion consists in this and that doctrine, and in this

and that crotchet. Why do thousands flock to hear

Henry Ward Beecher? It is not only nor mainly be-

cause he is so eloquent and so marvellously gifted. It

is because he tells his hearers so much of what religion

calls for, and consumes so little of their time with those

fanciful and superstitious creeds which with most per-

sons make up both warp and woof of religion. The
men who most love to see the noble Cheever strike

his gigantic blows for freedom give no credit for them
to his ecclesiasticism ; but they give it all to his re-

ligion, or, in other words, to his love of God and man.

And what shall we dofor churches ivhen the present ones

shall have died out with the priests ? We shall have infi-

nitely better; for we shall then have churches in

which reason will do as much to enlighten and elevate

as superstition does in the present churches to darken

and degrade.

And what will become of the Bible when men shall cease

to take it as an authority , and to ivorship it as a fetish,

and to possess and prize it as a charm or amulet ? Rather

ask what will become of it in the mean time and dur-

ing the superstitious regard for it ? For there is no lit-

tle danger that an age of growing intelligence, disgust-

ed with the exaggerated claims for the Bible, will re-

ject it. But when this book shall, like any other book,

be submitted to human judgment, and men shall feel

at liberty to discriminate between the merits of its dif-

ferent parts—as, for instance, between the incredible

story of Jonah and the whale, and the felt truth of the

Sermon on the Mount—then will it be a new and an

inestimable blessing. When they shall feel entirely

free to accept one part of it and reject another, on the

sole ground that they believe in the one part and not

in the other, then will the Bible exert a power infi-

nitely greater than before—and a power for good only,

and not, as before, for evil also. When the matchless

inspirations and sublimities of the Bible shall stand

no longer in authority and superstition, but in reason

and truth only, then they will no longer be made of

but the same account with the false and foolish things

mixed up in the same pages with them. And then

the reader of the Bible will open his understanding and

his heart to these inspirations and sublimities all the

more freely and widely from being no longer under

the conscious obligation to accept along with them the

silly story of the dry path through the lied Sea, and

the revolting and disgusting stories of God's approval

of polygamy, and of the murder of innocent women
and children. Now, good men feel that they would

lose the Bible, were they to lose their confidence in

the least part of it. But then they \, rouId feel that

they still have the Bible, notwithstanding that here

and there are passages unworthy a place in it.

Luther and his fellow -reformers nobly stood forth

for the right of private judgment. What a pity that

they and their successors were not more consistently,

comprehensively and perseveringly faithful to it

!

Then had Protestantism been the blessing and glory

of the whole earth. But, essentially, it soon sunk
down to the low level of Roman Catholic supersti-

tions—and there it still lies. With no more impunity

can the American Protestant than tho American
Catholic dissent from the ecclesiastical standards.

For such dissent the one is hurled out of the church

as quickly as the other. The Protestant boast of tho

right of private judgment is utterly groundless.

Every authority religion is necessarily incompatible

with such right. It is owing to tho progress of sci-

ence and civilization—a progress continually resisted

by ocelesinsticism—that either Protestantism or Cath-

olicism is this day restrained from repeating its bloody

and enormous crimes. The superstitious religionist—

or, in other words, he who receives his religion

upon authority—tolerates no dissent from his .reli-

gion. If in the circumstances and under the influ-

ences that Calvin was, he will, like Calvin, consent
to the burning of the dissenter. All this comes of

the belief that his whole bundle of religious views and
theories—every line and letter in it—is certainly

true, because certainly attested by the miraculous in-

terposition of Heaven. But how quickly this obsti-

nate—obstinate because blind—confidence begins to

relax when the rays of reason and knowledge fall upon
his bundle! And this is not only because the rays

reveal his errors, but because reason and knowledge
are as modest and hesitating as superstition and ig-

norance are conceited and dogmatizing. Reason and
knowledge are conscious of their fallible workings;
and therefore do they tolerate differences of opinion.

They inspire diffidence as much as ignorance does

positiveness. As a general rule, men are confident

in proportion to their ignorance and unreasonableness,

and lose their confidence as they advance in knowl-

edge and reasonableness. It is not because of his zeal

that a good man sinks into a fanatic. Zeal in a good
cause cannot be excessive. The opponent of slavery

and intemperance cannot be too zealous. It is the

combination of ignorance with zeal that makes the

fanatic. Enlighten the ignorance, and the conceit and
dogmatism, bigotry and intolerance, recklessness and
destructiveness, of which fanaticism is compounded,
all pass away.

I value the Bible above every other book; I would
not exchange it for all other books ; and yet I am free

to say that a man had better throw away the Bible

than retain it as an authority. A conventional and
false morality is the product of authority books and
authority religions. Hence it is that while the reli-

of nature and reason utterly and sternly forbids

slavery and war, land monopoly and the drinking of

toxicating liquors, and the oppressions of woman,
even very religious people (after the ecclesiastical

type} can go for them all. Their morality is as un-

reasonable and unnatural as is their religion.

Finally, what will become of Jesus when the age of
superstition shall be past, and the priesthood and the au-

thority of the Bible shall be no mure? I answer, that

when men shall cease to degrade him by childishly

thinking either the better or the worse of him for the

miracles and superstitions connected with his name,
then will Jesus have in their eyes a new preciousness

and a far higher glory. When their great use of him
shall be to study him in the light of those wondrous

words in which he spake as never man spake, then

will this sublimest and veriest God-man be known in

all the earth, and his name everywhere be full of

power and blessedness and salvation. Oh, fear not

that the interest in Jesus will decline as the religion of

nature shalt prevail ! He who is the model and per-

fection of human nature cannot fail to become dearer

to men as they become less superstitious and unnatu-

ral, more reasonable and natural.

I close with reaffirming the supreme importance of

religion. I refer not to the next life ; that is but the

continuation of this; and we begin there just where

we leave off here. If we are upon low planes here,

we shall enter .upon low planes there. If here we
sustain high relations to wisdom and goodness, we
shall there also. It is to the uses of religion for this

life that I refer—for this life, in which we have seen

and proved it to be the great balance-wheel, without

which all falls into disorder, confusion and ruin ; in

which we have seen and proved it to be the strongest

tie between human hearts, and the only tie between

human hearts and God's heart. Painful is it to reflect

how religion has been hindered and held back by su-

perstitions and its priesthoods. But joyful is it to see

that knowledge, which is as fatal to superstition and

its priesthoods as they are to religion, is at last be-

ginning to spread in such forms of certainty and com-

mon sense and practical usefulness, as warrant the be-

lief that it will surely, though it may be but slowly,

cover and bless the whole earth.

ADAPTATION OF MEANS TO ENDS.

IJT LIEUT. GENERAL T. FEIinONKT THOMPSON.

The pro-slavery reporters who write in America
for the English market, say American officers would
not like being employed to discipline black troops.

If there are any such, they are scant furnished with

the instincts oftheir calling, and had better put them-
selves apprentices to be drivers on a plantation.

Let them be fully assured, nobody will miss them.

A man with the spirit of an officer jump:! at the new
and untried, as what will give him opportunities for

distinction; and if the question were asked to-mor-

row, two out of three below the rank of general offi-

cer would volunteer to teach dark limbs and muscle

to do a day's duty in the sun on outpost as well as

in the cotton-held.

In fact,there are peculiar advantages for some de-

scriptions of military necessities, in this disciplining

of strong sinews and willing hearts, by leaders of
greater acquaintance with tiie actual conduct of war.

To pass over an infinity of other examples, it was
particularly obvious in India, before the treacherous

destruction of'thc Native army for ulterior purposes.

The Sepoy might not be the instrument for heavy
blows, or what militarists call the marteau (hammer)
of war; but he did a great deal of the hard work in

the sun, and so enabled others to act their parts.

Having no high opinion of his own knowledge, his

ideas were centred in submission to his white com
mandcr, and he was the type of ready obedience in

all matters of detail. Such was the Sepoy, till Eu-
ropean treachery laid hold of his dislike to pork to

break up the Native army, and seize the land which
was at the bottom of the move. In a considerable

course of out-post duty with Native troops, the writ-

er never met with but one instance, where a sentry

in the field had left his post to look after his blood-

less meal ; and had, consequently to be givon up to

his Adjutant, with a recommendation to frighten

him within an inch of his life, and then send him to

his duty.

In these days of extended knowledge, it would
imply an ignorance inexcusable of what is and has-

been, if any responsible statesman or general should

engage in a campaign in what approaches to a trop-

ical country, without employing a force raised from
the habitual laborers on the soil- He might as well

set tt.e Members of Congress to boe on a cotton

plantation, and turn up his eyes in dismay when he
found the concern was bankrupt ; or a blacksmith

to work at his anvil, without condescending to hold

his iron with tongs. There is a way to do things,

and a way not; and those who take the latter, must
lay in a stock of philosophy to endure the conse-

quences.

But a point not to be ignored is that, without un-
just disparagement to anybody, the African blood

stands high i>i the qualities that make a soldier. This

is spoken from acquaintance with it in its ovm country,

and out. An African regiment, well led, would
have the same kind of qualities as a French ;—great

elan or spring, as the military phrase is, and a light-

heartedness which, as the song says, would go through

the world, either with or without the adjuncts in the

way of apparel that were present to the poet's eye.

It does not require book-learning to make a grena-

dier. It is to be feared that the men of Areola were
sadly behindhand in their Sept Peches Mortels.

There is not a man who insults Heaven by a prayer
for slavery, but knows an African can be both brave
and faithful. In the engraving of Bunker's Hill

from an American artist, from which Englishmen
take their ideas of American battles, an African,

showing fight for his fallen master, is evidence that

in that hour hisassistance was not despised. Is Amer-
ica vulgarized since, and does it take its cue from
Southern slave-breeders and English amateurs?
More of the uncertainties of war—or, more prop-

erly, its certainties—for those who insist on tying

up one arm. When the man has had enough of

this, he will perhaps consent to use the arms which
Heaven has given him.—Bradford (Eng.) Advertiser.

DEFENDERS OF SLAVERY.
We remember only one really able defender of

slavery in the abstract. Mr. Calhoun brought a gi-

gantic intellect to the service of error, and did for a
patent political mistake all that great intellectual

powers and an iron will could do for it. But when
he died, he left no successor. Puny public men bab-
bled weak parodies of his reasoning, or more safely

ensconced themselves behind his ipse dixit. "We^re-
gard with what we believe to be just contempt, the

lame and lamentable perversions of Scripture with
which the pro-slavery Doctors of Divinity have be-

numbed the minds and hearts of their bearers ; for

the inexorable logic of facts has silenced their sane-,

tified prattle forever. The men who now defend
slavery are of quite another class—bloated brawlers

of the bar-rooms, who blaspheme and quote the Bi-

ble in one drunken breath—half-witted whites, who
if they could possibly have an opinion would sell it

for a glass of grog and a pouud of tobacco—lazy

women who shrink from domestic toil as from a daily

torture and degradation—bull-dog overseers bestial-

ized to the low level of their vocation ; wholesale

and retail dealers in human flesh : these arc the pas-

sionate, voluble, unreasoning and bigoted advocates

of slavery, as of something in itself intrinsically beau-
tiful. The day of their domineering and of their

ascendancy in Southern society is passing away in

storm and blood. They still crawl about in the

slime and smear of their system, as hideous monsters
crept to and fro over the earth half created. They
have taken the sword, and when, in fulfilment of

an eternal law, they have perished by the sword,
there will be no new hybrids to fill their place

in the regenerated republic. They will disappear,

and with them that semi-barbarous system of espion-

age and intimidation which has too long made sla-

very a thing exempt from discussion and question.

They have themselves taken off the taboo, and there
will be none left weak enough to do the discredited

idol reverencei

—

N. Y. Tribune.

SAOKEDNESS OF SLAVERY.
If a crew mutiny and convert a merchant vessel

into a pirate ship, does the owner who captures the

ship, hangs the crew, and returns the vessel to the
purposes of a lawful commerce, destroy or injure the

vessel? So with the ship Constitution, Old Iron-

sides. The slaveholders have converted it into a
slave pirate ship. All that we propose is to pull

down their black and bloody flag, throw overboard
their manacles and handcuffs, hoist the flag of Liber-
ty, freight it with human rights, and return it to the
pathway where the fathers launched it, to sail ever-

more on a voyage of Freedom. It is no sufficient

reply to this, that there are vested rights which
emancipation would interfere with, or destroy. Had
not the people of Rome a right to drain the Pontine
Marshes, whose malarious exhalation nightly rose
and spread over the city, bearing sickness and death
to its households, although it might interfere with
the water-lots of frog-breeders and snake-fanciers ?

The health of the city was of more consequence
than the vested rights of the reptile-mongers that
lived on the margin of the immense bog. I beg to
know just how sacred this right of enslaving men is.

1 desire^p understand its height and depth, its length
and breadth. At what graduated point on the scale
of sacred and precious things docs it stand ? Is it

as sacred as property ? The people will have given
a thousand millions of property before this struggle
is over, a free will offering, to save the country.
Business prostrated, the affluent reduced to beircarv,

bankruptcy which no skill could foresee and no sa-

gacity avoid, submitted to, uncomplainingly, for the
sako of the country. It can almost be 'said of the
commercial community of our great cities, as it. was
of the early Christians—they took tho spoiling of
their goods joyfully—tho one for Christ's sake, and
the other for their country's sake.

And now, is this unholy thing, slavery, more sa-

cred than all these? Shall property vanish, the

dead be piled in hecatombs on the field of slaughter,
parental hcaits pierced with the arrows of anguish;
wife, sister and betrothed stricken with grief; and
yet the clutch of the enslaver remain unrelaxed, and
the fell Destroyer who has caused all this waste of
property and life, all this menial and heart; suffering,

be left unmolested! It cannot be. We arc not

thus bereft of reason. I have no paticine wiili

those who enshrine this stupendous crime, and sur-
round it. with the sanctity of an idol, and sav, Let it

alone Groat is Diana of the Kphosiiins ! Great is

American Slavery! Owkn LOVBJOY,
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FRAUDS OP THE RADICALS.

Tho doctrine of the radical man always is that a
good end justifies any means, however wicked.
The freedom of a slave they claim to be so high an
object, that to accomplish it they would destroy the.

owner's property in the slave, take the owner's life,

murder women and children, overthrow the govern-
ment itself. We state nothing bgt plain and well
known truths. No abolitionist paper or individual

will say that any of these wrongs are so great as to

stand in the way of freedom. But it is not alone
great crimes that radicalism justifies. It descends
to the petty vices, and practises frauds in the name
of liberty, which would be only contemptible if they
were not dangerous to the community. It is a sad
truth that few radical men have any regard to per-

sonal honor or probity, in their political dealings or

in propagating their sentiments. Frauds are con-
stantly perpetrated by them, for the purpose of fur-

thering their ends, and men who have the reputa-
tion of honesty in ordinary matters are guilty of the

grossest dishonesty in their political or what they
call their " moral'" work. Thus it occurs that the
country is flooded with falsehoods in the interest of
radicalism. We could note a hundred which have
received direct contradiction, but which have not
discouraged the manufacturers, or taught wisdom to

the circulators. All remember the falsehoods about
Governor Stanley, subsequently acknowledged by
their author, who is as high as ever in the abolition

church, and whose retraction has not yet elicited

the apology which decency requires from those who
abused "Scorpion Stanley" with their slanderous

{)ens. Countless falsehoods have been put in circul-

ation about the President, with a view to coerce
him into making them true. He has been annoyed,
and in some instances grievously embarrassed, by
these inventions of the enemy. Who ever heard of

a radical paper correcting one of these stories ?

They were told about the Lane and Jennison expe-
ditions in Kansas, about the Fremont proclamation,
about the Hunter order, about the Stanley affair,

and recently, for two weeks, the country has been
filled with the grossest misrepresentations of the
President, in the form of reported conversations in

which he said he was going to do just what he never
dreamed of doing. The same general policy of
falsehood and deceit is exhibited in misrepresenta-

tions of public sentiment and action. The grossest

perversions of fact found circulation in the radical

papers, with regard to the late Union Square meet-
ing in this city, and that magnificent demonstration
of conservative men, pledging themselves to the
cause of their country, was diverted from its pur-
pose, and published to the world, and urged on the
President, as a radical pow-wow of negro lovers, al-

though the very fact of the organization of the Fre-
mont meeting in the corner of the square was an
evidence against which it was impossible to contend,
that the men who sympathized with radical mea-
sures were far less than one-fifth of the great assem-
bly. Another style of radical falsehood consists in

laying traps for less sharp and wily men, of good rep-

utation and position, whereby they are induced to

adopt resolutions which seem to be loyal, and honest,

but which are- subsequently paraded with great

glee as radical opinions endorsed by conservative

men. Tet another style consists in packing commit-
tees of conservative bodies, who never dream of the

trickery, till they find that an adroitly packed com-
mittee is made up of members of the Emancipation
League and men of like ways of thinking, and the

world is told that the committee correctly represents

the body which appointed it. Another style con-

sists in claiming as abolitionists and radical men,
those who have repeatedly disavowed the alliance,

and perhaps the best illustration of this on record is

found in the Tribune of Friday last, which quotes
our assertion that the " Abolitionists have remain-
ed at home," and denies it, saying, "on the contra-

ry, we are well assured that a majority of those who
have volunteered for this war voted to make Abraham
Lincoln President." The coolness of the statement

that a majority of our soldiers are Republicans, when
the whole country knows, by votes and counts innu-

merable, that four-fifths of them are Democrats, is

only equalled by the sublime assumption that all

who voted for Abraham Lincoln for President are

abolitionists

!

We might go on with an endless account of the

dishonesty of radicalism. It demoralizes the man
who adopts it. It leads orators and newspapers to

indulge in the most debased and debasing style of
rhetoric, substituting the language of the pot house
for the arguments ot sensible men, and overwhelm-
ing their opponents with that style of oratory which
makes an English fish-market famous. It has well-

nigh ruined our country. It can no more be trusted

to-day in its professions of loyalty than in its repre-

sentations of fact, and the present distracted state

of the country is due to the loud and long wails of

radicalism, which have rung through the land from
men who are openly on war committees or at least

professing to encourage the enlistment of soldiers,

but who at heart sympathize with the excuses ofcow-
ardice, " I will not enlist until the President decrees

emancipation," "I will not enlist until the President

calls negroes to enlist with me."

—

N. Y. Journal of
Commerce.

THE DEMOCRACY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

The Democracy of Pennsylvania met in conven-
tion, at Harrisburgh, July 4th,—when all parts of

the State seemed to be fully represented. The Com-
mittee on Resolutions submitted the following, which
were unanimously and cheerfully adopted:

—

That the party of fanaticism or crime, whichever

it may be called, that seeks to turn the slaves of the
Southern States loose, to overrun the North and
enter into competition with the white laboring mass-

es, thus degrading and insulting their manhood by
placing them on an equality with negroes in their

occupations, is insulting to our race, and merits our
most emphatic and unqualified condemnation.

That the Democracy of Pennsylvania is equally'

opposed to all sectional legislation and geographical

parties which base their hopes for continued partisan

Buccess on the agrarianism of emancipation and hy-

Eocritical philanthropy, abolition, because neither is

nown to the Constitution, and both are intended to

aid disunion and subvert the Constitution, and to

prevent the restoration of unity and peace among
the States and the people.

That the Constitution and the laws arc sufficient

for any emergency, and that tho suppression of the

freedom of speech and of the press, and the unlaw-
ful arrest of citizens and the suspension of the writ

of habeas corpus, in violation of the Constitution, in

States where the civil authorities are unimpeded, is

most dangerous to civil liberty, and should be resist-

ed at the ballot-box by every freeman in the land.

That this is a government of white men, and was
established exclusively for the white race : that the

negro race are not entitled to and ought not to be

admitted to political or social equality with the

white race, but that it is our duty to treat them
with kindness and consideration as an inferior but

dependent race; that fche right of the several States

to determine the position and duty of the several

races is a sovereign right, and the pledges of the

Constitution require ufl as loyal citizens not to inter-

fere therewith.

That Congress has no power to deprive any per-*

son of Ins property for <1ny criminal offence, unless

that person has first been duly convicted of the of-

fence by the verdict of a jury, and that all acts of

Congress like those lately passed by the House of

Representatives, which assume to forfeit or confis-

cate the estates of men for offences of which they
have not been convicted by due trial by jury, are

unconstitutional and lead to oppression and tyranny.

It is no justification for such acts that the crimes

committed in the prosecution of the rebellion are of

unexampled atrocity, nor is there any such justifica-

tion as State necessity known to our Government or

HOW IT "WORKS.

And what is the serious effect of all this anti-Chris-

tian preaching—ofthe " abolition of Union " meetings

by clergymen ? It is to keep good Christian citizens

and also their families from attending those churches

—the pseudo Orthodox of self-opinion ! As proof,

look at the financial condition of the said edifices.

Aye, there's the rub! " The Temple Church" has

occasionally been let for rope dancing and comic
singing. " Theodore Parker's Church," where
Wendell Phillips and Garrison hold forth, has here-

tofore been let for a Rarey show in horse taming.
The "Park Street Church" has let a part of its

basement story for the retail of a refreshment
of the body ; and over the door, in black let-

ters, is a sign—not of the cross and the appropriate
words " In hoc signo vinces "—but the words, " Phil-

adelphia lee Cream Depot." ! Shade of Constan-

tinel The Winter Street Church has also let its

basement, and to a worthy and fashionable milliner,

and as a depot—not of ice cream—but for crinoline

;

and the sign there is as follows, with an index hand
pointing to the vestry-door :

—" Entrance to Hoop
Skirt, Corset and Dressmaking Department." This
exceeds those churches, in the pulpits of which cler-

gymen preach against even " wine mixed with
water," according to St. Paul, or wine at a marriage
feast,- as by the example of the Saviour; and yet, Oh!
Pharisees ! actually receive a rent for the storage
of rum, brandy and gin in the basement of their

churches ! Well may the Episcopalian churches re-

ceive additional members and attendance ; for there
the harrassed mind is edified on Sunday, and not
disgusted by the preaching of Abolition, Massacre
and Disunion !

—

Corr. of Boston Courier. '

"THE GOLDEN HOUR."

The Golden Hour. By Moncure D. Conway, au-
thor of " The Rejected Stone." Impera pasendo
Boston : Ticknor & Fields.

The author of this work, a Unitarian clergyman,
though a genius, is an ultraist and an unsafe guide
to follow. The great question of American Slavery
constitutes the main theme of his present book, and
the Golden Hour is the present hour, for now, in the

estimation of Mr. Conway, the shackles of the slave

can be unriveted by a word from the President, the

war ended, and the Union restored. We don't be-

lieve in such nonsense. How can the " word " of

President Lincoln reach to the centre of Soutii Caro-
lina or any other of the Cotton States, and with au-

thority sufficient to free the slaves ? Why, it has
had no effect, and can have no effect to liberate even
the white Union men in the Slave States who are
held in bondage, and pressed into the army of the

Southern Confederacy. The slaves can be liberated

no further than we gain military occupation ; in other
words, no further than our arms liberate them.
" The present hour offers us a peaceful victory

through emancipation," says our author. Why don't

men who talk in this way offer some practical thought
on the subject ? Why don't they tell us hoiv " eman-
cipation" can be effected ? and how, if "emancipa-
tion " is effected, it will afford us a " peaceful vic-

tory ?" These are times for the utterance of plain

common sense, and not fustian.

—

Boston Trumpet and
Freeman.

THE SUBLIME OF IMPUDENCE.

The " policy" which Mr. Phillips demands as the

condition of support to the government is the abo-
lition of slavery. Now, whom docs this man repre-

sent when he makes this demand ? He represents

the Garrison Abolitionists, who take no part in the
government and give it no voluntary support, and
have not for years, because they think that by so do-

ing they should become responsible for slavery. No-
body expects these men to give a dollar or to enlist

in the army. They would not be accepted, for

there is not one of them who would take the oath of
allegiance. They call the Constitution a " compact
with death and an agreement with hell," and be-
lieve no man can be loyal to it without committing
mortal sin. And these are the men who are most
loud-mouthed and arrogant in dictating a war-policy

to the administration, and saying what it must or

must not do in order to secure their support. Out
upon such impudence ! Let Wendell Phillips speak
for himself and his little clique, and not for the peo-
ple. Nobody expects him or his adherents to enlist,

or to help the country in any way, or to do any-
thing but abuse and insult those who are laboring

and dying in its defence. The true way to silence

these malignants is to present to them the oath of

allegiance. They won't take it. They will deny
that they are citizens of the United States. They
merely live on the soil, but are voluntary aliens to

the government. And yet these repudiators of the

Constitution undertake to dictate to patriotic men
how the Constitution is to be defended. Shame on
them !

—

Springjidd Republican.

f It CH01I0 .

THE REBELLION.

The rebellion, in its progress, but for the fanatic

zeal of those who aided in precipitating it, would
have indicated the means by which it could have
been and should be crushed. Slavery, by its mad-
ness, would have brought about its own destruction.
But in anticipating and in attempting to force
"events," instead of awaiting their development, the
best hopes and highest prospects of the Union have
been thwarted. The more than incendiary, the
scarcely less than infernal spirit represented by Mr.
Sumner in the Senate, Wendell Phillips in the Fo-
rum, and the Tribunes of the Press, has united the
Southern people, and now threatens to divide the
North. The speeches, lectures and fulminations
from these sources have been used by secession lead-
ers and journals to aggravate and intensify South-
ern hostility. The real character of the rebellion,

in the eyes of its victims, has thus been changed.

—

Albany Evening Journal.

THE WHITE MAFS WAR.

A fire broke out on Lake street last night about 1

1

o'clock. The wind was blowing a gale. The steam
engines, from long disuse, were inefficient. The fire-

men,from the same cause,were blundering in their op-

erations, and the orders issued by the captains of the

different machines were contradictory and damag-
ing. The flames, unchecked, roared and leaped
like so many demons of destruction, and as they
swept eastward toward the lake, westward toward
the South branch, and northward over Water street,

and among the shipping at the docks, laid anything
low that they embraced. The banks, the splendid
temples of commerce which the industry and taste

of our merchants had reared, the dwellings of the
rich and the humbler tenements of the poor, the
shops of the artisans and the offices of the profes-

sional men, numberless hotels, a theatre, lecture

room and Iyceum, were taken up by the lurid heat
and dissipated in flame and smoke. The ruin was
immense ; but the destruction of human life was ap-

palling. The falling ofevery roof was an announce-
ment that a company of gallant firemen, and hun-
dreds of citizens who had volunteered to assist in

stifling the destroyer, had been killed. The scene
was terrific. Mothers went up and down the lurid

streets seeking their sons. Fathers in agony assist-

ed in bearing loved ones to homes that they were to

honor no more. A wail filled the city from end to

end, and thousands, not of women only, but strong
men, prayed as if their last day had come. But
neither work nor prayers stayed the destruction,

and by and by the ranks of the helpers grew thin.

The dead and maimed could work no more, and
the others grew tired with the superhuman toil.

Just before day, hardly an hour before we went to

press, a thousand black men, living in the South Di-
vision, roused by the clangor of the bells, the cries

of the wounded and the roar of the elements, came
and offered their aid in beating back and subduing
the conflagration. They had lived long in the city

;

they knew it well ; they were fresh, healthy and ac-

customed to toil ; they were eager to help ; and ev-

erybody knew that they were earnest in their

offers. But higher than the conflict of fire and
water, above the din of machinery, the groans of
the wounded, the shrieks of women and the deep
groans of men, rose the contention over the offer

that the black men made. " D n the nigger;
"

cried out the men who were more than suspected of
being the incendiaries: "Let them go home and do
their tasks—this is a while man's fire!" At this

point, while the fire is still burning, and the clamor
in progress, we are obliged to go to press. God
grant that our next issue may bring to our readers

the settlement of the question on the side of public

safety and humanity. A rumor comes that it is

likely the blacks may be allowed to work to the

leeward with house-pails. An elderly gentleman
named Browning opposes even this. The fire is still

making good headway as we close.—Chicago Tribune.

ing away from them with salvation speed, would
have led our army right up to the places of weak-
ness, an siting us in the wood, said to the coin-

...
,:

-: am de plan;, Ma*sa, where de army
of de Lord and freedom can burst fru, just as fru a
garden fence. Gib 'em de bayonet, and leave de
rest wid de Lord ! " I knew 108,000 men in April
last, who, under such guidance and such God-speed,
would have stormed the gates of hell.

How self-evident it is that this alliance with the
slaves would have saved the precious, time-wasting
preparations to besiege Yorktown—have avoided the
lazar-house curse of existence and toil on the War-
wick River, and averted that slaughter of the inno-

cents of the Vermont regiments at Lee's Mills, whom
Ayer's steel-gauntletted hands stretched over, and
dripping with flames and shooting shot and shell,

could scarcely pluck from the bloody ruin upon which
imbecility had hung them. You, whose Crape and
tears date from the sacrificial day of Williamsburg,
will it comfort you to know that our attack there in

front was unnecessary—that roads circled the ene^

my's position—that slaves could have conducted us

through them, and that by flank attacks we could
have bagged or crushed the entire enemy we were
pursuing? There is no doubt whatever about this.

Unfortunately, there is just as little doubt that we
had refused alliance to the slave. The retribution

of our military error was terrible. Was it not just ?—Correspondence of the New York Tribune.

NECESSITY OF AN IMMEDIATE ALLIANCE
WITH THE SLAVES OF THE REBELS.

Seven Fixes, Va., June, 1862.

To whatever of reason and justice sensible men
have to justify this alliance, I unhesitatingly add the

testimony of a quarter of a year's experience in

Peninsula war, that it is utterly impossible, for us to

subdue the rebels, without an alliance with their

slaves.

We demonstrated before Manassas that we needed
the aid of the slaves. The history of war does not
present an example of such chronic ignorance of the

enemy's strength and movements as we camped
stolid under for six months, within ten miles of the

foe. When thfS^ began to evacuate a cornfield,

which only our thick ignorance had converted into a

Sevastopol, we knew nothing of it. They marched
away with cannon, wagons, food, baggage, every-

thing—not leaving a dollar's worth of property be-

hind—making a faultless retreat. We knew nothing
of it. A peddler from a New England State, driv-

ing a horse of the barebones breed, was the first

man to enter the evacuated Manassas, and as he
stood up in his wagon-front, gripping his clothes-line

reins, was the first man to wonder at the puerile

character of the school-yard dirt-works before which
an army of over 200,000 men had been kept at bay.

Nay, not kept at bay by the children's dirt-works,

but by the consequences of an ignorance, which could

not possibly have been nursed and maintained, had
the right hand of brotherhood been stretched out to

the negroes in Richmond, and had the President or

Commander-in-Chief said :
" Tell us what your

War Department does; where the rebel forces are;

how many they are; and tell us this daily, and you
shall forever be free." Wells, Butterfield & Co.

never ran a surer express between Buffalo and Al-

bany than the underground military express that

would have been run between Richmond and Wash-
ington on this initial alliance between the white
Union men of the North and the black Union men
of the South. Initial alliance ! Why, we have
everywhere been helpless without these blacks, or

exposed to hap-hazard. Landed at Fortress Monroe,
and floundered through the main road up to Hamp-
ton and above it—where were we ? Without maps,
without guides. The country was a wilderness.

We had not a ierap of survey as big as the hand,
that showed the courses of the innumerable wood-
roads that wound through it. The old coast survey
chart of the soundings of the York and James Rivers,

with the turnpike to Yorktown, Williamsburg and
Richmond, was the guide over which generals, com-
pass in hand, guessed where this road led to—on
what that debouched—where this would strike the

Warwick River—and if that would give firm bottom
to artillery. Where are the enemy ? No one knew.
It was safe to conclude that they were behind their

line of defences which stretched across the Penin-

sula. Where are their defences ? No one knew,
save that when we got to Yorktown, we would find

a part of them. The rest it was proposed to butt

on to. Forward ! Oh, how must the Genius of Re-
bellion have grinned from her outlook, at the un-

guided wandering, in an unmapped wilderness, of an
army of invasion ! Maps ! Useless works of the

engineering art, when negroes, live maps, that could

see, and walk, and talk, and, point with the index

finger— crowds of them— stood expectant within

reach of our army, and hungered and thirsted to be
employed to conduct us to the enemy by the driest

and bust paths—maps capable of leading us, with
unerring certainty, through the woods, to the lowest

and weakest parts of the line of intrenchments the

ebels had thrown up between the York and the

James Rivers—aged maps, sold from plantation to

plantation, through the Peninsula, and familiar^from

ancient coon-hunting, and stilt persistent night wan-
dering, with every road and swamp in it, who, turn-

'ng their backs upon those accursed cords of shovels

and pickaxes doclced at Fortress Monroe, and walk-

THE BLACK MAN IN THE ARMY.

Were we, in the course of our travels, to be caught
in a quagmire, we should accept with alacrity the

hand of any man who was willing to help us out,

even though the hand were black. It is for this rea-

son that we are in favor of employing the slaves in

this war, in any way in whieh they are disposed to

be useful. The nation is in the quagmire of Seces-

sion, and the negro happens to have a footing amid
the bog, where he can "lend us a lift" to get out.

We say, welcome to the aid. Let him come and act

with us as spy, scout, picket, trencher, garrison man,
or otherwise. He is good at ditching, as McClellan
has shown. Let him have plenty of that work.
Hunter says he yields easily to military discipline.

Let him be tried on garrison duty. For ourselves,

we have not much faith in the fighting qualities of

the negro. His nature seems to be too kindly and
mellow for such work. And if he possessed the

fighting qualities, would not the black race have
hoisted long ago, with success, the banner of " liber-

ty or death ? " But yet, Toussaint was a negro, and
it was a black army which, in Hayti, routed and de-

stroyed in field fights and in regular sieges, the best

legions of France, fresh from the mo3t famous fields

of Europe. So, too, at the battle of New Orleans,

the negroes fought with such courage and discretion

as to elicit from Gen. Jackson a public proclamation

of thanks. And in the Revolution, the same race
lent such effective aid to the American cause as to

draw forth special praise, in repeated instances, from
the leaders of our arms. So the negro may make a
fine soldier after all. The experiment is certainly

worth trying, for if it succeeds, the Union cause will

be greatly and speedily promoted. We have no
doubt of the capacity of black regiments to perform
garrison service—as well as any body. A black bat-

talion might be raised in Massachusetts which could

take care of Fort Warren and its rebellious con-

tents, and allow our volunteer militia to return to

their homes or to go South to the theatre of hostili-

ties. Other garrisons might be similarly relieved.

Black soldiers might well be employed in the Indian
war which is now upon our hands on the Western
Plains, and save the necessity of sending white
troops there, when they are needed to crush the re-

bellion.

—

Salem Observer.

"WHY SHOULD THE NEGRO FIGHT?

There is no reason for the alarm expressed by
conservatives about arming the negro. He is not
likely to prove a valuable auxiliary on either side.

If he is a rational being, he must certainly see that

he has nothing to gain by becoming a partisan to

the war. If he fights for the South, he but forges

the fetter that perpetuates Ins servitude. If for the

North, he but exchanges absolute serfdom for penned
freedom, without civil or political rights. The iron

band of prejudice in the Northern States is as cir-

cumscribing and unyielding upon him as the mana-
cles that fetter his rebellious limbs, and hold him
fast to the rice or cotton plantation, and it is diffi-

cult to say whether there are not compensations
that make his hard lot in the South nearly as en-

durable as his condition in the North. If he is a
slave, he is relieved, to some extent, of care, and at

least has assured to him a hard livelihood. If he is

free, he seeks subsistence in the face of innumerable
obstacles, and under circumstances that make it pre-

carious and often impossible. In the South, all leg-

islation is directed to the sole object of holding him
down; in the North, it is shaped so as to keep him
from rising, and social prejudice runs with the drill

of this legislation—often demandiug more rigorous

measures than are adopted. Not only is he exclud-

ed from political and social privileges to a great ex-

tent; in many of the States he is absolutely denied
a residence, and an attempt to make them a place

of habitation is declared to be a statutory crime.

There are exceptions to these facts. Some ne-

groes do, in the Nqrthern States, in spite of tho ob-

stacles thrown in their way, accumulate property,

educate their children, and obtain a limited respect-

ability; but it is not by reason of any encourage-
ment they receive from the community at large. In
the South, exceptional cases exist, and they are fre-

quently cited by advocates of the institution, as evi-

dence of the benign workings of the system, though
in fact they are not the result of it at all. Slavery
is always cruel, and the modification of its cruelties

grows out of circumstances independent of the sys-

tem itself. So is that condition of freedom cruel,

which tantalizes with the name, but denies its prac-

tical advantages.

We repeat, then, that the negro, if rational, has
no direct motive to induce him to take sides in the
present war, but may have a vague hope that he
may escape the statutory slavery of the South, and
the virtual bondago to which he is subjocted in the

North, and be sent beyond the reach of both, to

some land where he can start in the race of life with
tho chances of success equalized. When the war
first broke out, many predictions of insurrections

were indulged ; but they were not realized. What
were they to gain by making war on their masters?
Perhaps a few of the lucky ones would have been
paraded at thejannual gatherings of the radical Abo-
litionists, to rehearse the story of their misfortunes,

and draw out the fierce invectives and phillippics of
the, Lloyd Garrisons and Wendell Phillipses
of the humanitarian school. To be gazed at, talked
about, and patted on tho head, like other nine days'

wonders, would have been most of the advantages
flowing from their efforts to achieve that freedom
whieh endows a human being with all tho attributes

of manhood. And what else ? If they consented

to remain boot-blacks, barbers, and hotel servants,
they might be tolerated, or in their own circles
might become teachers and pulpit oracles; but any
attempt to enter lucrative professions and trades^ or
even engage toany extent in profitable employment^
would be the signal for persecutions, insults, and
hindrances, ending in a repression of such daring
ambition, and the sudden extinguishment of the most
illusive hopes.

Now, these are facts, deny it who will. The ne-
gro has little to hope from Northern sympathy or
legislation. Any attempt to engraft upon the or-
ganic law of the States provisions extending to the
colored man political privileges is overwhelmindly
defeated by the people. It makes no difference tn'at

here is a pen, and there a voice, raised in his behalf;
the general verdict is against him, and its repetition
in any case where it is demanded shows that it is in-
exorable. We talk a great deal about the vice of
slavery, and the cruelty of denying to our fellow-
men their personal freedom and a due reward of la-

bor; but we are very careful not to concede the
corollary, that the sin of withholding that freedom is

not vastly greater than withholding the rights to
which he who enjoys it is entitled.— Chicago Tribune.

THE NEGRO REGIMENT AT PORT ROYAL.

The New York Times's correspondent writes as
follows of the appearance and proficiency of Gen.
Hunter's negro regiment:

—

" In the afternoon, in company with Rev. Mr.
Gubby, Chaplain of the Third Rhode Island Artil-
lery, now detailed as Chaplain to the General
Hospital, I visited Camp Drayton, situated at the
rebel General's plantation, where the only loyal reg-
iment furnished by the State of South Carolina is

now in quarters. On the steps in rear of the rebel
General's house, and under the shade of the stately
live-oaks covering the green sward stretching from
the mansion down to the silver beach of Port Royal
Bay, I found groups of naval and military officers,

attracted by the curiosity of the spectacle about to
be presented—no less than a regiment of free loyal
blacks, with arms in their hands, ready to defend the
liberty given them by the crime of their fugitive
masters, and to uphold the Constitution and the
laws, which, for the first time, are converted for them
into the promise of blessing. Conspicuous among
the naval officers present towered the tall form and
bristled gray moustache of Commander Dupont, his
crossed anchors and double stars glistening in the
sunlight, and his manner manifesting the most eager
interest in the scene. Around him were grouped a
brilliant staff" of Lieutenants, masters and midship-
men, all commenting diversely upon the experiment
inaugurated by the organization of this colored regi-

ment. Presently from amid the white tents pitched
in streets under the liveoak trees, eight companies
of rescued bondsmen, in the uniform of the United
States, with bayonets glistening, 'redeemed, regen-
erated, disenthralled,' marched steadily out to the
parade-ground, and formed in double line of review.
Having been accustomed during the last fifteen

months to witness the evolutions of regiments in ev-
ery stage of drill and discipline, from the raw three
months' men, who started for Annapolis in the end.
of April a year ago, to the soldierly quickness and
precision of the cohorts organized during the long
period of inactivity on the Potomac, I must say for

myself—and in saying so, I am only echoing the opin-
ion of every naval and military officer, without ex-
ception, who was present at the review in question

—

that the first South Carolina Volunteers, contraband
of war though they be, and lately subject to the ri-

gors ofthe Dred Scott decision, presented an efficien-

jn the manual of arms and the evolutions of par-
Psueh as I have never seen surpassed by any reg-

_
ient of an equal time under tuition. The imita-

tive tendency of the negro makes him acquire with
great natural rapidity the motions of the drill-master,

while his strong musical taste and perfect ear for

time enables him to march with the harmony and
unanimity of veteran regulars.

" When the review was presented by the Adju-
tant to Capt. Fessenden, of Gen. Hunter's staff,

commanding the regiment, a straighter line of bayo-
nets or steadier body of men has seldom been seen.
To every order given the response was quick and
simultaneous—the regiment changing front, wheel-
ing by column of company, forming line, dressing
ranks, and going through all portions of a thorough
review with a silent obedience and accuracy hardly
to be surpassed by any white regiment now at Hil-
ton Head. Commodore Dupont expressed himself
to the effect snd almost in the words I have used.
He arrived in the South a thorough believer in the
hopelessness of elevating^ the negro race, but like

Paul on his journey to Damascus, he has seen a
great light. His honest and capacious mind has
been opened to the convictions of evidence, and
judging from such portions of his conversation as I

had the honor of hearing during the review, and the
subsequent church service, I believe he will excuse
me for stating that he, for one, is not ashamed to
confess a total revolution of opinion in regard to the
negro question since he has been brought face to
face with its realities, and that he is, to-day, an hon-
est and sincere upholder of and believer in both the
success and honesty of the experiment inaugurated
by Gen. Hunter in arming the blacks."

slaveholder's whip in Congress. Supposing England
engaged in a life and death struggle with the Unit-
ed States, how long would she neglect the opportu-
nity of securing the co-operation o. the slaves? Not
an hour. She would hold that military policy and
humanitarian motives combined to make such a
movement advisable. Why should not the North
adopt it? We deny altogether that it would lead
to rapine. We believe that the blacks would be
submissive and docile to their officers, and not so
likely to ravage and murder as white soldiers. Let
the Generals in command of the various armies
along the shores of the gulf proclaim liberty to all

slaves who will join the standard : let them be drilled
and armed, and used along with white troops, so
that they may be under control until discipline is

fully established. At the close of the war, a large
portion of the able-bodied men would be free, and
the slavery question would have received its solution.
Already, Gen. Hunter has taken one thousand col-
ored men into his army, and has drilled them. His
action has been approved of by the House of Repre-
sentatives, after long debate, and his policy will prob-
ably be adopted on a larger scale at no distant day.
Emancipation advances with every month's resist-

ance of the slave power. If Mr. Davis holds out an-
other year, there will not be a slave left in the
States at the end of 1863.

WHY NOT EMPLOY THE BLAOKS ?

The Toronto Globe is the leading Liberal journal
in the Canadas, and by far the most widely circulat-

ed of any British American sheet. The following
is its comment on our recent battles :

—

We look upon the events of tho last few days as
certain to cause a prolongation of the war for some
months. The South will have increased courage to
resist ; the North will need a greater number of men,
who cannot be drilled in a day, nor a month. Thou-
sands of lives must be sacrificed, because the Wash-
ington authorities did not appreciate the situation.
It is the old mistake of civilians directing military
operations at a distance. Can it be wondered, as
the prospect of the end of the rebellion becomes
more remote, as it bocomes clearer, that more and
still more Northern men will perish ere the great
fight against slavery can be successfully concluded,
that tho American people turn with greater liking

to a trenchant weapon whieh they have within their
reach, but hitherto have not used ? It is one of tho
most extraordinary proofs of the force of an idea,

that the Northern people have not long ere this in-
sisted on the slaves being enlisted in their cause.
They have been told so long that the realm of slav-
ery is sacred soil, not to be profaned by Northern
foot, that they cannot rid themselves ofthe idea, even
when they arc at deadly war with those who incul-
cated it. Tho North could enrol one hundred thou-
sand colored men to work and fight for them, men
who know the country, whocan endurethe climate bet-
ter than the Southern white, who would fight with
desperation, feelmg that victory would bring free-
dom and dofeat death. Yet they are not enrolled.
The North has not yet forgotten the crack of the

TERRIBLE REVELATIONS FROM TEE
SOUTH.

ANARCHY AND BARBARISM IN TEXAS— SLAVES
BURNED IN LOUISIANA— TESTIMONY OP A EU-
ROPEAN SAVANT.

The Independance Beige of July 6, 1862, (says the
New York Evening Post,) contains two very curious
letters, written in April and May last by M. Hon-
zeau, a savant of Belgium, who had been staying
some time in Texas, but who recently tried to escape
the horrors of civil war by seeking refuge in Mexico.
" We have received two of his letters," says L'ln-
dependance, " and if they did not emanate from one
of our countrymen whose good name and character
are known to all, we would hesitate to publish state-
ments which seem too horrible for credence. But
we cannot doubt their truth, and print them to show
the kind of men and the cause that the European
partizans of American Secessionists would defend."
We translate those letters, which are so well authen-
ticated :

—

"Matamoras, Mexico, April 27, 1862.

" You probably have conjectured that the block-
ade has kept me in Texas as in a besieged city, de-
priving me of all communication with Europe. The
government of planters here have increased this
isolation by suspending the mailing of newspapers,
and by suppressing most of the fiail routes, whence
results a state of isolation very favorable to igno-
rance and tyranny.
What I have seen about me, and what I have

heard from the mouths of sufferers and witnesses,
forms a frightful tale. I have forwarded a few pages
to the Revue Trimestrielle since my arrival in Mexi-
co. I could have increased the catalogue of atroci-
ties which the slaveholders are accumulating to their
eternal shame. I only wish to speak of facts which
I can prove, but will "add a few others which I be-
lieve to be perfectly veritable.

A pregnant woman being indisposed, her master
had her whipped to make her go to work. She
dragged herself to the field, and fell upon the ground
in the pangs of childbirth. Another punishment
was here administered. The lash was applied, and
brought off strips of flesh which were so thick that one
could actually see the lungs of the miserable woman,
who, during this torture, gave birth to a still-born

child, and a few minutes after died herself.

Another fugitive was hung up by the hands, and
in that position perished of hunger; his master even
had the cruelty to place near him a plate of smok-
ing warm meat, which was renewed at each meal
time. One of the comrades of this martyr told me
that his last words, in a low, dying voice, were, ' Let
me eat—eat.'

I have seen free negroes banished, and freed slaves,

when free papers were not preserved or in due form, -
sent back into slavery. When I say negroes, I wish
to avoid the phrase ' persons of color,' for it is not
so easy to find a purely black negro. The colored
population, especially that portion of it which is free,

is crossed in the first, second or third degree. There
are among them persons whiter than you or I, and
they suggest a pretty question in genealogy.

I have seen a German, who was for a time a slave
in one of the territories, where the slavery of poor
whites is freely defended. An odious attempt has
been made to reestablish slavery in this part of
Mexico. Civil war has been provoked here, and
sustained by the subsidies, arms and ammunition
furnished by the planters. Matamoras, where I now
am, is in ruins after a three months' war, proportion-
ately more murderous than the wars of Europe.
Yet, notwithstanding the American cannon, the he-
roic population of this city, which has Indian blood
in its veins, has repulsed the brigands who have as-
sailed it from Texas.
What could I do in such seencs of confusion ! My

humble possessions were seized by these men. I had
seen several of my neighbors killed in their fields,

and a feio of thejn scalpsd. Others had fallen be-
neath theJaxes of the furious Rangers, because they
were Unionists. I had seen Bole Augustan cut up
with knives before the Justice of Peace of San An-
tonio. I had seen another pursued by a man firing

a revolver at him, till he fell bleeding and dying in
the market place. What should I do"? What could
I do ? The path of duty seemed to be effaced. I
was at once forced to leave my house, and leave to
the terrible Vigilance Committee four bare walls,
and the ashes of my burned papers.

I only retained a memorial of the Unionists of
San Antonio for the Cabinet at Washington, a docu-
ment which, if found on my person, would have been
enough to have hanged me ten times over, as a spy
or correspondent, or a Unionist. I rolled it up and
hid it in the barrel of my rifle, and the American
consul at Matamoras, an energetic citizen of New
England, to whom I transferred it on my arrival

here, has forwarded it to Mr. Lincoln, who, by this

time, must have received it.

I caunot express to you my satisfaction on finding

myself free on this side of the Rio Grande. Would
that my voice could be heard all over Europe. The
Southern States are witnesses of a criminal attempt
which rivals the most bloody and abhorred cruelties

of the Inquisition. To this sanguinary tyranny is

added a throng of terrible passions—all of"those pas-
sions which are engendered by the possession of man
(or woman) by man. There are no longer limits,

no longer restraint, no longer modesty. Near to
Seguin (Texas) a master toas recently struck Ay a
slavefor having in his presence atteinjrted to violate the

honor of his negro wife. Of course, the negro hus-
band was hanged.

In this pretended political movement of the South,
there is a return to barbarism, which the customs of
the times, the spirit of our country, and our ideas of
humanity and religion cannot permit. This impious
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and heathenish attempt, which openly adopts as

(

its

motto, ' The extension and perpetuity of slavery _'

—

this criminal attempt cannot succeed. The question

of the liberation of the slaves assumes every day a

move practical form."

LETTER NO. 2.

"Matamobas, Mexico, May 13.

" I am lucky, after having lost all my property, in

saving myself from hanging as an Abolitionist. I

have had a hard journey hither from Sau Antonio,

and have found 'here a true friend in the American

consul.

I have lost all my goods, and was forced to burn

all my papers, including all my notes on the condi-

tion of society in the South, which, though very

moderate, were tinged with an Abolitionism (or

rather with equity) out of place there. I had also

too much delicacy to leave these papers in the

charge of any of my friends, thus exposing them to

danger.

Our position as regards Texas is deplorable; the

postal communication with Brownsville, and between

Texas and Mexico, is quite broken off.

'Ah, my dear S , with what satisfaction have

I escaped from that region of tyranny and oppres-

sion ! The history of this impious war, for ' the ex-

tension and perpetuity of slavery,' will never be

fully written. No cue can tell it all. What blind

rage and hate I New Orleans is taken. Well, you

who live far away cannot comprehend the delirium

this has raised. Before surrendering it, the planters

burned their cotton, their sugar, their steam cotton-

presses and their refineries. They preferred this to

confiscation, and the thought that their goods would

enrich their enemies. But—shame and crime un-

paralleled

—

they also burned their slaves. Think of
th» rtanraa nf ini-nnD fiirn In 11-hifll ihl'U Ippri'. I'tltTi'ii '

bo is the basis, after all—the corner-stone of the new
civilization. •

Mr. Lincoln's jokes are now becoming chronic

with him. It was perhaps well enough to play upon
the nerves of the Progressive Friends—plain-spoken

Quakers—by perpetrating that ghastly pleasantry

as to old John Brown of Harper's Ferry, and the

freedom-giving proclamation of Gen. Hunter; but
really, at this time, when our army is in the greatest

peril, and liable to be cut off from supplies any day,

on the James river, when all the means and the

men that the Government can muster are urgently

demanded by the exigencies of the war— it may be
esteemed " cool " for the Chief Magistrate to indulge

in whimsicalities in regard to serious matters, but we
submit that his "quips and jibes" ar^to say the

least, untimely.—Patterson Weekly Guardian.
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the degree of insane fury to which they icere carried

They preferred to burn their slaves rather than to set

them emancipated. Those who committed this atroc-

ity—unparalleled in history particularly, because it

did not hurt their enemies—those who did this deed

called their inoffensive blacks together, and sent them

into the work-shops, and locked the doors; the fire was

lighted, and quickly did its work, while the inasters

waited outside to shoot ivUh their rifles the child, the

old man, the woman, or any who might leap from the

window or roof, to escape the dreadful flames.

I do not speak of the banks from which the de-

posits have been seized for the army. They amou

ed to one hundred millions of francs; but what are

a hundred millions of francs to the hecatombs of the

servants who by the sweat of their brow supported

their infamous masters ? The sacrifice of life and

Property in this terrible war is absolutely incalcul;

le. People have fought with courage, with heroism

and fanaticism for causes, if not perfectly righteous,

at least justifiable. I could have understood the

planter fighting to assure himself of indemnity in

case of abolition, or to obtain a gradual emancipa-

tion spreading over twenty or fifty years. But I

cannot comprehend an obstinacy carried to fury to

establish and impose that which is unjust, impossible,

inhuman, absurd, condemned by every religion, phi-

losophy, system, and nation—I mean the claim for

'slavery, universal and perpetual.'

This revolution will in time be regarded as the

great feature of modern history, not only because it

hastens the freeing of American slaves, but because

it furnishes the most wonderful example of social

monomania—a furious monomania contracted under

a long influence of the very spirit of despotism and

pride."

Rebel Barbarism. Among the many acts of

barbarism which the rebels have practised upon our

troops, th*e following deserves a prominent place.

One of Commodore Porter's mortar boatmen fell

into the hands of a regiment of Arkansas troops day

before yesterday. He made no resistance whatever,

but finding himself a prisoner, yielded a quiet sub-

mission to his fate. His captors, instead of treating

him as a prisoner of war, marched him into the

woods about half a mile distant, tied him with his

hands behind his back to a tree, and deliberately cut

his bowels open tcith a dirk knife. They then cut his

heart out, and hung it upon a tree. The unfortunate

victim's agonizing cries for mercy were drowned in

the unearthly yells of the Southern fiends, as they

cried, "Cut his heart out!" " Tear the abolitipn

heart out of him," etc. Let those who speak of con-

ciliation think of this—and it is a fact which cannot

be gainsayed, as I learn it from men who witnessed

it, and who have little sympathy for the cause of

Unionism. A deserter who came into our lines yes-

terday confirms every word of it, and says that Gen-

eral Van Dora intends to give no quarter to any of

our men, who may fall into his hands.— Vicksburg

Correspondence of the Cincinnati Commercial.

AN UNTIMELY JOKE.

The most unfortunate reputation a man can have,

next to that of being a positive liar, is that of the

habitual and inevitable joker. The " straighter he

keeps his face, and the more solemn and earnest

he appears, after he has acquired the character of

the joker, the more people will believe he is poking

fun at them. And no matter about the occasion.,

no matter if there is a corpse in the house, the re-

puted joker cannot put his handkerchief to hi;

eyes, but every one will be laughing at him. For

this he is mostly to blame himself, yet it must be

acknowledged that as a general thing he willingly

accepts his position, endures its penalties, and for

the love of being known as "the lord of misrule,"

sinks his finer feelings and integrity for the indul-

gences of the buffoon. Our President, Abraham
Lincoln, has the fatal repute of being a joker ;

and

however much it is to be deprecated in the private

citizen, it is most deplorable when it crops out on

the most serious occasions in the outgoings of the

chief magistrate of a great nation. In order, pro-

fessedly, to break the back of this most heinous and

wicked rebellion, the Congress of the United States

has toiled throughout the entire session toward the

* framing of " an Emancipation and Confiscation bill."

"We have thought and stated a year ago that all the

necessary power for prosecuting war against enemies

of the country was vested in the Commander-in-

chief; but did not object to Congress sharing in

some degree the responsibilities incident to such a

momentous occasion. Congress having trained the

gun, loaded, primed it—and having put a match

the hand of the President that he might touch it off,

when the people are breathless with excitement and

expectation, at the very crisis of our existence as a

nation, this most unfortunate habit of joking takes

the mastery of Mr. Lincoln, and so, in accordance

with his infirmity, he issues a proclamation in rela-

tion to the employment of negroes " as laborers

within and from said States, giving reasonable wages

for their labor."

Then comes thirdly—" That as to both property

andpersons of African descent." Did these Africans

descend with property other than their dusky hides

to this country ? " In quantities and amounts, and

from whom both property and such persons shall

have come, as a basis upon which compensation can

be made in proper cases." Such is the manner in

which the President treats the grave matter of tak-

ing the initiative towards giving freedom to some

four millions of bondsmen, and enlisting their sym-

pathies and energies in favor of our glorious cause.

That we need their help in this fearful crisis, the

whitening bones of the patriots on the Peninsul;

the victims of the trenches, too plainly tell. We
have been admonished again and again of our utter

dependence, in this war, upon the negro race; and

yet, as if God in his wisdom, for some great purpose,

had stricken our rulers with fatuus blindness, they

have persisted in not regarding the warning.

But we cannot treat this aberration of the Presi-

dent seriously. He will have his joke, and know-

ing this, it would be doing him an injustice to sup-

pose that he means what his unfortunate. Executive

order would make him appear to mean. He is only

making a sly poke at the people who are on tip-toe

to hear his words, that will burn and fire the brains

of the African bondsmen with new aspirations and

love for liberty, such as will bind them forever in

bonds of love and gratitude to the Union and laws,

which first thrilled them with the awakening dawn

of freedom. Instead of this, we find the inevitable

joker talking of the " quantities and amount of prop-

erty and persons of African descent," with a dim fore-

shadowing that restitution will be made, either in

kind or cash, for such " property and persons of Af-

rican descent." Verily, if this don't inspire Sambo
•with patriotic enthusiasm, there is no strength in

language nor governmental assurance. Why should

he hesitate, after being so feelingly appealed to?

Why should he not throw down the shovel and hoe

at once? A proper "account" wiltbe given of

him "in amounts and quantities," and if he tells the

truth about it, his fugacious master (from whom his

" person shall have come," or his master went, as the

cas^ may be, we suppose) will have the darkey'B

statement as " a basis of compensation." Poor 8am-

SLAVEIIT IN THE WAR.

letter. fbom general hunter to the rev,
stephen h. tyng.

Headquarters Dep't of the South, 1

Hilton Head, Port Royal, S. C, July 17, 1862. J

Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, President of the National Freed-

man's Relief Association, New York City;

Sir,—I have the honor to acknowledge the re-

ceipt of your communication dated June 2, 1862, ex-

pressing to me the approval of my course in regard

to the treed slaves of this Department, by the im-

portant and benevolent association of which you are

President.

Satisfied of having attempted, in the absence of in-

structions, to do my duty in the matter, according to

the best lights of my judgment and a long experi-

ence, every assurance of sympathy from men whose
characters I esteem is gratifying, and enables me to

wait with more patience for those inevitable days

which are to give a policy on the slavery question

to our Government.
It is my only fear that the lesson may not be un-

derstood and acted upon until read in characters of

blood at the fireside of every Northern family. To
attain wisdom, we must suffer; but that wisdom on

the slavery question must finally be obtained, is my
sustaining faith.

Our people are not dull of comprehension in re-

gard to matters about which free play is given to

their common sense. When a fire is spreading

through a block of houses, they do not hesitate to

batter down an intermediate house to save the re-

mainder of the block. When the plague occupies

an infected district, the district is quarantined, and

every resource of science and industry put forth to

rid the locality of its presence. The soldiers of

health are by no means ordered to mount guard
over each smitten house, and see that the vested in-

terests of pestilence are protected. "Break open

doors if they be not opened," is the order on these

occasions. " Let in fresh air and sunlight : let pu-

rity replace corruption."

But in presence of one great evil, which has so

long brooded over our country, the intelligence of a

large portion of our people would seem paralyzed

and helpless. Their moral nerves lie torpid under

its benumbing shadow. Its breath has been the

pestilence of the political atmosphere in which our

statesmen have been nurtured ; and never, I fear,

until its beak is dripping with the best blood of the

country, and its talons tangled in her vitals, will the

free masses of the loyal States be fully aroused to

the necessity of abating the abomination, at what-

ever cost and by whatever agencies.

This is written, not politically, but according to

my profession in the military sense. Looking for-

ward, there looms up a possibility (only too possible)

of a peace which shall be nothing but an armistice,

with every advantage secured to the rebellion.

Nothing can give us permanent peace but a suc-

cessful prosecution of the war, with every weapon
and energy at our command, to its logical and legiti-

mate conclusion. The fomenting cause of the rebel-

lion must be abated ; the axe must be laid to the

root of the upas tree which has rained down such

bitter fruit upon our country, before anything like

a permanent peace can be justly hoped.

Already I see signs in many influential quarters,

heretofore opposed to my views in favor of arming

the blacks, of a' change of sentiment. Our recent

disasters before Richmond have served to illuminate

many minds.

To speak of using the negroes merely for throw-

ing up intrenchments is a step in the right direction,

though far short of what must be the end. It has

the advantage, however, of making the further and
final steps necessary; for men working in face of

the enemy must have arms with which to protect

themselves if suddenly attacked.

On the whole, there is much reason to be satis-

fied with the progress made by public sentiment,

considering how deeply-rooted were the prejudices

to be overcome, the general failure of the nation to

realize at first the proportions of the war, and the

impunity still extended to those Northern traitor

who are the plunderers of the Government by means
of fraudulent army and navy contracts, on the one

hand, while using every energy of tongue and pen

to excite discontent with our Government, and sym-

pathy with the more candid and courageous traitors

of the South who are in arms against us.

In conclusion, it may not be inappropriate to say,

that in transmitting the approval of the National

Freedman's Relief Association of my course, you

were— doubtless unconsciously— endorsing views

which your own earnest eloquence had no slight

share in maturing. Though without the pleasu^pf
your personal acquaintance, I was, during a yealr a

member of your congregation, and take this oppor-

tunity of gratefully acknowledging my indebtedness

to your teachings.

Your letter would have been earlier answered,

had not pressing duties too fully occupied my time.

Believe me, Sir, very truly, your obliged and obe-

dient servant, D. HUNTER.

P. S. None of the carefully-fostered delusions

by which slavery has sustained itself at the North

is more absurd than the bugbear of " a general mi-

gration of negroes to the North," as a necessary se-

quence of emancipation. So far is this from being

the fact, that although it is well known that I give

passes North to all negroeB asking them, not more
than a dozen have applied to me for such passes

since my arrival here, their local attachments being

apparently much stronger than with the white race.

My experience leads me to believe that the exact

reverse of the received opinion on this subject would

form the rule, and that nearly if not quite all the

negroes of the North would migrate South, whenever

they shall be at liberty to do so without fear of the

auction-block. Sincerely, D. H.

COLORED REGIMENTS.

A deputation of prominent citizens waited upon

the President on Monday morning of last week, to

ascertain if be would accept the services of negro

regiments. The case was fairly put before Mr. Lin-

coln. It was represented to him that regiments of

blacks could be formed and equipped, to be com-
manded by white officers, and that their services

would be of great benefit to the country. It was
also urged that the rebels armed their slaves, and

used them against us. Mr. Lincoln replied that he

could not accept regiments of negroes, but that he

would accept as many as would offer their services

as laborers.

Per contra, Gov. Sprague of Rhode Island has

issued the following proclamation :

—

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND AND PROVI-
DENCE PLANTATIONS.

Adjutant General's Office, |
Providence, Aug. 4, 1862.

J

General Orders, No. 36.

The 6th Regiment, authorized by the Secretary

of War under date October 23d, 1861, and orders

issued therefor from this department, No. 103, Dec.

28, 1861, will consist entirely of colored citizens.

Enlistment will commence immediately. Camp will

be established under direction of General Kobbins,

who is directed to organize the Regiment.

The Quartermaster General will furnish rations

and equipments on requisition.

Our colored fellow-citizens are reminded that the

Regiment from this State in the Revolution, consist-

ing entirely of colored persons, was pronounced by

Washington equal, if not superior, to any in the

service. They constitute a part of the quota from

this State, and it is expected they will respond with

zeal ami spirit to this call.

The Commander-in-Chief will lead them into the

field, and will share with them, in common with the

patriotic soldiers of the Army of the Republic, their

trials and dangers, and will participate in the glories

of their successes.

By order of the Commander-in-Chief,

EDWARD 0. MAURAN, Adj't. Gen'l.

The anniversary of the day which gave freedom to

eight hundred thousand slaves in the British West
Indies was celebrated at Abington, on Friday Inst, by

a large gathering of those who are laboring and

hoping, with earnestness and faith, for the coming of

a like jubilee-day in this land, when four millions of

chattels shall be delivered out of the house of bond-

age, and transformed from marketable commodities

into "the Lord's freemen." Notwithstanding the in-

auspicious aspect of the morning, a goodly number

left this city at the appointed hour, who were met, at

Abington, by large delegations from Plymouth and

other places on the line of the railroad, while from

the more immediate neighborhood came troops of hol-

iday-dressed people, in carriages and on foot. A pe-

culiarly gratifying feature of the occasion was the

large number of our colored friends present, men,

omen and children, to whom this day especially

commends itself as one to be held in grateful remem-

brance and joyfully commemorated. In consequence

of the threatening aspect of the weather, it was

deemed advisable to meet in the Town Hall rather

than the Grove, for the morning session, at least, and

accordingly the people were invited there, and soon

packed the ball to overflowing.

At 10£ o'clock, the meeting was called to order by

Samuel May, Jr., who read, in behalf of the Com-
mittee of Arrangements, a list of officers, which was

unanimously accepted by the meeting, as follows :

—

For President—WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON.
For Vict Presidents—Eluridge Sphague, Elmer Hew-

itt, Joshua Perry, Elias Richards, William G. Bab-

cock, Edward G. Beknett, Rdfus Bates, Josiah Hay-

ward, Benjamin E. Hutchissos, Robert Adams, Atkin-

son Stan wood.

For Secretaries—Samuel May, Jr., J. M. V7. Yerrinton.

For Finance Committee—J. G. Dodge, Samdel Dyer,

Mary Willby, Anne Cannan, William C. Nell.

Mr. Garrison, on taking the chair, said—The day

on which we are assembled is an occasion in which

the Abolitionists have a right to rejoice and be glad.

It vindicates their principles, their doctrines and thei:

measures, as all eminently wise and just. We always

asserted, before emancipation took place, that it would

result in good, and nothing but good, to those who bad

been the oppressors and to those who had been the

oppressed ; that there would be no tumults, no disor-

ders, no shedding of blood, no desolation, but every

thing peaceful, happy, joyous and prosperous ; and

after an experience of twenty-eight years, we find the

truth of all our assertions demonstrated in regard to

the safety and the righteousness of emancipation.

We are not here, of course, to eulogize the English

vernment, as such, for having emancipated the

slaves in the colonies, because that government was

simply moved upon by the irresistible moral and reli-

gious sentiment of the United Kingdom. We are

here to do homage to the noble men and women who

for so many years in England gave themselves with

untiring devotion to the cause of the enslaved in the

West India islands. We are here to rejoice in the re-

sults of the experiment, and have no cause to be oth-

erwise than thankful and triumphant in spirit. Dur-

ing that long struggle, so far as our country was con-

cerned, never a cheering word went over to those

who were endeavoring to get slavery abolished in

those islands ;
and when the Emancipation Act was

passed by the British Parliament, there was no re-

joicing on the part of the people of the United States
;

in view of that grand and glorious event—none what-

ever. So far from any thing of that kind, we had

nothing but evil predictions as to the terrible conse-

quences that would assuredly follow as the natural

results of such an act ! And why should it ,not have

been so? A slaveholding, slave-breeding, slave-driv-

ing, slave-trading nation, as ours lias been and con-

tinues to be, how could it or can it sympathize in an

event like that which we are here as Abolitionists to

celebrate ?

Mr. Garrison then said that they were favored with

the presence of quite a large number of speakers, and

suggested that each one should study to be as brief

as possible in the remarks that he should make, in

order that the audience might have an opportunity to

hear from them all.

The jubilee hymn, commencing

" Come, friends of freedom all,

Glad voices let us raise,"

was then sung, to the good old tune of "Lenox,"

after which, Rev. J. Sella Martin, of Boston, made

an earnest and eloquent speech, the substance of

which will be published hereafter. After the singing

of another appropriate hymn, Rev. Moncure D. Con-

way, of Cincinnati, was introduced, who said :

—

SPEECH OP REV. M. D. CONWAY.
Mr. Chairman,—We have heard it said, until the

saying has become trite, that we are now in the midst

of the ordeal of Republican Government. You will

observe the difference that is now being manifested be-

tween sham Democracy—or that which calls itself

Democracy, and it possibly is worthy of that name

—

and real Republicanism. Mr. Lincoln is now carrying

to its uttermost extent the idea of a simple dictation

of the people as to the methods of government. He
proceeds upon the idea that the people are to do what

they have appointed him to do. He starts with the

idea, and acts upon it, that he is there simply as the

tool of the people—a tool which the masses are to

move ; and that the various men throughout the

country who make shoes and sell them, who weave,

who spin, who farm, actually must he the judges of all

the methods of government and of all political action

whatever. According to that idea of Democracy, the

President is simply eking out the matter until we shad

have a Yankee who is smart enough to invent an au-

tomaton President, that shall sit there at Washington,

and whenever the people can all go to their telegraphs,

and touch that President machine, at the White House,

it will, according as one party or the other touch the

most telegraphic wires, veto or approve a particular

measure. He is simply staying there, and receiving

§25,000 a year, until we can get a machine that will

sign measures; absolutely worse than worthless, be-

cause, while the people are being educated, they must

be behind their experience ; they must come up just

in time to be too late. For instance, as the people

come forward, their sentiment and feeling must be al-

ways represented; that is what is meant by a repre-

sentative government. A great writer hits written a

hook upon "Representative Men." Look at them!

Was any one of them a mere follower of majorities ?

Was any one of tbem the mere tool of majorities ?

Was Plato, was Montaigne ? No ; every one of them

was a stemmer of the popular current. Every repre-

sentative man is an interpreter of the feeling and senti-

ment of the people ; but he does not wait to have the

people dictate to him every man he shall appoint a

General, and every bill he shall sign. A great repre-

sentative of the people is an interpreter of the moral

sense of the people, who. gives them not what they

pray for, but what they actually need, and which they

find out that they need after he has given it to them.

So Plato and Swedenborg arc representative men, not

because they represent the donkeyism of the peo-

ple, but their real, deep heart, and their sentiment,

which is always setting right. You will observe,

therefore, that when the people get a clear method

before their eyes, and say, "If you will dig ditches

anufspade in the swamps, you shall have this done by

the natural laborers of that country," it is just too

late. They come to it by experience—because it is so

plain that no wayfaring man can mistake it. They
come to it because they have been scourged to a clear

sight of it. They come to it because the men whom
they placed in front to do the work have failed to Bee

It, and they have been forced to turn from their em-

ployments of the field and the shop to do what they

are paying men large sums to do for them. That is

the reason why the people are called upon to do what
they have paid the government to think out and do

for them, while' they attend to the trade and business

of the country. Observe, when they come to that,

it ia too late. The President proclaims that the

negroes shall be employed to do the labor of the camp.

If be had done that himself, before he was forced to it

by the sense of the people, as he ought to have done,

as an honest President, it would have saved us 66,000

men who have perished in the swamp of the Chicka-

hominy, and in the trenches before Corinth. If he

had sent forth that now miserable, pusillanimous procla-

mation only three months ago, it would have saved us

05,000 stalwart men who lie buried, struck down by

disease, because those natural laborers were not em-

ployed. And it will be so throughout the war. The
proclamation of emancipation will come, but it will

come just like this—too late to be of any practical

benefit, so far as the country is concerned. After

awhile, the people will force the President to emanci-

pate, just as they forced him to employ negro laborers

in the army ; but it is not the true idea of our govern-

ment that the President shall be an automaton, wait-

ing for months until the people, scourged by suffering,

shall force him to do what he ought to have done long

before.

Well, down in Washington, where I have been

spending two weeks, trying to cut some red tape, I

got an idea, and it is important to announce, because

that is a thing which is rarely grown in that region

of country. (Laughter.) The ancients had a fable,

that the world rested on an elephant, and the elephant

on a tortoise. Now, the ancients bad a vision of this

country when they said that. The elephant is our

army, and the only disagreeable fact about it is that

that army rests on Abraham Lincoln ; and if lie is not

a tortoise, there never was one made by God Al-

mighty ! It is impossible for Abraham Lincoln to

move faster than the tortoise ; lie has tried it, and it

is " no go." {Laughter and applause.) He has got a

heavy shell upon his back. He got it at bis birth, for

that is the kind of animal that grows in Kentucky.

Creation stopped in that State when it got to the tor-

toise. There it sticks ; it is the nature of the man
;

and it is of no use to try to make a rapid military ge-

nius out of the President; and if any man expects to

make a leader of him, who will free the country in the

only way in which it can be freed, I give him fair

warning that it is impossihle—I bid him despair.

—

"All hope abandon, ye who enter here I" See the men

be has called around him ! McClellan has gone down

to the Peninsula, and what has he done ? Look at his

position ! He stands on the banks of the James

River, on a small neck of land, between a swamp and

the river. I have been there, and know. At that

point, the river is deep enough to admit a narrow line

of gunboats. About ten miles below, it deepens and

widens ; but for ten miles, the river is so situated that

kit would he impossible for McClellan to make a safe

retreat. There he is, and ther'e he has got to stand

and meet his doom. He cannot retreat, for if he were

to attempt to send off the army in detachments, those

who were left, while some went away in ships, would

be instantly captured by the rebels. Neither can the

army be halved, and one half sent away, for the re-

maining half would be in immediate danger. More-

over, if he could get transports for the whole army,

he could not carry them down the river those ten

miles, for the rebels would sink every ship, as they

have got all their light artillery on the river bank.

He is absolutely isolated. He has chosen that bad

plan, that foolish plan, to enter Richmond ; he has got

there, and there he must stay. He is not strong

enough to reach Richmond in that way. What is

the hope ? Of course, we are hoping that Pope may

make such an attack upon the other side of Richmond

that McClellan may have a better chance on bis side;

but the rebels have made their entrenchments so per-

fect on that side, that, even if be had more men than

they, he could not advance upon Richmond from that

point. Why is that? Because, as Senator Chandler

Baid, he went and sat down in a big swamp, and began

ditching. The President finds a third of his army

gone. He looks about for help. Where will he find

it? He takes the man who has sat down before Cor-

inth, half his army sick with dysentery, who refused

to allow a single negro within his lines to work on

those trenches, who sat there until the enemy's army

left, satisfied he was not going to make an attack, in

order to assist their fellow-rebels in another place.

Sixty-three thousand men were lost from that army,

by sickness and the battle of Shiloh. The Presi-

dent calls that man to Washington, to crown the work

of McClellan, sitting ki the swamp of the Chicka-

hominy. Now, why has the President done this?

Because he is sailing in the same boat with McClel-

lan and Halleck. He is just as slow as they are.

His policy is ditching and spading—digging us into

freedom. He goes on politically precisely as Hal-

leck and McClellan do strategetically, and, like them,

has got only to a political Chickabominy swamp.

You know that Halleck and McClellan act in this

war precisely as if they had been stealing forts from

the South, and the South was trying to get tbem

back; as if they were trenching and digging every-

where, and saying, " You shall nofThave your forts'

back." I saw this man Halleck the other day at

Harrisburg, and it is enough to look in his face

to know what sort of a man he is. He has the

look of a Gadgrind about him. His nose— which

is always a characteristic feature, and the guage

of vigor in a human being— is what the French

call "the suicide nose"; that is, it is joined to a

temperament morose and desperate, and that does

not place much of an estimate on himself or any

body else. He reminds me of what Montaigne

thought, that there were not six men alive who ought

not to have been hanged six times, and he did not care

to except himself from the number. (Laughter.) A
nose with an excessively acute angle ! Napoleon

selected his Marshals with reference to their noses

—several of his most distinguished ones, at least.

That was his habit. He sat in a room, and had all the

men who were mentioned for promotion pass through

the room. They came in at one door, and went out

at the other. When they came in, they bowed, and

he pointed to the door, saying not a word,—men whom
ho had never seen before, or had never examined,

with reference to their qualifications. But when a

particular man came in, he would say—"There is my
man; put him down; he has got the right nose."

(Laughter.) Now, Gen. Halleck has got just the kind

of nose that makes a hard, selfish, morose, melan-

choly man. He has got a narrow brain, and a hard,

selfish eye. He is the im personation of Order No.

3,—that is the most I can say for him. #
Then there is Mr. Stanton. I bad some conversa-

tion with him the other day, and I found that he was

a man nervous, quick, and very talkative, but not a

man of power, and a man of no vision whatever. The
most important thing that was impressed upon my
mind, from conversation both with Mr. Lincoln and

Mr. Stanton was this : they do not see any thing at

all in the slavery question but a troublesome thing.

You remember that when the Progressive Friends

called on the President, he said that office-holding was

the most troublesome thing he had to deal with, and

next to that was slavery. He and Sinnton do not seem

to look at it in the light of a great military advan-

tage—in the light of a great weapon, the brightest in

all their armory, with which they can, at any moment,

strike down the rebellion; they look at it simply ns a

dreadful vexation. That is fatal. Mr. Stnnton is dis-

posed to treat the contrabands of the South well, but

it never occurs to him that be has any military advan-

tage in connection with them. His idea is simply to

have them properly educated, and finally make tbem

owners of the land ; and perhaps, away oil' in the fu-

ture, arm tbem. He does not see, the President does

not, that, in these circumstances, he can wield slavery

with tremendous effect; and the man who has not the

sense to see that, what can he do in this country in

the present emergency ?

Now, all wo can get during the rcigu of Lincoln is

some education of the people. That is all we can get

until our time of revolution comes. You have no idea

how fast, in the West, this education is going on.

A negro man, on a Western car, lay, in the middle of

the night, coiled up on a seat in the cars, fast asleep.

A nicely dressed white man came in, and looked

round, trying to find a seat. He went to this negro,

and shoved him, and said, " Wake up, here !

"

" Whnt's the matter ? " "I want a seat." " I am a

nigger
; yon don't want to sit by me, do you ? " "I

don't care whether you are a nigger or not ; I want a

seat." That is a sign. When a man is willing to sit

down with a negro rather than stand up all night in a

railroad car, it indicates a great change. [Laughter.)

By and by, I expect to see the United States willing

to live with the negro, and have him ditch and spade

for them, rather than die. You have no idea bow
much is to be done in Washington, Baltimore, and in

all the border States. The other day, William Henry
Chauning, the faithful minister at Washington, was
walking in the street, and he saw a man with brass

buttons on his coat—and I suppose he was a soldier

—

who was about to knock a negro down with a paving-

stone. " What are you going to do ? " says Channing,

seizing him by the arm. " That nigger struck a white

man ; I am not going to stand by, and see a white man
struck by a d—d nigger." "Didn't the white man
strike him first ? " " Yes, he did ; but isn't he a nig-

ger?" Channing said—"This is a land of equal

rights." The man looked at him utterly paralyzed.

The stone fell from his hand, and with a gasp for

breath he walked away. (Laughter and applause.)

Now, two-thirds of the people of the United States are

justin that slate of mind; and as soon as we seize

them by the arm, rather roughly, and tell them,

"Equal rights with this d—d nigger!" I am sure we
shall paralyze them with astonishment, at least.

Washington, as I came out of it, seemed to me a

mad and doomed city ; and I felt as though I could

take off my shoes, and shake from them every particle

of dust that belonged to it. It seemed to me to be the

representative, the symbol, of a state of things that

must pass away, and is passing away. It seemed to

me to be the representative of a past stratum of this

country, a sign, like some old Saurian, of an era that

can never return ; and I felt, that with the epoch which

it represents, Washington city must pass away
;
pass

into the fossil condition ; be embedded with the past, so

that upon its ruins we can lay the corner-stone of a

free republic. (Applause.) It seemed to me that its

doom was written all over it and all around it. In

Maryland, which borders Washington city, the spirit

of the people, even Unionists, is so determinedly pro-

slavery, they do so hug to their hearts the Viper that

is stinging them to death, they are so resolved that

harm shall not come to the dragon that devours them,

that I fear they will have to pass along to their graves

together. I was trying to get some negroes through

Baltimore. It took me about two weeks to get those

thirty-one negroes into Ohio, where I wished to take

them. There they were in the District—contrabands.

If I had left them there, each of them would have

had to receive an army ration from the government;

each of them would have been in the hands of the

government ; so much money gone ; and yet, so pow-

erful was red tape, that nobody seemed to know who

could give any permission to those contrabands to

go North, or to go out of the District. Mr. Stanton

scratched his head over it, and turned and twisted over

it, and almost stood on his head over it, (laughter,)

and he wanted to give some money to help get them

off; but I would not take any money. I did not want

his money ; I wanted his authority. Well, he could

not give it. And Mr. Lincoln, he unwound himself to

a very great length, (laughter,) and then wound him-

self up again over it ; he appreciated the state of the

case a great deal, but did not seem to see what he

could do about it. So we went from one to another.

Finally, we had a consultation in Mr. Sumner's room,

to try and devise some plan by which these contrabands

could be got away, and everybody failed—even Mr.

Sumner could not see the way clear. There was one

man there—I forget his name—who sat very profound-

ly cogitating how we could get these negroes out to

Ohio. The difficulty was to get them across Balti-

more from one railroad to another, and so North, for

the Baltimore railroads will not allow any negro to go

over their roads, unless he gives bonds to a fabulous

extent. As I said, there was one man at Mr. Sum-

ner's room, who sat cogitating over this subject; he

did not say anything at first, but scratched his bead

and looked very profound ; and we all began to feel that

that man, when he spoke, would have a profound idea.

We looked for it, we expected it, and finally we got a

little nervous, as people will who expect a sharp flash

of lightning, and it does not come. At last, that man
raised his head and said—" You want to take those,

negroes through Baltimore, through Maryland ?
"

" Yes, that is what I desire." " There is but one way

to do it. You buy fifty feet of rope, and tie every

buggar's hands behind him, and all Baltimore will bow

down to you. They will be sure you are a big slave-

holder, taking your slaves through Baltimore into

Harford County, to keep them from being freed in

Washington." That man hit the nail on the head. I

did not have the courage to carry out his suggestion,

but I have no doubt it illustrated the real feeling of

Baltimore ; for I felt, when we did at last get through

that city, that nothing on earth but the signature of a

Major General, backed by the bayonets of Northern

soldiers, kept the mob spirit from overwhelming us.

We went through that city for a mile and a half, and

stopped at the depot for three hours, and nothing but

that little bit of paper protected us from the muttering

crowd around.

After all, I could not help feeling that there was

some advantage in having things as they are, because

the time was when I could not have got that name on

a little bit of paper, when I could not have got those

people through Baltimore at all. The time had come

when at least thirty-one human beings could be car-

ried straight through the heart of a slave State into

liberty (applause) ; and although that did not reflect

much glory on the Government, or afford much pros-

pect of its success, it did show, that despite the clouds

with which weak men would blind us, this is the

Golden Hour for the land.

Now, my friends, I think you Northern people are

cursed with loyalty—loyalty, I mean, to forms and

technicalities. We Southern people do not care so

much about that. I never did myself. You Northern

people will follow, follow, and follow. There is Mr.

Sumner's letter about President Lincoln. I am very

sorry he wrote it. It gives the people a false idea, a

false hope, which will lead them into an abyss if they

follow it. Mr. Lincoln will never save this country.

We 6ball be happy if we can, from month to mouth,

keep ourselves from going to wreck under this ad-

ministration, for a year or two, and then we shall

know what we shall do. If we can succeed, through

boldness, through moral courage, through stalwart

determination, and standing by our principles, in

keeping the ship together for a year or so, then either

we shall elect a Democratic President, who wilt put

the nation under the heel of Jeff. Davis, or we shall

have Fremont in the Presidential chair, and Gen.

Hunter will be Secretary of War. (Loud applause.)

We must go one way or the other. We Miust elect

one or the other. We are either to be saved or ruined.

Perhaps, looking at the case of the nation now, we

are disposed to limit the great work of God. Perhaps

we think so much of the United States nlmic, that

we would be glad to limit this revolution. There

arc indications, my friends, that this revolution is to

ho world-wide before it is ended. There are indica-

tions that all nations are to be sucked into this iiium-

stroin, and that when we arc free, the world will be

free too. (Applause.) lean interpret in no other way

the incfiiible stupidity of our rulers. I can in no

other way interpret the fact, that in this great emer-

gency we have a tortoise for President, except that,

through the dreary lengths of a long war, gradually

France, England, Russia, all monarchies and abso-

lutisms, are to be drawn into this controversy that

sweeps over the land, the elements will melt with fer-

vent heat, and the whole world be baptized with a

fiery baptism and he redeemed. Let tbem come on !

I say to the tyrants of the Old World, " What thou

doest, do quickly !
" I hope that England and France

will intervene. Let them! It will only bring us

shoulder to shoulder. Even the Democrats will be in

favor of abolishing slavery to hold the South, while

we attend to Europe ; because, much as they love

slavery, the Democrats, especially the Irish, would

rather whip England than do any thing else on the

face of the earth. If they intervene, it will save us,

but it will be by a great and sweeping purification of

this world; and we ought not to be so selfish, since

God has given us stupid men to lead us in this war, as

to say that it ought to be settled up quick. It would

be agreeable to our feelings, it would be pleasant to

ace the death-blow of the rebellion struck at once, for

when slavery is struck, the rebellion lies dead ; but

we ought to remember that there are other hearts

that groan throughout the world, besides the slaves,

that there are other beings, all through Europe, all

through the North and the South, who groan under

monarchies and despotisms, and that these, too, must

be redeemed; and the signs of the times are that this

revolution is to be world-wide, and that Humanity is

to rejoice in the fruits thereof. (Applause.)

SPEECH OF WENDELL PHILLIPS, ESQ.

I quite agree with the view which Mr. Conway
takes of the present situation of the country. More

than that, I quite agree with the view he takes of

the probable future through which we are to be

called to walk. I have no hope, as he has not, that

the intelligent purpose of our Government will ever

find us a way out of this war. I think, if we find any

way out of it, we are to stumble out of it by the grad-

ual education of the people, making their own way on,

a great mass, without leaders. I do not think that

anything which we can call the Government has any

purpose to get rid of slavery. Ou the contrary, I think

the present purpose of the Government, so far as it

has now a purpose, is to end the war and save slavery.

I believe Mr. Lincoln is conducting this war, at pres-

ent, with the purpose of saving slavery. That is his

present line of policy, so far as any trustworthy in-

dications of any policy reach us. The Abolitionists

are charged with a desire to make this apolitical war.

All civil wars are necessarily political wars—they can

hardly be anything else. Mr. Lincoln is intentionally

waging a political war. ' He knows as well as we do at

this moment, as well as every man this side of a luna-

tic hospital knows, that if he wants to save lives and

money, the way to end this war is to strike at slavery.

I do not believe that McClellan himself is mad or

idiotic enough to have avoided that idea, even if he

has tried to do so. But Gen. McClellan is waging a

political war; so is Mr. Lincoln. When Gen. Butler

ordered the women and children to be turned out of

the camps at New Orleans, and one of the Colonels of

the Northwest remonstrated, hid himself in his tent,

rather than witness the misery which\he order occa-

sioned—when the slaveholders came to receive the

women and children who were to be turned out of the

camps, and the troops actually charged upon them

with bayonets to keep them out of the line—Gen. But-

ler knew what he was doing. It was not to save ra-

tions, it was not to get rid of individuals ; it was to

conciliate New Orleans. It was a political move.

When Mr. Lincoln, by an equivocal declaration, nulli-

fies Gen. Hunter, he does not do it because he doubts

either the justice or the efficiency of Hunter's procla-

mation ; he does it because he is afraid of Kentucky

on the right hand, and the Daily Advertiser on the left.

(Laughter.) He has not taken one step since he en-

tered the Presidency that has been a military step, and

he could not. A civil war can hardly be anything but

a political war. That is, all civil wars are a struggle

of opposite ideas, and armies are but the tools. If

Mr. Lincoln believed in the North and in Liberty, he

would let our army act on the principles of Liberty.

He does not. He believes in the South as the most

efficient and vital instrumentality at the present mo-

ment, therefore defers to it. I had a friend who went

to Port Royal, went among the negro huts, and saw

the pines that were growing between them shattered

with shells and cannon balls. He said to the contra-

bands, " When those balls came, were you here ?
"

" Yes." " Didn't you run 1 " " No, massa, we knew
they were not meant for us." It was a sublime, 'child-

like faith in the justice, the providence of the Al-

mighty. But every Southern traitor on the other side

of the Potomac can say of McClellan's cannon ball, if

he ever fires one, "We know it is not meant for us."

For they know he is fighting a political war, as all of

us must; the only question is, in the service of which

political idea shall the war be waged—in the service

of saving the Union as it was, or the Union as it ought

to be ? Mr. Lincoln dare not choose between these

two phrases. He is waging a war which he dare not

describe, in the service of a political idea that he dare

not shape into words He is not fighting vigorously

and heartily enough even to get good terms in case of

a treaty—not to talk of victory. All savages call

clemency cowardice ; they respect nothing but force.

The Southern barbarians mistake clemency for cow-

ardice ; and every act of Lincoln, which he thinks is

conciliation, they take for evidence of his cowardice.

I do not say that McClellan is a traitor, but I say this,

that if he had been traitor from the crown of his bead

to the sole of his foot, he could not have served the

South better than he has since he was commander-in-

chief (applause); he could not have carried on the

war in more exact deference to the politics of that side

of the Union. And almost the same thing may be

said of Mr. Lincoln—that if he had been a traitor, he

could not have worked better to strengthen one side,

and hazard the success of the other. There is more

danger to-day that Washington will be taken than

Richmond. Washington is besieged more truly than

Richmond is. After fifteen months of war, that is the

position of the strongest nation on the globe ; for the

nineteen Northern States, ted by a Government that

serves their ideas, are the strongest nation on the face

of the globe. Now, I think, and if I were in the Sen-

ate I should have said to the Government, that every

man who under the present policy loses his life in the

swamps of the South, and every dollar sent there to

be wasted, only prolongs a murderous and wasteful

war, waged for no purpose whatever. This is my
meaning. In this war, more victory on a battle-field

amounts to nothing, contributes little or nothing to-

ward ending the war. If our present policy led to

decisive victories, therefore, (which it does not,) it

would be worth little. The war can only be ended by

annihilating that Oligarchy winch formed and rules

the South and makes the war—by annihilating a state

of society. No social state is really annihilated, ex-

cept when it Is replaced by another. Our present

policy neither aims to annihilate that state of things

we call " the South," made up of pride, idleness, ig-

norance, barbarism, theft and murder, nor to replace

it with a substitute. Such an aimless war I call waste-

ful and murderous. Better that that South should go

to-day, than that we should prolong such a war. To
keep 600,000 men in the field, we must have 660,000

men on the rolls, for there are 6S,000 or 00,000 men
necessarily invalid in an army of half a million ; and

to keep that 600,000 good, you must have a fresh re-

cruiting every year of 123,000 men. This nation is

to give, year by year, while this war lasts, l^o.OOO

men to the army, and that number are to fall out of

the ranks, according to the experience of the last six-

teen months, by death, either trom disease or the

sword; or, if not death, then wounds so serious as to

make a man's life only a burden to himself and the

community. A hundred and twenty three thousand

men a year, and, I suppose, a million of dollars I dty !

Well, you say, "Why not end the war?" You
cannot. Jefferson said of slavery—" We have got the

wolf by the ears 1
we can neither hold him nor let him

go." That was his figure. W« have now got the

South—this wolf—by the ears ; we must held her ; we
cannot let her go. There is to be no peaee ou ibis

Continent, as I believe, until these thirty States are

united. You and 1 may live to lie 70 years old; we
shall never see peace on tub Continent until we see

one flag from the Lake to the Gulf, and we shall never

*
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see it until slavery is eliminated from the institutions

of tliese Stntes. Let the South go to-morrow, nod you

have not got peace. Intestine war here, border war

along the line, aggression and intrigue on the part of

the South ! She has lived with us for seventy years,

and kept us constantly in turmoil. Kxaaperated by

suffering, grown haughty by success, the moment she

goes off, is such a neighbor likely to treat us any bet-

ter, with our imaginary line between us, than she has

_ treated us for Beventy years while she held the scep-

tre f The moment we ask for terms, she counts it

victory, and the war in another shape goes on. You

and I are never to see peace, we are never to see the

possibility of putting the army of this nation, whether

it be made up of 19 or 34 States, on a peace footing,

until slavery is destroyed. A large army, immense

expenses, a despotic Government, using necessarily

despotic war powers—that is the future until slavery

is destroyed. As long as you keep a tortoise at the

head of the Government, you are Jigging a pit with

one hand and Oiling it with the other. The war means

digging a pit with your two hands, and filling it up

with the lives of your sons and the accumulations of

your fathers. Now, therefore, until this nation an-

nounces, in some form or other, that this is a war, not

against Jefferson Davis, but against the system
;
until

the whole nation endorses the resolution of the New
York Chamber of Commerce—"Better every rebel

die than one loyal soldier," (applause,) and begs of

the Government, demands of the Government, to

speak that word which is victory and peace—until we

do that, we shall have no prospect of peace.

I do not believe in the Government. I agree en-

tirely with Mr. Conway. I do not believe this Gov-

ernment has got either vigor or a purpose. It drifts

with events. If Jefferson Davis is a sane man, if

he is a sagacious man, and has the power to control his

army, he will never let it take Washington; for he

knows as well as we do, that shelling the dome of that

Capitol to ashes, that the Capitol in flames or sur-

mounted with the rebel flag, would be the fiery cross

to wake the North into unity, and to the demand for

emancipation (applause). We are paying a million

of dollars a day for soldiers to dig ditches in the

Chickahominy swamps, but the best expense we could

be put to would be to lose the marble Capitol under

the shells of Beauregard ; for the very telegraph that

flashed the news North and West would go back laden

with the demand, that if, in the Providence of God,

Lincoln had survived the bombardment of Washing-

ton, and Hamlin was not President—which I wish he

were—he should proclaim emancipation. And I be-

lieve that would make even htm over into an Aboli-

tionist. I do not believe that Jefferson Davis, while he

is able to control his forces, will ever allow them to

take Washington. He wants time. If we float on until

the Fourth of March, 1863, England could hardly be

blamed if she did acknowledge the South. A very

fair argument could be urged, on principles of inter-

national law, that she ought to do it. The South

will have gone far to prove her right to be acknow-

ledged. She will have maintained herself two full

years, against such efforts as no nation ever made.

•Davis wants to tide over to that time, without rous-

ing the North. He does not wish any greater suc-

cesses than will just keep us where we are, and al-

low Europe to see the South strong, vigorous, and

the North only her equal. One such move as that

on Washington, and the South would kick the beam.

He knows it. If any man has light enough on the

future to pray God to do any particular thing, lad-

vise him to pray for an attack on Washington and

its capture, for nothing less than that seems likely,

within a few months, to wake up these Northern

States to the present emergency.

But for these considerations, I see not why Jeffer-

son Davis should not throw all his troops upon Wash-
ington, first informing General McClellan of the pro-

posed attack, and demanding of him enough Federal

troops to protect the rebel property at Richmond dur-

ing Beauregard's absence. The President, judged by

both proclamations that have followed the late confisca-

tion act of Congress, has no mind whatever. He has

not uttered a word that gives even a twilight gliropee

of any anti-slavery purpose. He may be honest

—

nobody cares whether the tortoise is honest or not;

he has neither insight, nor prevision, nor decision. It

is said in Washington streets that he long ago wrote

a proclamation, abolishing slavery in the State of Vir-

ginia, but McClellan bullied him out of it. It is said,

too—what is extremely probable—that he has more
than once made up his mind to remove McClellan,

and Kentucky bullied him out of it. The man who
has been beaten to that pulp in sixteen months, what
hope can we have of him? None. There is no

ground for any expectations from this Government.

We are to pray for such blows as will arouse the mass

of the people into systematic, matured, intelligent

interference in the action of the government. When I

was here a year ago, I said I thought the President

needed the advice of great bodies of prominent men.

That has taken a year. The New York Chamber of

Commerce, the Common Council, and the Defence

Committee, have just led the way. Some of the

Western Councils have followed, it is said. Let us

hope that they may have decisive effect at Wash-
ington ; but I do not believe they will. I do not be-

lieve there is in that Cabinet—Seward, Chase,

Stanton, Wells, or the President of the country

—

enough to make a leader". If McClellan should ca-

pitulate in his swamp, if Johnston should take Wash-
ington, if Butler should be driven out ofNew Orleans,

if those ten fabulous iron ships from England at

Mobile could be turned into realities, and Palmerston

acknowledge the Confederacy, I should have hope

;

for I do not believe these nineteen million of people

mean to be beaten ; and if they do, I do not believe

they can afford to be beaten. I think, when we
begin to yield, the South will demand such terms as

even the Boston Courier cannot get low enough to sat-

isfy them. (Laughter and applause.) You do not

know the sublime impudence and haughtiness of the

tyrants of the South. You have not yet measured

the terms which Jefferson Davis will impose upon the

North, when, if ever, it proposes accommodation.

The return of fugitives, the suppression of anti-sla-

very discussion, monopoly of the Mississippi, surren-

der of some border States—a thousand things, that

would make the yoke too heavy to be borne. I never

did believe in the capacity of Abraham Lincoln, but I

do believe in the pride of Davis, in the vanity of the

South, in the desperate determination of those four-

teen States ; and I believe in a sunny future, because

God has driven them mad; and in their madness is

our hope. They will never consent to any thing that

the North can grant; and you must whip them, be-

cause, unless you do, they will grind you to powder.

This war is to go on. There will be drafting in

three months or six. The hunker, when he is obliged

to go to war, will bo like the man of whom Mr. Con-

way told us, who was willing to sit by a negro in the

cars, rather than stand ail night—he will be willing

that the negro shall fight, with him or without him.

That is a part of the logic of events that will be very

effective ; but even that will not make Lincoln declare

for emancipation. We shall wait one year or two, if

we wait for him, before we get it. In the mean time,

what an expense of blood and treasure, each day

!

It is a terrible expense that Democracy pays for its

mode of government. If we lived in England now,

if we lived in France now, a hundred men, convinced

of the exigency of the moment, would cany the nation

here or there. It is the royal road, short, sharp, and

stern, like the 2d of December, with Napoleon's can-

non enfilading every street in Paris. Democracy,

when it moves, has to carry the whole people with it.

The minds of nineteen millions of people are to

be changed and educated. Ministers and politicians

have been preaching to them that the negro will not

fight—that he is a nuisance—that slavery is an ordina-

tion of God—tliatthe North ought to bar him out with

statutes. The North wakes up, its heart poisoned, its

hands paralyzed with these ideas, and says to its tor-

toise President—" Save us, but not through the ne-

gro! " You do not yet believe in the negro. The
papers are accumulating statistics to prove that the

negro will work, and asking whether ho will fight.

If he will not fight, we are gone—that is all !
If he

will not work without the lash, the Union is over. If

the popular theory is correct, there can be no peace

nor union on this continent, except under the heel

of a slaveholding despotism. It is not the South we

have got to conquer ; itis the Egypt of the Southern

half of Illinois; it is the devil in the editor's chair of

the Boston Courier—(merriment)—it is the lump of

unbaked dough, with no vitality except hatred of

Charles Sumner, which sits in the editorial chair of

the Daily Advertiser (applause) ; it is the man who

goes down to Virginia with the army, and thinks he

goes there to watch the house of Gen. Lee, and make

the slaves work for him, while the master has gone to

Corinth or to Richmond. Tliese are the real enemies

of the repubtic ; and if Lincoln could be painted, as

Vanity Fair once painted him, like Sinbad with the

Old Man of the Sea on his shoulders, it should be

these conservative elements weighing down the

heart and the purpose of your President, that the

limner should present. If we go to the bottom, it

will be because we have, in the Providence of God,

richly deserved it. It is the pro-slavery North that

is her greatest enemy. Lincoln would act, if he be-

lieved the North wanted him to. Our friend Conway

has fairly painted him. He is not a genius; he is

not a man like Fremont, to stamp the lava mass of the

nation with an idea; he is not a man like Hunter, to

coin his experience into ideas. I will tell you what

he is. He is a first-rate second-rate man. (Laughter.)

He is one of the best specimens of a second-rate man,

and he is honestly waiting, like any other servant, for

the people to come and send him on any errand they

wish. In ordinary times, when the seas are calm, you

can sail without a pilot—almost any one can avoid a

sunken ledge that the sun shows him on his right hand,

and the reef that juts out on his left; but itis when

the waves smite heaven, and the thunder-cloud makes

the waters ink, that you need a pilot : and to-day the

nation's bark scuds, under the tempest, lee-shore and

mtelstrom on eaeli side—needing no holiday captain,

but a pilot, to weather the storm. Mr. Conway thinks

we are to ride on a couple of years, and get one.

I doubt it. Democracy is poisoning its fangs.

It is making its way among the ballot-boxes of the

nation. I doubt whether the next Congress will be

as good as the last. That is not saying much. I

doubt whether there will be such a weight of decided

Republicanism in it as there was in the last Congress.

I should be afraid to commit to the nation to-day the

choice of a President. What we want is some stun-

ning misfortune : what we want is a baptism in blood,

to make the aching and bereaved hearts of the people

cry out for Fremont, for an idea, at the head of the

armies. (Applause.) Meanwhile, we must wander on

in the desert, wasteful murderers. Every life lost in

that swamp is murder by the Cabinet at Washington.

Every dollar spent is stolen from the honest toil of

the North to pamper the conceited pride of the South

in her own institution. Whose fault? Ours—not

Lincoln's. He is- as good as the average North. In

yonder Grove, July after July, the Whigs of this

Commonwealth lavished their money to fire guns once

every minute to smother the speeches that were made

on our platform. You remember it. The sons of

those men are dying in the South because their fa-

thers smothered the message which, heeded, might

have saved this terrible lesson to the nation. (Ap-

plause.) Who shall say that God is not holding to

their lips the cup which they poisoned? That Mas-

sachusetts is to be made over again, and, under com-

petent leaders, hurled as a thunderbolt against the re-

bellion. We are not to shrink from the idea that this

is a political war; it must be. But its politics is a

profound faith in God and the people, in justice and

liberty as the eternal safety of nations as well as of

men. (Applause.) Itis of that Lincoln should make
his politics, planting the corner-stone of the new Union

in the equality of every being before the law, and

justice to all races. (Renewed applause.) If military

necessity did not call for a million of blacks in the

army, civil necessity would dictate it. Slavery, in-

stefld of being a dreaded perplexity, something we
are to wail over, is a God-given weapon, a glorious op-

portunity, a sword rough ground by God, and ready

every moment for our use. The nation, the most

stupid in it—all but the traitors—know and confess

that to abolish it would, end the rebellion. Thus,

therefore, God gives us knowledge, keeps for us the

weapon; all we need ask for is courage to use it. I

say, therefore, as Mr. Conway did, cease believing in

the Cabinet ; there is nothing there for you. Pray

God, that before he abandons this nation, he will deign

to humble it by one blow that shall make it spring to

its feet, and use the strength it has. Beseech him to

put despair into the hearts of the Cabinet. If we are

called tver to see another President of the United

States on horseback flying from his capital, waste no

tears ! He will return to that capital on the arms of a

million of adult negroes, the sure basis of a Union

that will never be broken. (Applause.)

I like some of the signs of the times. I like the

resolutions of the New York Chamber of Commerce.

I like the article from Wilkes's Spirit of the Times,

bidding us criticise McClellan, and no longer believe

that Napoleons are made of mud. (Laughter.) I think

the two poles of popular influence have been struck :

the young men, the sporting men, the fast men, the

dissipated men, the New York Herald's constituency,

and the commercial class/the merchants and bankers

of the great metropolis. The thirty thousand copies

of Wilkes that are circulated every week have a

mighty influence. When its readers begin to believe

that McClellan is made of mud, it is a bright sign.

Do not look to the Capital. We did think there was

something in Stanton ; there may be ; but he is over-

slaughed, he is eclipsed, he has gone into retirement

behind Seward. The policy that prevails at Wash-

ington is to do nothing, and wait for events. I asked

the lawyers of Illinois, who had practised law with

Mr. Lincoln for twenty years, " Is he a man of deci-

sion, is he a man who can say no ? " They all said,

"If you had gone to the Illinois bar, and selected the

man least capable of saying no, it would have been

Abraham Lincoln. He has no stiffness in him." I

said to the bankers and the directors of railroads in

Chicago, "Is McClellan a man who can say no?"
and they said, "Banks we had only a few months

;

we. don't think much of him ; but to every question

you asked, he would say yea or no in sixty minutes.

McClellan never answered a question while he was

h^re. If there was a question to be decided, he floated

until events decided it. He was here months, and he

never decided a single question that came up in the

management of the Illinois Central." These are the

men we have put at the head of the Union, and for

fourteen months, they have been unable to say yes or

no. But that is the fault of the nation. We should

have been five hundred millions of dollars richer, and

sixty-three thousand lives more populous, if Banks

had been Commander-in-Chief instead of McClellan.

(Applause.) I do not believe that Banks knows how

to handle an army, but I believe he would have

pressed that army on and against something, and that

is all it needed. I had a private letter from a cap-

tain in McClellan's army in the Peninsula, in which

he said, " We have had five chances to enter Rich-

mond; we might have done it after Yorktown, after

Williamsburg, and after Seven Pines, just aB well as

not ; no troops in front of us, we ourselves in full con-

dition for au advance. Instead of that, we sat down

and dug."

The most serious charge I have against the Presi-

dent, the only thing that makeB a film upon his hones-

ty—for I .believe him as honest as the measure of his

intellect allows—is this: that while I do not believe

that in his heart he trusts McClellan a whit more than

I do, from fear of the Border States and Northern

conservatism, he keeps him at the head of the army,

which loses two thousand men by disease every week,

and spends from sixty to seventy thousand dollars a

day ; and if, twenty years hence, he renders up an

account of his stewardship to his country, you that

live, mark me! will Bee him confess that this whole

winter, he never believed in McClellan's ability. That

is the sore spot in the character of an otherwise

honest officer, and that is where this fear of conserv-

atism sendB him. Mr. Wickliffe of Kentucky and

Mr. Davis of Kentucky put their feet down and say,

"Do this, and the Border States leave you." There

is not a Republican at the North who wilt be allowed

to say it. Gov. Andrew lisped it once, in his letter

to Secretary Stanton, and how few, except the Abo-

litionists, dared to stand by him, even in Massachu-

setts ! There is no public opinion that would support

Mr. Sumner, with a loyal Commonwealth behind

him, in making such a speech, once in the winter, as

Garrett Davis made every day, with a Commonwealth

behind him that has to be held in the Union by the

fear of Northern bayonets ; and it is because Conserv-

atism is bold and Republicanism is coward (" Hear !
")

that Abraham Lincoln has to stand where he doeB

to-day. There will be no mystery if this nation goes

to pieces. It will be God punishing it according to

the measure of its sins. Ten years ago, the Whig

party could have educated it, and so postponed or

averted this convulsion. It was left to pass on in its

career, and the South finds it divided in sentiment,

servile in purpose ; our soldiers the servants of reb-

els ; our officers, with shoulder-straps, on the soil of a

rebellious State like Virginia, more sycophantic to the

slaveholder who comes to their camp than Webster

was in the Senate, vHien Clay threatened him with

the lash of Southern insolence, fifteen years ago. If

this rebellion cannot shake the North out of her ser-

vility, God will keep her in constant agitation until

He does shake us into a self-respecting, courageous

people, fit to govern ourselves. (Applause.) This war

will last just long enough to make us over into men,

and when it has done this, we shall conquer with as

much ease as the lion takes the tiniest animal in his

grip. If Mr. Lincoln could only be wakened to the

idea which Mr. Conway has expressed, that God

gives him the thunderbolt of slavery with which to

crush the rebellion; that there was never a rebellion

arranged by Providence to be put down so easily, so

completely, so beneficially as this ; that, unlike the

aristocracy of France and England, rooting itself un-

derneath the whole surface of society, slavery almost

makes good the prayer of the Roman tyrant, " Would

that the people had one neck, and I could cut it !
"—if

Mr. Lincoln could only understand this, victory would

be easy. God has massed up slavery into three hun-

dred thousand hands. He has marked it by the black

color, so that the most ignorant cannot err, so that the

blindest shall see enough to strike at this central

figure which holds the life-blood of the rebellion.

(Applause.) Let us do our duty, and feel, however

long the war, however fatal and disastrous the experi-

ence, that we have left no stone unturned, no word

unspoken, which can save a mighty nation from the

greatest sufferings God ever inflicted on an age.

My friend says he would say to the tyrants of the

Old World, " Come oo 1" That is a fearful taunt.

The collision of two such nations as the England of

this side the Atlantic, and the England of the other,

would shake the globe. No such war has been known
since Christ. Half of all the old wars massed into

one would not equal it. We should sweep the com-

merce of the mightiest, commercial nation from the

ocean. We should send starvation into Lancashire

and Lyons, and she would make our coast a desola-

tion, and send anguish into millions of homes. The
ingenuity of one race divided into two nations, that

has reached an almost superhuman aeuteness, would

be all poured into the channel of the bloodiest war;

and behind it would be the Saxon determination,

which, like that of the bull dog, its type, will die in the

death-grapple before it yields. Old national bate fresh

edged and perpetuated—untold wealth destroyed

—

millions of lives lost, lives of the most cultivated na-

tions—the progress of the race stopped—chaos come
again over the fairest portion of Christendom—fifty

millions of people, dealing such death-blows across

the Atlantic in the nineteenth century—it is a burden

which we are to pray God he will not call upon us to

bear. On the contrary, let us hope that Southern suc-

cess may be so rapid and abundant, that a blow like

that which stuns the drunkard into sobriety may stun

our Cabinet into vigor, and that nineteen million of

people, putting forth their real strength in the right

direction, may keep peace outside our borders until

we make peace within. (Loud applause.)

The meeting then adjourned for one hour, which

was pleasantly spent in the satisfaction of the inner

man, and in the enjoyment of the many attractions

offered by the delightful Grove, which was now, the

clouds of the morning having passed away, even more

than ordinarily beautiful and charming,

At 2£ o'clock, the company assembled in front of

the speaker's stand in the Grove, where able and inter-

esting speeches were made by Rev. Daniel Foster,

J. S. Rock, Esq., Rev. Mr. Ames, of Illinois, A. T.

Foss, Rev. J. N. Gloucester, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Rev. Samuel Green, (recently pardoned out of the

Maryland Penitentiary, where he was incarcerated

for the crime (!) of having in his possession a copy

of "Uncle Tom's Cabin,") George W. Stacy,

Henry C. Wright, and William Wells Brown.
The exercises terminated with the singing of a hymn,

the first verse of which is as follows :

—

"Strike grandly, in this hour sublime,

A blow to riug through endless time !

Strike ! for the listening ages wait

!

Emancipate ! Emancipate !

"

Some account of the speeches of the afternoon will

be given hereafter.

Colored Regiments. The Journal says it is in-

formed that Col. Lyman Dyke, of Stoneham, has ten-

dered his services gratis to organize, fit and drill for

the field, a regiment of colored men in Massachusetts,

if Gov. Andrew shall see fit to follow the example of

Gov. Sprague, of Rhode Island, and call for them,

The Siege of Vicksburg Abandoned. After a

protracted siege, the attempt to capture Vicksburg,

and thus reopen the navigation of the Mississippi, has

been given up. By the arrival of the ram Queen of

the West, at Memphis, on the 29th ult., we learn that

the fleets have separated and gone their ways, the

Farragut vessels to New Orleans, and the Mississippi

flotilla to the mouth of the Yazoo river, where it is

keeping a blockade over the refugee rebel boats.

One of the Inferior Race. A correspondent at

Newbern, N. C, connected with the army, writes ;

—

"We have now nearly six thousand contrabands
within our lines here at Newbern, and still they come,
and many of them are very intelligent. One remark-
ably bright slave has, in one week's time, learned to

write quite well, not even knowing a letter when he
came. I send you a sample of his writing. He is

very black—a real negro. We have many such."

Among the Pines. It will be seen by an adver-

tisement, that the New York Tribune Association have

assumed the publication of this interesting book. It

is one of the most exciting works on slavery we have

ever read.

3^=" Gen. Butler, at New Orleans, has ordered

that all negroes sent by their masters to join the Fed-

erals will be regarded as emancipated. The masters

had endeavored in many cases to reclaim them, after

the use of such expressions.

$3^=" At the recent annual examination of the Bos-

ton public schools, the following colored pupils were

recipients of diplomas:

—

Wells School—Cordelia Downing.

Phillips School—Henry Williams.

New Patriotic Music. Russell and Patee, 180

Tremont Street, have just published the following

pieces :—1. Sons of those Noble Sires : a National

Song for the Times. Words by R. Thayer. Music

by L. Marshall. 2, The Heroes of the Union. Dedi-

cated to Gen. McClellan and all Loyal Americans.

Words by R. Thayer. Music by L, Marshall. 8. Na-

tional Songs : Union and Liberty. Words by Oliver

Wendell Holmes (written for the Atlantic Monthly,)

Music by O. B. Brown.

MR. MAY'S REPLY TO ME. HOWLAND. DR. HIDDEN AND REV. DANIEL POSTER,

Dear Mr. Garrison,—Mr. Joseph A. Howland
might have saved himself the trouble of writing the

article of complaint and accusation against myself, in

the last Liberator, nnd of hurrying off a copy of the

same for simultaneous publication in the Standard &\so

;

for he knew perfectly well that my views of the War,

and of its probable, nay, almost inevitable consequences

differ essentially from his, and that that difference is

the key to my course in regard to it. He believes

that this war is waged in the interest of Slavery, to

maintain it and perpetuate it; I believe that the " up-

rising of the North" was with an essential anti-ahw-

ery purpose, a purpose which has supplied whatever

of real spirit and sincere devotcdness have been mani-

fested in our armies hitherto, anil which is not to be

set aside or ultimately defeated by the imbecility or

treachery of any of the people's agents, whether in

cabinet or field. lie would as willingly live under
JeffDavis's government (as I learn from "an authen-

tic source") as under that of the United States; /
would not. This difference between us would have

suggested to one who had no ulterior design in a news-

paper attack upon me, that my course might be sus-

ceptible of defence, without any inconsistency with an

anti-slavery life. Do not understand that I have any

objection to the publishing of anything I have said or

done, in Leicester or elsewhere, on the subject; for

the readers of, the Liberator and Standard constitute a

tribunal for which I have long felt the highest respect

that I can feel for any human authority,—a tribunal,

moreover, whose judgment my conscience tells me I

have no reason to fear at the present time.

. I haoe rendered such aid as proper to help the

town in which I reside fill up its quota of troops under

the late call of the Government; and what little I

have said in public on the subject has been inspired by
the same anti-slavery motive which has actuated me for

a large part of my life. Had Mr. Howland purposed

to represent me fairly, he would not have written to

ask " Mr. Garrison " to tell him the facts, but he would

have first conferred with me, living as he does but

six miles from me, and liable to meet me any day in

Worcester streets, or at his own place of business.

He wouid thus have learned my reasons ; he would

have learned that, on all public occasions, as all pri-

vate, and from the first hour of the war, my steadfast

testimony has been that, as slavery was the cause and

the sole cause of it, so slavery must be uprooted and

exterminated before we can have peace again ; that

no permanent success can light upon our arms, no fa-

vor of God be hoped for by our land, until we strike

for justice to the long oppressed slaves, until the na-

tion repents of the cruel wrong it has long done to

our colored brethren,—God's equal children with our-

selves, and far nearer to Him, inasmuch as our great

sin has separated us from Him, and caused his face to

be turned away from us : he would have learned that

my anti-slavery words had driven pro-slavery men
rora the hall, and that my public rebuke of pro-

slavery sympathizers with secession amongst us had

been plainly given.

But why do I say these things ? I shall wait yet a

little, before I believe that I am on trial for my anti-

slavery loyalty. When any accusation against me is

fairly made, I shall be ready to meet it.

For myself, behind and beyond the President, his

Cabinet, and all his Generals, I see a country, a

cause, institutions of freedom, and a possible future

—

all imperilled now by the most desperate, cruel, and

inhuman foe which ever sought to establish its empire

among men. That brutal power seeks to wrest from

our hands every precious heritage, we have received

from our fathers, and to destroy the birthright of our

children. It may suit Mr. Howland to fold his hands,

;tand aloof in cold criticism, at such a time. It

does not suit me. Shall resistance cease, the case go

by default, because resistance is not yet made in the

right way? Mr. Howland cannot impress on my
mind, more strongly than I already feel it, how fool-

ishly and impotently (with some exceptions) the vast

powers confided to our Government have been used.

But all this negligence and unfaithfulness of theirs

cannot blind me to the great cause which is pressing

upon them, and which shall yet compel them out of

their apathy, into honest, effective action ; cannot

blind me to my duty to my country, nor to my duty

to resist to the utmost, and to the last, the designs of

the Slave Power. The success of slavery in this con-

test is not only our utter disgrace, but is the destruc-

tion of every good thing which our country has yet

gained or built up. God grant that no responsibility

for the triumph of the Slaveholders' Rebellion may
fall upon me I The notion that Jeff. Davis's govern-

ment is, or would be, no worse than ours, is to my
thinking so insane as to be unworthy of argument or

moment's consideration. In a letter I have just re-

ceived from Richard D. Webb, who will not be sus-

pected of any special admiration of, or sympathy with,

Mr. Lincoln's administration, that earnest and faithful

friend says—" I have received the volume, 'The Ba-

rons of the South'; I hope with all my heart they

\y not also become the Lords of the North. If they

da, wo betide the prospects if civilized humanity ! " So I

most deeply feel ; and I would offer myself, my life,

and my all, rather than consent to such a consumma-

tion. And our Government must be sustained in its

resistance to that most diabolical power, insufficient

and poor as that resistance is, and must be constrained,

obedience to the command of the only sovereign

here, the people,—whose indignant voice is now rising

and swelling in every part of the North,—to arise and

act, at length, with that directness against slavery,

which alone can command success. At the Abington

mancipation celebration, last Friday, were many
speakers, taking essentially the same ground with my
own. I heard no rebuke of them. Nor was it in any

man's heart there to rebuke them, so long as they held

fast their anti-slavery integrity.

Mr. Howland charges the American and Massachu-

setts Anti-Slavery Societies with having been, the

past year, in the " active service of the [United States]

Government," and modestly exhorts them to leave that

BiTvice, and " return to the cause of the slave "
!

After that, can I find any fault with his attack upon

me? Gladly should I have been spared the trouble

of writing this reply, and have seen your columns

filled with worthier matter than this which Mr. How-
land has introduced. Beyond that, I feel no regrets

in the case. SAMUEL MAY, Jr.

Leicester, August 4, 1862.

"IS IT SO?"

If Mr. Howland will read more carefully my article

in the Liberator of July 11th, upon which he com-
mented last week, I think he will see the error of at-

tributing to it, in any manner or degree, an official

character. My article was merely the expression of

my individual opinion. This fact is obvious enough
from its signature, a signature not editorial, as any

one may see by looking at the head of the paper. It

is further obvious from the phrase, "It seems to me,"

with which the expression ot sentiment referred to

commences; and this phrase should certainly rectify

any ambiguity which might appear at the first view

of a subsequent sentence, taken apart from its connec-

tion.—c. it. w.

jJjJT** The New York Journal of Commerce, having

copied Mr. How land's letter to show that the Aboli-

tionists are guilty of " treason," (what a charge from

such a sheet 1) it can do no less, as a matter of fair-

ness, than to copy Mr. May's reply to that letter; but,

of course, it will do no such thing. It is persistently

bent on mischief, and fair-dealing is not one of its

"prime" characteristics.

E®= " Our misguided Southern brethren," who
are now so stubbornly refusing to be counted in the

American Union, will please take notice, that the

Journal of Commgrct is rampant against the Abolition*

ists for being Up willing (as that paper alleges) to go

down South for the purpose of doing the shouting,

stabbing, &u. &q., necessary to their extermination or

subjugation 1

Centra lia, Nemaha Co., Kansas, July 30, 1862.

Mr. Garrison,—Having seen an article in the Lib-

erator from Dr. Hidden and others of this county, pur-

porting to be an answer to one from Rev. Daniel Fos-

ter, and seeing in it some misrepresentations of facts

concerning our last winter's school, we, the elder

scholars of said school, would beg leave to present to

the public, through your paper, a few facts concern-

ing the same,

The school commenced on the first of December
last with twenty-five scholars, and in one month this

number was increased to sixty. Mr. Foster then

hireil Mrs. Sheldon, who was, as he said, an experi-

enced and successful teacher. N. B. McKay then took

his children from school, and persuaded all his friends

whom he could influence to do the same, but succeed-

ed only in a very few instances
; and those who were

taken away went against their wishes ; some even shed

tears on leaving. Nevertheless, the school did not

dwindle ; scholars continued to come in, and all things

went on in harmony, as far as the school was concern-

ed, until one morning, on gathering for school, we
found that the doors and windows of the college were

gone, we knew not where. We then moved the

desks, seats, books, papers, &c, to another building,

and went on with the school, with about half the usual

number of scholars—the house to which we moved
being too small to accommodate so many, and those

from abroad leaving on account of the trouble. On
the tenth day of March, the doors and windows were

taken back and put in the house, and the riot of which

you have heard ensued, the trial lasting the rest of

that week. On the next Monday, the school was

again commenced, and continued as before through

that term, and closed, all of ms hoping that if would

not be long before we should again meet in the school-

room, under the same dear teacher and friend.

As for Mr. Foster, our beloved and respected

teacher, we would say that he had and still has the

respect and confidence of nearly every scholar in

school, and we believe that the opposition to our school

was the result of personal spite, joined with that sec-

tarian prejudice which has always met those who
have dared to oppose the prevailing religious opinions

of the day.

Abijah Wells,
'

P. A. Morse, -

Seth TJ. Hough, Mary J. Osborne,

Otis A. Osborne, P. I. Wells,
Robert Morse, Eliza J. McCutcheon,
Robert Bronaugh, Mina I. Hamilton,

Adam B. Bruner, Mary C Hamilton,

Langdon Morse, Samantha R. Cline,

Akram Hymek, Myra Ensign,

Emma Ensign, Ada Barnes.

THE ARMY TO BE INCREASED SIX HUN-
DRED THOUSAND MEN.

AN IMMEDIATE DRAFT OP 300,000 MILITIA.

Washington, Monday, August 4, 1862.

The following order, calling for Militia from the
several States, has jost been issued :

—

War Department, Washington, D. C-, I

Augdst 4, 1862. J

Ordered, first: That a draft of 300,000 militia be
immediately called into the service of the United
States, to serve for nine months, unless sooner dis-

charged. The Secretary of War will assign the quotas

to the States, and establish regulations for the draft.

Second: That if any State shall not by the 15th of

August furnish its quota of the additional 300,000
volunteers authorized by law, the deficiency of volun-

teers in-that State will also be made up by a special

draft from the militia. The Secretary of War will

tablish regulations for this purpose.
Ihird: Regulations will be prepared by the War

Department, and presented to the President, with the

object of securing the promotion of officers of the

army and volunteers for meritorious and distinguished

services, and of preventing the nomination and ap-

pointment in the military service of incompetent or

unworthy officers. The regulations will also provide

for ridding the service of such incompetent persons as

now hold commissions.
By order of the President,

EDWIN M. STANTON, Secretary of War.

Dabney, the Negro Scout of the Rappahan-
nock. A correspondent of the Evening Post, who is

with Gen. Pope's army, has the following notice of a
negro scout, illustrative of the idea many military
men hold, that the negroes will fight well and faith-

fully :—

" One man—the guide in the two exploits of our
cavalry—deserves brief mention. He is certainly a

marked man—loyal, true and brave to a fault. Vir-
ginia may well be proud of him, and the rebels of

this vicinity have testified their appreciation by sub-
scribing and offering a reward for his head of fifteen

hundred dollars. His skin is somewhat darker than
ours; but the front rank of our soldiers has willingly

given him place, and his services as scout and guide
have been invaluable. He was a slave two months
ago, and now, at seventy-five cents a day, he is worth
to tlie government a dozen of the best of us. I notice

on his buttons the " Ense petit placidam sub libertate

quietem " of Massachusetts. The old Bay State need
not be ashamed to have her proud motto borne by
Dabney, the dreaded scout of the Rappahannock."

More Exasperation. " Our men," writes a sur-
geon connected with the 62d Regiment Indiana Vol-
unteers, " have killed many bloodhounds, valued at
$100 apiece. These dogs, kept to hunt runaway
negroes, were put after some of our men, and hence
their slaughter."

2^=" Is it " policy" to kill an animal so valuable to
the Southern gentleman to keep his slaves in order ?

Will not such ruthless conduct as this farther exaspe-
rate the South ? Who can doubt that by such impru-
dent acts as these our Soothern brethren are rendered
more and more unanimous?

—

N. Y. Ev. Post.

2^= Exasperation is not the worst of it. The
Journal of Commerce can show that killing these blood-
hounds was an act of flagrant violence to the Con-
stitution. Were the owners regularly sued and brought
into court ? Were the dogs conflscated and condemn-
ed according to law ? Was not negro tesiimony taken
to prove the bad character of the gentle creatures?
Did our hunted men let them bite so as to demonstrate
their carniverous propensity ? In short, was the busi-

ness done up as Roger B. Taney or Vallandigham
would prescribe ? If not, here is clear ground for a
damnatory resolve in the next Democratic State Con-
vention.

—

N. Y. 'Tribune.

Atrocious Outrage. A very brutal riot occurred
on Monday last in South Brooklyn, N. Y. A large
mob of Irishmen, it appears, had determined to beat
and burn to death if they could the colored women
and children employedjin two tobacco factories. Tak-
ing advantage ot the absence of the men, most ofwhom
had gone to a celebration, they made the attack,
drove the women and children into the upper stories,

and then set fire, to thejirstfioor. But, as in the case
of the Charleston Jail, from some unknown reason,
the tire did not make the expected headway, and the
contemplated burning to death of a few hundred " nig-
gers " did not come off. The rioters attempted to

get up stairs, but a few resolute men kept them at bay
until the police arrived, and put an end to the disturb-
ance.

*

jj[^~ Gen. Pope's reconnoitering party, under Gen.
Crawford, on Friday last, took possession of Orange
Court House, nine miles north of Gordonsville. The
place was occupied by two regiments of Rebel caval-
ry, of whom 11 were killed and 52 taken prisoners—
among the latter one major, two captains, and two
lieutenants. The railroad and telegraph towards Gor-
donsville were destroyed.

^- ANTI-SLAVERY CONVENTION FOR WORCES-
TER COUNTY NOUTII.—There will be a. Mass Conven-

tion of the friends of Freedom, to consider the momen-
tous issues of the present hour, in Leominster, on Sun-

day, the 10th of August, to continue through the day

The Uovornment is still holding to its cruel policy of

despising the services and prolonging the slavery of the

colored race ; and a Boston Daily defiantly declares that

the new forces uow raising "cannot bo withstood by tho

wholo population of the disloyal States, backed by all tho

hosts of hell" ! But what if all the hosts heaven are

against us for our injustieo and cruelty to the enslaved

and to their race?

Ijct tho Convention at Leominster witness that there are

many who do not wholly forget that God, before whoso jus-

tice Jefferson declared he " trembled,"

K. 11. Hbywooh, Parkbr I'u.i.siuMiv, and perhaps 6th.-

ors, will bo present to address the assemblies.

Kxeroisos will commence at the usual hours, day iind

evening.

%& ANDREW T. F0S8, an Agent of the Massachu-

setts Anti-Slavery Society, will lecture In PEMBROKE,
on Sunday next, Aug. 10th, at the usual hours. Subject :

The War and Slavery,

[y An Anti-Slavery, Convention will be held at the

Free Church in Cummington, on Saturday and Sunday,

August 23d and 24th, commencing on Saturday, at 2 o'-

clock, P. M. Parker Pillsbury and E. R. Brown will be

present as speaker*:.

H5?~MARy Waters (formerly a slave) is well recom-

mended an being capable, intelligent and deserving.

She desires employment in washing and ironing, house-

cleaning, &c, and does other housework satisfactorily.

Any who will give her work will bo conferring a kindness,

as her regular employers are out of town, and she is very

destitute, being left with four small children. She reside«

at 29 Anderson Street, formerly West Centre, Boston.

DIED—In this city, July 29, Mrs. Acnes VivO0, aged

85 years ; for many years a highly respected member of

the Joy Street Baptist Church and two benevolentSocietiei

connected therewith.

"A Book which should be in the hands of every

man, woman and child in the Northern States."

^a_3McoJsr<3- the: :£»x2xra3f9 s
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SOUTH IN SECESSION TIME.

BY EDMUND KIRKE,

1 vol. 12mo. 310 pages.

CONTAINING an extraordinary but truthful picture of

/ the entire social system of the South ; describing the
domestic life of the rich planters, the small planters, and
the " white trash," and depicting actual scenes on the large
and small plantations.

To meet tbe large and increasing demand for this work,
THE TRIBUNE has assumed its publication, and will issne

it on Ang. 1, on the following terms :

—

Single copies^in cloth, 75 cents; in paper covers, 50
cents.

(Single copies sent by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
price.)

Twenty-five copies, paper covers, 33 l-3c. each.
One hundred copies, paper covers, 30c. each.

One thousand copies, jjaper covers, 28c. each.
Cash on delivery.

Bead the following

NOTICES FROM THE PRESS :

" The remarkable success which it had as a serial in tbe
Continental Monthly shows that 'Among the Pines' is the
work for a critical time, and contains elements of great
value. It is natural, national, and vigorous, a rare and
excellent book, written by one who, to the most searching
common sense, adds a keen eye for the locally remarkable,
for the humorous and the pathetic."

—

Knickerbocker Maga-
zine.

"Written by a Conservative, an Old-Line Whig, and a
voter foriDouglas, tbe book shows no trace of the bitterness

which too often colors the accounts of more radical men.
Personally, its representations are rather favorable to the
slaveholder, and, therefore, the facts narrated show the
.system in even darker Colors."

—

New Englander far July,

1862.

" We may sum up all in one emphatic assertion, to wit

:

That since ' Uncle Tom' thrilled the pnblic ofAmerica and
Europe with its life-like portraitures and impressive dra-
matic scenes, such a3 no artist in modern play or ' Old Mor-
tality ' had written, no work on slavery, no work on South-
ern social life, has been given to the public, which can at

all be compared to Mr. Kirke's 'Among the Pines.' "

—

Ga-
zette, Pittsburg, Pa.

As a vivid picture of life in the Carolinas, we are dis-

posed to give this book the palm over all others."

—

Daily
Advertiser, Boston.

There is not to be found another so absorbing a de-

scription of tbe effects of slavery upon tbe master, the

slave, and the poor white man, as is this. It is invaluable

for general circulation among the people."

—

Republican,

Taunton, Mass.

"Without any exception, it is the most grapbie-and

pleasing sketch of Southern life and manners ever printed

in America."

—

Weekly Dispatch, Amsterdam, N. Y.

As a picture of Southern life, it is graphic and ad-

mirable in its character. Its value consists in its facts ;

and the interest of these comes from the peculiar vividness

ith which they are presented to the eye and mind."

—

Home Journal, Neut York.

nere is a book which will be read with deep interest at

the present time. The style is vivid, and the pictures

sketched true. The writer lays open the secret springs of

secession. Such a work helps us to know the South."

—

Recorder, Boston.

Written with vigor—a most readable book—and one
gets from it a good idea of the state of feeling at the Sonth
at the time the rebellion broke out."

—

Sentinel and Times,
Bath, Me.

singularly truthful picture, executed throughout in

a masterly manner. Of the many books that aim to de-
lineate plantation life—the relation of master to slave, and
slave to master and to each other—the emotions and pas-

sions which the situation summons to extraordinary action,

and all the strange, touching, and tragic issues that so
terrible a domination and so fiercely enforced a submission
igender, there is none—no, not one—which can for a mo-

ment compare with it. Itis the ardent South, with all

wonderful accuracy the daguerreotype can give it;

and, moreover, it is the South in secession time."- Gazette,

Taunton, Mass.

" The story is clear and terrible, with the lurid light of

tbe passions, miseries and violences that grow out of slave-

ry. It is a simple aud faithful account of things that

actually happened—a striking and truthful portraiture of

slave society—a powerful and even painful story."

—

Inde-

pendent, New York.

"A work which will be read and remembered as more
original and suggestive, in idea and purpose, and more dra-

matic in execution, than any issue of the press since
' Uncle Tom's Cabin.'"

—

Norfolk County Journal, Roxbury,
Mass.

" The admirable style in which the narrative is written,

the evident familiarity with Southern life and character

which it exhibits, and the marked indications of life-like

truthfulness that appear, render it a noteworthy and im-
pressive work."

—

Buffalo Express.

" In romantic interest and life-like delineation of South-
ern life, it excels ' Uncle Turn's Cabin.'"

—

Mirror, Ithaca,

N. Y.

"'Among the Pines' is full of graphic aud dramatic
power, full of thrilling scenes, full of strong truth, and
belongs to that school of writing in which great facts are

elucidated by simple narrative."

—

Democrat and American,
Rochester, iV. Y.

" It has had no equal since ' Uncle Tom's Cabin/ In
variety and correctness, it is superior to that."

—

Zion's Her-
ald, Boston.

" Mr. Kirke knows the South and its people as well as
any one- living. He is neither an Abolitionist nor a pro-
slavery man, but rebellion made him a writer. His char-
acters have distitn't individuality, and have lived—many
of them aro still living.''

—

Press, Philadelphia.

" It combines the accuracy of Olmstead's works with th.»

thrilling interest of ' Uncle Tom.' "

—

Continental Monthly.

" The author has, in this volume, mado his mark on the
literature of the time. He displays keen insighe into- Hu-
man nature, racy humor, and pathos which is tragic in its

intensity."

—

True Flag, Boston.

"A most interesting book—surpassing in vividness of
portraiture and relief of individuality ' Uncle Tom's Cabin/
or any other book that we have read."

—

Republican, Or-
leans, N. Y.

" It contains the most vivid and Kfe-Iike representation

of a specimen family of poor South Carolina whites w©
have ever read."

—

E. P. Whipple, in the Boston 7V«»s-
cript.

" One of tho most attractive works ever published, and
embodying only facts."— C. C. Hazcwelt, in the Traveller,

Boston.

" It is tho best and most truthful sketch of Southern life

and character wo have ever read,"

—

R. Skelton McKcnzic,
in the Press, Pltiladclphia.

" It equals, if not surpasses, as a romanoo alone, ' Un-
cle Tom's Cabin,' while it has the advantage of truth on
its side."

—

Republican, Towcrvillr, N. Y.

"The most graphic and doeply iuterestiug sketches of
Southern life, character and social economy that we have
over read."

—

Record, Dundee, N. Y.

" If anybody desires to know what slavery is, and what
slaveholders and their negrooa are, let them read this

work. The author tells his story in a superb way. We
do not soo how it could be told better."

—

Home Monthly,

Boston.

Orders filled in the order in whioh they are reooived.

Address THE TRIBUNE, New York.
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128 THE LIBERATOR
otitis.

For the Liberator.

OTJK COUNTRY.
Hark to the voioe divine !

—

Our Country ! 'tis for thee

The mighty deeps within aro stirred

—

Thy groat heart must bo free !

Leap from thy rest !
—

'tis o'er !

—

Tho oall thou wilt obey

—

Thy name the eleetrio cord that thrills

A million souls to-day !

No meaner bond is owned,

No low-born aims abide,

Whoro patriots light their altar-fires,

And Self is crucified,

* sacred trust is thine,

Loved couutry of the free !

Be firm and faithful to the end

—

Hold fast thy liberty.

Though countless bo the foes

"Who Truth and Right assail,

Thy cause shall nerve the stalwart arm,

The strong heart will not fail.

Powerful the treacherous host

Arrayed against thee now

—

And fierce their ire as on they rush,

Intent to striko thoe low ;

—

But vain their boast

—

how vain

Thine own brave sons shall prove,

"When thoughts are struck from clashing swords,

A waiting world to move.

"When from the burning heart

Bursts forth, in floods of fire,

An Etna-tide no force can stay,

Tho Avenger's wild desire.

Then will the true be strong,

And Freedom's hallowed name

Inspire each heart, nerve every arm,

To heroes deeds of fame !

Then shall Oppression quail !

—

Unmasked her falsehood then !

—

The transient glory fall to dust

—

Not traitois rule, but men.

Courage ! devoted hearts !

Now, now the strife has come !

Dark waves of blood will roll aronnd

Our altars and our home !

But, brave and steadfast still,

A noble hero band,

- No arm will rest, no sword be sheathed,

Till Freedom sway the land *

Cease not the battle-cry !

Striko !—till the blood-stained sod

Redeem all men from Slavery

To Country and to God !

These will thy reign restore,

saored Liberty !

That glorious right is claimed alone

By "men who will be free !

"

Chicago, III. Mart A. Whitakeb.

From the N. Y. Tribune.

A PLEA FOE. THE OS.
Of all my Father's herds and flocks,

I lovo the Ox—the large-eyed Ox !

I think no Christian man would wrong

The Ox, so patient, calm and strong

!

How huge his strength ! and yet, with flowers

A child can lead this Ox of ours ;

And yoke his ponderous neck with cords

Made only of the gentlest words.

By fruitful Nile the Ox was lord
;

By Jordan's stream his blood was poured :

In every age—with every clan

—

He loves, he serves, he dies for

—

Man !

~And, through the long, long years of God,

Since laboring Adam delved the sod,

I hear no human voice that mocks

The BTTE which God hath given His Ox

!

While burdening toils bow down his back,

Who asks if he be white or black ?

And when his generous blood is shed,

Who shall deny its common bed?

" Ye shall not muzzle "—God bath sworn

—

"The Ox that treadeth out the corn" !

I think no Christian law ordains

That Ox or Man should toil in chains.

So, haply, for an Ox I pray,

That kneels and toils for us, this day
;

A huge, calm, patient, large-eyed Ox,

Black-skinned, among our herds and flocks.

So long, righteous Lord ! so long

Bowed down, and yet so brave and strong

—

I think no Christian, just and true,

Can spurn this poor Ox for his hue !

I know not why he shall not toil,

Black-skinned, upon our broad, free soil

!

I know not why his great free strength

May not be God's best gift at length !

That strength which, in the limbs of slaves,

Like Egypt's, only piles up graves !

But in the hands of freemen, now

May build up States by axe and plow !

And rear up souls, as purely white

As angels, clothed with heavenly light

;

And yield forth life-blood, richly red

As patriots' hearts have ever shed.

God help us ! we are veiled within

—

Or white or black—with shrouds of skin
;

And, at the last, we all shall crave

Small difference in tho breadth of grave !

But—when the grass grows, green and calm,

And smells above our dust, like balm

—

I think our rest will sweeter be,

If over us the Ox be free !

A. J. H. DUGANNE.

TEE NEGRO VIGIL,

On the Eve of the First of August, 1834.

BY JAMES MONTGOMERY.

"They that watch for the morning : they that watch

for the morning."

—

Psalm 130 : 6.

Hie to the mountain afar,

All in the cool of the even ;

Led by yon beautiful star,

First of tho. daughters of heaven :

Sweet to the slave is the season of rest
;

Something far sweeter he looks for to-night

;

His heart lies awako in tho depth of his breast,

And listens till God shall say, " Let there be light !
"

Climb we the mountain, and stand

High in mid-air, to inhale,

Fresh from our old fatherland,

Balm in the ocean-borne galo :

Darkness yet covers the face of the deep
;

Spirit of Freedom ! go forth in thy might,

To break up our bondage like infancy's sleep,

The moment when God shall say, " Let there lie light!
"

Gaae we, meanwhile, from this peak,

Praying in thought while we gaze ;

Watch for the morning's first streak,

Prayer then be turned into praise :

Shout to tho valleys, " Behold ye the morn,

Long, long desired, but denied to our sight :"

Lo ! myriads of slaves into men are now-born ;

The word was omnipotent, " Let there he light i"

Hear it and hail it—the call

Island to island prolong
;

Liberty ! liberty !—all

Join in tho jubilee song :

Hark ! 'tis the children's hosannas that ring
;

Hark ! they aro free men whose voices unite
;

While England, tho Indies, and Africa, sing

" Amen ! Hallelujah !
" at " Let there be light

!

"

AUGUST 9

THE PREED BLACKS OF SOUTH CAROLINA.

Letter from Mr, J. M. McKim to Stephen Col-
ivell, Esq., Chairman op the Port Royal Be-
lief Committee.

Philadelphia, July 24, 1862.

Dear Sir:—I comply with your request to add, in

this form, what, for lack of time, I was obliged to

omit in my address of the 9th inst., as well as to re-

state some things which, for the sake of condensa-

tion, were left out of the published report,

I. One point alluded to on that occasion, but not

discussed, was the mooted one of the black man's

courage. Has the negro the spirit, the pluck, to do his

proper part in maintaining the status now or hereafter

to be assigned him ? This is a practical query, clearly

within the scope which, as I understand it, my inqui-

ries were expected to take. I will answer it by the

statement of a few facts, general and particular

—

pro

and con. First, general and con.

Servitude is not a condition favorable to the growth

of courage. Chattel slavery, in fact as well as in law,

unmans its victims. The Helots were not so brave

as their Spartan masters. The African, on his own
continent and on this, is of a milder type of character,

and less given to war than the Anglo-Saxon or Celt.

The negroes in our Southern States have not, since

the breaking out of this rebellion, made haste to rise

in insurrection ; neither do they now show any espe-

cial eagerness to enlist as soldiers. In certain contin-

gencies, not unlikely to happen, it would not be safe

to count confidently on their fighting qualities.

But on the other hand, man is a fighting animal.

Courage is an essentia! quality of his nature. The
power to face danger, and death, if needs be, without

flinching, is common to the whole human family,

all countries and under all circumstances. While the

Helots were not equal to their masters, as sold:

under them, they made the Spartan arms invincible

to the world. The African naturally prefers the toils

of peace, but he has always, when occasion required

it, shown himself capable of the arts of war. Up to

this time in his history,he has never failed to fight when
he has had at the same time the motive and the

means. His record on his native continent, in our

revolutionary war, in the war of 1812, and in the

history of San Domingo, furnish ample illustrations

of this fact.

" Then why does he not now rise," it is asked.
" in insurrection ? " I put this question to an intelli-

gent negro, well known at Beaufort, Prince Rivers by
name, now a sergeant in the 1st regiment of South

Carolina volunteers. "Why," said I, "don't the

blacks on the main now rise against their masters?"
" Lord, sab," was the reply, " what would be de use ?

Dey has no chance. What could dey do? No gun,

no sword, no knowledge, no chance—no nothiiv

" But suppose they had a chance, would they fight

then ? " " Yes, sah." " How do you know they

would ? " " 'Cause I know dey would. Only let 'em
know for sure—for sure, mine you—dat de white peo-

ple means right ; let 'em know for sure dat dey's fight-

in' for demselves, and I know dey will fight." " Well,
Prince, wouldn't you call this a good chance %

"

" Yes, sah, I do call this a good chance, and I tell my
people may be its de last chance. Dat's de reason I

jine de soldier. I was gettin' big wages in Beaufort,

but I'd rather take less, and fight for de United States;

for I believe de United States is now fightin' for me,and
for my people." "Do your people generally feel as

you do ? " " No, sah ; but dey would if dey knowed
de same as I do." This is the testimony, substanti-

ally in his own words, of a black man, who is regard-

ed where he lives as in all respects competent to

bear witness on the subject-

In one of my visits to the town of Beaufort, I con-

versed with Hannah Small, wife of Robert Small, the

hero of the "Planter," and heard from her the whole
story of that adventure. According to her statement,

which was amply corroborated by facts previously

known, the men and women engaged in that exploit

were animated by a courage that would be equal to any
of the perils incident to a condition of war. The
whole party had solemnly agreed in advance, that if

pursued, and without hope of escape, the ship should

be scuttled and sunk; and that, if she should not go

down fast enough to prevent capture, they would all

take hands, husband and wife, brother and sister, and

jump overboard and perish together! Now, I think

that, if you will add to the courage evinced in this

transaction by the whole party, the cool, strategic

skill of its leaders, you will have a fact that will throw

some light on this mooted question.

Before leaving the island, I had a letter from a

gentleman—one of the superintendents—containing

an incidental allusion to this subject, which it may not

he amiss here to quote :

—

" Ordinarily," says the writer, "the blacks show a
lack of courage, but when an emergency occurs, they
display a coolness which I would like to commend to

their white brethren. About ten days ago, we were
roused from our beds about daylight by one of the
neighboring superintendents, with the cry that the
rebels were upon us, and that we must to the boat
immediately. All were startled, and much panic pre-
vailed among the whites, -(there were three men of us
and two women,) and two of the men undertook, in

an excited manner, to force the men of color to leave
their families. The colored men stood calm and did
not move, till one of them said, 'If massa will tell us
what to do, we '11 do whatever massa says.' Then
being directed, they took hold, and soon we were in
our boat and under weigh. A short time after we
left, some Union pickets came in, and in an excited
manner told the people that the rebels would be there
in twenty minutes, and would burn the plantation
house. They were believed; but instead of running
off as we did, the women of the party collected our
household stuff, clothing and valuables, placed them
in a box, while the men took it on their heads, went
to the woods near by, dug a large pit and buried the
box, and covered the place with brushwood ; after

that, they went about taking care of themselves and
looking after their own things. They then placed
the old people and children in little canoes, ran them
up creeks into the marsh during high tide, and there
remained concealed in the high grass for six hours,
till return tide, under a blazing sun. Everything was
done coolly and with method. I could not but notice
the contrast,"

II. Speaking, in my address, of the goods sent to

the blacks, the clothing, made and unmade, &c, I in-

timated that their distribution was not made wholly

as a charity, but that a portion of them were sold.

The money to pay for these goods was made by the

negroes by picking and packing cotton, planting the

new crop—a dollar an acre on which had been paid

by Mr. Peirce—and selling chickens, eggs, vegetables,

fresh fish, and the like, to the soldiers. The negroes

show quite a Yankee turn for traffic. This maybe
noticed by any one who will watch tbcra on the beach

at Hilton Head, where they come in their canoes to

dispose of their commodities. The men of the 100th

Pennsylvania and the Massachusetts 1st are quite

sharp at driving a bargain, but the negroes are fully

a match for them. They will dispose of their half-

fledged chickens at fifty cents a pair, their eggs at a

quarter of a dollar a dozen, and their scanty strings

of mallet or whiting at "a quarter," in as short a

time and with as much case as would any old Jersey

marketman, brought up to the business on the curb-

stones of Philadelphia.

On my return from my tour, I brought home to the

treasurer of the committee nearly $300—the proceeds

in cash of goods sold from the Philadelphia boxes on

the island of St. Helena. Mr. Philbrick, one of the

superintendents from Boston on the same island, told

me that he had sold for cash goods to the amount of

about $800, and that he could have made the amount
larger if he had bad the articles. Ho had purchased

the goods out of his own pocket, and sold them at

wholesale prices, his object being to accommodate the

people and save them from the extortion of sutlers

and other traders. Since coming north, I have re-

ceived a letter from this gentleman, in which be gives

the items of his sales, which items throw incidental

light on another subject gennain to this, and I will

therefore quote them. They are as follows:

—

Sugar, at 12c per lb.—1 bbl. - - - $18.22
Molasses, COo per gallon,—4 bbls. - - 78.80
Shoes, at $1 per pair, .... 40.00
Salt, at $1 per bushel, - - - 10.00
Cotton Denims, 15c per yard, 2420 yards, - 363.00
Tobacco, at 20c and 38o per lb. - - 68.00
Soap, at 20o per bar, .... 6.50
Ready made clothing, - . - 223.00

$810.62

Connected with this let. me state, that among the

Philadelphia articles that were exposed for sale a few

days before I left were a quantity of very small, low-

priced looking-glasses, and a half-dozen iron pots and

pans. The former came into immediate request, and

for the latter—there not being enough to supply the

demand—there was almost a scramble.

The point on which "incidental light" is thrown

by these facts is, that of the enlarged marketfor North-

ern manufactures that xvill he created by an enlarged area

offreedom. The average cost of maintaining a slave,

independent of his food, has been computed at $13.60

per annum for a field-hand, or $4.50 a head all round.

This covers the expense of two suits of clothes, two

shirts, and, every six years, a pair of blankets ; and.

for field hands only—that is, for about one out of

every three—a chip hat, or a cheap cap, and one pair

of shoes ; and, for such as are old enough to need it,

one handkerchief. Whatever they get over this,

as a general thing, they buy out of their own earn-

ings.

Now, it will be seen that, as soon ar these people

become free, their wants increase. <*They begin to

demand articles of clothing like that worn by the la-

borers at the North; and articles of house use, also,

such as pots, kettles, pans, brushes, brooms, knives,

forks, spoons, soap, candles, combs, Yankee clocks,

&c. &c. Some of these articles are already in request

;

others are coming into demand. Ten thousand new
customers, to be sure, is not a very large number
the aggregate of a nation, but they are sufficient to af-

fect somewhat the gains of Northern men of business.

Now fancy this 10,000 multiplied by 400, making

4,000,000, the total number of slaves in the country,

and what an overwhelming economical argument does

it furnish in favor of pushing this Port Royal experi-

ment to its logical conclusion!

III. The subject of climate is one which, in this

connection, needs a passing notice. It is a matter on

which much ignorance prevails, and in regard to

which even the best informed acknowledge a want of

light. The climate question at the South has been

made subservient to the slavery question, and there ii

reason to believe that the alleged facts propagated from

that quarter, in favor of the one, are not much more

to be relied upon than those that have been put forward

in support of the other.

The favorite theory of the Charleston

stated in the loose phraseology in which one oftenest

hears it, is
—"A night on the plantations during the

height of summer is almost certain death to the North-

ern white man,"—or, as it is put forward by its

more cautious advocates—" Tho Southern climate is

fatal to unacclimated white people ; they cannot bear

the sun in day time, nor breathe the air at night,

without imminent danger of life." The inference

they desire to be drawn from this assertion is, that

cotton, rice and sugar can only be raised successfully

at the South by black slave labor. Now, whatever

may be the truth on the general subjects of climate and

slavery, the fact of this argument is as lame as its

logic. Our soldiers on Hilton Head, reputedly

of the least healthful of the islands, toil in the sun by

day and stand guard at night; and yet up to this tiim

they appear to be as healthy as the same number of

men in similar service in other parts of the field.

White carpenters from the North, who have been

working for the Government there, say that they can

bear exposure to the weather as well and even better

than the colored carpenters working alongside of

them. They can stand the sun nearly as well, and
the rain and sudden changes of the weather a great

deal better.

I was admonished, while debating whether or not

to undertake this tour, that it would be dangerous to

go to Port Royal after the first of June. When I

had made up my mind to go, I was advised not to ex-

pose myself to the sun, to keep in out of the night air,

not to sleep with my windows open, not to drink the

water of the country, but instead, to slake my thirst

with tea, coffee or claret ! But I did go after the first

of June ; I exposed myself considerably to the sun,

and spent a large part of nearly every night in the

open air; I always slept with my windows open ; and

I drank the water freely, in no instance resorting to

either tea, coffee or claret as a means of quenching

my thirst; and yet I never enjoyed better health in

my life than I did there and since my return.

I am aware that " one swallow does not make a sum-

mer," nor one summer prove the truth of a theory;

but when an individual's experience is backed up by
that of a whole body—as is mine by that of the teach-

ers and superintendents—a fact is furnished of im-

portant significance; and the presumption is raised

that if one half of the pro-slavery climatic theory rests

upon false data, as has been shown, the other half may
not be much more firmly supported.

That there will be sickness—epidemic sickness—in

some cases fatal sickness, in these islands this sum-
mer, is more than probable. A rank vegetation, under

a high solar heat, long continued, must produce ma-

laria, which in turn must produce disease ; but that

this disease will be more virulent, or more widely

spread, than the epidemics of other low lands, in re-

gard to which there is no especial fear—as for in-

stance, the valleys of the West, or the Atlantic slopes

of the East—is a matter in regard to which much
may be said on both sides. For, as a set-off against

the heat of the sun at Port Royal, it must be re-

membered there is the refreshing sea-breeze ; and, as

a counteractive of the miasmata in the air, there is

the salt with which the atmosphere is at all times

more or less impregnated.

In view of all these facts, the most intelligent peo-

ple on the island, with whom I conversed, expressed

but little apprehension of disease. The truth is, more
concern was manifested about the mosquitoes and fleas

than about yellow fever. The one was a present and

actual evil, the other a future and contingent one. As
it was, the teachers and superintendents were cheer-

ful and happy. Most of them were willing to remain

throughout the season. They had come there from a

high sense of duty, and there, from the same motive,

they 'meant to abide. At the end of three months

from this time, they will be able to tell more about

the climate of South Carolina than can be learned

from any other source,

IV. Independent of the matter of climate, there

are other sanitary aspects to this question which de-

mand a share of attention. There is reason to sus-

pect that the slaveholder's therapeutics are as much
at fault as his politics, ethics or economics. The
Southern medical man delights in the "heroic sys-

tem." His favorite reliances are mercury, antimony

and cantharides ; drastic doses inwardly and torturing

applications outwardly. When well, a Southern man's

diet is salt pork, with stimulating drinks to make it

digestible; when sick, his medicine is an exhausting

cathartic to " clean him out," and a horse-power tonic

to build him up. In other words, the knocking

down and jerking up practice* of the plantation is

I brought away with mo from the islands two slave-

holders' journals, which came into my possession there,

which contain many curious things, and, among the rest,

copious notes of medical practice. One of these notes,

slightly abbreviated, but in its original language, I copy

byway of illustration, taking it at random from a number

of tho samo kind. It is as follows :

—

Charlotte's Case of Tiphon Pnrwnnmn.—On Tuesday,
came to me and said she had a bile under her arm,

which gave her fever. Ordered poultice and a dose of
Its. Next morning, pultquiekor and weaker ; salts had

acted freely. Next evening, my wife told me she was
brought to the yard, and she thought her quite an ill ne-
gro. Saw hoi-, and found my wife's opinion correct, and
that she had began to do what was proper, viz., gavo her
flaxseed tea, with a little Tartar. Found to bleed her im-
possible : the Golden time had pasKod. Sho complained
of violent headache. Ordered mustard poultioo back of

carried into medicine ; and this practice is carried out

with rigid uniformity and disregard of exceptional

cases. The same prescriptions (the expense being
equ.il) for the black man, whose blood is thin from a

hominy diet and prostrating labor, as for the white

man, whose vessels are turgid with a surplus of meat
and riotous living. Surely, if a Southerner can stand

all this, and his climate besides, it is fair to suppose
that a Northern man, with a constitution at least equal,

and a better system of hygeine and medicine, might

risk a residence at Port Royal with the hope of

surviving it.

Investigation and experiment will, in all probability,

show that the health difficulty in the way of recon-

struction at the South is no more formidable than oth-

ers which have already found a solution. Perhaps it

will turn out in the matter of medicine, as in that of

morality and religion, that the best wisdom is to be

found with the slaves. "I thank thee, O Eather,

Lord of heaven and earth, because thou hast hid tiiese

tilings from the wise and prudent, and revealed them

unto babes." A medical gentleman on Port Royal

island, who serves the Association in the double*ca-

pacity of surgeon nnd superintendent, informed me,

that on entering upon his duties, he found a large num-
ber of the people ill with small pox and other fe-

vers of a dangerous character; that not one of the

small pox cases had proved Ural, though some of

them were very aggravated, and that he ascribed this

fact more to the skill and judgment of an old black

nurse whom he had found there, than to any power of

his own in the healing art. In a letter which this

gentleman has since written me, he thus alludes to

this subject :

—

"I owe much of my success to the presence of a

very excellent and intelligent colored woman,—'Aunt
Hannah '—who has been unremitting in her labors.

I generally administered a laxative in the initial stages
of the fever, and after that teas, as practised by the
black nurses—such as orange leaf, rosemary, and life

everlasting. This I did from the conviction that it

would be unwise to depart from uniform habits so long
established and so deeply rooted. The result has been
exceedingly gratifying, and has taught me that all of

wisdom is not confined to the ' schools.' The meth-
od of treatment by the nurses is exceedingly simple,
and I am now satisfied very effectual. I am not
ashamed to say that I have learned many useful lei

sons from these simple people."

The blacks on these islands have, from tradition and

experiment, accumulated many facts in regard to the

healing powers of roots, herbs, and the like, which

men of science might turn to good account. They
themselves, however, express more faith in the white

man's medicines than in their own. When I would

ask them what they did in this, that, or the other

kind of sickness, what they gave for this, and what

they took for that, they would answer invariably by

mentioning some drug of the apothecary, such as ipe-

cac, calomel, salts, or something else that "massa"

would give them. "But suppose your master was

not near, and there was no white man to give you

anything—then what would you do?" "Den
take orange leaf—de sour orange, not de sweet—(the

native seedling, not the grafted,} and we make tea of

him ; dat make we sweat, and take away de fever "

;

or, " we tie up de head with ' gympson ' leaves, (cham-

inonium ;) dat make we quie't and stop de pain " ; or,

" we give it (the child) Asia root tea ; dat berry good

for de worms," &c* By a course of interrogation like

this, facts were elicited showing that these ignorant peo-

ple have quite a copious pharmacopceia. They have

their sudoriflcs,anthelminthics,dieuretics,carminatives,

anti-spasmodics, &o, some of which they claim to be

specific in their effects, and none of which certainly

are any the less valuable because called by a homely

negro name, instead of a learned teehnic from the

dictionary. It is fair to presume, that among the simple

remedies of these people are to be found some quite

as efficacious, while a good deal less dangerous, than

mauy that are weighed out from the shelves of the

apothecary. It is to be hoped that Gen. Saxton will

have on his medical staff men competent and willing

to give to this subject the attention due to its impor-

tance. The sanitary question is closely allied to the

slavery question ; whatever throws light upon the one

aids in the solution of the other.

V. I have in my possession some letters from gen-

tlemen at Port Royal, which I should have been pleas-

ed to introduce in the course of my address at Sansom

Hall ; but there was not time ; neither is there

here. Nevertheless, as some of them contain matter

corroborative of my statements, as well as suggestive

of new subjects for thought and reflection, I will take

the liberty of making a few quotations. The first

shall be from a letter from Mr. Philbrick, the superin-

tendent from Boston, to whom reference has already

been made. He says :

—

"They (the blacks) work on with a degree of con-
fidence and industry that has surprised me. Though
we came on to the ground nearly two months later

than the date when they generally begin to prepare
for the new crops, we have planted more than half the
ground that was planted last year, including a much
larger breadth of corn. The generally expressed feel-

ing is one of content; they are willing to endure a
certain amount of privation for the sake of being their

own masters. There is, too, a very general feeling of
religious trust; a feeling that God hai interfered to

drive away their old masters and give them a chance
for themselves. . . . They never refer to their masters'
cruelty unless closely questioned. I have not searched
Sor cases of this kind, because I thought it a waste of
time to talk over past troubles, when the present
hour was so crowded with duties. They have no
malice in their hearts.

" I overheard one of the servants in this, house, the
other day, telling another that he ought to pray for
1 old massa.' ' No, I won't,' said Joe, ' I can't pray for

him.' ' O yes,' says Elora, ' who knows but he may
now be perishing for want of a meal's victuals, while
you have plenty ?' There is a lesson, thought I, in

Christian forgiveness, which a woman of more culture
would do well to study. I do not believe there is

another race in the world so docile or so easily man-
aged. I am confident that no Irishman could be in-

duced to perform the amount of labor they have ac-

complished this year, with so little definite promise of

payment. They work well and willingly whenever
they see clearly that they are lo profit by their labor.

It is to be regretted that so large a portion of their

work this year has been upon a common field, where
there was not felt that individual interest which alone
can stimulate labor to its best results. This gang
system is a relic of the old slave system, and it must
be abandoned when the people come to work for regu-
lar wages.
"I will only say, in conclusion, that I came here

from my home in dear old Massachusetts, impelled by
a sense of duty, to see what could be done towards or-
ganizing a system of free labor out of the crumbling
ruins of the old method I have become deeply in-

terested in the work, and shall continue here from
the same motive that brought me, till I see the
organization sufficiently perfected to stand alone and
sustain itself as a beacon light before the world."

- Mr. Richard Soule, Jr., also of Massachusetts, in a

letter containing much valuable information, has the

following :

—

" There is but one feeling among the negroes in re-

spect to their present condition as compared with that
under their old masters. They consider themselves
much better off, and have no desire for the return of
their masters. They would take to the woods, or es-

cape in boats, they all say, if they bad any intimation
that their masters were coming back.

" Our experiment here has fully satisfied me of two
things : first, that the negroes will do as much work

tho neck. Finding next day that the disease was very
obstinate, pult increasing in swiftness and symptoms more
aggravating, I put on a blister and commenced with small
doses of calomel, nitro and opium, continuing tho Sax tea
and Tartar. Saturday, tbo fourth day, no bettor ; applied
blister again and added a little more calomel. Symptoms
increasingly worse, and now pult 120. Fifth day applied
another blister and tho same prescriptions as tho day bo-
fore. Sixth day no bottor. Saw Dr. II. M. Fuller
and got his ajvioe. Recommended stimulants com-
posed of ammonia and popper, and said I must depend
principally upon tho blisters, which I havo done, hut suo
as yet no earthly benefit derived from anything yot made
use of. Seventh day another blister and pepper tea more
freely ; hor breathing more difficult and some roluotaucc to
swallow, a vacant look avid somewhat doaf. Eighth day
weaker and worso ; tried another blister and had to give
hor wine whey to hold her up, with the ammonia and pop-
per tea ; but all in vain; sho kept growing weaker and
weaker until about, nine o'clock at night, nIio died. Thus
terminated the ease which haswaused mo more anxiety and
concern than any ease of a colored person I have ever at-

tended."

lb ought to he added, that the cure of souls, and not

of the body, was tho professional luuctiou of this genl.lo-

in the condition of fwemen, and under a judicious
system of day-wages, as they formerly did under the
Htimulus of the lash ; secondly, that there is no need
CI |:r-:vi;ling for th. : mi^rrti:::] of any eunsider;:l:le
portion of them, as they wouid prefer to slay where
they are, and as their eerviWB will be required on the
places when- they have been accustomed to labor.

" The time has arrived, it seems to us, for the gov-
ernment to take some definite steps in this mailer.
If the status of these blacks is now that of freemen, let

us know it beyond a doubt, and then we can work lor
their improvement and elevation, both physically and
morally, with much better heart than we do now, when
the future seems so uncertain.

'' If they are declared to he free, my plan would he
lo pay them day wages lor their work, and require
thein to purchase all they need in the way of food and
clothing, abolishing the present system of allowances
and gratuities of land for private cultivation. I would
have an account kept of their hours of work, precise-
ly as is done in our work-shops in the North, the pay
to be graduated according to the amount of work done.
In this way they would soon learn to appreciate the
advantages of industry, and would soon acquire the
thrifty habits of freemen,
" The improvement in their physical condition being

first secured, I would make provision for their edu-^
cation by establishing schools, in convenient locali-
ties, with competent teachers, to be paid in part at
first, and wholly by-and-bye, by a tax on the parents.
It would not take a long time, I think, to make the
entire population self-supporting, and to enable the
more thrifty of them to accumulate something. in ad-
vance of their immediate wants."

1 have one more letter from which I desire to quote,

and I shall have done. It is from the "medical gen-

tleman" above referred to, Dr. James P. Greves, super-

intendent and physician on Edgely plantation, Port

Royal Island :

—

" When I arrived, on the 15th of March, I found
everything hero in a chaotic state. Being suddenly
left by their former masters, who also took with them
the teams on the place and many of the implements,
afterward the U. S. troops taking all their cat-
tle, milch cows, sheep and other stock, even their
corn, they seemed to lie at a loss wliat to do. Of
course, no work of any consequence was done, and
without a forthcoming crop, they must starve, or be
sustained by the government. They therefore cordi-
ally welcomed me, and agreed to work under my di-

rections. I found but one mule to do the ploughing
;

therefore most of the work must be done by the hoe,
" To add to the difficulties, the small pox made its

appearance in an aggravated form, and there being no
one here to caution them, very many had been ex-
posed to its contagion. The result has been, that out
of seventy-one residents on the place, twenty-nine
have had small pox, and fifty eight have been pros-
trated with other forms of sickness—measles being also
very prevalent. No one case of small pox has proved
fatul." I owe much, &c, (already quoted.) With all

these drawbacks, there are now planted, and in fine
growing condition, about ninety acres of corn, forty-
three of cotton, and seventeen of sweet potatoes, peas,
and other vegetables. If the season prove favorable,
we shal* have a surplus. At present, the population
is almost entirely sustained by government, and must
so continue to be until the corn is ripe. They are
generally destitute of clothing of all kinds. Their
masters issued to them their last supply in December,
I860; consequently they suffer from want of neces-
sary clothing. This want has been partially supplied
from the North

; but very few shoes have been sent.
Wf need shoes now for fall use. Flannels, when they
can be bad, are worn the year round, on account of
the humidity of the climate. I would here state, to
the honor of our soldiers, that many of the people
would have been naked had they not received cloth-
ing from them.

" I have been impressed from the first with the be-
lief that the primary care of the superintendents should
be for the welfare of their bodies. Very little real
progress can be made in reforming any people whose
physique is neglected. They are naturally a religious
class, and that part of their nature needs but little di-

rect stimulation ; but they need to be led into correct
habits of body; and how can this be accomplished if

they are allowed to continue to live in filthy, dark
and contracted huts ? You have seen a specimen of
them. How can you raise a healthy ambition among
such a people, under such circumstances ? Improve
their physical, and they will rapidly improve in the
moral and religious departments of their nature. In
school, they learn rapidly, and all ages join, from gray
hairs to childhood. For the first four weeks, I taught
in the evening, being too much occupied through the
day by other pressing duties. Since that time, assist-
ed by Miss Howell and Miss Wright, we have had
four sessions a day, to accommodate the working, as
well as the other classes of our people. Many of
them now read in the Testament, and nearly all have
made good progress ; about fifty in all have been thus
taught.
They have their vices. Deception and petty thievr

ing prevail. They are careless, indolent, and improv-
ident. They have a miserable habit of scolding and
using authoritative language to one another. All
these*vices are clearly the result of slave education, and
will gradually disappear under improved conditions.
Miss Howell has established a sewing school among
them, which was much needed. Heretofore, when
a garment began to give way, it was thrown aside

;

now they see the benefit of mending. But very little

progress can be made until larger and better dwellings
are furnished them. I hope government will allow the
avails of the cotton crop to be appropriated in part
to an improvement in this respect. There is now not
a saw-mill on any of the islands, although there is

abundance of timber. A most economical expendi-
ture at this time would be the erection of such a mill,
and the employment of a good Yankee to run it. The
fall is now near at hand, and better houses are an ab-
solute necessity. The tenements on this place are
rotting down, and leak badly. How the people are
to be made comfortable during the next winter, I do
not know. Had they new and roomy cabins, they
would be ambitious to keep them clean. The ground-
work of reform and progress must be improvement in
their physical conditionand surroundings. They excel
the whites in emotional religion, but their intellects

need cultivation ; there must be education, therefore,
to establish an equilibrium. I am satisfied that the
law of kindness will work like a charm with them.
As teachers and guides, we need unwavering patienee
and steady perseverance—never losing sight of the
fact that habits inwrought by time into the texture of
their being require time to eradicate. In several in-

stances, I have been tried to the utmost by serious
quarrels among the people, which seemed to require
prompt interference; but I always kept cool, and put
olf adjudication for twenty-four hours. In the mean-
time, they have had time for reflection, and before
the twenty-four hours would be expired, the party
most in the wrong would come and acknowledge the
wrong, and promise amendment. If one is honest
with them, and gets their confidence, the rest is easi-
ly accomplished."

The suggestions in this last extract, in regard to

things needed by the blacks, remiud me of a memo-
randum that was furnished me before leaving the

islands, and which it was understood I should in some
way or other make public. It wns as follows :

—

" The clothes most in request here are coats, shirts
nd trousers for men

;
jackets, shirts and trousers for

boys from eight to sixteen ; frocks and chemises for
women and girls. Flannels are needed, and should
be provided in the proportion of not less than one to*

six ; that is, one sixth of the uuder-garments should be
flannel, to meet the necessities of the weakly and in-

firm. Clothes for newly-born babies and for babies up
to a year old much needed ; also ft* school chil-

li of both sexes, from five to twelve, and for
older boys and girls, from eight to sixteen.

" In purchasing new things, don't let tho mistake be
made of catering to what by some is considered 'the
negro taste.' Their taste is the same as ours. The
prettiest things,—that is, the things we would con-
sider prettiest—are always first chosen. Yellow osua-
bergs are their detestation; they are ugly in them-
selves, and remind the people of their condition as
slaves.

Made-up clothing is always acceptable, especially
that for children, which should all be ready-made;
but it is not necessary that clothes for the adult should
be made up. This they can do for themselves. Many
of them prefer to buy the stuff and make it up their
own way."

Before closing this letter, sir, I deem it proper to

state, that the enterprise in which your Committee is

interested is under obligations for many acts of kind-

ness and co-openilion performed by the officers of-the
army and navy at Port Royal, especially the two dis-

tinguished gcnlk'inen who respectively command at

that point. The deep interest manifested by General
Hunter in the success of this movement—his protect-

ing care over the blacks, nnd his considerate kindness
to their while assistants—have been matters of grateful

acknowledgment to the friends of the cause, as well

of bitter misrepresentation to its foes. .To no other

military man in the field, perhaps, are tho freed blacks

of Port Royal, or their friends, or the honor of tho

country, so far as they are concerned, so much in-

debted, as to David Hunter, Major-General win-
manding the Department of tlie-South.

To Commodore Dupont is due a similar acknowl-

edgment. While at Beaufort, looking over e book

containing accounts of the New York Association,

1 saw an entry to this effect:—"52 dresses, 20 shirts,

200 yards calico, needles, &e., &c, got by Commodore'

Dupont for the freed people on 6fc Simond's Island.'

This little circumstance, of no Importance in itself, in-

dicates the practical interest taken by the head of our

fleet at Port Royal in the welfare of the deserted and

defenceless people whom he regards EH in some sort

thrown upon his rare. In an interview I had with him

>n the Wabash, I said :
" Commodore, the gentlemen

'ii our committee will be greatly pleased lo Ii am that

you have had no disposition to throw obstacles in the

way of their enterprise." " Obstacles, my dear sir!
"

was the reply, " So far from it, it has been my great-

est pleasure to co-operate with these philanthropic

gentlemen."

I am particular in these details of feeling and con-

duct manifested by the two gentlemen named, chiefly

because their services to the treed people call for

ognilion, but partly also because their respective

antecedents and history are such as to invest them
with a peculiar interest in the eyes of Philadelpiiians.

Gen. Hunter was born near this city, on the Jersey

side of the Delaware. His father, who was Professor

of Mathematics in Princeton College, was a native of

Pennsylvania. The General himself is closely con-

nected by family ties with prominent citizens living in

and resident near this city. We have, therefore, a

local as well as a general interest in his fortunes and

good name. The same may be said of Commodore
Dupont. In the interview already referred to, he al-

luded, and, I thought, with some pride, to Philadel-

phia as his " nearest city," and, spoke of its people as

including many of his best and most honored friendB.

For these reasons, therefore, I hope to be pardoned

for these somewhat personal details.

Without further protracting this letter, already too

much extended, I subscribe myself, dear sir,

Yours, very respectfully,

J. M. McKIM.

I

A NOVEL REGATTA,

The Newbern, N. C, correspondent of the New
York Times gives the following account of a regatta
between a crew of contrabands and a crew of white
seamen, in which the former came off victorious i—

" Quite an exciting and interesting regatta came
off the other day in front of the naval headquarters.

One of the two boats entered was manned by six

contraband seamen, beautifully attired in man-of-
war costume, and the other was manned by eight

white seamen, who were considered the crack crew
of these waters. Distance was offered the contra-

band crew, who had only been seamen some three

months, but their captain refused to accept of any
advantage whatever, and insisted on giving the
white seamen the advantage of two men. Every-
thing being in readiness, the word was^given, and off

went the boats, throwing the crowd, white and black,

into the most intense excitement. Judge of the as-

tonishment of all when the boat containing the con-

trabands was seen to turn the mile post first, and
great was the excitement and deafening were the
cheers as they came in some three rods in advance
of the white crew, who were dripping with perspira-

tion and thoroughly mortified at the unexpected re-

sult. They were inclined to think the contest was
an unfair one, until the captain of the contrabands
offered to renew the race by having the crews ex-*
change boats, which proposition was not accepted
by the white seameu, for fear of a like result.

" The captain said his contrabands could not only
pull a small boat faster and with more steadiness

than the same number ofwhite seamen, but that they,

with others he had on board, could man hi& big guns
with more agility and skill in time of action than
any white seamen he had ever seen. Also, that

they were more attentive to duty, and performed
more work, and were more civil and orderly, than
the white seameu."
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with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-
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a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-
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place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-

cipate all the slaves in tbo invaded territory."~J. Q. AnA^ff,
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WENDELL PHILLIPS SPOUTING POUL

TREASON.

At the anniversary celebration of the emancipa-

tion of the slaves of the "West Indies, held at Abing-

ton, Mass., Wendell Phillips, the coryphceus of the

abolition faction, delivered a speech which, in trea-

son and sedition, has outstripped anything he has

yet uttered. It seems as if this bold, bad man was

waxing more audacious under the impunity he ex-

periences. He threatens the President with deposi-

tion from the chair of the chief magistracy ;
and if

Mr. Lincoln does not haul him up with a short turn,

it is possible he may carry his threat into execution.

He says, " The government, fights to preserve sla-

very ; " and again, " As long as you keep the pres-

ent turtle at the head of the government, you make

a pit with one hand, and fill it with the other.

'

Here is, first, a falsehood that the President is fight-

ing for slavery ; and second, there is an inflamma-

tory appeal to the people to overthrow the govern-

ment and depose Mr. Lincoln, whom the orator de-

scribes as " a turtle." Next, he calls the President

" a mere convenience," and lastly, " a broom-stick."

He caps the climax of his treason by saying, " Bet-

ter the South should go to-day, than lose another

life to prolong the war upon the present detestable

poliey- * * * Let this Union be dissolved, in

God's name. * * * England ought to recognize

the Southern Confederacy."

Such are the atrocious sentiments of the chief rep-

resentative man of the abolition party—its organ in

common with the Tribune, the Post and the Indepen-

dent. Surely, if any man can commit treason by

words spoken or written, this is of the blackest hue,

and if any man ought to have been arrested since

the beginning of this war, Wendell Phillips is that

man. He impudently proclaims that the President

" has no backbone " and therefore it is that he cal-

culates upon impunity. If the President would

adopt the most effectual way of contradicting his foul

calumny, by sending him to Fort Warren, the act

would be worth one hundred thousand armed men to

the Union cause.

This foul-mouthed traitor does, not stop here. He
sows the seeds of distrust in the army by saying

that " McClellan's balls are not intended to do much
damage to the rebels; he could not have done more

to.help them than he has done. The people need

not fear for Richmond ; McClellan would not take

it. He (Phillips) looked upon the present war, con-

ducted without a reasonable object, as a total loss of

blood and treasure. * * *""TSTemvcH *rcqtm-Wr*-

ed from positive experience with the Army of tbe

Potomac aflirni that Richmond could have been ta-

ken five different times, had the do-nothing at the

head of it permitted; but he preferred to dig dirt in

the Chickahominy swamps, and then leave that lo-

cality and its dirt-heaps ignominiously. President

Lincoln, through coward fear of the border States,

keeps this man in the position he holds."

Such is the language of Phillips. There are two

kinds of treason and two classes of traitors. The
traitors South we are bringing immense armies into

the field to put down, and expending vast sums of

money in the enterprise ; and yet, here at the North,

there are traitors banded together to impede the

progress of the Union arms ; by maligning and mis-

representing the government and ridiculing the

chiefgenerals in the field, and by calling for a dissolu-

tion of the Union. The traitors of the North are

completely in the power of the government, and it

ought to strike at them boldly at once. The traitors

of the South will never be overthrown while the

traitors of the North are thus permitted to give them

aid and comfort. The arch-traitor is Wendell Phil-

lips, who confesses that for fifteen years he has

been a disunionist. Why is he permitted to be at

large ? It is the faction that he leads which has

been the cause of the rebellion. It first furnished

the pretext to the secessionists to throw off the yoke,

and now it does its utmost to encourage them, and
discourage the government, and the army pouring

out its blood for the Union. In the beginning of

the war, Greeley said the Union ought to be dis-

solved if the South desired it, and that the action of

the secessionists was justified by the principles of

the Revolution. Secession, therefore, is but the

stem and the branches of the tree of treason. The
root that first caused the upas to germinate, and h;

ever since given it vitality and support, is the revo-

lutionary abolition faction, which openly proclaims

its determination to overthrow the Constitution as " a

covenant with death and an agreement with hell.'

Let the axe be laid to the root, and the poison-

tree will fall.—New York Herald.

We appealed to the patriotism of the people of the . declare the object of the war shall be diverted—the I

Discouraging Enlistments. Secretary Stan-

ton has issued an order, ordering the marshals and

police officers to arrest and imprison any one who,

by act, speech, or writing, discourages volunteer

enlistments,, or in any way gives aid and comfort to

the enemy.
General Wadsworth, a day or two ago, arrested

the editor of a two-penny paper in Harrisburg,

which merely printed a bogus placard stating that

Gen. Lane was in town, and would speak, and raise

two colored regiments. Wendell Phillips devoted

his whole speech at Abington, the otheiwlay, to

discouraging enlistments. Nothing was tor/feckless

for his ribald tongue to utter, and the climax was

all that our blood and treasure is wasted, and that

it was better for the South to go than lose another

life. Secretary Stanton's order is just and timely.

It should be applied fearlessly.

—

N. Y. World.

ggg=- Phillips, Pillsbury, Foster, and all that, set,

who have been open-mouthed and incessant in seek-

ing to prevent enlistments, the. editors of the Tri-

bune and tbe Evening Post, and all others who have

insisted that the war could only be successfully car-

ried on by breaking down the Constitution and

laws, and have thus given the principal aid and
comfort to the enemy, and who have prevented, ac-

cording to the Tribune, 900,000 emancipationists,

who disliked the Constitutional policy of the Gov-

ernment, from enlisting, will be immediately looked

after, we presume, by Marshals and Chiefs of Police,

under Secretary Stantoh's order.

—

Boston Courier.

INDIANA DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION.

The Cincinnati papers of Thursday contain n
ports of the proceedings of the Indiana Democratic

Convention at Indianapolis on Wednesday, from

which we compile, says the Express, the following.

After the organization of the Convention, Hon.

Charles A. Wickliffe, of Kentucky, made a speech,

of which the following are the salient points:

—

In July, 1861, both Houses of Congress, by a con-

current resolution, resolved that the war was brought

about by a sectional party South without justifiable

cause; that we waged it on our part to maintain the

Constitution, to preserve the Union, to restore peace,

and to protect each State. That declaration was

adopted immediately after our reverse at Bull Run.

United' States to carry out their resolutions, and that

as soon as the Union was restored Mid the 1-ws en-

forced, the war was to cease. Was not that held

out to you ? (Yes, yes !) Did any man dare tell

you then that this war should never close until sla-

very was extinguished, and every slave emancipa-

ted ? (No, no !) Now we have it as the cry of the

Abolition party. The Abolition party have swal-

lowed the Republican, party neck and heels. The

conservative portion of the Republican party have

not kept the faith. I put them to the record, that

when we who were called conservative men, Demo-

crats and Whigs of the old school, came to the res-

cue as conservative men, they came like little Bo-

Peep's sheep. " We couldn't find them."

What was the cause of this war ? (A Voice—
11 Abolitionism.") You must have been told that,

and you are not far from right. Slavery was just

as much the cause of the war as the tea that was

thrown out in Boston harbor was the cause of that

war. The cause of the war was the unhallowed

ambition of the representative men of the South,

who saw their sceptre departing, and the Abolition-

ists of the North. They concocted the scheme be-

tween tbem, and I have the proof before me.

We have two things to do; first, to put down the

rebellion, and next to punish the leaders. You
must throw the Abolitionists over, if you want to

save the Union. A leopard is knownby his spots,

and if you want to know an Abolitionist, look at the

record of Congress. I will tell you what caused the

rebellion. It^as a contest for power. The South

wanted a government for itself, and the East one

separate for the nigger. It would have been no dif-

ficult task for the Union, conservative men to have

conquered a peace, had they united. If twenty

millions of freemen cannot put down six millions,

without arming the niggers, let them get out of the

way, and we conservative Democrats, old line Whigs,

and some Republicans, wilt do it. Your Lovejoys,

Phillipses, and Greeleys, say they can't fight this

war any longer, unless you will arm the niggers.

Will you ever consent to this ? (Cries of "No

!

Never !

")
I have already said that slavery was not £he cause

of the rebellion. Now, I am not here to defend that

institution. I have been practising for forty years,

and all that I have made has been spent in clothing

and feeding my niggers. One would suppose, to

hear Lovejoy talk, that the Constitution was made
for the express benefit of the negro race, and not for

the white man. If the framers of the Constitution

had intended that the niggers should stand equal

with the white men, and enjoy tbe same rights and

privileges, they would have said so. It was the

white men that engaged their attention and delibera-

tion. -Away with such trash ! Tell Lovejoy, when
he talks such stuff, to talk it to the nigger if he

pleases, but to let the white man alone.

I call upon Colonel Richardson to tell you which

had the greatest regard and concern, and which oc-

cupied the attention of the late Congress most, the

government' or the nigger. Nine-tenths of the time

of the session was occupied in reference to the in-

terests of the negro race. Even the President and

Secretary Chase have gone into the business of work-

ing negroes. They have forty-one agents—treasury

rats, I call them—some call them overseers, who are

superintending the raising of cotton at Port Royal.

If we are not able to maintain the authority of the

government, we are unworthy of being called citi-

zens of the United States. If we could get Aboli-

tionism out of the Congress and out of the army, in

less than six months the Union could be restored,

and peace preserved. That is what you have got

to do, and it must be done through the ballot-box.

I will lay down my life and give all my niggers to

see this' Union restored, but I will not, under the

high obligations of ray nature, ever consent to vio-

late the Constitution. What right has the general

government to interfere with slavery in Kentucky

or Virginia ? I will not read what our President

said about that in his inaugural, for it is familiar to

you all. But our country having become involved

in a war by the Secessionists and Abolitionists, that

is made the pretext for saying that slavery_is the

cause of the war, and therefore they have a right to

take my slaves, and to say that this war shall not

cease until slavery is abolished. If they violate the

Constitution so far as to take my property without

due process of law, how long will it be before other

provisions of the Constitution will be _ ignored to

serve their ends ? The Constitution, with its pro-

hibitions, its guarantees, has been no more regarded

by the party now in power than you do a last year'

almanac.

The President has now proclaimed the confisca-

tion of property in eleven States, and some were

disposed to insist that the. proceeds should be applied

to pay the debts due North, by the South. That

idea lias, however, been abandoned, the proposers of

it becoming ashamed. Are you for a war that is go-

ing to take the property in slaves and confiscate it ?

Are you willing that four million slaves shall be

set free ? Are you, I ask, for such a war ? Do you

want these negroes to come on, and compete with

your white labor ? No, no ! I am for a white man's

war against the Abolitionist. What is to become of

these negroes when they are set free ? How many
do you suppose are now led and supported by the

army ? Not less than 30,000. I say, the day.I left

Washington, two hundred and fifty negro women
and babies, captured by General McDowell, were

brought into the city. This was the result of six

weeks' operations of McDowell's army of 60,000

men, only thirty-five miles from Richmond. Tue
policy of the Government and our Generals has

thrown us back one year in putting down this rebel-

lion. It has compelled the necessity of the Presi-

dent calling for 300,000 more men. He got them

under his former calls for upholding the Constitution.

I hope he will get them now. In conclusion, let me
say one word. Lay aside in this struggle that party

strife heretofore demanded, arid unite upon the

ground that this Union and Constitution must be

preserved and maintained, and let the negro take

care of himself; and if you want that done, don't

send any more Abolition members to Congress.

When the war is over and peace is restored, 1 hope

we will have a Fort Warren then in which to incar-

cerate the leaders both North and South. God bless

Kentucky and Indiana 1
" United we stand, divided

we fall."

SPEECH OF HON. J. 8. CAKLILE.

Hon. J. S. Carlile then addressed the Convention.

We give the following extracts from his speech :

—

No oilier war than such as was recognized in the

resolutions of the extra session a year ago could be

justified by the civilization and Christianity of the

age—a war not for conquest or subjugation, but for

restoration and peace. The instant we divert it

from such ends, then we place ourselves side by side

with the rebels. He had felt no alarm for the safety

of the country until the last session of Congress,

when he saw the controlling party in that body en-

forcing the radical measures of Phillips and Garri-

son on the country. At a time when the whole

country is ono vast hospital, they from their places

people south of the Potomac exterminated, anil the

negroes set free. The poliey inaugurated by them

will continue the war forever, "and bring you under

a military despotism." Congress spent nine-tenths

of its time in freeing and elevating the negro, and

nine-tenths of its propositions looked to his libera-

tion, if that is liberation which frees a man from one

master to make him the slave of all- Mr. Carlile

insisted that Giddings, Phillips and Greeley were

representative Republicans, and read a foolish letter

of Giddings's, in which he proposes that the contra-

bands in South Carolina proceed to reorganize the

State Government, and elect loyal men to Congress.

The subjugation or extermination of the South

was impossible. A year ago, a large Union element

was there ; now there was a solid sentiment for per-

manent dissolution; and why ? Because Congress

by its legislation diverts war into an unholy and gi-

gantic crusade against the institutions of the South.

He declared the man who said slavery and the gov-

ernment were incompatible, virtually pronounced

the government a failure, libelled the wisdom of its

founders, and was a traitor to it. The Republican

party, now in power, and now waging the war, had

so pronounced through its hostile legislation to the

Constitution. If slavery and the rights of States

must go down ; if, at the dictation of these men, you
surrender a constitutional right, and deny or take

from a State the right to hold slaves, " how soon

may you be called upon to surrender others ?

"

They make negroes competent witnesses now in the

District. How soon will they demand that it be

done in Indiana ? If you again give these men
your confidence, and return them to Congress, you

will all be made the slaves of a' centralized govern-

ment, and no one will pity or sympathize with you.

Mr. Carlile said the interests of the Western States

were with the South. There was their grain mar-

ket—" you have a Northern market, the same as

ever : but your corn is rotting in your granaries, and
you walk on the ruins of your prosperity. The
wicked men of the North and South have deprived

you of your market, and these Northern men want
to wage a war that will forever deprive you of it."

Freeing negroes won't make one. Free the niggers,

exterminate the whites, and give the land to the

Yankee Norway rats, and you'd never have a mar-

ket there. Indiana was more interested than slave-

owners themselves in perpetuating slavery in the

South. To free four million blacks will be to keep

up taxation, increase debt, ruin property, degrade

our children, and make this country a second Mexico.

SPEECH OF HON. M. A. RICHARDSON.

Hon. Wm. A. Richardson, Representative from

Illinois, followed in the same strain, chargiug the

Republicans as being thoroughly AboHtionized, and
their Congressional representatives "as one-idea nig-

ger men, incapable of administering the affairs of

the government, and utterly without statesmanship.

There were no conservatives among them; all were

for diverting the war into abolition, for arming slaves,

and were not only traitors to the Constitution, but

cowards, never intending to go into the army. If

the Republican party is retained in power, the gov-

ernment is gone forever. Only in conservative men
is there any safety. He denounced the President's

emancipation scheme, as calculated to enslave the

white, while freeing tbe black, and insisted that

New England was making all the money, holding all

the contracts, and escaping with fewer soldiers in the

field and lighter burdens of taxation than the West.
" We are made their hewers of wood and drawers

of water, while they run the nigger exclusively for

money."

A SECESSION STMPATHIZEE EUNNINGr

P0E 00NGEESS.
Doctor Edson B. Olds is the Democratic candi-

date for Congress in the Twelfth district of Ohio.

He has taken the stump, and insists, with Governor
Wickliffe, that " Abolitionists are deserving of death,

and that the President is in their counsel." On
Saturday, July 26th, Olds made a speech at Berne,

in Fairfield county, in which he declared that al-

though the South had struck the first blow, it was
because the wrongs inflicted by the North had forced

them to strike. He added these specimens of seces-

sion talk, but was not arrested:

—

"In God's name, have we not had enough blood I

Our opponents forced this war upon us, and they

now call on us to help them out; but I tell you, Mr.

Lincoln, that when you strike down constitutions,

trample laws under foot, and then call on Democrats

to help you, you will not get them. Now, is not this

war a war for these purposes ? I tell you, fellow-

Democrats, there is no honor, no gain, no profit, no

jlory, in this war. It is all loss. It is my brother

you strike down. No Democrat will enlist in this

war until the Administration changes its poliey and

war-cry.

MR. LINCOLN A TYRANT AND PERJURER.

" On the 4th of March, 1861, Mr. Lincoln stood

upon the eastern portico of the Capitol, and swore

to support the Constitution. Did he do it? No,

his every act has been a violation of it from that day

to this.

"I denounce Lincoln as a tyrant. He has per-

jured his soul. He may imprison me, but I will scill

cry tyrant. I denounce these acts of oppression as

foul acts of perjury against the Constitution.

DOCTOR OLDS SEES A VISION OF BLOOD.

" And now, my fellow-Democrats, I am going to

have a vision, which, if it were not a vision, might

be treason, but what I now say is in sleep, and I am
not, therefore, responsible.

" I see blood at the ballot-box this fall. The Prcsi'

dent has issued his proclamation for three hundred

thousand more troops, and Congress has passed a law

authorizing him to draft them. He will have to draft

them if he gets them, because these cowardly Aboli-

tionists will not enlist. There is an election this fall,

and they want to carry it. They want to draft

Democrats; they will draft them to prevent their

voting. They have the power, and can so arrange

it. You will not be cheated. I tell you you will

not submit to these wrongs. You will see blood. If

they attempt to arrest us, and take us from our fami-

lies to support an Administration in its violations of

the Constitution, we will resist even to blood. If

the Democrats don't succeed at the ballot-box, they*

will succeed at the point of the bayonet."

JUDGE RANNKY.

Here Dr. Olds addressed himself to Judge Ran-

ney, and denounced him as an Abolitionist for having

said in a war speech, in Lancaster, on Wednesday
evening, July 23d : "My opinion is now, as it al-

ways has been, that, as long as there is a man in arms

against the laws, that man must bo put down by

arms." This language he considered " evidence of

Abolitionism." Ranncy was not sound, and could

not be trusted. He endorsed and applauded the

editor of the Eagle for striking his name from tho

ticket, and said that it should never go bark with

his consent, and that Judge llamiey Bhould be

bleached seven times in ley strong enough to make
soap before ho would vote for him.

& tltttitux*.

DEMOCRATIC INVITATION TO COME IN

AND BE KILLED.
A democratic journal, the Albany Argus, asks

—

"May we not all now stand on the platform of tho

Constitution and the Union ? Will not those who
have been so persistent in urging a Negro Emanci-
pation crusade, consent to unite heartily with their

fellow-citizens in restoring the Union as it was, and
vindicating the authority of the Constitution as it is,

and postponing, till after the rebellion is crushed,

their favorite theories of Emancipation ? How
much would the power of the Federal Government
be strengthen by such co-operation of opinion and
action ! May it not be had? " This has a plausi-

ble sound, but it does not meet the case that is now
before the country for decision. Suppose that the

advocates of emancipation were to avow that they

were not desirous of pushing the matter, but would
give up their opinions in the hope of inducing the

South to return into the Union, would the war be

brought one day nearer to a close than it would by
their adherence to those opinions ? It would not,

as every sensible man well knows. If declarations

against emancipation would be so useful to restore

peace, why were they not useful in preventing war ?

The Republican party did all that men could do to

cause the South to see that it had no idea of inter-

fering with slavery in the States. Republican conven-

tions, Republican journals, and Republican speakers

stated, over and over and over again, that their par-

ty had no such end as emancipation in view; and

they stated what every one knew to be the truth
;

and yet the leaders of the South affected not to be-

lieve them, and persisted in declaring that Mr. Lin-

coln's election would be an act of war against South-

ern rights, they having broken up the democratic

party in order to make Mr. Lincoln's election

something about which there could be no doubt.

As the declaration of their purpose by the Republi-

cans, to respect the local institutions of the Southern

States, could not prevent the Southern revolt, it is

not at all probable that the renewal of those declara-

tions would have any effect in inducing the seces-

sionists to lay down their arms. But might it not

tend to the strengthening of government, through

the process of strengthening the Union cause in all

the States, by satisfying those secession sympathizers

in the North who ardently desire the success of the

rebels? Perhaps so, if those sympathizers aro con-

cerned only for slavery, and not for slaveholders.

There is another point to be considered, and that is,

that slavery is the source of nearly all the power
that the rebels now have, and not to strike at it is

to leave the enemy to the undisturbed possession of

their resources. That would be a very unwarlike

way of making war, much the same as it would be to

refrain from blockading their ports and coasts. We
ought, indeed, to put an end to the blockade, ifthere

be any force in the arguments of men who care as

much for slavery as they do for the Union. The
blockade greatly lessens the value of slave labor,

and if it be wrong to seize slaves for the purpose of

freeing them, it must be equally wrong to pursue

any course that tends to render their labor unpro-

ductive. The blockade, by breaking up the export

system of the South, which has always depended

upon that system's success for its subsistence, has for

the time rendered slaves a description of property

that is well nigh worthless, and which must become

entirely so if the war should last long. Hence, the

same reasons that could be given for the refusal

even to talk about emancipation, could be adduced

in support of allowing the seceded States to proceed

on their course without molestation. }f we have

no right to emancipate the slaves, we have no right

to make war upon the slaveholders ;
and. to suppose

that we could emancipate extensively without first

being successful in war, is to suppose something as

absurd as ever entered the human mind. We must

succeed in the field before we can disturb the plan-

tation; but we might notify the workers on planta-

tions of our purpose, and then every victory that

we should win would be doubly fruitful as well as

doubly glorious. There may be much truth in what

is said, that most of the slaves know nothing of free-

dom, and desire it not ; but the history of slavery

shows us that if there be one or two discontented,

intelligent slaves in a " gang," they never experi-

ence any difficulty in bringing their ignorant and

contented associates over to their way of thinking.

In one sense, the more ignorant the masses of the

slaves, the more likely are they to become active " re-

bels " when their minds are wrought upon by clever

men of their own race. With them, as with their

owners, if is not the dull many who rule, but the

crafty few. We see how often free white people

are gulled and guided by cunning fellows, and why
should we suppose that ignorant blacks arc smarter

than educated white men? Emancipation is a

mode of warfare, and a potent one it would be in

the hands of able and single-minded men, men who
should have nothing in contemplation but the con-

quest of the Confederacy, which should be the sole

end proposed by all our leaders, as it is the sole end

of the people. It can be so mismanaged as to be

fruitless, as we have seen everything else prove on

our side, because we have had no men in high

places who have not lacked either the ability or the

will to employ the means of fighting that have been

so abundantly placed at their disposal. Employ
emancipation wisely, and it would pay well ; but

half-way measures always fail, and our rulers have

not got even up to them.

Those democrats who are so anxious to keep the

slaves enslaved, and to whom emancipation is so ab-

horrent, are governed by the idea that a restoration

of the old Union is a possibility; and, that effected,

they would expect to regain possession of the gene-

ral government, and have a twenty years' feast on

spoils that should be six times as great as ever were

the spoils of former times. They are mistaken in

their opinions as to the possibilities of the contest.

To restore the old Union would bo as difficult a

piece of work as it would be to restore to France

the old monarchy. Even if North and South were

to become one nation again, they would not unite

under the old conditions; and the Constitution

would have to be so revised and changed, that Wash-
ington and Franklin would not be able to recognize

their work in it if the instrument were to bo sub-

mitted to their inspection. We are reduced now to

the choice of abandoning the contest, or of prosecut-

ing it for the purpose of conquering the South thor-

oughly. The time was when we might have fought

for restoration, but that time has gone by, and nev-

er more can be known, thanks to the pursuit of a

feeble course on our part, under which the rebels

were enabled to increase to the power, if not to tho

position of a nation.

—

Boston Traveller.

SIMON, THE CYEENIAN.

BY MRS. HARRIET BEECHER STOWE.

"They laid hold on one Simon, a Cyreniau, and on him
thoy laid the cross, that he might bear it after Jesus."

—

Luke xxiii. 26.

It has been ingeniously remarked by a certain

commentator, that all the three great portions of the

then known world had a representative hand in the
death of Christ.

Asia accused and delivered him, in the person of

the Jews ; Europe judged and sentenced him, in the

person of the Roman governor; and Africa came
after him bearing his cross, in the person of Simon,
the Cyrenian.

There is something significant in the very form of

the narrative. " And they laid hold on one Simon,
a Cyrenian, and on him they laid the cross." As if

one should say, Here is a fellow without rights, with-

out business—a stray chattel, to be caught and im-
pressed into any service among his betters that may
happen to want him. He is good enough to bear
the cross—that will just do for him. And so on him
they laid the cross, that he might bear it after Jesus.

And so ever since, as ages have rolled on, Africa

has been following after, wearily carrying that cross.

We talked once with a slave woman—a woman
of noble figure aud proportions, and of a soul grand
and Bweet as ever lived in a womanly frame.

She had in girlhood formed the resolution of celi-

bacy, that she might not be a mother of slaves. Her
master had forced her to marry, that she might bring

forth children for him to sell. And she had borne
eighteen boys and girls, and had seen them sold, one
after another.

" Ah, ma'am," she said, " I have borne this heavy

cross many, many years." But there was in this

great soul, with a full consciousness of her wrongs,

no revenge, no resentment. She bore the cross si-

lently, in the very spirit of him who went before her.

There came a black man to our house a few days

ago, who had spent five years at hard labor in a

Maryland penitentiary for the crime of having a

copy of Uncle Tom's Cabin in his house. He had
been sentenced for ten years, but on his promise to

leave the State and go to Canada, was magnani-
mously pardoned out. Everybody cheated him of

the little property he had. A man for whom he had
cut sixty cords of wood, paid him two dollars for the

whole job—another found a pretext to seize on his

little house; and so he left Maryland without any
acquisition, except an infirmity of the limbs, which

he had caught from prison labor. All this was his

portion of the cross ; and he took it meekly, without

comment, only asking that as they did not allow him
to finish reading the book, we would give him a copy
of Uncle Tom's Cabin—which we did.

Who can speak the multitude, the vsritrt-j-visf-woes

and agonies which have gone to make up that cross ?

God is reminding us now, by our own experiences,

what some of these woes may be like. Thousands

of homes now have eyes that fail in looking for sons

that shall return no more. Thousands of wasted,

dismantled houses—thousands of unfilled and desert

farms—thousands of riven and shattered homesteads

—make us a Hide aware in our own hearts what the

dark man has been suffering for ages.

For that silent Sufferer who walked before the

Cyrenian is one who never forgets—whose day of

vengeance is the year of his redeemed.

He was the God, the King, the Sacrifice, both of

the Jewish priests, the Roman governor, and the

despised African ; and the time is coming when they

that have suffered, must also reign with him.

Silently he sits above, and calmly looks down on

the turbulent crowd of senators, politicians, generals,

soldiers—all surging to and fro in their blind and

passionate endeavors, and every one of them in turn

repudiating their black brother.
" I do not care for the negro—but I care for the

whites," is now the very advance cry of those who
take the side of Simon, the Cyrenian. " At least,

let him have the privilege of digging our trenches

where white men cannot work."
" Ah, now, you have philanthropic views toward

him," shout the opposite party. " Loolt there, now,

these men actually are getting philanthropic." "

" Not a bit of it," is the rejoinder ;
" only twenty

thousand white men died in the trenches before

Richmond, and I had rather it had been twenty

thousand niggers—that's all."

But high above all sits the King who wore the

crown of thorns. Let us tremble at the vision of

him which the Apocalypse opens: "And I saw

heaven opened, and behold a white horse; and he

that sat upon him was called Faithful and True, and
in righteousness he doth judge and make war. His

eyes were as a flame of fire, and on his head were

many crowns; and he had a name written that no

man knew but he himself. And he was clothed

with a vesture dipped in blood : and his name is

called the Word of God. And the armies which

were in heavftn followed him upon white horses,

clothed in fine linen, white and clean. And out of

his mouth goeth a sharp sword, that with it he should

smite the nations : and he shall rule them with a rod

of iron : and he treadeth the wine-press of the fierce-

ness and wrath of Almighty God. And he hath on

his vesture and on his thigh a name written, KING
OF KINGS, AND LORD OF LORDS."
That awful wine-press of the wrath of Almighty

God : what is it ? who can measure it ?

Who can measure the wrath of pure love, of sensi-

tive tenderness—the wrath of a father or a mother

heart that has seen its children crushed, scattered,

wronged, cheated, torn with scourges, pining with

hunger, wasted with pain, through the slow coming
of ages ?

Fathers and mothers of this country ! God loves

the poor despised African as you loved those sons

whose sufferings—sick, wounded, mangled prisoners,

dying—you mourn.
'The sons of the lonely slave-mother, torn from

her to die in Carolina rice-swamps, are precious in

her eyes as your sons that died in the trenches be-

fore Richmond. And to that nation, despised and
cast out, reviled, abhorred of all, God says, " Since

thou hast been precious in my sight, thou hast been

honorable, and 1 have loved thee: therefore will I

give men for thee, and people for thy life."

How long must this people wait in their hardness

and impenitence with this great arrcar of crime

and injustice unrighted ? The time has come when
the nation has A niGHT to demand, and the Presi-

dent of the United States a right to decree, their

freedom; and there should go up petitions from all

the land that he should do it. How many plagues

must come on us before we will hear the evident

voice, "Let this people go, that they may serve

me " V

Must wo wait for tho tenth and last ? Must we
wait till there be not a house where there is not one

dead ?—New York Indepemlenl.

"ggjp When a Ming ia needed at Secretary Stanton

or the administration, then " only reverses and dis-

asters have occurred before Richmond." When Mc-
Clellan is to be glorified, then there has been noth-

ing but " victories and strategical successes "
!

Kkhkl " Fkkevjom." The Richmond Examiner
publishes an order of the rebel Johnston, prohibiting

all tho soldiers, ollieers as well as privates, from ask-

ing the names of towns and places through which

the troops march, under penalty of imprisonment.

SPEE0H OF GEN. LEW. WALLACE.

A great war meeting was held in the Fifth street

market space, Cincinnati, on the- 31st ult. The
popular enthusiasm was at a high pitch. Among the

speakers were Gov. Morton and Gen. Lew. Wallace.
On being introduced by Ex-Mayor Bishop, General
Wallace was greeted with long continued cheering.

In the course of his speech, he said :

—

Another mistake was, that we eould conquer the
rebellion by conciliation. Sir, the President desired

his Generals and the soldiers when they marched
into a rebel State, to be careful of the rights of tbe
citizens, and to protect their property, irrespective

of opinion. He made a mistake, and a great mis-

take it was; and now we wake up, after fifteen

months, to see that conciliation is impossible. Noth-
ing but war, war, war, can ever put down this re-

bellion.

Another mistake was—and he begged pardon for

alluding to it, but he spoke as a soldier, and not as

a politician—and he could say that he despised tbe
negro race, could n't help it, and never looked upon
one without feeling that there stalks the cause of
this war. Shall I go on ? [Cries of—" Yes, yes; "

" Go on."] Well, I don't talk about this as a poli-

tician. I will fight, before the negro is put on an
equality with the white man. Am I understood ?

Will any man here misconstrue my meaning ?

[Cries of—" We understand you "
;
" Go on."]

Well, then, we made a mistake in supposing the
negro an element of weakness in the South. Now
we find him an element of strength.

" How ? " inquired a voice.

How—how ? I will tell you how, and the Gen-
eral proceeded to illustrate it. You are called upon
to enlist. You stop and think

;
you say that you are

a poor man, a mechanic, or a farmer; that you have
a wife and family; that if you go, they will starve,

and your farm or work-shop go to ruin. And it is a
good reason, and one that touches his heart nearly.

Now change the picture. Suppose me, what it is al-

most impossible for me to suppose, a recruiting officer

down South. I go to a strong, able-bodied man, who
looks fierce and ready to bite, and say, we have es-

tablished a new Government, and the Yankees are

coming down to destroy it, and put it down. Will
you enlist to sustain it ? He says, just as you do,

that he's got a wife and family ; that his cotton is

planted, and his corn ripening. He says I can go
and leave my wife and family, because my negroes

will take care of them, and if the Yankees come
along, they'll not have them. I can leave my crops,

because my negroes will pick and bale my cotton,

and gather my corn. And there are about four mil-

lions of that kind of labor to take care of the fami-

lies and industry of the rebels. Now, suppose I

should go to JeTE ~!DavTs -with a -proposition that he
should leave four millions of the white laboring men
of the North undisturbed, and provide for their fami-

lies. Would he do it ? No, he'd treat the proposi-

tion with scorn. You are the men he wants to get
at. Now, if he won't let four millions of your labor-

ing men stay at home to pursue their usual avoca-
tions, -why in God's name should we allow his four

millions to go on undisturbed ? (Cheers, and cries

of " That's the talk," " That's right.") And I hold
it to be our duty in the field to do all we can to

weaken the enemy, and if in so doing we can
strengthen ourselves, in the name of God, why not
do it i If slavery is the base of the rebellion, why
not knock away the foundation ?

It' I take the property of the rebel—his fat cattle,

his horses, his grain—for the use of my soldiers, you
say that is right, but if I take his nigger, there's a hul-

labaloo about it. The General proceeded -next to

show the advantage to be derived from such a poliey.

There are 22 teams to a regiment, and 22 teamsters,

of course generally doubled, making the number 44.

They are detailed for the time. In the eleven regi-

ments forming my division, there are, therefore, 444
men detailed for this duty—almost a regiment. Our
regiments are broke in numbers now. Can we afford

to assign them to that duty ? and if we can find any
body, not soldiers, to perform that duty, what shall

we do ?

A Voice—" Take the nigger, General."

I see you get my idea. Take the nigger, of course,

and if I am permitted, I will do it. (Great cheer-

ing, and " You are right.")

Well, when on the march, I've seen weary sol-

diers halt for the night, doff their knapsacks and
stack their guns, and take up the spade and dig

ditches and throw up breast-works, to be prepared

against the enemy in the morning. Now supposing

to each brigade there was a regiment of negroes,

whose duty it was to dig and not to fight, wouldn't

the boys, wearied with their long march, doff their

knapsacks, stack their guns, roll themselves up in

their blankets, have a good sleep, and be fresh for

the enemy in the morning ? Very well, now if

by taking the nigger we weaken the enemy and
strengthen ourselves, what shall we do ? (Many
Voices—" Take the nigger," and cheers.)

Now let me go a little further. I don't mean to

say that white men are not equal to the emergency
of this war. They can fight and put down this re-

bellion, and no thanks to England, or France, or

Ethiopia, either. I would not have the nigger put

on an equality with the white soldier, never ! The
prejudices of the soldier must be respected; a greased

cartridge caused the rebellion in India ; but if driven

to the river's edge, behind the last battery, the musio
of a rille, even in a negro's hands, will be sweet
music to the ears of our boys. I'd use him to fight

only then, and in such a great emergency. Now I

am rid of the negro, and am glad of it, aud if the

Southern rebels were rid of theirs, too, I shouldn't

be sorry.

g^* Returning to Jacksonport, during our few
days halt here, I was informed by General Curtis

that our communications northward wore about clos-

ing, and the army would strike for the boats in a day
or two. I learned also more about Pool, the obsti-

nate Secessionist, who was a prisoner in our hands.

Last year, a man named Davis was brought up be-

fore a Vigilance Committee, at Jacksonport, on some
trumped-up ehfvge as a pretext, but really his crime
consisted in being a Northern man. Ho was ordered

to leave town the same day. Being a poor man he
tied up his things, and taking his wife, both embarked
in a "dug-out," on a voyage down the White river.

Tool hearing that Davis had gone, immediately sent

three hired assassins after him, he being around tho

bend below town. Tlio men disappeared in the

woods in that direction, when shortly the sharp re-

ports of three rifles were heard by the gentleman
who made an affidavit of these facts. Tbe men
were seen coming into town with a heavy trunk,

which they left at Mr. Cullough's house. A week
afterward*, the deponent testified that he went down
the White river, and saw the body of a man near

Clarendon, hanging by the foot to a limb near shore,

which he identified as being that of Davis. The
woman in the " dug-out " was never heard of after

the tragedy occurred. I

sown Democrat.
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LETTER FROM SENATOR WILSON.

We and the following letter from Senator Wilson,

of Massachusetts, in the New York Herald of the 8th

instant;—

-

Natick, Mass., Aug. 6, 1862.

James Gordon Bennett, Esq.

Sir ; A few days before the close of Congress, my
attention was called to an article in your journal,

in which It was staled that I had declared that we

had one hundred and fifty thousand more men than

we needed, and that I must he held personally
_

rc-

spon-uble for the present want of men. Conscious

that I had ever been swift to obey the wishes oi' the

government and of our generals in the field—con-

scious, too, that the nation had not a single battalion

the less through any word or act of mine—I could

not but feel deeply the cruel injustice of this at-

tempt to hold me now responsible for a want of men,

caused by events no one foresaw.

I could not fait to see, sir, that this pointed refer-

ence to me, and sharp denunciation of my remark,

would, under the changed condition of affairs, con-

vey an untruth to all your readers, who understood

not fhe precise circumstances under which I spoke.

Your readers were not told that the remark which

you now condemn was made nearly four months be-

fore, when victories by land and sea were dashing

upon the country, making us all hopeful, and, per-

haps, too confident of the future; nor were they

told that they were based upon the. report of Secre-

tary Cameron, the assurances of .Paymaster Gene-

ral Laniard, the estimates of Quartermaster Gene-

ral Meigs, that we had from seven hundred to eight

hundred regiments and seven hundred thousand

men. Your readers were not told that when the

remark was made, we had more than one hundred

partially organized regiments, scattered over the

eountry, more than five hundred recruiting officers

and hundreds of recruiting stations, all supported at

enormous cost, though doing little effective service :

nor were they told that when the remark was made,

a plan was pending before Congress, prepared by

General Stoneman, Chief of Cavalry, endorsed by

Secretaries Cameron and Stanton, and endorsed, too,

by General McClellan, to reduce and consolidate

the seventy-seven regiments of cavalry—nearly half

of which were unmounted—into fifty regiments, thus

discharging nearly a thousand officers and several

thousand men. Your readers were not told that on

the same page of the Globe from which my remark

was quoted are these words of that cautious and

conservative, clear-headed and pure-hearted states-

man, William Pitt Fessenden:

tion, that I was actuated by partisan or personal

feeling in regard to enlisting men, has not the shad-

ow of truth, justice or fairnessin it. Every member
of the Senate will, I am sure, bear witness that I

have ever been prompt to press into action the mili-

tary forces of the nation
; every member, too, of

the. Administration, wiil bear witness that I have
ever pressed upon it the vital importance of giving

our commanders the forces needed to crush out this

foul treason. But it is my duty to care for the con-

dition of the Treasury as well as of tho army ; it is

especially the duty of Mr. Fessenden, Chairman of

the Committee on Finance, to do so. Four months
ago, the military forces of the country appeared to

be immense; regiments were scattered around un-

employed, tens of thousands of men were off on fur-

loughs, thousands were sick that ought to have been
discharged. Looseness and extravagance seemed
to prevail in the War Department, and the condi-

tion of our finances was a source of solicitude to all.

Senators were actuated by the sole desire of pro-

tecting the Treasury without impairing the effective-

ness of the army. They have erred in judgment

—

they certainly were mistaken in relying on the esti-

mated force in the service—but nothing can be more
untrue, nothing can be more unjust than those accu-

sations that Senators were actuated by partisan feel-

ings and personal objects in their efforts to correct

mistakes and abuses, increase the efficiency and pro-

mote the. economy of the War Department. The
records of the republic will bear witness that they
were ever prompt in voting men and money, and
these accusations, which have not the elements of

truth, justice or fairness in them, may give a mo-
ment's pain, but they must share the fate of false ac-

cusations. HENRY WILSON.

No Union with Slaveholders!

BOSTON, FRIDAY, AUGUST 15, 1S62.

'PHILLIPS SPOUTING POUL TKEASON."

"We so legislated that the number of volunteers to

be raised should be limited to five hundred thousand

;

butalthough Congress in its language expressed the

idea, and it was stated so over and over again, _it_ ac-

cidentally gave a power which extended to a million,

or was so construed as to extend to a million, and under

that our- army has been swollen up to over seven hundred

thousand-men. At this day 1 do not think a man can be

found am/where who will say that half a million are not all

that ice can possibly need or use ; and yet we have this

number of troops in the service, though not actually in

the field. There are regiments in my own State to-

day that have been raised, staying there—who have

been-*taying there for montbs—paid by the Govern-

ment, efficient men, the choice men of our State, wait-

ing and begging to be called into the field, and not to

he left there doing nothing: not armed: ready to do

everything, anxious to be in service: and the answer

is, " We have no occasion for you ;
we have got so

many men here—more than we know what to do with ;'

men who make a most elegant appearance on days of

review, and who undoubtedly would fight well if they

could only get a chance. 2 here are more men than the

Government knoivs what to do with here on the Potomac to-

day. What occasion is there to send for others 1 So

it is in every State in the Union: there are men who
are paid from month to month, and who have been

paid for months, not armed, not called into the field,

absolutely for the reason that the Govervvunt has no

occasion to use the7ti. And yet no step is taken to dis-

band these men. Why not disband them if they are

not wanted 1

? Because we have seven hundred and fifty

thousand, if that is the number—two hundred aiul fifty

thousand more than we ever intended to have."

Your readers were not told that when these words

of Mr. Fessenden were uttered, they were hailed

.and applauded by the public voice as the utterances

of the vigilant chairman of the Committee of Fi-

nance, who is ever watchful of the interests of the

treasury, and that when I made the remark you

now so sharply criticise, the sentiments of Congress,

of the public press, and of the people, were for con-

solidating incomplete and scattered regjments, re-

ducing needless expenses, correcting abuses, and in-

troducing more order, system and economy into the

service; nor were vour readers told that few, very

few, were enlisted In the Free States for some weeks

before recruiting was temporarily suspended ; that

the object in closing the recruiting stations was not

.so much to stop enlistments, as to consolidate and

"bring into action the scattered forces, fill up the

meagre ranks of the regular army, diminish expenses,

and substitute a less costly system of recruiting, and

.that few recruits were lost during the brief suspension

.of volunteer recruiting. Your readers were not told

that on gathering up scattered forces, and obtaining

more full and complete returns, it was found that

the number of men had been overestimated ;
that

instead of seven hundred thousand, we had from

five hundred thousand to five hundred and fifty

thousand—one hundred and fifty thousand less than

the government had claimed, and one hundred and

fifty thousand les3 than Mr. Fessenden, myself and

othec Senators had assumed to be the actual force.

I found, sir, on my returning home, that the

remark that we had one hundred and fifty thousand

too many men had been most industriously circu-

lated, and was misapprehended by many, who wert

made to believe thafc.it was based, not upon the gov-

ernment claim of seven hundred thousand men, but

upon the five hundred and twenty thousand men
we actually had. In April, 1861, I had advised the

Secretary of War to call out a quarter of a million

of men. In July, 1861, when the administration

asked for four hundred thousand men, I gave it half

a million. 'I had maintained that the government

required five hundred and twenty thousand—the

number we afterward ascertained the government

actually had in March. This idea, that my remark

applied to- five hundred thousand men, the number
intended tobe authorized by law, and near the ac-

tual-number ascertained to be on hand in March, in-

stead, of seven hundred thousand, was false in fact,

and unjust to me. To correct this misapprehension,

5 explained very briefly hi two or three war meet-

ings my position. The Herald seized upon a very

brief and imperfect report ofmy remarks at Newton,

and assumed to deny the truthfulness of what I said.

I am accused of attempting to disown my recorded

words. I did not deny, disown, modify, qualify, or

retract the words uttered by me on the 28th of

March. No, sir, I did not deny nor attempt to deny

it, and the imputations you have cast upon me on

the assumption that I had done so, are wholly unau-

thorized by any word ever uttered by me. Why,
sir, 1 had referred to that declaration more than

•once in the Senate, and my words were recorded.

On the 7th of May, in response to Mr. Grimes, the

indefatigable Senator from Iowa, I had stated that

the government "estimated that we had six hun-

dred and sixty thousand men "—" that it was so re-

forted to Congress "—that in view of that statement,

had said some time ago that I thought we had one

hundred and fifty thousand too many men ; that

-we had about five hundred and twenty thousand ef-

fective men, and "I had thought half a million of

men, or five hundred and twenty thousand, as many
as we could use to advantage." Here was a state-

ment made months ago in the Senate to the effect

that I bad, in view of the claim of nearly seven hun-

dred thousand men, thought we had more men than

we needed, but that we had only about five hundred

and twenty thousand, and that number we required.

"Without denouncing the Herald, any paper or

person at Newton, I simply denied that I had ever

said, thought or dreamed that the five hundred

and twenty thousand men in the service when I

made the declaration were more than we needed

;

that there was not the shadow of a foundation for

the charge; that I had always been in favor, not

** of more men," but of five hundred thousand or

more effective men ; that my remark applied to

the seven hundred thousand men claimed by the

government ; and that every Senator knew that

this was my position, and would bear witness that

I was ever ready to respond promptly to the wants

of the government for men. The brief explanation

I made at Newton is in perfect harmony with my
record and with truth.

I am, sir, willing that my motives, words and acts

shall be known fully to the people; but I confess it

is painful amid these passing events to be misrepre-

sented by enemies or misunderstood by friends.

Since this rebellion broke out m civil war, I have

toiled with unflagging zeal, and at my own expense,

to raise men and to help on the cause, and to aid its

defenders; but I now find the Herald denouncing

not only my acts, but my motives also. The accuea-

Such is the allegation of Bennett's New York Her-

ald,—a paper that has never yet had one throb of sym-
pathy for Northern rights and interests, for free labor

or free institutions ; that has always been the spaniel

of the Southern slave oligarchy, and the watch-

dog of their rebellious slave system ; that has done

more to stimulate them to the overthrow of the gov-

ernment, the dissolution of the Union, and the forma-

tion of an independent slave-confederacy, than any

other journal in the land ; and that is still in sympa-

thy and design with them, under a mask of loyalty

which it was forcibly made to assume, last year, in

order to escape impending popular retribution. It is

the old device of the thief who is fleeing from the

pursuing constable, crying out "Stop thief!" todivert

attention from himself, and thus avoid arrest and pun-

ishment. Here—for example—is

THE SECRET OP SUCCESS.

The editor of the Courier has 80 far overcome the

ipediment of a conspicuous natural modesty as to

communicate to his readers some particulars of his

belief respecting himself. He informs them that

he is in the open path of duty, "with a clear con-

science," devoting all his energies to the pursuit of

truth, and in the constant receipt of "packages" of

mendatory letters. As he does not restrict this in-

telligence by marking it confidential—but, on the con-

trary, wishes it widely'diffused, "for the purpose of

reassuring" certain of his friends, who might, could,

would or should doubt either the clear conscience, or

the incessant stream of packages of commendation—

we gratuitously aid its circulation.

Farfrom beingimpatientwith the slowness of the un-

believing Thomases in question, the indulgent editor,

in the very next paragraph, points out to them the se-

cret of his success, and the method by which they, too,

if they will, may obtain constant packages of commeu
datory letters. Here is the solution ;

—" Great is truth,

and it will prevail."

Of course, every general rule has its exceptions.

The Honorable Caleb Cashing, no doubt, has as clear

a conscience as our other Honorable friend, and has de-

voted his energies as assiduously to the pursuit of

truth ; his packages, thus far, have been strangely de-

layed. Still, as a general rule, no doubt virtue is al-

ways rewarded with praise and profit.

The editor of the Courier, kind even to the unap-

preciative Abolitionists, quotes for their advantage,

from the New York World, the philosophical reason

why the slaves are not yet free, and cannot at present

be made free. This particular scintillation of truth

occurs in a criticism upon the address recently deliv-

ered by G. W. Curtis, Esq., to the students of Dart-

mouth college. It says of that gentleman, and of the

radicals who, with him, favor freedom and oppose sla-

very—" They forget that liberty is the daughter of the

skies, that she dwells only with virtue, faith and love,

that freedom where these do not exist is only a mock-

ing name."

Poor slaves I If liberty is unattainable either by

them or for tbem, until they attain distinguished pro-

ficiency in virtue, faith and love, their prospect is a

dark one. It is as true that " evil communications

corrupt good manners " as that " virtue is always re-

warded." Those who touch pitch must be defiled.

And these slaves, for half a century back, have been

holding the closest relations of contiguity with those

wicked secessionists whom the Courier is constantly

holding up to detestation. It is to he feared that

Floyd's slaves would not scruple to steal, nor Jeff. Da-

vis's to lie, if occasion offered. It is to be feared that

the slaves of Southern men generally are but little

better than their masters. If they can reach freedom

only. in proportion as they attain virtue, faith and

love, their case is indeed well-nigh hopeless.

—

ck.w.

CELEBRATION OF THE FIRST OP AUGUST.

At Island Grove, Abington, Mass.

[CONCLUDED FROM THE FOURTH PAGE.]

A Rebel Notice or one of the Editors of the
New York Herald. The Richmond Whig, in com-
menting upon articles in the National Intelligencer, Bal-
timore American, and New York Herald, gives the fol-

lowing account of Wallace, of the New York Herald:

" Wallace is a Virginian. Poor devil ! he sold him-
self, body and soul, to Bennett years ago, and must do
his master's bidding. But, unprincipled Swiss as he
is, Wallace's heart has all along been with the South.
His editorials show this.

In his worst diatribes against the rebels, there must
be detected an under-current of sarcasm, a devilish

jeering at the North, and a dropping of inuendoes and
suggestions well calculated to unsettle public opinion.

His panegyrics upon Lincoln are rich in irony. His
assaults upon the Abolitionists are evidently sincere.

He knows they brought on the war, and he has seen

from the beginning how -that war will end. He is

steadily working up the fiendish spirit of. the mob
against the authors of the war.

Alas ! what a day that will be when the infuriate

mob is turned loose upon the Greeleys, the Bryants,
the Raymonds, the Sumners, Wades and Wilsons !

Bennett approves these machinations of Wallace, for

Bennett always keeps an eye to the windward. He
knows that the day of retribution will surely come,
and is preparing for it. At least one newspaper office

in New York will not be levelled.

It is Wallace, we think, who writes those Baltimore
letters, in which such appalling statistics of the rebel

armies are given. Would to God we had the force in

the field that Wallace gives us; not many months
w-ould-efapse before we would give him a chance to

hang out his Confederate flag. Wallace has done the
best he could for us, and we pass him by."

In all probability, it was this "poor devil,
1
' Wal-

lace, who wrote the scurrilous diatribe against Mr.

Phillips, which we have placed in the "Refuge of

Oppression." No doubt, the Richmond Whig has ac-

curately drawn his portraiture as one who is " steadily

working up the fiendish spirit of the mob," whose

heart, " unprincipled Swiss as he is, has all along been

with the South," and who has done his best to "un-

settle public opinion" at the North respecting the

real cause of the war, and thus to "give aid and

comfort" to the Southern traitors. Think of such

a dissembler impeaching the patriotism and loyalty of

Wendell Phillips I

Here is what the Missouri Democrat (a paper whose

loyalty will not be questioned) says of t\\<z Herald

;

—
The Herald's Treason. The New York Herald,

which is the most desperate and unflinching friend of

the rebels, in its number of the 4th ult., suggest revo-
lution in the North. It calls for a " Committee of

Public Safety" to "watch over the country in the
perilous crisis in which it now finds itself placed." It

demands "a reformation in Congress, and an over-
hauling of the Cabinet;" and says that Congress
must be '''superseded ;

" and in the spirit of the man
who cried out to a mob, "Don't nail the poor gentle-

man's ears to the walls," confident that the suggestion
was only needed to have it done, this traitorous sheet
urges the necessity of taking measures " to retain the
faith and the support of our Border Slave States still

in the Union." If it had dared speak openly, it would
have said to the Secessionists in the Border Slave
States, "Now Is your time to rise against the govern-
ment."

And this is the paper that is lustily bawling for the

incarceration of Wendell Phillips at Fort Warren, as

a traitor in the service of Jeff. Davis! Of course, it

garbles and utterly- perverts what Mr. Phillips said in

his speech at Abington, as follows :
—" Let this Union

be dissolved, in God's name ! * * * England ought

to recognize the Southern Confederacy." This is

wilful misrepresentation. The whole object of Mr.

Phillips's criticisms was to stimulate the Government

to take more decisive measures for the suppression of

the rebellion, and to warn the people of the North

that, if the past infatuated policy be pursued, there is

no hope of success, and the independence of the

Southern Confederacy is only a question of time.

" Faithful are the wounds of a friend, but the kisses

of an enemy are deceitful."

THE UPS AND DOWNS OP PUBLIC LIFE.

A few days after the above was written, there ap-

peared in the Courier an editorial notice, signed

Geobge Lunt, offering for sale his interest, being

the principal one, in that paper, and intimating his be-

lief that "the remainder of the concern, if desired,

may he purchased at the same time." By way of in-

ducement to some possible purchaser, the editor afore-

said volunteers his opinion that it would be easy to

make the Courier lucrative, " under favorable circum-

stances."

It seems probable from the above, that the com-

mendation heretofore boasted of by the Courier was

not accompanied by cash, and that pro-slavery, how-

ever thorough, is not a paying article at present in

Boston. It is to be hoped that the editor's hint about

favorable circumstances will be taken, and that who-

ever shall make the experiment of paying anything

for the Courier's subscription list will make the further

experiment of advocating justice and humanity in its

columns.—c. k. w.

Postponed. A few weeks since, we announced in

the Liberator that our tried friend and co-laborer,

Henry C. Wright, contemplated making a visit to

England sometime in August; but, on further consid-

eration, and in accordance with the judgment of many

of his friends here, he has concluded to postpone his

visit indefinitely. Among the reasons for ibis change

of purpose is, the delicate relations now subsisting

between this eountry and England in regard to the

war, which may ultimately lead to a rupture in case

of the recognition of the Southern Confederacy by

the latter; and the pressing demands of the Anti-

Slavery cause at home, at this critical juncture.

Those who have forwarded letters or parcels to Mr.

Wright, in trust, will please signify to him in what

manner they may he disposed of.

The New Gtmnastics for Men, Women, and

Children. With a Translation of Prof. Kioss's

Dumb-Bell Instructor, and Prof. Schreber's Pan-

gymnastikon. By Dio Lewis, M. D., Proprietor

of the Essex Street Gymnasium, Boston. With

Three Hundred Illustrations. Boston: Ticknor &

Fields. 1862.

The author of this equally attractive and valuable

work very appropriately dedicates it " to the girls and

boys of America, whose physical welfare has been the

study of his life." They will assuredly hail him as

their friend and benefactor, as fast as they become

practically acquainted with his novel but admirable

mode of gymnastics. Unquestionably, a new system

of physical training has long been greatly needed;

and this seems to be as comprehensive and varied as

the wants of the human body. It has been introduced

into various schools and seminaries with entire success

and complete satisfaction. Efforts are making to dis-

seminate a practical knowledge of it. A college has

been incorporated—the Boston Normal Institute

for Physical Education—from which persons of

either sex, after a full training, are graduated, with

the honors of a legal diploma. The exercises are ar-

ranged to music, and when performed by a class are

found to possess a charm superior to that of dancing

and other social amusements, while the interest in-

creases with the skill of the performers. The adop-

tion of them will enable many drooping invalids to

" throw physic to the dogs," and literally leap for joy :

" 0, who can speak the vigorous joys of health ?

Uncloggcd the bofiy, unobscured the mind
;

The morning rises gay, with pleasing stealth,

The temperate evening falls serene and kind."

Whether it is true or not, as Cicero says, that "by

no other way can men approach nearer to the gods

than by conferring health on men," it is certainly true

that next to a good conscience is a good physical de-

velopment; and he who exerts himself wisely to pro-

mote it deserves to stand high among the benefactors

of the human race, "The New Gymnastics" is em-

phatically a book for every family, as all ages are in-

terested in its instructions. Persons, sending §1.00 to

Dr. Dio Lewis, Box 12, Boston, will receive a copy

postpaid. It is a volume of nearly 300 pages.

Tub Rebellion Record : A Diary of American

Events, 1860—'62. Edited by Frank Moore, Author

of "Diary of the American Revolution." In three

Divisions, viz.:—I. Diary of Verified Occurrences.

II. Documents, Narratives, &e. III. Poetry, Anec-

dotes, and Incidents. New York : G. P. Putnam,

632 Broadway. Charles T. Evans, General Agent-

Part XX. of the Monthly Illustrated Edition is just

published. It contains portraits of Major-General

David Hunter and Henry A. Wise, and chronicles the

nts of the war to February. The entire work is

one of great historic importance and value. No other

ar was ever so promptly or so accurately recorded

in its details and incidents.

g^=The Transcript points out as significant, that

the order of Gov. Andrew, directing a new enrolment

of the militia of Massachusetts, declares that "all

able-bodied male citizens, between the ages of eigh-

teen and forty-five, will be included." This sets

aside the old custom of invidious exclusion of colored

citizens from the duly and honor of defending their

country. The authority upon which the Governor

calls for this enrolment is derived from the act of

Congress, approved July 17, entitled an act to amend

the act of 1795. The law of July last provides that

"the enrolment of tho militia shall, in all cases, in-

clude all able-bodied male citizens between the ages

of 18 and 45," the word white not occurring in the

law of Congress.

Worthy of Liberal Patronage. On Monday

evening, we had the pleasure of wilness'mg the open-

ing exhibition of Stanley & Conant's Polemorama,

or Gigantic Illustrations of the War. In point of

artistic skill and arrangement, it is deserving high

praise—the various representations being of a most

graphic and life-like character, and each one of them

worth the price of admission. As almost every oTie

has a direct personal interest, through consanguinity,

in the dreadful Btruggle now going on in theland.it

would seem as if these reliable " Illustrations of the

War " could not fail to draw crowded audiences

wherever exhibited. They transport the beholder to

the very localities where the most striking incidents

have occurred, and these are delineated with wonder-

ful fidelity. The Polemorama is another remarka-

ble exemplification of American enterprise and talent.

0^=" In the letter of Mr. May, published last week.

in reply to Mr. Howlaud's, one or two verbal oinis.

sions escaped our notice. The sentence, " I have ren-

dered such aid as proper," should read, " such aid as I

thought proper."

SPEECH OF REV. DANIEL FOSTER.
I stand before the last Massachusetts audience,

perhaps, that I shall have the pleasure of addressing

for a good while to come. I expect next Sunday
to commence my duties as chaplain of the thirty-

third Regiment, and to address some fifteen hun-
dred soldiers in camp at Lynnfield, and to go with that

Regiment to the seat of war ; and, God helping me, as

a son of New England, whether in obedience to the

orders of the General or the President, or in disobe-

dience to those orders, to fight as far as I have oppor-

tunity against slavery. If that leads me to prison or

to death, so be it. May my right hand wither, and
my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth, if I ever

strike a blow to return afugitive slave, or fail to strike

a blow to give him his freedom I (Applause.)

The Governor of Iowa has just had an interview

with the President, in which he has informed Abra-
ham Lincoln that some of the officers of the Iowaregl
ments are at this moment under arrest, for disobeying

that infamous order, issued by Gen. Halleck, shutting

out from our lines every loyal man at the South ; for

the blacks are loyal to the North, so far as the North

represents the idea of freedom ; and so far as the Union
represents that idea, it is perfect folly to talk about a

loyal slaveholder. There is no name given under

heaven by which this Union can be saved, except the

name of Universal Emancipation. The man who does

not see this is stone blind. You might as well talk

about a Christian devil as to talk about a loyal slave-

holder.

What a spectacle do we see now I The " golden

hour " came, when Abraham Lincoln had only to say

the word, and four million men, set free, became our

allies and friends all over the South, and this rebel-

lion fell powerless to the ground. That hour is pass-

ing away. The President of the United States has

come forward, and exercised his individual responsi-

bility and his personal authority only against the men
who have put forth an anti-slavery policy. First,

against General Fremont—the noblest man that ever

wore shoulder-straps in this country, (applause,) and,

in my humble opinion, the ablest man we have had

in the field ; the only man who has a real genius for

war, as Napoleon had, and who would cut red tape

anywhere, and finish this war by striking down the

slave system, as Napeleon struck down Austrian su-

premacy upon the field of Marengo. Then the orders

of Gen. Hunter and Gen. Phelps.andof everybody else

who has proclaimed an anti-slavery policy, have been

revoked ; but Gen. Halleck, who issued that infamous

Order No. 3, has not been interfered with. The Pres-

ident of the United States has, in this particular, pros-

tituted his power and his office to the service of the

rebellion, by the adoption of a policy which prolongs

the war, wastes the lives of the people and the treas-

ure of the North, and must bring upon it, at no distant

day, the most fearful struggle in wdiich any nation was

ever called to engage.

In view of such circumstances as these, in view of

the exigencies of the hour in which we are called upon

to act, I feel bound to do all I can against American

slavery. I make opposition to that the one thing'which

animates my heart, that nerves my arm, that directs

every blow that I strike. Now, ladiesand gentlemen,

you have all heard something about the struggle in

Kansas. Let me tell you that the one thing which

made us invincible upon those broad prairies against

the forces of Franklin Pierce and James Buchanan,

and the border-ruffian hordes that were poured in upon

us, was the fact, that the leaders in that struggle, at

least, were animated by radical abolition ideas. Gen.

Lane himself, who came to Kansas from Indiana a pro-

slavery Democrat, was converted to the anti-slavery

faith there ; and whatever may be said about thatman,

I will testify, that since be proclaimed the fact that

he had adopted the anti-slavery doctrines, he has been

consistent with that profession, and there is no doubt

that he would be glad to have permission to raise a brig-

ade of colored men in Kansas, and lead them against

the Southern foe. So Mr. Conway, the member of

Congress, a native of the South, and others whom I

could name, have been actuated by an undying devo-

tion to liberty, by an unquenchable hatred of Ameri-

can slavery, and by a determination that that institu-

tion should not be planted on the soil of Kansas.

Something has been said here to-day about General

Fremont; and everywhere I go, I hear criticisms made

of his military capacity. It is said that he has not ac-

complished anything, that he has not shown himself

an able commander. Every man who, in the history

of our world, has worked out great results as a mili-

tary commander, has done it, in the first place, by cut-

ting tape, and throwing himself upon the genius that

existed in his own soul, and by the exercise of that

genius kindling in the hearts of his soldiers an undy-

iug devotion to himself, and to the ideas which he rep-

resented. It was thus with Napoleon. There were

abler tactitians in Europe than Napoleon; but he had

what they did not have—foresight, a magnetic power

over men, the ability to grasp some great central

idea, by which he could inspire the men under him,

so that they would go to the death at his command.

The whole history of Fremont shows that he possesses

that power. He led his men across the deserts of the

West and over the Rocky Mountains, and won for our

nation the golden State of California, by inspiring in his

men an enthusiasm and devotion such as no other man

in this country has shown himself capable of calling

forth. I know that he found the State of Missouri

in confusion, and was organizing victory. ,1 know

that the measures which he inaugurated, those who

succeeded him have been obliged to adopt, though

they scouted them at first. I know that, after the fall

of Fort Donalson, Commodore Foote wrote him,

thanking him for the foresight that gave us that vic-

tory, and brought the first gleam of light on the cause

of the nation ; and when the story of that campaign

in the Shenandoah valley is written out, it will be

found that Gen. Fremont, with his small army, badly

armed and poorly furnished—purposely neglected by

the Government, because they did not want him to

accomplish anything—in crossing the mountains, and

in the batilc of Cross-Keys, carried on the most glori-

ous campaign, considering his disadvantage and the

numbers pitted against him, that this war has re-

vealed.

But, passing that point, there is no man who has

such firm hold of the hearts of the people, there is no

man who could so soon call to the battle-field amillion

of young men, as John Charles Fremont. If word

could be given to-day, that Fremont had been ap-

pointed Commander-in-Chief, instead of Halleck, there

is not a man living on the American continent

would not know that that appointment heralded the

overthrow of slavery, and the reconstruction of a fr

Union. (Applause.) The reason why the effort is

made to throw doubt on his military ability is, first,

that he is anti-slavery ; and, second, that he is able to

command and wield large bodies of men, and gain a

victory that shall cover the whole continent with free-

dom and renown.

I want to impress upon you this one thought : This,

after all, is the people's question. Abraham Lincoln

has in reality no more to do with this war than you

and I have. It belongs to us, as citizens of Massa-

chusetts, as men who love freedom, as men who en-

tered into this warfare years ago, and have continued

it at the sacrifice of popularity and position in the

world; and it is our duty to stand firm by the ever-

lasting truth, and to let (he Cabinet and the Oenerala

all understand that the people arc fighting this war,

and that they are determined to fight it for the over-

throw of slavery. We will not consent that the

Union shall be reconstrucled—supposing it to be pos-

sible, which it is not— as it was under Franklin

Pierce and James Buchanan ; a Union that takes such

men as Daniel Webster, and oilers them up to tho

Moloch of slavery ; that makes it the condition of all

promotion and all political honor that they shall bow

down and worship this despotism that has ruined our

nation.

A good deal has been said to-day about the dark

aspects of the hour. In many respects, the hour is

dark, and yet, there is much that is hopeful. In the

first place, we must hope, and I do hope, because that

Infinite Providence, that has watched over humanity
from the earliest moment down to this time, that has

called these noble apostles and prophets into the field,

and sustained them against a nation combined to put

them down during the last thirty years—that Infinite

Providence is still over all, and is on our side, and

has promised that the seed of truth,' scattered over

the soil of the world, shall never fail. Therefore, if

we do our duty, keep our faith in God, and keep our

hands free from all complicity with slavery, we may
bid defiance to all the powers of darkness, set aside

every law that commands us to help enslave our

fellow-men, and go forward, firmly, calmly, confi-

dently, in the hope that God will bless these labors,

and, in his own time and way, if we do our duty, re-

construct this Union, and give us, or our children

after us, at least, a united and a free fatherland, upon

which the blessing of God may be invoked by all

loyal and loving and believing hearts, with the as-

surance that the prayer of patriotism and hope will

be answered. (Loud applause.)

SPEECH OF JOHN S. ROCK, ESQ.
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen,—The day that

e have assembled here to celebrate has been made
sacred in the world's calendar. Twenty-four years

ago, the friends of freedom in Great Britain and in

her Colonies held grand jubilees, and thanked God
and their rulers that 800,000 human chattels were that

day transformed into men, and that the slave could

never again clank his chains on British soil. .

The British Government has, by this act, set us an

example which I think hundreds within the sound of

my voice would rejoice to see imitated by the United

States. (Applause.) What our President means to do

in this direction, God only knows. I do not pretend

to be able to discern the probable results of this war
better than he can, but I think I can see as far into

the millstone as the man who picks it; and if I do not

know all about the white man, I have learned some-

thing of the black,—enough at least to say that you
have made a mistake by spurning valuable friends,

who have stood ready to help you. I have never

doubted but that the President was on the side of

freedom and humanity, but I confess I do not under-

stand how it is, that when the national life has been

assailed, he has not availed himself of all the pow-

ers given him; and, more especially, why he has

not broken every yoke, and let the oppressed go free.

There may be many reasons why he should do as he

has done; but I am puzzled to know why he, as a

constitutional man and a
:

patriot, has delayed enforcing

laws recently enacted for the overthrow of rebellion.

We all know that emancipation, if early proclaimed,

would not only have saved many precious lives, but

the nation itself. Why then delay, when delays are

ngerous, and may prove fatal
1

?

I believe the only salvation to be obtained for this

country must be through the hearty cooperation of the

oppressed, bond and free.

It is indeed humiliating to the civilization and

Christianity of the nineteenth century that to-day, in

one of the most, if not the most enlightened nation

on the globe, there exists a "peculiar" and popular

"institution," which robs men not only of their earn-

ings, but of themselves and their families; abolishes

the marriage relation, ignores chastity, and makes
woman the hapless victim of the most depraved

wretches, and inflicts upon all who resist its progress

tortures which the most barbarous savages of the

most barbarous age would have scorned to have in-

flicted upon their bitterest enemies.

Our enemies argue that West India Emancipation

has failed. So have the despots of Europle always

:aid that democratical institutions are a failure.

(Hear.) We know that Democracy is now undergoing

a terrible trial; but who is there who has lost confi-

dence in the people, and is willing to yield to the " di-

vine right of kings"'? If this Government fails

v, it will not be because we have reposed too much

fidence in the people, but because we have relied

too much on the few, who will have proved them-

selves unworthy of our confidence. (Applause.)

What are the facts about British Emancipation ?

Did the freed men become idle, disorderly, or bad

citizens, after they were emancipated f Not at all.

They have been good citizens, and industrious to a

remarkable degree, considering the climate and its

resources, and the low wages paid for labor. It is

true that many of the poor planters were left to suffer.

Poor things, they had taken no thought for the mor-

row, but depended solely upon having their pockets

filled by gold wrung from the sweat and life-blood of

the unpaid laborer. There was no chance for them to

steal ; they were too proud to beg, and too lazy to

work. (Applause.) How could they help suffering?

Many who were wealthy were ruined. I will tell

you how this was done. They attempted to crush

freed men by refusing to employ them. Many of

those who did employ them, gave them so little that

they were unable to provide for their necessities. This

aroused the freed men, and many of those who had

saved up something during the four years' appren-

ticeship immediately preceding emancipation, bought

small parcels of land, and, instead of working for the

planters, they became small proprietors and worked

for themselves. This effort on the part of the plan-

ters to crush out free laborers was not without its good

effects. It taught the blacks the necessity of self-

reliance, and the planter tliat the laborer was worthy

of his hire. The exports, as a matter of course,

were less, because, instead of cultivating cotton and

sugar, the freed men were obliged to turn their atten-

tion to cultivating the necessaries of life. This ena-

bled them to throw away the coarse and unhealthy

food that they were formerly obliged to eat, and live

on better diet. Their new relation created new wants.

Many things which had been denied them in slavery

they were able to get when free, and the surplus of

their gardens or fields, instead of being exported,

were exchanged in many instances for the luxuries of

a higher state, and by this means their labor was

turned into a new channel. The reason why it was

impossible for Jamaica to export so much as formerly

was because the planters failed to encourage labor, and

the people consumed more than before of that which

was produced. You will please bear in mind that a

large proportion of the exports from the British West

Indies is now produced upon the estates of men once

held as slaves. (Applause.)

The English Government, instead of setting the

planters to work to compensate the slaves for what

they had plundered from them, paid the planters with

British gold/the price of their blood to which they had

not the shadow of a right, neither by the laws of God

nor of nature. (Applause.) Robbed of everything

but their liberty, and without any assistance, the new

creatures sprang into a new life, and have nobly vin-

dicated their capacity to enjoy and appreciate their

freedom. Why talk about compensating masters?

Compensate them for what ? What do you owe

them ? What docs the slaves owe them ? What doe

society owe them? Compensate the master? No,

never. (Applause.) It is the slave who ought to be

compensated. The property of the South is by right

the property of the slave. You talk of compensating

the master who has stolen enough to sink ten genera-

tions, and yet you do not propose to restore even a

part of that which has been plundered. This is re-

warding the thief. Have you forgotten that the

wealth of the South is tho property of the slave?

Will you keep back the price of his blood, which is

upon you and upon your children ? Restore to him

the wealth of the South, and he will engage to con-

tinue to take care of the master well, as he has al-

ways been obliged to do, ami make a good speculation

by (he transaction. (Applause,) This you 0WS to the

slave ; and if yon do your duly, posterity will give lo

yon (he honor of being the first nation that dared to

deal jUStly by the oppressed.

Freedom in the West Indies is a success. It is a

Buccees everywhere, whether gained peaceably or by

the sword. (Applause.) We learn by the last census

that there is in the Island of Jamaica one hundred

and eighty-two churches, exclusive of the Church of

England, and that the average attendance on the day-

schools is 33,521 ; that crime has diminished, and that

the moral character of the whole people is greatly im-

proved. Jamaica has at present some colored men
that any country could well afford to be proud of;

comprising artists, mechanics, manufacturers, mer-

chants, physicians, professors, advocates, judges and

legislators, each honorably filling his station, and prov-

ing that the colored man is capable of the highest re-

finement and culture. Many of these men, you re-

member, were once slaves. What has been done in

Jamaica may be done in the United States. (Ap-

plauBe.)

Our Government has recognized the Governments

of Liberia and Hayti. What sort of logic is it that

regards the blacks in America as creatures having no

rights, but the moment they emigrate to Hayti or

Liberia, they are entitled to consideration ? Why are

we now standing still 1 Why is it that emancipation

is not declared ? Can it be possible that we fear JefF.

Davis will " bag us " all, (laughter,) and wish to trim

our conduct so that we can say to him, " Have we not

been good and faithful servants? Are we not en-

titled to your favors? " Why such pandering to the

pro-slavery, or rather secession, element in our midst ?

Why this Northern servility ? I have been told that

it is the natural repugnance of the races; that the

whites will always have their prejudices, and on this

account it would not do to emancipate the bl^ks, for

it would be impossible for the two races to exist to-

gether as equals, You may believe this, but I do not

believe it. That there are many ignorant white people

who believe all they have heard against us, I do not

pretend to deny ; but I do deny that the masses of

the intelligent whites are prejudiced against us. The
most bitter pro slavery man in this State, who would

send me to the mountains of the moon to-morrow,

would insult my daughter, if I had one, the moment
my back was turned. This is the character of the

negro-haters of this country. (Laughter.) I never

saw a pro-slavery man or a colonizationist who was

not, when he had a chance, an amalgamationist.

(Laughter and applause.) Though often men in

high position, they are generally men with low moral

ideas, who seek by words to conceal their real mo-

tives. They are opposed to emancipation because

that will carry certain legal rights with it, and will

"elevate the moral standard. The design is to keep

the race ignorant and degraded, and without legal or

moral rights, that it may be at the mercy of the de-

praved. I do not think the whites have much preju-

dice, when I see them preferring the society of the

most degraded blacks to that of cultivated whites

(hear, hear); and in this I am confirmed by the fact

that there is no prejudice against black men or black

women, so long as they remain slaves. This preju-

dice is not natural. The white child cries after the

black wet-nurse, and refuses to be comforted by its

mother (laughter and applause); and the mulatto

child is dandled on the knee of its white father until

he gets "bard up," then he sells it. (Applause.)

Emancipation will entirely revolutionize society.

This system of free love must be abolished. This will

be no child's play. (Laughter.) When the government

has been brought to the saving knowledge of emanci-

pation, then the anti-slavery work will have but fairly

commenced. I hope our friends will not stop now,

and think their work is done. The slaves have toiled

for you for more than two centuries. It is but right

that you should do something for them. (Applause.)

They have a heavy claim against you—a long cata-

logue of outrage and oppression. You must not forsake

them now. The slaves are to be educated forahigher

civilization, they need your friendship, and we ask you
to cooperate with us, and help clear the way. All I ask

for the black man is an unobstructed road and a fair

chance. (Applause.

)

The present position of the colored man is a trying

one; trying because the whole nation seems to have

entered into a conspiracy to crush him. But few seem
to comprehend our position in the free States. The
masses seem to think that we are oppressed only in

the South. This is a mistake ; we are oppressed

everywhere in this slavery-cursed land. Massachu-

setts has a great name, and deserves much credit for

what she has done, but the position of the colored peo-

ple in Massachusetts is far from being an enviable one.

While colored men have many rights, they have but

few privileges here. To be sure", we are seldom in-

sulted by the vulgar passers by, we have the right of

suffrage, the free schools and colleges are opened to

our children, and from them have come forth young

men capable of filling any post of profit or honor.

But there is no field for these young men. Their

education aggravates their suffering. The more high-

ly educated the colored man is, the more keenly he

suffers. The educated colored man meets, on the one

hand, the embittered prejudices of the whites, and on
the other the jealousies of his own race. The colored

man who educates his son, educates him to suffer.

The more ignorant the colored man, the more happy

he must be. If we are never to derive the benefits of

an education, it would be a misfortune for us to see in-

side of a school-bouse. You can hardly imagine the

humiliation and contempt a colored lad must feel in

graduating the first in his class, and then being rejected

everywhere else because of his color. To the credit

of the nineteenth century, be it said, the United

States is the only civilized country mean enough to

make this invidious distinction. No where in the Uni-

ted States is the colored man of talent appreciated.

Even in Boston, .which has a great reputation for be-

ing anti-shivery, he has no field for his talent. Some
persons think that, because we have the right of suf-

frage, and enjoy (be privilege of riding in the cars,

there is less prejudice here than there is farther South.

In some respects this is true, and in others it is not

true. We are colonized in Boston. It is five times as

difficult to get a house in a good location in Bos-

ton as it is in Philadelphia, and it is ten times more
difficult for a colored mechanic to get employment
than in Charleston. Colored men in business in Mas-

sachusetts receive more respect, and less patronage,

than in any place that I know of. In Boston we are

proscribed in some of the eating-houses, many of the

hotels, and all the theatres but one. Boston, though

anti-slavery and progressive, supports, in addition to

thes^places, two places of amusement, the sole object

of which is to caricature us, and to perpetuate the ex-

isting prejudices against us. I now ask you, is Bos-

ton anti-slavery ! Are not the very places that pro-

scribe us sustained by anti-slavery patronage ? Do
not our liberal anti-slavery politicians dine at tho Re-

vere House, sup at the Parker House, and take their

cream and jollies at Copeland's .'

The friends of slavery arc everywhere withdrawing

their patronage from us, and trying to starve us out

by refusing to employ us even as menials. When our

laboring men go to (hem for work, as heretofore, they

reply, "Go to the Abolitionists and Republicans, who
have turned the country upside down "! The labor-

ing men who could once be found all along the wharves

of Boston, can now be found only about Central wharf.

with BQKTCely encouragement enough to keep soul and

body together. You know that the colored man is

proscribed in some of (he churches, and that this pro-

scription is carried even to the grave-yards. This is

Boston—by far the best, or at least the most liberal

large city in the United Siates,

Now, while our enemies are endeavoring to crush

us, and are closing the avenues from which we have

wrung out our humble subsistence, is there anything

higher opened to us ? Who is taking our bojB into

their stores :it a low salary, and giving (hem R chance

to rtw1 Who is admitting them into their work-

shops, or into their eonuliug-room ? Or who is en-

couraging those who are eng.-iged in tntde Or business ?

With the exception of a hnndful of Abolitionisls and

RepubUc&tU, than are none. This is the kind of

friendship that we need. It is not unpopular now lo

be auti slavery, and (here are ninny who speak kindly
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True friendsof ns when their hearts are far from us.

are few, or, as Shakespeare has it,

" Words ftro easy as the wind,

Faithful friends aro hard to find."

This, I think, is the experience of most men. Many

of us have learned to appreciate the Spanish proverb

—" He's my friend who grinds at my mill." In New

England, colored mechanics get hut little patronage.

Indeed, a trade is of but little use to any of us, unless

we can, like the tailor of Campillo, afford to work for

nothing, and find thread.

Friends, I ask you to look into this matter. You

can assist the colored man, but you cannot elevate

him j tills must be done by his own exertions. Every

colored man who succeeds is an unanswerable argu-

ment in favor of emancipation. The encouragement

of one colored man stimulates others. Now, we have

nothing to stimulate our youth. They see many of

us struggling against fearful odds, without friends or

even kind words, and they become discouraged. The

success of such a man as Frederick Douglass is worth

more to the race than a pile of resolutions and speech-

es high as Bunker Hill monument. Had it not been

for the Abolitionists, the brilliant genius of Mr. Doug-

lass would probably have died with him. All honor

to those noble men and women, who had the courage

to do what they did ! His success is our success, is

the success of a great cause. (Applause.)

It is in this way that we ask our friends to help open

to us those thoroughfares, through which all others are

encouraged to pass, and in this manner breathe into the

anti-slavery movement the breath of life. Then we

will become educated and wealthy; and then the

roughest looking colored man that you ever saw, or "l<

ever will see, will be pleasanter than the harmonies of

Orpheus; and black will be a very pretty color.

(Laughter and applause.) It will make our jargon,

wft; our words, oracles; flattery will then take the

place of slander, and you wilt find no prejudice in the

Yankee whatever. (Laughter.)

We desire to take part in this contest, and when our

Government shall see the necessity of using the loyal

blacks of the free States, I hope it will have the

age to recognize their manhood. It certainly will not

be mean enough to force us to fight for your liberty,

(after having spurned our offers)—and then leave us

when we go home to our respective States to be told

that we cannot ride in the cars, that our children can-

not go to the public schools, that we canqt vote ; and

if we don't like that state of things, there^js an appro-

priation to colonize us. We ask for our rights. Hard-

ships and dangers are household words with us. We
are not afraid to dig or to fight. A few black accli

ted regiments would shake the Old Dominion. When
will there be light enough in the Cabinet to see

this 1 (Applause.)

thou art in the way with him," lest he cast thee into

hell, as a nation, and thou shall not escape till tho ut-

most farthing is paid ! Call the Negro slave to your

side. Teach him to make this bis watchword : Liber-

ty or Death! Breathe this breath of life into him.

Make him a living soul, and he will speedily deliver

into your hands your bloody and barbarous enemies,

and say to the distracted nation, " Peace 1 be still I

"—

and there will be a calm.

This war will never end till we avow before heaven

and earth that we fight for liberty, and not for mere

institutions. All for liberty—nothing for institutions.

Property and life for freedom, and for the abolition of

slavery. Not a dollar, not a drop of blood merely for

the Constitution and Government, except as that Con-

stitution and Government can be proved to be essen-

tial to the support and perpetuity of liberty, and to the

abolition of slavery.

SPEECH OF REV. MR. AMES, OF ILLINOIS.

I think the great lesson of the events of our time at

last comes to this—faith in the perfect God, whose love

is over us, in spite of us all, and whose way is always

good, in spite of our bad ways. It is a pleasant thing

to come to that conclusion by afternoon. In the morn-

ing, it was cloudy, and my spirits were cloudy, and

the speakers talked despondingly ;
but now the sun

has come out, and I feel cheered, comforted, hopeful

and trustful ; and I find an interpretation this after-

noon for my friend Conway's old fable of the world

and the tortoise, which hardly occurred to him, per-

haps. It seems to me that the slowest being is not

Abe Lincoln, but the great and perfect Being, who is

.ever in a hurry, and whose way is so very slow that

He does not begin to keep up with our haste and im-

patience. The " Golden Hour" with God is not kept

by Mr. Conway's watch ! The "Golden Hour" lasts

a long time with Him, to whom the ages are but- as

yesterday, when it is past. The processes which we

call destructive, we find at last to have been creative.

SPEECH OF HENRY C. WRIGHT.
" Give me liberty, or give me death ! " This has been

the battle-cry of my anti-slavery life for-thirty years;

and while I exist, in or out of the body, this senti-

ment must instigate and guide my plans, my words

and actions, in all my efforts to elevate and perfect the

nature I bear. If this nation ever emerges from

its present peril, intact and glorious, it must come

out of the bloody conflict instigated and guided by

this sentiment. The man who would not rather die a

man than live a slave is not worthy to live at all. A
nation that had rather live the cowering, abject tool

and bloodhound of slavery, than die in a struggle for

liberty, is fit only to be wiped out. Annihilation is its

" own place," and the quicker it goes to it, the bet-

ter for mankind. " Cease t*talk of liberty and slave-

ry," said one—" talk of cotton, commerce, the Con-

stitution and the Union." " Talk not of liberty and

slavery," said another, "but talk of the Church, the

Sabbath, the Creed, the Bible." No; talk of liberty

for ourselves and all of human kind, and of nothing

else. Sacredly reverence, cherish and protect liberty

and life, and mere incidents will take care of them-

selves. Social, political, religious, commercial and

literary institutions and regulations are of no account

whatever, except as they conduce to the liberty, life,

elevation and happiness of man.

Liberty before Property /—Talk not of liberty and sla-

very, but of cotton, sugar, tobacco, rice, shoes, mer-

chandise, banks and commerce. Such has been the

nation's cry for seventy years. Yield up liberty and

sustain slavery, rather than invade the dominion of

the almighty dollar. Postpone liberty to property

!

give up reason, conscience, God, self-respect, liberty

and manhood for gain. Such have been the nation's

spirit and watchword. "Verily, the nation, stripped of

its manhood, is now having its reward.

Liberty before the Constitution and Union .'—Do the

Union and Constitution no harm. No matter how

much you harm liberty and life. Be tender of

the constitutional rights and privileges of kidnap-

pers, who are seeking to make the Constitution

a nullity, and the Union a by-word, no matter what

becomes of the liberty and lives of the loyal States

and citizens who seek to sustain it. Constitutions and

Unions are cheats and shams, are but injustice and

villany, are but "covenants with death and agree-

ments with hell," when they exist at the expense of

liberty and life.

Liberty before Government >—The Federal Govern-

ment is null and void, wholly without authority, and

unworthy any respect, except as the deadly foe of sla-

very, and the active, energetic, fearless friend of lib-

erty. It is our sacred duty, owed to God and man,

to seek the overthrow

—

by such means as each thinks

right—of all governments that exist by enslaving the

humblest and poorest of their suhjects.

Liberty before Churches, Creeds, Bibles and Religions .'—
Away with all religions that sustain, even by silence,

the enslavement of a single human being! Man be-

fore religion 1 Justice before churches and creeds !

Liberty before the Bible ! Let all perish and pass

away that cannot exist without turning man into a

chattel and a brute I

Liberty before Life I Death before Slavery !—Inscribe

these words on every banner of Freedom ! Bear them

aloft over every battle-field! Give us liberty, though

property, constitutions, governments, Bibles, and all

religions perish ! Down with slavery, up with liberty,

though country and government be blotted from the

map of the world ! Talk no more of bayonets, bullets,

bombs and battles, to defend the Constitution and

Union ; butlet this be our animating cry as we muster

to meet the tyrant, whether in a battle of ideas or a

battle of bullets
—

" Resistance to slaveholders is obe-

dience to God !
" " Give me liberty, or give me

death !

"

The Slogan of the slaveholder is, " Down with eve-

ry thing and every person that opposes slavery and

sustains liberty !
" Be this ours :

" Down with every

thing and every person that opposes liberty and sus-

tains slavery!" Down with the Constitution, the

Union, the Government, the Church, the Sabbath, the

Bible, and all religions that cannot exist without en-

slaving men. Let slavery be damned, and liberty

Baved, whatever becomes of institutions. Let man

be sacred, though constitutions#id governments, Bi-

bles and religions, all go down to death.

The four million slaves must be animated by this

spirit, and guided by this motto, before the nation can

be saved. There is no name given under heaven

among men whereby, as a nation, we can be saved,

but tub Negro. The despised and outraged Negro

is a savor of life unto life or of death unto death to the

nation. The poor, lashed, abused Negro slave is on

the judgment-seat. The God of the oppressed and

of justice is now summoning the nation before the Ne-

gro to be judged. Are you for liberty or for slavery t

Are you pro-slavery "or anti-slavery % As is your an-

swer, so will be your doom—for the slave will render

a righteous judgment. The crushed and crucified

Negro has become the sole arbiter of the nation's des-

tiny.

So far as the North is waging wa»to restore the

Union as it was, with its slave compromises, four mil-

lions of slaves are your adversaries ; and in this war

for a slaveholding Union, "there is not an attribute

of the Almighty that can take sides with us." "Agree,

then, with thine adversary (the Negro) quickly, while

As there were stages in the old geological periods, of

which we find the record by digging up the stones of

the valley, so there must be stages in the periods of

humanity, and we are now in the lizard period, and

we are the lizards. Let us not expect too much of

the lizards ! I am content—or at least, I rest—under

the slow progress of events of which I have spoken.

We see lizards all around. Great theological lizards,

great military lizards, (or snails, shall I call them ?)

and great philanthropic lizards, who are here to-day.

(Laughter.) It is very imperfect work that must

come from such imperfect creatures as we are. I

think God is leading us forward to a better age. I

trust not only in the government of the universe, but

I trust that the government of the universe does rep-

resent itself in the government of the United States.

That is to say, I trust in the government of the

United States because it is part of the agency of

Providence. Ditto the government at Richmond. I

have no fear but that at last all wrong will die.

I am ashamed of my State. I have to confess the

sins of my people and bewail them, and to ask myself

if I am to any extent responsible for them. It is

cold comfort to think you would do just the same in

Massachusetts, if the naked question were presented

to you to-day by your politicians. Am I wrong 1

[Voices—"Yes"—"No."J I am sorry to bear you

say "No." I was born in Massachusetts, and I de-

clare to you that I am ashamed of it for the first time

in my life. Well, just such political material as you

have to deal with here in Massachusetts, we have to

deal with in the West—only more so. (Laughter.)

Our population is largely made up of emigrants from

Kentucky, Virginia, and the Border States generally,

and from Indiana, and the consequence is, we are con-

tinually exposed to be played upon by a variety of

class feelings and sentiments, and that malignant

prejudice of which you have, to a much greater ex-

tent, got the better here. Republicanism has never

risen so high in Illinois as to dare to repeal, when it

had the power, the law on the statute-book excluding

negroes, which was just like the clause in the new

Constitution. It must be remembered that this clause,

although it received a great many votes, has not been

adopted, because the whole Constitution was rejected,

and this clause fell with it. I am glad to say that we

are a good deal better than our laws. Negroes do

come to Illinois, and stay for years. There has been

one instance, I believe, in which that law has been

carried out, and a man's labor sold as a punishment

for coming into the State. What can you expect of

Abe Lincoln, who was born where all these prejudices

were active? I have more confidence in him than

some of the speakers who have addressed us; more

confidence in his persistent earnestness in putting

slavery on the down-hill road. It is very e.isy to

criticise a policy which it is not easy to comprehend.

He is perfectly honest, from the crown of his head to

the sole of his foot—if I may take such a large scale

of measure. (Laughter.) Let us frankly recognize

the difficulties with which he is called to deal. Doubt-

less he reasoned in this way: "If I avow an anti-

slavery policy, I can get Mr. Garrison and Mr. Phil-

lips into the army, perhaps; if I dodge that question,

I can get regiments. / must have the regiments."

I think that what we desire is coming—the " Golden

Hour" by God's own watch ; that complete triumph

of freedom on this continent for which we have so

long prayed, and for which some of you have given

the bloom of your lives, which is more than martyr-

dom. Let us rejoice that we may hail it at a dis-

tance, and that we may celebrate here, by anticipa.

tion, the triumph that Hberites, not only four million

of black men, but the millions of white men also. I

do not think we shall see a clear sky for many years,

perhaps; but behind the stormy waves of war,-! see

the promised land of peace, bathed and glorified in the

light of liberty. To us is given a great work, and we

shall prove ourselves greater than our fathers, if we

take counsel of the better spirit within us, and trust

the consequences to Heaven. (Applause.)

1 have a resolution here which I desire to read, as

expressing my own feelings, not intending to ask a

vote upon it:

—

Whereas, the triumph of the Government over the

present rebellion makes the ultimate extinction of

slavery certain; and, whereas, the failure of the Gov-

ernment involves the probable perpetuity of slavery,

and the overthrow of our whole American civiliza-

tion—therefore, .

Resolved, That our first duty, as patriots and

friends of the slave, is to strengthen the hands of the

Government by every proper means in our power,

even though we may not wholly approve the details

of its policy.

I have adopted that resolution, unanimously. ( Laugh-

ter and applause.)

SPEECH OF REV. JAMES N. GLOUCESTER,
OF BROOKLYN, N. T.

I am the last person in the world to be called upon

to make an impromptu speech, although, on an occa-

sion like this, my heart beats in unison with all who

are patriotic and right on the great question of hu-

manity. This is the first time that I have had the

pleasure of standing upon the soil of your State on

this jubilee day, and I have heard much that ban in.

terested me in regard to the cause that I love, and

have loved all my life. I have been wedded to true

antislaveryism ; I have loved, it and have watched

its progress with interest, and love it to-day more

ardently than ever before in all my life. I love to

see strong men, and hear their burning speeches, and

I have had that great pleasure to-day. Sir, we live

.in glorious times— times when the great question

must be settled, whether God or man shall be obeyed.

In the good old times of our revolutionary fathers,

when men carried their rifles to the house of God, and

when the dear old farmer in Massachusetts prayed,

"Lord, do thou bless those thy servants, my brethren

in arms, and do thou, in blessing them, help them to

keep their powder dry," they settled it, very speedily,

whether God or man should be obeyed. But that

happy time has passed way, and now we behold the

Bervility of both priests and people. But, thank God,

these days will pass away. Wc are now, with our

history as a nation, upon tho broad ocean of the

orld, and if we would only cast overboard from our

ship of State this relentless and bloody tyrant, sla-

very, we should find peace and safety, and our flag be-

come the emblem of one mighty and undivided peo-

ple. (Applause.)

SPEECH OF REV. SAMUEL GREEN.

My friends, I esteem it a distinguished" privilege

nd blessing to be here to-day. I have been truly

gratified in hearing what has been said in regard to

the evil of slavery, and the terrible consequences

thereof, which now convulse the nation. I have real-

ized much of the evil and suffering of which you

have heard. Five years ago, I was arrested in Mary-

land, and imprisoned in the Penitentiary. The cir-

cumstances were these. My son had worked for a

hard task-master seven years, and one day he asked

him for some money, and he gave him ten cents. He

came to me, and said, "Father, I must fly for free-

dom "
; and he found his way to Canada. I was sus-

pected of helping him off, and other slaves, who ran

ay about the same time, and my house was searched,

and a copy of "Uncle Tom's Cabin," a map of the

county, and a picture of a hotel at Niagara Falls

were found. I was convicted and sent to the Peniten-

tiary for ten years. A strong petition was got up, and

sent to Governor Hicks, praying for my pardon. The

question was asked what he was going to do about it.

He replied, "I know Green. So far as moral charac-

ter goes, he is an honest man; but if I pardon him, I

shall be called an abolitionist and mobbed." Gov-

ernor Bradford released me, after I had been in prison

five years.

Mr. Green then referred to the state of feeling

which existed in Maryland in regard to the colored

people, which was illustrated by the remark of onft

individual, that he would rather go to hell -and be

damned, than go to heaven with a "nigger." He

said he did not believe that the efforts of the aboli-

tionists had been an injury to the colored people, bond

or free, but rather a benefit; and he attributed his

own release to their exertions. It had pleased God,

he said, to reveal Himself more powerfully to him in

his affliction than at any other time. He realized that

it was good to be afflicted; and he would say, that

whatever might be our position, so long as we trusted

in God, He would support and finally deliver us.

At the conclusion of Mr. Green's remarks, a hand-

some collection was taken up for his benefit, he hav-

ing been despoiled of all his goods by the Egyptians

down in Maryland.

SPEECH OF GEORGE W. STACY.

How slow our nation has ever been to appreciate the

great event of wbieh this day is the anniversary!

But, pleasant as it may be to dwell upon the grandeur

of that event, hardly a moment has been devoted to it

to-day, because we have ail been looking to the mo-

mentous struggle wbieh is now convulsing our own

country. We have been told here to-day that Abra-

ham Lincoln is an honest man. The poet says, " 'Tis

phrase absurd to call a villain great." I think, if Mr.

Lincoln is an honest man, he has a very singular way

of manifesting that honesty. It would seem that if

Mr. Lincoln had a particle of honesty, slow though

lie may be, he would now speak that magic word that

would at once give peace and freedom to the country,

and declare universal, unconditional emancipation. I

can hardly conceive, then, that it is right to apply that

epithet to him.

I feel impressed to say that this is a dark hour for

r country, and in order to make it brighter, we

should work upon the individual conscience. I tell

you there is a latent feeling of intense hatred among

the people toward the Abolitionist and the negro

—

For whom wo injure, him we also hate."

I was reading yesterday a passage in Theodore Par-

ker's "Experience as a Minister," which I will read

to yoiwThey were, when writen, words of predic-

tion; the,"ey are now words of history :

—

"In this age, I think the people do not make war
against the peaceful people of another land; nay, in

New England, the most democratic country, we have

too much neglected the military art, I fear,—a mistake

we may bitterly regret in that strife between the

Southern Habit of Despotism and the Northern Prin-

ciple of Democracy, which any day may take the form

of civil war, and one day must. For America will not

always attempt to carry a pitcher of poison on her left

shoulder, and one of pure water on her right; one or

the other must soon go to the ground."

Is it not time, beyond a doubt, that either slavery or

liberty must prevail ? It is chains for all, or liberty for

all; or, in the beautiful language of Lamartine, "No
sooner do we put the chain around the ankle of our

brother, than the other end reaches our own neck."

We are in danger; and it is because we have been

mean and craven, because we have trampled on all

the rights dear to the colored race, that God has un-

sheathed the sword of his eternal justice, and calls us

to this hour of sad retribution. Let us not, then, ask

that this cup may pass from us, unless we are ready

to'say, also, "Nevertheless, not our will, but thine,

Lord, be done." It is true that God's will must be

accomplished, and that will bring the fSue we desire.,

efore we separate from this pleasant meeting, let us

solemnly promise, before God, that we will not give

sleep to our eyes nor slumber to our eyelids, but work

day by day in this cause of universal emancipation.

It will bring hatred and persecution, I know, it may

bring even death; but, my friends, what is life or

property worth, what are any of the endearments of

domestic life worth to you or me, if we cannot look

upon a country that is free from this accursed system

of slavery 1 There is work to be done, and we must

carry on that work so faithfully that Abraham Lincoln

shall feel he does not desire to be called "honest," if

he does not come up to the help of the Lord against

the mighty host of slavery.

Friends, we shall soon separate. The pleasant sun

that hangs over us, in its last rays, we shall leave.

And where are we going
1

? To our happy homes.

One to the right, and the other to the left. But let us

remember that, wherever we go, God demands of us,

that we must serve well our brother, or all our profes-

sions will be vain. We may build churches, we may
make our loud professions of love to God, but in our

last trying day, the question will ho asked, "Where
is your brother ? " And if we have been unfaithful in

this, we shall find ourselves wanting in all^else.

" ' Who shall avenge tho slave ?
' I stood and cried

;

' The earth ! the earth !
' the echoing soa replied.

I turned mo to the ocean, but each wave
Declined to be tho avenger of the slave.
' Who shall avenge the slave ?' my species cry j

'The winds, the flood, tlie lightning of the sky.'

I turned to these, from these one echo ran

—

' The right avenger of the slave is man.'

Man was my fellow ; in his sight I stood,

Wept and besought him by the voice el' blood
;

Sternly ho looked, as proud on earth he trod,

Then said, ' Tho avenger of the slave is tlod !

'

I lookod in prayer toward heaven—awhile 'twas still

—

And then me thought God's voice replied—I will I

"

SPEECH OF WILLIAM WELLS BROWN.
During the last Presidential canvas, the Democrats

got up, among other caricatures, a picture of a boat

full of Americans, and among them a black man.

The boat was sinking, and the picture represented the

black man on top, and these words were put into his

mouth—" No matter where the boat goes, this nigger

is on top." Little did they dream, at that time, that

they had been cooperating with and encouraging the

South to such an extent, that those words would he-

come literally true—that no matter how they might

flounder, or what became of their political boat, the

colored man would come out on lop. Everything, Mr.

President, looks bright for us, while everything is dark

for the Republic. I think there has never been an

hour when the prospect for saving the Republic looked

so dark as now. Everything seems to have been done

just as the South would desirc.tu have it, to crush tho

Republic, But the prospects of the black mat) arc

bright to-day . If the rebellion had been crushed, as

was intended by the President and bis Cabinet, and

the Union as it was restored, the black man would

have been left just where be was ten, fifteen orlwenty

years ago ; but the war has gone on until there seems

not to be a possibility of putting down the rebellion

without giving the black man his freedom. I do not

think the Government possesses the power to put

the rebellion, without proclaiming universal

emancipation. I asked a slave from the South, a few

days ago, how the black men were feeling, and I said,

We wonder you have not had an insurrection." He

replied—"We have no need of it. The white people

are killing each other off; we have nothing to do but

sit still, and wait until the good time comes. The Jeff.

Davis men and the Lincoln men are killing each other

off, and the time will be for us by and by; and when

that time comes, the black man will be all right. If

either party will give us our freedom, we will take it;

if they will not, we will wait until they have done all

they can to injure each other, and then will come the

time for the black man to strike for his liberty." I

feel that the future looks bright for the negro, although

it looks dark for the nation; and if the Republic is

saved at all, it will be only by means of emancipation.

Now, a single word as regards the day. I know

that those who have spoken of West India Emancipa-

tion have always looked at it as it regarded dollars and

cents. They looked at the black man's liberty as a

matter involving so many hogsheads of sugar and so

many bales of cotton. If there were not so many

bales of cotton produced, they felt that liberty had

been proclaimed to no purpose ; if the amount of sugar

produced fell short of their calculations, emancipation

was, in their view, a failure. They have never taken

into account the moral, social and intellectual condition

of the former slaves of the West Indies. They have

never regarded the minds and immortal souls of those

slaves as worth anything at all. Now, in a report

made to the British Parliament, three years ago, it was

distinctly stated, that since emancipation in the West

Indies, the condition of both the whites and blacks

had been improved, and that the islands exported and

imported if great deal more than at any time during

the existence of slavery; and in that report, a very

significant fact was stated, which I wish every oppo-

nent of emancipation in this country might know.

Speaking of the condition of the freedmen in an edu-

cational and religious point of view, it was said that

the former slaves in the island of Jamaica had built

220 churches since emancipation ; that there were

53,000 communicants connected with those churches
;

that the average attendance was 91,000—about one-

third of the population ; that one-third of the children

—namely, 22,000—were in schools; that the blacks

voluntarily contributed annually, in Jamaica, §110,000

towards the support of religious institutions ; that they

annually contributed §80,000 towards the support of

their schools; that their landed property amounts to

something over five millions; and that these people

were never in a better condition, never in a better

spirit, and that there was never a better state of feel-

ing between the blacks and the whites than there is in

Jamaica at the present time. Although the same

prejudice existed in Jamaica that exists here, growing

out of the institution of slavery, and although it was

said that the blacks and whites could not live together

on terms of equality, and that a war of extermination

would spring up as soon as slavery was done away

with, the report says that the blacks and whites in

Jamaica do live upon terms of perfect equality; that

in the Assembly, white men and black men sit to-

gether and make the laws ; that in the religious socie-

whitc and black unite in worshipping God; that

in the schools, where blacks were never permitted in

the days of slavery, white and black sit together, and

there is perfect impartiality in that island, as regards

the whites and the blacks. And what is true in that

island is true in them all.

Now, I say, let us hope that Emancipation will be

the word written upon thebanner of those contendin:

th the South. Among no class of people is

greater interest felt in regard to the termination of

this'war than among the colored people of the North
;

but they are all looking and hoping for freedom ;
and

I believe that, if Emancipation is proclaimed as the

policy of the Government, there will be no further

need of offering bounties of §100, §150, or $200, but

that the ranks will be filled up at once; and if the

Government wjll only discard the idea of having only

white men to fight its battles, proclaim freedom, and

declare that it will receive any who shall come for-

ward and offer to do battle for liberty, I believe that

black men will rush from the North, and black men,

formerly slaves, will rush from Canada, and, more

numerous than all these, there will rise up in the

Southern States black men with strong arms, who will

be far better to garrison the forts of the South, and

do more to cause the slaveholders to leave the South-

ern army, aud go back to their plantations to look

after their wives and children, and attend to their

own affairs, than any set of men who can be sent

from the North. There are thousands and tens of

thousands of black men at the South, with strong

arms and willing hearts, ready to strike for freedom,

and lay down their lives, if need be, for freedom, if

you will give them the opportunity. From the tiun

ou do so, I believe success will attend your arms

(Applause.)

THE PRESIDENT AND COLORED SOLDIERS.
The President has declared that he will not accept

ly regiment of colored men as soldiers. They must
all be accepted as laborers. There have been several

declarations made in the course of this our war which
it has been found expedient to revise or to forget, and
this declaration of war against the black man may
soon he found to belong to the list. The President

ay do bis bestand.his worst to uphold and maintain a

wretched prejudice, but it will be all in vain. The
war that is directed aguinst the colored race is neither

more nor less than a war in behalf of the rebels, and
all that is done adversely to them is so much done in

upport of traitors. Their services are scornfully re-

jected by persons who have been unable to do much
for their country. The President is a Republican,

and how bis conduct contrasts with that of the gallant

and patriotic Governor Sprague, of Rhode Island, who
is a conservative, and who has called for the forma-

tion of a regiment of colored men, which will rank as

the Gth Rhode Island regiment ! Governor Sprague,
will be recollected, was the candidate of the con-

rvalives and democrats, in 1860, for the office of

Governor of his State, and he drove the Republican
candidate out of the field ;

and he would have been
the conservative candidate for the Vice President's of-

fice but that he had not reached the constitutional age.

No one can say that he is a " fanatic," or an " abolition-

ist," but we all know that he is a man of miud, and
that he is capable of seeing that the time has come
when we should conquer our prejudices, as the first

step toward an early and a complete conquest of the

enemy. As respects the President's decision, it ought
'n justice to him to be stated, that he is afraid that Ken-
ucky would secede if black soldiers should be em-
ployed I It is none of Kentucky's business of what
kind of men our armies are or shall be composed, but

the President may deem it right to regard her preju-

dices in the existing state of things, rather than add
to the chances of the rebel's strength being increased.

But what a roaring from the democracy the world

would hear, if Massachusetts were to intimate that she

would not furnish any more men until the services of

black soldiers should be accepted ! And yet such
conduct on the part of Massachusetts would be noble

in comparison with that which, it is asserted, would
be pursued by Kentucky should colored men be made
soldiers. It would be an error in behalf of the right,

whereas Kentucky will rebel if we shall not persist in

doing wrong ! Our past history is against Kentucky's
position, for we have repeatedly employed black sol-

diers, and in one instance at least, goodly numbers of

them belonged to an army that was in part composed
of KentLiekians.—-Bosfoii Traveller.

ANOTHER BLOODY CONFLICT.
Gen. Pope and Stonewall Jackson have met at last,

and a fierce battle has been fought, apparent!)' with-

out any decided advantage on either side, save that

our side held its ground, which, considering the posi-

tion, is equivalent to a victory. On Friday, Gen. Mc-
Dowell's cavalry had the extreme advance, near the

Rapidan river, and were engaged in skirmishes all

day, taking some prisoners, and ending with slight

loss. On Saturday morning, while a large rebel force

was endeavoring to surround and cut him off, Gen.
Banks came up with four regiments of cavalry, and
delayed the rebel advance. In the afternoon, he at-

tacked their advance force of 15,000, under Jackson
and Ewell, at a place about six miles south of Culpep-

per Court-House. At first the contest was almost en-

tirely by artillery, but at 6 o'clock the infantry be-

came engaged, and a determined fight began. The
rebels were in the woods—our men in open fields.

Gen. Banks's right, under Gen. Williams, suffered se-

verely. At tliis time the rebels attacked in full force.

At 7£ o'clock P. M. Gen. Pope arrived on the field ac-

comp'anied by Gen. McDowell and a part of his corps.

The battle was then substantially over, Gen. Banks
holding his original ground. The artillery on both

sides continued till nearly 12 o'clock, the night being
very clear, with bright moonlight. Both Gens. Pope
and Banks were greatly exposed at one time, and a
sudden charge of rebel cavalry was made to take

them, but failed. The fire of the rebel batteries was
afterwards silenced. Tho troops were under arms
and in position all night. Gen. Banks is highly

praised, hath for personal gallantry, and the manage-
ment of his troops. He was rather severely hurt by
a trooper who rode against him, but he kept the field,

and was on duty next morning. Gen. Geary lost an
arm, Gen. Augur (?) was wounded severely, Major
Pelerge is wounded seriously, Col. Knight, 46th Penn.,
dangerously; Lieut-Colonel Selfridge, severely; Ma-
jor Mathews lost an arm, Adjutant Boyd wounded se-

verely, all of the same regiment. Col. Donnelly fa-

tally wounded, Lieut-Col. Brown arm lost; Major
Cook killed, all of the 28th N. Y. The 5th Conn,
lost Col. Chapman wounded and captured, Lieut-Col.

Stone killed, Major Blake wounded and taken. Of
the 2nd Mass. Major Savage probably dead, Captain
Abbot killed, Captains Williams and Goodwin missing,

Captain Quincy prisoner, Surgeon Leland wounded,
Lieut. Okey, serious wound. Lieutenants Austin
and Buckman of the 1st N. J. Cavalry were wounded.
Lieut. Hopkins, 7th Ohio, wounded. Two of Gen.
Pope's body-guard were killed. The 2d Massachu-
setts, 5th Connecticut, 27th Indiana, and 46th Penn-
sylvania suffered severely. The rebel Gen. Winder
was wounded. Total loss estimated at 2,000 to 3,000

killed, wounded, and missing on each side. Jackson
and Ewell were both in the battle, and Gen. A. P.

Hill came up with 18,000 to re-enforce them, on Satur-

day night, about the time our men arrived. There
was some skirmishing on Sunday morning, but the

weather was hot, and the troops so much exhausted
that no general engagement was expected.

SELLING THE SERVANTS OF UNION 0HT
CEES INTO SLAVEET

!

The following correspondence between John S.

Rock, Esq., and Wm. H. Page, M. D., who was es-

pecially detailed by Governor Andrew to go out to the

Army of the Potomac to assist in the care of the sick

and wounded Massachusetts soldiers, and who was

taken prisoner at the recent battles before Richmond,

is another proof of the rascality of the Confederate

authorities ;

—

Boston, Aug. 11th, 1862.

Wat. H. Page, M. D. :

—

Dear Sir,—I have been re-

quested to ask you if it is true that when colored ser-

vants to the Union officers are taken prisoners by the

rebels, they are sold into slavery ? and also if it is true

that John A. Emery, a colored boy from Salem, and
servant to Lieut. Col. Devereaux of the 19th Massa-

chusetts Regiment, was taken with you a prisoner at

the recent battles before Richmond, and sold into sla-

very : An early reply will greatly oblige

Your obedient servant,

John S. Rock.

Boston, August 11, 1862.

John S. Rock, Esq. : Dear Sir,—You note of this

date has just come to hand. In answer to your ques-

tions, I have to say that a colored boy of 17 years-,

named John A. Emery, servant to Lieut. Col. Deve-
reaux, of the 19th Mass. Regiment, was. left sick with

fever (from which he is now well) at Savage Station

Hospital, on the retreat of our army to James River;

that I attempted to bring him away as my servant;

but when we arrived at Richmond, he was immedi-
ately taken from me in accordance with a recent order

of the Confederate Government, which commands
the seizure of all persons of color found among pris-

oners taken from us, and the selling of them into

slavery. I was told of this order by numerous Con-
federate officers who called at our hospital, and I

tried to get him to go with one of them as a servant,

who promised me to use him well; but he preferred

to take his chances of getting away with us. I was
also told by Confederate officers that another order

had also been issued, commanding all persons of color

taken with arms in their hands to be shot. His moth-

er, Elizabeth Emery, lives 108 Essex street, Salem,
whom you will please inform of the facts of her son.

Yours, &c, Wm. II. Pagb.

There is no atrocity that the traitorous inen -stealers

of the South are not capable of perpetrating*.

Th.il First South Carolina Negro Regiment.
This regiment, organized at Hilton Head by General
Hunter, has been placed under the command of Capt.

Fessenden, -who is to act as its Colonel. He is a

young man, and son of Senator Fessenden of Maine.
The regiment originally numbered a little upward of

seven hundred. After they had been drilled for a

month, they were sifted; some three hundred were
discharged and sent home; some on account of phys-

ical disability, others on account of their unwilling-

ness to remain in the service, and others for various

disqualifying causes. The corps now numbers about
four hundred and fifty, divided into seven companies.
These companies are officered by non-commissioned
officers detailed (with their own consent) from vari-

ous regiments in the department. The office of First

or Orderly Sergeant is filled in the same manner, but
the other Sergeants and the Corporals are blacks.

OBITUARY.

DiKli at Greenfield, Kilgobbin, county of Dublin, ori

Wednesday, 16th July, IIankah Webb, the beloved wife

of Iliehard D. Webb, aged 52 years and 7 months. Iter

death was occasioned by an attack of rheumatic fever,

which beeame complicated with on affection of the heart,

and was attended with difficulty of breathing and extreme

prostration.

As she was warmly interested in the anti-slavery cause,

and was widely known and beloved by its friends on both

sides of the Atlantic, a brief tribute to her memory may
not be inappropriate in a periodical which has always been

greatly indebted to her supervision atid nice powers of dia-

i initiation. •

It is difficult to speak of her in terms which to those not

acquainted with her will not appear extravagant, yet it is

but the simple truth to say that a kinder and more guileless

heart, a sweeter temper, greater forgetfulness of self, a

tongue more innocent of pain to others, a soul more full of

sympathy for the sufferings of her fellow-creatures, are

possessed by few. So innate was her spirit of self-abnega-

tion, that the only pain she caused to others arose from

her neglecting to take that care on her own behalf* which-

till the last day of her life was anxiously extended to those

around her. She afforded a striking proof that a highly

endowed intellect, and great powers of literary application,-

are consistent in woman with the most prompt and scrapu-

lous exercise of all the duties of domestic life. The mi'

nutest details of her household, the claims of the needy

and the suffering, and the duties she owed to her immedi-

ate family and her distant friends, were never neglected.

Having a very retentive memory and a strong love for

poetry, her mind was stored with an inexhaustible treasure

of apt quotations from favorite authors, with which she was

wont to illustrate any subject that came before her

—

rendering her conversation singularly easy and fascina^

ting.

Her faith was supreme that God disposes all things

for the ultimate benefit of all ; her hope was lively that

the right will finally be triumphant on earth ; her charity

was bounded neither by race, creed, nor condition.

The following eloquent tribute, by Mr. John Stuart Mill,

to the memory of his deceased wife, strongly impressed the

present writer, many years ago, as beiDg entirely appli-

cable to the subject of this notice :
—" While she was

the light, life, and grace of every society in which she took

part, the foundation of her character was a deep serious-

ness, resulting from tho combination of the strongest and

most sensitive feelings with the highest principles. All

that excites admiration when found separately in others

seemed brought together in her : a conscience at once

healthy and tender ; a generosity, bounded only by a sense

of justico which often forgot its own claims, but never those

of others ; a heart so large and loving, that whoever was

capable of making the smallest return of sympathy always

received tenfold ; and in the intellectual department, a

vigor and truth of imagination, a delicacy of perception,

an accuracy and nicety of observation, only equalled by

her profundity of speculative thought, and by a practical

judgment and discernment next to infallible."

—

London

Anti* Slavery Advocate, August 1.

|^* To all the praises bestowed upon the memory and

character of this noble woman, by the Advocate, wo hearti-

ly respond ; for we held her, while living, in the rery

highest estimation, knowing personally her rare worth, and

prizing her friendship at a high rate. In completeness of

character, she had few equals in any land ; and her loss

will he felt and lamented by numerous friends aud ad-

mirers on both sides of the Atlantic. Our beloved friend,

Richard D. Webb, will need no assurance from us, that we

deeply sympathize with him and his children, in. view of

thogreat bereavement which they have been called to s*f-

DIED—In Philadelphia, on Friday, the 8th instant,

Henry GrtEW, aged 80 years.

For thirty years, our revered friend was the uncompro-

mising advocate of " the cause of all such as are appointed

to destruction " in our land, and both with his voice and

pen vindicated the safety and duty of immediate and un-

conditional emancipation. He was of a deeply religious

nature, eminently conscientious and upright in all his

ways, warm in his sympathies for suffering humanity in

its various phases, generous in the distribution of his chari-

ties, and a truly good man, whose constant aim it was to

glorify God and bless his fellow-men. In all theological

matters he was an independent thinker, true to his convic-

tions, however unpopular they might be, anxious only to

know and cherish the truth, and a preacher of practical

righteousness. He was widely known, revered and be-

loved.— [Ed. Lib.

Celebration. The colored people of our city, tt

the number of two or three hundred, held a celebra-

tion yesterday, which was the anniversary of the

West India Emancipation, in the beautiful grove on
the Topeka road, where the Fourth of July celebra-

tion was held this year. A fine stage was prepared

for the speakers, an abundiincc of seats for the specta-

tors, and an elegant and bountiful dinner for all. Wm.
Ya i i;s was elected Chairman, and the invited orator

of the dny not being able to attend, loud calls were
made for Hon. Geo. H. Fairchild, who responded
in a short and effective Speech, after which, in answer
to repeated cidls, Messrs. Junks, of Hiawatha, and
Sin: vui'iu, of our city, addressed the people.

Our colored citizens wore neatly and tastily dressed,

and their horses urnl Carriages, as well as the grounds,

were decorated with uuinermis Hugs of various sizes.

Everything passed off in the most orderly manner,
and the utmost satisfaction was expressed by those

who attended.

—

Atcliimi (Kansas) Frndi'in's Cham-
pion.

S^^ The Rebel navy is again demolished. - The
famous ram Arkansas, which played such havoc with
our fieet at Vicksburg, is no more A despatch from
the ltebel General, Van Porn, states that on Monday
last, the ram left Vicksburg to cooperate in a contem-
plated attack on Baton llouge. While passing Bayou
Sara, her machinery became disabled, and before it

could be repaired, the Union gunboats pitched into

her, After some resistance, she was abandoned and
blown up, her officers and crew escaping to the shore.

If this news is true, and it is on rebel authority, good-
bye to Merrimac No. 2. Now for the Savannah mon-
ster.

Chicago, Aug. 12. The following note explains

self:—

It appears in the newspapers that Mr. Wendell
Phillips stated at a public meeting in Boston, that the

"management" of the Illinois Central Railroad had
said to him that Gen. McClellan could not say, "No."
Indirectly similar remarks are attributed to us in re-

lation also to the President. We, the undersigned,

Directors of the Illinois Central Company, declare

that we do not know Wendell Phillips, have never ex-

changed a word with him, have never had any com-
munication with him, in fact, have never seen him.

W. H. Osborn, President.

J. M. Douglas, Resident. Director.

W. R. Arthur, General Superintendent.

S3T~ This disclaimer is wholly superfluous. Mr.

Phillips made no mention of the Illinois Central

Railroad. His language was, "I said to the bankers

and the directors of railroads in Chiengo, 'Is McClel-

lan a man who can say no *
'

" &c.

3" AS TI-SLAVERT CONVENTION.—A mass Anti-

Slavery Convention will be hold at Ellekville, (Ulster

Co., N. Y.,) in Warren's Hall, to commenc* on Thursday

evening, Aug. 28, and continue through Friday and Satur -

day, the 29th and 30th.

Rally, friends o^istioe and impartial liberty ! in large

numbers, for the redemption of the slave and the salvation

of the nation.

Able and eloquent speakers will address the Convention ,

among whom will be Parker Pillsbury, Ernestine L. Rose ,

Susan B. Anthony, Aaron M. Powell, James M. Do Garm o

and others.

©- PLYMOUTH COUNTY MASS MEETING ON

THE WAR!—At the special request of several persons,

citizens of Abington, Hanover, Hanson and Pembroke,

Parker Pillsbury will deliver two addresses on The War
and its Meanings, in the Universalist Church at Hanson, on

Sunday next, 17th inst., at 10 and 2 o'clock.

The place of meeting being so central to a large and

intelligent population, and the momentous interests await-

ing the decision of the present hour, inspire the hope and

expectation that this will bo one of the most important

gatherings of the season. R- Y.

jSgp- ANDREW T. FOSS, an Agent of the Mass. Anti-

Slavery Society, will speak at Hl'ANNISonSunday next,

August 17th, on The War and Slavery.

Also, on tho same subject, at the following places, as th e

way may open :

Centreville, Tuesday, August 19.

Osterville, Wednesday, " 20.

Cotuit Port, Thursday, " 21.

3EP*" AARON M. POWELL will speak at New Concord

,

N. Y., Sunday, August 1". Subject—Emancipation.

§^- WM. LLOYD GARRISON will speak on Slavery

and the War in Lawrence Church at Feltonville, on Sun-

day next, at half-past 10 o'clock, A. M. ; and also in Union

Hall, at 5 o'clock, P. M.

LOSS OF THE GOLDEN GATE.—FEARFUL
DESTRUCTION OF LIFE.

San Francisco, Aug. 6. The steamship Golden
Gate, Hudson, commander, sailed hence for Panama
on the lilst ult., having % cabin passengers, 147 in the

second cabin and steerage, and a crew of 05 men.
She had also $1,400,000 in treasure, of which Kirby,

Byrne & Co., had $10,000, and Meader, Loler & Co.,

§10,000.

On the 27th ult., at 4 45 P. M-, when 15 miles North
of Manzaiiilla, while the passengers were dining, an
alarm of fire was heard. The steamer was promptly
bended fur the shore, 8£ miles distant, the Humes
meanwhile making fearful headway. At a quarter

after 5, the upper deck fell. Soon after, the steamer
struck the beach, and those of the passengers and
crew who had not got into the boats jumped over-

board, and endeavored to swim ashore. About 100,

including 5 children, swam or were washed ashore
alive.

The ship burned to the water's edge, and soon dis-

appeared. The passengers who reached the shore

made their way to near Munzunilln, where they ar-

rived on the 2oth, just as the steamer St. Louis ar-

rived up from Panama.
Some lew others escaped to MitnzrtllUhl in hunts.

One boat with thirty persons on board h:ts not been
heard from, but it has probably made the shore south
of Manzanilla.
The St. Louis arrived here tonight, bringing 78 of

the Golden (kite's passenger* all thai are known to

he saved—and a portion of the crew. Capt. Hudson
and a portion of the crew remained at Miui/.unilhi to

look after the missing passengers.

-In^- LECTURES BY PARKER PILLSBURY—
W&lpOle, on Monday evening, Aug. IS.

lu Sheldonville, ou Tuesday, 19th. Both to oommenc e

at half-past seven o'clock.

fj3f An Anti-Slavery Convention will bo held at the

Freo Church iu Cnmmington, on Saturday and Sunday,

August 23d and 24th, commencing on Saturday, at 2 o'-

clock, 1'. M. Parker Pillsbury and E. R. Brown will'be

present as speakers.

jgf" MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D-, has removed on

6D5 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attoution paid to Diseases of Womeu aud Children.

References.—LutherClark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

Hopedale Home School.

THIS Institution, after a suspension of soma months,

will In; tv-openod I" well-disposed pupils of good hab-

its, on Weilm-s'liiy, Niyrf. 3, for B term of fifteen *<rtks.

For particulars, address

WM. S. HEYWOOD, > p -„,,.
A. B. HEYWOOD, \F»™P»>s-

llopcdalo, Mass., Aug 11. 4t

BRISTOL BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS.

THIS School isliH\it.od in tin- IwoiirIi of Bristol. Ph..

on the Delaware River, twenty miles above l'liihulel-

pliia. It will open Its Ml session on id day, Ninth month,

1st.

Terms—$75 per session of five months.

Forolroalar. address
Ki I'll ANM \ PEIRdB, Pkinoivw..

KKFRHl'Mi'S.

j tms Mow, Philadelphia*

Asm- Ouvihhman, '.'OS Franklin stroet, PMUdBTpbla,

!\ v I'l-iiHK, ."•i | t x. Seventh Btrwt, Philadelphia.

th-viii w EtittGM lv, Orosswioks, n. V.

Dai id L (Jribcom, Woodbury, ST. J.

Wm. LLOYD Gj.IUU80H, Boston.
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For tho Liberator,

THE HTQUIBY.
"Art thou ho that should conic, or do wo li

another?"

—

Matt. II : 3.

Harkcn to tho roaring cannon !

Listen to the rolling drum !

Lord of love and wisdom, tell ua,

Art thou ho that was to oomo 7

See ! the nion that onco were brother*

Have in dreadful conflict met

!

Lord, hast thou no power to help us 7

Look wo for another yet?

Are we, after all the conquests

Of thy ever blessed Word,

Left without a stronger weapon

Than the rifle or the sword ?

Did the angels, in their joy-song,

Sing of Peace o'er Bethlehem far,

And to-day shall all our musio

Be the horrid tramp of war?

Shall the hopes the world has cherished

Through a thousand bitter years,

All be turned to dust ?—its praises

All be turned to bitter tears?

Tell us, for our ears are aching

"With the battle's dreadful hum,

In the name of God and Freedom,

Art thou he that was to come?

Listen! from the hills of Jndah,

From tho fairer heights of heaven,

There his ransomed ones are singing

Sweetest songs of the forgiven.

There comes the sweetest, saddest voice

The world has ever known
;

6od that would warm our hearts of ice,

Would melt our hearts of stone :

—

" Shame on such efforts as ye make

To bring my kingdom in I

Ye would drive heaven and hell abreast,

And harness God to Sin.

Things are not changed ; the angel bands

Still sing their ancient hymn ;

But shall the Father work for you,

Unless you work for him?

Your songs of joy shall echo from

The mountains to tho sea,

If ye will break the bondman's chain,

And set his people free.

Why carp ye at the truth I taught,

And doubt its triumph hour ?

Ye dare not work its lessons out

—

Ye fear to trust its power !

He that should come I am, and ye

Need not another seek
;

Go, preach glad tidings to the poor,

My gospel to the meek.

On Calvary's mournful eminence

I perished for the right

;

I drew no lines : I died for all,

For black as well as white.

Upon tho misty mountain tops

Bid Freedom's angel hail
;

*
0, write her name upon your flag,

And then you cannot fail !
" J.

CELEBRATION OP THE FIRST OF AUGUST.

At Island Grove, Abinyton, Mass.

For the Liberator.

LIBERTY'S CRUSADE.
RESPECTFULLY INSCRIBED TO GEN. JAMES H. LAME.

Nothing but War's red banner,

Heavy, and dripping with blood
;

Ruin, and black desolation,

Where homes of beauty once stood !

The groans of the wounded and dying,

The awful thunder of war,

And the slave, long waiting and hoping,

Crushed under the Juggernaut car !

But once, though but for a moment,

A vision of beauty blest,

Gleamed, like a rainbow of promise,

On the sky of the far Southwest :

And the eyes of the waiting millions

Brightened with joy to see

The hope of a glorious future

—

A* future never to be !

For they deemed that the old romances

Of tho ages long passed away,

The tales of tho brave Crusaders,

Should be a fact of to-day

—

That those golden and fairy-like legends,

Which enchanted our early youth,

Should no more be a myth of the poet,

But a living and glorious truth.

How we turned the eyes of the spirit

To tho land of the rose and the vine,

Where the orange—that child of the tropic

—

Grows fair in the glad sunshine !

And we thought that our brave young heroes

Afar to that land should ride,

Each on his dauntless charger,

Each with his squire by his side ;

And we looked to see them returning,

Covered and crowned with glory ;

From righting the wrongs of the helpless,

Like knights in some aneient story :

For we knew they'd bo true to freedom,

Led on by their chieftain brave,

That they'd strike to the heart of the tyrant,

But strike off the chains of tho slave !

Thon God, who bearest the ravens,

Who notest the sparrows that fall,

We Irope, for we know that thou watohest

With fatherly care over all.

And we know that the tower of Oppression,

Though mighty, is built on the sand
;

And the armies that fight against Heaven

Shall be scattered like chaff by Thy hand !

Wisconsin, July, 1862, C. L. M.

From the Worocster Spy.

RECOMPENSE,
In earlier times of strife and wrong,

God sent his vengeance from on high,

Upon the plague-wind blowing long,

Or lightning flashing through the sky.

The first-born, in a single night,

Died silently a great laud through,

Like grain-fields 'neath a sudden blight

That softlier falls than evening dew.

How wept the Rachels on that morn !

The shackles fell, the bond went free ;

Exulting Israel raised its horn

Safely beyond the parted sea.

Ye spoilers of tho latter days,

God's judgments fall not from the skies !

No poison have the mid-day rays,

The stars beam not with fatal eyes.

Yet thrills the earth with inward paine

;

The steel horizon nearer draws
;

They rend tho chains on bloody plains,

And reassert the trampled laws.

And who shall chide tho tardy hours,

The cloudy curtain still undrawn?

God works with grand but silent powers,

His smile shall brighten into dawn.

Albert Sutliffe.

GOD'S DAY IS NOT TET DONE.
' 'No mighty birth

But comes by throes of mortal agony ;

No man-child among nations of the earth

But fiudutli baptism in a stormy sea.

0, countrymen ! God's day is not yet done !

He'leaveth not his people utterly !

Count it a covenant that He loads us on

'Beneath tho cloud, and through tho crimson sea !

SPEECH OF REV. J. SELLA MAliTIN.

Mr. Chairman and Ladies and Gentlemen,—

I

shall not say much this morning, if anything, about

the abolition of slavery in tho British West Indies : a

subject of greater importance demands our investiga-

tions and meditations. What 1 shall say will have

reference to the darkness of this hour, and the revela-

tions made amidst this national darkness. In the day

time, men see but two great and overwhelming ob-

jects of sense. They look up into the firmament, and

see only the sun ; the stars of that firmament are hid

by the garish light of the single luminary that con-

trols and domineers over the day. And if they look

below them, they see what the sun reveals—the whole

earth. Well, this nation has had a day, eighty hours

long ; and in that day, it has seen nothing but the

sun of success in its national firmament; and all

those glorious truths that shone out in the Declara-

tion of Independence have been hidden behind the

garish light of national success, But as, in the dark-

ness of the night, we may look upward, and behold

the stars in the firmament, so in the hour of national

darkness, we are permitted to look up and see those

stars that have been concealed from us heretofore;

and to-day, as of old, the first star that cheers our

gaze starts from the East. The Jews of old, careful

about preserving the forms of religion, had so far for-

gotten the sacred truth of religion, piety of heart and.

practice of hand, that God made a revelation to the

Eastern Magi, that His Son was coming to the world

to make known a glorious Gospel; and so, as that

star came forward, it not only led the heathen from

another country, but went on and stood over Jerusa-

lem, making Herod and all Jerusalem with him afraid.

So, three or four years ago, the star of Emancipation

rose in the East, in St. Petersburg, and it has been

coming on and on, until to-day it stands over the na-

tional capital; and although our political Herod has

been troubled, and all Jerusalem with him, even to

the extent of sending forth and slaying all those

babes of freedom, the fugitive slaves of Washington,

let us hope that some of those very slaves who were

driven away from that capital by that terrible edict,

the Fugitive Slave Law, and the terrible persecutions

of fugitive slave hounds, are strengthening their

bodies and ripening their intellects in the land of

Egypt, for the purpose of coming forth and redeeming

God'B Israel; so that it may be true nationally, as it

was theologically, that God has called his son out of

Egypt. Another star hangs over the broad prairies,

lighting the free homes of their hardy children, and

promising protection to all who love liberty,—giving

welcome to the liberty-loving man, and threatening

death to the border-ruffian. Then, looking to the

horizon, we see, not another star, but a comet, the

fiery tail of which will, in its sublime sweep, blast the

pro-slavery part of the Constitution—I mean the ris-

ing planet of Emancipation. (Applause.)

Now, we have good reason to look back, and see

why these things have been hid from us. The first

reason why they have been hid from us is because we
have been the makers of States, and the destroyers of

men. Promise the nation that it should have anothei

Btar to dot its flag, and it would drag that flag tbrougl:

the mire of oppression and injustice to secure the addi

tional star. Out of our treasury, we took the money to

buy to Louisiana, only that she might become a gigantic

thief, and steal all the money there was left in the

treasury. In our anxiety to preserve Florida, we
plunged the nation into a war to put down a few Indi-

ans, only that that State might become the greatest

and most intolerable murderer in the whole confede-

racy. We juggled Texas into the Union, only that

8he, by a trick of national political legerdermain,

might juggle herself out again. We violated sacred

compacts in order to bring Missouri into the Union,

only that she might violate the compacts of the na-

tional Constitution to get out. It seems that all we
have been anxious about has been to get States into

the Union. And what has been the consequence?

In this darkness, we are likely to think, perhaps, as

Job did, after his afflictions, that we are the most in-

significant things in the universe. But Job was mis-

taken ; he was then the most important object in the

universe, because he was a subject of controversy be-

tween God and the devil. God took away all he had,

that Job might do what? Nothing but look at him-

self. After his camels, and his oxen, and his sons

were gone, then he turned his eyes within, and

learned the lesson which it was necessary for him to

learn. Floyd fell upon our oxen and took them
away, the fire of Fort Sumter consumed our sheep,

and at last the whirlwind of battle has destroyed our

children, and we begin to see and feel, perhaps, as did

Job. Said one of the papers the other day, " We have

not got a single nation to stand by us in all Europe."

No, we have not. Job did not have a single friend to

stand by him in all the land ; hut Job was brought to

look at himself, and became a friend to himself, and

he was the best friend he could have. So we are

brought to look at ourselves, having nothing else to

look at, and in-order that we may be our own best

friend. Let us, therefore, be careful that we make a

proper account of our present condition, and look

within ourselves. God has not forsaken us. He has

only intended that we should get rid of the pride that

has lifted us up, and cease bowing down to the idols

that the nation has set up, and bow down only to the

true God.

I said that we had been the makers of States and

the destroyers of men. We ought not to forget that

we have been the makers, not the creators, of States.

The devil could not create man, but he could make a

sinner of him. The Southerners could not create a

State, but they could transform the States that were

made into despotisms. One half the population of the

South has been kept in ignorance and disfranchised,

and seven-tenths of the remainder have been kept in

ignorance, and, if not disfranchised, made the tools of

the slaveholder. So we have violated every condition

of national existence when we have brought those

States into the Union, upon the law of injustice, crime

and murder. And we have been the destroyers of

men. We have not had the patience to make men,

nor the honesty to sustain them if God made honest

men, and gave them all ready to our hand. There

has been one who promised to be a glorious man

;

one who had the root, the branches, and the foliage,

and all he wanted was the glorious fruit of liberty
;

and we went right to work and hackled down the tree.

Daniel Webster dared not be a man, because he felt

that, if he was, he could never be President. If we
found a man in the Southern States with principles

and feelings leading him towards the North, we al-

ways told him that he need not trouble himself about

our opinions, but be careful to support the ideas of

the South. We have not had the justice to reward

those who have advocated our professed principles.

Look at that man, standing to-day an insignificant

unit in the Cabinet! At one time, he was the leader

of the anti-slavery party in New York; at one time,

the high priest of anti-slavery feeling in political cir-

cles in the nation. Look at him!—the man who,

many years ago could stand up in the face of a mob,

and declare with manly feeling that he would defend

the negro, though there should be no other man in

New York to do it. (Applause.) When the time came

to put a man forward as the leader of the anii-slavery

sentiment, the people were afraid of him, and threw

him overboard. Unfortunately, he has destroyed

himself. It is a bad thing for society to say that a

man is wicked ; hut if lie is not, he may bear up, and,

after a while prove himself the best man in the com-

munity ; but if a man believes he is wicked, he is

thoroughly so. That has been tho trouble with our

politicians.

Well, we have done the nation the most good, while

it has undertaken to do us all the harm possible. I

could not but realize Ihe glory of this fact as I stood

Iti a foreign country. I saw one night at a great

meeting—larger and more enthusiastic than I ever

attended anywhere else 1—a noble man, of command-
ing presence, rise on the platform, and he commenced
his oration somewhat in this manner : "When ChriBt

was on the earth, they brought to him a piece of

money, and he said— ' Whose superscription is this ?
'

They said—' Caasar's.' ' Bender then unto Cajsar the

things which are Caesar's.' Then," said the speaker,

"here is a black man ; whose superscription is this?

It is God's Then render unto God the things which

are God's." Then he went on, taking this as a text,

and argued in support of the American Government
and in favor of the continuance of the war, against

the sentiment of the whole British people, from the

highest to the very lowest, almost. That man was
Geoboe Thompson, (loud applause,) who was igno-

miniously driven away from Boston and from the

United States. And then I saw a tall, fine-looking

black man come to the platform, and he too defended

the American Government. It was William Craft
—the man who had found no place in the city ofBos-

ton for the sole of bis foot; and yet, in that foreign

clime, he was pleading the cause of the American
nation, fighting against in erferenee and the breaking

of the blockade. These facts show that we are the

best friends of this Government, because we have

been anxious to see this Government pure. And
what has been the consequence of it? Why, we have
been mobbed everywhere. Having driven us off the

platform, they have said, " There is an end of them "

;

but the first thing they knew, we turned up in the

Cabinet chamber. They kept Garrison from advo-

cating emancipation only to stumble upon Lincoln en-

gaged in the same work. The nation has proved

itself an abolitionist, whether it acknowledges the

fact or not. It has proved itself in favor of the abo-

lition doctrine, without taking from it one jot or tittle,

because, in the first place, the slaves in the District

of Columbia were set free immediately,, ana in the

second place, they were set free unconditionally.

I have said that the nation has been the persecutor

of its best friends; it has also been the dupe of its

enemies. They have told us, " All you have got to

do is to make a State, and then you will have plenty

of men ; therefore there is no need of making any

men." But what has been the fact? Why, to-day,

those States that were bought at such an expense of

treasure and blood are going out of the Union. We
have a small number of men, who have been made
in spite of them. They have said, "Make States, no

matter about men"; but God has said, "Make men,

no matter about States." The States have gone, the

men remain; and all the pro-slavery oligarchs in the

world will never have the power to blot out from this

nation's firmament those glorious stars that light it

to-day. They will never have power to blot out Gar-

rison and Smith as philanthropists, or Wendell Phil

lips and Frederick Douglass as orators; they will

never be able to blot out Mrs. Child or Mrs. Stowe as

reformers; they will never be able to blot Mr. Gree-

ley fiom the press, Mr. Sumner from the Senate, Dr.

Cheever from the pulpit, nor John C. Fremont from

the field of battle. (Applause.) These people have

been your extreme men. Extreme men are the only

men. of power in the world to-day. Who are the

men of power in this land? Charles Sumner on the

one hand, and Jeff. Davis on the other. It is an anti-

slavery purpose that carries on the war on one side,

and a pro-slavery purpose that carries it on on the

other. Extreme men are the only men worth any-

thing in the world ; but we have been afraid of ex-

treme men, and the Southerners have duped us into

the belief that all extreme men are dangerous men.

Thank God, we are going to see David Hunter on the

one side, and Stonewall Jackson on the other, prove

the power of extreme measures ! (Applause.)

We have been careful about success in .making

money. That we. might make money, we have per-

mitted slaveholders to do everything they desired to

do, whether it was a social wrong, a commercial

cheat, or a political deception. We ought to have

known that those men, who would not pay their

honest laborers, would not pay their creditors. "We
ought to have known that the people who would rob

the slave of his rights and his liberty, would rob the

creditor of what was due to him. Then, we have

been careful about success in getting office. We have

sacrificed everything for the sake of political success
;

and yet we might have known that the slaveholder

would never allow us to succeed, unless he was to rule

over us: therefore our success has been our ruin,

politically. Then, we have been anxious to get in a

great number of States, not thinking that a large

number are as strong to pull down as to build up.

We ought to have known, that the more States, unless

they were the right kind of Slates, the more injurious

they would be when the nation came to decide upon

any subject. But success has been our idol. We
have cared for nothing but success. No matter what

justice was trampled down, what righteousness over-

thrown, what murder perpetrated, what atrocities

committed upon humanity, all we wanted was success

in money-making, success in filling office, success in

getting new States into the Union. We have got our

money, but it is melting away; we have got our

new States, but they have left us, robbing and mur-

dering us as they went. It reminds me of that cir-

cumstance in the life of out Saviour, when he went

over among the Gadarenes. Those Gadarenes had

sacrificed God and conscience for the sake of raising

swine, against the law of God, and against the con-

science of humanity, because against the law of God.

And when they had got two thousand of them, .the

Saviour drove the devil out of the young man, who
was worthy to be saved, into the swine that ought to

be destroyed, and the whole herd "ran violently

down a steep place into the sea." (Applause,) Well,

in this nation, we have sacrificed God and conscience

and humanity for the sake of getting new States, and

when we had got a large number into the Union, God
has come forth to drive out from the Government,

that ought to be preserved with an anti-slavery pur-

pose, the devil of slavery, to perish in the waters of

destruction. God grant we may never hear any-

more of those States, while they are slaveholding!

(Applause.)

The negro has been despised by us as a laborer, and

what has God done? Made him the most powerful

laborer against us He is digging the trenches of the

rebels and supplying them with food while they are

fighting us. We have refused to acknowledge him as

a man and a member of society, and to-day he has

become our greatest enemy on the battle-field, as well

as in the field of labor. The poor whites we have

treated in the same way. What did we care about

them, so long as we had the privilege of bowing down

to 350,000 slaveholders ? And to-day these poor

whites are the men who are filling up the ranks of the

Southern army, and they are the subjects of tiie con-

scription that makes it necessary for McClellan to

hide himself in another swamp. Why is there any

rebellion for us to put down ? Why any war for us

to engage in ? Because we have been going on year

after year sowing the seeds of war, and because we
have Bent our army down there ready to be sacrificed

to the bloody purposes of those men, without any

purpose of going to the root of the rebellion.

Now, let us look forward. This is the second de-

livery of the law of the nation. You know the cir-

cumstances attending that. Moses delivered the law

the second time, and went up into the mountain and

died, because he was not capable of leading the chil-

dren of Israel over the river. He did not believe in

anything but the law. But Joshua believed in some-

thing besides the law. He believed in leadership

;

he believed in the glorious principled of the gospel

which shone out under the law, and Joshua was the

one designed to lead the children of Israel over the

river into the promised land which it was not intended

Moses should enter. Well, we have come to the sec-

ond delivery of the law, and our political Moses has

gone just as far as he could go. He has brought every

thing to submit to the law—the law of the Constitu-

tion, the law of the land, the law of Congress. He
has brought us to the verge of Jordan ; we cannot go

over into the promised land, because our Moses is

bound to the law. Well, you know what will happen.

Either Moses personally will be set aside, or his spirit

will be set aside, and our Joshua and Caleb—Fremont
and Hunter—will lead the nation into the land of lib-

erty. (Applause.) They have gone over into the

promised land, as did Joshua and Caleb, and General

Hunter has found a great duster of black " grapes,"

and they are the best proof in the world that it ie a
goodly land, and capable of doing all that we expect

of it.

Let us learn the signs of the times, and be guided

by them. In this second delivery of the law, we learn

that a commentary is needed. And what kind of a

commentary is needed? We have had a commentary
at Bull Run, which makes us understand that the law

is a law of punishment— it is the infliction of God's

terrible penalties for our sins. When we have seen

the atrocities committed by those Southern slavehold-

ers, we have cried out, "Horror ! horror!" But why
should we be astonished ? Mr. Garrison has been

telling us for thirty years that these slaveholders were

murderers and barbarians, who, if they could not have

negroes for slaves, would enslave white men. We
ought to have known that the spirit of slavery is bar-

barons and murderous. Then Hunter and Fremont
have given another commentary, and although for a

time we have considered Gen. Fremont not orthodox,

and to some extent have censured in our action Gen.

Hunter, yet, after a while, they will be restored to

their proper places in the hearts of the people.

Why has not McClellan moved? I believe it is po-

litical influence that has kept him from going on. The
pro-slavery politicians said, "Let us keep him where

he is awhile, and let us build up a party on his name.

Andrew Jackson came out of the war of 1812, and

Zacbary Taylor came out of the Mexican war, popu-

lar candidates for the Presidency, and so may McClel-

lan." I believe they have communicated with him,

and advised him to adopt a do-nothing policy, and wait

until they could consolidate public sentiment; and

McClellan, a young man, has obeyed these old, wise

heads, and sat still, not because he did not want to en-

ter Richmond, not because he did not want to defeat

the rebels, but because he wants political as well as

military fame. The reason why we have had these

reverses is because we have had no purpose or policy

to put down the rebellion. This lack of a policy on

the part of the people has had its effect on the Presi-

dent. He has said, " Here I am, responsible to this

nation ; come to it in an hour of terrible trial ; and if

I do anything in opposition to slavery, they will say

I broke up the Union." Then, on the other hand, he

says, " I want to do everything I can in favor of sla-

very, so that I may preserve the Union." So you see

that, on the one hand, it is hope of being considered

the preserver of the Union, that has kept him from

going forward.

Now, we need to stop and look this matter in the

face, and discover what is absolutely needed. The
negro has long been a shadow to this nation—no fault

of the negro ! Instead of a shadow, following you

like a ghost, make him your friend and companion;

walking by your side, and keeping step with you to

the music of a Union with no slavery in it! -{Ap-

plause.) That is just what we need. Talk about

sending the negro from this country ! You cannot,

for there is no possible way in which you can get along

without him. Then there is another thing to be learn-

ed; that interests, principles and passions live, but

policy never lives, a corrupt cause never lives. Get

slavery out of the way, and the slaveholder will soon

forget that slavery ever existed, in the higher and

more glorious promise of freedom. You keep slavery

in the way, and the Abolitionist will never forget that

his brother is a slave ; so that the war of words or

bullets will continue in this country until slavery is

put down. You hear a great deal of talk about hang-

ing Jeff. Davis and the Abolitionists together. That

is all folly ! Jeff. Davis is not to blame for breaking

up the Union. You might as well blaHe the man

who, when a tree has been hackled at for months,

and been nearly cut through, gives it the last few

strokes, and it falls. It was not the last strokes that

felled it; tiiere were thousands of strokes before. So

in this case, Jeff. Davis has not cut down fhis Union
;

we have hacked at it until it needed only a blow from

Davis to bring it down. Let the men who talk about

hanging Jeff. Davis and the Abolitionists together un-

dertake it, and they will find that they are in the mi-

nority ; for the people are coming to understand that

this is an anti-slavery war, and that it is not to be

ended until slavery is put down.

Let us follow out the policy of our enemies. We
have been wonderfully polite in fighting these South-

ern slaveholders. We have sent our fathers, broth-

ers, sons, to be murdered, and have said to them,

" Don't hurt the rebels, if you can possibly help it
!

"

We have sacrificed everything ourselves for the sake

of putting down the rebellion, and preserving the

Government, the blessings of which would rest upon

pro-slavery and anti-slavery men alike ; and yet we
have been careful not to take any of the property of the

rebels, bemuse we did not want them to fall out with

us ! Now, if we want to fall in love with ourselves,

let us seize Southern property. If colored men act in

the rebel army, let us put colored men upon our

side in the army. Let us put colored fighters upon our

side against colored fighters on their side ; and above

all things, let us put away those pro-slavery generals

who have been placed at the head of our forces to

keep the Southerners from falling out with us!

I know it is a great cross that we are called upon to

bear, but shrinking from it will not help us to bear it.

There was an old woman who had a very heavy cross,

and she prayed very hard that the Lord would re-

lieve her from it. One night she dreamed that her

prayer was granted, and that the Lord showed her a

great number of crosses, and told her to take any one

of them instead of the old cross. So she examined

them, and finally came to one that was beautifully

jewelled, but it was so heavy that she could not raise

it. She looked round among the others, and finally

she found one that suited her ; hut on examining it, it

turned out to be the very old cross that she had

thought so heavy and grievous to be borne. So if

we undertake to get rid of our cross, God may give

us a yet heavier one. The best way is, to keep it until

we get rid of slavery, when it will drop from our

shoulders, and the nation will go forward prospering

and to prosper.

One other thing. An old man once said to his boy,

" When you do a wrong act, drive a nail into that

board." By and by the board was full, and then the

old man said, " When you do a wrong act, draw one

out." Well, it took a long time to draw them all

out, but when it was done, the old man said, "You
have committed a great many sins, and have destroy-

ed the nails in drawing them out." " But I have

drawn them out," said the boy. " Yes," said the old

man, "but the holes are left." So we may go to

work, and draw out what we have been driving

in for years; we may do justice, but when we look

to the Southern States, I am afraid we shall find

that the holes are left; at least, when we look to

our own families, we must realize that the holes

are left. But let us thankfully draw out the nails,

even though the holes remain. (Applause.)

SPEECH OF A. T. FOSS.

Mr. President,—In the history of nations, there has

been no deed of glory and renown that equals the act

of the British Parliament, which made 800,000 human
chattels free mm, twenty-eight years ago this day.

Now, Mr. President, whatever has been the course

of England in the past, however wrong she may be

now in her relations to human rights, this first day of

August is hers: so much is secure. It is "treasure

laid up in heaven." Shall we ever have a first Of

August? Shall wc sometime meet in this beautiful

grove, and in other places of beauty all over the

laud, to hold jubilee over the deliverance of our forty

hundred thousand slaves? Sir, I believe we shall,

and at no very distant day. Ilow ibis blessed event

is to come, I know not. What ruin anil desolations

lire to precede its advent, I know not. But this I do

know, come it wilt, and it will be blessed however it

comes. How it ought to come we all know. It should

come as an act of duty to that God who has said in

all his scriptures, "Break every yoke, and let the

oppressed go free." Eminently, it should come as an
act of duty to the slave, whom we have so long in-

jured and wronged. It ought to come with national

humiliation, with repentance in sackcloth and ashes.

Our gutlt is great. Our shame is before the eyes of

heaven and all men, and common decency requires

that there should be some proper expression of our

repentance. Coming thus, it would bring with it

only blessing to all; to slave and slaveholder. But,
if dragged unwillingly to emancipation, we know not

the amount of evil that may corneas the result of our

icked and foolish resistance. But, sir, will emanci-
pation come as an act of duty and justice? I think

uot. The religious education of our people has not

been adapted to produce any such result. Slavery

has not been held to be a crime. Our religious teach-

ers have apologized for it; many have defended it as

a righteous, God-ordained institution. Whoever looks

upon the American people to-day, even this day of

terrible visitation, sees little else than blindness of

mind and hardness of heart, on this matter of slavery.

What else, sir, could come from the kind of teaching

we have received? Our blind reverence for a Con-
stitution, which by the interpretation of almost the

entire people is, before God and all men, " a covenant
with death and an agreement with hell"; an insane

love for a Union wet with the blood of millions of our
fellow-men; our hunting of fugitive slaves, and hurl-

ing them back to bondage, have all worked together

to alienate our hearts, and to fill us with hatred and
scorn and contempt of our poor victims. If the

church and clergy had used their great power to

awaken and energise the conscience of the people, in

relation to the sin of slavery, then might slavery have
been removed by moral means, and the divinest re-

sults would have attended this work. But that op-

portunity is past, and God does not give us our oppor-

tunities a second time. I would have been glad to

have had emancipation in the better way. I mourn
it could not so come. But, sir, I rejoice—I hail with

inexpressible delight, the downfall of slavery, even
as a military necessity. I, with Frederick Douglass,

welcome the bolt that breaks the fetter of the slave,

whether it descend from heaven or hell. Sir, I thank

God there is a military necessity for the removal of

slavery. This war is the death-blow to slavery, I

know well, sir, that the Government did not mean
this. From the first, it has determined to fight this

war without damage to slavery. This has been the

avowal of the President and his party. He began
his official life by pledging himself to catch fugitive

staves. He avowed his willingness to bind the hands

of the Government with new green withes, lest in

some moment of excited humanity they should be

raised against slavery. With what sweet and win-

some words did he speak of the rebels; of the men
who had plundered the treasury, robbed the arsenals,

scattered the army and the navy, that they might not

be within striking distance, and had raised their

bloody hands to spill the life of the Government! He
speaks of them as our "dissatisfied fellow -citizens."

He did not call them hard names, as we impudent
Abolitionists do. "If you want to catch flies, don't

use vinegar." Well, Mr. President, there is no vine-

gar here. This is the very treacle, sweet and invit-

ing to the palate. But, sir, the general rule that "soft

words turn away wrath," fails wholly in its applica-

tion to the rebuke of slavery. You, sir, have been

hated for your burning words of rebuke and con-

demnation of slavery. But Abraham Lincoln, with

his dulcet tones upon the ear of the slaveholder, has

awakened in his heart a hatred as bitter as it felt to

yourself. And then, sir, he has awakened another

feeling which you will never share with him. It is

that feeling of utter contempt, which the tyrant al-

ways feels for the cowardly sycophant that crawls at

his feet.

Sir, our Generals assured "our dissatisfied fellow-

citizens" that, in the contest now begun, they need
feel no alarm—need have no home guard to keep

their slaves in subjection. They were ready, "with
an iron hand," to crush the first rising of the slave to

strike for his freedom. Sir, when the slaves found
us fighting their masters, they naturally enough sup-

posed that the important information which they

could give, and the important aid which they could

render us, would be acceptable. But, sir, how did

our Generals treat these loyal men? Their informa-

tion was rejected with scorn, and our brave soldiers

were pushed blindly upon masked batteries, the posi-

tion of every one of which these loyal men would
have pointed out. By this insane rejection of the

very intelligence needed for successful attack, tens of

thousands of precious lives have been lost. These
loyal men were seized and thrust back to the tortur-

ing hands of their enemies and ours. Sir, the time

would fail me to tell of the guarding of rebel property,

and the countless acts of politeness, urbanity, and

even servility to our enemies, which have characterized

this whole war, and by which the Government has

hoped to turn away the wrath of the "dissatisfied

fellow-citizens."

But, sir, with all this humility towards the slave-

holder, we have borne ourselves very haughtily

towards God and the slave. In the same breath, we
have denied the authority of God and the manhood
of the slave. We will not even call him by the

names we give to other men. He is "a person held

to service," "a chattel," "a contraband." But just

here, sir, is the controversy between God and the

American people. He means we shall acknowledge

the divine manhood in the slave. God made him a

man, and it is His purpose that we shall acknowledge

His work. We don't mean to.

Sir, thirty years ago, God put this question distinct-

ly to the American people

—

Will you own the slave as

your equal brother? I mean nothing miraculous. He
spoke through your lips and pen, using, as he always

does, the human soul for the expression of his will.

Now, Mr. President, what answer has ttiis people re-

turned to God? They have told him to his face,

through their Government and their Church, "No!
I swear I won't." And God said, " I swear you
shall." " When he could swear by none greater, lie

swear by himself," and the oath of God is immutable.

Just this is the controversy.. Now, let us see how
matters are getting on. We are determined; so is

God. All addresses to our reason and conscience

have failed. God sees that we can only be brought to

acknowledge the manhood of the negro as the ox is

dragged to the slaughter. So he has thrown the strong

rope of "military necessity " upon the head of the

victim, and his own hand is on the wheel. Big
Bethel, Bull Run, Ball Bluff, seven days of bloody

slaughter before Richmond, and of inglorious re-

treat from Richmond, are so many turns of the

wheel for bringing the struggling victim, with his

limbs bound and ploughing the earth, and with pro-

truding tongue, bellowing in his agony, nearer, and

still nearer, to tho inevitable point of Divine purpose.

Mr. President, there are strange sounds upon the ear

to-day ; such as our ears have never heard before. It

is the cry of the pale-faced Saxon—his face paler than

usual—calling to the hated, rejected slave, in the lan-

guage of the man of Macedonia, " Come over and help

us." The Generals cry for help. Congress lifts up
its voice, the New York Chamber of Commerce, anil

the combined bunkerdom of that negro-haling city,

arc sending forth beseeching, agonizing cries to the

slave for help. Why, sir, Gen. McClellan, who so

scornfully rejected (tie proffered service of the stave,

and made his own soldiers dig their graves in the mud
of the Chiekuhominy ; now, to shield himself from the

storm of just indignation that, is gathering over tiis

head, says, " I employed all I could get." Miserable

man! Did tie not drive them contemptuously from

his lines, deliver them to the cruelties of enraged, mer-

CtlOBS niaslers, threaten them with death by an " iron

hand"? And now, to shield himself from the in-

dignation of nn outraged people, he whines out this

excuse :
" 1 employed all I could get." If lie had, by

his former course, invoked them to his lines, he might

have emptied Richmond and all Virginia of its hardy

Hlaves, and might have had them all within his lines

to dig or fight. He might have finished the war in a
blaze of glory in a single, almost a bloodless cam-

paign.

Mr. President, I say through you to all the people,

God will be victor in this controversy, and the man-
hood on which God Bets a great price we shall have

to acknowledge in the person of every slave in the

land. Sir, with many, it is a time of great gloom
;

all faces gather paleness, and even the knees of the

mighty tremble. All faith in the government is be-

ing loBt. Our friends Conway and PhillipB, in their

excellent and timely speeches to-day—for which I

heartily thank them—tell ub the President is slow, a

well-meaning man, but who in motion is a mere tor-

toise. True, Bir, all true ; but a tortoise may be made
to quicken his pace by putting a coal of fire upon his

back : and that our friends have pretty effectually

done to-day, and I am greatly deceived if you do not

see accelerated motion in the President soon. He
may not get up to two forty, but keep the fire all

a-glow, and he will make a tolerable trot.

Mr. President, I am not in despair. This call to

the slave for help is a hopeful sign. I hail it with joy.

Sir, I have set my heart upon living to see the re-

demption of the slave of this land; and I won't

give it up. I mean to do it. I feel agreatassurance

it will be permitted me.

Mr. President, I invoke from the depths of my be-

ing the close of this murderous war. But, sir, and

mark me—never I never! never! till the Goddess

of Liberty sits enthroned the presiding genius of this

our loved, our native, our adopted land !

A SLAVE-CATOHING GENERAL.

Rome, July 8th, 1862.

To the Editor of the Ashtabula Sentinel:

Enclosed you will find a letter dated June 12th,

in Tennessee, received by me from one of John
Brown's men, written since they have been under
the slave-returning Brigadier-General Mitchell,

which gives a sketch of Mitchell's ill success in that

nefarious work.
By letters received since the enclosed, it appears

that some fifty slaves are now in the Jayhawkers'
camp, and not one sent back as yet, although slave-

hunters are in and about the camp almost daily.

Why is it that our men must be abused and degrad-
ed by slave-catching Generals, after Congress has
declared that it is no part of the business of the sol-

dier to return slaves ? F. J. Reeve.

EXTRACTS.
" On the march to this place, we stopped and

bought corn for our regiment, of a rich slaveholder,

and while there, Capt. Hoyt found a secession flag

in the bouse, and we learned that he "had worked
his slaves on the earthworks at Columbus, Island

No. 10 and Fort Donelson
; but, according to Gen.

Mitchell's orders, he must have pay for bis corn, and
be treated with civility. After we left, two families

of his slaves followed us and came into camp here,

and the master (Simms) came and got an order from
Gen. Mitchell to take them. He got the two men
and started, but I saw him, and went and told them
to come with me and keep away from him. Simms
informed me that be had an order from Gen. Mitch-
ell to take them back, and ordered the darkies to

follow him. I exhibited to his excited vision a navy
revolver, with advice that with all the orders in

Christendom he could not take a slave from this

camp, and that the least interference from him
would prove fatal ; and that if he succeeded in get-

ting out of the camp alive, he would be in luck. I

bid the negroes, and circulated the news through
camp, and I tell yorf Jennisou's Jayhawkers were
aroused ! At first, be got Mitchell out in person to

help him find them ; but the General seeing the
state of excitement which prevailed in the Jayhawk-
ers' camp, wisely sent Simms off guarded, and in a-
secret manner, doubtless thereby saving bis life, as

both officers and men in our regiment said "kill

him." Then Mitchell issued an order that the

slaves be turned out of camp. Meanwhile a tnan
went to inform Lt-Col. Anthony, who was out of

camp, of what was occurring, and be came in im-
mediately, and said the negroes need not be hid, but
they might bring them to his table, and let them
eat with him—that he was ready for this issue now,
an/3 that no man could take a negro from this camp

;

and he immediately instructed the guard to shoot

any man whom be might see trying to force a negro
from camp, and that he would punish any sentinel

who should neglect to execute this order. So Gen.
Mitchell had an opportunity to try to enforce llal^
leek's order No. 3, or let the Jayhawkers " run tfie

machine," and he has not attempted to enforce the
order. " The matter is," that he cannot command
enough in his Brigade to take a slave from the Jay-
hawkers' camp.

All the troops here, unless it be the 2d Illinois Cav-
alry, agree with the Jayhawkers, but they look to -

the Jayhawkers to take the brunt of the thing ; and
those who do not agree with us, do not want to be
called upon to enter our camp to get slaves, as the

"Jayhawkers" bear the name of making a success

of their undertakings.

A few slaves came into camp last night, and pro-

bably will continue to come in, and I want to see

the thing tested.

Simms's negroes have all got employ as cooks.

Gen. Mitchell is one of the lowest of Southern
dirt-eaters, and J hear that he said, about the time

be took command, that " he had got the Jayhawk-
ers just where he wanted them, and be should keep
them there." But I have faith that be has taken
too big a contract if be intends to make slave-hun-

ters of us."

AN INHUMAN OUTRAGE.

There lias been for some days a gentleman stop-

ping at the Buckeye Hotel, in this city, wearing the

uniform of a national soldier, and with one leg off

above the knee, whose whole appearance gives evi-

dence of suffering and hardship such as is never ex-

perienced anywhere save at the bands of the infer-

nal miscreants whom Vallandigham delights to call

his brethren. A friend of ours, in conversation with
him a day or two ago, elicited his story, which was
told in so quiet and yet convincing a manner, and
accompanied with so many names of persons and
places, as to leave no doubt of its entire truthfulness'.

We propose to lay it before our readers, that they

may reflect upon the chances they would run in the

war. It appears that the gentleman to whom we
refer was in the engagement at Carnifex Ferry,
where he received a wound in the fleshy part of his

leg, and was taken prisoner. He was sent to a hos-

pital with the rest of the wounded, where, after ly-

ing unattended for over a day, bis injury was dress-

ed ; the wound commenced healing, and be was
able in a day or two to walk about a little. One
day, three or four rebel surgeons, accompanied by
John B. Floyd, entered the room where be was ly-

ing on a bed. Floyd, on observing him, made the

inquiry, ' How is tins d d Yankee getting along
'

'

One of the surgeons stepped up to him, tore off the

bandage in a brutally rough style, thereby opening
the wound afresh, and inflicting torturing pain upon
their unfortunate victim. On looking at it, the sur-

geons declared the leg must be amputated. The
man expostulated, saying he was able to walk, and
was getting well fast, but to no purpose ; out came
the instrument, and he was deprived of his leg be-

low the knee, the operation being performed with-

out the slightest regard to his life or sufferings, and
consuming nearly an hour. After this was done, he
was left, to himself for a day or two with his health

impaired and constitution broken. At the expira-

tion of two or three days, his tormentors returned,

again accompanied by Floyd. The dressings of his

mutilated limb were again jerked oft", and without

examination or consultation, it was announced that

it must be amputated again this time above the

knee. The almost dying man begged of them to

kill him, but not again put him to the misery he had
undeigone before. It was of no avail, however.
Surgeons were determined, and the amputation was
performed. Floyd endorsed their course, exclaim-
ing, " G-d d n him, cut oft both Ins legs,— I hat

will put, him from lighting again."

They kept him under the second operation an
hour and forty minutes, offering him no stimulants

nor any of the usual help to sustain him while un-

der theit-4faands. After this piece of buteherv. he

was left to live or die as fate willed it. and a Strong
constitution and previous good health carried him
through until he was exchanged. He is now m
home a cripple, prematurely old. unable to help

himself, and dependent upon others for his mij>

port.

—

Capital City Fact.
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" Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;"

" I lay this down as the law of nations* I say that mil-

itary authority takes, for the time, tbo place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE EE6I
;

oud that, under that ntato of tilings, so far from its being

truo that the States whero slavery exists have the exclusive

management of tlio subject, not only the Pittsident of

the Unitkd States, but the Commander of the Armt,
HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. .'

. . . From the instant

that the slave hoi ding Slates become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers
of CoNQUEHS extend to interference with the institution of

slavery, IN every way in which IT CAN BB INTERFERED
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

utroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. . . . It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

bas power to carry on tho war, and must carry it oh, ac-

cording to the laws OK war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes tbb
place or them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-

cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."—J. Ci- Adam.
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THE PRESIDENT OH AFRICAN COLONIZA-

TION.

His Address to a Committee of Colored Men.—A
Negro Colony recommended in Central America.

Washington, D. C, August 14.

This " afternoon, the President of the United
States gave audience to a committee of colored men
at the*PV

T

hite House. They were introduced by
Rev. J. Mitchell, Commissioner of Emigration. E.
M. Thomas, the chairman, remarked that they, were
there by invitation to hear what the Executive had
to say to them. Having all been seated, the Presi-

dent, after a few preliminary observations, informed
them that a sum of money had been appropriated

by Congress, and placed at his disposal, for the pur-

pose ot aiding the colonization in some country of
the people, or a portion of them, of African de-

scent, thereby making it his duty, as it had for a

, long time been his inclination, to favor that cause.

And why, be asked, should the people of your race

be colonized, and where? Why should they leave

this country ? This is, perhaps, the first question

for proper consideration. You and we are a dif-

ferent race. We have between us a broader differ-

ence than exists between almost any other two
races. Wlieiher it is right or wrong, I need not dis-

cuss, but this physical difference is a great disad-

vantage to us both, as I think your race suffer very
greatly, many of them by living among us, while

ours suffer from your presence. In a word, we suf-

fer on each side. If this is admitted, it affords a

reason at least why we should be separated. Yon
here are freemen, I suppose ? (A Voice—" Yes,
sir.") Perhaps you have long been free, or all your
lives. Your race are suffering, in my opinion, the

greatest wrong inflicted on any people 5 but even
when you cease to be slaves, you are yet far re-

moved from being placed on an equality with the

white race. You are cut off from many of the ad-

vantages which the other race enjoy. The aspira-

tion of men is to enjoy equality with the best men
when free; but on this broad continent, not a single

man of your race is made the equal of a single man
of ours. Go where you are treated the best, and
the ban is still upon you. I do not propose to dis-

cuss this, but to present it as a fact with which we
have to deal. I cannot alter it if I would.

It is a fact about which we all think and feel

alike—I and you. We look to our condition, owing
to the existence of the two races on this continent.

I need not recount to you the effects upon white

men growing out of the institution of slavery. I be-

lieve in its general evil effects on the white race.

See our present condition ; the country engaged in

war; our white men cutting one another's throats

;

none knowing how far it will extend. And then

consider what we know to be the truth. But for
your race among us, there could not be a war, al-

though many men engaged on either side do not

care for you one way or the other. Nevertheless, I
repeat, without the institution of slavery and the col-

ored race as a basis, the war could not have an exis-

tence. It is better for us both, therefore, to be sepa-

rated. I know that there are free men among you,

who, even if they could better their condition, are

not as much inclined to go out of the country as

those who, being slaves, could obtain their freedom
on this condition. I suppose one of the principal

difficulties in the way of colonization is, that the free

colored man cannot see that his comfort would be
'vanced by it. You may believe you can live in

Washington, or elsewhere in the United States, the

remainder of your life, perhaps better than you can

in any foreign country ; hence you may come to

the conelusidh that you have nothing to do with the

idea of going to a foreign country. This is (I speak
in no unkind sense) an extremely selfish view of the

case, but you ought to do something to help those

who are not so fortunate as yourselves.

There is an unwillingness on the part of your
people, harsh as it may be for you free colored peo-

ple, to remain with us. Now, if you could give a

start to the white people, you would open a wide
door for many to be, made free. We deal with those

who are not free at the beginning, and whose intel-

lects are clouded by slavery. We have very poor

material to start with. If intelligent colored peo-

ple, such as are before me, would move in this mat-

ter, much might be accomplished. It is exceedingly

important that we have men, at the beginning, capa-

ble of thinking as white men, and not those who
have been systematically oppressed. There is much
to encourage you. For the sake of your race, you
should sacrifice something of your present comfort,

for the purpose of bejng as grand in that respect as

the white people. It is a cheering thought through-

out life, that something can be done to ameliorate

the condition of those who have been subjeet to the

hard usages of the world. It is difficult to make a

man miserable, while he feels he is .worthy of him-

self, and claims kindred to the great God who made
him. In the American revolutionary war, sacrifices

were made by men engaged in it, but they were
cheered by the future. General Washington him-
self endured greater physical" hardship than if he

had remained a British subjeet; yet be was a happy
man, because he was engaged in benefiting his

race—something for the children of his neighbors,

having none of his own.

The colony of Liberia has been in existence a

long time. In a certain sense, it is a success. The
old President of Liberia, Roberts, has just been with

me—the first time I ever saw him. He says they

have within the bounds of that colony between
300,000 and 400,000 people, or more than in some
of our old States, such as Rhode Island and Dela-

ware, or in some of our newer States, and less than

in some of our larger ones. They are not all

American colonists or their descendants. Some-
thing less than 12,000 have been sent thither from

this country. Many of the original settlers have
died

;
yet, like people elsewhere, their offspring out-

numbers those deceased. The question is, if the

colored people are persuaded to go anywhere, why
not there? One reason for an unwillingness to do
so is that some of you would rather remain within

reach of the country of your nativity. I do not

know how'much attachment you may have toward
our race. It docs not strike me that you have

the greatest reason to love them, but still you are

attached to them, at all events. The place I am
thinking about having for 2 colony is Central

America. It is nearer us. than Liberia—not much
more than one-fourth as far as Liberia—and within

seven days' run by steamers. Unlike Liberia, it is

on a great line of travel— it is a highway. The
country is a very excellent one for any people, and

with great natural resources and advantages, and
especially because of the similarity of climate with

your native land, is better suited to your physical

condition. The particular place 1 have in view is

to be a great highway from the Atlantic or Carib-

bean sea to the Pacific ocean. And this particular

place has all the advantages for a Colony. On

both sides, there are harbors among the first in thi

world. Again, there is evidence of very rich coal

mines. A certain amount of coal is valuable in

any country, and there may be more than enough

for the wa'nts of the country. Why I attach so

much importance to coal is, it will afford an oppor-

tunity to the inhabitants for immediate employment,

until they get ready to settle permanently in their

homes. If you take colonists where there is no

good landing, there is a bad show, and so where

there is nothing to cultivate, and of which to make
a farm ; but if something is started, so that you can

get your daily bread as soon as you reach there, it

is a great advantage. Coal land is the best thing

I know of with which to commence an enterprise.

To return. You have been talked to upon this

subject, and told that a speculation is intended by

gentlemen who have an interest in the country, in-

cluding the coal mines. We have been mistaken

all our lives, if we do not know that whites as well

as blacks look to their self-interest, unless among
those deficient in intellect. Everybody you trade

with makes something. You meet with these things

here and elsewhere. If such persons have what

will be an advantage to them, the question is,

whether it cannot be made of advantage to you.

You are intelligent, and know that success does not

as much depend on external help as on self-reliance.

Much, therefore, depends upon yourselves. As to

the coal mines, I think 1 see the means available for

your self-reliance. J shall, ifI get a sufficient num-
ber of you engaged, have provisions made that you

shall not be wronged.
If you will engage in the enterprise, I will spend

some of the money entrusted to me. I am not sure

you will succeed. The Government may lose the

money, but we cannot succeed unless we try ; but

we think with care we can succeed. The political

affairs in Central America are not in quite as satis-

factory a condition as I wish. There are contend-

ing factions in that quarter; but all the factions

agreed alike on the subject of colonization, and
want it, and are more generous than we are here.

To your colored race they have no objection. Be-
sides, I would endeavor to have you made equals,

and have the best assurance that you should be the

equals of the best.

The practical thing I want t£ ascertain is, whether

I can get a number -of able-bodied men, with their

wives and children, who are willing to go when I

present evidence of encouragement and protection.

Could I get a number of tolerably intelligent men,
with their wives and children, to cut their own fod-

der, so to speak ? Can I have fifty r If I could

find twenty-five able-bodied men, with a mixture
of women and children—good things in the family

relation—I think I could make a respectable com-

mencement. I want you to let me know whether
this can be done or not. This is the practical part

of my wish to see you. These are subjects of very

great importance, worthy of a month's study, of a

speech delivered in an hour.. I ask you, then,

to consider seriously, not pertaining to yourselves

merely, nor for your race and ours for the present

time, but as one of the things, if successfully man-
aged, for the good of mankind, not confined to the

present generation, but as

—

"Prom age to age descends the lay

To millions yet to be,

Till far its echoes roll away
Into eternity."

The chairman of the delegation briefly replied,

that they would hold a consultation, and in a short

time give an answer.

The President said, "Take your full time— no
hurry at all."

The delegation then withdrew.

RIGHTS OF WHITE LABOR OYER BLACK.

The historic misfortunes of America commenced
when Abolitionism broke the shell; they will not have
disappeared until the blind virtue itself, its cham-
pions and its objects, be driven from the soil. Our
country is now on the verge of lasting ruin, chiefly

from mad philanthropy for ike African. The great-

er part in the cause of the" accursed rebellion of the

South issued directly from it ; and when the rebel-

lion is trampled to death in mud and mire, the in-

tegrity of the republic will be yet in jeopardy, unless

Abolitionism be made to feel its military weight, and
unless the black be taken off to the climate intend-

ed for him by nature. To expel the negro, and to

shut down the race of fanatic men whom he has be-

witched, arc indispensable remedies for a permanent
restoration of the Union. While they are in the land,

toe,shall have tumult and sedition.

After the war

—

which is the first consequence of
Abolitionism—we havcalready upon us bloody con-

tention between white and black labor—the second

issue of that insanity. The North is becoming
black with refugee negroes from the South. These
wretches crowd our cities, and by overstocking the

market of labor do incalculable injury to white

hands. In Cincinnati, employers along the wharves
have taken the negro by the arm, and given

him the place of the white man. The result

has been a terrible riot. The evil is increas-

ing. Philadelphia, New York, and Boston may
soon follow the example of the Western metro-

polis. In fact, it is a certainty that the exodus of

plantation blacks now going on will lead to the

most unfortunate excesses in the Northern cities.

What is to be done ? That which the State of

Illinois has very sagaciously done, namely, made a
stringent lawforbidding blades to cross its boundaries.

This is pre-eminently just. The negro indeed is un-

fortunate, and the creature has the common rights of

humanity living in his "breast : but, in the conqtry of

the whites where the labor of the whites has done
everything, but his labor nothing, and where the

whites find it difficult to earn a subsistence, what
right has the negro either to preference, or to equal-

ity, or to admission ? When rights collide, it is the

stronger that should prevail : for it has the more
reason—without which there can be no right—to

support it. What has the African done for Ameri-
ca ? What great or even decent work has his head
conceived, or his hands executed ? We pity his

condition: but it is unjust to put him in the balance

with the'white laborer. To white toil this nation

owes everything; but to black, nothing. Further-

more, there is decided unnaturalness in preferring

the negro to the white ; therefore has Illinois clone

a just and prudent piece of legislation. It has

saved itself from much tumult, and has done com-
mon justice to its own members.

If the other States of the North be true to them-
selves and just to their inhabitants, they ivitl imitate

Illinois. It is the whites that made and arc to per-

petuate this nation. The perpetuity of it may be
measured by the circumstances of its chief props

—

ils laborers in brain and hand. The condition of

the negro— whether he be in dependence or misery—
can have no effect whatever on the continuance of

the Republic; neither himself nor his children can

ever const'rtute a true part of the State. But such

is not the case with the while laborer. He is a citi-

zen. His descendants have the Presidency before

them with as much certainty and with greater prob-

ability than the descendants of the rich. It is they,

more than the offspring of more fortunate parents,

that will increase the population and constitute the

soldiers and magistrates of America. Now the na-

tional value of those descendents greatly depends

on the condition of the parent. The better paid he

is for his toil, the better the culture he gives his off-

spring. And the better they are cultured, the bet-

ter for the future of America. This is incontestible.

No one calls it into doubt. So that improving the

condition of the white laborer, no matter what the

means may be, cannot have bad consequences on

the future greatness of the empire.

Will our Northern Legislatures act with just and
patriotic wisdom ? But we prefer appealing to all

the white operatives—the people—the bone and
sinew of the nation. This country is theirs exclu-

sively. It will belong exclusively to the generations

that succeed them. As they are now, so will those

generations be—so will their grand country be in

the future. Therefore, by justice, and by patriotism,

they have the right and duty to resist this black

current that is invading them, for it will injure

their- condition. So, without violence, down with

Abolitionism, and away, from the certainty of in-

juring the white laborer, with the African!

We counsel no tumult. The black is loaded with

misery. But the author of the greatness of the

country, he who owns the country, and who perpet-

uates it best with members, and with brain and mus-
cle, must be preferred to him. As he is treated, so

will the country be. Let no man employ a black

while he can get a white laborer. He who prefers

the black to the white may yet find his own injured

by the choice.

—

Boston (Catholic Irish) Pilot.

LOYAL BLACKS.

We hear a great deal about four million loyal

blacks, but hear nothing about millions of staunch

servants of the rebels, who refuse all temptations to

insurrection, who reject every offer of freedom, and
a large part of whom are to-day in very truth the

free-will supporters of the rebellion. Take the case

of soldiers arriving here in New York as prisoners

of war, having black servants with them. The ser-

vants are turned adrift at once. Why V Give them
their choice, and they would continue to serve their

rebel masters. Are they loyal blacks ? All this

talk about the millions of loyal blacks is pure decep-

tion. It is too bald a misstatement to impose even

on the enthusiastic men who profess to believe it.

If the negro is to be used as a military element in

this war, the negro in immense majority would fight

for the rebels. Bo man who knows anything about
the South has any doubt of this, and a year and a

half of war has given abundant proof of it for all

who choose to judge with their eyes open. And the

proof that the Abolitionists themselves believe it,

will be found in their unwillingness to treat negroes

as rebels under any circumstances, and return them
as prisoners of war, or hang them as traitors. They
prefer to deceive the public into the idea that every

negro is a Unionist, and only needs asking to fight

for the Union. The whole negro population of the

South may be set down as thoroughly attached to

the cause their several masters espouse, whatever
that is, and it is a trick of Abolitionism, to catch

thoughtless people, this notion of calling the slaves

loyalists.

—

New York Journal of Commerce.

THE KE00IL.

There is observable in these days an effect of the

abolition movement which does not promise well for

the future temporal welfare of the negro. While
prosecuting so earnestly their schemes for releasing

the Southern negro from the share of toil allotted

to him, they have been unmindful that by their ex-

ertions a sentiment more than*ever hostile to the

black race is created in the North. The abolition-

ist, if possessed of any true philanthropy, would
begin to consider now whether this unfriendly senti-

ment so rapidly changing from prejudice to positive

hate, in its effect upon the free blacks of the North,
is not likely to outweigh ait the advantages to be

derived from an anti-slavery crusade. Not only is

the insolence of the free black now becoming more
offensive, but the feeling of jealousy which begins

to pervade the laboring classes, from the fear of

negro competition, forms an element destined to

operate henceforth with unwonted power. The abo-

litionists, apparently, are in this way forging a

weapon that may recoil on their own heads with
stunning effect, and involve them and the unfortu-

nate objects of their labors in ruin.

—

New York
Journal of Commerce.

$*l*ttittu»
EXTRACTS PH0M M. D. COHWAY'S "GOLD-

EN H0TJE."

We have learned nothing of slavery, if we have
not learned this truth, to wit,

—

that slavery has
NO WILL OF its OWN. There has been a delusion

in this country, that slavery is a free agent;, and
when, in Kansas, the ballot of Freedom was re-

sponded to by the torch and bowie-knife,—when, in

the whole nation, the ballot was replied to by a
bomb into Fort Sumter,—we began to awake to the

perception that slavery has no free choice. Slavery

more a slave than any man it fetters. It had no
choice but to fire on Sumter. Chemistry does not

more by fixed laws make a boulder, than by fixed

laws slavery hurls it at the head of Wendell Phil-

lips. Slavery is in the coils of Fate, and must, if it

exist, obey its own dark laws.

The other day a man—and that is a rarer crea-

ture than is generally supposed —stood upon the soil

of Virginia. Slavery said, "He is firm, truthful,

intelligent,—the gamest man I ever saw,"—then

proceeded to hang him. Slavery would have hung
him had he been Jesus Christ, because it must.

The common sense of the country has already

come to the conclusion that slavery is the cause of

the war. But -it must be seen that war is the legiti-

mate appendage and weapon of slavery; that sla-

very is perpetual war ; that (its war is but the. effort

to extend slavery's already existing martial law over

the entire government. Only by military power

bas slavery been retained in this country. In the

cities of the North, when its claim to some fugitive

was to be asserted, we have seen its martial array

;

but this was only the cropping out of the constant

state of things in tho South. Nightly patrols; the

punishment of men from the North without process

of law ; the frequent suppression of the usual laws

for reasons of State; the suppression of all discus-

sion concerning slavery; these are possible only

where martial law is habitual. The present war is

only the extension and exasperation of what, has

been all along the method in the war of the strong

rare against the weak in the South.

It would seem, then, in the light of simple eipiiiy.

that the mSun! method of suppressing slavery's re-

h' rii .1 would be found In some way of dealing with
sharery itself. Nature has the penalties of violating

her laws always in the direction of the transgression

itself; a fall bruises, putting one's hand in fire is fol-

lowed by a burn ; and every habitual sin, as licen-

tiousness or drunkenness, is followed by a train of
diseases peculiarly its own, and growing out of its

own organic character. There is no confusion of
penalties; one is not burnt by falling, nor bruised

by fire.

This way we have, of seizing the sword on every
occasion to punish or meet indiscriminately all at-

tacks, is barbarous. In the laws of this uriiverse,

where every sin has its own penalty, the retribution

never fails of being effectual. The child which has
once put its hand to the fire, never repeats the ex-

periment. Nations and men must translate these

great laws of Nature, and then their defences will

never be of doubtful strength.

The rebellion of slavery should at once have been
followed by our only logical reply,—the abolition of

slavery.

- Suppose that, in reply to that bomb which fell

into Fort Sumter, our President had seized the pen,

instead of the sword, and written such a proclama-
tion as this :

—

" Slavery, from being a domestic institution in cer-

tain States, vith winch the government had nothing
to do, having become the common foe of all the States,

with which the government bas everything to do, it is

hereby declared that all the slaves in this country are
free, and they are hereby justified in whatever mea-
sures they may find necessary to maintain their free-

dom. Loyal masters are assured that they shall be
properly compensated for losses resulting from this de-

cree."

Every rebel owning a slave, or living within miles

of one, would, as by the wand of an enchanter, have
remained spell-bound at Ins fireside, where ho ought
to be. There could have been no war.

* * * * * *

In all the States which have seceded, the gate of

liberation has been opened by purblind oppression's

own hand. If, as this government declares, slavery

is a State institution, it must, in the eyes of this gov-

ernment, fall when the State government falls. A
number of " the weaker brethren " in Congress have
raised a cry that this position concedes what the

rebels claim, that a State can be wrested from the

Union ; and Mr. Montgomery Blair has given a bla-

tant assent to that cry. 1 will not say that these

men thus prove themselves unfit to legislate for a
nation whose institutions they thus estimate ; but if

the following statements shall lead any mind to that

inference, I shall not complain of being misunder-

stood.

Where is the court or power in any seceded State

which this government can recognize ? Suppose
the Governor of any seceded State should claim from
Governor Andrew, of Massachusetts, the return of

a criminal to that State. Would the Governor, who
is bound to return persons accused of crime to the

States in which the crimes were committed, return a
criminal to Governor Pickens ?

Suppose even a loyal Carolinian to claim a negro

within our lines at Port Royal, in what court is the

case to be decided ? There is no court, large or

small, .in that State, which could be recognized with-

out surrendering the whole case of the United States.

Even if the United States had a Commissioner there

for the purpose, he cannot even try the case except

the claimant bring a certificate of ownership from a

loyal court in that State; but where will such a

court be found ?

This principle would be at once seen if it referred

to white-faced minors and apprentices. If a few

thousand of these should desert the South for our

lines, and the parents and 'prentice-masters, loyal or

rebel, should seek to have them returned, as " owing
service" under the laws of their State, would our

government treat such State codes as still in exist-

ence ? Would this government return a few regi-

ments of youths under age, who wished to fight for

us, to their parents ? Is it not anxious to draw away
from rebel lines all of these it can ?

It does not follow that the State, as a member of

this government, has committed suicide., but only that

all it has, by its own separate authority, established, is

laid in ruiiis. The blow aimed by States' Rights at

the authority of the nation strikes to the heart of

those very Rights, and those alone; for the crime

places the State before the supreme government in

the attitude of a criminal, whose allegiance is still

perfect, but whose rights are exactly what the su-

preme tribunal decides them to be.******
In war. slavery is the strength of the

South. The institution of slavery, which in time

of peace is a weakness of the South, is in time of

war, and untouched by us, strong enough to equal

the numbers and means of the North. It has not

yet been sufficiently considered that war and slave-

ry naturally consort; war was the cradle of slavery
;

the first slaves were war captives. In essence slave-

ry is the imposition of oiie will on another by physi-

cal force; in that alone it differs from spontaneous

or free labor. And war is but the acute form of the

same disease. Slavery has been a perpetual train-

ing for the camp.
Every man who leaves the North for the field of

battle is a laborer, and leaves so much derangement

in the usual social integrity ; some wheel of the ma-
chine stops when he goes, and some deprivation en-

sues ; but in the South, the war is the vent of idlers,

giving aim to lives hitherto aimless. This military

life is a step in advance for the South, which has al-

ready displayed energies of which it had not been

suspected. The South will not get sick of war so

soon as the North, it being quite atwin with its sla-

very for the South to become formally a military

country. Whilst the training of Freedom bas led

the North every day farther from war, every day of

slavery has accustomed the South to it. The North

has to go back a hundred years to reach the plane

of war; the laud of slavery never was beyond it.

In war, all you have added to the world in a cen-

tury is not only out of place, but in your way; only

the coarsest and rudest things avail here, and those

who are most at home in the coarsest and rudest

forces wilt, in a conflict of mere brute force, be. apt

.to win. Now hero are four millions of slaves work-

ing for the South. There being lor military pur-

poses corn and pork wanted, and not arts and ele-

gances, all the superiority of intelligent over unintel-

ligent labor ceases. Tho man who can dig a row of

corn or feed swine is equal to the finest mechanic.

And since every man who produces a soldier's ration

points tho soldier at us, just as the soldier points his

gnu at us, these four miaous of negroes must be

counted as our foes, whatever their feeling toward us.

The South is, then, at the start, twelve millions to

our eighteen. But of our eighteen the women do

not work in the field, and the children go to school,

whereas the black women and minors do work in the

field,—which, for military foree, would make them
nearly fifteen millions. Thru we mast estimate pro-

duction in its relation to consumption : the black la-

borer, being ted at less than a third the cost of the

corresponding Northern laborer, sustains at least two

more soldiers in tho field than Hie Northerner. Thus

does the reign of barbarism reverse all the advan-
tages of free over slave labor: In a conflict of mere
brute force, slavery has only to emphasize the old

menace, fetter and bowie-knife, to which it is accus-

tomed.

INTERESTING CORRESPONDENCE.

Headquarters, Department of the Gulf, J

New Orleans, August % 1862. f

Hon. Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War:
Sir,—I beg leave to enclose to you copies of or-

ders and correspondence with General Phelps upon
the subject of arming and equipping the negroes.

General Phelps, without orders and without my
knowledge, has organized five conpanies of negroes,

and the first official information I had of his doings
in that behalf was a requisition for arms and equip-
ments for them. It becomes more necessary in my
judgment to employ them differently, and I thought
by the means I could find employment for all, and
not raise the question offensively between General
Phelps and myself, until it was settled at Washing-
ton, and, therefore, sent the order to employ the ne-

groes without sending an answer to his requisition.

But his letter of resignation has, left me no choice

but to insist that my order should be obeyed. I sub-

mit the whole matter to the Department. I need
not discuss it. General Sliepley, who has been with
.you, can do it much better than I can. Mr. Roselius,

whom I have sent by the Connecticut, can tell you
much more fully than it were possible to do in a
despatch what has been the effect of the course of

General Phelps. An insurrection broke out amongst
the negroes a few miles up the river, which caused
the women of that neighborhood to apply to an
armed boat belonging to us, passing down, for aid,

and the incipient revolt was stopped by informing

the negroes that we should repel an attack by them
upon the women and children. All is for the deter

mination of the Department, to which I shall give

the fullest obedience. I have the honor to be your
obedient servant, Benj. F. Butler,

Major General Commanding.

Headquarters, Department op the Gulf, 1

New Orleans, La., July 30, 1862. J

Capt. R. S. Davis, A. A. A. General:

Sir,—I enclose herewith requisitions for arms, ac-

coutrements, clothing, camp and garrison equipage,

&c, for three regiments of Africans, which I propose

to raise for the defence of this point. The location

is swampy and unhealthy, and our men are dying at

the rate of two or three a day. The Southern loyal-

ists are willing, as I understand, to famish their

share of the tax for the support of the war; but

they should also furnish their quota of men, which
they have not thus far done. An opportunity now
offers of supplying the deficiency—and it is not safe

to neglect opportunities in war. I think that, with

the proper facilities, I could raise the three regiments
proposed in a short time, without holding out any in-

ducements or offering any reward. I have now up-

wards of three hundred Africans, organized into five

companies, who are all willing and ready to show
their devotion to our cause in any way that it may
be put to the test. They are willing to submit to

anything rather than to slavery. Society in the

South seems to be on the point of dissolution, and
the best way of preventing the African from becom-
ing instrumental in a general state of anarchy is to

enlist him in the cause of the Republic. If we ne-

glect bis services, any petty military chieftain, by
offering him freedom, can have them for the pur-
poses of robbery and plunder. It is for the interests

of the South, as well as for the North, that the Afri-

can should be permitted to offer his blood for the

temple of freedom. Sentiments unworthy of the

men of the present day, worthy only of another
Cain, could prevent such an offer from being ac-

cepted, I would recommend that the cadet graduates
of the present year should be sent to South Carolina

and this point, to organize and discipline our African
levies, and that the more promising non-commission-

ed officers and privates of the army be appointed
as company officers to command them.' Prompt and
energetic efforts in this direction would probably
accomplish more towards a speedy termination of the

war, and an early restoration of peace and amity,
than any other course which could be adopted.

I have the honor to remain, sir, very respectfully,

your obedient servant.

J. W. Phelps, Brigadier General.

Headquarters, Department of the Gulf, ]

Nrw Orleans, July 31, 1862. j

General,— The General Commanding wishes
you to employ the contrabands in and about your
camp in cutting down all the trees, &c, between
your lines and the lake, and in forming abattis ac-

cording to the plan agreed upon between you and
Lieutenant Weitzel when he visited you sometime
since. What wood is not used by you is much need-
ed in this city. For this purpose, I have ordered the

'Quartermaster to furnish you with axes, and tents

for the contrabands to be quartered in.

By order of. Major General Butler.
R. S\ Davis, Captain and A. A. A. G.

Headquarters, Department of the Gulf, )

New Orleans, July 31, 1862.
J

Capt. R. S. Davis, Acting Assistant Adjutant Genei-al:

Sir,—The communication from your office of this

date, signed " By order, Major General Butler," di-

octing me to employ the contrabands in and about
my camp in cutting down all the trees between my
lines and the lake, &c, has just been received. In
eply, I must state that while I am willing to pre-

pare African regiments for the defence of the Gov-
ernment against its assailants, I am not willing to

become the mere slave driver which you propose,

having no qualifications in that way. I am, there-

fore, under the necessity of tendering the resigna-

tion of my commission as an officer of the army of

the United States, and respectfully request a leave

of absence until it is accepted in accordance with

paragraph 29, page 12, of tlio General Regulation.

While 1 am writing, at half past eight o'clock F. M.,

a colored man is brought in by one of the pickets,

who has just been wounded in the side by a charge
of shot whieb, ho says, was fired at him by one of a
party of three hare hunters or guerillas a mile or

more from our line of sentinels. As it is some dis-

tance from the camp to the lake, the party of wood-
choppers which you have directed will probably
need a considerable force to guard them against
similar attacks.

J. W. Phelps, Brigadier General.

IIeAOQItak n:i;s. DEPARTMENT OF THE Gi'i.i-'.
}

New Orleans, Augusts, 1862. \

General,- By the net of Congress, as I under-
stand it, the President, of the Tinted Slates alone
has the authority tO employ Africniis in arms as ;i

part of the military forces of the United States.

Every law up tO this lime, raising volunteer or ini-

litaa forces, has bson opposed to their employment.
The President has not as vol indicated his purpose

to employ the Africans in anus. The arms, cloth-

ing and camp equipage which I have here for the
Louisiana Volunteers are, by the letter of the Secie-
tary of War, expressly limited to white soldiers; m
that I have no authority to direct them, howevt-r
much I may desire so to do. I do not think you are
empowered to organize into companies negroes, and
drill them as a military organization, as I am un-
expectedly informed you have done. I cannot sanc-
tion this course of action as at present advised, es-

pecially- when we have need of the services of the
blacks who are being sheltered upon the outskirts of
your camp, as you will see by the orders for their
employment sent you by the Assistant Adjutant
General. I will send your application to the Presi-
dent

; but, in the meantime, you must desist from
the formation of any negro military organization.

Benj. F. Butler, Maj. Gen. Commanding.

Brig. Gen. Phelps, Commanding forces at Camp
Parapet.

Headquarters, Department of the Gulp, 1

New Orleans, August 2, 1862. j

General,—I was somewhat surprised to receive
your resignation for the reason stated.

When you were put in command at Camp Para-
pet, I sent Lieut. Weitzel, my chief engineer, to

make a reconnoissance of the lines of Carrolton,

and I understand it was agreed between you and
the engineer that a removal of the wood between
Lake Ponchartrain and the right of your intrench-
ments was a necessary military precaution.

The work could not be done at that time because
of the stage of the water and the want of men.
But now both water and men ooiicau'. You have
five hundred Africans organized into companies.
You write me this work they are fitted to do. It

must either be done by them or my soldiers, now
drilled and disciplined. You have said the location

is unhealthy to the soldiers; it is not to the negro-

Is it not best that these unemployed Africans should

do this labor V My attention is especially called to

this matter at the present time, -because there are

reports of demonstrations to be made on your lines

by the rebels; and, in my judgment, it is a matter
of necessary precaution thus to clear the right of

your line, so that you can receive the proper aid

from the gunboats on the lake, besides preventing the

enemy from having cover. To do this the negroes

ought to be employed, and in so employing them
I see no evidence of slave driving or employing you
as a slave driver. The soldiers of the Army of the

Potomac did this very thing last summer, in front of

Arlington Heights. Are the negroes any better

than they ? Because of an order to do this neces-

sary thing, to protect your front, threatened by the

enemy, you tender your resignation S-nd a-?k -JHJ'Hf
~

diate leave of absence. I assure you I did not ex-
pect this, either from your courage, your patriotism,
or your good sense. To resign in face of an enemy
has not been the highest plaudit to a soldier, es-

pecially when the reason assigned is that he is or-
dered to do that which a recent act of Congress has
especially authorized a commander to do

—

i. e. em-
ploy the African to do the necessary work about a
camp or upon a fortification. General, your resig-

nation will not be accepted by me; leave of absence
will not be granted, and you will see to it that my
orders, thus necessary for the defence of the city,

are faithfully and diligently executed, upon the re-

sponsibility that a soldier in the field owes to his su-

perior. I will see that all proper requisitions for the
food, shelter and clothing of these negroes at work
are at once filled by the proper department. You
will also send out a proper guard to protect the la-

borers against the guerilla force", if any there may
be in the neighborhood.

Benjames F. Butler,
Major General Commanding.

THE SLAVE-OATCHLTO BUSINESS LIVELY
IH SEW 0KLEAHS.

Correspondence of the AT. X" Tribune.

New Orleans, July 27, 1862.

The abominations of the slave system are con-
stantly presented to our observation. Every day
fugitives arrive from far and near, and seek admis-
sion within our lines. Most of these are, of coarse,

rejected. We have neither food nor employment
for them. Without exception they all bear testi-

mony to one fact, that the slaves are on very short

allowance of food, and that they are overworked
and otherwise cruelly treated. Many of them bear
the marks of brutal whippings, their backs and limbs

lacerated and scarred, or still bleeding. Some of
them have heavy irou collars, with long prongs, on
their necks. Others have handcuffs on. One old

man came in, a few Sabbaths since, with a heavy
iron weight and chain on his leg. A boy of about
sixteen arrived a few evenings since, with an iron

chain connecting his neck and ankle. This morn-
ing I got a blacksmith to strike off two iron fetters

from the ankles of a slave who had just come in.

The ugly shackles now bang up over my writing-

desk, with the iron handcuffs which he had succeed-
ed in getting off from his wrists.

Few, however, ot these runaways are so fortu-

nate as to be retained within our lines. In fact,

very few of them reach us at all. Policemen, ap-
pointed or confirmed in previous appointments, by
the United States Military authorities, swarm in the

streets, and pounce upon the black victim before he
has an opportunity to tell his tale of distress. Our
daily papers abound with advertisements of rewards
offered for the apprehension of runaways, and the

police drive a very nourishing business as slave catch-

ers. Is not this a shame that the agents and em-
ployees of the Great Republic should be engaged
constantly in the business of slave-hounds ? But
this is not all.

The jails are filled with runaway- negroes, whoso
only Clime is that they have tried to get their free-

dom by coming to the Yankees. Keepers o\' these

jails are, some of them, bitter secessionists, as those

Union soldiers are made to feel, who arc so unfor-

tunate as to get committed to prison. The same
prison-keepers, as when our captive Union soldiers

were months ago incarcerated here, retain their of-

fice by permission of the Union authorities. One
of the most prominent jailers advertises in one of

our dailies—the only Union paper here—that he
will whip slaves as heretofore in accordance with

the law of Louisiana, and by permission of proper

authorities. So if any master OT mistress wants a

slavo whipped, yonder is the lieensed llogger. and
it is only noeessarv to take the slave then 1

, or send

him or her with a note. Specifying the number of

hishes to be laid on! No questions are asked, but

Hie public whipper applies the slave-whip to the

naked body, and all according to law!

I said we wen- obliged to reject the negroes thai

eome here. It often seems erne!, :iml eosts bitter

pilots, to turn over lo the mereies oi~ the \ew Or-

leans poliee and the brut :il jailer, the scarred, worn
and hungry fugitive, who lias made bis wajj far

scores of miles SO our quarters in hope of liberty.
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and who is able and anxious to do manful service

in fighting for the Union. Usually, within a few

hours of the- arrival of the black Union fugitive,

comes the while rebel overseer or master. He pays

the official, badge-wearing Iscariot, who performs

the bloodhound's"task, and the slave is hurried back

to the tender mercies of the plantation slave-pen,

the stocks* the savage raw-hide, the pistol of the

traitor master; where no law now prevails or is ex-

ecuted but tho rebel owner's despotic and irresponsi-

ble will ! The old man who came here some three

Or four Sundays since, with the iron weight anil

chain attached to his leg, is reported on pretty good

Authority to have been killed by his master, soon

after having been turned out of our quarters.

Does tho United States want recruits? It can

have them by the thousand in this city at twenty-

four hours' notice. Let the word go out that every

able-bodied man of any color will be received as a

soldier, and I verily believe a regiment of excellent

recruits could be raised in three hours. Tough,

strong* acclimated, accustomed to scanty clothing

and fare, they would also possess a stimulus to ex-

ertion which the white soldier does "not. I mean
the hope of liberty, which in all ages lias been the

chief inspiration of the brave in their most heroic

struggles. Add to this still another motive, which

the white soldier has not, the knowledge that if de-

feated and captured horrible scourging and barbar-

ities will be inflicted on them by their masters. I

believe that under such impulses the black soldiers,

half of whom have white blood in them, would fi^ht

desperately. Many of them are of gigantic size.

Many years of oppression and wrong rankle in their

memories, and goad them on. Try them!
Louisiana would furnish ten regiments of hardy

recruits in as many weeks, if Gen. Butler would
call for them. Why, the rebels had regiments of

blacks partly drilled in this city. One regiment
was armed, and pikes of three or four different

kinds and rough " negro swords" were being man-
ufactured for the others. There need be no decree

of emancipation for the slaves of rebels; but let the

commanding general invite all able-bodied men, of

whatever complexion, to enlist, with a promise of

protection, pay, food, and clothing. From the in-

numerable applicants there could be selected a body
of soldiers that could be made by drilling superior,

physically, to any corps in the world. As a Union
slaveholder, who stands all alone nearly in this city,

remarked to a lieutenant here last evening :
" They

say the slaves won't fight; but you give them a

chance, and you'll find they'll make splendid soldiers."

Nothing would so paralyze the rebellion as the

sudden withdrawal of the able-bodied slaves from
every rebel plantation and family. Everywhere
within a score of miles of any body of our troops,

there would be this stampede. Everywhere terror

and insecurity would paralyze the operations of

Southern men and Southern armies. They would
require at least one able-bodied white man to watch
every two or three blacks. The labor that feeds,

clothes, supports and makes comfortable the South-
ern armies, would be withdrawn from them, and be
given to our Union armies. Let us have ttiese stout,

enduring sons of toil, to dig, wash, carrv, serve, and
fight. Why not ?

We need not fear that the enfranchised slaves

would commit excesses. They would be subject to

military discipline. Any guerilla warfare, any
" fighting on their own hook," would be sternly sup-

pressed by our commanders. San Domingo insur-

rections and massacres are indeed to be feared, but
not from the policy which is here proposed. In our
armies, under our officers, the blacks would be com-
pletely subject to our control. But if the contrary
policy is to (ftntinue, if slaves are to be half starved,

and treated with unusual severity, as they now are

in consequence of the proximity of Northern armies
and the rigors of an ever-tightening blockade, we
may well look for savage insurrection and slaughter.

God grant that President Lincoln, before it is too

late, may strike this monster of secession in this vi-

tal part, and save the effusion of rivers of blood; at

once preventing slave insurrections and crushing re-

bellion ! *

New Custom House, July 28, 1862.

P. S.—At about 7£ o'clock this A. M., I was re-
quested by several persons, among others Capt. H. L.
Bidwell, to go to the door of the Custom House, on
Canal street, and see a black woman whose master
was trying to get her away from our lines. I was told
he was a Rebel, and the builder of the famous iron
gun-boat " Manassas," and that the woman had been
ordered by her mistress, in the following language:
"You put out, and go to Old Butler. I can get
white servants enough." Coming to the woman,
who

.
was seat£±.near *!\C front entrance, surrounded

by a crowd of persons, white and black, I heard one
of the white men asking her whether she had rather

go to prison or back to her master. She was sitting

with a child of a few months' of age in her arms,

and crying. She made no reply. I asked which
the master was. He was pointed out to me. His
name is John Stephenson, and he lives in Caronde-
let street. I asked him if he was the builder of the
" boat," He said " Yes." The following conversa-

tion, substantially, ensued:—
" Have you taken the oath of allegiance ?

"

" No."
" You had better take it before you undertake to

get this woman back."
" Perhaps I shall take it, and perhaps not."
" You have no right to take this woman by force.

" I don't propose to take her by force."
" If she wants to go, she of course can go ; but you

have no right to use force or violence, or to disturb

the peace."
" I am not going to use force. I wish to take her

peaceably home, or to jail."

" She is a Unionist. You are an avowed Rebel.
She has fully as much right to use force on you as

you on her. She ha3 just as much right to take you
to jail as you to take her, for all I can see."

" That's new law."
" That's military law. You must not break the

peace, nor make any disturbance within the United
States lines. Be^very careful, sir, how you conduct
yourself within our lines."

" I have not come within your lines."

" This city is within our lines. You had better
take the oath of allegiance. What right have you,
a Rebel, to seize a Union woman and carry her off?

"

" I have a right according to law to take my slave."

"You are the builder of a Rebel gunboat, and
you have not yet taken the oath of allegiance. You
had better ' skedaddle.'

"

" It was not a Rebel boat. It was a private boat."
" A private boat ! What did you build your pri-

vate boat for ?
"

"I built it to defend this river and city."
" To defend this river and city against whom ?

Against the United States ?"
" Yes, sir, against the United States."
" This city and river—property which the United

States bought and paid for. You are what I call a
Rebel, and your boat was a Rebel boat."

" I don't wish to enter into that question. I only
want my slave according to law."

" You must not use the slightest force or violence.
No one has a right to use force or violence to remove
her, but the United States authorities. She has just
as much right here as you. It's rather cool in you,
the builder of a Rebel gunboat to keep the United
States forces out of this city, to come here after her,
refusing to take the oath of allegiance. It's not ac-
cording to our law to deliver her up to you."

" Your law 1 I should like to kuow if you made
that law."

" Yes, sir; we made that law. This city is under
martial law. You must not molest tin's woman here
without permission from the United States authori-
ties. She has a right to stay here until they remove
her."

Quite a large crowd of blacks and whites having
collected, I ordered them to disperse, which they did.

The woman told me her name was Lydia; that
her mistress had repeatedly ordered her to "put off

and go to Old Butler," and she at last took her at
her word ; that her mistress was accustomed to
" damn " Gen. Butler, using a good deal of profane
language, and to say, " I should like to smack his
damned old face," (meaning not to kiss, but strike
him,) &c. ; that she has been called a first-rate house-
keeper, washer, and ironer, find is ready to do any-
thing, and " work her fingers off," if she can only
be saved from going back to her mistress; that her
master treats her much better than her mistress, who
frequently heats her with her fists and hands, &c.
The woman remains now (8 o'clock A. M.) in

front of the Custom House- ' Says she wants to see
Gen. Butler. , #

P. 8. 2, July 28, 3 P. M. — The contraband
" Lydia" has just been turned away from the Cus-
tom House, and will probably be lodged in jail, and
whipped as a runaway before night. "Pray how long
shall these odious State laws be allowed to override
justice, and that too in the very presence of martial
law, and in the midst of our New England armies ?

?THE LIBERATOR
INCIDENTS IN NEW OELEANS.

We have received some interesting private letters

from Now Orleans, not suitable for publication, nar-
rating in;my incidents of the emancipation ofslaves by
the military authorities, but also many counter inci-

dents of tho return of the fugitives to their owners.
Some of the owners take the oath of loyalty, while
others are not asked to take the oath, and are strong-
ly suspected of being rebels. Gen. Butler is nof thor-
oughly and heartily for freedom, hut Gen. Phelps,
his second in command, is a true friend of the op-
pressed, and seeks in every case to do justice to the
slave.

A correspondent says: "I could tell you of wo-
men cruelly beaten, who, failing to rescue their chil-

dren, came without them, for protection ; of a girl
witii a gashed arm who had been brutally kicked
by a negro at the bidding of her master ; of a wo-
man who came with an iron yoke about her neck,
with head-pieces to fit close to the side of the head;
of a young mother who, with a babe of lighter com-
plexion, was marched off from before our lines be-
tween two men."

Will it sourfd well in Massachusetts ears, in view
of such facts as these, to learn that General Butler
is eloquently commended in the Picayune for his
readiness to return fugitive slaves? His conduct is

creating disaffection in some of the regiments. We
are informed of some indignant protests from New
England soldiers, who say, " We did not enlist for
slave-catching."

A young man nearly white—an octoroon—ap-
plied for a musket to serve in the ranks. He came
near being enlisted, but was refused -as soon as it

was known that his veins had a dash of the tainted
blood. His father, an elegant gentleman of the
city, and now an officer in the rebel army, who al-

ways treated the son cruelly, will thus be saved from
a musket which was meant to be pointed with dead-
ly aim at his head.

—

N. Y. Independent.

PERSECUTION AT POETRESS MOTKOE.

Fortress Munroe, Aug. 8, 1862.

To (lie Editors of the Independent:

Have you room for a few words about the sorrows
and sufferings of the colored people in this Military
District ? Pew of your readers have any idea of
them.

Gen. Wool instituted a plan to provide labor for
the " contrabands," and secure for them justice and
protection. In spite, however, of his utmost efforts,

his plans were thwarted, and their beneficial ten-
dencies prevented by the determined resistance of
under-officials. His suceesspr, Gen. Dix, has avow-
ed his approval of the plans, and his determination
to give them full effect ; but the change of com-
manders has been taken advantage of by pro-slav-
ery under-officers to renew the opposition, and hin-
der every good work undertaken for their benefit.
Just now they have " come down in great wrath,"
and I hope it is because their " time is short."
About a week since, four soldiers went to the

house of two colored men, (father and son-in-law.)
Two of them seized a colored woman in the front
yard, each in turn gratifying his brutal lusts, while
the other stood guard with sword and pistol. The
other two went to the house, one stopping at the
door to stand guard. The other, after a desperate
struggle, succeeded in ravishing a youn^ woman in
the house in presence of her father and grandfather.
The father gave vent to his bitter anguish by an
irrepressible groan, when the guard at the door
rushed upon him and struck him, and the one
outside also came in and threatened his life. A
neighboring white woman came in, and the brutes,
after abusing her with the vilest language, left. The
grandfather and girl came to us, and told us the sad
story of their wrongs, and we laid it before Gen.
Dix ; but there were then some fifteen thousand
soldiers at Newport News, where these came from,
and the villains were not found.
Two days ago, while we were seated at dinner, a

light-colored woman, almost frantic, rushed in, and
besought us to save her husband from being carried
violently away. A large number of others soon
flocked to the office ofthe " Superintendent of Con-
trabands," with the same sad story and plea. A
squad of cavalry from Newport News had come
down to Hampton, and seized every able-bodied
colored man they could find, bond or free, and car-
ried them off, to send up to Gen. McClellan's army.
Probably not far from one hundred were seized
within five miles of Hampton. In doing this work,
the_ soldiers plundered the shops and persons of
their victims, and shot at some who did not prompt-
ly yield.

F J

You may imagine the consternation that seized
their helpless wives and families. Some of the wo-
men were well nigh frantic. 'I hope I may not
soon witness another such scene.
The Superintendent of the "contrabands" and

I laid the matter before Gen. Dix who was as much
surprised as we were. He immediately ordered a
stop to the proceedings, and an investigation of the
facts. The victims returned to their homes that
night and the next day. The quartermaster at
Newport News said the soldiers had made a mistake.
There is ground to suppose that the " mistake " was
part of a plan to annoy and distress the people to.

the utmost extreme. If the men behind the curtain
can conceal themselves from Gen. Dix's investiga-
tions, they may be safe. If they cannot, an example
will probably be made of them. The violation of
his authority is as manifest as the outrage upon the
people. These are but instances (among the more
outrageous, it is true) of the injuries inflicted upon
this people. Not a day passes without some of them
being plundered

; and it is exceedingly difficult to
get any redress, through all the forms that must be
complied with, and guarded as the passes are by
their enemies. The general idea is that a colored
man's word no white is bound to respect.

that the capital is still in danger. Gentlemen, how
much longer is this thing to continue 't As regards
the finances of the country, I must say, in justice to
the Secretary of the Treasury, that, if it had not been
for the eminent abilities with which that Depart-
ment of the Government has been administered,
long since you would have come down to the South-
ern standard of shin-plasters, which no man in any
portion of the world, with any common sense, would
have taken, except on compulsion. Now, gentle-
men, I know that there were difficulties in the way,
but I think this manner of conducting the War should
be changed. When I spoke so boldly at Willard's,
some time since, a great many said, " Here is that
abolition leader come again to" disturb us." (Laugh-
ter.) Wait-a-little-doctrine fun ripe. (Laughter.)
People will gradually get ready. Well, th.-ink God
for once they told the truth. The people will be
gotten ready, and are now ready when the Govern-
ment is. Pight this war upon the principle of com-
mon sense. As for myself, never, so help me God,
will I draw a sword to keep the chains upon another
fellow-being. (Tremendous applause.) Suppose,
gentlemen, that you succeed upon the present pol-
icy, what have you gained ? Better recognize the
Southern Confederacy at once, and stop this effu-

sion of blood, than to continue in this present ruin-
ouspolicy, or have even a restoration of the Union
as it was. Change your policy, and say that you
are in earnest. Send as an ambassador, mo if you
will—as much as the slaveholders hate me, and I
them—to Jeff. Davis with a message, that if he will
consent to have the rebels lay down their arms, and
come again under the protection of the old nig and
Constitution, that protection will be granted to'him

;

but if not, warn him of the consequence, and then
go to work in real earnest; and, if necessary, deso-
late the whole South. As regards the disposition of
the negro, I am opposed to colonization, because it

will be the means of delaying emancipation ; in
fact, only tending to perpetuate the institution of
slavery, by raising the value of the slave.

®ft*iM&**attfj.
No Union with Slaveholders

!
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OASSIUS M. CLAY ON THE WAE.

Cassius M. Clay made a rousing speech on the war,
a few days since, at a fair held in the Odd Fellows'
Hall at Washington. Here is a sample of it :

—

I shall speak with that freedom which becomes
the deference I have for those in power, and that
regard for truth which I have always secretly main-
tained. First, then, gentlemen, when this rebellion
first broke out, and when the blood of American citi-

zens, marching to the defence of their own flag, and
of their own capital, was shed by the hands of
rebels, and we stood there not knowing what might
be done with the President, and the commanders,
and others in authority—whether we should not be
cut to pieces, as they a thousand times threatened
to do—your humble servant addressed you from the
balcony of Willard's Hotel. I told you that, for
twenty years, I have been warring against this in-
stitution of slavery, and to effect its overthrow was
willing to sacrifice property, comfort, and even life

itself, and that I had always stood, by the Constitu-
tion, the Union, and the enforcement of the laws.
(Loud applause.) I never advocated the immediate
and unconditional abolition of slavery. I wish to
deprive no man of that which he regards as prop-
erty, and as so regarded and protected by the Con-
stitution of the United States. But, inasmuch as
the slaveholders had refused to submit to the arbi-
trament which the Constitution had prescribed, and
appealed to war measures, I see no principle upon
which they can be successfully met, other than in
proclaiming, in the language of our fathers once
more—and I trust their descendants are not less
ready, valiant and just than the men of '76—that
all men are created equal, and entitled to life, lib-
erty, and the pursuit of happiness. (Prolonged ap-
plause.) That was my platlbrm when I spoke at
Willard's— that is it now. (Renewed applause)
Well, now, you are going to conquer the South.
How? by my friend Seward taking dinner and
drinks. (Laughter and applause.) You arc n- in<T

to conquer the South by talcing the sword in one
hand, and shackles in the other. You are goin<* to
conquer the South with one portion of your force,
while the other is detailed to guard rebel property!
You are so magnanimous that you are going to put
down this gigantic effort at our national "life, in
the language of Jim Lane, "By fighting their bat-
tles and your own." (Cheers.) How long have you
tried it? For nearly eighteen months. Some of
the best men in the country have gone down to

" : - graves; _250,000 of the loyal troops of thethei

I ml I Stntae have died on the battU field or been
disabled by sickness. How many millions have you
expended? Why, a sum rolling up to one thou-
sand millions, almost one-fourth of the national debt
of England that has been accumulating for ages,
and still you have been carrying on the war upon
such principles thai you cannot stand upright in the
eyes of the World. On these principles you never
can conquer; and I am told by men high in power

THE PRESIDENT ON AFRICAN COLONIZA-
• TION,

A spectacle, as humiliating as it was extraordinary,

was presented to all Christendom on the afternoon of

the 14th inst. in the White House at Washington.
By special invitation of President Lincoln, a com-
mittee of the colored people of thai city appeared be-

fore him, to listen to a proposition, on his part, for

their removal to Central America, under an act of
Congress appropriating a sum of money to effect that

object. His address on the occasion may be found on
our first page, in its proper department. Can any
sensible, humane, upright man read it without a
blush, alike for its author, and for the country which
he officially represents ? Can anything be more
puerile, absurd, illogical, impertinent, untimely ?

Will it not excite the derision and scorn, if not the

astonishment, of all Europe? Look at a few par-
ticulars.

1. From an early period, the African slave trade
was prosecuted with great activity in various parts of
the country, and sanctioned and protected as a legiti-

mate branch of commerce, for twenty years, under
the Constitution of the United States. The result
of it was the burning and destruction of hundreds of
African villages, horrible slaughter, and 4hc kidnap-
ping of hundreds of thousands of native Africans, to

be transported to these shores, for slave-driving pur-
poses, in the holds of those "floating hells," the pi-

ratical slave-vessels used for that diabolical object.

Of course, vast multitudes of them perished, during
"the middle passage," from the suffocating manner
in which they were packed. Such as survived were
doomed to a life of bondage, bitter, excruciating and
bloody. Had it not been for the cupidity of their

white enslavers, not one of their race would now be
found upon this continent. They came not hither
either as intruders or adventurers, but compulsorily
as victims. The original stock lias long since been
exhausted ; but from it the four millions now held in

galling chains have sprung, by natural birth, on the
soil which they have reddened with their blood, and
many times earned by their unpaid labor. They are
as much the natives of the country as any of their

oppressors. Here they were born; here, by every
consideration of justice and humanity, they are en-

titled to live; and here it is for them to die in the
course of nature. It is as mean, perfidious and brutal
an act to conspire for their expatriation, as it would
be to seek the expulsion of the fairest of the fair, of

Anglo-Saxon origin. It is for them to exclaim as

proudly and enthusiastically as others—

" Breathes there the man with soul so dead,
Who never to himself" hath said,

This is my own, my native land !

Whose heart hath ne'er within him burn'd,
As home his footsteps he hath turned,
From wandering on a foreign strand !

If such there breathe, go, mark him well
;

For him no minstrel raptures swell
;

High though his titles, proud his name,
Boundless his wealth as wish can claim

;

Despite those titles, power, and pelf,
The wretch, concentred all in self,

Living, shall forfeit fair renown,
And, doubly dying, shall go down
To the vile dust from whence he sprung,
Unwept, unhonored, and unsung."

And such are the feelings and sentiments of our
colored population, whether bond or free. It is

pudent mendacity to pretend that this is not their

rightful abode, and, consequently, to insist upon their

colonization in some foreign region. They are not
only indigenous to the soil, but adhere to it with a
tenacity which no form of persecution has been able
to break; and none can show a better right to remain
here in the unmolested enjoyment of liberty, and all

its blessings. As well attempt to roll back Niagara
to its source, or to cast the Alleghany mountains into
the sea, as to think of driving or enticing them out of
the country. For more than forty years, the whole
proscriptive force of the nation has been brought,
through the American Colonization Society, to bear
Upon such as are nominally free, in order to "get rid

of them"; but, during that long period, at an ex-
penditure of millions of dollars, not more than six or
eight thousand have been induced to go to Africa,

notwithstanding the crushing disabilities under which
they have labored. liven Itayti, a republic of their
own complexion, offers generous overtures to them in

vain, with a few exceptional cases. They may pos-

bly be exterminated, but they cannot be coaxed or
compelled into banishment.

In view of these facts, what could be more un-
deserved, or what more insulting, than the remark of
President Lincoln to the committee whom he was ad-

dressing, "But for .your race among us, there could
not be a war .... it is better for us both, therefore,

to be separated " ? Being here as legitimately as the
President himself, by the creative power and will of
God, what right has he to make that fact the. ground
of a most serious imputation against them ? What
have they done to cause the bloody strife which is

low raging in the land ?' Whom have they wronged ?

ffhat outrage have they committed? whose rights
have they sought to overthrow? Surely, they hail

band in plotting treason, bombarding Fort Sumter,
perfidiously stealing the public treasure, laying vio-

lent hands upon post-offices, custom-houses, mints,
arsenals, fortifications, naval ships, and dockyards,
and disowning and defying the authority of the Fed-
eral Government! Why seek their banishment, and
not that- of the traitors? As well pretend that, but
for tho money in the pocket of the unsuspecting travel-

ler, there would have begn no highway robbery
; mid,

therefore, to end such violence, he ought to divest
himself of the tempting treasure, and travel no more I

But it is not simply a complexional difference that is

the exciting cause of social division and popular vio-

lence : these also emanate from sentiments, opinions,

ideas and measures, which are regarded as fanatical
11,1,1 dangerous because of all-abounding corruption,
though truly reformatory in their spirit and tendency,

Hence, for the sake of the general tranquillity, all dis-

senters from established usages should he persuaded
or made to leave the country; else they will cause a

great deal 'of disturbance. Such was the case with
the old prophets; with Jesus and his apostles; with
Luther, and Hubs, and Fox, and Wesley, and their

"exciting" associates. And should such, on being
pressed to depart, "come to the conclusion that they
have nothing to do with the idea of going to a foreign
country," Abraham Lincoln being judge, "it will be
taking an extremely selfish view of the case "

! Just
God ! what but the meanest selfishness stimulates the
scheme for the removal of millions of native-born
Americans Lo another land, solely because of the color

of their skin ! And what a vulgar conception it is to

say of those who, natives of the soil, and loving their
country as intensely as the most impassioned, choose
not to exile themselves abroad for the gratification of

their shameless persecutors, that they evince a selfish

spirit! The very reverse of this is the truth: by
maintaining their ground, hopefully and firmly, but
without vindictiveness, in the midst of grinding op-

pression and brutal ostracism, they manifest the true
martyr-spirit which constitutes the redeeming power
of the world, and makes saints and heroes

; and incon-
testibly prove their fitness, as well as their natural
right, to occupy the soil upon which they stand. But
there .is evidently nothing in the breast of Presi-
dent Lincoln to appreciate this independent, liberty-

loving, indomitable will. His education (?) with and
among " the white trash " of Kentucky was most un-
fortunate for his moral development; so that there
seems to be nothing elevated and noble in his charac-
ter. Had there been, he would sooner have had the
earth opened and swallowed him up, than to have
made the preposterous speech he did at the White
House.

3. Here is a country whose domains extend from
the Atlantic to the Pacific, covering an area of mil-

lions of square miles, and sufficiently capacious to

contain the present population of the globe. It

proudly boasts of being the refuge of the oppressed
of all nations, millions of whom have already come
from the' old world, and millions more are coming;
for there is "ample room and verge enough" for all.

How despicable, then, as well as ridiculous, is the I- Saddest of all the sad spectacle!
effort of President Lincoln to procure the transporta-

tion of the entire colored population, as fast as prac-

ticable, (for that is what be means,) to a distant shore,
on the ground that they are "a different race "! A
different race?

"Skins may differ, but affection
Dwells in white and black tho same."

Are they not human, and is it not true that "God
hath made of one blood all nations of men to dwell on
all the face of the earth " ? A different race ? What

!

"Does then th' immortal principle within,
Change with the casual color of the skin?

latter govern spirit? or is mind
" by tho form to which 'tis joined ?

"

They no more differ from the President and his fam-
ily, than do these from them; and the obligation to

leave the country is no more binding upon the one
party than upon the other. What if they should pro-

pose the banishment of all the Lineolns, on the ground
of "race"? Would it not be deemed a very imper-
tinent act on their part? But it would be just as de-
cent as it is for the President to make a similar propo-

sition to them. Mark how coolly, and with what ut-
ter disregard of all moral duties and relations, he says,
" Whether it is right or wrong, I need not discuss "

!

As if everything did not depend upon the rectitude of

the measure ! And he coolly adds—" This physical
difference is a great disadvantage to us both, (!) as I
think your race suffer very greatly, many of them
by living among us, while ours suffer from your
presence. (!) In a word, we suffer on each side."
What a shocking blunder it was, on the part of the
Creator, to make so great a "physical difference" in
the workmanship of his hands as to lead to such disa-

greeable consequences ! It was a conceited Castilian,

we believe, (of course, he bad not sense enough to be
impious,) who said, if be bad been consulted at the
creation of the world, he could have suggested many
important improvements. Mr. Lincoln -seems to

take the same view of the subject. But why does he
make complexion a test of fitness for remaining or
going? Everybody differs from everybody else in

height, bulk and looks; some are very tall and un-
gainly, some very short and genteel, some handsome
and others ugly, some as " thin as a rail," (we intend
nothing personal here,) others of monstrous corpu-
lency, and so on through an endless category. Is
any one of these " physical differences," more than
another, a justifiable ground for colonization? The
whole thing is supremely ridiculous. Besides, there
are insuperable difficulties in the way of this sifting
process, inasmuch as there are thousands of colored
persons who are of the fairest Anglo-Saxon hue, and
thousands of white persons who are of a very dark
complexion. Where shall the line be drawn 1

4. " You and we are a different race," says the
President; and, therefore, "you" had better be off
for Central America ! But, for more than a century,
this "physical difference" was utterly disregarded by
the whites, in their eager prosecution of the African
slave trade, who delighted to stock their plantations
with undiluted negroes; and so long as the victims
were held in bondage, their closest proximity excited
no prejudice. It is not their color, but their being
free, that makes their presence here intolerable. For
if no such repugnance has been felt to them as de-
graded and imbruted slaves ; if, on the contrary, un-
der Fugitive Slave laws, the entire nation has vigi-
lantly conspired to prevent their escape, under heavy
penalties; and if the -dainty, cbivalric sons of the
South have been and continue to be suckled at the
breasts of slave mothers, and amalgamation has been
universal and continuous, till the original negro com-
plexion has given place, in multitudinous instances,
to a predominance of Anglo-Saxon blood ; it is certain
that there is no natural aversion to a black skin, and
that it is nothing but negro "liberty" that is so in-

tolerable at this time.

A HOUSE DIVIDED AGAINST ITSELF.

The United States have long occupied before the
world the position of a great nation. Those classes
in the old world who hate the Democratic theory of
government are now comforting themselves with the
idea that this nation, having become divided against
itself, cannot stand.

The Northern half of this people might be, if it

chose, a nation greater than both halves have hitherto
been. If we had chosen to separate from the South,
on the right grounds, and in the right manner, we
should have advanced with accelerated speed in the
career of greatness, physically relieved and morally
strengthened, like the Pilgrim who, in Bunyan's
tale, cast off his burden. Instead of following that
dictate of wisdom and virtue, we lingered and dallied
until we were cast off, untill we were contemptuously
rejected as a burden and a nuisance. This would
have been a blessing and a benefit, had we known
how to meet it aright. If we have not Tirtue and
selfrespect enough spontaneously to leave bad com-
pany, to be kicked out of it is the next best thing
that can happen to us. But, after being kicked out
of it, and kicked out by such people, and for such a
reason, to have our desires fixed, and our efforts bent,
mainly upon a restoration of the Union as it was, au-
gurs ill for our future prosperity, since it shows us
deficient both in wisdom and virtue.

Precisely this is our present position. Most of us
are resolutely bent on having back the Union as it

was; while we are divided against ourselves in regard
to the method of meeting the brutality and injustice of
our late partner. Some of us counsel an acceptance of
the known good will, the loyal hearts and strong
arms of our black neighbors ; others of us scornfully
refuse that alliance, in spite of the increasing tokens
of our ill-success without it. Meantime, our soldiers
are dying, our treasury is bleeding, our friends are
getting alienated, and our foe is getting encouraged.
Some of us have complained, and most justly, of

the President's course in relation to this matter. But
the evil lies still deeper. The People, who if united
would control the President, the People are divided
against themselves.

ENROLMENT OF COLORED CITIZENS.

In response to an inquiry concerning the enrolment
of aolored citizens under the recent order of Gov. An-
drew, Attorney General Foster has given his opinion
upon the subject, of which the following is the mate-
rial portion :

—

The regulations issued by the War Department
for the enrolment and draft of three hundred thou-
sand militia, Aug. 9, 18G2, contain the following or-
der :

—

" Third. The Governor of the respective States
will cause an enrolment to be made forthwith by the
assessors of the several counties, or by any other of-
ficers, to be appointed by such Governors, of all able-
bodied male citizens between the ages of eighteen and
forty-five, within the respective counties, giving the
name, age, and occupation of each, together with re-
marks showing whether he is in the service of the
United States, and in what capacity, and any other
facts which may determine his exemption from mili-
tary duty.

It thus appears that all able-bodied male citizens of
the respective Slates are to be enrolled in the militia of
the United States, and that Congress and the War
Department both leave out the word while from the
description of the class to be enrolled, an omission
which can hardly be supposed to have been acciden-
tal, when it is considered how recently and frequent-
ly the subject has been extensively discussed.
The same obedience to constitutional law which re-

quired the enlistment to be confined to white citizens
while tho act of 1792 remained unaltered, now rendersm obligatory upon the assessors to enrol all citizens
within the prescribed ages, of whatever complexion
lhe authorities of Massrchueetta have no more rieht
to diminish its quota of troops, by refusing to enroll
black men, than they would have to reduce the am
at which lhe ohhgation of military service terminates
from forty-five to forty years.
The only possible question now open is, whether

colored men are citizens of Massachusetts, which no
one, I presume, will have ihe hardihood to deny im,s-
muoh a« they are tax payers, voters, jurors, and eligi-
Ht to office, and there is no inequality founded anon
distinction Ol races known to our laws.

Contumacious and law-disregarding Mayor Wight-
man, therefore, must "toe the mark."

this war is the
sight of General Hunter's soldiers, wantonly counter-
acting the provision made by that intelligent com-
mander for their own relief and welfare, and destroy-
ing, at the same time, the experiment most hopeful
of any yet tried towards the relief of our national
troubles. If we have half as much ill-success at

Port Royal as before Richmond, those white soldiers

who broke up the negro regiments by a systematic
course of annoyance and. insult may yet bo obliged
toffee or to surrender for want of that very aid.

The fastidious Brnmmel said to a stranger who
offered the use of his carriage in a sudden storm,

—

"But whole then will you ride?" The favor thus
repulsed was not again offered. But the wit's jolly

companions, who treated this specimen of his custom-
ary arrogance as a capital joke, cared as little when he
afterwards died, in titter destitution and wretched-
ness. Nobody can afford systematically to return
kindness with jnsult.

When the managers of the Great Eastern, on her
first visit to our shores, asked a dollar for the privilege

of inspecting her, and found that the public did not
choose to pay that sum, Barnum said to them, "A
dead curiosity can never be revived. Put the matter
into my hands how, before the public disappointment
has settled down into indifference, and I will not only
guaranty your ship's expenses, but put plenty of
money into your pockets and my own." They re-

fused, and lost their money, as they deserved.
A greater ship, a weightier enterprise, is now in

question. The Ship of State, the American Union, is

in peril. Her eaptajn, first trying means so moderate
as to excite the derision* of bis piratical assailants,

has made, successively, as greater and greater need
appeared, stronger and stronger appeals for help.

Again and again has he sent a thousand miles off for

volunteers, and now he has ordered a draft, among
the people remaining at that inconvenient distance.
Yet, all tills time, he has been rejecting the offer of

abundance of volunteers, living on the battle-ground,

familiar with the country, and acquainted with the
movements and resources of the enemy. And now
the very soldiers who are needing help, and who are
about to need it more, drive away with arrogant con-
tempt those who are offering such help. Do we sup-

pose that a dead enthusiasm can be revived ? Ib it safe

to go on throwing stones in return for kind offers ? If
we often repeat, to the negroes, just such brutal treat-

ment as they receive from the slaveholder, can we
count, at last, when the need shall be yet greater,

upon their siding with us against the slaveholder ?—

*It is said that the news of President Lincoln's first
call for the raising of seventy-five thousand men was re-
ceived by Jeff. Davis and his associates with shouts of de-
risive laughter.

^= Most of us have little idea how many pamph-
lets and volumes have appeared in England in re-

gard to the present crisis in this country. Many of
these authors are in the interest of the Slave Power,
some showing all the impudence and mendacity of

our own pro-slavery writers, North and South, and
some, like Mr. Spence of Liverpool, presenting a
cool and plausible statement, in which deceit is rather
insinuated than asserted.

Among the best of the'English books which take
part with the North, and show the necessity of a
thorough overthrow of slavery to prevent the recur-

rence of such troubles as we now suffer, is the work of
J. E. Cairnes, M. A., Professor of Political Economy
in Queen's College, Galway, and in the University of

Dublin. This handsome octavo volume, inscribed
" To John Stuart Mill, Esq.," is entitled—" The Slave

Power : its Character, Career, and probable Designs :

being an attempt to explain the real issues involved

in the American Contest." The author does explain
these important matters with distinguished ability

and correctness. Being a cool and cautious man, he
favors progressive rather than immediate emancipa-
tion; but this is from no want of zeal for the com-
plete extirpation of slavery, only from a strong appre-
ciation of the difficulties in the way of so vast a
change. In passing, he unravels some of the sophis-

tries 'of Mr. Spence; and he insists strongly on the
duty of Europe to render a moral support to the cause
of freedom, while abstaining from intervention in the
outward struggle.—c. k. w.

:e Unitarian Herald, a paper published week-
ly at Manchester, England, contains an extended and
warmly appreciative notice of the English edition of
"Theodore Parker's Prayers."- The critic points out
various characteristics of Mr. Parker which this book
reveals, and dwells with affectionate emphasis upon
his constant recognition of the life of God, continual-

ly actively operative in nature. He finds these prayers
not oaly rich in Bible thought and language, but
everywhere animated by the best spirit of the best

men of the Bible. He commends them to all earnest
and devout persons, and hopes that the second edition

will be enriched by the excellent portrait of Mr. Par-
ker which accompanies the American edition.—c. K. w.

The Atlantic ron Skptkmder is received. The
following are the articles : David Gaunt, by the author
of "Life in the Iron Mills," Cerebral Dynamics, by
Isaac Kay, M. D., Superintendent of the Butler Hos-

pital, Providence, R. I. A new Sculptor, by Mrs. Ju-
lia Ward Howe. Plays and Play-Acting. Offshore.
Life in the Open Air, by the hile Theodore Winthrop.
Rifle Clubs, by H. W. S. Cleveland. Two ^Summers,
by Mrs. Elizabeth Akers. Mr. Axtell. Methods of

Slmly in Natural History, (illustrated,) by Louis

Agassi/.. Gabriel's Defeat,' by Thomas WeMworth
HigginBOn. Bethel, by A. J. U. Dugamw, Th.- Hor-
rors of San Domingo, by John Weiss. The Lift of

Birde, by Thomas Wentworth Higginson, A com
plaintofFriends, by tho author of" My fitardwi." The,

w Opposition Party, Reviews and Llterarj Notice*,

LETTER FEOM WENDELL PHILLIPS,

Boston, August 14, 1862.

My Dear Sir—You inclose me the card of three

persons, styling themselves " Directors of the Illinois

Central Company," misquoting otie of my speechee,

and stating that they do not know vie. I presume this

is true. That I neither claimed their acquaintance,

nor quoted their opinions, you will see by the copy of

my speech which I enclose. Whether these persons

agree or disagree with me, in my estimate of General
McClellan, as dilatory, and utterly unable to say yes
and no, their card docs not inform us. They carefully

avoid giving any opinion 411 this, the main point con-

cerned. It is, however, of no consequence, aB my
statement rests on sufficient authority, fully as trust-

worthy, to say the least, as any they could furnish.

With thanks for your courtesy,

Truly yours,

WENDELL PHILLIPS.
S. C. Clarke, Esq., Chicago.

AHXIOUS TOR 00KYI0TI0N.

The telling speech of Mr. Phillips at Abington is

not, it would seem, to be lost, as a pretext on the part

of malignant and hunkerish editors to call out the

hatred of pro-slavery toward Abolitionists. In one
breath we are told that our little, despised clique is

of no mortal account, and in the next, words of warn-
ing and bitterness are sent foftli to neutralize the in-

fluence exerted by words spoken and written. Have
it as you please, gentlemen ! for whether you com-
plain or keep silc-nt, the work of excoriation must go
on while wrong and sin exist, especially the colossal

sin of American slavery.

It seems some very sensitive gentlemen, connected
with the Illinois and Central Railroad, have published

a card denying a criticism made by Mr. Phillips in

respect to Mr. Lincoln and McClellan's want of back-

bone sufficient to say " no." An apt and ample reply

to this sensitiveness, I clip from a correspondent in

last week's Chicago Tribu?ie, a very able and uncom-
promising paper:

—

Wendell Phillips and the Illinois Centrai,
Railroad Directors.

Editors Chicago Tribune:

After the effort of W. H. Osborn, J. M^Douglas,
and W. It. Arthur, to convict Wendell Phillips of
falsehood, let us sea>what it all amounts to. In Mr.
Phillips's speech, as reported, he said :

" I asked Illi-

nois lawyers among whom Lincoln had practised,
what kind of a man he was? Could he say no?
They replied, 'He has no backbone.'" Osborn,
Douglas and Arthur, in their note to the public, say
that, indirectly, this means them. After commenting
on what Mr. Phillips said, or is reported to have said,
about McClellan's ability to say no, they go on to say,
" Indirectly, similar remarks are attributed to us in
relation also to the President." How attributable to
you, gentlemen? Unless any and all allusions to
mankind generally, mean the Directors of the Illinois
Central Railroad. You seem to so measure your own
importance : and why not, if the expression, " Illinois
lawyers," means the president and general superin-
tendent of a railroad company ?

Now as to McClellan. Nowhere in Mr. Phillips's
speech does he mention the names of either Osborn,
Douglas or Arthur, and probably is so unfortunate as
never to have heard of them. He is giving a conver-
sation that commenced with " Illinois lawyers," and
says, "I asked." Asked who? Three or four lines
back, he represents himself as talking with Illinois
lawyers. "I asked, 'Is McClellan a man who can
say no?'" The management of Illinois Central re-
plied, "He never decides," &c. Now, Douglas, Os-
born and Arthur say this means that Mr. Phillips
talked with them, and they -so replied. Remember
that Mr. Phillips gives all this as a conversation with
"Illinois lawyers," and no one else.

Suppose Mr. Phillips had asked Illinois lawyers if
George Smith was a good banker, and they replied,
" The management of the Bank of America answers
yes," would that mean that E. W. Willard, the man-
ager, had told Mr. Phillips so? Mr. Phillips does not
say that the managers of the Illinois Central replied.
How common a form of expression to say that the
management of any enterprise by A speaks or answers
well or ill for him ! It is asked, is Erastus Corning a
good railroad man?" Some one says, " The manage-
ment of the New York Central Railroad answers yes."
That is, the way he has managed that road shows and
speaks conclusively on that subject; and would it be
claimed that the managers personally said this because
the "management" of the road was spoken of, who
were not the managers of the road, but "lawyers"?
At any rate, Mr. Phillips nowhere says that Douglas,
Osborn or Arthur made any remarks to him. If any-
body, clearly the "Illinois lawyers."
One of these three gentlemen is a lawyer, and a

good one. We ask him to look again, and carefully,
at the speech. These gentlemen say they do not
know Mr. Phillips, and have never talked with him.
Is he not aware of that fact, and does he not also know
that his speeches go through the length of the land?
And he certainly could not expect that those in charge
of the Illinois Central would forego the pleasure of
proving him a liar.

As indicative of his meaning, can it be supposed
that, a total stranger to these three gentlemen, he
would publish remarks as coming from them, which
he knew wseuld be read in Chicago in two days, when
in fact he had never conversed with one of them 1

This important correspondence is published in the
Journal, and thereupon it says, " Shame on them !

"

Good for the Journal. It always says " shame," or " oh,
shame," and not often anything else. Its literary
repository is a curious compound of worn-out exple-
tives and diluted neighborhood moralities.

Well, Messrs. Osborn, Douglas and Arthur, it is of
very little consequence what you said to Mr. Phillips,
or whether you said anything to him. Just now, the
country is interested, not in what is said about Mc-
Clellan, but what is the fact about him. Inasmuch as
you thought it worth while to publish a communica-
tion at all on the subject, why could you not tell us
what qualities McClellan did exhibit "in the share he
took in managing the Illinois Central Railroad ? You
tell us a good deal about Mr. Phillips, whom you say
you never saw, but nothing about McClellan", whom
you know very well. You content yourselves by
saving that you did not inform Phillips that McClel-
lan could not say "no"; there you stop, and main-
tain a prudent silence about the qualities of your old
friend, the attachment to whom called vou into the
public prints.

McClellan is in a time which calls—if ever time
called—for high qualities, and it is to be hoped he is

all his friends claim. If so, Mr. Phillips ought not to
attack him; Imt above all, gentlemen, as you are his
friends, do not be provoked into writing on his behalf
another such note as that of Saturday last.

Jrxirs.

Thus, the reader will perceive, there has been
much ado about nothing. 'Those gentlemen were
quite too ready to deny that which was never charged,
at least upon them. We have heard before of men
ho "ran before they were sent." G. W. S.

THE ISSUE.

" The issue before the nation to-dav is, which shall
prevail—the idea and fact of slavery," or the idea and
fact of freedom ; freedom exclusive and universal, or
slavery exclusive and universal. The question is
not merely, shall the African be bond or free ? but shall
America he a democracy or a despotism I

"

Theodore Tarker thus spoke in 1S54. More meu
thus speak today. It was true then, it is true to-day

;

as true then as now. And it has been as true sinco

the organization of this government. When the an-
tagonistic principles of freedom and shivery won en-

grafted into our Constitution, the issue was made up.
From that time, "tho question before the nation"
lias been, " which shall prevail? " But the nation has,

from the first, refused to recognize that issue. And our

national administration refuses to recognize It 10-dav.

William II. Seward, :i greater traiior lo humanity
than .li'll'. Davis, is at lhe bead of the Cabinet.

llalleck, who by bis *' Order No. ::
" disgraced him-

self before the world, is General-in-Chief of our ar-

MeOlelhm is

gun-boats. His

more for the " t'ontWl

sale " under the protection of o»r
strategy " has accomrjltshed moon

than lor our Gevern-

Our DOhle army could not have been placed in «
more " safe " place for the rebels, if Davis had been

commander of them.

Fremont has been intentionally driven from his

command, and Hunter is neglected. Both of their

noble proclamations were modified by the President
;is soihi :is issued.

Congress, after a long struggle, passed n law au-

thorizing ihe President to otter freedom mall the slave*

ebels who would work or tight for our govern-

ment. This the President has refused to do. lie
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seems to consider it no sin io disobey laws tlint are

for liberty: but lit1 can dismiss the noblest General of

the army for going a step beyond the letter of the law

In behalf of freedom. Slavery is still the only tiling

sacred with him. And notwithstanding all tiiis sub-

serviency to the Slave Power, and all this infidelity

to liberty, many wonder why our armies are not more
victorious

!

The truth is, we are not entitled to victory. We
must first understand " the question before tile na-

tion," and the issue involved, and conduct ourselves

accord in gl j'. A hundred thousand noble lives have

been sacrificed, and hundreds of millions of money
spent, and still the rebellion is a.s formidable as ever.

The Government has called for three hundred thou-

sand more men, and they may all be sacrificed, and

as many more, unless the issue is recognized by the

administration. And this recognition must take place

immediately, or it will be too late to save us. It may
be too late already. Most of those who have come up

to the point of emancipation have only come there as

a " military necessity." Not to save the slave, but

themselves. Nothing higher than selfishness has

actuated them.

As yet, neither the people, Congress nor the admin-

istration have shown any signs of a genuine repent-

ance for the crime of slavery. Still we ask God to

save our nation from destruction. But the prayer

for salvation will never be answered till we repent of

our former transgressions.

If this war is waged merely to ascertain which par-

ty shall hereafter sustain the institution of slavery,

to decide whether the government shall be presided

over by men like Davis, Toombs and Floyd, or like

Buchanan, Pierce and Polk, as heretofore, then good

men can have no interest in the final result, unless

it be to see the government utterly destroyed from
the face of the earth.

But if the North take, issue with the South, and

make this a war for freedom on her part; if our ar-

mies fight to make this fair land a home for the op-

pressed of all lands and of all complexions, tbt

good men, holy angels, and the infinite God himself

will be with us, and we shall he entitled to victory,

and victory will surely be ours.

Then, though nine out of every ten men shall die

on the battle-field, and every dollar of our property

shall be expended in the conflict, it will have been a

cheap war. For no man, however fruitful his imagi-

nation, can form any justappreciation of the value of a

government of the extent of ours, with its productive

soil and salubrious climate, which is in truth and in

fact

" The land of the free, and the home of the brave."

What a field we should have then for the develop-

ment of the human race ! Free speech from the

Lakes to the Gulf ; a free press all over the land ; the

arts and sciences advancing as well South as North
;

all men allowed to learn the alphabet ; and, more than
all, each allowed to worship God according to the

dictates of his own nature, with none to molest him
or make him afraid.

Then true Religion, Temperance her handmaid,
and all other reforms, could have free course and be
glorified, and we could then justly challenge the adm:
ration of the world.

Syracuse, N. Y. G,

HANNAH WEBB.

"I AM NOT A KADIOAL ABOLITIONIST."

Editor Liberator :

Dear Sir—We had a meeting at our Town Hall,

a few evenings since, called at short notice, and well

attended, to take measures and offer inducements to

able-bodied men to come forward, and fill up the deci-

mated ranks of the Vermont regiments now in the

field. The meeting was duly organized by calling to

the-chair James Lovel, Esq., and Mr. Ellis Secretary.

After remarks by several gentlemen, my humble self

was called to the stand ; and having made some
remarks not exactly laudatory of President Lincoln

and his management of the war, and especially the

Blavery question, when I had closed, the Chairman
rose and made an apology to the audience for suffering

me to proceed, on account of my age. Thus, for once,

old age saved me from the gag. The next speaker
called was the Rev. Mr. Bickneli, a highly esteemed
gentleman of the Baptist denomination, who, seeing

the fate that I had escaped under the cover of gray
hairs, commenced his address with the declaration at

tlje head of this article, " I am not a radical Abolition-

ist"—a declaration so unlooked for from a man who
has passed for an Anti-Slavery advocate, itstdl rings

in my ears. The nation brought to'death's door by slave-

ry, and not yet a radical Abolitionist ! One hundred thou-

sand men s acrificed to the Moloch of Slavery, and a thou-

sand million of treasure squandered, and not a radical

Abolitionist yet! During that meeting, except from
my own lips, not a word of sympathy was uttered for

four millions of bondmen agonizing for that lib

erty which God gave and not man, as no other peo-

ple ever did ! O, if the heavens were ever hung
in blackness because of the wickedness and folly of

man, they should be now ! Like priest like people is

seen every where ; and if the ministers of every de-

nomination had denounced slavery with a clarion

voice, instead of fostering it by apologies, silence,

or " South-side views," it would have been to-day

among the things that were. Or, even if politicians

had levelled their artillery against it, as they always

have in its favor, it had long since been wiped out.

It is lamentable to witness the anti-slavery senti-

ment of the country exactly in inverse proportion to

the success of our arms. The disaster at Bull Run
brought out the Confiscation Act of 6th of August,

1861,—a specimen of human folly which would dis-

grace an assembly of Hottentots,— and the first

man, Fremont, who attempted to carry it out in its

letter, or anything like it, was sacrificed
; and the

statute, if the breath of life was ever in it, was a dead

letter. A series of successes on the Mississippi, and
we forgot our bondmen and lost our anti-slavery, just

as the butler forgot Joseph ; and Congress labored

three months, and labored in vain, to pass a more
stringent confiscation act. Next comes McCIellan's

strategetic movement from Richmond, a new-fangled

name for defeat, and the late confiscation act is born

in a day ; and although in its provisions better than the

first, if reports be true, as little likely to be executed

by the President or his subordinates as the first.

Even this contemplutes the continuance of slavery, as it

liberates only the slaves of rebels. I venture the as-

sertion, that if every rebel was brought into court to.

day on slaveholding territory, and all the angels of

heaven should testify to their guilt, not one of them
wouid be convicted. The salvation of the Union is

at stake. Its importance can never be overrated.

But rather than see it restored with slavery, let it be

broken into as many fragments as ever a foreBt oak

was shivered by a thunderbolt.

The destiny of the nation is virtually in the hands

of the President. The crisis is fearful; and while he

remains halting between the counsels of the Holts

and the Crittendens on the one side, and the Sumners,

Lovejoys, Hales and Julians on the other,—halting

between liberty and slavery,—France and England

may turn the scale in favor of cotton and slavery,

and the free_Stat.es, once more under the heel of the

chivalry, may bid a final and eternal farewell to free

institutions

!

With these few thoughts hastily thrown together,

I subscribe myself

A RADICAL ABOLITIONIST.
Springfield, Vt., August 15, 1862.

g^= Such was the demand for the Liberator of

August 8th, containing the speech of Wendell Phillips

at Abiugton, at the celebration of West India Emanci-

pation, that we have exhausted every copy, and are in

need of some copies for our files, &c. Those of our

subscribers who do not file their numbers, and will

send us lhat particular one, directed " Liberator, Bos-

ton, Mass.," will confer a special favor. It is edifying

Id perceive how that speech of Mr. Phillips has set on

fire l he " patriotism " of all the satanic, pro-slavery,

sham loyal journals at the North !

Gloucester, August 17, 1862.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison :

My Friend,—I cannot express to you the feelings

with which I read the obituary of our friend, Han-
nah Weiib, of Dublin, extracted from the Anti-Slavery

Advocate of London, into the Liberator of the 15th.

Some of the most cherished and instructive memo-
ries of my life ar-e associated with that pure, great-

hearted, large-souted woman.
Thursday, October 27th, 1842, I landed in Dublin,

after twenty-six days of unintermiljjng sea-sickness

between New York and Liverpool, and between Liv-

erpool and Dublin. I was a stranger in a strange

land, and utterly prostrated. I was most kindly and
hospitably welcomed to the home of Richard D. and
Hannah Webb ; and, until the 30th of January, 1843,

I was under the nursing care of the latter.

I was in Europe, lecturing and travelling five years,

during which time, the home of Hannah and Richard

was- my home—the centre of my life, as it was of

theirs. I did much printing while in that kingdom,
and it was mostly done by Richard ; and all was sub-

jected to the strong judgment, the good sense, and
correct taste of his wife. I came to feel, as all her

associates and acquaintances did, most reluctant to

differ with her on any subject, whether of domestic
duty and economy, of social propriety and obligation,

or of moral principle and action. I never met the

human being, to whose instincts, conscience, reason,

sympathy, good taste, intellectual acumen and dis-

cernment, and moral discrimination, I so naturally,

and, as it were, necessarily deferred, as I did to hers.

And this, so far as five years' observation and experi-

ence confirm, might be said by ail who were associated

with her, or came under her influence in any depart-

ment of life.

In regard to her own interior and exterior life, no
judge could be more severe and exacting; she being
the most sensitive to what she considered the least

deviation from her own recognized standard of jus-

tice and right. She could find and offer no excuses

for herself; but she was never without kindly apolo-

gies for the misdirections of others. Hers was a love

that was keenly alive to any "extenuating circum-

stance"; and often have I heard her say, as she said

in a letter to me while at Graefenberg, "If we only
knew everything, we should seldom blame anybody
severely." Never have I seen more perfectly em-
bodied in .human form the spirit manifested by the

martyr of Calvary, when he said of his murderers,
" Father, forgive them : they know not tohat they do."

Hers was a love for all of human kind—that " think-

eth and doeth no evil—that is alMioping, all-confiding,

all-enduring"—a love, also, that " seeketh not its

own." Self-forgetfulness—self-sacrifice—was the one
ruling element of her nature, the one controlling trait

of her character. In her relations as a wife, a mother,
or a friend, if sacrifices were to be made, whether in

things small or great, she claimed it as her right to

make them. Practically, as well as in spirit and
theory, she never wounded the body or spirit of

another for her own benefit. To conquer hatred by
love, unkindness by kindness, cruelty by gentleness,

evil with good, seemed but the very breath of her
spirit-life. I never saw a more perfect illustration of

this great heroic spirit than in the daily and hourly
life of our friend. I do not believe a human being
ever spoke harshly or unkindly to or of her, without
conscious shame and reproach, and loss of self-respect

;

so true, so just, so earnestly loving and kind was she
to all in all relations.

In my private journal— diary rather— extending
over five years, are many records of the sayings and
doings of that bright, sunny, heroic spirit, illustrative

of the most striking and prominent traits of her char-

acter. Her life was an ever-present, ever-active sac-

rifice of self to the good of all around her, an heroic,

august martyrdom to beautify and ennoble and make
happy the lives of others. Oceans and' continents

presented no barriers to her sympathy and active

goodness. The- American slave in his chains and
under the bloody slave-driver's lash, the exiled in

Australia, the crushed and cowed victims of power in

Hindostan, the sable victims of Anglo Saxon cupid-

ity and cruelty in the wilds of Africa, were objects of

her sympathetic regard. Her great, womanly soul,

without regard to creed, color, country or 'condition,

embraced the human race in its loving devotion.

Never have I known, in my widely-extended and
intimate knowledge of human nature, as made man-
ifest, especially in domestic and social relations, a

more perfect and living interpretation of my own
conception of God and heaven, as expressed by the
favorite follower of the gentle, but majestic martyr of

Calvary :
—

" God is love; and he that dwe/leth in love,

dwelleth in God, and God in him." No definition of
God, I ever saw, seemed to me so intelligible, so prac-

tical, so truthful, so adapted to express the presence

and glory of the Divine in human relations, and yet
so sublime. No heaven ever seemed to me so per-

fect, so living, and so full of that rest which consists

in the most intense and ennobling activity, as that

which consists in dwelling in love and in God—in a

love and sympathy for all of human kind, and in God
as seen and worshipped in living men, women and
children. The religion and God of our loved and
honored friend were facts, not fictions. She saw and
worshipped God in the Living Present, not merely in

the Dead Past. She revered man, not his incidents;

and tenderly and reverently sought his elevation and
happiness, and not "the preservation and perpetuity

of his mere appendages. Her daily and hourly life

and conversation were full of facts to illustrate the

truth of these remarks.

"Died at Greenfield, Kilgobbin, County of Dublin,

on Wednesday, 16th July, Hannah Webb"—&c.

No! no!! "Hannah Webb—the beloved and loving"

wife of Richard D. Webb—is not dead, nor does she

sleep. She has but cast off the outer garment of her

being. The physical medium, through which that

great, loving, womanly soul was made manifest to the

exterior senses of all around her, is dead, and is now
returning to its original elements ; but ihe woman,
the wife, the mother, the friend, so loved, so cherished,

so reverenced in all relations, is not dead. I enter the

presence of her husband and her children; I see not

her bright, sunny face, with material eyes; I hear

not her tones of affection and words of power; nor

am I conscious of her corporeal presence; but "1
cannot make her dead." I am conscious of her pres-

ence, as a living, loving, thinking, social being, per-

fectly understanding and sympathizing with the loved

ones with whom her existence and destiny will ever

be blended. Her immortality, her eternal life, is,

with me, a living and a sublime reality—is blended

with the daily and hourly life of the loved ones she

has left in bodily form in her home. In the great

Anti-Slavery movement in this land, and in the strug-

gle for liberty, and against slavery in every form,

throughout the world, " / cannot make her dead." No !

Hannah Webb,—the true, loving, devoted wife, the

tender, wise, and ever-watchful mother, the' all-trusted

and ever-sympathizing friend, the world-wide phi-

lanthropist, the- great heroic martyr to her Belf-

sacrificing, all-hoping, all-confiding, all-enduring love

for human beings, and sympathy for human suffer-

ing,
—" / cannot, make her dead." She lives and labors,

and reigns over human hearts, as one of earth's truest

saviors, and most loved and honored queens.

Dear friend, we have both known Hannah Webb;
and to know her was to honor her. With you, I re-

spond to every sentiment of affection and respect,

expressed in the obituary. My heart is very full of

pleasant, and only pleasant memories.

The beloved huban#aiid children will pardon me
the above expression of affectionate respect for one so

truly dear to them, and to all wig) knew her.

HENRY C. WRIGHT.

LETTER FROM REV. DANIEL POSTER.

Washington, August 17, 1862.

Friend Garrison—The Massachusetts 33d Regi-

ment started for the seat of the War on Thursday

last. We went by the way of the Sound over the

Providence railroad, to New York. They had pre-

pared for us a great reception in New York city ; but

fiuir Colonel had orders from Washington to come di-

rectly though, making no stop anywhere. So we
landed in Jersey City, and did not go over into New
York at all. Col. Howe furnished the soldiers a break-

fast at the depot. While there, waiting for the cars, a

large concourse of visitors came to see us. I send you

a straw, as showing the direction the tide is running.

A clergyman of the Old School Presbyterian church

from Brooklyn, named Lamson, introduced himself

i me, and in the course of a long conversation said,

I have been, heretofore, strenuously opposed to the

Abolitionists ; but now I wait and pray for the Presi-

dent to proclaim immediate emancipation. I am sat-

isfied there is no other way to suppress this rebellion."

I am surprised am! gratified to see how extensive is

this conviction. I take every opportunity to state my
own convictions on this subject, and the grounds on

which I base them. I am satisfied that the people are

coming to see that there is no exodus for us out of

this war, to a prosperous and beneficial future, except

in freeing the slaves. The desire for this is growing

daily wider and deeper. All honest men see that slav-

ery is the cause of the war, and they are beginning to

see that the Border'State policy, of holding slavery

sacred while fighting to suppress the rebellion, is utter

madness and ruin. The people are far in advance of

the Government on the vital issue of the age.

We had a tedious journey to Philadelphia, reaching

that city about 10 o'clock, in the evening. We had

then a splendid supper at the Soldiers' Retreat, where
the managers told me they had fed 220,000 soldiers in

the same way they had fed us 1 I will testify that it

was well done. There was a chance for all the men
to wash, and the tables were well supplied and tended.

Our men will remember Philadelphia. We went on

our way thence with cheerful hearts. We reached

Baltimore at 10 o'clock the ifext morning. There we
had to wait four hours for cars. I should think about

half the people of the city are thoroughly loyal, but

there is a bitter secession feeling which is very mani-

fest. During that four hours' delay, I had the privi-

lege of preaching the Gospel of Freedom to many per-

sons, some of whom heard me gladly. In Baltimore,

and all the way through Maryland, as far as daylight

gave me an opportunity to observe the state of things,

we were welcomed with profound cordiality by the

colored people. At all their humble cabins and in the

field, the blacks hailed us with loving salute. One
old slave in Baltimore said to me, " We wait on the

Lord for our freedom, and we know he will give us

liberty." And so He will, at the expense, if necessa-

ry, through our blindness and unbelief, of the destruc-

tion of our Government and Union. What I can do

to make this a war of liberty, I shall do; but if the

people refuse to strike down slavery, then shall I wel-

come emancipation through the, overthrow of our fa-

thers' work. Let slavery perish, and the Supreme
Justice be vindicated at any and all sacrifices.

We are to cross the Potomac to-night, and bivouac

on the ground without tents, none being as yet ready

for us. I have roughed it in Kansas, and can do it on

the sacred soil of Virginia. Recruits are beginning to

pour into Washington. Next week will see the ad-

vent of some fifty thousand, and so on till the whole
of the last immense call are in the field. Well, if the

President will only use the armies in earnest for the

overthrow of the rebellion and its wicked cause, we
shall be blessed indeed in all the sacrifices of this war.

DANIEL FOSTER.

[23^ We shall he glad to hear from this inflexible

friend of freedom as often as he can find time to write.]

THE COLORED REGIMENT.
Little Comfton, R. I., Aug. 11.

I do not hear that any great progress has been made
as yet in the organization of the Colored Regiment
for which Gov. Sprague has called. The entire able-
bodied black population of Rhode Island would not
make a full regiment, and the black men of Massa-
chusetts would naturally prefer to organize under
Gov. Andrew. Mr. Wm. H. Johnston, however, a
lawyer of New Bedford, and until I860 the captain of
the eolored company of that city, has offered his
services to Gov. Sprague. Mr, Johnston was com-
manding officer of this company for five years, from
1855 to 1860, during which time it numbered nearly
the orthodox seventy-eight, and made several excur-
sions, after the manner of our 7th regiment, into
neighboring cities. The drill and deportment of the
company is said to have compared very favorably
with that of troops less fitted for the endurance of
tropical heats. Many of these men have now gone
into the navy ; for Jack has never been squeamish.
Com. Stringham set Hatteras negroes to working
guns on his flag-ship nearly a year ago. It would not
be difficult to fill up this company, however, in New
Bedford, should Gov. Sprague conclude to accept men
from Massachusetts, and Gov. Andrew decide to let

them go.

In Providence, a company of 106 men was organ-
ized soon after the fall of Fort Sumter, by Captain
Samuel Dorrer—about Ihe time that the police in this
city broke up the drill-meetings of black men as dis-
orderly gatherings. This company offered to go with
the 1st Rhode Island Regiment, which did such noble
service at Bull Run. Being refused as a company,
many of its members attached themselves as servants
to the Rhode Island regimenlb and batteries. Four
of them, being of constitutional color to fight, accord-
ing to the United States mustering officers, as well as
according to the Constitution of Rhode Island, which
deals with men, and not with skins, are now sworn
into the service of Uncle Sam—two as infantry sol-
diers, and two as artillerists. I will not say preciselv
where, as some nice-nosed traitor might object to their
countenance in the army, and threaten to resign if
they were not immediately expelled. Enough that
they are somewhere in the 104 Rhode Island regi-
ment's, and that no Rhode Island man will aid in ex-
posing, their whereabouts to the rebels on our side of
the lines.

On inquiry at the Adjutant-General's office, in
Providence, as to the officering of the colored regi-
ment, I was surprised to be met, not by any objection
to black officers as black, or any timid expression as
to what would or would not "do," but by the simple
remark that they did not know any black man who
was qualified to command a regiment, but that there
were some as good black line officers in the State as
any.
How true it is, that along the path of progress little

States move fastest! A State of 175,000 people, with a
Governor whose election was claimed by the organ of
Jeff. Davis in New York as a triumph for the Mont-
gomery Constitution, is to-day months in advance of
a State of 4,000,000 of people, with a Governor whom
the same organ denounced as a rabid Republican of
the blackest hue. But we can rely upon destiny. The
tide-wave rolls from east to west. C. E, W.

Retaliatory. Jeff. Davis has had the unblushing
'"P'ldence to issue a long manifesto, charging the U.
El. War Department and Gen. Pope with unparalleled
barbarity in the issue of the recent orders ; assuming
the most humane, considerate and tender regard for
honor and right on the part of the Confederate Stales
and concluding thus :

—

7. Therefore it is ordered, that Maj. Gen. Pope,
Brig. Gen. Steinwehr, and all commissioned officers
serving under their respective commands, be, and
they are hereby expressly and especially declared
to be not entitled to bo considered as soldiers, and
therefore not entitled to benefit of cartel for the
parole of future prisoners of war.

Ordered, further, thai in the event of the capture of
Maj. Gan. Pope, or Brig. Gen. Steinwehr, or of any
commissioned officer serving under them, the captive
so taken shall beheld in close confinement so long as
the orders aforesaid shall continue in force, and unre-
pealed by the competent military authority of the
United States, and that in the event of the murder of
any unarmed citizen or inhabitant of this Confedera-
cy, by order or under the pretext of one of the orders
herein before recited, whether with or without trial
whether under pretext of such a citizen being a spy
or hostage, or any other pretence, it shall be the duty
of the commanding General of the forces of this Con-
federacy to cause immediately to be hung out of the
commissioned officers, prisoners as aforesaid, a number
equal to the number of our own citizens murdered by
the enemy.

Gideon Pillow on the Negro Question
Newark, (Ohio,) Aug. 5.—The North American of
this city has an important letter, captured bv the 1st
Ohio Cavalry, written by Gen. Bgjow to his" brother;_

Tennessee.
The General is alarmed about the new policy, and

says that we will go to catching negroes in less than
thirty days, and will sweep the river bottom. He
thinks the only safety for the negroes is to carry them
into the interior, and wants his brother to help him
get off his negroes before they are caught; and he
thinks the South will receive its independence, but
will lose a thousand millions of dollars' worth of ne-
groes. He has a plantation in Arkansas, and wants
to gethis negroes across the river into Mississippi, but
Curtis is in the way. He says that the safety of their
property depends on immediate action, and wants his
brother to give out that the negroes, taken by the Fed-
erals, will be sold to Cuba after the war is over.

Colored Regiments. Gen. Lane has divided the
State into two districts for the purpose of facilitating
the organization of the two regiments expected to be
raised in this Department. Capt. J. M. Williams, of
the 5th Kansas, has been appointed Commissioner for
recruiting in the district north of the Kansas river, and
Capt. Henry C. Seaman, 5th regiment, for the district
south of the same. Both gentlemen are well known
to our people as Abolitionists, and as gallant and able
officers. Capt. Williams has established his head-
quarters at 62 Delaware street, and has app'ointed a
number of recruiting officers in this and other counties.
About fifty persons were enrolled yesterday.

—

Leav-
enworth (Ka?isasj Conservative.

ADDRESS OF GOVERNOR ANDREW.
.
A very great throng of people was addressed by

Governor Andrew at the camp-meeting at Martha's
Vineyard on Sunday afternoon. The reporter for the
Traveller describes the address as a grand and success-
ful effort,worthy of the man, the place and the occasion.
The correspondent of the New Bedford Mercury gives
the following sketch of his remarks :

After announcing the correct doctrine that all right
government is based on the " will and teachings of di-

vine truth," instead of that atheistical dogma that
"government derives its authority from the consent
of the governed," he said—" We stand where the
ways divide. There is such a thing as wearing out
the divine favor. There must be a time when forbear-
ance ceases to be a virtue, in heaven as well as on
earth. The rebels have taken their choice. They
had certain rights as peaceable citizens of the republic.
They have chosen to throw them up, for those of bel-

ligerents. He was a peace man. He abhorred war.
But as the Executive of the Commonwealth, he had
called on his fellow-citizens to lift up the arms and
doctrines of the old Bay State, in the belief that when
the rebels' power was overthrown, that of the oppress-
or would fall with it, and four millions of fellow-beings
rise up from their enslavement, disenthralled, redeem-
ed. He had never expected this war to cease without
this object being accomplished. He was not supersti-
tious, but could not fail to recognize the fact, that from
the day that the government turned its back on the
proclamation of General Hunter, the fortunes of war
had turned against us. Till that day, our standard-
moved steadily on to victory. With our aid or against
it, God has determined to 'let the people go.' But he
had faith in the success of the issue. He could not
think that the prayers, tears, labors of the fathers were
to be all lost," &e. Toward the last he said—" Some
of you may think this a singular kind of address from
me. I don't know as men holding the position with
which I have been honored are accustomed to speak
thus in such a place as this; but the brethren asked
me up and gave me liberty, and I felt that before God
I could not refrain from frecinsr my mind. I must
speak the truth. I must set forth the right. If men
choose to oppose Providence, and rush to destruction
upon the thick bosses of Jehovah's buckler, I cannot
go with them." He closed with " some practical re-
marks," an eloquent call for recruits.

Gen. Jim Lane at Knoxville, Illinois. The
largest and most enthusiastic public meeting ever held
in Knox county, assembled at Knoxville on Thursday.
The meeting was held in a grove a little south of the
town, and among the number of distinguished speak-
ers from Chicago and other places was no less a per-
sonage than Gen. Jim Lane, of Kansas. Gen. Lane
spoke for about an hour and a half, interrupted every
few minutes by the most vociferous applause. He
laid down the proper way to conduct the war to a
epeedy and successful termination, in a style that met
with the hearty approval and concurrence of every
loyal man who heard hiin, and their approval was
given in deafening cheers. One secesh sympathizer
ventured to express some dissent, and commenced
cursing the war, the Abolition Administration, &c.,
when he was seized hold of by the outraged people,
and the oath of allegiance administered to him on the
spot. He refused to take it, when a rope was pro-
cured, (the people suspected him of being an "old
liner,") and a noose made on one end of it. The
effect was magical, and secesh beginning to realize his
situation, at once subscribed to the oath. The meet-
ing was, altogether, we are told, the most imposing
popular demonstration ever witnessed in that section.
Bands of music were in attendance, and the wildest
enthusiasm manifested.—Peoria (111.) Transcript.

A Serious Blunder. The associated press cor-
respondent at Fortress Monroe states some curious par-
ticulars of the recent affair at Malvern Hills. After
taking possession on Tuesday, all the Generals of the
army went to examine the position

; Gen, McClellan
sent back for the greater part of his army, but the
messengers took the wrong road 1 and thus delayed so
long that the troops did not get up until- too late—in
fact, only a part of those sent for came at all, and they
but just in time to make a hasty retreat. A great baX-
tie would have been fought on Wednesday had Mc-
CIellan's forces arrived in season ; but they did not,
and as 100,000 rebels were advancing from Richmond,'
a retreat was made to Harrison's Landing. " Gen.
McClellan haclplanned for a great battle, but the en-
emy were not asleep, and have taken possession of
Malvern Hills with an immense army." All these
plans seem to have come to nothing, because the mes-
sengers did not know the road. How would it do to
furnish the army of the Potomac with a Pathfinder 1

A Surb Sign. Parson Browrilow says whenever
you hear a man eternally mouthing the words "abo-
lition" and "abolition war," you can safely set him
down as a rebel sympathizer. This sign, he says, has
never been known to fail. It is their favorite lingo
from Jeff. Davis down to the meanest Valla ndigbara-
mcr at the North.

S3?"" Dr. Edson B. Olds was arrested at Lancaster,
Ohio, a few days ago, on a charge of disloyalty, using
treasonable language, and interfering with enlistments.
He has been sent to Fort Lafayette.

$0^ The Memphis Appeal of the 14th, a copy of
which had reached Cincinnati, says :

" It is stated that
the river back between Vicksburg and Napoleon,
(Ark.) has, for the last ten days, been one mass of
burning cotton. The cotton from Napoleon down has
all been burned. It is reported that a few planters,
who hauled their cotton back and hid it in the cane,
had been imprisoned."

jJE^On the 12th, a part of the robber Morgan's
hand were surprised at Gallatin, Tenn., by two Union
regiments from Nashville. Six guerillas were killed,
among them Capt. J. C. Breckinridge, son of that
stern old loyalist, Dr. Robert J. Breckinridge. The
young man had just cast his lot with the traitors.

3^=* Col. Joel Turchin (now Brigadier General)
has been acquitted of the charges brought against
him.

_ Detroit, March 15.
Twelve Persons Drowned.—The schooner Oriole,

with a cargo of iron ore, collided with the steamer Illi-
nois in Lake Superior, and sunk. Captain McAdam,
his wife and mother, and nine of the crew were lost.
The vessel is a total loss.

WENDELL PHILLIPS.

To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune:

Sir : I am surprised to see that you, crediting for
pro-slavery journals, allegece the falsehoods of tl)

or admit that Wendell Priilli|

merits in the Union armies,

JH^~ After a protracted, malicious and perfidious

imprisonment, Col. Michael Corcoran has been liber-

ated by the rebels. He has had the most enthusiastic

receptions at Washington and Baltimore, and advo-

cates a vigorous prosecution of the war.

discourages enlist-

The charge that he
does so is based on his late speech at Abiugton, an au-
thentic report of which I herewith send you. If you
will read it, you will perceive that it contains nothing
to warrant such a charge. True, he criticises the ad-
ministration somewhat sharply—perhaps you will say
too sharply—but his purpose is, not to discourage en-
listments, but to stimulate the government to take
more decisive measures for the suppression of the re-
bellion, and to warn the people of the North that the
shilly-shally policy heretofore pursued leads to a fear-
ful waste of money and life, and promises us defeat
rather than success. Northern sympathizers with
treason may say that such criticisms tend to discour-
age enlistments. They constantly affirm that your crit-
icisms have the same tendency; but they know right,
welt that your purpose, and Mr. Phillips's no less, is

to stimulate the government to such action as would
fill the ranks of the army without resort to drafting.
The pretence that Mr Phillips said anything at Ab-

ington about "superseding our present Republic,"
is utterly false, and the quotations on that head are
so many forgeries, as you will see if you will
look at the speech itself as phonographieaHy reported.
Since the Union was broken up by the secession of
" Death and Hell," Mr. Phillips, and those who co-
operate with him, have ceased to talk of disunion.

PHILO.

NEGRO RIOTS.
To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune.

Sir: The recurrence of these riots at this crisis sug-
gests to the observer that there is some instigator of
these outrages, and that the mobocrats are tools in
the hands of designing knaves. There is no doubt
that the secessionists and their abettors here have de-
termined, if possible, to introduce confusion and an-
archy into the North ; hence these riots. No one can
read the New-York Herald's inflammatory diatribes
against Abolitionists and negroes, without feeling sure
that the peace and harmony of the North is not the
object desired by that press. Having already inflamed
the South against the North, now it seeks to divide
the North against itself, by incendiary appeals to the
prejudice against negroes. The sham Democracy is

seeking resuscitation by the most desperate means

—

that of mobbing negroes. If these mobs are not im-
mediately checked, a spirit of anarchy will arise and
sweep over the land, unless, indeed, met by the de-
termined opposition which checked rioting in New-
York a few years ago.

N.-a>. York; Aug. 5, 1862, T. B.

General McCook Murdered by Guerrillas.
Gen. Robert McCook, so ill as to be unable to stand,
was travelling at a little distance from his brigade in
Northern Alabama on Tuesday the 5th, lying helpless
in an ambulance. Having stopped for water, infor-
mation was given, doubtless by the persons on the
plantation, to guerrillas at hand, who quickly pursued
and overtook the ambulance, and brutally murdered
the sick man by deliberately firing a pistol bullet into
his side. He died in a few hours, in great pain, but
undaunted and cool, sending word to his brother that
"he had tried to do his duty." The 9th Ohio regi-
ment, formerly his own, on learning the story, marched
back to the place, burned the houses and devastated
the lands ail about the neighborhood,- caught several
of the scoundrels engaged in the affair, and hung them
right up.

The lesson of this frightful murder is the more im-
pressive, because Gen. McCook has been one of the
most lenient and conciliatory to secessionists of all our
commanders.

Fiendish Conduct of the Rebels toward
Prisoners prom Gen. Pope's Army. The Rich-
mond Examiner of the 12th inst. has the following:

—

The officers who arrived yesterday from Gordon!
ville, twenty-eight in number, and who were cap-
tured on Saturday by Gen. Jackson, will not be con-
sidered prisoners of war so long as the recent offensive
and uncivilized orders of General Pope remain unre-
pealed. They have all—Gen. Prince included—been
placed in the Liboy prison, and will in a few days be
separately confined, and treated and finally punished
as felons, should the brutal Government of the North
persist in claiming the right to murder and pillage."

J{^=Dr. James Moore, of Philadelphia, a returned
prisoner, states that at the Fair Ground of Lynchburg,
where 2500 prisoners were not long since confined,
five or six die daily from sheer exhaustion, in conse-
quence of poor and insufficient food. But all they en-
dure was nothing compared with the torments which
those fiends—the rebel leaders—are inflicting upon
the offiers of Gen. Pope, who have fallen into their
hands—some twenty-eight of them. These poor fel-

lows are confined in close and dark rooms like com-
mon felons. They are not allowed to buy anything
to mitigate their sufferings, even at the usual exorbi-
tant rates. They are allowed to have no meat, and
nothing but an insufficient supply of bread—sour at
that—and water poisoned with the filthy sewerage
which flows into the James river—water that a dog or
a hog would refuse. In addition to these horrors, our
brave men are liable at any moment to be hung by
these monsters in human shape.

Arrest of Kidnappers. The public will, perhaps,
not regret to learn that Officers A. R. Allen and J. H.
Wise were yesterday arrested by Gen. Wadsworth, on
the charge of an illegal attempt to capture fugitive
slaves. They had a hearing before Gen. Wadsworth
this afternoon, and the result was that they were re-
moved to the Old Capitol Prison. On the way down,
they were allowed to stop at Justice Donns, to whom
they stated that Gen. Wadsworth said :

" That the
Circuit Court had no right to appoint Commissioners
under the Fugitive Slave law, and therefore they
were kidnappers." The charge against them is that
they, upon the warrant of Samuel S. Phillips, one of
the Commissioners appointed by the Circuit Court, ar-
rested seven slaves claimed by Mr. E. Berry, who, af-
ter an examination by Mr. Phillips, were restored to
Mr. Berry.

A Rejected Recruit. Among those who pre-
sented themselves for enlistment at one of the armo-
ries yesterday, was a middle-aged person of Irish
birth, who entered a name upon the roll. Several of
those in the armory thought they saw a familiar face,
and a closer look convinced them that she was the per-
son they thought her to be. She was handed over
to the police, who gave her a night's lodging, and
this morning was suffered to depart, with the hint that
thewar could be prosecuted without her aid as a sol-
dier. She was dressed in male attire, with a high,
old-fashioned black bat, under which she had secured
her long hair.—Lowell Courier 27th ult.

EF" ANTI-SLAVERY CONVENTION.-A mass Anti-
Slavery Convention will be held at Ellenville, (Ulater
Co., N. Y.,) in Warren's Hall, to commence on Thursday
evening, Aug. 28, and continue through Friday and Satur-
day, the 29th and 30th.

Rally, friends of justice and impartial liberty ! in large
numbers, for the redemption of the slave and the salvation
of the nation.

Able and eloquent speakers will address the Convention,
among whom will be Parker Pillsbury, Ernestine L. Rose,
Susan B. Anthony, Aaron M. Powell, James M. De Garmo
and others.

EF An Anti-Slavery Convention will be held at the
Free Church in Cummington, on Saturday and Sunday,
August 23d and 24th, commencing on Saturday, at 2 o'-

clock, P. M. Parker Pillsbury and E. R. Brown will be
speakers.

S" ANDREW T. FOSS, an Agent of the Mass. Anti-
Slavery Society, will address the people of HARWICH,
upon The Rebellion, its Cause

August 24. He will also s

Chatham,

Brewster,

East Dennis,

id -Cure, on Sunday next,

as follows :

—

Tuesday, Aug. 26.

Wednesday, " 27.

Friday, " 29.

W E. H. HEYWOOD
South Gardner,

Gardner Centre,

Hubbardston,

11 speak in

Aug. 24, at 10 1-2, A.M.
" " at 1 1-2 P. M.
" " at 5, P. M.

The Rebel Cheat on Exchanges. The rebel of-

ficers who were released and sent to Richmond last
week, were Gens. Bnckncr, Tilghman, Mackall, Petti-
grcw and Gantt, with Commodore Barron, Captains
Mitchell and Kennon, and a host of inferior officers of
both navy and army. The Federal officers who were
to have been exchanged for these men are still detain-
ed in Richmond. A correspondent of the Philadel-
phia .Press says:

News finally came to Adjutant General Thomas
that they would not return at present, the Confeder-
ate Government having concluded to detain them.
And this after General Thomas had confidingly liber-
ated all their officers, and tenderly sent a number of
their sick to City Point by the Georgia, that they
might he taken to Richmond on cars. On the return
of this boat to Aiken's Landing, the guard on hoard,
under Lieut. Miller, 10th New Jersey regiment, were
Indignant in the extreme : had they not been restrain-
ed by Lieut Miller, would have retaliated by setting
fire to Aiken's house and all his outbuildings. If any
reason had been given for this treachery to General
Thomas, he did not communicate it to his subordinates.
It was generally considered by them as a retaliation
for Tope's recent orders. The indignation ol'ibe coun-
try on receipt of this news will be great. It will hasten
enlistments."

A WILLING: LIHI5RATION OF TH15IR SLAVES 11V
Virginians. The Fortress Monroe correspondent,
of the Philadelphia Press says :

" The liberation of negroes now going on through-
out the .Slate does not create much concern. They
have been expecting it, and are not surprised. Man;
tell their negroes to go when they wish it, and on a
Btampeae owners often indulge in a senii-congriilu-
lation Hint their uncertainly is over, anil (lint much
care and future responsibility is saved to them."

The Richmond papers, in common with the rest of
the Southern papers, have kept very quiet, lately, on
the subject of balloons, as used by McCIellan's army
on the Potomac, but they have one themselves now,
as our informant saw it inflated in Richmond, in the
presence of many of the rebel Generals. It was man-
ufactured in Petersburg, and arrived in Richmond on
the 29tfa ult. They say now that they will be able to
cope wuh the Yankees in aeronautic strategy.

All the necessities of life are frightfully dear, and
still on the increase. In cotton prints, there is little to
be had even at §1 per yard, as they have been com-
pelled to use every kind of calico, even to chintz bed
furniture, to make shirts with which to clothe their
troops. The following list of prices will serve to show
the state of the city : Coffee $2 50 per pound ; butter,
SI per pound ; sugar, 70c per pound ; tea, §16 to §20
per pound; Irish potatoes, 50c per quart; cabbages,
75c to $1 per head ; shirts, none less than §6 each
boots, from §20 to §30 per pair. Gold is worth 125
per cent, premium in Richmond, on Confederate bonds
or Virginia bank-bills.

^The Washington correspondent of the Cincinnati
Gazette makes the following statement

:

"At the close of our famous change of base, when
we were within four miles of the James river, the re-
bels, 30,000 strong, had penetrated to the road ahead
of our army, and lay there expecting our advance.
An Engineer officer riding ahead of the column, was
informed of the fact by a negro from a neighboring
plantation, who also showed him an old road by which
the army could avoid the rebel position, and strike the
river a little lower down. The army took the negro's
road, and reached the river in safety 1 If true, is it
not strange that that magnificent army should owe
its preservation—not to strategy but a " nigger " ?

S^" Even the enemy bear witness to the valuable-
services of negroes to the Union cause. The Peters-
burg Express complains that a well-laid plan for the
capture of some of McCIellan's men who had invaded
Prince George County, was frustrated " through the
perfidy of a negro."

g^~The negroes who come within our lines, report
that Jackson is driving all the colored people before
him, and has ordered that they be shot upon making
the least attempt to escape.

Upwards of two thousand negroes have been sent to
Gen. McClellan, and the demand for more is urgent.
The following notice was some days since issued in
Norfolk :

—

All idle negroes in Norfolk and Portsmouth will at
once find employment or report themselves to the Pro-
vost-Marshal. All negroes found hereafter without ev-
idence of employment will he sent at once to the Pro-
vost-Marshal's Office.

By command, of Brigadier-General and Military
Governor, e. L. VIELE.
J. H. LiEBENAu, Asst. Adj. Gen. and Provost-Marshal.

The War and Negroes. The Memphis Bulletin
has an article upon the use made of negroes in the war
! " which it declares that more negroes have been stol-

from Union men in Tennessee by rebels, to put at
work on their fortifications, than have been liberated
by the Union forces throughout all the States com-
bined, and that, too, with scarcely a protest from the
robbed Union men.

A Negro Proposition to Guard Rebel Pris-
onous. Governor Todd of Ohio having refused the
services of colored volunteers, the colored men of
Cleveland and Cuyahoga counties have made him an
offer to raise some regiments to guard the rebel pris-
oners at Camp Chase and Sandusky, and thus relieve
two regimenls of well-drilled soldiers for service in
the field. The Governor, however, declined the
proposition.

New Employment for the Contrabands. Largo
numbers of negroes having been brought down to
Port Royal from tidisto mid Stono Point's, abandoned
by the Federal troops, Gen.. Saxton has issued an
order that they may he employed in the manufacture
ol rush baskets and cedar tubs, in order to guard
them from the evils of idleness and enable (hem lo
earn their own living. The baskets and tubs will be
Shipped to the North for sale.

Why Not? Maj or-General Cassius M. Clay has
returned to throw his sword in the scale against the
enemies of the Union. Why not erase Buell from a
place he has occupied only to disguise K«v.ih v and
pamper (reason to greater daring, and girt the' com-
tuand to a generous Kenluekian who has a love for
the Union and a hatred of slavery as its greatest
enemy. Perhaps the last is the reason why not ; but

is no good one.

—

Chicago Tribune.

A rebel near Wnrrcuton, the other day. while ap-
pbiiidiug the enterprise and ability Of Stonewall Jack-
son, remarked signilinmtly. "He is our JYwaoW,."

W WrLLIAM A. JACKSON—late Coachman of Jef-
feison Davis, Rebel President of the Southern Confederacy
wilt address the citizens of Boston on matters pertaining
to Slavery and the War, at the MEIONAON, on Sunday
evening next, August 24th, at half-past 7 o'eloek. Ad-
mission ticket 10 cents, to defray expenses.

[t^" Mr. Jackson is well known to several colored per-
sons in this city, and the authenticity of his case is un-
questionable. He addressed a highly interested audience,
for the space of two hours, on Monday evening last> in
Rev. Mr. Grimes's church. We trust he will draw a full
house on Sunday evening.

—

[Ed. Lib.

&• MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-
ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.
References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.
Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

Mary Waters (formerly a slave) is well recom-

1 as being capable, intelligent and deserving,

iployment in washing and ironing, house-
cleaning, &c., and does other housework Batisfacfo

Any who wilt give her work will be conferring a kindness,
gular employers are out of town, and she is very

destitute, being left with four small children. She resides
at 29 Anderson Street, formerly West Centre, Boston.

DIED—In this city, August 9, Grace Anna, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Potter, aged 2 months and 14
days.

In Salem, July 28, Mr. David Merritt aged 87. He
was horn iu Ticehurst, in the Southeastern part' of England,
April 20th, 1775, but embarked for tho United States in
August, 1804. The Observer contains a longand interesting
biographical sketch of this venerable, highly esteemed,
and truly good roan, which we should be pleased to copy
entire, were it not for the crowded state of our columns.
" For nearly seventeen years beyond the allotted term of
life," it says, " this worthy and much respected citizen was
seen in our streets and found at his office, in vigorous
transaction of ^serviceable business. Prom the tender
sympathies of Wtny friends, occasioned by bereavement
and sickness, he has passed on to rejoin the beloved in that
life where there is no toil, pain, war, or death. His life

was various and eventful before he came among us,

abounding in incidents, some of which would be truly
touching iu narration. Integrity and honor were the prin-
ciples with which he set out, and he held fast to them to
the end. It may bo added, that our venerable friend was
a sincere advocate of the great reforms of the day. Slave-
ry and all its concomitants were his utmost aversion. He
gave up a beloved son to the present demand of the coun-
try, with the utmost cheerfulness ; and he bore the tidings*

of his death on the field of battle with heroic fortitude.

Surrounded by a family of loving-sons and daughters,, and
their several families, his last long sickness had the most
tender alleviations. Ho has now departed iu a good old
age, and bis works follow him. Blessed are they that die
in the Lord. It is a singular coincidence that the day of
Mr. Morritt's funeral commemorated the 5Sth anniversary
of his marriage, which took place July 30th, 1804."

It was our privilege long to enjoy the personal friend-
ship of this revered friend of the whole human race ; for
at a very early period, he becamo deeply interested in the
Anti-Slavery cause, and was always ready to give it his
countenance and aid. He was a constant reader of the
Liberator, which he highly appreciated. A friend at Sa-
lem writes—" Mr. Morritt's most earnest and last prayers
were for the cause of freedom, and, above all, freedom to

the slave. He said to Rev. Dr. Briggs, his pastor, on his
first visit to him after the death of his gallant son, (Lieut.
Colonel Meritt,) ' There is no alternative : we must either

fight slavery, or become slaves ourselves ; and Henry [his

son] is one of tho sacrifices.' " Wo shall miss his friendly

grasp, bis cordial welcome, his encouraging presence atany
future Anti-Slavery gatherings wo may be permitted to

attend in Salem ; but we trust the time is hastening when
these may be dispensed with, by the ushering m of that
long desired jubilee, when neither slaveholders nor slaves

shall exist in our land; but alt shall be in the full enjoy-

ment of their inalienable rights, '• life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness.

"

Hopedale Home School.

THIS Institution, after a suspension of some months,
will bo re-oponcd to well-disposed pupils of good hab-

its, on II 'cdiusday, .S'qtf. 3, for a term of fiftrrn ttcc/ss.

For particulars, address

WM. S. HEYWOOD, > „ . . ,

A. B. HEV WOOD, £"****•"•
llopodale, Mass., Aug 6. 4t

BRISTOL BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS.

THIS School is located in the borough of Bristol, p»,
on the Delaware River, twenty utiles above Pailadsl'

phift. It will open its lull session on 2d day, Ninth mouth
1st.

Tonus—$7."> per session of five months.
For circular, address

HUTU ANNA PJEROB, Paixtir-AL.

HKFURKWKS.
Jami.s Men-, Philadelphia,
Anni; 0nuaoue.it, 808 Franklin etmet, PaJtafelbhtt
0. N. Patau, 601 -V Seventh street, Philadelphia
Hknrv W. ftbowA-y, Qroaawioks, \. V.
David i.. (fnacoii, Woodbary, \. J.
Wm. Limn (iAimihos. liosion,
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For the Liberator.

THE SPIRIT'S QUESTIONING.

BY MRS. M. B. JACKSON.

"While musing on the scenes of woe

That overspread our nation's sky,

And seeking earnestly to know

If underneath the cloud might lie

Somo fringe of golden light to cheer

The darkened prospect of the hour,

Or, blest with open prophet's ear,

Might catch some word of saving power,

We sighed—How long, Lord, how long

Shall loyal blood in torrents flow,

And countlfisa victims, young and strong,-*

Be laid by rebel foeiuen low T

Must myriads of our sons bo slain,

And earth made rich with patriot gore,

And shall the sacrifice be vain,

Nor to our country peace restore T

In mild, but just rebuke, we heard

The still small voico in accents clear,

And listened to each solemn word

That fell upon our saddened ear :

" Ask not how long your blood shall flow,

And mothers weep their children slain
;

But ask, who holds the cup of woe

For Afric's burning lips to drain.

Not on the slave alone shall fall

The curse Oppression's victims know,

But in its sure rebound must all

Th' oppressors feel its fatal blow."

God from His throne of justice hears

The bondman's clanking chain and wail,

And treasures all his bitter tears,

Nor shall His righteous judgment fail.

He warned us to forsake our sin,

And waited with forbearance long ;

But we our golden harvests win,

And listen to the syren's song,

Our judges oft the ermine soil,

And crush whom they are sworn to save ;

The weak and helpless still they spoil,

And weld the fetters of the slave.

Our Senate fi^oor is stained with blood

Drawn from our noblest patriot's veins ;

In crouching attitude we stood,

Th' assassin greet with gifts, not chains.

The giant evil of our land

Has poisoned e'en the air we breathe,

Till all but one small martyr band

Bring flowers its hideous form to wreath.

The wailing of the colored race

Is lost upon our deafened ear,

And we still turn away our face,

Its wrongs will neither see nor hear.

But God in mercy sent the storm,

Whose thunderbolts the air shall clear,

And raise the nation's prostrate form,

And open wide her deafened ear,

Till she shall list the faintest moan

Of sorrowing Afric'a sons to bear,

And every sigh, and every groan,

Shalt thrill upon her quickened ear.

Then, stripped of every fair disguise,

The nation's sin shall stand confessed,

And loyal hearts, become more wise,

Shall seek to make their country blessed,

By sundering all the chains that bind

A child of God, or dark, or fair;

Till every suffering slave shall find

The bliss of breathing Freedom's air.

Ifttn shall our sons, with joy elate,

Their eager footsteps homeward turn,

To greet the loved, who for them wait,

And on the household altar burn

"Fresh incense to the goddess fair,

Who rules supreme o'er all the land,

And fill with jubilee the air,

And place the sceptre in her hand.

Boston, August 14, 1862.

From the Loadon Athenteum.

SUMMER,
l.iy i irtfc.n the i

Lies panting, with bare breasts, upon the hills,

Swathing her limbs in hazes warm and dun,

Where splendors into dusky splendors run,

And sultry glory all the heaven o'erfills.

Not awhite dimple stirs amid the corn,

Not a low ripple shivers through the leaves :—

Since, wrapped in gold and crimson gleams unshorn,

Came, flashing through the east, the regal morn,

No throated twitterings gurgle round the eaves.

Flooded in sunny silence sleep the mne ;

In languid murmurs brooklets float and flow
;

The quaint farm gables in the rich light shine,

And round them jasmined honeysuckles twine,

And close beside them sun-flowers burn and blow.

Amid the growing heat I lie me down,

And into visions swarms the moted air :

Gleams up before me many a famous town,

Pillared and crested with a regal crown,

Outshimmering in an orient purple glare :

Lo ! lowly Tadmor, burning in its sands,

—

Baalbeck and Babylon ;—I see slow streams

Gliding by mosque and minaret,—see the gleama

Of seas in sunset—-slips of strands,

And drowsy Bagdad buried deep in dreams j

—

See swarthy monarebs flushed in purple rings

Of silken courtiers ;—through half open doors

Catch the spice odors, and the oool of springs

Leaping forever in a maze of wings

—

See light forms dancing over pearly floors ;

—

Sleeping seraglios, spire and tremulous dome

Winking in drowsy splendor all the day,

—

See forest haunts whero thick the lions roam,

—

See thirsty panthers splashed in bloody foam,

Leap terrible aa lightnings on their prey
;

Or stand with Corten on a mountain peak

Above the Aztec city,—see unrolled

Gem-threaded shores of Montezuma weak,

—

See the white temples swarming thick and sleek,

And sunny streets stretch up by towers of gold ;

See silken sails float by, ambrosial,

Laden with spices, up a Persian glen
;

Or stand on Lebanon, 'mid the cedars tall,

OrJftear the soft and silver fall

Of water down a jut of Darien.

But, lo ! a waking shiver in the trees,

And voices 'mid the hay-cocks in the glen
;

The sun is setting, and the crimson seas

Are shaken into splendor by the breeze,

And all the busy world is up again !

From the Troy Daily Time

PROCLAMATION.

Black men, prepare ! close, close at hand,

Behold the hour when you may stand

In column massed, and for this land

May fight and bleed, may do and die !

The land has marked you with its hate,

Has chained you witfi its Church and State
;

But now you must decide its fate !

Strike, strike ! or it shall broken lie !

How Retribution calls on yon !

Have you been false? then bo ye true I

Put forth your strength, help forge anew

This massive ring of shattered States !

But shall wo spurn your service still ;

Blocking the way when there's the will ?

Shall we decree your further ill ? *
Then God is just— the doom awaits !

REPLY TO MR. MAY'S LETTER.

Mr. Garrison,—I am glad that Mr. May responded

bo promptly to my letter of the 27th ult, although I

regret to learn by his response that my information

as to his position is correct, and tlmt he boldly justi-

fies it. He affirms that I knew perfectly well that

hie views of the war differ essentially from my own.

I beg leave to assure him, that I knew no such tiling

before; that, although I have known him at anti-

slavery meetings and in private for many years, and

during the past year of this war, I have often "met
him on the street, at my own place of business," and

at anti-slavery meetings, I have not before heard him

say, or heard of his saying, or seen any other intima-

tion of his ability or disposition to engage in the ac-

tive support of a pro-slavery government for any

any purpose whatever.

I did not call on him at his residence "six miles"

from here, because he is not responsible to me private-

ly, but only as the official agent of those societies that

I have somewhat tried to sustain for a quarter of a

century; and he is responsible, not to me alone, but

to every other member and patron of the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies; therefore I

called his position in question before them in the

Liberator, as I desired also to do in the Standard, hut its

editor, in an unkind personal note to me, declined to

publish the letter.

I did not desire to elicit any personal feeling. Abo-

litionists, in their labors and criticisms, should know
only the slave, and him in chains; and I waive all

notice of unkind allusions as not pertinent to or wor-

thy the matter in hand.

I think Mr. May's informant must have misunder-

stood what I intended to say, in reporting me to say

I was as willing to have the Davis government over

my head as the Lincoln government. I do not think I

ever loved the old Union well enough to say that; I

feel too disloyal to have given vent to such a remark

intentionally. The Davis or slaveholders' government

has ruled the nation for'Iong years, till some more

than a year ago, when they proposed to withdraw

their guardianship over us, disgusted with our grow-

ing disloyalty thereto, and, setting up by themselves,

govern their own immediate followers. The national

government, distressed at their retirement from us,

are endeavoring by force of arms to bring them back to

their old status,—hitherto with great unsuccess. But

I do not propose to help enlarge its armies to aid its

uccess. I am not sufficiently in love with the slave-

holders' government to labor for its restoration over

us. Neither do I think Mr. May is; but that, never-

theless, is the purpose of the Administration ; and if

he puts men into its hands, they will be used for its

purposes, and not for his own.

Mr. May, "looking beyond the President, his Cabi-

net and Generals, sees a country, a cause, institutions

of freedom, and a possible future, all imperilled."

Alas! I see the peril too; and I see them imperilled

alone by this very President and Cabinet; and until

they are changed in purpose, or removed out of the

way, I see no hope of salvation to this nation, though

I have hope for institutions of freedom; for I cannot

believe God can risk their perpetuity upon the life of

so wicked a nation as ours. This nation can, if it

choose, propose JUSTICE, by which alone, if at all,

all these things can be saved to it. All anti-slavery

authorities assert that emancipation alone can save

us; that, in the hands of the Administration, by the

logic of events, is the rightful power to enforce eman-

cipation. This power was not in their hands before,

being limited by their constitutional obligations. Mr.

May and we alt refused all aid or support to any Ad-

ministration that was even compelled to he pro-slavery

by its situation ; but now, when they are not so com-

pelled—when their hands are not only loosed, but the

force of events seems to almost crush them into the

right—they steadfastly persist, voluntarily and wick-

edly persist in the wrong. I cannot, will not sustain

them, or furnish them more men to murder in a war

for political supremacy. And I see not how Mr.

May, or any other of our old associates of the doc-

trine of "no support of, or complicity with, a pro-

slavery government," who could not sustain one in-

voluntarily so, can now sustain one voluntarily and

persistently so. No! I say, and shall not we all say,

with Mr. Phillips and Mr. Whipple, not a man or a

dollar in Buch service.

Mr. May speaks of my charging the American and

Massachusetts Anti-Slayery Societies with having

been, the past year, in the active service of the Gov-

ernment. If he will read more carefully, he will find

that I do not speak of the societies, but of their " offi-

cial representatives " ; and again, in another place, in

Miss Martineau's words, of the "proved leaders"; for

I do not believe that the rank and file of these socie-

ties have so done, or that they have approved the

course of such of their' agents as have. I spoke as I

did, partly on the strength of my own observation,

but mainly on the strength of Mr. Whipple's article,

I before referred to, when he says, "the Abolition-

ists " have been supporting the Government the past

year without making "conditions." This is more

than I had supposed, and I do not now believe that

the mass of the Abolitionists have done it, and I

should not have dared to say "without conditions,"

on my own observation. Who, then, are "the Abo-

litionists," of whom Mr. Whipple speaks 1 He may
intend these societies, but lie must he mistaken here

;

for I think of no action at their meetings that could

be so construed—unless, possibly, we might so con-

strue the resolutions of the last annual meeting of the

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society, which affirm that,

as between the Government and the secessionists, the

Government is wholly right, and they are wholly

wrong. But I think this resolution was adopted more

in deference to its author, than from a firm conviction

of its truth or propriety ; and I doubt not, had other

and more consistent resolutions been offered, the So-

ciety would gladly have adopted them. This view is

illustrated by the proceedings of the New York State

Convention, which met at Albany soon after, and

adopted the same resolutions, apparently out of def-

erence to the proved leader, who offered them; and

then proceeded to adopt certain other resolutions in

testimony of its own faith. Mr. Whipple must, I

think, have intended those Abolitionists with whom
he is directly and daily associated, and they are the

"official representatives" of the American and Mas-

sachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies. And when he

speaks, being as he is a member of the Executive

Committee of both Societies, and also of the Board

of Trustees of both the Hovey and Francis Jackson

Anti-Slavery Funds, and using as he repeatedly did

the pronoun "we," it seemed to me a "semi-official"

announcement, as I designated it.

But how do we stand to-day 1 The last New Eng-

land Convention, on motion of Wendell Phillips, re-

affirmed its old testimony of "No Union with slave-

holders, no support of any government which upholds

or allows slavery in its limits."- That is a proposition

that does not look much like cnlirfring men for the

army, I think.

Mr. May claims that many of the speakers at the

Abingtbn 1st of August meeting took essentially his

ground, and he heard no one rebuked. I cannot tell

what was said there, as'I was not present; but I have

read what was reported of these speeches in the Libe-

rator and Standard, and these reports do not contain

anything that, by the utmost stretch, can sustain Mr.

May's position. Mr. Garrison announced there that

" this nation has been, and continues to be, a slavehold-

nation." Did he, or could he, call for enlistments to

ing, slave-breeding, slave-driving and slave-trading

aid such a nation 3 I think not. Mr. Conway fol-

lowed in a speech of the severest denunciation and

criticism of the Government; and, so far from calling

for support for it, he called on foreign nations to in-

tervene, and aid the South to crush it to such a depth

of humiliation, that it must needs proclaim emancipa-

tion to save itself from its otherwise sure destruction.

Mr. Phillips is reported, next, as denouncing in

terms of unmitigated severity the government and its

position, affirming that the government was "mur-

dering " its soldiers in a purposeless war, and calling

on us to pray for the capture of the capital by the

South ; and said that what we need most is, " a stun-

ning blow, a baptism of blood "—and much else in the

same strain, to the end of arousing the North to com-

pel the government to free the slave. Could Mr.

Phillips, with such utterances, ask men to enlist to be

murdered in the service of such a government? I

think not. And I cannot understand how Mr. May
could help feeling rebuked by almost every sentence

of these three speakers.

The last Anti-Slavery Standard speaks editorially

of this quota of men that Mr. May is desiring to fill,

as " the three hundred thousand who are now about

to he led to sacrifice." Can Mr. May ask men to en

list in a corps that are " to be led to sacrifice," to be

"murdered"? I cannot. It would better "suit me
fold my hands," as he suggests, though I do not

purpose to do that.

Mr. May quotes R. D. Webb as hoping that the

" Barons of the South" would not also become the

Lords of the North. " So I most deely feel" myself;

and I am ready to make any personal sacrifice, save

of principle, of right, to prevent it ; but of these never.

I doubt if Mr. May can quote a word of Mr. Webb's
that will justify his labors to sustain this pro-slavery

government. Indeed, if I recollect aright, Mr. Webb
has, more than once, in the present year, expressed

surprise and regret that the American Abolitionists

tended so much in that direction.

But a truce to all this. In following Mr. May,* I

have written too much of it. It matters not the right

of the ease what this or that one says or thinks, though

I think that Mr. May, in his action%stands alone of

the old guard. The question is
—"Is it consistent or

right for an Abolitionist, who has for years repudiated

action under and in support of a pro-slavery govern-

ment, to give it that support now 1" I say no ! Mr.

May says yes 1

Please, Mr. Garrison, to ask the editor of the Stcntd-

ard to tell its readers what is Mr. May's position; for

I think it is of more importance that his employers

should know what it is, than that the readers of the

New York Journal of Commerce should be assured of

his loyalty to the government. I am willing that pa-

per should consider me a traitor; for loyalty to such

a government is treason to God.

Mr. May will please understand that I do not at all

impugn his intentional integrity to the cause of the

slave. I have the highest faitli in his personal con-

scientiousness and careful desire of rectitude. But it

is the consistency of his position, mistakenly taken,

as I think, that I impeach; and that I do most de-

cidedly and earnestly. I can do no less.

And now I close by repeating, that it is not more

men that the government needs to save "the coun-

try, the cause, institutions of freedom, and a possible

future"; more men cannot possibly save it, or them

through it, in its present position. A new position

alone, 'if any thing can, willsaveit. Righteousness
and Justice are the needful elements ; and these do

not need, to perfect their work, hosts of armed men,

or horses or chariots.

" Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help,

and stay on horses, and trust in chariots ; but they look

not to the Holy One of Israel, neither seek the Lord

!

He will arise against the house of evil-doers! When
the Lord shall stretch out his hand, both he that help

eth shall fall, and he that is holpen shall fall down, and

they all shall fail together."

JOSEPH A. HOWLAND
Worcester, Aug. 10, 1862.

ble and effective exhibition, the Commonwealth is an
age ahead of him. Mr. Phillips considers the war,
as at present conducted, as ' without a reasonable ob-

ject, and a total loss of blood and treasure.' Smart
rhetoric is an entertaining thing, and Mr. Phillips's

pungent sentences were received with delight by the
old ladies and non-resistant men at Abington Grove

;

but no man who talks as Mr. Phillips does should
make any claims to respect as a loyal man. It is a
very strange style of loyalty that calls for the- de-
struction of the Union in the name of Godi Mr,
Phillips is loyal only to the single idea of abolition,

and has no regard for Constitution or laws, except as

means to that end. It is at least creditable in him,
that he has now openly abandoned the patriotic dodge,
which he managed but awkwardly, and has returned
to his old cry of down with the Union."

To all who heard the speech referred to, or who
may have read the same so admirably reported in the

last Liberator, comment is unnecessary. The Repub-

licanism of the type here revealed, compares poorly

with the words and work of some of the hard-shell

Democrats, who are honest enough to confess with

Mr. Phillips that either the Union or slavery must

perish. It is true now as of old, that while "publi-

cans and harlots shall enter the kingdom of heaven,

Scribes and Pharisees will wonder and perish."

My poor investment will soon end, and with it my
patience for all such Republicans, who, in the name
of Liberty, work to destroy the very corner-stone

upon which it rests. Should Mr. Sumner be defeated,

and his place in the U. S. Senate be filled by a

time-server, the blame, and I may say everlasting

shame, will in a great measure rest upon just such

psuedo Republicans as feed upon the diatribes of the

Springfield Republican. For, with the exception of

the really excellent articles from the Boston corre-

spondent, "Warrington," this sheet is suited to any

pro-slavery meridian. G. W. S.

BIGHTEOUS EETEIBOTION.

Friend Garrison,— It is seldom I see in the

Liberator anything from the State of Maine at this

momentous crisis ; and I feel, though your columns

are crowded, that I must occasionally send in my tes-

timony, that justice may be done in the great strug-

gle between Liberty and Slavery. I wish it to be

known that all my desires, all my hopes, all my pray-

ers, all my sympathies are with my brother* and sis-

ters in bondage. Just so far as the Government does

anything towards their freedom, just so far do I wish

it success, and no farther. If the President, Cabinet,

Congress, and every officer and soldier on the battle-

field get destroyed, but a small portion of the debt we
owe will be paid. This debt has been accumulating

ever since the landing of the first cargo of slaves ii

James river, Virginia, in August, 1620. We justly

feel horrified when we hear of thousands being shot

on the battle-field; but, in the" language of Rev
M. Wheelock, "let us not forget that, on the South-

ern plantation, blood is always Jlowing." Yes; and

now that we are paying the debt by the Isrw of com
pensation, let us not forget how long it has been flow-

ing. Justice must be done, no matter how many
raise their hands against it.

For more than thirty years, righteous men and

women have cried to this wicked Government, "Let
the oppressed go free!" But it turned a deaf

Now the plagues are coming! Mr. Garrison told

them that judgment would be laid to the line, and

righteousness to the plummet; that it was under

falsehood they were hiding themselves; and that

they would all be swept away when the flood came.

Now where are they "i Justice is now being dom
Had they heard the warning words of the prophets,

lamentation and mourning would not be now heard

all over the land.

I am a peace man. For seventeen years, I have

done what I could to abolish slavery and prevent wi

You and your associates have done a vast deal more.
Every warning has been uttered, every'personal sac-

rifice has been made, every argument has been ex-

hausted; still, the Government has gone on in itf

wicked course till justice has overtaken it. We are

free from the blood of the slave ; we have not brought

on the war; why should we not be happy ?

I will not forget to ask the question, where is the

Church in this terrible struggle ? Why is she not

pouring in her petitions for the freedom of the bond-

man I Those who know her history for the last

thirty years will not be at a loss to answer the ques-

tion.

To every abolitionist in the land, I will say*, let
ALL OUR SYMPATHIES HE WITH THE SLAVE !

Yours, for the redemption of man,

SEVVARD MITCHELL.

A POOR INVESTMENT.

A little less than a year since, spending a leisure

hour in Springfield, I called at the office of the Repub-

lican, and subscribed for the weekly issue one year.

Abating the ability of this paper, which no one will

doubt, I must say I have been sadly disappointed.

True, I expected revelations of political conservatism
and party trickery ; but I was not prepared to

ness such an entire absence of fairness and honesty
for the cause of Liberty and Northern self-respect

The editors allow no opportunity to pass, without
showing a Bettled spleen and cherished bitterm

toward the Abolitionists, and Wendell Phillips in

particular. Not that they seem to dislike Charles

Sumner less, but Wendell Phillips more. Many
of the recent editorials would grace the columns of

Bennett's "Satanic" Herald. Take for instance a

notice in the last number, of Mr. Phillips's speech at

Abington on the 1st of August :

—

" Wendell Phillips made one of his most insane
speeches at Abington on the 1st inst. Ho called in
the name of God for the dissolution of the Union,
and the laying of the corner stone of a new one

;

called President Lincoln a turtle and various other
opprobrious names ; abused pretty much all our Gen-
erals; made the false and silly assertion that ' tlio

Government fights to preserve slavery, and therefore
fights in vain '

; declared that ' no public opinion will
support Charles Sumner,' which is true MioUgh—
'though a loyal Conummwentth stands behind him,'
which is not true in either sense, for the Common-
wealth docs not back him in his peculiar opinions and
measures, while in the matter of loyalty and its sensi-

DEATH OF ANTHONY BURNS.

23^- The following letter from Rev. Hiram Wilson

to Rev. Mr. Grimes, of Boston, announcing the de-

cease of Anthony Burns, of Fugitive-Slave Law
notoriety, has been kindly furnished us for publication

in the Liberator. Its intelligence will be received with

regret by the friends of the colored race; for Mr.
Burns gave promise of much usefulness in the field

he had chosen, and showed himself to be "every inch

a man." His case has become historic, and will form

a conspicuous figure in the drama of the times. It

was signally overruled for good.

St. Catharines, (C. W.,) July 28, 1862.

Rev. Mr. Grimes :

Dear Brother—Having just returned from the

burial of the Rev. Anthony Burns, I feel it to he my
duty to write you promptly respecting the termina-

tion of his earthly pilgrimage.

I am the more inclined to address you as a brother-

ly act, inasmuch as you took a deep interest in him in

Boston, some years ago, raising the means of his ran-

som, and putting yourself in serious jeopardy to ob-

tain his freedom, going down personally into the dark

and horrible prison-house of slavery in the South to

accomplish so noble a purpose.

Anthony Burns is no more ! His immortal spirit took

its flight to the spirit-land at 3 o'clock yesterday (Sab-

bath) morning,;after a decline of some four months, of

consumption. Thanks to God, he "rests in peace."

Having called on him frequently, during his illness,

to administer comfort and consolation to this worthy

brother, I think the language of the Apocalypse justly

applies in his case :
" Blessed are the dead who die

in the Lord from henceforth
; yea, saith the Spirit,

that they may rest from their labors, and their works

do follow them."

Brother Burns gave me to understand, time and

again, and expressed the same to others, that " all was

well " with regard to his prospects for eternity. His

illness was brought on, perhaps, by over-exertion and

exposure, last winter and early spring, in trying to

clear the Zion (Baptist) Church here of debt, of which

he "had been pastor for a year or more. Success at-

tended his efforts ; he not only cleared it of debt, but

succeeded in making some important repairs, improve-

ments, &c. ; and when everything seemed to be go-

ing on prosperously, his health failed, and he was laid

aside. It was a great trial to him, as he told me, to

be laid aside from his active and useful labors. He re-

tained a very affectionate remembrance of his friends

at the East who had taken so much interest in him,

and often spoke of them.

He was not confined to his bed till his case was
of such a nature as to baffle the skill of physicians,

and yet for a long time he seemed to have hopes of re-

covery ; but the Lord was pleased to order it other-

wise. During his protracted illness, a deep and tender

sympathy was felt towards, him by many of the color-

ed people, and a considerable number of the white

population. The members of his church were strongly

attached to him. Some of the female members were

untiring in their endeavors to contribute to his com-

fort; and I may add, that my own family took pleas-

ure in doing all we could for his comfort, in the way
of furnishing daily such nourishments as he could rel-

ish. The funeral to-day was truly a solemn and

impressive scene. It took place at 3 o'clock, P.M.
Some five or six ministers of the Gospel were pres-

ent, and a large concourse of people. The services

were conducted by Elder Cary. An appropriate

hymn was sung, commencing

—

"Servant of God, well done !

Kest from thy loved employ-!
The battle fought, the victory won,
Enter thy Muster's joy !

"

After prayer by the writer, part of the 15th chapt. I.

Cor. was read by Elder Cary. Prayer was again offered

by Rev. Mr. Norton, (Pres. minister.) In solemn si-

lence the procession moved slowly to the Cemetery

about two miles east of the village of St. Catharine's.

At the grave, Rev. Mr. Hawkins, (colored,) Methodist,

offered prayer in a very solemn and appropriate man-

ner. He thanked God, on behalf of brother Burns,

for the evidence that he was now " where the wicked

cease from troubling, and the weary are at rest";

that he was where he could no longer hear the clank-

ing of the chains of slavery, nor pine and suffer with-

in prison walls, but embosomed in the paradise of

God forever. The concourse around his peaceful

grave were mostly colored—the adults of whom, like

himself, had fled from bondage; and yet there was

quite a number of white people of various churches

and different nationalities. While there consigning

his mortal remains to the silent dust, I thought

of the awful excitement a few years ago in Bos-

ton, attendant upon his arrest, and rendition to the

hands of bloody men, who are now in open rebellion

against the government, and against God and hu-

manity. I seemed to have a sort of panoramic vision

of the pro-slavery treachery—the arrest, the court

proceedings, the mass meetings, the vast array of mar-

shals and of the military, and the countless throngs of

people blocking up the streets of Boston—his dark and

awful doom as a victim of the Fugitive Slave Law,

and the hellish exultations of the Slave Power on the

one hand—while lamentations spread all over the

coasts of New England, and rolled buck to the Rocky
Mountains. I thought of that iniquitous system as

having culminated to the awful crisis now hanging

over the American people. The name of Anthony
Burns fills an important place in the history of events

which led to the great conflict now pending between

the marshalled hosts of freedom and the fiendish

friends and minions of slavery, and will be pronounced

with honor when the fetter shall have fallen from the

limbs of millions of his suffering brethren.

Brother Burns was much respected in this quarter.

Since he left Oherlin and came over into Canada, he

has made good impressions where he lectured in vari-

ous places. Mr. Cary, the Baptist minister here, has

taken a very great interest in him, and would do any

thing in his power to honor his memory. Ho is to

preach his funeral sermon at the Zion Baptist Church,

St. Catharine's, (bro, Burns's,) at a o'clock, P.M.,
second Sabbath of August.

Very respectfully

Yours, in the gospel and love of Christ,

1UKAM WILSON.

MR. GARRISON AT WILLIAMS 00LLEGE,

[From the Anti-Slavery Standard.]

Williams College, at Williamstown, Berkshire. Co.
(the oldest Orthodox College in Massachusetts,) not
only holds a high literary rank, but has always been
preeminent for conservatism. Its President, Rev.
Mark Hopkins, D. D., is one of the Chief Rabbis of

our American Israel, being President also of the
American Board of Foreign Missions. Incredible
as it may seem, one of the Literary Societies of this

College chose for its orator this year, William
Lloyd GarHison, who not unwillingly accepted the
appointment. His oration, which formed a part of
the literary entertainment of Commencement week,
was delivered on Monday, Aug. 4. The only ac-
count that we have seen of it is in the following ex-
tract from the correspondence of the Springfield Re-
pulAican :

—

'_' Thcaddress of Mr. Garrison, before the Adcl-
phic Union Society, was a wonderfully calm, dispas-
sionate and inoffensive representation ofthe speaker's

well known views on the subject of emancipation.
He took for his subject, ' Our National Visitation ';

and the timid people who expected all sorts of infi-

del propositions were pleasantly disappointed to hear
a thoroughly Christian address, and one which con-
tained a greater amount of direct quotations from
the sacred Scriptures, we venture to say, than any
sermon or oration that will find utterance in this

town this week. To the great ma3s of the speaker's

propositions I could respond a hearty " Amen,"
though there were points in which he was unfair and
unjust, especially to the North. The address was
wonderfully vitalized and wonderfully clear—with-

out denunciation and without bitterness.

Ten years ago, Mr. Garrison said, the strength

and security of the Union seemed infinite. Its dis-

solution seemed among the most improbable of all

possible things. All declared that the Union must
and should be preserved. To make it sure, Union-
saving committees were organized, speeches were
made, the shade of Washington was periodically in-

voked, and his farewell address repeated. Nothing
was left, undone to make the Union one and insepa-

rable. Where is it now? Broken by the same
Slave Power which dictated the terms of its forma-
tion, and there is no sign that its reestablishment is

possible. The speaker gave a most graphic and im-

pressive picture of the present condition of affairs,

and the awful change that had been wrought in the

brief space of twenty months. The justice of God
has been too strong for us, and brought us down to

the dust. Let people say what they may as to what
is the cause of all our calamities, it remains that

this heav}' judgment is from God. To attribute it

to the ambition of Southern politicians, or to the
work of the handful of Northern Abolitionists, is to

insult the Divine Majesty.
The adherents of European monarchies say that

Democracy has been a failure. It has not been
a failure in America, because it remains yet to be
tried here. Democracy embraces all men. The
rule of slavery in this country is despotism, in its se-

verest form. A Democratic slave State is as ridicu-

lous an anomaly as an idolatrous Christian State.

The American revolution was not a struggle for the

rights of human nature, but fcr colonial indepen-
dence. To this day human liberty is not compre-
hended in this country. Haifa million of slaves in

'76 have swelled to four million in 1860; and noth
ing has been so unpopular, nothing has been so dan-
gerous, for the last thirty years, as to advocate
their emancipation. If to enslave a man on the

shores of Africa be a piratical act, sp is it in the
slave States of America. If freedom is good for one
man, it is good for all men.

In speaking of the dangers of emancipation, as

they are believed in by the public, Mr. Garrison
gave a long and interesting sketch of emancipation
in St. Domingo and the British West Indies, and
stated that all the facts and statistics which he
gave, though trite and familiar to every Abolitionist,

are unknown to the great masses of the American
people, who really suppose that West India Eman-
cipation has been ruinous. The speaker held the

South responsible for instituting the war. She had

not a grievance. She had had everything her own
way from the formation of the government, and still

held things in her own hands. But the North is

morally responsible, to a fearful extent, by its con-

cessions, by its defences of slaveholding, by its de-

nunciations of the only class which has opposed the

wrong, by pro-slavery mobs, and by the proscrip-

tion of colored people upon our own soil. While the

North is innocent of every crime which is charged
upon it by tlie South, she must remember her past

complicity with slavery. He thought that so far, how-
ever, the North had manifested very little penitence

for her sins, and very little humiliation in view of

them.
Mr. Garrison closed with a long plea for the im-

mediate emancipation of the blacks as the only

means of ending the war. We could never have
again the Union and the Constitution as they were.

His arguments did not differ from those with whom
he sympathizes, as they have been given to the pub-
lic in newspapers, and the arguments themselves,

are nothing more, really, than assertions. The ad-

dress was a strong and earnest thing, and given in

admirable spirit. Indeed, I do not doubt that it

will rank among the best of the week. It certainly,

though thinly attended,* met with a hearty recep-

tion and response."

* The thin attendance was doubtless attributable, in part,

to religious prejudice, the fruit of years of misrepresenta-

tion, but more still, probably, to the unusual circumstance,

for such an occasion, that every auditor had to- pay twen-
ty-five cents before entering the church.

—

Ed. Anti-Slavery
Standard.

AN APPEAL IN BEHALF OP THE PEESE-

CUTED OOLOEED CITIZENS OF THE FEEE
STATES.

Last evening, a large and attentive congrega-

tion was assembled in Shiloh Presbyterian Church,

Prince street, to hear an appeal in behalf of the per-

secuted colored citizens of the Free States, by the

Rev. Henry Highland Garnet, pastor of the church.

He commenced his discourse by setting forth the

disadvantages under which his people in the Free

States were laboring, the insults anil the assaults to

which they were subjectd by tho prejudices of the

dominant class. He said, if the question is asked by
what agencies has this alarming and discreditable

state of things Keen produced ;—by what power
has one class of the community been arrayed against

another—the strong against the weak—the many
against the few;—you all know what influences

have consummated the sad work. Enemies have

been busy among us—enemies to a weak and op-

pressed people—enemies to law and order, and en-

emies to the Government under which they live,

and to the principles of the Christian religion. It

cannot be denied that a limited portion of the news-

paper press of this city, and a few in other sections

of our country, have been the principal instigators

of this murderous mob movement. Foremost in

this seditious and bloody crusade are the N. Y. Her-
ald and the N. Y. Express. He described the slan-

derous and mischievous course of all such journals,

and charged that whatever the consequences might

be, their conductors would be held responsible. He
continued: Brethren, I call you to bear witness,

that this crusade was commenced against us simul-

taneously with the beginning of the rebellion.

Mark that. Now, it is my opinion that all this is an
mportant part of the programme of this bloody se-

;ession drama. Let«ne tell you why I believe this.

The sagacious leaders of the rebellion knew that

their success depended upon these three things. 1.

The services of their slaves to feed their army and
build their fortifications, and to perform all other ne-

cessary labor. Second, The division of Northern
sentiment in regard to the war. Third, To create so

strong a prejudice against the free colored people in

the North, as to keep them out of the Union army.
And this plan has thus far been successfully carried

out. Their Northern emissaries have been as de-

voted to their duty, as the not more active slave-

holding traitors. He appealed to hjs people amid
all their trials t« be calm, cautious and manly in

whatever they said or did. He urged them to no-

bly bear insult and vituperation, and to remember
that words cannot harm a noble mind, although they
may wound the feelings. A gallant and dignified

bearing would do more to disarm malice, and to

make friends, than an attempt to avenge every fcri»

fling insult.

In reference to the character of his people, he
id: We do not claim for ourselves perfection

;

yet I affirm, and am sustained by statistics, that we
are as industrious, and as sober, and as provident, as

the corresponding classes ofour white fellow-citizens.

The most of our people belong to the laboring classes,

and it is seen by our school reports that we have a
larger number of children in the Public Schools of

this city than the same class.have among the "whites.

It is proverbial that we have but few beggars among
us, and we have fewer persons of our race supported
by public charity, in proportion to our number, than
any other class of people. Driven, as we have been
by the power of caste, and negro-hate from nearly

every lucrative employment, yet we live comforta-

bly and respectably. With our scanty earnings we
support our churches and institutions of benevolence.

We declare without fear of contradiction, that we
are loyal to the Government under which we were
born, and under which we live, and have never
failed, as a class, to obey the laws of the land.

At the very commencement of the rebellion, thou-

sands of our men offered their services to the Gov-
ernment ; and although in every instance they have
been rejected with scorn and insults, many from
this and other congregations of the city have joined
the army as menials, rather than not be permitted
to go at all. There are to-day in this city, and
throughout the North and South, tens of thousands
who are ready and anxious to peril their lives in de-

fence of the Government whenever they are called

as free citizen soldiers—not to be armed only with
the spade and pickax, but to be armed and equipped
as the law requires, and then they will be ready to

fight or dig as they are commanded.
He concluded his eloquent discourse with an ap-

peal to Christians and Christian ministers to consid-

er well their duties and obligations in this whole
matter, and advised all to seek counsel from God,
the great commander and leader of armies.

—

New
York Tribune.

THE PROGRESS OF IDEAS.

It was a philosopher of olden time that persisted

in saying, under very discouraging circumstances,

that " the world does move." But his persecutors

could not see it, and therefore not only would not

believe in such a monstrous heresy themselves, but
were determined that no one else should. The
philosophers of to-day not only believe that the

world commenced to move a good many years ago,

but has since continued to. Human progress is

slow under all circumstances, but the great change
in public opinion on the leading topics of the day,

within the last year, is so marked that he is a very
blind man who can't perceive that at least the ani-

mate world is moving towards Christian toleration

and human perfection. We are as much reminded
of it as from any other circumstance, when we read
in the newspapers that a hitherto very unpopular in-

dividual, unpopular because he has advocated opin-

ions that the multitude could not understand, has

been selected to deliver addresses at our college

commencements. This week Wm. Lloyd Garrison,

who has made it his especial duty for the last thirty

years to rebuke the nation for slaveholding, and has
been reviled for it, has been to Williamstown, and
delivered an address on his favorite topic before

one of the college societies, and even Dr. Holland,

of the Springfield Republican, states that " it was
the address of the week."
When an institution of learning invites Wm.

Lloyd Garrison to deliver an address, a man who
has scarcely seen the inside of a college, and who
graduated from an obscure printing office, and
claims the world as his alma mater, then there is

reason to believe that what he has said and written
has found response in the hearts of the young men
who are to go out into the world to take an active
part in the affairs of life.

. Mr. Garrison has labored zealously for what
seemed to hiin an all-important idea, against obsta-
cles that few would have had the courage to en-
counter. He has been misrepresented, despised,
mobbed, and almost crucified, for opinion's sakp

;

yet he has never deviated from what he considered
absolute truth. Whether his opinions have always
been right or wrong, it is not our purpose now "to

discuss, but we do believe that no candid person
can otherwise than admire his devotion to his con-
victions of right. Mr. Garrison is not what would
be considered a practical man—one who could adapt
himself and his philosophy to surrounding circum-
stances, and movo on without coming in collitioti

with some of the prevailing opinions of the day.
He is an agitator by nature^nd so long as there
arc evils to be reformed, he would regard it as a duty
to call public attention to them. So long as (here
are so many that arff always ready to sacrifice right
for expediency, it is well that there are some who
are willing to b»ld up the standard of absolute truth.

The honor cornrrred on him by Williams College
must be gratifying to himself and friends, ospeciaflj
niter having labored so long to convince the people
of the sin of slaveholding.— Northampton l-'rtr I'nas.

83 • The guerrilla forces in Missouri arc estimated
at. from live to eight thousand men.
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SLANG OF A DEMOCRATIC DEMAGOGUE.

Hon. (!) John B. Haskin, formerly M. C. from New
York, recently made a rigmarole speech (which the

Boston Courier regards as " sensible and patriotic "
!)

before the citizens in the Eighth Senatorial District,

of which the following is a sample:

—

If there is any one thing which T deprecate more
than another to-day, it is the exhibition on the part
of some gentlemen of the North of a feeling—cer-

tainly not a courageous one—which would proclaim

a necessity to arm the negroes in our warfare to

put down the Southern rebellion. (Cheers).
There are but eight millions of white people in

the South against twenty millions of white people
in the North ; and I tell you, gentlemen, it is a hu-
miliating confession, and one attacking our indi-

vidual courage, which says that the eight millions

of the South are superior to the twenty millions of
the North. It is not so. (Cheers.) Now, what
my friend says in relation to the employment of the

negro upon intrenchments I agree to; but there is

an old story that if you would skin eels well, you
must first catch, and have them to skin. (Laugh-
ter and applause.) I have been South to Fortress

Munroe and elsewhere, and have seen these poor,

miserable negroes, and in my judgment they are bet-

ter off in the state of slavery in which they were, than
when they are brought North, to be maintained by
the miscalled philanthropy of fanaticism. (Cheers.)
I was at Fortress Munroe when the battle of Bull
Run was lost by Gen. McDowell. I conversed with
at least fifty negroes there, termed ' contrabands,'

who had come within our lines. When I asked
them the cause of their being there, each one told

me that it was because his master had left him, and
gone in the rebel army. Mind you, it was not the

negro who deserted the master, but the master who
had deserted the negro; and he came to our camp
for bread and for sustenance. Thank God, we
have given protection and bread to all who have
come ; and I say amen to that, because I would
feed any one under such circumstances. (Applause.)
But when you attempt to bring the negro into the

Federal army, in competition with the white man,
and call him equal, you excite the very natural

Erejudices of white men, and bring about what you
ave already seen in the loyal people of the North,

a lack of confidence in the leaders of the war. It

is that which has repressed the enthusiasm in favor

of the war in this region. If the result of it is to be
the bringing North of these negroes, to enter into

competition with white labor, and to throw the poor
laboring white man out of employment, you will

find very few more of these men ready to volunteer,

as they have nobly done in the past in the Union
army. The effect of the fear of such a result upon
this class of our citizens has already been felt.

Now, citizens, a few days since, a man in Boston,

named Wendell Phillips, the Marat and Danton of

the North, proclaimed that this must be a war of

emancipation, a war for the abolition of slavery, and
that the Constitution under which we live must be
trodden in the dust. Why, what is the difference

between this nigger-worshipping traitor and the

men of the South who advocate the same doctrine

under the guise of secession ? (A voice, 'None.')

Why not mete out to him, and those who openly
sympathize with and sustain him, the same punish-

ment that has been meted out to McMasters, Ives

and others ? Why not send them to Fort Lafayette

or Fort Warren V (Great applause.) 1 say these

pestiferous agitators, by raising this unnecessary
nigger question, are producing all the division and
trouble we now have in the great North. But I

have faith that it will all come out right. It must
come out right. (Applause.) We have twenty
millions to eight millions. We have the art, the

science, the labor, the material wealth, and the

strength on our side, and all that is wanted is confi-

dence and courage.

1 know that if these pestiferous agitators will only

cease throwing cold water upon the cause, and stay

their efforts to overthrow the Constitution, by pro-

claiming abolition, and getting up negro regiments

and things of that sort, we will yet have an^rmy
that will protect Mr. Lincoln and his cabinet, and
keep them in Washington during their term of office.

If this doctrine of abolition and emancipation pre-

vails, and the Constitution should be thus violated,

what hope would there be of finding a single Union
man in any one of the Southern States ?

How much has been said about the fighting of the

poor negro, who intrude themselves everywhere, in

every public meeting, and on Congress, but not by
their own efforts ! I recollect once, at a meeting
here, applying these lines of the poet to them :

—

*' Hereditary bondsmen, know ye not
Who would be free, themselves must strike tho blow ?

"

Have you heard of a negro Union company in the

South anywhere ? Have you heard of those people

putting forth the least effort to help themselves, or

to assist the Government in this war ? On the con-

trary, they have assisted the South, and why ? Be-
cause they are content with their position. I re-

member talking with the fire-eaters of the South,

on the floor of Congress, on this subject. They
used to say to me, " You Northern men are mis-

taken about our slaves. They are content ; and if a

war should ever take place between us, they will

dig our trenches, yea, they will fight for us." I

doubted it. I thought there was snme latent love

of liberty in the bosoms of these men, which would

induce them to come forth and fight for the Union
;

but, as yet, they have done nothing.

I see announced upon the bulletin boards, to-day,

that Governor Andrew, of Massachusetts, is-getting

up a negro brigade, and drafting negroes and white

men together, in Boston. 1 wish the fanaticism of

Boston was sunk in the ocean. (Hearty cheers.)

The negroes do not want to fight. They have shown

it in the South. Not twenty of the negroes who
have come within our lines have willingly taken up

arms to assist the Union forces. They came from

necessity, as I said before, to get their bread and

butter. I would employ them in the trenches, but

as for talking about using them as volunteers along-

side of white men to fight—when, directly interested

as they are, they have shown no disposition to do

ao—it "seems to me to be a little absurd. No, citi-

zens/this rebellion must be put down by white men.

It is a government of and for white men, not niggers.

(Cheers.) I regret as much as any living man that

slavery was ever introduced upon this continent,

but we did not bring it here. The English and

Dutch brought it here from self-interest; and while

I snv I regret it as a philanthropist, for I profess to

be one, yet if life power was given me to-night to

emancipate the four millions of slaves now in the

South, I would ask first, what is to become of them ?

Will Wendell Phillips, will Beecher, will Cheever,

will these white-ehokered gentlemen who talk about

putting negro regiments in the field, but do not go

themselves, provide for them? (Laughter and cries

of " No," " No.") Let this revolution, if it may yet

be termed so, in the South, be defeated, and the

question of the negro will resolve and settle itself.

gtltttivut

WENDELL PHILLIPS "A POLITICAL NTT!

SANOE, A TRAITOR, AND A PERNICIOUS

MAN."
When Mr. Wendell Phillips admitted his devo-

tion to the Union some months ago, many rejoiced

that such a splendid intellect had been added to the

list of our national defenders. Ho had been a rep-

resentative man. He belonged to a class which,

though small, was active, persistent, gifted, and en-

titled to respect. His followers were wedded to an

idea. It was impracticable, ephemeral, and pos-

sessed neither substance nor power, but it had been

a source of irritation and agitation. When the war
burst upon us in uncontrollable fury, we had but

one anxiety, and that was the union of every sect,

opinion, or prejudice in defence of the Union. The
question was not what men had believed, or with

whom had they acted, but how did they believe and

act in the present crisis ? Every man—the Aboli-

tionist, the Republican, the Conservative, the Doug-

las Democrat, the Breckinridge Democrat—was wel-

come to the Union cause. We asked no question

but the question of loyalty, and accepted no test

but the test of allegiance. We had hoped that Mr.

Phillips, with his rare powers as an orator, and his

influence with the eccentric class that believed in

him, would have been useful to the country. In

this hope, we have been sadly disappointed.

Wendell Phillips is a traitor in his soul. He dif-

fers from Jefferson Davis in this only, that Davis

hasT3rawn the sword, while Phillips is effective with-

out it. We can conceive of no doctrines more hor-

ribly dangerous than those contained in his recent

speeches. There is a fury and a recklessness in his

invectives which almost amounts to a mania. He
denounces everybody, and believes in no one. Mr.
Lincoln is " a turtle," " a first rate second-rate man."

General McClellan is incompetent, and takes an

hour to decide a question, and say no. " Let this

Union be dissolved, in God's name," he says in a

burst of raving rhetoric, " and the corner-stone of

a new one be laid, on which shall be engraven for-

ever, ' Equality in a political sense for every man
who is born in the world.' Cease believing in the

Cabinet : there is nothing there for you. Pray God
to awaken your President to a sense of his position

and the interests at stake." " President Lincoln,

through coward fear of the Border States, keeps

McClellan in the position he holds. But the day
will come—and it is that that hurts us all—when
Lincoln will confess that he never believed in Mc-
Clellan." " I do not say that McClellan is a traitor

;

but I do say that, so far, he could not have done
more to help traitors than he has done." Language
like this can find no parallel in the columns of the

Richmond Examiner. It serves every purpose that

the most malignant enemy of the Republic could

desire. It serves to destroy public confidence, to

weaken our faith in our constituted authorities, to

make us despair, and become sick, weary aud dis-

heartened.

We have no objection to these wild and extreme
denunciations in times of peace. They become
subjects of jesting and merriment, and have no
other purpose than to create a smile of pity, or a

sneer of contempt. But now, when hearts are lac-

erated by daily bulletins from bloody fields of battle,

and the public mind is sensitive on the utterance of

every public man, and extremely so in relation to

our generals and statesmen, are these fierce false-

hoods to be permitted ? There is not a traitor in

the land who will not exult over these declarations.

In Richmond, they will be read with joy; in un-

friendly London, they will be greeted with exulta-

tion and mockery. " What strength, what dignity

has this Republic of America, which can permit

traitors in Boston to assail it from the forum ; while

traitors in Richmond assail it from the battle-field?

It sends men to Fort Warren for attacking the Gov-

ernment and disowning the oath of allegiance, and

yet it permits men in Boston—men of smooth

speech and choice words and eloquent phrases—to

glory in the fact that they disdained to owe allegi-

ance to the country of their birth, and at the same
time sought to divide and destroy it?" These are

the words which these speeches of Wendell Phillips

will excite, and we are very much afraid they will

be truly spoken.

That man is a traitor who refuses to sustain the

Government ; to defend it against its enemies ; to

respect its constituted authorities; to submit toils

laws ; to give allegiance to its Constitution. That
man is a traitor who, in times of danger, permits

any sentiment or prejudice to weaken his love for

the Union, or give comfort and consolation to the

enemy. That man is a traitor who finds cause for

exultation in our national discomfiture or misfor-

tune. Mr. Phillips has done these things, and more.
" Davis is perfectly satisfied with his successes.

They are greater than he anticipated—far greater;

and, if he can possibly float upon them and a few

more, England will, as she ought to, recognize the

Southern Confederacy." Can anything be more
treasonable than this? We have yet to see the

utterance of any traitor, secessionist, or Breckin-

ridge Democrat, so full of malignity ; and there is

no reason in the world, why he should not meet
with the treatment' which loyal men everywhere

bestow upon the traitor, the secessionist, or the

Breckinridge Democrat.
No eloquence—no number of personal gifts—no

sincerity or honesty of purpose, can permit the un-

rebuked utterance of such sentiments as these. Mr.

Phillips may be an honest man, but we say of him

as he says of Mr. Lincoln :
" He may be honest,

but who cares whether he is honest or not ? What
has his honesty to do with the matter ? " He is an

enemy—a political nuisance—a traitor—and a per-

nicious man. He should be abated. If it can be

done by any social or political influence, we shall be

satisfied; but if not, there is a short and easy road

from his home near Boston to a casemate in Fort

Warren.

—

Philadelphia Press.

Hjgg= Wendell Phillips, probably under a whole-

some fear of arrest for his abominable treason, has

written a letter to the New York Tribune, in which,

with some difficulty, he manages to 'deny that he

intended to discourage enlistments. He takes the

occasion to state what he calls his "position," and

what others more justly call his treason, viz.: that

there can never be peace or union until slavery is

destroyed. The latter makes Phillips's offences no

less criminal, and it is plainly the Government's

duty to follow the advice of loyal newspapers

throughout the country, and, without delay, AR-
REST HIM. He is a nuisance, a pest—and

should be abated.—!Bwtdn Post.

Hjgjf-The Washington Sunday Chronicle demands

the mrtant arrest of Wendell Phillips for treason.

ARREST HIM!—Boston Pout.

flQj^
8- Does the Post expect to hide its own factious

designs by raisiug an outcry like this'?

MR. PHILLIPS AND THE ABOLITIONISTS.

[Correspondence of the A. S. Standard.]

Philadelphia, Aug. 18, 1862.

These are dark hours. Transpiring events have
little in them to cheer. But darkness has its uses

;

and these events are the stern logic which alone can

convince us of our sins. There is nothing strange

in what is now happening ; nothing that was not to

be expected. Neither is there anything discourging

in it, except to those who need discouragement.

People who are on the wrong road, or indulging de-

lusive hopes, or cherishing false dependencies, should

not be encouraged. Despondency, for them, is the

state of mind most to be desired. It is a step in the

right direction
; a preparation for a confidence bet-

ter grounded and more enduring.

To prophesy " smooth things " is, to the natural

mind, a pleasing task, and the one who performs

the office is sure to be acceptable to the people.

As it was in the days of Isaiah, so may it be truly

said now :
" This is a rebellious people, that will not

hear the law of the Lord ;
which say to the seers.

See not, and to the prophets, Prophesy not unto us

right things. Speak unto us smooth things." But
as then, so now—woe unto the prophet who perverts

the law of the Lord, and woe to the people who de-

light to be imposed upon I

The Fourth of July or First of August orator who
will say: " All is well; peace, peace; let your con-

fidence in your rulers be implicit ; let no distrust mar
your repose in the ability of your Generals," will be
hailed as a prophet worthy of all honor ; he will re-

ceive the newspaper plaudit of " Well done, loyal

citizen ; bravely spoken, true patriot." But let him,

with the fear of God before his eyes and the love of

truth in his heart, say : " All is not well
;
put not

your faith in princes ; cease from man, whose breath

is in his nostrils," and let him give good and suffi-

cient reasons for thus expressing himself, and see if

he be not condemned as an unfaithful citizen, and
held up as an enemy of his country.

Wendell Phillips, oppressed with a sense of his

country's condition, anxious to put a period to a
bloody and exterminating war, and desirous to save

the nation from bankruptcy and dismemberment, ad-

dresses the people, and says :

'
' The policy of the

Government on the pivotal question of slavery is

not a wise one : the competence of leading Gene-
rals in the field is a matter that demands- inquiry ;•

undiscriminating praise of a Chief Magistrate is

calculated to beget dangerous delusions
;
blind trust

in leaders, political or military, is unbecoming a
great people." These propositions—stated in his

own way—Mr. Phiilips proceeds—also in his own
way—to demonstrate from the facts of history, past

and current. His object is not to make an epheme-
ral sensation, of which he shall be the hero, but to

effect a lasting benefit, of which his country shall

be the chief sharer. His object is—to crush the re-

bellion; to strengthen the Government; to recruit

the ranks of our decimated forces. The rebellion

he would crush by bringing to bear against it every
resource, moral and physical, that God and nature

have put into our hands. He would strengthen

the Government by constraining it to occupy the

broad ground of eternal truth and justice, thus

making it "strong in tire Lord, and in the power of

his might"; he would recruit the thinned ranks of

our armies, by adding the half-million of stalwart

men whose thews now constitute the chief strength

of the rebellion.

This is the sum and substance, the drift and aim
of Mr. Phillips's speech delivered at Abington
Grove, on the 1st of August. The Press of this

city, its editor having read a report, or what pur-

ported to be a report, of this speech, denounces him
as a traitor, and threatens him with a felon's prison.

The writer's patriotic sensibilities are shocked, and

—

as it would seem—he only suppresses the cry of "a
la lanlerne ! " by the as yet more convenient hue of

"send him to Fort Warren!" The New York
Herald and other quasi loyal papers had been be-

fore the Press in this sort of patriotic service ; but

it was only in point of time ; in positiveness of as-

sertion and bitterness of invective, Mr. Forney's pa-

per was up to the foremost of them.

The Press is not given to howling upon the track

of unpopular individuals. It is a truly loyal paper;

an able paper; and, except in rare instances, a fair

paper. It has been quite a favorite with Abolition-

ists ; Mr. Forney of late standing as high as he

once stood low in the estimation of this class of

people, the past has been forgotten, and the pres-

ent only borne in mind. The article alluded to

was perhaps not written by Mr. Forney ; but it

was his none the less. He is responsible for it.

The appearance of this violent diatribe in such a

quarter shows that men must be on their guard how
they exercise their rights. We are now in a state

of war, and our whilom rights have become mere
privileges. Our home-bred prerogatives are no
longer assured to us; they are for the time being in

abeyance. We exercise them at our peril and by
sufferance. If what we say happens to please the

public, all's well—at least for us; if it displeases

them, we must take- the consequences—which may
be a call of the Deputy Marshal, and an invitation

to accompany hiin to the nearest fort. Abolitionists,

from their character and sentiments, ought to be in

less danger of arrest than other citizens, but from

the course of the-Press toward Mr. Phillips, it would
seem that they enjoy no exemption.

Editors of newspapers, in cases like this and in

times like these, have great power; and the Press,

speaking, as it assumes to do, as the friend par
eminence of the Administration, would be especially

potential in any hostile demonstration it might

choose to make against an obnoxious citizen. A
little less than two years ago, a wanton article in its

reportorial columns came near costing thelife of one
of our most worthy citizens. If in times of peace

this paper could do so much mischief by inad-

vertence, how much greater mischief*could it do, in

times like these, by intention I I don't mean inten-

tion to do mischief 1—I make no such imputation

—

but intention to stigmatize aud to make odious.

The editor of the Press is a man of knowledge
and experience. He is one who usually knows
what he is about. Surely he must be aware that,

unless he means to precipitate the evil always to be,

dreaded in revolutions— anarchy— lawless vio-

lence—he should be careful how he bandies grave
words like those of " traitor," " treason," " enemy,"
and " prison." To hurl such epithets at an ob-

noxious individual, moving among men whose pas-

sions are aflame, is like playing with an assassin's

knife in the dark, or dallying with a halter at the

lamp-post. Besides, the editor must be aware that

there is an ebliijnd flow in the tide of human pas-

sion, and that "the man who is on the urest of the

wave tO-day, may be in the trough of the sea to-

morrow. This week it may be Mr. Phillip*, of

whom it is said :
" He is an enemy; a political >>»<-

sauce ; a traitor, and a pernicious man. He should

be abated " (see Press of 11th inst.) ; next week
H may be Mr. Forney's turn to bear the brunt of
such invective.

In saying that our rights under the Constitution
are for the time being in abeyance, I would not be
understood as finding fault with that fact. It is

meet that it should be so. In the midst of a revolu-
tionary war like this, no government can assure to

each citizen the certain enjoyment of his personal
rights. The suspension of the habeas corpus is a
military necessity. To get at its enemies, the gov-
ernment must take the risk of injuring its friends

;

and the truly loyal men will be willing that it should
take this risk. One of the evils of war is that in

certain conjunctions the soldier is in as much danger
from the bullets of his friends, as from those of the
enemy. The only safeguard in such cases is the
prudence and experience of the commanders. The
man who, from carelessness or ignorance, or any
other cause, turns the fire of his batteries on his own
friends, is not fit to be a leader. This is as true of

the editor in the sanctum as of the General in the
field.

The sentiments expressed by Wendell Phillips

are the sentiments of the Abolitioaists all over this

country. Not only this, they are the sentiments of

thousands and tens of thousands of the best and
bravest friends of the government in the land—of

all parties. In denouncing Mr. Phillips as a " trai-

tor " and " an enemy," the Press, by implication and
in effect, denounces all who have the manliness to

acknowledge their agreement with him. As Mr.
Phillips would scorn to defend himself against

charges like these, so does every other Abolitionist.

For the Abolitionists are assured that no man, who
is at the' same riffle honest and well-informed, will

bring any such charges against them; and from the

malicious and wilfully ignorant, they can't stop to

vindicate themselves. They have work to do that
is more important and more honorable. When
other men were laboring, by all the means at their

command—fair and foul—to put Mr. Buchanan into

power, thus laying broad and deep the foundations

of slaveholding dominion, and in the face of evi-

dence, multiplying on every hand incentives to eivil

and social discord, the Abolitionists were warning
the country of the danger which was impending
over it, and at the cost of their reputation and the

risk of their lives, imploring the people to save the

nation from the abyss into which its leaders were
plunging it.

The Abolitionists are loyal above all other men.
For thirty years, they have been laboring to save
the country from this hour. Had their counsels

been listened to, America would be to-day as the
garden of the Lord- They have sacrificed much
and risked everything to rescue the nation from the

dangers which have environed it. JefTei'son said :

" When I reflect that God is just, and that his jus-

tice will not sleep for ever, I tremble for ray couu-
try." So have Abolitionists said ; and they have
acted accordingly.

At this moment, though the Administration and
they are not in unison on the main question at issue,

the Abolitionists are to a man the loyal supporters
of the Government. There is not an Abolitionist

in the United States who has the slightest sympa-
thy with the secessionists. Their objection to the

Government is, that it does not go far enough or

fast enough. Their loyalty is visible in the very
acts which are made the occasion of accusing them.
Knowing that their personal rights are not assured

to them, and that they are liable to be misunder-
stood by the ignorant and misrepresented by the
malicious, they take the risk of proclaiming from
the house-tops what other men only whisper in se-

cret places. Having no favors to ask of the Gov-
ernment, they will support but not flatter it; and
they will not keep silent as to its derelictions.

The share of support which Abolitionists give

to the Administration—though having no personal
interest in it—will bear comparison with that ren-

dered by any other class of citizens, They at this

moment stand ready to make any sacrifice that may
be proved necessary to save the country from the

evils which threaten it. They are not conditional

loyalists ; but let the Government proclaim to the
world that this is a war for freedom, and that the
support of the nation is to be henceforth and for

ever withdrawn from the slave system, and the Ab-
olitionists, with a sublime unanimity, will .say

—

" Here we are; take our property and our sons

;

all wo have and all we are, to the extent of your
necessities, are at your command."

In the meantime, the Abolitionists, loyal alike to

their cause and their country, claim the right, and
affirm the expediency, of holding our rulers to ac-

count, by a course of judicious criticism. They will

praise, in its proper measure, what deserves lauda-

tion, and in like manner they will condemn. They
will award to Mr. Lincoln and his Cabinet, and his

Generals in the field, all that can be claimed for

them, and even more; but they will not flatter

either the ruler or the people. An overestimate of

those who are placed above us is neither just nor
expedient. Mr. Lincoln is what he is, and no more

;

let us be thankful that we have so worthy a "man for

our Chief Magistrate. No Abolitionist is disposed

to detract from his merit ; but the contrary. Against
his enemies, at home or abroad, they are his sure
defenders. But against his false friends, who, by
their fulsome laudation, challenge criticism, they
have a word of protest. Some men are weak
enough to be made conceited by parasitical praise

and official eulogy ; the Abolitionists pay Mr. Lin-
coln the compliment of supposing that he feels more
respect for their friendly censures than he does for

a certain other class of people's hostile praises.

Happily the success of the contest in which we
are engaged does not depend on the wisdom of our
rulers, nor on the ability of our military chieftains.

God seems to be overruling the blunders of both for

the salvation of the country. We are not yet wor-
thy of success. The attitudo of the nation and the

course of the government are not such as to war-
rant or justify our triumph. God would not be God
were . he to crown our sin-controlled efforts with
prosperity.

Then welcome, thrice welcome, the harsh lessons

of adversity. Reverses are hard to hear, but sorrow
is good for the soul. When a wail for its first-born

shall go up from every household, and the nation
shall have served to the verge of bankruptcy, then,

and it is to be feared not till then, will the people
learn wisdom.

In the meanwhile, let Abolitionists bide their time,

and do" their duty. What that duty is, each one
must determine for himself. Part of it is to speak
the truth without fear or favor, whenever occasion

calls for it. A true man will not run before he is

sent, neither will he halt when the summons comes.

There is no occasion for discouragement. God and
tho truth, our free institutions and the good heart of

the people, furnish ground for implicit confidence

and the sereucst faith. " Put not your trust in

princes," as tho case now stands, is an injunction

easily obeyed, M.

Iftgf- tVlile, the AVcsteru Virginian in the U. S.

Senate, has virtually gone over to the rebel side.

LETTER FROM "WENDELL PHILLIPS.

To the Editor of the JV. Y. Tribune.

Sir: You misrepresent me when you say that I

discourage enlistments in the Union armies; though,
for aught I know, the garbled extracts and lying
versions of New-York papers may make me do that
and many other_things-of which I never thought.
You know, by experience, that the American Press,
in general, neither tries nor means to speak truth
about Abolitionists of any type. I have never dis-

couraged enlistments. In the Union army are my
kindred and some of my dearest friends. Others
rest in fresh and honorable graves. No one ofthese
ever heard a word from me to discourage his en-
listing. I had the honor, last March, to address the
14th Massachusetts at Fort Albany, and this very
week the 33d Massachusetts at Camp Cameron. No
man in either regiment heard anything from my lips

to discourage "his whole-souled service of the Union,
Allow me to state my own position. From 1843

to 1861, I was a Disuniooist, and sought to break
this Union, convinced that disunion was the only
righteous path, and the best one for the white mail
and the black. I sought disunion, not through con-
spiracy and violence, but by means which the Con-
stitution itself warranted and protected. I rejoice

in these efforts. They were wise and useful. Sum-
ter changed the whole question. After that, peace
and justice both forbade disunion. I now believe
three things

:

1. The destruction of slavery is inevitable, which-
ever section conquers in this struggle.

2. There never can be peace or union till slavery
is destroyed.

3. There never can be peace till one Government
rules from the Gulf to the Lakes ; and having
wronged the Negro for two centuries, we owe him
the preservation of the Union to guard his transition

from slavery to freedom, and make it ' short, easy
and perfect.

Believing these three things, I accept Webster's
sentiment, " Liberty and Union, now and forever,

one and inseparable." Gladly would I serve that
Union—giving it musket, sword, voice, pen—the
best I have. But the Union which has for twenty-
five years barred me from its highest privileges by
demanding an oath to a Pro-Slavery Constitution,

still shuts that door in my face ; and this Adminis-
tration still clings to a policy which, I think, makes
every life now lost in Virginia, and every jdollar now
spent there,' utter waste. I cannot conscientiously
support such a Union and Administration. But
there is room for honest difference of opinion. Oth-
ers can support it. To such I say—Go

;
give to the

Union your best blood, your heartiest support*.

Is there, then, no place left for me ? Yes. I be-
lieve in the Union. But Government and the
Union are one thing. This Administration is quite
another. Whether the Administration will ever
pilot us through our troubles, I have serious doubts

:

that it never will unless it changes its present policy,

I am quite certain. Where then is my place under a

Republican Government, which only reflects and ex-
ecutes public opinion ? I believe in getting through
this war by the machinery of regular Government,
not by any Cromwell stalking into the Senate Cham-
ber of the White House. Where, then, is my post,

especially under an Administration that avowedly
sits waiting, begging to be told what to do ? I must
educate, arouse, and mature a public opinion that
shall compel the Administration to adopt and sup-
port it in pursuing the policy I can aid. This I do
by frankly aud candidly criticising its present policy,

civil and military. However " inapt and objection-
able " you may think my " means," they are exact-
ly described in your own words: " The good citizen

may owe his Government couusel, entreaty, admo-
nition, to abandon a mistaken policy, as well as

force to sustain it in the discharge of its great re-

sponsibilities." No Administration can demand of
a citizen to sacrifice his conscience, and the limits

within which he is bound to sacrifice his opinion are

soon reached. If the Press had not system atically
oulogized a General, whom none knew, and few
really trusted, we should have saved twelve months,
five hundred millions of dollars, and a hundred
thousand lives. In my opinion, had the Tribune
continued, last August, to do its duty and demand
vigor of the Government, you would have changed
or controlled the Cabinet in another month, and
saved us millions of dollars, thousands of lives, and
untold disgrace. Such criticism is always every
thinking man's duty. War excuses no man from
this duty: least of all now, when a change of pub-
lie sentiment to lead the Administration to aud
support it in a new policy, is our only hope of sav-
ing the Union. The Union belongs to me as much
as to Abraham Lincoln. What right has he or any
official—our servants—to claim that I shall cease
criticising his mistakes, when they are dragging the
Union to ruin ? I find grave faults in President Lin-
coln : but I do not believe he makes any such claim.

I said on the 1st of August that, had 1 been in

the Senate, I should have refused the Administra-
tion a dollar or a man until it adopted a right pol-

icy. That I repeat. Had I been, in that way, a
part of the Government, I should have tried so to
control its action. You were bound as a journalist,

I think, to have impressed that duty on the Repub-
lican party which holds the Administration. Such
a course is right and proper under free Governments.
But when Congress has decided, and under its au-
thority, or by his own, the President demands sol-

diers, the hour for such effort or protest is gone.
AVe have no right then to " discourage enlistments,"
as a means to change public opinion, or to influence
the Administration. Our remedy is different. If
we cannot actively aid, we must submit to the pen-
alty, and strive meanwhile to change that public
thought which alouc can alter the action of Govern-
ment.

That duty I try to do in my measure. My criti-

cism is not, like that of the Boston Courier and its

kindred, meant to paralyze the Administration, but
to goad it to more activity and vigor, or to change
the Cabinet. I claim of you as a journalist ol

broad influence, that you resumo the post which I

think you deserted last summer, and hasten the ri-

pening of that necessary public purpose by constant
and fearless criticism of the whole policy of the Ad-
ministration, civil and military, in order to avert
years of war, to save thousands of lives, to guard
the industry of tho future from grinding taxes, to
secure speedy and complete justice for the negro,
and to put the Union beyond hazard.

Respectfully yours,

Aug. 1G, 1862 WENDELL PHILLIPS.

8$=" The Providence Post says, Gov. Andrew, by
his speeches and military orders, " is doing morn to

obstruct the President's path and defeat his plans.

than
(

all the secessionists to be found in States
claiming to be loyal." A lying accusation 1

jgf Casaius M. Clay, who. like Jeff. Pavis, re-

pudiates the Constitution of his country, and is

Opposed to the restoration of the Union 'under it,

has not been arrested, although he proclaimed his

treason at Washington.

—

Boston Post. Stuff!

WHAT CAN BE DONE WITH TEE KEWI
ARMY.

To the Editors of the N. Y. Evening Post.

The call for three hundred thousand men, and the

draft for three hundred thousand more, will soon
throw into the field a fresh army of six hundred
thousand soldiers. This army, added to the number
now actually in the service, will swell the aggregate
of our forces under arms to at least One Million
of Men—allowing for all probable contingencies of
Bickness and other causes of disability. The three
hundred thousand volunteers are ready. The draft,

going into effect on the third of September, will add
three hundred thousand to the volunteer force by
the first of October. Six weeks suffice, in the judg-
ment of experienced drill-masters, to reduce raw re-

cruits to discipline, and render them capable of ma-
uceuvres in the field. By the middle of November,
therefore, this great army of a million of men will

be prapared for active service.

What can be done with so tremendous a force ?

Or, rather, what cannot be done ? Let us see.

Firs*—What can be done.

Group the new levies in Virginia at a central
point near Washington, taking that city as the base
ofoperations and supplies ; sandwich a raw regiment
between two of the veteran battalions which have
already done noble service, and thus arouse a spirit

of emulation among the troops, while the new re-

cruit learns tactics from his skilled comrade. Put
each regiment in severe drill the moment it reaches
the rendezvous, and continue the rigid discipline of
the camp until the. last body of men Bhall have un-
dergone the tuition of the drill-master for six con-
secutive weeks. Then hurl the whole mass upon
the enemy.
Leave a force of two hundred thousand men to

guard the capital, hold the forts, and occupy the re-

captured cities of the South, and form the eight
hundred thousand who remain into one solid mass

—

commanded by Fremont, Sigel, Burnside, Halleck,
or some general who has fire, pluck, energy and
will—and, without dividing the enormous body,
throw it like an avalanche from the Alps upon the
rebel ranks.

Sweeping down upon Richmond by a perpendicu-
lar movement, a terrible array like this, living upon
the enemy's country as it moved—equipped, like

Pope's soldiers, with " a frying-pan for each mess,"

unencumbered by baggage-trains or supplies, light-

handed and light-hearted, confident of victory, and
animated by the presence and example of a live

commander—would drive the rebel army before it

as chaff before a whirlwind. A solid mass of eight
hundred thousand men, by sheer momentum,
would brush away the rebel armies almoc
the firing of a gun. Richmond taken, the rebel
hordes would fly south. Our troops would move at
their heels with resistless force, operating over a
district of country thirty to fifty miles in width, de-
nuding the land of every rebel State at every stage
of its progress, and leaving desolation and misery in
its track.

Still on, with mighty sweep, through North Caro-
lina, South Carolina and Georgia to the Gulf—along
the Gulf, through Alabama, Mississippi and Louis-
iana—up the banks of the Mississippi, through
Arkansas, Kentucky, Tennessee, back to Virginia
through the gorges of the mountains—always pour-
ing down great columns of men upon the rebel
ranks, suffering them to enjoy no moment of rest,

but crushing mercilessly till they cried " Quarter !

"

How long, does any one suppose, Jeff. Davis and
his wretched crew could bear this fearful pressure ?

It may be said that our troops could not subsist, and
that the forced marches would decimate our ranks.
The answer is sample. The rebels live upon the
country, and as rapidly as their army wastes away,
they recruit it by conscription. We can do the
same. While our great force is on its march, a new
levy of half a million of men can be raised by draft,

at the order of the President, and before the three
months' campaign ends, fresh troops can sally out to

meet the returning host on its way from West to
East.

While our army thus performs its work, the Pres-
ident should send forth the proclamation of Eman-
cipation which the Confiscation and Emancipa-
tion act empowers him to issue. The slaves of the
South, now holding back under the timid and vac-
illating policy of the Administration, would help us
at once. That electric current which runs through
every slave-cabin in the South would fire the hearts
of the negroes, and bring them to our ranks by
thousands. Thus beset at once from within and
without, the rebels could see no escape but by abso-
lute surrender.

To this surrender they must come. The North
decrees it, and God sanctions it. The end is as in-

evitable as the eternal triumph of right over wrong.
Let us strike the blow terribly, crushingly. Tlie
time has come. We have the means, the will to do
it. One great crash, and the thing is done.
Then comes the question of punishment. Mr.

Lincoln told the black men of Washington, in his

speech to them on Thursday, that the^blacks and
whites could never live together on terms of equali-
ty in this country. Grant it. But that is no rea-
son for expatriating the negro. If he desires to
stay in the only country he has ever known, where
his family affections centre and his home exists,

there is no good reason for compelling him to emi-
grate. The President told the blacks in Washing-
ton that he proposed to send them back to Central
America to colonize. He can do better than this.

Send them to South Carolina.

That hot-bed of treason deserves the severest pun-
ishment. Let the President decree that henceforth
it shall be a negro colony ; that all the freed slaves
of the South shall possess it in perpetuity; that the
rich estates of the wealthy planters aud the smaller
ones of the poorer proprietors, who have taken part
in the rebellion, shall be parcelled out among th«
negroes in small patches, each of sufficient size to

support a family, (say in farms of from two to ten
or twenty acres ;) and that this territory shall no
longer exist as a State, but as a district, "under tho
government of officers to be appointed by the Presi-
dent.

Then let Mr. Lincoln say to the South: "You
have at last yielded ! Your country is laid waste,
your trade is destroyed, your prosperity ruined for

many years to come. The government will inflict

no further penalty upon you but this—South Caro-
lina shall become a negro colony, slavery is forever
abolished, the South shall pay the debts" incurred in
this war, and yon and yours shall go free."

This is what em be done.

BwOnd—What cannot be done. It. is expressed
inn single sentence: Our new army cannot be
used lo guard rebel property, to fight against odds,
to serve hall-way purposes in Cabinet or field, or to

rot in swamps. These things cannot he done—simply
because the people will not sutler them.

Si-.\ cbs tel am\ August, 1868.

JB» Miss Sarah Sponeer, of Middle*. >wn, Corn.,
hm procured two BUDSl it utes- mic lor herself, and,

086 for her niece, paying each S50 extra bounty.
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OUR NATIONAL VISITATION.

Ait Oratlbn delivered before the Adelphic Union Society

of Willicms College, Monday Afternoon, August 4,

BY M, LLOYD GARRISON.

The Hon. Edward Everett, in a speech recently

made at the annual dinner of the Alumni of Harvard,

forcibly remarked—" A man, I think, would show

himself- wanting in patriotic feeling, who, on any

public occasion, of whatever nature, could forbear an

allusion to the present state of the country." Believ-

ing it is the wish of the Society which has done me
the honor to select me for its orator on this occasion,

that I should treat upon this all-absorbing theme in

preference to any other, I will not disappoint any ex-

pectations that may be raised in this particular.

Ten years ago, the strength and security of the

American Union seemed infinite. In every section

of the country,. South as welt as North, fidelity to it

was made an absolute test of patriotism ; and its dis-

solution was regarded as almost beyond the scope of

possible events. If, now and then, a dissenting voice

was heard, prophesying its downfall as " a covenant

with death and an agreement with hell," it was in-

stantly drowned by an indignant thunder-shout from

ocean to ocean, "The Union—it mdst and shall

be preserved !
" Every religious sect, every polit-

ical party, the pulpit, the press, all that was influential

and powerful, reiterated the cry. To " make assur-

ance doubly sure," Union-saving meetings were held

in all the great cities and towns, speeches made, reso-

lutions adopted, and pledges recorded, in glorification

of the Union ; the shade of Washington was invoked,

and the solemn admonition contained in his Farewell

Address was duly rehearsed :
—

" It is of infinite mo-

ment that you should properly estimate the immense

value of your National Union to your collective and

individual happiness : that you should cherish a cor-

dial, habitual and immovable attachment to it; accus-

toming yourselves to think and speak of it as of the

palladium of your political safety and prosperity."

Nothing was, left undone, it was popularly believed,

to render the Union "one and inseparable, now and

for ever."

Where, now, is the Union 1 Broken nsunder by the

very Slave Power which dictated the terms at its for-

mation, and to propitiate which, concessions were

made by the North, for a period of seventy years, as

humiliating and unrighteous as they were multitudi-

nous ! Eleven of the Slave States organized into a

hostile confederacy, with an army of 500,000 making

deadly war upon the General Government, confronted

by an equal number of loyal citizens in martial array

on the battle-field ! Tens of thousands of victims, on

both sides, killed and wounded, and astill largernum-

ber slain or crippled by exposure, hardship, and the

diseases of the camp ; blood still flowing in torrents :

the fur}' of the murderous strife increasing; merciless

guerrilla raids in every direction by the rebels, instead

of open field conflict; no sign of possible reconcilia-

tion or amicable arrangement visible ; a national debt

accumulating that threatens general bankruptcy

;

weeping and wailing throughout the land for the

prematurely lost; imminent danger of foreign inter-

vention, and consequent war with European powers
;

opposition to the Union in one part of the country

treason, support of it in another part n capital offence

;

a Babel confusion of tongues as to the cause of all

these horrors ; no fixed, determined, efficient policy

en the part of the Federal Government; old -friend-

ships turned into bitterest enmities, all religious and

political ties sundered, households at mortal variance,

" the father against the son, the mother against the

daughter, and the mother-in-law against the daughter-

in-law "
! Such is the awful change wrought in the

brief period of twenty months!

For every event there is an antecedent cause. To
us, as a nation, is fearfully applicable the declaration

6T the
-
prophet :

—
" The pride of thine heart hath de-

ceived thee, thou that dwellest in the clefts of the rock,

whose habitation is high ; that saitb in thine heart, Who
shall bring me down to the ground ? Though thou

exalt thyself as the eagle, and though thou set thy

nest among the stars, thence will I bring thee down,

saith the Lord." Our vast increase in population, our

unparalleled prosperity, our inexhaustible resources,

our remote isolation from the old world and absolute

exemption from its endless dissensions, our immense

and ever-widening territorial possessions, our republi-

can form of government, our Puritan and Revolution-

ary descent—all these things have served to make us

the vainest and most boastful of all people. We have

laughed to scorn all warnings of danger, all accusa-

tions of sinfulness, all threats of divine retribution.

Like ancient Edom, we have exalted ourselves as

" the eagle," and set our nest among " the stars"

—

nay, we have made the eagle and the stars our

national symbols—and defiantly said, "Who shall

bring us down to the ground 7 " But the justice of

God has been too strong for us, and we are prostrate

in the dust. For our guilt is identical with that of

Edom, in the matter of oppression, and of complicity

with oppressors :
—" For thy violence against thy

brother Jacob, shame shall cover thee, and thou shall

be cut off for ever. Thou shouldest not have rejoiced

over the children of Judah in the day of their destruc-

tion ; neither shouldest thou have spoken proudly in

the day of distress ; nor have laid hands on their sub-

stance in the day of their calamity ; neither shouldest

thou have stood in the erossway to cut off those of his

that did escape; neither shouldest thou have deliv-

ered up those of his that did remain in the day of

distress— [i. e., in accordance with Fugitive Slave

Law arrangements.] As thou hast done, it shall be

dene unto thee: thy reward shall return upon thine

own head." *

Let casuists reason as they may—let demagogues

rave as they will—let religious soothsayers and politi-

cal astrologers divine as they list—let knavish deceiv-

ers deal in slander and misrepresentation as they

choose—in order to hide the one great damning sin of

the nation, and to hold responsible for our calamities

the only class that have uncompromisingly defended

the cause of the needy and oppressed ; still, it remains

a plain, comprehensive, undeniable truth, which re-

futes ail lies, exposes all shams, settles all doubts, de-

cides all questions of relative guilt and innocency :

—

" Ye have not hearkened unto me in proclaiming liberty,

every man to his brother, and every man to his neighbor:

behold, I proclaim a liberty fir yon, saith the Lord, to the

sword, to the pestilence, and to thefamine." This heavy

judgment, therefore, is of God; and to say, it is all

owing to the desperate ambition of a few Southern

leaders, on the one hand, and to a contemptible num-

ber of fanatical abolitionists, on the other, whose joint

execution would bring peace and unity to our torn

and bleeding country, is to insult the Divine Majesty,

and to evince absolute moral idiocy, For it is the

natural and inevitable operation of the law of eternal

justice. It is because the nation, through hardness of

heart and blindness of mind, would not have it other-

wise.

In this distracted state of the country, let not the

minions of despotism in the old world find hope or

consolation 'in the failure of democracy in the new.

With us, democracy has not been a failure, because it

yet remains to be tried. Genuine democracy includes

all in its regards, irrespective of race, color or sex.

The Declaration of Independence still remains true,

in spite of our national recreancy to it. Those who
enslave their fellow-creatures, or who connive at

their enslavement, are not democrats, but cheats and

dissemblers if they pretend to be such. It is not the

democratic but the despotic principle of rule, in its

extremes! form, that they are reducing to practice;

for chattel slavery is the sum of all despotisms as well

as of all villanies. As Christianity is utterly incom-

patible with heathenism, so democracy is with slave-

ry- A democratic Slave State is as incoherent in

speech, and as absurd in idea, as a Christian idolatrous

State. No democrat can possibly be a slaveholder,

any more than a genuine Christian can bo a devotee
of Juggernaut.

" Thank Heaven ! the linos arc drawn this hour,
'Twist Manly Right and Despot Power !

In vain of ' Equal Eights' yo prato,
Who fawn like dogs at Slavery's gate !

Who plants good seed in Freedom's span,
He only is my Union Man !

AVho treads the weeds of Slavery flat,

He is my Loyal Democrat !"

- The revolutionary struggle of 1776, though recog-

nizing in the abstract the natural, inalienable, God-'

given right of every human being to liberty, was
commenced, continued and ended with half a million

slaves unredeemed. It was not a struggle, therefore,

for the rights of human nature, but for colonial free-

dom and independence. It was based, not upon the

doctrine of human brotherhood, but upon complex*

ional caste and geographical position. The people

who could not endure a stamp upon their paper, or a

tax upon their tea, by the British Parliament, without

their consent, could at the same time despoil of every

right, and subject to hopeless bondage, a vast multi-

tude of their unoffending fellow-creatures. While, in

one breath, they could denounce taxation without rep-

resentation as a grievance too intolerable to be borne,

in the next, they could unblushingly defend the right

to buy, sell, inherit and bequeath, as marketable com-

modities, husbands and wives, parents and children,

relatives and friends, " in lots to suit purchasers."

While they were ready to lay down their lives, rather

than submit to the civil and political disabilities im-

posed by the mother country, they were equally ready

to maintain, at all hazards, the rightful enslavement

of the African race. In view of this shocking in-

consistency, Thomas Jefferson, in his "Notes on

Virginia," was constrained to exclaim—" What an in-

comprehensible machine is man! who can endure

toil, famine, stripes, imprisonment, and death itself, in

vindication of his own liberty, and the next moment
be deaf to all those motives whose power supported

him through his trial, and inflict on his fellow-men a

bondage, one hour of which is fraught with more

misery than ages of that which he rose in rebellion

to oppose."

To this day, liberty, as a principle, is not compre-

hended in this country ; nay, it is almost universally

rejected as a dogma equally fanatical and dangerous.

The annual Fourth -of-July rehearsal of the Declara-

tion of Independence serves only to show the extent

of our effrontery and the depth of our shame. Half

a million slaves in 1776 have multiplied to four mil-

lions in 1862. Nothing has been so odious, nothing

so perilous, for thirty years past, as to plead their

cause, and demand their immediate liberation. In

every part of the country, their enslavement has been

vindicated as a necessity, a duty, a scriptural permis-

sion, a divine ordination, an act of philanthropy. Of
our three thousand public journals, less than half a

dozen oppose it as inherently iniquitous; of the forty

thousand pulpits, a very small proportion advocate its

instant abolition as a religious duty. There is still

universal incredulity as to the safety and success of

such abolition
: all conceivable difficulties, dangers

and horrors are thrown around it. The pleas for its

continuance are not less perverse than multifarious.

The victims are an inferior race ; they are better off

in slavery than they would he out of it; they do not

want to be free ; they could not take care of them-

selves, beeause of their laziness and improvidence, if

they were liberated ; they are under the curse of Ca-

naan ; the prejudice against them is natural and un-

conquerable; they can never rise in the scale of being

here ; they would commit the most dreadful excesses,

if turned loose ; their emancipation should be remote,

gradual, and conditioned on expatriation, if ever at-

tempted. These declarations are made by all classes,

in every section of the country, with as much assur-

ance as though they were eternal verities: whereas,

they are Ijjs and calumnies. For, if true, then the

Declaration of Independence is indeed ""a rhetorical

flourish," the rights of human nature are mockeries,

and the Golden Rule no test -of moral obligation.

No man has any natural or acquired right to liberty

above another. If to enslave a native on the African

coast is a piratical act, it is no less so to enslave one of

African descent in the United States. The fight of

one slave to be free is the right of every other. If its

enjoyment would be safe in one case, it would he safe

in all cases. Evidence is no more needed to prove

this, than it is to prove that sobriety is better than

drunkenness, honesty better than robbery, purity bet-

ter than licentiousness. The results of emancipation

are as sure as the law of gravitation. They all run

in one direction, to the triumphant vindication of the

measure ; but, of course, those who are disposed to

deny personal freedom to the enslaved will not care to

study the facts of emancipation. On the contrary,

they will impudently deny or grossly pervert them.

None are more loose tn their ideas than those who
raise the outcry, " It will never do to turn the slaves

all loose at once !
" So Pharaoh decided when Moses

and Aaron said to him, in behalf of the oppressed

children of Israel, "Thus saith the Lord God, Let

my people go." It was a demand for immediate, un-

conditional, universal emancipation; in other words,

what in this land is everywhere denounced as fanat-

ical, destructive, pestilent abolitionism. Precisely the

same demand was made through the prophet to the

Jewish oppressors in his own day:— "Loose the

bands of wickedness, undo the heavy burdens, let the

oppressed go free, break every yoke." Every yoke

includes all yokes, leaves no one in the house of bond-

age, brings instant and universal deliverance. "It

would be an act of madness here ! " exclaim men who
profess to believe in the Bible as the inspired word of

God, and to be the disciples of Him who came to

set the captives free. "Break every yoke!" is still

the inexorable command. What is their response?

"Lord, give us time; not to-day, but in the distant

future ; not all at once, but very gradually ; it is a

very delicate and complicated matter; it would re-

duce to penury masters and mistresses who are now
surrounded with every comfort, and transform happy

and contented slaves into vagabonds and cut-throats !

"

Still thunders from the heavens the command, " Break

every yoke I
" Again they expostulate— " Lord I

think of the loss of the cotton crop ! Think of the blow

that would he given to commerce and manufactures!

Think of the shock that would be given to our glori-

ous Union ! Think of all the terrible consequences

of nn act so rash and [inadvisable ! Why, Lord, it

is nothing short of downright Garrisonian abolition-

ism !

"

Such atheistical distrust, such guilty apprehensions,

are condescendingly met with the most cheering as-

surances and the richest promises, in case of obedi-

ence. Here is the enumeration:— "If thou take

away from the midst of thee the yoke, the putting

forth of the finger, and speaking vanity ; and if thou

draw out thy soul to the hungry, and satisfy the

afflicted soul; then shall thy light rise in obscurity,

and thy darkness be as the noon-day ; am! thy health

shall spring forth speedily ; thy righteousness shall go

before thee; the glory of the Lord shall be thy rerc-

ward. Then shalt thou call, and the Lord shall an-

swer ; thou shalt cry, and he shall say, Here I am.

And the Lord shall guide thee continually, and satisfy

thy soul in drought, and make fat thy bones ; and

thou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a spring

of water, whose waters fail not. Anil they that shall

be of thee shall build the old waste places ; thou shalt

raise up the foundations of many generations ; and

thou shalt be called, The repaher of tlie breach, the

restorer of paths to dwell in."

From the hour when these sacred pledges were

given down to the present time, there has never been

an instance in which they have not been all redeemed

by the substitution of liberty for slavery ; and there

never will be, while fire burns, or water runs, or the

seasons roll. The promises of God are sure, anil hu-

man nature is the same in all time, throughout the

world. Liberty is light, slavery is darkness; liberty

is health, slavery is disease; liberty is prosperity, sla-

very ia destitution and general bankruptcy; liberty

builds the old waste places, slavery creates them

;

liberty is the repairer of the breach, slavery fills the

land with division and strife.

The first pledge given is, "Then shall thy light

break forth as the morning." Behold its literal ful-

filment before our own eyes, even in the midst of the

distraction of civil war! Look at the thousands of

emancipated slaves at Port Royal, Beaufort, and Fort-

ress Monroe, at once supplied with teachers, spelling-

books, and Bibles, all as eager to learn as the starv-

ing are to receive nourishment; all making cheering

progress in the rudiments of education ; all improving
in moral character and physical condition, in self-

respect and self-reliance. All the other promised
blessings will be sure to follow in their order.

How was it in the case of calumniated St. Domingo,
of whose "horrors" the enemies of negro emancipa-

tion are never weary of diseanting? By an act of

the National Assembly of France in 1793, slavery

was abolished in that island, root and branch. What
followed ?

. Any excesses or " horrors" 1 Exactly the

reverse. Col. Malenfant, a resident slaveholder in

the island at the time, in his " Historical and Political

Memoir of the Colonies," says :

—

" After this public act of emancipation, the negroes re-
mained quiet, both in the south and west. There were
estates which had neither owners nor managers upon them

;

yet upon those estates, though abandoned, the negroes
continued their labors, where there were any of the inferior

agents left to guide them
; and where there was no white

man, in any capacity, to take direction of affairs, they be-
took themselves to planting provisions. On the plantation
Gouraud, I managed four hundred and fifty laborers for
more than eight months alter liberty had been granted
them. Not one of them refused to work. Yet that planta-
tion was reputed to have been under the worst discipline,
and the slaves the most idle in the plain. I inspired the
same activity into three other plantations, of which I had
the management. Ninety-nine out of a hundred blacks
are perfectly well aware that labor is the process by which
they can obtain means to gratify their wants and their
tastes ; and therefore they are desirous to work."

Three years later, in 1796, he testifies :—" The
Colony is flourishing. The whites live peacefully and
happily upon their estates, and the negroes continue

to work for them." In his " Memoirs for a History

of St. Domingo," Gen. Lecroix, in 1797, says:—
" Cultivation prospers, and every day furnishes per-

ceptible proof of progress." Four years afterward,

Napoleon Bonaparte, "instigated by the devil," sent

out a formidable armament to reestablish slavery in

that island, and to reduce its free inhabitants to the

.condition of chattels. Bravely, desperately and suc-

cessfully did they defend their liberties against the

invading horde; and then—and not tilt then—those
"horrors" ensued, of which so much is ignorantly

and perversely said, and for the initiation of which

the French soldiers were responsible, themselves per-

petrating all conceivable crimes and atrocities, and
compelling terrible retaliation on the part of those

whom they sought to load with chains, and who, for

more than seven years, had been prospering in a state

of freedom.

" Liberty ! can man resign thee,
Once having felt thy generous flame?

Can dungeon-bolts or bars confine thee,
Or whips thy noble spirit tame?"

Of those who raise the mad-dog cry, ." The horrors

of St. Domingo!" how many (does anyone?) ever

hint at the revolting perfidy of Napoleon, the barbar-

ous attempt to reenslave an emancipated people, the

horrible tortures devised and inflicted by the ruthless

invaders, the very natural resistance made to baffle

their oppressive designs by the invaded, or the right-

eous retribution that fell upon the heads of the slave-

propagandists ? While every other people, who have

ever gallantly defended their rights and liberties when
menaced, are esteemed and applauded, on what prin-

ciple of justice are the unconquerable freemen of St.

Domingo to be excluded from general approval and
admiration? Gracious Heaven! to think of their

brave but desperate efforts to save themselves and
their posterity from yokes and fetters being held up,

in this boasted land of freedom, in order to subserve

the interests of Southern slavery, as attempts of

emancipated slaves to cut their masters' throats, in

consequence of their liberation from bondage I What
historic falsification for an infernal purpose!

The solemn and impressive, lesson taught by St.

Domingo is this—not the danger of letting the op-

pressed ga free, but the madness and folly of seek-

ing to turn freemen into slaves! It serves to make
the position of the Abolitionists all the more impreg-

nable, and to illustrate all the more strikingly the

ignorance and folly of their opponents.

How was it in the case of British West India

Emancipation ? Was any blood shed, any riotous out-

break made, the personal safety of any white man or

woman endangered, any disposition manifested to in-

dulge in idleness and vagabondism? No. There is

no event in history more creditable to human nature,

or more sublime in its features. In Antigua, the boon

of freedom was 'reverently received at midnight, on

bended knee, by its recipients, in their crowded chap-

els. Says one of the missionaries :

—

" The first of August came on Friday ; and a release
from all work was proclaimed until the next Monday. The
great mass of the negroes spent the day chiefly in the
churches and chapcl3. In every quarter, the day was like

a sabbath. A sabbath indeed! when 'the wicked cease
from troubling, and the weary are at rest.' There was not
a single danco, by night 'or day ; not even so much as a
fiddle played. There were no drunken carousals, no riot-

ous assemblies. The emancipated were as far from dissipa-

tion and debauchery, as they were from violence and car-

nage. Gratitude, was the absorbhig emotion. Prom the hill-

tops and the valleys, the cry of a disenthralled people
went upward, like the sound of many waters : 'Glory to

God ! Glory to God ','"

Rev. James Phillippo, Baptist missionary in Ja-

maica, thus describes the day and the event:

—

"On the preceding evening, the missionary stations

throughout the island were crowded with people, filling all

the places of worship. They remained at their devotions
till the day of liberty dawned, when they saluted it with
joyous acclamations. Then they dispersed through tin

towns and villages, singing ' God save the Queen !

and rending the air with their shouts: 'Freedom'
come !

'
'. We're free ! we're free '

' ' Our wives and chil

dren are free !
' During the day, tho places of worship

were crowded to suffocation. Tho scenes presented exceed-
ed all description. Joyous excitement pervaded the whole
island. At Spanish Town, tho Governor, Sir Lionel Smith,
addressed tho emancipated people, who formed a procession

of 7,000, and escorted the children of the schools, about
2000 in number, to the Government House. They bore
banners and flags with various inscriptions, of which the

following arc samples :
—" Education, lleligion, and Social

Order.' ' August First, 1838 ; the Day of" our Freedom.'
' Truth and Justice have at last prevailed.' The children

sang before the Government House, and His Excellency
made a speech characterized by simplicity and affection,

which was received with enthusiastic cheers. The proces-

sion then escorted their pastor to his house. In front of

the Baptist Church were three triumphal arches, decorated
with leaves and flowers, and surmounted by (lugs, bearing
the inscriptions, 'Freedom has come!' 'Slavery is no
more!' ' The chains are broken, Africa is free!' Tho
enthusiasm of the multitude was wound up to tho highest
pitch.

" Several of the kindly disposed planters gave rural fetes

to the laborers. Long tables were spread in the lawns
;

arches of evergreen wcro festooned with flowers;, and on
tho trcos floated banners, bearing tho names of those who
had been most conspicuous in bringing about this blessed

result. Songs were sung, speeches made, prayers offered,

and a plentiful repast eaten. Mr. Phillippo says : 'The
conduct of the newly emancipated peasantry would have
done credit to Christians of tho most civilized country in

tho world. They were cloan in their persons, and neat in

their attire. Their behavior was modest, unassuming, and
decorous in a high degree. There was no crowding, no
vulgar familiarity, but all wcro courtoous, and obliging to

each other, as members of one harmonious family. There
dancing, gambling, or carousing. All seemed to

have a sense of the obligations thoy owed to their masters,

to each other, and to tho civil authorities. Tho masters

who were present at these fetes congratulated their former
dependents on tho boon they had reeeivod, and hopes wcro
mutually expressed that all differences and wrongs might
be forgiven. Harmony and cheerfulness smiled on every
countenance. Many of tho the laborers gave their first

woek of free labor as an offering of good-will to their mas-
ters. Not a single instance of violence or insubordination,

of serious disagreement or of intemperance, occurred in

any polrt of tho island."

Surely, this was a scene on which angels might

have gazed with wonder nnd rapture I Surely, the

whitest eomplexioncd race could not have done bet-

ter, under similar circumstances! Nevertheless, in

this country, the most atrocious misrepresentations of

the workings of West India Emancipation have been

perscveringly made by the enemies of the negro race,

All the statistics of the various islands prove that tho

experiment has been eminently successful. Tievenue

steadily augmenting; land doubling in value; popu-

lation increasing where in the days of slavery it was

rapidly becoming extinct; confidence, enterprise, in-

dustry, education advancing; exports and imports

largely increasing
;

peace and contentment every-

where abounding.

Here are a few statistics. The annual import trade

of British Guiana, Barbadoes and Antigua, before

emancipation, was valued at $8,840,000; now at $14,-

600,000; or, an excess of imports, under a free sys-

tem, of the value of five millions, seven hundred and
sixty thousand dollars. For four years prior to eman-
cipation, British Guiana exported an annual average
of 98,000,000 lbs. of sugar; while from 1866 to 1860,

its annual average export rose to 100,600,000 lbs. For
four years prior to emancipation, Trinidad annually

exported an average of 37,000,000 lbs. of sugar; while

from 1856 to 1860, its annual average export rose to

62,000,000 lbs. Four years prior to emancipation,

Barbadoes annually exported an average of 32,800,000

lbs. ; from 1856 to I860, its annual average export rose

to 78,000,000 lbs. During ten years preceding eman-
cipation, the average number of vessels that annually

entered the different ports of Antigua was 340, and
the tonnage 30,000. In 1858, the number of vessels

was 668, and the tonnage 42,534, In 1846, there were
in the island 67 villages, containing 3187 houses and
9033 inhabitants. All these villages were founded,

and all these houses built, since emancipation. In
1858, 2000 additional houses had been built, and the

number of village residents had risen to 15,644. At
the same period, there were only 299 paupers in the

island. In St. Vincent, there were no paupers. The
returns for 1857 show that no less than 8209 persons

were then living in their own houses, built by them-
selves since emancipation. .Within the last twelve

years, from ten to twelve thousand acres have been
brought under cultivation by small proprietors, own-
ing from one to five acres. In Jamaica, under sla-

very, the cultivation of an acre of cane cost §80; now,
$40. Then, digging an acre of cane-holes cost from
$35 to §45; now, from $8 to §15. Between 1853 and

1855, there was an increase in exports from Jamaica
to the amount of §804,507.40. In Ins speech, at the

opening of the Legislature in 1858, the Governor
says:— "A still progressive increase, both in the

quantity of the staple exports, and in the amount of

revenue derived from duties on articles of consump-
tion, indicate a gradual improvement in the productive

industry of the colony." Sixteen years ago, there

was scarcely a colored landholder on the island ; now
the number of colored proprietors is over 100,000, and
continually increasing ; and this, too, with wages rang-

ing from eighteen to twenty-four cents a day. It is

estimated that the sum total of the property which

has been accumulated since emancipation in 1838, is

not less than $12,000,000. The emancipated had built

220 chapels, independent of the Established Church
;

in connection with which there were 53,000 com-

municants, or about one-eighth of the entire popula-

tion. They raise every year, for religious purposes,

at least §100,000. In Mauritius, the sugar crop, dur-

ing the last ten years of slavery, averaged 68,741,120

lbs. annually. During four years after emancipation

the average crop was 171,122,500 lbs. ; an increase of

102 millions of pounds annually ; nearly 150 per cent,

in favor of free labor. (1)

These cheering facts,—authenticated by governors

and magistrates, by parliamentary returns, by resident

missionaries and planters, by intelligent tourists and
other competent witnesses,—though trite and familiar

to every Abolitionist, are wholly unknown to the

great mass of the American people, who, in their igno-

rance or their prejudice, still assert that West India

Emancipation has resulted in the ruin of the colonies !

What ! can it prove ruinous to any people to cease

robbing the laborer of the fruits of his hard-earned

toil, and to pay him equitable wages ! Ruinous to in-

struct the ignorant, lift up the fallen, and give sight

to the blind! Ruinous to recognize man as man, and
not as a thing of barter or beast of burden ! Ruinous
to restore, protect and haliow the marriage institution,

where the uncleanness of Sodom prevails ! Ruinous
to guard and sanctify the parental and filial rela-

tions of life, and to render secure and sacred every

hearth-stone! Ruinous to abolish the traffic in the

bodies and souls of men, women arid children, and to

bring them under the control and protection of equal

laws I What infatuation is comparable to this 1

Surely, it is " righteousness that exalteth a nation,"

while "sin is a reproach to any people." God is a lib-

eral rewarder of those who diligently seek him. Obe-
dience to his laws is the only true science of political

economy as well as of morals—the only way to obtain

solid prosperity and reliable capital. It is as true of

us, as a people, as it was of the Israelites in the days
of Moses :

—

" And it shall come to pass, if thou shalt hearken dili-

gently onto the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe and
do all his commandments, that the Lord thy God will set
thee on high above all nations of the earth. And all these
blessings shall come on thee and overtake thee : Blessed
shalt thou be in the city, and blessed shalt thou be in the
field. .Blessed shall be thy basket and thy store. Blessed
shalt thou be when thou comes* in, and blessed shalt thou
be when thou goest out. The Lord shall cause thine ene-
mies that rise up against thee to be smitten before thy face:
they shall come out against thee one way, and flee before
thee seven ways. The Lord shall command the blessing
upon thee in thy store-houses, and in all that thou settest
thine hand unto. And the Lord shall make thee plenteous
in goods, in the fruit of thy body, and in the fruit of thy
eattle, and in the fruit of thy ground : and thou shalt lend
unto many nations, and thou shalt not borrow. And the
Lord shallmake thee the head, and not tho tail ; and thou
shalt be above only, and thou shalt not bo beneath."

; one side of the shield—the other reads asThis

follows ;_

"But it shall come to pass, if thou wilt not hearken
unto tho voice of the Lord thy God, to observe to do all
his commandments and statutes, that all these curses shall
come upon thee and overtake thee : Cursed shalt thou be
in the city, and cursed shalt thou be in tho field. Cursed
shall be thy basket and thy store. Cursed shall he the
fruit of thy body,"aud the fruit of thy land, the increase
of thy kine, and the flocks of thy sheep. Tho Lord shall
smite thee with a consumption, and with a fever, and with
an inflammation, and with an extreme burning, and wit
the sword. The Lord shall cause thee to bo smitten b<

fore thine enemies : thou shalt go out one way against
them, and flee seven ways before them. And thou shalt
grope at noonday, as the blind gropeth iii darkness, and
thou shalt not prosper in thy ways, And thou shaft be-
come an astonishment, a proverb, and a byword among all

nations. And it shall come to pass, that as the Lord re-
joiced over you to do you good, and to multiply you ; so
tho Lord will rejoice over you to destroy you, and to bring
you to nought."

And all these blessings or curses, not because of

any favoritism on the one hand, or vindietivoness on

tlie other,—nor in consequence of any suspension of

natural law or miraculous interposition,—but because
of obedience to or disregard of those obligations, rela-

tions and duties, which God has imposed upon the

whole human race
; because as a people sow, that shall

they also reap. But, alas I this guilty nation has no
steadfast faith in justice, no abiding reverence for

liberty, no fixed purpose to obey the divine command-
ments. Hence, the calamities which now overwhelm
it, and the fiery plagues poured out upon it.

Let me be understood. I readily concede (hat to

the South belongs the dread responsibility of cause-

lessly plunging the country into a civil war, which, in

malignity and ferocity on her part, and in extent of

territory and population, finds no parallel in history,

AH her accusations against the North, and against (he

Federal Government, which she makes (he grounds
of her justification for raising the standard of rebellion,

are the foulest calumnies. She has no grievance to

show, no wound to be healed, no wrong to be redress-

ed. Up to the hour of her traitorous secession, she
had always controlled the government, and shaped the

national policy. In her hands the North had been as

clay in the hands of (he potter. What she had insist-

ed upon, the North had obsequiously yielded. For
seventy years she had had " the lion's share " of all

the honors, emoluments and offices provided under
the Constitution ; and even when she seceded, the

President of her choice occupied the chair of State,

nnd the party with which she had always affiliated

was in power. Tho election of Mr. Lincoln, as the

successor of Mr. Buchanan, indicated no wisli or pur-

pose to interfere with her " peculiar institution," or

to deny to her any of her recognized constitutional

(1) Soo "Tim RtOBT Way tiiu Sai.'h Way," by Mn-
L. Maria Child.

guaranties. No President has been more conserva-
tive than Mr. Lincoln, in that direction. Besides, as

an absolute safeguard against Federal usurpation, the

South still retained a majority of those who were her
allies in both Houses of Congress; so that it was in

her power to prevent any legislation injurious to her
own interests. In addition to this, and yet more re-

liable, the Supreme Court of the United States, as

constituted, with Chief Justice Taney at its head,

formed ajudicial Gibraltar, behind which she was in-

vulnerable to attack. But she did not wait to see
what would be the policy of the new administration-
no, not even for the inauguration ofthe new President.

Her secession from the Union, therefore, was as wan-
ton, perfidious and treasonable an act as unmixed
human depravity could perpetrate, and an audacious

repudiation of the right of tlie people to choose their

own rulers. The Federal Goveriimentis acling strict-

ly in self-defence against her diabolical machinations,

and on the issue presented deserves the sympathy,
support and vindication of every upright citizen.

But, while it is true that the North may justly

plead " not guilty " to the accusations brought against

her by the South, it is not less true that she is to be

held morally responsible, to a fearful extent, for the

terrible infliction under which the nation is now suf-

fering. She left nothing undone to encourage and
stimulate the slave oligarchy to make any demand,
however insolent, or to form any plot, however trea-

sonable, to accomplish their purposes—namely, by
frequent sinful concessions; by persistent religious and
political fellowship ; by elaborate ethical defences of

slavcholding; by fierce denunciations of those who
advocated immediate emancipation as the right of the

slaves and the duty of the masters; by making the

interests of trade and commerce paramount to those

of bleeding humanity ; by entering into " a covenant
with death and an agreement with hell"; by num-
berless pro-slavery mobs to put down freedom of

speech and stifle investigation
; by a cruel proscrip-

tion of the free colored people on her own soil ; by ac-

tive and thorough complicity, to give protection and
perpetuity to slavery where it now exists, so as to

propitiate the bullying " lords of the lash," and thereby

save the Union which they continually menaced in

order to achieve success.

While, therefore, the North is innocent of every

charge brought against her by the traitorous seces-

sionists, she is verily guilty concerning that execra-

ble system of oppression, out of which this rebellion

has naturally and necessarily sprung. However just-

ly she may declaim against the perfidious and pirati-

cal course of the South, let her remember her past guil-

ty complicity, put her hand upon her mouth, and her

mouth in the dust, and in the bitterness of her an-

guish cry, "Unclean! unclean! God be merciful to

me a sinner !

"

Therefore it is that upon the whole land are poured

out the vials of divine retribution. "Tims saith the

Lord : For three transgressions of Israel, and for four,

I will not turn away the punishment thereof ; because

they sold the righteous for silver, and the poor for a

pair of shoes ; they pant after the dust of the earth

on the head of the poor, and turn aside the way of the

meek. Behold, I am pressed under-you, as a cart is

pressed that is full of sheaves. Therefore, the Jjght
shall perish from the swift, and the strong shall not

strengthen his force, neither shall the mighty deliver

himself; neither shall he stand that handleth the

bow; and he that is swift of foot shall not deliver

himself; neither shall he that rideth the horse deliver

himself; and he that is courageous among the mighty
shall flee away naked in that day, saith the Lord."

Are there any signs of repentance in any quarter?

For what other avowed purpose has the Southern
Confederacy been formed but to give wider extension

and better security to the accursed slave system ?

To quote the language of its Vice President, Alexan-

der H. Stephens :

" The now Constitution has put at rest forever all agita-
ting questions relating to our peculiar institution—African
slavery, as it exists among us, the proper status of the ne-
gro in our form of civilization. This was the immediate
cause of the late rupture, and of the present revolution.
The foundations of our new Government are laid, its cor-
ner-stone rests, on the general truth, that the negro is

not equal to the white man ; that slavery, subordination
to the superior race, is his natural and normal condition.
This, our new Government, is the first in the history of the
world, based upon this great physical, philosophical and
moral truth. This stone, which was rejected by the build-
ers, is become the chief stone of the corner of our new edi-
fice."

And for thus outraging all the principles of justice

and humanity, pouring contempt upon the brother-

hood of the human race, and impiously defying God,

that Confederacy is now in righteous judgment given

up to Are and blood, and utter desolation :

—

" Babylon is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habita-
tion of devils, and the hold of every foul spirit, and a cage
of every unclean and hateful bird. For her sins have
reached unto heaven, and God hath remembered her in-
iquities. Double unto her double, according to her works :

in the cup which she hath filled, fill to her double. How
much she hath glorified herself, and lived deliciously, so

much torment and sorrow give her : for she saith in her
heart, I sit a queen, and am no widow, and shall see no
sorrow. 'Therefore shall her plagues come in one day,
death, and mourning, and famine : and she shall be utter-
ly burned with tiro : for strong is the Lord God who judg-
efch her. And the merchants of the earth shall weep and
mourn over her : for no man bnyeth her merchandize any
more ; the merchandize of cotton, and sugar, and riee, and
fine flour, and beasts, and slaves a>-]> souls of men. Re-
joice over her, thou heaven, and ye holy apostles and
prophets ; for God hath avenged you on her."

Is the North exhibiting any signs of humiliation or

repentance for her share of the tremendous guilt in-

curred in consequence of our great national trans-

gression ? Exceptional cases there are

—

'Like angels' visits, few and far between"

—

where confession of sin is heartily made, and forgive-

ness supplicated, and atonement to tlie oppressed

sought; but, collectively, she continues to despise,

spurn and ostracise the entire colored population, in a

shameful manner. Upon their sufferings and sorrows

she gazes with pitiless eye and stony heart; to recog-

nize their human equality s*re is as unwilling as though

they had no human blood running in their veins—no
God for (heir Father, no Christ for their Redeemer,

no immortal life for their destiny ; to interpose in any

manner for the liberation of the enslaved, even for

her own self-preservation, and to save the life of the

republic, she yet obstinately refuses. So smitten is

she with infatuation—so all-controlling is the sorcery-

spell still exerciseil upon her by the denion-spi.it of

slavery—that she chooses to have four millions of

slaves {a population as large as that of all New Eng-

land) left in the hands of their traitorous masters, to

he used in every possible manner to secure victory to

the Confederate States, and consequent defeat anil dis-

grace to the Federal Government, rather than to have

them pronounced free, by governmental edict, under

the war power, and made effective as loyal laborers

nnd soldiers for the speedy extinction of the rebellion.

At best, even in the application of the Confiscation

Act, in any use to be made of them, it is only the

vindication of the flag, and not any regard for their

rights, that is deemed worthy of consideration. Is

not this a frightful exhibition of pride and folly <

Where is our Christianity I where our humanity }

where our common sense ! What right have we to

expect that Heaven will smile upon our efforts, and

not visit us for our misdeeds ?

The only alternative presented to the Government

is eilher to abolish Blavery, or to be overthrown by it.

Attempt what we may, we can never restore "the

Union as it was" — it is madness to think of it

—

nor ought we to do it if we could, It has been no in-

sane experiment from the beginning to reconcile ideas,

interests, objects, aspirations and deslinics, which in

all ages have been, and in the nature of things must

be, fiercely antagonistical. To try it over again would

end in a fresh baptism of blood, another civil war, and

(till more terrific consequences, Besides, it is against

'the Union as it was," and "the Constitution as ii

s," that the South has sprung to arms, and of which
she declares her eternal hatred, and her IrrevOOftble

Independence ; for these have undergone no change in

their features, in tetter or spirit. Radically wrong as

these are in their pro-slavery guaranties, and shaped

as they were at. (heir formation in accordance with
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her wishes, nevertheless, she has grown so depraved

and despotic under the corrupting influence of her

slave system, so monstrous are her demands, and bo

desperate her necessities, that she can no longer re-

main in the old compact; and therefore this rebellion.

Take the following explicit declaration from the in-

augural address of Jefferson Davis :

—

"The government had ceased to answer the ends for
which it was ordained and established. To save ourselves
from a revolution which, in its silent but rapid progress,
was about to place us under the despotism of numbers, and
to preserve in spirit, as well as in form, asyBtem of govern-
ment we believe to be peculiarly fitted to our condition,
and fall of promise for mankind, (!) we determined to .

make a new association, composed of States homogeneous
in interest^ in policy, and in feeling."

Here are three distinct ami startling avowals. The
first is, that the government of our fathers is not ade-

quate to the requirements of slavery, and therefore

must be repudiated; the second is, that the demo-
cratic principle,—to wit, that the majority shall gov-

ern,—is " (he despotism of numbers," and therefore

(now that the South has for the firBt time been out-

voted) should no longer be tolerated; and the third

is, that the system of government, " peculiarly fitted

to the condition of the South," is that which will ena-

ble a slavcholding oligarchy to have all the power in

their hands for the maintenance, extension and per-

petuity of slave institutions. It is a war, on the part

of these conspirators, not only against abolitionism

per se, but against the fundamental doctrine of de-

mocracy, of the right of the people to form their own
institutions and administer their own government.

These sentiments are openly avowed by every
Souihern journal. In DeBow's Review, the organ of
the slaveocracy, the lines are boldly drawn as follows :

" The real civilization of a country is in its aristocracy.
The masses are moulded into soldiers and artisans by in-
tellect, just as matter and the elements of nature arc made
into telegraphs and steam engines. The poor, who labor
all day, are too tired at night to study books. If you make
them learned, they soon forget all that is necessary in
the common transactions of life."

"To make an aristocrat in the future, we mast sacrifice
a thousand paupers. Yet we would by all rncaDS make
them—make them prominent, too, by laws of entail and
primogeniture."

" The right to govern resides in a very small minority;
the duty to obey is inherent in the great mass of man-
kind."

" There is nothing to which the South entertains so great
a dislike as universal suffrage. Wherever foreigners settle
together in large numbers, there universal suffrage will

" An aristocracy is patriarchal, parental, and representa-
tive. The feudal fJarons of England were next to the fa-
thers the most perfect representative government. The
King^and Barons represented everybody, because everybody
belonged to them."

"The real contest of to-day is not simply between tho
North and South

; but to determine whether, for ages to
come, our Government shall partake more of the form of
monarchies or o( more liberal governments."

" All government begins with usurpation, and is con-
tinued by force."

What is this but Toryism run to seed, a repeal of

the Declaration of Independence, pouring contempt
upon our Revolutionary struggle, and going back not

merely to kingly rule, but to the feudalism of the

dark ages? Observe—in these extracts, no reference

is made to abolitionism ; it is a deadly issue made
with a republican form of government.

Indeed, the hatred and contempt of the South for

all free institutions seem to be boundless. Here is a
familiar illustration from the Piiehmond Examiner:—
" We have got to hating everything with the prefix/rce;

from free negroes, down and up, through the whole cata-
logue. Free farms, free labor, free society, free will, free
thinking, free children, and free schools, all belong to the
same brood of damnable isms. But the worst of all these
abominations is the modern system oifree schools. Tho New
England system of free schools has been the cause and
prolific source of the infidelities and treasons that have
turned her schools into Sodoms and Gomorrahs, and her
land into the eommon nestling-places of howling bedlam-
ites. We abominate the system, because the schools are

Observe, again—in this bitterly contemptuous out-

pouring, not an allusion is made to abolitionism, but it

is indiscriminately applied to the audience before me,
to the people of the North collectively. Let all those

who have been deluded with the idea, that the South
objects to nothing but the anti-slavery sentiment of
the North, lay these things to heart. Haughty and
barbarous, she claims the right not only to enslave
the descendants of Africa, but to hold in subjugation

those who have Pilgrim and Puritan blood running
in their veins. Listen to the language of the Rich-
mond Whig:—

" The whole experience of the war is an attestation of
the truth long since discovered by impartial observers, that
the muster race of this continent isfound in the. Southern States.
Of a better stock originally, and habituated to manlier
pursuits and exercises, they have ruled in the affairs of
State by force of the stronger will and larger wisdom that
pertain to and distinguish superior races of men, while on
the field of battle they have in every contest held a prior-
ity of place conceded to them by their present adversaries.

This natural dominancy of the Southern people has had
much to do in bringing on. the. war. The inferior race, grown
strong in numbers and ambitious from prosperity, have re-
volted against, and now seek to overthrow and destroy, those
whose superiority was a constant source of envy and self-re-
proach. There is no fiercer malevolence than that of caste,
and it is this which has so long stirred the Yankee bile.
Always, in the presence of the Southern gentleman, behas
felt a strong and painfully repressed impulse to take off his hat.
This conscious inferiority has galled the jealous and ma-
lignant creature until he has broken out in servile insurrec-
tion. He has vainly concluded that his numbers can over-
whelm and exterminate the objects of his envy, and that
he, succeeding to the broad acres and liberal habitudes of
the Southern gentry, will come to be looked upon as a gen-
tleman too !

With us, the contest is one for hereditary rights, for the
sacred things of home, for the old repute of the better blood :

with the Yankee, it is n rebellious and infdnated struggle for
a place he is unworthy of, for privileges he would degrade,
for property he would barter, and for institutions he could
neither comprehend nof enjoy. It is the old and never-
euding strife between patrician and proletarian, between
gentle and vile."

Not a word, mark yon, once more ! about abolition-

ism :Tlie thrust is at the whole Yankee race. Who
talks of peace or of union with such revilers? The
cause of all this alienation is SLAVERY, and we
must see to it that the present bloody struggle ends
not, until that tyrant-breeding, man-imbruting system
is crushed out of existence.

" In vain a nation's bloody sweat,
The sob of myriad hearts in vain,

If the scotched snake may live to set
Its venom in our flesh again,"

Men of the North, be not deceived 1 The Southern
rebellion is not simply a factious movement, a sud-
den outburst of pride and passion that will ere long
subside, or a temporary division that can be healed by
forbearance and policy. It is " a lire that burns to the

lowest hell." It indicates, in its origin, its object, its

spirit, and its shocking barbarities, a deuionized state

of society, where

"Justice is lied to brutish beasts,

And men have lost their reason."

There are no reoplb at the South, in the Northern
sense of that term, but only three classes or castes,

namely—the slave oligarchy, the " poor white trash,"

as they are called, and the slaves. The first are as

aspiring, obdurate, defianl ami desperate as -Milton's

fallen angels, who had rather reign in hell than serve

in heaven
; the second are demoralized, benighted and

barbarous, the tools and victims of the first, and ut-

terly incapable of reasoning, or being reasoned with;

and the third are clanking their chains, in ignominious
servitude. Where, then, is our hope in that direc-

tion ! Surely not in the first class :

—

" The slave-lords of the Southern States,
What.demon powers they are !

They make a league with want nnd crime,
On Freedom they wage war :

They curse the land, the winds, the sea

—

bind, have they conquered thee?
Willi a frown, looking down,
They ourse the Laooand sea

;

Thev rival hell, tliev libel heaven,
Hut have iiel conquered thee !

"

Surely, in this terrible emergency, the government
has nothing to expect from the poor imbruted whites
ol the South, --nothing bill shocking blasphemies,
savage cruellies, and revolting 6XOC6SeS of ov,tv kind.

The only class left are the four millions of slaws,
whose military strength, reckoning from the age of

IS to 4f>, is an army ol eight hundred thousand men.
As DOW USQd, they constitute the very pith and mar-
row, the bones and sinews ol the rebellion. Without
them, the rebellion would instantly collapse; wiih
them, it is sure to be Victorious. All that they aro

ratting fOT, to leap from the .side of treason to that of
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loyalty, is the word "EMANCIPATION," uttered

by Abraham Lincoln as President of the United

States. For liberty, and in defence of the govern-

ment, they are willing to run all risks, endure all

hardships, and, if need be, lay down their lives. They

have an unshaken religious faith that this is God's

appointed time and method for their deliverance.

None will work harder, none will be more docile and

obedient, none will fight more bravely, under the in-

spiration of freedom, than they. They arc the only

class at the South to constitute a basis of civilization,

by their deep religious nature, by their aptitude to

learn, by their aspiration for a higher destiny, and

thus, with a large infusion of Northern brains and

muscles, to make the unity of the republic a possible

and permanent event. I regard as essentially traitor-

ous, or practically demented, the man who spurns

the proposition for their liberation and enrolment un-

der the national flag, on account of their complexion

;

or who exhibits disgust at the thought that nineteen

millions of Northern white men cannot whip into the

Union traces six or eight milions of refraetory South-

ern rebels. As for the eomplexional objection, it is

equally unreasonable and unnatural. " A man 's a

man, for a' that."

As for their aid and co-operation in the camp and

on the battle-field, and in every other serviceable ca-

pacity, if George Washington, at the head of the

American army, was not backward to secure them,

in " the times that tried men's souls "
; and if General

Beauregard does not hesitate to muster as many of

them as are needed into the service of the rebellion
;

what true patriot will object to their being secured

and employed in the maintenance of our common lib-

erties'? He is an ignoramus, or a slanderer, who im-

peaches their courage or questions their capacity. In

St. Domingo, they vanquished the best troops of Na-

poleon, and have maintained their independence to

this day. In our Revolutionary struggle, it is histori-

cally conceded that they were among the bravest of

the brave, and did much towards securing the liber-

ties we are now enjoying. In the war of 1812—14 with

Great Britain, they performed many gallant exploits

on the sea and on land ; and it was solely by the aid

of the colored soldiers whom he invited to rally to

the rescue, that Gen. Jackson was enabled to achieve

his memorable victory at New Orleans ; and he be-

stowed upon them the most flattering eulogies. In

epite of all the injustice done to them, wherever the

flag has been carried amid the thunder and flame of

battle, on every field of conflict, their blood has been

freely poured out for our common country. Say not

that we can succeed without their help. If that is

the spirit which animates us, a just God will never

allow us to triumph. Moreover, it is pure deception

to say, that it is nineteen millions pitted against eight.

Even if it were so, let us remember that the race is

not always to the swift, nor the battle to the strong.

But it is not true. The lamentable and alarming fact

is, that the South is in deadly earnest—a unit in spirit

and purpose, ready to be exterminated, but never to

surrender; while our Northern house is' fearfully di-

vided against itself. The secession element is every-

where to be found in every Northern State, either

very thinly disguised under the flimsy veil of con-

ditional loyalty, or else bold and menacing in speech.

Even the national capital is full of it, and it is the

national capital that is now virtually in a state .of

siege, and not Richmond. Tiie government seems

to be without a policy, timid, equivocal, irresolute,

and without vision ; and thus far, with a few excep-

tions, nothing but disaster and defeat has attended our

armies, bravely as they have fought. The South can

never be. vanquished, while she is allowed to retain

slavery as a source of her strength and the object of

her revolt. Let its immediate overthrow be made the

test of loyalty, and resistance to a measure so effectual

and beneficent be held as at least prima facie evi-

dence of a treasonable spirit. There is not a moment
to be lost. The blow that destroys slavery extin-

guishes the rebellion, and saves the life of the republic.

In God's name, in justice to the oppressed, in defence

of our own freedom, and for the sase of the cause of

liberty throughout the world, let it be instantly given

Men of the North—

" The lords of treason and the whip
Have called you to the dread appeal,

From the loud cannon's fevered lip,

And the wide flash of bristling steel.

If now the echo of that voice

Shake down their prison-house of wrong,
They have their own perfidious choice

;

For God is good, and Truth is strong.

Their steel draws lightning, and the bolt

But fires their own volcanic mine
;

God in their vineyard of Revolt
Treads out his sacramental wine !

Be this our conquest—as they gave
Their all to Treason and the Chain,Wt
c snap the fuller from, the slave,

And make ocr sole revenge their gain !"

THE PEESIDENT TO ME. GREELEY.

Last week, Horace Greeley addressed a very cogent

and impressive letter to President Lincoln, through

the Tribune, conjuring him by the highest considera-

tions to strike directly at the rebellion at its most vul-

nerable part, and fearlessly to carry out all the acts of

Congress for its suppression. Waiving all official ret-

icence, the President makes the following character-

istic reply :

—

Executive Mansion, Washington, )

Friday, August 22, 1862.
J

Hon. Horace Greeley :

Dear Sir,—I have just read yours of the 19th

inst., addressed to myself through the New York
Tribune. If there be in it any statements or assump-
tions of facts which I may know to be erroneous, I

do not now and here controvert them. If there be

any inferences which I may believe to be falsely

drawn, I do not now and here argue against them. If

there be perceptible in it an impatient and dictatorial

tone, I waive it in deference to an old friend, whose
heart I have always believed to he right.

As to the policy I "seem to be pursuing," as you
say, I have not meant to leave any one in doubt. I

would save the Union. I would 'save it in the short-

est way under the Constitution, The sooner the na-

tional authority can be restored, the nearer the Union
will be the Union as it was.

If there be those who would not save the Union
unless they could at the same time destroy slavery, I

do not agree with them. If there be those who would
not save the Union unless they could at the same time
save slavery, I do not agree with them. My para-

mount object is to save the Union, and not either to

save or destroy slavery.

If I could save the Union without freeing any
slave, I woidd do it; and if 1 could save it by freeing

all the slaves, I would do it; and if I could save it by
freeing some and leaving others alone, I would also

do that. What I do about slavery and the colored

race, I do because it helps to save this Union ; and
what I forbear, I forbear because I do not believe it

would help to save the Union.
I shall do less whenever I shall believe what I am

doing hurts the cause ; and I shall do more whenever
I believe doing more will help the cause. I shall try

to correct errors when shown to be errors, and I shall

adopt new views so fast as they shall appear to be true

views.
I have here stated my purposes, according to my

view of official duty, and I intend no modification of

my oft-expressed personal wish that all men every
whore could be free.

Yours, A. LINCOLN.

The Continental Monthly, for September, has

come to hand, with the following attractive tabic of

contents:—Henry Thomas Buckle ; The Molly O'Mol-

ly Papers; Hopeful Jacket—His Mark—by Richard

Wolcott; John Bull to Jonathan ; Jonathan to John

Bull ; American Student Life ; Go I and Win ; John

Neal ; The Soldier and the Civilian ; Author- Borrow-

ing; Intervention ; Maccaroni and Canvas ; Anthony

Trollope on America; Up and Act, by Charles G.

Leland ; Reminiscences of Andrew Jackson; Shaks-

peare's Caricature of Richard III., by Rev. E. G. Hol-

land; The Negro in the Revolution; A Merchant's

Story, by the author of" Among the Pines "; Shoul-

der Straps, by Henry Morfnrd ; National Unity, by

Horace Greeley; Was He Successful '>. by Richard B.

Kimball; Literary Notices; Editor's Table. J. R,

Gilmore, Publisher, b'A'2. Broadway, New York, and

110 Tremont Street, Boston. fS.OO per annum, in

advance ;
single copies, 25 cents.

MRS. L. MARIA OHILD TO THE PRESI-

DENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

It may seem a violation of propriety for a woman

to address the Chief Magistrate of the nation at a cri-

sis so momentous as this. But if the Romans, ages

ago, accorded to Hortensia the right of addressing the

Senate on the subject of a tax unjustly levied on the

wealthy ladies of Rome, surely an American woman

of the 10th century need not apologize for pleading

with the rulers of her country in behalf of the poor,

the wronged, the cruelly oppressed. Surely the wo-

men of America have a right to inquire, nay, demand

whether their husbands, sons and brothers are to be

buried by thousands in Southern swamps, without ob-

taining thereby " indemnity for the past and security

for the future."

In your Appeal to the Border States, you have de-

clared slavery to be that, " without which the war could

never have been," and you speak of emancipation as"

the step which at once shortens the war." I would re-

spectfully ask how much longer the nation is to wait

for the decision of the Border States, paying, mean-

while, §2,000,000 a day, and sending thousands of its

best and bravest to be stabbed, shot, and hung by the

rebels, whose property they are employed to guard.

How much longer will pro-slavery officers be permit-

ted to refuse obedience to the laws of Congress, say-

ing, " We shall continue to send back fugitives'to

their masters until we receive orders from the

President to the contrary." What fatal spell is

cast over your honest mind, that you hesitate so

long to give such orders? Be not deceived; God is

not mocked. Neither nations nor individuals sin

against His laws with impunity. Hear the old He-

brew Prophet whose words seem as if spoken for

us: "Thou should'st not have stood in the crossway

to cut off those that did escape; neither should'st

thou have delivered up those that did remain in the

day of distress. For thy violence- against thy broth-

er, shame shall cover lliee, and thou shalt be cut off

forever. The pride of thine heart hath deceived

thee, saying, who shall bring me down to the ground?

Though thou should'st exalt thyself as the eagle, and

though thou set thy nest among the stars, thence will

I bring thee down, saith the Lord." «

The American people have manifested almost mi-

raculous patience, forbearance and confidence in their

rulers. They have given incontrovertible proof that

their intelligence, their love of country, may be trust-

ed to any extent. They are willing to sacrifice their

fortunes and their lives, but they very reasonably wish

to know what they are sacrificing them for. Men,

even the bravest, do not go resolutely and cheerfully

" to death in the name of diplomacy and strategy. The

human soul, under such circumstances, needs to be

lifted up and sustained by great ideas of Justice and

Freedom.

President Lincoln, it is an awfnl responsibility be-

fore Go4 to quench the moral enthusiasm of a generous

people. It wastes thousands of precious lives, causes

an unutterable amount of slow consuming agony, and

tarnishes our record on the pages of history. Again

I respectfully ask, how much longer we are to wait

for the Border States, at such tremendous cost and at

such a fearful risk 1 When a criminal is on trial, it

is not deemed. prudent to try by a Jury who are in-

terested in the crime. Slavery is on trial, and the

verdict is left to slaveholders in the Border States.

The report of their majority shows them to be slave-

holders in heart and spirit. The process of reasoning

and entreaty has been very properly tried with them,

and the people of the Free States have waited long

and patiently for some obvious good result. They
are getting restive ; very restive. Everywhere I

hear men saying :
" Our President is an honest, able

man, but he appears to have no firmness of purpose.

He is letting the country drift to ruin for want of ear-

nest action and a consistent policy." This is not the

utterance of any one class or party. It may be heard

everywhere ; by the wayside, in the cars, and at the

depots. Nor can I deny that some speak with less

moderation. Shall I tell you what I said when cold

water was thrown on the spark of enthusiasm kindled

by the brave, large-hearted Gen. Hunter ? I exclaim-

ed, with a groan, " Oh, what a misfortune it is to

have an extinguisher instead of a Drummond Light

in our watchtower, when the Ship of State is reeling

under such a violent storm, in the midst of sunken

rocks, with Swarms of unprincipled wreckers every-

where calculating on the profit they may derive from

her destruction." The crew are working at the pumps

with manly vigor and almost superhuman endurance.

They look out upon a prospect veiled by dense fog,

and their cry is, " Oh 1 God, let us know whither we
driving! Give us a clear, steady light to guide us

through the darkness of the storm 1

"

I trust you will notdecm me wanting in respect for

yourself or your high position, if I say frankly, that

you seem to trust too much to diplomatic and selfish

politicians, and far too little to the heart of the people.

You do them wrong, irreparable wrong, by stifling

their generous instincts, and putting an extinguisher

on every scintillation of moral enthusiasm. Are you

not aware that moral enthusiasm is the mightiest of

all forces? It is the fire which produces the steam of

energy and courage, and ihe motion of all the long

train of crowded cars depends on its expansive power.

In the name of our suffering country, for the sake

of a world that needs enfranchisement, I beseech you

not to check the popular enthusiasm for freedom

!

Would that you could realize what a mighty power

there is in the heart of a free people ! No proclama-

tions, no speeches, have stirred it to its depths as did

the heroic and kindly Gen. Banks, when he gave the

weary little slave girl a ride upon his cannon. I hail

the omen of that suffering little one, riding to free-

dom on the cannon of the United States. It is im-

possible to estimate the benign, far-reaching influences

of such an action. They cannot be arranged in sta-

tistics, and will therefore be neglected by political

economists. They cannot be bought up for election-

eering purposes, and therefore men called statesmen

attach no importance to them. But they wilt run

through all the patterns of our future, though history

will be unable to trace to their origin in the web
those golden threads that here glow in the heart of

a flower, and there light up the eye of a bird. Gen.

Banks was not aware of the magnetism in that sim-

ple act of humanity. It owed its magnetic power to

the fact that

" What within is good and true,

He saw it with his heart."

And so it awakened a responsive thrill in other kindly,

generous hearts, who all remembered the words, "In-

asmuch as ye did it unto the least of these, ye did it

unto me." Such potency was there in it, that it

proved an Ithuriel's spear to disguised forms of sel-

fishness and treason. When it touched the toads,

they started up devils.

In thus entreating you to trust tb the impulses of

the people, I by no means overlook the extreme diffi-

culties of your position. 1 know that the pro-slavery

spirit of the land is a mighty giant, characterized by

unscrupulous selfishness and exceeding obstinacy.

But I also know that all tiie enthusiasm is on the side

of freedom. Despotism has its ugly. Caliban of ob-

stinate pride always at work for mischief. But enthu-

siasm is the swift and radiant Ariel, always prompt in

the service of freedom. These two agents are in

active competition. Choose which of them you will

trust.

That you sincerely wish to save the Republic, the

people do not doubt for a moment ; and your scruples

about constitutional obligations have commanded their

respect. But events have educated them rapidly, and

they now deny that any constitutional obligation ex-

ists toward rebels' who have thrown off the Constitu-

tion, spit upon it, and trampled it under their feet. If

you entered into partnership with a man who robbed

you of your funds, set your house on fire, and seized

you by the throat with intent to strangle you, should

you consider yourself still legally bound by the arti-

cles of partnership 1 I trow not. But it is urged

that some slaveholders are loyal. I apprehend that

their name is not legion, nor their loyalty always o
f

a kind that will stand much wear and tear. The

course that some of them have pursued recalls to my
mind the words of the same old Hebrew prophet

:

" The men of the Confederacy have brought thee

even to the border. The men that were at peace

with thee have deceived thee. They that eat thy

bread have laid a wound under thee."

Much has been said concerning the inhumanity of

arming the blacks. All war is necessarily inhuman
;

but I cannot perceive why there is more inhumanity

in a black man fighting for his freedom than in a

white man fighting for the same cause. Doubtless,

long years of oppression have brutalized many of the

slaves, and darkened their moral sense almost as much

as it has that of the slaveholders. If, wearied out

with their long waiting in vain for help, and goaded

by the increase of their sufferings, they should resort

to Insurrection, indiscriminate cruelly might be the

result. But this danger would be averted by organ-

izing them under the instruction and guidance of offi-

cers who would secure their confidence by just treat-

ment. They are by nature docile, and have been

trained to habits of obedience. There seems no rea-

son to apprehend that their passage through any dis-

trict would be accompanied with more devastation

than that of other troops. As for bravery, they would

be stimulated to it by the most powerful motives that

can act on human nature—the prospect of freedom on

the one hand, and the fear of falling into their masters'

power on the other.

I need not speak of emancipation as a measure of

policy. Enough has been said and written to prove

that enlightened self-interest requires it at our hands.

But there is ono aspect of the question which seems

to me very important, though generally overlooked.

I mean the importance of securing the confidence of

the slaves, to make them feel secure of their freedom,

if they serve the United States. One of the "con-

trabands " at Fortress Monroe said, " We want to

work for the United States; but we can't work with

heart, because we feel anxious about what the United

States means to do with us when the war is over."

I often sec suggestions about impressing the negroes,

and compelling them to work for us. Last night's

paper states that orders have been given to employ

them in some of the camps, and to pay wages

to those of them who are free. In the name of jus-

tice, what right have we to force slaves to work without

wages 1 What right have we to recognize slaves in

persons working for the United States? Have we
gone so far in this struggle without learning yet that

heart-labor is of infinitely more value than compulsory

laber ? It is our duty, as well as our best policy, to deal

justly and kindly by the poor fugitives who toil for

us, and to stimulate their energies by making them

feel secure of their freedom. Your word, officially spo-

ken, can alone do this. So long as you delay to utter

it, one officer will scourge them and send them to their

masters to be again scourged, while another will pro-

tect them. The poor creatures, whose minds are

darkened by ignorance, and perplexed by their mas-

ters' falsehoods about the Yankees, become complete;

ly bewildered, and know not whom to trust. Their

simple declaration, "We want to work for the United

States, but we can't work with heart," seemed to me
very significant and pathetic. Is not the Scarf-service

of these loyal thousands too valuable to be thrown

away? If their masters, in desperation, should pro-

mise them freedom as the reward for fighting against

us, they would doubtless accept the offer as the best

bargain they could make ; because, alas ! they have

been unable to find out what the United States means

to do with them. What candid person could blame

them for such a course ? Should we not do the same

under similar circumstances?

Oh, President Lincoln, God has placed you as a

father over these poor oppressed millions. Remember
their forlorn condition ! Think how they have been

for generations deprived of the light of knowledge

and the hope of freedom ! Think of the cruel lashes

inflicted on them for trying to learn to read the Word
of God ! Think of their wives polluted, and their

children sold, without any means of redress for such

foul and cruel wrongs ! Imagine them stealing

through midnight swamps, infested with snakes and

alligators, guided toward freedom by the North Star,

and then hurled back into bondage by Northern blood-

hounds in the employ of the United States ! Think

how long their groans and prayers for deliverance

have gone up before God, from the hidden recesses

of Southern forests ! Listen to the refrain of their

plaintive hymn, "Let my people go!" Above all,

think of their present woeful uncertainty, scourged

and driven from one to another, not knowing whom
to trust! We are*told that uncounted prayers go up
from their bruised hearts, in the secrecy of their rude

little cabins, that " God would bress Massa Lincoln."

Is there nothing that touches your heart in the simple

trust of these poor, benighted, suffering souls 1 In

view of it, can you still allow the officers of the

United States to lash them at their pleasure, and send

them back to their masters, on the plea that the Presi-

dent has given no orders on the subject? Shall such

officers go unrebuked, while Gen. Hunter is checked

in his wise and humane policy, and when the great,

honest soul of Gen. Phelps is driven to the alternative

of disobeying the convictions of his own conscience,

or quitting the service of his country? If you can

thus stifle the moral enthusiasm of noble souls; if

you can thus disappoint the hopes of poor, helpless

wretches, who trust in you as the appointed agent of

their deliverance, may God forgive you ! It will re-

quire infinite mercy to do it.

I can imagine, in some degree, the embarrassments

of your position, and I compassionate you for the

heavy weight of responsibility that rests upon your
shoulders. I know that you are surrounded by devils

that have squeezed themselves into the disguise of

toads. I pray you to lose no more time in counting

these toads, and calculating how big a devil each may
contain. Look upward instead of downward. Place

your reliance on principles rather than on men. God
has placed you at the head of a great nation at a crisis

when i.ts free institutions are in extreme peril from

enemies within and without. Lay your right arm on

the buckler of the Almighty, and march fearlessly for-

ward to universal freedom in the name of the Lord !

Pardon me if, in my earnestness, I have said aught

that seems disrespectful. I have not so intended. I

have been impelled to write this because, night and

day, the plaintive song of the bondmen resounds in

my ears

—

" Go down, Moses, go down to Egypt's land,

And say to Pharaoh :
' Lot my people go ! '"

That you may be guided by Him who has said

:

"First righteousness, and then peace," is the earnest

prayer of Yours, respectfully,

L. MARIA CHILD.

Andover, August 25th, 18(i2.

Mr. Garrison,—At a Town Meeting in Andover
this afternoon, to raise our quota of nine months' men,

the following preamble and resolution, offered by Mr.

B. F. Wardwell, and sustained by Mr. W. Jenkins,

were passed, with only one dissenting voice, which

broke on my ears like an unearthly growl, and seemed

to emanate from the bottomless pit. Do we not ad-

vance ? RICHARD HINCHCLIFFE.

Whereas, the institution of slavery is the cause of

the present insurrection, threatening the subversion,

not only of Democratic and Republican principles, but

of the nation
; therefore,

Resolved, That the President of the United States

is hereby called upon to declare the abolition of slavery

throughout the length and breadth of the land with-

out delay.

$3§=* The Rebellion Record—Part XXL, Month-

ly Edition, Illustrated—being a Diary of American

Events from 1860 to 18G2, edited by Frank Moore—is

just published by G. P. Putnam, 5iS2 Broadway.

Charles T. Evans, General Agent. This number
contains admirably engraved portraits of Col. E-. D.

Baker and Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War.
The work is of immense historical interest and value.

Price, 60 cents a number.

PRESIDENT LINCOLN AND COLONIZATION.

Worcester, August 18, 1862.

Mn. Garrison,—The most characteristic act of the

President, which exhibits him under the least dis-

guise, is his address to the delegation of colored men.

I have faith to believe that, if he could only he per-

mitted to attain the age of Methuselah, he might pos-

sibly arrive at a dim perception of the fact, that as

slavery is the cause of the rebellion, ils extinction

must be the only way to put it down. He says, but

for the colored race, there would be no war. Mar-

vellous foresight! So to put an end to it, he is going

to expatriate it. That might possibly be accomplished

in the course of Methuselah's life-time.

I hope this bit of statesmanship will be incorporated

into the next treatise on political science, for the benefit

of the coming generation. A fitting diadem to grace

America's brow, that, after two centuries of the most

diabolical despotism the world ever knew, she spoke,

through her chief magistrate, these significant words :

"Wo have in our midst a race that we have plun-

dered and oppressed, to whom we have denied every

claim of humanity, out of whose souls we have

crushed every noble aspiration, until the judgments

of God are visiting us sore; and now we will save

ourselves by getting rid of them."

Ah ! President Lincoln, God is not to be hood-

winked by you. Justice and righteousness are his, and

you are but a speck in the hollow of his hand, which

he can crush out of existence at any moment, in the

silent workings of those eternal laws which he never

fails to vindicate against all human inventions to de-

feat and evade them.

Then again, see how significant the close:—"Take
your full time : no hurry at all." That has been the

character of the war from the beginning, and will be to

the close of his authority. Probably, he is a believer

in that old doctrine, getting very popular now among
theologians, that " God is never in a hurry." This is

the way they explain away our slow progress in put-

ting down the rebellion. He probably forgot him-

self when he rained fire and brimstone upon Sodom
and Gomorrah, and sent the ten plagues upon Egypt.

Ah, no ! no hurry, as long as we can send our hun-

dred thousands to die in the swamps, and impoverish

Northern capital to pay the expense of the sacrifice.

No matter how much we suffer, if we can only con-

vince the South that we never intended to harm sla-

very

!

I am soul-sick of all this cant about the President,

to prove that he is an honest man. Away with it all

!

and judge him by his acts, not by his intentions. I

know he is an exceedingly amiable man, and therein

lies the nation's danger. He might be a good pas-

senger in the ship in calm weather, never creating a

disturbance anywhere ; but he is not the man to serve

as pilot amid the breakers. He deludes every man
who talks with him into the belief that he is going to

announce a policy for the vigorous putting down of

the rebellion, and slavery, if he can be convinced that

ueh is the will of the people ; but he pays no heed to

any demonstration of theirs. I have no doubt the

instincts of his human soul come out, and he feels

what he says at the moment he is talking with Wen-
dell Phillips or Charles Sumner; and then, when he

is talking wilh border State men, the instincts of

Kentucky predominate, and he acts on their side.

When a nation's fate is trembling in the scale, is it

for us to stand debating whether Mr. Seward defeated

this or that measure, or Mrs. Lincoln's secession pro-

clivities do not overrule the better judgment and im-

pulses of her husband 1 No ! Better that we should

denounce him as a traitor. Does he not aid and abet

the enemy by protecting them in the only resource

they have? Is he not levying war against the gov-

ernment, in weakening the resources for its preserva-

tion, by crippling every effort for its successful de-

fence ? By deliberately protracting a struggle which

is fast draining the life-blood of tiie nation, and lend-

ing his influence to those most in sympathy with the

rebels, will he not, if this Republic shall fall,—and
fall it must, if the odium of public sentiment is not

brought to bear upon him in such a way that he will

be compelled to remember that there is a North, and
that it has rights as sacred as the slaveholders, and

dares to maintain them ;—that is, if saved through

Abraham Lincoln, will he not go to his place in his-

tory as one of those who deserve the execration of

mankind for betraying the most sacred interests ever

given to man to defend ?

Mr. Seward has instituted a new policy, which is,

to make the States judges of the troops necessary for

the defence of the country. If it is politic to throw

such a responsibility on the States, it is politic for

them to act as judges of their own interests, and de-

mand that, before another regiment shall be sent from

the North, the loyal blacks shall be wrested from the

service of the rebels, and permitted to enter the ranks

m defence of the Union.

Such a course would be far preferable to the other al-

ternative to which we may come, as a last resort, when
the army, worn with toil and suffering, shall take the

responsibility into its own hands, and override the ad-

ministration.

One of the two must happen, if we are saved, be-

cause the President of himself will never wake up in

season. It would be a pity to wake him up then to a

sense of his honor lost, for he is really more an object

of pity than of indignation.

I thank " C. K. W." for his disclaimer in behalf of

the Anti-Slavery Society, having understood his arti-

cle to speak authoritatively, if not officially, as com-

mitting it to the support of the government:—a very

doubtful commentary on its wisdom or good faith, I

think. Never has the government committed itself

to a single act entitling it to the support of the Aboli-

tionists ; and I regret exceedingly that any indi-

viduals have erred so in judgment as to sanction it in

a course they would once have censured in the Re-

publican party. S. E. W.

and entered freely into a discussion of the interests

and duties of the hour :—to me it was a good meeting.

On Wednesday, I spoke in Cotuitport. I had a

large and very ntti/nliu* audience. No sign of oppo-

sition appeared, It was thought best by the friends

thatasecond meeiing should be held here; so I ap-

pointed one tor tho next evening. My criticisms

upon the conduct of ihe war brought out the sheriff

of the county, the Methodist minister, and some
others. The BhvrilF threatened me with Fort Warren,
and the minister cburged me witli want of modesty ;

—

or rather said he should regard himself wanting in that

quality, if he should criticise the President of the

United States as I had done. As nearly as I could

learn, a large majority. of the meeting sympathized
with my views, in regard to the insane conduct of the

war.

I go next to Harwich. If the remaining days I am
to stay upon the Cape shall be as successful as those

that have past, I shall regard this as one of my most
successful tours.

Yours, truly, A. T. FOSS.

LETTER FROM MR, MAY.

Dear Mr. Garrison—I do not see that anything

in Mr. Howland's second letter (in last Liberator) re-

quires a reply from me. He but restates and ampli-

fies what he had said before. In my reply to his first

letter, I definitely stated my position and the reasons

for it. To that letter (see Liberator of Aug. 8) I would
refer any of your readers who may not have seen it,

as a sufficient reply to Mr. Howland's last. I might
fill a column or two of your paper in an argument
with him, but to what purpose? Alike unprofitable

to the cause, and useless either to him or me. I

surely need not repeat that his method of neutrality,

in such a struggle as is now going on between the

Northern people and the Southern slaveholders, is as

distasteful to me and contrary to my sense of duty as

ever. Nor need I re-affirm what I before said of the

extreme trial of patience by which every anti-slavery

person is exercised, through the slow and compro-

mising course of President Lincoln. But, willing or

unwilling, (and surely I hope the former,) beds to be,

I believe, the instrument of the slaves' deliverance.

And let me add, that I consider the halting and unbe-

lief of our Government, and the present darkened
condition of our public affairs, to be fully as much the

fault and guilt of the Northern people as of Mr. Lin-

coln. The worst and most degrading feature of sla-

very, exhibited by the people of the North, is the

despicable prejudice against color,—the virus ot which
is just in proportion to the ignorance and low rank in

the human scale of him who cherishes it. Is there

moral power iu the North sufficient to rise superior to

this inhuman and atheistic sentiment, and constrain

our Government to enact justice, mercy, and right?

This is the real question; in the settlement of which,

I regard the war to be as needful for the discipline

and instruction of the North, as for the overthrow of

slavery. God's retributive hand is dealing with both

sections of the land. One section is already slowly

learning wisdom thereby. The other will not and
cannot; but its heart grows harder, and it waxes
worse and worse, and its " damnation tarrieth not."

And the innocent suffer with the guilty, as it has been
from the beginning—but with the difference, that the

suffering has a life-giving power to the one, to the

other it is utter defeat and death. S. M. Jr.

THE CAUSE 0E THE WAR.

Mr. Editor,—Did not Mr. Lincoln state a false-

hood when he said to the committee of colored men,
" But for the presence of your race in this country,

there could have been no war"? Is the presence

or the condition of the black race the cause of the

war? Should he not have said, but for the fact that

your race are slaves, there could have been no war ?

ENQUIRER.

Remark. Mr, Lincoln's entire address to the col-

ored committee was a tissue of absurdities and false

assumptions.

—

\Ed. Lib.

UNIVERSAL 0ONS0RIPTION.

Mr. Editok,—Is it not time that the lovers of per-

sonal freedom, throughout the length and breadth of

the land, should awake to a realizing sense of the des-

potic tyranny which is now exercised over the move-
ments of honest, peace-loving men? Placed by the

force of circumstances in a community, the great ma-

jority of whose members fanatically worship an in-

strument called a Constitution,—which, so long as it

recognizes property in man, and bears upon its face so

dark a stain as the Fugitive Slave Law, is emphati-

cally a "compact with hell,"—most of us are sub-

jected, without consent of our own, to a persecution

for conscience and opinion's sake, which is only paral-

leled by the persecution of the poor black fugitive

himself, whenever he falls into the clutches of those

who are continually shouting, " The Union as it was,

the Constitution as it is." In these days,—in this

land of liberty, so called, in this refuge of liberty of

opinion,—every man whose religious principles, or

whose constitutional timidity, or whose love of his

family dependent upon him, forbids to serve in the

ranks of the militia, is prevented from leaving the

State or the country, and forced, if those in power so

determine, to stand up both to kill his fellow-men,

and to be killed by them. He is compelled to do that

at which his nature revolts, and in spite of the afflic-

tion of his wife and children, who will be thrown into

unspeakable misery by his untimely death. It is aw-

ful to contemplate the fierce violence with which our

rulers enter into the sanctities of our homes, to seize

upon the trembling victims of their power, to expose

them to peril of life and limb, in a cause in which
they have no interest, and which they think ought
to be sustained, if worth the cost, by those only who
are the most interested in its success. But are a cer-

tain number of States, containing a certain number of

arsenals and forts, and a certain number of unwilling

people, worth in the balance the precious lives of the

thousands who have perished in this fearful contest?

There is no refuge from oppression, even in this land

of the Puritans. But blessed is he who. is deaf, or

lame, or-n ear- sigh ted, or afflicted with chronic incura-

ble disease, compared with the father or son forced

against his will, his conscience, and his physical con-

stitution, to help on this bloody strife with arms in his

hands. SENEX.

LETTER PROM ANDREW T. FOSS.

Hyannis, Aug. 23d, 18.62.

Dear Mr. May,—My first week of labor on the

Cape, commencing Sunday the 17th, has been a de-

cided success. I found, on arriving in this village,

that all the preparation work for the meetings had
been thoroughly done. The meeting on Sunday,

P. M., was well attended ; and the intelligent audi-

ence seemed interested. In the evening, the crowd
came. I tried to deal faithfully with thein. I showed
them that their present miseries were the fruit of

their own doings. Sometime before I closed, the mob
spirit, on the outside of the house, manifested itself

by throwing missiles against the house, and smashing
the closed blinds. At the close of the meeting, the

mob gathered around the door, with cries of "Seize
him," " Tar and feather him," &c, &c. I stood all

the while on the platform, outside of the door, with

folded arms, waiting the attack, which, I must say, I

had not the least apprehension would be made. When
friend Hinckley was ready with his carriage, we
walked through the mob untouched, and rode home
to a night of calm and refreshing repose. I think it

was altogether the most successful meeting I have

ever attended at Hyannis. So say all our friends

here.

On Tuesday, 19th, the meeting at Ccntreville was
thinly attended, hut the few present were wide awake,

The President's Plan op African Emigra-
tion. The New York Anglo-African of the 2jjd inst.

publishes the following resolutions of the Committee
of colored men who had an interview with the Presi-

dent with reference to emigration :

—

Resolved, That in the present condition of the pub-
lic affairs of this country, we, the few assembled, deem
it inexpedient, inauspicious and impolitic to agitate
the subject of emigration of the colored people of this
country anywhere, believing that time, the great arbi-
ter of events and movements, will adjust the matter
of so infinitely vital interest to the colored people of
these United States.

And furthermore, that we judge it unauthorized
and unjust for us to compromise the interests of over
four and a half millions of our race by precipitate ac-
tion on our part.

Majoh-General F'jtiiMasT at Tbemost Temple.
As some of our readers in this city will hoc the present

number a day in advance of its regular publication,

we would apprise such that they can have the rare

treat of hearing John C. Fremont, the Pathfinder of

Freedom through the present bloody struggle, this

(Thursday) evening, 28th inst., at the Tremont Tem-
ple, on the rebellion, and what should be done for its

suppression. No dou ;
;t the attendance will be very

large. No public man has so strong a hold upon the

confidence and esteem of the true friends of liberty aB

Gen. Fremont.

A Valuable and Comprehensive Chart. Mr.
John E. Fuller, formerly of Boston, but for some time

past a resident in England, has elaborately prepared a

Statistical Chart of the United States, in a neat form,

containing a large amount of desirable information

pertaining to the Free and Slave States. The Albion

notices it as follows :

—

Fuller's Commercial Chart. Such is the name
of a very comprehensive and carefully compiled sta-
tistical table of the population, area and relative im-
portance of the different States which constitute the
great American Republic. The chart shows at a
glance the varied particulars of relative position, area
and population of the different States, showing also
the proportions of slave and free populations in the
slaveholding States, and, infcrentialiy, the propor-
tions between the free and slave populations of the
whole of the States. The information presented in
this chart is curious and interesting, and it is obviously
the result of much painstaking and research. It is

comprehensively put, and is so arranged as to be of
easy reference, as well as very compendious,

Time when Drafting will Begin. The time in-'

dicated as the day upon which the draft shall take

place is Wednesday, the 3d of September, instead of

Monday, the 1st, as stated in the order of the Secreta-

ry of War.

COLLECTIONS
By the. Firi'ince Cummitue at Ab'm'jlon, Awjusl 1, 1862.

Sarab Jane Daveo SI 00 Geo. I. MeLauthlin
C. G. Lauthlin 30 Josiab Hayward 1 00

25 E. Hobart
Luke Johnson. 25 Joshua Perry 50
J'JImrlj.-u Sprngue 50 E. and E. H. Richards 2 00
Daniel Foster 50 E. E. Bennett
Mrs. Loud 1 00 W. L. Garrison 1 00
Parker Pillsbury 1 00 Geo. W. Stacy 60
C. M. Leonard 1 00 J. M. W. Yerrinton
J. Sella Martin 50 Sarah Cowing 50
\f. W. Stetson 1 00 Rufus Bates
11. II. Brigham 1 00 Samuel Reed 25

25 E. W. Esty
J. Q. Dodge 50 C. H. Collins
Mrs. Nowell 1 00 R. T. Collins
B. Everson 25 Mary Perry 25

50 Mary Plutner 2 00
25 A. Stanwood 100

M. Sprague 25 R. Loud
J. Studfey 25 D. aod A. Morey 1 00
S. Gardner 25 H. I. Martin
Robert Hersey 1 00 Charles Meserve
S. C. Beal. 25 A. Twitchell
C. K. Whipple 1 00 J. Leonard
R. W. Henshaw 1 00 E. Curtis
W. Brown 25
A. A. Locke 100 B. Arnold
J. Cushing 50 Wm. H. Tucker
John Jones 1 00
Mrs. Mary May 2 0(1 T. B. Drew
Samuel May, Jr. 100 Wendell Phillips
A. G. Adams 50 C. W. Slack
Lewis MeLauthlin 50 Logan 50
B. Y. Perry 1 00 " Friends," and cash
John Brown 25 various sums, 12 39

S^ POSTPONEMENT OF THE WOMAN'S JOUR-
NAL—The chang in public affairs, leadiog to a prolon-
gation of the civil war, whieh has occurred since our 13

sue of the prospectus of the Woman's Journal in May last,

have determined us, with the concurrence and advice of
the friends of the enterprise, to postpone its publication to

a more favorable turn of events. Meanwhile, we shall be
glad to receive communications as before from those inter-

ested, at Lock Box 2, Roxbury, Mass. The money already
received for subscriptions will be returned on demand, or
will be deposited in bank to the credit of the parties

sending it, to await the appearance of the Journal.

MART L. BOOTH,
MARIE E. ZAKRZEWSKA, M. D.

Boston, Aug. 29, 1862.

S" GROVE MEETING.—The colored people of Ply-
mouth County andjgeinity will hold a Grove Meeting in
Harris's Grovo, halTa mile from Centre Abington Depot,
to commence on Friday, the 5th of Sept., and continue
four days. All persons, without distinction of sect or color,

are respectfully invited to attend.

2^ ANDREW T. FOSS, an Agent of the Mass. Anti-
Slavery Society, will address the people of DENNIS,
upon The Rebellion, its Cause and Cure, on Sunday next,
August 31, at the usual hours.

{&" E. H. HEFW00D will speak in Boylston Hall,

Princeton, Sunday, Aug. 31, at half past 4 o'clock, P. M.

HP" WANTED—A colored girl—one who has good refe-

rences, and is competent to do general housework. Address
Box 2744, Boston Po3t Office.

August 29. 2w

f MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
695 Washington street, 2d door North of Wa*ren. Par-
ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.
Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

Disastrous Cai>ture. Gen. Pope's artillery is

now guarding tne line of the Rappahannock, and Fife!

John Porter, with a very heavy force, joined Gen.
Pope on Friday evening. But here is a most serious
capture by the rebels :

—

By a sudden raid of 260 guerillas upon Catlctt's

station under cover of the night, twenty supply trains

were destroyed and their contents injured by ihe
rebels. A. hundred prisoners and many horses were
taken, all the private letters and papers of Gen. Pope,
copies of despatches and reports, memoranda relat-

ing to the campaign and to the army, copies of tel-

egrams sent, all despatches received from the Presi-
dent, Ilalleck and the War Department, orders issued
to the Generals of the corps and divisions, all maps
and topographical charts, containing information of
the greatest value; in a word, the whole history ami
plan of the campaign, the numbers and disposition ot

the troops. All are revealed to the enemy Try this dis-

aster. Its seriousness can hardly be estimated. It is

taking the rebel General into the confidence of Gen.
Ilalleck, and may render it necessary to change the
whole campaign.

JBjj^Lieut. George W. Califf, of the 11th Mass.
regiment, who is well known in this region as a tem-
perance, lecturer, was nmong the released persons
from Richmond who arrived at Washington on Wed-
nesday.

$£T~ One of the foremost theological abettors of the
Slave Power, Dr. Thorn well, died at Charlotte, N, 0.,
Aug. h. lie was, until ihe outbreak of ihe rebellion,
one of the leading men of the Old School Presbyte-
rian Church, and few men have done more than he
to pervert, the views of the Southern churches respect-
ing slavery'

OBITUARY.

Died, in Kimberton, Chester Co., (Pa.) July 30th, Em-
ma J. Fussell, eldest daughter of Edwin and- Rebecca L.

Fussell, aged 23 years and 2 mouths.

Her life promised richly for the future, but ending pre-

maturely, it leaves to her friends the remembrance of a
completely rounded whole.

Beautiful in spirit, lovely in her life, courageous as she
was tender, she was iustinctive in her sense of right, and
unbending in her adherence to well-grounded convictions.

Ready in her sympathies, she was quick to perceive the

presence of suffering, and thoughtful, delicate and judicious

iu hor methods of alleviation, while she was energetic and
decisive in action for the rolief of troubles, great or small.

Affable, and of innate piety, the blessing of her geutlo

words and kindly deeds followed her daily steps, and sho

was as happy and joyous as she was beloved.

When a hospital for sick and wounded volunteers was
opened in the vioinity of her parents' residence, she did

but obey the laws governing hor being when sho besought

admittance, and carried comfort and the soothing of her

presence to the bed-side of the sufferers.- The poorest and
most neglected bad most occasion to bless her, but sho

was untiring in her efforts for many ; and where much was
to be done, it was almost a matter of course that she

should exert herself beyond her strength.

The same spiritual element led her to see in the tuition

of the freedmen at Hilton Head a duty to bo performed,

and sho made the offer of her services, though not without

a full knowledgo of the sacrifices such an offering must
entail upon her. Her youth excused her from the service,

but the exertion of body and mind, resulting from tbeso

two causes, in combination with several others, had already

loosened hor hold on life.

With bands scarce lifted from earthly ministrations, and
with a mind still absorbed by benevolent purposes, sho
passed from tho vigor and animation of apparent health

through an ordeal of extreme sufferings, to the keeping of

tiie Divino Ono.

He who now guards her with his transcendent lovo

knows best how to send consolation to those who mourn,
and also bow, rightly, to apportion tho labor dropped from

dyiog bands.

So long as War's frightful ravages continue, so long will

the saiutlicst of maidens, and the noblest of wives, mothers,

sisters nod friends, lay down their lives by the shto of Ihe

stupendous offering of a nation's manhooil. How hmg,
O Supreme Ruler of the l' inverse, will savritioes like these

i made iu vain ! «. a. l.

In Now Orleans, Jan. JO, of oonsuuijifiou. Dr. Tuomas
Jisnnino, a native of New York, aged 49.

A. J. GROVES,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT J.MY,

EARXWILLE, La Sallo Co., Ill-

JS5T BaeMtal attention given to securing aud collecting
OlatoM (or r:>-it'ni Kerohanta
August S. if.
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For the Liberator.

THE PRESIDEHT'S CALL, AHD PROCLAMA-

TION.
BY MRS. FBANCEB T>. GAGG.

" Throo hundred thousand more bravo men fire wanted"—

Three hundred thousand more fathers and sons,

To stand in the swamp, and to dig in morasses—

To toil in the trenches, and Bleep by their guns.

Three hundred thousand, of volunteer freemen,

To be drilled in the oarap, while the foo gathers power
;

To be harassed and starved, disappointed and maddened,

By the " strategy " strange tbat is ruling the hour.

Three hundred thousand, white sons of white mothers

—

Hear ye not the words, is the oall not enough,

To make you spring gladly to join your whito brothers,

Who passed into bliss from Bull Run and Ball's Bluff?

Come, come ! give your names— it is men that are wanted ;

Not patriots brave that will conquer the foe ;

Men, men, for the sacrifice !—go, nothing daunted,

'Neath Slavery's Shekinaii let precious blood flow.

Oh, mothers and wives ! shall we bold back our treasure?

Know we not 'tis our country that calls for our braves ;

Our first-born already rest well from their labors,

—

Shall we not give our last, that the traitors have slaves ?

The dark men by thousands stand ready and waiting

To " be armed and equipped," and with hearts brave and

strong,

Will join in this conflict against their oppressors,

To work till the last rebel owns to the wrong.

But, hark ! 'tis the voice of our President speaking !

His words blight the hopes of the friends of the slave :

"We will not arm the negroes "!—Brave heart, cease

thy beating,

While our President digs for thy dear one a grave.******
Oh ! rulers of men, think ye justice is sleeping?

la the ear of the " All Father " deaf to the cry

Of the widow and orphan, and slave mother weeping!

And the war spirits laugh as that edict sweeps by !

Oh God ! still have mercy ! spare us yet as a nation !

The people in travail are groaning to-day ;

And a child shall be born of that dread proclamation,

Whose name shall be Freedom, to praise thee for aye !

For the Liberator.

UNITED STATES OP AMERICA.

All hail, Columbia ! to thy western skies;'

Where sacred Freedom's lofty temples rise,

The virgin goddess bends her azure flight
;

On the fleet pinions of diffusive light,

She comes, with Love's resplendent rays, t' illume

The vale of woe, and cheer its awful gloom
;

To snatch mankind from the cold arms of death,

And reinspire with being's transient breath.

But, ah ! will ye who fight in Freedom's cause,

To die in battle or defend her laws ;

Will ye, when fortune has your efforts crowned,

And deathless laurels round your temples bound
;

Will ye such bold achievements now disgrace,

Nor freedom grant to all the human race?

Shall the poor bondman blot your rising fame,

And sue for justice with neglected claim ?

In the dark cell, where sorrow dwells with pain,

Their tortured limbs indented with the chain,

See Ethiopia's sons, because the day

"Upon their skins has glanced too warm a ray !

From social joy, from their dear native land,

By Fraud's ungenerous artifice trepanned,

Far to the west, o'er swelling surges borne,

In slavish life of woe and toil to mourn

!

Blush, blush, vile Rebels ! who, for lucre's sake,

Through every natural bond of freedom break !

Although with honor crowned, Columbia's name

May sound eternal through the trump of fame ;

Though shouting millions her new sys*tem boast,

By Solons planned, t' unite her arrin host;

Yet, while the negro clanks Oppression's ohain,

A~nbT these unfeeling, brutal tyrants reign,

Though decked with all the splendid charms of State,

Her blemished character can ne'er be great.

Hail, glorious era, when the genial rays

Of mild Philanthropy, in one broad blaze,

Shall round the world benignant lustre dart,

And warm the haughty Rebels' frozen heart
;

When Afric's millions shall to freedom rise,

And with loud rapture rend the yielding skies!

Columbia's eagle then, with wings unfurled,

Shall symbolize redemption' for the world.

Boston, August 9, 1862. G. E. T.
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A SUMMEE BAT.
At daybreak, in the fresh light, joyfully

The fishermen drew in their laden net

;

The shore shone rosy"purple, and the sea

Was streaked with violet.

And, pink with sunrise, many a shadowy sail

Lay southward, lighting up the sleeping bay.

And in the west the white moon, still and pale,

Faded before the day.

Silence was everywhere. The rising tide

Slowly filled every cove andjnlet small :

A musical low whisper multiplied,

You beard, and that was all.

No clouds at dawn ; but, as the sun climbed higher,

White columns, thunderous, splendid, up the sky

Floated and stood, heaped in the sun's clear fire,

A stately company.

Stealing'along the coast, from cape to cape,

The weird mirage crept tremulously on,

In many "a magic change and wondrous shape

Throbbing beneath the sun.

At noon the wind rose—swept tho glassy sea

To sudden ripple—thrnst against the clouds

A strenuous shoulder—gathering steadily,

Drove tbem before in crowds,

Till all the west was dark, and inky black

The level ruffled water underneath,

And up the wind-cloud tossed, a ghostly raok,

In many a ragged wreath.

Then sudden roared tho thunder, a great peal

Magnificent, that broke and rolled away
;

And down the wind plunged, like a furious keel

Cleaving the sea to spray,

And brought the rain, sweeping o'er land and sea :

—

And then was tumult ! Lightning, sharp and keen,

Thunder, wind, rain—a mighty jubilee

The heaven and earth between !

And loud the ocean sang—a chorus grand

—

A solemn music sung in undertone

Of waves that broke about, on either hand

The little island lone,

Where, joyful in His tempest as His calm,

Held in the hollow of tbat hand of His,

I joined with heart and soul in God's groat psalm,

Thrilled with a nameless bliss.

Soon lulled the wind—the summer storm soon died
;

The shattered clouds went eastward, drifting slow ;

From tho low sun the rain-fringe swept aside,

Bright in his rosy glow,

And wide a splendor streamed through all the sky

O'er land and sea, one soft, delicious blush,

That touched the gray rooks lightly, tenderly,

A transitory flush.

Warm, odorous gusts came off tho distant land,

With spice of pine-woods, breath of hay new-mown,

O'er miles of waves and sea-rccntH cool and bland,

Full in our faces blown.

Slow faded the sweet light, and peacefully

Tho quiet stars came out, one after one

—

The holy twilight deepened silently,

The summer day was done.

Such unalloyed delight its hours had given,

Musing, this thought rose in my grateful mind,

That God, who watches all things, up in heaven,

With patient eyes, and kind,

Saw and was pleased, perhaps, one child of His

Dared to be happy, like the little birds,

Beeauso ho gave Iiib children days liko this,

Rejoioing beyond words,

—

Dared, lifting up to Him untroubled eyes

In gratitude that worship is, and prayer,

Sing and be glad with ever new surprise

He made His world so fair ?

THE HEW JEKUSALEM MESSENGEE.

Mr. Garrison :

At the forty-third General Convention of the New
Church, (Swedenborgian,) held in Boston, on the 11th

to 15th June, 1862, the editor of their weekly paper,

The Neio Jerusalem Messenger, Mr. J. L. Jewett, was

superseded by Rev. James P. Stuart, formerly of

Glendale, Ohio.

This, I think, shows some anti-slavery progress,

even in the New Church conservative order. The
Messenger, under the editorship of Mr. Jewett, totally

ignored the monstrous wickedness and evils of sla-

very. A foreigner, who should read no other Ameri-

can paper, could not learn by it that such an odious

institution as slavery had an existence in the United

States. Mr. Jewett, its late editor, who has been its

editor since the commencement of the paper, seven

years ago, never has had a word to say against sla-

very, or the evils arising therefrom. But he occa-

sionally uttered his hate of abolition. Although he

has kept out of his paper any condemnation of sla-

very, lie cannot refrain from showing his hate of abo-

lition and abolitionists. In his parting with the Mes-

senger, in the paper of June 28th, occupying three

and a half columns, he comes out more fully upon

the subject, and shows his " cloven foot " more plainly

than ever, in his enmity to abolition and abolitionists.

He is conscious of being condemned for liis former

course, and therefore says—"I am called 'a pro-

slavery man,' a disloyal citizen, or a sympathizer with

secession and rebellion, I trust I shall have strength

given me to endure it, without a desire to retaliate."

Immediately following the preceding, Mr. Jewett pro-

ceeds to show his position, as follows :

—

"With the unprincipled politicians in the South,
who, for thirty years, have perverted the doctrine of

State Rights to favor nullification, secession and re-

bellion, [he don't say a word about their favoring
slavery,] who have striven so successfully to alienate

'the hearts of their people from the people of the
North, that it became possible for wicked conspirators

to consummate their most unhallowed purposes; and
with no less culpable men in the North, [meaning the
abolitionists,] who, for the same length of time, know-
ing that the Constitution of our Government was an
insuperable bar to their fanatical and insurrectionary
schemes, have blasphemously denounced that sacred
instrument of justice between a great people, which
bears the approving signature of Washington, as 'a
covenant with death and a compact with hell,'—have
publicly burned it at their unhallowed gatherings, and
have labored to exasperate the public mind of the
North, until they themselves became the virtual aid-

ers and abettors of traitors in the South,—the virtual

abettors, without whose aid secession and rebell
could never have been consummated,—with neither
class of these wicked or deluded enemies of my
country can I ever have sympathy or fellowship, ex-
cept that which may hereafter be due from Christians
to men who sincerely repent of their wicked deeds.
I have never joined in the common cry that slavery
in the South, any more than opposition to slavery in

the North, was the cause of the war. I recognize no
such secondary and unscriptural cause of evil, nor
does our great Creator recognize it."

Thus you see, Mr. Editor, that Mr. Jewett considers

the abolitionists equally as bad as slaveholders; in

fact, he does not consider the institution of slavery

bad at all. He has not a word to say against it, but

wishes the Government restored as formerly, slavery

and all. He worships the Constitution, putting

above the " higher law." Hear him :

—

" Our Constitution, which binds the States together
and makes us one people, is not a moral or religious,

but a purely political instrument. . . . Our Union is

purely and wholly a political Union. Any attempt,
therefore, to establish a ' higher law ' than the' Con-
stitution for the government of the country ; any at-

tempt to apply religious and moral tests to our na-

tional politics, is a blow aimed at the heart of the
Union, and can effect nothing but disunion and an<

archy."

I will not quote any more from Mr. Jewett, in his

valedictory, upon leaving the editorial station of the

New Jerusalem Messenger ; but I will close with a few

remarks. He seems to ignore the fact that God in

mercy, in dealing with nations, raises up men to warn

them of their evils, sins of oppression, &c. "Was not

Noah raised up and inspired of God to preach to the

antediluvians, and warn them of the judgments of

Heaven for their wickedness and oppression'? It

said that "the earth was filled with violence." But
the people repented not at the preaching of Noah, and

the flood came, and destroyed them. Moses was

raised up to warn Pharaoh, the Egyptian king, against

the sin of oppressing the Israelites—enslaving them.

The tyrant was asked to let them go—to liberate

them. He hardened his heart, and would not. The
judgments of God came upon the nation in various

ways, till Pharaoh was compelled to yield—then he

repented, and followed after the fleeing Israelites, and

was drowned, with his hosts, in the Red Sea. Later,

Elijah, the prophet, reproved the King of Israel for

his wickedness, and the wickedness of the Jewish

nation. They hardened their hearts, and repented

not. Elijah had to flee from the King, Aliab ; but

at the end of three years, Ahah searched all the coun-

try over to find him, but could not. At length, the

prophet showed himself to Ahab, who exclaimed, on

meeting him, "Art thou he that troubleth Israel?"

Just as this nation accuses the abolitionists of troubling

the people of the United States, because they have,

for thirty years, warned the nation of the judgments

of God which would surely come upon it for the. sin

of holding slaves in bondage, and refusing to let

them go.

Is it possible that Mr. Jewett ever read the first

verse of the 58th chapter of Isaiah 1
—" Cry aloud,

spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet, and show

my people their transgression, and the house of Jacob

their sins." Has he given the nation the least warn-

ing of its great sin of slavebolding? I have read his

paper very attentively, but never saw one word

against slavery ; and a constant reader of his paper,

the Messenger, could not learn by it that slavery had

an existence in the United Slates ! Mr. Jewett has

published articles from that pro-slavery sheet, the

New York Observer, with approbation, but never an

abolition article from any paper.

His removal by the General Convention, as editor

of their leading. paper, is a bright omen that even the

New Church shows progress in the right direction.

It is a fact, not ^gener^lly known, that Rev. Thomas
Worcester, D. D., the President of the Convention,

who delivered the annual address to that body, who
was also chosen President for the ensuing year, is an

anti-slavery man, as his sermon delivered at the Na-

tional Fast, on the 26th of last September, which is

printed in a pamphlet form, shows. Another thing

seems hopeful, viz :—At the closing session of the

Convention, a paper was read from the General Con-

vention of the New Church in Great Britain,—rep-

resenting ten thousand people. The communication

speaks of receiving " the vigorous, patriotic and

manly" letter of Rev. Dr. Worcester, on the subject

of the rebellion and liberty. The above I learn from

the Messenger of the 28th ult., which also says :
—"The

document is a lengthy one, its principal topic consist-

ing of an argument against slavery, a hopeful discus-

sion of the coming time when war shall no longer

curse the earth," &c, &c. "Rev. Dr. Worcester, as

President of the Convention, authorized Rev. Mr.

Stuart, the future editor of the Messenger, to respond

to the mission of the British brethren."

If Mr. Jewett was commissioned to reply to the

British New Church abolitionists, what kind of an

answer, think you, would he give?

This nation has been continually warned, for thirty

years, against the sin of slavery. But it has hardened

its heart, and stoned and maltreated the abolitionists,

ho are the only people who have "cried aloud, and

spared not." Can it be possible that, boasting of

being the most civilized, the most christianized, of any

of the nations, it has not been warned, by a merciful

God, to repent of the sin of slavery, and all other

national sins, previous to his divine judgments falling

upon it? It cannot be. Therefore, the question

ises, who has warned it ? I presume that but one

true answer can be given, and that is

—

the abolitionists.

The sound of their voice has gone over the whole

length and breadth of the land. Although slavehold-

ers of the South have taken immense pains to keep

out the light and truth of abolitionism, it has entered

there, and greatly disturbed their guilty consciences

;

but instead of repenting, and forsaking their sins, they

have hardened their hearts as did guilty Pharaoh,

and would not let the people go, at the command of

Jehovah. Hence this war. Hence the judgments of

God are upon this guilty nation. As the North have

shared with the South in aiding them in protecting,

sustaining and enlarging slavery, they must share in

its evils.

I perceive that at the celebration of the anniversary

of our independence from Great Britain, oh the 4th of

July, 1862, at Boston, the chief orator of the day,

Hon. George Ticknor Curtis, had not one word to say

against American slavery—not he ! But he was very

severe against the abolitionists. He has no notion of

having this guilty nation repenting of its enormous

sin in still holding four millions of human beings in

the most abject bondage. He wants this war closed,

and the Government restored as it was before the

war,—slavery and all. Jefferson Davis may then, by

the aid of the Northern democracy, be chosen Presi-

dent, and the South accomplish the object of war, and

our "glorious Union " be made to foot the bill—pay-

ing for all the cost of the war, and slavery reestab-

lished stronger than ever. Is this the future destiny

of the Republic? But I hope better things, though I

thus speak.

Yours for Liberty, I. S.

to us. No one doubted the power of the President

to emancipate the slaves, as a means of ending the

war, but the settled policy of Abraham Lincoln had
been, to save slavery, if possible. lie was attempt-

ing to harmonize two antagonisms. He said the

noblest army that ever took the sword had been sa-

crificed to this insane idea; but this nation had no

idea of doing justice, or' of learning wisdom from all

these calamities. Instead of a proclamation of free-

dom to the blacks, a proclamation had come, reducing

the white people .of the North to a deadly sla-

very. The more stringent war policy which had

been promised bore harder upon the North than

upon the South. He hoped that if the Union
could not be founded on the basis of justice, it might

perish forever.

The attendance during the afternoon and evening

was better than in the morning.

Before the close of the meeting, the resolutions

read by Mr. Pillsbury were unanimously adopted.

EVIL EFFECTS OF THE "WAR.

Dberfield Centre, N. H., Aug. 18, 1862.

Friend Garrison,—A subscriber to your paper

for twelve years, in favor of the reforms you advo-

cate, I respectfully ask you to publish the accompa-

nying communication, because I think it contains

truths that ought to be published.

Yours, for Freedom and Humanity,

A. M. J. M. PAGE.

Among the evil effects produced by the civil war

now existing in this country, one of the most lamei

ble is the demoralizing influence exerted upon that

class of persons, termed Reformers. Men who have,

for years, labored to effect the subversion of sla-

very, claiming to be actuated by a regard for the

welfare of both slave and master, are now engaged in

a brutal war to subdue and crush the South, whom
they have considered less guilty of the crime of

slaveholding than the North; and also to preserve a

Union they have denounced as "a covenant with

death," and tried to destroy.

Filled with the infernal war-spirit now raging in

this land, and deluded with the idea that this war

may benefit the slave, and promote the cause of free-

dom, professed Abolitionists seem intent upon inflam-

ing the passions of men in the North to a violent rage

against their Southern brethren, and thereby render-

ing the war more horrid and diabolical than it has

hitherto been. They seem blind as a bat to those

alarming encroachments upon individual freedom by

the national government, and the imminent danger

that this conflict will result in binding the chains of

the slave still tighter than before, and converting the

government of the country into a military despotism.

Advocates of free speech denounce the conservative

and pro-slavery press apparently with the design of

leading the government to crush it; and have no re-

bukes to administer when, by the fury of a mob, or

the despotic power of executive officers, the most

sacred of rights is trampled upon.

Even some who have been radical peace men, advo-

cating the sanctity of human life, and the forgiveness

of enemies, are now either taking an active part in

this struggle between selfish aspirants for power, or

are consenting to let it go on—foolishly expecting it

may be productive of some great good.

It is painful to complain of the course of the libera-

tor. But who, judging this paper by its late numbers,

could be induced to believe that its editor and princi-

pal contributors are world-wide philanthropists and

non-resistants, possessed of such high-toned morality

that they would not do the least injustice or injury to

any fellow-man to effect the greatest and noblest re-

sults? Instead of setting forth the crimes and hor-

rors and disastrous consequences of this war, in order

to lead its readers to adopt and carry out the peace

principle, this sheet would seem to foster the baneful

spirit of hatred and revenge, and to sanction the most

violent measures policy may dictate to insure success

to the arms of the Northern States.

It is hoped that these delusions and this evil spirit

which so paralyze reformatory movements may van-

ish, and that Abolitionists and other reformers return

to the use of moral and peaceful means to promote

the welfare of mankind, for which they profess to

labor. A. M. J. M. PAGE.

A. S. CONVENTION AT LEOMINSTER." .

In response to the call for a mass Convention of the

friends of freedom at Leominster, on Sunday, Aug.

10, though the day was very fine, only a handful as-

sembled at the Town Hall in the morning. The
meeting was called to order at half-past 10 by Parker

Pillsbury. Arad H. Wood of Pepperell was chosen

Chairman, Mrs. F. H. Drake and J. F. Adams, of

Fitchburg, Secretaries, and Jonathan Drake and

Isaac Smith, Finance Committee.

E. H. Heywood spoke very eloquently and earnest-

ly, urging upon Abolitionists the duty of standing by

the old issues and principles, the present being no time

to relax our efforts in behalf of justice.

At the commencement of the afternoon session,

Mr. Pillsbury offered for consideration the following

resolutions :

—

1. Resolved, That war is always an evil, if not a

crime—and can never be justift -d, unless for the re-

moval of evils greater than itself.

2. Resolved, That to protect slavery, or to preserve

and prolong a Union and Government based on, or

extending, or perpetuating slavery, is not worth the

sacrifice of one human life; inasmuch as such a

Government should never have been formed, and

has no right to exist.

3. Resolved, That by all the military laws, prece-

dents or practices of modern nations, slavery could

have been abolished by Presidential Proclamation, in

the very hour when the Confederate States instituted

a separate Union, and hurled defiance in the face

of the authorities at Washington.

4. Resolved, That failing to discharge this most
positive and palpable constitutional obligation has

nearly cost the President and the country one of the

noblest armies that ever took the field, besides an

incalculable loss of money, and of honor and magna-
nimity in the sight of all the nations.

5. Resolved, That we rejoice to see among the peo-

ple a growing distrust of the ability or the integrity of

the President and his Cabinet for the terrible exigen-

cies of the present hour ; and a sterner popular de-

mand that slavery, the grand cause, of the wasteful

and hitherto most murderous war, shall die, at what-

ever cost; and we enjoin upon the people to press this

reasonable and righteous demand until it be grunted,

or the Government itself consigned to the same igno-

miny which should bo visited upon the leaders of the

Southern Rebellion.

Mr. Pillsbury stated that the object of the meeting

was to rouse the public mind, and by that means to

reach the Government. He said Blavery had always

been an element of weakness to the South, and might.

be made, if rightly used, an element of great strength

WHAT THE 0PEEN0E OF THE NORTH IS.

Is it a crime to disbelieve in human slavery ?

That is now the question presented to the American
people, in consequence of the fanatical course of

the leaders of the Democratic party. Assuming
that it is a crime, and one so atrocious and unpar-
donable that the man who is guilty of it should be
treated as though he were a mud dog, and hunted
to death by the ministers of vengeance, they have
declared war against all such, and prefer that the

prosecution of the Southern war shall stand still

while this is carried on. So men are hunted down
in Hungary and Poland, for adhering to a belief in

human rights. So in all ages the great struggle for

liberty has been going on against oppression. So
in America, the slave oligarchs of the South have
for fifty years past fought to make liberty infamous
and oppression triumphant.
The issue comes now in a new shape. With the

South in open rebellion against (he Government,
the Democratic politicians at the North declare war
against the. freedom of speech and of the press.

What else can be meant by the Democratic ad-
dress? It seeks to convert into a gorgon horror the
single word "abolition." But abolition of what?
Why, of slavery. It is then, according to this ad-
dress, a crime to be opposed to slavery. It is a
crime to be in favor of human freedom. It is a
crime to express that opinion. It is a crime to

stand by the Government in this war, because, ac-
cording to the address, it is an abolition crusade.
Hence we must stop this Southern contest, and
make war upon the North. AVe must suppress abo-
lition.

And how are we to suppress abolition ? It is a
cause resting solely on argument and moral suasion.

It has never been advocated in any other way. To
suppress abolition, then, means .to suppress all dis-

course on the subject, to put a slop to the freedom
of discussion on this theme, to compel silence about
slavery unless we endorse and praise the inhuman
institution. How shall we go about accomplishing
all this ? Here are nineteen free States, wedded
heart and soul to free discussion. They believe,

from their iumost souls, in freedom, republican in-

• stitutions, and human righls. We shall have to

overturn their Statu governments, imprison nine-
tenths of their people, both male and female, stop
niheteen-twentieths of all their books and publica-
tions, and leave the great North a desert waste,
beside which the South, even in its present condi-
tion, would be a paradise.

This is the programme laid before the public by
the Democratic managers. It is idle to deny it,

A war against what they term "abolition," means
literally a war against the human species—a war
against civilization and enlightened progress—a war
which would soon leave no one to fight on either
side. This is the plain English of all their clamor.
The Democratic party has maintained the whole of
its recent miserable existence by ringing the changes
on this single word, " abolition," and now a point
has been reached when the world must look the
word calmly in the face, and contemplate its real
meaning and import.

What, then, is this abolition against which we are
asked to make war ? " Why should we abandon all

effort to maintain the solidity and perpetuity of our
empire, let the South go, and embark ourselves
upon a sea of Northern blood, to fight this inscruti-

ble, intangible chimera? We have no desire to
dodge the use of the word. Abolition by itself is an
empty nothing. Abolition of slavery is the full

phrase. Let the public take it up leisurely, and
ponder over it. Let no fine words be substituted.

Let the whole phrase be repeated until all men
shall become familiar with it. Abolition of slavery

—

not simple abolition. No so-called abolitionist pro-
poses abolition of the white race, abolition of human
freedom, abolition of the liberties guaranteed to us
by the Constitution, nor, in fact, abolition of any-
thing but slavery.

And what is this sacred and sublime institution
which demands such unheard of sacrifices for its

preservation ? What is the divinity which hedgi
this unapproachable mightiness so thoroughly that __

white citizen of the North is not to be pernntted to

open his lips about it? How comes it that, in a
land where discussion has been as free as the winds,
on all other themes, this one is and has been forrjid-

den ground, and all who have attempted to discuss
it are doomed to persecution ? Surely there must
be something inexpressibly precious in this institu-

tion, something invaluable, holy, heavenly, dear to
the innermost feelings of the human heart, or else it

could not excite all this jealous care! Of a truth,
this must be some new garden of the Hesperides,
whose fruit is guarded by roaring lions ready to de-
vour the hapless intruder.

Slavery, indeed, has been held up as a state of
beatitude, by gentlemen who never bad the remot-
est possible desire to taste its sweets, and who would
take it as an insult to be asked to do so. But, in

point of fact, it is, in America, the right of holding
human beings in abject, helpless servitude; of com-
pelling them to work without pay at the severest
toil known to either civilization or barbarism; of
brutally beating them if they refuse or arc unable,

to do so, or offend their master in any way ; of put-
ting them up at auction as you would a box of dry
goods, and selling them to the highest bidder; of
"separating father from son, daughter from mother,
husband from wife, for no cause whatever except the
cupidity of the master, or the necessities of the law.
It is an institution which denies to four millions of
beings the poor recognition of belonging to the
human race, and classes them with the wild beasts
of the forest. It annuls the ordinance of marriage,
or renders it a mockery and a snare. It presup-
poses neither morality nor religion among its vic-

tims. Tins is the beloved, the immaculate, the un-
approachable institutipn, for whose safety we are
asked by the Pennsylvania Democratic State Cen-
tral Committee to declare war against the whole
North, to brand ourselves and our fellow -citizens as
felons and miscreants, and to separate the Amerieam
people from the only code of ethics known to civili-

zation or Christianity, or accepted by enlightened
nations.

—

North American.

SHAM DEMOCRACY vs. ABOLITIONISM.

The following important correspondence between
Francis W. Hughes, Esq., chairman of the Demo-
cratic State Central Committee, and Secretary Sew-
ard, will be read with interest;

—

Headquarters of the Democratic State)
Central Committee of Pennsylvania. I

Philadelphia, August 11, 1802.^

Hon. William H. Seward, 'Secretary of Slate :

Dear Sir: With some hesitation, I take the liber-

ty of enclosing to >ou three documents, viz.: The
Address of the Democratic State Central Committee
of this State ; an Address this day issued by myself,
as chairman, and the form of a call for a great mass
meeting about to be held in this city.

Allow me to say that tho Address of the Commit-
tee has been much assailed by leading and influen-
tial journals, conducted by those who claim to be
your political friends. The denunciation has been
so decided as to pronounce it treasonable. Whether
or not it is treasonable, you can best determine if

you read it. It is lengthy, and may take up too
much of your time, but the address issued by my-
self this day is comparatively short, and as it states
positions sufficiently to determine the character of
the former, it will relieve you of labor if you will
read the latter.

As the Address of tho committee, as well as that
by myself, as chairman, are both from my own pen,
I should bear the greater part of whatever peproaoh
should attach to. their publication. Still, allow me
to assure you that they contain the sentiments of

not less than three hundred thousand of the men of
Pennsylvania, and I believe of over one million of
men in the Central States of New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, New York, Ohio, Indiana and Illinois. I

will add, too, that I believe there is no other million
of men in the whole country of more devoted pa-
triotism and loyalty.

1 will add, too, that I believe this million of men
will, amid political changes, remain patriotic and
loyal. If you will read one or both of the enclosed
addresses, and if, in connection with the facts I

have stated in regard to their supporters, it will
stimulate you or serve you in any degree to promote
a policy on the part of the administration of Presi-
dent Lincoln to put down the demon of abolitionism,
my sole object in addressing you this (perhaps pre-
sumptuous) note shall be more than abundantlv ob-
tained. At all events, rest assured that I address
you with the profound respect due your high person-
al and official character. F. W. Hughes.

REPLY OF MR. SEWARD.
Department of State, Washington, \

August 19, 1862. \
To F. W. Hughes, Esq. Headquarters of the Demo-

cratic State Central Committee of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia.

Dear Sir: I had the honor of receiving your let-

ter of the 14th instant, together with the three
papers to which it refers, two of them being appeals
written by yourself, and addressed by the Demo-
cratic State Central Committee "to the Democrats
andall other friends of the Constitution in Pennsyl-
vania," and the other being a call for a mass meet-
ing of the citizens of Philadelphia, the objects of
which meeting will be " to express a firm purpose
to stand by the maintenance of the National Con-
stitution with devotion to the American Union,"
and further, " to declare hostility to the policy and
measures of all who seek to prostitute the country
to the purposes of abolitionism, and formally to ex-
press the intention of the democratic party to do as
it has always hitherto done, namely, to support the
Federal Government in the exercise of its constitu-
tional power, and to defend it, at whatever peril,

against the insidious and treasonable teachings of
abolitionists."

You tell me that some influential journals, con-
ducted by political friends of mine, censure one of
these papers as treasonable, and that the others are
conceived in the same spirit with the one which is

so harshly judged. You desire me to read them,
and weigh them for myself. You further intimate
a hope that the perusal of the papers will have the
effect of producing exertions on my part to induce
the President to favor a policy to put down the
demon of abolitionism.

I have read the documents thus submitted to n e,

with a high respect for the authority by which they
were issued,_and with a full confidence in the sin-
cerity of the devotion to the Union, which, as their.
author, you have avowed.
You will allow me to say (hat this nation is now

engaged, not in a political canvass between oppos-
ing parties about questions of civil administration,
but in a civil war, carried on by opposing armies
on an issue of national life or death.

If the revolution prevail, there will be no questions
of administration left to settle. If it fail, there will

be time enough to settle all such questions.
I am not to dictate a course for others to pursue

in this crisis. But I must say for myself, that nei-
ther as a public officer, nor as a citizen

;
can I know

with favor or disfavor parties among the supporters of
the United States, any more than I can make a dis-

tinction between factions which unite in aiding tlie

rebellion.

A nation, like an individual, can only do one
thing effectually at one time. It cannot wisely
turn aside from the chase of the fearful demon of
disunion, to pursue any inferior demon, whether im-
aginary or real,

I think that the wrangles which occurred among
the crusaders about their respective creeds, when
they sat down to the siege of Jerusalem, were
just as rational and just as wise as disputes about
abolition would now be in the army of the Potomac
in front-of Richmond. What is unwise in the camp
at such a moment, cannot be wise in the Cabinet or
in the assemblies of the people.

_
I am occupied here either in mediating between

differing parties and jealous sects, or else in watch-
ing and counteracting the intrigues of traitors in
Europe. But 1 sometimes think that if, instead of
being charged with these duties, I were at liberty,
as you seem to be, to serve the country in my own
way, I could make an appeal to Democrats and Re-
publicans, Abolitionists and slaveholders, in behalf
of our distracted country, that would bring the whole
people at once under arms, and send treason reeling
back into the den of darkness from wh^ace it sprung.
1 do not know how this would be, but I do know
that if I were in your place, I should try-.

I am, very respectfully, your ohedient servant,

William H. Seward.

THE PRESIDENT ON COLONIZATION.

Among the numerous writers of the day, we do
not know that there is one who can be placed ahead
of Orpheus C. Kerr, whose lucubrations are pub-
lished in the " Table-Talk '* of the Sunday Mercury.
His last effort is by no means behind the rest, and
"takes off" the interview between the President
and the colored people, or rather the newspapers'
report of the interview, to perfection, as follows:—

The other day, I went down to Accomac again,
to see the General of the Mackerel Brigade, who
had invited me to be present while he made an offer

of bliss to a delegation from that oppressed race
which has been the sole cause of this unnatural war,
and is, therefore, exempted from all concern in it.

The General, my boy, was seated in his tempo-
rary room of audience when I arrived, examining a
map of the Border States through a powerful mag-
nify ing-gl ass, and occasionally looking into a tum-
bler, as though he expected to find something there.

" Well, old Honesty," says I, affably, " what is our
next scheme for the benefit of the human race ?

"

He smiled paternally upon me, and says he: "It
is my purpose to settle the Negro Question in ac-
cordance with the principles laid down in the Book
of Exodus. Thunder!" says the General, " if we
do not secure the pursuit of happiness to the slave,

even, we violate the Constitution, and become ob-
noxious to the Border communities."

I was reflecting upon the remark, my boy, and
wondering what the Constitution had to do with the
Book of Exodus, when the delegation made its ap-
pearance, and caused the room to darken percepti-
bly. Not to lose time, the General waved his hand
for the visitors to be seated, and, says he:

—

" You and we are different races, and for this

reason it must be evident to you, as well as to my-
self, that it is better you should be voluntarily com-
pelled to colonize some distant but salubrious shore.
There is a wide difference between our races: much
wider, perhaps, than that which exists between any
other two races. Your race suffers very greatly,
and our race suffers in suffering your race to suffer.

In a word, we both suffer, which establishes a reason
why our race should not suffer your race to remain
here any longer. You who are here are all present,
I suppose."

A Voice—"Yes, sah."
" Perhaps you have not been here all your lives.

Your race is suffering the greatest wrong" that ever
was; but when you cease "to suffer, your sufferings
are still far from an equality with our sufferings.
Our white men are now changing their base of ope-
rations daily, and often taking Malvern Hills. This
is on your account. You are the cause of it. How
you have caused it I will not attempt to explain, for
I do not know; but it is better for us both to be
separated, and it is vilely selfish in you (I do not
speak unkindly) to wish to remain here in prefer-
ence to going to Nova Zembla. The fact that wo
have always oppressed yon renders you still more
blamable, especially when we reflect upon the fact
that you have never shown resistance. A trip on
your part to Nova Zembla will benefit both races.
I cannot promise you 'much bliss right away. You
may starve at first, or die on the passage'; but in
the Revolutionary War, General Washington lived
exclusively on the future. He was benefiting his
race; and though 1 do not see much similarity be-
tween his case and yours, you had better go to
Nova Zembla. Yon may think that you could live
in Washington, perhaps more so Chan" you could on
- foreign shore. This is a mistake. None but
bite army contractors and brigadiers on furlough

can live here.

The festive isle of Nova Zembla hits been in ex-
istence for some lime, and is larger llian any smaller
place I know nf. M.iny ofthe nritriilal settlers have
died, and their offspring would still be living h.-id

they lived long enough 'to become aecuslomed to (ho
climate. You may object to go, on account of your

affection for our race, but it does not strike me that

there is any cogent reasons for sucb affection. So
you had better go to Nova Zembla, The particu-

lar place I have in view for your colonization is the

great highway between the North Pole and Sir

John Franklin's supposed grave. It is a popular
route of travel, being much frequented by the face-

tious penguin and the flowing seal. It has great
resources for ice-water, and you will be able to have

cream every day, provided your supply your-
selves with the essence of lemon and patent freezers.

As to other food, I can promise you nothing. There
fine harbors on all sides of this place, and though

you may see no ships there.it will be still some, satis-

faction to know that you have, such admirable har-

bors. Again, there is evidence of very rich bear-

hunting. When you take your wives and families

to a place where there is no food, nor any ground
to be cultivated, nor any place to live in, the human
mind would as naturally turn to bear-hunting as to

anything else. But if you should die of starvation

at the outset, even bear-hunting may dwindle into

'nsignificance. Why I attach so much importance
to bear-hunting is, it will afford you an opportunity
to die more easily than by famine 'and exposure.
Bear-hunting is toe best thing I know of under
such circumstances.

You are intelligent, and know that human life

depends as much upon those who possess it as upon
anybody else. And much will depend upon your-
selves if you go to Nova Zembla, As to the bear-

hunting, I think I see the means available for en-
gaging you in that very soon, without injury to our-

selves. I wish to spend a little money to get you
there, and may possibly lose it all; but we can-
not expect to succeed in anything if we are not
successful in it.

The political affairs of Nova Zembla are not in

quite such a condition as I could wish, the bears
have occasional fights there, over the body of the
last Esquimaux governor; but these bears are more
generous than we are. They have no objection to
dining upon the colored race.

Besides, I would endeavor to have you made
equals, and have the best assurance that you should
be equals of the best. The practical thing I want
to ascertain is, whether I can get a certain number
of able-bodied men to send to a place offering such,

encouragement and attractions. Could I get a hun-
dred tolerably intelligent men, with their wives and
children, to partake of all this bliss? Can I have
fifty? If I had twenty-five able-bodied men, prop-
erly seasoned with women and children, I could
make a commencement. These are subjects of very
great importance, and worthy of a month's study of
the paternal offer I have made you. If you have
no consideration for yourselves, at least consider the
bears, and endeavor to reconcile yourselves to the
beautiful and pleasing little hymn of childhood,

commencing,

—

' I wonld not live alway
;

I ask not to stay !
'"

At the termination of this flattering and paternal
address, my boy, the delegation took heir hats, and
commenced to leave in very deep silence; thereby
proving I hat persons of African descent are utterly

insensible to kindness, and much inferior to the race
at present practising strategy on this continent.

Colonization, my boy, involves a scheme of hu-
man happiness so entirely beyond the human power
of conception, that the conception of it will almost
pass for something inhuman.

Yours, utopianically,

ORPHEUS C. KERR.

CONSEQUENCES OF LOST OPPORTUNITY.

In America, to the latest dates, the miserable work
goes on. Nobody, since the flood, had ever such
an awful responsibility, and made such a wretched
-use of it. It was not that something was to be done,
it only wanted to be let alone. Wise and active

public servants rushed to put out the conflagration

;

when order after order came from the Gra,nd Regu-
lator, that that water was not to be applied.

Never was an earthly occasion where the impor-
tance of acting on the moment was so visible. The
dullest on both sides might have been supposed to

know that to give the conflagration the chance of

living till to-morrow, when it could be put out to-

day, was to throw the fortunes of the Republic into

the enemy's hands. It was no secret that a power
divided into halves by a rebellious invasion, ceased
to be a power affall, and was at the mercy of all

foes and all rivals. It was no secret that there were
countries in Europe where predominant influences

would hurry with the malignity of envious shrews,

to take advantage of the inviting time ; or, if any-
body did not know before, the expedition to Mexi-
co was there by return of post to clear their brains.

All this might have been prevented in the bud, as

easily as a good house-wife stops a conflagration in

her bed-curtains by applications of the water-jug

;

but there was a power to slay the hand.
The way taken was little short of madness. It

was as if troops, who had only to walk in at an open
breach, were baited to settle a tariff, or hear a lec-

ture on the hypostatical union. And now there has
come of it what has come. It is useless to fight over
a^ain the lost battle, except as by the infinite mer-
cy of Heaven there may be an opportunity of ap-
plying the lesson of the past. The myriads sent
under the sod, in compliance witu the crotchet of
the wrong man in the wrong place, can never ap-
pear again until the day of account. But further
myriads might, by possibility, be spared, if " my
people " would lay it to heart, and walk in the way
of truth and common sense.

See, now, what the thing has come to already, and
add what is like to be behind! A country covered
with blood and misery, because the Government
played into the hands of an invading rebellion, by
refusing to touch the point on which the existence
of the rebels hung. It would not touch it, and it

would not let other people touch it. No heart
among all that have beaten upon earth had conceiv-
ed of such folly or such treachery.

And, next, what is left in prospect ? The latest

announcement from the. English emissaries quartered
on America is, that the Northern States are to be
conquered by the Slave Power, and the leader of
the pro-slavery crusade is to be the next P.esident
of the United States. Of course, this is received
with thrilling rapture by all who love slavery, and
dread the advances of popular freedom in England.
The man who drives his serfs to an election with
their backs bared for anything he may choose to in-

flict, or who chuckles at the saving to his thousands
of income, by throwing the public expenses on the
poor by a forty-fold rate through the intervention
of indirect taxation, feels as brother feels for brother
at the idea of the victory of his ally.

There, may still be virtue in America to blow up
the advance of their enemy. One step into the
right would do it, and nothing else will. A simple
declaration of emancipation to the enemy's slaves ; a
scouting of the treasonable plan, that by a rebellion
for slavery, what was called slave property was not
forfeited

; a recognition befitting sensible nun, that
what was called a forfeiture, was what ought to be
paid for as a benefit, a taking the question out of
the hands of hidden enemies in America and in Eu-
rope, and leaving it to the magnificent common
sense of a free and intelligent people, might yet
save America from the horrors of a conquest, in
comparison with which, all that has ever been .suf-
fered from the. tyrant and the invader would be
wiped from the memory of mankind.—T. Pi:kkonet
Thompson-.— Lour/on Elector.
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"Proclaim Liberty* thrchighorji all the land, to all

tha inhabitants thw6ofi
w

" I lay this down as tho law of nations. I say that mil-

itary authority takes, for the time, the place ef all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST;
and that, under that state of things, so far from it; being

true that tho States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of tho subject, not only the President or
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CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. ft . . Prom the instant

that tbo slaveholding States beootno the theatro of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers
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a foreign power. . . . It is a war power. I say it is a war
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A COLORED MAN'S REPLY TO PRESIDENT
LINCOLN ON COLONIZATION.

To the President of the United Stales

:

Honored Sir,—As you are awaiting a reply

frooi the negroes of the country to your recent colo-

nization proposition, you will not, I trust, think it

strange that an humble person like myself should

venture to address you. Not long since, I was
highly gratified by the assurance you, sir, are re-

ported to have given President Gefirard, that you

will not tear your shirt even if he does send a negro

to Washington. This assurance is also very en-

couraging to rae at the present time, as I am unable

to see why a native American negro should be

more objectionable to you than one belonging to a

foreign country. Should I, however, manifest ex-

traordinary stupidity in my remarks, please, sir, to

extend your gracious pardon, and be kind enough
to attribute all my perversity to the tightness of my
hair, which may render my cranium impervious to

your most cogent reasoning.

In the outset, good Mr. President, permit me to

congratulate you on your good fortune in having a

sum of money placed at your disposal in times like

these. In this respect, sir, (especially if it is in

specie,) you are highly favored above ordinary mor-
tals. Could you now but, also, enjoy the luxury of

spending it, for the benefit of those philanthropic

coal speculators you refer to, I can well believe that

you might feel yourself raised to the highest pin-

nacle of human happiness.

The simplicity, good sir, with which you assume

that colored Americans should be expatriated, col-

onized iu some foreign country, is decidedly rich

—

cool and refreshing as the breezes of " Egypt," or

the verdure of your prairie home. The assertions,

however, you do make in favor of your assumption,

are worthy of a passing notice. If admitted, they

would make sad havoc with the doctrines that have

been cherished by the good and great of ail ages.

Different races, indeed ! Let me tell you, sir, Presi-

dent though you are, there is but one race of men
on the face of the earth :—One Lord, one faith, one

baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above

all, and through all, and in all. Physical differences

no doubt there are ; no two persons on earth .^are

exactly alike In this respect ; but what of that ? In
physical lonformation, you, Mr. President, may dif-

fer somewhat from the negro, and also from the

majority of white men
;
you may even, as you in-

timate, feel this difference on your part to be very

disadvantageous to you ; but does it follow that

therefore you should be removed to a foreign coun-

try ? Must you and I and Vice-President Hamlin,
and all of us, submit to a microscopic examination

of our hair, to determine whether the United States

or Central America shall be our^future home V

Pardon me, sir, if I say you betray a lamentable

ignorance of a large portion of the country over

which, doubtless for some wise purpose, you have
been called to preside. You forget Massachusetts,

Maine, Rhode Island—States that are the brightest

exemplars of progress on earth—where all men are

equal before the law, black and white living to-

gether in peace and harmony.
But were all you say on this point true, must I

crush out my cherished hopes and aspirations, aban-

don my home, and become a pander to the mean
and selfish spirit that oppresses me?
Pray tell us, is our right to a home in this coun-

try less than your own, Mr. Lincoln? Read his-

tory, if you please, and you will learn that more
than two centuries ago, Mr. White-man and Mr.
Black-man settled in this country together. The
negro, sir, was here in the infancy of the nation, he

was here during its growth, and we are here to-day.

If, through all these years of sorrow and affliction,

there is one thing for which we have been noted

more than all else, it is our love of country, our

patriotism. In peace, the country has been blessed

with our humble labor, nor have we ever been found

wanting in the times that have tried the souls of

men. We were with Warren on Bunker Hill, with

Washington at Morristown and Valley Forge, with

LaFayette at Yorktown, with Perry, Decatur, and
McDonough in their cruisings, and with Jackson at

New Orleans, battling side by side with the white

man for nationality, national rights, and nation

glory. And when the history of the present atro-

cious insurrection is written, the historian will re-

cord : "Whoever was fabe, the blacks were true."

Would you, then, in truckling subserviency to the

sympathizers with this bloody rebellion, remove
the purest patriotism the country affords ? If y
would, let me tell you, sir, you cannot do it. Neither

fraud nor force can succeed, but by the fatal ruin

of the country. Are you an American ? So are we.

Are you a patriot? So are we. Would you spurn

all absurd, meddlesome, impudent propositions for

your colonization in a foreign country V So do we.

I trust, good Mr. President, you will not rend

your garments when I tell you that the question of

colonization, so peisistcntly thrust upon us by the

heartless traders in the woes of a bleeding people,

has long been settled by a unanimous determination

to remain, and survive or perish, rise or fall with

the country of our birth. In our conventions, con-

ferences, &c, again and again, in the most emphatic

language, we have declared our utter detestation of

this colonization scheme, whatever form it may as-

sume.
In holy horror, disinterested sir, you may hold up

vour hands at what you choose to denominate the

" selfishness " of the unalterable resolution ; but pray

tell us, is it any more selfish than your own deter-

mination to remain here, instead of emigrating to

some petty foreign country; and is it as selfish as

the desire to exclude us from a country where there

is room encash for ten times the present popula-

tion ; or is it, ihink you, as selfish as the coal traders,

and the swarms of contractors, agents, &c, for

whose benefit you are so anxious to spend some of

the money cur liberal Congress has placed at your

disposal? If it is selfishness, please, sir, lo remem-
ber your own pica for the coal speculations, &c, viz.:

all persons look to their self-interest.

But say, good Mr. President, why we, why any-

body should swelter, digging coal, if there be any,

in Central America? In that country where the

sun blazes with a fervor unknown iir these high

latitudes, where a broad-brimmed Panama, a cigar

and a pair of spurs are considered a comfortable

costume for the natives, why should we, why should

anybody dig coal? Do tell. Might we not just as

well dig ice on the coast of Labrador ? But, say

you :
" Coal land is the best thing I know of to begin

an enterprise." Astounding discovery ! Worthy to

be recorded in golden letters, like tho Luna Cycle

in the temple of Minerva. " Coal land, sir 1 " Par-

don, Mr. President, ifnny African risibilities get

the better of me, if I do show my ivories whenever

I read that sentence! Coal land, sir! If you

please, sir, give McClcllan some, give Halleck some,

and by all means, save a little strip for yourself.

T wcnl j -live negroes digging coal in Central

America ! Mighty plan ! Equal to about twenty-

five negroes splitting rails in Sangamon 1

It was my intention to have shown you, sir, the

necessity of retaining the labor of the negroes in

the South* as freemen, but space will not permit.

According to theory, white men can't stand it, can't

live honestly in the South: we can. Henceforth,

then, let this be the motto: "The Gulf States,

purged of traitors, the home of the loyal, emanci-

pated blacks
! " And then, good sir, if you have

any nearer friends than we are, let them have that

coal-digging job.

Toufs, respectfully, A. P. SMITH.
Saddle River, N. J-

* The Slaveholders' Convention of Maryland, held in

'58, to take measures for the expulsion of the free blacks,

cauiQ to the conclusion expressed in the following resolu-

tion, reported by Senator Pierce, Chairman of the Com-

mittee :

—

Resolved, That this Convention consider any measure for

the genera! removal of the free blacks from the State of

Maryland as impolitic, inexpedient, and uncalled for by

any public exigency which could justify it.

AN ARTPUL DODGER BUT A POOR CAP-

TAIN.

That Mr. Lincoln has the good of the American

Republic at heart is not doubted, and honesty of

purpose is accorded to him, but he has proved him-

self an artful dodger when attempts have been

made to obtain his opinion on the questions of the

day. He has stepped down from what would be

considered in "court circles," dignity of position,

(but not really to his discredit,) and made a speech

to a street crowd, and written a public letter to a

private citizen, in defence of his own course. But
instead of glowing words of encouragement in the

nation's hour of peril, he has given utterance to a few

sentences of common-place, lawyer-like pleadings.

In his letter to Horace Greeley, he is for saving the

Union—that is the paramount object. We are

glad of it; but if he would enlarge his vision, and

look beyond his immediate surroundings, he would

perceive the real causes that have been at work for

the last quarter of a century to destroy that which

he endeavors to preserve, and at once strike at the

root of all our troubles. If Mr. Lincoln should find

himself at sea, as captain of a leaky ship, we suppose

the first and only thing that he would do would be

to man the pumps, and after pumping a good while,

with the water constantly gaining on him, he would

sit down very coolly and pump a little more,—fully

convinced that the only way to save the ship was to

pump! If a landsman should volunteer a little ad-

vice, and say, " Abe, there's a hole in the bottom,

had you not better stick in a plug ? " he would wary

calmly look the presumptuous individual in the face,

and reply, "Look here, my friend, perhaps you
would like to run this machine yourself ? " He would

then call together his crew and passengers, collect

his spare lumber, and set them at work building the

sides of the ship a little higher. The workmen on

the larboard side work faithfully, but those on the

starboard are of the opinion that they are for " armed
neutrality," and after collecting all the loose buck-

ets in one pile, they stand still and let the waves

dash in upon them, bound to let the two contend-

ing forces have their own way. The passengers,

perceiving the impending danger, call upon the cap-

tain, and request him to " drive iu the plug." "My
friends," says Captain Abraham, " I take the re-

sponsibility. Don't you see that if I should com-

mence to stop that hole in the bottom, my ' bor-

der ' friends yonder with their 50,000 buckets would
turn against us, and commence to bail in from the

sea ? No, no, it will never do for me to offend

them, although I am opposed to unsightly holes in

the bottoms of ships."

Then comes along Mr. Commonsense, a philoso-

pher, whose opinions on public questions, like Topsy,

were not exactly made by any one, but " grow'd " on

their own hook. He looks the ship over, and sees

the first cause of the conflict. Mr. Commonsense
being an editor of a daily paper indulges his pen-

chant, and writes a scorching letter to Captain Abra-

ham, in behalf of the " twenty million " passengers,

which he publishes. He says, " Captain Abraham,
the good ship has got a big hole in it, and if you

don't stop it immediately, the venerable craft will

go to everlasting nothingness."

Capt. Abraham, being a constant reader of the

daily papers, peruses the aforesaid article, and writes

a reply

:

Pilot House, At Sea, Aug. 22, 1862.

Hon. Commonsense : Dear Sir :—I have just read

yours of the 19th, addressed to myself through the

Lemonsqueezer. If there he any assumptions in it

that are not true, I shall not "argue the point." If it

is perceptible that you have stepped into high heel

boots, and arc putting on airs,I don't propose to be mad
about it—out of respect to an old friend. As to the

policy that I am pursuing, I have intended that all

should understand it. I would save the old ship. If

there are those who would not save the ship, unless

they could save the hole, I do not agree with them.
If there are those who would not save the ship, unless

they could plug up the hole, I do not agree witli them.

My paramount object is to save the ship. If I could

'save the ship without stopping the hole, I would do it,

anil if I could save it by plugging up the hole, I would
do it. What I do for the hole and the plug, I believe

helps the ship, but if I find that what I am doing

frightens the passengers from the Border States, I

shall quit altogether. Yours,
Captain Abraham.

This is the philosophy of Abraham Lincoln. How
long will it take him to understand that this Union

—

the good ship of State—is sinking, and that her pas-

sengers are struggling for life and eternal freedom,

freedom for themselves as well as the slaves of the

South ? Yet the sworn defender of the people's lib-

erties is calm,and cannot comprehend tho approach-

ing danger. He clings to the Border States, with

all of their uncleanliness, and permits the free North,

that has upheld the government with its strong arms,

to go unrewarded and her voice unheeded. The
President is right at heart undoubtedly, but does he

comprehend tlie hour and its crisis? Parker Pills-

bury remarked, in a late speech, that a friend had

recently visited Mr. Lincoln, ami he thought the

President wanted God to be on his side, but he was
sure that he meant to have Kentucky.
The President should understand that the slaves

of the South support this rebellion: that while

their masters are away from home fighting to destroy

the government, they are producing tliu material to

feed them. Declare universal emancipation, and
the rebel soldiers would have to be withdrawn from

the army to produce their own food.

Mr. Lincoln has occupied the presidential chair

for a year and a half, and during that time ho has

been trying to say "no" and "yes," but he has

only got to " if." It appears that if the handful of

Border State men say that slavery must and shall

be preserved, then Mr. Lincoln will endeavor to

save it, cost what it may. No, no, Abraham Lin-

Colo; you are on the wrong track. We of the

North are not only intent on saving the Union for

to-day, but for all time. We see that, the only way
to save, it /mm future rebellion** is to annihilate the

cause ofrebellion.

—

Northampton Free J'rcs*.

ANTHONY TR0LL0PE ON AMERICA.

The Continental Monthly, for September, contains

an able review of Anthony Trollope's recent work ori

America. Here is an extract from it :

—

Mr. Trollope treats of our civil war at great length

;

in fact, the reverberations of himself on this matter

are quite as objectionable as those in the Trent af-

fair. But it is his treatment of thia subject that

must ever be a source of regret to the earnest think-

ers who are gradually becoming the masters of our

Government's policy, who constitute the bone and

muscle of the land, the rank and file of the army,

and who are changing the original character of the

war into that of a holy crusade. It is to be deplored,

because Mr. Trollope's book will no doubt influence

English opinion, to a certain extent, and therefore

militate against us; and we already know how his

mistaken opinions have been seized upon by the pro-

slavery journals in this country as a bonne bouche

which they rarely obtain from so respectable a

source ; the more palatable to them, coming from

that nationality which we have always been taught to

believe was more abolition in its creed than William

Lloyd Garrison himself, and from whose people we
have received most of our lectures on the sin of sla-

very. It is sad that so fine a nature as that of Mr.

Trollops should not feel conscience-stricken in be-

lieving that ' to mix up the question of general abo-

lition with this war must be the work of a man too

ignorant to understand the real subject of the war,

or too false to his country to regard it.' Yet it

is strange that these 'too ignorant' or 'too fiUsc'

men are the very ones that Mr. Trollope holds up

to admiration, and declares that any nation might

be proud to claim their genius. Longfellow and

Lowell, Emerson and Motley, to whom we could

add almost all the well-known thinkers of the coun-

try, men after his own heart in most things, belong

to this 'ignorant' or 'false' sect. Is it their one

madness? That is a strange madness which besets

our greatest men and women ; a marvelous anomaly

surely. Yet there must be something sympathetic

in abolitionism to Mr. Trollope, for he prefers Bos-

ton, the centre of this ignorance, to all other Ameri-

can cities, and finds his friends for the most part

among these false ones, by which we are to conclude

that Mr, Trollope is by nature an abolitionist, but

that circumstances have been unfavorable to his pro-

per development. And these circumstances we as-

cribe to a hasty and superficial visit to the British

West-India colonies.

It is well known that in his entertaining book on

travels in the West Indies and the Spanish Main,

Mr. Trollope undertakes to prove that emancipation

has both ruined the commercial prosperity of the

British islands, and degraded the free blacks to a

level with the idle brute. Mr. Trollope is still firm

in this opinion, notwithstanding the statistics of the

Blue Book, which prove that these colonies never

were in so flourishing a condition as at present. We
in America have also had the same fact demonstrat-

ed by figures, in that very plainly written book

called the Ordeal of Free Labor. Mr. Trollope, no
doubt, saw some very lazy negroes, wallowing in

dirt, and living only for the day, but later develop-

ments have proved that his investigations could have

been simply those of a dilettante. It is highly pro-

bable that the planters who have been shorn of

their riches by the edict of Emancipation, should

paint the present condition of the blacks in anything

but rose-colors, and we, of course, believe that Mr.

Trollope believes what he has written. He is none
the less mistaken, if we are to pin our faith to the

Blue Book, which we are told never lies. And yet,

believing that emancipation has made a greater

brute than ever of the negro, Mr. Trollope -rejoices

in the course which has been pursued by the home
government. If both white man and black man
are worse off than they were before, what good
could have been derived from the reform, and by
what right ought he to rejoice ? Mr. Trollope

claims to be an anti-slavery man, but we must con-

fess that, to our way of arguing, the ground he stands

upon in this matter is anything but terra firma. Mr.
Trollope was probably thinking of those dirty West
India negroes when he made the following comments
upon a lecture delivered by Wendell Phillips

:

' I have sometimes thought that there is no being

so venomous, so bloodthirsty, as a professed philan-

thropist; and that when the philanthropist's ardor lies

negro-ward, it then assumes the deepest dye of venom
and bloodthirstiness. There are four millions of slaves

in the Southern States, none of whom have any ca-

pacity for self-maintenance or self-control. Four mil-

lions of slaves with the necessities of children, with
the passions of men, and the ignorance of savages !

And Mr. Phillips would emancipate these at a blow;
would, were it possible for him to do so, set them
loose upon the soil to tear their masters, destroy each
other, and make such a hell upon earth as has never
even yet conic from the uncontrolled passions and un-
satisfied wants of men.'

Mr. Trollope should have thought twice before

he wrote thus of the American negro. Were he a

competent authority on this subject, his opinion

might be worth something; but as he never travelled

in the South, and as his knowledge of the negro is

limited to a surface acquaintance with the West In-

dies, we maintain that Mr. Trollope has not only

been unjust, but ungenerous. Four millions of

slaves, none of whom have any capacity for self-

maintenance or self-control ! Whom are we to be-

lieve? Mr. Trollope, who has never been on a
Southern plantation, or Frederick Law Olmsted?
Mr. Pierce who has been superintendent of the con-

trabands at -Fortress Munroe and at Hilton Head,
officers attached to Burnside's Division, ami last and
best, General David Hunter, an officer of the regu-

lar army, who went to South Carolina with anti-ab-

olition antecedents? All honor to General Hunter.

who, unlike many others, has not shut his eyes upon
facts, and like a rational being, has yielded to the

logic of events ! It is strange that these authorities,

all of whom possess the confidence of the Govern-

ment, should disagree with Mr. Trollope. None
self-maintaining? Robert Small is a pure negro.

Is he not more than self-maintaining? Has he not

done more for the Federal Government than any

white man of the Gulf States '? Tillman is a negro

;

tho best pilots of the South aro negroes : are they

not self-maintaining? Kansas has welcomed thou-

sands of fugitive slaves to her hospitable doors, not

as paupers, but as laborers, who have taken the

place of those white men who have gone to fight the

battles which they also should have been allowed to

take part in. The women have been gladly accept-

ed as house-servants. Does not this look like self-

maintenance? Would negroes be employed in the

army, if they were as Mr. Trollope pictures them?
He confesses that, without these four millions of

slaves, the. South would be a wilderness; therefore

they do work as slaves to the music of the slave-driv-

er's whip. How vary odd, that the moment men
and women (for Mr. Trollopu acknowledges them
to bo such) own themselves, and aro paid for the

sweat of their brow, they should forget the trades

by which they have enriched the South, and become
incapable of maintaining themselves—they who
have maintained three hundred and fifty thousand

insolent slave-owners! Given whip-lashes and the

incubus of a white family, the slave will work
;
giv-

en freedom and wages, the negro won't work. Was
there ever stated a more palpable fallacy? Is it

necessary to declare further that the Hilton Head
experiment is a success, although the negroes, want-

ing in drivers and musical instruments, began their

planting very late in the season ? Is it necessary

to give Mr. Trollope one of many figures, and prove
that in the British West India Colonies free labor

has exported two hundred and sixty-five millions

pounds of sugar annually, whereas slave labor only
exported one hundred and eighty-seven millions,

three hundred thousand? And this in a climate

where, unlike even the Southern States of North
America, there is every inducement! o indolence.

WM. H. SEWAED OH THE WAR.

Mr. Seward, under date of " Washington, May 28,

18.62," sends an official letter to Mr. Adams, American

Minister at the Court of St. James, on the state of the

country, concluding as follows :

—

The power of a losing faction under any circum-

stances must continually grow less. But that of the

disuniouists is abating under the operation of a cause

peculiar to themselves, which it is now my duty to

bring forward— I mean the practice of African
slavery.

I am aware that, in regard to this point, I am
opening a subject which was early interdicted in

this correspondence. The reason for the interdic-

tion, and the reason for a departure from it, are,

however, equally obvious. It was properly left out

of view, so long as might be reasonably hoped that,

by the practice of magnanimity, this Government
might cover that weakness of the insurgents, with-

out encouraging them to persevere in their trea-

sonable conspiracy against the Union. They have

protracted the war a year, notwithstanding this for-

bearance of the Government, and yet they persist

in invoking foreign arms to end a domestic strife,

while they have forced slavery into such prominence
that it cannot be overlooked.

The region where the insurrection still remains

flagrant embraces all or parts of several States, with

a white population of 4,500,000, and a negro popu-

lation of 3,500,000, chiefly slaves. It is thus seen

to be a war between two parties of the white race,

not only in the presence, but in the very midst of

the enslaved negro race.

It is notorious—we could not conceal the fact if

we would—that the dispute between them arose out

of questions in which the negro race have a deep

and lasting interest and that their sympathies,

wishes and interests naturally, necessarily, inevita-

bly, fall on the side of the Union. Such a civil

war between two parties of the white race, in such

a place and under such circumstances, could not be

expected to continue long, before the negro race

would begin to manifest some sensibility and some

excitement. We have arrived at that stage already.

Everywhere the Ameriean General receives his

most useful and reliable information from the negro,

who hails his coming as a harbinger of freedom.

Wherever the national army advances into the in-

surrectionary region, African bondsmen, escaping

from their insurrectionary masters, come out to meet
it, and offer their service and labor in whatever ca-

pacity they may be desired. So many of these

bondsmen have, even without the invitation, and

often against the opposition of the Federal military

and naval authorities, made their way from bondage
among the insurgents to freedom among the loy-

alists, that the Government finds itself occupied

with the consideration of measures to provide them
with domiciles at home or abroad. Not less than

one hundred such escape every day; and as the

army advances, the number increases. If the war
should continue indefinitely, every slave will be-

come not only a free man, but an absentee. If the

insurgents shall resist their escape, how could they

hope to prevent the civil.war they have inaugurated

from degenerating into a servile war? True, a

servile population, especially one so long enslaved

as the Africans in the insurrectionary States, require

time and trial before they can organize a servile

war; but if the war continues indefinitely, a servile

war is only a question of time. The problem, then,

is, whether the strife shall be left to go on to that

point. The Government, animated by a just re-

gard for the general welfare, including that of the

insurrectionary States, adopts a policy designed at

once to save the Union and rescue society from that

fearful catastrophe, while it consults the ultimate

peaceful relief of the nation from slavery. It can-

not be necessary to prove to any enlightened states-

man, that the labor of the African in the insurrec-

tionary region is at present indispensable as a re-

source of the insurgents for continuing the war, nor

is it now necessary to show that this same labor is

the basis of the whole industrial system existing in

that region. The war is thus seen to be producing

already a disorganization of the industrial system of

the insurrectionary States, and tending to a subver-

sion of even their social system. Let it next be

considered that the European systems of industry

are largely based upon the African slave labor of

the insurrectionary States, employed in the produc-

tion of cotton, tobacco and rice, and on the free

labor of the other States, employed in producing

cereals, out of which combined productions arises

the demand for European productions, materials

and fabrics. The disorganization of industry, which
is already revealing itself in the insurrectionary

States, cannot but impair their ability to prosecute

the war, and at the same time result indirectly in

greater distress in Europe.
On the other hand, this disorganization operates

far less injuriously at present to the Federal Govern-
ment and to the luyal States. Every African labor-

er who escapes from his service is not only lost to

the support of the insurrection, but he brings an ac-

cession to the productive labor of the loyal Slates,

and to that extent increases their ability to continue

the contest in which they aro reluctantly engaged.

The failure of foreign importation as heretofore, in

return for the importation of Southern staples, stim-

ulates the manufacturing industry of the loyal

States. Immigration is accelerated by an activity

in these States resulting from extended manufac-
ture and the prosecution of tho war. Thus has the

phenomenon appeared, disappointing so many proph-

ccicsiuEurope.that tho war impoverishesand exhaust*
only the insurrection, and not the Union. 1 shall not

contend that these effects would be perpetual. I

know there is a reckoning for every nation that has

the misfortune to be involved in a war, and 1 do not

expect for the United States any exemption from

that inexorable law ; but it is enough for my present

purpose that tho penalties are neither more severe

nor more imminent than the loyal States can endure,

while bringing this unhappy contest to its desired

conclusion. Let us now suppose that any one or

more European States should think it right or ex-

Sudient to intervene by force to oblige the United

bates to accept a Compromise of l.heir sovereignly,

WhatothePGflfeotOQuld.it produce than lo render

inevitable, and even hurry on, that servile war, so

completely destructive of all European interests in

this country, which this Government so studiously

strives to avoid ? I know that the danger of any
foreign nation attempting such a policy, if it has
ever existed, has passed, as I am happy in knowing
that no foreign Government has ever threatened
such intervention, while several magnanimous Gov-
ernments have repudiated all unfriendly designs.

I have put forward that hypothesis only by way of
preface to a question not less significant—namely,
what must be the effect of such a policy abroad as

will encourage the insurgents with hopes of an in-

tervention which is never to occur ? Is not that ef-

fect visible in the obstinacy of the insurgents, in

their destruction of the cotton and tobacco already
cultivated, and liable to be brought into commerce
by the return of peace, and in their studied neglect

of the planting of the seeds of their staples, and
turning so much of the African labor as they are
able to save into the production of supplies of pro-
vision and forage, to enable them to continue the

war?
The effect will be further developed as time goes

on, in opening a way for that servile war, which, if it

shall be permitted to come, will produce infinite suf-

fering throughout the world, and can only at last re-

sult in an entirely new system of trade and com-
merce between the United States and all foreign

nations.

I need not say that these views are not grounded
on any proceedings or expressions of the British

Government, and are to be submitted to them only,

as they will be to other States, from a strong desire

on the part of the President that the true condition

of the present strife may be everywhere fully under-
stood.

1 am, &c., WILLIAM H. SEWARD.

THE WORD "WHITE."

We have observed of late,—though the complaint
comes from but one or two sources where it might,

perhaps, naturally be expected,—a disposition to

cavil at the Governor of Massachusetts because, in

ordering, forthwith, a new enrollment of the able-

bodied male citizens of the Commonwealth between
the ages of eighteen and forty-five, he does not con-
fine the return to white citizens, agreeably to the

existing law of this State. The Boston Courier, in

an article upon this subject, acknowledges that Conr
gross recently changed the old United States law in

reference to this matter, and speaks of the action as
" one of those pieces of small craft, of which we
might suppose the majority to be guilty." The
same paper likewise remarks:

—

" Our own statute, in respect to the militia, is con-
formable to the Act of Congress of 1792; and since

the legislation of the State was at that period deemed
necessary in order that its militia should be organized
in correspondence with the statute of the United
States, we consider that such legislation is now neces-

sary before colored men can be enrolled in the militia

of the State."

It will not be forgotten, that, during the session

of the Legislature of 1860, (as well as the extra

one of 1859, we think,) so strong an effort was made
to remove the word " white " from the existing statute

of this State, that a very decisive majority was
found to pass an amendatory bill, securing the re-

moval of the restriction. The act failed to become
a law, because Gov. Banks returned it with his veto

;

the veto having been based solely upon the argu-

ment,—which, notwithstanding the restriction really

made the Massachusetts colored men a privileged

class, was generally acquiesced in,—that the removal
of the word would place the State statute in direct

opposition to the law of the United States, and would,

iu fact, be a positive nullification of that act, and a
measure, consequently, which this Commonwealth
had not the right to pass. We all very well remem-
ber the earnestness with which those newspapers
especially which arrogated to themselves the special

championship of the doctrine (a correct one) that the

Nation was supreme over the State, and that the

efforts of a State to array itself against the Nation

were nothing short of treason, denouueed this at-

tempt to remove the word " white," and lauded the

act of the Governor, which was very clearly right

and proper, considering the existence of the United
States law of 1792.

Now, however, the law of the United States is

changed. It matters not, one way or the other, for

what reason, or by what influences ; or whether the

change is right or wrong, judicious or injudicious.

The law of the land now is, that " all able-bodied

male citizens," with no distinction of color, shall, with

the specified restrictions, constitute the militia. The
existing provisions of Massachusetts law are, conse-

quently, as much in conflict with the law of the

United States to-day, as they would have been two
years ago, had the State stricken the word " white"
from its law. The boot is now upon the other leg;

and it is an old saying, that it is a poor rule that

will not work both ways. Now, in " General Order
No. 99," just issued from the War Department of

the United States, and sent to the Governors of the

various States, each Governor is positively, and with

no equivocation, required and directed, in express

terms, to " cause an enrollment to be made, forth-

with, * * * of all able-bodied male citizens be-

tween the ages of eighteen and forty-five." In

compliance with this imperative order, the Gov-
ernor has directed the assessors to enroll all the

persons thus specified, without the distinction of

color that has been heretofore preserved; and be-

cause the Governor has so directed, the Courier be-

rates him for overriding the law of Massachusetts!

and says he ought not to issue such an order till tho

Legislature has first amended the present law. As
the prder of the War Department requires the en-

rollment to commence " forthwith," the action of the

Legislature is of course impossible; and the recom-
mendation, that the Governor adhere to the State

law rather than the United States law, is nothing

leas than a recommendation of nullification. Ana
it is curious to observe how ready some peculiar

minds are to recommend nullification when I hat-

course promotes the interests of slavery and " anti-

niggerism," and roll up their eyes at it in horror

when it seems to oonform to an anti-slavery senti-

ment.
That part of the order of the AVar Department

above cited is not, it should be understood, intended

for those States which have no militia laws. It is

imperative upon ail the States, whether those States

have laws or not. A nother part of the same order,

relating to exemptions, the manner of drafting, anil

the like, is for the express accommodation and guid-

ance of those States which have no laws upon the

subject. It cannot, therefore, be urged that, iu I he

matter of color, State law is allowed supremacy over
National law. We wonder that complaint is not

made because the Governor announces that the pay-
ment of seventy-five dollars will not exempt a

drafted man, when tho State law clearly provides to

that effect.—Satam Mercury.

M-,)- The enormous sum of one million dollars has

been contributed for the volunteers, in Philadelphia,
up to the 19th ult.

ADDRESS OP MAJOR GENERAL FREMONT
At an immense gathering at the Tremont Temple,

in Boston, on Thursday evening, August 28, 1862:

—

I feel deeply the honor of having been asked to

appear before you. I am gratified that you think I

can say anything which will aid in the object of

these meetings. But I trust that this object, so far

as it relates to the enrollment of the volunteers re-

quired, has already been attained. The events of
the last few weeks have made so apparent the ne-

cessity for immediate reinforcements, that I hope
nothing else has been needed to procure a prompt
response to the call of the.Government, and to that

mute but strong appeal of your friends in the field,

who to-day constitute our bulwark against the

surges of rebellion.

The chances of war do not admit of delays. The
enemy is pushing it forward with renewed vigor,

and the loss of a few weeks, or even of a few days,

may involve disasters shameful to record and impos-
sible to retrieve. In this condition, it will never do
to let differences ofopinion as to how the war should
be carried on interfere with its vigorous prosecution.

First fill the ranks, and leave to those who stay at

home the obligation of shaping the struggle to its

proper ends. But Massachusetts needs no other in-

citement to her duty than the certainty that she has

one to perform. Under this impulse, her people
will come forward promptly and nobly, as they al-

ways have done. (Cheers.) She will be always
true, as in this contest she has been poetically true,

to her historic record. The infant that here in tho
" Cradle of Liberty" strangled the serpent, is ready
in its manhood to destroy the hydra; and when I

see, as I have lately had the opportunity to see, what
kind of men they are, each one filling a place in

society, instructed, intelligent men, heads and sup-

porters of families, contributing by steady labor to

the wealth of the State—when I see such men go-

ing by thousands and hundreds of thousands to the

field, my anxiety is not in regard to the number
who go there, but it is that their ready obedience
and affecting confidence in the government will be
met by a corresponding care for them in the field,

and that these concentrated energies will be direct-

ed to results worthy of the sacrifices they are mak-
ing. (Applause.)

Therefore, I indulge myself in the pleasure of

feeling that the object of this meeting is not so much
to urge the necessity for further troops as to furnish

an occasion of encouragement and sympathy to

those now leaving for the field—the assemblage of

friends on shore to greet the parting ship—and so,

with a. God-speed to them, I turn with your permis-

sion, for a moment, to the duties resting upon those

of us who, for the time being, are left at home.
I had just now expressed my anxiety that we

should obtain from this war results worthy of the

sacrifices we are making. How this shall be done,

and in the speediest way, is the question which
threatens still more to convulse the country, and is

making of the nation one great council of war. And
it is right that the people should, in this way, jeal-

ously debate their vital interests. Not only is this

their inherited right, bought by the first revolu-

tion, but it is also their sacred duty to keep them-
selves well and currently informed concerning the

progress of this revolution, and to make known
their wishes concerning the manner in which it

shall be controlled, so as best to secure domestic

peace, and restore it upon imperishable foundations.

(Loud cheers.) It is in this way that the vitality

of our institutions manifests and maintains itself.

(Applause.)

In ordinary wars, a soldier is limited to the silent

execution "of his military duties. But we are in the

midst of a revolution where every citizen is a soldier.

Rome had her laws special to civil war. Here the

nation is stirred to the heart by a struggle for exist-

ence, and not only the life of the country, but the

life of Representative Liberty throughout the world,

is at stake. It is not safe to believe that we shall

be able easily to govern this revolution. And in

the midst of such events, it is not only the right but
the duty of every man to express his opinions, and,

however slight his influence may be, to employ it in

laboring for the common cause.

Lord Herbert, when envoy at the court of France,
sent, I think, by Elizabeth—at all events, at a time
when on the personal relation's of ambassadors de-

pended peace or war for their nations—said to the

French minister, who had purposely provoked him,

that " although ambassador, he was not the less a gen-

tleman." He reserved fche right, when occasion call-

ed for it, to act in his broader capacity. So, there-

fore, a soldier, but not the less a citizen, I will, iu the

little I have to say to you, speak my opinion freely

(cries of " Good," " good," and applause) ; but at the

same time, I will endeavor to do so with the reserve

belonging to the first character. I will ask your in-

dulgence, if 1 may speak upon a subject about which
you are not all equally united, but the proper treat-

ment of which I think equally important with the

proper treatment of our forces in the field; and if I

speak of myself in connection, it is because iu the

suggestions I presume to make to you, I speak upon
my individual experience. (Cries of " Good," aud
applause.)

Six years ago, when I had the honor to represent

your views upon national affairs, I held, in common
with yourselves, the opinion that slavery should not

be disturbed within its existing limits. When tho

Confederate States anuouueed their existence, their

executive proclaimed slavery to be the corner-stone

of the new power. In Missouri, a year ago, as a
war measure, I declared the slaves of rebels free, (im-

mense applause, and cries of " Good," and great

cheering.) believing this to be the most incisive,

searching and deadly blow that could be aimed at

the heart of the rebellion. (Applause and Good,
good. Bully for you, and cheers.) 1 judged it to be
the quickest mode to damage aud disconcert the en-

emy, and to gain great advantages with the least

cost of life to the good citizens who were acting with

me in maintaining the laws. A General in tho
field, in a distant aud rebellions district invested

with pro-consular powers, I did this in the evetvise

of what I believed to be my legitimate authority.

(Cheers.) Later as the war went on. I became sat-

isfied that with its successful termination must also

terminate slavery in some form. (Good, good, and
cheers.)

I considered it then sufficient that some measure
should be adopted, by which it should immediately

cease as a political power, and begin to cease as a
social fact. But as the contest was protracted, the

conditional Opinions with which we all entered upon
it, in my mind gave place to the conviction that ev-

ery advantage which the laws of war allowed to us

should be employed, and that to be effective as a
war measure this act should be thorough and imme-
diate. It became apparent that the slower process

would be ineffectual. And so the events of the
year have brought me to tho conviction, that thern

can be no lasting peace while slavery exists on our
continent. (Great applause.) Therefore, all other

considerations apart, anil regarding it only as a

measure to:' the efiectoal suppression of the rebel-

lion, 1 am in favor of tho immediate abolition of slftj
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very, (great cheers,) ami in favor of using every

practicable means to make tbat abolition effective,

(cheers,) and so deprive the enemy of their great el-

ement of strength. (Great applause.)

Wherever our flag waves in jurisdiction, let it

wave over free men. (Cheers.) Let it answer all

questions, and give all passports. (Loud cheers.)

It is urged against summary measures that the

liberation of the slaves would be an act of great in-

justice to the loyal men of the South. But can

such a war as this be carried on without sacrifices

from the loyal people in every section of the coun-

try ? The loyalists of the South wouW be required

to contribute a portion of what is held to be proper-

ty, and for which they would doubtless be afterward

remunerated. Against this the loyal people of the

North give not only absolute property, but then-

own lives, and the lives of those most dear to them.

(Cheers.) [At this point, Gov. Andrew came upon

the platform, and was received with loud cheers.]

To them their loss can never be repaid. How then

can such distinctions be entertained ? And how

can we, in making war upon a country, protect its

vital interests ?—separate it into parts, and for the

sake of protecting the property of a class, forego our

greatest advantages? Such a policy would carry

within itself the elements of sure defeat, and the

real Unionists of tlie Soutli are ready for the sacri-

fice. Nor do I share in the belief that there is a

large body of Unionists in the South. In my indi-

vidual experience I have found them few, and in

the progress of the war they have been fast decreas-

ing The danger which has attended the avowal of

Union sentiments, the uncertain protection which

we have been able to give them, the certain severi-

ties of the Confederate Government, the unexpected

L>ngth to which the rebels have been able to protract

the struggle, together with neighborhood friend-

ships and interests, have carried away many who in

the beginning maintained their allegiance to the

Union. In the whole valley of Virginia, 1 do not

remember to have met a Union mm, and certainly

not one Union woman. (Laughter.) This element

of their strength must not be underrated. It serves

to show how thoroughly the feelings of the Soutli

arc in this contest, and leaves no doubt as to what

will be the training of the growing generation^ Not

only were the people not desirous of returning to

the Union, but they did not entertain the idea in

any shape—their only conjectures were as to the

manner in which the separation would finally be ef-

fected. 1 do not think that our Not thern people

realize how many years the South has been prepai

ing for this struggle.

The advent of the Natchez in Charleston harbor,

with Jackson's proclamation and her ready batteries,

cheeked it for a time in South Carolina, where there

was then a strong body of men with Union senti-

ments—strong enough to have the consistency of a

party, and with its representative organs.
_

Then

quite a young man, I was among the Unionists en-

roiled with a view to service under Mr. Poinsett,

then the acknowledged head of the party in that

State. Mr. Calhoun died a defeated rebel chief,

but he left legions of young men devoted to dissemi-

nate his principles—young legions growing up in

the faith of the principles, to the establishment of

which this generation has been consecrated in the

South. We are at war with a people who have

been educated to believe they are contending for

their liberties; they are carrying on this contest

with unity and determination ;
their armies have

acquired the solidity and consistency of regular

troops. To reduce such a rebellion will require the

utmost exertion of our force, and the immediate use

of every advantage which naturally falls to our

share ]u the contest. Their determination to obtain

success is unconquerable—to subdue them, their de-

signs must be made impossible, and the unity which

gives them strength must be ours also. (Cheers.)

To secure this unity, we must rouse ourselves to

extraordinary exertions. Not only must every pos-

. sible means be used to damage the enemy in the

field, but we must guard vigilantly against the ene-

mies in our midst. (Cheers.) While you have been

loyally occupied with the defence of the country,

and sending your voters to the field, the pro-slavery

party has been stealthily and busily employed in

organizing to control the elections, and to secure a,

victory of which they already feel assured. To

counteract them, you must labor—you must make it

a matter of individual labor in order to give this

force of unity to the work before us, and every vote

deposited in the ballot-box tells as surely on the

contest as a blood-stained musket left on the field.

The endurance and steady courage of our soldiers

must be supported by a united public opinion at

home, and when some brilliant victory flashes across

the clouds of war, let a responsive glow light up
'

the undivided hearts of the North. (Loud cheers.)

We might make concessions and give up advan-

tages, if our contest was for this general ion only._ If

we were contending for ourselves only, we might

compromise or let it go. Individual prosperity could

be easily secured here or elsewhere, where peace

and stable governments reign. But it is for the

long line of generations yet to come, in whose in-

terests we fight this battle. (Cheers.) We cannot

say, " After us the deluge," but must take the

time with all its obligations. Our soldiers go to the

field with no short aims. Their hopes are not placed

upon the temporary success of a battle, and the im-

pulses which govern them arc not those only of per-

sonal fame. Remember how small their chance for

it is. No such considerations would have carried

them from their little home circles, where each ab-

sence makes a horrible blank. Impelled alone by a

generous patriotism, they fight for their country'

future—not its present or theirs ; they have r.o other

reward than the glory and safety of the country.

Such men I have seen in the field. I know how

cheerfully they bear hardships—how silenily they

accept wounds and death.

Go to the graves of these honored dead, and tell

them the flag they loved floats over their regiment

upon some glorious field—will their sleep be dis-

turbed ? Tell them their names will be handed

down with honor through the succession of genera-

tions—will the blood again thrill in their veins, and

will their eyes glirten ? Give them, then, whi

they can enjoy it, the satisfaction to know that their

efforts have an object. Already you hear the tramp

of eager thousands hastening to the prepared bat-

tle—your fancy in the j-estless night brings you

back the voices of their farewell. Except in dreams

of the night, how many of you will ever hear them

again, those household voices ?

Remembering these—remembering the hoarded

treasures you have thrown into this gulf for your

country's good—will you hesitate ? People of Mas-

sachusetts, will you hesitate to strike with vital

force the unnatural enemy who has compelled these

terrible sacrifices ? (Cries of " No !
" " No ! ") Shall

this blood be shed in vain ? (" No !

" " No !

") Bap-

tized in such blood, will you not name free that soil

where it was shed? ("Yes!" "Yes!") Shall a

ploughshare guided by the hand of a slave throw

up, to whiten in the sun, the bones of patriots who

fell in this struggle for their country V (Cries of

"No!" "No!")
Crowd your patriot soldiers to the field, happy in

their privilege to be there; make every fight a vic-

tory, but let the men who fall on those red fields

die in the assured belief that their blood was not

merelv spilled upon the ground—that it went to

cement the corner-stones in this great temple of uni-

versal liberty, (great cheering,) and when the roar

of the battle with all other mortal sounds is fading

in their ears, let them feel that their souls, too, are

marching on to join that noble army (cheers) of

niartvrs which avery good cause demands. Justify

their" sacrifices, and at once, by a great act,_ptaee

yourselves on one of the grand pinnacles of history.

And if on that summit the halo which surrounds you

is tinged with a reddened light reflected from many
a bloody field, it will not come from your setting

sun, but will be the light of a new and glorious

morning which will illuminate the world. (Tre-

mendous applause, which was kept up for several

minutes.)

Six cheers were proposed and given for " Our
Jessie." Governor Andrew, who had entered dur-

ing Gen. Fremont's speech, was loudly called for,

Col. Parker stated that he (the Governor) was over-

come by the excessive labors of the day, and beg-

ged to be excused from speaking at that time.

Hon. Charles A. Phelps was next introduced, and
made a spirited and eloquent speech, endorsing what

Gen. Fremont had said, and urging an uncompromis-

ing warfare with the rebellion and its cause. He
was warmly responded to.

Hon. Henry Wilson was then presented. He
spoke as follows:

—

Lodift and Cfenttemm,—You came here to-night

to listen to and to gaze upon John 0. Fremont.

(Applause.) Von have listened to-night to his

word.": they .'-ink into your heart*. Those words

will go through the Republic, and will thrill the

heart of the nation. When one year ago beyond
the Mississippi he proclaimed freedom to the slaves

of rebels, the loyal heart of the Republic responded
with a great beat. Perhaps excessive prudence
and excessive kindness towards men in rebellion

afterwards modified that beat. But time has passed

on, and that deed of John C. Fremont is substan-

tially recorded in the laws of the Republic,

—

(cheers)—and what is not in the laws of the Re-
public, I believe is recorded in the hearts of the

people, and they will put it there. The Congress

of tlie United States, after months of struggle, amid
obloquy and reproach, put on the statute book of

the Republic a law that made every slave of a

rebel within the lines of our army a free man. That
is the law of the land to-day. It does net depend
upon a proclamation of the President, or an order

of commanders in the field; and I trust that the

men who are for the Union—who are for liberty as

well as Union—will rally now, and strike the fetters

from the millions of the slaves of rebels. Perhaps

the Government docs not move so fast as the bound-

ing hearts of the people would like, but the Gov-
ernment must respond when the sentiments of the

people are manifested. 1 believe the President of

the United States to be one of the purest patriots

and one of the most honest men eyer summoned to

take part in public affairs. 1 believe that he loves

liberty for all mankind. I believe, however, that he

is prudent, careful, cautious—perhaps, in the judg-

ment of some of us, too much so; but you can have

him right by being unanimously right yourselves.

A voice in the gallery—" I say, Wilson, hadn't

you better run the machine ? " (Cries of " Put him
out." Applause and hisses.)

Mr. Wilson—Acting thus together, we shall over-

throw this slaveholding rebellion, maintain the just

authority of the Government, and strike down the

Slave Power and slavery in America. In view of

the events transpiring in the country, the time has

gone by wherein any man can believe in human
slavery, and believe in its extension, and be loyal to

the North American Republic. (Cheers.) I can

conceive that a man may believe slavery to be an

evil which may be continued along until God in his

providence overcomes it ; I can conceive such a man
to be loyal ; but the man who believes slavery is

right is a traitor. (Cheers.) Slavery is the only

cause of this rebellion : there is no other. To take

the hate out of the South, we must strike the fetters

from the limbs of every bondman. That which has

poisoned the fountains of our existence must perish

forever. (A voice—"Amen.") Let the land where
sons of Massachusetts who have fallen in the strug-

gle lie be trodden by free men. We owe it to them,

to make the dust that lies on their bosom, dust to be

trodden only by the feet of freemen.

Slavery is the only cause of this rebellion. (That's

so.") Tliere.is no other cause, I think, that ever

made any ill-will between us. Slavery has poisoned

the hearts of our brethren of the South, and they to-

day are actuated by a hatred unsurpassed Dy any
people in any age against our government, against

the loyal people of this country. Now to take the

hate out of their hearts, strike the fetters from the

limbs of their bondmen. (Cheers.) Let that sys-

tem that has poisoned the foundations of our nation-

al existence perish forever. ("Amen!" and groat

cheering.)

The Congress of the United States comprehended
its duties in this crisis of the country. Congress be-

lieved slavery to be the sole cause of this revolt.

They stamped the word freedom in letters of living

light on every foot of territory belonging to the

United States. They declared that every slave of

a rebel that came within the lines was free, and that

he might be used for military purposes. I say Con-

gress fully comprehended the duties of the hour,

and has written on the statute books these wise,

and humane, and beneficent enactments. I have

faith that when the loyal people shall speak in

firm but kind tones to those who administer the

Government, they will smite down this institution

which has plunged the nation into blood and civil

war. 1 have the fullest faith that the President and

his Constitutional advisers will act out these enact-

ments of Congress, and that the slaves of all rebels

will be forever made free. (Cheers.)

Senator Wilson was followed in a spirited manner
by E. C. Bailey, Rev. J. M. Manning, and others.

N"o Union with Slaveholders

!

BOSTON, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 1862.

TEE COURIER TRUTHFULLY DESCRIBED.

In the Boston Transcript of Saturday evening, the

Rev. Mr. Manning, of the Old South Church, pub-

lishes the following communication ;

—

Mii. Editor—The Courier, in its comments on the

Fremont meeting of hint Thurday night, represents

me as saying of certain persons named, that "when
we go to heaven, we shall find them " there. Assume
of tlie gentlemen named were not present to hear
what was said, and since it is well known that I say
generally about the opposite of what the Courier re-

ports me as saying, I am anxious lest they should sus-

pect me of having consigned them (prophetically) to

the place which is farthest from heaven. I beg leave

to assure my friends that I said nothing of this sort,

and that I have ton much regard for their comfort to

wish them where they would necessarily have to en-

dure the presence of the Courier.

My remarks were confined strictly to this world,

—

carrying out the patriotic suggestions of Mr. Bailey,

that party lines will all have fallen, and conservatives

and radicals " find " themselves standing side by side,

under the old banner of the Republic, in the hour of

final victory over the rebellion. When we have reach-

ed that glorious consummation, where will the Boston
Courier he ? We fear that echo will answer for it, and
that its epitaph will be—"A rebel, had it not been a

coward." J. M. MANNING.

The epitaph suggested by Mr. Manning is exactly

to the point. The "loyalty" of the Courier is evi-

dently through constraint of public opinion. Could

the rebels succeed in overthrowing the Government,

that paper would instantly throw aside the mask of

dissimulation, and justify their course ; for its spirit is

wholly alien from the free institutions of the North,

and as servile and base, slavery-ward, as the South can

desire. It would be "a rebel," were it not " a cow-

ard," Mr. Manning has merely expressed the opinion

that is universally entertained of it.

The reply of the Courier is characteristic. It sueers

at Mr. Manning as " a clergyman who has become a

politician, and who takes active part in political gather-

ings "—as if, supposing the charge were true, it is not

as much his right to he and to do thus, in the exercise

of his citizenship, as it is the right of the-editor of the

Courier! It impudently insists that its reporter "fur-

nished theacountof what '

the Potomac that lias not been sent forward to Gen. Pope's
command.

Oen. Pope commands the Army of Virginia, and all the
forces temporarily attached to it.

All the forces are under •ommand of Muj.-Gen. Hatleck,
General -in-Chief.

E. D. ToWNSI'.ND, Assistant Adjutant-General.

We may add that while on the Peninsula for two
weeks, Gen. McCIellan disobeyed Gen. Halleck's or-
ders, delaying for that length of time after lie received
his directions to embark his troops for Aquia Creek
and Alexandria, with the object of meeting the attack
which has now been made.

These chacges may prove unfounded, but they are

in harmony with the whole career of McCIellan since

he took command of the army. Unfortunately for the

Courier's exultation at the supposed appointment of

McCIellan to "the chief command of the armies in

Virginia," it says that "on Saturday evening comes
another despatch, declaring that Gen. Haileck is Com-
mander-in-Chief." To this arrangement tlie Courier

stiffly demurs :—" McCIellan is the proper officer for

this command, from his rank, his merits, his services."

When the Tribune undertakes to criticise President

Lincoln, with reference to any of Ins military appoint-

ments, the Courier affects to deem it an act of intol-

erable impertinence, if not positive disloyalty : is a
similar criticism by the Courier any the less arrogant?

Will not Judge Thomas ask its editor whether he
would not " like to run the machine " ?

JEEl^The Courier is softening its habitual ferocity

of expression by a little facetiousness, in speaking of

"the radical adversaries of slavery, who have played

into the hands of the secessionists so effectually "

!

It is greatly outraged in feeling, however, that " this

class of men talk in public, not of the Constitution,

which is the country, but of the Declaration of Inde-

pendence, which, however applicable to the occasion for
ivlnch U was used, (!) contains no vitality for
TJ9 WHO LIVE UNDER THE CONSTITUTION"! That
Declaration, then, has vanished with those whose
names were appended to it, and was used by them
only as a convenient cheat for the time being! The
" self-evident truths, that all men are created

equal—that they are endowed by their Creator with

certain inalienable rights—that among these are life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness "—remained self-

evident truths until the adoption of the Constitution,

when they became mere "sounding generalities,"

and henceforth null and void ! Such is the audacious

assertion of the Courier. It is the toryism which, in

said at the Tremonf ,he lJa^ s of tlie Revolution, subjected those who

THE WAR.

The past two months have brought forth momen-
tous changes in the state of the country. A few

weeks since, the North was confident that a great

blow was soon to be struck by the army of the Po-

tomac—that Richmond, the capital and stronghold

of the rebel Confederacy, was about to come into

the possession of the United States—that the rebel-

lion would in this way be reduced to comparatively

insignificant proportions, and the supreme authority

of the Federal Government restored in all the re-

volted States. These anticipations have been fear-

fully disappointed. The very reverse of all that

was so hopefully looked for has taken place. The
army of the North has been driven back—the Con-

federacy is confident and strong—the mind of the

North sank, for a time, into a state of unexampled

depression—new levies were called for—not less

than six hundred thousand men—a large part of

them will probably be drafted for out of the able-

bodied men of the North: all this involving vast ex-

penditure, in which the best blood of the land will

be shed in torrents. This is sad enough; but the

saddest feature of all we find in the obstinate hnpen-

itency of the nation. Neither government nor peo-

ple appear to feel any compunctions in view of ac-

cumulated national guilt. Some Christians do; but

of the masses and of the rulers it may be said, as

Jeremiah declared regarding Israel in a period of

similar calamity, "This people hold fast deceit ; they

will not return." They have not even good sense

enough to employ all their resources in this tremen-

dous crisis. They will not call upon any but white

men to join the ranks of the army : they will not

even aliow any others to take up arms, when they

offer to do so. Their hatred of the colored race

—

the innocent occasion of this terrible war—appears

to be intensified. They will employ them in menial

services, but exclude them from the more honorable

task of making war with musket and bayonet. It

is impossible to exaggerate the testimony which

this one fact gives to the utter demoralization of

the masses of the North in reference to the principles

of humanity and liberty. Colored men fought in

the Revolutionary war, and in the war of 1812 : they

arc found in the armies of all nations that have the

opportunity and the necessity to ask their help: but

the proud, and presumptuous, and stupid North re-

fuses their aid. As to the slaves, there is no policy

adopted by the government. Nearly everything is

left to the will or caprice of the commanding gene-

rals. The noble Hunter, in South Carolina, enrolls

and arms them ; Pope uses them partially, and, we
believe, protects them when they fly to his lines

Euell excludes them from his camp; McCIellan say:

nothing about them,«i)ut some find employment
within "his lines; Butler re-enacts the old slave law:

of Louisiana, and orderR colored men found in the

streets after 9 o'clock, p. m., without a pass from a

master, to bo flogged ; the President, although au-

thorized by Congress to receive and arm colored

men, refuses to do anything approaching to it.

AVhen will this besotted nation learn righteous-

ness ? When will its obdurate heart be softened ?

When will it fear God more than it fears Kentucky ?

When will the nation begin to feel that, unless it

makes war, and strikes at the terrible slave system

—

the cause and life of the rebellion, and turns to God,

who is visiting it—that there is no other prospect

before it but national disintegration, with its fearful

train of evils, or, it may be, speedy national ruin ?

Surely, God has judicially blinded the people of the

]an(l— its " princes are fools"—they " are deceived;"

the Lord hath mingled a perverse spirit in the midst

of the land.

In the mean time, however, many slaves are

gaining their liberty. A better spirit, moreover, is

rising on their behalf; or, rather, as to the necessity

of looking to emancipation as the final agency to

employ lor the preservation of the nation: and the

evidences are accumulating that, in the final issue,

the accursed system of slavery must and will be de-

stroyed. This is well : but all this does not prove

the existence of penitence toward God, or even any

considerable growth of humane principles; nor does

it at all excuse the infatuation of' the country in re-

fusing now, " in this its day," to take hold of the

mighty weapon that God has put into its hand

against the still more infatuated rebels. Still, we
will not believe—until compelled to do so, and we
hope that we shall not be—that God has decreed

the utter quenching of the light of this nation : we
believe that it will be, at last, however late, purified

" so as by fire," and come out of the furnace more

pure, and free, and Christian, in the past, and pres-

ent, anil future, a beacon to the world.— The Cove-

nanter.

meeting with indisputable fidelity"—whereas, there-

porter wantonly burlesqued what Mr. Manning said at

the close of his admirable speech, making his language

ridiculous, as every one who was present knows.

"Mr. Manning," says tire Courier, "informed his

hearers that when they went to heaven, they would find

John C. Fremont, George B. Cheever, General Hun-

ter, Henry Ward Beeeher, Wm. Lloyd Garrison, and

Wendell Phillips." It reiterates the falsehood in the

following malicious sentence :
—" When such clergy-

men make speeches at excited political meetings, (!) it

is not singular that they should say very foolish things,

or tbat they should forget it afterwards; but the writ-

ten word remains." The written word of the Courier,

in this instance, is a gross misrepresentation, neverthe-

less. Since the war broke out, clergymen have every

where participated in the public gatherings held to

urge its more vigorous prosecution ;
and their conduct

has been deemed eminently patriotic. Why is Mr.

Manning,—whose zeal in this direction has not been

surpassed,—to be thus invidiously assailed as "a poli-

tician " 1 For no other reason than that he is for strik-

directly at slavery as the vulnerable point of the

rebellion, and thus making it possible for the Govern-

ment to achieve a lasting victory. This it is, in the

Courier's eyes, that constitutes his "bigotry, uncbari-

tableness, fanaticism and folly"—that makes him "a
notorious abolitionist, who must be ranked, according

to the classification of the Post Master General, among
' the aiders and abettors of the Confederates,' and whe
made this too clear by the part he took in the late Dis-

union meeting"!! The junior pastor of the Old

South Church aiding and abetting the Southern trai-

tors ! The tremendous gathering at the Tremont

Temple, which was so eloquently addressed by Fre

mont, Phelps, Wilson, Bailey, Manning and Parker, a

"Disunion meeting"! And the accuser the Boston

Courier I

" In conclusion," says this refined and courteous jour-

nal, " since this reverend person so glibly and indecently

bandies opprobrious epithets , we feel constrained to in-

quire of him why he docs not himself go to the war? "

There may be many valid reasons for his not going:

and the retort might easily be made, wdiy does not the

patriotic (?) editor of the Courier go ? No one oan be

better spared than himself; be is now put to the worst

uses; his departure would give general satisfaction to

the community ; and though he may be exempted, in

consequence of exceeding the required age, still, being

healthy and vigorous, be should not avail himself of

that excuse, nor stand on the order of his going ! Be-

sides, without hia martial aid and presence, it is quite

certain that " the Union as it was " can never be re-

stored !

2^= The Courier, like every other pro-slavery,

pseudo-loyal journal of tlje North, has been a great

admirer of Gen. McCIellan and his "masterly strate-

gy," from the beginning, and'still appears enamored

because he does nothing but delay and retreat. " On
Friday morning," it says, "information reaches the

public from Washington, that McCIellan has assumed

the chief command of the armies in Virginia. This

all seems right and reasonable, and the result is, a

vast renewal of confidence fat military operations " ! The
assertion we have put in italics, as far as the public

at large is concerned, is pure fiction. McClellan's

military reputation is inextricably imbedded in the

Cbickahominy swamps; and in the circles of the

most patriotic and loyal, he is generally pronounced

utterly incompetent for his position ; while others re-

gard the terrible disasters and appalling mortality

which have followed the splendid army he has had

under his control as the results of an indisposition to

go forward, rather than a want of ability. Here is the

latest intelligence of his conduct. The Washington

correspondent of the Tribune, under date of Sunday

last, makes the following grave charges :

—

The order from the War Department, taking from
Gen. McCIellan the command in "Virginia to which
by seniority of rank he was entitled, and which rumor
has already assigned him, bears date yesterday, and
has a history.

Gen. McClellan's friends admit that he doesn't un-
derstand the value of time, and the events of this

week have proved, at least, the truthfulness of this

statement. As long ago as Wednesday, he received

an order to advance the corps of Gen. Franklin to the
support of Gen. Pope. He sent an excuse to the ef-

fect that it was impossible to do so for lack of trans-

portation and supplies. On Thursday night the order
was repeated, and the time to march fixed at 6 o'clock,

Friday morning.
At a late hour that morning, the President believed

and stated to visitors that this column had moved.
But the discovery was shortly afterwards made that

Gen. Franklin was still in Alexandria.
At '2 o'clock on Friday afternoon, the order was for

the third time issued, but at 4 Gen. McCIellan tele-

graphed that he had countermanded it, because he
judged it unsafe to deprive Alexandria and Washing-
ton of the protection of this corps.

On Friday night they moved, but were stopped .by

McCIellan at Annandale, about seven miles from Al-
exandria, and within sound of the enemy's guns, for

the. alleged reason that it was unsafe to advance. Yes-
terday they at last moved, but for three days the
march was delayed—three days! during which Gen.
Pope was fighting against terrible odds.

Another act hy Gen. McCIellan meets with equally
sharp criticism. Gen. Pope sent to him from the bat-

tle-field a request that he would forward him imme-
diately forage for his horses and food tor bis men.

Gen. McCIellan returned an answer that he would
be happy to comply with Gen. Pope's suggestion, if

he would send a cavalry escort. This story seems
incredible, but it is much more than a rumor.
Gen. McClellan's Headquarters is still in the vicin-

ity of Alexandria.
The following is the order referred to above :

—

War DBi-AiiTMiiNT, Aug. 31), 1 8(52.

Gen. Bu inside coinnuLndu his own uurps, except thuso Unit

huvo boon temporarily detached :t in I asM^nod f,i> Don. l'upo.

Gen. MoClollim commiuula that portion of tno Army of

avowed it to a coat of tar and feathers, social outlaw

ry, and violent expulsion from the colonies. But if

the Declaration of Independence has become obsolete,

will the Courier explain the anomaly of its being duly

rehearsed throughout the country, in public assembly,

every Fourth of July ?

jjg^The Courier dogmatically insists that the sole

object of the war is to restore " the Union as it was,"

with ail its pro-slavery guaranties ; and then taunts

the Abolitionists for not showing more zeal in its

prosecution ! This is its idea of moral consistency !

For. twenty years the Abolitionists, in view of those

guaranties, religiously declared " the Union as it was "

nothing better than "a covenant with death, and an

agreement with hell." Now if, as a matter of con-

science, they were unable tosupportit by their ballots

before the war, how can they consistently do so by

their muskets, if the war is for the restoration of that

Union, without detriment to the slave system % Will

the Courier answer?

Three Persons Redeemed from Bondage.—
Rev. J. Sella Martin, a colored clergyman of this city,

lately visited England, and while there several worthy

gentlemen of that country, learning the condition of

some members of his family in bondage in the South,

determined to raise a sufficient sum of money to en-

able him to return to the United States, and purchase

their freedom. The most prominent of these liberal-

hearted men were Hon. A. Kennaird, Hon. and Rev.

B. Noel, and Rev. John Curren, the latter a leading

clergyman of the Independent Church.

The amount obtained was §2,200, and with this sum,

after a lengthy correspondence and unwearied effort,

Mr. Martin succeeded in inducing the owner of his

sister, and her two children, a son and daughter, liv-

ing in Georgia, to sell them to a negro trader, who, by

agreement, carried them to Kentucky, where Mr. Mar-

tin met them, and for $2,000 secured their freedom.

The joy of the meeting, where brother and sister were

reunited, free forever from the thrall of slavery, can

be better imagined than described.

Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine, for Au
gust, contains the following papers :— 1. Chronicles of

Csrlingford-Part VII. 2. A Skye-Lark. 3. Cax-

tonia—Part VI.—on the Moral Effect of Writers.

4. Victor Hugo's Last Romance. 5. Tlie Rights of

Woman. 6. Sermons. 7. Across the Channel. 8.

Ten Years of Imperialism.

The Edinburgh Review, for July, presents the

following table of contents:—1. The Explorers of

Australia. 2. Wellington's Supplementary Despatches.

3. Sir G. C. Lewis's Astronomy of the Ancients. 4.

Earl Stanhope's Life of Pitt. 5. Troyon's Lacus-

trine Abodes of Man. 6. Weber's Gleanings from

German Archives. 7- Iron—its Uses and Manufac-

ture. 8. Remains of Mrs. Richard Trench. 9. Dol-

linger on the Temporal Power.

The London Quarterly Review, for July, con-

tains the following articles :— 1. Memoirs of Sir Marc

Isambard Brunei. 2. Sussex. 3. Lives of the Arch-

bishops of Canterbury. 4. The Volunteers and Na-

tional Defence. 5. English Poetry from Dryden to

Cowper. 6. The International Exhibition. 7. The
Hawaiian Islands. 8. The Bicentenary.

For sale by Crosby & Nichols.

A New Collection of Music. Oliver Ditson

& Co., 277 Washington street, Boston, have just pub-

lished " The Voice of Praise : A Collection of

Music for the Choir, Singing School, Musical Con-

vention, and the Social Circle. By Edward Hamil-

ton." The author says—"The music of this work,

generally, will be found to be new, not merely in name

and form, but in idea and style. It is written express-

ly as sacred music, in a manner suited to religious

worship ; and its aim and purpose are to improve the

taste of both hearer and performer, and to dignify the

service of sacred song." In addition to more than

four hundred hymn tunes, there are separate collec-

tions of anthems, chants, glees, partsongs, &c. ; the

whole making a volume of upwards of 400 pages.

J^gf^Gen. Corcoran, who was so long imprisoned

by the rebels^received an ovation in Boston on Fri

day last, such as is given to the greatest of conque-

rors. He was met at the Roxbury line at 10 o'clock, A.

M. by Mayor Wightmau and the other city authori-

ties, where congratulatory speeches were made, and

modestly responded to ; when a vast procession was
formed, (chiefly composed of the numerous Irish as-

sociations,) which made an extended march through

the city to the Common, where highly patriotic ad-

dresses were made by the General and others, which

were enthusiastically applauded by the largest assem-

bly we have ever witnessed. A banquet was subse-

quently given to the Genera! at the Revere House.

££g= A very interesting and touching account of

the condition of the contrabands in Washington and

its vicinity, by Mrs. Jacobs, the author of " Linda,"
may he found on our last page. We trust its perusal

will stimulate philanthropic spirits to do something in

their behalf, in addition to what has already been so

kindly done by a few others, through the agency of

Mrs. Jacobs.

03?=" It will be seen that Andrew T. Fobs is to

commence a term of anti-slavery labor in Vermont by

a meeting at Mclndoes Falls next Sunday, 7th inst.

We bespeak, in Mr. Foss's behalf, the best ooopera*

tiou of all the friends of the Ami-Shivery cause, iu

those sections of the State which he may visit.

LETTER FROM HENRY 0. WRIGHT.

John C. and Jessie Fremont—Zugonyi—Mobs and Civil

War at the North, in aid of the Kidnappers' Rebellion.

Gloucester, Sunday, Aug. 24, 1862.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison:
My Friend,—I am just in from the Beach called

the Loaf, where John C. and Jessie Fremont have
bad their tents spread for a few weeks. I had con-

siderable conversation with them, and with two or

three members of his staff—Col. Zagonyi, Col. Al-

bert, and Major Haskell—who are with him. I ex-

pressed myself very freely as to the cause and the

cure of the distress and wide-spread afflictions that

now overwhelm the nation. Slavery is the sole

cause and Abolition the only cure of the rebellion.

To talk of any other cause or cure of the civil war
now sweeping off our sons by hundreds of thousands,

and our property by hundreds of millions, is to deny
self-evident truth, and when done, it is done solely to

favor and gain success to the slaveholding traitors

against God and man.

I asked what the Administration—Lincoln, Seward
and Blair especially—meant by its tenderness for the

lives, property, interests and pride of the Blavchold-

ing rebels, and its utter contempt or indifference to-

wards the lives, property and interests of the loyal

States ? Throughout this frightful conflict of bullets

and blood, all respect has been paid to the rights of

kidnappers and slave-breeders, while the rights of the

North have been ignored. How much longer will

this be endured 5

The slaveholders are in arms solely to destroy the

Constitution and Government, which, in their view,

are opposed to slavery, and to establish a government
whose corner-stone is slavery, and whose sole aim is

to strengthen and perpetuate slavery
;
yet the Presi-

dent, and the military and civil officials under him, and
many editors and people in the North, are ever talk-

ing of the constitutional rights of rebels. The mo-
man or State declares a war of bullets and

bayonets against the Government, he forfeits all

right under that Government. According to the fun-

damental principle of the Government, not a rebel in

all the South or North has any more rights under the

Government which he is seeking to subvert, than the

wolf when he invades the fold. Those in arms against

the Government, and those who sympathize with the

traitors, have no constitutional nor legal right to prop-

erty, to their slaves, nor their lives. Rebellion, and

sympathy with rebellion, instantly releases the Gov-

ernment from all obligations to protect them. The
act that took them out of the Union, and placed them
in an attitude of armed defiance and resistance to the

Government, was an Act of Emancipation to all their

slaves, an Act of Abolition of Slavery, and released

the Government from all constitutional obligation to

respect any of their rights, even that of life. At this

moment, the South is fighting the North to defend

and perpetuate slavery, and the North is fighting the

South to prevent slavery from receiving any barm.

One blow at slavery would do more to end the re-

bellion than a hundred victories on the battle-field.

By refusing to free the slaves and confiscate the prop-

erty of rebels, by refusing to arm the slaves and to

call them to fight for liberty, by restraining the North

from attacking slavery and freeing slaves, the Ad-
ministration is doing more to encourage and give suc-

cess to the rebels than could possibly be done in any
other way. The rebels are the real and most efficient

traitors to Liberty and Union. The Cabinet should

be arraigned for their dereliction, inasmuch as they will

not touch, nor allow the loyal people of the North to

remove, the cause of the rebellion, by the abolition of

slavery.

On these topics I conversed, especially with the

brave Zagonyi, once an officer under Bern, in Hun-
gary, who escaped from an Austrian dungeon to find

liberty in America, and who is now driven from the

Union, and his brave cavalry corps dispersed, solely

because he would openly fight for liberty and against

slavery, as the readiest and only way to put down the

rebellion and save the nation. It was thought and

said that the Abolitionists were much nearer the gal-

lows, at the hands of the Administration, than Jeff.

Davis or Stonewall Jackson, Judging from the New
York UeraldnnA Journal of Commerce, and the Boston

Courier, Pilot, Post, and other papers in the interest

of the traitors, we should think this was true.

Are you aware of the combined efforts of the above-

named papers and pro-slavery, pro secesh Democrats

at the North to create a civil war among the people

of the North, in order to give success to the traitors

of the South, and secure the triumph of the Demo-
cratic party at the next Presidential election ? Why
the effort to rouse mobs all over the North against the

colored people? Wby this malignant and murderous

effort to arouse the mob against Abolitionists ? Ne-

gro ! Abolitionist ! No words can have a more

hated significance to all that is traitorous and secesh

at the North. From the beginning of this conflict be-

tween die North and the South, the New York Herald,

and papers of like sympathies, have threatened, and

done all they could to precipitate a civil war between

tlie pro-slavery and anti-slavery parties of the North,

and to foment mobs and murders in Northern towns

and cities, solely to prevent the North from sending

her sons down Soutli to fight the rebels on their own

soil, and to open the way for JefF. Davis to march his

armies upon the North, to capture and burn our towns

and cities. "I have not a. doubt that this is the one

single object of the Herald, Journal of Commerce, Cou-

rier, and other pro-slavery and Democratic papers and

leaders, in their efforts to arouse the murderous spirit

of anarchy and mobocracy of the North against the

negroes and the Abolitionists. By Abolitionists, they

mean Sumner, Wilson, Wade and all who go for con-

fiscating the property and freeing the slaves of rebels,

as well as Garrison, Phillips and their co-laborers.

We are nearer a civil war among the people of the

North, probably, than any of us are willing to admit.

This the pro-slavery and secesh Democrats of the

North are doing their best to precipitate. It will com-

mence against the free negroes, then against their

friends, the Abolitionists. Thirty years ago, we were

threatened with bowie-knives, dirks and revolvers for

being Aholitionists. The time may be near when the

gallows—the fate of John Brown—will be the doom of

the Abolitionists.

What is Gen. Fremont's crime? The head and

front of his offending is, that he would not fight to

protect the property and slaves of rebels, but be would

put down the rebellion and end the war by confiscat-

ing the one, and freeing the other. The sooner the

people of the North place Fremont at the head of their

armies, the sooner will the war cease.

Friday, I attended an out-door mass meeting in

Gloucester, called to consider the call for 300,000 more

men, and encourage volunteering. It was a great

show, Though secessionists, in disguise, were there,

not one word was said to comfort and sustain the

kidnappers' rebellion. I doubt if a towu in Essex

County will have to draft. I believe, if the Admin-
istration would proclaim abolition as the first step to

end the rebellion, and call on the North to rally under

the standard of Death to Slavery I a third 300,000

might be placed at its disposal, by voluntary enlist-

ment, in four weeks. The consciousness tbat God
and Justice were on their side would nerve the

hearts and hands of the North to cut short this bloody

rebellion in righteousness.

Thine, HENRY C. WRIGHT.

THE PRESIDENT'S LETTER.

"And thou
thy heart, tho

his son, Bolshazznx, liaat nut bumbled
igh tboii knuweet all this."

Editor Libkhator:

Dear Sir,—I have read the President's letter to

Mr. Greeley with painful interest; and there is noth-

ing in these exciting times, coming from men in au-

thority, that docs not command more or less attention,

which in ordinary times might pass unheeded. The
President's position is so clearly defined that no one

can misunderstand him if he would, nor entertain a
doubt that he regards the slavery question as one of

mere policy, to be touched or let alone as interest

shall dictate or public policy demand. <My para-

mount object in this struggle is to save the Union, and

is not either to save or destroy slavery. If I could

save the Union without freeing any slaves, I would
do it; and if I could do it by freeing all the slaves, I
would do it; and if I could save it by freeing some,
and leaving others alone, I would do that." Was
ever a more heartless policy announced ? He would
hold four millions of human beings in bondage to

save the Union, when there is not a particle of rcaBon

to suppose the free States would enjoy less liberty or

less prosperity if the free and the slave Stales were
separated to-day by a gulf as deep and impassable

as that which separates Abraham and Divee. A man
might be justified, aye, applauded for sacrificing his

life to save the liberties of his country ; but can a
man commit the crime of crimes to accomplish any

object, however desirable, and be found guiltless? If

an accomplished and virtuous female were driven to

the choice between death aud prostitution, who would

not applaud her for preferring the former ? Who ever

read the story of Susanna, though a libertine he
might be, without applauding that piou3 heroine?

Rut with the President, public policy is everything,

humanity and justice nothing. No nation ever yet
learned wisdom from the history of the past, nor

many rulers from the folly and wickedness of their

predecessors. The President might find his own po-

sition clearly defined in the 5th chapter of Daniel, in

the sarcastic reproof at the head of this article, ad-

iinistered by a captive to that proud and haughty
onarch, Belshazzar, with a boldness and fearlessness

hich Mr. Lincoln dare not use toward Jeff. Davis to-

day. The edict that went forth from the King of

kings, more than three thousand years ago,' " Let my
people go ! " is as applicable to and as binding upon

our President to-day, as when first proclaimed in the

ears of Egypt's proud monarch, and as little heeded
by the former as the latter. I am notawaro that Mr.

Lincoln regards the emancipation of the slaves from

any higher motives than as a punishment of the reb-

els, and his programme, as avowed at the commence-
ment of his administration, clearly shows his intention

to save the Union with slavery. Could he succeed, it

would be the greatest calamity that ever hefel this

nation—greater even than the present civil war.

—

Once more restored to power by the aid of a North-

ern Democracy, more corrupt than they are wicked,

and

" Ruin, reproach and endless shame,
And that false step for ever blasts our fame."

The Confiscation Act will never be executed by the

President or any of his pro-slavery Generals, to any

considerable extent, as far as the slaves are concerned ;

and if Generals Hunter and Phelps should try their

hand at it, as much caution will be necessary on their

part as there was with a Shylock to get a pound of

flesh without drawing blood.

In my next, I will try to show the folly and wick-

edness of Colonization, so flippantly diicussed before

there is a slave free. J. S.

Springfield, Vt., Sept. 1, 1862.

The Central American Colonization Scheme
Abandoned. The Washington correspondent of the

Philadelphia Inquirer states that at a Cabinet meeting

on Friday, it was determined to abandon the scheme

of negro colonization, so far as the Cbiriqui tract, in

Central America, is concerned. This is partly owing

to the remonstrance of the Costa Riean Minister, and

partly to the objection entertained by one or two mem-
bers to the abstraction of so much labor from a region

Of OUr own country where it is destined to become

vuhmbh*. We Hum the idea of colonization will ROW
receive Lis everlasting quietus.

NOTES BY THE WAT,

Friend Garrison :

I have recently enjoyed a pleasant visit to Rhode
Island. The prime object of this week of leisure was

to throw off the harness of labor, and in a " free and

easy " sort of way, to make the best of a short vaca-

tion. Still, I held myself ready as a willing servant

—

a wandering soldier of the Anti-Slavery cause, to do

what service I might, on my "own hook." And in

such an hour as this, who can lay the armor by t If

we cease now to "-cry aloud, and spare not," we de-

serve to be court martialled, and labelled recreant.

I found a pleasant home with Amos Ballou and

wife, and our ever-devoted friends, Elizabeth Chase

and companion, at Valley Falls. It would be unnec-

essary here to say a word, in reference to the cheer

and comfort so freely imparted by these devoted

friends, to all who have enjoyed their hospitality;

and, of course, my desire to perform a little service

by the way was most cordially seconded, and made as

effectual as possible. Another most favorable and rare

circumstance threw itself in the way ; our friend

Chase has become the owner of an Episcopal Church.

A few years since, a purchase was made of the entire

village of Mannsvilte, a pleasant location about six

miles from Valley Falls. Hence we found an altar for

freedom that we knew not of. Here, on the Sabbath,

I met an attentive audience, and, as promised, made
an application of Christianity to the needs of the hour.

Abraham Lincoln's imbecile talk to the colored dele-

gation on Colonization, and hia*ambiguous and pro-

slavery reply to the able letter of Horace Greeley, af-

forded a striking text for comment. I held two ses-

sions, and received the patient attention of the friends

present. At the close of the evening meeting, a de-

sire was expressed to hear more of the gospel of free-

dom.

I could not refrain from feeling some satisfaction

that an altar, consecrated to a conservative and formal

service, was now not reluctant to receive the gospel

of freedom. Indeed, had I not learned to the contra-

ry, I should have noted my mission as quite original

and striking; but Stephen Foster had preceded me,

and knowing his faithfulness, of course my congratu-

lation was somewhat abated. I trust this beginning

may be followed by other preachers of righteousness,

who, as they go, will sow seed that may spring up, and

produce abundance of fruit.

Portsmouth Grove.

This beautiful and salubrious location, within about

eight miles from Newport, K. I., has been selected by

Government as a hospiial for sick and wounded sol-

diers. A bevy of carpenters are at work, erecting

convenient and substantial ward-houses for the pur-

pose named. Several of these hospitals were already

completed, and occupied by the sick, halt and wound-

ed. The sight on every hand was a sad one. The
direful picture of war, with its terrible result*, cannot

be scrutinized without the most painful emotions.

But is there not a brighter day for this sin-cursed

world 1 May we not hope that out of this terrible

baptism will come a kingdom of holiness, peace and

love !

In one ward, there were thirty-eight rebels. Orders

bad been givrm, prohibiting all persons from entering

here. However, we availed ourselves of the opportu-

nity of stnnding at the entrance, and conversing with

several of the Southerners. They were from Georgia,

North Carolina and Virginia. This was, they said,

their first and most unexpected visit to New England.

They boldly talked, and seemed to mean secession.

" We are in," said they, " for old Jeff! Davis. He is

our man. and we mean to fight for him and for our in-

stitution. When we get back, if we do, we will play

the bullets into the Yankees." This is definite.

Here is a purpose. " But what are wo fighting lor I

"

said the Union soldiers. Alas I wo replied—what?

Here there is no purpose, no policy, and so wc are

afloat, "aiming at nothing, and hitting it." What if

President Lincoln should wake up some morning, and

tote all consciousness of the existence of Kentucky,

and speak the magic word Emancipation ! should

we then be nonplused at every honest inquiry, and

blush to call ourselves Aim'iu:ms | Ob, why are

these golden bonis, this day ot salvation, allowed to

pass unimproved I

Milford. Aug. 29, L668. G. W. S.
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D. PLUMB'S DEFENCE
IN THE MATTER OF COMPLAINT AGAINST HIM

FOR ALLEGED DISLOYALTY.

D. FLUJIll's JLHSW8K TO TI1K COMTLA1NT OF JESSE

P. CASE, FO« ALLEGED DISLOYALTY.

To the Secretary of War, Washington, O. C.

:

Sir—Mr. Superintendent Kennedy having in

hand a complaint against me, in which I am
charged with speaking against enlistments and en-

couraging an evasion of the draft, I wish Instate that

there was, substantially, such a conversation had at

the time and place specified in the complaint. But it

should be understood that tiie conversation was acci-

dental, as I had just stopped into the store for n mo-
ment on business, with no intention of speaking on

the subject of the war. But the matter came up, and

I spoke a few words, not indicating a course of ac-

tion, but simply, in a decided manner, to express my
feelings in relation to the conduct of the war ; my de-

sire being the emancipation of the slaves, and a call

by the Government of all loyal men, both black and
white, bond and free, to the defence of the Union, and
the speedy overthrow of the rebellion, whereby a

draft would not be necessary ; and so expressed my-
self, in effect, in the above conversation. Bnt since

the draft has been ordered, I have disapproved of and
spoken against the attempt to evade it. I have a son

who comes home from the country on Friday next,

by my direction, to take his chance in the draft.

I am an Abolitionist, and believe that the Govern-
ment owes it, as an act of justice to the slave, as well

as to the salvation of the country—whose destruction

is sought by the most infernal set of traitors that ever

plotted treason since the world began—to speak the

word of universal freedom, and thus crown the victo--

ry over the Rebellion with the brighter glory of the

triumph of Humanity, Justice and Love.
My fault is not that I love my country less than

others, but rather from the Intensity of that love, I seek
its salvation by the speediest, and most sure methods.

But if my methods are not now adopted, I shall wait

submissively, though not always patiently, until they

are, having confidence that, this is God's war for Jus-

tice and the Slave.

New York, Aug. 18, 1362. D. PLUMB.

The following was addressed to the New York
Times, while I was under arrest:

STATEMENT BY D. PLUMB.

To Ike Editor of the New York Times .-

As you have given publicity to a statement of my
arrest for alleged disloyal language toward the Gov-
ernment, will you allow me to state in your columns
my side of the question? Having for thirty years

labored, in different private and public capacities, to

promote the public welfare, and to save my country,

especially from the destruction with which it has been

threatened by those two terrible evils, Intemperance
and Slavery, and not having paused in my efforts to

this hour, it seems to me strangely odd to find myself
arrested as an enemy to the public weal.

The alleged disloyal words used by me occurred in

a casual conversation on the Government policy of

conducting the. war, in which I used my right of a

citizen, having an equal interest in the welfare of my
country with even the bead of the Government him-
self, to criticise that policy—a policy which I as-

serted had been dictated, for the most part, by Border
State slaveholding influences, for the conservation of

slavery, under the operation of which our armies had
been decimated, hundreds of millions of money con-

sumed, a year wasted in almost fruitless campaigns,
and the country brought to the verge of destruction

by the crowning disaster to the army before Rich-

mond. And now the President was calling for 300,000

more volunteers, and contemplating a draft of 300,000

in addition, to send forth under substantially the same
programme, and to be sacrificed, I fear, in like man-
ner, and I could but utter my stern disapproval of

that policy. What I claimed should be done was that

the President should throw off the influence of those

semi-traitors of the Border States, and shake off his

fears of that Northern party, whose every movement
carries with it an undercurrent of sympathy and aid

for the rebels, and whose organ is Bennett's Herald—
which has not ceased to print treason a single day
since South Carolina w-ithdrew from the Union—and
that thus, having gathered strength and courage, he,

the President, should issue his proclamation of uni-

versal freedom, call upon the whole loyal force of the

country, without distinction of race or color, to come
to the rescue of the imperilled Nationality, and hurl

upon the Rebellion and its treason-breeding cause all

the elements of destruction sanctioned by justice and
the rights of war ; that this would give us speedy
victory, a free country, and enduring peace. But
while the old policy was pursued, let those support it

who would, I could not, and there were thousands of

conscientious Abolitionists who would gladly throw
themselves into the deadly breach, but could not act

with the Administration upon a policy that compro-
mised their principles, and made them right to save,

rather than to destroy, the accursed institution of sla-

very, at once the cause and present strength of the

Rebellion. I could but say to such, "Stand by your
convictions." Whatever specific remarks were made
about enlistments or the draft were illustrative of this

principle, and not the least intended to indicate a

course of action in opposition to either.

I do not uphold Government "right or wrong."
Let those do that who would have sanctioned the

bloody cruelties of Nero, the horrors of the Inquisi-

tion, the crimes and tragedies of the Bastile, and all

the grim tyrannies of the past and the present time.

God's law is my rule—allegiance to His throne first

and last, anil a hearty support of all human arrange-

ments in essential harmony therewith. This principle

of action I have strengthened by a life -long culture,

and am not prepared to abandon it now when my
country is verging on destruction through disregard

of it, and whose only salvation is to take hold of it

and exalt it into sovereign control. If the Govern-
ment persist in treading that principle under its feet,

God's immutable law of retribution will sweep on and
work out the problem of ruin for this land, as it has

for the doomed and desolated thrones of antiquity.

It is for asserting and maintaining the principle

here enunciated that I am under arrest. It remains
to be seen whether the Government at Washington
means to discriminate or not, in its arrests and pun-

ishments, between its friends and its enemies ;
between

men who would crush the Rebellion, though it re-

quired the utter destruction of every rebel, but who
at the same time hold that, to do this, slavery must
be made the point of attack, and men who either de-

sire the success of the rebellion, or to accept a peace

upon its own terms. I say, we wait to see whether
the Government is about to adopt the rule, so long
urged upon its attention by the Herald, to treat an
Abolitionist and a Secessionist as the same.

D. PLUMB.
Fifteenth Ward Station-House, (

New York, Aug. 21, 1862. (

MR. DAW LET S LETTKK TO THE SKCUKTARY OF WAR,

New York, Aug. 20, 1862.

To tke Secretary of War, Washington, D. C. :

Dear Sir—Being proprietor of the store No. 42
Cortlandt street, in which the conversation was held

by Mr. 1). Plumb, and named in the complaint of Mr.
J. P. Case, and being present at that conversation, I

wish to state, that, in view of the general scope of

his remarks, and the spirit of patriotism in which he
spoke, there was nothing saiJ by him which impartial

hearers would have construed as disloyal ; and hav-

ing known Mr. Plumb for many years, I wish to add.

that I know of no more upright, loyal, and patriotic

man. His accuser, who is in my employ, I know has

been influenced by personal animosity in this complaint.

Most respectfully, WM. T. DAWLEY.

„-f

New York, Aug. 21, 1862, 26 Nassau street.

Hon. Edwin M. Stanton, Secretary of War .-

Sir—As Mr. D. Plumb, of this city, is imprisoned .

for alleged "disloyalty," I deem it an act of justice
|

to the public, as well as to him, to state that Mr.
Plumb is known to me as one of the most zealous ad-

vocates of the most energetic measures for crushing the Re-

bellion, "by using all the means which God and law
have placed within our reach ; and that I have had pe-

culiar means of knowing the encouraging spirit, manifest-

ed by Mr. Plumb towards young men who, like my de-

parted son, (Capt. Henry Brooks O'llielly, of the Ex-
celsior Brigade, who fell at Williamsburg,) early and
zealously embarked for the war.

Such is my knowledge of Mr. Plumb's profound
and earnest advocacy of the most effective measures
for preserving our nationality, that I scarcely know
of a man who could be less justly taxed with disloy-

al sentiments, or with any desire to "discourage en-

listments."

Earnestly engaged myself in organized efforts for

"sustaining the Administration in its defence of the

national "unity," I consider it a duty to state what I

personally know, from long and intimate acquaint-

ance with Mr. Plumb, than whom, a worthier citi-

zen, in all the relations of life, is not to he found.

Respectfully, HENRY O'KIELLY.
The foregoing is a copy of a letter mailed by me,

this diiy, to the Secretary of War.
IIkn-hy O'Kikllv.

August 21, 1862.

THE DISCHARGE.
To the Editor of tke New York Dattjf Tribune.

:

I was this morning discharged from arrest, by or-

ders from Washington, on giving assurance as fol-

lows :

—

1. " To support, protect and defend the Government,

as eeUtbtiabed by the Constitution." This I cuu

heartily do, ns I always have done, believing that

the Constitution is armed with power, not only to put

down the Rebellion, but also slavery.

2. "Not to diseournge enlistments." Instead of

offering such discouragement, I would have the Gov-

ernment adopt such a policy as would stimulate en-

listments in the highest degree.

3. "Not to give aid or comfort to the enemy." So

far from giving him aid or comfort, I would hurl a

more swift, sweeping, and terrible destruction upon

him than has yet been employed by the Government.

Yours, &c, D. PLUMB.
No. 240 Broadway, Friday, Aug. 22, 1862.

ANOTHER WEEK OF SANGUINARY CON-

FLICTS—GREAT SLAUGHTER ON BOTH
SIDES—RETREAT OF THE FEDERAL AR-
MY—WASHINGTON THREATENED I

The National Intelligences' gives brief accounts of

five battles, beginning 'on Tuesday, and ending on

Saturday ntght. The first battle was near Bristow

and Manassas Junction, between General Taylor

and General Jackson, and was favorable to the lebels.

The second and third were fought between Gene-

rals Hooker and Kearney, on Wednesday and Thurs-
day, without decided results. The battle of Friday

was, on the whole, favorable to the Union cause. In

this fight, the slaughter on both sides was terrible, our

loss being variously estimated at from eight to twelve

thousand killed and wounded. The battle of Satur-

day resulted in the Union army falling back to Cen-
treville, both sides meeting with heavy losses.

General Gibbon's brigade suffered very severely;

all his colonels were killed or severely wounded. A
ragiment in another brigade lost all its field officers.

In the battle of Friday, General Jackson lost all his

baggage wagons and camp equipage, and a large num-
ber of prisoners. Jackson himself narrowly escaped

capture.
The correspondence of the Herald says since Gen-

eral Pope left the Rappahannock, fifteen separate bat-

tles have been fought.

Fredericksburg was evacuated on the 31st by Gen-

eral Burnside's forces, which fell back to Aquia Creek,

where they are now protected by the gunboats on the

Potomac. The machine shop at Fredericksburg was
blown up, all the bridges were burnt, and all the Gov-
ernment property not taken away was destroyed. The
same was done at Falmouth.
The war correspondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer,

who left Fairfax station, on the Manassas Railroad,

Monday afternoon, writes as follows :

—

" There is no battle raging, of any account, to day,

Monday. There is continual skirmishing, and a fear

is expressed that the enemy are receiving reinforce-

ments and provisions, and are going to come some
flank movement upon us, and get between Centre-

ville and Washington, cutting off our supplies,

"All our trains, wagons, &c, are now safe in Wash-
ington, or near there. The bridge over Bull Run
was rebuilt last night. The five engines and one hun-
dred and eighty-five cars, supplies, ammunition, &«,,

which McDowell had near Warrenton, were all

burned by him on Sunday morning. Three engines

and one hundred and forty of the cars belonged to the

Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and were used to bring

Cox's division around. •

"Banks's corps has reached Centreville, which we
still hold, and rations are being thrown forward.

Porter's, McCall's, Hooker's, McDowell's, Kearney's,

Sigel'sand Reno's troops have suffered terribly. Most
of our wounded are still in the hands of the enemy.
They sent word to Pope that he might send surgeons,

&c, if he would own up that he was whipped. He re-

fused."

The Tribune's correspondent states that in conse-

quence of the threatening demonstrations of the rebel

Generals Hill and Longstreet, it was deemed necessa-

ry on Monday morning to evacuate Centreville, which
was accordingly done—our troops retiring towards

Fairfax Court House, General Reno's division lead-

ing and McDowell's following. Before reaching Fair-

fax, they were attacked by a,detachment of Gen. Hilt's

division, under Stuart, who were concealed in the

woods, near the village, and who poured in a volley

upon Steven's brigade. Generals Reno and Stevens

immediately formed into line of battle, and Gen. Ste-

vens's troops charged through the wood, driving the

rebels before them with great slaughter. It was in

this charge that Gen. Stevens was killed and his son

wounded.
Gen. Kearney's batteries then opened, causing great

havoc. The enemy finally retreated, and the troops

passed on without further molestation.

The enemy's loss was very heavy. General Ste-

vens's command included the 28th Massachusetts reg-

iment. Our loss is not stated,

The whole movement, on the part of the rebels, in-

dicates beyond a doubt the presence of spies in our
midst, for by no other means, could they have been so

well informed as to our situation. They took the ex-

act time and opportunity to succeed, and struck almost
when and where it wouLd most be felt by our Gene-
rals. So well were they informed that they knew of

the approach of reinforcements to our men, when the

latter were not so informed, and they took care to be
ready to receive them. That they knew the strength

of the Federal force approaching seems evident from
their daring to show fight.

Brig. Gen. Sehenek, of Ohio, has arrived at Wil-

lard's Hotel from the battle-field, with oue arm shat-

tered, and it has since been amputaied. His wound
was from the fragment of a shell. The General's
sword was lost to the enemy.

Persons who have arrived in the immediate vicinity

of Manassas to-day report that our loss in killed and
wounded is very heavy, and it is generally conceded
that eight sliottsand is too low a figure. But all agree
in saying that the enemy's loss far exceeds ours, ow-
ing to the superior arms of our soldiers, and their de-

termined valor and terrible enthusiasm.
Falls Church has been evacuated by our troops.

The railroad bridge over Bull Run has again been
destroyed by the rebels. Stonewall Jackson. is on his

way to Baltimore, via Leeshurg, with 40,000 men.

—

He intends crossing near Edward's Ferry.
It is said that the President and General Halleck

were very indignant at the dilatory movements of

MeClellan in forwarding troops to the assistance of

Pope. Gen. Pope declared that if ten thousand men
had been sent him on Friday, he could have entirely

destroyed the enemy, and if twenty thousand had
come up Friday night, he could have won a decisive

victory on Saturday.
The number of killed and wounded on both sides is

fearful. The enemy is still pressing on towards Bal-

timore and Washington.

Death of a Prominent Man. Seth Webb, Jr.,

late U. S. Commercial Agent at Hayti, and formerly
a prominent Republican politician in this State, and a

member of the Boston bar, died at the residence of

his father in Scituale yesterday, of consumption.

—

—Boston Herald, Sept. 3d.

Death of Col. Fletcher Webster. A dispatch

to Gov. Andrew announces the death of Col. Fletcher

Webster, of the 12th Massachusetts Regiment. He
was mortally wounded at the battle of Bull Run on
Friday last, and has since died. He was born at Ports-

mouth, New Hampshire, during the war of 1812, and
was the oldest son of Daniel Webster.

g^= Nearly all the able bodied men of the Eastern

counties of Maryland, capable of bearing arms have
gone into the rebel army.

S^*~ Cincinnati is threatened with invasion. Mar-
tial law has been declared, business is suspended, rail-

road trains are stopped, the ferry across the Ohio is

suspended at night, and the citizens are commanded
to repair to certain designated places to be ready for

any duty that may be necessary for defence. Cov-
ington nnd Newport, in Kentucky, are included in

J

the order.

Rebel Invasion of the Northwest. The Gre-

nada Appeal says that the Confederate armies " are on
the march to the Ohio River. May God speed and
favor them."

What i>oes it mean ? The Washington corre-

spondent of the Tribune gives currency to the follow-

ing extraordinary statement relative to the tenderness

of the rebels toward McDowell—"During the late at-

tack on Catlett's station a captain in the Purnell Le-
gion was lying hid in a house by the railroad track,

and heard Gen. Stuart give positive orders to spare

McDowell's staff and baggagejtrain, but sieze Gen.
Popes and destrov what was not of public importance.

The orderVas implicitely obeyed, although the wag-
ons of Generals McDowell and King were close at

hand they were not disturbed, but everything in Gen.
Popes was turned out, his official papers sorted out

and carried off, and his letters to his wife and other

private individuals, strewn ever the ground or torn

into bits.

Their discrimination was so nice that they even
spared eight wagons belonging to the Harris Light
Cavalry because their battalion was acting as a body-
guard to McDowell.

Tin; Smell of the Battle at Washington.—
The Washington Star says that not only was the

sound of the great battle in the vicinity of Centreville

heard in Washington, but the smell of the gunpowder
was quite perceptible at times, when the wind fresh-

ened from that quarter.

g^=" " Malakoff," the Paris correspondent of the

New York Times, says he has been informed that

Prince Polignac, who was formerly on Beauregard's
staff" has just again left for Richmond, on a mission

from Mr." Slidell to Jeff
-

. Davis, which mission is

nothing more nor less than to carry a recommendation
from Mr. Slidell to Mr. Davis to adopt some steps to-

ward the abolition of slavery, so as to secure the

recognition of France—a recommendation based on
suggestions which Borne pretend come direct from

the Emperor, hut. which, perhaps, come no further

[ban Iroin M. de J'crsigny.

GEN. BUTLER ON SLAVE INSURRECTIONS.
Gen. Butler recently ordered all persons, white or

black, to surrender all private fire-arms—a measure of

precaution, doubtless, against a seeesh insurrection.

The French Consul protested, and in doing so em-

ployed the following significant language :

—

" Forsome time past, unmistakable signs have man-

ifested themselves among the servile population of

the city and surrounding country, of their intention to

break the bonds which bind them to their masters,

and many persons apprehend an actual revolt.

" It is these signs, this prospect of finding ourselves

completely unarmed, in the presence of a population

from which the greatest excesses are feared, that we
are above all things justly alarmed ; for the result of

ueh a state of things would fall on all alike who
rere left without the means of. self-defence.

"It is not denied that the protection of the United

States Government would be extended to them in

such an event, but that protection could not be effec-

tive at all times and in all places, nor provide against

those internal enemies whose unrestrained language

and manners are constantly increasing, and who are

but partially kept in subjection by the conviction that

their masters arc armed."

In his reply to Consul Mejan, General Butler made i

the following good hits :

—

Of the disquiet which you say there are signs
j

manifesting themselves among the black population,

of a desire to break their bonds which bind them to
j

their masters, I have been a not inattentive observer,
j

without wonder, because it would seem natural, when !

their masters had set them the example of rebellion
j

against constituted authorities, that the negroes, being ;

an imitative race, should do likewise. But surely,

the representative of the Emperor, who does not tole-

rate slavery in France, does not desire his countrymen
to be armed for the purpose of preventing the negroes

from breaking their bonds.

"Let me assure you that the protection of the

United States against violence, either by negroes or

white men, whether citizens or foreign, will continue

to be as perfect as it has been since our advent here,

and by far more manifesting itself at all moments
and everywhere, than any improvised citizens' organ-

ization can do."

U. S. Officers Returning Slaves. The follow-

ing order has been issued in New Orleans in flat con-

tradiction of a law of Congress and of the orders of

the President:

—

Provost-Marshal's Office, )

Low Bureau, New Orleans, La., Aug. 14, 1862.
J

As complaints are constantly made to me by slaves

that they are turned off by their masters, and bidden

to go to the " Yankees," notice is hereby given that

unless the slave produce a written certificate to that

effect, the owner will be sent for to make such certifi-

cate or reclaim the slave.

Owners of slaves wishing to save themselves trouble

and inconvenience will heed this notice.

S. H. Stafford, Deputy Provost Marshal.

The Blacks in General Hunter's Depart-
ment. General Hunter has issued the following or-

der :—

Headquarters Department of the South, )

Hilton Head, Port Royal, S. C, Aug. 19, 1862. f

General Order No. 27. 1. The 7th Regiment of New
Hampshire Volunteers, Col. Putnam, will be held in

readiness to embark for St. Augustine, Florida, of

which place it will hereafter form the garrison. Lieut.

Col. Sleeper of the 4th Regiment New Hampshire
Volunteers, on being relieved by Col. Putnam, will

embark with the seven companies of his regiment,

now at St. Augustine, for this place.

2. It is with deep regret that the General Coni-

ianding the Department has received several reports

against officers for returning fugitive slaves, in direct

violation of a law of Congress. It will hardly be be-

lieved when it is announced that a New England
Colonel is to-day, in the second year of the rebellion,

in arrest for having been engaged in the manly task of

turning over a young woman, whose skin was almost
vhitc as his own, to the cruel lash of her rebel mas-

ter.

3. Numerous acts of pilfering from the negroes have
taken place in the neighborhood of Beaufort, commit-
ted by men wearing the uniform of the United States

—I cannot and will not disgrace the name by calling

them soldiers. To enable Gen. Saxton to have those

petty thieves arrested and sent to this port for punish-

ment, the three companies of the 4th Regiment of

New Hampshire volunteers, now at Beaufort, will be

placed exclusively under his command, for service on
the plantations. Major Drew, or the officer command-
ing these three companies, will be directed by Gen.
Brannan to report to Gen. Saxton for orders.

4. All the furniture left by the rebels on the islands,

including that left in the city of Beaufort, is hereby
placed under the exclusive jurisdiction of Gen. Sax-

By command of

Major General D. Hunter."

Gen. Hunter's Negro Brigade.—Lieut, L. G.
Briggs, the Adjutant of the colored regiment at Port

Royal, writes to the Tribune as follows :

—

The " First Regiment of South Carolina Volunteers"

has not been disbanded. Several companies have
been detached from the regiment, and sent with their

white officers, to Simon's Island on the coast of Flori-

da ; and those remaining in camp at Drayton's on
Hilton Head Island, were last Saturday, 9th, by ad-

vice of Gen. Hunter, given permission from the Cob
onel commanding to return for a short time fo their'

plantation homes and to their families. The majority

of the soldiers availed themselves of the privilege, but
a few of them preferred to remain in camp. The rea-

son for this is satisfactory to Gen. Hunter. Thearmy
(

in the department is in a state of inactivity, and noth-

ing can be done till the hot and fever season is over,

and until (he forces there have been multiplied. Un-
der the circumstances, therefore, it was deemed advis-

able to send them home on a furlough, to be called to-

gether when their services were needed- But noth-

ing has been said about disbanding them ; and I have
positive knowledge that Gen. Hunter does not propose

to do any such thing—unless the President should
issue*a peremptory order to that effect.

Lieut. Briggs also denies the charge that the white
soldiers insulted and abused the black soldiers. He
said they generally got on well together, except in

the case, of ignorant, prejudiced or brutal men who
were profuse with their slurs and sneers.

From South Carolina. The following circular,

issued by Gen. Saxton, carries with it a spirit which
in time, not long hence, is to become the policy of the

Government:

—

' CIRCULAR.

Headquarters, Beaufort, S. C, Aug. 5, 1862.

'To the Superintendents of Plantations :

Gentlemen,—Yob are required to appear at the

office of the General Commanding, at these Headquar-
ters, between the 15th and 31st of the present month,
for the purpose of taking the oath, a copy of which is

hereby appended.
By order of

Brig. Gen. R. Saxton, Commanding.

I, , believing that negro slavery is a grea

wrong to humanity, do solemnly swear that I wi
faithfully perform, to the best of my ability, my dut;

as Superintendent of Plantations in this Department
and, as such, will use all the means in my power so t

educate and elevate the people under my control as t

fit them to enjoy the blessings of freedom. That t -

the bes,t of my knowledge, I will deal fairly and hor
estly with them, and respect, and cause all others ur
der my jurisdiction to respect, their rights. That
will not engage in trade with them for my own profn

or appropriate any of their labor to my own person:

advantage. So help me God.

Gen. Curtiss's Form of Free Papers. It is sai

there are about five thousand contraband Arkansas at

grocs within the Federal lines. The following is th

form of free papers issued by Gen. Curtiss to the con-

fiscated negroes :

—

Headquarters of the Southwest, 1

Helena, Ark., July 21, 1862. f

Special Order No. 157. Jerry White, a colored ma
formerly a slave, having by direction of his own<
been engaged in rebel service, is hereby confiscate

as being contraband of war, and not being needed i

public service, is permitted to pass the pickets of th

command Northward, and is forever emancipated froi

his master, who permitted him to assist in attempts I

break up the Government and laws of our country

.

By command of Maj. Gen. Curtiss.
Jerry White, (in red ink.)

All the officers and many of the privates in Genera 1

Corliss's army arc supplied with servants.

Grand War Demonstration in Boston. Tl •

demonstration in Boston, on Wednesday afternoon if

last week, in aid of recruiting, was a magnificent on
The procession, composed of various military ai 1

civic bodies, and in which the merchants engaged i i

the various trades and the mechanics were well re

resented, numbered 5,000 persons. The decoratioi

on the route were not extensive, on account of tl >

short notice of the celebration. The process!* n

marched to the Common, where three stands f

speaking had been erected. The crowd were a •

dressed by Gov. Andrew, lions. Edward Everei',

Robert 0. Winthrop, B. F. Thomas, ,A. H. Ric
,

Charles G. Greene, Mr. Mosely of Ky., McDougi I

oi California, and others. The speaking continue I

till soven o'clock, and the whole affair, both in nui ,-

hers and in enthusiasm, was a grand success.

A LATE REBEL ORDER.
The following order is officially published in Rebel

newspapers :

—

IlEADliUAKTHRS, FlRST DISTRICT, Dui'AK'l MKNT No. 1, )

Tangipahoa, La., July 12, 18U2. J

General Orders, No. 6.— I. The Provost Mar-
shal of the country or parish where any slave may be

nrrested, together with three resident slave owners, to

be by him selected and summoned, shall constitute a

special tribunal for the trial of slaves charged with

offences against military law, and for minor offences

have power to inflict such corporeal punishment as

they may think proper.

II. Every slave who shall enter, or attempt to enter the

lines of the enemy, without a special permit from District

Headquarters, or who shall come, from within the enemy's

lines, shall be shot, or receive such eor/ioreal punishment as

this tribunal may determine.

III. Where any slave has been condemned'to death

by the tribunal herein established, the execution of the

sentence, except in cases where the vicinity of the

enemy may require immediate action, will be suspend-
ed until the sentence has been approved by the com-
manding General of the district, and an order issued

for the execution.
IV. In parishes or counties in which no Provost-

Marshal has been appointed, or where, from other cir-

cumstances, slaves arrested cannot be brought to trial,

they will be taken before the nearest Provost-Marshal,
who is authorized and required to take cognizance of

the case, and proceed in all respects as though the ar-

rest had been made in his own parish or county.
V. Whenever it is practicable, and the owner con-

sents to it, punishment inflicted upon slaves under the
provisions of this order will be inflicted upon the

plantation to which they belong or are attached, and
in the presence of the other slaves.

VI. Provost-Marshals are authorized to use the jails

or prisons of their respective counties, towns, or par-

ishes, for the confinement of slaves. The keepers of

these establishments will be allowed the usual fees for

their maintenance.
VII. All persons owning slaves, or having them in

charge, arc required to read this order to th-.m at least

e a month.
By command of Brig.-Gen. RUGGLES.

L. D. Sandidge, C. S. A., A. A. A. and Inspector Gen-
eral.

The Negroes—Hoist the Black Flag. In
another column, this evening, will be found the or-

der of the Adjutant-General of Rhode Island, calling

for a regiment of "colored persons," who will " con-

stitute a part of the quota" from that State. The
"gentleman of color" has at last turned up, "by
authority," to the eternal disgrace of the twenty mil-

lions of whites who thus acknowledge their inability

to conquer seven millions. Whenever this regiment
appears on the field, let the black flag be raised.

—

Grenada Appeal, Aug. 14.

General Fremont's Reception in Boston, The
Boston Journal says the reception of General Fremont
last Thursday night was one of the largest and most
enthusiastic that ever took place in the city. Tremont
Temple was crowded to its utmost capacity, and there

were thousands upon thousands who could not get

across its threshold, or in fact hardly get within hear-

ing distance of the Temple. Inside the Temple, while

the General was speaking, the excitement was at fever

pitch. His speech, of which we give a verbatim re-

port, was most enthusiastically applauded. It gives

Ins views upon the manner of conducting the war, in

its relations to slavery, in clear and emphatic terms.

It was in every respect one of the grandest ovations

ever accorded to any man by the people of Boston.
The name of the gallant Pathfinder of the West, the
people's candidate for the Presidency in 1856, is a

household word in thousands of New England homes,
and the spontaneous and enthusiastic welcome of the

masses who gathered to listen to his voice last even-
ing, attest the fact that the hearts of the people beat

warmly in sympathy with the gallant Fremont.

S^^* The Fremont Demonstration in Boston was
the grandest affair of the bind, in numbers and en-

thusiasm, it has ever been our lot to witness. Fre-
mont's, Wilson's and Manning's speeches were mag-
nificent in tone and sentiment, and Mr. Bailey's re-

vealed qualities of manliness which did him real

honor.

—

Roxbury Journal.

Jgjf^* General Fremont's reception in Boston was a

great personal triumph, and proves how strong a hold
he has upon the people. His speech was adapted to

the meridian of Boston— square for emancipation,
and this was generally the character of the addresses.
—Newburyport Herald.

Outside Demonstrations. A crowd of some
three thousand people, unable to obtain admission to

Tremont Temple, gathered in front of the building,

hoping that the arrangements might be changed, and
that the speaking would take place from the balcony.

In this they were disappointed, and a smart shower
coining up caused a large proportion to disperse, yet
there were at least a thousand remained, hoping to get
a look at the General, and after he had finished his ad-

dress in the Temple, he gratified these by appearing
on the balcony, accompanied »y Governor Andrew
and suite. The Governor,, after the cheering with
which Gen. Fremont was received had subsided, in-

troduced him to the assemblage, and asked them to

excuse him from making any speech as he was too fa-

tigued to do so. Gen. Fremont then thanked the peo-

ple for their kind and hearty reception, and expressed
his regret that he could not address them at greater
length. As the party retired from the balcony, three

times three rousing cheers were given for Gen. Fre-
mont.
The Meionaon was at the same time densely crowd-

ed with an enthusiastic audience, for recruiting pur-

poses, which was ably addressed by Rev. Dr. Edward
Beecher and others.

General Fremont, with the Governor and others, en-

tered the hall at the close of the address of Dr. Beech-
er, and for several minutes there was a perfect uproar
of applause, all rising to do the General honor. As
soon as the noise had subsided, the Governor intro-

duced General Fremont in somewhat the same lan-

guage he used on the balcony, and the General then'
thanked the assembly, and expressed the hope that he
might meet the people of Massachusetts again, as

they had always been his friends, and he felt under
deep obligations to them. The party then retired

amid repeated cheers.

Short addresses were made by several other gen-
tlemen before the meeting adjourned.

Departure of Gen. Fremont. Major General
John C. Fremont dined at the Parker House Saturday
afternoon of last week, with about twenty gentlemen,
including Governor Andrew and other State officials.

He left, with his family, for New York, at half-past

five.

2^= Mr. Hurlbert, who has returned from the

South, having long been a prisoner at Richmond,
talks very reasonably of the numbers of the enemy's
soldiers. He thinks that they began the attacks on
McClellan's army with not more than 90,000 men. If

we suppose they lost 20,000 in the June battles, their

army was reduced to 70,000. Add to these 45,000
conscripts since brought to Richmond, and we have a

total of 115,000; or 155,000 in Virginia, if we allow

40,000 men for other parts of the State. Yet we are

expected to believe the statements of crack-brained

theorists, who assert that there are 350,000 rebel sol-

diers on the soil of the Old Dominion 1 The readiness

that is evinced to believe in the existence of enormous
Southern armies is to be attributed to that weakness
which makes men think it is no disgrace to be beaten
by multitudes, while in fact victories are mostly the

work of a few minds, and do not follow from the la-

bors of ill-directed masses.-1- 2Vaveller.

JTJT" Gen. Butler, with that disregard for the feel-

ings of rebels that has now become a habit with him,
has confiscated the property of John Slidell. What
will become of the " rights " of rebels, if General
Butler's conduct should find imitators? Why, the
next thing will be, that somebody will be freeing
slaves that are owned by rebels, and then where
would be the Constitution t

—

Ibid.

^f^* Men continue to leave the Border States, in

large numbers, to join the rebel army. They prefer

a voluntary entrance into the secession service to a
forced entrance into the federal army. The Border
States, it will be remembered, are loyal !

—

Ibid.

An Excited City. Never have we known a day
of such intense excitement in this city as was yester-

day. TJie telegraph in the morning papers announc-
ing another day of desperate fighting, with great

slaughter, accompanied by the call for large reenforce-

ments of surgeons and nurses, and hospital stores,

awakened a feeling of intense excitement and anxiety
which it is impossible lo describe. The people by
hundreds and thousands thronged the streets, hung
round the newspaper anil express and telegraph offices,

anxious to hear the first word of additional news
which might be received. Rumors of the most ex-
travagant ami fearful nature, even to the taking and
sacking of Washington by the enemy, were freely cir-

culated. The despatch received shortly after noon,
announcing that Pope had retreated to Centreville in

good order, and there held a strong position, with the
certainty that Franklin's division had joined him, and
that Sumner was hastening to his relief, relieved some-
what the anxiety for the time. Still the public feel-

ing was most intense—and the earnestness for more
news cannot be described.

The greatest scene of excitement was in and around
Tremont Temple, to which the people were requested
to bring their contributions of hospital stores. Most
generously did they respond to the invitation. The
story of our reporter will give some idea of the scenes
which transpired, but which no pen can fully describe.

The vast edifice became at once the grand receptacle

for stores, and the crowd was so great that the police

with difficulty could keep the way clear for those bear-

ing contributions to enter and deposit them. It was a
scene of which Boston may well be proud. It shows
how strongly the hearts of our people beat in sympa-
thy with and live for the noble men who are periling

their lives for our defence, and for the salvation of the
nation.

—

Boston Journal, Monday, Sept. 1st.

The Excitement in Roxbury. In accordance
ith a suggestion from those in authority, most of the

churches were closed after prayers, and the people set

about preparing goods for the Washington hospitals.

The excitement in town was great.

At 2 o'clock, the City Hall was thrown open for the
reception of packages, and in two hours and a half

300 cases and packages of every description of goods
were packed, labelled and sent off, some to the Boston
expresses, and some to Brighton to bo put in a car
there.

At 6^ o'clock, one of Beauregard's bells, mounted
on a wagon, went sounding along the chief streets,

giving notification, issued by Mayor Gaston, for a pub-
lic meeting at Institute Hall. At 8 o'clock, that halt

was crowded to excess. Mayor Gaston presided, and
speeches were made by Messrs. J. II. Lester, John
Kneeland, Henry P. Shedd, and Captain Moran, of the
Roxbury Irish Company now being raised. The lat-

ter made a most earnest appeal.

—

Traveller, Sept. 1st.

New York, Sept. 1. Mayor Wightman, G. Twitch-
ell, and a large party of surgeons, nurses and others
arrived from Boston, and left for Washington in the

6 o'clock morning train. Lieut. Waldo Adams also

arrived with a squad of police in charge of 11 carloads
of hospital stores, which filled an immense number of

drays and wagons provided by Col. Howe, extending
many blocks in Broadway. This exhibition of Bos-
ton's earnestness and patriotism excited a most un-
bounded expression of admiration.

|^ At Lynn, on Sunday, instead of having ser-

vices in the several churches, a general meeting was
held upon the Common, which was addressed by most
of the clergymen of the town. Some six or seven
thousand persons were present. Several recruits

were obtained.

g^=* The President has accepted the resignation of

Gen. Phelps, and thus relieved him from the disagree-

able position in which the ungenerous and unsoldierly

conduct of Gen. Butler had placed him. Gen. Phelps
was an officer of the Regular Army, of great expe-
rience and ability. He refused promotion for gallant

conduct in the Mexican war. During the present war
he has only drawn so much of his pay as suffices for

his expenses, and gives the rest to government. The
country cannot afford to lose such a patriot, especially

when his only offence is loving freedom too well.—Salem Observer.

Gen. Phelps's Resignation. A Washington de-

spatch says that the resignation of Brigadier-General
Phelps was accepted on the urgent personal appeal of

Hon. John Hickman. Its refusal had previously been
determined upon.

Bandaous. An experienced physician connected
with the Massachusetts General Hospital requests us
to state that bandages should not be made over three

inches in width. This is the usual size used by sur-

geons, though they are often made narrower. The
selvage, unless very thick, will prevent the edges
from ravelling, and should not he removed.

Baton Kongo has'heen completely destroyed by our
troops, lien. Breckinridge had demanded its surren-
der, lie had a large army with him.

The Rebel Raid on Manassas. On Tuesday
night, last week, the rebels appeared in force under
Ewell at Manassas Junction, and destroyed a vast
amount of government stores, estimated at §500,000
orth. They captured three trains and numerous

prisoners, and destroyed the public buildings and the
railroad track. Three Union companies and some ar-

tillery were there at the time of the raid, who made
some resistance and were then captured, together with
a few cannon. A few escaped across Bull Run, six

ites this side of Manassas.
On Thursday morning, Col. Scammon with two

Ohio regiments advanced beyond Bull Run, and en-
gaged the rebels for three hours, but were finally

obliged to retreat across Bull Run Bridge. They
were followed up by Ewell's forces, and after consider-
able loss, were obliged to continue the retreat along
the railroad towards Alexandria. The enemy ad-
vanced as far as Fairfax and Burtis's Station, about
half way to Alexandria.
The loss of property by this rebel raid is said to be

immense, and the loss of life considerable. At Ma-
nassas a locomotive ran into a train filled with Federal
soldiers, and killed a large number. This was in the
outset of the alarm.

i^= The recent raids of rebel cavalry has driven
into our lines thousands of negroes, many hundreds
having come to this city in a most destitute and pitia-

ble condition. They are of an inferior class of blacks

—

se that have come here—but none the less deserve
sympathy for their deplorable and indefensible con-
dition. One is instantly affected by their seemingly
utter destitution ; but, upon conversation with them, it

is easy to perceive that they do not realize the true
state of affairs, or tliRt they have so very hard a lot,

after all. They arc easily contented; sufficient tat-

ters and rags to cover their backs, and food to satisfy

the present cravings of hunger, and there is no fur-

ther-complaint. In going to Washington yesterday,
I saw nearly a hundred men, women and" childron,

with their personal effects all in a few old bags, going
across the Potomac, evidently feeling that that stream,
like Jordan, was the only barrier to their future per-

fect happiness and contentment. How wretchedly
they are mistaken, and yet how impossible it seems,
at present, to dispose of them in a way satisfactory to

all parties ! Undoubtedly they are far better off, how-
ver, than to have fallen into the hands of the rebel

marauders. It is said that several thousand blacks,who
e on the roads northward, were detained and driv-

en away by the rebel cavalry, while they were allow-

ed the freedom of the roads.— Washim/ton corr. N, Y.
Tribune.

Death of Lieut. Banks. Lieut. Hiram B. Banks,
of the 16th Mass. regiment, who is reported killed in

one of the late battles, was a brother of Major Gene-
ral N. P. Banks, and Major Gardner Banks, of the
16th. He was possessed of a rare mind which de-

spised all the shams and make-believes of the world,
and diligently sought for the unvarnished truth. He
entered into this war with his whole soul, and after

remaining behind for nearly a year to fulfill a filial ob-
ligation, he resigned a lucrative situation in the Cus-
tom-house to share the perils of the camp and the bat-

tle-field.

The few who were admitted to his friendship will

long remember the deceased as a true man, and a
brother to whom kind offices were a pleasure. Fear-
less and true to his duty, whatever the sacrifices de-
manded, his was worthy to be classed with the best

of the brave hearts which have been stilled in death
since the commencement of the accursed rebellion.

—

Boston Herald.

City Point Destroyed by Com. Wilkes. City
Point has been entirely demolished by the Federal
gunboats. For some time past, the rebels have been
firing into the transports passing up and down the
James river. Commodore Wilkes sent the rebels
word that if it was not discontinued, he should destroy
their rendezvous, City Point. On Thursday last,

the rebels brought down to City Point 8 cannon and
200 riflemen, and opened fire upon the Federal flotilla,

which at the time was abreast of the place, whereupon
our gunboats opened fire upon them, and destroyed
every building in the place, and dispersed the rebel
force.

Rev. Mr. Higginson's Company Full and Or-
ganized. The company of nine months' men organ-
ized at Worcester by Rev. T. W. Higginson (the well
known abolitionist of the Garrison stamp) was officered

on Saturday, Mr. Higginson being chosen Captain,
John B. Goodell, 1st Lieutenant, and Luther II. Bige-
low, 2d.

—

Traveller.

[Mr. Higginson is not, technically, "a Garrisonian
abolitionist," but has always acted with the Republi-
can party.]

JK3?
=' Gen. Cassius M. Clay has taken the field in

Kentucky with a brigade. Gen. Lew. Wallace also

takes the field. There will not be much done by these
officers in sending back fugitive slaves.

EE^Gen. C. M, Clay has left Lexington with his

brigade for Cumberland Gap, and Col. Charles An-
derson, of the Ohio 93d, has been appointed command-
ant at that place.

jE^=" Charles T. Congdon, Esq., of the Boston Atlas

and New York Tribune, enlisted on Saturday, as a
private, in one of our city regiments.

fitgr^John J. Crittenden proposes to retire from
public life alter the expiration of his term of service

in the present Congress. How melancholy for his

reputation that he did nut make the same resolution

four years ago 1

JJ^=** The notorious George N. Sanders is the " Con-
federate Envoy " who escaped into Canada, and thence
sailed for Europe. He left Richmond on the 11th,

and was secretly entertained by the Baltimore Seces-
sionists on the 14th ult.

$^~ Jeff'. Davis has issued a general order, setting

forth that whereas General Fitch, at the West, has put
several guerillas to ilea th. he therefore decrees thai us

many prisoners from the command of (.leu. Fitch shall

be placed in close confinement for execution at the
order of the President. General Fitch, if captured,

is to be treated as a felon, and not us a prisoner of war.

Minnesota Settlers Murdered ry Indians.—
The Indians in Minnesota, instigated, as is supposed,

by the Secessionists, have murdered a large number
of' white settlers in the northern counties of that State.

According to some estimates, 500 whites have been
put to death, but later accounts are less gloomy.
Great fears have been felt for Fort Ridgely, assaulted
by the Indians, but Col. Sibley is marching to its re-

lief, as is also Col. Cullen, with 700 cavalry. Hon.
J. B. Cleveland writes that be saw at New Ulm the
most horrible sights, in one instance eight stalwart

men with their throats cut from car to ear, skulls bat-

tered and limbs mutilated. At one place visited by
Mr. Freenier, he found the occupants of the houses all

lying dead, some on the door steps and some inside

the habitations. He went to the house of John R.
Brown,' and recognized every member of the family,

eighteen in number, all of whom had been brutally

murdered. Large tracts have been depopulated, the
grain left nnstacked in the fields, the owners flying

tward.

J^="It is believed that the Indian atrocities in the
Northwest are at the instigation of rebel emissaries.

They have shown in the Southwest that they are ca-

pable of it. Alas! that the chief man in such villa-

ny, such barbarism, should be a New Englander

—

Albert Pike.

Terridle Steamboat Accident. The steamer
Acacea ran on a snag, sixty miles below Memphis, at

one o'clock Thursday morning, 21st ult., and sunk in

five minutes. She had 150 passengers, six of whom
were ladies ; she had also a cargo of seventy-five tons
sutler's goods. In five minutes after striking, she
capsized, the upper deck floating off, and many pas-
sengers who clung to it were saved; but fully half
were in the berths asleep, and were lost. Most of the
passengers were soldiers, who were returning to their

regiments. A number of survivors have arrived at
Helena. Not less than seventy-five or eighty persons
perished. The captain and most of the crew were
saved.

Hail Storm. A special despatch to the Boston
Herald from Worcester, 27th ult., says—"A tremen-
dous hail storm passed over this city at a late hour
this afternoon, surpassing in violence any thing of the
kind within the memory of the oldest inhabitant.
Thousands of panes of window glass were broken,
fruit trees were stripped bare, and gardens were de-
stroyed. Over six thousand panes of glass were
broken in the elegant conservatory of D. Waldo Lin-
coln."

[ST ANDREW T. F03S, an Agent of the Mass. Anti-

Slavery Society, will speak at McINDOES FALLS, Vt.,

on Sunday, Sept. 7th, at hours to be named in local no-

tices.

Subject—The Rebellion, its Cause and Cure.

Be will also speak, ou the same subject, on the evenings

of the days named, as follows :

—

St. Johnsbury, Monday, Sept. 8.

Barton, Tuesday, " 9.

Albany, Wednesday, " 10.

Craftsbury, Thursday, " 11.

Hardwick, Friday, " 12.

ST POSTPONExMENT OF TBE WOMAN'S JOUR-
NAL.—The changes in public affairs, leading to a prolon-

gation of tho civil war, which have occurred since our is-

sue of the prospectus of the Woman's Journal in May last,

have determined us, with the concurrence and advice of

the friends of the enterprise, to postpone its publication to

a more favorable turn of events. Meanwhile, we shall be

glad to receive communications as before from those inter-

ested, at Lock Box 2, Roxbury, Mass. The money already

received for subscriptions will bo returned on demand, or

will bo deposited in bank to the credit of the parties

sending it, to await the appearance of the Journal.

MARY L. BOOTB,
MARIE E. ZAKRZEWSKA, M- D.

Boston, Aug. 29, 1862.

lEF" GROVE MEETING.—The colored people of Ply-

mouth County and vicinity will hold a Grove Meeting in

Harris's Grove, half a mile from Centre Abington Depot,

to commence on Friday, the 5th of Sept., and continue

four days. All persons, without distinction of sect or color,

are respectfully invited to attend.

%W JEFF. DAVIS'S COACHMAN.—We understand

that Jeff. Davis's coachman will speak in Tremont Temple
on Sunday evening next. There is no doubt that he is

the veritable man who drove Davis's span, and his story

of the inner life of the family of the President of the

Confederacy is intensely interesting.

—

Traveller.

ttif WANTED—A colored girl—one who has good refe-

rences, and is competent to do general housework. Address

Box 2744, Boston PostOffic e.

August 29. 2w

5E^° MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
095 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.
Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

DEATH OF WILLIAM M. CHASE, ESQ.

Wo have to announce the death of Williah M. Chase,

Esq., a highly esteemed geotloman, and long a citizen of

this State. Be was a native of Rhode Island, but had re-

sided hero for many years, during which time he

built up for himself a lucrative practice in his pro-

fession as a lawyer. Bo was well known as a gentle-

roan of very generous disposition, having lofty ideas of

the mora! nod political duties and responsibilities of the

citizen. Ei'er since the organization of the Kepubliean

party, Mr. Chnce has taken an active interest in its wel-

fare, and aided it with his labors and his purse. When the

prcsont war commenced, he soon sought out a place in

which ho could render a service to his fellow-countrymen,

who were going to tho seat of war as soldiers. Bo attend-

ed the early meetings of tho sons of Now England, with

a view to form an association for the comfort of New Eng-

land soldiers going to and coming from the war. He
represented tho State of Rhode Island on the Executive

Committee of the New England Soldiers' Relief Associa-

tion, and in that position gave valuable aid by his counsel,

his means, and his personal influence. He was a gentle-

man of pleasing presence, aS'able in bis manners, and in

society seldom, if ever, ventured to take the lead in con-

versation. This last trait, however, did not prevent his

promptly condemning what ho believed to bo wrong, and

attaching himself as an ardent worker on the side of

what he knew or believed to be right. After ailing

several days, although his sickness was not considered dan-

gerous, bo was found dead in his bed at his late residence,

No, 35 Lafayette place, yesterday morning. His dooease

is deeply regretted by a large circle of sincerely attached

frionds and associates. Ho was about fifty yeare of age,

and unmarried.

—

New Yorlc Tribune, Sept. 2,

§3?" Mr. Chace was one of our earliest coadjutors in

tho Anti-Slavery cause ; and for several years was a most

efficient agent of the Liberator, from tho start, in Provi-

denoo, R. I. Bo was indefatigable in his efforts and fear-

loss in the expression of his sontiuionts, and was of great

service to the cause in tho timo of its severest needs.

—

lEd. Lib.

DIED—In North Andover, August 22, Isaac Stevens,

Esq., aged 77 years—father of Gen. Isaac I. Stevens, who
wils lulled a. few days since in tho battle near Fairfax, Va.

Ho was one of tho best of men, and long a devoted Iriend

and advocate of tho Anti-Slavery, Temperance, and other

good causes. Blessed bo bis memory !

BRISTOL BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS.

THIS School is looated in tho borough of Bristol, Pa.,
on the Delaware Hiver, twenty miles above Philadel-

phia. It will open its hill session on 2d day, Ninth mouth,

RUTH ANNA PEIRCE, Prixcllu..

HKI'KHKXCKS.

James HOTT, Philadelphia.
Assk Cneui'iniAN, 1>08 l-Vnnklin street. PiiihoMphia.
0. N. I'kiiu'i:, .")0i N. Seventh stout, Philadelphia.
iIunuv W. RiL-.jwAv. Cwewioka, N. Y.
David L. Qniaooit, Woodbury, N. J.
Wm. Lloyd Gauiiison, Uostou.

A. J. GK0VER,
ATTORNEY AND COUXSELLOR AT LAW,

EAHLVILItH, La Salle Co., 111.

Q3?" Especial attention given to securing :md ool lifting
Claims for Eastern Merchants. ,

August S. tf.
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For the Liborator.

WILL PREED0M OOME?

Will tho Jubilee song, that so sweetly is ringing

Through Antilles Isles o'er bo heard in our land?

Will Freedom, lvliito-robed, from tho war-cloud descending,

On tho bondman's worn brow lay in blessing her hand ?

When tho Angel of Peace, on tho red field of battle,

Shall fold her white wings o'er tho graves of the^fain,

Will tho manacled hands bo unloosed at hor bidding?

Will sho break every fetter, unbind ovory chain ?

Will tho slave, toiling still in the dank, lonely rice-swamp,

Hoar her sweet voico proclaiming, " Henceforth thou art

free !

With tho blood of tho noble and bravo thou art ransomed

—

The scourge and tho chain wait no longer for theo !

"

To tho fields, where the cane and tho cotton aro waving,

Will she bear tho blest tidings in triumph along?

And hear the glad voices, in grateful hosannas,

To our Father in heaven raise the Jubileo song ?

Will tho message be borne to tho lowly-roofed cabin,

Where tho slave-mother weeps in anguish untold T

Will the Angel-voice whisper, "The man-thiof no longer

Shall barter thy loved ones for silver or gold?

" In its cradle thino infant may now sleep securely,

Thy fond heart no longer shall tremble with fear
;

And cowering, no more shall ye shrink when tho footstep

Of tho Christian slave-master with shattering ye hear !

"

To tho maiden, who, helpless, by law unprotected,

Now thrilling with horror, awaits her sad doom,

And knows that for her there's but one only refuge

—

Tho safety and quiet that shroud tho dark tomb :

—

Will tho message, as blest e'en as Heaven's own accents,

In seraph-tones whisper, " Thou'rt safe from all harm ;

The sons of the North-land have eomo to thy rescue,

And Justice and Truth have o'erthrowu giant Wrong !
"

Alas ! to our questionings earnest and tearful,

Thero comes no response from the blood-crimsoned field
;

Still the dark, dreadful war-cloud rolls on through our bor-

ders

—

And to Death, the stern Reaper, our hearts' wealth wo

yield !

No strong arm is lifted to smite tho foul Demon,

Who all this dark ruin and sorrow hath wrought

;

In vain havo wo given our loved and our trusted,

—

Our Rulers still falter, by Jus ce untaught

!

How long must we Jay on the altar of Slavery,

Love, Honor, and Truth,—all tho blessings of homo ;

And still blindly groping amid tho thick darkness,

See no rainbow of Hopo illumine the gloom 7

And yet wo unfurl not tho banner of Freedom
;

Still a race pines in bondage, and forged aro the chains,

Whilo Union is ever the rallying war-cry

—

And Justice and Right all in vain urge their claims.

And can we believe that our " Father in heaven "

Will give us his blessing, will prosper our cause,

While, wickedly selfish, his voice still unheeding,

We list not his mandate—obey not his laws?

Must tho " Red Sea" of carnage engulph our loved North-

land,

Ero we hear tho blest sound of the Jubilee song?

Must a deluge of blood crimson hillside and valley,

Ere the altar of Slavery is crushed and o'crthrown ?

Barre, August, 1862. Carrie.

For the Liberator.

TO HATTJEE.
There is too much of brightness in the sky,

Too green tho earth all bathed in radianco seems,

Too fair and flowery are the fields that lie

Beneath tho splendor of the day-god's beams.

What though our country, racked with inward pain,

Lifts up her voico with deepest anguish filled ?

What though the tears of the oppressed, like rahr,

Bedowtho oarth their own rough hands havo tilled?

And though the high in power shrink to strike

Tho death-blow at the serpont whose foul fangs

Have poisoned with their venom all alike

Within its folds, thou heodest not their pangs.

For thou, Nature, calmly still dost wear

A mild, unruffled mien of soft repose j

Thy birds sing on ; thy very clouds are fair :

—

Hast thou no sympathy with our deep woes ?

Thy fields should blacken with remorseless blight
;

Mildew should settle on the rose's leaf;

Thy clouds should lower with an aw'ful might,

Their holts of wrath should turn joy into grief.

This is no time for slumber so serene,

For gontle smiies and languid airs of ease
;

Too long a settled calm has filled thy mien

—

Hear'st thou no sound but rustling of the trees ?

A voice replied to my complaining words,

In accents mild, but blent with stern reproof,

A voice that smote upon my spirit's chords,

And awed mo with its solemn tones of love :

" A mind, attuned true wisdom to discern,

Shows never doubt when trouble thickly crowds
;

But higher still its faltering prayers must yearn,

Ere shows the silver lining of the cloud.

" My calmness is a gift from Hcavon sent,

A beacon that shall shine throughout your night

;

That speaks to those who watch my face intent,

A prophecy of Jov, and Peace, and Right."

From tho Atlantic Monthly.

MID-SUMMER.
Around this fovely valley rise

Tho purple hills of Paradise.

0, softly on yon banks of haze,

Her ro7.y face tho Summer lays !

Becalmed along tho azure sky,

The argosies of cloudland lie,

Whose shores with many a shining rift,

Far off their pearl-white peaks uplift.

Through all the long mid-summer day,

Tho meadow sides aTe sweet with hay.

I seek tho coolest sheltered seat,

Just where tho field and forest meet

—

Whore grow tho pine-trees tall and bland,

Tho ancient oaks, austere and grand,

And fringy root and pebbles fret

Tho ripples of tho rivulet.

I watch tho mowers as they go,

Through the tall grass, a white-sleeved row
;

With evon stroke their scythes they swing,

In tunc their merry whot-stones ring.

Behind the nimble youngsters run,

And toss tho thick swaths in the sun :

Tho cattle graxo, while warm and still

Slopes tho broad pasture, basks tho hill,

And bright whon summer breezes break,

Tho green wheat crinkles like a lake.

Tho butterfly and humble-beo

Come to tho pleasant woods with mo
;

Quickly before mo runs the quail,

Tho chickens skulk behind tho rail,

High up the lone wood-pigeon sits,

And tho woodpecker pecks and flits,

Sweet woodland music sinks and swells,

The brooklet rings its tinkling bolls,

The swarming insects drone and hum,

The partridge beats his throbbing drum,

The squirrel leaps among the boughs,

And chatters in bis leafy house,

The oriole flashes by ; and, look !

Into the murmur of tho brook,

Whore tho vain blue-bird trims his coat,

Two tiny feathers fall and float.

As silently, as tenderly,

Tho dawn of peace descends on mo.

0, this is peace ! I havo no need

Of friend to talk, of book to read :

A dear Companion hero abides :

Close to my thrilling heart He hides
;

The holy silence is: lli.'i Voico
;

i lie Bud listen, and rejoice.

LIFE AMONG THE CONTRABANDS.

Deab Mr. Garkison :

I thank you for tho request of a line on the coruli-

tion of the contrabands, and what I luivo seen while

among them. When we parted at that pleasant gath-

ering of the Progressive Friends at Longwood, you

to return to the Old Bay State, to battle for freedom

and justiee to the slavo, I to go to the District of Co-

lumbia, where the shackles hail just fallen, I hoped

that tho glorious echo from the blow had aroused the

spirit of freedom, if a spark slumbered in its bosom.

Having purchased my ticket through to Washington

nt the Philadelphia station, I reached tho capital with-

out molestation. Next morning, I went to Duff

Green's Row, Government head-quarters for the con

trabands here. I found men, women and children all

huddled together, without any distinction or regard

to age or sex. Some of them were in the most pit-

iable condition. Many were sick with measles, dip-

theria, scarlet and typhoid fever. Some had a few

filthy rags to lie on ; others had nothing but the hare

floor for a couch. There seemed to be no established

rules among them ; they were coming in at all hours,

often through the night, in large numbers, and the

Superintendent had enough to occupy his time in

taking the names of those who came in, and of those

who were sent out. His office was thronged through

the day by persons who came to hire these poor crea-

tures, who they say will not work and take care of

themselves. Single women hire at four dollars a

month ; a woman with one child, two and a half or

three dollars a month. Men's wages are ten dollars

per month. Many of them, accustomed as they have

been to field labor, and to living almost entirely out

of doors, sutler much from the confinement in this

crowded building. The little children pine like prison

birds for their native element. It is almost impossi-

ble to keep the building in a healthy condition. Each

day brings its fresh additions of the hungry, naked

and sick. In the early part of June, there were, some

days, as many as ten deaths reported at this place in

twenty-four hours. At this time, there was no matron

in the house, and nothing at hand to administer to the

comfort of the sick and dying. I felt that their suf-

ferings must be unknown to the people. I did not

meet kindly, sympathizing people, trying to soothe

the last agonies of death. Those tearful eyes often

looked up to me with the language, " Is this free-

dom ?
"

A new Superintendent was engaged, Mr. Nichol, who
seemed to understand what these people most needed,

He laid down rules, went to work in earnest pulling

down partitions to enlarge the rooms, that he might

establish two hospitals, one for the men and another

for the women. This accomplished, cots and matresses

were needed. There is a small society in Washing-

ton—the Freedman's Association—who arc doing all

they can; but remember, Washington is not New
England. I often met Rev. W. H. Channing, whose

hands and heart are earnestly in the cause of the en-

slaved of his country. This gentleman was always

ready to act in their behalf. Through these friends,

an order was o'btained from Gen. Wadsworth for cots

for the contraband hospitals.

At this time.ImetinHuffGrcenRow, Miss Hannah

Stevenson, of Boston, and Miss Kendall. The names

of these ladies need no comment. They were the first

white females whom I had seen among these poor

creatures, except those who had come in to hire them.

These noble ladies had come to work, and their names

will be lisped in prayer by many a dying slave. Hop-

ing to help a little in the good work they had begun,

I wrote to a lady in New York, a true and tried

friend of the slave, who from the first moment had

responded to every call of humanity. This letter was

to ask for such articles as would make comfortable

the sick and dying in the hospital. On the Saturday

following, the cots were put up. A few hours after,

an immense box was received from New York. Be-

fore the sun went down, those ladies who have labored

so hard for the comfort of these people had the satis-

faction of seeing every man, woman and child with

clean garments, lying in a clean bed. What a con-

trast I They seemed different beings. Every coun-

tenance beamed with gratitude and satisfied rest. To
me, it was a picture of holy peace within. The next

day was the first Christian Sabbath they had ever

known. One mother passed away as the setting sun

threw its last rays across her dying bed, and as I

looked upon her, I could not but say—" One day of

freedom, and gone to her God." Before the dawn,

others were laid beside her. It was a comfort to

know that some effort had been made to soothe their

dying pillows. Still, there were other places in which

I felt, if possible, more interest, where the poor crea-

tures seemed so far removed from the immediate

sympathy of those who would help them. These

were the contrabands in Alexandria. This place is

strongly secesh ; the inhabitants are kept quiet only

at the point of Northern bayonets. In this place, the

contrabands are distributed more over the city. In

visiting those places, I had the assistance of two kind

friends, women. True at heart, they felt the wrongs

and degradation of their race. These ladies were

always ready to aid me, as far as lay in their power.

To Mrs. Brown, of 3d street, Washington, and Mrs.

Dagans, of Alexandria, the contrabands owe much
gratitude for the kindly aid they gave me in serving

them. In this place, the men live in an old foundry,

which does not afford protection from the weather.

The sick lay on boards on the ground floor; some,

through tho kindness of the soldiers, have an old

blanket. I did not hear a complaint among them.

They said it was much better than it had been. All

expressed a willingness to work, and were anxious to

know what was to be done with them after the work

was done. All of them said they had not received pay

for their work, and some wanted to know ifl thought it

would be paid to their masters. One old man said,

" I don't kerc if dey don't pay, so dey give me free-

dom. I bin working for ole maas all do time ; he

nebber gib me five cent. I like de Unions fuss rate.

If de Yankee Unions didn't come long, I'd be work-

ing tu de ole place now." All said they had plenty to

eat, but no clothing, and no money to buy any.

Another place, the old school-house in Alexandria,

is the Government head-quarters for the women.

This I thought the most wretched of all the places.

Any one who can find an apology for slavery should

visit this place, and learn its curse. Here you see

them from infancy up to a hundred years old. What
but the love of freedom could bring these old people

hither? One old man, who told me he was a hun-

dred, said he had come to be free with his children.

The journey proved too much for him. Each visit,

I found him sitting in the same spot, under a shady

tree, suffering from rheumatism. Unpacking a barrel,

I found a large coat, which I thought would be so nice

for the old man, that I carried it to him. I found him

sitting in the same spot, with his head on his bosom.

I stooped down to speak to him. Raising his head, I

found htm dying. I called his wife. The old wo-

man, who Beems in her second childhood, looked on

as quietly as though we were placing him foranight's

rest. In this house are scores of women and chil-

dren, with nothing to do, and nothing to do with.

Their husbands aro at work for the Government.

Here they have food and shelter, but they cannot get

work. The slaves who come into Washington from

Maryland are sent here to protect them from the Fu-

gitive Slave Law. These people are indebted to Mr.

llufus Leighton, formerly of Boston, for many com-

forts. But for their Northern friends, God pity them

in their wretched and destitute condition ! The Su-

perintendent, Mr. Clarke, a Pennsylvania.!!, seems to

feel much interest in them, and is certainly very

kind. They told me they had confidence in him as a

friend. That is much for a slave to say.

From this place, I went to Birch's slave-pen, in

Alexandria. This place forms a singular contrast

with what it was two years ago. The habitable

part of the building is filled with contrabands j the

old jail is filled with secesh prisoners—all within

speaking distance of each other. Many a compliment

is passed between them on the change in their posi-

tions. There is another house on Cameron street,

which is filk-d with very destitute people. To these

places I distributed large supplies of clothing, given

me by the Indies of New York, New Bedford, and

Boston. They have made many a desolate heart glad.

They have clothed the naked, fed the hungry. To
them, God's promise is sufficient.

Let me tell you of another place, to which I always

planned my last visit for the day. There was some-

thing about this house to make you forget that you

came to it with a heavy heart. The little children

you meet *t this door bring up pleasant memories

when you leave it; from the older" ones you carry

pleasant recollections. These were what the people

call the more favored slaves, and would boast of hav-

ing lived in the first families in Virginia. They cer-

tainly had reaped some advantage from the contact.

It seemed by a miracle that they had all fallen to-

gether. They were intelligent, and some of, the

young women and children beautiful. One young

irl, whose beauty I cannot describe, although its

magnetism often drew me to her side, I loved to talk

and look upon her sweet face, covered with

blushes; besides, I wanted to learn her true position,

but her gentle shyness I had to respect. One day,

while tryjng to draw her out, a fine-looking woman,

th all the pride of a mother, stepped forward, and

said—" Madam, this young woman is my son's wife.'
J

It was a relief. I thanked God that this young crea>

ture had an arm to lean upon for protection. Here I

looked upon slavery, and felt the curse of their herit-

age was what is considered the best blood of Virginia,

On one of my visits here, I met a mother who had

just arrived from Virginia, bringing with her four

daughters. Of course, they belonged to one of the

first families. This man's strong attachment to this

woman and her children caused her, with her chil-

dren, to be locked up one month. She made her es-

cape one day while her master had-gone to learn the

news from the Union army. She fled to the North-

ern army for freedom and protection. These people

had earned for themselves many little comforts. Their

houses had an inviting aspect. The clean floors, the

clean white spreads on their cots, and the general ti-

diness throughout the building, convinced me they

had done as well as any other race could have done, i

under the same circumstances.

Let me tell you of another place—Arlington Heights.
|

Every lady has heard of Gen. Lee's beautiful resi
]

dence, which has been so faithfully guarded by oui I

Northern army. It looks as though the master had '

en his orders every morning. Not a tree around

that house has fallen. About the forts and camps

they have been compelled to use the axe. At the

quarters, there are many contrabands. The men are

employed, and most of the women. Here they have

plenty of exercise in the open air, and seem very

happy. Many of tho regiments are stationed here.

It is a delightful place for both the soldier and the

contraband. Looking around this place, and remem-

bering what I had heard of the character of the man

who owned it before it passed into the hands of its

present owner, I was much inclined to say, Although

the wicked prosper for a season, the way of. the

transgressor is hard.

When in Washington for the day, my morning visit

would be up at Duff Green's Row. My first business

would bo to look into a small room on the ground

floor. This room was covered with lime. Here I

would learn how many deaths had occurred in the

last twenty-four hours. Men, women and children lie

here together, without a shadow of those rites which

we give to our poorest dead. There they lie, in the

filthy rags they wore from the plantation. Nobody

seems to give it a thought. It is an every-day occur-

rence, and the scenes have become familiar. One

morning, as I looked in, I saw lying there five chil-

dren. By the side of them lay a young man. He
escaped, was taken back to Virginia, whipped nearly

to death, escaped again the next night, dragged his

body to Washington, and died, literally cut to pieces.

Around his feet I saw a rope ; I could not see that

put into the grave with him. Other cases similar

to this came to my knowledge, but this I saw

Amid all this sadness, -we sometimes would hear a

shout of joy. Some mother had come in, and found

her long-lost child ; some husband his wife. Brothers

sisters meet. Some, without knowing it, had

lived years within twenty miles of each other.

ord about the schools. It is pleasant to see

that eager group of old and young, striving to learn"

their A, B, C, and Scripture sentences. Their great

desire is to learn to read. While in the school-room,

I could not but feel how much these young women
and children needed female teachers who could do

something more than teach them their A, B, C. They
need to be taught the right habits of liviDg and the

true principles of life.

My last visit intended for Alexandria was on Sat-

urday, I spent the day with them, and received

showers of thanks for myself and the good ladies who
had sent me ; for I had been careful to impress upon

them that these kind friends sent me, and that all that

was given by me was from. them. Just as I was

ou the point of leaving, I found a young woman,

with an infant, who had just been brought in. She

lay in a dying condition, with nothing but a piece of

an old soldier coat under her head. Must I leave her

in this condition? I could not beg in Alexandria.

It was time for the last boat to leave for Washington,

and I promised to return in the morning. The Su-

perintendent said he would meet me at the landing.

Early next morning, Mrs. Brown and myself went on

a begging expedition, and some old quilts were given

us. Mr. Clarke met us, and offered the use of his

large Government wagon, with the horses and driver,

for the day, and said he would accompany us, if

agreeable. I was delighted, and felt I should spend a

happy Sabbath in exploring Dixie, while the large

bundles that I carried with me would help make

others happy. After attending to the sick mother and

child, we started for Fairfax Seminary. They send

many of the convalescent soldiers to this place. The

houses are large, and the location is healthy. Many
of the contrabands are here. Their condition is

much better than that of those kept in the city. They

soon gathered around Mr. Clarke, and begged him to

come back and be their boss. He said, " Boys, 1

want you all to go to Hayti." They said, "You
gwine wid us, Mr. Clarke ? " " No, I must stay here,

and take care of the rest of the boys." " Den, if you

aint gwine, de Lord knows I aint a gwine." Some
of them will tell Uncle Abe the same thing. Mr.

Clarke said they would do anything for him—seldom

gave him any trouble. They spoke kindly of Mr.

Thomas, who is constantly employed in supplying

their wants, as far as he can. To the very old peo-

ple at this place, I gave some clothing, returned to

Alexandria, and bade alt good bye. Begging me to

come back, they promised to do all they could to help

themselves. One old woman said—" Honey tinlc,

when all get still, I kin go an fine de old place 1 Tink

de Union 'stroy it ? . You can't get nothin on dis place.

Down on de ole place, you .can raise ebery ting. I

ain't seen bacca since I bin here. Neber git a libin

here, where de peoples eben buy pasty," This poor

old woman thought it was nice to live where tobacco

grew, but it was dreadful to be compelled to buy a

bunch of parsley. Here they have preaching once

every Sabbath. They must have a season to sing

and pray, and we need true faith in Christ to go

among them and do our duty. How beautiful it is to

find it among themselves 1 Do not say the slaves

take no interest in each other. Like other people,

some of them are designedly se'fish, some are igno-

rantly Belflsh. With the light and instruction you

give them, you will see this selfishness disappear.

Trust them, make them free, and give them the re

sponsibility of caring for themselves, and they will

soon learn to help each other.
i
Some of them have

been so degraded by slavery that they do Tint know

the usages of civilised life : they know liltle else than

the handle of the hue, flic plough, the cotton pad, and

the overseer's lash. Have patience with them. You
have helped to make them what they are; teach them

civilization. You owe it to them, and you will find

them as apt to learn as any other people that come to

you stupid from oppression. The negroes' strong

attachment no one doubts; the only diffienlly is, they

have cherished it too strongly. Let me tell you of an

instance among the contrabands. One day, while in

the hospital, a woman came in to ask that she might

take a little orphan child. The mother had just died,

leaving two children, the eldest three years old. This

woman had five children in the house with her. In

a few days, the number wotdd be six. I said to this

mother, " What can you do with this child, shut up

here with your own t They are as many as you

can attend to." She looked up with tears in her eyes,

and said—" The child's mother was a stranger ; none

of her friends cum wid her from de ole place. I took

one boy down on de plantation; he is a big boy now,

working mong de Unions. De Lord help me to bring

up dat boy, and he will help me to lake care dis child.

My husband work for de Unions when dey pay him.

I can make home for all. Dis child shall hub part ob

de crust." How few white mothers, living in luxury,

with six children, could find room in her heart for a

seventh, and that child a stranger I

In this house there are scores of children, too young

to help themselves, from eight years old down to the

little one-day freeman, born at railroad speed, while

the young mother was flying from Virginia to save

her babe from breathing its tainted air.

I left the contrabands, feeling that the people were

becoming more interested in their behalf, and much
had been done to make their condition more comfort-

able. On my way home, I stopped a few days in

Philadelphia. I called on a lady who had sent a large

supply to the hospital, and told her of the many little

orphans who needed a home. This lady advised me
to call and see the Lady Managers of an institution

for orphan children supported by those ladies. I did

so, and they agreed to take the little orphans. They
employed a gentleman to investigate the matter, and

it was found impossible to bring them through Balti-

more. This gentleman went to the captains of the

propellers in Philadelphia, and asked if those orphan

children could have a passage on their boats. Oh no,

it could not be; it would make an unpleasant feeling

among the people ! Some of those orphans have died

since P left, but the number is constantly increasing.

Many mothers, on leaving the plantations, pick up the

little orphans, and bring them with their own chil-

dren ; but they cannot provide for them; tliey come
very destitute themselves.

To the ladies who have so nobly interested them-

selves in behalf of my much oppressed race, I feel

the deepest debt of gratitude. Let me beg the read-

er's attention to these orphans. They are the inno-

cent and helpless of God's poor. '"If you cannot take

one, you can do much by contributing your mite to

the institution that will open its doors to receive them.

LINDA.

'EIGHTS OP WHITE LABOR OYER BLACK.'

To the Editor of the Liberator:

Sir—The article under this caption, copied into

your paper of the 22d, from the Boston Irish Pilot,

is of a piece with the infuriate and blind prejudice en-

tertained by the Irish and their descendants in America

towards the African race ;
and it is the effects of such

counsels as this we see cropping out in the riots at

Brooklyn, Cincinnati and elsewhere, between Irish

and black. It is this narrow-sighted and unphilan-

thropical advice to Irishmen, by those who set them-

selves up as their leaders, that serves to strengthen

the Slave Power of Rebcidom, by maintaining an ele-

ment in our midst of disloyalty to humanity, to true

liberty, and the common rights of man.

This blind leader of the blind, who will not see the

hand of God in the present fearful reformation; who
will not see that this glorious and extensive country

if man were free everywhere in it, would be large

enough for all ; who will not wait until society, with-

in the bounds of our common territory, rights and

settles into its natural position, after this state of con-

vulsion and unrest it is now in be past ; who can see

no destiny for the black man, no place for the sole of

his foot, but the cities and towns of the Northern

States, should he, in the Providence of God, become

free,—sets himself up as the counsellor of the people,

and stimulates this condition of unquiet by stirring up

hatred for those who have as good a right in this land

as himself. He does not stop to take a broad or ration-

al view of the question, "What will become of the black

man ?'" such a view as we would expect taken by an

educated man ; but, with nineteen out of twenty of the

lowest intellectually and most ignorant Irishmen you

could meet in the neighborhood of Fort Hill to-day,

ulie falls into their groove .of thought, and says

—

" Liberate the slaves throughout the land, and they

will overrun the North, looking for work, and the

white man will be destroyed- by their attempt to find

it."

A few years ago, no voice than that of this Pilot

was more loud in its denunciation of the cry of

" America for Americans." Now none is more furi-

ous it its own cry of America for the white man.

By white man he means, of course, Irishman, as no

other white man in the length and breadth of the land

is the least afflicted at the prospect of general eman-

cipation of the slaves, unless it be slaveholders and

their political sympathizers.

A philosopher, such as, I have no doubt, the writer

of that article would delight to have himself consid-

ered, would take a philosophical view of this question,

and argue, a priori, that, wherever they are free to do

so, like seeks like and run together, as do drops, of

water or grains of sand ; that were the black man no

longer restrained by the bond of slavery in this na-

tion, he would prefer to dwell where he was horn ; and

he who had wandered from there would seek happi-

ness in that climate most favorable to his growth,

which his very nature covets, and which he left to grat-

ify but one object, the instinct of freedom implanted

by nature in the heart of every man who is born upon

the earth. From a high standpoint, and uncontami-

natcd by the influences of his locality, in which is

generated the belief that there is but one god—the

institution of slavery—of which the faubourg of

Franklin and Milk streets enjoy and were built up by

the profit,—he would sec some ten thousand of the

black race in Massachusetts, some driven here by the

instinctive desire for freedom, others born here, all

Americans by birth and such education as they pos-

sess ; all entitled, therefore, to the rights which the

political privileges of this free land confer upon its

inhabitants ; and all fully as intelligent, as a class,

as the same number and intellectual grade of Irish-

men. That in the object for which those not born

here came hither, both classes present an exact

analogy—both came hero seeking freedom, and to

better their natural atid political condilion be-

yond what it was where they were born ; and

that were the reasons for that condition not being as

good in the land of their birth as it is here, to be re-

moved, thousands of them would instinctively desire

to go back ; for each love the land of their birth, and

in that love exhibit the oneness of their humanity.

But neighbor Pilot (oh, what a misnomer ! Heaven

preserve us from such a pilot for our ship of State

as he would make!) can see nothing hut an exodus

of black men setting towards the North Star, should

the Abolitionists obtain the object for which they

havo striven alone, and been persecuted for thirty

years; and that they are going to, in the course of

the next twelve months, he is too sharp a Pilot not

to see. Hence his uproarious cry of Down with the

black man! enslave him I kill him! do any thing

with him ! but if you will make him free, drive him

instantly out of the country, which is only large

enough for the white man, and particularly for white

Irishmen, this Pilot's flock !

" To white toil," says this Pilot, " the nation owes

everything—to black, nothing." Well, if that is not

the height of audacious mid cold-blooded lying, the

height has never been reached I The four million

slaves, not to speak of the one million free blacks

and colored, have done nothing for tliis country!

Why ! before an Irish laborer had a foothold on this

soil, the blacks were the only laborers the South

hail for fifty years. Does the Pilot know tins'? oris

he so grossly ignorant of the chart of the country that

has received him, and thousands like him, not for the

benefit they would be to the country as afirstcause,

but to relieve them from that oppression which, if

Irishmen are to be believed, {and I believe them,)

they have groaned under for ten generational So

atrociously profligate an untruth as this is with-

out a parallel. The blacks, tho bone and sin-

ew of some thirteen States, the toiling millions who,

for a hundred years, have known nothing but labor,

who are crucified by work, and die daily to supply

the wants and luxuries of their owners and taskmas-

ters, have done nothing for this country! while the

few hundred thousand Irishmen and their descendants

in that time have done all ! Preposterous and unjust

decision I

As mere laborers, hewers of wood and drawers

of water, as the mass of the Irish emigrants to our

Free States are, I deny them no jot nor tittle of

all they deserve. They have hedged and ditched

and borne burdens, built the earthwork of railroads,

and dug out canals ; they have extended a ready hand

for labor wherever they have found it to do. Asa
class, they are industrious and willing to work ; but

in that particular, they are not superior, by one jot or

tittle, to the black man in a state of freedom ;
and,

as a class, it is well known that, for all the purposes

of intelligent citizenship, free black men are more

tractable and thoughtful, less inclined to fight among
themselves or with others, to brawl, to quarrel about

trifles, to drink whiskey and get themselvesiinto the

hands of the police authorities, than free Irish-

men. Yes, I say boldly, and call for proof to the

contrary, that in peace or in war, free black men

—

who have been long enough free to know the

value and privileges of freedom—are as serviceable

to the country as a like number of Irishmen, or any

other nationality of their degree of intelligence. I

ould not take one grain of credit from the thousands

of Irishmen who have gone forward to fight for the

republic. They have done nobly. But I say, let the

free black men of America have a chance, and they

will do as well. History, wherever it has a chance,

will support me in this assertion. And it is this fact

that the Pilot fears. Of all things, he dreads that

the opportunity should be given the black man to

distinguish himself as a soldier of the republic upon

the battle-field. That is a privilege not for the black

man to enjoy, lest he should prove, by the most irre-

sistible evidence, that he is in this particular, as in

everything else, the equal of the Irishman of equal

attainments and education. But even in the face of

such proof, the Pilot would be found cursing him, and

desirous to expel him from the land ; and, basing its

reasons upon the few isolated facts recorded within

the past month, and which such incendiary publi-

cations have been the generating cause of riot be-

tween blacks and Irish, it would again hurl forth

its manifesto that, " While they are in the land, we

shall have tumult and sedition."

This blind leader proposes no means of diverting

the fertilizing stream of black emigration he so much

dreads, but at once to open a way for it into the sea.

Instead of going to the source of the stream, and

there providing means for it to go gladly on its way

into a thousand fields of usefulness and freedom on its

soil, and, by embankments properly construct-

ed, keeping it within its natural bounds, he calls

his laborers around him to dig deep and wide a

single channel, through which it may rush out of

the country, and thus deprive the country of the

benefit of its teeming strength, its thousands of

toiling hands, which know no direction but to work

in the soil—know no art nor handicraft, but possess

the main strength, the bone and muscle to till the

soil, to grasp the plow and hoe, which provide bread

for a nation of freemen. And what substitute does he

provide? Nothing, unless it be a sparse future emi-

gration of Irish laborers—an emigration that cannot,

in the very nature of cause and effect, be but slender

for years,

O, thou blind leader of the blind, who can see the

mote in thy brother's eye, but not the beam in thine

own, didst thou suppose that any but thy slavish, ig-

norant followers would believe thy doctrines, thy

incorrect statements, thy gross untruths ? No, thou

couldstnot do so. Written and printed only for them,

thou believedst they would help to leaven that spirit

of riot natural to them, and which Jeff. Davis, whom

thou indirectly servest, doth glory and rejoice to see,

as it is as good for his cause as 20,000 men.

Boston, August 23, 18G2. JUSTICE.

lasting. For the Blavcho.J^r as well as the slave,

Justice and Truth have blessings—to the realization

of which Slavery rears forever an impassable barrier.

Let this dark barrier be thrown down, that a deliver-

ed nation's Jubilee may come, amid gratulations of

brotherhood and hasannas of rejoicing !

" The work of righteousness is peace, and the ef-

fect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever."

With cordial good wishes, and with every consider-

ation of esteem,

I am truly yours,

MILO A, TOWNSEND.
New Brighton, Pa.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS IN VIRGINIA.

Alexandria, Va., July 20, 1&02.

A scene which, for some years, has been unknown

in this city, might have been witnessed last night.

Since the transfer to the State of Virginia of that

part of the District of Columbia lying west of the

Potomac river, the laws of the State have taken the

place of the enactments of Congress.

Among other provisions in operation is the statute

forbidding the education of the colored race. Since

jntrance of the Federal troops, and the establish-

ment of military supremacy, in the crushing of rebel-

lion, this has been waived, and the colored people have

been allowed to establish a day school, which has

been in progress since the first of January.

There are now in attendance nearly a hundred

scholars, varying in age from six years to fifty, and in

color from black to white, and yesterday was "com-

mencement."

During the day, an examination was held, at which

a number of the friends of the enterprise were present.

The display made was gratifying in the extreme to

those interested in the cultivation and welfare of hu-

manity.

In the evening, the African Baptist church was

crowded by "an admiring audience," to witness the

commencement exercises. These wure introduced

by the singing of the " Sabbath-School Army," by

the entire assembly, and prayer by a clergyman from

Washington. The programme was well prepared,

consisting of Essays, Dialogues and Music. First

came an Essay on Education, by Miss Sarah Gray.

This was a well-prepared paper, evincing perception

and reflection. It contained one of the best and

most earnest appeals to the colored race, which we

remember to have met. True Freedom, and how to

gain it, was the title of a well-studied effort. The

Star, by Virginia Bell, was a perfect gem, well de'

livered. The African Chief, by Robert Mitchell, was

a beautiful poem, but a sad tale of oppression, suffer-

ing and death. Come in and Shut the Door, by Louisa

Hansberg, met with a storm of applause. Altogether,

it was a perfect success, and I hope may prove the

commencement of better days,

Yours, truly, STANLEY.

LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT.

President Lincoln:

Respected Friend—On behalf of one hundred

and eleven signers of an accompanying petition,

I would respectfully ask to submit a few brief reflec-

tions for your consideration.

From the moral stand-point which we occupy, it

does seem to us that this terrible war might be brought

to a speedy and righteous termination, were all the

instrumentalities brought to bear upon it which He

within your reach, under the war pow-er, as Presi-

dent of the United States.

Though now occupying, as you do, one of "tho

high places of the earth," we have, nevertheless, been

led to regard you as one possessing feelings and

sympathies in common with the people, and who con-

scientiously does his part in accordance with his con-

victions of duty. Yet, while we thus regard you, we

cannot see clearly w%you shrink from grappling with

the active and vital cause of our present national

troubles.

Slavery seeks to extend its dominions—seeks to

rule, or to be " let alone." Its intrinsic nature is to

tyrannize over humanity, and to rule as with a rod o:

iron. "Slavery is itself essentially, and in its most

quiet condition, a rebellion—a rebellion against the

law of this universe—a guilty defiance of God and

man." It asks not whether its subjects be white or

black—only that its insatiable demands be heeded, and

its empire extended. For this sole purpose is the

South now at war; and in slavery lies her strength,

as well as her weakness. Strike the blow at slavery,

and tho rebellion ends. Treat it as something too

sacred or time-honored to be handled roughly or

irreverently, and it sits in demoniacal power and dig-

nity, to baffle and foil every effort to conquer the re-

bellion.

While the South is radically in the wrong, the

North is not radically in the right. The one is fight-

ing for slavery per se, while the other is not lighting

for liberty as a principle, but for the Union and the

Constitution, which are only a shadow or a sham, if

they do not represent the Genius of Liberty, and are

not vitalized by the spirit of Justiee.

If we plant ourselves upon the rock, of principle,

contending inflexibly for freedom and justice, on tho

side of which are arrayed the Lord and his angel

hosts, we shall "conquer gloriously." Otherwise,

new difficulties, new entanglements, and new compli-

cations will arise, to educate us, as it were, in tho

school of calamity, and to purify us by the fires of

suffering, until we arc humbled, and made willing to

do the will of heaven !

Be assured, President Lincoln, there is no more

peace or rest to this nation, until it is willing to do

simple justice. For long years, things have been cul-

minating for the great issues now at hand.

" Let truth and falsehood grapple "—let there be

a distinct issue between Liberty and Slavery—he-

tweea God and Baal, and the result is not doubtful.

It is only by a temporizing, compromising policy, and

a disposition to make friends " with the mammon of

unrighteousness," that the reign of Evil has been bo

long perpetuated on the earth. There is so/sty only

in the Right—on the side of God and Justice. There

are perils and woes unspeakable in I lie wrong—for sor-

row and suffering must follow wrongdoing as surely

as God'* laws are umvpealable, and His truth ever-

We know not where else so much authen-
tic intelligence of the Rebellion can be ob-

tained."

" no other work possesses the value as a
work of reference."

" IT IS RELIABLE, COMPLETE, AND DESIRABLE."

Rebellion Record,
Edited by PRANK MOORE,

la tho only publication which gives the HISTORY OF
THE GKEAT STRUGGLE FOR FREE GOV-

ERNMENT NOW GOING ON.

IT IS

Full, Impartial and Reliable.

A RECORD WHICH THE COURTS, THE DEPART-
MENTS AND THE PRESS quote as the

HIST0EY OF THE VjCMES.
It appeals to the intelligence of every citizen. By re-

ference to it, every person can be fairly and truthfully

posted up in relation to this

GREAT REBELLION.
IT CONTAINS,-

The Causes of the Great Struggle and the Great Issues

before the Country,

BY EDWARD EVERETT.

II.

A DIAET 01 TEEIPIED EVEUTS :

Commencing with the meeting of the South Carolina Con-

vention, Dec. 17th, 1800- giving, in the form of a Dia-

ry, a concise, succinct, and truthful history of every

event as it occurs.

III.

Documents, Speeches, Extended Narratives, etc.,
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IV.

Kumors, Incidents, Patriotic Songs and Ballads.

Illustrated with correct Portraits, engraved on steel, of the
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IMPMOVEMENT IN

Champooing and Hair Dyeing,
" WITJtTOUT SMUTTING."

MAIUME CAUTKAUX BANSISTEB

WOULD inform the public that she has removed from

B38 Washington Street, to

No. 31 WINTER STREET.
where she will attend to all diseases »!' the Hair.

She is sure to cure in nine Ciises out oi toll, as BBS has

for many years Blade the hair her study, and is sore there

are none bo exool her in producing :i now growth of hair.

Bar IJestoratlve differ* from that of any one else, being

made From the roots and herbs of the forest.

She Ghampooa with ;i barfe whloh docs not grow in this

country, and which is highly tH-net'ieiiil to the link before

using the Restorative, and will prevent tho hair from
turning grey.

She ulso'lnis another for restoring grey hair to its natu-

ral color in nearly all eases. She is not nt'iaid to tipatk at

her Restoratives In eny part of the world, m thay an owed

in oi BTJ 'ily in the country. They are also packed for her

easterners to take to Ehuope with (hem. enough to lasttwo

or three years, its they often say they can get nothing

abroad like them.

MADAME CARTEATJX BANNISTER,
No. 31 Winter Street, Boston.

Hopedale Home School.

THIS Institution. altar a suspension of some months,

will be re-opened to well-disposed pupils of good hab-

its, on M Kfaenfay, Stpt. 5, for n term t>\n<t.ru await,

Pot particulars, ad&nn
\VM S. HKYWOnn. > ., ,

A. 11. IIKYWUOU, S
'

'

HopedftlOj Mas-., Aug ti. H
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f^- TERMS— Two dollars and fifty cents per annum,
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Ep~ Five copies wilt bo sent to one addross for tex pol-
Laiis, if payment is made in advance.

53T All remittances aro to bo made, and alt lotters

relating to the pecuniary concerns of tlio paper aro to bo
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per line.
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"Proclaim_Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;
1*

"Hay this down ai tho law of nations. I say that mil-

itary authority takes, for the tiino, the place of ali munic-
ipal institutions, and SLAVERY" AMONG THE REST;
and that, under tbat state of things, so far from its being

true that tho SUtea where slavery exists havo tho exclusive*

management of tho subject, not only the PuksiiiK.vt o?
the Uhited States, but tho Commander of the Army,
HAS POWER TO ORDER TIIF UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES, f. . . From tho instant

that the elavobolding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers
of Congress extend to interference with the institution of

slavery, in KVEitr way- ix which it can be interfereh
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to tho oession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It in a war power. I say it is a war
power

;
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it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congresg
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cording^ to THE laws of WAR ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by tho board, and martial power takes tub
place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial
array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho slaves in tho invaded territory,"--J. Q. Adamb.
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THE TREMONT TEMPLE MEETING.

That the meeting at Tremont Temple, on Thurs-
day evening, and the speech of General Fremont,
will prove the solvent, which it is calculated to be,
to the shadow which remains of the Republican par-
ty—we would hope there could be no question. As
to the meeting itself, no one knows, or no one con-
fesses, who was responsible for it ; and the absence
of the names, among the persons who appear to
have attended, of those usually prominent on such
occasions as the representatives of some one phJse of
public sentiment, gives the gathering the character
of one of those miscellaneous assemblages which cu-
riosity will always bring together in a populous city.

The expectation of seeing and hearing General Fre-
mont, especially in a city to which lie is a stranger,
would naturally draw a crowd. His reception was
very different from that of General Corcoran, how-
ever, who on the next day is met by the city au-
thorities, by various committees, by numerous asso-

ciations of citizens, by a general turnout of the peo-
ple. General Fremont, on the ofher hand, comes
unheralded, except by the ordinary newspaper an-
nouncements, unattended except by his special ad-
herents, makes his speech in the evening, and the
next day his candle is dimly enough burning, if at
all, in the blaze which glows upon the advent of the
gallant and popular Irishman. In fact, the one, in
spite of considerable experience of personal suffer-
ing, advances manfully again to the support of the
cause of his country—the other quits his military
post upon a point of official etiquette, is lound in
communication with a parcel of dastardly politicians,

and allows himself to be made a tool of by them for
their most unpatriotic purposes.

Our readers have seen who were the chief actors
In the scene at Tremont Temple, and will make their
own comments. We need not say that they were
aU abolitionists, either on professedly moral, or on
evidently political grounds

; nor that the speech of
General Fremont, together with those made by
others who took part in the occasion, were up to the
extremest Garrisoniau and Phillipsian standard.
There is considerable picturesqueness in the elabo-
rate speech of Gen. Fremont, and here and there
an expression occurs which would strongly indicate
the aid of feminine intervention in its preparation.
But it is founded upon an entirely false hypothesis.
The sum of it is this—The South is entirely united
against us—there is no Union sentiment to be found
there—they unanimously believe that they are fight-
ing for their liberties. Upon this theory, Gen. Fre-
mont urges that we must assail them w'ith an over-
whelming force, liberate their slaves, use them in
arms against their masters, conquer them at every
hazard, desolate their country, exterminate them if
necessary, put them to endure all the rigors of war,
treat them, in fact, as victors have often treated the
vanquished who strenuously resisted them, in other
ages and other climes. He does not use this lan-
guage, but this is the precise meaning of what he
proposes.

Now, we need not say, that the Government has
proceeded from the beginning upon a totally opposite
theory. It has assumed, and with reason, that how-
ever anomalous was the condition of things in the
Southern States, and however furious and deter-
mined was the present spirit of the rebellion, yet it

must finally yield to the superior rigbt, coupled with
the superior force, of the General Government. It
has assumed, and with a justice for which there is

much open and more latent evidence, that a love
and value for the Union was far from being ex-
tinguished in the South

; and that there were causes,
of eventually irresistible power, which must neces-
sarily revive, and make that feeling predominant.
Jt has recognized the fact, of which Gen. Fremont
and others of his class appear to be unconscious, that
the States of the South, though now in rebellion,
will be, and must be, sovereign States of the Union
once more, with every right unimpaired, which as

,
sovereign States they have enjoyed under the na-
tional Constitution, whenever they are restored to
the Union. In this view, even Congress, in provid-
ing for emancipation under certain circumstances,
does not undertake to abolish slavery, but simply to
free the individual slaves of individual rebels, under
certain specified circumstances.

In holding out his views, therefore, it is clear that
Gen. Fremont places himself in diree't antagonism
to the clear policy of the Administration, and to the
explicit legislation of Congress. In common with
the abolitionists, he wishes to revolutionize the gov-
ernment, to set aside the Constitution, to destroy the
Union,—for it is only a one-idead man who could
imagine that the objects which he has in view could
have any other effect, supposing his party to have
more power than there is any pretence of tbeir pos-

sessing. The real effect of the projects of which he
is now put forward as the mouth-piece of the fanati-

cal set, -whose candidate for the next Presidency he
is reckoned, will be to "divide and destroy the
North," in the language of Thurlow Weed, and to
make the South invincible, and probably victorious,

in the impending contest. Whether it is reasonable,
therefore, for any citizens who believe that they wish
well to their country, to encourage such wild theories
as that proposed by Gen. Fremont—or, whether it

is not more consistent with every sentiment of pa-
triotism and every public interest for them sternly
to resist such destructive notions, and to stand by
the government, for the salvation of the country—it

is for them to judge.
The speech of Henry Wilson was in entire ac-

cordance with that of his principal; and although
Mr. Wilson has a happy art of inserting into his
oratorical efforts some means of slipping away, if

necessary for his purpose, from their general tenor;
as, for instance, the cheap popular trick of praising
the President for his patriotism and honesty, at the
same time that he rejects his views and practically
resists his administration; yet he places himself now
in a position which admits of no doubt of his full

concurrence with the projects of the radical Aboli-
tionists,

We observe that among the briefer remarks which
closed the exercises of the evening, Rev. Mr. Man-
ning " informed his hearers that when they went to
heaven, they would find John C. Fremont, George
B. Cheever, Gen. Hunter, Henry Ward Beecher,
Win. Lloyd Garrison, and Wendell Phillips."* Wo
do not know how good authority brother Manning
is in regard to the future inmates of those blest

abodes; but we know that not one of those who, ac-
cording to the Scripture, ascended in the past, was
distinguished for the sole claim to endless bliss upon
which brother Manning seems to found his somewhat
presumptuous prophecy. Besides, we cannot but
think his omissions on this occasion rather invidious.

Surely, he should not have overlooked our Chief
Magistrate, or Senator Wilson, or the Hon. Mr.
Phelps, nr Col. Edward O. Parker, who actually

presided at this Abolition gathering—and where is

Mr. Sumner to be ?

—

Boston Courier.

LETTER PROM JUDGE DUTTON— HE OP-

POSES ABOLITION TREASON.
Mr. Editor,—In this day of our country's dan-

ger, I consider it the duty of every man whose posi-

tion entitles his opinion to respect, to let the public

know what his views are on the great issues of the

daj". I am satisfied that Abraham Lincoln is right

and Horace Greeley is wrong. Our only direct ob-

ject should be to crush the rebellion. It is too much
of us to spend our treasure and spill our blood, to

improve the Government, or to reform society. Have
we not quite enough on our hands to save our in-

stitutions ? It would be best for the country that

every eye that sees anything but the rebellion should

be struck with blindness ; and every arm that strikes

at anything else should be palsied. If the result of

blows thus given should be the destruction of social

or moral evils, we should have cause to rejoice. Such
men as Wendell Phillips, who is not a traitor only

because he never took the oath of allegiance, but
who is a public enemy in our midst, should be driven
from the country.

Neither the President nor Congress can emanci-
pate slaves, any more than they can grant bills of

divorce. They cannot unmake a slave, because they
never made one. They can free slaves by confisca-

tion, but this power should be used not to benefit

the slaves, but only to crush the rebellion.

It is idle to suppose that a fighting force can be
made of emancipated slaves, whose manhood has
been destroyed by oppression and degradation, with-

out at least a year of discipline. Will a colored

man who has instinctively all his life quailed before

the eye of a white man, meet him face to face ?

Besides, it would require twice the courage in the

emancipated slave, because he would incur twice the

danger; no mercy would be shown him, and if a

prisoner, the least he could expect would be to be
sold into slavery again. An addition of 50,000 of

such men to an army would be a source of weaknes:
rather than strength.

HENRY DUTTON.
New Haven, Aug. 27, 1862.

—New Haven Palladium, August 22th.
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FROM SOUTH CAROLINA.

Things in and about Beaufort, S. C.—Hilton Head— The Niggers and the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment, $'C.

Beaufort, Aug. —

.

The niggers certainly are masters of the whites
here, and they are upheld in their contempt of and
insolence to the whites, by the strong arm of Gen-
erals Hunter and Saxton. By express orders from
General Hunter, the negro is not called upon to la-

bor between 11 A. M. and 2 P. M-, to keep them
from the extreme heat of the middle of the day.

Not so with the white soldier; he is not allowed to

stop, but is kept on not only during the extreme
heat, but all night, while these black " pets " of
General Hunter's rest and sleep, if a vessel is to

quickly loaded or discharged, or any other extra
work to be performed. This honor to the nigger,

and his superiority and preference over the whites,

by Generals Hunter and Saxton, is hourly shown
and proven. The Hunter brigade, lately disbanded,
(nigger regiment) had every comfort, and the finest

encampment on the island. A relative of General
Hunter had a command in the regiment. They had
the fine mansion and grounds of General Drayton.
The negroes, I have said, are insolent to the whites,
and are upheld in their so doing by General Hunter.
This has been proven very forcibly not very long
ago, where a negro had been very abusive to a sol-

dier, who thereupon slapped him, in a scuffle. This
happened on the beach', near General Hunter's head-
quarters. The General saw the affray, and imme-
diately ran down on the beach, in shirt sleeves, slip-

pers, and bare headed, and actually pitched into the
white soldier, and they had a rough and tumble fist

fight about this nigger. Comment is unnecessary.
This affair was witnessed by too many officers, sol-

diers and laborers to be disputed in the least. While
Major General Hunter is fighting with his fists, in

defence of the nigger, and his insolence to the white
soldier, and others, over whom he rules with despotic
sway, Brig. Gen. Saxton is upholding the nigger,
even in his confessed stealing. Note the following:

General Saxton openly, the other day, remarked
that "he thought more of a negro that 'stole' than
he did of an 'honest' one; and if 'he' had the
'power,' he would put a ' rifle' in their hands, and
let them steal from every ' white man ' they could

;

and unless we arm the negroes, this Union cannot
exist." These were the identical words used, in

presence of several persons, among them a corporal
of a regiment, who no doubt repeated it to all the
soldiers around him. And can any one deny the
terrible consequences which this treatment of our
soldiers is slowly, but most certainly tending to, viz.,

disaffection, and finally a mutinous spirit ofrevenge ?

It really cannot be known to President Lincoln, that
there does most assuredly exist the deepest hatred
and spirit of revenge among the soldiers, against
these officers, or he would, for their safety and that
of the country, not only here, but elsewhere, remove
them immediately. No man will enlist, with such a
state of things existing, and which is so constantly
made known to the friends of those soldiers who are
suffering these indignities and hardships down here.

President Lincoln has, and justly, gained the con-
fidence and respect of the soldiers by his strong
" Proclamation " against Hunter's " Free Negro
Edict," and they are constantly expecting his re-

moval, and some other General substituted, who con-
siders the " white soldiers fighting for their country "

of (at least) equal consequence to the negro, who,
with the Abolitionists, "have been one of the great-
est causes of our present struggle."

It is extremely to be regretted that either Gen-
eral Wright or Stevens had not been left in full

command here, and Hunter recalled. These officers,

by their care and attention to the necessities of their
"white soldiers," and their gentlemanly bearing,
had won the entire confidence and the strongest
good feeling of both officers and soldiers; and the
gross outrages by Hunter and Beuham on James'
Island would never have occurred.

That General Saxton is honest, in what he says,
he has certainly proven, for one of tho Captains of
the Quartermaster's vessel was actually ordered by
Gen. Saxton to pay back to a negro sixteen dollars,
which this negro "confessed" he had stolen from
the vessel, during the time (two months) he had
served on board. The negro happened to drop this

money, which was secured, and handed to the Cap-
tain. With facts like these, can our people at the
North wonder at the deep murmuring of an impend-
ing outbreak of some kind, if these causes Arc not
speedily removed?— Correspondence of the N. Y.
Express,

IDOLATRY.

Some weeks since, we gave a series of articles on
the topic indicated above. Exhaustive as we may
have considered them, there is one vast class of idol-

ators and one widely prevalent style of idolatry we
did not specify, viz. :

—

NEGBO WORSHIPPERS AND NEGRO WORSHIP.
Not a class of sable men, who worship, nor the

peculiar style of their devotion is meant. Definitions
are sometimes best made by description, hence we
will catalogue some of the peculiarities of the wor-
shipper which will indicate the mode of his worship
with sufficient clearness; then having blown the
trumpet and sounded the alarm, our responsibility

ends and our conscience is clear.

I. The negro worshipper will not permit his idol

to perform any military duty whatever. You mav
compel the husband of that drooping consumptive,
the lather of yon pale, motherless girl, the brother
of the sister who will be left without home or pro-
tector, the only son of the smitten widow, to meet all

the perils of a draft, to undergo conscription, but
the negro must be shielded. He, by virtue of his

race, is exempt. Law may protect but must not use
him. Such is one article in the creed.

II. The negro worshipper believes it radically
wrong and immoral to compel or permit his idol to.

render assistance to men who fight. He might drive
teams, dig trenches, throw up breastworks, but it is

not lawful—not lawful, though white men die by
thousands. Such is article second.

III. The negro worshipper is unwilling that his

idol should have the care of rebel plantations,
though confiscated to Government. Even though
enough might be secured to hold them in spite of
masters and guerillas, might do so and release our
brave men from mere patrol duty.

IV. Under no circumstances, not even to save
the lives of the army—which alone can save the
country—will the negro worshipper consent that his
idol shall come under fire. He demands that he
shall have immunity from all perils of battle, all ac-
cidents of war.

V. The negro worshipper mounts to the altitude

of absolute blasphemy. He repeatedly ascribes to

his idol such terms as " eternal," " everlasting,"
" ubiquitous." He insists upon them.

VI. He, while thus speaking of his idol, shriek-
ingly insists that no others shall mention him. " Let
him alone," is his cry, " let him alone !

" while men-
tioning his name in connection with such titles every
few moments.
We have not heard that the negro desires this six-

fold worship. He has been desirous to be, not a
deity, only a man. For his manhood he is willing
to contend, to struggle, to bare his arm for labor or
strife. He only asks to be a man, and he pleads for

a chance to gain a history—to secure a starting
point, that from it he may rise to a well-won and
recognized place among men. The emancipation-
ists, nay, the ultra-abolitionists, are content that he
shall brave every peril that the struggle implies.

They are not anxious to shield from such perils 'as

environ men. None claim absolute exemption but
anti-emancipation, anti-abolition negro worshippers.

We advise them to put away their idolatry, for

their idols bid fair to put themselves away

—

North-
western Christian Advocate.

BOLD WORDS PROM A BRAVE MAN.

Col. Turchin, of Illinois, a brave and true-hearted
officer, was .recently court-martialed bv Gen. Buell.
He was accused of sundry unsanctioned cruelties
towards rebels. It turned out, however, that the
charges were not well founded, the finding of the
court-martial was set aside, and the Colonel was
promoted to be Brigadier General. He recently
visited his home in Chicago, where he was received
with an enthusiastic ovation. On that occasion he
made a speech, in which he expressed his views as
to_ the mode of putting down the rebellion. He
said :

—

" When I left this city with my regiment, I never
expected to receive such a reception as this. / have
simply done my duty ; that's all I have done. (En-
thusiastic applause.) I did my duty as a soldier,
and I trust as an American citizen also. (Applause.)
Although I am not versed in politics, I made up my
mind that the cause of this rebellion is slavery, and
I acted upon the principle that the cause should be
removed. (Long continued applause.) At the same
time, I knew also that those men who were relyino-
upon the power of slavery must not be handled with
soft gloves, but a little roughly, and so I handled
them a little roughly. (Applause.) I don't know
whether to call it a happy or an unhappy result that
my superior officer did not approve of it, and thought
differently. He thought I must be court-martialed,
and dismissed from the service. (Groans and hisses
for Don Carlos Buell, and cries, ' You shall go back,
General.') My wife informs me that she has a
commission, making me a Brigadier General, in her
pocket, but I haven't got it, and haven't seen it.

(Applause,_and three cheers for Madame Turchin.)
I have studied secession and secessionists in Missouri,
Kentucky, Tennessee and Alabama, and I tell you
it is no use to fight against them, unless we use
every means in our power. They are too powerful
to be fought otherwise. Who are these guerrillas?
They are citizens who pretend to be peaceful, but
who are plotting treason all the time. They are all

the time looking out for a straggling Yankee. As
soon as he finds one, he gets two neighbors, they
take their shot guns, go out and catch him. They
look out for pickets, and shoot them. You know
how they murdered Gen. MeCook. That is what I
call a war of extermination. We must do the same,
and until we use all men, slaves included, we cannot
put them down. (Applause.) What I have done „
not much; but what I could do, were I allowed,
might amount to something. My friends, I must
close. We have been, talking about the Union and
hurrahing for the Union a great while. Let us now
talk and hurrah for conquest." (Applause.)

holy rebellion will be crushed, and its authors con-
signed to death and infamy.

Let us not underrate their power. They can
bring 1,000,000—yes, 1,400,000—men into the field.
They take all from 15 to 55, and then each regiment
is provided with from 75 to 100 negroes, which ag-
gregates an immense ditch-digging, cooking, aye,
fighting force. These men are better organized and
better drilled than our own. They keep their regi-
ments full, and thereby make a great gain over us.
When one dies or is killed, another is drafted and
put in his place.

In theSouth they have town organizations to aid
in carrying on the war—in furnishing men and
means, and more especially hunting out those whom
they regard as inimical to"the rebellion. These or-
ganizations existed before the war, and by them they
are enabled to control public opinion. Here is an
example for us. Let us act upon it. We have trai-
tors here, in our very city of Detroit. Let us have
organizations to watch them—to spot them— to put
them out. Every day there are thousands of mes-
sages streaming over Mason and Dixon's line to the
enemy from Northern traitors. We must make up
our minds that the last drop of blood must be spilled,
and thelast dollar spent to put down this rebellion.
You rich men must give your money : and we sol-
diers will give our lives to crush it. Is this not
right ? Is your money of more value to you than
our lives to us ? The enemy are full of hatred and
rancor. They have taken twenty-nine of Pope's
officers, and confined them in a dungeon. Your own
Williams is thus served. He is compelled to eat his
famine rations out of his fingers, and wipe them with
his hair. I feel that I hate these men—I think I
ought to hate them. I am sure it is a virtue to hate
them.

These Rebels practise all sorts of self-denial, even
to giving up their liquor! If they thus give up
what they hold most dear for Slavery, can we not
do as much for Freedom ? I shall continue this
fighting as long as life continues—to the bitter end.

Gen. Wilcox then called upon his gallant 1st to
go back with him to the strife, and they responded
with a unanimous < Yes.' He also paid a beautiful
compliment to the gallant and faithful Corcoran.
He was with him for twelve months. A more daunt-
less hero, a truer patriot, or a nobler gentleman does
not live."

mindful of his peculiar views on any subject, is a
traitor in disguise, a rebel by sympathy, a hypocrite
of choice, and a coward of necessily. If any such
are drafted, let them get substitutes by all means.
The country is in imminent peril. Traitors in arms
menace and assault the people and their • rulers

;

citizens are being ruthlessly slain ; homes and hearts
are made desolate ; constitutional obligations and
compacts arc whistled down the winds, and the sa-
cred name of revolution perverted to the abominable
uses of treason and rebellion.

I have the utmost contempt for him who, by speech
or act, attempts to draw party lines now. This is

the appropriate office of home traitors; let them
have a monopoly of the work. I am certain no true

'

Democrat will engage in it; at least, no intelligent
or reputable person will do so. There is a great
fight on hand between democracy and aristocracy,
between the privileges of the few and the rights of
the multitude, between caste and republican equali-
ty, and he is the genuine democrat who loves liber-

ty more than slavery.

The democracy that will not endure this test is

spurious. The man who delays or hazards victory
to our arms, by talking kindly of rebels, or unkind-
ly of lawful authority or necessary instrumentali-
ties, or by preventing enlistments, or in any other
way, is not only not a democrat, but he is a "traitor,

meaner than all his Southern compatriots—a sneak-
ing, snivelling, cowardly traitor, scarcely worth the
rope or time it would take to hang him.
My own position is easily declared". I was a Dem-

ocrat. I am a loyal lover of my country, whose free
institutions I do not care to outlive. I will be what
her necessities, the convictions of my intelligence
and the dictates of my conscience make me. If this

be treason to party, party can make the most of it."

EUTLER AND PHELPS.

To the Editor of the N. Y. Tribune :

Sir,—The controversy between Generals Butler
and Phelps is the culmination of a wide difference

in the principles and policy of the two men. Gen-
eral Butler has permitted masters, Secessionists or
Union, to enter our camps, and satisfy themselves
that their slave property was there. This was re-

peatedly done in the case of the regiment quartered
in the New Orleans Custom House. The rottenness
of this policy is manifest. It leaned its sympathy to
the Rebels, and not to the oppressed. It alienated
the blacks from us. It recognized a traitor's prop-
erty in man. It outraged the prejudices of the sol-

diers (although the editor of the Delta, a Union offi-

cer, announced to the public that the " personnel of
our army in New Orleans showed that the Abolition-
ists had stayed at home "). Gen. Phelps never per-
mitted the right of search in his Brigade Camp.
He would not keep a slave-pen, in which masters
could find their fugitives. He paid no such obeisance
to the Slaveocracy.

Gen. Butler gave orders that all negroes not need-
ed for service should be removed from the camps.
The city was sealed against their escape"; even Se-
cession masters were assured that their property, if

not employed, should be returned. It is said that
pledges of reimbursement for loss of labor were
made to such. Gen. Phelps planted himself on the
side of the slave—would not exile them from his

camp—branded as cruel the policy that harbored
and then drove out the slave to the inhuman re-

venge that awaited him. He made no pledges to
the master, thinking it beneath his dignity to parley
with the enemies of his country's flag, in the inter-
est of the system out of which treason had grown,
and against the poor refugees, who are its best, al-

most its sole, trustworthy friends.

Gen. Butler held in high honor a certain Lieuten-
ant-Colonel, who had infamously authorized two
men to drag a slave out of the Custom House.
When an officer was urged by the General to return
" girl to her master, and had appealed to anflhet of

" Mr. Manning ma<Ie no 3ach remark.

—

Ed. lab.

ggf=In almost every number of the J'ilot. publish-
ed since the war began, articles are to be found full

of unsparing censure on abolitionism; replete with
illustrations that it has been quite a cause in provok-
ing the revolt ; and the suppression of it by arms may
yet be necessary.—Boston (Irish Catholic) Pilot.

Congress that discountenanced such return, the Gen-
eral professed ignorance of the statute, asking the
officer to find it in the Army Regulations.

Gen. Phelps rendered it very impracticable, if not
ipossible, for an officer to act as slave-catcher, and

kept himself informed of any move in Washington
in the interest of the slave. He used to say that a
policy "we must have on this subject to win respect,

or to gain an effective triumph." A gentleman, con-
versant with the feelings of Southern men in the city,

stated to the writer that Secessionists despised the
injustice of the slave policy of Butler, while they
respected (he consistent honesty of Phelps. As for

me, sir, I.never wish to witness again such scenes as
transpired during a month's stay in New Orleans.
Slaves that came miles, wearing iron yokes, and with
marks of brutal cruelty, were sent out from us with
agonizing prayers for protection, affirming that to

kill them were more merciful than to drive them into
the revengeful hate of their masters. Thoy went
forth to spread fear, distrust, and despair among
those whom, for humanity's sake, for the sake of the
Divine benediction, for policy's sake, we should have
made our friends. There is nothing they would not
havedono to be free. Their gratitude at their com-
ing was as joyful as their despair was overwhelming
at the decision that exiled them from their last refuge.

From these two stand-paints, let the puhlie Link

at these antagonistic generals, and prepare to pass
judgment upon the present controversy.

Providence, R. I., Aug. 15, IHM. C. C. S.

GENERAL LANE'S SPEECH."

An immense multitude congregated here from all

parts of Northern Kansas to see and hear Jim Lane,
on Monday last— probably the largest gathering
ever witnessed in this part of the State before, and
the greatest enthusiasm was excited among them
whenever_ he made a hard hit at the rebels, or a
good one in regard to the temporizing policy which
has heretofore been pursued by the administration,
and by a large number of our Generals, but which
Lane stated was done away with, now and forever,
and which assurance was received with long con-
tinued cheers.

Lane' told his "Joe Harris story," illustrating the
necessity of striking the rebels where the blows will
be the most effective, and as usual related many
anecdotes in his peculiar style, which were received
with shouts of laughter and applause. He said that
he drew milk from the breast of a black nurse, and
was rocked in a cradle containing a colored infant
in one end and himself in another; and his mother
had always taught him that a decent white man was
as good as any nigger ; and he had just as soon have
a negro shot in defence of his country, as to have
one of his relatives ; and considered that he must
be an inveterate negro-worshipper indeed, who
would not agree with him in that view of the ques-
tion

; and that if a rebel bullet was to be stopped
by some one, he would as soon have it stopped by
acolored gentleman as by his neighbor, his friend,
his son, (a voice from the crowd, " Or by yourself.")
" Exactly, exactly

; that's the doctrine," replied
Lane. As for amalgamation, he said men of the
North preferred white women to black; but, after
all, it was a matter of taste, as he told people when
stumping the country for Dick Johnson, candidate
for Vice-President, who was openly living with a
negro woman, and was notorious for his practical
amalgamation, as were also multitudes of others in,

the South, but who could not bear the sight or smell
of a negro after he became free. His doctrine was
to give up the State of South Carolina to negroes,
as the resident whites had shown themselves unfit to
occupy it.—Freedom's (Katisas) Champion.

GEN. WILCOX IN DETROIT.

General Wilcox, who was captured, incarcerated,
and released by the Rebels with Gen. Corcoran, met
with a hearty welcome at Detroit on Wednesday
last. We give the following extract:

—

" Gen. Wilcox said that large numbers of South-
ern people—men, women, and children—for no other
crime than supposed loyalty to the country and Con-
stitution of their fathers, were incarcerated in dun-
geons, and treated even worse, if possible, than they
had been. The masses of the people South would
gladly recognjze and return to the Union, but so
closely are they held in bondage and terror that no
demonstrations of their loyalty can be made. They
are thoroughly enslaved, through fear, to Jeff'. Davis,
llobcrt Toombs, Howell Cobb, and others, men whom
they now and always have thoroughly hated and
despised.

Said Gen. Wilcox, the South is fighting for the
most absolute despotism on the face of the earth

—

freedom of speech, freedom of the press, and even
freedom of thought through the secret ballot, is en-
tirely, and always will be, deniedr They hate free

government, they hate free schools, colleges, and in-
stitutions of learning, and they intend to wa^o an
eternal warfare against them all. They desire a
strong Government—an iron-clad Government. Its

foundation is to be that scaly, slimy monster, Slavery—
that mean, hydra-headed monster, Slavery ; and its rap
that scum of creation, Southern chivalry. I know of
ivhat I speak. I have talked xoith these men, and
learned their vieios. I am a Democrat, and I say
upon this issue we Democrats can grasp and join
hands with the Aboli/iotmts. This war is crushing
Slavery, and will continue to crush it until its vital-

ity is gone; and 1 cry, Amen ! I go for the Presi-

dent and a killing policy. He is right, and I will
stand by him so long as he carries the flag. I spoke
these sentiments in Washington, and the Senators
and Representatives told me that that Was jtist what,
thn people wanted. Now, my friends, let' us close
the bonks fur the past year, forget all, ami Open new
books for tin- new year, and go at Ihem with a. will

—with gunpowder and shot—and this wretched, un-

SPEE0H OP GEN. BUSTEED.

Among the speakers at the great war meeting in
New York was Gen. Richard Busteed, Irish born,
but one of the adopted sons of America, who has
devoted his all to her defence in this hour of her tri-

al. He is well known as a prominent and influen-
tial Democrat. From this speech we extract the
following :

—

" We meet to inflame zeal, to inspire loyalty, and
to declare to our President and his Cabinet that the
city of New York—the great commercial metropo-
lis of the country—favors the suppression of this
most wicked rebellion, by the prompt, free, fear-
less use of every and any means necessary to crush
it out at once and forever. What these means are,
the Executive is charged with the responsibility of
deciding

;
but, as he has recently, in a well-consid-

ered letter, declared his readiness to hear sugges-
tions, and give them all proper consideration, I
claim the right and embrace this occasion to say,
that it is my deliberate conviction that the cause of
this rebellion is slavery, and that the cause and the
effect must perish or survive in force together. For
one, I sincerely believe, if slavery lives, the republic
dies

; and I deny that this government, struck at
and attempted to be destroyed by the Slave Power,
should do any thing as stock-in-trade for a future
rebellion. The Constitution tolerates, it does not
favor the peculiar institution of rebeldom. The slave
ohgarcbists have themselves appealed from the Con-
stitution to the rifle—from the Senate chamber to
the battle-field. They have taken the sword. They
shall perish by the sword. God has decreed that
their sin shall perish with them ! This is freedom's
grand opportunity

; and no man not himself at heart
tyrannic, dishonest and cruel, but will rejoice that
the republic of America is ere long to be disenthrall-
ed by the Genius of Universal Emancipation. All
hail the day I

In this connection, I have a word or two to say to
men, who, like myself, of Irish birth, have sought
and found a home in the United States of America.
Whoever else, in this hour of the country's trial, hes-
itates, whoever else refuses his aid to the cause in the
success of which the future of liberty for the race is

bound up, no man born on Irish soil, unless he be
recreant to the very first of true Irish instincts, has
any alternative. He must rally under and fight for a
flag, every star of which has lent its aid and glory
and protection to the sons of a persecuted and
down-trodden land. It will be a proud history for
the Irish adopted citizen, that when the countrv
of his choice was in danger from her foes, he wa's
among the first who sprang to arms in her defence,
and amonnr the last to lay those arms down. On
this point I have no particular anxiety. An Irish-
man fights as naturally as a duck swims, and, when
added to this inherent talent, is the obligation grow-
ing up out of his allegiance, you ha\* the finest spec-
imen of a fighting man the world can produce. But
I have anxiety that the Irish shall not misunderstand
the great issues which are involved. It is supposed
by some of my countrymen, and they have been
taught to think so by bad, designing'men of the
class known as politicians, that, if the emancipation
of the black race should be one of the results of the
war made upon us by the Southern slaveholders, an
exodus of that race to the Northern States would
immediately follow, and a new and distasteful ele-
ment of rivalry in labor be produced here, to the
disadvantage of the while working-man.
Now, this is simply absurd. No'such consequence

jwould or could follow from the freedom of the blacks.
Residence is not a matter of mere choice. It is con-
trolled by great natural and pm'losophicallaws, to
the acceptance of which all men are held by an im-
perious necessity. Which of us would, for example,
live in the heart of Ethiopia, although our revenue
should be a million times what it is in the Slate oi'

New York ? So the swarthy child of the torrid zone
cannot live amid the snows of northern latitudes.
Honever can enter their fields of labor as a com-
petitor. In addition to these physical considerations,
.there are questions of race and prejudice, which,
acting-as well on the black as on the white,
ol themselves exclude any room for emulation. In
his letter In Rev. \h: Tyng of this city, (i,.„. Hun-
ter, who is in command of the Department of the
South, states that not more than a do/, mi escaped
slaves had asked for passports to noma norths and
he declares it to bo the result of his observation and"
-[lection, that, were the slaves of the South to be
nancipated, 'he effect of the measure would be a

neglraof the Northern blacks to Southern latitudes,
I said we had met to inspire loyalty. In this ex-

linniH- the loyally which is not unconditional is

SUBpicIOUS. The man who will onlv BUpporl the
government now, provided the administration is

WORSE AND "WORSE.

Things go worse and worse with the Northern
States. Their man will -make them pay the South
its expenses in the war, if they will let him. All
his courses tend that way.

There are symptoms of his confessing it necessary
to conciliate the Abolitionists.. But it will all be
too late. The man who will not strike his fish when
her back is up, may whistle for another chance
when she is gone.
Fancy that the English, when there was a talk of

abolishing slavery in their colonies,' had given way
to the cry of " Oh, but you'll make a Saint Domin-
go!" What man was fool enough in his heart to
believe there was any chance of making a Saint
Domingo, unless on purpose ? There was all the
difference between leading out the horses of a regi-
ment orderly for watering parade, and turning them
loose with the barracks on fire about their ears.
It is wonderful what talents there are for not doing,
when you get a man at the head who does not want
to do.

To simple strangers and foreigners, who have
some interests in common, it is not easy to say what
is to become of it, beyond the visible truth that it is

well to prepare for the worst. If the North is con-
quered by the South, it will be the most grinding con-
quest known in human history. There is no use in
saying you won't be conquered, when the way is

taken to prevent you from conquering
;
you are

to be conquered systematically. The man who will
parry but will not riposte, is sure to be hit in the end.
There is nothing like agreeing with your adversary
quickly ; and the way to agree with him is to roll
him in the dust when you can.
The Americans have been proud, too proud.

They have done much to make the people of Europe
contented with their lot. They ga\e themselves out
as rich, and having need of nothing ; and knew not
that they were unable to cope with the most vulvar
of dangers, an insurrection of the classes who live by
crime. London in the hands of the swell mob,
chasing every honest citizen like the hunted beaver
for what is to be got from him, and tossing the mem-
bers of the House of Commons in a blanket, would be
onlyatype, an ineffective symbol, of what must befal
the staid descendants of our men of the Civil Wars, if
tbey come into the hands of the heroes and heroines
of slavery, people conceived in the midst of sin and
shame, and nourished on the abnegation of all that
makes comfortable companions, let alone masters.
What a specimen of lost sheep will be a vanquish-
ed Puritan smarting under the regimen of a victo-
rious slave-master ! And all because he would not
move when he might ; because in his companions,
if not in himself, there was a lurking leaning towards
the thing for which he is now to pay. But they
that will not be ruled by the rudder must be ruled
by the rock.

Terrible conclusion of faith and zeal and martyred
blood ! Sorrowful winding up of man's best bones !

Sad epilogue to the long tragedy of human rights !

Empedocles fired the temple, the wonder ot the
world, that his name might be remembered as it is.

It was nothing to the Temple that has been fired
now.

—

Bradford, (Eng.) Advertiser.

W0EDS IN SEASON.

" Let us suppress the Abolitionists," cries some
slack-witted orator, " and the rebellion will end!"
Of course, it will, you dear soul ; and if all vonr
fellow-citizens had been of your calibre and kidney,
there would have been no rebellion at all. If
Hampden and his friends bad said, "Let us sup-
press these fellows who cry out against ship-money,"
England would quietly have submitted to the tyr-
anny of the Stuarts. If Otis and Patrick Henry
had shouted, "Hurrah for King George and the
Stamp Act!" there would have been no bloody
revolution. If Mirabeau and the French people
had bellowed, " Hurrah for starvation : aristocrats
forever!" all the trouble in France would have
speedily ended. To be sure, every right would have
been annihilated, every liberty destroyed, and a few
rich and remorseless people would have governed
France; but there would have been no difficulty,
except moral rot and general national decay.
"Let us suppress toe Abolitionists!" Bot sup-

pose you begin at the beginning. First subdue the
common sense of the people of the countrv; then
you may subdue those who influence it. It is not
what you call, with an amusing persistence, aboli-
tionism, which caused the war, hut the opening of
the eyes of the people so that they saw. The peo-
ple of this country know perfectly well that slavery
is at the bottom of this rebellion. If there had
been no slavery, there would have been no war;
JUSt as there would have been no abolitionism. The
temperance tnovemenl springs from drunkenness;
and when a drunken man tries to kill his wile, don't
you think the teetol.iK'is are responsible for it ?

"

Slavery was trying to kill the countrv. It had
almost succeeded. " Watch I watch!" shouted the
Abolitionists, Slavery; maddened that its crime
was discovered, shot and stabbed righl and left.

"There! there!" cry [tie sensible WlckUffa and
Company—" this conies ot e tiling the wttall ! Why
the dftVll can't you hold your tongues t Let. us
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suppress Ifttise follows that cry watch! watch! and

all will bo quiet again 1"

"Certaiulv; a lead dog and a dead nation are

both perfectly quiet A nation of freemen throt-

tied, with its' own consent, by a slave system like

ours, is the deadest and meanest of all dead dogs!"

—Hnrpei's Weekly. »

McOLELLAH AND THE OOVERNMEUT.

At length, General McClellan has been with-

drawn from active command of any army in the

field, and appointed to garrison duty. The Presi-

dent has committed to his ehargc the forts around

Washington, and the forces required to defend the

Capital. Wo believe this General, now, to have

found his true place, and we shall expect from him

a discreet and able defence of the seat of Govern-

ment. By his nature, he is fitted for defensive war,

and unfitted for offensive. He is essentially an en-

gineer rather than a General. He foresees danger,

but not success. He fears, but seldom hopes. He
is constitutionally a cautious man, active in his per-

ceptive faculties, and slow in his reflective. He
comes to now things with an overmastering caution,

which makes it impossible for him to be energetic or

enterprising. We believe him to be a sincere pat-

riot; a conscientious officer; an admirable engineer;

and a very poor General. He is said to have shown

talent in the organization of the army. The his-

tory of that matter is not yet known. He is said

to have been an admirable disciplinarian. But, the

condition of the army when it came from that val-

ley of the shadow of death, the Peninsula, would

cast much doubt upon that.

We suspect that at last, when feelings and preju-

dices shall have settled, and the interior history of

the campaign shall be written, it will be found that

he was a man of plain good sense, without remarka-

ble gifts, of no peculiar military genius, thoroughly

educated in military science, and well versed in en-

gineering; slow of thought, and not fertile in expe-

dient; but, above all, a man tied up by a constitu-

tional caution, which magnified all dangers, lead-

inff him to extraordinary hesitation in the presence

oAittle things, for fear they might turn out large

things ; to vast preparations, which, when made, he

distrusted in proportion as the danger drew near,

lest, by some yet unsuspected omission, he should be

found" wanting. Such a man is well calculated to

defend a fort or a city, but not to move an army

with celerity, to take risks—without which there

can be no war—to strike boldly, to think quickly,

to act instantly upon thought and decision. But

this caution which disqualifies him from movement,

fits him to stand and to receive attack.

That McClellan ought to have cleared Virginia

months before he thought of moving, is now gen-

erally conceded. When at length, under the Presi-

dent's goad, he moved, he should have gone by way

of Manassas and Central Virginia upon Richmond.

The best evidence of that is the eight months on

the Peninsula, its abandonment, and the present

position of McClellan's late army. The enemy
knew the General's weakness. They played upon

his fears. They magnified their numbers. They

acted the part of defiant courage. With only forty

thousand men at Manassas, they held in check more

than two hundred thousand, by playing on their

commander's morbid caution.

At every step of his progress, after leaving Wash-

inston, the Government, that was dissatisfied with

his' plan of campaign, but weakly yielded to it, had

fresh occasion for distrust and alarm. He feared

everything but the squandering of time. Of that

he seemed to have a supply, which no prodigality

could waste. He dug as if he had been sent to

underdrain the Peninsula. He took his inspiration

from the mole, and not from the eagle. When he

stretched his lines along the Chickahominy, the

army became but a huge ox, that with dull strength

and slow foot pulled the campaign by sheer brute

force, unhelped by brains or genius, except from the

minor Generals. One and another opportunity

came, a third, and a fourth, on which we will not

say a Frederick, a Bonaparte, a Wellington, but

even a Raglan or a Simpson, would have struck

through, and seized Richmond ; but McClellan saw

no way that had not a lion in it. Besides, it is un-

derstood that he went to the Peninsula hoping with

a great army to overcome rebellion, and end the

campaign with little bloodshed. He intended to

catch leviathan with a fish-hook. The policy re-

sulted in converting the army into a procession of

hospitals, and ended in battles as murderous as the

world has ever known. And when the last trumpet

shall bring forth the dead, between fifty and a hun-

dred thousand men will rise from the swamps of the

Chickahominy and the fields of the Peninsula, wit-

nesses to the cruelty of a conservative campaign

!

We believe that General McClellan both aimed

would be in Richmond, has now, with the scattered

remains of a mighty army, turned his back on the

arrogant foe, and ingloriously sought safety in flight,

never having won beyond dispute a single battle.

While we share in the feeling of shame, sorrow
and indignation generally felt over this most " lame
and impotent conclusion " of the peninsula cam-
paign, we can confess to no disappointment. Gen.
McClellan has fully met our expectations. From
the day we read his declaration concerning the sup-
pression of slave insurrections, we instinctively knew
our man, and from him expected nothing as a war-
rior. The battle or slaughter of Ball's Bluff, the

movement on the dead horses and wooden guns of

Manassas, the return of fugitive slaves to their mas-
ters, the disallowance of anti-slavery singing among
his soldiers, the guarding of rebel property, while

its owners are engaged in shooting down loyal men,
the praises lavished upon him by all the treasonable

pro-slavery presses and politicians of the North,

taught us to look for all that has happened in the

shape of disasters, defeats, retreats and failures

which have marked the history of McClellan on the

peninsula. We have had no faith to lose in this

man, and should have been more surprised by his

success than we are by his present stupendous and
disgraceful failure. It is a consolation to us that no
look, word, or gesture of ours has created or in-

creased the confidence of any man in this General.

The heart of McClellan is with slavery. Satan
does not cast out Satan. For a square stand-up

fight with shareholding rebels, the loyal sword must not

be in pro-slavery hands. The hands of our Generals
must be unpolluted by slavery. McClellan has no
such hands, and can make no such fight as the crisis

demands. To oppose such a General to an earnest

General like Stonewall Jackson is madness. It is a
strutting turkey gobbler against the talons of an
eagle. Besides, having no heart in this war, Mc-
Clellan has clearly shown no martial ability. Suc-

cess is a fair standard, in the long run, for all kinds

of pretension, military or civil. Exceptions only

prove the rule. A man who habitually fails to do
the right thing, and evermore does the wrong thing,

never by accident or otherwise accomplishes what he
aims to accomplish, forfeits all respect for his preten

sions. There is not a single instance in which thii

man McClellan, when left to himself, has done aught

to put down this rebellion. Mistakes and blunders,

to the advantage of the rebels, have characterized

all his movements.* When told to move in Feb-

ruary, he collected a vast number of boats from all

parts of the country in the Potomac, scarcely any
of which could be used for the purpose for which

they were obtained. When he moved upon York-
town, he was met by the same mortifying vacancy
as at Manassas. He had ditched his army nearly

to death to no purpose. The enemy had betaken

himself to another and stronger position. The suc-

cession of battles on the peninsula has been little

better than a series of defeats. It was " strategy
"

to go to the peninsula, and it is " strategy " to

leave the peninsula, but all the strategic movements
of this General have thus far only weakened the

army, encouraged the rebels, and disheartened the

country.

—

Douglass Monthly.

®lu !$i&tva't0f.
No Union with Slaveholders

!
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GEN. PEEMONT IN BOSTON.

A CHAPTER PROM GENERAL McOLELLAFS
HISTORY,

George B. McClellan was born in a Free State,

and after receiving his education at West Point,

embarked upon the world with a lientenantcy. He,

for a long time, preferred to take up his residence

in the South, and soon became conspicuously known
as a man of Southern proclivities and feelings.

At an early period, we find McClellan deeply

identified with Southern filibustering schemes, and
finally trace him to a prominent command in the

Lone Star Association. The objects of that organi-

zation were notoriously the expansion and perpetua-

tion of American slavery, by the forcible conquest

of Cuba and its annexation to the South ; and it is

plain that McClellan, from his intimate intercourse

with the leaders of the movement, was fully -versed

in all the secret aims of the conspiracy. The Phila-

delphia Dally News, of July 28, thus briefly states

the leading features of the movement:

—

"General Quitman, of Mississippi, was chosen

Generalissimo. The five officers next in rank to

him were also to be Americans, and officers of the

regular army. To General Quitman was confided

the delicate duty, not of selecting, but of purchas-

ing the swords and hearts of these.

He was a man of address. The offer was liberal,

the terms being a cash payment of $10,000, Cuban
contingencies to each, and he succeeded in complet-

ing contracts with Albert Sidney Johnson, Gustavus

W. Smith, Mansfield Lovell, J. K. Duncan and
George B. McClellan.

Smith and Lovell received their money, resigned

to do his duty, and exerted every talent that God from the army, and entered upon their new duties.

had given him to that end. But he was inadequate

to the situation. The task required a man of large

ability, of military genius, and especially of courage

to take risks, and win by straight-out fighting.
,

When McClellan was appointed to his high posi-

,

tion, it was the best thing the Government could do.

All men were untried, and he promised more bril-

But before the final arrangements were consum-

mated with our future General-in-Chief, Secretary

Marcy, in violation of the plighted faith of Presi-

dent Pierce, (who was himself a filibuster,) directed

the Collector of the Port of Mobile to seize and

detain the two vessels laden with arms and muni-

tions of war, then lying in that port. His subse-

liantly than any. But we have "reason to blame the
.

quent acts prevented the expedition. The question

Government for continuing him in his position after of Lieutenant McClellan s resignation was held in

confidence was shaken in his ability, and especially
,

abeyance some days, when the inducements to it

for doing it for the reasons they did. i
were necessarily withdrawn.

It is no secret that President Lincoln has been

.

Our young hero was now again without any

wont to speak for many months past in terms of definite prospects, but his good fortune soon placed

severe condemnation of General McClellan. Again Jefferson Davis at the head of the War Depart-

ment, and that excellent man, having always

garded McClellan with exceeding favor, and wish-

ing to reward him, probably for his sympathies with

the " Lone Star," promoted him to be a captain of

infantry, and then raised him to the dazzling station

of Chief of the Commission of Observation, which

represented the army of the United States before

Sebastopol. True to these souvenirs', and the ten-

dencies which they created, he, after his return,

united himself with the Breckinridge Democracy,

the plot of which, on the part, at least, of its South

ern engineers, was to throw the election into the

" House," or, by the return of Lincoln to the Presi-

dency, to seize the opportunity for revolution.—

and again he has not hidden his conviction of Mc-
Clellan's incompetency for his position. He did not

approve the campaign. He did not approve of the

execution of it. He was severely discontented with

the condition of affairs upon the great retreat.

Why did he not remove him? McClellan was a

Democrat. The President feared the effect of such

an act upon the Democratic party. Does any one.

informed of the secret history of affairs, doubt

whether the President would have placed another at

the head of the army, had McClellan been an Anti-

Slavery man, before a step was taken toward York-

town ? Had it been Fremont, he would have been

put down in an hour! The President's scarcely

disguised idea of policy is, that the Anti-Slavery > Wilkes's Spirit of the Tim,

party of the North will bear to be snubbed; it is

made up of men of such deep moral feeling, so .

earnest, so patriotic, so self-sacrificing, that they

.

will not abandon the Administration, however un-

justly they may be treated. But the Democrats

are impatient and intractable. They will not pa-

tiently bear being crossed. And so the President'

recalls Fremont on the very eve of a battle in Mi

souri

a year earlier than, following in Fremont's steps, it

was afterwards done. Again, after Fremont had

with matchless celerity chased Jackson out of the

Shenandoah Valley, (the only man that yet has

proved a match in strategy, and quickness and skill

in handling men, with Jackson,) he was, at the

clamor of discontented Democrats and army officers,

relieved of command. But McClellan was con-

tinued, through a series of blunders, of torpidities,

of ruinous mismanagements, that will give to mili-

tary history one of its saddest and guiltiest chap-

ters, and is yet continued in command, because,

being the intended future hero of the Democratic

party, the President feared to transfer him.

This is the precise illustration of that in the Ad-

ministration which we have deeply regretted, and

have before pointed out. It is a want of nerve_ to

do that which the necessities of the country im-

peratively demand, for fear of some imagined po-

litical consequences in the North !— New York Inde-

pendent.

TOO HAPPY.

The New York Herald, Boston Post, and a few

other papers who gave their immense support to

John C. Breckinridge for President, are made happy

by the action which restores Gen. McClellan to the

which would have delivered the West almost j
command of the fortifications around Washington.

These jzentlemen are so patriotic, there is no getting

They denounce Pope ; they de-

THE PENINSULA ABANDONED.

With mingled feelings of sorrow, shame and in-

dignation, we record the last dismal movement of

the Army of the Potomac. All that the blunders

of McClellan—more fatal than the bullets of the

rebels—have left of this once magnificent army, has

now totally disappeared from the penirtsula before

Richmond. Delay, disease, digging and disasters,

have done their work. An army of one hundred

and sixty thousand men in April, is an army of

only sixty thousand effective men in August. Like

mists before the rising sun, like snow under a sum-

mer shower, this once magnificent army has dis-

solved. Youth, beauty and valor, the pride and

glory of the country, have faded away, and left

only a ghastly skeleton of an army to float mysteri-

ously down the James River, amid the jeers and de-

rision of exulting traitors. The General who, upon

paper, never retreats, who never fights but to con-

quer, whose " masterly strategy " has been the sub-

ject of incessant eulogy by a thousand presses, dur-

ing the last twelve months, who ostentatiously

boosted in February that the Army of the Potomac-

had made its last retreat and seen its last defeat,

and who gave out private assurances that in one

month from the time of landing at Yorktown, he

alon<* with the

nounce every General in the field, save McClellan.

McClellan is the boy for them ! Only give them

McClellan, and they are happy ;
without McClellan

they would caterpillar. What would these papers

do for editorials were they deprived of their darling

theme—McClellan 1 These heroic editors are the

defenders of the pride and idol of the army. The
army, according fb their statement, go it blind, if

they can only have McClellan to lead them. It if

of no use talking,—Hallcck, Pope, Sigel, Burnside

Hooker, Heintzelman, Wool, Grant, and Banks

are nothing. It is of no consequence that the ene-

my, last March, were forced to retreat to the Rap-

pahannock, and to evacuate Manassas. It is of no

consequence what has become of the army of two

hundred and thirty thousand men who stood before

the retreating foe at that time. It is of no conse-

quence if the rebels now threaten Washington, and

have crossed into Maryland, and hold possession of

the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and are marching

upon Baltimore City. Only give these old Breckin-

ridge organs McClellan, and they arc happy. Noth-

ing
=

else will pacify them. Down with Stanton,

down with Pope, down with every body, down with

the President, down with the Cabinet, down with

Congress, and we might add down with the Union,

if their favorite man can only have the lead. This

is a great country, and the prospect is we shall see

what we shall see !

The Journal has joined in the chorus, and, of

course, there is nothing more to be said. They are

all happy.

—

Boston Herald.

The first article wo have placed in the "Refuge
of Oppression," this week, from the Boston Courier,

teems with the meanness and malignity which consti-

tute the "stock in. trade " of that detestable sheet—

a

sheet that appears to be published for no olher purpose

than to show the amount of hittcrness, self conceit,

mendacity and pro-slavery villany it is possible to con-

centrate in a single human breast, and to expend pro-

fusely from day to day with constant augmentation.

It never loses an opportunity to make a dastardly

thrust, insult superior merit, sneer at the self-evident

truths of the Declaration of Independence, bolster up

the tottering and ever accursed slave system, and as-

sail as madmen and fanatics all who advocate the lib-

eration of those who are subjected to a bondage, " one

hour of which is fraught with more misery than ages

of that which our fathers rose in rebellion to oppose.''

Accordingly, it spits out its venom upon the magnifi-

cent meeting recently held at the Tremont Temple,

with reference to a more vigorous prosecution of the

campaign for the suppression of the rebellion, and upon

all who took part in it—especially upon Gen. Fremont,

the chief speaker. Neither the Richmond Examine)-

nor the Charleston Mercury, criticising that meeting,

could exhibit more spite or indecency. It foolishly

supposes it makes a damaging statement when it con-

temptuously says
—"As to the meeting itself, no one

knows, or no one confesses, who was responsible for

it" ! Hunkerdom was not consulted about it"; neither

Slave Commissioner Curtis nor mob-approved Mayor

Wightman, nor any of that distinguished class, appear-

ed upon the platform; no flourish of trumpets was

made, no clap-trap resorted to, in order to draw a full

house; it was wholly a vulgar affair, "one of those

miscellaneous assemblages which curiosity will always

bring together in a populous city"! Now, during a

residence of thirty-five years in this city, we have

seen a great many public gatherings, at which there

were marked personal appreciation, high enthusiasm,

and "prolonged applause"; but we recollect none

comparable to the meeting at the Temple, thus iii-

diously referred to. The simple announcement that

such a meeting would be held, and that it would be

addressed, among others, by Gen. Fremont, drew to-

gether an audience such as, in point of numbers, was

never before packed (as if by hydrostatic pressure) in

that spacious hall. The rush was not only immense,

but at times alarming to all but those of the strongest

nerves ; and sufficient to fill the hall to more than

double its capacity. Thousands, after making the

most desperate efforts to gain an entrance, were com-

pelled to retire, sadly disappointed. The street was

densely crowded in front at the same time, and the

Meionaon beneath was filled to overflowing. So far

from the assemblage having been "a miscellaneous

one," in the sense meant by the Courier, it was re-

markably homogeneous, composed of the best intel-

lectual and moral elements, baptized into one spirit,

and animated by the purest patriotism and the truest

regard for the liberties of the country. Nor is it a

correct statement that mere curiosity brought out such

a mighty demonstration : that had little to do with it.

True, Gen. Fremont had never before appeared in pub-

lic in Boston; true, many were eager both to see and

to hear him ; but the overmastering, all-controlling

sentiment was a desire to show the modest-and meri-

torious "Pathfinder" in what estimation they held

him, and to pay him the tribute of their high respect

and heartfelt gra^tude for his work's sake in the cause

of universal freedom. And such an ovation as they

gave him ! Such cheers as burst forth when he en-

tered the hall, when lie left it, and during the delivery

of Ins masterly speech ! Such cheers as were given

behalf of his honored wife, as in all respects worthy

such a man ! The scene was indescribable—the

effect electric beyond all precedent. As a speaker,

there was nothing in the manner of Gen. Fremont to

elicit strong applause; for it was marked by great

modesty, a fixed position, avoidance of all action, and

entire simplicity, while his voice was wholly inade-

quate to he distinctly and consecutively heard by many

in the vast audience. We understand it was his first

regular set speech before a public assemblage; for he

is a man of deeds rather than of words. In spirit and

style, it was a finished performance, ereditable alike to

his head as a statesman, and his heart as a philanth:

pist. There was no extravagance, no effort at display,

no aiming at rhetorical effect: it was a calm, well-

measured, thoughtful, profound utterance, embodying

great reverence for justice and liberty, and giving such

counsel as the critical state of the country demands

The Courier, however, must needs make a fling at it

by saying, "Here and there an expression occurs,

which would strongly indicate the aid of feminine in-

tervention in its preparation." This is paltry indeed.

According to the Courier, " the chief actors in the

scene at Tremont Temple were all abolitionists, either

on professedly moral or on evidently political grounds."

Tremendous accusation ! All in favor of justice and

mercy to the oppressed—of breaking the yokes and

fetters of a bloody despotism—of no longer keeping

back the hire of the laborer by fraud—of rescuing

men, women and children from the auction-block—of

vindicating the rights of human nature, without re-

gard to complexion or race ! No wonder the Courier

falls into spasms ! It goes for just the reverse of all

this. It pro'ceeds to say—"In common with tiic aboli-

tionists, he [General Fremont] wishes to revolutionize

the Government, to set aside the Constitution, to de-

stroy the Union." Every word of this is inexcusably

false : it is to save the Government and the Union, as

well as on account of the moral grandeur of the act,

that he would have slavery abolished, sincerely be-

lieving that there is hope in no other direction.

Again, the Courier says—"It is clear that General

Fremont places himself in direct antagonism to the

clear policy of the Administration, and to the explicit

legislation of Congress." Instead of that, he is for

having the President carry out that legislation to the

letter. And what if he ventures to differ in opinion

from Mr. Lincoln, in regard to what the exigencies of

the hour demand, is that a crime, or any evidence of

a want of the highest patriotism ?

The Courier attempts to exalt the brave and modest

Corcoran at the expense of Gen. Fremont, by draw-

ing an invidious comparison in regard to their recep-

tion in Boston. How despicable! There is no anal-

ogy between the two cases.

THE GEEMAN SPIRIT OP LIBERTY.

Among our Western exchanges, we notice with

pleasure a German daily, just started in St. Louis,

"for the promotion of universal emancipation, the

people's welfare, and civilization." The name of this

paper is Die New Zcit— The New Time; or, as our

Anglo-Saxon ancestors would have said, The New
Tide. Bearing the motto "Forward!" it already

gives marks of talent and enterprise in the right di-

rection. It has published German versions of Mr.

Gibbons's song, " We are coming, Father Abraham "
;

of Orpheus C. Kerr's satire on the colonization scheme
;

and, in its issue of the 3d inst., of Gen. Fremont's

speech in this city. Apropos of the last, we subjoin

the editorial comments :

—

"We present to-day on our inside the speech of

Fremont in full. The reception which it and the
General himself encountered in Boston show him
more than ever to be the Man of the People, the Sit-

uation, and the Future. Scarcely to any mortal has
such homage been paid in Boston as to the Pathfinder.
Even Senator Wilson had to pause in his speech, be-

cause Fremont was obliged to leave the hall ; and the
swinging of hats and waving of handkerchiefs, as

well as the ninefold thundering hurrahs, which wel-
comed him in, accompanied him out, while Mrs.
Fremont, too, as " our Jessie," was greeted and hon-
ored with acclamations and bouquets.

" As for the speech itself, whoever reads it through
will agree with us in calling it a master-piece, great
in thought and meaning, perfect in form, and power-
fully effective from the earnestness which character-
izes it, in common with all that proceeds from the
General, And we call attention to it all the more, be-
cause Fremont's hour will soon have struck again, and
then everybody will know what to think of him. If

we are sure of anything, it is that Fremont cannot
possibly remain longer in private life. Events are
lifting him up, and the people have long since said
' Amaji !

'

"

RE-ELECTION OF CHARLES SUMNER.

The following resolutions were adopted at a meet-

ing of the "Republicans of Marlboro', Mass., Monday
evening :

—
Resolved, That as Republicans of Marlboro', we

heartily approve the course of John A. Andrew as

Governor of the State of Massachusetts, and the course
of Charles Sumner as our United States Senaior, and
pledge ourselves to their support in the coming elec-

tions.

Resolved, That in the combination of the odds and
ends of hunkerdom in Massachusetts, which has been
forming for the last two years to defeat the reeelection

of our patriotic United States Senator, Charles Sum-
ner, we recognize a cunning combination of the sym-
pathizers with slaveholders and the active advocates
of a base compromise with, or a slavish submission to

the leaders of the Rebellion.
Resolved, That at the coming November election,

we will vote for no man to either branch of the State
Legislature who is not pledged, if elected, to give his

vote and his personal and politieal influence to the re-

election of Charles Sumner to the Senate of the Uni-
ted States.

These resolutions are timely, and should be warmly
responded to by every Republican voter. Whatever

is brutal, semi-loyal or wholly treasonable in this

State, and out of it, is fiercely intent on procuring the

supplanting of Mr. Sumner as U. S. Senator by some

one else. This is conclusive evidence that he ought

to be reelected by an overwhelming vote. His rejec-

tion would be a disgrace to the Commonwealth, and

elicit shouts of exultation throughout Rebeldom. The
whole country is deeply indebted to him for his great

services at Washington.

The following letter from Mr. Sumner was read afc

the Republican State Convention, held at Worcester

on Wednesday last :

—

Boston, 9th Sept., 1862.

My DEAit Sin,—As a servant of the State, I have
always on former occasions recognized the right of my
constituents in State Convention to expect from me
such counsels on public affairs as I could offer, and I

have accepted with gratitude the invitations with
which they have honored me. If now, in these dark
days, when danger thickens, I do not take advantage
of the opportunity which you give me, believe me, it

is not from indifference to the occasion ; nor is it be-

cause our duties at this moment are not clear.

Eagerly do our gallant soldiers (God bless them!)
rush to the field of death, for the sake of their coun-
try. Eagerly do good citizens at home (God bless

them !) eontribute of their abundance, or it may be of

their poverty, to smooth the lot of our soldiers. But
there is another duty, hardly less commanding. It is

for all to unite, without distinction of party, to uphold
the Government. I recognize, therefore, the just
liberality of the call for our Convention, which is ad-

dressed not only to Republicans, but also to " all who
support the present National and State Governments,
and ar^ in favor of all means neeessary for the effectual

suppression of the rebellion." Under such a call,

there is no patriot citizen of the Commonwealth who
may not claim a place.

Is .there any patriot citizen who can hesitate to sup-
port the National Government, beleaguered by a rebel

Cleaiung Oct the Abolition Generals. Gen.

Hunter has been superseded at Port Royal, and his

place is to be tilled by Gen. Mitehel. Gen. Phelps

(who seems to be partially insane on the subject of con-

trabands) has been displaced, to make room for Gen.

T. W. Sherman.
These changes come in good time, being heralded

simultaneously with the announcement of the restora-

tion of Gen. McClellan to the position from which the

intriguing malcontents of the Abolition camp had dis-

placed him. We believe the country will hail these

indications of a conservative, Union policy on the part

of the Administration with real satisfaction.

—

Har^irrd

Times.

jSj^— This is damaging praise for McClellan.

" The Commonwealth." The first number of a

weekly paper, (somewhat larger than the Liberator,)

with this title, made its appearance in this city on

Saturday last—edited by Moncukk D. Conway, late

of Cincinnati, and published by James M. Stone, 22

Bromficld Street—price §2.00 a year, payable in ad-

vance. We give it a hearty welcome, assured that it

will be conducted with signal ability, and an efficient

instrumentality in th« work ol abolishing slavery, sup-

pressing the rebellion, and saving the country. The

author of "The Rejected Stone" and "The Golden

Hour" needs no introduction, or complimentary

words. Among other racy points in his editorial pre-

face is the following:

—

" The Commonwealth will maintain that a black pa-

triot is better than a white traitor. We shall advo,-

cate a treatment of slavery according to the laws of

war, and one adequate to the tremendous exigencies

of the hour, in opposition to the wretched policy of

dealing with this arch foe as if he were a peaceful

subject to whom constitutional forms are a protection.

We believe in giving the devil his due,—which is, to

speak moderately, instant death."

jj^~ The letter of Rohert Purvis, Esq., to Sena-

tor Pomeroy, {to he found in another column,) in refer-

ence to the colonization of our colored population in

Central America, is exceedingly racy, spirited, and

conclusive—worthy to bo copied by every journal, and

read by all the people.

Is there any patriot citizen who can hesitate to sup-
port the State Government, which, under the inspir-

ing activity and genius of John A. Andrew, is so
efficiently sustaining the National Government?
And is there any patriot citizen who is not for the

use of all means necessary for the effectual suppres-
sion of the rebellion ''.

Were I able to be at the Convention, according to

the invitation with which you have honored me,
gladly would I appeal to all such citizens. This coun
try must be saved ; and among the omens of victory,
I hail confidently that unanimity of sentiment and
trust with which all loyal citizens now look to the
National Government, determined that nothing
energy, or contribution, or sacrifice shall be warning,
by which its supremacy may be again established.

Another omen is yet needed. It is that the people,
forgetting the past, shall lift themselves to that plat-

form of justice and truth, where candor shall at last

previl,and all shall frown indignantly upon the rancors
and animosities of party ; shall silence the senseless
prejudice of personal hate, and shall stifle the false-

hoods of calumny, so that at least, here, among our-
selves, there may be that unity and concord which
will give irresistible strength to our patriotic labors.

Beyond this appeal, from heart to heart, I should re-

joice to show plainly, how to hamstring this rebellion and
to conquer a peace: all of which I am sure can he done.
To this single practical pit/pose, all theories, prepos-
sessions and aims must yield. So absorbing at this

moment is this question, that nothing is practical

which does not directly tend to its-final settlement.

All tJse is blood-stained vanity. And the citizen sol-

diers whom you send forth to battle may justly com-
plain, if you neglect any of those means by which
they may be strengthened. Good Democrats, who
have enjoyed the confidence of their party and also

public trust—Daniel S. Dickinson, of New York, and
Robert Dale Owen, of Indiana—have borne their gen-
erous testimony. So also has Parson Brownlow in a

letter which I have just read, where, among other
things, he says,, that the negroes " must be urged in

every possible way to crush out this infernal rebel-

lion,"—Butler has borne his testimony, when, by vir-

tue of an outstanding order of the rebel Governor of
Louisiana, he organized a regiment of eolurud persons
in the patriot service of the United States. Banks
also has borne his testimony, when, overtaking the
little slave-girl, on her way to freedom, ho lifted her
upon the national cannon. In this act—the brightest,

most touching and most suggestive of the whole war,
which art will hereafter rejoice to commemorate—our
Massachusetts general gave a lesson to Ins country.
Who ea^loubt that this country will yet be saved ?

I hopVyou will excuse me to my feliow-citizens of
the Convention, and believe me, with much regard,

Very faithfully yours,
CHARLES SUMNER.

Hon. Wm. Claflin, Chairman of State Committee.

THE EADICAL REMEDY.

A largo number of our "misguided" Southern
brethren are now in Maryland, having crossed the

Potomac at three points without obstruction. It is al-

leged that they will not at present attack Washing-
ton, preferring, after the abundant reinforcement that

offers itself to them in Maryland, to march north-

ward, and occupy first Philadelphia, and then New
York, while their associates further south are taking

Cincinnati and Pittsburg. Under these circumstances,

it may be supposed that " Washington is safe." But
we have, at any rate, the comfortable assurance that

"McClellan is safe."

We have it on high authority that, in making these

movements, our Southern brethren arc "misguided."
Is it not time for the President—perhaps it is neces-

sary to give the name of the functionary intended,

for, to foreign spectators of our contest, Jeff". Davis,

quite as much as any one else, must seem to be the

President—is it not time for President Lincoln to

speak the powerful word which will guide these in-

vaders in the right direction, namely, back, post-

haste, to their native South ? Is it not time, by a

proclamation of universal freedom, to compel the slave-

holders either at once to return home to guard their

slaves, or to let four millions of their population, in-

cluding two millions of efficient laborers, and half a

million of able-bodied fighting men, immediately take

position for us and against them 1

If the slaveholders apply themselves to the

work of compelling four millions of people, scat-

tered over the whole South, to stay on their es-

tates, and to continue working for them without
wages, ajlerthe Proclamation of President Lincoln shall

have assured those slaves of the protection and co-operation

of his armies, they will, manifestly, have neither time

nor force to do any thing else. If they guard the

"aves, they must needs stop fighting us. If they con-

nue to fight us, they must needs let the slaves come
over to us, bringing to our Bide their strength as la-

borers and their strength as combatants. That we
have not had this assistance hitherto has been Abra-
ham Lincoln's fault; for he has, for eighteen months,

had it in his power to obtain their aid, by the sim-

ple process of giving thorn assurance of the nation's

aid in overthrowing their oppressors. As soon as he

shall speak this word, their effective, decisive help is

at once secured to us, all over the South. Is it not

yet time for him to speak it?

Let no one say—It is too late. The President has

lost much precious time, and wasted many invalua-

ble opportunities. But he may still gain the immense
advantage of enlisting the slaves on our side, as long

as the enemy does not emancipate them, a measure

which Jeff. Davis will not take while he is conquering

as at present. It is never too late to practise justice

and righteousness. But, in our case, it is not too

late to practise true statesmanship. The side that

first emancipates will gain not only what aid the

negro alliance can afford, but will certainly gain the

alliance of the European powers.

Morals have come, more and more, to take an in-

evitable part in politics. These words of Daniel

Webster remain true, and mighty in significance,

though his later years were passed in disregard of

them :

—

"On the general question of Slavery, a great por-

tion of the community is already strongly excited.

The question has not only attracted attention as a
question of politics, but it has struck a far deeper
chord. It has arrested the religious feeling
of thecounry; it has taken strong hold of

e consciences of men. He is a rash man in-

d, little conversant with human nature, and especially

has lie a very erroneous estimate of the character ofthepeo-
ple ofthis country, who supposes that a fl-el/'m/ of this kind
is to be trijied with or despised. IT WILL SURELY
CAUSE ITSELF TO BE RESPECTED."
The coldness of the English people and of the Eng-

lish government towards us has had, at least, this

plausible excuse, that we have not separated ourselves

from the maintenance of slavery, either in law or in

fact. Lay as much stress as you will on the selfish

considerations which may actually have controlled

their policy, we have certainly given them this plausi-

ble pretext for it. Let this pretext be taken away,

even thus late, by our active entrance upon the work

of emancipation, let the Stars and Stripes be made, in

good faith, the Flag of the Free, and it would be no

longer possible for either England or France to ally

itself with the slaveholders. Their moral influence,

the weight of their public sentiment, the approval of

their good men and the enforced cooperation of their

great men must be on our side, and would compel for

us the aid of their armies and navies if we had occa-

sion to ask them. Whichever of our leaders, Lincoln

or Davis, shall first emancipate by open proclamation,

will get the European alliance. Why should we wait

longer under the risk of having that alliance turned

against us? Even supposing that we neither need

nor wish that alliance for ourselves, why should we
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THE OOLOHIZATION QUESTION— AN AK-
GUMENT AGAINST IT.

Byjierry, Philadelphia, August 28, 18G2.

Hon. S. C. Pomeroy, Government Colonization Agent:

Sib,—I have read with deep and painful interest

your address to the " Free Colored People of the Uni-

ted States," and, as a "colored " man, beg the privi-

lege of saying a few words in reply.

Forty-five years ago, an overture similar to that con-

tained in your address came to the colored people from

the city of Washington. That proposed Western Af-

rica as the happy place where they were to be colon-

ized—this proposes Centra! America. On the receipt

of that proposition, a public meeting of the colored

people of Philadelphia was called, with a view of ex-

pressing their opinions of it. It was held in Bethel

Church, in the month of January, 1817, and my hon-

ored father-in-law, the late James Forten, was its chair-

man. It adopted a series of resolutions, the first and

last of which were as follows :

—

"Resolved, That as our ancestors (not of choice)

were the first successful cultivators of the wilds of.

America, we, their descendants, feel ourselves entitled

to participate in the blessings of her luxuriant soil

which their blood and sweat enriched, and that any
measure, or system of measures, having a tendency to

banish us from her bosom, would not only be cruel,

but in direct violation of those principles which have
been the boast of this Republic.

"Resolved, That having the strongest confidence

in the justice of God and philanthropy of the free

States, we cheerfully submit our destinies to the guid-

ance of Him who suffers not a sparrow to fall without

his special providence."

Senator Pomeroy, these were the sentiments of the

colored people of Philadelphia, and of the whole land,

in 1817; they have been their sentiments ever since,

and they will be found to be their sentiments now.

Exceptions there may have been, and may be again.

1 speak of the whole, not of a fraction.

Sir, for more than twenty years the question of

Colonization agitated and divided this country. The
colored people stamped it with the seal of their repro-

bation ; the whites acquiesced in the justice of their

decision, and the vexed and vexing question was put

to rest. Now it is revived. The apple of discord is

again thrown into the community ; and as though you
had not already enougli to divide and distract you, a

new scheme is bit upon, and deliberately sent upon its

errand <Tf mischief.

There are some aspects of this project which surely

its advocates cannot have duly considered. You pur-

pose to exile hundreds of thousands of your laborers.

The wealth of a country consists mainly in its labor.

With what law of economy, political or social, can

you reconcile this project to banish from your shores

the men that plough your fields, drive your teams, and

help build your houses 1 Already the farmers around

me begin to feel the^inching want of labor ; how will

it be after this enormous draft ? I confess, the project

seems to me one of insanity. What will foreign na-

tions, on whose good or ill will so much is supposed.

now to depend, think of this project 3 These nations

have none of this vulgar prejudice against complexion.

What, then, will they think of the wisdom of a people

who, to gratify a low-born prejudice, will deliberately

plan to drive out hundreds of thousands of its most

peaceable, industrious, and competent laborers 1 Mr.

Roebuck said in a late speech, at Sheffield—as an ar-

gument for intervention—" that the feeling against the

blacks was stronger at the North than in the South."

Mr. Roebuck can now repeat that assertion, and point

to this governmental project in corroboration of its

truth. A "Slaveholders' Convention" was held a

few years since in Maryland, to consider whether it

would not be best either to reenslave the free blacks

of that State, or banish them from its borders. The

question was discussed, and a committee, the chair-

man of which was United States Senator Pearce, was

appointed to report upon it. That committee reported

" that to enslave men now free would be inhuman

and to banish them from the State would be to inflict

a deadly blow upon the material interests of the Com-

monwealth ; that their labor was indispensable to the

welfare of the State." Sir, yonr Government pro-

poses to do that which the Slaveholders' Convention

of Maryland, with all their bate of the free blacks, de-

clared to be inconsistent with the public interest.

But it is said this is a question of prejudice, of na-

tional antipathy, and not to be reasoned about. The
President has said, " whether it is right or wrong, I

need not now discuss."

Great God ! Is justice nothing 7 Is honor nothing 1

Is even pecuniary interest to be sacrificed to this in-

sane and vulgar hate ? But it is said this is the " white

man's country." Not so, sir. This is the red man's

country, by natural right, and the black man's, by

virtue of his sufferings and toil. Y'our fathers by vio-

j
lence drove the red man out, and forced the black man
in. The children of the black man have enriched the

isoil by their tears, and sweat, and blood. Sir, we

were born here, and here we choose to remain. For

allow such bitter and desperate enemies as ours to ^twenty years we were goaded and harassed by sys_

make their advantage out of it? Within one twelvt

month, if it be not first compelled to side with us by

our taking position against slavery, it will assuredly

fall, by the force of circumstances, to the Confederate

States. Let us be wise in time.—o. k. w.

New Music. We have received from Messrs. Oil

ver Ditson & Co., Washington street, the following

pieces, which are destined to become popular:

—

"We are Coming, Father Abraham," a song.

Music by L. O. Emerson.
" Skedaddle," classically defined and musically il-

lustrated, by George Dauskin. A song.

" Marching along," quick step, as played by the

bands. Arranged for the piano, by IS. A. Burdett.

WHAT ARE WE COMING TO?

In a private letter from our estimable friend, Rev.

Samuel J. May, of Syracuse, be says:

—

What are we coming to ? What is to be the end

of this most impious rebellion, and the bloody conflict

hich we are driven ? I confess, as I said in my
parting sermon to the soldiers who have just gone

from our midst

—

I confess that recent observations and reports have

awakened in my bosom the apprehension that the in-

sane prejudice against colored men in our loyal States

is so much stronger than even the attachment of the

rebels to their "peculiar institution," that they will be

the first to proclaim liberty to their bondmen. Making

a virtue of necessity, they will, as lias been intimated

by Mr. Slidell, bow in deference to the public senti-

ment of Christendom, and abolish slavery. This will

remove the main obstacle to the recognition of the in-

dependence of the Southern Confederacy by Eng-

land and France ; and then we shall be obliged to sub-

mit to any terms the elated rebels may dictate, unless

we are mighty enough to carry on a successful war

with the two most powerful nations of Europe with one

hand, while with the other hand we are pulling down

this tremendous rebellion, the strength of which

will then be augmented to an equality with that of

our loyal States, by the added millions of colored sol-

diers. So fearful is this crisis! So imminent is our

peril !

'

Our hearts are aching to-day because of the third

thousand of our young men, wdio left this morning to

endure the hardships and encounter the dangers of

this horrid war. All of them are of this county, hun-

dreds of this city, several of our church, two of them

almost as dear to me as my own sons. We should

fear less for them, if we had more confidence in some

of the men at whose disposal they are to be placed.

We should relent leas at the sacrifice, which they and

we are called to make, if we could he assured that

their limbs and lives are to be expended for the pur-

pose to which this confiectwith the South ought to be

directed. But we do not despair. God reigns, and

all things must issue well in the near or the remote

future, and in one way or another."

The Christian Examiner for September has

the following table of contents:—I. Saint Anselm
;

II. Romance Biographies; III. Three Ancient Sys-

tems of Intuitive Morals; IV. Shakespeare and
Friendship; V. New Readings of the Psalms; VI.

Our War Policy, and how it deals with Slavery;

VII. Irving's Life and Letters ; Review of Current

Literature; New Publications received.

jgj~-= The Courier, with characteristic effrontery, in-

sinuates that our notice, hist week, in reply to its at-

tack upon Rev. Mr, Manning, was written by Mr.

Manning himself 1 What next t

J^=- Wc learn that the colored Masonic Fraternity

of this city intend the presentation of a portrait of

himself to our worthy friend, John T. Hilton, on

the evening of Sept. 18lh, at the Twelfth Baptist

Church, Southac street. The varied exercises, ad-

dresses and music, closing with a levee, promise an

interesting occasion.

Fai.sk He touts—-That Secretary Stanton has re-

signed—That Gen. llalleck has been appointed to

till the vacancy—That Gen. McClellan is again com-

niiiodei--in-ehiel—That Gen. Mitchell lius;supersoded

Gen. Hunter.

tematic efforts to make us colonize. We were coaxed

and mobbed, and mobbed and coaxed, but we refused

to budge. We planted ourselves upon our inalienable

rights, and were proof against all the efforts that were

made to expatriate us. For the last fifteen years, we

have enjoyed comparative quiet. Now again the ma-

lign project is broached, and again in the name of liu,

inanity, as before, are we invited to leave !

In God's name, what good do you expect to accom-

plish by such a course 1 If you w ill not let our breth-

ren in bonds go free—if you will not let- us, as did our

fathers, share in the privileges of the Government—if

you will not let us even help fight the battles of the

country—in Heaven's name, at least, let us alone. Is

that too great a boon to ask of your Government !

Sir, I have spoken with freedom, but not, I trust,

itb disrespect. If I have expressed myself with

warmth, put yourself in my place, and ask if you
it do the same. Sir, my revered father, Wil-

liam Furvis, of Charleston, S. C, was a loyal citizen

of this country, and a true patriot. He died leaving

uteheon without a stain. My father-in-law,

James Forten, served this country in the Revolution

of 1776, and suffered as a CTrr*Uy_e of war on board the

British prison ship Old Jersey. He, fott.^ioil without

a blot upon his memory. I, myself, have paid the

taxes and borne the burdens of the Government with-

out being allowed a share in its privileges. Of this I

don't now complain. In bitterness of spirit, but with

unwavering loyalty, I have been true to the country

which has never ceased to injure me. I have hoped

and labored for better things. I still hope and labor

for better things, and don't complain. But let me alone.

I elect to stay on the soil on which I was born, and on

the plot of ground which I have fairly bought and

honestly paid for. Don't advise me to leave, and

don't add insult to injury by telling me it's for my own

good; of that I am to be the judge. It is in vain you

talk to me about the " two races," and their " mutual

antagonism." In the matter of rights there is but one

race, and that is the human race. " God has made of

one blood all nations to dwell on all the face of the

earth." And it is not true that there is a mutual an-

tagonism between the white and colored people of this

community. You may antagonize us, but we do not

antagonize you. You may hate us, but we do not hate

you. It may argue a want of spirit to cling to those

who seek to banish us, but such is nevertheless the fact.

Sir, this is our country as much as it is yours, and

ur will not leave it. Your ships may be at the door, but

we choose to remain. A few may go, as a few went

to llayti and a few to Liberia, but the colored people

as a mass will not leave the land of their birth. Of

course, I can only speak by authority for myself; but

I know the people with whom I am identified, and 1

feel Confident thai I only express iheir sentiment as a

body when 1 say that your project of colonizing them

in Central America or anywhere else, with or without

their consent, will never succeed. They will migrate

ns do other people, w hen left to themselves, and when

the motive le sufficient ; but they will neither W w ooB)

polled to volunteer," nor constrained to go of their

"own accord."
Yonr obedient servant,

ROBBRT PURVIS
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' HON. OHAKLES SUMNER.

THE WARFARE COMMENCED—HATRED RAMPANT.

The pent-up enmity to tliis distinguished and ever-

faithful Senator begins to explode. As the Fall cam-

paign approaches, and just as the Republican State

Convention is to come off, we hear from those who

have, in a sneaking and insidious manner, suffered no

opportunity to escape when they could work mischief,

and undermine the bold which Mr. Sumner has upon

the people. They have professed that it was not for

his " good works " that they were about to stone the

champion of freedom, but because, in his defence of

liberty for all, he made himself an Abolitionist. And

what is lamentable in this heartless crusade is the

fact, that Mr. Sumner's most determined opponents

are those of his own household of political faith; and

if he is defeated—may every righteous influence pre-

vent it !—the sin of this defeat will lay at the door of

the Republican party.

No paper—the Boston Courier not excepted—has

evinced a more intense opposition .to the reelection of

Massachusetts' dearest and truest son than the Spring-

field Republican. Its work of mischief early cropped

out in inuendoes, slurs, and unmanly hits at the "im-

practicability," want of "comprehensiveness," and

" lack of statesmanship " of the Senator from Mas-

sachusetts ;
but now the cloven foot sticks right out,

and we see the Republican man just as he is. The

mask is off, and we have the fellow in full view—
" squat Hke a toad." In an article under the caption,

" State Politics," in the last Republican, we find some

general remarks in reference to the Worcester State

Convention. Governor Andrew, we are told, will

" walk over the conrse," because nobody "questions

his patriotism," although he belongs to the " one-idea

class." Of course, with the present feeling towards

the noble Chief Magistrate, who has won laurels by

his faithfulness, our "Mr. Editor" is ready to yield;

and as to other State officers, there may be no " ne-

cessity for a change." So far, so good. But then,

trouble is ahead. " There will be an active party in

the Convention—a band of impulsive, loud-mouthed

men—who will clamor for the virtual condemnation of

the National Government." Hush all criticism

Remember, " the king can do no wrong." And then,

these " impulsive men " are not " Democrats, but they

are Republicans, thoroughly misled "
;

for, remem-

ber, they are foolish enough to think that the Presi-

dent has only to " proclaim universal emancipation to

end the war."

As our trenchant editor proceeds, he grows fervid,

and not a little pert. Hear -him!—"We speak of

things which we know, when we make these state-

ments." And then, to show how heartily he repudi-

ates all allusion to the vexed question of slavery, he

6ay S "Now, we want none of this sort of talk at the

Republican Convention." Perhaps he will be grati-

fied. We advise him, however, not to be too sanguine

on this point. Some troubler in Israel may treat him

as the old lady did her boarders ; she found out " what

they didn't like, and gave them plenty of it." Her

object was to get rich. Who can tell but that Repub-

licanism may be enriched by the same mode of treat-

ment 1

But now comes the gist of the trouble that haunts

the mind of our editor. The hatred will out. All

thus .far has been general: now, there is something

in particular. Mr. Sumner is the offender who most

afflicts the patience and large patriotism of this influ-

ential and widely-circulated paper. Witness what the

editor says in closing the article referred to :

—

"We do not know whether Mr. Sumner will feel

called upon to make a speech at the Convention this

year or not. It would be like him, we suppose, to at-

tempt to drive through an endorsement of the policy

announced last year, modified in such a manner as to

indicate that Congress and the President had as yet

done nothing. We hope he will attempt no such

thing. Aside from an excellent speech on the Trent

case, and his letter endorsing the President's honesty,

we know of nothing that lie has done during the past

year to strengthen the Government and the confidence

of the people in it. He has sympathized witii, or

led, that very well-meaning but most mistaken crowd

who have apparently cared far more for the liber-

ation of the negro than the salvation of the Repub-

lic

—

who have called for proclamations and not guns,

and who have been thoroughly ill-natured because the

President has refused to ride their pet hobby.
" And now that we are upon Mr. Sumner, let us

state the substance of a rumor concerning him. It is

known, of course, that his successor is to be elected

by the next Legislature, —and it is said, in connection

,.'ith this fact, that he would not be averse to an ex-

change of places with Charles Francis Adams, and

that Charles Francis Adams would not be averse to

a change of places with him. For one, we wish to

say here, that if such is the fact, we hope the people

of Massachusetts will consent to it. Mr. Sumner is

a brilliant man, but he is not an able legislator. No
man who rides hobbies ever is. because everything is

subordinate to the hobby. While Mr. Sumner would

represent the nation most respectably and ably at the

court of St. James, Mr. Adams would bring into the

Senate not only all of Mr. Sumner's genuine hatred of

slavery, but the practical ability to represent the in-

terests of Massachusetts and to legislate wisely for the

country. Mr. Adams is needed in Washington more

than he is in Great Britain, and Mr. Sumner would

do a much better work for America in England than

he can do at home. The particular friends of Mr.

Sumner could not object to this change. It would

bring new honor to him, while Mr. Adams's transfer

to the Senate would satisfy his anti-slavery friends.

"We bear Mr. Sumner no ill will, and we honor

those friends who cling to him so devotedly. Such

friends are also honorable to him, for no man
have such as lie lias without the possession of noble

qualities. But we ask the people of Massachusetts

whether they are satisfied to have him for the princi-

pal representative of Massachusetts in Washington,

and their political leader at home. Have you not

already treated him like a prince ? What claim, be-

yond his ability to serve you, has he npon yon t Are

there not better men who wait your bidding to do

that work well which he has done so poorly ? Does

not Massachusetts need—oughtshe not to have—more
influence in our national councils than her represen-

tatives, both in the Senate and House, give her?

Should we not seek improvement in every quarter ?
"

But the people will settle this matter. Whatever

trade political tricksters may endeavor to make be-

tween Mr. Adams and Mr. Sumner,—and we are sure

the latter gentleman will repudiate all such attempts,

—

we prefer, in behalf of the satisfied masses, to appeal

from " Philip drunk to Philip sober." Can we so

soon forget the recreant and treacherous speech and

vote of Charles Francis Adams to eternise slavery in

a territory so vast as New Mexico ? Shall such a

man succeed our noble Roman—our Herald of Free-

dom ? No ! a thousand times, No I If Mr. Sumner

must be ostracised for his fidelity to God and man,

Heaven grant that a less degenerate son of Massa-

chusetts than now—must we say it?—graces the

Court of St. James, may fill his place! No, gentle-

men, pray refrain from your hurry in any such dis-

graceful trade. Besides, it may be an open question,

whether we can, on other grounds, afford to lose a'

" brilliant man," at the mere careless suggestion that
\

he is not an "able legislator." There are two opin-

ions about this in Massachusetts, and a' little demon-

strative proof in the record of the past, that Mr. Sum-

ner has at least a little claim to the affection of the

people for the amount of practical work which he has

accomplished at Washington. He may well be trusted

to complete a mission so gloriously begun, and the

verdict of the Old Bay State will no doubt bid him go

forward. G- W. S.

Milford, Sept. 7, 1862.

President Lincoln, in his reply to Horace Greeley,

8ays—" My paramount object in this struggle is to

stove the Union, and is not cither to save or destroy

slavery. If I could save the Union without freeing

any slave, 1 would do it," &c. &c. So you see that

President Lincoln has been trying, ever since tltf

war commenced, to save both the Union and slavery.

Now, as he has been trying all this time, at the ex-

pense of thousands of lives and millions of dollars,

to save the Union without destroying slavery, and

has not been able to effect it, but the cure appears to

be more hopeless than ever, and has lately called for

600,000 more men to help do it, is it not high time fol-

ium' to destroy slavery to save the Union'? Or does

he want to sacrifice another one thousand millions in

further trying that unrighteous experiment '!

Is it not time to try the experiment of issuing a

proclamation of general emancipation—to set every

slave in the land free, and thus take off the odium, the

wickedness, of having the United States Government

any longer sustain the abominable institution of hu-

man bondage 1 The President says, in his letter .to

Mr. Greeley, that if he could save the Union by free-

ing etfl the slaves, he would do it. Why does he not

set himself about it 1 He seems to talk as if he was

able to free the slaves, if he would only undertake it.

When I voted for Abraham Lincoln for President,

I expected that if he were elected, he would govern

the country without being under the influence of

the Slave Power, as former Presidents have been ;

but I am disappointed. Presidents Pierce and Bu-

chanan were governed by three hundred thousand

slaveholders, but now President Lincoln is governed

by less than thirty thousand of them, all belonging to

the border Slave States. He appears not to regard

the feelings and wishes of all the Abolitionists in the

country, nor the four millions of slaves at the South,

who are ready and willing to assist inputting down

the rebellion, on the condition that they can have

their future freedom; but the President will not ac-

cept of them, because the border Slave State union-

with-slavery slaveholders are opposed to it !
Is it not

so ? How long will the President be influenced by

that small clique 1

I feel earnest and anxious in this case. I want the

rebellion crushed, and crushed in such a way that it

will stay crushed. Can there be any other way to ef-

fectually crush it than to crush out the cause of the

rebellion ? The cause of the rebellion being slavery,

then, in order to create a peace—a lasting, permanent

peace—slavery must be destroyed, root and branch.

Why is it, that after the expenditure of so much

blood and treasure, with thousands and thousands of

lives lost, our President is not ready or willing to

effectually crush the rebellion by destroying the

cause t

Mr. Sumner, I do not write to give you any infor-

mation upon the subject, nor to dictate to you your

duty; but I write because I, being an Abolitionist,

and abhorring slavery, do not believe it to be a di-

vine institution; and feel that now is the golden

opportunity for the Government to strike the death-

blow to slavery, while we are at war with the slave-

holding rebels. I write, also, that you may know the

opinions and feelings of one in the lower walks of

life—one who has two sons in the Union army; and

if they are killed in consequence of this do-nothing-

effectual policy of the Government, I shall consider

that they have been murdered—murdered by the Gov-

ernment; for if our Government had accepted the

offer of colored men, and issued, at the commence-

ment of the war, a proclamation of universal emanci-

pation, and employed the slaves thus set free to help

fight our battles, the war might have been closed up

six months ago.

Mansfield, Sept. 8th, 1862.

Dear Sir,—Since the preceding was penned, we

hear of terrible reverses to our army on the battle-

field, where the rebels claim the victory. Thousands

of the noble sons of the Pilgrims lie dead and wounded

on the scene of action—and for what? Because our

President and Cabinet have not and will not make

use of all the available means in their power to crush

the rebellion. They have undertaken the job, in defi-

ance of the will of Heaven, of crushing the rebellion

and saving slavery, that it may curse future genera-

tions with its malign influence. Can they succeed %

Is there not anti-slavery influence enough in the

country to induce the President to change his policy,

put his trust in God, do justice, love mercy, and take

the iron heel of the Government from the neck of the

down-trodden slave, and obey the scriptural injunc-

tion which requires him to let the oppressed go free,

by breaking every yoke of bondage?

I hope, dear Sir, that you will appear at the State

Convention in Worcester, next Wednesday, the 10th

inst., and give us the benefit of a noble speech in be-

half of liberty, as you did last year, although con-

servative politicians denounced your speech then, and

may now; but please to remember that conservatism

means pro-slavery, now as well as then.

The fact is, I think, we do not stand so hopeful in

putting down the rebellion as we did one year ago.

Yours, with sincere respect,

ISAAC STEARNS.

Southern army. He characterized the action of the

Government towards the slaves as both infamous and

desperately foolish. Is such folly to continue, and

waste the new army as it has the old ?

We came to Alexandria a week ago Sunday, under

orders to join Sigel at Culpepper Cotirt-ftouse ;
but

we could not be transported, and so we are here. For

eek, Col. Maggi has kept guard over this drunken,

secession city. He keeps the strictest discipline in

his camp, and has enforced order in the city by a

thorough search for liquor, and the rigid enforcement

of the rule to destroy all that is found. He has turned

out enough to float a seventy-four. By so doing, he

has stopped the drunkenness which was so fearful

and so common in the city among soldiers when we

came here. Col. Maggi stays in camp with the sol-

diers, instead of going, as so many of our Colonels

and Generals do, to the hotel, white their men are in

camp. He watches over his men, and while he main-

tains strict discipline, he is affable and social. He is

a thorough soldier, and will so lead the 33d Regiment

that it wilt make its mark, if he has a chance.

Whenever one of the boys of the old 21st, which he

led at Roanoke, comes into our camp, as they now do

occasionally, it appears at once what a strong hold

Maggi takes of the soldiers under him, His inspira-

tion is freedom, and his forte as a soldier Garibaldian

common sense. Truly yours,

DANIEL FOSTER.

LETTER EK0M AUDKEW T. FOSS.

Yarmouth, Sept. 1, 1862.

My meetings on the Cape have been, for me, a

great success. At Harwich, I spoke three times to

good audiences—twice in Union Hail, and once in Me-

chanic's Hall. On Wednesday, I was invited by our

excellent friend, Capt. Prince S. Crowell, to attend a

war meeting in the town of Dennis. I did so, and on

one of the pleasantest afternoons of the season, met in

a grove a very large collection of people, male and

female, I was invited to make one of the speeches.

I did so, and tried to be faithful in bringing home the

guilt of the war to their own doors, and to show them

that its incalculable miseries were the fruits of their

owji doings. I told them that the history of the last

twenty months had demonstrated that the doctrines

and measures of the Garrisonians were founded upon

the truth, and therefore conceived in an enlightened

and statesmanlike philosophy. To this there was a

hearty response. I was glad of so good an opportunity

to set the truth before those to whom we never before

have had access.

On the evening of the same day, I held a good meet-

ing in Brewster. It was not largely attended, yet

more were present than I ever had to hear me in that

town before. I was heard with very earnest attention.

On Friday, I was sent for to attend a great war

meeting at Harwich. I here spoke freely for one

hour upon the issues between the pro and arcfi'-slavery

parties. I have no doubt that there was much dissent

in the audience to my doctrines and positions ;
none,

however, was manifested, and the responses seemed

cheerful and hearty. On this evening, I attended my

appointment in East Dennis. Here I met a very

large audience, nearly filling the meeting-house. It

was more than double the number I had ever met in

that house before on a week-day evening. I thought

I saw a deep and earnest anti-slavery feeling in the

people.

On Sunday, I spoke inNorth Dennis. The Metho-

dist minister kindly invited me to occupy his house.

I spoke one hour and a half in the forenoon and two

hours in the afternoon, to a house full of very atten-

'e people.

Here ends my tour of two weeks on the Cape

;

id my judgment is, that no two weeks of my anti-

slavery life have been more profitably spent, and cer-

tainly none with greater enjoyment and satisfaction to

myself. Yours, truly, A. T. FOSS.

Manchester, (N. H.) Sept. 4, 1862.

Dear Mr. Garrison—I believe you are acquaint-

ed with Rev. Wm. Hoisinton, of Ashtabula Co., Ohio.

I wish, through the Liberator, to speak a good word

for him to our friends in the West, where, I learn, he

is now on a lecturing tour.

Friend Hoisinton, though blind, has, by rare indus-

try and the advantage of a strong, clear mind, become

one of the soundest and best lecturers on many scien-

tific and moral subjects which the country affords.

His lecture on ancient Egypt-is of great value. I re-

gard it better worth one hundred dollars than many

of the lectures which I have heard for which that sum

was paid.

I hope all our friends in the West will improve the

opportunity to secure for themselves, and for others,

the advantage of his excellent lectures.

Yours, truly, A. T. FOSS-

^=" To the commendation bestowed upon Mr.

Hoisinton by Mr. Foss, we would add our own. . He

is a remarkable man, and worthy of extensive encour-

agement as a most intelligent lecturer.—^. Lib.

which oilers them greater advantages than Nicara-

gua.'"

According to this, there can be no arrangement

with Central America, and the Blairites must, wil-

lingly or otherwise, accustom themselves to the

thought, that that loyal populace which has so long

lived and suffered in chains- in the United States,

will continue to dwell on the self-same Boil when free

and treated as human.— Translated for the Liberator

from Die (St. Louis) Neue Zeit; of Aug. 26.

jU^= A recent number of the Boletin Official of

Nicaragua is highly indignant at the proposition to

colonize a part of that country with freed negroes

from the District of Columbia. It says: "We look

upon such acts with the great horror which they

deserve, as we never can consent to the realization

of such a project, because it is not only an attempt to

dispossess us of our soil, but also against the exist-

ence of our race; and we do not believe that the

thought has entered any one's head that such an in-

undation of negroes could bring any good to Central

America, but, on the contrary, the very worst imagin-

able evils."

PETITION TO PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

0gp- The following petition to the President of the

United States is to be found at the store of Messrs.

Hovey & Co., 33 Summer street, and at some other

large stores in Boston, for signatures. From the

Transcript, we learn that an invitation has been ex-

'

tended to all the women of the United States to give

in their names, and that signatures may he addressed

to the Boston Post Office, box No. 2783.

To the President of the United States :

We the undersigned, women of the United States,

who have freely given our brothers, sons and hus-

bands to fight for their country in this deadly strug-

gle, and who will seek every opportunity to aid,

cheer and uphold them to the end—seeing our army,

the flower and hope of the land, exposed to needless

dangers and sufferings—do hereby ask of you, Abra-

ham Lincoln, that yon, as chief ruhar of this nation,

see to it that the strength which is needed against

the enemy be not wasted by a foe within, and that

you cause alt negligent, incompetent, drunken, or

knavish men, who, in fche first hurry of selection, ob-

tained for themselves weighty charges and posts of

responsibility, to be at once sought out and dismissed
;

and that you give our precious soldiers in keeping to

the most honest, the most capable, the most faithful,

trusty, and zealous officers, both civil and military,

that "can be found in our land ; so that we, waiting at

home that issue which the God of battles alone can

give, need fear for our soldiers no evils but those in-

separable from war—need fear no inefficient or un-

trusty quartermasters, no careless, ignorant or drunken

officers, no unskilful, unfeeling, or drunken surgeons.

We believe that a just severity to such offend-

ers would greatlv increase the efficiency of our army,

and would strengthen the hands of government by

securing the confidence of the people.

It would be welcome to all those officers and offi-

cials who are now working faithfully. It would be

welcome to every one ; for though men are prone to

float on the frail platform of " Whatever is, is right,"

they rejoice when some bold hand breaks it in frag-

ments under them.
t

We have entrusted to you all that we most val-

FOREIGN IMMIGRATION — LETTER FROM
SECRETARY SEWARD.

Department of State, I

Washington, August 14, 1862.
j

James N. Gamble, Esq., Cincinnati:

Sir,—I have received your letter, in which you ex-

press an apprehension of a deficiency of labor in the

country, resulting from our large military operations;

and you very properly speak of the desirableness, un-

der present circumstances, of an increase of immigra-

tion. You observe, in this connection, that it would

be important that persons proposing to emigrate,

should have some official assurance that they would
not be required to perform military service.

In reply, I have to observe that I, some time ago,

instructed our representatives in foreign countries to

make known, as well as they conveniently can, the

lucrative rewards which the country is now offering to

foreign emigrant laborers. I can hardly Buppose that

there exists, anywhere in the world, the erroneous be-

lief that aliens are liable, here, to military duty. If

you think otherwise, there will be no objection to your
giving any publication you please to this communica-
tion.

I am, sir, your obedient servant,

Wm. H. Seward.

TO THE PEOPLE OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The Massachusetts Relief Association of

Washington earnestly renew their appeal for im-

mediate aid.

In the recent deadly conflicts, the men of Massachu-

setts have fallen by hundreds.
Our wounded are fast filling the hospitals and pri-

vate residences of this city and vicinity.

Their sufferings appeal for your sympathy; their

wants demand instant relief.

Men, women and children of Massachusetts, give

your aid !

For the Association,

GEO. WM. McLELLAN, President.

J. E. Forbush, Secretart/.

Gardner Tofts, Tr<

N, B. The articles especially needed are. Clothing

of all kinds, Bandages, Lint, Wine, Brandy, good
Tea and Coffee, Sugar, Gelatine, and Crackers.

Stockings and Leather Slippers are in great de-

mand.
Send money, by mail, to Geo. W. McLellan, Sec-

d Assistant Postmaster General, Washington.

Goods of all kinds to Gardiner Tufts, State

Agent, corner Pennsylvania Avenue and Seventh street,

Washington.

Washington, Sept. 1, 1862.

GEN. BUTLER RAISING A " COLORED "

REGIMENT.
Late advices from New Orleans bring the following

Order, which speaks for itself:

—

Headquarters Department of the Gulf, )

New Orleans, Aug. 22, 1862. j

General Order No. 63.

Whereas, on the 23d day of April, in the year

eighteen hundred and sixty-one, at a public meeting

of the free colored population of the city of New Or-

leans, a military organization, known as the "Native

Guards," (colored) had its existence, which military

organization was duly and legally enrolled as a part

of the military of the State, its officers being com-
missioned by Thomas O. Moore, Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the militia of the State of Louis-

iana, in the form following, that is to say :

—

[Reciting the form of an officer's commission.

j

And whereas, such military organization elicited

praise and respect, and was complimented in Gi "

Neoro Soldiers. A gentleman of Winstcd, Con-

necticut, having asked Governor Buckingham, wheth-

er he would authorize the formation of a regiment of

colored men, the Governor replied :

—

It seems to me that the time may yet come whcti

a regiment of colored men may be profitably employed,

But now, if a company of that class should be intro-

duced into a regiment, or a regiment into a brigade,

(the regiment or brigade being composed of whites,)

it would create so much unpleasant feeling and irrita-

tion that more evil than good would result."

The Providence Journal states that more than a suf-

ficient number of colored recruits have been enrolled

for a company, hut that the uncertainty which hangs

over the matter discourages a rapid organization. If

it was a fixed fact that the regiment would be organ-

ized and go into service, it would be completed in a

ery short time.

Colored Recruits. George J. Martin, Esq., took

down Xo Leavenworth thirty colored recruits on Tues-

day last, where they were regularly mustered into the

Bcrvice, armed and uniformed, and placed in the camp
of instruction. Lieutenant Martin has a good pros-

pect of soon filling up his company.— Freedom's

Champion, Atchison, Kansas.

General J. H. Lane. This gentleman arrived in

Washington on Thursday, and is at the Washington

House. His recruiting operations in Kansas have

been most successful. He has raised five white regi-

ments, and organized 1,200 colored loyalists.

$$=* On Tuesday, atl the contrabands within the

limits of Washington were put to work by the Gov-

ernment.

Negro Regiments to he Raibed by Authori-
ty of the President. The New York Timet'

Port Royal correspondent says, General Hunter's pol-

icy with regard to the negroes has been adopted by

the President; that five negro regiments are to he

raised, armed and uniformed for the service of the

United States, and that 50,000 in addition are to be en-

rolled to be employed in the quartermaster's depart-

ment nominally as laborers, but organized into com-
panies and uniformed.
The exact time of commencing the work of enlist-

ing colored regiments is not stated, but it is expect-

ed to be soon. Gen. Saxton's visit to Washington is

for consultation on the subject.

We have private assurances, from a reliable source,.

that this statement is true. This shows that the Presi-

dent is advancing in the right direction. But the one

effective, final step to be taken by him is to issue a

proclamation for the total abolition of slavery, as a

governmental duty and necessity. Let the people

urge it upon him in thunder-tones !

We believe that you will care for it tenderly JJq^J^ ^ P
ftg patriotism and loyalty, and was c

i at ot this host , , -„»:„„„ .-and conscientiously, remembering that

when one man suffers, many hearts bleed. We suf-

fer willingly in the cause of civilization and human-

ity, and to maintain our national self-respect; we suf-

fer willingly, but we look to you, our chosen ruler,

that we do not suffer in vain.

LETTER TO EON. CHARLES SUMNER.

Mansfield, Mass, Sept. 1, 1862.

Hon. Charles Sumner:
Dear Sir,—I am induced to address you, in con-

sequence of the deplorable state of this nation, caused

by some three hundred thousand slaveholders, re-

solved to rule or ruin, because the free North did not

see fit to fully submit to their dictation, and surrender

up all our remaining liberties to their wishes. I am

one who voted to make Abraham Lincoln President,

thinking and believing that he was in favor of liber-

ty and against shivery. Our Republican orators who

electioneered for him told us so. But his acts, words,

and non-intervention against slavery have sadly dis-

appointed me.

PK0M THE CHAPLAIN OF THE THIRTY-

THIRD REGIMENT.
Alexandria, Sept. 3d, 1862.

Dear Liberator :

It is four weeks since we left Camp Stanton for

the seat of war. I wrote you from Washington.

Since that time, we have had hard fighting for three

successive days near us, but we have not been in the

fray. I wish to give yon some of my impressions of

camp life and of the war.

1. From all sides, we have evidence of the thor-

ough earnestness of the Southern rebels in this strug-

gle. The recent battles show it, as indeed do all

their movements at the present time. With a celeri-

ty of movement never witnessed on our side as yet,

they have massed their whole force at and near Ma-

nassas, where the first battle was fought, and with

small supplies have fought with their whole energy

through four days. The result is, that our army has

fallen back upon the forts which command the Poto-

mac and the approaches to the capital from the Vir-

ginia side, and the rebel army has suddenly disap-

peared, to turn up at some other point. On the other

hand, we have raised and equipped an immense army

which has been handled withoutany definite and fixed

policy thus far, to no purpose. I say to no purpose,

because the Confederacy is stronger to-day by far

than it was a year since. The statesmen of Europe

may well look on this struggle, as we have conducted

it, with utter bewilderment. The sentiment of the

world is against slavery. Were we to make this a

war for freedom, the enthusiasm of the world would

be with us, and the Southern rebels would be dis-

armed ; but this we have refused to do, and utter in-

competency has ruled our armies. There is but one

way of salvation—the way of justice. Give freedom

to the black man, call the slave to our side, and we

conquer at once. Still we go on, trying the old folly,

and insuring disaster and [defeat by so doing. Will

not the people press the Government up to the true

issue 1

2. For four weeks, I have sought every opportuni-

ty of finding out the feelings of the colored people.

I see many of them daily. He is blind who docs not

realize that they long for freedom, and that they will

render invincible aid to our cause, if we wilt but

allow them to do it. Notwithstanding the shameful

injustice with which they have been treated in so

many instances, they still cling to the hope that we

shall call them to help us and be free. They prefer

their freedom from us, rather than through emancipa-

tion by their oppressors. I had a conversation a few

days since with a Kentucky clergyman. He avowed

himself a slaveholder, but a Union man. He Baid

Fremont's policy was the only one by which the re-

bellion could be suppressed ; that now the slaves

worked the plantations of the South (while the men

were all away at the war) under the supervision of

the women, who were the Quartermasters of the

TWO TO MAKE A BARGAIN.

In excuse and justification of the Colonization

scheme, it has been hitherto alleged, that the negroes

would find a better home in Central America than

their own in the United States; and even the Presi-

dent quite naively declared, that the people there were

possessed of more humanity and less stupid prejudice

of race than the Anglo-Saxon inhabitants of the

model republic. Aside from the fact that such an

argument is not sufficient to justify the Colonization

:asure, so destructive of the highest interests of

the country, even this weak motive falls now to the

ground ; for, the " hearty reception " which was os-

tensibly to befal the free blacks and emancipated

slaves from the United States in Central America,

turns out to be only a pious wish, as little likely to

be realized as other pia desideria of the President,

who, since his official occupation of the White House,

pursues his anti-slavery policy entirely in private.

Two letters, which come from a respectable and trust-

worthy citizen of Chinandega, one of the chief cities

of Nicaragua, give the following disclosures of the

feeling in Nicaragua :

—

" Among the natives of Nicaragua, considerable

excitement prevails in regard to the scheme of

prominent politicians in the United States, for the

colonization of Central America by free negroes and

emancipated slaves. The people here will never allow

such an immigration to be foisted upon them. All citizens

are at one on this point, and those who have negro

blood in their veins are the bitterest opponents of the

project. If the Government of Nicaragua has not al-

ready taken steps in the matter, it will certainly do

so soon. When Capt. Griffin came here as agent of

the Transit Company, the rumor spread that he had

brought proposals for the colonization of the poor out-

cast negro race in Nicaragua. Scarcely was the re-

port in circulation, when protests arose against it from

every quarter. In this department, every man of po-

sition and influence wrote to the Government, entreat-

ing them to reject every proposition which Capt. Grif-

fin might make on this head."

This letter, dated June 14, was followed by a sec-

ond, on the 14th of July, which renders the imprac-

ticability of the colonization plans still clearer and

more positive. It says :

The people of Nicaragua regard with distrust

the course which leading politicians in the United

States have taken, in regard to the scheme of colo-

nizing Central America with emancipated slaves. It

finds a response with no one here. President Mar-

tinez thus expresses himself in a private letter to

Chinandega: ' It will arouse the attention of all the

Central American Slates, and they will, doubtless all in

common oppose every measure of the hind which is calcu-

lated to retard the progress of the country.' In the same

letter, the President' speaks of Nicaragua as a country

which stands open to while immigration. Ho says:

'I earnestly desire that honest men should emigrate

to this country, and fraternally enjoy with us the

great resources of this Savored region.' You perceive

from this, that Nicaragua, though closed to negroes

and emancipated nlaves, is open to another sort of im-

migration. The climate and the soil of Nicaragua

present indeed to white immigration many advan-

tages. I would advise no one destitute of means to

come here, but persons who possess a small capital

and a knowledge of agriculture, can find no country

J^= What the people are intensely yearning for, at

s tremendous crisis, is energetically expressed in

; following poetical effusion which appears in the

w York Tribune of Tuesday :

—

WANTED.
Back from the trebly crimsoned field

Terrible words are thunder- tost,

Full of the wrath that will not yield,

Full of revenge for battles lost !

Hark to the echo, as it orost

The Capital, making faces wan :

" End this murderous holocaust
;

Abraham Lincoln, give us a Man !

" Give us a Man of God's own mould,

Born to marshal his fellow-men ;

One whose fame is not bought and sold

At the stroke of a politician's pen
;

Give ub the man, of thousands ten,

Fit to do as well as to plan ;

Give us a rallying-cry, and then,

Abraham Lincoln, give us a Man !

"No leader to shirk the boasting foe,

And to march and countermarch our brave,

Till they fade, like ghosts, in the marshes low,

And the swamp-grass covers each nameless grave

;

Nor another, whose fatal banners wave
Aye in Disaster's shameful van

;

Nor another to bluster and lie and rave ;

Abraham Lincoln, give ua a Man !

" Hearts are sorrowing in the North,

While the sister rivers seek the main

Red with our life-blood flowing forth

—

Who shall gather it up again ?

Though we march to the battle-plain

Firmly as when the strife began,

Shall our offering be in vain?

Abraham Lincoln, give us a Man !

" Is thore never, in all the land,

One on whose might the Cause may lean?

Are all the common men so grand,

And all the titled ones so mean ?

What if your failure may have been
In trying to mako good bread of bran,

Of worthless metal a weapon keen?
Abraham Lincoln, find us a Man 1

" 0, wo will follow him to the death
Where the foemau's fiercest columns are !

0, we will use our latest broath,

Cheering for every sacred star !

His, to marshal us nigh and far :

Ours, to battle, as patriots can
When a Hero leads tho Holy War t

Abraham Lincoln, give us a Man !

"

Edmunj> C. Stediian.

Washington, Sept. 5, 1862.

dered to continue during the war in the words follow

ing:

—

[Reciting the General Order of Gov. Moore al-

luded to.j

And, whereas, said military organization, by the

same Order, was directed to report to Major-General

Lewis for service, but did not leave the city of New
Orleans when he did :

Now, therefore, the commanding General, believ-

ing that a large portion of this military force of the

State of Louisiana arc willing to take service in the

volunteer forces of the United States, and i:e enrolled

and organized to "defend their homes from ruthless

invaders"; to protect their wives and children and
kindred from wrongs and outrages ; to shield their

property from being seized by bad men ;
and to de-

fend the flag of their native country as their fathers

did under Jackson at Chalmette against Packenham
and his myrmidons, carrying the black flag of "beau-
ty and booty "

;

Appreciating their motives, relying upon their
" well known loyalty and patriotism," and with
"praise arM respect" for these brave men, it is or-

dered that all the members of the "Native Guards"
aforesaid, and all other free colored citizens recognized

by the first and late Governor and authorities of the

State of Louisiana as a portion of the militia of the

State who shall enlist in the volunteer service of the

United States, shall be duly organized by the appoint-

ment of proper officers, and accepted, paid, equipped,

armed and rationed as are other volunteer corps of the

United States, subject to the approval of the President

of the United States. All such persons are required

to report themselves at the Touro Charity Building,

Front Levee street, New Orleans, where proper offi-

cers will muster them into the Bervice of the United

States.

By command of Major-General Butler.
R. S. Davis, Captain and A. A. A. G.

The Lecture or Mr. Wm. A. Jackson, the

escaped coachman of the famous Southern Confede-

rate executive, with singing by the Meeting street

choir, and a song also by the lecturer, came off

last evening according to programme. The au-

dience was not large, but intelligent and attentive,

and manifested that interest and sympathy whicii the

experience of the speaker and the present condition

of the race which he represents are calculated to in-

spire. Mr. Jackson is evidently a man of much in-

telligence and shrewdness, and makes excellent use of

the English language, considering his limited oppor-

tunities of cultivation and the short time he has been
accustomed to address public assemblages. His rep-

resentations of the present condition of his race, their

expectations, what they are willing to undertake, and
what they are able to perform, will undoubtedly have
an effect in moulding the opinions of those whom he
addresses upon the questions of public policy now agi-

tated in reference to the colored population of the

South. Mr. Jackson narrates in detail, the manner
of his escape from bondage, and gave many interest-

ing reminiscences of his early life, the manner in

which he acquired the art of reading, and the modes
in which and the extent to which current news is cir-

culated among his people at home. He avers that

the slaves are fully cognizant of all the important
events which are taking place in the country, and are

watching with intense interest the bearing of those

events upon Ihe future condition of his race.

The names of Giddings, Fremont, and other distin-

guished persons, who are known champions of hu-

man freedom, are familiar to them as household words.

Since the breaking out of the rebellion, their oppor-

tunities for obtaining information have vastly increas-

ed, and universal expectation as well as intense desire

for deliverance pervades the entire colored population

of the South. To the direct question put by one of

the audience as to whether, in his opinion, tho slaves,

if armed, would fight against their masters, Mr. Jack-

son responded unequivocally in the affirmative. He
would do it himself, and he believed he expressed the

opinion of his people generally. The reason they

were not armed by their masters was, the apprehen-
sion of revolt from servitude. Many slaves were un-

doubtedly attached to their masters, but the inextin-

guishable desire for liberty now overruled all other

sentiments, and sanctified any means necessary to

render the attainment of their object certain. Mr.
Jackson asserted the ability of the colored people to

take care of themselves when free, from their habits

of long industry with every variety of manual toil.

He was not in favor of the colonization project of

his own race, but thought the rebels should be colo-

nized, anil the blacks, the only loyal population of the

South, left in possession of their native soil.

—

Provi-

dence Press, Sept. 'Z.

2^=* Mr. Jackson delivered a similar address at tlie

Trcmont Temple, in this city, on Sunday evening

last, to a full house, and was listened to with great in-

terest and frequent applause.

A STIFF DOSE FOR THE REBELS.
NOT1S FROM MAJOR CALKINS TO MAJOR WEED.

Provost Marshal's Office, J

Leavenworth, Aug. 18, 1862.
j

Major T. J. Weed, Acting Assistant Adjutant General:

Sir,—I hereby request the privilege of placing in

the camp of the 12th (colored) regiment, such persons

of Secession proclivities as are arrested for refusing or

evading obedience to the call for the militia of the city

to organize and drill ; the prisoners to be well guarded,

and placed on such fatigue duty as may be required in

and about the camp, and to be held till further orders.

I am, Major, respectfully, your obedient servant,

E. A. Calkins,
Major Zd Wis. Cav. and Provost Marshal.

major weed's reply.

Office of Recruiting Commission,
Department of Kansas,

Leavenworth City, Aug. 18, 1862.

Major E. A. Calkins, Provost Marshal:

Sir,—In compliance with your request contained in

your note of this date, Captain J. M. Williams, com-
manding the 12th regiment Kansas volunteers, (color-

ed,) has been ordered to receive, guard and discipline

such prisoners as you may send to this camp. For
your information, I enclose a copy of said orders.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

T. J. Weed, Major and A. A. A. G.

WAR INTELLIGENCE.
A dispatch from Fortress Monroe, dated Saturday

last, says that there is great excitement there in con-

sequence of the report that the " Merrimac No. 2
"

had reached the vicinity of Newport News, and had
an encounter with two of our gunboats, and had driv-

en them before her. All the shipping there has been
removed to a place of safety, but no fears of anything
serious are entertained.

The rebels are pushing their way through Ken-
tucky ; they are in the Kanawha valley ; their troops

are threatening the Ohio and the cities on its banks;

they are on the upper Potomac ; their troops are in-

vading Maryland.
The policy of the enemy is to hold Maryland, and

then make their attack on Washington. They intend

to come into Pennsylvania, not to hold the State, but

to cut off communication from Washington.
On Friday, thirty of the 1st Massachusetts Cavalry

were taken prisoners and paroled on the Upper Po-
tomac.

It appears that Frederick, Md., was actually occu-

pied by the enemy on Saturday, five thousand strong,

under Gen. Hill.

A single brigade with artiHery could have prevented

the rebels crossing on Thursday and Friday, but in-

stead of that, nothing but a cavalry picket lined the

river bank.
Gen. Pope left Washington on Saturday afternoon,

for St. Louis, to take command of his new depart-

ment.
A dispatch states that the fort at Winchester, con-

taining twelve tons of gunpowder, has been blown up.

It literally shook the earth for miles around. Nearly
every window in the town was broken by the concus-

sion. The plaster on the ceilings fell down. The en-

emy obtained no supplies. Our people burned the

railroad depot at Winchester, with all the commissary
stores.

The army has met with a great loss in the death of

Gen. Kearney. He was the idol of the army, and is

lamented by all. A great warrior has fallen.

New York, Sept. 10. Gen. Corcoran and officerfl

of the 69th regiment waited on General Hunter yes-

terday, and expressed the hope that he would again
lead them to battle.

New York, Sept. 9,—The appointment of General
Banks to the command of the defences of Washing-
ton has given great satisfaction here. His modest and
unassuming deportment, since he entered the milita-

ry service, have won for him a popularity and public

confidence next only to that accorded to Gen. McClel-
lan.

New York, Sept. 10. The Times, today, publish-

es Gen. Pope's report of the recent battles in Virginia.

He severely censures Fitz John Porter's conduct, but

speaks in the most decided terms of the zeal and ener-

gy of McDowell, Banks, Reno, Heinzelman, Hooker
and Kearney. He attributes the disaster of Saturday
jointly to the bad conduct of Porter and the failure of

McClellan to send him supplies.

adjutant general's order for the nf.gro regi-
ment to accept the prisoners.

Special Orders, No. 9.

f Extract.]

V.—Captain J. M. Williams, commanding the 12th

regiment volunteers, (colored,) is hereby directed to

receive into the camp of said regiment, and strictly

guard and discipline, all persons who may be delivered

to him as prisoners, by the order of Major E. A. Cal-

kins, Provost Marshal of this district.

By order of James H. Lane, Commander of Re-
cruiting. T. J. Weed, Major and A. A. A. G.

__?= The following is an extract of a late speech
delivered at Newport, R. I.,*y Senator Hale, of New
Hampshire, upon the war:

—

"I don't know what to think of the war. I don't

know when it will end. But I will say, and perhaps
I may be sent to Fort Warren for it,— (' Go on,' said

the Mayor, 'I will protect you')—that nothing has

equalled the energy of the Rebels, except the weak-
ness with which we have opposed them."

^^= Says the New York Independent:—Thus far

the conservative North have been striving to conduct
this war so as not to meddle with the so-called South-

ern rights of slavery. But, in spite of every scruple,

events have crowded men to the necessity of confisca-

tion and emancipation. There is one step more. It

is the last sublime step towards national safety and na-

tional Christian glory. It is immediate and universal

emancipation 1

JJJT** Col. Webster was killed by a bullet whicii first

passed through his left arm, and then struck his left

breast, and went through his lungs, passing out of his

right side. He must have died almost instantly. On
Monday afternoon, the body lay in state in Faneuil

Hall, and was viewed by thousands of citizens. On
Tuesday forenoon, it was conveyed through various

streets by an extended procession, both military and
civil, to the Unitarian church in Summer street, where
funeral exercises were held. Subsequently, it was re-

moved to Marslifield for interment.

London, Aug. 31. The Monitcur says that the in-

surrection which threatened to compromise the des-

tinies of Italy has terminated. Garibaldi, after a very
sharp eontest, was compelled to surrender, and an '

Italian frigate was immediately ordered to convey him :

to Spezzia.

The blockade, of the Sicilian coast has been raised.

Enrolled Citizens. The papers which were so

abusive in their comments on Gov. Andrew's enroll-

ment order, make very poor work in trying to over-

throw the reasoning of the Attorney General's letter.

The New York Journal of Commerce says :

—

" He quotes the law of the United States requiring
an enrollment of 'all able-bodied male citizens,' &c,
and then states with the utmost sangfroid that 'all

able-bodied citizens of the respective Slates' are to be
irolled under this law. It is plain enough lo a child

that when the United States orders an enrollment of

citizens, it means citizens of the United States, and
not citizens of the respective States."

We would recommend this critic to read the letter

he is commenting upon ; then he would sec that the

first act of Congress on this subject, passed May, 1792,

requires that "each and every free able-bodied white
male citizen of the respective Slate", resident therein,"

&c, shall be enrolled. So much for the editor's idea

of, what "is plain enough to a child," and for the rest

of his wise remarks based on that dictum. The modi-
fying law of 18G2, of course, does not interfere with
the scope and cfleet of the law of 1702, except where
it is verbally indicated—and in this Connection the

only essential change is the omission of the word
" white," descriptive of tho class of citizens.

—

Boston
Journal,

g
1" WANTED—A colored girl—one who has good refe-

rences, and is competent to do general housework. Address

Box 2744, Boston PostOffico.

August 21). 2w

g- MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on

(!S)5 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attontion paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Lather Clark, M. D.; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

U3f" Letters for William H. Fish should be addressed

Vernon, Oneida Co., N. Y., whither ho has rouioved.

MARRIED—In this city, Sept. 1st, at Joy Street

Church, by Rev. J. Sella Martin, Mr. Benjamix Dh
Shields to Miss Anna M. H. Williams.

DIED—In Derby, (Eng.) on the 6th ult., Gkorge Sr»-
teu, aged 71.

In Kaynham, Sept. 4, suddenly, Edwin F. Howaud,
adopted son of tho late Mrs. Betsy St. Pierro, aged 20

years.

Akmino Ni:i;uor,s. The citizens of New Bedford
held a war meeting Monday afternoon, 1st inst., at

which, after voting a bounty, Hon. Thomas D. Flint

proposed resolutions to the effect that " the rebellion

is un insurrection of political slaveholders nguinst re-

publican institutions ; " that "the power of slavery
should henceforth be turned to the uses of freedom ;

'

that the slaves of the rebels should be liberated, and
as many of them as were- willing, armed; and that
while they still hail unwavm-ing I'ailli in t.ht> honesty
and patriotism of the President, they earnestly im
plored him to have faith in the people, and " go ahead."
These resolutions were unanimously adopted.

BRISTOL BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS.

THIS School is located In tho borough of Bristol, Piv.,

on tho Delaware River, twenty miles above Philadel-

phia. It will opou its fall session on 2d day, Ninth mouth,
1st.

Terms— i?7."» por session of five months.
For circular, address

KUTll ANNA 1M3LRCK, PftBHttU,
in-ri-unNCKs.

,i amis Muir, Philadelphia.
A\m. Cm rtfa.vi i\. :K>s Franklin street, Pbiladelph a.

C. \. Psiroii, 501 KF. Seventh street, Philadelphia.

1Ii:m;v W. RJWJVi ay, QteswtofcB, N. Y.

DAVU) I.. QmSCOH) WomUniry, N.J.
Wm. LLOTD Garkison, Boston.
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For the Liberator.

"I OAHNOT MAKE HEE DEAD."
I road the notico o'er and o'or,

So plainly did it pay,

My friend is dead, and gone before

—

I hardly see the way •

I know it told her name and place

—

It is my friend, I said :

One thought I cannot yet efface,

—

"X cannot tuako her dead."

Her outward form I may not see,

Or hear her tones of lovo
;

And yet it does not seem to me
That she is all above !

I feel her presence all around,

And by her precepts led,

I cannot echo forth the sound

—

"I cannot mako her dead."

I think that she is ever near
*"

Those loved ones she has left
;

I think the lonely hours she'll cheer

Of those that are bereft
;

And may the husband, child, and friend,

Who have that missive* read,

But think with them she sweetly blends,

And never "make her dead."

Hers was a love for all mankind,

The bondman and the free ;

And yet they say that noble mind
But lives in memory

;

That she but calmly rests and sleeps

In beauty overhead

—

That earth no more in thoughts she keeps

—

And I must " make her dead."

I know she lives, and labors still,

Earth-IovM and honor'd queen
;

Her works are guided by her will,

In gentlo, noble mien ;

And when they say, " We 've bade adieu,"

I feel a coming dread :

I cannot, cannot think 'tis true

—

" / cannot make her dead."

Brecksville, (Ohio,) Aug. 26. D. D.

* II. C. Wrighfs letter on the death of Hannah Webb.

From the New York Evening Post.

THE STORY OF AN OAK-TREE.
On Croton's plains, where Grecian youths

In silence learned immortal truths,

And wise Pythagoras taught the schools

That Freedom reigns where Justice rules :

On Croton's plains, in days of old,

Stout Milo roved a wrestler bold :

Whoso brawny arm, as legends tell,

With one good blow an ox could fell.

And when this Milo dined, we read,

An os would scarce his hunger feed :

So strong was he, so wide of maw,
His like, I think, the world ne'er saw.

In stalwart pride he strode the plains,

A tyrant grim o'er kino and swains ;

And swung beneath Crotona's oaks,

A woodman's axe with giant strokes
;

And day by day his wedges drove,

Until the goodliest oak he clove

—

A lofty tree, whose branches spann'd

The broad, fair fields with foliage grand :

With foliage green, like sheltering wings,

O'er flowers, and fruits, and breathing things ;

O'er swarming bees and nestling birds,

And laboring men, with flocks and herds.

The stars were clustered round its crest,

And sunbeaui3 striped its blooming breast

;

And under it, as well might be

—

Pythagoras taught how souls were free !

But Milo,*mustering strength perverse,

His wedges drove with scowl and curse,

Till, rending through the oak tree's side,

They clovo its trunk with fissures wide
;

And, yielding round those wedges black,

The huge tree quaked with thunderous crack,

Until, beneath their widening strain,

Its heart of oak seemed riven in twain.

Then Milo, in his madness, spoke :

" I think my strength can tear this oak !

These wedges I no more need drive

—

My hands alone the trunks shall rive !

"

With giant gripe, the oak to rond,

He bowed himself, as whirlwinds bend—
With furious tug and desperate strain,

To rive that goodly oak in twain
;

Till, one by one, with loosening clang,

His iron wedges outward sprang,

And, narrowing its elastic strands,

The tough oak closed on Milo's hands.

It crushed him in its fierce rebound ;

It shook each black wedge to the ground
;

It lifted up its crest of stars,

And bade the sunbeams gild its sears !

I know not if Pythagoras spoke

To freeborn souls of Milo's oak ;

But this I know—that, if there towers

Such oak-tree in this land of ours

—

And if some impious hand should strain

To rend that goodly oak in twain

—

Metbinks I'd cry aloud, this day,

" In God's name, strike the wedge away !

"

The wedge, that rent the strands apart

—

The wedge, that fain would cleave the heart

:

Strike out this wedge ! and God will olose

The Union's oak on Union's foes !

A. J. H. DuGAHNE.

From the Independent Democrat.

''HOW LONG, OH LORD, HOW LONG!"
How long shall this dread hydra stand,

That makes the foe so strong 7

How long shall Slavery rule our land ?

How long, oh God, how long !

I know my country still is strong,

But " tremblo " while I trust,

When I remember all her wrong,

And know that " God is just."

From many a homo, both low and high,

Where peace alone should be,

Goes up a wailing, heart-wrung cry :

" My God, look down on me !

" Look down on those, of whose last sigh

No kindred tongue shall tell

;

Who pine and waste, and rot and die.

In many a Southern cell !
"

In Carolina's scented shade,

Where palm and fig-trees grow,

But death lurks dark in glen and glade

—

My brother waits the foe.

And when bis face, begrimed with gore,

With fancy's eye I see,

The agony I checked before

Goes shrieking up to Thee.

Must all the young, tbo good and bravo,

Pour out their blood in vain,

And only find a nameless grave

Beneath some Southern plain ?

Or shall wo strike, whilo yet there's time,

Where blows are sure to tell,

And hear a glad, triumphant cbimo

Ring out Rebellion's knell ?

Oh, teach us now to know Thy way
;

Teach us thy law to heed ;

And be my country's strength and stay

In this, her hour of need !

How long, oh Lord, shall this dread thing,

That makes the foe so strong,

Spread over us its deadly wing

—

How long, oh Lord, how long ! A. F. S.

THE LIBERATOR'

SLAVERT, AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS,
No. I.

BY JOSEPH V, BltENNAN, OP LOUISVILLE, KY.

I will first consider the general treatment of (he

slaves.

Having spent seventeen years in a Slave State, and
having, during that time, travelled through the prin-

cipal Slave States, spending more or less time, and
noting more or less the peculiarities of each, I speak
of nothing but what has come under my oven per-

sonal observation, or that can be proven by the rec-

ords anil statutes of those States.

Although so recognized by the Constitution, the

slave is not considered a person in the Slave States.

He is simply a piece of property, as is a horse, a cow,
or any other useful animal. He is, therefore, wholly
subject to his master, and has no rights. Rights being
attributes of persons, are not possessed by animals or

things. All he enjoys is but a privilege. He may he

damaged, but he cannot be wronged. However ill he
may be treated, he cannot, in his own name, bring an
action for damages, because in the laws of- the State

he has no name to distinguish him aB a man. If a
free man is on trial, and no one sufficient to prove that

free man's guilt or innocence is within the knowledge
of the Court, save a slave, that slave cannot appear as

a witness. This fact establishes the custom among
slaveholders to make it a point of honor not to believe

any thing their slaves may say regarding the acts or

movements or speech of their slaveholding neighbors.

The slave's master may abuse him to the result of

just leaving life in him. He has no redress. Of
course, the instinct of hatred for barbarous cruelty in

the breasts of that master's neighbors will cause them
to frown upon his conduct; but no more effective re-

dress has the slave. In fine, a slave is, to use the

language of a celebrated jurist, "a property in the

power of his possessor, to sell him, dispose of his

person, his industry, his children ; ho can do nothing,

possess nothing, nor acquire any thing but that it

must belong to his master."

The idea of slavery is to use a man as a thing.

The consequences of such a principle it is impossible

to escape. Few men are normally cruel, even in the

barbarous state ;- fewer still are normally brutal.

There are many kind and considerate slaveholders,

who endeavor to make their slaves happy and comfort-

able as it is possible for slaves to be. Such men know
slavery is wrong

;
yet under even such men, slavery

brings intense suffering, for, with such masters, the

very privileges they allow their slaves are in their re-

sults calculated to injure rather than benefit them as

slaves. License to obtain knowledge only results in

the greater and more quickened sense of the degrada-

tion of his position to the slave. Hence, laws are

enacted by Slave States making the education of slaves

a penal offence. But the slaveholder's temptation to

be cruel is too much for ordinary men. He knows
his power is irresponsible, and the natural tendency
of such knowledge is to beget cruelty. The whip is

the certain medicine with the slaveholder for all the

ills that negro flesh is heir to. If a slave disobeys,

the whip ; if he is idle, the whip ; if he is sullen, or

won't speak when he is expected to, the whip. The
condition of the weak is bad enough everywhere, but
when the strong own the very bodies of the weak,
making and executing the laws as they will, it is not dif-

ficult to see to what excess the wrongs will amount

—

wrongs which can never be told. It is often said that

the evils of slavery are exaggerated, that the slave, in

most cases, is better off" than the poor white man,
that he has as much freedom as he ought to have,
or that he knows what to do with. This is said by
masters, and by many who are not owners of slaves.

It is among the lowest class of the white population

of the Northern cities that one-mostly hears these ex-
pressions. They are based on no fact, and are but the
offspring of a desire that those who utter them should
have something beneath themselves in the scale of

humanity. Of all the foreigners who land upon these

shores, the Irish people are the most forward in the

expression of these ideas. There is scarcely another
nationality, whose people we receive in this country.

and take by the hand as welcome to our political

privileges, who do not despise and abominate slavery,

as subversive of and antagonistic to the great princi-

ple they left the land of their birth to find here
; but

the Irishman, on the contrary, although in hia own
country he would treat the black man as his political

equal, no sooner does he touch these shores than he is

the most forward and loud-spoken advocate of slave-

ry. To attain the erect position and privileges of a

man, and release his neck from the oppressor's yoke,
that for ten generations has bowed Irishmen to the
ground, he seeks this land; and yet his first word, al-

most, and always his first vote, has been recorded on
the side of oppression and wrong to another fellow-

creature. The educated Irish gentleman, as a general
thing, does not do this, hut the great mass of Irish

emigrants invariably do. Go on Boston Common to-

day, and nineteen out of twenty of the Irishmen and
their descendants born in this country with whom
you will converse will say, "I will volunteer to fight

for the stars and stripes, and the Constitution and the

Union, but I'll not fight to free the bloody nigger." If

you venture to remonstrate by saying that men of

every color have rights beyond the beasts that perish,

that the Declaration of Independence recognizes the

most prominent of these rights to be "life, liberty,

and the pursuit of happiness," those Boston Irishmen
will tell you, the negroes as slaves are better off* than

if they were free; if they become free, they will

overrun the North, and reduce the price of labor to

nothing at all—a poor man can hardly live by his

labor now. To this I have replied—" 'Tis true, there

are some ten thousand black people and mulattoes in

Massachusetts, but what brought them here? Was
it not that they might be free and better their condi-

tion ? What brought Irishmen to this country ? Was
it not that they might be free and better their condi-
tion t If an Irishman had the same benefits and
privileges in his own country he expected to have
here, would he have come here? No. An Irishman
loves the spot where he was born, and in that love he
is but true to his humanity. If a black man could
have the same privileges in the Slave States as a free-

man, he would not desire to come here ; and were
there no slavery in the Southern States this day, not
only would there be far fewer black men in the North
than there are, but the feelings now entertained for

black men would not in a few years be known. Fi-
nally, a Boston Irishman will tell you, and with the
air of having used an argument, " Well, I don't care
if you do free them, if you will send them hack to

Africa, where they belong." This is as absurd and
unjust, however, as the rest of his objections. Since
1818, the African slave trade has been considered, if

it has not until the past year been treated, as piracy,
kidnapping and robbery on the high seas. Some few
Africans have been brought to this country since
then, but it is safe to say that not one per cent, of the
present slave population of America were born in
Africa. If every man of slave parentage who has
been born in America since 1818 must be considered
African, every man of Irish descent born here since-
then ought to be considered Irish; yet they are not,
and no one talks of sending them back to Ireland,
where they belong. All the men, of every color, who
will be left after this war is over, will be needed
and I believe, by that time, so completely will the
people of America be united, that we shall not soon
again know any country or color but Americans

;

black, white and yellow only being known as terms of
distinction in a social point of view.

How is it that Irishmen are not found so numerous
where the negro is a s,ave, as they are found in the
Free States 1 It may be answered, that the climate
does not agree with nor favor the emigration of Irish-

men to the South, and hence we have never heard of

a shipload of Irish emigrants arriving in the portB

of Charleston, Savannah, Mobile, or New Orleans..

But that is not it. The real reason is, an Irish laborer
is considered of less value in a Slave State than a slave
—ay, of even less value than a free black man. During
the palmy days of the Union, that is, during the past fif-

teen or twenty years, Irishmen could be found, and
Irishmen only, working upon the railroads of the
Slave States. Wherever .there is any digging to be
done, you will be certain to find Irish laborers, as

they are the best spadesmen in the world. If you
would, on the ground, ask a slaveholder, as I have,
why he had Irishmen at work upon his contract on
the road, instead of his slaves, he would tell you—
"An Irishman is worth nothing to me, except the
profit on his day's work. If I put my negroes on
that work, bad whiskey, which they will drink, and
the malaria of that cypress swamp, will kill them,
sure. Every negro man I own is worth from twelve
to fifteen hundred dollars. Let one of them die, that
money is dead loss. Let an Irishman die, I lose noth-
ing—not one cent. There is another to take his

place next day, and glad of the chance. Ah,
wondering friend, Irishmen are the cheapest labor in

the world
!
" Would it not be wise for Irishmen to

begin to believe that they are or ought to be as good
and valuable as a slave, instead of by their votes and
their speech upholding an institution they think puts
a class of the people below them.?

This is not the manner with the other great branch
of our foreign-born population. In the Southwestern
States, where the Germans have mainly gone since

1848, they are found voting to a man for Lincoln or

Fremont, under the supposition that if one or the
other were elected President, slavery, which they
hate, would be abolished, and as a consequence, they
are as cordially hated by slaveholders. In the Know-
Nothing riots of 1856, in Louisville, Ky., there was
no foreign-born man hunted or cursed with one-half
the animosity the Germans were. They have not
forgotten it. They know from whose lips these curses
mainly proceeded. They will never forget it, until
slavery no longer exists in the land. When Buckner
threatened to invade Louisville from Bowling-Green,
he sent word that tlie American-born population, and
particularly the slaveholders, with their slaves, need
have no fear of violence ; but as for the Irish, and
particularly the accursed Dutoh«they might say their

last prayers, for it would be short work with them.
Is it to be wondered at that the boat which brought
him a prisoner from Fort Donelson should have
stopped at Evansville in Indiana, and he sent by rail-

road to Fort Warren ? Let two children quarrel at

play in Louisville, the one of German and the other
of slaveholding parentage, and the passer-by will at

once be made aware, by the language of the slave-

holder's child, of the native difference, if no other,

that is between them. *

In the most important of all relations among human
beings, that of husband and wife, neither law nor^-but
to a slight degree—custom, gives protection to the
slave. By the laws of Louisiana, all children born of

slaves are reckoned as illegitimate—marriage being
prostitution, neither sacred nor permanent in the eyes
of Church or State. As by the admixture of white
blood which unlimited license in such a state of
ety occasions, the whiter the slave the more valuable,

what would, in civilized communities, be termed
duction, punishable by law, is in the Slave. States en-

couraged, as profitable to the slaveholder: and nearl
every isolated plantation family of a Slave State
finds in the offspring of the slaves evidence of the
fall from virtue of the male members and visitors of

the family. So much is this the rule, that it is the
exception to find a young man attain to the mar-
riageable age, who has not become a father to one of
his own slaves, and, of course, the seducer of another.
The mulatto is more valuable than the pure black.

There are parts of the South where masters own
slave children as white as themselves. Girls, the
children of mulatto slaves, are sold at a high price, to

stock the seraglios of large cities, such as New Or-
leans, Charleston, &c. &c. Under the worst of the
Roman Emperors, this outrage was forbidden, and
the prefect of a Roman city gave such slaves, when
discovered, their freedom. But it is not rare to find,

Christian, Republican America, parents selling

their own children for the purpose of this abuse.
After the formal and legal abolition of the African

slave trade, it became more profitable to breed slaves
for sale in the border slaveholding States. In those
States, the labor can be performed with few hands,
and the slave women were taken from the field and
housed for purposes of increase. It would he curious
to ascertain the exact annual amount of money de-
rived by the slaveholders of these States from this

traffic, but as the facts are not required by law to be
published, I shall not venture on an estimate. In
this traffic, every tie that binds the families of slaves
together are rudely severed. In 1836, the Presbyte-
rian Synod of Kentucky took formal notice of this

grievance. "Brothers and sisters," it said, "parents
and children, husbands and wives, are separated by
public sales of negroes." The affections are propor-
tionally stronger in those who have no other tie to

bind them together. These separations are therefore
the more cruel, but they are the inevitable result of
the system. Put up under the auctioneer's hammer,
the buyer consults but his own interest in the pur-
chase. What to him is the tie that hinds a mother to

her child, or the husband to his wife? Such ties are
not recognized by law, either of Church or State.

So much for the condition of the slave. The effect

of slavery upon the industry of that portion of the
nation wherein it exists next claims attention.
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schools. We have nided in procuring its mineral re-
sources, as coal, iron, and the precious metals

; helped
in the construction of railroads, bridges, telegraph
lines, Bteamboats and ships ; assisted in cattle-breed-
ing, raising various kinds of produce, as corn, wheat,
oats, potatoes, cotton, rice, tobacco, the leading staples
of the country, &c. In these ways, and many others
too numerous to be named here, have we aided the
nation in her growth and progress, and contributed
to her general prosperity.

Fourth. Again, we believe, too, we have the right to

have applied to ourselves those rights named in the
Declaration of Independence, " that all men are born
free and equal, and have certain inalienable rights,
among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hap-
piness,"—rights which we have derived from the Cre-
ator,—since we helped to gain our country's independ-
ence, under Washington, on her battle-fields as well
as in the corn-fields, and we helped to maintain the
same in 1814 under General Jackson at New Or-
leans, and are willing and ready even now to fight
our country's battles against slaveholding traitors and
rebels, who are slaying thousands of freemen, and
seeking the very life-blood of the nation ; and we

t

hope and believe that the time is not far distant when,
instead of being called upon to leave our country, the
loyal and just people of-the country will pass judg-
ment on the men who stopped the million of our brave
hearts, strong arms and willing hands, desiring to
fight our country's battles in her most trying hour
and sorest need. While bleeding and struggling for
her life against slaveholding traitors, and at this very
time, when our country is struggling for life, and one
million freemen are believed to be scarcely sufficient
to meet the foe, we are called upon by the President
of the United States to leave this land, and go to
another country, to carry out his favorite scheme of
colonization. But at this crisis, we feel disposed to
refuse the offers of the President, since the call of
our suffering country is too loud and imperative to be
unheeded.

Again, the President says that Congress has placed
a sum of money at his disposition for the purpose of
aiding the colonization of the people of African de-
scent, or some portion of them, in some country ; there-
fore making it his duty, as it had been a long time his
inclination, to favor that course. Our answer is this?
There is no country like our own. Why not declare
slavery abolished, and favor our peaceful colonization
in the rebel States, or some portion of them ? We
are all in favor of this, and we believe the majority of
those who elected you to the office of the chief ma-
gistrate of the nation are in favor, also, of this meas-
ure. We believe that this would be a wise and just
policy, and would receive the approbation of God and
all good men. We would cheerfully return there,

and give our most willing aid to deliver our loyal
colored brethren and other Unionists from the tyranny
of rebels to our Government.

We colored people are all loyal men, which Is more
than any other class of people in the country can say.

There are Yankee, English, Scotch, German and
French rebels, but no colored rebels; -and let us add,
Mr. President, that no one suffers by our presence but
rebels and traitors : and if we were permitted to fight

our country's battles, and an army of colored men
were permitted to march into those rebel States, well
armed and equipped, we believe, with your Excellen-
cy, that the rebels would suffer from our presence, but
the Union would be saved without spades and shovels.

Congress has also passed the Confiscation and Eman-
cipation bill. Now, if the President is disposed to give
the colored people the benefits guaranteed by that
bill, and declare the Rebel States Free States, we
would colonize ourselves in our native States, without
the aid of the Government, and the President might
use the money to defray the expenses of the war.
In conclusion, we would say that, in our belief, the

speech of the President has only served the cause of

our enemies, who wish to insult and mob us, as we
have, since its publication, been repeatedly insulted,

and told that we must leave the country. Hence we
conclude that the policy of the President toward the

colored people of this country is a mistaken policy.

"THE IRREPRESSIBLE CONFLICT."

REPLY TO THE PRESIDENT,
BY THE COLORED PEOPLE OF NEWTOWN, L. I.

At a mass meeting of the colored people of New-
town, L. I., held on the 20th ult., the following reply
to the President's Address on Colonization was read
and adopted :

—

We, the colored citizens of Queen's Co., N. Y.,
having met in mass meeting, according to public no-
tice, to consider the speech of Abraham Lincoln, Pres-
ident of the United States, addressed to a Committee
of Free Colored Men, called at his request at the
White House in Washington, on Thursday, Aug. 14,
1862, and to express our views and opinions of the
same

; and whereas, the President desires to know in
particular our views on the subject of being colonized
in Central America or some other foreign country,

11 take the present opportunity to express our
opinions most respectfully and freely, since as loyal
Union colored Americans and Christians we feel

bound to do so.

First. We rejoice that we are colored Americans,
but deny that we are a " different race of people," as
God has made of one blood all nations that dwell on
the face of the earth, and has hence no respect of men

•egard to color, neither ought men to have respect
to color, as they have not made themselves or their

color.

Second. The President calls our attention particu-
larly to this question—" Why should we leave this

country ? " This, he says, is perhaps the first ques-
tion for proper consideration. We will answer this

question by showing why we should remain in it.

This is our country by birth, consequently we are
acclimated, and in other respects better adapted to it

than to any other country. This is our native coun-
try; we have as strong attachment naturally to our
native hills, valleys, plains, luxuriant forests, flowing
streams, mighly rivers, and lofty mountains, as any
other people. Nor can we fail to feel a strong attach-
ment to the whites with whom our blood has been
commingling from the earliest days of this our coun-
try. Neither can we forget and disown our white
kindred. This is the country of our choice, being
our lathers' country.

Third. Again, we are interested in its welfare above
every other country ; we love this land, and have con-
tributed our share to its prosperity and wealth. Tide
we have done by cutting down forests, subduing the
soil, cultivating fields, constructing roads, digging
canals. We have, too, given our aid in building cities

and villages, in building and supporting churches and

It is not possible for any man to be a true friend of
his country, without being a foe to slavery

; for there
can be no permanent peace to this nation while slavery
lasts. Out of slavery comes this war, as naturally as
lightning comes from the cloud ; and any attempt to

end the war without terminating slavery would be
like covering up a volcano which must inevitably

hurst forth in the future, carrying devastation and de-

struction before it with accumulated fury.

Fire and gunpowder can as harmoniously exist to-

gether as slavery and liberty. The two elements are
as totally irreconcilable, and must forever so remain.
It is " the irrepressible conflict," which, from a war of
words, culminates in a war of swords. This colli-

sion, this antagonism, must exist, while God is God
and man is man. How sad it is, that the slaveholder
cannot see that it is to his highest and best interest

and the interest of all concerned, that the slave should
go free 1

The voice of the great God from the opening heav-
ens bids this nation " Go forward to the land of prom-
ise, to the land of freedom and righteousness." The
innumerable hosts of angels, the spirits of the just
and the good in all lands and all worlds, repeat the
glorious mandate, assuring us, with soul-stirring pa-
thos and deep solemnity, that there is no way out of
the wilderness of our nation's woe, except through a
mighty resolve to obey God and to do justice to man.
If the nation hardens its heart, and will not let the
bondman go, how can it hope to escape the proud and
haughty Pharaoh's doom ? If it persists in its course
of injustice and wrong, if it is bent on filling up its

cup of iniquity to the very brim, how can it other-
wise than tread in agony the wine-press of inevitable
retribution ?

On the other hand, if it cease to do evil and learn
to do well, if it wash its hands of the blood of op-
pression, its light will break forth as the morning; it

will become a " repairer of the breach, a restorer of
paths to dwell in." If it will thus do, a golden desti-

ny awaits it; for it will become the " Queen of Na-
tions," the "Mountain of the Lord," on which will

he erected the temples of Freedom, the altars of Jus-
tice, and the habitations -of Righteousness. Oh for
the advent of that happier day, when the sun shall
took smilingly out from" "the windows of morning"
upon a land where no slave shall clank his chains, nor
war-horse tramp the plain ; but where Love shall

reign, and the angels of Peace and of Beauty sit smil-
ing on the mountain-tops 1 May the Lord hasten that
blessed hour!

MILO A. TOWNSEND.
New Brighton, Pa., Aug. 15, 1862.

dared—" I am not disposed to be superstitious, but I
solemnly believe the blessing of God has been with-
drawn from our cause from the moment Gen. Hunter's
order was annulled, and that it will not again rest
upon us till we change our course." This is the sub-
stance, as I had It from a reliable man who heard him

;

and the words are awfully true. What are we doing,
then, the Governor being witness, but fighting against
God as well as Jeff. Davis ? Does he propose to
gather up the resources of the State, and draft her
young men, to be hurled at the traitors in a God-for-
saken cause ? We go down there in all our unrepent-
ing pride, hating and scorning the victim we have
helped oppress so sorely and so long; nnd bo sure a*
there is justice in the universe, we shall be flung
back bleeding and broken.

We deserve all this. We ought to tread the wine-
press alone, and fight out the freedom of the oppressed
race, for the wrong we have helped inflict ; but we
need not therefore refuse the help of those ready to

help us—of our only true friends in the South. But
what is the nation doing? Drafting white men, and
instead of accepting black volunteers, amusing itself

with the silly babble of colonization ! My counsel to
the blacks of the North is, Organize and drill, and
you shall be aided to arm. Not the wisest can read
our future. You may need to defend yourselves; for
if the head of the nation talks of expatriation, we need-
not wonder if the tail thereof talks of extirpation.

_____ A- p- B.

MR. LINCOLN'S LETTER TO MR. GREELEY.

Behold a new thing under the sun ! a President
of the. United States descending into the arena of
journalism, and writing a letter in defence of his
policy in reply to a distinguished Editor

!

Some days ago, Mr. Greeley, who, in common with
the great and powerful party which he represents,
has been impatient of the slowness of the adminis-
tration, especially in its action upon slavery, felt
constrained to add res himself directly to the Presi-
dent, which Ledid in a letter published in theTribune.
Of course, he did not write with the expectation
of an answer, but merely to give a more pointed
form to his remonstrance

; and probably no one
was more surprised than he at seeing, a day or
two after, a formal reply to it published in the' Na-
tional Intelligencer, under the signature of Abraham
Lincoln !

The thing is novel, and the first thought of many
will be, that it is a great sacrifice of dignity on the
part of a President thus to stoop to defend himself
and his policy before the bar of pubhc opinion.
Presidents, like Kings, are apt to entrench them-
selves behind their office, and deign not a word in
explanation of their sovereign acts. This may be
very dignified, but it does not show very profound
sacacity. A President may be, at least for the time
being, a great man, but the People that chose him is
greater than he, and no elected ruler can afford to
despise the murmurs of popular discontent. Even
Louis Napoleon, the wisest statesman of Europe, has
not disdained to write letters in his own defence,
letters evidently intended for the publfc eye. And
Mr. Lincoln, we think, in this blunt and straight-
forward course, has not lowered himself in the' es-
timation .of any whoso good opinion is worth hav-
ing. He has rather increased our respect by throw-
ing aside all false pride, and listening only to the
promptings of his common sense and of his honest
heart.

Nor are we awed by the difference between the
parties. An Editor, writing in an attic, certainly
seems a much less imposing personage than a Presi-
dent in the White House. But the Editor may have
made the President. Our journalists are a great
power in the land. They make Governors and
Presidents. Mr. Lincoln may be a very great man

;
but, certainly, until his canvas with Mr. Douglas for
the Senatorship of Illinois, he did not fill a lar<*e
space in the public eye. And, indeed, until lie be-
came a candidate for the Presidency, no man would
pretend that his name had a tenth of the power in
American politics that belonged to that of Horace
Greeley. And no man knows better than Abra-
ham Lincoln how much he owes his present position
to the Editor of the Tribune. Indeed, both friends
and foes being witnesses, he would scarcely have
been a candidate for the office but for Mr. Greeley.
We do not think, therefore, that it is a very great
act of condescension in' the President to recognize
the man who did more than any other to place him
where he is, and when addressed in a formal letter,
to make a respectful answer.—N. Y. Evangelist.

3^=- Rev. Mr. French, who has just returned from
Port Royal, state's that there were nearly sixteen thou-
sand colored men within our lines in South Carolina,
"Georgia, and Florida. They state that the feeling is

general amongst the slaves that the day of their de-
liverance has come.

Dksechation of a Ghavb Yahd. A great out-
rage was committed at Rutland on Saturday. Thirty-
two of the best and most costly monuments in the
grave-yard, in the western part of the village, were
overturned, and many of them grossly mutilated and
broken, and all damaged more or less. Monuments
costing from over one hundred to four hundred dollars
were so injured as to be nearly worthless.

Tirr, OLDEST Building in Boston. Workmen
are engaged in taking down the old building opposite
the Old South Church, 206 years old, and the public
are informed that pieces of the frame, from oak grown
near the spot, may be found up stairs.

ft^=" Gen. Joseph Wright, of Indiana, was recently
speaking at Rockville upon the propriety of employ-
ing negroes in this war, when a Democratic "but-
ternut" called out from the audience, "We have
enough white men to finish the war." " Yes, I know
it," replied the Governor, "but they are not all of the
right sort."

The Draft in Massachusetts. Drafting in this
State has been postponed till Wednesday, Sept 17th,
the enrollment lists for the State not being fully com-
pleted.

Commodore Vanderbilt intends to establish a school
for the young of both sexes on Staten Island, and to
endow the same so that its BUpport will be always en-
sured.

' A Book which should be in the hands of every

man, woman and child in the Northern States."
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the entire social system of the South ; describing the
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"CONSISTENCY, THOU ART A JEWEL."

Was there ever before a people so given over to

strong delusions and the- belief of lies as we ? I do
not refer specially to deceits practised by our servai

at Washington, but am looking nearer home. In our
own city, I have heard the preacher in his pulpit sol-

emnly call on Almighty God to consign to everlasting
perdition any one allowing fugitives to be given up
to their masters

;
and the poor soldiers of our 34th,

many of whom were present there, were deeply
affected, some of them even to tears. Afterward, I

saw the same preacher, in the Mechanics' Hall, cheer-

ing for "father Abraham," the Commander-in-Chief,
without whose consent these dark deeds of crime
against God and his poor would not have been possi-
ble. What matters it that our brave hoys are, many
of them, true and conscientious ? They swear to
" observe and obey the orders of the officers appointed
over them," and it is not for them to resign or to

sland upon points of " higher law." We have bread
and water, and ball and chain for such. Why must
"he be cast down to hell, and the man who declared
Hunter's order " absolutely void " be applauded ?

Again, our Governor, at a recent camp-nicetim;. de<

ANOTHER OITER OF COLORED MEN.

By the following correspondence between Mr.
W. E. Ambush of this city and Gov. Tod, (savs the
Cleveland, Ohio, Leader,) it will be seen that anoth-
er offer, differing somewhat from those hitherto
made, has been tendered to Gov. Tod, of colored
men, to do a part of the duties now devolvinc upon
thesoldiers of Ohio. The offer is, that one or more
regiments of colored men be raised to do guard duty
at Johnson's Island and at Camp Chase, relieving the
well-drilled and trained troops now at those points,
for more active duty in the field. In this way, there
would be no opportunity for the cavilling of those
soldiers who would be prejudiced against going into
the field in company with colored men, while at the
same time the loyal blacks could do good service for
their country. The offer was made in good faith,
and we cannot but think that Gov. Todd would
more exactly coincide with the wishes of the people
of the State, if he would mount guard over the reb-
els with these colored troops. Gov. Sprague takes
them into the field, and surely we need not be too
considerate of the feelings of the imprisoned rebels
to refuse to put negroes on guard. But the Gov-
erner does not consider that he has the authority to
accept these men, and so we must be content to wait
until that authority is clearly given by the General
Government

:

CORRESPONDENCE.
Cleveland, Aug. 7, 1862.

To His Excellency David Tod, Governor of the State of
Ohio

:

J

Honorable Sir : I hope you will pardon the often-
made overtures to you from the colored citizens or
men of Ohio, and more particularly those of Cleve-
land and this county, wishing to render their services
to you, and for tiie benefit of the country, to suppress
the great calamity which now threatens the peaceful-
ness of this great Republic

; and knowing that there
has been a direct repudiation of our services, render-
ed both on the part of the government of Ohio and of
the government of the United States, not withstanding,
knowing that you have at Camp Chase and Sandusky
two or more regiments of well-drilled men, and know-
ing that their services could be used for better pur-
poses than guarding rebel prisoners, therefore we
heartily offer to you two or more regiments of colored
men for that purpose, and we will assure you that no
one of them shall escape; and we will discharge any
duty imposed upon us as soldiers and appertaining to
camp duly. And, in our judgment, we could not offer
any more severe rebuke to the rebel master, and no
more than has been practised upon our Union men
in New Orleans; and, therefore, we pray your con-
sideration and reply.

Respectfully yours, W. E. AMBUSH,
Tost-officc Box, No. 86.

[For reference, inquire of any citizen of Cleveland.
J

Columbus, Aug. 9, 1862.
Mr. W, E. Ambush, Box 86, Post-office, Clevcland.Ohh:
Sir—The Governor thanks you for your generous

proposition of the 7th inst., but thinks he has not the
legal authority to accept the regiments to which you

Read the following

NOTICES FROM THE PRESS :

" Tho remarkable success which it bad as a serial in the
Continental Monthly shows that 'Among the Pines' is the
work for a critical time, and contains elements of great
value. It is natural, national, and vigorous, a rare and
excellent book, written by one who, to the most searching
common sense, adds a keen eye for the locally remarkable,
for the humorous and the pathetic."—Knickerbocker Maga-

"Written by a Conservative, an Old-Line Whig, and a
voter for/Douglas, the book shows no trace of the bitternesB
which too often colors the accounts of more radical men.
Personally, its representations are rather favorable to the
slaveholder, and, therefore, the facts narrated show tho
system in even darker colors."

—

New Englander for July,

" We may sum up all in one emphatic assertion, to wit :

That since ' Uncle Tom ' thrilled the public ofAmerica and
Europe with its life-like portraitures and impressjve dra-
matic scenes, such as no artist in modern play or ' Old Mor-
tality ' had written, no work on slavery, no work on South-
ern social life, has been given to the public, which can at
all be compared to Mr. Klrke's ' Among the Pines.' " Ga-
zette, Pittsburg, Pa.

" As a vivid picture of life in the Carolinas, we are dis-
posed to give this book the palm over all others."

—

Daily
Advertiser, Boston.

''There is not to be found another so absorbing a de-
scription of the effects of slavery upon the master, the
slave, and the poor white man, as is this. It is invaluable
for general circulation among the people."

—

Republican
Taunton, Mass.

r '

"Without any exception, it is the most graphic and
pleasing sketch of Southern life and manners ever printed
in America."

—

Weekly Dispatch, Amsterdam, N. Y.

" As a picture of Southern life, it is graphic and ad-
mirable in its character. Its value oonsists in its facts

;and the interest of these comes from the peculiar vividness
with which they are presented to the eye and mind."

'

Home Journal, New York.

" Here is a book which will be read with deep interest at
the present time. The style is vivid, and the pictures
sketched true. The writer lays open the secret springs of
secession. Sneh a work helps us to know the South."—
Recorder, Boston.

" Written with vigor—a most readable book—and one
gets from it a good idea of the state of feeling at the South
at the time the rebellion broke out."—Sentinel and Times
Bath, Me. '

" A singularly truthful picture, executed throughout in
a masterly manner. Of the many books that aim to de-
lineate plantation life—tho relation of master to slave, and
slave to master and to each other—the emotions and pas-

which the situation summons to extraordinary action,
and all the strange, touching, and tragic issues that so
terrible a domination and so fiercely enforced a submission
engender, there is none—no, not one—which can for a mo-
ment compare with it. It is the ardent South, with all
the wonderful accuracy the daguerreotype can give it

;

and, moreover, it is thoSouth in secession time."— Gazette,
Taunton, Mass.

" The story is clear and terrible, with the lurid light of
the passions, miseries and violences that grow out of slave-
ry. It is a simple and faithful account of things that
actually happened—a striking and truthml portraiture of
slave society—a powerful and even painful story."

—

Inde-
pendent, New York.

"A work which will be read and remembered as more
original and suggestive, in idea and purpose, and more dra-
matic in execution, than any issue of the press since
' Uncle Tom's Cabin.'"—Norfolk County Journal, Roxbury,

refer.

Truly yours, G. I. YOUNG,
A.IK V. to Gov. Tod.

Letter PROM the Neoro Robert Smalls. Rob-
ert Smalls, the negro pilot who brought tin- rebel
steamer Planter out of Charleston and delivered her to
our nnval forces, publishes the following letter in the
Washinglon H< publican —
Mu. Editor,— In your paper of yesterday, il is

stated that an application hud been made by me to
Senator 1'omeroy for a passage to feudal America.
I wish it understood ihal. I have made no such applica-
tion

;
but, at the same time, I would express my cor-

dial approval of every kind and wise effort for the lib-
eration and elevation of my oppressed race.

After waiting, apparently in vain, for many years
for our deliverance, a party consisting of nine in'wi, mv
Self included, of the city of Charleston, conferred
freedom on ourselves, live women and three children

;

and to the Government of the Tinted Slates we gave
the Planter, a gunboat which cost nearly thirty thou-
sand dollars, together with six large gun's, from a •_>(.

pounder howitzer to a 100-ponnd I'liiTou rille.

We are all now in the service of the navy, under
the command of our true friend, Rear Admiral Du-
pout, whore we wish to serve till (he rebellion and sla-
very are alike crushed out forever.

Mass.

" The admirable style in which the narrative is written,
the evident familiarity with Southern life and character
which it exhibits, and the marked indications of life-like
truthfulness that appear, render it a noteworthy and im-
pressive work."—Buffalo E.Tpress.

In romantic interest and !ifo-likc delineation of South-
life, it excels ' Uncle Tom's Cabin.' "—Mirror, Ithaca,

"'Among tho Pines' is full of graphic and dramatic
power, full or thrilling scenes, full of strong truth, and
betougs to that school of writing in which great facts are
elucidated by siinplo narrative."—Democrat and Amman,
Rochester, N. Y.

"It has had no equal since < Uncle Tom's Cabin.' In
variety and correctness, it is superior to that."— Zion's Her-
ald, Boston.

" Mr. Kirko knows the South and its poople as well as
any one living. He is neither an Abolitionist nor a pro-
sbivery man. but rebellion made him a writer. Uis char-
acters have distinct individuality, and have lived—many
of them are still living."—Press, Philadelphia.

" It combines the accuracy of Olmstead's works with the
thrilling interest of ' Uncle Tom.' "— Continental Monthly.

" The author has, in this volume, made his mark on tho
literature of the time. He displays keen insight into hu-
man nature, racy humor, and pathos which is tragic in its
intensity."— True Flag, Boston.

"A most interesting book—surpassing in vividness of
portraiture and reliefer individuality ' Uncle Tom's Cabin,'
or any other book that wo have read.'"—Republican, Or-
leans, N. Y.

" It contains tho most vivid and life-liko representation
of a specimen family of poor South Carolina whites we
have- over read."— K. P. Whipple, in the Boston Trans-

One of the most attractive works over published, and
embodying only facts."— C. C. RfaSiSWeK, in the Traveller,
Hoston.

" It is tho best and most truthful sketch of Southern life
anol character wo have over read."

—

R. £>hclt.>n M.Kenzir
in the Press, Philadelphia.

" It equals, if not surpasses, as a romance alone, ' Un-
do Tom's Cabin,' while it has the advantage of truth on
its side."

—

Republican, 'I'awcrville, N. Y.

"The most graphic and deeply interesting sketches of
Southern life, character and social economy that wo have
over read."

—

Record, Dundee, N. Y.

" If anybody desires to know what slnverv is, and what
slaveholders mid (heir negroes are. let them rend this
work. The author tells his story in a superb wnv. Wo
do not see how it could be told better."

—
'
//,..<«, Mutthlv.

Boston.

Orders filled in the order in which they are received.

Address THE TlllBINl'. New York.

A. J. GROVER,
ATTORSKY .l.vp COVNSELLOR at l,.\w.

BABLVILLE, La Salle Co., 111.

| :- EspSOial attention g!l UH tO .-eon ring and collecting
Claims for Eastern Mwohantai
August 8. tf.
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" Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to nil

the inhabitants thereof."

" I lay thin down as the law of nations. I any that mil-

itary authority Ukod, for tho tuno, tho plaou of all munlo-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE KEST

;

and that, under that state of things, ho far from itfl being

truo that tho States whoro slavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only tho President of

the Uhitku States, but tho Oommandeh of the Ahmv,
HAS POWER TO ORDKR THF UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. f. , . From the instant

that tho slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers

of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of

Slavery, IN EVEKY WAY IN WHICH IT CAN BE IRTEBF2BBD

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to tho cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-

cording to the laws of war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the hoard, and martial foweh takes tub

place of them. When two hostilu armies are set in martial

array, tho commanders of both armies have power to cman-
cipate all tho slaves in the invaded territory."—J. (;. Adah*.
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A BEVOLUTION THREATENED.

Rumors of a meditated Pro-Slavery Military usur-

pation have filled the air for some days past. Here
are some significant extracts from a Washington let-

ter in the New York Express :

—

Washington, Sept. 8, 1862.

There is now within this city a party of men

—

enemies to their country, doing all they can to retard

the progress of our armies through the difficulties

which surround them. I allude to the vile fanatics,

who have been ever since the close of the last ses-

sion of Congress, wandering between here and their

homes, importuning the President to death with their

miserable theories of universal emancipation, and
doing more to destroy the spirit of our armies than

could a Rebel foe ten times their number. These

Abolition fanatics are now more violent than ever;

they regard this as the proper time to grind out of

Mr. Lincoln a proclamation, the issue of which he

had, heretofore, manfully resisted, proclaiming every-

where within our borders universal freedom. The
President has actually been so worried lately by
their ungenerous appeals and diabolical scheming,

that he appears to have become twenty years older

in less than a week. It is the same party who have

been hunting McClellan with their dastardly howl-

ing since the moment they became aware of his sin-

cerity to the Union and the Constitution.

Senator Wilson is here as blatant an Abolition

hound upon the track of good men as ever. He is

urging with might and main—and not alone in the

work—that the President ignore the Constitution as

he has done, trample under foot the sacred rights of

humanity, and proclaim that to the world which, if

consummated, will lead to the execution of such

wrongs and outrages as will not only gain for us the

contempt of all European nations, but will spread

corruption, murder, and villany so wide that we
should stink in the nostrils of the world.

Such men as Wilson, Chandler and Lovejoy should

beware how they conduct themselves in these times.

They dare not now stand in the streets and hotels of

our city, and vent their curses upon our leader—the

day for that is past
;

political demagogueism has

achieved its all, and there is to he no more listening

to the carpings of such men. As for Senator Wil-

son, it does not become him to seek for braver com-

manders, and to meddle too much in the affairs of

the nation. He had better leave that to braver men
if they must be interfered with ; but for a Massachu-

setts Colonel, who resigned after having paraded his

regiment through Pennsylvania avenue, and having

heard afar q^dreadful notes of Ball's Bluff, this

interference is really out of place. The thing, how-
ever, has come to this pass : the people want no more
Abolition and fanatical intermeddling with the Na-
tional affairs. Members of Congress should stay at

home after Congress has adjourned, and not worry

to death the Chief Magistrate of the nation with

questions and uncalled for advice. The people are

becoming convinced of these things, and they will

demand it. Already can be heard the muttering,

the disapproval of their traitorous designs upon the

President, should he not accede to their demands

;

and as sure as the sun will rise to-morroio, there will be

tenfold worse calamities than the present to relate, if

Abolition malice and vile political scheming is allowed

much longer to rear its head, while the national exist-

ence is threatened so sternly.

time he will vindicate himself. He will not, be-

cause he is traduced, resign in the face of the enemy.

He will not whine, nor complain at the orders of

the Government. But we do care for the devilish

spirit which prompts those attacks."

—

Boston Post.

THE COUESE TOE McOLELLLAN.

The political vultures still hover over Washing-

ton—Wilson, Fessendcn and the rest are there, wait-

ing for their opportunity to give McClellan a stab in

the back, like stealthy Indians, and then raise their

hideous war-whoop against him once more.

Under these circumstances, what is the duty of

General McClellan ? His position is like that of

Wellington in the Spanish peninsula, when he was
interfered with by the British Cabinet ; and it is a

duty which he owes to the country, no less than to

himself, to follow the example of that illustrious and
patriotic general. When "the iron Duke" found

that the administration were bent on his destruction,

and the defeat of the army which he was leading, he

firmly took his stand, and insisted that the cabal

should be broken up. His country was in danger,

and he was in a position to dictate terms. His re-

monstrances had the desired effect: the meddling

Cabinet was overthrown, and thenceforward victory

crowned the British arms. Now, this is the ground

which McClellan ought to take, in reference to that

portion of the administration at Washington which

is responsible for the present condition of things.

He ought to insist upon the modification and recon-

struction of the Cabinet, in order to have il purged

of the radical taint which may again infuse its poison

over the whole. Now is the time for him to prove

himself not only a great general, but a statesman

worthy of the occasion, and of the responsibility

which he has assumed. The safety of the country

is entrusted to him. He is bound to see that no in-

sidious enemy lurks behind about his base of opera-

tions. His own security and the security of his army
are involved, and the fate of the republic itself is at

stake. He is master of the situation. He is the only

man in whom the troops and the country have confi-

dence as a general for the chief command of the

army in the field. He has a right to demand in-

demnity for the past and security for the future, and

he ought not to rest satisfied till he is assured by

facts, not mere promises, that his plans shall not be

interfered with hereafter. The game is now in his

hands, and unless he plays bis best trump, and dis-

poses effectually of the radicals, as he has the power

to do, they will soon dispose of him by striking him
down in the very crisis of the campaign now opened

in Maryland, on which hang the destinies of the

American republic, and of millions of the human
race yet unborn.

—

New York Herald.

DE. BEOWNSON.

The rebellion of the South has given Dr. Brown-

son a wide opportunity for the display of his politi-

cal wisdom. Archbishop Hughes and he have had

one or two tilts on the emancipation of the negro, in

which our learned friend got a terribly severe trim-

ming. His philosophic wings have not been the

same since. But the Abolitionists have done a good

deal to furnish him with new feathers to cover up

the old bleeding stumps; and, recently, at Washing-

ton, he showed the Abolitionists his gratitude, by-

giving them a strong speech on the necessity of im-

mediately emancipating the four millions of blacks

of the South.

We had thought that the Doctor was a sound Con-

stitutionalist. But, by the insane speech alluded to,

he would tear the Constitution to flitters. He means

emancipation for ever: but the Constitution says,

" No attainder of treason shall work corruption of

blood or forfeiture, except during the life of the person

attainted:" therefore, Doctor Brownson's emancipa-

tion is directly subversive of the Constitution. But

the prudence of the thing is worse than the law of

it. The emancipation of the slaves would render it

utterly impossible to restore the Union
;
and what

would these creatures do with themselves, if they

were unfettered from their happy servility ? Could

the Government provide for them ? It could not.

How would the Abolitionists treat them ? They

have enough to do to find subsistence for themselves

and their families, without assuming negro responsi-

bilities. So that the Doctor is blindly illegal and

blindly inhuman. He must be an odd philosopher

who would destroy the Constitution to save it, and

an insane humanitarian who would expose four mil-

lions of wretches to certain misery and desolation.

Greeley and the other fanatics never went farther

than this.

But the thing cannot be done. The war is not

for emancipation, nor for the overthrow of the Con-

stitution in any way. Extravagant egotistical phi-

losophers will not live for ever ; the democracy of

the nation will; and while that lasts, the nation will

be preserved. Ten years ago, Doctor Brownson had

fair grounds for hoping that he would in time be

ranked among the most eminent philosophers of the

world : but he has lost his footing—those grounds

have slipped away from him—as he has grown older

he lias grown weaker—his prospects of enduring

fame have become certainties of wretched notoriety

—the Bishops withdrew from him their signatures

—

and henceforward he must sink or swim with the

dire pests of the Republic, the Abolitionists of the

North. The foppery of the Stagyrite was forgotten

in the greatness of his works; the errors of de

Lamenais are out of sight in the superiority of some

of his productions; but the Editor of Brownson's

Review has nothing to overbalance the fanatic aboli-

tion demagogueism that now leads his faculties. His

educated Protestants have neither the ability nor the

gratitude to save him.

—

Boston (Catholic) Pilot.

g^" Why babble here and now about a policy ?

Why thus promote disunion at home? Why not

stand simply for the Constitution V Down, patriot

if you be, on the covert maligners of our Generals,

of our army, of our President, of our Constitution

and our Union, because they are against their in-

fernal schemes ; let every man's indignant voice be

set against the Abolition herd who are preaching

anti-lawism from the rostrum of enlistment meet-

ings, or the pulpit, or the press. Its tendency is to

divide the loyal North. Stand for the Constitution.

Patriot ! Do you grow faint-hearted at the way
the thing looks for our nationality ? See President

Lincoln's firm resolve to stand in and under the

Constitution, and thus save the Union, as he slaps

radicalism, and makes it smart and reel.

—

New York

Herald.

Ijgsf
3 Now that the " First Regiment of South

Carolina Volunteers"—having received their red

breeches from General Hunter—are disbanded, the

niggers who composed the "nucleus" of Greeley

and Hunter's army of " Americans of African de-

scent," have been put to work making rush baskets

and cedar tubs, so that Uncle Sam now adds to his

numerous other avocations that of basket and tub

maker.
Greeley and the whole abolition tribe do not like

this. Was there ever such cruelty heard of as to

force a nigger to make tubs and baskets? It is aw-

ful—a pro-slavery device, a degradation of flesh and

blood, a waste of General Hunter's red breeches.

Poor Greeley 1 Poor Abolitionists, that they should

live to see their sable darlings making tubs and bas-

kets !

—

Detroit Free Press.

gtltttitut.
LEADEES AS WELL AS A POLICY.

BY "WENDELL, PHILLIPS.

All agree that what we need is a wise and settled

Policy, resting on a ripe Public Opinion. We
may hope that despair of success, on its present plan,

will incline the Government to another. In that

case, we ought to.understand ourselves in time.

Underrating our enemies, and using one hand in-

stead of both, have been our errors hitherto. Let

us run no risk of repeating either mistake. Radi-

cal men ask of the President an Emancipation Poli-

cy—a proclamation dclaring all slaves free men.

Of what use would such a proclamation be, if Hal-

leek and McClellan in the field, and Blair and Sew-

ard in the Cabinet, are left to execute it ? It would

not be worth the paper it wasted. We have plenty

of good laws now, but no one executes them—as Mr,

Greeley has shown in his terrible letter to the Pres-

ident. The confiscation law, and all the action of

Congress in that direction, are as yet nullities, be-

cause the President omits to put them in force.

In all Parliaments and Congresses, a measure pro-

proposed and adopted is left to be shaped by its friends.

In all governments, a new policy to be tried is tried by

its friends. This is the dictate of good sense, and the

usage of all governments. When our Government
accepted the plan of the Monitor, they employed
Ericsson, its inventor, to build it. When the British

people demanded the Reform Bill, the King called

to office Lord Grey, the life-long champion of that

change. If tho President should proclaim Emanci-

pation, and Halleck, McClellan and Buell smother,

under pretence of executing, the measure, it will be

a failure. Let us provide beforehand against such

a danger. Let it be understood now, that our claim

of the Government is, " Satisfy yourselves fully that

you Conciliation Policy has failed, and then we de-

mand a proclamation of Freedom—War on war
principles "—to be conducted by such men as Sum-
ner of Massachusetts, Stevens of Pennsylvania, and
Wade of Ohio, and their friends in the Cabinet

—

and by Phelps, Hunter, Sigel, and Fremont in the

field. The country has given Conservatism and

Conciliation a year and a half of time, a thou-

sand million of dollars, and two hundred thousand

lives, to try their plans and do their best. Under a

Cabinet and Generals of their own choice, their pol-

icy has been fully tried, and failed. We stand now
about where we were when we started. But for

Scott's absence, one could hardly distinguish the

Washington of September, 1862, from the Washing-
ton of September, 1861.

Our language now should be, " Gentlemen, your

game is played out. Give us place. We have had
sham fights and rose-water, imbeciles and traitors,

till the land is satisfied. Now we will make war in

earnest, with an idea in it, under statesmen and

soldiers."

The times are too serious to risk another mistake.

Let thinking men solemnly impress it on the nation

that, no matter how high in office, or how wide the

rule reaches, no Emancipation policy is of any val-

ue, unless its earnest and downright friends are put

at the head of affairs. Let us state now that when-
ever President Lincoln, according to his promise to

Mr. Greeley, adopts a new method, dictated by ne-

cessity, we demand, according to good sense and all

national usage, that he put into the Cabinet men
who have advocated that policy since the beginning

of the war, and give the control of the army to

soldiers whose hearts are in that plan—soldiers like

Sigel, who have never met a reverse ; and like Fre-

mont, who, thwarted at every point, and robbed of

both men and supplies, can still boast that, thus far,

he is the only General before whom Stonewall Jack-

son has retreated, though having two men to our

one. This demand springs from no weak partiality

for favorite men, but is an imperative necessity, a

fair claim, a simple conformity with approved and
judicious custom. Anything short of this is mocking
the country with empty professions. Lacking this,

we radicals have no confidence in any mere procla-

mations, but expect and prophesy their failure. In

this doubt how to save the ship, we claim fair play

and equal opportunities. Gentlemen conciliators

and Quaker soldiers, you have fairly tried your

plan. Our time is come ; we claim the whole

field, and the whole control of the reins.

—

Nei

York Independent.

McOLELLAN.

The Abolition dervishes arc sneering and growl-

ing and howling at McClellan, " He believes in

earthworks," the press says that, a year ago, called

for the deposition of the President. " He has lost

the confidence of the people." And the set in

general have some deprecatory word or some shal-

low sneer. What they really mean is an assault on

the PresidentI The Detroit Press thus sketches

this tribe in the region of the bloody Abolitionist,

Wade:—"The followers of our bloody Senator, of

course, had long faces, and were profuse in the

abuse which they heaped upon the President. Tlicy

openly advised the impeachment not only of the

President, but the Secretary of War, and Major-

General Halleck, the Commander-in-Chief; but in

the same proportion that the radicals were offended,

the friends of the Constitution rejoiced." And this

journal thus talks about such rascality :
" We care

very little," are its indignant words, " for these at-

tacks upon General McClellan. At the proper

^=" When Democrats are asked to abandon their

party, let them reply that while that party controlled

the Government, there was peace -and plenty in the

land. There was a market for everything at a good

Erice, and labor had its reward. In an evil hour, the

lemocracy was defeated, and, alas, what has fol-

lowed ! Now we are in the midst of the most terri-

ble civil war the world ever knew. Bloodshed is

the order of the day. Carnage is all over the land.

This is the result of a change from Democratic

policy. Why then should Democrats abandon their

party? Never! Let them stand by their party,

and when we suecoed to power again, we will right

the misfortunes brought upon the land by Republi-

can rule.

—

Evansville (Ind.) Gazette.

To the Editor of the Boston Courier

:

The following extract from tho speech of the Rev,

J. M. Manning, in the Tremont Temple, as remem-
bered by one of the hearers, has considerable signifi-

cance :

—

"When the curtain rises in heaven to reveal the

furest saints, wc shall see John C. Fremont, General
Iunter, Henry Ward Beeclicr, Wendell Phillips and

Wm. Lloyd Garrison as the purest saints in heaven."

There was a reflection caused by the above por-

tion of the Rev. gentleman's speech, Mr. Editor, on

one of the hearers, that may be well for Bro. Man-
ning and his orthodox brethren to look to, or else

give up some of their apparent opposition to Theo.

Parker's faith, which Manning and his co-religionists

have thundered against in by-gone times. The cir-

cumstances and reflection were these. The gentle-

man who gives the above extract attended the meet-

ing with his wife, who is a member of an orthodox

church in Boston; they both heard the speeeh, and

after retiring from the Temple, and quietly walking

towards their home, the wife asked her husband if

BOHK! of those persons named by Mr. Manning were

not followers of Theo. Parker ? Yes, replied the

husband. Then, said the lady, " I cannot see how
Mr. Manning can expect to see them in heaven."

Z.

ANTI-ABOLITION EANT.

Mr. Phillips declares that from 1843 to 1861 he
was a disunionist, and sought to break this Union ! So
far, then, as regards that period, there can be no mis.

take. He was, to all intents and purposes, at that time_

just as much a traitor at heurt as Barnwell lihett. This
qualifying remark that he sought disunion by means
which the Constitution itself warranted and protected,

amounts to nothing. Rhett, in preaching ' peaceable

secession,' made the same claim, and with no greater

absurdity."—^. Y. World.

This is a fair specimen of the anti-abolition rant

which a few papers are disseminating in their daily

and weekly issues. More arrant nonsense could not

be written. Barnwell lihett is a traitor. Why?
Because he took up arms against bis country, or en-

couraged those who did. Wendell Phillips is also a

traitor. Why? Did he do the same tiling? Oh
no, but he advocated disunion. Is it treason to ad-

vocate disunion ? Certainly not, unless it be pro-

posed to carry it out by force of arms. Any mem-
ber of Congress might rise in his place, and propose

to relinquish the State of Maine, or purchase Cuba,

either of which would be a very foolish proposition,

but who would think of branding the proposal as

treason ? It is only when it wants to make a case

against an Abolitionist, that the World forget3 the

meaning of words. Mr. Phillips's profession that

he would have dissolved the Union by constitutional

means " amounts to nothing," says the World. Proof,

Barnwell Rhett advocated " peaceable secession."

The honest purpose, then, of Mr. Phillips is just as

criminal as the hypocritical pretension of the rebel.

The false excuse of the one is equally valid with the

real excuse of the other. If the Southern seces-

sionists had confined themselves to peaceful peti-

tions to Congress in favor of separation, the

World well knows that whatever else they might

have been, they would not have been traitors. In

asserting that " Wendell Phillips is just as much a

traitor at heart as Barnwell Rhett," the World is

doing its best to obliterate all just distinctions be-

tween treason and loyalty, anil to bring us into a

state of absolute anarchy, for the attainment of

partisan objects. The infamous work that such

sheets are accomplishing would array Northern

society, party against party, in fiercer and more
bloody than Robespierrean hate. Then; is too

oiueh reason to fear that these miscliief-inakers will

succeed in their diabolical designs. The only hope

is thai, the W&rld and Herald and their BbetfcUrS

may find themselves in so helpless a minority as to

be unable to accomplish that to which all their

efforts so manifestly tend,

—

American Baptist.

BOLD AND TIMELY.

The Hon. Thaddeus ' Stevens, Chairman of
the Committee of Ways and Means in the present
House, having been re-eleefcad to said House in

1860 by the pretty decisive vote of 12,964 to 470
scattering, has just been unanimously nominated to

ihe next House. On being notified of his nomina-
tion, he appeared and addressed the Convention as

follows :

—

Fellow-Citizens : I have come for the purpose

of addressing you, and accepting your nomination.

It is always gratifying to a public man to be assured

of the continued confidence of those whose servant

he is, but especially so in times like these, when the

wisest men differ on questions of policy. I had pre-

pared to speak on those questions, and to criticise,

not in a fulsome manner, but as I thought it de-

served, the conduct of the war and the present pol-

icy of the Administration ; but in the last hour I

have hesitated whether to speak as I had intended

—

whether it were proper to criticise now, in this hour

of deepest gloom, when we know not where our ar-

mies are, but know that they are nowhere success-

ful. But, whether we advise the Government or

find fault with it, we must all do everything to

strengthen the hands of our nation. Let us not de-

spair ; life is not all sunshine—it has gloom with joy,

adversity with prosperity—nor is the victory always

to the just—human energy and earnestness will

often wrest from fate what would seem to belong to

justice alone. Possibly we have not yet suffered

enough; but let no man falter in his loyalty to his

Government, no matter how he may criticise its pol-

icy ; for he who falters now is a traitor, not only to

his country, but to humanity and to his God. I have

not determined whether to speak as I had intended
;

perhaps when we know the result of these few days,

I may meet you and speak to you. I have protest-

ed against the present policy, not only to the people,

but to the face of the President and his Cabinet, and
on the floor of Congress, as those know who have
done me the honor to read my speeches ; told them
that they were exercising too much lenity at the

request of border statesmen—not one of whom, in

my judgment, has loyalty in hs heart. I have ac-

cused the prime minister to his face for having gone
back from the faith he taught us, and instead of

arming every man, black or white, who would fight

for this Union, withholding a well-meaning Presi-

dent from doing so until, as we advance into their

country and our armies dwindle away from miasma
and disease, they spring up behind us, and retake

what we had gained. They still hold the Mississippi,

and threaten us even on the banks of the Ohio
;

all because the slaves at home are giving them no
trouble—because we are, at the point of the bayo-
net, keeping them loyal to their mastei-s, instead of

to the Union ! I have told these things to the Pres-

ident and Cabinet, and they replied—" It may come
to this." " Come to this!" when 200,000 men have
melted away, and $2,000,000,000 spent! "Come
to this!" when another half million lives shall

have been lost, and a billion of dollars more laid upon
you in taxation. I cannot and ivill not stand this—
and if you elect mo, I shall vote that every man be
armed, black and white, who can aid in crushing

the rebellion ; that every inch of rebel soil be taken

and sold to pay the debt of this war. I will not go
with the President in paying for all the slaves—

I

did not vote for his resolution

—

I will not vote to pay
for any slave of a rebel ! But I will uphold the Ad-
ministration as far a possible—saying at the same
time that it is all in vain, unless they change their

policy. Would it not be better that 15,000 armed
slaves should lie unburied around the battle-fields near

Manassas, than that your friends and mine should

thus be there? The rebels might have slain them;
they would have saved us, and our own men would
have gone forth fresh into action and to victory. Yet
at this sympathizers with treason at the North cry

—

" Abolition ! " Abolition

—

yes ! abolish every thing

on the face of the earth but this Union ; free every

slave—slay every traitor—burn every rebel mansion,

if these things be necessary to preserve this temple

of freedom to the world and to our posterity. Un-
less we do this, we cannot conquer them. I have
spoken thus in Congress—and in the last week, after

a few remarks of mine, the vote was 84 to 42—84
agreeing with me, where a year ago not fifty could

have been found ; and if I go back there again, if

we have any one left to fight by that time, the whole

nation will be with me ! Either we must pursue
that policy, or the war will be disgracefully aban-
doned at last, and our country divided—and he is a
traitor who talks of separation on any terms I Again
I thank you—I have said more than I intended when
1 began, less than I expected last night ; but I have
told you these things that, even if iny principles be
wrong, they shall never be hidden.

arsenals in the time of peace, stole the public trea-

sure, fired upon Sumter, and sent forth red-handed
pirates to sink peaceful merchantmen beneath the

waves ! These lurid images might well inflame an
honest patriotism; but what shall we say when we
learn that- such, shuddering crimes are the guilt of
the friends they patronize, instead of belng-tbe-aots

of those they would condemn ? How shall we re-

sent the base attempt to fix the howl of party upon
a set of weak and uninfluential zealots, for the pur-

pose of giving shelter and license to the unspeakably
damned villains who have dragged their country
from its poise of peace, and stabbed it to the heart ?

"It is against the wicked and mischievous arts of
such insidious knaves as these that we, as a Demo-
crat, would warn the loyal, honest masses of our
common party. It is from their smirking masks we
would direct the public attention of our fellow Dem-
ocrats, to the noble aspects of such leaders of the

Democratic mind as Andrew Jackson, Thomas H.
Benton, Stephen A. Douglas, David C. Broderick,
Daniel E. Dickinson and John A. Dix ; and to such
steadfast, uncorruptible and unflinching patriots as

Archbishop Hughes, Michael Corcoran and George
Francis Train. ' The Union must and shall be pre-

served,' said Jackson, and ' I would prosecute the

war until the rebellion is utterly subdued,' said

Douglas. The distinguished prelate who is the offi-

cial head of the Catholic Church of the United
States, has ranked loyalty among the obligations of

religion, and called upon the whole North to take up
arms. George Francis Train, with words of burning
eloquence, bearded the insolence of England in its

capital ; while to Michael Corcoran—simple patriot,

and natural gentleman I falls the full credit of hav-
ing uttered the very bravest and best expression of
the war.

' Democrat as I am,' said this grand specimen of

a frank and heroic people, ' Democrat as I am, I will

grasp the hand of an Abolitionist, or a Know-Noth-
ing, who will stand shoulder to shoulder with me in

this war !

'

" The sublime courage of these words, uttered in

the face of settled prejudices of both church and
party—prejudices that would have cowed half the

politicians of the country—indicate a broad and
lofty nature,"

BEWAEE OF SHAM LOYALISTS!

Wilkes's Spirit of the Times, whose editor is a

stanch and well-known Democrat, publishes in last

week's number the following stinging editorial re-

marks :

—

" The sickening disasters of the ' change of base,'

and the dying wail of the thousands of our youth,

abandoned by Csesar in the swamps which found a
mournful echo in almost every family, sent these

Pharisees confounded and cowering to their dens.

But they reappeared again, and, at every step of

Federal progress, have been ready to perplex the

settlement. Even the last week beheld the disgrace-

ful spectacle, in Philadelphia, of a public meeting,

called todeprecate the subjugation of a set of wretch-

es who are hanging loyal citizens for an expression

of opinion, and projecting wholesale murder on tho

hollow pretence of retaliation.

" They who get up these meetings are the true al-

lies of tho insurgents. They have no words but

those of tenderness for treason, and while they lavish

slur and condemnation on the government, they

sugar-coat their poison by specious devotion to the

Constitution. These creatures, however, are not the

true leaders of the Democratic party, and we indig-

nantly deny that they represent any wholesome part

of it.. Most of them are the mere third and fourth

rate 'curs of office, follows who never inhaled an
honest or unsordid breath, but who, with a mock
pretence of principle, and sad shakings of the head,

assume to bo jealous of every invasion of tho laws.

They are shocked, forsooth, at the suspension of the

habeas corpus ; they rave at the idea of the draft,;

they denounce every new nieasuro of the govern-

ment as a dangerous precedent; but they aro never

struck by the idea, that the war of the rebels is a ilan-

gerous precedent, or seem to comprehend that a man,
surprised by an assassin, had better thrust a knife

into the vitals of the miscreant, than to desire him
lo loose his hold and go quietly to court.

" These sensitive patriots are \cvy fond of direct-

ing attention to the Abolitionists. They would have
ns believe, perhaps! that it was the Abolitionist* who
passed the Loeompton Constitution; who basely \)6-

0ALL FOE GEN. EEEMONT.

Amid the gloom that surrounds us, the ruffian

hordes of the Slave Power hovering on the Potomac,
driving all before them on the banks of the Ohio,

threatening Baltimore, Washington, Harrisburg, Cin-

cinnati, and other cities, in all of which the inhabi-

tants are thoroughly aroused to a sense of their im-
minent danger, it seems an unaccountable act of folly

that such an officer as Major General Fremont should

be driven from his position in the army, and forced

to remain an idle spectator of the struggle ! Under
such circumstances, the National War Committee of

this city have proposed the raising of 50,000 men
each, for Generals Fremont and Mitchell, to aid in

defending us from tho foe. The proposal is no soon-

er made, than the pro-slavery organs open all their

batteries. The Journal of Commerce calls it an ir-

regular and ill-timed proceeding, and says it will

"do great harm, diverting the minds of ardent poli-

ticians of the Fremont school from enlisting in the

government service, lead them to expect some irregu-

lar organization, and thus interfere with the progress

of recruiting." The Herald and Express are equal-

ly distressed at the idea that Gen. Fremont should

have the command of fifty thousand men ; the former

threatens the Committee with the prospect of being

sent to Fort Lafayette on the ground that they are
" interfering with enlistments." It is high time we
were done taking counsel of these traitors. It has
long been our opinion that there is in the country
but one man who has the patriotism, the ability and
the public confidence necessary to carry the nation

through this intensely critical period of its existence.

What Garibaldi is doing for Italy, Fremont must
do for America, or we have but little chance of sur-

viving the present peril. To no other man can we
confidently look for the Napoleonic vigor, power of

combination, simplicity of purpose, and high moral

courage that are so essential elements of successful

command. We should prefer to have seen the ques-

tion come up in a different shape. We should have
preferred a direct appeal from the War Committee
to the President, giving him distinctly to understand
that the people are sick of the pro-slavery generals

who have desolated our homes and accomplished

nothing ; that they are unwilling to have the experi-

ment of the past year tried over again ; and calling

on him for the immediate restoration of Gen. Fre-

mont to a position where his policy would control

the ensuing campaign. Gen. Fremont would carry

out the laws of Congress; Gen. Halleck will not;

McClellan will not; Pope and McDowell will not.

Those laws are in almost every particular identical

with the plan of Gen. Fremont for the pacification

of Missouri. What he proclaimed in August, 1861,

Congress enacted in July, 1862. He is marked by
nature as a leader; he is emphatically the people's

leader. He may be crushed to-day as a martyr to

his anti-slavery principles, but ho will rise to-morrow,

a victor over all the timid, trimming, time-serving

politicians, whose jealousy of his popularity has de-

prived the nation of his services, and who are will-

ing to see their country writhing in its death-agonies,

rather than make war upon the institution which is

the sole origin of our calamities.

If government has nothing for Gen. Fremont to

do in the army, by all means let him be the defender
of our homes, with the fifty thousand men proposed
by the War Committee, There would be no diffi-

culty in enrolling any number of volunteers under
his banner, without interfering in the slightest de-

gree with the President's draft. We know not how
soon New York as well as Baltimore and Philadel-

phia may be in peril. We could not depend on help

trom Washington in case of an emergency.
Read Gen. Fremont's speech at Boston, and then

say whether it shall be left for tho spades of slaves

to throw up the bones of our dead on the battle-fields

of tho South, while future generations of slavehold-

ers triumph over their dishonored graves, and boast

their victories over tho Northern invader. This is

the question between Gen. Fremont and the Con-
servatives. They would have our soldiers pour out

their blood without any great and glorious object to

die for; ho would have them die, if such should be

their lot, with the soul-animating assurance that their

death forever consecrates the soil to Freedom, and
that over their dust, so long as humanity survives,

the trou of Liberty shall wave its broad, green
branches in honor of their high and holy martyrdom.

Givo our soldiers such a prospect, fire them with the

spirit of such a leader, and we should have no

more Bull Hun retreats or Chickahoiniiiv disasters,—American Baptist.

Ixayod the Democratic party by nominating Breckin-

ridge ; who made the South secede '

tieal possession of tho government

McOLELLAN AND THE AEMT.

We are telegraphed from the correspondence of
the New York Herald, that McClellan was received

with unbounded cheers and enthusiasm as he rode
out to meet the Federal army which was advancing
on Washington, and that officers and men were wild
with delight, some of them actually shedding " tear3

of joy" at again beholding their "beloved chief"
in command. We are inclined to think that, if any
tears were seen to fall, they came from the eyes of
some gallant brave, who had hoped to go through a
speedy and decisive campaign, and were those of
mortification and chagrin that his hopes of an early

return to his family were now dampened by the re-

port that the " Young Napoleon " was to be the
head of the army. Then we are told by a dispatch

to the Times, that a Major General said that the sol-

diers demanded McClellan for a leader. We do not
believe it; and if we did, it would make but little

difference in the public estimate of the man. For
we say distinctly that we, from this distance from the

seat of war, are better able to take a general and
comprehensive view of a military commander, and
to judge of bis calibre, than a private soldier in the

ranks. For we are to judge of a general as we do
of a civilian, by the criterion of success. If a man
fails in business, he is not to be so implicitly trusted

again ; if he repeatedly fails, he will not be trusted

at all. The successful men are the leaders, the

world over. Judging by this test, it is so palpable
that a fool may read the lesson, that McClellan has

failed—ignobly, repeatedly, disastrously failed, as a
leader of our armies. He was fooled at Manassas

;

he was fooled at Yorktown ; he was foiled at Rich-
mond. Thirteen months have amply sufficed to take
the measure of the man ; he has been weighed, and
found wanting.

There are those who still say that he is the greit-

est general in the army, but where is their proof of

it ? What has he done ? When he took command of

the Army of the Potomac after the first Bull Run,
one universal shout of approbation went up from all

the loyal North; if he has proved himself a great

general, why is it that three-fourths of the public

have been forced to change that opinion, and now
consider him incompetent ? Tho partisans of Mc-
Clellan may rail as much as they please against
" newspaper generals " and " stay at home gener-
als," but the popular verdict is the true one in nine
cases out of ten, and the press but represents the
public sentiment.

We hope, therefore, that McClellan is not placed
once more in supreme command of the armies in

Virginia.

—

Cleveland Leader.

PEO-SLAVEEY GENEEALS.

It sometimes seems as if our Government ran-
sacked the whole country up and down to hunt up
pro-slavery Generals to lead our armies, and to com-
bat treason. Such men as Hunter, Phelps, Lane
and Fremont are snubbed, though men of energy
and business, merely on account of anti-slavery

views. While McClellan, who has used up the finest

and most complete army the world has ever seen, is

retained in command. And now, Gen. Halleck, fa

mousfor having permitted the evacuation of Corinth
and his order No. 3, prohibiting slaves from entering
his lines, is placed in chief command of the army.
Gen. McDowell, whose laziness is said to have con-
tributed to the loss of Bull Run, and Sturgis, who
failed to relieve Mulligan, are placed in important
positions. And the last account is that Gen. Cad-
wallader, notorious as a pro-slavery Breckinridge
Democrat, is likely to supersede Gen. Butler at New
Orleans. What a glorious General he will make to

enforce the confiscation act in Louisiana

!

But if the people are ready for emancipation, the

Government cannot long hold back. We think they
have seen enough of "strategy," "anacondas," &c,
and would really like to see something solid thrown
at the rebellion. We might as well come to the

point now, as to see another magnificent array wast-

ing before the rebel camp, and then be obliged as a
final resort to free and arm the slaves. It is useless

to assert that such a course would not weaken the

rebellion, for the recent order issued by the rebels,

threatening to shoot every slave attempting to es-

cape, reveals the " sore spot," and points to the plan,

which if adopted by us will speedily cause the down-
fall of treason, and the corresponding restoration of

our glorious Union. But while the Government
hesitates to proclaim universal emancipation, giving

us a great moral vantage ground, and placing us

right before the world, the rebel emissaries in Euro-
rope are making new offers for recognition, and in-

tend at last to offer freedom to their slaves in the

hope of enlisting European support. And the late

letter of the President states, that if he thought free-

ing all the slaves would restore the Union, he would
do it, thus acknowledging his perfect right to do so.

If we have a right to do it, will we suffer such a
glorious consummation to be long deferred ? Our
national life is endangered, and what will a man not

give for his life ? Let us be brave, and do our duty,

and all will bo well. If we mean to crush out tho

rebellion, we must have no boys' play about it.

—

Ogdensburgh True Advance.

A S0EIFTUEAL LESSON.

" Deal gently, for my sake, with the young man, ctvn with

Absalom."

So said the king David, in time of a most terrific

rebellion, that threatened the overthrow of Israel

—

the best government in the world. If the kingdom
fell, the '; '".- man Absalom" was to bo secure.

who made the South secede when it"had prae-] and his views an- pronounced unpatriotic,

who seized the

g3l The London Times and the Daily News both

criticise President Lincoln's address to the negroes,

relative to their expatriation to Central America,

his views are pronounced unpatriotic. They
rpialty absurd and preposterous.

So says President Lincoln, virtually.

More than a year and a half has this war been per-

mitted to rage against the government ; and the stu-

Eendous government force for putting down the re-

ellion, at the expense of millions of treasure per

day, and the waste of hundreds of thousands of lives
;

and yet the standing, inviolable order is, " Deal ten-

der!'/ with the young man A bsalom." Fremont struck

a blow at slavery. Tho President and his advisers

struck a blow at him, and assured the rebels that

they should have immunity from such danger ; their

slaves would still be kepi " hoeing up the corn," and

removed, at the behest of the Slave Tower, tho man
who ventured his rights to dispute. Slaves arc for-

bidden to enter the lines of several divisions and de-

partments, and suffered to be sent back to rebel

masters, thus discouraging attempts to escape, :nul

aiding the rebellion; rebels all the time using slaves

to build breast-works, dig ditches, and shoot our

kindred. But, just as soon as General Hunter pro-

! claims freedom and protection to slaves, thereby eon-

I fusing, crippling, killing the rebellion, just so soon

\
does the President issue his proclamation, revoking

j
the Order, taking the part of the rebels again, as in

'. the ease of Fremont ; clearly showing, I think, that

j
he prefers lo have a hundred thousand Northern

!

freemen die in the swamps of the coast, or by vio-

lence, to having, as Samuel Lewis used to say. " A
nigger loose."

Who can doubt where the President's sympathies
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are ? But Absalom died. And so will slavery. All

the Pierces, Buchanans, Lineolns, Davises, MeClel*

lans and Halleeks in God's world, cannot save its

life. Its hair is already entangled in the branches

of the oak, and some foyal-heartcd Joab will, ere

long, pierce it through the heart. Pharaoh resisted

God to his own destruction, and the people were

freed. The Romans killed Gracchus because he fa-

vored the cause of the oppressed, and Rome fell.

** For the oppression of the poor, for the sghiug ol

the needy, now will I arise, saith the Lord ; I will set

him in safety from him that puffeth at him."

Etna, Minnesota. M. MEACHAM.

FREMONT AND McOLELLAN.

We have received a very ably written pamphlet,

entitled "Fremont and McClellan— their Po-

litical and Military Careers Reviewed— by

Van Buren Denslow," orders for which are receiv-

ed at the office of Wynkoop, Hallenbeck & Thomas,

New York. It concludes as follows :

—

There are many other facts which deserve to be

carefully and candidly collated and fully brought

out relative to this disastrous Peninsular campaign,

which daily will loom up more and more disastrously

as its facts become stripped of the gloss with which

it is the interest of some to conceal them. We
leave them without comment.
We have no epithets—we have only sorrow for

the reverses of those to whom the country entrusts

the power to serve her cause and promote her glory.

Nor is it so much the fault as the misfortune of

McClellan that he has failed to be what a portion of

the people, without any word or act on his part to

.justify the expectation, insisted upon mistaking him
for, viz., an able man and a great General. We only

trust that the people will take to themselves their

full share of the blame for the giddy elevation to

which they have raised him, and that their ultimate

construction of his conduct will be as charitable as

that of those who have felt it to be a duty which
they owed to the country, to speak with bold, sad

kindness and truthful criticism of his career. Wo
have one remark, however, to make. If this rebel-

lion could possibly be put down by conciliatory

means, we believe General McClellan qualified to

command our armies. We believe that those who
have adhered to him iu a partisan spirit are those

who believe that the rebellion is to be put down by

some other mode than fighting. We have eon-

versed with his soldiers, and we know that the basis

.of much of their former confidence in him was the

belief that he would achieve great results without

loss of life. All these theories are radically false.

Instead of accomplishing great results with little

loss of life, he has accomplished only defeat, at a

tremendous sacrifice of life, and of every other ele-

ment of success. We believe this rebellion will be

put down by fighting, and kept down by a radical

change in the feelings and aspirations of the ruling

class of the South
;
that this change is not to be the

result of individual conversions of those who con

stitute the ruling class, but is to be a change in the

class that rules—by sending the class that now rules

to the bottom of society, and by bringing the class

now at the bottom to the top ; by taking the sceptre

from the one million of slaveholders, and "ivinj

to the seven millions of " poor white trash" who
now do their bidding ; by so changing and re-

.modeling the constitution of Southern society as to

;make it democratic instead of aristocratic—repub-

lican instead of monarchical—united instead of dis-

integrated, liberal instead of despotic—free instead

of slave—rich instead of poor—educated instead of

ignorant—civilized instead of barbarous—happy in-

stead of miserable.

As the aspirations and feelings of the present

ruling class of the South are for slavery, because it

helps them to everything dear and valuable in life,

as our aspirations are for freedom, because it brinj

to us everything dear and valuable in life, so will

the affections of this upturned common people of
the South be for the freedom to which they will have

, -been indebted for everything dear to them, and
necessarily to that Union which binds them to free

States, free press, free speech, and free schools.

This war can have but one or the other of two re-

sults

—

The South must be free, or her slaves must lie

free. Slavery is our mortified limb, and its amputa-

tion is necessary. Let not the task be entrusted to

one who believes that amputation is murder. His
hand will tremble and his heart will fail him. Let
it rather be entrusted to the representative man of

those great radically Democratic ideas, of the supe-

riority of those institutions in which all men are

free, "for which this war on our part is waging, and
not to a devotee of the repudiated ideas of the

sovereignty of the States, and the perpetuity of

negro bondage, with all its inevitable tendencies, to

establish despotism over white as well as black, for

which this war, on the part of the South, is being
waged, but which, by the very act of entering upon
this war, the North nas logically east to the winds.

"Yes, let it be entrusted to that man to whom every
constituent of the present' Administration looks with

.a peculiar affection, which it is not given to any
iinan in the nation to rival or destroy; who has in

every trial been not merely true to the idea of free-

dom, but a pioneer in its path; before whom (wc
(quote from the language of a Southern Unionist)
" the rebels have run faster and further, during this

war, than before any other General"; who, at tin

battle of Cross Keys, at the head of 10,000 men.
defeated Stonewall Jackson, the ablest General of
the rebels, at the head of 28,000, and drove him out

.of the Shenandoah Valley; and who stands to-day

not the first monument in history of the temporary
ingratitude anil incomprehension of Republics, but

with a sweet compensation in the discriminating and
criticising, but intelligent and affectionate regard
of almost the whole people of that North which is

to be henceforth the country. We do not suppose

there is a man in the country who believes that

Fremont, with 185,000 men, could have failed to

capture Richmond, defended by 91,000. It is not
eulogy, but history, to say that while Fremont has

always acted with less means at his command than
any other Generals considered it possible for him to

succeed with, he has always been successful, except
in pleasing red-tapists and slow-coaches, and has
often been brilliant in his military achievements;
while McClellan, with greater means at his com-
mand than Alexander, Caesar, Napoleon, or Wel-
lington, has yet to win his first success; has lost

more men and means in his disasters than they in

their victories, and, to conclude our comparison, has
sacrificed twice as many men as Fremont has ever
commanded. Presidents and administrations may-
pass away ; but the principle of freedom, with
which the name of Fremont is associated, will en-
dure forever. He that has been crucified with it

shall reign with it. Some have embarked into this

war, and many have remained at home, to thwart
and oppose it, under the fixed determination that,

whatever else shall come of it, it shall not free the
slaves. The tyrannical edicts of such pro-slavery

men as Halleck and Butler show that the alterna-
tive is to enslave the masters; and it becomes us to

consider whether it is less practicable to free four
millions of black slaves than to reduce to political

slavery eight millions of white freemen—for we
have no evidence that, until Southern institutions

are homogeneous with our own, the Southern peo-
ple will, unless compelled by military coercion, re-

main in union with us. From this blind, illogical,

and therefore temporary "influence, the American
people are soon to emerge, and when they do, and,
as a corollary, the military events of this 'war shall

be viewed with sound judgment instead of party
prejudice, it will appear that, in deep vision anil

forecast of the future—in energetic and able adapta-
tion of means to emergencies—in modesty in the
hour of victory over traitors in the field, and forti-

tude under defeats inflicted by " patriots with rebel
sympathies" at home—in skillful performance of
every duty to which he has been called—and, above
all, in that pioneer forecast which makes those who
have succeeded but followers in his path, and those
who have failed opposers of his plans—one name
stands preeminent—it is that of John C. Fremont;
and we believe that the people of the North will

yet rise in their might, and demand that Fremont,
the most experienced and energetic officer in the
service, and the senior in rank, be placed where be
deserves to be, and where the interests of his coun-
try in this fearful crisis require that he should be

—

at the head of the American armies. Yet, though
this, or aught like this, fail—though Fremont be
still kept back—though he be required to do pen-
ance for his victories, while others are promoted for

their disasters—yet, when the smoke and clouds of
the combat shall have cleared away, his star shall

shine forth as the morning star of regenerated
American Freedom, and his lame shall be that of
the pioneer in that reformed Republican policy
which shall have given to the world a restored
American Union,

OUR SITUATION.

BY HENRY WARD UEECUEIt.

After more than sixteen months of war, it may
be said that we are apparently no nearer to our
end than at the beginning.

The successes of our armies in the West are frit-

tered away and lost. Kentucky was never so much
unsettled as now. Tennessee swarms with guer-
rillas. Our army there seems like a great man in a
summer night fighting oft' mosquitoes, that it may
be permitted to rest. We have failed to open the
Mississippi. Vicksburg ties a knot in that stream
which we cannot untie. To hold the upper waters
and the lower is of little use, if we cannot pass

from one to the other. New Orleans is dead. Our
little army sits in the door of a sepulchre watching
the dust and bones of past prosperities. We have
a lodgment upon the coast at Beaufort and at Ncw-
bern, but they have about the same relative im-
portance to the Southern territory that a wasp's
nest on a castle door does to the whole fortress.

We have still less in Virginia to be proud of. We
have made many attempts to penetrate that State.

We have been ignominiously driven back from the

approach by James River. We have been, with
even greater celerity, driven back from Central
Virginia. We have been driven out of the Shenan-
doah Valley. From Fortress Monroe to the Alle-

ghanies, the Southern army hold, or may without
hindrance take, the whole line of the Potomac, with
the exception of the District of Columbia. And
now, after a year and a half of war, a high-spirited

and proud people are compelled every morning to

read the speculations and probabilities of the safety

of Washington ! At this rate, how long will it be
before Richmond is in danger?
We have been as unfortunate in our generalship

as in all the rest. Our armies have been under the
control of men, doubtless, of technical military

knowledge. But, with a few honorable exceptions
they have been men without comprehension, quick'

ness, or practical skill. They know how to organ-
ize armies in camp; but they do not know what to

do with them in the Said. They have succeeded in

introducing- an original idea in warfare. Hitherto,
war was conducted for the sake of some great pub-
lic gain, and battle was the means of damaging the

enemy. But the daily assurance that " our army is

safe," leads one to suppose that to be the chief end
of war.

Military intuition has been deemed an unpar-
donable fault. Fremont, above any man in the

American army, has a natural military genius. He
saw the key of the whole campaign. He saw that

Slavery was gigantic strength or ruinous weakness
to the South. It was the key of the whole conflict.

For that masterly intuition he was set aside. After
a ruinous floundering through murderous months,
the Administration has got to accept this fact, or

suffer dismemberment of the Union ! The blood of
a thousand men a day is a dear price to pay for that
wisdom which offered itself without money and
without price ! Somebody will wade deep in blood
on the Judgment Day !

It has been the misfortune of our Generals to be
matched against men who have shown remarkable
military skill. In resource, in the power of rapid
motion, in combination, in admirable handling of
their men in the field, our Generals in chief com-
mand stand in humiliating contrast with those of
the rebels-—Johnston, Lee, Jackson, over against
McClellan, McDowell, Pope ! With more men, bet-

ter armed and appointed than the enemy, the Vir-

ginia campaign has been a prolonged and compre-
hensive defeat.

Nay ; the campaign has changed. We are nc
longer subduing the South. The South is chastis-

ing the North ! They have poured their an
into Maryland, and our soldiers, for the first time,

have been obliged to turn their faces northward to

meet their enemy 1 We are, to be sure, regaled
with glowing accounts of what our Generals are
now agoing to do. We have been fed on too much
of that food already. We shall wait to see what
they have done.

The contrast of the civil administration, North
and South, will give food for reflection. It is said

that the Administration have had extraordinary dif-

ficulties. But with twenty millions of men, with
States teeming with every element of supply, with
almost unlimited control of money, with undisputed
command of the ocean, and with the moral power
of an old and established Government, is it too

much to expect that our rulers should do as much
as leaders of a rebellion, whose States, wholly agri-

cultural, could afford few facilities for manufactur-
ing—shut off from foreign supply, with a people at

first greatly divided, and standing upon an institu-

tion liable at any moment to betray and destroy
them V

And yet, can any impartial man doubt, if the
relative difficulties and discouragements be con-

sidered, which side has shown the greatest skill ir

civil administration ?

In view of this whole matter, it is painfully true
that the free States of the North have failed ut-

terly, thus far, through the weakness of their Gov-
ernment, to produce a mora! impression upon the
world in favor of liberty. The conduct of affairs,

thus far, is obliging the world to say, that ten slave
States, with eight million people, are more than
a match for twenty free States, with twenty mil-

lions of people ! We have civilization, wealth, num-
bers, material, intelligence, moral prestige, and
liberty on our side. They have slavery, barbarism,
ignorance, and relative poverty. We cannot even
say that it is a drawn game ! At present, the North
is beaten.

Yet, does any man believe that this is a fair ad-

justment of the relative power of these two great
social developments? Does anybody doubt that
had Wellington, or Napoleon, or Soult, or Loui
Napoleon, or Cavour, or any man of civil and miii

tary genius, had the reins of government, such a
result would hive followed?

It. is a supreme and extraordinary want of execu-
tive administrative talent at the head of Govern-
ment that is bringing us to humiliation, and settin^

this great nation up as a false witness against liberty

and Christian civilization!

But, there is a country as well as a President.
There is a cause as well as an Administration.
Every prudent man foresees the utter exhaustion
of the country, if we have one more such year as
the last. Yet, we have the same Cabinet, the same
floating expedients, the same stationary Generals.
It is notorious, that the Generals who control the
military affairs of the army are pro-slavery in thei:

beliefs and sympathies. One drop of poison is a
match for the health of a whole body-full of good
blood

!

The South is jubilant. It is the North that de-
sponds. They have leaders who know how to con-
trol difficulties; to coerce unity among heterogene-
ous materials. There is will in the chair at Rich-
mond. There is will in the saddle beyond the
Potomac. Oh that slavery was as poorly served as
liberty is

!

Richmond determines, Washington reasons. Rich-
mond is inflexible, Washington vacillates. Rich-
mond knows what it wants to do, Washington wishes
that it knew. Richmond loves slavery, and hates
liberty; Washington is somewhat partial to liberty,

and rather dislikes slavery. Rebellion is wise and
sinful ; Government is foolish.

It turns one gray to sec a noble cause go by de-
fault! Such is the heavenly glory of a true and
rational liberty, such are the manifold blessings to

man and honor to God, that flow from it, that every
generous and noble soul longs to see it worthily
served.

Liberty should have wisdom and purity and cour-
age ; and, above all, courage, to do right, and wait.

Jt should never lack chivalrie virtues and manly
graces in its service.

Are we then to be blamed if we cannot be patient
when we behold the noblest Government of the
grandest liberty that ever descended to the earth,
feeble, pulseless, voiceless, lying by the great trou-
bled pool, and waiting for some one to help it in ?

It is a bitter thing to be made ashamed of one's
own side.

If this exhausted nation shall, at length, give up
this conflict, and betray the most glorious trust of
liberty that God ever put into mortal hands, and on
so grand a theatre as this Western Continent, let it

not be said that it was the fault of the common peo-
ple, nor of the institutions of liberty. Let it be
known that the nation wasted away by the incura-
ble consumption of central imbecility.

—

New York
independent.

g^= Ben. Wade's idea of McClellan, expressed the
other day, while humorous, is very true. He say a

that Gen. McClellan's fort is diguing, and nr>t fighting.
" Place him bcfOK an enemy,"' Raid lie, "and lie will

burrow like a wood cliuck. Ills first effort is to get
into the ground."
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DRAFTING— THE HOUR OP TRIAL.

The probability in some sections of the country,

and the certainty in others, that, in order to meet the

requisitions of the government, it will be necessary to

resort to drafting, makes it a matter of serious con-

cern to Non-Resistants and Abolitionists to determine

what manner they shall act, in case the lot to be

drafted fall upon them. As our opinion has been fre-

quently asked in private, we venture to offer a few

considerations upon the subject in our editorial eapae-

ty, without assuming or wishing to bring any one to

any other conclusion than that to which he may ar-

rive by his own conscientious convictions.

First, as to Non-Resistants. There are compara-

tively few who claim to be such, though there are

many who profess to be the friends of peace, after the

manner of the Quakers. The difference between the

Non-Resistants and the Peace men is this—that, while

the former are self-disfranchised, for conscience sake,

because of the war principles and provisions contained

in the Constitution of the United States, and there-

fore take no part in creating or sanctioning the gov-

ernment; the latter have no scruples in voting at the

polls to maintain "the Constitution as it is," or in

occupying any places of trust or emolument under it.

Hence, if any are to be exempted from drafting, on

account of their religious scruples, the Non-Resistants

present the strongest claims. In some States, we be-

lieve, only the Quakers are free from all military lia-

bilities, in consequence of their peace principles
;
but

this is conceding to a. sect what belongs to conscience

irrespective of sect, and so is manifestly unjust. Foi

he who believes in total abstinence from war, as s

Christian duty, though a member of no religious

body, ought to have the same toleration as though lie

wore a Quaker dress and belonged to a Quaker soci-

ety. We conceive that the government will be fully

warranted in refusing to exempt any from military

duty, as a matter of conscience, who have no consci-

entious objection to exercising the elective franchise;

for whoever voted at the last Presidential election,

whether for Abraham Lincoln or any other candidate,

required of him the following oath or affirmation :

—

"I do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I will faith-

fully execute the office of President of the United
States, and will, to tlie best of my ability, preserve,
protect and defend the Constitution of the United
States."

He also imposed the following duty upon the Presi-

dent:

—

" The President shall be commander-in-chief of the

army and navy of the United States, and of the

militia of the several States, when called into the

actual service of the United States."

So, in voting for Congressional Senator or Repre-

sentative, he inscribed upon his ballot the following

grant of power:

—

" Congress shall have power to declare war, grant
letters of marque and reprisal, and make rules con-
cerning captures on hind and water; to provide and
maintain a navy ; to make rules for the government
and regulation for the land and naval forces; to pro-

vide for calling forth the militia to execute the laws
of the Union, suppress insurrections and repel invasions;

to provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the
militia, and for governing such part of them as may
be employed in the service of the United States, re-

serving to the States respectively the appointment of

the officers, and the authority of training the militia

according to the discipline prescribed by Congress."

Now, as an apostle pertinently inquired in his own
day, " Know ye not, that to whom ye yield your-

selves servants to obey, bis servants ye are to whom
ye obey ; whether of sin unto death, or of obedience

unto righteousnessV—so, we say that he who votes

to empower Congress to declare war, and to provide

the necessary instruments of war, and to constitute

the President commander-in-chief of the army and

navy, has no right, when war actually comes, to plead

conscientious scruples ns a peace man ; but is bound

to stand by his vote, or else to make confession of

wrong-doing, and take his position outside of the

government. He cannot i:e allowed to strain at a

gnat, and swallow a camel ; to play fast and loose with

his conscience ; to make the amplest provisions for

war, and then beg to be excused from its dangers and

hardships in deference to his peace sentiments. The
government has a right to apply this test, and the

voter has no right to complain when it is rigidly en-

forced in his own case.

But we submit to alt the people, that such as wholly

abstain from voting to uphold the Constitution be-

cause of its war provisions, and thus religiously ex-

clude themselves from all share in what are deemed

official honors and emoluments, ought not to be drafted

in time of war, or compelled to pay an equivalent, or

go to prison lor disobedience. If conscience is to be

respected and provided for in any case, it is in theirs.

We know of no law, however, for their exemption
;

and, therefore, some of them may be drafted, and put

to a trial of their faith. In that case, let them possess

their souls in patience and serenity, and meet without

any outcry, "as though some strange thing had hap-

pened unto them," whatever penalty may follow their

non-com pi in nee with the draft. There is no loss, but

great gain, in suffering for righteousness' sake. They
surely knew the liabilities to which they subjected

themselves, when they gave in their adliesion to the

principles of Non-Resistance; and they will not try

to shirk the cross when it is presented, but rejoice

that they are counted worthy to bear it. One thing

they can and should do, in order to prevent any mis-

conceptions as to their feelings and views in relation

to the conduct of those who have risen up in rebel-

lion; and that is, denounce it as horribly perfidious,

and as having lor its object the overthrow of every

safeguard of popular liberty, and register their testi-

mony that the government has exercised no injustice

towards the South, nor given any occasion for such a

treasonable outbreak. Thus defining their position,

it will be seen by the nation that they are acting in a

manner as just and discriminating toward the gov-

ernment, as it is upright and conscientious on their

part-

It can hardly be asked by any Non Resistant,

"How, if drafted, about hiring a substitute?'' be-

cause what we do by another as our agent or repre-

tadve, we do ourselves. To hire a substitute is,

as a matter of principle, precisely the same as to go
to tlie battle-field in person.

"But if the alternative be, to pay a stipulated sum
to tbe government, or else be imprisoned or shot, may
we pay the fine?" That is a matter for the indi-

vidual conscience to decide. Speaking personally,

we see no violation of Non-Resistance principles in

paying the money ; because it is a choice presented

between different forms of suffering, and, " other

things being equal," it will be natural to wish to avoid

as mnch of it as the case will admit. Thus, a high-

wayman, placing his pistol to our head, demands in

our helplessness, "Your money, or your life!" To
part with the money is certainly more reasonable than

to part with lite ; nor, in yielding it, do we give any
sanction to the demand. But if the highwayman
should say, " Your money, and an acknowledgment, of
mysight to extort it, or your life," then there would be
no alternative but to die, or else prove recreant to

truth and honesty.

'' But," it may be said, " though I should refuse to

hire a substitute, yet, if I pay the price demanded,
will not the government take the money, anil apply it

for that purpose? And is there any essential moral
difference here > " We think there is. In hiring a
substitute yourself, you actively sustain the war, and
become an armed participant in it, and so violate the
principles which you profess to revere. In paying a

tax, you passively submit to the exaction, which, iu

tsclf, commits no violence upon others, but is only a
transfer of so much properly to Other bands. II, tben,

the government shall proceed to apply it lo war pur-

poses, the responsibility will rest with the govern-

ment, not with you. This is tbe light in which we
regard it: still, we offer no other suggestion than

this—"let everyone be fully persuaded in his own
mind." We shall honor none the less him who may
feel it his duty to take the most afflicting alternative,

as the most effectual method to meet the issue before

the community. Of that he must be the judge ; and
especially must he be sure to count the cost and act

intelligently.

What ought Abolitionists (who are not precluded
by peace principles from fighting) to do, in case of a

draft, we shall consider in our next paper.

COLONIZATION OF THE BLACKS,

It is stated that Government has completed the
arrangements for the settlement of free colored per-
sons in Central America, the precise place depending
upon circumstances. Senator Pomeroy, who will con-
ductthe expedition, has full powers in the premises.
It will start early in October, in a first-class steamer,
with five hundred emigrants, nearly all of them pro-
vided with implements of husbandry, and everything
necessary for comfort and industry. About four thou-
sand of the more desirable of colored persons have
already informed Senator Pomeroy of their desire
to avail themselves of the President's colonization
scheme. The expedition will land at Chiriqui, on the
Isthmus, two hundred miles north of Aspinwall and
the Panama Railroad. If no objection is made by the
Chiriqui Government on arrival, a landing wilt be
made in Chiriqui Lagoon, a fine bay looking north-
ward, with several rivers flowing into it from tlie south.

If objection be made on the part of the present Ad-
ministration of the State, or if" the coal and gold de-
posits, or the commercial and agricultural resources do
not prove as good as is promised, a second trial will be
made on the perhaps equally desirable shore of Hon-
duras, and the colony may settle, in the language of
the paper of permission from this Government, " At
any point within the tropics," even though it should
be the valley of the Nile.

8^= And so, this disgraceful scheme of expatriation
is to be-prosecuted, in spite of the well known and of-

ten expressed determination of our colored population
never to leave their native land ; and in spite, also, of

the strong opposition of tbe people of Central Ameri-
ca (as expressed through their journals and in private
letters) to any such influx among them ! The first

load of emigrants, it seems, is to be sent as an experi
ment whether they will be permitted to settle or not:
if not, then they are to be carried in any other direc-

tion, excepting "home again," according to the ca-

price or judgment of the commissioner having charge
of them, and left to shift for themselves I This is

alike inhuman and tyrannous. For it is only a mock-
ery to plead that none will go away, except with their

own consent; and that every thing is to be done volun-
tarily on their part. Virtually, none will leave of their

own accord
; but only to flee from cruel prejudice and

hateful proscription, which they despair of seeing re-

moved, and which are upheld as natural and perma-
nent, on account of their complexion, (!) by President
Lincoln, as the professed mouth-piece of the nation.

What renders this still more humiliating is, that, at

this very hour, William H. Seward, as Secretary of

State, is endorsing "the desirableness, under present
circumstances, of an increase of immigration" from
the old world, in consequence of " a deficiency of

bor in the country, resulting from our large military

operations "
! |See bis recent letter to James N. Gam-

ble, Esq., of Cincinnati.] How evident it is, there-

fore, that this scheme of negro expatriation is under-

taken, not only without any regard for their welfare,

but to give full scope and fresh stimulus to that mon-
strous spirit of caste which has been engendered, and
is sustained, solely by the toleration of slavery in the
land ! We denounce the whole concern as the
transparent hypocrisy, and deserving the contempt
and abhorrence of all noble minds. How just, ration-

al and noble are the sentiments of Count Gasparin on
this subject, in his remarkable work, " The Uprisim
of a Great People—The United States in 1861 " 1 He
says :

—

"So long as we talk of transporting the blacks to
Africa, to St. Domingo, or elsewhere, so long as the
peaceable coexistence of the races be not accepted, the
barbarous proceedings which dishonor America will
notecase, the Northern States will maltreat their fre
negroes, and the South will cling to slavery as to the
only means of preventing a struggle for extermination.
At the North as well as the South, men need to accus-
tom themselves in fine to tbe idea of coexistence,
Yes, there will be whites and free blacks in various
parts of the Union

;
yes, it is certain that in some

parts, the black popuiation will be possessed of in-
fluence

; it may even happen that, in one or two points
of the extreme South, it will come to rule. * * *
Words cannot be found severe enough to censure the
conduct of those Christians who, pursuing with their
indignation the slavery of the South, refuse to fulfil
the simplest duties of kindness, or even of common
equity, towards the free negroes of the North. But I
hope that the Gospel, accustomed to work miracles,
will also work this. * * * There is a power in the
United States which will overthrow the obstacle of
the North as well as that of the South, which wil
abolish both slavery and prejudice of skin. This
power has shown in the Antilles what it can do.
fhcre, pastors and missionaries, schools, works of
charity pursued in common, have placed on a level
the blacks and the whites, devoted to th
and ransomed by the same Saviour. In the United
States, likewise, the Christian faith will raise up the
one, and will teach (he others to humble themselves;
it will destroy the vices of the negro, and will break
the detestable pride of the Anglo-Saxon. * * * Th
United States do not know how great will be the tram
formation of their internal condiiion, and the increase
of their good renown abroad, when their churchc:
their schools, their public vehicles, their ballot-boxe:
shrill be widely accessible to persons of color, when
equality and liberty shall have become realities on
their soil; they do not know how great will be tin
peace and their prosperity. Let the two inseparable
problems of slavery and the coexistence of races be
resolved among them under the ruling influence of tli

Gospel, and they will witness the birth of a future ff

better than the past. No more fears, no more rivalrie.
no more separations in perspective, their conquests'
will become accomplished of themselves; and, no
longer destined to swell the domain of servitude, they
will win the applause of the entire world

"

> he

B®~ The Northern Star— Patriotic Song and
Chorus. Written by E. H. G. Clark, of Troy, N. Y.
Arranged for the piano by Fred. H. Cluett. Publish-
ed by Win. Cluett & Son, Troy; S. T. Gordon, New
York; Robins & Savage, Saratoga; J. P. Shaw,
Rochester; Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston. The mu-
sic is believed to have been composed by a young lady
of Memphis, and was originally attached to most odious
secession words. Mr. Clark deemed it too beautif
not to press it into the service of freedom

; and
accompanies it with the following verses :—

Oil ! we're a bn-ni] of brothers,
Arrayed at Freedom's call

;

Wu're fighting for man's dearest rights,
Which God designed for all.

Our watchword is, "Tun Union !"
We mean it shall bo just

;

We bail the eioddess Liberty,
And place it in her tru3t.

Chorus—Hurrah ! hurrah ! for Freedom's (lag, hurrah !

Th- red, the white, the heavenly blue,
Where shines too Northern Star !

The haughty Southern traitors

Must full before our might
;

Their hearts are hot, their arms
Dut wo are in the right.

Wo wish them nothing evil
;

Our wolfa.ro is their gain :

But for our country and our God
We must break every chain.

i—Hurrah ! hurrah ! &o.

are strong,

Ch

23^= The Springfield Repiddican denounces the
friends of Charles Sumner in the Worcester Conven-
tion as " a set of political blackguards and knaves a
disgrace to theparty which they assume to represent-
or otherwise a band of ribald boobies, who did not
assume the dictates of good manners." This is not
criticism, but blackguardism. The Republican is ever
in a factious, pro slavery mood, giving " aid and com-
fort " to tho enemies of impartial liberty, by whom its

malignant diatribes are quoted with a relish. The
satanic New York Ilemld is equally enraged at tbe
proceedings of the Worcester Convention. It men-
acingly says—" These revolutionary dreamers forget

that the bayonets of McClellan's army can defend the

President from Northern as well as Southern traitors."

For a daring recommendation of the Herald to Gen.
McClellan to assume dictatorship, and Overturn the

cabinet at Washington, see, "Refuge of Oppression."

TRUST IN GOD.

It is said that, at the Commencement exercises re-

cently held at Brown University, Rev. Dr. Wayland
made an impressive address upon the imminence of

the nation's danger, " urging trust in God as our only
ark of safety." Excellent advice this, properly under-
;tood. To judge of its practical influence, we nuiBt

know how the majority of readers will be likely to un-

derstand it.

The New York Observer, whose idea respecting the

dangers, duties and interests of this nation differs ma-
terially, almost diametrically, from that of Dr. Way-
land, has, for a year past, been giving precisely the

amc injunction, and specifying trust in God as our
only ark of safety.

When the Observer (one of the oldest organs of
"evangelical" piety in the country) uses this lan-

guage, there is no fear of its being understood, by the
readers of that paper, in a different sense from the one
intended. The words plainly appeal to a well known
devotional feeling, and suggest the customary method
of manifesting that feeling. But the Observer does not
trust to probabilities, in a matter involving the inter-

ests of slavery. It takes care to specify that the true
method, the specially effective method of exercising

trust in God, is to hold prayer-meetings. If, while
Stonewall Jackson is praying and working, tbe Obser-

ver could keep our armies and our people praying and
not working, its aspirations would be thoroughly satis-

fied. Most of those who specially recommend prayer
at this crisis wish it used as the substitute for work.
Their real purpose is that the work shall be left un-
done, or done only so far as God may specially inter-

pose to do it.

But Dr. Wayland (if we may use bis earlier writ-

ings to interpret the language which he uses in com-
mon with the Observer) would have " trust in God"
manifested by diligent work, carried on in the direc-

tion, and with the implements, of truth and righteous-

ness, quite as much as by prayer. He would counsel

active opposition to sin, quite as much as to rebellion.

A lover of righteousness, and knowing that our Gov-
ernment has heretofore wickedly favored slavery, he
would counsel opposition to slavery. A lover of jus-

tice, and seeing that our Government is still swayed
by the cruel prejudice of caste, be would have the

colored race, slave and free, admitted to the rights of

men, and of brethren. A lover of law and order, he
would have human law modified into accordance with
divine law, the lower rectified by the higher, the

statutes conformed to the Golden Rule, the Constitu-

tion amended by the Gospel, tbe President's policy

guided by the Ciiristian's principle. A man of practi-

cal wisdom, he would wish that method to be used in

quelling the rebellion which will destroy its germinant
principle, and secure us against a future rebellion of

the same sort. In a word, (if I judge him rightly,)

he would have our existing war turned against slavery,

the root, as vigorously as against rebellion, the branch
;

and he would use freedom, always and everywhere, as

tbe appropriate antagonist of slavery, just as he would
oppose truth to falsehood and light to darkness.

But, if these things be so, Dr. Wayland should

make them plain by distinct specification. If his anti-

slavery piety chooses to limit itself to the precise

phraseology by which a more popular pro-slavery piety

has long been accustomed to mislead the people, his

language will counteract his wishes, and he will play-

directly into the enemy's hands. Among a people

whose religious teachers have been accustomed to de-

vour widows' houses, and, "for a pretence," to make
long prayers, he who joins this class in prayer, yet

feds constrained by his conscience to oppose them in

action, should make this distinction very clear to the

by-standers.

Trust in God is best shown by doing God's work,
acting on his principles, practically loving the dis-

tressed neighbor whom he has placed beside us. Trust
in God calls our timid, hesitating, procrastinating

President to neutralize slavery and rebellion together

by a Proclamation of universal freedom. Trust in

God calls us, the people, to keep urging this course
upon Mr. Lincoln, as tbe only right and the only safe

course. And trust in God calls those of the people's

teachers who, like Dr. Wayland, hate slavery, to teach
incessantly, in season and out of season, with line upon
line and precept upon precept, that God's work in this

world is not to be done by frequent repetitions of
"Lord! Lord!" but by doing justice and acting right-

eousness; that we are to seek success in the present
contest by renouncing our sin of complicity with sla-

very, and by proclaiming liberty throughout the land,

unto all the inhabitants thereof; that we are to exe-
cute justice in the morning; that our President should
abolish slavery at once, without waiting for a victory
to precede his proclamation ; and that we all should
urge this act of justice because it is just, even more
than because it is our only path to victory.—c. k. vv.

" STEADY !

"

From the lead-colored despondency of the past week,
the public mind has suddenly rebounded to cheerful-
ness, and almost hilarity. A reactionary wave in fa-

vor of McClellan, setting Northward from Philadel-
phia, threatens again to swamp the country, and to re-
store the waning idolatry of a year ago. But what is

there in our present victory that differs from the his-

tory of the Peninsular campaign 1 Here, as there, our
troops are proving their superiority over the rebels
in every engagement. Here, as there, the subordi-
nates of the General-in-Chief lead gallantly and fight
courageously. But grant that the exploits of Hooker,
Burnside, Reno and Franklin must be accredited to

McClellan, how can we derive more hope from them
than from Williamsburg, Fair Oaks and Hanover 1

These last culminated in Harrison's Landing, when
they should have in Richmond. Have we a right to

anticipate more brilliant results on the upper Potomac?
McClellan may have changed his nature, as the leopard
his spots. The sobriquet, "Tardy George," may be
no longer applicable to him, He may have got rid of
that caution which chose the Chickahominy marshes
for a military cemetery. Success under his leadership
is certainly possible. But can we wisely run the risk ?

The people ought to be tired, if they are not, of the
absurd infatuation which attaches to the national nur-
sery of soldiers on the Hudson; of that niggardly
economy of the government which insists ou getting
its money's worth out of its proteges, even if the ex-
periment means suicide. We prefer to live in spite of
all rules, scientific or otherwise, rather than be bled to

death a la West Point. We have no interest in the
"ndication of West Point at the expense of millions

nl dollars and thousands of lives for each graduate.
We ask why Sigel, who alone saved us from destruc-
tion before Washington, is sedulously kept from active
service in the rear of that city ? Why Fremont, who
marches over mountains fifteen mites per diem while
McClellan is marching five on (he king's highway,—
who alone has proved competent to pursue, overtake
and defeat Stonewall Jackson,—and whose refusal to
be subject to Pope has been justified by the govern-
ment's virtual condemnation of that officer,—must be
{most unwillingly) deprived of an opportunity to
launch more thunderbolts against the enemy 1

Genius may be developed, never bred. As McClel-
lan entered West Point, so he came out, in the matter
of native ability. That ability has been tested in a
year's time to our entire satisfaction. It 1ms just failed
of nullifying the inherent advantages of the Northern
over the Southern army. If for this our soldiers re-
claim their Napoleon with enthusiasm, and Philadel-
phia goes wild with joy, what extravagant demonstra-
tions may not be expected when we hoar that the
Minotaur has devoured our new levies, and that Mc-
Clellan and Washington are safe !—w. r. o.

THE REPUBLICAN CONVENTION.

Witness below the flattering manner in which fhe

editor of the Springfield Republican notices the late

mlhusiastic Convention at Worcester:

—

" Considering the character of the call for the Re-
publican Convention that met at Worcester on
Wednesday, some of the doings were simply indecent.
The Convention was literally packed with the parti-
sans of Mr. Sumner, who made the advancement of
his interests the special business of the Convention,
They were besought by Richard II. Dana, an old Frce-
soilcr from whom many of them had learned their
anti-slavery, in the years gone by, to attend to the
business of the Convention, respect the exigency of
the time, and honor the terms by which the Conven-
tion was called. But all to no purpose. They bad
come there foe the simple purpose of endorsing Charles
Sumner, and doing what they could to secure his re-
election. We refer to the resolution concerning him,
and call attention to the fact that not a Representative
in Congress is mentioned, not a General on the field
is encouraged by a. word, and the President gets no
compliments. Nobody in Washington but Mr'. Sum-
ner is considered worthy of a word, for Henry Wil-
son is only mentioned as a matter of politeness.
Mr. Sumner himself seems to have been kept out

of the Convention by some sort of machinery. It
was considered best for him to stay at home, we sup-
pose, but he " writ a letter," and the letter was read.
Now we feel very much about this business as Presi-
dent Lincoln expressed himself, when Redpath called
upon him on behalf of President Geffrard, of Ibivii,
to offer a white representative from his court to Wash-
ington, provided Mr. Lincoln, in deference to certain
prejudices against color, should desire it. " Tell Mr.
Geffrard," said Abraham, " that I shan't tear my shirt
if he does send a nigger." We do not propose to
fracture any under garments, even if Mr. Sumner
should be elected. Plenty of worse men and more
incompetent men than he are in office; but all this
cannot hide from us the fact, that his friends are
pushing his interests in such a way that the public

'

will simply become disgusted. The key-note was
sounded in the Convention for the elections to the
Legislature. Every man nominated is to be sounded
on the question whether he favors the re-election of
Charles Sumner. If not, down goes his house.

_
The old State ticket is nominated, with the excep-

tion of Mr. Nesmith, who declined to run again on the
ticket for Lieutenant-Governor. Joel Hayden of Wil-
liamsburgh was put on in his place. Col. Bullock of
Worcester presided with his accustomed grace and
facility, and made the speech of the dav,—a neat,
strong, telling speech. It was instructive "to watch its

effect upon the crowd, who were simply insane in their
cravings for strong expressions against slavery. They
all went with him bravely until he came to tell them
that the war was a work ofarms purely, that we must
bear freedom to the slave at the point of the bayonet,
and that we can only strengthen the loyal cause as we
advance to conquer. That took the starch out of them.
There was no cheer for this statement, or for the one
that followed it: " Besieged at the capital, invaded in
our own borders, the brutumfulmen of mere words will
only please the heart with a momentary and illusive
solace." There was no applause for this passage, but
plenty for all that gave vent to passion. Whatever
personal glory was won at the Convention was carried
off by Col. Bullock and Richard H. Dana."

Well, if there is any relief in this ebullition of

spleen and disappointed ambition, may the dear fel-

low make the most of it. Never since polities had a
name has Hunkerism been more effectually laid out

and made hideous before the people. Richard H. Da-
na, the "old Free-soiler," the teacher of anti-slavery

in years gone by, was unmasked, as a polite, intellect-

ual trimmer. Out upon his anti-slavery professions !

They are those of the "spider to the fly." And,
thank God, the Convention, in tbe main, had the

good sense to see, that if they were cajoled by tbe

sophistry of this "old Free-soiler," to go up the

winding stairs, they would never come down again.

It may be that Mr. Sumner was "kept out of the

Convention by some sort of machinery." Never
mind, his friends were on band

; and next to the pres-

ence and voice of Mr. Sumner, we may count the val-

uable testimony of Hon. T. D. Eliot, of New Bed-
ford. In the face of facts relative to faithful services

and amount of practical work accomplished by our
honored Massachusetts Senator, the people are for-

ever undeceived by the petty and flippant talk about
the want of a practical statesman in his place.

Mr. Dana, and those who sympathize with him, are

welcome to the " personal glory " they carried off

from the late Convention. The truth is, they carried

nothing off but disappointment and chagrin, at the

new revelation of latent feeling, which is to redeem
Massachusetts and tbe world from hunkerism aud sla-

very.

Milford, Sept. 14, 1862. a W. S.

$=- Tho friends of Gen. McClellan who ridicule
Cen. Pope about his "lines of retreat," should not
forget "Little Mac's" proclamation when he dechi.vd.
"Soldiers, you have made your last re front ! You
have met your last defeat !

" There have been too
much boasting, and too little performance, in various
military quarters,

LETTEE PROM HENRY 0. WRIGHT.

Lockport, Niagara Co., N. Y., Sept. 7, 1862.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison:
I reached Lockport, in this county, Saturday morn-

ing, at 7 o'clock
; then attended a Convention till Sun-

day evening, and helped discuss the following resolu-

tions, among others ;

—

Resolved, That the United States Government was
formed to "establish justice and secure liberty," and
we owe it as a sacred duty to ourselves, to the nation,

to the continent and the world, to see to it that now,
and in ail coming time, the United States Government
shall answer the ends for which it was created, as those

ends are set forth in the preamble to the Constitution

and in the Declaration of Independence.

Resolved, That Slavery is the only cause and Abo-
lition the only cure of the rebellion and civil war that

now spread anguish and desolation throughout the

land; therefore, lo justify Slavery is to justify the re-

bellion, and to sustain and encourage the slave-trading

traitors
; and to oppose Abolition is to supply and se-

cure to the slaveholding rebels their only means to

perpetuate their rebellion and secure its final triumph
;

and thus to enable them to accomplish their foul

schemes to destroy freedom aud free institutions, and

establish slavery and slave institutions over all the

nation and the Western Continent.

Resolved, That to advocate the constitutional rights

of rebels is to abet and to lend the most efficient aid

to their treason ; and all who plead for the constitu-

tional righls of slaveholding traitors to their property

or their slaves, and oppose confiscating, at once and
for ever, their property aud the emancipation of their

slaves, ought to be regarded and treated as the most
dangerous enemies of freedom and free institutions,

us traitors to their country and to mankind, and us the

bloody abettors of the civil war that now so fearfully

afflicts, not only the nation, but the world.

These resolutions were fully and freely discussed

in the Convention. Giles Stebbins and Mrs. Eliza

Clark were present, and did good service. The re-

treat of the army to Washington, the onward and des-

perate rush of the slave-breeders to accomplish their

grand scheme of subjecting the entire nation and con-

tinent to the dominion of the foul demon of Slavery

the rumored appointment of Halleck to fhe place of

Stanton—the utter incapacity or treachery of Pope
and McDowell—the reluctance of ihe Union sol-

diers to go again into battle under them, and the ten-

derness thus far shown for the property, lives and
rights of rebels to their slaves, have all produced a
deep impression all over this region.

Some leading pro-slavery, pro-secesh Democrats are

doing all in their power to create n diversion in favor

of the Southern rebels here, in Rochester, in Buffalo,

nnd all over the State, by their efforts to deepen tho

prejudices and arouse the mobocratie spirit of their

followers against negroes and Abolitionists. They
avow their design, in some places, to prepare the wav
for the Southern slave-hunters to invade the North bv
ex. iiinga civil war here. This is a desperate scheme,
but rest assured there is a portion of the old Demo-
cratic party that is aiming to resuscitate their party
and get control of the government by thus playing
the whole North into the hands of the kidlMppers.
The mission and destiny of this Republic is to sweep
slavery from the e.Hitincnt. and establish liberty,

These malignant DemooTRtlc supporters of slavery
and rebellion aim to make its mission to lie to estab-
lish slavery and abolish freedom. It is an Abolition
party, but they would abolish liberty. Mark tfce-ml

tor they are the enemies of freedom.

IIKNKY C. WRIGHT.

fcff- Garibaldi bad arrived at Spew-in. His wounds
were in :\ t-tvomble condition.
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OHKISTIAN MEMOEIAL TO PRESIDENT

LINCOLN.
Dear Gakuison :

Permit me, lest it should escape your notice, to ask

for the publication of a most timely and excellent

Memorial to the President, in reference to the

present war. A meeting was recently held at Byron

Hal!, Chicago, composed of Christians of all denomi-

nations. Judge Otis wns called to preside, and after

an eloquent and impressive speech, the following Me-

morial was read.

PresidentTo His Excellency, Abraham Lino
of the United States:

Your memorialists of all Christian denominations in

the city of Chicago, assembled in solemn meeting to

consider the moral aspects of the war now waging,

would utter their deepest convictions as to the present

relation of our country and its rulers to the govern-

ment and providence of Almighty God, and would

respectfully ask a hearing for the principles and facts

deemed fundamental to a right judgment of this ap-

palling crisis.

To this we are encouraged by the frequency with

which you have recognized the dependence of the

country and of its chief magistrate upon the Divine

favor. We can never forget the earnestness with

which you entreated the people of God to pray for

you, when you left your home in tins State to assume
the Presidential office. With that request we have
sacredly complied during the dark period that has

intervened. We call to mind, also, references to the

same truth in your Inaugural Address, in your mes-
sages to Congress, and in your replies to delegations

awl memorials from various religious bodies. Espe-
cially we remember the National Fast one year since,

when you called upon the nation to humble itself

under Divine judgments, and to implore the Divine
mercy; your proclamation of thanksgiving to God,
four months since, for victories vouchsafed and foreign

intervention and invasion averted. These were official

recognitions of the fact upon which wo base this Me-
morial, viz. : That as nations are responsible to the

King of kings, and as national calamities are indica-

tions of Divine anger, so the present war involves not

merely a conflict between the United States Govern-
ment and the Confederate rebels, but a solemn contro-

versy between the Almighty and the American people.

We claim, then, that the war is a Divine judgment
upon our country for its manifold sins, and especially

for the crime of oppressing God's poor. The history

of the past fifty years, and the outbreak and progress

of the rebellion, taken in connection with the plain

threatenings of God's word against nations guilty of

oppression, leave no room for doubt' on that point.

The conscience-stricken brethren of Joseph, when
they found themselves prisoners in the very land to

which they had sold him as a slave, were forced to

exclaim : " We are verily guilty concerning our
brother, in that we saw the anguish of his soul, when
he besought us, and we would not hear: therefore is

this distress come upon us." And so must the Amer-
ican nation, in this its judgment hour, acknowledge
that the cry of the slave, unheeded by man, has been
heard by God, and answered by this terrible visita-

tion. Eor, though we are accustomed to speak of sla-

very as a creature of State law, the Federal Union
has become answerable for it before God. First, by
moral countenance and participation, by which social

and ecclesiastical sanction and respectability have
been given to the practice, and the various profits of

oppression have been divided among all sections.

Secondly, by manifold political action, tending to its

strength and growth. Slavery has existed in the

District of Columbia and in the Territories, national

soil. The inter-Slate slave-trade, rivalling in atrocity

the foreign traffic, has been openly tolerated on the

land and on the high seas. The army and navy have
given security to the system, under the provision of

the Constitution for the suppression of insurrection.

The whole power of the Federal Government has
been employed to arrest and remand fugitives from
bondage. Under this system of national procedure,

slavery has vastly extended its territory, while the

victims of oppression have increased from 700,000 at

the close of the Revolution, to 4,000,000 at the present

time ; or a third more than the entire population in

whose name was issued the Declaration of Independ-

ence, with its assertion of the " inalienable right " of
" all men to liberty."

And now the slave oligarchy has organized the

most unnatural, perfidious and formidable rebellion

known to history. It has professedly established an

independent government on the avowed basis of sla-

very, admitling that the Federal Union was consti-

tuted to establish and promote liberty. All but four

of the Slave States have seceded from the Union, and
those four, fdled with traitors, have been kept in sub-

jection only by overwhelming military force. Can
we doubt that this is a Divine retribution for national

sin, in which our crime has justly shaped our punish-

ment? '

Proceeding upon this belief, which recent events

have made it almost atheism to deny, your memorial-

ists avow their solemn conviction, that there can be

no deliverance from Divine judgments till slavery

ceases from the land. We cannot expect God to save

a nation that clings to its sin. This is too fearful an

hour to insult God, or to deceive ourselves. Na-

tional existence is in peril; our sons and brothers are

falling by tens of thousands on the battle-field, and

expiring miserably in the hospitals; the war becomes

daily more determined and destructive; while we
speak, the enemy thunders at the gates of the capi-

tal, and for some reason, our acknowledged superiority

of resources has thus far availed little or nothing in

the conflict. As Christians, we dare not conceal the

truth, that these judgments mean what the Divine

judgments meant in Egypt. They are God's stern

command, " Let my people go !

"

The work of national repentance has been inaugu-

rated by the abolition of slavery in the District of

Columbia, and its prohibition in the Territories, as

also by encouragement to emancipation in the Border

States, offered by Congress at the suggestion of the

President. But these measures fail to meet the crisis.

They do not end the controversy between us and the

Almighty. God pities and avenges four millions of

Blaves, and not merely those of the District of Colum-

bia. One bondman ib as dear to him as another.

We urge you, therefore, as the head of this Christian

nation, from considerations of moral principle, and as

the only means of preserving the Union, to issue,

without delay, a decree of national emancipation.

However void of authority in this respect you might

have been in time of peace, you are well aware, as a

statesman, that the exigencies of war are the only

limits of its powers, especially in a war to preserve

the very life of the nation. And these exigencies are

not to be restricted to what may avail at the last gasp,

prior to national death, but are to be interpreted to in-

clude all measures that may most readily and thor-

oughly subdue the enemy from the outset. The rebels

have brought their system under your control by

their desperate attack upon the life of the Republic.

They have created a moral, political and military ne-

cessity, which warrants the deed; and now God, an-

gels and men demand that the opportunity be used.

And surely the fact that they have placed in our power

a system which, while exposing them, is itself the

grossest wickedness, adds infinitely to the obligation

to strike the blow.

In this view of a change of power involving an

equal change in duty, we will not conceal the fact that

gloom has filled our hearts at every indication that the

war was still regarded as simply an issue between

the Federal authorities and the rebel States, and that

therefore slavery was to be touched only to the extent

that the pressure of rebel success might absolutely

necessitate. Have we not reason to ex/ieii rebel success

on that, policy ? Are we to omit from our calculations

the necessary conditions of Divine favor? Mas the

fact no moral meaning, that the wur has suddenly

placed within tin- power of the President the vile sys-

tem that has provoked God's wrath? Is there not

danger, that while we are waiting till the last terrible

exigency shall force us to liberate the sliive, Gud may
decide the contest against us, and the measure that

we would not adopt on principle prove too late for

our salvation ?

We claim that justice, here as everywhere, is the

highest expediency. We call upon our President to

put faith in the words of God through Isaiah, never so

applicable as now :
*' Is not this the fast that I have

chosen ? To loose the bands of wickedness, to undo
the heavy burdens, to let the oppressed go free, and

that ye break every yoke. Is it not to deal thy bread

to the hungry, and that thou bring the poor that are

cast out to thy house? When thou seest the naked,

that thou cover him, and that thou hide not thyself

from thine own flesh. Then shall thy light break

forth as the morning, and thy health shall spring forth

speedily, and thy righteousness shall go before thee;

the glory of the Lord shall be thy rereward. Then

Shalt thou call, and the Lord shall answer; thou shalt

cry, and he shall say, Here I am. If thou take away
from the midst of thee the yoke, the putting forth of the

finger, and speaking vanity ; and if thou draw out thy

soul to the hungry, and satisfy the afflicted soul; then

shall thy light rise in obscurity, and thy darkness be

as the noonday. And the Lord shall guide thee con-

tinually, and satisfy thy soul in drought, and make
fat thy bones; and thou shalt be like a watered gar-

den, and like a spring of water whose waters fail not.

And they that shall be of thee shall build the old

waste places ; thou shalt raise up the foundations of

many generations, and thou shalt be called, The repair-

er of the breach, The restorer of paths to dwell in."

At the time of the national peril of the Jews under

Ahasuerus, Mordeeai spoke in their name to Queen
Esther, who hesitated to take the steps necessary for

their preservation, in these solemn words :
" Think

not with thyself that thou shalt escape in the king's

house, more than all the Jews. For if thou altogether

boldest thy peace at this time, then shall there en-

largement and deliverance arise to the Jews from

another place ; but thou and thy father's house shall

be destroyed ; and who knoweth whether thou art

come to the kingdom for such a time as this ? " And
thus your memorialists trust that you have been called,

in Divine Providence, to the Presidency, to speak

that word of justice and authority which shall free

the bondman and save the nation. Our prayer is,

that the name of Abraham Lincoln may go down to

posterity with that of George Washington, as the

second savior of our country; the one having freed

it from the tyranny of the British crown, and given U3

the Federal Union, and the other having blotted out

the curse and shame of human slavery, and perpetu-

ated the Union to the latest generation.

The reading of this Memorial was followed by

great applause, and a Committee chosen to present

the same in person to the President. Resolutions of

an earnest character were also passed, calling on

Abraham Lincoln to enforce the Confiscation Act, and

proclaim liberty to the slaves.

This is glorious for the West. Where is the East?

Is it not time for Massachusetts to speak stronger

than ever, and demand, by the voice of her million

sons, that slavery, the prime cause of the accursed re-

bellion now blighting our beloved country, shall be

removed—for over blotted out? Terrible as is the

reflection that golden hours have been squandered, it

is not too late to strike the decisive blow. Let all,

then, who " name the name of Christ" be sure to de-

part from the iniquity of American slavery. Let

them remember it is not enough to pray for the right,

but an earnest service must be rendered in this hour

that shall make each prayer offered a blow for unit

sal enuniripation. G. W. S.

LETTER FKOM LEWIS EORD.

Minneapolis, Minn., Sept. 7, 1862.

Dear friend Mat,—I suppose you have seen ac-

counts, before this, of the outrages of the Sioux In-

dians upon the settlers of this State. According to

the best and most carefully considered accounts, there

have been already nearly or quite five hundred men,

women and children murdered on our frontier settle-

ments; their houses have been robbed of money and

other valuables, and their stock driven away by the

Indians for their own consumption, and in many cases

their bouses have been burned, and where the farmers

had their wheat stacked, it was burned also, in many
cases. In addition to these mangled bodies strewn

over our western frontier, and the starving women
and children who have escaped the Indians, but have

been unable to find any human being to succor and
feed them, it is estimated that the Indians have taken

about two hundred women and children captives,

hose situation, if still alive, is but little better than

that of their tost friends. Besides these, some sixty

soldiers have already been killed and about one hun-

dred more wounded, of those who have volunteered

or been sent to protect the settlers. Forts are be-

sieged, villages burned, and the country laid waste

from Mankato on the Minnesota River to Georgetown
on the lied River.

Saux Centre had not been attacked at last accounts,

but I expect daily to hear that it has been. The in-

habitants there have built a fort for protection, and a
force of one hundred soldiers are on their way to the

town, I left that place before the Indian troubles

broke out, and it is doubtful if there is any safety in

returning there very soon. I fear the worst of our

troubles are not yet past. Hundreds are fleeing to

this town for safety, and there is fear that this also

will be attacked before the war ends.

I think this whole trouble was set on foot by seces-

sion influences; and what the end will be, God only

knows. I hope God will overrule all for good, and

the country be made free. We who survive this war
(and I call the Indian war one with the Rebel war)

in health will have reason to be thankful. But what-

r the result, I hope to be able to say Amen, know-

ing that unerring Justice and Wisdom govern the

whole.
Yours, as ever, LEWIS FORD.

THE CONTRABANDS AT PORT ROYAL.

Many friends, when inquiring about the freedmen

at Port Royal, have asked, " What is now needed

among them?" "Do they want clothing ? " In re-

ply to these kind inquiries, I would say, answering

the last one first, that they are, generally, very well

provided for as to clothing. Last Spring, they were

quite destitute ; but during the Summer, they have

bought large quantities of goods, of all sorts. Un-
doubtedly, they are better clothed now than they were

ever before. Mr. McKim spoke of their good ap-

pearance at church in his lecture, you may recollect.

The presence of the soldiers has offered a ready mar-

ket for the sale of eggs, chickens, fish and vegetables.

With the proceeds of these, together with the money
they have earned by their labors on the plantations,

the people have provided for themselves to a much
greater extent than they were accustomed to do for-

merly. They prefer to provide for themselves, as far

as they can, rather than to have things given to them,

as if they were paupers. The only ones among them
who now need clothing are the aged people—those

who cannot earn money with which to supply their

wants. I am now preparing to return to Port Royal,

and shall be glad to receive packages of clothing, or

of cloth to be made up, for old colored people, men
and women, who are in need of winter garments. I

will take the things out and distribute them myself,

according to my best judgment.

One thing is needed by all the people; that is, com-
fortable bedding. I am not aware that any thing has

yet been done for them in this respect. As a gene-

ral thing, the people, old and young, unless they lie

on the floor, sleep in bunks. The only bedding they
have, in most cases, consists of remnants of old clothes,

pieces of blankets, and other old rags. These all

have the appearance of having been used too long

already. They should either be gratuitously supplied

with something for bed ticks, or have it offered for

sale at once, at a low price. Any kind of stout sack-

ing would answer. They can fill the sacks, or ticks,

with corn blades, and so make themselves comfortable

beds.

In many cases, their cabins are very much out of

repair, but if the Government continues in charge of

the people, it will probably, before cold weather comes
on, repair their cabins.

All the Superintendents, at times, have to act as

physicians, though of course they are not provided

with medical stores. We have physicians on the is-

lands, but they are not always within convenient dis-

tance, and, in many cases, with a few simple reme-

dies, we can get along very well without sending for

them. I shall be glad to reeeive, also, whatever any
one may choose to send of medicines, of the commoner
kinds, and of lotions, or "something to rub with."

Almost every day, April, or Sandy, or Sue, or Grace
comes with "pain o' head," "pain o' back," or with

an arm " burling me."

I know the war is constantly calling on the char-

itable everywhere, but I also know there are not

wanting those whose charities will be freely extended

to the contrabands, the poor waifs of the war.

Very truly, yours, D. F. THORPE,
GO South street, Providence, R. I.

JB^= Mr. Thorpe has been acting for some time as

a teacher and superintendent of the contrabands at

Port Royal, in the spirit of true benevolence, perform-

ing, his duties in a most acceptable manner, Any ar-

ticles sent to his care will be sure to be faithfully and
judiciously distributed.

—

[Ed. Lib.

8^= The North British Review, for August,
18G2, presents the following table of contents :—1. His-

tory, Philosophy, and Mr. Goldwin Smith. 2. Anglo-
Saxon and Anglo-Norman Christianity. 8. British Al-

pine Botany. 4. Edward Irving. 5. Essayists, Old
and New. 6. Lord Stanhope's Life of Pitt. 7. Mr.

St. John's Borneo. 8. Lord Canning.

Price $3 a year. New York : Leonard Scott & Co.,

79 Fulton Street. Boston ; Williams & Co., Crosby

& Nichols, and Redding & Co.

fl^=- We have tested a bottle of " Brown &, Broth-

er's Renl Japan Blacking," and a hox of It. F. Brown
& Co.'s Indigo Blue, both made in this city, and find

them to be of the very first quality. Good articles

are ever their own best recommendation.

REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION.
The Republican State Convention was held at Wor-

cester, on Wednesday, lOtli inst. The attendance
was larger than was anticipated, over one thousand
delegates being present. The Convention was called
to order by Hon. William Claflin, of Newton, Chair-
man of the State Committee. William Brigham, of
Boston, was chosen temporary Chairman. A Com-
mittee on Permanent Organization was appointed, as
was also a Committee on Credentials. The Commit-
tee reported the name of Hon. Alexander H. Bullock,
of Worcester, for President, and the names of sixteen
other gentlemen to act as Vice Presidents, and six
Secretaries. On taking the chair, the President made
an excellent speech, which was highly approved. The
appointment of a Committee on Resolutions, which
was moved by Mr. Griffin, of Ciiarlestown, drew out
a lengthened debate, in which Richard H. Dana, Jr.,

participated. The apparent object of Mr. Griffin was
to get an expression from the Convention, as to the
policy of carrying on the war, while Mr. Dana wished
to stifle all debate on that subject.

Quite a number of gentlemen spoke very ably on
the question, all of whom, with the exception of Mr.
Dana and Mr. Blake, of Randolph, favored the pas-
sage of resolutions, expressing the sense of the Con-
tention on the general policy of the government.
A feeble effort was made, while Charles G. Davis,

of Plymouth, was speaking, to hiss him down
; but

Davis being a good speaker, and having the
best of the argument, was able to sustain himself.

All the resolutions heretofore offered were referred
to a Committee on Resolutions, consisting of one
from each Congressional District and six at large, of
which Mr. Griffin was chairman. While the Commit-
tee on Resolutions was out, a State Central Commit-
tee was appointed. The whole of the State ticket of
last year having been nominated by acclamation, a
letter was read from Mr. Nesmith, of Lowell, declining
to stand as a candidate for Lieutenant-Governor for
the ensuing election. A baliot was ordered for that
office ; the whole number of votes cast was 717 ; nee-
essary for a choice, 359; Joel Hayden, of Williams-
burg, had 442, A. C. Mayhew, of Milford, had 150,
Francis B. Fay, of Lancaster, had 116, and there were
several-scattering. Mr, Hayden was, on motion of
A. C. Mayhew, unanimously declared the nominee
for Lieutenant-Governor.
The Committee on Resolutions reported, through

their chairmau, (Mr. Griffin,) the following:

—

Resolved, That Massachusetts, with all her heart
and strength, will support the Government of the
United States in the prosecution of this war, by the
employment of all the means sanctioned by the usages
of Christian civilized warfare.

Resolved, That the most decisive measures for the
complete and permanent suppression of this rebellion
are tlie most prudent, and that as the institution of
slavery is the principal support of it, that institution
shall be exterminated.

Resolved, That we heartily applaud the gallantry
and endurance of our soldiers, and mourn the loss of
those who are fallen, and that we will cherish their

memories in our hearts, and preserve them by most
enduring monuments.

Resolved, That we recognize and acknowledge the
pre-eminent merits and services of our Senators in

the Congress of the United States, the Hon. Charles
Sumner and the Hon. Henry Wilson. In the posts
of duty assigned them by the suffrages of their brother
Senators, one as chairman of the Committee on For-
eign Relations, and the other as chairman of the Com-
mittee on Military Affairs, they have cordially and
unreservedly, and with masterly ability, supported all

governmental measures, and fitly represented the
Commonwealth as among the most cheerful and en-

thusiastic defenders of the Government. And now
that the second term of our senior Senator is drawing
lo a close, we desire to express our warmest approba-
tion of his course, and appreciation of his services,

and to commend him to the suffrages of his fellow-cit-

izens, whom he has served so well, that the Common-
wealth may again honor itself by returning to duty
at the capital, a statesman, a scholar, a patriot, and a
man of whom any republic in any age might be
proud.

Resolved, That the administration of the affairs of
the State during the past year, and the intelligent and
energetic manner in which its Chief Magistrate and
other officers have discharged their several duties,
merits and receives our most hearty commendation.

Mr. Dana, in a speech of great vehemence, opposed
the adoption of the resolutions as impolitic at the
present time. Some other gentlemen took the same
view, and opposed the resolution endorsing Mr. Sum-
ner. The whole series was finally adopted by a very
large majority.

LETTER FROM A LOYAL MARYLANDER.
The Boston Journal says it is permitted to publish

the following extract from a private letter, written by
one of the largest slave owners in southern Maryland
to a friend in Boston :

—

" Ciiahles County, Md., Aug. 12, 1862.
" Yon in Boston, I am sure, cannot have the same

feelings that I have in regard to this wicked rebellion,
You are far removed from danger, and have not had
the rebel flag flaunted in your l'aee by the bragging in-
solence that knows no truth or honor. Last year that
infamous flag was unfurled in Charles County, and
every Union man threatened with extermination.
You ought to hear the women talk treason, and then

you will believe that Eve was the instigator of the first

rebellion. They can beat the men in abuse and slan-
der. They hate, oh ! how they hate a Yankee or a
Union man !

I hope we may soon be able to crush this wicked re-
bellion. But to do this we must bring the ringleaders
to a speedy and quick punishment. When that is

done, our glorious Union will be once more restored.
As for the almighty negro, he does not enter into my
calculation nor into my loyalty. And all the slaves
in the country may go free—or go to the devil—before
I would turn traitor to this glorious Union. I hope,
for God's sake, the North has no intention, under any
circumstances, of giving up Maryland or Washington,
ami abandoning the Union men of the Border States
to the tender mercies of the relentless devils whose
presence would curse any spot. I bad almost rather
live in the kingdom of the evil one himself than be
obliged to live under Jeff. Davis, whom and his prin-
ciples I am proud to hate. I want nothing to do with
him, but to light him or help hang him. You may
think this is strong language, but if you were back
here in Charles County, and had my opportunities and
experience, you would hate this rebellion as I do. All
last winter I was within hearing of the rebel brag and
threats. I saw their movements ; and on many a dark
night saw the flash of their guns, and was in constant
expectation of being murdered by men whose 'tender
mercies ] were unmitigated cruelty. * * * I hope you
have no rebels or rebel sympathizers at the North. If
you have, they must be the meanest, blackest villains
'n the world."

What a stinging rebuke is suelra letter to the out-
cries raised by such pseudo loyal papers as the Boston
Courier and Post against meddling with rebel slave
property even to save the government 1

DEFEAT AND RETREAT OF THE REBEL
INVADERS—FEDERAL VICTORIES !

The Rebel sympathizers : n4 Unionists alike from
Frederick, all agree that the invasion of Maryland
has proved a grand failure. The enemy confidently

,

calculated on obtaining not less than fifty thousand '
,l ' t

;

(,K'" w
'

(,( Bni™' "f his lieutenants, to Gen. MeClel
men for their army from the entire Stale, and instead !.

an
,
8 re

l
a8fll tfl e?n.d him supplies, and to the want of

S^T" Gen. Pope's report Is a remarkably clear and
luminous military paper, and, if hie statements are
correct, it shows that his failure was in no sense due
to any want of exertion, skill, and care on his part, or
lack of bravery on the part of his men, but to the dls-

Cmange op Feeling. According to the Washing-
ton correspondent of the Boston Traveller, the menac-
ing of the Capital by the rebel forces has produced a
great change of feeling respecting the employment of
contrabands. He says:

—

"Every body believes in contrabands now. They
'don't see why niggers shouldn't work as well as
white men.' There is no objection to black men
working in the entrenchments in the hot, enervating
autumnal sun ; and no one objects to their going to
and from their work in double file; and if they do
keep step and "file right" when they turn the cor-
ner, and if their leader says " halt" when they stop,
or 'march' when they go on, or 'close up, men,'
when they are straggling, who cares ! Now that they
carry their implements in a uniform manner, and con-
duct themselves in a business way, now that they
dress similarly, and wear their clothes becomingly, it

is admitted that they look much better. As they go
backward and forward between the trenches and their
quarters, they might readily be taken for fati

;

ties of soldiers.

" True, some do say that 'them nigs gives them-
selves airs,' but still no one objects. The four thou-
sand blacks now at work on our fortifications make
less noise, take less room, and are less felt in the com-
munity as blacks than were the four hundred similarly
employed last year. Time was when it caused an
outcry here if an officer's black servant appeared in
his master's cast-off clothes, lest it should ' give color
to the idea ' that Africans could serve as soldiers

;

and time was when the provost guard stripped old
uniforms from the backs of the colored teamsters

; but
that is passed now. In fact, I don't believe that
Count Gurowski's Black Regimen ton parade in Penn-
sylvania Avenue would cause much sensation."

: par-

Extraordinarv Statement. A Washington
(colored) correspondent of the Philadelphia Christian
Recorder writes to that paper as follows :

—

Contrabands are coming into the city in great
droves. It appears that many of them, in making
their escape, (I speak from what they say,) threw their
little children into the river and drowned them, to facilitate
their fight. And there are two intelligent contrabands
sitting down now in my house, who tell me that some-
where near Richmond, Va., there is a large coal mine,
where several hundred colored people are at work,
very low under ground, and a quantity of combustible
materials are prepared anil placed in it, and that a can-
non is situated at a suitable distance, so that should
the Union forces take Richmond, it is to be fired,
which will ignite these conbustibies, and destroy every
one in the coal pit. Tbey further believe that it was
God's mercy that prevented Gen. McClellan from tak-
ing Richmond ; for had he taken it, the lives of thou-
sands of colored people would have been imperilled.
But it is needless to try to particularize the horrid,
hideous, shocking and inconceivable scenes of suffer-
ing which are reported by some of these poor dejected
sons of humanity. Oh God, were I not confident that
thy mercy endureth forever, I would despair for my
people ; but still we ask Thee, O thou Prince of peace,
in wrath remember mercy. A few weeks ago, there
was a great excitement in this city, which arose from
a false apprehension that certain parties were trying to
expatriate the contrabands from the country. It is to
be hoped that equally as high a feeling for these home-
less human beings will animate them to give of their
substance, and divide their comforts, and open their
doors, so that they may find shelter."

Death of Gen. James Appleton. Gen. James
Appleton, of Ipswich, died on the 25th of August, at
the age of 77 years, after a long and useful life. Be-
fore the last war, he was a member of the Massachu-
setts Legislature. Before the war, be held a Colo-
nel's commission, and was in command of the troops at
ni """"''ter, where he distinguished himself for the
prompt and skilful discharge of his duties in the pres-
ence of a threatening enemy. At the close of the war
he was appointed a Brigadier General.
He was subsequently a resident in the city of Port-

land, Maine, and represented that city in the Legisla-
ture. For several years he was a candidate for the
office of Governor of Maine. He was greatly interest-
ed in all questions and measures of reform, and aided
such causes for many years by the constant influence
of his voice and pen. His published writings relate
to a wide range of political, social, moral and religious
subjects. He served his country and the cause of hu-
manity with constancy and faithfulness, and died in
the humble though assured hope of the Christian.

—

Boston Journal.

2^=" The announcement of the death of Gen. Ap-
pleton of Ipswich will sadden the hearts of many in
every part of New England who were his friends.
His genial character.his dignified courtesy, his private
and public usefulness, commanded a respect and affec-
tion not often enjoyed. He took a very active part in

oral and philanthropic discussions, aiding them with
his voice and pen. He was the first one, we believe,
who proposed the absolute prohibition of the sale of
intoxicating drinks, and was the first to advoealc what
was well known as the Maine law, In an elahorate re-

port on the subject. Those who differed from him in
opinion recognized in him an able and courteous op-
ponent, lie was a patriot and a Christian, and after
a long and useful life, has been gathered unto his
fathers, in the hope of a glorious resurrection.

—

Bus-
ton Courier.

3tj?=" Gem Appleton warmly espoused the Anti-Sla-

very cause at a vi^ry early period, and was a firm and
outspoken Abolitionist to the end. Even the Courier

Acknowledges that he was "a patriot and a Chris-

tian," and not n madman and fanatic! The eulogy is

well bestowed.

Tkstimony of Dr. Cutter. Dr. Calvin Cutter,
acting division surgeon of Reno's division, recently
captured, has been released. He estimates our casnali-
ties at 4,500 killed and wounded. Of these, 2,000 are
till on the battle-field. They arc being cared for.

Dr. Cutter reproaches chief medical director Guild,
and other rebel officers, in the bitterest terms, for leav-
ng our poor men three days without food or even wa-
er, and warned them that this unheard of barbarity
Jiould be faithfully reported to our surgeon general.
The wounded were left lying where they fell, sur-
rounded by putrefying corpses, exposed to all in-

clemencies of weather, their wounds not even moist-
ned, nor a cup of cold water put to lips which were

swollen and blackened by three days' fever.
The inhumanity of the enemy went so far that they

supplied our surgeons with neither food, stimulants,
lint, bandages, nor operating instruments for thirty-six
hours. Dr. Cutter was not even permitted to give his
professional services to the wounded. In one inter-
view with medical director Guild, he told him (hat he
had had charge of battle-fields before now, and that he
had seen that the Confederate wounded had water,
food, shelter and clothes before he went to sleep.
Upon which Guild said he wanted to hear no more
such talk, and closed the conference.

of that number did not get enough to form one com-
pany at Frederick, and I bey were skedaddlers from
the coming draft in that State. The most earnest
and touching evidences of loyalty to the old Mag were
made when our forces entered the place. The loyal
ladies were specially enthusiastic, while old citizens
who had not even been disturbed in their property or
interfered with personally, came forward and wel-
comed our troops as the deliverers from tyranny. The
contrast between our troops and the rebels was most
striking. The latter with their once light uniforms
were dingy and filthy. Few had any under-clothing,
while most all were hatless and shoeless, and other-
wise demoralized by their long, wearv marches and
continued fighting. They seemed to be well armed,
and that they fight, and desperately, too, none of our
soldiers question. Washington is to-day rejoicing
oyer what now appear to be brilliant victories in
Maryland. The success of our arms is the theme on
every lip, congratulation passes from hand to hand,
and the great, strong hope that is abroad to-day, is
deep enough to settle the rebellion forever. It is the
first news that has broken the gloom for months, and
everything else is abandoned here to its revivifying
influences.— Washington Corr. Boston Herald.

Gen. Burnside passed through Frederick early on
Saturday morning, and the whole army pushed on
after the enemy by every road, even crossing fields.
The people of Frederick turned out to welcome

Burnside with the wildest enthusiasm—men women
and children—and when Gen. McClellan came, the
people blocked up the streets so that it was difficult
for him to reach his headquarters. The scene is de-
scribed as most grand. The waving of flags and
handkerchiefs was universal, and the women and
children screamed words of welcome at the top of
their voices.

The haste of the rebels to leave Frederick wns
so great that they left a number of cannon, also
much ammunition and provisions. In their train
were about Tineen hundred wagons, nearly-all-ampt^
which would probably be filled in the valleys on their
way to Williamsport. The rebels were very desti-
tute, but an eye-witness says that the discipline was
most severe amongst them. For the slightest offence,
he saw officers knock men down with the butt of their
pistols, and otherwise treat them with the greatest
severity. All accounts represent them as excessively
filthy.

Washington, Sept. 16. Harper's Ferry was sur-
rendered to the rebels yesterday forenoon', after Col.
Miles had been severely if not fatally wounded.
There were about 2300 cavalry in the command, all
of whom but about 40 escaped about 8 o'clock Sun-
day night, and cut their way through to Greencastle
with but little loss. The balance of the troops, num-
bering from 6000 to 8000, with Gen. White's com-
mand from Martinsburg, were all surrendered. [The
rebels have since quickly evacuated Harper's Ferry.]

New York, Sept. 17. The Herald's Washington
dispatch has the following:—An officer, who just ar-
rived from Harper's Ferry, reports that the rebels
evacuated the place in a great hurry. They are send-
ing everything across the river as fast as possible.
They left Harper's Ferry in such haste that they had
not time to complete paroling the prisoners, and a
number were unconditionally released in consequence.

Drayton's South Carolina Brigade is entirely
gone—either having been killed, wounded or taken
prisoners. The 17th Michigan, a new regiment, used
up this brigade—first with bullets and finally with
bayonets.

Howell Cobb was wounded and taken prisoner, and
will be back to Frederick sooner than he boasted he
would.

General McClellan was pushing on them very close,
and had already sent to the rear 8000 prisoners and
4 batteries.

We have taken, since Friday last, about 6000 pris-
oners, with less than the usual proportion of officers.
The mountains are full of straggling, starving, and de-
moralized rebels, who are giving themselves up as fast
as they can find their way into our lines.

The Union army is in splendid condition. The men
are all in light marching order, and full of buoyant
spirits over their successes. Several regiments of new
troops were in the fight of Sunday, and behaved with
great bravery.

Miudletown, Md., Sept. 15. There was some
heavy fighting beyond here in the mountains yester-
day. Our loss was about 1200 ; the enemy's was very
much larger, and they were repulsed. General Reno
was killed. The generalship on our side has been
extraordinary. The soldiers are extremely enthu-
siastic.

More Rehel Poisoning. A letter dated Alex-
andria, Va., Sept. 5th, from a young soldier on the
way to join the 18th Massachusetts regiment, gives the
following warning to beware of rebel women:—"On
the railroad between Baltimore and Washington, three
members of one of the companies were poisoned by
eating pies and cakes sold by women, and one died in
ten minutes alter eating an apple thus poisoned,"

Is there to be no end to such atrocities?

From Richmond. A correspondent of the Phila-
delphia Inquirer, under date of Fortress Monroe, Sep-
tember 7, says :—

" Gen. Pope's officers are kept in close confinement
at Richmond, and are not allowed to purchase any-
thing to eat or read. A Bible was sent to Captain
Williams by a cousin, but they took it away from him.
No communication is allowed between Pope's officers

and the other Union prisoners. One officer was
brought from Orange Court House in irons. Lieut.
Fisher was placed irons for attempting to write to his

friends."

5^=* In the rebel House of Representatives, Foote,
of Tennessee, offered a bill for retaliatory purposes.
It recites that the enemy refuse to treat our partisan
soldiers as prisoners, and have also punished innocent
private citizens for their acts. It provides that an
officer who may have ordered such atrocities bo put
to death, if captured. An equal number of prisoners,
officers to be preferred, taken from the enemy, to suf-

fer the fate inflicted on our captured soldiers or citi-

zens.

Also a bill for the treatment of captives. It pro-
vides that any officer or private captured by our army,
who shall have committed nuy offence pronounced
felonious by the laws of the Confederacy or any State,
shall be delivered up for trial.

Also a bill to punish negroes in arms. It provides
that the Federal armies incongruously composed of
white and black shall not be held entitled to the privi-

leges of war, if taken prisoners. Of such as may be
captured, the negroes shall be returned to their mas-
tera or publicly sold, and their commanders to be bung
or shot as may be most convenient.

Also a bill to retaliate for seizure of citizens by the
enemy. It provides that for the prisoners held hV I ho
United Stales, a number equal to that of the citizens

Beiaed, shall be held as hostages for their safety, nnd
subjected to like treatment. Any officers, civil or
military, concerned in their service, shall be imprisoned
during the war.

All the bills were referred to the Military Commit-
tee.

Baltimore, Sept. 16, Gen. Longstreet is killed,
and bis body is at Middletown. Gen. Hill is wounded
and a prisoner. The rebel General Garland was also
killed. Our victory is regarded as one of the greatest
of the war.

New York, Sept. 17.—The Timeshrs a special dis-
patch from Hagerstown, stating that t.vo portions of
the rebel army have united this side of the Potomac
to the number of 70,000 men. Also a dispatch dated
8:49, P, M., that a battle is reported going on all the
afternoon. Results unknown.
The Times special account of the late battle states

that Longstreet was killed and Hill taken prisoner.

Hagerstown has been abandoned by the rebels, and
re-occupied by our troops.

The rebel loss during the day and night of Sunday
was fully 15,000 in killed, wounded and missing.
Gen. Lee acknowledged to the citizens of Boonsboro'
that they had been defeated with terrible loss.
Our loss in killed and wounded will probably reach

3000. We lost but few prisoners.
A gang of Porter's guerrillas were attacked and

routed on Monday at Shelburne, Mo., by Col. McNeil.
wenty wagons and a number of horses and guns
ere captured.

Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 17. Seventy-two thousand
men have responded to the call of the Governor, to
drive the traitors from our borders, who have been
armed and equipped.

_jf= Gen. Lee telegraphed to Jeff, Davis on the 5th
that be had paroled 1000 prisoners and captured thirty
pieces of cannon and a number of stand of arms.
The rebel General Armstrong's operations in West

Tennessee has been published. He claims that he
passed between Boliver and Jackson, destroying the
bridges and tressle work, and in the different engage-
ments he claims to have taken 213 prisoners and
killed and wounded 75.

The rebel Congress on Friday adopted resolutions
thanking Gen. Lee for his late successes, and declar-
ing it to be the policy now that Maryland was to be
occupied for the purpose ?f advancing into the ene-
my's country.

Louisville, Ky., Sept. 14. Further particulars of
the Mumfordsville fight have been received from Mr.
Thomas, who arrived from there this evening. He
was present during (he battle. The rebels undepGen.
Duncan, numbered from 5,000 to 7,000, including
cavalry, artillery and infantry.
The rebels made the attack from both sides of the

river, and boldly advanced to our breastworks. They
were repulsed with fearful loss. The Federal forces
under Col. Wilder numbered about 2,000. At the
commencement of the fight, they were reinforced by
Col. Dunham with the 5th Indiana regiment. The
first the rebels knew of his whereabouts was his pour-
ing in a whole volley, killing many and stampeding
thi 1 balance.

The Federal loss was 8 killed and 27 wounded. The
rebel loss was from 600 to 700 killed and wounded.
The rebels who brought a flag of truce admit a loss of
400 killed. Two pieces of artillery were captured
from the enemy.
The bridge at Bacon Creek has been destroyed.
The rebel Gen. Bragg is supposed to be at Glasgow.

food and ammunition. At present, we know not ho\.
just his charges are, and probably we never shall know,
for government has sent into the field the very men
against whom they are preferred. The court of in-
quiry has been postponed, not because there is no oc-
casion for inquisition, but because government durst
no more act contrary to the wishes of Gen. McClellan
and his friends than the Roman Senate would have
dared to institute an inquiry into the conduct of Caesar
and his legates after they had crossed the Rubicon.
The causes of Gen. Pope's defeat will bs added to the
vexing questions of history, because there is no power
to make the inquiries necessary to get at the truth.
That the inquiry has been postponed—forever—will
beregarded by most people as strong corroborating
evidence that the accusations made by Gen. Pope are
well founded, and not the inventions of a disappointed
commander.

—

Boston Traveller.

i
.EE^ Most of the digging in the work of fortifying

Cincinnati has been done by black men. Is not such
conduct unconstitutional, and have not the rebels the
right to demand that all fortifications thus made should
be destroyed? Let the question be submitted to
Taney, C. J., forthwith, or there may be some chance
of the rebels getting beaten.

—

[bid.

$3F* The rebels boast of having seized, and sold
into slavery, the black men who were sent to help
bury our dead, last week. Their conduct was not
very honorable, but it was no worse than that of the
men who sent the negroes into their hands, knowing
well what their fate would be, anil that the Southrons
had pledged themselves, to themselves, thus to treat
all dark-skinned Federalists.—Ibid.

&£?=" It is said that Gen. McDowell's letter to the
President, asking for a court of inquiry, is a very de-
cided document. With reference to the words said to
have been uttered by the dying Col. Brodhead, of
Michigan, to the effect that he "died a victim to the
imbecility of Pope and the treachery of McDowell,"
the latter desires a thorough investigation, not only
into the facts out of which such a charge may have
sprung, but into all the circumstances connected with
his campaign from the beginning.

[JST" The terrible peril in which the Union cause is
now placed at the National Capital grows out of the
awful blunder committed last spring, in failing to pur-
sue the rebels when they evacuated Manassas, and in
dividing the Potomac army—sending one part of it to
the Peninsula, and leaving a part on the Rappahan-
nock. That piece of strategy has cost the nation
75,(1(10 soldiers. '5400,000,000, and six months of prec-
ious time, and may lose us Washington, Baltimore,
Miiryhind, and Heaven only knows what other disas-
ters may be in store for us, as the penalties of that
stupid blunder.

—

Chicago Tribune.

Escape op Appleton Oaksmith. Appleton Oak-
smith, who has been confined in Suffolk jail since De-
cember last, and was convicted in June of fitting out
a vessel for the slave trade, made his escape from the
jail Thursday morning, and it is supposed had been
gone four hours before he w-as missed. His escape
was not known until 10 o'clock. Sheriff Clark offers
a reward of S300 for his arrest and return, with the in-
timation that the runaway is likely to disguise himself
as a woman or a sailor. A motion for a new trial was
pending, to be argued in October.

—

Boston Courier.

Description of Oaksmith, the Slave Dealer.—Sheriff Clark thus describes Appleton Oaksmith,
who escaped from Charles Street Jail on Thursday
of last week :

—

'Height 5 ft. 9 inches, dark, swarthy complexion,
sharp, full, dark hazel eyes, Roman nose, very dark
brown hair, thin on the top of his head, had long, full
beard, probably trimmed or shaved off since, stout
built, weight 160 pounds, genteel address, air of
shrewdness, soft, white hand, handsome teeth, fine-
looking, and about forty years old."

St. Padl, Minnesota, Sept. 13. Four persons- were
killed to-day by the Indians near Mankato while
threshing wheat. This was done within a mile of a
company of troops. The Indians took the horses from
the threshing machine, and left before the troops could
reach them. These bold exploits will prevent the
farmers from returning to their crops-.

MASSACHUSETTS A. S. SOCIETY.
Receijt* into the Treasury, from May 22, to Sept. 10. 18G2.

Collection at Feltonville, (Middlesex Co. Society,)
M. & S. M. McFarland, to redeem pledge,
John B. Pierce, Lynn, do. do.
ISourneSpooner, Plymouth, do. do.
II. W. Blanchard, Neponset,
Collection, Miss Dickinson's lecture, Worcester,
Do., C. C. Burleigh's lecture, do.
John C. Hayncs, Boston, to redeem pledge,
Ira G-ray, Heading, to redeem pledge,
W. W. Dutelier, Hopedale, to redeem pledge,
M. A. Dutcher, do. do. do.
Luther Melendy, Amherst, N, H.,
Mary May, Boston, to redeem pledge,
Cornelius Cowing, AVest Roxbury, Mara.,
Rev. W. J. Potter, New Bedford, to redeem pledge,
Dr. Daniel Mann, Boston, lo. do.
Adams Twitehell, do. do. do.
Wendell P. Garrison, do. do. do.
Reuben II. Ober, do. to redeem pledge, Jan. 1S62, 10 00
Edward S. Vennard, Manchester, to redeem pledge, 1 00
J. 11. Moore, Sudbury, n 25
Mrs. Richard Clap, Dorchester, to redeem pledge, 20 00
Miss Martha Clapp, do. do. do. 1 00
Adams Twitehell, Boston, do. do. 50
Miss E. H. Day, Lewiston, Me., to redeem pledge,?

May, 1S62,
*

5 0.0
Thomas Martin, Portsmouth, N. R., 2 5Q

Boston, Sept 10,

$7 00
10 00
10 00

20 00
100
7 25

6 50
&00
5 00

25 00
25 00
5 00

100 00
100
5 00
5 00
100
2 00

&• ANDREW T. TOSS, on behalf of the American,
and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Soeieties, is now in the

State of Vermont, and will speak as follows ; his subject.

Slavery and the Rebellion ;

Peacham, Sunday, September 21

Danville, Monday, " 22

Groton, Wednesday, " 24

Ryegate, Friday, " 26

Wells River, Sunday, " 2S

H3T A. T. Fobs will please inquire for a letter at Alba-
ny, (Vt.) post-office

; or send thither for ouo mailed at

Leicester, (Mass.) on Monday last.

0^" Letters for William H. Fish should be addressed

Vernqx, Oneida Co., N. Y., whither bo has removed.

J®1- MERCY' B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
095 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-
ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.
Offico hours from 2 to i, P, M.

MARRIED—At Hopedale, Milford, Mass., Sept. 15, by
sv. Adin Ballou, C&pt. Wit. F. Draper, 3(Stli Regiment

Mass. Vols., to Misa Lili.a W., only daughter of Hon. Da-
id Joy, of Glen Haven, N. Y.

The guerrillas have changed their policy in Mis-
souri. Instead of organizing into large hands, they
arc now dividing into small bodies, and encamping
in squads of twenty-five and thirty. In this way,
they are enabled to spread over a vast area of coun-
try, and obtain good biding places. From these, they
issue in small squads to commit depredations. No
camp is held over three or four nights. They are
constantly shifting.

A gentleman who left Lexington, Kentucky, on
Sunday, says the Confederates were having a." high
time there. They were living on the best ; had trans-
ferred the contents of the stores to their persons, as
far as they were transferable ; were publishing a
newspaper, receiving sensation despatches from the
South, and lying and stealing generally.

PiTTsntmo, (Pa.,) Sept 17. A frightful explosion
occurred at the 11. S. Arsenal this afternoon, at 2 o'-

clock. It occurred in the large frame building known
as the laboratory. One hundred and seventy Bfcc boys
and girls were employed in the building at tlie time'of
the disaster, of whom seventy-live or eighty wen' kill-

ed, (hie explosion followed' another until the entire
building was destroyed, and those who ooilld not es-
jape in time were burned up.

The scene was most appalling, the dead bodies lying
m heaps as they had fallen. In some places where
the heat was most, intense, whitened bones could lie

en through the smoke and flames. In other places.

ge masses of blackened ll.-sli Here visible.

Up lo the present time, 68 bodies have been taken
from the ruins.

3DEN"TISTH.Y.
DD. DANIEL MANN has removed his office to 1+6

Harrison Avenue. Ho has, for the past five years in-
serted artificial teeth on the vulcanite base, iu the use of
which he has made some improvements. It is better than
gold, when well made, being lighter, stronger, and mora
durable, and is also much cheaper.

Dr. M. also uses a somewhat similar preparation for fil-

ling teeth too tender or too far decayed for tilling with gold.
His prioes aro as moderate, at least, as those of any re-
sponsible dentist.

Hopedale Home School.

THIS Institution, after n suspension of some months,
will be re-oponcd to well-disposed pupils of good hab-

its, on Wednesday, Sept. 3, for a term of fijtcen weeks.
For particulars, address

WM. S. HEYWOOD, } „ . . .

A. 11. HEYWOOD, \
"**«»•

Hopedale, Mass., Aug 6. 4t

BRISTOL BOARDING-SCHOOL FOR
GIRLS.

THIS School is boated in the borough of Bristol, Pa.,
on the Delaware River, twenty miics above Philadel-

phia. It will open its fall session on 2d dav, Ninth month,
1st.

Terms— §""' per session of live months.
Foroireuhir, address

RUTH ANNA PElltCE, Piuncipal.

UEFBRENCES.

J.vmkk Mott, Philadelphia.

AUNB OauminiAN, DOS Franklin street, Philaderph a.

0. N. PmROB, 501 N. Seventh street, I'hila.lelpbiu.

Hknuv W. RlDQWAT, Orosswioks. N. \".

David L. (Juis.eu. Woodbury, N. J.

Wm. Li.uvd Uakuison, lioston.

A. J. GROVES,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

BJARLVIIjLB, Ln Sail© Co., 111.

Bf Kspwini attention given bo Booming md eoliooting
lairas Ibi Bastero Merchant*.
A-igust S. tf.
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A WORD FOE THE PEESENT.

BY AI.MIRA SKYMOOR.

When shall mankind its living prophets know T

Not tombs, alono, but temples, build below—

Accept the inspirations a3 they roll

From lips touchod by tho altar's glowing coal,

And own I AM has message for to-day,

Not less than for the ages passed away !

" Hadst tbou but known in this, thy rfny"—ho said,

Who the dark future of his nation read—

" But now, alas ! 'tis bidden from thine eyes,

Till ruin's rayless night lowers in thy skies ;

Hidden because thine eyes refused to sco,

Hidden because thine cars were deaf to me."

How through tho oenturies sighs that patriot wail

From one who know his mission could not fail,

But yearned to see his country lead God's van,

By merging selfish lusts in love of man

!

Land of brave warriors and of bards divine,

Be thy sad doom tho saving power of mine !

Froiu the first chosen may tho latest learn

How fatal 'tis Eternal Truth to spurn ;

Learn, ore too late, what all time's teachings give—

Only by justice can a nation live.

" Give us Barabbas, and away witli him !

"

Shouted the rabble in the twilight dim :

Crime stalked abroad, without condition free.

And God's own Son was hanged upon the tree !

In our faint hearts poor Pilate questions still

—

The clamorous Present, or the Eternal, will 7

These rebel passions we must gently quell,

Further to rouse their fury is not well
;

'Tis early morning—ere the close of day

Truth may be ransomed in some easier way ;

Truth, ere the close of day, to heaven has fled,

A nd midnight darkness o'er wide eartn is sprd.

JVoiu .' says Jehovah's warning, awful voice

—

This hour, my people, make your solemn choice t

There stands Barabbas—ah ! ye know him well

!

All shames and crimes his hideous visage swell

;

Choose him, this morning rabble rago may eease,

—

Farewell, forevor, to a nation's peace !

There stands the Just One, firm in his meek might,

While hordes of evil madden at the sight

;

Make him your choice—the tumult fiercer grows,

Raging awhile with desperate, dying throes ;

But v&inly, now, your power it will defy

—

Jehovah, Infinite, is your ally !

To one wild hour the contest is confined

—

The righteous treaty by God's hand is signed

»

A new-born nation leads the great world's van,

And through our sufferings we have ransomed man

My Countrymen ! the prophet speaks to-day !

Turn not, 0, turn not from tho call away !

SLAVERY AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS.
No. II.

BY JOSEP11 F. BRENNAN, OP LOUISVILLE, KY.

From tho American Baptist.

TOR WHAT ARE "WE COMING?
BY HRS. LYDIA BAXTER.

" We're coming, we're coming "
; the call has been heard

;

With the poet's response our bosoms have stirred.

We've left our companions, our loved ones at home,

For what " Father Abraham," for what have we come?

Our country's in danger ! the cry has gone forth,

From the East to tho West, the South to the North ;

And, promptly responding, our brothers and sires

Have poured out their life-blood to smother its fires.

To smother its fires—and leave the dark stain,

The root of the Upas, its wonted domain,

Where the poor bleeding slave, still quivering in death,

'Neath the iash of his master must yield up his breath !

Hark! hark! "Father Abraham"; from Washington 1

!

grave

The Angel of Mercy is pleading to save

These sorrowing captives. Their prayers are on high,

And God, in his mercy, will yet hear their cry.

Then speak, " Father Abraham" ; but one teord proclaim

'Twill lift from our country its curse and its shame.'

"Inscribe on your banners, ere vengeance shall fall,

Our motto forever is, " Freedom for All !
"

Ah ! then will Jehovah appear for the right,

Our foes to subdue and crush by his might ;

Each Star reinstated in grandeur sublime ;

Our Flag, long insulted, with glory will sbiuc.

From the Congrcgationalist.

HELP PROM THE COTTON FIELDS.

We have waited, Uncle Abraham, as our fathers by the

When the Lord went forth with Moses, to set his people

free ;

We are waiting for the watchword, but the time seems very

long ;

We can raise you up an army ten hundred thousand strong.

We hear that you are coming to sell us far away,

But in our hearts we 're trusting it is not as they say ;

We see your brave ones falling, we hear the cannon's roar,

But we would like to join you, ten hundred thousand more.

We hear your bugles playing, and tho drummers' rattling

rolls,

Our hearts beat with the music so thrilling to our souls
;

We see your banners flying—your army march along,

And we would like to join you, ten hundred thousand strong.

We are waiting, Uncle Abraham, for you to say the word,

We'll help you in the contest—this battle for the Lord ;

From canebrake, field and forest, we'll come, a mighty

throng,

We 'II help you save the nation, ten hundred thousand

strong.

Our brothers at Port Royal are forming into line,

We see their bayonets glisten, their eagles brightly shine
;

We'll fight till death for Freedom, for Right instead of

Wrong,

We are watting, Uncle Abraham—ten hundred thousand

strong.

Maldon, July 28, 1862. C. C. Coffin.

From tho American Baptist.

WATCHMEN, WHAT OF THE NIGHT?
Oh tell us, ye watchmen, the signs of tho night,

What cause of man's sorrow dolayeth the light ?

Does the day-star of peace yet appear on the hill,

Or is the dark future unreadable still ?

They told us rebellion was thrown from tho track,

The arms of our soldiers had broken its back ;

Tho pressure our nation was bringing to boar,

Indirectly, was killing the beast in his lair.

But the wail that arises all over our land,

From thousands of victims bereft by its hand,

Shows a strength of vitality which it were well

To consider, while striving the monster to quell.

Mistake not the head of the beast for its tail ;

Rebellion will live until slavery fail
;

Nor can we expect of great conquests to tell,

Till we aim at his powder our hot shot and shell.

Oh tell us, ye watchmen who stand on tho wall,

To whoso voices wo listen whenever ye call,

And speak to our nation in words that are plain,

Give a sound to the trumpet wo all can explain !

Oh tell us what sins we are clinging to still,

What proud, selfish Achan has coffers to fill
;

Does the lowing of oxen—the cry of tho slave

—

Show the victim alive God refuses to save 7

We are weary, watchmen, of fighting with God
;

Though kind his chastisements, yet fearful his rod.

Oh listen, ye great ones, who stand in tho path,

Nor suffer our nation to die from his wrath !

THANKS.
For tho dear love that kept us through the night,

And gave our senses to Sleep's gentle sway
;

For the now miracle of dawning light

Flushing the East with prophecies of Day,

We thank Thee, oh our God !

For the fresh life that through our being flows

With its full tide, to strengthen and to bless
;

For calm, sweet thoughts, upbringing from ropose,

To bear to Thee their song of thankfulness,

We praise Theo, oh our God !

In the Slave States, manual labor 13 considered me-

nial and degrading ; it is the business of Blaves. The

slaves themselves have no respect for the man or wo-

man who performs the labor they are accustomed to

perform, and lew white people, after a short residence

in a Slave State, have the nerve to incur the contempt

of a slave. In the Free States, the majority of the

people work with their hnnds, counting it not a deg-

radation or reproach, but a duty and a dignity. Thus

in Boston, the richest city for the number of its popu-

lation in America, out of 22,000 families, in 1860, but

6000 kept a servant, and only 1300 had more than

servant to perform their household labor. In the

matter of freedom is involved the great point of dif-

ference in a Slave State between labor and independ-

ence. Where it is a social disgrace to work, men of

spirit will not work. So the high-minded freemen

are continually getting worse off by reason of their

idleness, and either make desperate attempts to enter

the professions or emigrate to the new Free States,

where labor is not degradation ; not, however, as the

enterprising New Englander, seeking more room for

his expansive ideas, but because his condition is a re-

proach to him.

Most of the work of a productive character in the

Slave States is therefore done by slaves. But as the

slave has no Btimulus to labor, the natural instinct of

production is materially checked, The master has

the desires which consume, the slave only the hand

that earns. He labors not for himself, but for another,

who continually wrongs him. His aim. therefore, ia to

do the least he can avoid punishment by doing. He
will practise little economy, no thrift. The master

cannot force him to think or contrive ; he therefore

doeB neither. He only gives what the master can

force from him, and he cannot conceal. There is no

invention in the slave : in fact, there is scarcely any

among the masters, for their business is to act on

men, not directly on things. This circumstance unfits

the slaveholder for the great operations of productive

industry. All labor-saving contrivances are produced

in the Free States. The proportion of patents granted

to inventors in the Slave States, up to the present

time, compared with those granted to inventors in the

Free States, ranks as one to eighty. The State of

New York alone has received more than three times

as many patents as all the Slave States, since the

Patent Office was established. In the North, the free-

man acts directly upon things by his own will; in the

South, only through men reduced to the rank of

things, and these things then act on material objects,

without pleasure in their labor. Here it will be per-

ceived lies the immense disparity in the results. The
slave can only be employed to advantage in the cul-

ture of the earth. It was the same in Italy two thou-

sand years ago. He produces the coarse products,

such as cotton, corn, vice, tobacco, and the sugar cane.

His rude and ignorant culture impoverishes the soil,

kills the land. He knows nothing of the component

parts of a fertile earth. With such labor, in a few

years, the land becomes barren, and the slaveholder

believes he must seek new land, virgin soil, which in

a few years is in its turn by the culture of the igno-

rant slave ruined, and has to be deserted. Nothing

less than a semi-nomadic life is the natural result of

those who retain exclusively slave labor. The patri-

archal institution requires the patriarchal style of

living, now and always practised by the uncivilized

nomadic peoples, and as a consequence, labor-savii

tools and machinery are almost unknown. The hi

and plough, the latter but a degree or two superior to

that of Virgil, two thousand years ago, are to-day the

principal tools employed in Southern fields, where

slaves in squads and companies cultivate the land.

The soil is never entered beyond the depth of from

four to six inches for purposes of cultivation. In

Massachusetts, a slaveholder might own nearly all the

land between Dorchester and Plymouth, east of the

Old Colony Railroad, and with such cultivation as

he bestows upon his land in the South, he would in a

few years starve. Slavery, as a system of labor, dis-

courages the immigration of poor but able-bodied men

from the Free States. The slaveholder, if you ask

him the reason of this, will tell you they cannot stand

the climate, but this is false. He and his class dread,

rather, the influence of the society of such men upon

their slaves, and therefore they discourage their em-

igration thither. In the Free States, the proprietor

of machinery or land has to buy oniy labor; in the

Slave States, he must buy not only machinery or

land, but likewise laborers. This is what hinders the

advancement of manufactures in the Slave States.

At Lowell or Lawrence, the manufacturer builds his

mill, buys his cotton, and, reserving a sufficient sum

for his floating capital, he hires five hundred men and

women to work his machinery, paying them from

week to week for their labor. In Virginia or South

Carolina, he must buy all; not only mill, cotton and

machinery, but operatives also. Putting these five

hundred operatives as slaves at but §600 each, there

are $200,000 more necessary to start a cotton mill in

Virginia than is required to start one in Massachu-

setts. This additional sum is needed before a wheel

can turn; consequently, the wheels don't turn in

Slave States. Once in a while, a Southern Conven-

tion will make a convulsive effort to organize opera-

tions in the manufacturing way in the Slave States,

but nothing is produced by them but talk. At such

meetings, it is generally proven to a demonstration

that no finer water powers are to be found in the

world than in the South, no finer harbors ; and as for

the raw material, is it not raised by every planter at

the very doors of the capitalists ? But they ignore the

fact that it is man power and woman power—the pow-

er of intelligent free men, energetic free women—that

is needed to make a cotton or woolen factory a paying

concern.

In a community of free labor, each laborer stimu-

lates the other. The farmer not only consumes a por-

tion of what he produces himself, but also a portion

of every necessary and some of the luxuries pro-

duced by his neighbors, either on the ground or

brought from other countries—tea, coffee, sugar, rice,

molasses, salt, spices, cotton and woolen goods, shoes,

hats, hardware, tinware and cutlery, crockery and

glassware, clocks, jewelry, books, paper, agricultural

implements and the like. His wants stimulate the

mechanic and the merchant, while theirs in return

stimulate him. All grow up together, all prosper to-

gether, each having a market at home, and a commu-
nity of interest in each other. Industry, activity, in-

telligence and comfort are the result, and labor of all

kinds is respected. In a slaveholding and slave

populated State, the reverse of all this takes place.

The Southern planter purchases nothing for his slaves

except coarse cotton cloth, called jeans, to clothe

them, negro brogans for their feet, and pork and corn

to feed them. "Hog and hominy" are the staple

provender of slaves—the only food provided by the

masters. Twenty dollars a year are considered ade-

quate for the support of an able-bodied field hand.

Except it be the producers of corn and hogs, negro

brogans, and the article called "jeans," no one is

benefitted by the consumption of the slave popula-

tion. Indeed, a slaveholder prides himself upon being

independent of the world for his supplies. Enume-
rating the slave population at 2,600,000, who are thus

provided for as consumers of twenty dollars' worth

a year each, outside of what they grow on the plan-

tations, and we have fifty millions of dollars a year

to cover the total consumption. How will that com-

pare with the consumption of a free population ? In

1860, the 1,300,000 inhabitants of Massachusetts con-

sumed one hundred and twenty millions of dollars'

worth, or seventy millions of dollars' worth mdre than

the whole laboring slave population of the Southern

States combined. But comparison is not to be tole-

rated in such a connection.

In the Free States, the free man comes directly in

contact with the material things which he wishes to

convert to his purpose. To shorten his labor, he makes

his head save his hands. He thinks, he contrives, he

invents machines. His productive capacity is ex-

tended an hundred fold by his use of wind, water,

steam. Such extension is a solid gain, not only to

himself, but to all mankind. While South Carolina

enslaves men, Massachusetts enslaves the elements of

nature. New England has kidnapped the Merrimack,

the Connecticut, the Androscoggin, the Kennebec,

the Penobscot, and a hundred smaller streams. She

has seized fire and water, and bound them with an

iron yoke, making with them an army, a nation, of

powerful but pliant workmen. The patriarchal insti-

tution of slavery represents the 19th century before

Christ; the economic institution of machinery rep-

resents the 19th century after Christ. The law of the

former discourages progress ; the law of the latter iiv

vites progress. In their results, they are Ihirty-eighl

centuries apart. From a review of the results of the

former, it is delightful to turn to those of the latter.

The object of the economic institutions of the 19th

century is the good of mankind, in a sense which the

mass of mankind always have understood and always

will understand the word good. It has lengthened

life by reducing the drain upon its vitality. It has

extinguished many virulent diseases. It has increased

the fertility of the soil. It has given new securities

to the mariner. It has spanned great rivers and estu-

aries with bridges of forms unknown to our fathers

of the earlier age. It has conducted the thunderbolt

innocuously from heaven to earth. It has lighted up

the night with the splendor of the day. It has ex-

tended the range of human vision. It has multiplied

the power of human muscles. It has accelerated mo-

tion. It has annihilated distance. It has increased

correspondence, all friendly offices, all dispatch of

business. It has enabled man to descend to tho depths

of the sea, to soar into the air, to penetrate securely

into the noxious recesses of the earth, to traverse

the land in cars which rush along without horses,

and the ocean in ships which sail against the wiud.

These are but a part of its fruits, and its first fruit

;

for it is an institution that never rests. Its law is pro-

gress. The point that was invisible yesterday is its

goal to-day, and will be its starting-post to-morrow.

I will not dwell further upon this branch of my
subject, nor even touch on the vast difference in the

internal improvements and value of the land and prop-

erty in Slave and Free States. These differences, as

well as the difference in population in proportion to

relative territory, are known to all. The effects of sla-

very on education will next engage our attention.

[Translated for the Liberator from the loonier of Sept. 10.]

JEFF. DAVIS TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

I must confess to you, that I have indeed always

placed the greatest confidence in you, and, from the

beginning of the insurrection, built my chief hopes

upon you ; but, of late, you have justified my confi-

dence in such a way that I should be the most un-

grateful man in the world, if I did not communicate

to you my feelings, at least by a friendly sign. Tour

election was my elevation
;
your government was my

preservation ; and your safety will be my future.

Formerly, when I did not know you intimately,

your unassuming way made me rather depreciate you,

Your words, as well as your acts, since then, have

made you invaluable tome. Even as a writer, you

have surprised me by productions which I had never

given you credit for. Who but you could have writ-

ten the inimitable letter to Abolitionist Greeley, and

the still more original address to the negro committee ?

In the last-named document, there courses a humor-

ous vein, which betrays wholly unlooked-for qualifi-

cations. I have not for a long time read any thing

ore happy than the advice with which you banish

the black devils to the coal pits of Central America;

but, at the same time, I did not mistake the earnest

meaning in the comic dress. Yes, I may say to you,

it has already done its work. The slaves who learn

that the ruler of the North, to whom they besottedly

looked as their liberator, knows no better fate for them

than making coal graves for themselves under the

equator, have for ever abandoned the idea of running

away from or rising against us.

I mention your written performances, however,

merely to show you that I slight none of your services.

But words would fail me if I attempted to give due

prominence to all the services which you have ren-

dered my native land by your policy and your deeds.

Much as I esteemed Buchanan, if I could set him in

your place, I would not do it at any price. This sim-

ple expression of my regard says more to you than the

most excessive emphasis could convey.

The very first acts of your administration revealed

to me that you were a true statesman. The true

statesman is characterized, above all, by sturdy adher-

ence to the past. The past is a sure thing, an accu-

mulated fact, and therefore a firm foundation ; the fu-

ture is a fog-streak, ranged by airy ideas, and has no

basis : it is seductive to enthusiasts and revolutionists.

The statesman looks behind him, and steers calmly.

with averted face, towards coming events, if he has

the compass of the past before his eyes. Of all the

isms which rule the world, the statesman prizes but

one—conservatism ; and of new acquisitions, only two

have value for him—power and money. He is com-

plete, if he knows iiow to appropriate to himself that

dullness which is impervious to all enticements of

honor and freedom, principles and humanity, which

enthusiasts reckon chief among their so-called ideas.

Nor should the statesman even be concerned with the

understanding; for since the world, whose ma

nance is the problem of statesmanship, is destitute of

it, the understanding must necessarily be revolution-

ary, if allowed to enter into the administration. Had

you suffered yourself to be afflicted with understand-

ing, I should have been lost as much as if you had

been accessible to honor and freedom. And what

would have been the consequences 1 Revolution !

This assertion may seem strange in the mouth of a

man who is called a rebel against his rightful govern-

ment. But it will not have escaped you that your

party alone exhibits revolution, while I represent the

proper conservatism which has merely been compelled

to restore to the past her well-earned rights, and to

secure their organic future development by opposing

revolution. When that work is accomplished, you as

well as I will be called by our right names, and a

grateful world will bless your benevolent, conserva-

tive statesmanship. Your merit will be the greater,

the more arduous your task,—that, namely, of helping

me to dominion, while lighting me; of employing

your superior power as Commander-in-Chief for the

support of my weakness ; and of swearing me a

brother, while seeking to annihilate me as a foe; and

all that without damaging your "honesty."

If 1 had any instructions to communicate to you,

perhaps they would run somehow' thuB :

—

" Make a banker Secretary of War, or, if you can-

not find one, take a lawyer.

" Make no preparations till I have made mine.
" Do not try to secure important points till I have

captured them, nor to obtain decisive positions till I

hold them, nor to remove stores till I have lugged

them off.

"Everywhere put Generals at the head who have

most sympathy for me; and where this sympathy is

wanting, it must be supplied by stupidity and inca-

pacity.

" Should you unfortunately gain a victory, be care-

ful to retrieve it as soon as possible by a defeat.

"Never oppose corruption, for virtue is revolu-

tionary.

" If you have a General suspected of treason, pro-

mote him, that he may not waste his talent on trifles

;

and if he is incapable, give him the best troops, that

what ho sends under the ground may bo worth his

trouble.

" Of course, protect the ' traitorB ' at the North, and

do not disturb their secret organization
; Sl) that when

the time of my visit calls me that way, I may not lack

the acclamation and support of ' the people.'

" Be nowhere consistent—except in your efforts for

the chief end—that everything may remain paralyzed

by uncertainty and anxiety; only on one point be

true to yourself—nowhere permit the interests of sla-

very to be earnestly assailed, or the anti-slavery spirit

to enter the army. Remove every General who has

abolition sympathies ; and if you cannot universally

order the rendition of fugitive slaves, at least you

will punish no officer who prosecutes the business in

spite of the laws.

" Aim to squander as much blood and treasure ns

possible without doing us special harm, that the peo-

ple of the North may become thoroughly exhausted,

and disposed by faintness and despair to consent to

my plans, as soon as the moment has arrived for their

execution. Suffer, too, your ministers wantonly to

interfere with personal security and the freedom of

the press, that your countrymen may be somewhat

accustomed, when they fall under my government."

Nearly in this wise, my esteemed colleague, would

I instruct you, if I were authorized to, and deemed it

necessary. But, as it is, I modestly leave every thing

to your own discretion ; for, as before said, my confi-

dence in you is unlimited. To give you a still fur-

ther proof of this, I will reveal to you my whole plan.

Since your Generals, whom you knew how to se-

lect so appropriately, have opened for me the way to

Washington, the mob believes that my next step is

the possession of your capital. The fools think I am
endeavoring to destroy my own residence, and pre-

maturely to remove my best friend from the manage-

ment of my possessions. I shall seek to take, and, if

necessary, annihilate Washington, only when I de-

spair of accomplishing my other plans. These are,

at present,—by gaining the Border States, and a

firm hold in a couple of Northern States, with the

isolation of Washington,—to prove the opposition of

Northern revolutionists to my undertaking unprofita-

ble, and to enchain the sympathies of my Northern

friends. Then first, when this has come to pass, will

I enter my capital as a victor, and (of course) with

the olive branch in my hand. I would, it is true, be

content with the independence of the South as a make-

shift, if I absolutely must; hut her future would be

too precarious and contracted without the addition of

fhe North, and therefore I, the Secessionist, am
good a Union man as you. But the Union which I

wish is the old Union, and the development I wish is

that organic development which your party destroyed.

The natural expiration of that party is the condition

of the development and continued supremacy of sla-

very—a condition on which alone the Union can have

stability and a grand future. By our quarrel, we have

for the first time learned the full extent of our strength.

No power in the world will withstand us, if I, at

the head of the two million soldiers who now are

fighting each other, and master of a proportionate

fleet, dictate law to the people of this Republic and

to the whole continent. The paltry European mon-

archs, who think they can now withhold from me the

favor of their recognition, shall tremble, after I have

first secured my recognition this side the water.

Mexico, Cuba, and the African slave-trade will be

my first foreign aims; and wo to the power that

blocks my way to their accomplishment! In ten

years, this Republic, founded anew on the broadened

basis of "slavery, and strengthened by efficient precau-

tions against the misuse of what the ideologists style

freedom, will be the mistress of America and the ar-

biter of the world.

You, dear colleague, could now, to be sure, cross

these vast schemes by a very simple means. You
need merely with your iron-clad ships take Charles-

ton, Mobile and Savannah, and land there an army

with Generals a la Fremont, Hunter, Phelps, &c,

for the instigation of the slaves; receive the blacks

everywhere into the army
;
proclaim universal eman-

cipation; and have every traitor seized by the throat.

But even without my conjuring you, you will know
how to avert such revolutionary attempts. If you do

this, and the people of the North continue you at your

post, I shall have no fear for the hereafter.

We shall meet again in Washington.

Your sincere friend, J. DAVIS.

Before we can expect success, we must be as united

for freedom as the South is for slavery. The shackles

of the slave will never bind again the Union. We are

fighting to build a glorious mansion for the future, not

to revamp the decayed edifice that from its innate

weakness has fallen upon us. Disaster is the natural

consequence of an equivocal and contradictory policy.

No wonder our attitude bewilders foreign nations 1

"For sea and land don't understand,

Nor sky, without a frown,
See rights for which tho one hand fights,

By the other cloven down."

The great heart of the North is right. It waits anx-

iously for the talismanic word of Emancipation to

be spoken by the President. Wait no longer. Pa-

tience has ceased to be a virtue. Freedom should be

aggressive, not apologetic. When the people shall

proclaim, in unmistakable terms, that the war must be

fought on the single principle of universal liberty,

treason in our midst will hide its diminished head, and

our armies in the field march to certain and lasting

victory. J.

WHEEE THE EEAL BATTLE IS TO BE
rOUGHT.

If the United States were at war with a foreign

nation, who can doubt that the conflict would be

" sharp, short, and decisive " 1 Our military leaders

would not need the pressure of an impatient people

to force them to advance. Strategy, which excuses

incompetent generals for months of wasted time, mil-

lions of wasted money, and thousands of wasted lives,

would be less popular. Celerity of action and vigor-

ous severity would mark the conduct of the war.

The swift-pouncing eagle, not the tardy tortoise,

would be our emblem.

Acknowledging the truth of this, can thinking

minds avoid the conclusion, that the policy of our

Government, in its efforts to subdue the South, is

radically wrong? Seventeen months have passed

since the capture of Sumter. Though vastly superior

in physical strength, pecuniary resources, and moral

power, to the South, we have been worsted in the

field, and the emptiness of our boast, that the rebellion

would be "speedily crushed," made manifest. The
end recedes as we advance. Not Richmond, but

Washington, is in danger.

How much longer must we stumble along in this

disheartening gloom, before the people will under-

stand that the real battle which is to decide the future

of the Republic is one of OPINION, and to be fought,

not at the South, but at the North ? Thus far, Slavery

in arms has been triumphant, because Slavery, under

the guise of loyalty, has interposed to paralyze every

blow aimed at rebellion. Senator Wilson staled the

exact truth at the Fremont meeting—" The man who

believes slavery to be right is a traitor." The differ-

ence between the Northern and the Southern traitor

is the difference between the assassin and the soldier.

The former stabs under the guise of friendship ; the

latter strikes without concealment, and with fair warn-

ing. Therefore, the first work is to expose and crush

out treason in our midst. Every day of indecision

and paltering, on the part of fhe Government, adds

strength to these allies of Jefferson Davis. Though

numerically small, as compared with the great mass

of loyal people, their influence is immense. Loud-

mouthed and positive in their assertions, untiring in

their efforts, and using the shibboleth of " the Consti-

tution and the Union " to cloak their treasonable de-

signs, they overawe the weak and the timid. Demo-

cratic pro-slavery earnestness is more than a match

for Republican indifference.

Into the hands of these men our cause has been be-

trayed. The President, in his anxiety to avoid being

partisan in his appointments, has given the control of

our armies to generals who were his strongest oppo-

nents. In attempting to escape Scylla, he has rushed

upon Charybdis. In his eyes, the record ol'a pro-sla-

very Democrat is a better passport to governmental

favor than an anti-slavery life. It is an indisputable

fact, that the men who were in fullest sympathy with

the rebel chiefs, before treason rose in arms, are now
mainly trusted with the conduct of tho war. Can we
wonder that the National cause is in disgrace, while

half-hearted McClellan lends our armies, and brave,

far-seeing Fremont is left without a command?

Let the people be vigilant in this Irial-hour of our

history. While the friends of freedom rest trustful-

ly upon their oars, waiting for "the logic of events
"

to give us final victory, the enemies of the Republic

work with unceasing vigor.

In Massachusetts, the secession element is handing

to prevent tho reelection of Ciiaules Sumner. Be
notdeceived. Though professedly Republican papers,

like the Boston A<ti!cvtiscr and the Springfield Repub-

lican, nre howling in unison with the secession Couri-

ers and Posts, the movement has its origin in the ha-

tred of free institutions. Tho absence of Sumner

from the Senate Chamber,in these revolutionary times,

would he a national calamity. The news of his de-

feat would he most welcome to Confederate ears, and

every newspaper of doubtful loyalty in the Northern

Stales would shout aloud its hosanna.

ME. DICIEY'S OPINION OF THE ABOLI-

TIONISTS.

Till very lately—in fact, till the outbreak of the

insurrection—to hold abolition opinions was to ex-

clude yourself from society. It has been my good

fortune in New England to see a good deal of the

Abolitionist party, and I have never come across a

set of people whom 1 admired and respected more.

For the sake of principle, they have suffered social

martyrdom. They have been excluded from office,

from political distinction, and even from the cour-

tesies of social life. I don't believe myself that per-

secution is good for any man, and I have little doubt
that the Abolitionists have had their minds to a cer-

tain extent warped by persecution. Every man's

hand was against them, and therefore they had an

irresistible sympathy with all isolated and unappre-

ciated sects and doctrines. The churches, one and

all, were against them, and so the Abolitionists have
fallen away from the churches, and have thus lost in

a great measure the support of the religious world.

Religion, I suspect, has suffered more than the Abo-
litionists by the separation, but still the Abolitionists

have suffered also. The great cause of Abolition

has been mixed up with, and discredited by, the dis-

tinct causes of Spiritualism and Non-Resistance and
Women's Rights. Take Win. Lloyd Garrison, for

instance—as earnest and single-hearted a reformer,

1 believe, as the world has seen
;

yet the influence

of his gallant life-long struggle against slavery has

been nullified by the fact that he was also the

avowed advocate of every one of the many "isms"
which New England has given birth to. It is aston-

ishing how little the leaders of the Abolitionist cause

are known of in their own country. The other day,

at a party I was present at, I heard a lady ask, in

apparently good faith, and as far as I could judge,

without any affectation, whether Mr. Garrison was
not a negro ; and the remark hardly seemed to cause

astonishment. I was surprised, too, to find how
many of the people I met, most of whom were
staunch Republicans, had never heard Wendell Phil-

lips lecture
;

yet, to my mind, of the whole Aboli-

tionist phalanx, Wendell Phillips is the tower of

strength. His friends say that he is the Aaron of

the -party, while Garrison has been the Moses. It

may be so; but the words and voice which have

stirred up the hearts of the New Englanders, for

long years past, have been those of Phillips. What-
ever your opinions may be, I defy you to listen to

that scathing, living eloquence of his, and not be
carried away for the time at least. Most of us have

a heart somewhere about us, and Wendell Phillips,

more than any English orator I have ever heard,

knows how to find the heart out, and work upon its

chords.

Let me not be understood, by these remarks, co

convey an impression that the influence of the Abo-
litionists has been small. It is to them, in great mea-
sure,—to their unceasing testimony as to the truth

of the ;( higher law,"—that the existence of the Res-

publican party is due. The last few months, too,

have much altered their social and political position :

they are no longer against the Union, but advocates

of the Union. As the people became more and
more convinced that the Abolitionist maxim is true,

id the Union is incompatible with slavery, the bit-

ter opponents of slavery became, in popular idea,

the friends of the Union. Indeed, the recent policy

of the Abolitionists is explained, better than by any
elaborate explanation, by a saying of Wendell Phil-

lips. Some one asked him, how he, who had been
preaching for years " that the Union was the fruit

of slavery and of the devil," could be now the ad-

vocate of the Union ? His answer was, " Yes ;
but

I never expected then that slavery and the devil

would secede from the Union." So it is. Secession

has brought the. Abolitionists and the Republicans
into the same camp ; but the Abolitionists are still a

distant outpost, a sort of eufans perd.us of the army
of the Union.—From MacMillan's Magazine.

cated their superior power and bravery over the

nutmeg intruders, upon the field of battle, who have

dared to question our right and capacity to rule and

govern this whole country; therefore, be it known
that 1, Jefferson Davis, by virtue of my power, and

in obedience to the expressed wishes of my faithful

subjects in both sections of the nation, do declare

that the instrument known as the Constitution of

the United States is hereby defunct and squelched;

that I have caused a new order of things to be es-

tablished on this side of the Atlantic Ocean, which

will be duly promulgated through the Department

having these matters in charge. The people in the

free States will be taxed to pay the expenses which

they have imposed upon my loyal subjects in the

slave States, in befriending me and the peculiar in-

stitution, and for property destroyed by reason of

the invasion of my beloved South. Charles Sum-
ner & Co. are hereby admonished that they had

better not show their heads in this climate, unless

they desire to become somewhat notorious in the

annals of history as having died martyrs to the

'one idea.'

My faithful and pious friend, Stonewall Jackson,

is appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Army of

the new Confederacy, and will be respected and

obeyed accordingly.

One hundred dollars will bo paid to any white

man who will return my runaway coachman who
has betrayed my secrets."

JEFFERSON DAVIS, President.

Boston Herald.

ORPHEUS 0. KEEK'S LAST.

From the last letter of Orpheus C. Kerr we ex-

tract the following passage :

—

It is the " Union as it was" that we want, my
boy, and those who have other articles to sell arc

hereby accused of being accursed Abolitionists. I

was talking the other day to a venerable Congress-

man from Mankind, who had just arrived to protest

against the disturbance of mail facilities between
Baltimore and the capital of the Southern Confed-

eracy, and says he, " 1 have several friends who arc

Confederacies, and they inform me they are perfect-

ly willing to return to the Union as it was, in case

they should fail in their present enterprise."

"If I thought," says the Congressman, hastily

placing a lottery ticket in his vest pocket, "if I

thought that this war was to be waged for the pur-

pose of injuring the Southern Confederacy, rather

than to restore the Union as it was, 1 should at once
demand more mileage of the Government, and re-

peatedly inquire what had become of all the ' Wide-
awakes.'

"

As he uttered the last horrible threat, my boy, I

was impressed with a sense of something darkly

Democratic. Too many of the wide-awakes of the.

last campaign are indeed fast asleep now, when their

country needs them. I saw one of them slumbering

near Culpepper Court House last week. He was
sleeping with his right arm twisted in the spokes of

a disabled cannon wheel, and a small purple mark
was on his right temple. But he was not alone in

his forgetful sloth, my boy, for near hiin, and rigidly

grasping his disengaged hand, was a Democrat,
slumbering too !

The sight, 1 remember, rendered me so honestly

indignant that I could not help pointing if. out to the

chaplain. The chaplain looked a moment at tho

Fusion Ticket before us.

" They sleep for the Flag," says he softly, " and
may its stars shed pleasant dreams upon their loyal

souls forever
!"

Orpheus has written many witty passages, but

neither he nor any one else in this war has written

a prettier thing than the closing passages of the above

extract.

From tho New York Sunday Mercury.

A LEAF OF HISTORY.
The "concatenation of consecutive conquests"

achieved by military genius in Virginia finds due glo-

rification in this agreeable lyric, which comes to U8

from a profound believer in

STRATEGY.
Since war is a trade by generals made,
To puzzle the shrewdest of foes,

'Tis not very strange its moves should derange
The scent of the multitude's nose.

Let those who suspect a trifling defect

Somewhere in our national plan,

Consider once more, as never before,

Our gains since the fighting began.

From fight Number One, at storied Bull Run,
Our army demoralized fled,

When Abe had the grace instanter to place

Our own " little Mac" at its head;

Who sent it to drill, and gave it a fill

Of trenching, parades and reviews;
And deeming it wise to reorganize.

All challenge to strife did refuse.

He stayed in one spot, cold weather or hot,

Till loudly the people did cry

—

Quite blind to his plan, not knowing their man

—

" Our cause by inaction will die."

" Be patient," he said, uplifting his head,
And pointing to Munsnn's at hand,

The rebels up there will soon be nowhere,
For sure I will capture the band."

Ere scarcely a month, while never a gun th-

rew shot at the rebel redoubt,

With infantry light he travelled at night,

To find—not a rebel about.

The people did cheer, the tidings to hear,

And said, " He has captured the Hill";

And truly he had, though some men were mad
Because he found nothing to kill.

Manassas came next, and many, perplexed
To find him delaying so long,

Cried—" Haste, little Mac, on Beauregard's track,

And you shall be famous in song."

With thousands five score he marched as before—
That is, he was cautiously slow

—

And reaching the place of former disgrace,

Took captive all things—but the foe.

'Twas then that it seemed, what no one had dreamed,
That war could be bloodlessly waged,

And little Mac's stock went up like a rock-

et, leaving his critics enraged.

Then Yorktown he sought, and having first brought
His men and his guns to a stand,

With marvellous skill, kept digging, until

The rebels took leave of command.

From thence by degrees, through morass and trees,

Much promising headway he made,
Till gaining by toil some miles of the soil,

The order was—" Out with the spade \"

Then followed at sight the Seven Days' Fight
With Dixie's " superior race " ;

The end was retreat, some called it defeat,

But he called it " changing his base."

What after that came is patent to fame

;

And now, that his strategy's o'er,

We find little Mac to Washington back,

And just where we found him before.

He gained what he sought—or, so we are taught

—

The Richmond adventure, of course,

Could only be styled, unless by a child,

A stout reconnoisance in force.

Then honor to Mac; with him at our back
We surely have nothing to dread;

Just give him a corps of a million or more,
And still he'll keep pushing ahead.

But in case there should be certain ones who can't see

His strategy's excellence plain
;

His fame to enhance, Abe gives him a chance
To practise it over again I "Basnet."

THE SITUATION.

If anybody can inform us as to the situation of

affairs on the Potomac, he can do more than we

can. After Stonewall Jackson has attended to

Maryland and Pennsylvania, he will visit New
York, and may be prevailed upon to extend his

tour to Boston. A Committee should be appointed

at once to prepare an address, and to make suitable

arrangements for the reception of this distinguished

military hero. He could dine in Faneuil Hall, and
have quarters provided for himself and staff at the

Revere House, wine anil cigars thrown in. While
this is going on, it will be well for us to act strictly

upon the defensive, and to conduct the war upon

scientific principles, and in accordance with the dic-

tates of the liigliest, civilization.

Great care should bo taken not to offend Jeffer-

son Davis, as ho intends soon to take possession of

Washington, and to proclaim himself President of

tho new" Confederacy. " Done at the city of Wash-
ington, in the year One of tho new Confederacy.

William L. Yancey, Secretary of State,—with the

great seal hereunto affixed January 1. In the year

of our Lord, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-

three." The address, already written, may bo found

below :

—

Al>l)ltE88.

" 7b thr I'fo/ilc of nin Kingdom, Smith and Notih:

Whereas, It. has pleased Divine Piovidenci' to

CrOW)] the arms of iuv troops with victory; and,

whereas, the slaveholding States have fully vindi-

Erotn the Evening Post.

THE UEaRO ON THE FENCE,
Hearken to what I now relate,

And on its moral meditate.

A wagoner, with grist for mill,

Was stalled at bottom of a hill.

A brawny negro passed that way,
So stout he might a lion slay.
" I 'II put my shoulder to the wheels,
If you '11 bestir your horse's heels I

"

So said the African, and made
As if to render timely aid.
" No," cried the wagoner, " Stand back !

I '11 take no aid from one that's black ;

"

And, to the negro's great surprise.

Flourished his whip before his eyes.

Our " darkey " quick " skedaddled " thence,

And sat upon the wayside fence.

Then went the wagoner to work,
And lashed his horses to a jerk;

But all his efforts were in vain

With shout, and oath, and whip, and rein.

The wheels budged not a single inch,

And tighter grew the wagoner's pinch.
Directly there came by a child,

With toiling step and vision wild.

"Father," said she, with hunger dread,

"We famish for the want of bread."

Then spake the negro: " If you will,

I 'II help your horses to the mill."

The wagoner, in grievous plight,

Now swore and raved with all Ins might,

Because the negro wasn't white;

And plainly ordered him to go
To a certain place that's down below.

Then rushing came the wagoner's wife,

To save her own anil infant's life
;

By robbers was their homstead sacked,

And smoke and blood their pillage tracked.

Here stops our tale. When last observed,

The wagoner was still "conserved"
In mud at bottom of the hill,

But bent on getting to the mill :

And hard by, not a rod from thence,

The negro sat upon the fence.
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TO. LLOYD GARRISON, Editor.

Proclaim Liberty throughovfi all tho land, to all

the inhabitants thereof'

" I lay this down as tho law of nations. I anf that mil-

itary authority takes, for tho time, tho place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST;
aad that, under that stato of things, so far from its being

truo that the State* where nlavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only the Piikbi dcht or

TUB UriTBD STATBS, but tho COHMABDER OF TUB ArkT,
HAS POWER TO ORDER Till! UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES From tho instant

that tho eiavoholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant tho war powers

of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of

slavery, is svsftr way is which it can bb inthrkerkd

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It b a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on tho war, and west carry it oh, ac-

cording to the laws OF war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes thb
place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho slaves in the invaded territory. "~J. Q. Adajeb.

mv toutrtrB is ttw World, our tSemttsmm aw all fHanleinfl. J. B. YERKINTON i. SOB, Printers.
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THE ABOLITIONISTS.

Radical, Garrisonian Abolitionism is not a cause

nor a principle. It is an unhealthy excitement. It

is based on the wildest and most indefinite vagaries.

It is a sort of disease with a set of people who are

full of caprice and bad humors. It conies of senti-

mentality, and not of philosophy. Its advocates are

the men who, in all other respects, in business and
in the ordinary management of affairs, are the un-

wisest counsellors, the most dangerous guides, and
the most thriftless laborers. They are the impracti-

cable and awry members of American society. They
are idle and sentimental. They have intelligence,

ability and disputative power ; but their intelligence,

ability and disputative power are of such a sort that

they always fall suddenly short of a full healthy rea-

son. The peculiar cut and features of these meu
mark them at once. Bright but shallow ; eager but

erratic; earnest but adrift. No matter what the

cause, they push it to an extreme. They clutch at

an idea, but not at its surroundings; they pursue it,

but forget them. Conceiving that an end is desira-

ble, they rush on to attain it, regardless of conse-

quences, overturning everything, doing incalculable

injury, subverting all good institutions. They are

reckless and unforesecing iconoclasts. They can see

that slavery is wrong, and ought to be abolished.

But they do not see what disastrous consequences its

abolition, effected in their way, would involve.

They forget the maxim, which underlies the founda-
tion of all right morals—that we shall not do evil

that good may come. Nay, priding themselves on
their regard for the higher law, they are the 6rst to

break it. They hang ten innocent men to punish
one guilty one. In order to secure the abolition of

slavery, they proceed, with a deliberate declaration

of their purpose, to embroil the country in civil

feuds,—to snap asunder all the bonds of good feeling

and fraternal love on -which the Union rests,—to

break down under the weight of ridicule and attack

the sacred arch of the Constitution, though they
know it is our only palladium of good order and so-

cial harmony,—to bring upon the land the horrors of

civil war,—to put to shame the civilization of the

19th century by renewing the bloody triumphs and
military regime of the dark ages,—to lay waste corn-

fields,—to burn villages,—to butcher men,—to lead
out captains and soldiers like Bheep to the slaughter.
And yet tuey ar^4KH*ocahlQ_m£n_L__

Abolitionism is a sentiment so mock and unhealthy
that it has perverted the good sense of its adherents,

and filled the community with a sham and preten-
tious political Pharisaism, The women, who

"have no other than a woman's reason,"

have found it a fertile theme. With it they have
filled the ears of sentimental men in office and out

of office. Young ninnies in the pulpit have made it

an excellent subject for their vapid eloquence. All

the narrow and peaked men have learned that it is

an easy sort of virtue, and a cheap sort of charity

to dwell upon the sufferings of a class of people too

far off for receiving actual assistance—and to offer

a noisy sympathy, which costs nothing but the dis-

ruption of the Government under which we live.

The office-seekers have found this mock sentiment a

bountiful help to them. They enlarge upon it at all

times. They profess it stoutly. They appeal to the

hearts and the tears of men and women. They, too,

talk of the higher law—though they have no idea

what it means. They use the commonplaces about

enormity, and wrong, and chains. They, too, do
what they can to disorganize and disrupt. They
throw dust on the Constitution and its restraints.

And they, too, are ready to do what they can to de-

stroy the Union, in order to secure the abolition of

slavery.

These Abolitionists, as might be expected, are the

most intolerant of beings. They profess liberalism,

but they are bigots. They assume to themselves all

goodness. They are impatient of all views that con-
flict with ihcir own. They are the salt of the earth.

They go about full of vague ideas of reform, and of

abolishing evils. Adrift on the yeasty surface of

American life, impractical men, who arc unable to

earn a living in homely ways—pricked with some of

the radical and effervescent notions of the day, they

talk of doing good, of putting down wrong, and
think that they want to be Luthers and Husses.

But they deceive themselves. They do not know
that they arc the victims of a restless ambition—that

they labor not to do good, but with indefinite visions

of having their names in anti-slavery prints, of mak-
ing a speech in anti-slavery meetings, of getting

cheap martyrdom out of hisses and egg-shells and
undangerous arrests, and of being patted on the

shoulder by the women and dreamers, who write

abolition books and poems.

It really weakens one's faith in human nature that

a class of people of considerable intelligence and
ability—such as the Abolitionists—professing to be
governed only by the higher law, should so often in-

fringe it, and fall so far short of all Christian sweet-

ness and humility. Some allowance is undoubtedly
to be made for people, who are stung for being
laughed at for their ridiculous behaviour, and there

are, to be sure, among them, men of some culture

and grace, who, because they cannot help a feeling

of mortification at finding themselves herded with

the shawls and long hair, the narrow views and in-

tense prejudices of the anti-slavery agitators, fortify

their spirits by venting their spleen in a sort of bit-

ter eloquence. But making all allowance for them,

can these men tell us why, with such high preten-

sions of goodness, they are so irascible and unforgiv-

ing; why they hate everything but blacks and Abo-
litionists; why they get together in the groves and
halls, and use such abusive and scalding words; why
they attack the President and the Federal Generals

;

why they sec no goorl in any save the extremists of

their own sect; why they hold up John Brown as

their model of a man, and so, to their shame be it

said, incite the worst anarchy, the blackest treason,

the foulest murder, the most dangerous civil commo-
tions leading to revolutions and mobs, and a state of

things in which no man shall have any other rule

than that of his own frenzy or fancy; why they

write stories like John Lamar and the White Slave,

and numberless others, in which they appeal to the

worst passions of the human breast, from which no
reader, especially none of the readers for whose bene-

fit they were intended, can rise without a temptation

in his heart to take life, and in which are artfully

suggested assassination—the slaughter of men and

women in their beds; why they, who scud tracts and

Sunday School books to contrabands, desire with

their whole heart to see negro insurrections, and en-

courage them by citing former ones in minute and
horrible detail for appetizers; why they—the elite

of morality—ignore the rules of war, the compacts

of nations, and invade private rights and destroy

private property, and do so urge Upon public notice

their schemes for wholesale i-onii^^i'in as to rid our

cause of the sympathy of the world, ami to make (he

disinterested nations of Europe look on the efforts of

-tl.u ..nm ii i r-..! -p„h,.l- ivith lli teresi, ami ftoui
, ^..\

they ridicule the Constitution", and make liglit of

breaking it, whenever in their judgment the cir-

cumstances of any case demand, craftily concealing

the fact that the integrity of the Constitution and

the right conduct of affairs are things not incompati-

ble, and wickedly advising the people, even though

it be a time of agitation, when no man's mind has

any true guides of its own, to throw away the land-

marks of precedent—to break through the whole-

some restraints of the Great Compact—to act with-

out reference to anybody's rights or claims—to do

anything, however false, to our institutions or our

laws or the laws of nations, and so to superinduce a

state of confusion, in which there is no law but each

man's views of circumstances, and so no law but that

of might—a state forerunning Reigns of Terror and

Days of Military Despotism. And yet they are

honorable men !

You have heard these Abolitionists on the plat-

form. But you never heard them talk with any-

thing like Christian kindness. They are ascetic and

jaundiced men. They are jealous, bitter and arro-

gant. They seem to be full of venom and spleen.

Something rankles in their hearts. They speak no

good of any. They rail, and abuse, and call hard

names. But thereby they fail of influence or suc-

cess. For what have they done ? They have re-

tarded and for many years to come defeated the

spontaneous abolition of slavery in some of the Bor-

der States. By attacking the institution of slavery,

they have put its protectors on the alert, and have

thus tightened the chains of the slave. They have

made our great political parties sectional parties.

Thev have embroiled an united people in mutual

jealousies and hate. They have kindled volcanoes

under the earth. They have broken the arch of the

Union asunder. They have, moreover, divided the

councils and strength of the North in the present

contest. They have given the rebels handles for

apology and pretence in the eyes of the world.

They have fettered the conduct of the war by hang-

ing about it incidental and needless but vexatious

questions.

And still they cannot see. Their heads are still

full of schemes of emancipation, confiscation,, and

what not. As if abolition of the negroes were possi-

ble when we cannot even get at them ! As if it

were anything to issue proclamations for the eman-

cipation of the slaves, when we have not even broken

through the ranks of their masters ! As if such

proclamations would inspire the blacks to action,

when it is true that they would never see them, and

thatthey show as yet no disposition to lift a hand in

their own aid, but, poor, ignorant wretches that they

are, seem to know no other allegiance and to want

no other liberty than such as they already possess !

As if the wishes or prejudices even of the Border

States were of no consequence,—as if they were a

hindrance more than a help to us, when even with

their aid—substantial aid in the form of regiments

and full quotas—we are still struggling, buffeted

with reverses, to reduce their insurgent sisters I

No one is more aware of the evils of slavery than

are we. No one more desires its abolition by those

agencies which have it under their jurisdiction. But
we cannot help feeling that in these trying days of

the Republic, there is something better than Aboli-

tionism and Abolitionists,—something better than

complaint and dyspeptic hate, and abuse by men in

Kossuth hats,—something better than insisting on

the emancipation of slaves whom we have not in

hand, even had we the power, to emancipate.

Emancipation is nothing, " circumcision is nothing,

and uncircumcision is nothing," but there must needs

be stout arms and willing hearts ready to do battle

and fight for the flag. There is such a thing as a

hearty support of the President in his efforts to crush

the rebellion. There is such a thing as ignoring, as

he declares he ignores, every other question, and ex-

pending all our treasure, and putting forth all our

strength, in the struggle to maintain the integrity of

the government, to overcome this impious rebellion,

and preserving the Constitution as it is, to restore

the Union as it was.

—

Boston Post.

THE KADICAL FACTION OF THE NORTH.

It cannot be and ought not to be overlooked that

the demand for more men for the army is made
necessary by the conduct of the radical faction of the

North, in Congress and out of it. Well might Mr.
Lincoln say to one of the rabid Senators who de-

clared to him that we were not more than a mile

from a certain unnameable place for want of an

emancipation policy, that the mile was just about

the distance from the Presidential mansion to the

building in which Congress assembles. We have

had occasion before now to compare some of the ex-

hibitions in the Capitol of the country to an assem-

bly in Pandemonium, which is the same thing as in

an outright Abolition meeting; and we arc glad to

see that our Chief Magistrate coincides with us in

opinion.

In fact, while we have been emancipating and
confiscating, or threatening both, which had the

same effect, the Confederates have been concentrat-

ing. Our mad and reckless action has nerved their

hearts to self-defence, until we see with what ardor

and unanimity they resist our forces, and to what
vast proportions a rebellion, derided a year ago, as

so insignificant and so easily to be reduced, has

reached. We say that this has been owing to the

conduct of the radical emancipation faction, and to

nothing else. Without that, peace might have, been
obtained before this, with no loss of national honor,

and no sacrifice of any principle valuable to any
true American citizen. There would have been bat-

tles, no doubt, and losses of life ; but with unques-
tioned right on our side, and with every motive of

reason and true interest to weaken the lorce of tho

rebels, they must have broken long ago, had we
avoided those measures which have stirred them up
to such fury, which have made them believe they
were fighting for a real cause, instead of the delu-

sion with which they set out, and which now calls

for such a large and indispensable accession to our
forces.

We hold, then, the men who have thus urged
those measures which have protracted and aggrava-
ted the war, and which now make such larger sacri-

fices of life and treasure necessary, responsible lor

the result—and to all generations they will be held

traitors and parricides, if their mad conduct brings

about the final ruin of their country. Of this state

of the case we believe the President is now well

aware, and that he is conscious there is no safety for

the country but for him to throw himself upon the

support of the supporters of the Union and the Con-
stitution, and to leave the rest to do their worst

—

which is little enough when they are disregarded, as

they deserve to be. What now we want is an army
powerful enough to make resistance at Richmond
('utile; and when that city falls, we may look for

events winch we (rust will make the question be-

tween the sections of the country no longer one of

war., but ae Hie means to make and to secure peace*

—Boston Courier.

A RECONSTRUCTED CABINET,

It may be instructive to consider into what sort of

hands the government would fall if the Cabinet were

reconstructed in subservience to the ideas of the

ultra emancipationists. Such a reconstruction would
necessarily carry with it a change in the head of the

army; for at present wc suppose General Halleck

is a more influential adviser of the President than

almost any member of the Cabinet. In the re-cast

which we here present, we are quite sure that we
include the names of the ablest and most eminent
champions of the new policy attempted to be thrust

upon the President: Charles Sumner, Secretary of

State; Gerrit Smith, Secretary of the Treasury;

Henry Ward Beech er, Secretary of the Navy; Hor-
ace Greeley, Secretary of the Interior; Wm. Lloyd
Garrison, Postmaster General ; Wendell Phillips,

Attorney General; John C. Fremont, General-in-

Chief of the Army.
These are unquestionably the eight most distin-

guished emancipationists in the country
;
preeminent

among all their compeers for ability, influence, and
thorough identification with the cause. And yet, if

this Cabinet were appointed, there is no intelligent

man in the country, who would not think the gov-

ernment in their hands like a ship in the rapids

above Niagara Falls. Even in the smoothest of or-

dinary times, these men could not carry on the gov-

ernment. They are mere spouters, agitators, and
extremists; facile phrasemakers and adepts in vitu-

perative rhetoric, but notoriously destitute of the

solidity of judgment, political sagacity, and expe-
rience in affairs requisite for conducting a govern-

ment in a period of convulsion. But, strange to

say, it is insisted that the crude notions of this set of

men shall be the chart and compass of the Adminis-
tration. But if Mr. Lincoln is to follow their advice

or submit to their dictation, why not take them into

the Cabinet, where he can have the full advantage
of the superior sagacity that assumes to sit in judg-

ment on his present policy, and pronounces it weak,
timid, and foolish ?

If the cast of a Cabinet here indicated is absurd

to the degree of being grotesque, we can only say

that we have made the best use of the materials.

The positions assigned to Sumner, Clay, Greeley,

and Fremont are precisely those their own friends

would select for them if they were to be put in high

office at all. We have given Gerrit Smith the

Treasury for no other reason than that he is a gen-

tleman of wealth. Though Phillips was bred a law-

yer, we dare say he would make as queer an Attor-

ney General as Mr. Beecher would Secretary of the

Navy. The truth is, the whole suggestion is an ap-

plication to, the Abolition denouncers of the Admin-
istration of a practical reductio ad absurdum, by plac-

ing in a clear light the utter incompetency to admin-
ister the government of the set of men who claim a
monopoly of political wisdom.—New York World.

i the appointment of Gen. Pope to the Army of Vir-

ginia, . vh'ich, under the new order, was to embrace
the entire forces in the Valley, came upon all with
the suddenness of a clap of thunder from a clear sky.

At once, Gen. Fremont asked for ten days' leave

of absence. He did not suppose that he was de-

prived of his former command; he could not under-
stand the nature of his new position. All of this

could have been determined in a few minutes' con-
versation with Mr. Lincoln. Besides, he needed
rest; he was sick with fever and fatigue. The
answer to iiis despatch was curt and decided :

" No;
stay with your command." Aside from the ques-

tion of rank, which, though important, was a sub-

ordinate one, Fremont's personal relations with
Gen. Pope were of such an unfriendly character, as

to render a service under him absolutely impossible.

He therefore asked to be relieved from the command
of the " First Army Corps of the Army of Vir-

ginia." Before Gen. Fremont could obtain any
answer from AVashington, he received two tele-

grams from Gen. Pope, one of which informed him
that there no longer existed any such thing as the
" Mountain Department."

I am sure that the foregoing revelations of facts

and explanations, hitherto unpublished, which never
could have come from the lips of the Pathfinder
himself, will be gladly welcomed by the many thou-

sands to whom the results of the campaign in Wes-
tern Virginia have been a most unsatisfactory mys-
tery.

This communication is addressed to you by one
who has no higher thought nor more absorbing
purpose than the welfare of his dear mother-land,
the interest of freedom, the upholding of the great
Democratic Idea. He knows Fremont to be a true

man, a single-hearted patriot, and he hopes yet to

see him where Fremont best loves to be, in the front

rank of the nation's defenders. Cross Keys,—Boston Transcript.

To the Editor of the Boston Courier

:

" White spirits and black—red spirits and grey

—

Mingle, mingle, mingle—you that mingle may."

I was an eye-witness to an event a few days since,

which I then thought trivial enough in its character,

and of probable daily occurrence in the vicinity in

which it happened. It has, however, assumed a more
important aspect since the publication of Mr. Sum-
ner's letter to the Worcester Convention. With
your leave, I will relate it. On a warm day, with

the thermometor indicating about 85 degrees—in

Walnut street, Ward 6—Mr, Sumner's " own Ward"
—that Ward which has just honored him, by so far

adopting his sentiments, as to send a negro or two to

represent its citizens at the Republican Convention

—there was to be seen, a negro—-stalwart in frame

—

uncontaminated by any mixture of white blood in

his veins, to all appearance, lounging up the street

—

with a white female ; his arm encircling her neck in

close embrace—and she by no means reluctant. Is

this not significant of the approaching end so much
desired by the honorable Senator—and is not this

act as " bright," as " touching," and as " sugges-

tive," as that which Banks has borne witness to, and
which Sumner dwells on so emphatically ? And
when art shall hereafter record in dusky colors that

scene of the negro girl riding on a cannon, shall not

the incident I relate be also commemorated by the

same artist as a fitting pendant ?

A White Man.

GENERAL FREMONT.

HOW HE CAME TO BE RRLIEVED OF HIS COM-
MAND IN WESTERN VIRGINIA.

At this moment, when our country needs the in-

spiring voice and strong arms of all her sons, it is

well to inquire why one of her representative Gen-
erals is permitted to remain idle from active service.

All the information which has been given to the

public of this important event in the history of the

war is the order of Mr. Stanton relieving Fremont,
quoting as the reason from a portion of the Gene-
ral's dispatch, that "he could not with self-respect

serve under his subordinate officers." There are

additional facts connected with this matter which

the people will be interested to learn. And most
important of all is this :

—

Gen. Fremont never asked nor thought he should

be relieved from active service. He still believed

that he was in command of the Mountain Depart-

ment.

For a clear understanding of this affair, it is nec-

essary to go back to the moment when Gen. Fre-

mont received at Franklin a telegram from the

President, begging him to come to the relief of

Banks, who was (lying before the overpowering

columns of Jackson. Instantly responding to tins

call, Fremont moved his forces back on the line of

his supplies, filled the bellies of his hall-starved

troops with food, and their knapsacks with five days'

ations ; leaving wagons anil baggage behind. He
nade that most extraordinary march of one hun-

dred miles over the mountains, and struck the rear

guard of Jackson's army at Strasburg. Then com-
menced that pursuit, conducted with such untiring

energy and rare military skill, ending in the crown-
victory of Cross Keys. Let me say here, that

the escape of Jackson by burning the bridge behind
him at Port Republic has never been laid to the

charge of Fremont. With his weak but horoic

band of 10,000 noble men, he accomplished all that

mortal man could accomplish.

By order of the President, he then fell back upon
Mt. Jackson, and subsequently upon Strasburg. At
that time, the writer heard both Generals Banks
and Sigel express their opinions of the necessity of

a consolidation of the forces in Western Virginia,

and the justice of appointing Fremont to the com-
mand in chief, as he was entitled to such a distinc-

lion by virtue, of his rank, and the. brilliant cam-
paign just ended; and they said openly, that, they
mild bo glad to serve under him. The news of

WASHINGTON AND FREMONT.

To the Editors of the Evening Post

:

In your paper of Monday, October 13, 1856, will

be found a very long and very able editorial article

entitled " Washington and Fremont," designed to

show some striking coincidences in respect to the

character, position, persistency and baseness of the

respective defamers and slanderers of the two men.
It has occurred to me as highly proper to con-

tinue the parallel thus commenced, by calling atten-

tion to an incident in the life of Washington, strik-

ingly similar to the supersedure of Fremont.
In the fall of 1754, one of the darkest periods in

the colonial history of Virginia, whe"ii the French
were victorious on all hands, and with their Indian
allies were pressing down upon her frontiers, Gov.
Dinwiddie thought it a fit time to reorganize the
forces of the colony. By this arrangement, Wash-
ington, who had been a Colonel, with an independ-
ent command, and as such had received the thanks of

the House of Burgesses for the sagacity and courage
with which he had conducted his campaign, was de-
graded to the rank of Captain, and placed under
the command of officers whom he had theretofore

outranked, and had often commanded. Washing-
ton, " with a soldier's just feelings," as Sargent says,

(History of Braddock's ex.) at once resigned, though
extremely anxious to serve the colony. On the
fact becoming public, he was solicited by many, in-

cluding the Governor of Maryland, to continue in

the service with the same rank, nominally, as be-

fore; but Washington refused, saying, "I shall have
the consolation of knowing that I have opened the
way, when the smallness of our numbers exposed
us to the attacks of a superior enemy; and that I

have had the thanks of my country for the services

I have rendered."

Of this affair Sparks, in his life of Washington,
(page 56,) says, " Such a degradation, of course,

was not to be submitted to by a high-minded man."
And Chief Justice Marshall remarks, (Life of Wash-
ington, vol. 1, p. 29,) " Colonel Washington pos-

sessed too entirely the proud and punctilious feel-

ings of a soldier to submit to a degradation so hu-
miliating as this. Professing his unabated inclina-

tion to continue in the service, he retired indig-

nantly from it, and answered the various letters

which he received, pressing him still to hold his

commission, with assurances that he should do so

with pleasure when he should be enabled to do so

without dishonor."

And Burke, in his History of Virginia, discussing

this matter, says, (vol. 3, p. 19,) "... He (Wash-
ington) was determined to discountenance, by his

own example at least, an insult which, if carried

into precedent, would have the mast injurious effects

on the character and courage of his countrymen."
Irving (vol. 1, p. 45) notices this incident, and

applauds the conduct of Washington.
I have no desire, even if it were proper, to com-

ment upon these matters. 1 only wish to present
them in their historic aspects : others can make such
observations as may seem fit.

One of the People.

CRIME AND INFAMY.

Whatever criticisms may be made on the treat-

ment of "the nigger" by the directors of the war
for the Union, it is certain that those on the other
side have pursued a vigorous, straightforward, con-
sistent policy. Before even the bombardment of

Sumter, a free black man in the service of the Uni-
ted States, who fell into the hands of the Rebels at

the South, was at once consigned to slavery. Three
free blacks recently captured by a Rebel force in

Kentucky were without ceremony sold as slaves.

(We say three, because that particular instance is

reported
;
the number actually so treated has proba-

bly been thousands.) It is a standing complaint of
Kentucky and Tennessee Unionists of the "conser-
vative" sort, that the Rebels have stolen more ne-
groes in one year than the Abolitionists have done in

forty. This, wc doubt not, is true; but it should in

fairness be added that the Abolitionists freed those

they are accused of stealing, while the Rebels en-
slave their booty, or at least perpetuate its enslave-

ment.

The facts in regard to those kidnapped on the :30th

ult. on the battle-field near Manassas Junction are

established by concurrent testimony from both sides.

Here is the statement of one of our correspondents,

who relates what he saw and heard :

—

" The ambulances were soon filled, and started for

(he orchard rendezvous, nut, however, before a viola-

lion of the (his °f tnice by some Southern men, who
tookfour or jive colored drivers off their seats.

An English gentleman, present as a volunteer, made
a strong remonstrance in the ease of a free colored man
of Washington, whom a scoundrel in erthsen'a clothing,
wild a major's star on the collar of his greasy coat,

hud claimed. This man. dismounting from his horse,
after remarking that ha did not. cure whether the netjro was
a slam or not, took him by the collar, and, with the
words, ' I'll make a slave, of you, and a slave you are
from thifl moment,' dealt' him a flat-handed blow on
the cheek, which drew a rush of tears from the eyes
of the trembling wretch.

The rest of the Rebels looked on approvingly, atsS
the fellow turned to the Englishman, and asked him
what he had to say to that % The reply that the flag
of truce recognizes as sacred all beneath its folds, and
that he had grossly violated it, made not the least im-
pression. Other officers of the Confederate army, to
whom remonstrance was made, utterly disclaimed
such proceedings, and said that Gen. Lee, to whom
they would report the outrage, would doubtless return
the negroes, if he couldfind them."

Now read the corroborative statement of the Rich-
mond Examiner of the 5th inst. :

—

" A flag of truce was sent a day or two after the last
battle by the enemy, asking permission to bury their
dead. It was granted. Soon after a regiment of ne-
groes, armed with spades, appeared, and after perform-
ing their work, they were very properly taken in
charge by our troops, most of them being runaway
contrabands."

Here, it will be noted, are two distinct outrages,
but occurring on the aame battle-field, involving the
same principles, and displaying an identical spirit.

The Rebel writer glories in a state of facts quite as
flagrant as that alleged by our correspondent. Let
us look at its essential features:

I. In the battle of Saturday, August 30th, Gen.
Pope's army—owing to the refusal of Gens. Fitz
John Porter, Franklin and Griffin (acting, as they
allege, under orders from Gen. McClellan) to obey
Gen. Pope's orders, and take part in it—were worst-
ed and driven from the field, leaving it covered with
their dead and wounded.

II. Hacks with their drivers were impressed in

Washington by Gen. Wadsworth to go down to the
relief of our wounded. Many of the drivers of these
hacks were colored men. Other colored men, the
Examiner says, were sent by our Generals to bury
their dead.

III. The Rebels (on Sunday) held the battle-field.

They did not bury our dead. They did not (per-

haps they could not) care for our wounded. But
they gave us permission to do both, under a flag of
truce. Our nurses and our grave-diggers went upon
the battle-field accordingly, under the protection of
this flaw.

IV. While there, doing what they were sent and
had permission to do, and not accused or suspected
of doing anything else, the colored drivers of our
carriages for the wounded, the colored diggers of
graves for our dead heroes, were seized by Rebel
officers, made prisoners, and consigned to slavery !

There was a pretence that some of them were fugi-

tives from slavery to Rebels, but this (though it could
--- no wise excuse the outrage) was sheer humbug.
Most of them were runaway contrabands," says

the Richmond Examiner. But had they all been
runaway murderers and parricides, that could not
have justified the truce-breaking. They were with-
in the Rebel lines by consent, and for a specified pur-
pose. Their enslavement, under such circumstances,
was theft aggravated by perjury. " I don't care
whether you are a slave or not," said the Rebel
Major to one of them ;

" I'll make a slave of you ;

"

and striking him a blow in the face, he took him into
possession.

We do not know that what we have to call our
Government will effectually resent this outrage.
Probably it will not. But a Government that tame-
ly suffers such is on the high road to" be placed be-
yond further suffering.

—

New York Tribune.

TREASON IN WASHINGTON.

Let us review, briefly, the important operations
of the war.

THE CAMPAIGN OF THE POTOMAC.
For seven months the Grand Army of the Po-

tomac wasted away inactive in front of Washington.
From the first of October to the day when it ad-
vanced upon Manassas, in March, there was never
a day when, well handled, it could not have swept
before it, like chaff, the rebel force between it and
Richmond. Up to the 15th of January, it ia now
known to the public, and was then known to General
McClellan, there were never at one time over
42,000 in the enemy's entrenchments. There was
not a Major General in the army, there was not a
military man in Washington outside of MeCIellan's
staff who entertained the slightest doubt that that
army should move and could move upon the enemy
with the certainty of victory. Gen. McClellan him-
self authorized Mr. Secretary Chase to assure the
New York capitalists in November, that he should
immediately advance. Early in December he made
to Members of Congress the most positive declara-
tions that he should not go into winter quarters.
Why did he not attack the enemy ? Even after
being urged, implored, peremptorily ordered by the
President, why did he hold back ? There can be
but one ansvper. That secret, malignant, traitorotiL

influence which controlled him did not intend that
the rebel armies should be defeated in battle or cap-
tured. This, as Mr. Seward had said, " would aggra-
vate existing evils," and look too much like an " at-
tempt at coercion which would assume the form of
direct war against a revolutionary State." Who
informed the rebel commanders that at length he
was compelled to advance ? Was it accidental that,
after he received the positive order of the Presi-
dent, he delayed just long enough to give the rebels

time to remove everything but the " quaker guns"?
Why, having reached Manassas, did he not fol-

low the retreating enemy? Why that exhausting
march back, not to their comfortable huts, but to

bivouac in the worst weather of winter around
Alexandria ?

Then lollowed

THE PENINSULA CAMPAIGN.
Who adopted that insane expedition ? MeCIel-

lan's natural inclinations would have led him to
creep on by way of Manassas. That campaign
could not have originated in his brain. Every mili-

tary man of any capacity in Washington disap-
proved of it,

—

every member of the Cabinet, Secre-
tary Stanton, General Hitchcock,—all opposed it.

Why was it adopted ? The power behind, the throne.

When the expedition was decided upon, General
McClellan selected the corps he wished, had every
man he asked for assigned to him, and agreed that
55,000 men should be left in front of Washington.
Of these he took away, in violation of his own
agreement, 14,000, and ordered 30,000 more to join
him I If they had joined him, there would have
remained 11,000 troops between Washington and
the enemy! Fortunately, before these 30^000 had
embarked, the President stopped them. Had I hoy
followed MrClell.in, Washington must, have fallen
into the enemy's hands.

From the day that McClellan landed on the Pe-
ninsula, till he lell, he was never under lire, he
never ordered an attack, every battle was fought
without, his orders or presence, and on around se-
lected by the enemy; and yet in every battle, the
advantage was subtantially with us; and if McClel-
lan had held his army in' hand, and had promptly
seconded the splendid lighting of his Generals of
divisions, ho could have annihilated the cnemv.
Mr. Raymond, of tho New York Tinas, who was
upon the most intimate terms with McClellan and

his staff during nearly the whole of the campaign,
says, and all the Major Generals on the Peninsula
uniformly said the, same thing, that, four times, at
least, McClellan might have walked almost unop-
posed inlo Richmond. This is what Mr. Raymond
says in the Times:—
"Everybody knows that if McClellan had pushed

upon Yorktown as soon as he reached the Peninsula,
he would have taken it ; that if he bad followed the
rebels with his whole force after Williamsburg, he
could have routed them; that he could have taken
Richmond after Fair Oaks; and lhat he could have
routed the enemy at Gaines's Mill, if he had thrown
his fresh troops upon them, instead of withdrawing to
James river."

Why did he not take Richmond ? Because the
secret Power did not want the rebel armies de-
feated. Richmond evacuated might do; but Rich-
mond conquered, would prevent the return to " the
happy family."

Gen. Butler was sent to Fortress Monroe. For
what? To whip the enemy? No; good care was
taken that he should not have troops enough to do
any mischief. He was sent solely to garrison the
fort, and to stand guard over two or three guns at
Newport News, which commanded the mouth of
James river. Gen. Wool succeeded him in the same
inglorious service. For seven months the old veteran
chafed like a caged lion, cooped up on the beach,
rebel scouts taking their daily rampage within two
miles of his guns, and rebel bayonets on Sewall's

Point, flashing daily defiance under his very nose.
For four months before the President's visit, he beg-
ged the War Department to give him 6,000 troops,

Sledging his head that with them he could take
'orfolk. Why was all this ? Why was not Gen.

Wool allowed to cooperate with the army of the
Potomac by threatening Richmond, up the Penin-
sula, any time after the first of October?

General Butler was sent to Hatteras Inlet. For
what ? To take possession and to advance into the

enemy's eountry ? No; but with express, positive

orders to take the forts, destroy them, sink the stone

fleet in the Inlet, and " skedaddle." Perceiving the

importance of the fort as a base of operations, in

case any operations were intended, he garrisoned the

fort, and hurried u,ick tG-Washmgton to justify him-
self for disobedience to orders. —-—-^__^
Then followed the "Burnside Expedition,"from

which the country expected such great results. We
had a right to expect ; for it was under the command
of a leader, skilful, brave, and thoroughly in earnest.
What has come of both these expeditions ? Abso-
lutely nothing. Why ? Because the Power de-
termined that nothing should bo done, and withheld
the forces that were indispensable to any effective
action. Has nothing come of it ? Yes: we forget

:

Gov. Stanley

!

Following the coast, we come to the

" PORT ItOTAL EXPEDITION."

Why were the great expectations of the country
in regard to this expedition so cruelly disappointed ?

No man can answer this question better than Gen.
Sherman, the commander of the expedition. In a
letter to the National Intelligencer, under date July
26th, he says, " The expedition was not fitted out to
operate in the interior, nor on Charleston and Savan-
nah. The object was to seize and hold two harbors
on our southern coast for depots and harbors of
refuge for the vessels of our blockading squadrons
in perilous storms." After saying that " no means of
transportation were taken along, with which to

operate in the interior—all our transports were sea-
going vessels, and of too deep draft for the rivers
and creeks and inland passages," &c, &c, he makes
the following remarkable statements:

—

"However, immediately after effecting a landing
at Port Royal—a place that had not been agreed upon
to land until after the departure of the expedition

—

I studied the general state of affairs as far as I was
able, and concluded that in consideration of the un-
looked-for extent of the success of the combined ex-
pedition thus far, (which involved the capture of the
whole coast from Edisto to Ossabaw Sound,) with a
reinforcement of ten thousand men, five light-draught
steamers, a certain number of row-boats, and a certain
additional amount of land transportation, a system of
internal operations that would not conflict with the
general plan of the campaign, hut would be a great
support to it, might be wisely conducted from Port
Royal as soon as our positions were secured, and that
would lead to the capture of Savannah and Fort Pulaski,
and, as an immediate consequence, the whole coast, South,
and, afterward, Charleston. This plan, as a generality,
was proposed to the War Department, and the re-
enforcements and means, as above, asked for.

The plan of reducing Pulaski was fully and special-
ly approved, and the armament for the siege asked for
was ordered. The armament, I believe, had mostly
to be manufactured, and did not reach me in suffi-

cient quantity to authorize an effectual assault till the
last of March. The general plan was supposed to
have been also approved, inasmuch as the siege arnia-
meut, the steamboats and rowboats, were ordered to
be sent me. But the steamers that were sent from
New York in the latter part of December never reached
me—not one ; the reason, I suppose, toill some day come
to light. Two hundred rowboats, though I bad been
officially advised in the middle of January that they
had been hurried on, never reached me until the 24lh
of March—five days before I was relieved from duty
there, and even then but half the number that had
been asked for. The reason for this extraordinary de-
lay, it is hoped, will also some day come to light. In the
course of the winter, I received, also, a re-enforce-
ment of four regiments of infantry, one of cavalry,
and one harnessed light battery. So, unless the ar-
my could have been possessed with the attributes of a
Moses, my plans, or, indeed, any system of internal
operations, could not have been carried out or pursued
during the time I commanded the expedition-"

After recapitulating what he did accomplish with
inadequate means, he says

:

"There certainly is no 'confusion' in all this, and
all that is unsatisfactory about it to me lies in the fact

of the transportation 1 timely asked for failing to roach
inc. Had that transportation arrived when it ought,
Savannah would ham &Mfl in our hands in Januari/

:

the whole roast South would have, fallen as a consequence ;

the whole radroad system of Georgia and Florida uvidd
have hern under our control : the States of Otargta and
Florida, as a part of the mili'targ chess-hcitrd, if not /tolit-

ieallji also, would have been inoro than neutralized,
and the problem of Charleston nvnld then have Iwcomc so
very simple as to demand eomj>arativcly hut little care
<•!• tabor.*'

Does any sane man doubt that every word of this

is true?

Gen. Hunter sueeceds Gen. Sherman: and ho
pledges his military reputation that, with only his

handful of troops, if the government will authorise
it, he will raise 50,000 colored soldiers, and drive
(he enemy onl of South Carolina. Why has (he
Port. Royal expedition, opening so brilliamly with
its naval exploits, proved such an abortion? Be-
oaase, as Mr. Seward Bays, -only an imperial or
despotic government could subjugate thoroughly dis-

affected and insurreotaonarj members of the' Stat**l
And so, as Gen. Sherman's proclamation had. failed

bo Cdll t>Ul a single "loyal" white man in South
Carolina, the Power leaves South Carolina to send
troops and supplies to Virginia.

(Jen. Butler lakes New Orleans, and the countrv
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is delighted. Now something is coming! What?
Good care is taken that he shall not have troops

enough to budge an inch out of the city or beyond

tho range of the gunboats. He is simply Grand

Provost Marshal, cooperating with the police in re-

turning slaves to rebel masters. He was sent there

to do only that and nothing more, and he does it

well.

Where is the Grand Army of the West?—two

hundred— two hundred and fifty thousand men!
What has it accomplished? Where is it? What
is it dojag ? What can it do ? It would have taken

Coriath and "bagged" Beauregard, had Ilalleck

remained in St. Louis a week longer. The capture

of that army would have interposed a " real obsta-

cle to a reunion," as Mr. Seward phrases it; and

Gen. Halleck, giving the enemy time to evacuate

with all his munitions and supplies at leisure, with-

out " coercion," entered Corinth !

We refer to only one more illustration of the

operation of this omnipresent, malign, mysterious

POWEK.
Our readers will recollect that a few weeks ago,

the National War Committee of New York pro-

posed to the War Department that the three months'

regiments should remain after their term of service

had expired. Gen. Halleck replied, very curtly

and as was felt, insultingly, that these regiments

having refused to comply with a request to remain

when their services were more needed, the De-

partment dccl^Btoe offer. Last week General

Ilalleck writes as Ibdjaws :—
" " Washington, Sept. 8.

W. H. Asfinwall, New York :

When I last saw you, you volunteered to request

one or more of the New York three months' regiments

to remain in service for an additional term. The
same proposition was directed to be made to the other

regiments ; and as they went home at the end of their

enlistment, it was presumed that they had declined to

remain. I now learn that an order had been previ-

ously issued, icithout the knowledge of the Secretary of

War or myself, to send these troops back to New York
at the end of their enlistment. When I telegraphed

the New York Committee, I supposed the regiments

had, while here, declined to remain, but on their ar-

rival in New York had offered to return. In this I

was in error, and my telegram was calculated to do

them injustice. Please explain this to them.
II. W. Halleck, General-in-Chief."

The Evening Post asks :
" Who issued orders dis-

banding and sending home so many well-drilled

regiments at a time when the enemy was approach-

ing the gates of Washington, and when our army
was in retreat before him ? " Still more grave is

the question, who issues such orders, at such a time,

without the knowledge of the Secretary of War or the

Commander-in-Chief?
We might add almost indefinitely to this cata-

logue ; but these are sufficient to open the eyes of

all who are not wilfully blind ; to suggest to all pat-

riots the inquiries, quoting from the Evening Post,

"whether our grand cause is, after all, betrayed;

whether we have been fighting for no end, and

whether all these losses of men and means have

been incurred to enable a few politicians to yield

the government and the capital into the hands of a

malignant foe ?
"

There is Treason in Washington ; treason which

gives " aid and comfort to the enemy" by depriving

us of the victories to which we arc entitled, and

which aims to protract the war until the exhaustion

of the resources of the loyal States shall compel a

restoration of the "Union as it was," by abject sub-

mission to the Slave Power; treason which thrusts

itself between the President and his patriotic pur-

poses. In the people alone is our hope of the res-

cue of the nation from perils such as no nation in

history ever yet survived. They must stand be-

tween the President and his betrayers, strengthen-

ing him and baffling them, or the Republic is lost.

" The blood of our fathers, let it not have been shed

in vain ; the great hope of posterity, let it not be
blasted !

"

—

Commonwealth.

% lu % x h t x n t a x .

No Union with Slaveholders!

BOSTON, TODAY, SEPTEMBER 26, 1862.

DRAFTING— WHAT IS THE DUTY OF THE

ABOLITIONISTS ?

?AIG1,.

Tien McClellan's hosts landed on the Peninsula,

it seemed sufficiently numerous to trample our little

band into the earth, like so much mire beneath its

feet. It appeared before our lines, where our men
had determined to make a last desperate stand.

Night fell upon the opposing forces. To us it was

a night of intense anxiety. Our gallant leader ex-

pected to be assaulted at daybreak, and saw no bet-

ter fate prepared for him than that which befel the

heroes of Thermopylae. To his utter amazement, the

next morning, instead of assaulting him and crushing

him to the earth, he found that McClellan's prodigious

force were actively engaged in throwing up earthworks

for their own protection, and to enable them, by means

of their long-range guns, to shell his works with im-

punity. It is impossible to account for this strange

oversight of McClellan, on any other supposition

than that Providence interposed in our favor. He
never recovered from it dm'iug the campaign. The
opportunity thus thrown away could never be re-

gained. It was the turning point in the enterprise.

Reinforcements began to pour in, the position be-

came stronger every hour, until at last our General

felt no uneasiness for the result. We all remember
how McClellan wasted the time which should have

been snent in advancing upon Richmond, in besieg-

ing the position which 'he might have carried in a

few hours; how, when he found it convenient, Gen.

Johnston evacuated that position without losing a

roan; at Williamsburg, another opportunity was

offered him, to destroy the army of Johnston in a

. great battle. But he seemed in no hurry to take

advantage of it. On the contrary, a mere rear-

guard action gave him such a dose, that he permit-

ted the Confederate General quietly to move off

and drop back, until he found himself in the vicinity

of Richmond, with his front covered by the Chicka-

hominy How Lee overcame the Yankees-
how he contrived to throw the larger part of his

force on his left, while his right held McClellan's

left at bay—how he brought down Jackson from the

mountains to operate on the flank and rear of the

anemy—how, for seven long days, he drove the

enemy before him, until he finally lodged him at

Berkeley, thirty miles from Richmond—how Mc-
Clellan claimed a victory every day, and called a

race for life " a change of base "—how he lied until

he lost all claim to be considered even a gentleman

—how he finally left his wounded, stealing off' like

a thief in the night, with an army scarcely more

than one-third as strong as it had been originally

—

all this it would require more space than we have at

command to tell as it should be told. For it com-

prises some of the most splendid combinations known
to the art of war, the conception of which has

placed the author in the front rank of Generals. It

is true that the success was not so great as the

General had a right to expect, but it was no fault

of his. It was still immense. It freed the Capital

of the Confederacy from danger, it paralyzed and
almost destroyed the largest and best equipped army
that ever marched upon American soil, and it paved

the way to results which are even now in process of

development, and which promise to be important

beyond all that have yet taken place since this war
began.

—

Southern Illustrated News, Richmond.

$5^=* Observe—this is no " Abolition " attack upon

Gen. McClellan, but a revelation and confession, by

the rebels, of the ease with which lie might have cap-

tured Richmond munths ago, if he had possessed true

military genius and intrepidity. What has his " mas-

terly strategy " not cost the nation in loss of time,

money and life 1 And a third time he has allowed the

rebel army to retreat, at its own chosen lime and way

without any loss of supplies, and in an orderly manner,

PROCLAMATION OF EMANCIPATION.

Freedom of the Slaves in Rebellions States on the

First Day of January Next.

liY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

A PROCLAMATION.

I, Abraham Lincoln, President of the United

States, and Commander-in-Chief of the Army and

Navy thereof, do hereby proclaim and declare, that

hereafter, as heretofore, the war will be prosecuted for

the object of practically restoring the Constitutional

relation between the United States and the people

thereof, in which States that relation is or may be

suspended or disturbed ; that it is my purpose at the

next meeting of Congress to again recommend the

adoption of a practical measure, tendering pecuniary

aid to the free acceptance or rejection of all the slave

States, so called, the people whereof may not then he

in rebellion against the United States, and which

States may then have voluntarily adopted, or thereaf-

ter may voluntarily adopt, immediate or gradual abol-

ishment of slavery within their respective limits, and

that the effort to colonize persons of African descent,

with -their consent, upon this continent, or elsewhere.

with the previously obtained consent of the govern-

ments existing there, will be continued ; that on the

first day of January, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, all persons

held as slaves within any State, or any designated

part of a State, the people whereof shall then be in

rebellion against the United States, shall be then,

then ceforward and forever, free ;
and the Executive

Government of the United States, including the mili-

tary and naval authority thereof, will recognize and

maintain the freedom of such persons, or any of them,

in any efforts they may make for their actual freedom
;

that the Executive will, on the 1st day of January

aforesaid, by proclamation, designate the States, or

parts of States, if any, in which the people thereof

respectively will then be in rebellion against the

United States ; and the fact that any State or peo-

ple thereof shall on that day be in good faith repre-

sented in the Congress of the United States by mem-

bers chosen thereto at elections wherein a majority of

the qualified voters of such State shall have partici-

pated, shall, in the absence of strong countervailing

testimony, be deemed conclusive evidence that such

State and the people thereof have not been in rebel-

lion against the United States; that attention is here-

by called to an Act of Congress, entitled, " An Act to

make an additional Article of War," approved March

13th, 1862, and which Act is in the words and figures

following :

—

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives of the United States of America in Con-

gress assembled, that hereafter the following shall be

promulgated as an additional article of war, for the

government of the army of the United States, and

shall be obeyed and observed as such :

Article — . All officers or persons in the military or

naval service of the United States are prohibited

from employing any of the forces under their respec-

tive commands for the purpose of returning fugitives

from service or labor who may~have escaped from

any persons to whom such service or labor is claimed

to be due, and any officer who shall be found guilty by

Court martial of violating this article shall he dismiss-

ed from the service.

Section 2. And be it further enacted, That this Act

shall take effect from and after its passage."

Also to the 9th and 10th sections of an Act entitled

" An Act to suppress insurrection, to punish treason

and rebellion, to seize and confiscate property of reb-

els, and for other purposes," approved July 17, 1862,

and which sections arc in the words and figures fol-

lowing :

—

" Section 9. And be it further enacted, That all

slaves of persons who shall hereafter be engaged in

rebellion against the Government of the United States,

or who shall in any way give aid or comfort thereto,

escaping from such person, and taking refuge within

the lines of the army, and all slaves captured from

such persons, or deserted by them, and coming under

the control of the Government of the United States,

and all slaves of such persons found on or being with-

in any place occupied by rebel forces, and afterwards

occupied by the forces of the United States, shall be

deemed captures of war, and shall be forever free of

their servitude, and not again held as slaves.

Section 10. And be it further enacted, That no

slave, eseaping'"iuto any State, Territory, or the Dis-

trict of Columbia, from any of tiie States, shall be de-

livered up, or any way impeded or hindered of his

liberty, except for crime, or some offence against tho

laws, unless the person claiming said fugitive shall

first make oath that the person to whom the labor or

service of such fugitive is alleged to be due is his

lawful owner, and has not been in arms against the

United States in the present rebellion, nor in any way
given aid and comfort thereto ; and no person engaged

in the military or naval service of the United States

shali, under any pretence whatever, assume to decide

on the validity of the claim of any person to the ser-

vice or labor of any other person, or surrender up any

such person to the claimant, on pain of being dis-

missed from the service."

And I do hereby enjoin and order all persons en-

gaged in the military and naval service of the United

States to observe, obey and enforce within their re-

spective spheres of service the Acts and sections

above recited ; and the Executive will in due time

recommend that all citizens of the United States,

who shall have remained loyal thereto throughout the

rebellion, shall, upon the restoration of the Constitu-

tional relations between the United States and their

respective States and people, if the relations shall

have been suspended or disturbed, be compensated for

all losses by acts of the United States, including the

loss of slaves.

In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,

and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington, this 22d day of

September, in the year of our Lord 1862, and of the

independence of the United States the 87th.

By the President,
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Wm. H. Sewaed, Secretary of State.

THE NORTHERN TRAITORS.

>Vhilc all patriots and true men in the land are

contributing their time, their means, their talents,

and their energies to the work of raising the men
that are- now imperatively needed to fill the armies

of the Union, to render them sufficiently large and
efficient to overwhelm our enemies and restore the

country to peace, unity and prosperity, a few sneak-

ing, cowardly, politicians can find nothing better to

do than sneer, grunt and croak against the Aboli-

tionists, the Government, and the loyal workers

throughout the land. While true men arc fighting

the country's enemies to save the Union, these dirty

knaves are fighting the Government to save the

institutions of the enemy that is seeking to stab the

nation to the heart.

We arc sick, tired and disgusted with the foolish

and treasonable efforts of tliene mere politicians to

divide the people, weaken the Government, and play

into the hands of the rebels. A popular storm is

gathering to break over the heads of these cow-boy*

ami tories, by which, unless they come to their

senses and learn decency soon, they will bo over-

whelmed in eternal iuWuuy.-- Hastings Banner.

Remarks. Though we believe that this Proclama-

tion is not all that the exigency of the times and the

consequent duty of the government require,—and

therefore are not so jubilant over it as many others,

—

still, it is an important step in the right direction, and

an act of immense historic consequence, and justifies

the almost universal gladness of expression and warm
congratulation which it has simultaneously elicited in

every part of the Free States. It calls for the prompt

and efficient enforcement, by the army and navy, of

the Confiscation Act, as passed by Congress, whereby

the slaves of all rebels who may be captured, or who

may seek protection under the national flag, are to be

liberated unconditionally ; and as the great mass of

the slaveholders are in furious rebellion, it emanci-

pates more than three-fourths of the entire slave pop-

ulation, as fast as they shall become accessible. It

also forbids any person connected with the military or

naval service to arrest or send back any fugitive slave

whatever. These commands, if faithfully executed

by the army and navy, will speedily give a staggering

blow to the rebellion. Tho objectionable features of

the Proclamation are its avowed readiness to return to

bloody stripes, and horrible torture, and life-long ser-

vitude, (if he be not killed outright,) any hunted bond-

man on the mere oath of tiie villain claiming him, that

ho is loyal to the government—its seemingly contra-

dictory talk (for the first portion of it is a character-

istic jumble of words) about emancipating the slaves

in all existing rebel States, on the first of January,

18(13, (a time sufficient to enable Jeff- Davis and his

traitorous confederates to anticipate that measure

themselves, and thus secure their independence by

foreign intervention)—its proposition to make a new

overture to the SlavC Slates to sell their slave system

at a bargain—find its mean, absurd and prescriptive

device to expatriate the colored population from this

their native land,

In our last number, we endeavored to show why Non-

Resistants may properly claim to be exempted from

the operations of tho draft, and why certain other pro-

fessed peace men cannot consistently make any such

claim. As the former, however, are neither a sect

nor the members of a sect, like the Eriends or Sha-

kers, there has been no legislation for their relief;

and, consequently, they must either abandon their

principles, or quietly submit to the penalty of disobe-

dience, in case they are drafted.

We now turn to the consideration of the question,

" What ought Abolitionists, upon whom the draft may
fall, to do ? Can they consistently uphold the govern-

ment by entering the army ? " Of course, it means

such of their number as are not Non-Kesistants, and

do not vote under the Constitution on account of its

pro-slavery compromises. The question has no refer-

ence to Republicans.

Our reply to it is, that the decision will be, and

must be, according to the stand-point occupied by

each individual. Already, some Abolitionists have

joined the ranks as volunteers, feeling that, in so do-

ing, they are justified by tho nature of the rebellion,

and the altered relations of slavery to the government

There are others who, abhorring the treasonable eon

duct of the South in the strongest mariner, are stiff

precluded from entering into the conflict, so long as

the government refuses to "proclaim liberty through

out all the land, unto all the inhabitants thereof."

Both parties are equally sincere, equally zealous to

procure universal emancipation ; and neither should

deal censoriously with the other. Eor the dih'erem

between them is not one relating to Anti-Slavery

principles, but only to the application of those princi-

ples in the present anomalous state of the country.

Nevertheless, concurrence of judgment and unity of

action are desirable, as far as individual conscientious-

ness will permit; and we shall be glad if we can say

any thing to promote them.

The readers of the Liberator must have observed

that, since the organization of the Southern Confede-

racy, we have ceased to make any distinctive issue

with the Constitution of the United States. In the

lecture the editor gave at the Cooper Institute, in New

York, in January last, he declared—" WheQ I said I

would not sustain the Constitution, because it was a

covenant with death and an agreement with hell, I

had no idea that I would live to see death and bell se-

cede. Hence it is that I am now with the govern-

ment, to enable it to constitutionally stop the further

ravages of death, and to extinguish the flames of hell

forever." It is on this ground, solely, that we have

felt justified in invoking, first Congress, and next

President Lincoln, ;o lose no time in decreeinj

entire abolition of slavery ; and in sharply reproving

them for not performing that act. Eor it would be

grossly inconsistent to arraign them as recreant to

present duty, in one breath, and in the next maintain

that the old covenant continues unaffected by the re-

bellion. Before the rebellion, the Abolitionists scru-

pulously abstained, through a thirty years' struggle,

from asking Congress or the President to emancipate

a single slave in all the slave States ; because they re-

cognized the conditions upon which the Umoawas
formed, and were too conscientious to ask for any exer-

cise of power, even to .break the chains of the op-

pressed, which could not be legitimately used. Their

course has always been equally honorable and con-

sistent. It may suit the satanic pro-slavery journals

of the day to represent them as seeking to make this

a war for the abolition of slavery per se, through the

violation of the Constitution, and in the spirit of a

highhanded usurpation; but all candid inquirers will

find that none have been more scrupulous than them-

selves, in reference to the legal rights and duties of

the government. Much as they desire to see the ter-

mination of their labors in the total abolition of sla-

very, they do not beiong to the class who are ready to

do evil that good may come, and who profess to be-

lieve that the end sanctifies the means, no matter

how dishonorable those means may be. Unselfish,

and actuated by the purest motives and the highest

moral considerations, they have been careful from the

beginning till now to do nothing wrong, and to ask

nothing of the government but what it has aright

CONSTITUTIONALLY to enact. If they now in-

voke it to exercise extraordinary powers, it is because

the revolt and secession of the South render the resort

to those powers not only legitimate, but indispensable.

None but "fools and blind," or actual sympathizers

til the Southern traitors, can fail to see that slavery

is the teeming source, the inspiring motive, the aim

and end of the rebellion ;—that where slavery is not,

there is no rebellion ;—that the one is essentially co-

extensive with the other;—that it is an uprising of the

slave oligarchy to establish an independent slavehotd-

confederacy, which shall be in their hands as clay

is in the hands of the potter, to the subversion of all

free institutions;—that all who are prominent in the

rebellion are slaveholders, and absolute dictators over

the ignorant and deluded masses under them ;—that

they make loyalty to " the Union as it was, and the

Constitution as it is," (seeing that these no longer an-

swer the exigencies of slavery,) a treasonable act,

and trample under their feet the flag which they once

professed to adore ;—that eleven Slave States are con-

federated together in open revolt, and defy all efforts

of the government to exercise any legal authority

within their domains ;-that the Border Slave States arc

kept loyal only under martial law, and in consequence

of the occupancy of their soil by an immense North-

ern army ;—that Southern independence is declared

to be irrevocable, and is to be maintained at whatever

cost of blood and treasure ;—that, in the accomplish-

ment of their traitorous designs, their vast slave pop-

ulation constitutes a working power of immense effi-

ciency, to be applied in every direction and wielded

at will, in building fortifications, digging trenches and

rifle pits, raising food, furnishing supplies, and doing

all manner of serviceable labor;—that, consequently,

though the government has incurred a debt of not less

than twelve hundred millions of dollars, and expended

a hundred thousand lives, and brought into the field a

million soldiers, to reduce them to submission, its ef-

forts, during eighteen long and weary months, have

been unavailing ;—that, so far from their being defeat-

ed or disheartened, they have recently turned invaders,

and threatened the safety of the Capital itself, carry-

ing consternation even into Pennsylvania and Ohio;

—

that nothing decisive has been accomplished by the

terrible conflicts of the past week, so far as the Fede-

ral forces are concerned, the rebel army having re-

tired in good order, and without loss, to the Virginia

side of the Potomac, where it remains ready to con-

test every inch of ground to the bitter end ;—that, by

this protracted struggle, indicating the inability of the

government to maintain its supremacy, there is im-

minent danger that the European powers (anxious to

put down all semblance of democracy on this conti-

nent) will deem themselves justified in recognizing

the independence of the Southern Confederacy forth-

with, and helping to perpetuate it by their united mil-

itary and naval strength ;—and that, under these cir-

cumstances, it is madness to suppose there can be a

reunion effected, on the old basis, or on any conditions

whatever, leaving the slave system in operation as

heretofore. By their rebellion, the Confederate States

have censed to have any claims upon the Constitu-

tion, in regard to its pro-slavery stipulations : they

have made themselves outlaws; they have forfeited

whatever property they possess ; they make the abo-

lition of slavery not only a military necessity, but A
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT, and a si/enm moral

and religious duty, on the part of the government;

they have already forced the people of the Free Slides

to sacrifice a larger amount of money, in the prose-

cution of the war, than the market value of their

entire slave population before the war, to say nothing

iii' the immense losses arising from the derangement

of business universally ; and they have carried death,

and lamentation, and woe, throughout the nation.

The government, therefore, stands in a new rela-

tion to them, and they to the government. Theoret-

ically and practically, its preservation is of paramount
importance to that of any local institution under it;

hence, its right to destroy such institution, root and

branch, is unquestionable, when bloody rebellion is

seen to be its all-controlling spirit. The war power
then becomes competent for all the necessities of the

government, to be vigorously applied in every direc-

tion ; and its exercise is as constitutional an act

as the election of a President or the "enforcement

of the laws." To say that it is a despotic power, or

that it supersedes the Constitution for the time being,

is to forget the radical distinction which exists be-

tween an hereditary and a popular government. As
claimed and used by European dynasties, it is ever

without refereuce to the popular will, and therefore

despotic; but what THE PEOPLE have expressly

provided for, in their organic law, to be used whenever

the emergency arises, according to the imminence of

the peril that threatens the public safety and the sta-

bility of the government, is neither despotic nor out-

side of the Constitution. True, it may bo resorted to

unnecessarily, or wielded in a tyrannous manner; but

the remedy is in the hands of the people, and they

will not fail to hold their servants to the strictest ac-

countability. Of course, it is legal only in time of

war; and then those civil processes which obtain in a

state of peace may be set aside, as the crisis demands.

Silent enim leges inter arma.

We hold, therefore, the argument to be impregna-

ble :—It is the Southern slave oligarchy who insti-

gated, who inspire, who direct this murderous rebel-

lion, in avowed hostility to all free institutions, and

in order to establish an independent slaveholding des-

potism : by their treasonable course, they have pro-

nounced sentence of death against themselves and

their accursed slave_s3'sf.cio_uaiQ»">'rt*gTrtt3' > *lto

enant with death" is broken, and the "agreement

with hell " no longer stands.

To this it may be replied, that there are at least a

few loyal slaveholders (few indeed!) in the Border

States, and that their constitutional rights remain un-

impaired; so that a decree of universal emancipation

by the government would be an act alike unjust to

them, and unconstitutional in itself. But exceptional

cases are io be provided for, not to baffle the necessary

measures of the government for its own preservation ;

and this can easily be done, either by making good

whatever pecuniary loss may be sustained, or by in-

sisting that, as the loyal men of the North are ex-

pected to count neither property nor life dear unto

them in the maintenance of the Union, so the same

obligation rests with equal weight upon the loyal men

of the South, and they have no right to demand that

the war shall be so conducted as to impose no hardships

upon them. Thus, every obstacle to CONSTITU-
TIONAL EMANCIPATION is takon out of the

way, and the government is, and must be, if true to

itself, wholly on the side of liberty. Such a govern-

ment can receive the sanction and support of every Aboli-

tionist, whether in a moral or military point of view.

But, it may be said that, however true this may be

in theory, it is practically nullified by the attempt of

the Administration to restore "the Union as it was,"

with all its pro-slavery guaranties; and that, until it

decree the extinction of slavery universally, Aboli-

tionists cannot consistently comply with any draft that

may be made upon them. Upon its face, this objec-

tion is plausible; but we think it is rather technical

than solid and conclusive. We admit that President

Lincoln has been hoping and trying to restore the old

state of things, with as little damage to slavery as pos-

sible ; but, surely, nothing can be more preposterous

than such an expectation—an expectation happily no

longer indulged in, even by himself, as witness his

recent Emancipation Proclamation. His hesitancy,

hitherto, to use all the means constitutionally lodged

in his hands, under the war power, for the abolition of

slavery1 , and thus to strike an effectual blow at the root

of the rebellion, must not be allowed to commit the

government to the further support of slavery as a

constitutional obligation. On the contrary, he must

be spurred to the performance of his duty, and held

culpable for not coming up to its utmost requirements.

In the mean time, and in view of the fact that the old

Union has literally ceased to exist and cannot be re-

stored, we think that the Abolitionists who may be

drafted, and who are not committed to radical peace

principles, will be justified in standing loyally by the

government as such, on the battle-field or in any other

capacity, If, at the termination of the struggle, a

new "covenant with death" shall be made, or the

old one renewed, it will then be their duty to stand

outside of the government, as they have heretofore

done. But " sufficient unto the day is the evil there-

of." The government must exterminate slavery,

slavery will overturn the government. The govern-

ment is bound to be victorious, and slavery is doomed

to perish in the struggle.

Those Abolitionists who cannot subscribe to this

view of the case will, of course, firmly and serenely

meet the penalties of refusing to comply with the

call of the government, in case they are drafted.

They must and will be true to their convictions of

duty.

WHAT THINK YE OF ABRAHAM ? WHOSE
SON IS HE?

verybody knows that President Lincoln is opposed

to tho extension of slavery. That very ground was

the basis of his election. However tolerant he may
bo of a\avc-mtching in Illinois and Massachusetts, he
would die rather than consent that either should be

made a slavoholiling State.

But as to the President's feeling about the continu-

ance of slavery, in those Southern and Border States

where it has hitherto existed, it has not been so easy

to decide. The vacillations and inconsistencies of his

course have prevented the observers from deciding, or

else have compelled them to frequent changes of opin-

ion, He has done several things against slavery, and
several things for it; and a further uncertainty exists,

as to which of these opposite courses sprang from in-

dividual preference, and which from the compulsion

of circumstances. We have all been left in doubt,

both those who wish him to protect slavery, and those

who wish liiap to oppose it. A period has now arrived

which must necessarily bring us further evidence,

either positive or negative.

In July last, Congress passed a Confiscation Act,

whereby the slaves of all rebels were confiscated (sub-

stantially emancipated) after sixty days notice, by a
presidential proclamation. The President officially

approved this act at the time of its passage, and on the

25th of July he issued the Proclamation, calling upon

the insurgents to return to their allegiance within sixty

days, on penalty of losing their slaves.

It is as easy to call rebels back to their allegiance as

to "call spirits from the vasty deep." It is claimed

in these latter days that spirits actually come when
called for. But our rebels, far from coming in submis-
sion at ill

THE PROCLAMATION.

The twenty-second of September, 18G2, will hence-

forth be a memorable day in this Nation's history, if

our National life is yet to continue. After seventeen

months' waiting for the event, we at last hear the

President speak the word which, had it been spoken

at first, would have commanded the sympathy and

applause of the world, and cut short the life of the

Rebellion with a comparatively small loss of life and

treasure. But a foolish people and Government, pre-

ferring their own wisdom to the wisdom of God, ex

alting their own narrow policy above the grand policy

of Justice and Right, have chosen to go in the path

of bloodshed, death, terrible suffering, and grinding

debt, only to learn at this late hour the simple truth

which the Anti-Slavery people have long been urging

upon them. Pray God it may not be too late I

But now that the word Freedom is spoken, why,

we ask, is the great Act of Justice delayed for three

months longer? The postponement to January next

is much to be regretted. The delay was not called

for by any consideration of forbearance due to the

Rebel Slates, or to any portion of their population.

Warning enough, time enough, fourfold, had been

already granted them. A patience, as extraordinary

on the side of the Government as it has been unavail-

ing in its effect upon the South, has been exercised

towards them. They have met it with scorn, derision

and insult—imputing that to cowardice and a sense of

inferiority on our part, which was really dictated by

forbearance, (however misplaced and weak,) towards

them. The three months' delay will afford oppor-

tunity to the enemies of tho Great Measure, North

and South, but particularly at the North, to concoct

plans to strangle It if possible, to postpone and cripple

it at any rate. That they wilt be busy at this work,

no one can doubt for an inBtant. All the energy and

craft these people possess, find scope only in plans to

circumvent justice and human liberty, and strengthen

the power and dominion of slavery. They pursue

this evil work with a relish. Let them be closely

watched. Whether banded in secret societies, or pro-

posing traitorous schemes in public journals under a

thin mask of professed loyalty, let the people watch

and expose them. Their infernal projects will then

be frustrated and scattered to tho winds.—s. w., JR.

TfCSldpHt'o cnlt, ttttTC come ..dlCT LlluVl

ever to the capture of Washington, have driven Mc-

Clellan and his forces from the vicinity of Richmond,

and have brought the war to the very borders of two

of the loyal States.

The day on which this paper is printed, Thursday,

the 25th of September, is the expiration of the sixty

days grace, given July 25th by the President, and

used as we have seen by the rebels.

From and after the 25lh of September, the laws of

the United States will forbid slavery as far as it may
exist in States rebelling against the national govern-

ment. The duty of the President will be to execute

those laws, to notify his subordinate officials that they

have come in force, and to require their zeal and vigi-

lance in the execution of them. From that time,

every act of authority of a rebel master over a slave

will be an additional act of rebellion. From that time,

every person claimed as a slave in the rebel States

will be entitled to protection as a loyalist. From that

time, the President of the United States—who is re-

quired by the Federal Constitution to " take care that

the la v/s be faithfully executed"—will be required by

law to resist the claims of the slaveholder and protect

the person of the slave, as far as the rebel States in-

clude such persons, and as far as his voice^ and the in-

fluence of his civil and military officials, can be made
to reach them. The question now is, Will the Presi-

dent execute this part of his duty 1 Will he require

of his subordinates a vigorous and active attempt to

make this law effective ?

Up to this time, the military and naval officers who
came in contact with slavery, and the provisional

Governors appointed by the President over rebel

States, have acted in regard to slavery each according

to his individual preference, often counteracting each

other, and thus injuring the public service. Such of

these officials as opposed slavery have generally been

rebuked and counteracted by the President, and such

of them as favored slavery have generally been allowed

tO'do so undisturbed. Still worse: in three or four

particular instances, when the officers in question, see-

ing the injurious effect of such diverse action upon the

army and the war, made special request that a uniform

action in this regard might be enjoined from head-

quarters upon all the departments, so that they might

act unitedly, either for or against slavery, the Presi-

dent returned evasive and indecisive answers, allowing

the discordant action to continue. Since some of our

officers favor slavery, while others oppose it, this dis-

cordant action must still continue, very greatly to the

public detriment, unless the President shall issue

specific orders upon that point. The question is

—

Will he avail himself of the present opportunity to

do it?

The friends of slavery have deceitfully pretended

that the President had no right to act against slavery,

and also that a Proclamation of Emancipation on his

part would neither reach nor influence the parties con-

cerned. The President thinks differently from them

on both these points. In making his proposal, months

ago, for compensated emancipation, he strongly inti-

mated to the slave States, both loyal and rebel, that if

this liberal offer were disregarded, stronger measures

would follow
;
that the thing proposed would be done,

and done in a manner less acceptable to them. Did

"honest Abe" mean to bully the slave States by a

futile threat? Not at all. The fact of his making

this intimation shows that he was conscious of author-

ity to take the ground in question, and of power to en-

force it. He knows that he can overthrow slavery,

both in the rebel and in the border States. He has

refrained from doing this while it was simply at his

option. Even in regard to the rebel States, notwith-

standing the increasing exigencies of the war, he has

chosen to refrain from action until the expiration of

the sixty days of grace. That lime is now expired.

Now, the law requires him to execute an act of Con-

gress upon this subject. Now, his official oath requires

him to set the machinery of his power in motion

against slavery, as far as the rebel States are con-

cerned. The question is—Will he do it? Does the

President favor, will he assist, " The Enforcement

of the Laws " 1 Facts will soon show us. Let every

man keep his eyes open.

DABKHE8S MADE VISIBLE.

There was a Comet seen in Boston on Monday,—In

broad day and in the newspapers,—the head whereof

was nigh half a column long, and the tail extended

from Joel Parker, in Cambridge, to nescio nornen, in

Lowell. The "glittering generalities" of the nucleus

dazzled men's eyes for a moment; but the reaction

which straightway followed induced a blackness ndxed

of Egyptian and Cimmerian, in which were descried,

as it seemed, a mingling host of spirits, risen from

college, counting-room, law-office, and factory, and

working with all their might. But too many familiar

shapes were there, to leave their purpose long in

doubt. When the sun of the rebellion was setting in

Maryland, its satellite shot out in the firmament of

Massachusetts,

A careful inspection of the list of signers appended

to the call for a People's Convention in this State,

will probably discover every name which could be

mustered in support of the Crittenden Compromise at

the Faneuil Hall meeting of last year. Those who
then saw nothing in that infamous proposition " to

which any reasonable man could object," are now
unable to see why a rebel in arms against the Gov-

ernment has not the full constitutional rights of a

loyal citizen stanch in his country's defence. The
Boston bar forget to sympathize with the convict who
leaves all his civil rights outside his prison-gate, but

weep for the rebel who can no longer hang our Court

House in chains, or buy, breed, sell and burn Iris- ne-

groes at home.

The humbug cry is, of course, "No Party!"—

a

species of Heads-I-win, Tails-you-lose game, with

which we are tolerably familiar. It is immoral

enoiTsS-^'^allj.iines, to cry " No Party ! "—when party
is based on prinr.iPw &<** when the dividing lines

of party are the dividing lines of war, sucn a cry is

doubly treacherous and atheistic. As well might the

rebels beseech us to have " no discussions about po-

litical, social or party measures and dogmas, about

which men always have and always will differ; " to

pass over the doctrine of secession and the divine

right of slavery ; and to throw down our weapons
while they retain theirs. The fraternal embrace which

would next ensue can be likened only to that tor-

ture of the Inquisition, where the victim entered the

arms of the Virgin to fall pierced by a thousand

knives concealed in her bosom !

After all the pother about a country in danger, and

the necessity of putting aside [the Republican] party,

in general, the whole tempest turns out to be con-

fined to the Massachusetts, we might almost say the

Boston, tea-pot, but that we do not wish to indulge in

" party " reminiscences at the expense of our revolu-

tionary sires. When the bold front of our Comet
dwindles down to a Convention for the choice of State

officers, it is plain to see how words are meant to con-

ceal ideas. It is idle for the fossil lawyers, traders,

and ex-treasury-pap-ists,to hope to subvert that choice

of the people's heart, John A. Andrew, or sensibly to

affect the support of the rest of the Republican ticket.

There is but one election which it expects to influ-

ence, and that is the return of Charles Sumner to the

U. S. Senate. "We are moving heaven and earth,"

said one of the signers of the call to a friend of ours,

" to defeat that man ; and I have just put my name

to a paper to that effect." " Say, rather, earth and

bell !
" was the prompt rejoinder.

There is no need to be frightened by the long array

of names which compose the Comet's tail. It is only

lore thorough unmasking than we are used to, not

aggregation of the forces of the enemy. Probably

not half-a-dozen Republicans of any standing or influ-

ence have backslidden into this company ; fewer still

baen cozened into joining it. Some, there may be,

who are afraid to publish their sneaking sympathy

;

but they are of the kind of deserters who are thanked

for leaving camp. They may be found (by the curi-

ous) in the fold of the Springfield Republican.

We think we do but express the general "festive"

feeling in this vicinity, when we exult that the Comet
demanded- nnrl prfimieeiL hearty support IOT " MB
chosen and only head of the nation," the day before

be signified by proclamation his conversion to the

policy of emancipation. We recall with pleasure the

language :
" He is striving in this hour of peril, with

all his strength, to save the country. Let the people

. . . not turn from him in coldness, or palsy his efforts

with a feeble and half confidence. . . . Let him be

sustained and carried in triumph through the strug-

gle. His patriotism and self-saa-ijice deserve it— our

duty demands it." Well for the Comet, if the Presi-

dent have not to say to it : "I have piped unto you,

and you have not danced ; I have mourned unto you,

and you have not lamented 1 "—w. p. G.

Fraternity Lectures. We call attention to the

advertisement of the fifth course of these popular and

progressive lectures. It is really a superior list of

speakers. Hon. Henry Wilson, Hon. Owen Lovejoy,

Hon. B. Grate Brown, (the Missouri emancipationist,)

Theodore Tilton, Esq., of the Independent, and other

able and tried anti-slavery men, appear. Of course,

the tickets will all be sold early.

jjr^*- Ex- President Huberts, of Liberia, who has re-

cently visited the United States via England, sailed

from Boston in the steamer Asia for Liverpool on die

17th inst.,011 his return to Liberia. For an Interesting

account of his reception in England, sec our last page.

Just after the foregoing had been written, there

came to band a partial answer to the questions con-

tained in it, in the shape of a Proclamation from the

President, which may be seen in another column.

What is the purport of this proclamation ? There

is one bad thing and one good thing about it.

The bad thing is that the President chooses, in the

exercise of his military power, to counteract and nulli-

fy the operation of an act of Congress (emancipating

the slaves of rebels) for the period between September

'25th and January 1st.

No doubt the President's authority, under the war

power, allows even this interference with the ordinary

operation of law. It must be remembered that we

are now living under military rule, and that military

law takes precedence of civil, regarding or disregard-

ing it just as the interests of war are supposed to re-

quire. In this state of things, no doubt the President

may suspend a law against slavery, just as be might

suspend or abrogate any particular law in its favor,

just as he might abolish slavery altogether, if he saw

fit. His function at present allows this unwonted ex-

ercise of power, but it seems to me an injudicious

movement, because our necessities (as well as duties)

now require the limitation and repression of shivery

in every possible way. This indulgence, however, is

temporary. Three months wilt bring us to the end

of it.

The good feature of the Proclamation is that it pub-

licly declares emancipation to be decreed, (as far as

the slaves of rebels are concerned,) fixes the lime

when the decree shall go into effect, and notifies all

civil and military officers of certain existing laws fa-

vorable to the slaves of rebels, and requiring protec-

tion to be given to them,

Henceforth we may expect a cessation of (hat com-

bination of folly and wickedness which has been loo

common in our army, the surrender of fugitive slaves

in rebels, The kindred wickedness of surrendering

such fugitives to persons pretending loyally is still

permitted, to the disgrace of the President and of the

people, Hut slavery is now receiving blows Iron)

whieh it can never recover; and this Proclamation

may well encourage and rejoice the true soldiers of

freedom.—0. ic. w,

A HAPPY COINCIDENCE.

How fortunate is it that, just at the time the Presi-

dent was writing the strongest and best document

he has yet penned in relation to the treatment of

the rebels, a large number of gentlemen of conserva-

tive tendencies, heretofore known as Democrats,

Whigs, or Belleverett men, should have banded to-

gether for his support, pledged themselves to uphold

him in the pending struggle, and publicly certified

that, for the sake of sustaining the administration in

this trying hour, they arc willing to ignore and aban-

don the party peculiarities that have hitherto distin-

guished them ! Observe how strong is the following

paragraph, written by Judge Joel Parker, of Cam-

bridge, and signed by more than fifteen hundred of

the people whom we have been wont to call "hun-

kers," in an address "To the People of Massachu-

setts," recently published in the papers :

—

" The hands of the President, the chosen and only

head of the nation, must be strengthened by the Peo-

ple. He is striving in this hour of peril, with all his

strength, to save the country. Let. the People pledge to

him their most aencrous confidence and support—and not

turnfrom him in coldness, or palsy his efforts with a feeble

and half confidence. Pledge, then, to the President the

lives and fortunes of an united People. Let him be
sustained and carried in triumph through the strug-

gle. His patriotism and self-sacrifice deserve it

—

our

duty dtinands it."

Such affectionate devotedness as this puts to shame

the coldness of many who call themselves Republi-

cans. If the solid men of all the other parlies admit

that the Republican President deserves, and that their

duty demands, the bestowal upon him of their most

generous confidence and support, surely those who
elected him ought to act with no less vigor.

This change of policy on tho part of so many gen-

tlemen of wealth, weight and influence, must of course

secure the reelection of Messrs. Sumner, Wilson. An-

drew, and those other public men who most strongly

favor the present policy of the Federal Executive.

And no one can doubt that so decisive a step on the

part of the conservatives of Massachusetts must have

its influence upon the corresponding class in all the

Northern Slates.—c. R. w.

Tin; Atlantic Monthly, for October, lias been

received. Its contents are :—Autumnal Tints,- David

Gaunt : Euphorion ;
House-Building j Mr. Axtell

;

Leamington spa; Sanitary Condition of the Army;

An Arab Welcome; Elisabeth Sara Sheppardj Re-

sources of the South; The Battle Autumn of IS«VJ ;

lieviews ami Literary Notices ;
Recent American

Publications. Ticknor 8 Fields, Boston.

Tin: Ri:iu:i.i.io\ BboOBD, monthly edition, part

22, has been issued by G. P. Vutnnin, 689 Broadwny,

New York. U is embellished wilh two tine steel en-

gravings of Cen. Ileint/leman and Ben McCulloeh,

The diary is curried down to April 12th of the current

year. Tbia part is *n important link in (he invalua-

ble whole.

g^= lion. Charles Sumner, in a letter to ihe Bos-

ton Post, emphatically denies the report thai he h;is

opposed the promotion of Col. Cowdin, On the MO.-

irary, he has favored the promotion, and only a few

weke ago, forwarded to the President a warm letter

in his favor from Mr. Opdyke, Mayor of New York,

urging his appointment as Brigadier General.
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A MARVELLOUS CHANGE OF OCCUPANTS.

FOBTRBSS Monroe, Va., May 21, 18l>2.

' Mr. Editor,—1 write this at Ex-President Tyler's

summer resftleiice, known hove as Camp Hamilton,

about three miles west of the i'ort, and on the direct

road to Yovktown.

The building is of the first class. Everything in it

is of a modern style. The furniture which the family

left, when they moved away about the time the

present rebel war broke out, is also of recent style

;

and its peculiar carve and shape remind you of the ar-

rogant and haughty look of its now departed owner.

"When I awoke this morning, and found myself lying

upon one of the fashionable iron bedsteads in this

house, I could not help thinking what a terrible rage

its owners would be in, if they could but step into the

door

!

Every room in this bouse, except one which is occu-

pied by teachers, is now tilled with the e.x-slaves from

the surrounding peninsula; in tact, this whole neigh-

borhood reminds us of a pioneer California settlement.

On every side there are innumerable little shanties,

varying from 12 to 1G feet square, and averaging from

10 to 12 persons in each ; of all ages, from the baby to

the decrepit great-grand-parcnt. I must say that the

scene is painful beyond description for one who has

not become inured to such a state of things as exists

here.

To observe, on the one hand, the Itope and anxiety

manifested by these modern Israelites, who, in their

own minds, seem to think that they are approaching

the wilderness of Mount Sinai, where they may find

shelter from their tormentors; while, upon the other

hand, you can see the distress with which they regard

the mysterious movements of the Government officers

in regard to everything which relates to them.

There is an irrepressible foreboding, which seems

to have fixed itself upon the countenance of every

one; and it is not without good cause, for there has

been, and is still, meanness of every conceivable grade

practised upon them. Officers take advantage of their

ignorance in every way possible, and torment them

like fiends, while the government retains them on its

highways and public works, and the quartermaster re-

fuses to pay them. Thus these people have lived in

this uncertain condition for nearly a year, and with

this shameful and glaring reproach to the government,

open to all who wish to know anything about the con-

dition of the colored people here.

The Northern press is constantly raising the cry,

how can the emancipated staves take care of them-

selves ? They have taken care both of their masters

and themselves for more than two generations, and

now, while the paymaster pockets their money, they

have to do the government work, and find themselves !

This is a wonderful change in political economy.

Government wise, I am looking every day for a gen-

eral strike among those who are employed upon the

government works. Such a move would be in no wise

rebellious, but would result in showing up the mean-

ness of Quartermaster Talmadge, who, I am informed,

has been more than once ordered to pay off the labor-

ers, but still refuses.

But there seems to be no end to the sorrows through

which this people seem doomed to pass, before they

shall securely reach the laud of promise. One of the

most trying features of their present condition is, now
that they have built their little bouses of which I have

already spoken, upon what should be confiscated

land,—its owners being in the Confederate army. A
good many of the rebels are returning, since the evacu-

ation of Yorktown, and, with that bold effrontery

characteristic of their kind, are ordering those people

off their lands ! And they move without a murmur
to some other place, and squat for a day, only to be re-

moved by the next rebel who shall come to claim what

he terms his property; and the officers of the govern-

ment, as yet, have not interposed.

JOHN OLIVE11.

fate is that of the nation, is a license to bad men In

treat these now helpless people according to the dic-

tates of their depraved passions. If the government,

whose business it is lo be now the final arbiter in this

question, cannot see and does not believe in the hu-

manity of the slave, what right has the common sol-

dier, who is only a machine of the will of the govern-

ment, to care 1

From what a limited judgment allows me to perceive

and understand, I fear that the hope to save slavery to

the South Is yet to be the means of breaking the na-

tion in pieces. JOHN OLIVER.

THE HAYTIAN JOHN BROWN FUND, &0.-~

NOTES ON JOHN BROWN'S MEN.

A CARD.
After deducting expenses incurred in the Island,

the fund contributed to the relief of the families of

the martyrs of Harper's Ferry, by the people of Hayti,

amounted to $3,349.47.

The Haytian Committee directed that an American

Committee be requested to disburse this amount, ac-

cording to a letter of instruction which enumerated

the parties and sums.

Messrs. 1J. C Clark, Charles Sumner, Wm. Lloyd

Garrison, "Wendell Phillips, and the undersigned were

named the Amercan Committee.

They have disbursed the following amounts to the

parties below named :

—

Mrs. John Brown. Senior, $1,074.47
209.35
209.33

209. «

4

Mrs. Cook, (widow of John E. Cook,)

Mrs. Leary, (widow of Lowis S. Leary,)

John Brown, Jr., (son of Capt. John Brown,) .

Owen Brown, " " "

O. P. Anderson, (only colored survivor of

John Brown's men,) 209.:i4

ILL TREATMENT 0E BLACK MEN BY THE
ARMY.

Newport News, Va., Aug. 6, 1862.

Mr. Editor,—The time has been, and is within

our memory, when Gen. McClellan would not allow

the panic-stricken slave who sought his lines to enter,

and there find protection, whatever might be the valu-

able information he or she could impart. He was the

Palladium, against whom the fates of war need not at-

tempt to contend.

But there has come a change in these human affairs

—he has met his reverses. God has his way of teach-

ing men humility. Since Gen. McClellan's defeat be-

fore Richmond, he has sent men in all places where

black men may be found—not to persuade or coax

them by the offer of eight or ten dollars per month,

which they rarely if ever get, but to force them into

his army, without one moment of time being allowed

them to arrange for their departure ; and if they mani-

fest the least disposition to inquire where they are be-

ing sent, as they are never informed, the sabre and re-

volver are brought to bear upon them in the most bru-

tal and reckless manner.

At this moment, the cavalry company which are on

guard here are driving them to the guard-house like

beasts; from there they are to be sent on board the

steamer Kent, which now lies at the wharf.

This order, which is now being fully carried out by

Quartermaster Wormesly, to whom it was sent, is

rigid and unreasonable. It says, take all colored per-

sons—and they are taking the free as well as the con-

trabands.

Mr. B. A. Boseman, of Troy, N. Y., who is in busi-

ness here witli Cornell, Davis & Co., was taken to the

the guard-house. The writer went to get him re-

leased ; but as soon as I reached the door of the guard-

house, I too was taken—and though I had a govern-

ment protection in my hand, it availed me nothing.

Two Irishmen were on guard, and to have me in the

guard-house was as gratifying to them as a month's

pay would have been. These civilized guards drew

their sabres upon me, and I was forced with great vio-

lence into the Bastile of Newport News, in which one

colored man has, within a few days, already perished.

The above named act was unwarranted, for all the

guards of the post know that I have an order or pro-

tection for this place, Norfolk, Suffolk, and Fortress

Monroe. Mr. Boseman and myself were released,

however, in about half an hour; and others, who are

free, in the course of the afternoon.

The Secesh could not have been guilty of a more

disgraceful raid among the colored people than that of

the cavalry of Newport News today. Sick men were

forced from their shanties, where they have been lying

for several days under the care of the doctor, while

their panic-stricken wives were running through the

camps from every quarter to the guard-house, begging

for their release. But Pharaoh was never more de-

termined to carry out his wicked design, than were

those whose business it was to send those ex-slaves up

to Harrison's Landing.

I am at a loss how to decide in my own mind,

whether the good resulting from this war to the slaves

is an equivalent, so far, to the cruel treatment they

have met with in our Union lines.

While I do not despair of the ultimate result of this

war in regard to slavery, yet it is clear that there is

wanted a policy in reference to the treatment of these

people by the army after they are in our lines. The

cruel treatment which the ex-slaves now receive at the

hands of their friends will have a decided tendency to

force them back to their Southern masters, when they

will decide to rtand by the rebel cause. And I appeal

to your readers, Mr. Editor, if a man's fate is uncer-

tain, it is not natural that he should choose to accept

the condition of which he has some knowledge, sooner

than undergo that which is more uncertain 1

Now, the doubtful position of the President is the cause

of the. bad treatment which time people everywhere receive.

Officers, with but few exceptions, will not protect

them ; and the private soldier, with his Northern pre-

judice, believing as they do that the slave is the cause

of the war, vent their petty malice on them in every

conceivable manner. I repeat—the uncertain position

uf the government with reference to tliu slave, whose

$2,721.19

There remains to be distributed $628.28. By a mis-

take in the letter of instructions, not more than one-

third of this amount can be disbursed until further di-

rections from the Haytian Committee. The friends

of Leeman, Tidd, Kagi, Stevens, Hazlitt, Oliver

Brown, Copeland and Coppoc will please regard this

card as an answer to their letters; they may be as-

sured that, as soon as there is any authority received

under which they can be aided, no time will be lost in

communicating with them.

Of the five followers of John Brown who escaped

from Harper's Ferry, only three now survive,—Owen

Brown, F. J. Meriam and O. P. Anderson. Tidd

joined Burnside's expedition, and died at Roanoke

Island on the eve of a victory ; Barclay Coppoc, whose

brother was executed at Charlestown, was one of the

victims of the Platte Bridge atrocity. John Brown,

Cook, Thompson and Leary leave widows—all poor.

Leeman, Kagi, Hazlitt, Tidd, Copeland, and, I be-

lieve, Stevens also, leave parents—all poor.

Mrs. Hazlitt has given four sons to the Federal

army; one was wounded at Gaines's Mill, and we are

told that the last seen of another, " he was fighting

the rebels hand to hand like a tigey."

The brother of Tidd is in the Western army.

Owen Brown is physically unfit for military duty;

John, Jr., was a captain in Jennison's 2d Kansas regi-

ment until sickness compelled him to resign. His

place is now filled by Mr. Hoyt, the young Massachu-

setts lawyer who volunteered to defend John Brown

at Charlestown.

The mother of the Coppocs is old, infirm, poor,

childless, and almost blind. Europe and America

have produced many heroic women, but I question

whether the annals of Rome, England or America,

preserve the memory of a truer heroine than this

sublime old mother. This is an extract from a letter

I recently received from her :

—

" I had two noble sons in that conflict, who subse-

quently lost their lives by that monster, Slavery ; viz.,

Edwin and Barclay Coppoc. But, if the great Dis-

poser of Events has seen fit to accept the sacrifice as a

sweet-smelling savor to the great cause of Freedom, I

cheerfully submit My desire is, that every

branch of the great Upas Tree Oppression may be

lopped off and the trunk hewn down, that the true

spirit of Christianity may be promulgated throughout

the world."

The two men who treacherously seized poor Cook as

he was escaping North, and sent him back to Virginia

to be murdered, are both in jail—one in a felon's cell,

the other under guard as a traitor, but not a prisoner

of war; both, probably, will be hanged, as he prophe-

sied they would be.

Who knows but that the hemp may have already

ripened which, properly prepared, shall end the earthly

life of Henry A. Wise, the eulogist and hangman of

John Brown ?

The people who rejoiced at the murder of the old

hero of Harper's Ferry, have had their country made

a blackened wilderness, wet with the blood of their

children.

The last news I heard of Copeland, the father of

the colored martyr who was hanged at Charlestown,

announced that he was in a regiment which had en-

camped on the very spot where his son was mur-

dered.

Truly, " the mill of God grinds slowly, but it grinds

exceeding small."

As Sojourner Truth quaintly said', " God is not dead

yet"; and we all know that John Brown's soul is

marching on, in the direction of the White House

—

determined to go through it or over it. Let us hope

he will be cordially welcomed, and that 1 Abraham

Lincoln may soon be numbered in the list of brave

and noble heroes to be known in history as John

Brown's men. JAMES REDPATH.

VISIT TO CONTRABANDS, IN WASHING-

TON, D. 0.

I have been, with my companion and some ladies,

THE CONTRABANDS.

Among those who have sympathetically volun-

teered to look after the educational welfare of the

contrabands at Newport News, Fortress Monroe, &.G.,

Mr. John Oliver, an intelligent colored citizen of

Boston, whose labors are thus referred to by a cor-

espondent of the New York Tribune:—

"At Newport News and Hampton, there are pros-

perous negro schools, under the charge of John Oliver,

of Boston, and supported by the contributions of the

New York Union Missionary Society. The first steps

toward opening the schools were taken in May last

with the approbation of Gens. Wool and Mansfield.

About 50 children and adults gathered together for in-

truction. The project has succeeded so well that

there are now some 250 of all ages and both sexes in

the two schools. At Newport News, the use of the

building formerly occupied as a military theatre has

been granted to Mr. Oliver, and every morning he has

it well filled witli young and adult contrabands. They
are of every shade of complexion, from the olive skin

of the octoroon to the jet-black one of the Congo" of

whole blood. Some of the children are very apt

scholars, and one class of nine have learnt to read

with tolerable fluency in a little over a month. I am
told that, with few or no exceptions, the adults show

great joy when some new idea or bit of information is

communicated to their minds from their books. A
slave named Frank Robinson was specially pointed

out to me as a diligent student. In the intervals of his

work, be pursues his stvidies with real enthusiasm.

Sometimes he will sit on his bench, spelling over the

sentences with difficulty, wholly absorbed in study

;

and when he gathers the meaning of the words, thus

disjointedly learnt, his face lights up with smiles, he

hurriedly reads the sentence over, and with a cry of

joy he jumps from his seat.

The branch school at Parrish's farm in this neigh-

borhood is also in a flourishing condition. Here Mr.

Oliver has 43 scholars, who are learning the rudiments

of education. This community has about 60 acres of

land under cultivation, and is gaining a comfortable

livelihood. I am sorry to say that depredations have

been made upon the property of these industrious peo-

ple by our soldiers. In one instance, about #125 worth

of potatoes were stolen, and latterly a staff officer vio-

lated a guard which had been placed over the proper-

ty, and had two cows and a horse driven into camp,

although the poor negroes showed him receipts for the

money they had paid for the animals. The matter is

under investigation."

The following is the authority under which Mr. Oli-

ver has acted :

—

Newport News, June 10, 18(32.

The bearer, John Oliver, is entitled to the protec-

tion of the Government and Government Officers, be-

ng engaged by permission to aid and assist the con-

trabands to support themselves.

He is hereby authorized to go to Fortress Monroe,
Norfolk and Newport News, on his duty. I have

_ ven him a horse, saddle and bridle, my private prop-

erly, for his use.

I commend him to the protection of the Provosts

Marshals at the above named places.

MANSFIELD,
Brig. Gen. U. S. A.

Head Quarters Army Corps, 1

Fortress Monroe, Aug. 4, 1862. \

The Military Authorities at Newport News are re-

quired to give the protection to the bearer, specified

by General Mansfield.
JOHN A. DIX, Maj. General.

Gen. Mansfield has recently fallen on the field of

battle, and is greatly lamented.

In another column, we have copied from the Anglo-

African two interesting letters from Mr. Oliver, the

t of which, though not of a late date, furnishes a

curious illustration of the changes brought about by

the war. His account of the brutal treatment of the

poor contrabands at the hands of officers and soldiers

of the army is truly heart-rending.

THE REPUBLICAN STATE CONVENTION
AT "WORCESTER— CHARLES SUMNER.
The Convention felt, with an intense earnestness be-

gotten of times of revolution, the conviction that the

main-spring and motive-power of this rebellion is

American Slavery, and they determined to put that

conviction upon record. Men were their favorites, not

from a feeling of personal regard, or previous party

association, but because they had been identified with

and advocated this view.

And here we have the key to the endorsement of

Mr. Sumner, which has dissatisfied some Republicans,

and awakened violent denunciation from partisans of

the opposition. Mr. Sumner was far-sighted enough

to recognize the potency of slavery as an instrument

in the hands of the rebels, and the necessity of strik-

ing it out of existence, in advance of most of his asso-

ciates among statesmen. His attention had longer

been directed to the evils of the institution—he better

understood its corrupting influence upon men, its un-

scrupulous and insane lust of power, than American

public men generally. He early pointed out—what is

now become obvious to every foreigner, and is fast

penetrating the minds of the most prejudiced partisans

at home—the fact that slavery is the rebellion. He
anticipated the public conviction just one year, in stat-

ing that it is slavery which maintains the rebel armies,

clothes and feeds their troops, digs their intreneh-

ments, and makes it possible to meet the loyal soldiers

on the vantage-ground which it provides. One year

ago, he proposed to take from the enemy this grand

source of their strength. The nation was then not

ready to second his policy. His insight went farther

than their convictions. But a year of fruitless effort

has shown them the wisdom of the course he urged.

The sentiments of Mr. Sumner have since penetrated

the minds of thousands, whose ideas were closed to

the real issues of the struggle. These are not alone

Republicans. Among them are Daniel S. Dickin-

son, O. A. Brownson, Robert Dale Owen, Daniel E.

Sickles, Richard Bustced, Senator Rice, of Minnesota,

and others, of the Democratic party ; and we doubt

not, when their real sentiments are obtained, we shall

be able to add the names of Joseph Holt and Andrew
Johnson to the number. Nay, the belief is becoming

stronger, each day, that we are soon to add the name
of President Lincoln to the list of converts, and that

this is to be the policy of his administration.

We submit to the personal opponents of Mr. Sum-
ner, that this is a matter not of passions, or of antipa-

thies, but of principle. We do not act in the interest

of any individuals. Personal idolatry was never more

out of place than in this crisis of our history, whether

we apply it to generals or to statesmen. Mr. Sumner
was endorsed by the late Conventionat Worcester,

solely because he is the representative of ideas which are

uppermost in the 7tiinds of earnest, loyal men at the North.

in the midst of contrabands. The place of their hab-
j
Had the tendency of opinions been against the views

lie Capitol. They ' which he advanced at Worcester a year earlier—had
itation is nearly two miles from the Capitol. They

are under the supervision and care of Rev. D. C.

Nichols, known as connected with the Reform School

at Chicago, III. He has been here three months. Two
thousand have been admitted from slavery, mostly

our experience in the war shown them to be fallacious

—had we failed to strengthen the sentiment in the Re-

publican party in that direction, and to bring over

large numbers of our late opponents to take the same
»ipW—we confess that there would be weight in the

" voritism. But no such state of

ntiment of the

number of them diseased, when they left the land of ^j.^, ig ^^ jyf r _ y u ,nner's position, will not he de-

slavery. They have come in every condition. ; nied ; that those who believe with him are receiving

Homes have been found for nearly all of the men, wo- ' daily large accession-in short, that public opinion is

setting largely that way, and not the other—is a tact

en have died; the greater' ^^T.a't the earnest loyal ,

men and children, who are able to leave the premises,

and labor for their own support. Clothing, books and
j palpable to be questioned.

We went to that Convention, not careful i

teachers are furnished by charity. The Government I cerned whether this or that man received a compli

furnishes food, shelter, medicine, and superintendent.

A single ration is at the rate of fifteen cents per day.

There is a Hospital in the same connection, with an

average number of fifty patients. It is intended to

make the institution self-sustaining by opening a Laun-

dry for the soldiers. The Government pays twenty-

five dollars per month for men as teamsters. More

applications are made for servants than can be sup-

plied. As these people have just emerged from sla-

very, no true marriage has ever been recognized

among them. Our friend, Mr. Nichols, will soon per-

form the first marriage among the contrabands. He

is just the man for the place. The prejudice of color

toward these poor people is fast dying away; and

under his kind and judicious management, he will do

much to accomplish this object, as, also, to improve

their general condition. Charles Spear.

LETTER PROM GERRIT SMITH.

PivTerboho', (N. Y.,) Sept. 21, 1862,

Mv Dear Friend,—I have just read, and with

satisfaction, your " Drafting—the Hour of Trial." It

is a beautiful specimen of clear and unanswerable

reasoning. The "Non-Resistant" should go clear.

The Quaker, merely as a Quaker, should not. He

should not, unless be be also a Non-Resistant—a self-

disfranchising Non-Resistant, I look with interest for

your continuation next week.

Your friend, GERRIT SMITH.
Wm. LlOYD Garrison.

Jgj§= We have received " The Continental

Montiii.v," for October, freighted with interesting

and valuable reading. A more expended notice of
"

witli its table of content*, next week,

_..entary resolution. We felt that the endorsement of

the principle carried the man with it. The rest seemed
to us measurably certain. We never contemplated the

injustice of committing a great party to the support of

a vital principle, and then turning round and ostraciz-
"

g the man who had earliest, most earnestly, and with

eatest power asserted that principle. Personal pre-

judice such as that we can understand ; but wc under-

stand only to abhor it, and we do not question that

every right-minded man will do likewise.

The Convention which sat at Worcester was as truly

a spontaneous expression of the people's sentiments

—

as little affected in its origin by wire-pullers, and as

little controlled in its deliberations by partisans of an

individual—as any one which ever sat in Massachu-

setts. It endorsed Mr. Sumner because he had faith-

fully represented a principle, and for no other reason.

If there was any personal element in its deliberation,-!,

it came from men who have a personal antipathy to

Mr, Sumner, and who could not endure that he should

reap honor from the adoption of ideas which he had

been the earliest to advocate, and the most persistent

to urge—ideas now in a fair way to he adopted as the

standards of national policy.

—

Norfolk County Journal.

There is no pretence that any section, class or inter-

est which has aught in common with Republicans was
excluded. The representation was very large, and the

spirit evinced excellent. The virtual renomination of

Mr. Sumner was carried with hardly a show ot opposi-

tion.

Of course, the Boston Courier, Post, &c, arc dis-

tressed. They dread to see the Republican cause thus

placed in jeopardy. But the Springfield Republican is

in still sorer affliction. That journal, since the de-

parture of its responsible ecli/ir for Europe in quest of

health, has been run by the opponents of emancipa-

tion, and is of course hostile to Mr. Sumner's re-elee-

tion. It is dumbfounded by this exhibition of Mr.

Sumner's strength with the Republicans of Mdssacliu-

setts, and knows no better than to betray its chagrin

by mere railing.

The Republican does not atten.pl to explain the

unanimity and earnestness of Hie Convention in tup-

port of Mr. Sumner. It gives no reason why their

THE SO-CALLED PEOPLE'S CONVENTION.
The Boston Traveller, which is not a Republican

paper, but winch is in favor of the vigorous prosecu-

tion of the war, thus alludes to this malcontent move-

ment :

—

The Call for a People's Convention has been out

some days, and is signed by a number of good

men, while others are expected to sign it. To most of

what it contains we could all subscribe, for it is in

favor of prosecuting the war, and that is the common
sentiment of the North. The only really bad thing

n the call is the call itself, for that means that an

)rganized effort is to be made to prevent the reelection

of Mr. Sumner to the U. S. Senate. We all know
that such is the meaning of the movement, and that

the ablest man in it, and its chief, has said that Mr.

Sumner ought to go over to the enemy. Now, an

attempt to defeat Mr. Sumner's reelection ought to be

opposed by the people of Massachusetts as decidedly

as they would oppose an attempt to place a secession

democrat in the gubernatorial chair of their State.

Mr. Sumner's presence in the Senate is indispensable

to the proper management of an important branch of

the public service. He is the only man in Congress

whose acquaintance with foreign affairs is extensive,

accurate and minute—the only man there who has an

European reputation ; and he is also one of the very

few of our public men who are respected abroad.

We say nothing of bis anti-slavery views, which are

those of a large majority of his constituents, but con-

fine ourselves, for the present, to matters of another

character; and we put it to intelligent men whether

it is wise,-at this time, to seek the removal from the

Senate of a man of Mr. Sumner's peculiar and well

employed knowledge merely to gratify the personal

feelings of a few discontented spirits."

representatives should have been for Mr. Sumner, if

the people were against him. It simply abuses the

delegates of its own party for approving and uphold-

ing the intrepid standard-bearer of that, party, whose

fidelity to principle, to conviction, to Human Rights,

has won for him the hatred of every opponent of Re-

publicanism, as his strength with the people whom he

has faithfully served has excited the envy of every

trimmer, Mr. Sumner has reason to be proud alike

of his friends and his enemies.

—

Dedham Gazette.

Gen. Sherman's Speech at Memphis. General

W. T. Sherman recently made a speech at Memphis,
in the course of which lie said :

—

"What does this war mean ? mere independence to

the South ? This is not all ; the leaders mean power

for them, predominance to the Slave Power, an injury

to the liberty of the masses. It is an attempt to give

one interest— slavery ;— the predominance over ail

others. If the intention is to simply govern the new
republic on the principles of the old one, why not use

their power at the ballot-box to improve or change

what they desire 1 But they want a power for a class

the old system will not permit them to possess;

they want a strong government, therefore they fight

against it.

"it is an oligarchy they want, and the North cannot

permit such a kind of government to exist side by side

with her free republic. If an agreement for separation

was made, and such a government well established be-

side their free one, the very sinners of that agreement

would seize arms to put an end to such a government before

the ink ivas dry with which the agreement Was signed. The

struggle must he fought out now. It is useless to dream ofa

peace which would cut this country in two—such a thing

cannot be done.

No dictation is wanted, no subjugation. The South
must not dictate to the North, nor the North tyrannize

over the South—the East must not domineer over the

West, nor the West lord it over the East. We must
have one harmonious Congress legislating with unpre-

judiced fairness for the whole people."

Speaking Out. The Norfolk (Va.) Union pub-

lishes a letter from a distinguished Judge who has al-

ways been a Democrat. Here is a portion of the let-

ter ;—
" This is no longer a war to restore the Union as it

was. It is a war to make the Union what it never
was, but what it ought to be. I would not make war
to end slavery, but slavery having made war, I would
put down the rebellion, and if slavery falls, as fall it

must, let it fall. The great bloody monster will die

hard, and in his death-struggle he will devour whole

armies of devoted men. The struggle is far from over

yet. Slavery is the most cementing power that ever

existed on this continent. The firmest bond of union,

its enchantment is of hell, and its power is beyond be-

lief. It enchains the poor and rich in every border

State. It hates liberty, intelligence and progress. Its

arrogance, malignity and cruelty have no bounds. It is

a terrible power, in terrible earnest. It will fight to the

death, it will not yield until it is thoroughly conquered,

and conquer it we shall, if we are not degraded sons

of noble sires. Separation is destruction and division

of the North. The country must remain one, and the

South must be conquered. It will take time and blood

and money ; but by far the cheapest mode of settle-

ment is by conquest ; any other settlement entails end-

less wars, barbarism and eternal degradation."

Judge Hughes on Party Men. Judge Hughes
of the United States Court of Claims, always a Demo-
crat of the " straightest " sort, recently made a speech

at Indianapolis in response to a serenade. A report

of his remarks says :

" He denounced in strong terms those who profess

devotion to the Union, and yet are so frightened at

the idea of subjugation and emancipation. 'These
men,' said he, 'seem far more anxious to preserve

the bond of the slave than the bond of the Union.'

He was opposed to a war specially for the purpose of

emancipation, but if, as an unavoidable incident of the

war, slavery should perish, let it die. (Loud applause.)

He didn't believe in preserving slave property for men
whose hands are red with the blood of our neighbors,

friends, and kindred. For the disposal of all such

men he had a plan. If a Douglas man wanted to know
where to go, he would say, follow Douglas, and act

upon the patriotic precepts of his last speech. If a

Douglas man were disloyal, he would say, follow your
candidate for the Vice-Presidency, Johnson, who is

in the rebel Congress, Go there I A loyal Breckin-

ridge man should follow Stanton, and Dickinson, and
Butler. A disloyal Breckinridge man should go
after Breckinridge. A loyal Bell man should follow

the illustrious Everett. A disloyal one should go
where Bell is. For the rest of those neutral men, who
believe in fighting rebel battles on loyal soil, ho would
form them all into a procession, with secession flags

and Marshals selected from the 8th of January Con-
vention, and march them South to the tune of 'In

Dixie's land we'll take our stand.' " (Laughter _and

cheering.)

A Democratic General's Opinion. The Rock-
land Press contains a letter from an officer at Baton
Rouge, (undoubtedly Col. Nickcrson, a life-long Dem-
ocrat.) Wc commend the following extract to the no-

tice of all our readers :

—

" I am ready to state upon my oath, that I saw ne-

groes among the most advanced in the line against us.

On the night after the fight, we sent out three hundred
colored men, armed, to watch the movements of the

enemy. It only shows that they can be trusted when
needed. In my opinion, they will prove themselves

among the most brave and efficient soldiers. We
brought in one hundred and fifty of them this morn-

ing, and, if need be, they shall have a chance to fight.

The present policy is a mistaken one. Our forces are

insufficient. There are negroes enough, and they

will fight. Every man in my regiment will testify to

the correctness of what I have said upon this sub-

ject."

And again, writing from Baton Rouge, under date

of the 15th Ul-t,., he says :

—

"All this settles nothing. We can never conquer

the South without arming the negroes—never, never,

never ! I fear it may be too late, even now. I fear

we shall never be able to penetrate their territory far

enough to get hold of the numbers that first flocked to

us, and were turned back ! My God, how foolish seems

to be tbo present policy I How many lives have been

sacrificed, bow much money has been spent to gratify

a theory 1 There ought to be no theory hut to conquer.

Let this be the motto—let not only money and life be

sacrificed to this, but prejudice, and we may yet suc-

ceed. I hope for the best, but it is mingled with

fear."

Conversation ketween Louis Napoleon ani>

Mr. Slidell. It is positively asserted in political

circles that in the late audience given by the Emperor
of the French to Mr. Slidell, his Majesty spoke at

length upon the slavery question, and gave Mr. Slidell

t,> understand that it would be very difficult for him to

recognize the Southern Confederacy unconditionally,

and without reference to that institution.

He said that such an act would expose his govern-

ment to the severest censure, not only at home but

abroad, where France is looked upon as the friend of

freedom and humanity, and the liberator of all races.

In such a position and with the perils attending such a

course, he should like to know beforehand whether or

not the Confederate government felt disposed to adopt

some measures concerning the eniiineipation of the

blacks in a time more or less remote, and whether or

not be would communicate on the subject with the

French government.
To this demand of the French Emperor, Mr, Slidell

is said to have answered that lie would communicate

the wishes o! his Majesty to his Government, and sent

to that effect Ids private secretary, Prince de Pollgnoc,

lo Richmond.

|gV The Arehiaslmp of Canterbury and Earl of

Harrington are dead.

PRESIDENT LINCOLN SERENADED.
Washington, Sept. 24. A large crowd assembled

at the Executive mansion to-night on the occasion

of a serenade to President Lincoln. Having been
cheered and called lor, he appeared at an upper win-
dow, and spoke as follows :

—

Fei.i.ow-Citizens : I appear before you to do little

more than acknowledge the courtesy you pay me,
and to thank yon for it. I have not been distinctly

informed why it is, on this occasion, you appear to do
me this honor, though I suppose (interruption) it is

because of the Proclamation. (Cries of " Good," and
applause.) I was about to say I suppose I under-
tand it. (Laughter. Voice—"That you do; you
thoroughly understand it.") What I did, I did after

sry full deliberation, and under a very heavy and
ilemn sense of responsibility. (Cries of " Good "

;

God bless you !
" Applause.) I can only trust in

God I have made no mistake. (Cries—"No mis-
take—all right" ;

" You've made no mistakes yet—go
ahead—you're right.") I shall make no attempt, on
this occasion, to sustain what I have done or said

by any comment. (Voices—"That's unnecessary";
" We understand it.") It is now for the country and
the world to pass judgment on it, and, may be, take
action upon it. I will say no more upon this subject.

In my position I am environed with difficulties—(a

voice, "That's so")—yet they are scarcely so great
as the difficulties of those who, upon the battle-field,

are endeavoring to purchase with their blood and
their lives the future happiness and prosperity of this

country. (Applause long continued.) Let us never
forget them, On the 14th and 17th days of this month
there have been battles bravely, skillfully and suc-

cessfully fought. (Applause.) We do not yet know
the particulars. Let us be sure that in giving praise

to particular individuals, we do no injustice to others.

I only ask you, at the conclusion of these few re-

marks, to give three hearty cheers to all the good and
brave officers and men who fought those successful
battles.

Cheer after cheer was given, when the President
bade the crowd good night, and then withdrew.

Secretary Chase was next serenaded, and made a
congratulatory speech.

Bangor, Me., Sept. 24. One hundred guns were
fired here at noon to-day and the bells rung, in honor
of the President's Emancipation Proclamation. There
was also a bonfire in the evening.

Seizure op Negroes and Stores at Harper's
Ferry. Soon after the place surrendered, companies
detached for that purpose proceeded to hunt out all the

negroes in the village from their various hiding places,

and start them off in a drove toward Charlestown. It

was a pitiable sight, the woe-begone expression which
rested on the countenances of these poor unfortunates.

Many of them were free negroes, but a general " clear-

ing out of this paradise of niggers must be made."
They attempted to seize the negroes which belonged
to the various regiments. I overheard the severe ver-

bal castigation which one of the officers of the Gari-

baldi Guard administered to a burly Georgian who had
laid hold of his colored servant to carry him off.

After the capture of the place, Jackson's trains

marched through it, on their way to the valley of the
Shenandoah. They were hurried rapidly along, and
seemed to be well filled with supplies of all kinds.

Over one hundred and fifty wagons, containing one
article of salt alone, obtained at Frederick, were in one
train. Other wagons contained clothing, shoes, and
other articles much needed by the rebels. The entire

train was immense, and would stretch for ten or twelve
miles, and all were filled. The story that Jackson had
but a small train of wagons with him in this foray is

thus shown to be incorrect.

—

Corr. of N. Y. Tribune.

" Buell." Everybody knows that the enterprising
General, at the head of 75,000 men, whom the rebel

Sidney Johnson kept at bay at Bowling Green with
12,000, was named Buell. Everybody knows that

the dawdler who nearly lost the battle of Pittsburg
Landing by his criminal delays was named Buell.

And all the world knows that Buell was sent to libe-

rate East Tennessee, but is held in such thorough
contempt by the rebel Generals that they do not stop

to fight him, but march past him and leave him in

their rear, in perfect confidence that all he will do
will be to restrain, perhaps court-martial such of his

officers as may be disposed to make war. Buell is,

furthermore, the remarkably intelligent officer who
don't know "what the war is about !

" The little that

remains to be known about Buell is furnished by the
Chicago Tribune:—
"Before the war broke out, he was merely a pay-

master in the army who lounged about the taverns of

Washington, spending his leisure in cursing the ' Black
Republicans ' and eulogizing slavery. He is a brother-

in-law of the infamous old traitor Twiggs. He pro-

fesses to be loyal to the Union, but his actions show
that his first allegiance is to the ' divine institution.'

"

$g^"*A correspondent of the Baltimore American
writes from the city of Frederick as follows :

—

" After three months' campaigning in the Valley of

Virginia and on the banks of the Rappahannock, I am
once more at home. It is impossible to realize that

the Confederates have actually polluted with their

presence this good old city.

The almost dream-like remembrance causes a shud-

der to the narrator as he or she describes the filthy ap-

pearance—the worse than squalor of the wrethed,

half-naked crowd that tainted the atmosphere with
odors not of " Araby, the blest."

Horror of horrors I Shall we own the truth 1

These wretched men, so saturated with filth that they
fairly stunk; these bundles of rags, cough-racked,
diseased and starving creatures of despotism, excel in

soldierly conduct and discipline our well-fed, well-

clothed and well-armed Union army."

Rebel Prisoners. Mr. Washburn, of Worcester,

was at Frederick, Md., says the Worcester Spy, when
five hundred rebel prisoners arrived—and a more rag-

ged, starved, barefooted crew he never before beheld.

They clamored for food, but yet, as the officers who
csptured them declared, they fought with great bra-

very.

The National Loss at Richmond, Ivy. Colonel

Monson, in his official report of the loss at this place,

in the attack of the rebel General Kirby Smith, says

his loss did not exceed 200 killed, 700 wounded, and

2000 prisoners, with nine pieces of cannon, and some
wagons. His force, he says, consisted of G500 men,

and the rebels 16,000.

JjtgT" The Richmond Despatch says that six hundred
Maryland refugees in that city have marched to join

the army of General Jackson.

Beauties of Border State Loyalty. A corre-

spondent of the Philadelphia Press, writing from near

Darnestown, Maryland, says of the population in that

portion of the State which Jackson has recently in-

vaded :

—

" The farmers hereabout, who have been saving

their crops, and whose harvests and farms have been
guarded by Union soldiers, flocked to Poolsville with

wagons and all manner of vehicles, negro slaves, and
working men, carrying forage, food, clothing, articles

of necessity and luxury tor man and beast, and offer-

ing them to the rebel soldiers."

The 12th Massachusetts Regiment which went into

the fight with nearly five hundred men, came out with

only thirty-two

!

Hundreds of Marylanders were present to witness

the battle, which could be seen from many of the sur-

rounding hills. The sharp rattle of 60,000 muskets,
and thunder of 100 pieces of artillery, is not often wit-

nessed.
The strength of the armies in the battles in Mary-

land has not been stated. Probably each of them was
over 100,000 originally, and each was reinforced while

the fights were going on.

It is reported that twelve Federal Generals have
been killed or wounded in the Maryland battles.

The loss of the rebels in this battle was very heavy,

and evidently exceeded ours. A wounded soldier of

the 2d North Carolina regiment, said his regiment left

Richmond a month ago 700 strong, and on Thursday
morning could muster only 200.

2^= The result of the week's operations by no
means gives promise of a speedy overthrow of the

rebellion, but it is calculated to increase our confi-

dence in the grand army of the Union. It shows
what it can do when brought face to face with the

foe; and it should teach our government the neces-

sity and the value of vigor in the prosecution of the

war. We trust there may be no suspension of effort

now. Demoralized as the rebel hosts must he by
their recent disasters, they should he followed by the

eager soldiers of the Union, till they are thoroughly

routed. And we may also express the hope that now,
when success crowns our arms, the grand proclama-

tion of emancipation may be made, which shall de-

tach from the enemy the. millions who are unwil-

lingly supporting them.

—

New Bedford Mercury,

Meeting of the Loyal Governors. Governor
Andrew arrived in New York yesterday morning, on
his way to attend a meeting of the Governors of all

the loyal States, at Aitona, Blair Co., Pa. It is under-

stood that this Convention assembles at the sugges-

tion of Gov. Tod, the Democratic Governor of Ohio,

and Gov. Fierrepont of Western Virginia, and other

conservative heads of State governments arranged
most of the preliminaries. The influence of this con-

sultation must he highly conducive to the public good.

Dkatii of Count ok Gasi-akin. Count de Gas-

parin, formerly Minister of the Interior under Louie

Philippe, died' a few days ago nt Oriinge, (Vaucluse,)
France. He is best known in this country as the au-

thor of " The Uprising of a Great People," and other

writings in defence of our government and the war
against rebellion.

ANOTHER EARLY AND FAITHFUL FRIEND OF
THE SLAVE DEPARTED.

The announcement comes to us of the decease at Paw-

tucket, R. I., on the 16th inst., of DANIEL MITCHELL,

after a long and wasting illness—one of the earliest, meet

reliable, most untiring friends of the millions in bondage

—

ever ready to labor and to sacrifice in their behalf—who£e

homo was alike the refuge of the fugitive slave and the

resort of his lecturing advocates. Modest, amiable, and of

a serene and hopeful spirit, ho was also firm in his posi-

tion, and entirely true to his highest convictions of duty.

None more worthy has been translated from the Anti-Sla

very ranks to a higher and nobler sphere of life.

An esteemed friend at Valley Falls writes us as fol-

lows :

—

Daniel Mitchell passed away on the evening of the

Kith inst., after a day of much suffering. To-day we at-

tended his funeral. There was much speaking, but no allu-

sion was made to his labors for Humanity— to the excel-

lence of his example as a devoted friend of the slave.

Oh, how I did long to hear some commendation of a life

spent in doing good, and the people urged to " go and do

likewise "
! It lias been delightful to visit him during his

sickness. He has throughout preserved the same cheerful

spirit, the same thoughtful care for others, the same great-

hearted philanthropy which characterized him in health.

While suffering severely, and unable to respond as former-

ly to every call fur anti-slavery effort, he has been always

ready to cheer the friends of the slave with his words of

encouragement and hopefulness, and, on the occasion of

our last visit, he expressed the warmest affection and at-

tachment for thee. We shall miss him more than words

can express. For nearly a quarter of a century that he

has been our neighbor, wc have always found him ready

to work heartily and generously in any effort in behalf of

tho slave. No business ever hindered him, no fear of

public opinion ever deterred him. The slave'3 most de-

spised and uocompromising friends betook by the hand,

and hesitated not to stand by them even if he stood alone.

I am sad that we have so few such in Rhode Island. But

I feel sure that ho has not deserted us, and that, in what-

ever peril we are yet to suffer and to labor for the final

overthrow of our nation's crime and curse, he will still

stand by us, and perhaps more earnestly and effectively

than ever, urge on the blows that shall insure its down-

fall.

No words can do justice to the beautiful serenity, the un-

faltering eheeriulness and unwearying attention of our

friend's devoted wife, during this long and painful ill-

ness. She cost no shadows over his pathway, but helped

him constantly to keep it all bright before him. It was

ever a benediction to those who visited him. k, b- c.

DIED—In Nantucket, 22d inst., Mr. Louis P. New-
ell, (colored,) aged about 20.

Louis was for several months employed as a compositor

in the office of The Pine and Palm, which he left on ac-

count of ill-health. During his stay in Boston, he won

golden opinions not only from his companions, but from all

with whom he came in contact, whether as employer or

fellow-workmen. His exemplary deportment, good conduct

and unassuming manners marked him as a youth of true

worth, and the announcement of his death is received with

sadness by a wider circle of friends than probably he even

knew he bad made. J. b.

FRATERNITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

Tho public of Boston and vicinity are respectfully in-

formed that the Fifth Course of Lectures under the au--

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth CoLgrega-

ional Society will commence on

TUESDAY EVENING, October 1, 1862,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when an address on the State of

the Nation will be made by

HON. HENRY WILSON.

To be followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lee*

tures from the following persons :

—

October 14.

—

Henry M. Dexter.

*' 21.

—

Robert Collter.

" 28.—Theodore Tilton.

November 4.

—

Moncure D. Conway.
" 11.

—

Ansa E. Dickinson.

" IS.

—

Henry Ward Beechek.

" 25.

—

Owen Lovejoy.

December 2.—B. Gratz Brows.
" 9.

—

Wendell Phillips.

" 16.

—

Ralph Waldo Ehrrsos.

" 23.

—

Jacob M. Manning.

" 30.

—

George Wm. Curtis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 7- o'clock. Gourse-

Tickets, admitting the Bearer and Lady, at $2 eaeh, may

be obtained at Williams & Everetts, 234 Washington St. ;

Oliver Ditson & Co's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of tho Lecture Committee, who in former years

have bad the disposal of tickets. Sept.26tf

J^-THE HUTCHINSON FAMILY, "The Tribe of

Asa," Asa B. Hutchinson, Lizzie C. Hutchinson, Abby

Hutchinson, Freddy Hutchinson, O. Dennett Hutchinson,

—

respectfully announce to the ladies and gentlemen of Bos-

ton and vicinity, that they will give one Concert at the Me-

lodeou, on Tuesday evening, Sept. 30 ; when they will in-

troduce from their extensive catalogue a choice selection of

new and old compositions, which have been enthusiastical-

ly received everywhere.

Tickets, 25 cents. Children 15 cents. Doors opeD at 7.

Concert to commence at 8.

J^" " The Hutchinson Family " are always deserving of

a full house, for their long and hearty support of tho

cause of Humanity, Liberty and Progress, in their spirit-

stirring strains and patriotic songs. Let them have a

bumper !]

—

Ed. Lib.

jgfs- ANDREW T. FOSS, on behalf of the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, is now in the

State of Vermont, and will speak as follows ; his subject,

Slavery and tkc Rebellion :

Ryegato, Friday, September 26.

Wells River, Suuday, " 2S.

Topshain, Tuesday, " 30.

West Topshain, Wednosday, Oct. 1-

Barre, Thursday, " 2.

• LECTURES BY PARKER PILL3BURY.—In

Warren,

Northampton,

Floreneo,

Williamsburg,

Friday evening, Sept.

Saturday, " 27.

Monday, " 29,

Tuesday, " 30.

j^- E. H. HEYWOOD will speak in Quincy, Sunday,

Oct. 5, at half-past 10, A. M., and at half-past 2, P. M.

|j^" A. T. Foss will please inquire for a letter at Alba-

ny, (Vt.) post-office ; or send thither for one mailed at

Leicester, (Mass.) on Monday last.

JSf- MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed or

895 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

-_/,.,.,„<v,v.—Luther Clark, M. D.; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to i, T, M.

DD. DANIEL MANN has removed his office to Hfi

Harrison Avenue. He has, for the past fivo years in-

setted artificial tooth on the vulcanite base, in the use of

which he has mado some improvements. It is better than

gold, when well made, being lighter, stronger, aud more

durable, and is also much cheaper.

l»r. M. also uses a somewhat, similar preparation for fil-

ling teeth too tender or too far decayed for filling with gold.

His prices are as moderate, at least, as those of any re-

sponsible dentist-

Boston, September 20, 1S62.

Hopedale Home School.

THIS Institution, after a suspension of aoiuo months,

will be re-opened to well-disposed pupils of good hab-

its, on YVedntsday, Sq* i, tor a term ofJ&tan 1Mb.
For particulars, address

WM. S. HBTW90D,^y.
A. B. HBTW00D, E™****

Hopedftb), Mass.. Aug 6. 4*

A. J. GR0VER,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR .17' LAW,

KARLVILLB, La Sallu Co., 111.

BT Bspwlal attention glvw to nmnog and collecting

Claims tor Eastern Merchants.

August St. tf.
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otitis.

For tho Liberator.

TO JAMES GORDON BEKNETT,
HIGH PRIEST OF NORTHERN TREASON.

Great Judas of the nineteenth century !

Foul journalistic traitor of tho age !

Persistent liar, scabbed with falsity !

Defamer of tho prophet, saint and sage !

Oome, ait now for your portrait I will paint

As others sec you—men who love their God,

And hate not even you—aye, you attaint

With every vice that rots the mental bawd !

Behold tho picture ! see a vain old man,

Whose age brings nothing but increaso of sin ;

Somo pelf, perchance, and always the same plan

To heap new lios on lies to burrow in !

This is the central figure ; and around

It 13 a lurid band of hottest wrongs !

Oppression gloats on it as on the hound

Of blood, and slanders smile on it in throngs !

Now see it stretching out a slimy palm,

And striking hands with Slavery ! Nay, nay !

It grasps Columbia by the throat and arm,

And seeks to give her to that beast of prey !

' Tis true to nothing save to all untruth ;

It nothing loves save hate and injury ;

It rues no deed except some deed of ruth
;

The Devil is its only deity !

Troy, Sept. 13. Ed- H. G. Clakk.

SLAVERY, AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS.
No. III.

Bt JOSEPH P. BRENNAN, OP LOUISVILLE, KY.

From Zion's Herald.

EMANCIPATION.
BY MRS. J.H. HAKNAFORD.

Land of the Christian's hope !

Land of the patriot's pride \

Let Freedom like a river flow,

A broad, deep, sparkling tide
!J

Break each accursed chain,

Let the enslaved go free,

Or never hope a righteous God

Again will prosper thee !

Earth's heathen millions wait

For light to beam from thee :

How can it shine through that dark mist

Of eruel Slavery ?

Crush the rebellion foul,

And with it crush its cause.

The deadliest foe in all oar land

To just and humane laws \

By martyred Torrey's blood,

By Lovejoy's honored name,

Shake off the shackles of disgrace,

Wipe out the nation's shame

!

let not enr heroes fall

In this great strife in vain,

Nor leave it for our children dear

To fight it o'er again !

Proclaim the ediet now

—

Be tardy justiee done

To those so long by us oppressed

—

And then the viet'ry's won.

God's smile will clear our sky.

And paint the premise-bow

On each retreating elosd, to be

The pledge of glory now.

Then speak the caagie word

:

Say to the slave, " Be fre« !
"

Let Northern bells ring in the year

Of Southern jubilee !

Shrink not in coward fear,

Be merciful and just,

Or look to see the staTB »jk! stripes

Dishonored in the dust.

Nay, lift the dear old flag,

More proudly let it wave

Above a nation purified,

A peeplo trne and brave ;

A North and South made one,

In bonds that none may break,

Whilo shouts of " Peace and Liberty '.

'

Our whole broad land awake.

THE WORD FOR THE HOUR.
Between the living and the dead*

Great Moses stood, and thus he said

:

"Haste, make atonement ; incense bring ;

Make to the Lord an offering.

Bring fire from his own altar-flame,

To pierce the heaven from whence it came,

If haply His fierce wrath shall cease,

And this groat People go in peace."

Oh, fiercer plague than then befell

The wasted tribes of Israel,

Is raging now in this our land,

"With none to help on either hand.

Oh, where is he—our Moses—where ?

The man of faith, and zeal, and prayer,

To stand, the Leader and the Head,

Between our living and our dead 1

Lincoln, in thy chair of State !

The truly good are truly great :

Men name thee honest, prudent, wise,

And so, with ever-longing eyes,

We look to thee ;—our Leader be !

Speak bnt one master-word—" Be free !

"

Than incense more divine that word,

And owned more truly of the Lord !

One word—tho noblest ever spoke

—

But one, and the dark charm is broke ;

Whose lip shall utter it, his name

All earth shall shout it with acclaim.

From East to West, from South to North,

One grateful anthem shall go forth :

While Heaven shall add its sweet " Well done !

"

And sing God'B reign on earth begun.

Fitohburg, Mass. Caroline A. Mason.

* Numbers,

;

:. 48.

AFTER ALL.
BY WILLIAM WINTER,

The apples are ripe in the orchard,

The work of the reaper is done,

And the golden woodlands redden

In the blood of the dying sun.

At the cottage door the grandaire

Sits pale in his easy chair,

While the gentle wind of twilight

Plays with his silver hair.

A woman is kneeling beside him ;

A fair young head is prest,

In the first wild passion of sorrow,

Against his aged breast.

And far from over the distance

The faltering echoes come

Of the flying blast of trumpet,

And the rattling roll of dram.

And tho grandsire speaks in a whisper

—

" The end no man can see ;

But we give him to his country,

And we give our prayers to Thee."

Tho violets star the meadows,

The rose-buds fringe the door,

And over the grassy orchard

Tho pink-white blossoms pour.

But tho grandsiro's chair is empty,

The cottage is dark and still ;

There's a nameless grave in the battle-fiold,

And a new one under the hill.

And a pallid, tearless woman

By the cold hearth sits alone,

And the old clock in the corner

Ticks on with a steady drone,

"The golden opportunity

Is never offered twice; seize then the hour

When fortune smiles, and duty points the way;

Nor shirk aaido to '.scape the spectre Fear,

Nor pause though Pleasure beckon from her bower

But bravely bear thee onward to the goal."

"In all the Slave Slates," said the Presbyterian

Synod of Kentucky in 1836, "there are not twelve

men exclusively devoted to the education of the slaves.

We know," continues the report to that body, of which

this is an extract, "of but five churches in the slave-

holding States built exclusively for their use. They
are unable to read, as both law and custom prohibit

their instruction."

To keep them in as nearly a condition of barbarous

ignorance as possible, is the tendency of all laws

made for their restraint and coercion. The effect of

this, upon the free population of the Slave States,

though not obvious at first sight, is disastrous. While

every day we notice attempts made in the Free States

to alleviate the condition of the humble and more ex-

posed classes of society, no such attempts are ever

made in the Slave States. The poor white people

are a nuisance and a burden to the land, and are gen-

erally, if they express the least inclination to go,

helped out of it. They are an eyesore to the wealthy

slaveholder. He can neither use them nor abuse

them to his satisfaction. If it was possible for him to

paint them black, and convert them into slaves, they

would at once become objects of value in his estima-

tion; but, as it is, he cares not whether they live or

die. His own children he will educate by sending

them to a Northern school, or have them educated at

home by a Northern teacher, whose eyes and ears

must be blind and deaf to the wrongs perpetrated by

the peculiar institution, and whose lips must be her-

metically sealed, except to praise it. With his dis-

position towards the poor whites of his neighborhood,

he would not be likely to, as he does not provide

school or teacher for their children. What benefit is

it to him for them to be taught anything, more than

the negroes ? To illustrate by figures this fact, I will

take Connecticut from among the Free, and South

Carolina from among the Slave States, as most re-

moved from any disturbing influences, such as emi-

gration, &c. In Connecticut, there were, in 1860,

I. 200,000 persons in round numbers over twenty years

'. of age. In South Carolina there were, at same date,

120,000 free persons of the same age. Among those

of Connecticut there were but 500 persons who could

not read nor write, while in South Carolina there

were 21,000 free white persons, over twenty years of

age, unable to read or write. In 1837, Gov. Clarke,

of Kentucky, declared in his Message to the Legisla-

ture, that one-third of the adult population in that

State were unable to write their names. Yet Ken-

tucky had, at that time, a school fund of $1,250,000,

while South Carolina not then, nor at any time, has

had a dollar of a school fund. Within the past fifteen

years, free schools have been instituted in the Border

Slave States of Kentucky, Missouri and Maryland,

—

that is, in the principal cities of those States ; but in

neither city nor country is such an institution known

in the Cotton or Sugar Slave States as a free school.

Not only is the common education of the white

people affected in the Slave States in the manner de-

scribed, but their religious education—the doctrines

taught them in the name of God—have an evil ten-

dency by inhibiting the truth. As in other lands

prelacy, monarchy, aristocracy appear in the public

teachings of Christianity—in the Slave States, and, to

our shame be it said, in too many of the Free States,

submission to slavery is taught as an ordinance of

God, justified by Christianity, and proven by the

Bible 1 Thus, as the public religion is elsewhere

made to subserve and uphold kings, nobles, priests,

so here it is made to prove the justice of enslaving

men, women and children. Truly ma}' it be said,

there are no chains so strong and oppressive as those

wrought in the name of God, and welded upon their

victims by the teachers of religion. The efforts of

the clergy in the Slave States are thus confined to

polemics. Conspicuous among their sermons are those

in defence of slavery, generally calculated to leave

the impression upon their hearers that were Christ

now on earth, he might as consistently be a slave-

holder as Abraham was. While the Southern churches

and ministers teach that slavery is a Christian institu-

tion, the Northern churches and ministers in the main,

either ignore the subject or join in the same teaching.

Here and there a pulpit voice in the Free States has

been lifted up against it; but, outside of its own cir-

cle, generally to meet with obloquy and dissent, and,

wherever heard of in the Slave States, to be cursed.

The names of Parker, Beecher, Cheever, Bellows,

Thompson and Tyng are held in utter detestation by

slaveholders; and if curses loud and deep would de-

stroy the lives of these bold and strong men, they

would all have ceased to exist long ago. Yet when

Southern ministers come North, they are treated with

ail due courtesy and respect. A slaveholding clergy-

man a few years ago made the tour of the Free States,

boasting that he owned thirty slaves, and would wade

knee-deep in blood to defend his right to them. He
was received, as he said himself, by the Northern

churches, with the utmost cordiality, and invited on

every hand to pulpits with welcome from the large

and powerful denomination to which he belonged.

He returned, he says, leaving that hot-bed of abolition-

ism (Boston) without being once rebuked.

In some of the Slave States, it is a penal offence to

teach slaves the elements of common learning. By
the more recent codes of Virginia and Kentucky, any

one who undertakes to teach reading and writing to

slaves, or even free colored persons in Virginia, may
be fined from §10 to $100. The same is the code of

Georgia. In Alabama the fine is increased to ?500

in Mississippi, to imprisonment in the common jail

one year. Louisiana forbids teaching slaves, and pro-

hibits any one from using language in public, calcu-

lated to produce discontent among the free colored

population, under penalty of imprisonment or death

at the discretion of the court. We have seen, within

the past few months, by the action of Gov. Stanley,

what the law is in North Carolina. In fine, both law

and custom prohibit the education of slaves in the

most common rudiments of the language, as a neces-

sity of the institution of slavery.

I will now touch upon the effect of slavery upon

law and politics.

In the settlement of America, only the people came

over. Neither royalty nor nobility became an element

of this population. The people, the third estate of

England's institutions, brought to this country the in-

stitutions of religion and law. They also brought

sentiments and ideas hostile to the national English

habits, which, unable to find a resting-place in that

country, were brought here, planted and bore fruit;

and three of those ideas, in a short time, became in-

carnate in the institutions and laws of America. The

first of those ideas is, that, by virtue of his manhood,

each man has inalienable rights not derived from

men, nor to be taken away by men, but derived only

from his Maker. This idea is the natural and first

fruit of religion. Second, that in respect of these

rights, all men are created equal; third, that the sole

design of political government is to place every man

in the entire possession of his inalienable rights.

These ideas, I say, grew here. Nor priest, nor

king, nor nobility of England or continental Europe

share these ideas. They were emphatically of the

people ;
and they became the frame-work of that De

mocracy, that government of all, for all, and by all,

that the mass of mankind believe to be, as they de-

sire to enjoy it, the true government of the earth. In

the Constitutions of nearly all the Free States of

America, these ideas aro thus embodied; while in the

Constitutions of the Slave States, these ideas are

ignored,—hut one Slave State, viz., Virginia, in her

Constitution, expressing her belief in the natural

equality of man. Now, as this idea is, consistently

with their possession of the institution of slavery, re-

jected by the politicians of the Southern Slates, and

consistently admitted by the politicians of the North-

ern States, it follows that a constant and irrepressible

conflict must take place in the administration of the

common law which they both inherit.

The most prominent and important institutions in-

herited from England are trial by jury. This in-

volves the impannelment of twelve peers of the ac-

cused, and the presumption in favor of innocence,

life and liberty. Second only to this is the right of

every man under restraint or accusation, in times of

peace, to have a legal reason publicly shown for his

confinement by a written parchment, styled in law

habeas corpus ; in other words, a written reason why

the body of an accused should be seized and held sub-

ject to law. These institutions have long been re-

garded as the great safeguards of justice, and in the

legislation of the Free States have been undisturbed,

and the benefits of them arc extended to every per-

son therein, irrespective of color or nationality ; while

in the Slave States the whole class of bondmen, con-

stituting one-third of the people of these States, taken

as a whole, are deprived of them. Contrary to the

common law of England, the American slave is in

law regarded merely as a thing. In some of the

Slave States, trial by jury is allowed him in capital

cases. But in South Carolina, Virginia and Louisiana,

the slave is not allowed a jury trial in any case. In

every Slave State he may be punished to the extent

of "thirty-nine lashes, well laid on," by the decision

of two or five justices of the peace ; while in no case

is he tried by men who regard him as a man,—never

by a jury of his peers, nor even by a mixed jury of

slaveholders and slaves, or even free black men. As

a thing, the slave is not allowed his oath. No slave,

free negro, or mulatto to the fourth degree of descent,

is allowed to testify against a white man ; and, as if

this were not enough, in South Carolina and Loui-

siana, if a slave is injured or killed when only one

white person is present, and the presumption of guilt

fall on this person, he is allowed by law to clear him-

self by his own oath. The slave has no right of

defence against his master's assault. The laws of

Georgia direct that if any slave shall presume to

frike any white man, such slave shall, for the first

offence, be punished as the justices see fit, not extend-

ing to the taking of his life or the destruction of his

limbs; for the second offence he shall suffer death.

In South Carolina, a slave may strike a white man on

his owner's account ; but even in this case the offence

is capital, should he be guilty of it a second time on

the same person. The same law obtains in Kentucky,

extended to free men of color as well as slaves : the

penalty, however, is less severe.

A black man cannot be a party to a civil suit. In-

deed, if 'his condition is doubted, and the law recog-

nizes that it shall be, he must apply to a court to

authorize a guardian to bring an action in the case.

But the burden of proof remains on the black man to

show that he is not a slave, but free. This is the rule

in every Slave State, except North Carolina, where

the slave code is more humane than elsewhere in the

American Slave States ; and by statute in South

Carolina this rule is thus declared, " It shall always

presumed that every negro, Indian, mulatto and

meztizo is a slave." No possession of himself, how-

ever lengthy, may make a slave or his offspring born

hile possessed of himself free. In Kentucky, I have

known men born in Free States taken up, lodged in

jail, advertised, and but for the intercession of some

white man interested in such persons, they would

have been sold as slaves, in consequence of being un-

provided with means of proving their birth. I could

give names and dates, if necessary, of such instances.

In Mississippi and Alabama, every negro or mulatto

not able to prove that he is free, may be sold by order

of the court as a slave. Nor in the matter of emanci-

pation are the laws less severe. The Roman code, as

well as the laws of England and Germany, favored

emancipating slaves two thousand years ago. But in

this the nineteenth century, and in the civilized re-

public of America, the laws are made to throw obsta-

cles in the way of emancipation. In South Carolina,

Georgia, Alabama and Mississippi, no man can eman-

cipate, his slaves, except by authority of a special

enactment of the Legislatures for that purpose. In

Georgia, a will setting free a slave is null and void;

and any person attempting to execute it shall be fined

the value of the slave. In Virginia, Kentucky, Mis-

souri and Maryland, no man is permitted to emanci-

pate his slaves if he has not fully paid his debts, and

provided for his widow's dower. No bargain made

between master and slave is valid or recognizable by

law, no more than it would be if made between owner

and animal, horse and man.

Take all the slave laws of this nation together, con-

sider the race of human beings who have made them,

their religion, the political ideas of their government,

and the era in which they exist, and they form the

most revolting work of legislation to be found in the

annals of any pacific or civilized people. The codes

of the Barbarians, the Goths, the Vandals, and the

Huns, who sat amid the ruins which they had wrought

at the Roman Empire,—the Burgundians, the Bava-

rians, the Allemamic, with the Visigoths and their

northern kin, have left enactments certainly more-ter-

rible. But the darkness of that period, shrouding as

it did all legislation in a general and homogeneous

gloom, must plead for them. While here, with us, it

is "the freest and most enlightened people in the

world," as we call ourselves, who keep, extend and

intensify these dreadful laws which, making men and

women THINGS, hind and sell them as the boasts

that perish.

Oh ! the effects of a half-million of soldiers disband-

ed, and scattered throughout the entire land, corrupt,

dissipated, lawless, ready for any outrage ! Some
benefits ought surely to be secured, to compensate for

the certain and awful violence done to society through

the war. Doubtless the system of sending chaplains

with the army is founded in a pio«8 intention, and a

wise discrimination of the wants of the soldiers; but I

state it as an indisputable fact, a lamentable feet, that

the soldiers have very little respect for their chap-

lains, and, so far as my observation extends, the

chaplains take very little interest in the men.

There is a very strong prejudice existing among
the soldiers against the negroes, although all seem to

recognize the tact that the war is waged on the ne-

gro's account; and most men admit, that through

the war the negroes will ultimately obtain their

freedom ; how it will or can be brought about, none

seem to have a definite idea. There are many ne-

groes with the army, some as laborers, others as wai-

ters, and, so far as I have seen or heard, they are qui-

et, peaceable, industrious, and honest. Certainly,

they deserve freedom for their good behavior, if there

were not a better and eternal reason before and above

it. In conversation with an intelligent negro, a few

days since, I learned a fact altogether new to me

—

that there are some slaveholders who tell their slaves

they have no right to own them. He told me that he

had known ever since he was a small boy that he had

a right to himself; and he was born before the war of

1812.

I greatly miss the Liberator out here, seeing no pa-

pers excepting dailies, containing the latest war news.

Yours, for God and Humanity,

M. L. WHITTEN.

[Translated for the Liberator, from thePio?ticr of Sept. 17.]

ABEAHAM LINCOLN TO JEFP. DAVIS.

I have received your letter, and read it with due at-

tention.

If you have therein accorded to my literary ability

that justice which has been denied it elsewhere, I think

I may be permitted to accept your compliment, since

I do not thereby act contrary to the Constitution. If

you recognize my capacity as a statesman, I need not

decline this recognition, since it does not come in col-

lision with my oath of office. But if you bear a laud-

atory testimony to my conduct of the war against

yourself, I can only pass it over in modest silence,

since it does not belong to the duties of my position

to lend aid and comfort to the enemy,

If any one could doubt that I manifest my conserva-

tism in my conduct of the war, I need only point him

to the fact that, after a year and a half's fighting, I

have just got back to where I started ; that Washing-

ton is again safe ; and that the Potomac also will be

safe once more, as soon as it is blockaded anew. If

it is not yet blockaded, you have this to answer for, not

I. If I do not conserve the lives and money of the

citizens as I do the statu quo, I am comforted by the

fact that the Constitution has not a single word de-

manding this of me. If I maintain the Union " un-

der the Constitution," I do all that the past makes my
duty. If I can save the Union by saving slavery, I

am also bound not to suffer the ruin of those, without

whom slavery would not exist. If you likewise desire

to save the Union by saving slavery, I am sure that

between us both the work will succeed. If, therefore,

you contend against me, you are at bottom my rival

for the rescue of the Union, and as such, I must spare

you. If the Constitution is the basis on which we

can joiu hands in saving the Union, you need only

alter your Constitution a little, or take in hand the ex-

ecution of ours, and all difference is at an end. If I

contemplate the possibility of the destruction of sla-

very by the war, I see that in such a case the claus-

es of the Constitution which relate to that insti-

tution would have no longer any sense or signifi-

cance, and that, consequently, the Constitution cannot

endure without slavery. If the Constitution depends

on slavery, and the Union on the Constitution, it fol-

lows that the Union can as little endure without sla-

very as the Constitution. If I seek to save both with-

out " ideas," I am all the time sticking to the legal

path. If I have had an exceptional "idea

gard to the negroes, it has happened because they

do not stand under the Constitution.

If I remain President, do you remain in the Union

and, vice versa, I will remain true to you.

If we reflect that the Union began with a couple of

million inhabitants, who were proportionately poor,

we can still wage war for many years, before we re-

store " the Union as it was."

If I may, in closing, beg a favor of you, it is this,

that you will not order my Generals to be shot at so

much in future, so that our best Mends may not be

lost.

Your suspended brother,

A. LINCOLN.

MARRIAGE OF AN EX-SLAVE IN ENGLAND.

INTERESTING CEREMONY AT BBIGHTOM — THE
BRIDE A NATIVE AFRICAN.

We find ttie following story in the Brighton (Eng-
land) Gazette:—

" This morning a marriage is to be performed at

the parish church, Brighton, to unite two persons of

color, whoso, previous history gives to the. ceremony
peculiar interest, chiefly to those who have been long

and deeply interested in the African race, and who
have watched the progress of civilization caused by
the influence of Christianity on the negro; and the

ceremony will also tell our brethren on the other

side of the Atlantic, that British Indies and gentle-

men consider it a pleasure and a privilege to do honor

to those of the African race who have proved them-

selves capable of appreciating the advantages of a

liberal education.

The lady, supposed to be an African chieftain's

daughter, was presented, when about the age of five

years, to the late Captain Frederick Forbes, R. N.,

who officially visited the King of Dahomey with a

view to aid the suppression of the slave trade in the

interior of Africa, and in his book giving an account

of the mission he thus describes the little girl :
' I

have only to add a few particulars about my extra-

ordinary present, the African child. In a former

portion of these journals, I have, mentioned the

Okeadon war ; one of the captives of this dreadful

slave-hunt was this interesting girl. It is usual to

reserve the best born for the high behests of royalty,

and the immolation on the tombs of the deceased

nobility. For one of these ends she had been de-

tained at court for two years, proving, by her not.

having been sold to the slave-dealers, that she was of

a good family. So extraordinary a present would
have been at least a burden, had I not the convic-

tion that, in consideration of the nature of the ser-

vice I had performed, the government would con-

sider her as the property of the Crown. To refuse

would have been to have signed her death-warrant,

which, probably, would have been carried into exe-

cution forthwith. Immediately on arriving, I applied

through the Secretary of the Admiralty, and received

for answer that her Majesty was graciously pleased

to arrange for the education and subsequent fate of

the child.

' Of her own history she has only a confused idea.

Her parents were decapitated ; her brothers and sis-

ters, she knows not what their fate might have been.

For her age, supposed to be eight years, she is a per-

fect genius; she now speaks English well, and has a

great talent for music. She has won the affections,

with but few exceptions, of all who have known her,

by her docile and amiable conduct, which nothing

can exceed. She is far in advance of any white

child of her age in aptness of learning, and strength

of mind and affection ; and with her, being an ex-

cellent specimen of the negro race, might be tested

the capability of the intellect of the black.*

Her Majesty has provided the means for complet-

ing the education of Miss Sarah Forbes Bonetta,

whose knowledge and accomplishments make her an
ornament for any society, and prove most satisfac-

torily that the African mind is capable of the high-

est intellectual attainments. Her Majesty has taken

a great interest in her marriage, and given it her

full sanction. At the same time she has, besides

presents from the royal family, herself provided tbe

whole of the outfit, &c. Mr. James Davis, the

bridegroom, was originally a slave, taken by one of

our cruisers, and educated in the schools of the

Church Missionary Society at Sierra Leone. He
afterwards commenced trading on 1 his own account,

and is now a prosperous and influential merchant at

Lagos, employing upwards of one hundred of his

fellow countrymen, and trying to improve their

moral and intellectual status. The ceremony is to

be performed by the Bishop of Sierra Leone and
tbe Rev. H. Venn ; and Mrs. Thompson has lent the

garden at Westhill Lodge for the wedding breakfast.

We understand there will be a large wedding party,

including about twenty Africans. The bride will be

attended by sixteen bridesmaids, of whom four will

be ladies of color."

LETTER FROM THE EIELD OF 00NFLI0T,

Fort De Kale, (Va.) Sept. 13, 1862.

Mr. Editor: Since I last saw you, from my quiet

"down east" home, the call has gone forth for new
thousands to take the place of myriads who have

fallen victims to our country's "Moloch." And, in

response to the call, thousands have pressed eagerly

forward, '• ready to be offered." Little as my educa-

tion or my principles tended to war, I find myself on

the " sacred soil " of the Old Dominion, ready to do

battle for God, Liberty and Humanity, under the

Stars and Stripes, I need not say to you that the

hesitancy of the President in adopting the policy

of Emancipation has again rolled hack the tide of

war upon the very suburbs of the capital, ay, has

even given the rebels a lodgment in Maryland, and

the power to threaten Baltimore and Philadelphia.

Those who have studied the power and effects of sla-

very for half a lifetime need not be told the only pol-

icy that can bring ultimate victory and peace. But it

is not of abstractions that I purpose to write, but of

the war and the army, as I see them.

The continual marching and countermarching of

troops, now of infantry, then o( cavalry, and again of

artillery, first South to fight, then back and over

the bridges into Maryland, leaves to a raw recruit but

little time to turn from the consideration of these va-

rious exciting movements, and inquire for the moral

and intellectual condition of all these thousands. A
reformer who observes the debasing influences of, and

incident to, army life, might almost wish that indi-

vidual education might, for the time being, remain in

statu quo; but a little close observation will show him

that such a wish were futile.

Every species of vulgarity known in speech or act

is of constant occurrence. All the startling changes

of profanity are continually ringing. Lying, stealing

and gambling constitute the daily practices of the sol-

diers, that is, the majority, for there arc honorable,

saving exceptions. Yes, there are men in the ranks,

of noble life and purpose, of high manly character,

of refined feelings ; but these exceptions are far too

few ; and the chance of a good word being heeded is

very small indeed. True, we know not what results

may follow ; but to all appearances, all wholesome ad-

vice or counsel, relative to conduct, or conversation, isae

the seed that fell on stony ground. All these things may
with truth be said of the soldiers who have been in tl

field but a short time. Added to these, tho older

troops—those who have been in the service for a year

or more—have acquired a recklessness of character

and life amounting almost to desperation.

A GOOD MAN GONE.

A recent arrival from England brings us intelligence

of the death of Mr. George Richardson, at New-

castle-on-Tyne, which occurred on the 9th ult., in the

89th year of his age. The deceased was a member

of the Society of Friends, and a consistent advocate

of Peace, Temperance and Freedom. He early es-

poused the cause of the oppressed of the West In-

dies, and quit using the products of slave labor as one

of the means of bringing about emancipation. In

him the American Abolitionists had a firm and un-

wearied coadjutor. lie labored zealously and most

successfully for the amelioration of the condition of tbe

poor in his own town. His door always opened to

welcome the stranger, no matter of what country,

clime, or color. In each outspoken action of his life

one sentiment was ever prominent, and that the no-

blest one that ever actuates a human soul, the senti-

ment of duty. Few indeed have trodden with more

care and less weariness "the straight and narrow

path," or followed more faithfully that light which

lighteth every man into and through the world. The

outcast and needy of Newcastle will not soon find

another George Richardson. The young may well

imitate his character, while all can view his life ns a

beacon calling them on to higher and holier duty in

the great work of making the world better. No un-

kind thought will follow him to his grave, but it will

be a place sought out by the pilgrim from a distance,

as well as by the poor that loved him so well while

living-

" Thus slci p tho good, who sink to rest,

By all tlioir country's wishes blest

:

When Spring, with dewy fingers cold,

Returns to deck their hallowed mould,

She theru shall deck a sweeter sod

Than Fancy's feet have ever trod.

There Honor comes, a pilgrim gray,

To bless tho turf that wraps their clay,

And B'reedom shall a whilo repair,

To dwell a weeping hermit there."

W. W. B.

The Rkai. Febein©. A Maryland correspondent

of the Boston Traveller says :

—

"The conduct of the enemy most plainly indicates

their belief that the sentiment of the people is friend-

ly to the cause of the South, and three days' inter-

course with the people of a section hitherto counted

on as true to the Union convinces ine that the Con-
federates nre correct in their estimate of the Mary-
landers. I find that the past year has worked an un-

mistakable conversion of these people from a waver-

ing loyalty to an unwavering disloyalty. I do not

speak of the exceptions. I speak of three-fourths of

the population, which 1 firmly avow nre as hostile,

really, to the success of the North, as the people with
whom we have been in intercourse in Virginia.

This being tho case, the invaders have abstained,

with a forethought which we might well have consider-

ed, from all acts of violence and hostility to the peo-

ple through which they have passed. A negro, just

from the rebel lines, tells me that not a finger is laid

upon private property ; that the army abstain from all

evidences of hostility and all the usual acts of inva-

ders; that they seem to be among their friends, and
are far more careful of private rights and private

property than they were while in Virginia."

Jf^'A railroad accident happened at Bridgeport,

Illinois, recently, by which five soldiers of the

98th Illinois regiment, were killed, and thirty or forty

wounded.

^=" To march from Washington to Richmond,
overland, is and has always been impossible. Suf-

ficient "transportation" cannot be provided; the
" long lines of communication " cannot be kept open

;

the roads are too bad. But to march from Richmond
to Washington—and that, too, by a roundabout road

—

to drive back and within the fortifications, an army,

which lacked only leaders, and upon the top of all this

to march thirty miles further to a line from which
to threaten Maryland and Pennsylvania, is the easiest

thing in the world. Ah, these sad contrasts ! One
cannot bear to pursue them.

$gT~ General Hunter asserts publicly that had he
been encouraged and commanded to raise black troops

in tiie South when he first went to Port Royal, he
could have had by this time under arms an army of

ot less than 150,000 able-bodied men ; sufficient to

restore law and order in all the Southern tier of States,

ithout asking us to sacrifice another single son or

brother.

—

New York Evening Post.

The rebel army that entered Maryland con-

tained many negroes, it being perfectly constitutional

for them to arm blacks to fight against the Union,
while it is unconstitutional for us to arm them in de-

fence of the Union. Isn't it singular that negroes

should be so useful to the Southrons, while it is de-

clared that we can make nothing of them, and that

they can do nothing for us 1—Boston Traveller.

$g=- Slaves of the value of $1,000,000 have run
away from the blessings of their lot in two counties of

Mississippi. What ungrateful creatures, to abscond
after so much pains had been taken to civilize them,
and even war had been made especially to maintain
their condition !

—

Ibid.

J^= The London Army and Navy Gazette, which
has always been friendly to the Federal cause, says

that Gen. McClcllan's campaign against Richmond is

the completes! failure of the nineteenth century. This
is strong language, recollecting that this nineteenth
century saw Napoleon's failures in Russia and Ger-

many, in '12 and '13, and England's Walcheren failure,

in 1809.—Ibid.

g^" Harper's Weekly has a good satirical illustra-

tion—a cut entitled "A Consistent Negrophobist,"
represented by a drowning gentleman ; to whom, by
dint of great exertions and personal risk, a stout ne-

gro extends a rope, himself hanging by one hand to

the dock. The white man, consistent to the last, cries :

" Take away that rope, you darned nigger ! What
decent white man do you suppose is going to allow

himself to be saved by a confounded nig— " (and sinks

for the last time.)

Righteous. That great apostle of the Bible argu-

ment for slavery, Rev. Doctor of Divinity Ross, of

Huntsville, Alabama, having been preaching secession

and treason, as a matter of course, has been arrested

and sent to jail by Gen. Rousseau, a Kcntuckian now
in command at that place. The Rev. Doctor is to

come to Camp Chase, for the improvement of his

health and morals.

$3^~ The day on which President Lincoln was in-

augurated—March 4, 1861—United States six per cent,

stock sold at 92£. After increasing the public debt,

which then stood at -^76,455,000, to £350,000,000, the

stock is now selling in the market at 94.

The Difference. Montreal papers notice a sig-

nificant fact. Before the rebellion broke out, all the

fugitives escaping from the United States into Canada
were blacks. Now not a black is to be seen on the

track, but a host of cowardly white shirks have taken

their place.

Quakers Not Exempted in Rhode Island. The
Rhode Island Legislature, at its late session, passed a

militia bill by which no person is relieved Irom draft,

unless exempted by the laws of the United States.

Consequently, even Quakers are not exempted.

TmtEE Cotton-Buyers Hanged. A gentleman
of truth and veracity, who has reached Louisville from

Alabama, informs the editor of the Louisville Journal

that three men were hung at Atlanta, Ga., recently,

their only offence being that they were cotton-buyers.

Sick and Wounded Soldiers at Wasium;tu\.
The total number of sick and wounded soldiers in

the various hospitals in and around Washington is

14,600. The hospitals in Alexandria and vicinity con-

tain about 3000—making a grand total of 17,500.

Fatal Railroad Accident. The Salem Met/inter

states that Mr. John T. Junifcr, a colored man about

forty years of age, was killed at the Eastern Railroad

station in that city on Thursday morning, lllhinst.

lie fell while attempting to get upon a train of ears in

motion, and was run over by the wheels.

General Mansfield. Gen. Mansfield, killed in

the Maryland battle of the 17th, was born in New Ha-
ven, Connecticut, in 1808. At the age of fourteen he
was appointed a Cadet at West Point, and graduated

in 1822, the second ot his class. Until 1646. he was
engaged in the construction of coastwise defensive

works, including Fort Pulaskie, at the mouth of Sa-
vannah river. In 1846 ho joined Gen. Taylor in Mex-
ieo. mihI was Mb ohfef engineer through the war.

$JT* A destructive fire occurred in Buffalo, on Fri-

day, by which grain, buildings, and other property,
were destroyed it) the viilue of a half million dollars.

PRESIDENT BENSON IN ENGLAND.
The two months' sojourn of this eminent man in

England appears to have been a complete ovation.
Of unmixed African blood and complexion, Mr. Ben-
son has shown distinguished talents and virtues.

Taken by his parentB, in 182*2, when only six years of

age, from Cambridge, Dorchester Co., Md., he rapidly
became a merchant, Senator, Judge, General and
President of Liberia during the last six years.

The following interesting and gratifying account of
President Benton's reception abroad is from the pen
of Gerard Ralston, Esq., formerly an esteemed citi-

zen of Philadelphia, but for some years past an honor-

ed resident of England :

—

" London, June 2, 1862.

My Dear Sir—You have no idea with what cour-

tesy and kindness President Benson has been receiv-

ed by the high and low, and all grades Of the commu-
nity in this country. Dinner and evening parties,

public meetings, and invitations into the country, and
all kinds of hospitable attentions have been showe-^d
upon him. He is treated with the greatest respect id

regard as a negro gentleman of distinction. The res-
ident and I walked in the procession for the opening
of the International Exhibition. We each hadasilver
star upon the left breast of our black coats, which is

the Liberia uniform. Mr. Benson was the observed

of all observers, the " cynosure of all eyes," he being
a fine looking man of upwards of six feet, and a ne-

gro ; the only one of that color in an assembly of

forty thousand persons. He was treated with great

consideration as President of Liberia."

"London, June 21, 1862.

The most extraordinary kindness and courtesy is

shown to President Benson by the highest and lowest

of society. So, also, at Lady Charlotte Denison'e
" reception " at the residence, in the Parliament
Houses, of her husband—the Speaker of the House
of Commons, where eight magnificent rooms were
filled by some twelve hundred ladies and gentlemen,
the elite of society of England. So, also, at Lord
Granville's 'fete cliampetre,' at Chiswick House, in

the country, where all the principal nobility and gen-
try, and distinguished foreigners were present. Also,

the convocation of the Royal Society, (evening par-

ty at the Lord Mayor's,) and numerous other public
meetings, as well as private dinner parlies and
evening parties, where such men as the Bishop of

London, Sir John Bowring, Sir Rowland Hill, and the

first ladies of the land, come up and shake hands with
the President, and address some amiable conversation

In taking him to church to listen to the most
eminent preachers, I find that ladies and other respec-
table persons come up and shake hands with him, and
say something complimentary to him. In the United
States, when Mr. Benson goes to our country, he will

be a 'nigger,' while here he is the black 'gentle-

man,' received everywhere with the distinction he
deserves from being the chief of a nation of respecta-

ble people on the coast of Africa. I hope I may be
disappointed in regard to our country's reception of

Mr. Benson.
I am happy to say that the address (o him, of which

I enclose a copy, which is already signed by several

hundred most worthy Englishmen, and will be fur-

ther signed by many Scotchmen and Irishmen, will

be presented to him at a public banquet, to be presided
over by that eminent ami des noirs, Lord Brougham.
This address is beautifully engrossed on vellum.
The banquet will be given at Willis's rooms, on Fri-

day, the 27th of June, 1862, at 9 1-2 o'clock, P. M.
Tickets for gentlemen, twenty-five shillings; for la-

dies, ten and a half shillings. There will probably be ..

one hundred ladies and two hundred gentlemen pres-

ent at this meeting, many coming from Leeds, Hali-

fax, Bradford, Liverpool, Manchester, and other re-

mote places in the country. It will be, altogether, a
most complimentary occasion for the President of Li-

beria.

President Benson, Ex-President Roberts, Secretary
Johnson, and myself, have just returned from the
Admiralty, where, in an interview with Admiral
Washington, we have been settling the Liberian
boundaries conterminous with British possessions.

Every thing most satisfactory."

"London, June 28, 1862.

Last evening, the magnificent banquet to President
Benson came off at Willis's rooms, presided over by
Lord Brougham, and assisted by Samuel Gurney, Dr.
Hodgkin, and a number of other kind friends of Li-

beria. Nothing could exceed the success and the
entire triumph of this festive occasion, and its utility

to Africa will be great, as it will show to Americans
that the first people of England are forward in doing
honor and paying respect to the first real negro Presi-

dent of Liberia—for Mr. Roberts, his predecessor, has
much more of the white man's blood in his veins than
of the black man's. The friendly feeling manifested

to President Benson and his nation is certainly of the
most gratifying kind, and all of us any way connect-

ed with Liberia ought to be grateful. How rejoiced I
would be if my countrymen—laying aside tbe preju-
dices in which they have been born, and, therefore, I

fear, invincible, against color—could treat Mr. Roberts
and Mr. Benson with a tenth part of the considera-
tion and respect to which they are entitled, and which
they receive everywhere they move in England. Mr.
Eoberfs goes to America in the Great Eastern on the

2d of July, and Mr. Benson will probably follow in

a few days—say five or six days—later."

" London, July 10, 1862.

President Benson left London on the oth inst., for

Hamburg and the Continent—expecting to be absent
some five or six weeks. It is therefore unlikely that

he will visit the United States. Everywhere in Eng-
land he has been treated with the greatest possible

kindness, courtesy and respect. The last three invi-

tations he had before his departure from London were,
to breakfast with the Duchess of Argyle, to dine at

the Lord Mayor's Banquet, where the Viceroy of
Egypt was, and to a magnificent evening party at Miss
Burdett Coutts. He had innumerable invitations,

lore than he physically could accept."

A SLAVE'S APPEAL TO LORD PALMER-
STON.

The following letter (says the London Anti-Slavery

Reporter of Sept. 1st) has been addressed to Viscount
Pahnerston, by a slave at Charleston. The original

was forwarded by us to his Lordship, as sent, namely,
in a sealed envelope. We presume we are violating

no confidence to publish the appeal, which, though a
curiosity in its way, probably indicates the feelings of
the intelligent portion of the slave population in the
South, who have access to European news :

—

Charleston, 1st, 1862.

My Lord,—We take this as the fit time that you
and the world should know how we are treated in this

part of the globe. It is generally believed here, in

Charleston, South Carolina, that in less than ninety
days time, that England and France would recognise

the so-called Confederacy, and raise the blockade, so

that this slave country may be independent tor ever.

Now, my lord, we, as poor, down-trodden, oppressed
creatures, would ask the entire Christian civilized na-

tions of the earth, if they really intend to open their

hands of liberty and freedom, and take within their

bosom a people wrapped in the labors of four millions

of oppressed and helpless creatures, and whose hands
are dripping in the sweat and blood of the same. We
will appeal to England and France, and to the rest of
Europe : we will ask, in the name of heaven and earth,

in the name of all things that are good and great, in

the name of the great and most high God, shall such
a recognition ever be obtained by this people ? God
forbid, heaven forbid, angels forbid, and let all creation

join and forbid it for ever ; for if this people ever be
recognised as a slave nation, our doom will be fixed

for ever, our hope everlastingly lost, and the dark,

black clouds of slavery would bang over us for ever,

until the trump of God shall sound to awake the na-

tion from the chambers of the dust ! O England,
Christian and true England, is it possible that you,
who first brought us into this country, will now extend
your power so as to keep us in slavery for ever! My
lord, your lordship must have a very faint knowledge
of what slavery is. If you would but know what sla-

very is, and see all its horrors, you must visit the
plantations of South Carolina, the State street-brokers'

offioe, and the workhouse of Charleston : there will

you find a treatment upon human beings carried on by
white men, proud of their education, Christianity, civil-

ization, and their high, true honor; and yet these same
pretended Christians carry on in these places the most
brutish, inhuman, degrading and diabolical practice

that earth ever saw, or heaven ever beheld. They
prostitute our minds and our daughters, forcibly take

away from them their, ah ! their sacred right, brutal-

ize them, and then sell them to the highest bidder.
And, my lord, since this war has begun, if we are met
in the road without a clear pass signed by General
Ripley, we nre immediately shot down like brutes, for

fear we might escape and go over to the Yankees, who
have proved themselves the only friends we h;we on
this earth, God alone excepted.

"

The South eame out of tho Union, because she has
made cotton king, and believed that England and
France would immediately crown him king of all the
earth, and the South would then place him upon n
throne made of the lite, flesh, and blood, and labor of

not less than four millions of helpless souls. O thou
great Jehovah, wilt Ibou not rise up in the power of

[by might, and with thine Almighty hand .sweep hu-

man Blavery off the face of this earth, henceforth and
forever! My lord, you might think that this is :ul

dressed to your lordship by some white man, or by a
Yankee in Charleston; but believe it not: It is done
by a poor, down-trodden slave, who feels sorely tho
terror of the yoke, he and bis v. hole family.

Lastly, allo'w this poor slave to beg of you and all

England a great favor, namely, if you love God, liber-

tv ami human freedom, put this letter in the London
iYnw, i1 " 1 in '' 1| ' London Post, i have a great deal
more to say, but good night, my lord ! May my God
put it in your heart to do something for the BOOT slnvu

in this country I if you will recognise thia country,
you would recognise it as a free country only.
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THE RADICALS AUD TEE PRESIDENT,

The radicals have already fallen from enthusiasm

to distrust in regard to tin; 'President's emancipation

proclamation. The Time*, which went off at half

eoek about the document on Tuesday, seems to have

determined to take a little time for reflection, and so

said not a word upon the subject yesterday. The
Tribune, which has been cursing and abusing the

President for some time past, indicting him for mal-

feasance in otliee, accusing him of not executing the

laws, charging him with the murder of the riotous

negroes at Wew Orleans, and hinting to him that he

had disgusted everybody by his inefficiency, and that

it was the prayer of twenty millions that he should

resign, came out strong with a " God bless Abraham
Lincoln" on Tuesday; but yesterday, having re-

considered the matter, it indulges in wiggle-waggle,

and exclaims, "God bless Abraham Lincoln! if

everything turns out as we desire, and if lie changes

his Cabinet and his generals, and if this proclama-

tion is really so great a thing as we think, and if the

President is really what we want him to be."

"What a fall is here, my countrymen !" These news-

papers show the workings of the radical mind. The
fact is that the Tribune will come out dead against

", this proclamation before many weeks, and will ac-

cuse the President of trickery and double-dealing,

unless all the demands of the radicals are granted,

and the Cabinet is reconstructed from such rotten

timber as Sumner, Wade, Wilson and Greeley, with

the foolish Fremont as Commander-in-Chief of the

Army, and Phelps, Wadsworth and Hunter in high

commands. What the radicals desire is not merely

an emancipation proclamation. Wendell Phillips

expressed their wishes through the Independent some

time ago, in the simple phrase, " Give us place."

To satisfy them, by giving them what they demand,

is as-impossible as to stop the ravings of a madman
by complying with his insane desires. The day af-

ter the President sent to Congress his message recom-

mending an offer of compensation for the slaves of

Border States, the radical press praised God and

blessed Abraham Lincoln in the same profane, crazy

style as on Tuesday last. But what followed 'I

Why, the radicals in Congress at first treated the

President's message with profound contempt, the

Senate even refusing to hear it read, and finally

passed his resolution without making it practical by
the necessary appropriation, and in a few days the

radical papers were more insolent, clamorous and

abusive than ever. Are the lessons of experience

nothing ? Is the country to be utterly destroyed

before .the real character of the radicals is fully un-

derstood ? Are all the outrageous demands of this

revolutionary faction to be granted, and its leaders

to sit grinning, like modern Neros, upon the ruins of

this great nation ? Time alone can decide, and it is

not for us to turn prophet or sit upon the tripod.

—New York Herald.

THE PROCLAMATION.

Nothing serves in the long run like truth, fairness,

sincerity and honesty—the calling a spade a spade:

and we apprehend a course in this spirit is the only

way in which to deal with President Lincoln's Pro-

clamation. So far as we can judge, since the day of

Fort Sumter, no event has fallen with such stunning

effect on the Conservative mind ; and it is asking

where to go and what to do. Let us deal with things

as they are, as faithfully as we may.
After pondering on this singularly worded Procla-

mation, we can come to no other conclusion, than

that which has been plainly expressed by the New-
buryport Herald, a Conservative Republican print:

" We say then," its words are, " the Proclamation

is one of universal emancipation—nothing more and
nothing less, and the war must be just what the

.vbels charged it to be originally—a war for the abo-

lition of slavery." With deference we add a quali-

fication, which we regard as an important and vital

one, to wit: officials, like individuals, arc subject to

the supreme law of the Constitution, which the sov-

ereignty, the People, ordained; and President Lin-

coln can make this a war for the abolition of slavery

as far as the law can make it such, and no further.

In tins great instrument his power begins and ends.

But so far as the individual is concerned, we must

agree with the Herald, that his words make the war
one for the abolition of slavery.

Again: it is no use to attempt to cover anything

up, to attempt to make black white, but the only

way is to look at matters as they really stand. Here-

tofore, with the solemn oaths of President Lincoln;

with the words of his inaugural, of his messages, let-

ters, private assurances; with the language of Con-

gress; with the words of the Secretary of State and

other members of the Cabinet; with the assurances

of prominent Republican leaders, to justify us, we
haveheld that it was perversion, downright falsehood,

do'in" detriment to the cause of the country, when
the revolutionary radicals, like Phillips, Summ
Garrison, Lovejny and others, held the President

really on their side, and were for making this a war
for the negro in defiance of the Constitution; and

we have held up their course as detrimental to that

union of good and true men that was a necessity to

the salvation of the republic; holding the para-

mount work to be, not to square the social status of

the negro race according to the ideas of theorists,

but to put down a gigantic rebellion against the best

of governments, by using the powers vested in the

Constitution in cases of treason; and that the de-

mand of this awful hour was, as from the Almighty,

to drop side issues as to policy until the self-preser-

vation question was decided, whether there would be

a government under which there could be a policy.

The language of President Lincoln meant fidelity to

the Constitution, or it meant nothing but deception

to honest men. All this is now over and gone. The
Proclamation, if it is impotent in its effect on the

slaves, is valid and potent as to his own political

status : it drops him down to a hard pan radical bot-

tom. It settles the matter against the conservative

view, and wholly on the side of the cmancipational

view. On this ponton he has crossed the Luhiron.

It makes good, undeniably, all that this set have, said

as to his intentions. Whatever there was of ab-

surdity, of folly, oftmpotency, of unconstitutionality,

in the proclamations of Fremont, of Phelps, and of

Hunter, may be found in this Proclamation. We
never impugned the logic of the Garrison net, as to the

Constitution, for it roue from, their premise sound, per-

fect and impregnable. It handled the Constitution

as a compact with hell, and an enemy of the Hon

sort in their path. They first mercilessly ground it

to powder, and going out from it and shaking its dis-

honored dust from their feet, they said, " No Union
with Slaveholders I " They said it was a violation

of the Higher Law in the. Fathers to unite in the

bonds of unity with Washington and Sumter, and

they said it is now a violation of the I [igber Law to

be in a country with a Holt and a Crittenden. Let

not President Lincoln's friends, as the noble nation-

al men continue to rally round the flag, insult their

intelligence by chiming the Proclamation to be constitu-

tional. There is as much of the Constitution in it as

there is in Sumner's " wipe out the State" policy,

or in Phillips's scheme to lit! the scats of members of

fifteen shareholding States with Senators and Repre-

sentatives of the negro race, and no more. This is

where the President is drifting. This is the present

import of the Proclamation—that Abraham Lincoln

has cast himself from the high place of President of

the country, into the hands of the radical revolu-

tionary party.

—

Boston Post.

In the first place, it strikes us, the President has

no move Constitutional Power to issue such a Procla-

mation than any other man. If he has any Constitu-

tional authority to free negroes, he has a correspond-

in^ Constitutional authority to enslave them. The
power exercised is an assumption, therefore, through-

out, and hence is mere brutum fulmen, the more,

therefore, to be deplored, as mere paper thunder, be-

cause it but re-excites, re-arouses and demonizes the

South—in banishing ail hope, and in compelling de-

spair. The power, if it exists, is a rnP.rP.^rnjfj^v.

power,
,

independent of and over the Constitution—

"inasmuch as it changes the character of our civil,

Constitutional Government, into a mere Abolition

Militarv Despotism.

In the next place, what strikes us is the inoppor-

tune moment of the utterance. The rebels have,

within twenty days, been almost in Washington,

where the President sits in the White House; and

even now, we are told from Washington, Washing-

ton is so unsafe, that Sigel and Heintzelman's corps

are. indispensable in or about the forts, for its preser-

vation,—while in the West, Cincinnati has to be

fortified to be safe, and Louisville is so unsafe that

the women and children have been warned to lice

from it- In such a crisis, to proclaim freedom for

slaves in Texas, Mississippi, Georgia, Alabama, or

Arkansas, is about as absurd as when General Hun-

ter, shivering on the coast of South Carolina, pro-

claimed slaves free in Georgia, Alabama and Florida.

The whole world will laugh at the impotence of this

mere Paper Thunder,— the European world,— as

well as the rebels, in their yet untouched States and

strongholds.

The utterance of such a Proclamation, under ex-

isting circumstances, so it seems to us, will add

300,000 rebel soldiers to the rebellion, and be on the

instant worth 30,000 men to the rebel Bragg in Ken-

tucky.

The President,—so it seems to us once more,— is,

in the utterance of this Proclamation, doing his best

to divide the Northern States, and to split them up

into parties, as well as in prolonging the war in-

definitely.

—

New York Express.

President Lincoln is a very Blondin in the art of

political balancing. When in his elevated position

a portion of the balancing pole is thrown out on the

left side, he deftly projects an equal weight of it on

the right. Thus he maintains his equilibrium. While

he was humoring the radicals in the process of de-

grading Gen-. MeClellan, he withheld the Proclama-

tion for which they so loudly clamored. When the

unrelenting necessities of war compelled him to re-

store that General to command, he found it neces-

sary to pacify this exacting and meddlesome faction,

and he throws a sop to the barking three-mouthed

Cerberus iu the shape of a new proclamation.

This new proclamation really amounts to little.

The President proclaims, in substance, that on the

first of next January he will issue still another Pro-

clamation, putting in force the main provisions of the

confiscation act. It is unbecoming the dignity of a

great government to make such menaces as to what

it will hereafter do in territory of which a powerful

armed foe disputes the jurisdiction. If, on the first

of next January, the war is substantially ended,

there would be some reason in giving the insurgents

their election between submission and civil penalties.

But they will laugh such offers to scorn so long as

they can confront us with great armies. That part

of the proclamation which relates to slaves coming
within our lines is particularly weak. The law is

the same that it was several months ago. If a Pro-

clamation on this point is necessary, why was it so

long delayed ? Its issue at this late day looks like

a concession to the radical clamor.

—

N. Y. World.

President Lincoln has swung loose from the con-

stitutional moorings of his inaugural address and bis

messages at the opening of the two successive ses-

sions of Congress under his administration. He is

fully adrift on the current of radical fanaticism.

We demand to be informed whence the President

derives his power to issue any such Proclamation as

he has now published ? Not from the Constitution

surely, for it is in plain violation of some of its lead-

ing provisions. Not from the laws of war, for the

laws of war tolerate no such proceeding. Not even

from the so-cailed confiscation act.

—

Ibid.

The first question, wc presume, which will occur

to candid men and sound patriots, upon reading the

latest proclamation of Mr. Lincoln—for really they

are innumerous—will be—What he expects to do

with it? Mr. Lincoln must know, as well as other

people, we should think, that no practical effects, to

use one of his own phrases, can follow, even if he

had cbne anything in this document, which really

he has not. The proclamation is minatory, and
nothing more. Under that strong radical "pres-

sure," of which he complained so keenly on a recent

occasion, he seems to have been brought up at last

to the point of declaring that he will do something

hereafter, if the rebels do not behave themselves

according to his wishes. But as he defers the exe-

cution of this design for the long period of three

months,—and months are now almost centuries in

effects if not in duration,—we may patiently wait, it

seems to us, for whatever may happen in the mean-
time.

In this view of the case, the radical pressure ap-

pears to have squeezed out nothing of consequence,

however threatening the future may prove. We do

not feel in any humor-to take up seriously, for the

moment, a document so thoroughly prospective and
so little practical in its aspect, which intervening

circumstances may make so completely null and

void to his conviction, as it is now, and must be, by

and by, in fact. Mr. Lincoln may think it worth
while to keep up this show of compliance to the

radicals; but he cannot help being aware, that such

documents can penetrate but a little way over the

Southern border, and can excite only derision where

they penetrate. As to freeing slaves by such a pa-

per pronunciamento— it will have no more eflect

upon the slaves in the Southern States, than if Mr.

Lincoln should order the north wind to blow con-

tinuously over the Southern fields, in order to pro-

duce a change in the atmosphere, or in the usual

crops of that region of tho country. At all events,

whatever fruits may follow from a document so un-

certain in scope and point of time, the country may
safely wait for the lapse of the mouths yet in store,

—confident that they will pass, at least, whatever'

circumstances may tend to vary the course of com-

ing events.

In reality, we do not now recall any fact tending

to show that Mr. Lincoln's proclamations have had

the slightest influence in the South, whatever con-

sequences may have resulted from their promulga-

tion at the North. Of this fact he seemed well

aware himself, when he informed the " Progressive

Friends" that a document of this species must fall

still-born at the very outskirts of a hostile territory,

of which we had no practical hold ; and to our judg-

ment the moment for such a manifesto would seem

even less propitious now, than at that period. He
seems also to have forgotten another statement made
by him we believe on the same occasion, that such a

proclamation would lose the Government 50,000

soldiers from the Border States. If, however, the

radicals are satisfied with this prolongation of their

agonies through a period so liable to mutations as

the coming quarter, we do not know why our com-

posure should be at present disturbed. In fine, not-

withstanding any number of species of proclama-

tions, we rest our true Union faith upon these fol-

lowing plain propositions: If the rebellion is speedily

brought to a close, slavery in the States will remain

undisturbed. If the war proceed through Mr. Lin-

coln's administration, slavery will remain equally

undisturbed. If separation of the States should be

the result, then certainly it will continue undis-

turbed.

—

Boston Courier.

Mr. Lincoln has yielded to the radical pressure,

and issued a Proclamation. It is, on the whole, a

curious document. We have no inclination to-day

to discuss its wisdom, or the probabilities of the effect

it will produce in rebeldom. We have only anticipa-

tions of evil from it, and regard it, as will an immense
majority (! !) of the people of the North, with pro-

found regret.

It will be observed that the President postpones

the day for his Proclamation of freedom to take ef-

fect, until the first day of January next.
.
He ap-

pears to regard it in the light of a threat rather than

a weapon of war, and it would .seem that he antici-

pates some effect on the minds of the rebellious men
of the South, from connecting with the threat a pro-

posal to free slaves on the compensation principle

which he suggested to the last Congress. That it

will have any such effect, no one who appreciates

the state of the rebels can have much hope. The
only result which an adherence to the principles of

this Proclamation can lead to is a continuation of the

war, in a dark future, in which the end is beyond our

vision.

One effect of this Proclamation will be to make it

necessary for the lines to be drawn distinctly be-

tween the supporters and the opponents of the ad-

ministration. We take it for granted that the Re-

publican Convention at Syracuse to-morrow will

endorse the President's policy, and nominate candi-

dates on that platform.

—

N. Y. Journal of Commerce.

The President has at last weakly yielded to the

"pressure" upon him, about which he has. so bitter-

ly complained, and issued his Proclamation of negro

emancipation.

It is not yet a month since he announced his pur-

pose to " save the Union in the shortest way under

the Constitution." He now announces his purpose

to save it by overriding the Constitution.

For he has no constitutional power to issue this

Proclamation of emancipation

—

none whatever. The
Constitution forbids it by its spirit from beginning

to end. And the President has no authority not de-

rived from the Constitution—none whatever. He is

himself the creature of the Constitution.

* * * We 'trust it will serve to shorten the war.

It is the instrumentality by which Abolitionism has

idertaken that the war should be closed in thirty

davs at the farthest. Indeed, we have been told

that under it the President would be able to stamp

armies out of the earth. Let him stamp at once, for

we are anxious to see the flaming giants of Aboli-

tionism throwing themselves into the fight, and driv-

ing rebellion in dismay before them, as promised.

We are anxious to behold the stupendous and mag-

nificent results which were to flow, like a mighty

stream, from the Proclamation. Surely, we shall

not be utterly and totally deceived as to these re-

sults.

—

Chicago Times.

Greeley, Sumner & Co. have triumphed.
_
Aboli-

tionism is rampajot in the Administration, in Con-

gress, wherever their influence could prevail. The

Proclamation of the President is an outrage upon the

humanity and good sense of the country, to say noth-

ing of its gross unconstitutionality. Now, then, the

negroes have a chance—or will have, after the first

of January. They may rise, if they will, and mas-

sacre white men, women and children, till then-

hands are smeared and their appetites glutted with

blood. They may do it, tuith impunity—for they have

the assurance of the President of the United States

that the government " will do no act or acts to re-

press them in any efforts they may make for their

actual freedom."

The Proclamation is one of general emancipation.

In the States in rebellion, the negroes arc proclaimed

free without compensation ; in the loyal slave States,

if there shall be any at that time, the slaves are to

be paid for at a fixed compensation, the President

says, although there is not a dollar in the treasury to

do it with. He is remarkably liberal with what is

not his— the people's money— and reminds one of

the Devil offering all the kingdoms of the earth

when he didn't own a foot of it.

In the name of the Constitution, of Humanity and

of Wisdom, we solemnly protest against this Procla-

mation I And we prophesy nothing but evil as its

legitimate result.—Z/urm&wny (Pa.) Union.
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In a column of balderdash on the Proclamation,

Greeley says he trembles at the awful responsibility.

And well he may. He is one of the "pressure"
party who have yet got to render an account to the

people.

It is estimated that the President's Proclamation

will be worth at least 30,000 men to Bragg iu Ken-
tucky.

In all our exchanges we have not yet seen one
hearty rejoicing at the recent Proclamation. It is

either severely denounced or ingeniously palliated.

People will look anxiously now at the highways
and byeways to see the swarms Gov. Andrew talked

about as the result of an emancipation Proclamation.

The Governor, meanwhile, is " swarming " by him-
self at Altoona.

We hope Horace Greeley will do his utmost to

trot out the 900,000 Wide-Awakes he has been prat-

ing about so long. They have got their Proclama-
tion. Now let them find their muskets.

—

BostonPost.

The Proclamation was probably issued to operate
upon the fall elections, and to save the. Abolitionists

from defeat. They see the uprising of the people,

and they fear it,—as well they may. Salt will not

save their despotic (!) cause. The people are de-

termined to put down the rebels at the South, and

the agitators at the North, Look out for the engine

ttilrilt 1 tin' hell rings! Clear I he. track, I'm- ihe people

are coining down the home stretch at a fearful pace !

—Boston Herald.

THE THINGS THAT MAKE FOR PEACE.

BY GAILE HAMILTON.

What we have most to fear in this war is not iron

rams*nor infernal machines, but the stupidity and
wickedness of our.own selves. It is this which pro-

longs, and must prolong, the war more than any-

thing which the rebels can bring into the field, or

sail or sink in the water. Such a paragraph as the

followinir, from the New York Times is full of shot

and shell :

—

" A prominent gentleman, and a Republican office-

holder, who has just returned from Cincinnati and
other Western points, reports a general development
of an intense anti-abolition sentiment in all quarters

of the West, since Wendell Phillips riot in Cincinnati.

This feeling, be reports, is based on the popular repug-
nance to 'negro equality,' toward which the aboli-

tionists are supposed to be tending—no white man
being so poor in his own esteem as not to feel himself
' better than a nigger.'"

We have no right to expect peace, we should

have no desire for peace, so long as such a frame of

mind remains. If a year of war has done no more
for us than this,—if a year of war leaves us still in

such bonds of iniquity,—a thirty years' war will

hardly more than free us, and I pray that the war
may never cease till we are free. I should esteem

as the greatest curse with which this nation could

be accursed, the coming of a peace when there is

no peace. We welcomed this war with a solemn

joy, because we believed its crimson hand would
scatter broadcast over our country the seeds of a

new life. We believed that the day of the Lord
was nigh, when he would either wrench up the evil

or wrench up the nation. We cannot think the

last. We cannot yet read a handwriting on the

wall, "God hath numbered thy kingdom, and fin-

ished it"; nor can we believe that no has shaken

this nation from centre to circumference only to let

us settle on our lees once more, with our taste re-

maining in us, and our scent not changed. Surely,

there is a future for us only waiting our eye and
touch. And if in the nation, the paltry and pitiful

idea, couched in the closing paragraph which I have

quoted, still obtains, we shall have no peace yet,

though Donelson has slain his thousands, and Pitts-

burg his ten thousands. That miserable paganism
must be scourged out of us. We must be driven

by ten, and ten times ten plagues, if need be, to

recognize that God hath made of one blood all the

nations of the earth. " The hire of our laborers

which has been kept back by fraud crietb, and that

cry has entered into the ears of the Lord of Sabaoth.

In his hand there is a cup, and the wine is red ; and
we, in such case, the most wicked upon the face of

the earth, shall wring out and drinc the dregs

thereof, if we shut our ears to that exceeding bitter

cry. In the thunders of the cannonade that roll

from shore to shore, I hear the voice of the Lord:
" Understand, ye brutish among the people, and ye

fools, when will ye be wise ? " Every stalwart form

that sinks down upon the battle-field, or wastes

away in the hospital, is a messenger from God, say-

ing unto us, " Turn ye, turn ye, for why will ye
die?" Let the land be sown thicker yet with

graves. Let the bolts of Divine wrath descend
swift and ceaseless, till through all the land there

shall not be a house in which there is not one dead,

rather than the hurt of the daughter of my people

should be slightly healed 1 If the sword should be

sheathed before slavery receives its death-blow, be-

fore its vile image falls face downward on the

threshold, before our respect and deference and
tenderness for it are obliterated, and its name and
memory, uprooted, cast out, and trodden under foot

of men, I should believe that God had reserved us

to a day of fiercer wrath and more signal destruc-

tion. I should believe that he had given us this

last golden opportunity to rid ourselves of an incu-

bus, a shame, a crime, and that we, failing to em-
brace it, had incurred the terrible doom : He is

joined to his idols, let him alone.

So it seems to me that we are not yet ready for

peace, even if peace were ready for us. We shall

not be ready for it so long as we go a-whoring after

caste, and color, and other false gods. The war has

not yet done for us what we hoped, and prayed, and
worked for such a war to do. It has broken up our

idols, but it has not extirpated idolatry from our

hearts. If it should cease to-day, I greatly fear that

we should'go wallowing in the mire again to-morrow.

We are not yet as a people brought straight up to

an out-and-out abhorrence of slavery for its own
sake. We have uot yet been set long enough face

to face with its barbarism. We have not yet been
lashed close enough, cheek to cheek, with its body
of death. Its slime and stench have not gone deep

enough into the secret place where our souls abide,

and turned them sick with loathing. We execrate

the derangement and devastation which it has

wrought in our homes, but we are not half awake
to the horrible crimes which it has committed against

the wretched race that it has so long ground in its

prison-house of despair. It lifts its head from bend-

ing over their prostrate forms, lifts its hand dripping

with our brother's blood, and turns its glowering

gaze on us, and leaves its baleful finger-prints on

our door-posts, and we spring up shuddering, to

thrust it back ;
but a simple folk, whose only power

to resist was patience to endure; a mirthful people,

made pathetic and apathetic through woe ; an affec-

tionate people, borne down and held down, even, by
their affections, hold out chained hands,dumb hands,

beseechingly to us. Not only because we will not

be slaves, but because they shall be free, should our

swords leap from the scabbard, and our cannon
belch forth death. Down into the valley of the

Shadow where they have walked so long, that

sword-shine has gleamed, that cannon-roar has echo-

ed, and carried light and hope for their darkness

and dole. It belongs to us to keep keen blades and

strong arms, till hope has become fruition. It is not

enough that we fight to preserve our government.

We must fight to purify it. Wo should light not

only for our own lives, but for the lives of these

little ones. Wc. must not only break the heathen,

but uphold the Christ. God will certainly not for-

get these poor who have cried day and night unto

him. I tell you that he will avenge them speedily ;

and if he does not avenge them by us, be will

avenge them on us. If we do not fight for God,

we shall fight against him ;
and if haply we be found

to fight against God, we shall surely be on the losing

Bide.

We do ill when wo merge the moral aspects of

this war in its political aspects. We must act po-

litically, but we should think morally. And only

when our politics are moral can they be truly politic.

Good morals may not always bo good polltiCB, but

bad morals can never be. We cannot free slaves

because wc think they ought to be free, but wo can

think (hey ought to he five. Wc •;\\\ bring our

opinions up abreast of our powers, and shoot our de-

sires anil designs world-wide beyond them. We .'an

press, with our public spirit, and our public Opinion,

and our private deeds, close up behind the slow ly-

advaneing ranks of our soldiers and our law-makers,

and receive with open hands the panting fugitives

who came to them slaves, and whom they pass owr
to us men. These outraged people have demands
upon us, though they do not know it. They are

grateful to us, though we only discharge a late duty.

We can and should recognize their claims. We
should pay, not give. Liberty is their due. Edu-
cation is their birthright. Withheld, it has uot been
forfeited. More than this, we should urge on our
soldiers and law-makers to greater deeds. Our
thoughts should be continually. in advance of them,
though our acts can only follow in their wake. Let
this idle, brutal and madly stupid talk of fanaticism,

and abolition, and emancipation cease. Emancipa-
tion is the touchstone of this nation. By this sign

shall it he known whether we work the works oj God or

ofthe devil. The government that we are fighting to

uphold is not the old hulk dismantled, water-lodged,
rolling helpless, becalmed on slavery's dead sea of
Sargossa, but a new, strong, oaken-ribbed, iron-clad

man of war, with her steam up, her port-holes open,
her banner streaming— bearing down with her

whole fire, and force, and speed, and strength, upon
that mystery of iniquity ; and her sealed orders are

to loose the bonds of the oppressor, and let the

oppressed go free.

What matters it though we do not yet know whaf
shall be done with these freediucn of the Republic V

The best way to find, out what future duty will be is to

do present duty. Present duty is to free the slaves

as fast as possible, and educate them as fast as they
are free, and keep our eyes open all the while. If

we do not do this, we are more guilty than- the
slaveholders. They did but, accept slavery thrust

upon them. We shall reject liberty thrust upon us.

God provided himself a lamb when he would re-

ceive sacrifice. " Who shail roll us away the stone

from the door of the sepulchre?" asked the mourn-
ful women, for the stone was very great. But when
they came to the sepulchre, lo! the angel of the

Lord had already descended from heaven, and
rolled away the stone. So let us go with sweet
spices, not to embalm a dead, but to anoint a risen

Lord in the person of these little ones. Never fear

but that we shall' not only find the stone rolled

back, but where we looked to see a stark corse,

and garments of the grave, we shall stand face to

face- with an angel, whose countenance shall be like

lightning, and his raiment white as snow; and so

this sepulchre of death shall be the temple of the

Lord of life !

—

Congregationalist.

THE 0EY OP ABOLITION.

The following significant article is from the Nash-
ville (Tenn.) Union. Had it appeared in any
Northern paper, it would doubtless have been de-

nounced at once as incendiary, and misrepresenting
the sound, patriotic policy to be followed in conduct-
ing the war :—

Negro Agitators— As Article for the
Particular Attention of the Press. The
conservatives are the most pertinacious persons in

the world in forcing people to discuss the everlasting

negro question. They refuse the nation any rest

whatever of the eternal'monotony of the song of sla-

very. They raise the cry of negro! negro! negro!
continually. If a tax be proposed, they fear that it

will be unjustly burdening to slave property. If an
expenditure is to be made, they fear that somebody's
slave will be run off. If a rebel is arrested, they
fear that his negroes will become demoralized and
dangerous without their master. If a black pilot

should run off a rebel vessel, they dread receiving

him, lest it should encourage runaway negroes. If a

free school be opened, the negroes should learn mis-

chief. If a rebel's negroes be found raising corn for

the rebel army, they are opposed to taking them for

fear of disturbing the "guarantees of the Constitu-

tion."

If a loyal man says that he would see slavery per-

ish to save the Union, they tell you that such senti-

ments will incite the negroes to insurrection. If a

solitary measure of peace or war can be proposed
which your conservatism will not connect in some
way or other with the negro question, we do not

know what it can be. The most absurd thing in the

whole matter is, that these same radical conserva-

tives, whose very "breath is agitation," and who
would become extinct if slavery were destroyed, are

forever complaining that other people will talk of
slavery. These men, wdio agitate from morning till

night, reproach others for agitating. We tell these

gentlemen very positively that we cannot and will

not allow them to enjoy a monopoly of this agitation.

If you are for the Union and against the discus-

sion of slavery, then help us save the Union, and let

slavery take care of itself amid the fortunes of war.

If its violence and vicissitudes destroy it, let it be
destroyed; if otherwise, then very well ; but we can-

uot stop the work of crushing out the rebellion to

read Dred Scott decisions, or Missouri Compromises,
or Crittenden resolutions. Wc mean to kill out the

rebellion. We mean to destroy all the agencies
used to promote and sustain the rebellion, and we
don't intend to stop one moment to consider wheth-
er anybody's negro runs off on account of what we
do. It is useless for conservatives to keep up this

cry of slavery. Everybody understands it as a stale

trick, which means anything or nothing. Our firm

belief is, that loyal men have something more im-

portant to attend to at present, than to bother them-
selves about the security of rebels' negroes.

IGNORING THE EVILS 0E SLAVERY.

The following is from the Fast Day sermon of Rev.
Randolph Campbell, pastor of the Prospect Street

(Presbyterian) Church, Newburyport. After allud-

ing to the. fact that previous to the outbreaking of this

rebellion, large numbers of the Church and ministry

held the opinion that the wisest course to be pursued
was to trust the whole affair of emancipation to the

silent operation of Gospel principles, he thus pro-

ceeds :

—

" Let me here frankly confess this was my own
judgment, and remained such till this rebellion be-

gan its fearful tragedy. Yea, I rejoiced iu the South-

ern Aid Society because it sent earnest, godly minis-

ters over the South to preach the Gospel, observing

a judicious silence respecting the evils of Ameriean
slavery. And for that admirable institution, the

American Tract Society, 1 gave hearty thanks to

God, because through its colporteurs and publications

it pursued a similar course. As an honest Old
School I'rcsbvtci'iau, I gloried in the wisdom of the

Old School General Assembly, because it threw all

its mighty influence in the same direction until tho

very last year, when at its annual sessions it dared,

in the person of the venerable Dr. Spring, to give

its voice for the Government against the rebellion.

And then it appeared that that, venerable Assembly

must also put ils neck under the yoke to slavedom.

and repress the righteous utterance, or be denounced
as aholittonised] and so abandoned.

And now, iu the experience of the past year, thia

is the question which Providence has put tome
What doth it profit ? this preaching Gospel princi"

pie.", and still utterly ignoring the evils of American
slavery ? What doth it profit ? Did all the forth-

putting of all this mighty energy to infuse Gospel
principles, ignoring the evils of slavery, improve the

spirit of our Southern brethren, alleviate the evils in

question, and increase the love of liberty ? Just the

reverse. Therefore again I ask, What doth it profit,

this ignoring the evils of American slavery ? Let
the great conspiracy, of thirty years' growth, and
the outcropping rebellion, answer the question. Let
the terrific scenes of numerous battle-fields, especial-

ly of Pea Ridge and Shiloh, answer the question.

Let the groans of the dying and the heaps of the

dead strown over acres on acres of bloody fields, the

offering which the free North has already laid upon
the altar of this great Moloch of American slavery,

answer the question. No very comforting experi-

ence, this, of trusting Emancipation to the silent

operation of Gospel principles. The Fathers and
Founders of this Republic, and the venerable
Fathers of the Presbyterian Church, as far down as

1818, spoke out their solemn judgment on American
slavery ; spoke North and South the same ; but King
Cotton prospered, and grew restive and intolerant,

and so the children and children's children concluded
to try the silent operation of Gospel principles."

SBAVEEY AND THE WAK.

At a war meeting for enlisting recruits, held at
South Scituate, on Tuesday evening, Sept. 9th, Hon.
B. W. Harris, of East Bridgcwater, was present,

and addressed the meeting. Upon the subject of
slavery he spoke substantially as follows:

—

" No honest thinking Northern man will, at this

late day, have the hardihood to deny that the ac-

cursed institution of slaver}' is the cause of all our
national woes. It assails the genius and -r_.rit of in-

stitutions founded in the interests of uni.cr^al free-

dom. It has reached that perio'1
. in its existence,

when it must be sole, undisputed despot, ^r its s-i

premacy will be lost, and overthrow will be its doom.
It can no longer hold divided power in a govern-
ment which recognizes the God-given right of human
liberty. To the ballot it dares no longer trust itself

—and it has freely invoked the aid of cruel, relent-

less, civil war. Its choice must be our choice. We
have no alternative—and since it has chosen to trust

its fate to the stern decrees of war, it must abide
the issues of war.

The rights and weapons of war are ours also, and
we should not content ourselves with simply over-

powering our enemy—with conquering a delusive

peace, leaving the fatal cause in active operation for

future disaster. We should strike blows for the fu-

ture of our country as well as for its present, and
our blows should find the heart of the rebellion, and
pour out the last drop of blood.

As slavery is the cause of the rebellion, so is it

also its great magazine of resources. With slavery

our enemy is strong to contend, and may long defy
us—without slavery he would be powerless oefore

the armies of freedom. Shall we not then, like true
men and soldiers, recognize slavery as our real foe,

and strike deadly blows upon its impious, rebellious

head ?

If, in the defence of these institutions of govern-
ment, the freest and best that God in His providence
has vouchsafed to men, slavery, the one great incon-
sistent, overshadowing evil which has disgraced us in

the eyes of the world as a nation, shall be forever

overthrown and perish, we shall find abundant cause
for consolation for all our sufferings and sacrifices in

the'single reflection, that we have forever silenced,

upon one vast continent at least, the wail of the
bondman, and thereby secured the respect of the
world, the homage of future generations, and the ap-
proving smiles of Heaven."

LETTER PE0M AN ARMY CHAPLAIN.

The following is an extract from the letter of an
army chaplain, dated camp near Russelville, Ala-
bama, August 22, 1862:

—

" Here, as much as any place in the South, the

rich planters abound, and slavery has struck its fangs

into the vitals of the black man. You see among
the enslaved every hue of color, from the fairest skin,

blue eyes, light hair, to the jet black, under tho

crushing heel of that despotism that would make
slaves of us all. Up to the time of the Confiscation

act of Congress, we were wont to see our command-
ers driving from our camps any blacks that came to

or within our lines. Oh, how I have felt when I have
seen these poor creatures thus driven back into sla-

very ! But, thank God, it is different now, and the

men, women and children are flocking to our camps.
The men are employed as cooks, teamsters, &e.

We are not guarding rebel property as formerly,

and paying four or five prices for some of the neces-

saries, such as milk, butter, eggs, vegetables, &c, &c,
but get them at reasonable prices. Had the Confis-

cation bill been passed last January, and carried into

effect, I believe the South would by this time have
been subjugated, as they could not have raised pro-

duce to subsist themselves or their armies. Their
producers would, thousands of them, have been free.

There is nothing that the government has done that

has so weakened the rebellion as the act of confisca-

tion. It is attacking its very vitals. The slave own-
ers are running their slaves south of our lines. But
they have a liking for freedom, and therefore tho

stampede to our lines. Almost every day since we
have been in the mountains, men are fleeing to our
lines to avoid the rebel conscription. Some fifty

have come in within the last week. A party of four

came in last night, and say there are a hundred and
twenty-five on their way to our lines, who wish to en-

ter our army. The poor are loyal to our govern-

ment without an exception, save the miserable scum
of towns and cities, who are the employed tools of

the rich to do every evil work. The tales of suffer-

ing related by the refugees are affecting. Some of

them have come over one hundred miles, and avoid-

ed roads, keeping iu the woods and by-plaecs, sub-

sisting on fruit and green corn, and travelling only

at night. The South is under a reign of terror.

Mav God give us victories until there shall not bo
left a rebel to lift his hydra head, or wag his tongue

against our government !

"

SgfThc Abolitionists from the first have seen

the condition of the country in its true light, and be-

lieving the war was made to susiain slavery, they

think the rational way to conduct it on our part, anil,

sustain the Constitution and Government thus at-

tacked by slavery, is to destroy slavery itself.

On the other side, the Democratic party, seeing-

their destruction as a party in the overthrow of sla-

very, have joined the slaveholders in its support, and
have scared our I i m id government into a course that

threatens our rerj existence as a nation.

Tin- difference between the Abolitionists and their

democratic revilera is, thnj do "< ,[ believe that sla-

very is a divine institution, the preservation of which
is paramount to that of the country.
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MERITED TRIBUTE TO CHARLES SUMNER.

On the evening before the session of the recent Re-
publican State Convention at Worcester, the Hon. T.
D. Eliot, of New Bedford, made an eloquent and ef-

fective speech on the state of the nation, in the course

of which he paid the following merited tribute to the

PRACTICAL LEGISLATIVE TALENT Of Mr. Sumner:

—

I have spoken of Mr. Sumner, and there are
some things that should be said concerning him.
During all his Senatorial life, he has been unable to

make available his thorough business abilities, until

this present session of Congress. We have all of
us been ignorant of the fact, that there are few men
who have not been more closely connected with (he
business affairs of life, who so thoroughly transact
the work before them. The characteristic of the
man is thoroughness. He exhausts his subject in

debate, whether it be finance or freedom ; and the
same thoroughness of work is displayed in Com-
mittees and in the Senate, no matter what may be
the character of the work to be done. I can speak
with some authority in this matter, because the
present Congress, and since the party with which he
has been associated, has had more control of the
legislation of the Senate, I have observed his public
course with care, and with much satisfaction. And
it is right that the people of Massachusetts be disa-

bused at once of the opinion, so far as it yet prevails.

that our Senator is not a practical and business man;
for he is eminently, as he stands there in the Senate
of the United States, one of the most practical and
best business men in the Senate Chamber. I know
that I may appeal, without fear of contradiction, to

that other practical man—who believes in work, and
that what the hands fin/Ho do, should be done with
all the might—I mean Henry Wilson, as you all

know. I may with all safety appeal to him for con-
firmation of all I have said, or may say, concerning
his colleague. I have, with some care, although not
with thoroughness, considered some of the labors of
Mr. Sumner, during this last Congress. Let me
tell you something of them. I speak of the present
Congress. The records of Congress show that he
has served on three Committees. He has been
Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Relations.
and has served on the Committee of Patents, and
of Private Land Claims.

Upon the various questions presented in the Sen-
ate concerning slavery, he has taken active part by
speech, in debate, by resolutions and reports on free-

dom in the District of Columbia, and the great duty
of emancipation : there his speech was full and his

argument conclusive.

On the question of abolishing the exclusion of
colored testimony in the District" he spoke, and the
Senate acted in accordance with his argument.
The same principle was sought to be extended to

trials in all the Courts of the United States, and
there his argument was heard.

Upon the rights and the liabilities to surrender of
fugitives within the District;

On the tax proposed on slave-masters
;

On the question of emancipation, when a bill

drafted by him was offered in the Senate;
On the bill abolishing slavery on the high seas,

and the national protection given to it there, and on
the bill passed in the Senate, permitting colored
persons to be employed in carrying the mails

—

1 find on all these questions he took part, by bill,

report or speech.

Upon bills concerning the war, he was constantly
engaged. His speech on the conduct of our Gene-
rals will not be forgotten by those who have read it.

All of us remember what he said for confiscation
and emancipation as war measures.
He introduced a resolution concerning the bar-

barities of the rebellion, on which Senator Wade
made a report familiar to us all.

As Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Rela-
tions, the great business of the Committee devolved
upon him.

We all remember his statesmanlike speech upon
the affair of the Trent.
He drew the bill, and pressed it by able argument

to successful vote in the Senate, for the recognition
of Hayti and Liberia.

He drew the bill to carry into effect the late

treaty with Great Britain, for the suppression of the
slave trade. And the important treaties which have
been made by our Government during the past year
were, by virtue of his office, under his charge, dur-
ing the debates in secret session of the Senate.

Besides all these, the Globe will show that nearly
all the private bills which came from that Com-
mittee were reported by him ; and that a largo
part of the work in the Committee of Patents, of
which Mr. Simmons was Chairman, was done by
Mr. Sumner, who was next to him in the Committee.
On the various Army bills, as reported by Mr.

Wilson, and on the Navy bills reported from Mi
Hale's Committee, Mr. Sumner's voice and influence
were heard and felt.

He reported a bill to revise and arrange thi

statutes of the United States, which I believe is now
pending in the Senate.

He spoke with great practical ability on varioi

questions concerning the Rules of the Senate.
We all remember his eulogies on loyal and true

Senators who had deceased, and his masterly phil-

ippics against disloyal men who were holding their

seats upon the floor of the Senate.
Upon the Tax bill, and the Tariff bills, and thi

various financial bills which were passed in the
Senate, the record of their discussions shows that he
took constant and active part. I remember espe-
cially the interest he took in the tax on manufac-
tures, on insurance companies, on salt, and on
auction sales. Upon these interests Committees
from different States were in Washington, and some
of them I know are much indebted to Mr. Sumner,
for his efforts in their behalf.

Upon the Tariff, affecting the North and West,
his labor was earnest, and on the Finance bills

especially. On that Treasury note scheme of Mr.
Chase, making paper a legal tender, his argument
was as full and conclusive as any one could be upon
the side of the question he espoused.

His great speeches on Confiscation and Emanci-
pation, as war measures, were wholly unrivalled,
and, as I believe, his arguments cannot be refuted.

Now this is a record, the like of which few men
could show. I have not pretended to exhaust it.

The Globe will verify all I have said, ar.d will show
that many other things were done I have no time to

state.

Yet this is the record of but one year. When
we shall come to look at the record of our other
Senator, it will be found equally full. No State can
ask for truer representatives or abler men upon the
floor of the Senate.

I have now finished what I designed to say, and
the great fact of the war comes back to me. It is

the war of a century. Our Revolutionary contest
was the prelude of this great conflict. Its wonder-
ful character becomes more and more plain to us.

Our continent is in travail—for Liberty is being
born.

Let us shrink from no duty which shall be before
us, but earnestly invoking the Government to do its

work, let us stand in our lot.

"Awake, awake, put on thy strength,
Thy beautiful array !

The day of Freedom dawns at length,
The Lord's appointed day.

Rebuild thy walls—tby bounds enlarge,
And serw thy armies forth I

Say to the South, give up thy charge,
Keep thou not back, North !

"

THE PRESS ON THE PRESIDENT'S EMAN-
CIPATION PROCLAMATION,

We send forth to-day the most important paper
ever published in the Independent—the most extra-
ordinary document ever proceeding from this govern-
ment. It is a decree of substantial emancipation,
issued by the Commander-in-Chief of the army and
navy of the United States of America. Perhaps it

is too much to say that it is a decree of emancipa-
tion. It is rather a solemn notice served upon re-

bellious States that such a decree will be made upon
the 1st of January, 18CJ3. It is like a bond for a
deed, and will in due time compel the execution and
delivery of the deed.

There can be no state paper imagined more noble
than one which carries substantia! liberty to millions
of slaves. It is that very moral grandeur and sub-
lime importance which make us jealous of any-
thing whiclr threatens its certainty or diminishes its

moral power.
* » * This decree'of emancipation is the divid-

ing line between a dark past and a hopeful future.
The sun crosses the equator, travelling northward.
The days hereafter will grow longer, and the nights
shorter.

We now see that secession being the premise,
emancipation must be the logical conclusion.
That Proclamation is the drawing of a sword that

can never be sheathed again. The very existence
of the loyal States will now depend upon the enforce-
ment of this decree. Slavery is the heart of the
South. The South will forgive everything else ; but
a serious and avowed determination" to subvert that
will never be forgiven. We can imagine how a
party might have sprung up in the North, by and
by

;^
that would say to the South, only a fraction of

radicals ever meant to subvert slavery ; the loyal
masses respected your rights. Pilate and Herod
might have become friends again, if only Christ or
his poor were on the cross !

But that delusive gloze and hollow truce are no
longer possible. The nation is committed. Either
there must be revolution in the North, of else all dis-

sentients must submit, anil the North stand as a
mighty unit with the President

!

* * * Let sorrows fall fast; there is joy before
us I We behold upon the troubled sqa a Christ com-
ing to us, walking on the waves ! In his hand are
winds and storms. Every hour now moves toward
the great day of emancipation. At length the dawn
shall bring that day most eminent in our national
calendar. Amid all the festivities that usher in the
year, there shall be a great, joy, deeper, purer, holier,

than ever came to us with the New Year, the joy of
a nation that, after long sorrow and shame, shall cast

j>iY from itself the guilt" of slavery, and stand erect
before the world, a consistent witness for libertv !—New York Independent.

We have long ago expressed the conviction that
slavery in this country is doomed ; and the advent of
this Proclamation we can scarce consider, under the
circumstances, as hastening its fate.' Perfectly mad
as the cotton States were in challenging a conflict

for its extension, the ferocious spirit they have shown
in the fight has, little by little, lost them the sympa-
thies of the world at large; until left alone as its

especial champions, and inadequate to sustain a
much longer struggle, it would have perished, ulti-

mately, whether the Executive had moved in the
matter in the way he has seen fit to do or not.

And as to its effects upon the institution in the
Border States, it is not at all problematical. If Vir-
ginia or North Carolina become free States by the
terms of the Proclamation, the exemption resulting
to Maryland is of no practical value whatever.
With free States on both sides of her, who would
care to own negroes here V and what possible advan-
tage would we have over those obnoxious to the
terms of the President's manifesto in other States ?

As the matter stands even at present, negro properly
here has become so uncertain in its tenure thai in many
portions of our commomoealth they are as good as free
already.—Baltimore American.

The Year of Jubilee has Come. * * * We
rejoice most heartily that the axe is laid to the root
of the tree. The Proclamation meets our views
both in what it does, and in what it omits to do. Its

limitations show that President Lincoln means to
preserve good faith toward the loyal border slave
States. So long as they are loyal, their slaves are
safe; let them become rebellious, and the terms of
the Proclamation will reach them like their sisters in
revolt.

—

Hartford (Ct.) Couranl.

So splendid a vision has hardly shone upon the
world since the day of the Messiah. From the date
of this Proclamation begins the history of the repub-
lic as our fathers designed to have it—the home of
freedom, the asylum of the oppressed, the seat ofjus-
tice, the land of equal rights under the law, where
each man, however humble, shall be entitled to life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Let no one
think to stay the glorious reformation. Every day's
events are hastening its triumph, and whosoever
shall place himself in its way, it will grind him to
powder.— Chicago Tribune.
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We all know, of course, that this Proclamation is

a brulumfulmen, unless the rebellion is overcome by
force of arms. The same objection, however—if i't

is one—applies to a large portion of our efforts dur-
ing this war. But the use which all loyal persons
will make of this consideration will be, not to decry
the proclamation and discourage military effort, but
to push on the war all the more unitedly and vigor-
ously, in order that this new auxiliary may come in
at the right time. This is the very purpose for
which the measure has been chosen by the constitu-
ted'authorities. Shall we sustain them therein, then,
as we have in their other war measures ? Or shall
we desert them and weaken their hands in this criti-

cal hour, by sowing the seeds of dissension, detrac-
tion, discouragement and failure? It seems to us
that no good citizen can fail to see his duty, or de-
cline to do it manfully.

—

Boston Journal.

This Proclamation will be received by the loyal
States with a perfect furore of acclamation. It will
lose the President a few latter day friends, who did
not profess to become such until after his election,
and who have been so now only for their own sinis-

ter purposes. But it will restore to the President all

his old friends, and unite the sound portion of the
people in one solid and impregnable mass in support
of the Union and the Constitution,

—

Washington Re-
publican.

This Proclamation of the President is the decree
of fate rather than the utterance of any man, and
no one who has thoughtfully observed the course of
recent events could fail to foresee that the cloud set-

tling darkly around us would very soon be lighted
up with a flash that would mark the turning pomt of
the accumulation. The storin is not over, but it is

no longer gathering. We can see now that there is

to be an end. and we know the end is to be favorable
to the future unity and prosperity of this great na-
tion.

—

Philadelphia North American.

We have no doubt the President's policy, as laid
down in his Proclamation, will be approved by an'
immense majority of the people of the United States
who are loyal to our republican form of government.
They have been called upon and are now called
upon to make vast sacrifices for the general welfare.
Their blood is being poured out like water, and their
treasure is being lavished by hundreds of millions of
dollars, to maintain in the field an army greater than
that of any of the military empires of Europe. This
state of affairs cannot of course continue indefinite-
ly. If any action can be taken respecting the slaves
that will tend to bring the war to a conclusion, that
action will be endorsed by the people with an ap-
proach to unanimity. The most conservative can-
not complain that the President has not shown, and
is not showing, an eminent degree of moderation.
The rebels are now only informed that at the end of
three months the government will cease to recognise
their slaves as property. It cannot be alleged°that
this is not giving fair warning.
We have conclusive evidence that the President

is not deluded with any notion that a Proclamation
is likely in itself to end the war. A committee
which recently left Chicago to urge upon him the
issue of a Proclamation orimmediate, universal and
unconditional emancipation, and to arm the negroes
to fight for the Union, made a report at a public
meeting held at Chicago, on Saturday night, of their
interview with him. Their report shows that he
fully understands the practical aspects of the case.— Cincinnati Commercial.

Now the issue is presented. Slavery is to be in-
terfered with—unless the rebels ground arms; and
we invite the " butternuts" to toe the mark, make
the issue, and the civilized world may look on while
the greatest contest the world ever saw is to be de-
cided— a contest in which the loyal men of the Union

PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

Probably the President has little time, and perhaps
less inclination, to read the newspapers of the day ; so

that he may not have been aware of the fact,—by no
means a creditable one,—that, until his recent procla-

mation concerning the abolition of slavery in the
Rebel Stales, every semi-seditious, rancorously pro-
slavery, and thoroughly " satanic " journal in the Free
States was hugely delighted with his policy, and
praised him as a model of disinterested patriotism and
statesman-like sagacity. It was a bad sign, and fur-

nished conclusive evidence that he was lacking in clear

discernment and true wisdom, in the management of
the war. We congratulate him that he no longer lies

under this injurious imputation. His emancipation
proclamation has been an Ithuriel spear, transforming
every pseudo-loyal toad it has touched into a semi-
rebellious devil without disguise. The papers that

were loudest in his praise, and that counselled the
most absolute reliance upon his prudence and fidelity

to his high trust, (such, for example, as the New York
Herald, Express, Journal of Commerce, and World, and
Boston Post and Courier,) and that hotly resented any
criticism upon his official acts as indicative of a purely
factious spirit, are now denouncing him in langua
and spirit essentially treasonable, and representing
him as equally weak and fanatical.:') Head the articles

.we have grouped together in the " Refuge of Oppres.
this week, as samples ! It is nothing with these

desperate journals, that the war has already lasted

hteen months, and little been done in crippling the
rebellion

; nothing, that a hundred thousand lives have
already been sacrificed, and the nation is bleeding at

every pore; nothing, that the debt already incurred
by the war is of frightful magnitude; nothing, that
the rebellion is avowedly for slaveholding purposes,
and uses the entire slave population within its grasp
to achieve suecess ; nothing, that the President has
tried in every way, by long forbearance and generous
overtures, but in vain, to terminate the struggle with-
out decreeing emancipation as a military necessity and
a governmental right; they are for preserving slavery
at whatever expense of blood and treasure to the
North, and though thereby the Union should remain
dismembered forever ! And now see how menacing
is their tone, and how bullying their attitude, at this

perilous crisis, toward the President and the Govern-
ment ! If this Is not giving "aid and comfort to the
enemy," then words have lost their significance. Fort
Warren and Fort Lafayette have had no inmates more
deserving of incarceration than the editors and pro-
prietors of the journals we have referred to.

BOOK NOTICES.

HAYTIAN EMIGRATION.

Mr. James Redpatii, who has been so actively en-

gagecl as General Agent, for the past year, in the

Haytian Emigration movement, announces in the

Pine and Palm that his official connection with it has

ceased, in consequence of a difference of views with

the Haytian authorities as to the mode of management
in the Island. He also announces the suspension of

that journal, by order of the government of Hayti.

Mr. George Lawreirce, Jr., will continue for a time to

act as the Chief of the New York Bureau, and all

letters of inquiry respecting the movement should be
addressed to him.

Mr. Redpath says that he counted confidently on
5,000 emigrants last Spring, and would have -had
them, too, had the pioneer colonists sent home as fa-

vorable reports as he had a right to expect. He still

believes "that the negro race, like the old Israelites,

will be 'taken out' of this country, and led into fairer

lands "
; that "it will inherit the Tropics—the Canaan

region of the New World"; that "all the West In-

dies will be exclusively possessed by it," which, in

due time, "will inaugurate the Millenium."

While any scheme of colonization, based upon the !

idea that the colored race cannot rise in the scale of

civilization or hope for ultimate justice here., is at war
with our convictions of right, and cannot, therefore,

receive our support, we have never opposed the vol-

untary emigration of any of their number to any part

of the world, as a matter of individual enterprise, in

order to better their condition. We believe Mr. Red-
piith has acted in good faith to all the parties concern-

ed, with an intense abhorrence of slavery, a friendly
j

interest in the growth and stability of the Haytian re-

public, and a sincere desire to promote the welfare of

all the emigrants. But the colored race are to find

their quickest development and their highest civiliza-

tion in this country, in spite of the cruel and all-

abounding ostracism to which they have so long been
subjected. Complexional prejudice is not founded in

nature, but is solely the product of slavery, and
therefore vincible. Slavery banished from the coun-

try, there will be no disposition to prosecute any
scheme of colonization on account of the color of the
skin ; but with the jubilee will come " the era of good
feelings "—old things will pass away—the spirit of

caste will gradually give way to the spirit of jus-

tice—education will become universal—all interests

will be harmonious, because based alike upon free-

dom—and where sin abounded, grace shall much
more abound. To the colored population generally

we would say, in the language of one of their earliest

and most devoted advocates—"Be of good courage!
Christianity is shaking off its dust ; the rottenness

of the whited sepulchres is coming out; the Gospel
is resuming its healing power. There is balm in

Gilead ; there is a physician there. The moral sense
of the world is awakening—Despotism is quailing

—

Falsehood is uncovering—Truth isaboutto triumph

—

Liberty to be hestored; and Prejudice—that
fined of darkness, that bane of the earth, that brand
of the white man, searing him with infamy ; that bane
of the black man, tighteninghis chains or condemning
him to exile—Prejudice shall be abolished, and over

s over Babylon, shall be written—'Prejudice,

the tyrant of the tyrant—the waster of the poor

—

the liar, the coward, the mother of abominations—is

fallen, is fallen !
'

"

The Continental Mtintiilv, for October, exhibits
the following varied and entertaining contents :—The
Constitution as it Is—(he Union as it Was; by C. S.

Henry, LL. D.
; Maecaroni and Canvas, by Henry P.

Leland; Sir John Suckling; London Fogs and London
Poor

; A Military Nation, by C. G. Leland ; Tom Win-
ter's Story, by Geo. W. Chapman ; The White Hills
in October, by Miss C. M. Sedgwick; Eighteen Hun-
dred and Sixty-Two, by U. S. Johnson : Flower Ar-
ranging

; Southern. Hate of the North, by Horace
Greeley; A Merchant's Story, by Edmund Kirke

;

The Union, by Hon. Robert J- Walker ; Our Wound-
ed, by C. K. Titckerman

; A Southern Review, by C.
G, Leland; Was He Successful? by Richard B. Kim-
ball

; Literary Notices ; Editor's Table.
The opening article is excellent, thoroughly ex-

posing the seditious spirit that lurks in the phrase
which forms its text. The article on the "Union"
is chiefly devoted to the castigation of England, and,
amid much that is true, has more than one weak point.

It is of no use to employ Jefferson's first draft of
the Declaration, to prove that slavery was at that time

forced down our fathers' throats by our Royal Physi-
cian, George the Third. The fact that the very clause
relating to the slave-trade was stricken out of the
Declaration

; but still more undeniably the whole rec-

ord of the formation of the Constitution, and the slave-

trade clause adopted for twenty years, prove the con-
trary

;
and that secession was threatened, before the

Union was half-concluded, by the representatives of

South Carolina and other slaveholding States. Equal-
ly absurd is it to charge England with exciting the
anti-slavery agitation in this country, (which the wri-

ter condemns in the same breath with slavery
itself,) and with "arresting the progress of manumis-
sion in the Border Slates." The latter theory has
been exploded too many times to be supported now,
especially when these States are rejecting an overture
to rid them of their curse, and pay them for an act of
self-interest. Quite extraordinary, too, is the state-

ment, that the British Parliament " most graciously
favored us with one of its own members, to denounce
in the North the slavery of the South, inflaming sec-

tional passions and hatred, with the fixed purpose of

dissolving the Union "
; and the deduction, that " the

object was, not to abolish slavery, or the mission would
have been to the South, where the institution and the
power over it existed." For the visit of George
Thompson, Esq., M.P., to this country, the British Par-
liament was as much responsible as the Senate of the
United States for Senator Seward's tour in Egypt.
Nay, for this step be received the denunciation of that

tory press abroad which is our bitterest enemy now.
And as for Mr. Thompson going South to preach ab-

olition when he was the object of a score of mobs
East and West, the idea is simply ridiculous ! Mr.
Walker seems ignorant of two things, to wit: that

George Thompson was the earliest champion in Eng-
land of this Government and the North, after the out-

break of the rebellion ; and that between disunion for

liberty's sake and disunion for slavery's, there is the
difference between the pinnacle and the pit.

The Proprietors of the Continental announce for

the future the following distribution of the departments
of the magazine: Politics to Hon. Robert J. Walker
and Frederick P. Stanton, of Washington, D. C.

;

Literature to Charles Godfrey Leland, of Boston, and
Edmund Kirke, of New York, author of " Among the

Pines." [For sale by A. Williams & Co., 109 Wash-
ington street, Boston.]—w. p. g.

must battle with the slavery propagandists of the
South and the powers of darkness, under the guise of
democracy, in the North.—Cleveland (Ohio) Herald.

An Old Democrat on the Proclamation.—
The following note from General Busteed appears in
the New York Tribune:—
"God bless Abraham Lincoln!"

—

\Tribune Edito-
rial, September 2G, 1862.

" Amen, with all my heart. < And let all the peo-
ple say ainen,' while humanity and religion take up
the invocation, and join the supplicated good. God
bless the Tribune, too, for its persistent and fearless
denunciation of the monstrous wrong which has
sapped the vitality and virtue of the nation. Slave-
ry is dead, and the Republic lives I Lives a new life,

graduated by the principles of God's eternal justice.
The footfalls of advancing Freedom throw their for-
ward echoes upon the gladdened ear of liberty-lov-
ing men, and soon the imprints of her mighty tread
will be discernable over and upon the prostrate and
mortal remains of the haughty but doomed Slave
Power. The American Republic henceforward i*

fret: in fact and in name. 'God bless Abraham
Lincoln !

'

Yours for liberty,

KlCIIAUD BUBTBED.
New York, September 23, 18G2."

GODLINESS DIVORCED FROM HUMANITY,

If the reader will turn to our first page, he will
find a confession as frank as it is humiliating and
structive, contained in an extract from a sermon of
Rev. Mr. Campbell, pastor of a Presbyterian church
in Newburyport. It is to the effect, that he had re-

joiced in the Southern Aid Society, the American
Tract Society, and the Old School General Assembly,
because they observed " a judicious silence respecting

the evils of American slavery," deeming that the
wisest course to be pursued ; but the experience of

the past year compels him to ask, " What does it

profit—this preaching Gospel principles, and still ut-

terly ignoring the evils of American slavery ? " It

neither " improved the spirit of our Southern breth-

ren, nor alleviated the evils in question, nor increased

the love of liberty. Just the reverse." Of course
J

nothing better could possibly follow. So the Aboli-

tionists pleaded and prophesied; and for their fidelity

were denounced as irreligious ! Now their terrible

charge, that the American Church waB " the bulwark
of slavery," is admitted by one of its most conserva-
tive ministers. But he does not tell the whole truth
respecting those pretentious religious organizations.

They did not content themselves with keeping silence

on the subject of slavery
; but they exerted their com-

bined influence to crush the Anti-Slavery movement
and to cover its advocates with opprobrium—defended
slaveholding as compatible with a Christian profes-

sion, and gave the right hand of religious fellowship
" with alacrity " to the very traffickers in human flesh

who are now in hot rebellion for the overthrow of the
Government. Had the American Church been true

to the eause of the oppressed, there would be neither

slavery nor civil war to deplore at the present limu.

We did our best to save it from this open shame.

A Case Deserving or Sympathy and Aid.—
Among those who participated in the memorable
naval engagement with the rebel forts below New Or-
leans was a young colored man, of pleasing counte-

nance and address, named Thomas Augustus Ford, a
native of Charleston, S. C. He was on board of the

gunboat Pinola, and had his left arm taken off above
the elbow by a shell, while actively serving a gun, and
so is maimed for life. He has a wife and child in sla-

very at Baltimore, though he was free-born. Dis-
charged from the naval hospital at Brooklyn, N. Y.,

he is now in this city, (deeming it prudent, for satis-

factory reasons, not to return to Baltimore at present,)

needing temporary assistance, and particularly desi-

rous of finding something to do to earn an honest
livelihood. He is smart and active, and can manage
to be very useful in many ways, in spite of his crip-

pled condition. Having suffered in the cause of the
whole country, and to uphold its liberties, (notwith-

standing its injustice to all of his race,) he certainly

deserves special sympathy and consideration. Any
thing the benevolent may wish to contribute to bis

necessities, on being given or sent in trust to Robert
F. Wallcut, 221 Washington street, will be faithfully

and discreetly applied; and if any can furnish him
with employment, it will be doing a gracious act.

Posted—at last. The Boston Post makes the fol-

lowing remarkable announcement and truthful admis-
sion :—" We never impugned the logic of the Garrison
set as to the Constitution ; for it rose from their pre-

mise sound, perfect and impregnable." The Aboli-

tionists will, in due time, be fully vindicated in all

their principles and measures. From "premise" to

conclusion, it will be seen that they were morally as

well as logically right, whether relating to the "cove'

nant with death," or to any other issue made by them.

HISTORIGAL PARALLEL.

DANIEL PRATT, JR.—tJEOKGE FRANCIS TRAIN.

The stupendous events of the last eighteen months
bad hadden from the eyes and ears, and perhaps the
thoughts of men, the " Great American Traveller "

;

and if an occasional inquiry arose, " Where's Pratt ?
"

it was answered by the prompt supposition that he
was in the " receptacle of things lost upon earth."
But, all of a sudden,

The thousands hail the rising sun,
That mourned for him whose race was run.

The transmigration of souls is an exploded doctrine
;

else we might deem, but for the brevity of the time
elapsed, that the spirit of Daniel had " travelled "

through a John Donkey and a peacock to startle and
dazzle the world again in George Francis. Nature has
her freaks, but she seldom, as now, repeats herself in

one and the same century. The "lost Pleiad" re-

appears as a comet, witli small, opaque head, indeed,
and little light, but spreading an enormous Train of
tail. The age is not degenerate; Mellen and Pratt
live again with changed name, but in spirit the same.
"Time's noblest offspring is the last." Barnuni,
make haste, or your "occupation's gone" I Banish
Tom Thumb and the Commodore, and secure this

new wonder, else your coffers will be empty. No
"Mermaid," or "What is It 1" or "Fat Boy," or

"Bearded Woman," will "draw" like this horse
rail-road man, this " sensation " novelty, who vomits
words as Vesuvius does smoke.
But we forget our subject. It has never been our

fortune (or misfortune) to hear or see either of these
illustrious worthies, though we have heard much of
them. In form, feature, manner, voice, gesture, elo-

cution, attitude, they may, for aught we know, be
like or unlike each other. The late Mr. Pratt drew
large houses; the present Mr. Train does the same.
Pratt was a "sensation" speaker; Train is ditto;

Pratt was laughed at; Train is nothing but laughed
Pratt has been in the lock-up; so has Train.

Both discoursed, among other things, on politics;

Pratt, however, rather the more sensibly of the two.

Daniel was the " Great American Traveller," George
Francis has been a "great traveller on a small scale"
in England. Pratt aspired to the Presidency ; Train
probably considers his chance good for the next term.

Both are (we speak now of Pratt as still living, for

his fame is as deathless as Train's) illogical, tauto-

logical, hysterical, nonsensical. In profoundness of
speculation, in felicity of illustration, in affluence of

language, in the elevation of their themes, there is a
striking similarity between these two " roaring
codgers." In self-estimation they are equal, and in

the estimation of the public also. In these days, when
theatricals languish, Train is buffoon, clown, pantomi-
mist, mountebank, thingumbob generally, just as

Pratt was years ago. Daniel used to be intellectual

gladiator in combat with Mellen ; George Francis

challenges all creation, but, less fortunate than his

prototype, can find nobody who will deign to be his

antagonist. Both are foolish, frothy, and sometimes
furious

; both grotesque, grandiloquent, gabbling,

gassy, gad-abouts.

In one thing, and one only, is there a difference

between these "lights of the world and demi-gods
of fame": Pratt sometimes perceived that he was a
butt and a laughing-stock; Train never sees that he
is always one.

P. S. We have just heard that Pratt still lives.

The " No-party " party, utterly confused and over-

whelmed by the President's proclamation of Emanci-
pation, and in perplexity as to the programme of the

fall political campaign in Massachusetts, having read

George Francis Train's speech delivered at Music
Hall, Thursday evening, September 25th, addressed a
letter, signed Joel P, Benjamin F. T, and Emery W,
to Daniel Pratt, Jr. (they had previously secured Job
Sass to write in the Herald for them,) asking him to

stump the State for their party in connection with Mr.
Train, Mr. Pratt, in his reply, spurns the proposal

with indignant contempt, and refuses to be associated

(we quote his own words) "with so incoherent, ram-
bling, frothy, scatter-brained, and every way ridicu-

lous a declaimer. Shall I," he asks, " who once
fought face to face with Mellen, condescend to. stand

side by side and shoulder to shoulder with Train %
"

engineer the new party; and Train from Music Hall.
Train has the biggest crowd of loafers at bis heels;
Parker gets the longest string of names to follow his
own into the newspapers ; but the Count's annihilation
of the Abolitionists is supposed to be a trifle the most
complete and withering. The Count and Mr. Train
have this advantage over the Judge, viz. : that they
did not sign any pledge to sustain the President, and
were not, therefore, caught on Thursday morning
when Lincoln's trap was sprung. The Count, I be-
lieve, does not pretend to make any terms with the
Abolitionists or the President, and Train affects to be-
lieve that the Proclamation is a good thing because it
has 'drawn the fire of the Abolitionists, and they have
nothing now to talk about.' (Brilliant idea—isn't it ?)
But the Judge is irretrievably caught."

The Boston Journal gives this harlequin, braggart
and demagogue a piece of its mind, with unusual di-

rectness, as follows :

—

" George Francis Train must have a care lest his
trans-Atlantic reputation speedily vanishes into thin
air, and becomes but 'the baseless fabric of a dream.'
It is perfectly proper for him, in this free country—if
he feels that his mission lies in that direction—to criti-
cize the acts of State Senators, Governors, or even the
President himself, and no one will complain of fair
and legitimate criticism. But when a public speaker
appeals to a class as he did to Irishmen; when he
broaches the senseless theory that the emaneipalion of
the blacks will throw them into competition with the
freejaborers of the North; and when he charges that
abolitionism has made the grass grow on the wharves
of Boston—then he becomes a demagogue, and a mis-
chievous one at that. Imposing upon ignorance or
credulity, for political purposes, statements which no
sensible man believes, is certainly demagoguism of the
first water, and is one of the worst crimes a
ciety."

against s

2^= Among the satirical illustrations of the day is

one describing the " Terrible Effect of my first Bomb-
shells in Boston"—in which Bombastes G. F. Train
is seen under the influence of "superior rage," victor
over Gov. Andrew, who lies iiors da combat in one cor-
ner—victor over Charles Sumner, whom he holds in
his terrible grasp, dangling in the air—victor over
Wendell Phillips, who is a used up man-fee., &c.
Let all "Abolition fanatics" take warning by their
fate; for

"Whoever doth these boots displace,
Must meet Bombastes face to face."

LETTER PROM HENRY 0, WRIGHT.

A Problem. If it takes thirteen months for Gen-
eral McClellan, at the head of the Federal army, to

render Washington safe, at what period may the
entire suppression of the rebellion be confidently look-

ed for, under such leadership?

2£gT
= The Editor of the Liberator expects to be ab-

sent from his post, for the next fortnight, on an excur-
sion to the Green Mountain State. He will lecture

in the Congregational Church in Peacham.on Sunday
next, on the state of the country ; but as he goes for

relaxation from labor, he cannot devote his time to

lecturing, much as he would like to address the good
people of Vermont, under other circumstances.

"Can't Takk Care of Themselves— Would
Starve is They were Set Free." Here is one
of the keenest retorts to this ridiculous outcry, in the

shape of a letter written to Anthony Pryor, one of the

colored people at Fortress Monroe, by his late mis-

tress. Rev. Mr. Lockwood certifies to its authenticity.

Anthony—I have heard that you were making a
great deal of money, and as we are in Williamsburg
and have no support, and William is away and I can-
not hear from him, I send you this to let you know
that we are in need of everything. I have no meat,
no money of any kind that will pass. I want you to
send me some bacon, and sugar, and eoilee, and any
other things you can "get that I need. I have no
money to buy a thing with. You have had twelve
months' freedom to make money in. It is time to do
something for me and my children. They arc in want
of clothes, and the winter is coming on. If you do
not send me some money, they will perish with cold,
for wood is very high, and I am not able to buy any
now to cook with. We have done all in our power
for you until you left us, and can you hear of your
master's children starving, and you able to work and
help them $ No, I cannot think it. I should like to
see you. If you can give me a little help every
month, it would keep us from want. Send what you
can get for me by John King. He will bring it sate,
lie is doing all he can for his mistress. He does not
let them want for anything. 1 never should have sent
this if I had not been in want, as you have not done
any thing for me all this time. If you consider
yourself free, it is your duty to do what you can for
me and my two children. I shall expect you to do
all you can. If John King does not come up hood,
yon can send them by Sam Simpkins. He belongs
to Miss Eliza Jones. Tell him to bring (hem to
Mrs. Tilford. We arc there now. Send them as
soon as you can.

From your mistress,

HANNAH D. WESTWOOI).
What has become of Lucy ? See her, and tell her

to send the children something. I wrote ibis large.
so you could read it.

With what cool effrontery " the late mistress" de-

mands all needed supplies, and how readily she con-

cludes th it a year of freedom must have enabled her
"chattel," whilom, to have accumulated the means!

The Traveller contains the following suitable

recommendation among its Special Notices :

—

BO- THE PEOPLE MOVING.
We, the undersigned citizens of Massachusetts, and

of the United States of iNorth America, without re-
gard to Party, Sect or Color, believing as we do that
Centralization of Power constitutes one of the greatest
dangers to a Republic: believing also that our fellow-
citizen Mr. George Francis Train, in his own per-
son exemplifies this, holding as be does the "destinies
of this vast Republic in his hands." "We think that
the safety of ilie Republic demands that, in his discus-
sions before the people, he shall be met by a statesman
and scholar as near his own calibre as it is possible un-
der the circumstances to obtain. We, therefore, with-
out regard to complexion or opinion, unite in request-
ing our esteemed fellow-citizen George Washington
Frost Mellen, Esq., to consent to meet Mr. Tkain

future discussions, and we do not doubt that
future generations will be grateful. We hope Mr.
Mellen will call upon Mr. Train at the earliest mo-
ment.

Job Sass, Farmer.
A. Ward, Jr., Philanthropist.
Ethan Spike, Military Man.
Columbus Doesticks, Professor of Lager.
Orpheus C. Kerr, Fisherman.
Horatio J. Gardenhigher, Irishman, 14 years old.
Josephus E. Farewell, American Divine.
James Gordon Bunhit, Prof, of the Mora! Sciences.
Dr. Rock Botlom, Dealer in Granite.
II. Asnough, Captain of Volunteers.

7000 others to be preserved for future publication in
a Directory.

This non-descript Train has exhibited himself at

Andover. A correspondent in that place writes to the

T'ravzller as follows ;

—

"On Friday evening of the last week, the inhabi-
tants of Andover gave George F, Train a full house in
the Town Hall, at 25 cents each, to hear a lecture from
him on Emjland. He was introduced to the audience
by Dr. Taylor, Principal of Phillips Academy. Most
of his hearers were disappointed in the character and
ability of his address, and especially as he took occa-
iion in it to denounce Gen. Fremont, Gov. Andrew,
and Charles Sumner and the Classics, and this last in
the presence of one of the finest classical scholars in
the country, the gentleman who introduced him to the
audience. At the close of the address he proposed
three cheers for McClellan, which were given, when
some one of the audience proposed three cheers for
Gen. Fremont, which were given 'with a will,' where-
upon the lecturer cried treason, and the assembly
broke up, not in so desirable a state of feeling as could
have been wished, nor in so quiet a manner. Query

—

Is Mr. G. F. Train the best man to stump the Slate in
favor of the People's Ticket? if the success of that
ticket is the end to be gained."

Here is what the Worcester Spy says :

—

" George Francis Train performed here in Mechan-
ics Hall, Saturday evening, to an audience of about
one hundred and eighty people—much ihe smallest
audience we ever saw in that hall. The style and
manner of his performance might have been laugh-
able at a circus. He is a self-conceited haranguer,
who comes upon the platform with the air of a dancing
girl. While speaking, he wears gloves, flourishes a
pocket handkerchief, minces and mouths, stamps vio-
lently, and now and then shakes hrs head as if he de-
sired to shake it off. Daniel Pratt, the ' Great Ameri-
can Traveller,' has challenged Train to discuss with
him before some audience, ' the combined originality
of ideas.' Pratt himself proposes this profound and
mysterious topic. It seems admirably adapted to the
powers of these two noted lecturers, and will furnish
wonderful scope for their different styles of oratory.
If Train accepts the challenge, we shall bet on Pratt,
for he is tough and has must bottom."

The Boston correspondent of the New York Tn'b-

bune. makes the following felicitous grouping :—

On the whole, we think we shall be able to tover-
nm.' ihe :inti-Niiinner Triumvirate, which consists of
the Count Johannes, Joel Parker, and George Fronds
Train. I have looked in the Oottriv every day. tor
the purpose of making an estimate of the comparative
value which the Hunkers place on the labors of these
individuals. One day the (.ouin is uppermost; anoth-
er day, Mr. Parker is tup o' the heap; nnd another
day, th- t'tttucKt Train It: Count primulgss Itstu

T; Parfcor from hie rooms at Cambridge,
and al N^. 1 I Stat* Street, where he and Wm. D. Swan

Hume, Alleghany Co., N. Y., Sept. 26, 1862.
Dear Garrison,—I left Boston three weeks ago

to-day, and came to Western New York to lecture and
attend Conventions during the Fall. During these
twenty-one days, I have lectured twenty times, and
attended one two days' Convention, in Alleghany,
Cayuga, Orleans and Niagara counties. My themes
have been—The National Crisis—The Mission and
Destiny of the American Republic—The Cause and
Cure of the War. During all this time, I have lived
in private families, and have not yet stopped a night
in a family which has not a son or brother, or some
loved one, in the war; and in nearly every instance,
they went forth solely to resist the demands and ag-
gressions of the enslavers of mankind. In one dis-

trict of twenty-five families, twelve of the noblest and
best of the sons are in the army. In this town, six of
my nephews are in the army—three from one family,
two from another, and one from ^another. Anguish
and desolation are in the hearts and homes of the
mothers, wives, daughters and sisters of this region.
Probably four-fifths of all who have volunteered in
Western and Middle New York are from the families
of laborers on the land. Could I multiply myself
ten-fold, I could not meet the demand for lectures and
speeches on the cause and cure of the war. The
people are all convinced that slavery is the disease
that infects them, and that abolition is the only balm
to heal the festering sore.

Have you read the speech of Horatio Seymour, on
the occasion of his nomination for Governor by the
pro-slavery Convention at Albany ? One year age,
he made a speech in Utica, his home, in which he de-
clared, "If the Union cannot be saved without abol-
ishing slavery, then the slaveholders ought to be" al-

lowed to leave such a Union." The same sentiment
is urged in his recent speech at Albany. Slavery -be-
fore the Union 1 is the watchword and rallying cry of
the Democratic party of this State. Perish the Re-
public rather than slavery ! Down with the Govern-
ment, rather than abolish slavery to sustain it ! The
political contest in New York will be fierce and san-
guinary. The Democratic party are determined to
make a last effort for power and spoils. To aid the
rebels of the South, they will do what they can to
excite a civil war against the negroes and Abolition-
ists of the State.. They will fail.

The nomination of Wadsworth for Governor, and
Tremain for Lieut. Governor, by the Syracuse Con-
vention, is welcomed by the people of Western and
Central New York. The Union and War party will

be enthusiastically supported. But the Democratic
leaders trust for victory to the absence in the army of
some seventy thousand Republican voters. In North
Elba alone, where rest the bones of John Brown, a
town of eighty voters, seventy enlisted for the war.
Truly, John Brown's " soul is marching on."
By the way, one year ago, Jeff. Davis said there

were but two men in the State of New York whom
he could fully triist—Fernando Wood and Horatio
Seymour

!

I cannot tell you the feeling with which the Proc-
lamation of Emancipation is hailed in this region.

The people talk and act as if a load was lifted from
their hearts. They sing, they shout over it. They
think the day of redemption has dawned. Has it?

I can see the end, provided the rebels hold out till

January 1st, 1863. Will they ? Yes, they will. But
hould they yield, will the Proclamation be null and
oid ? No, indeed. Within one month, it will be
;nowu to every slave in the South that they are to be
free Jan. 1st, 1863, if the rebels persist in their re-

bellion. The -slaves will besiege God to harden their
hearts and make them more rebellious than ever ; and
I rather guess all the friends of freedom the world
over will do the same. What a position is Lincoln's !

He will give four million of slaves their freedom,
provided their owners continue in rebellion! They
are to be kept in slavery if their masters submit, or

are subdued by arms! Who -can wish for success in
putting down the rebellion, if the perpetual enslave-
ment of four millions is to be the result? Has not
Lincoln palsied every earnest heart and hand in re-

gard to efforts to put down the rebellion for three
months to come ! Put down the rebellion, and four
millions must remain in chains. Let the rebellion
continue, and they are free. On which side will the
slaves be S Does Lincoln mean this 7 Every slave
of every rebel was, by law, made free yesterday.
Make this known to the slaves. Then, what need of
the proclamation 1 The law of Congress made them
free yesterday. Let us recognize their freedom, and
make the law effectual. But I thank God for the
proclamation ! HENRY C. WRIGHT.

LECTURES OF HENRY 0, WRIGHT.

Holley, N. Y., Sept. 28, 186'J.

This profound moral philosopher and stanch reform-
er opened bis batteries of rifled guns on the slavocrats
of ibis neighborhood un the evening of the Iflth Sept.,
in the Baptist church in this village, and continued
the assault for three successive evenings, to not very
full but appreciative audiences. The leading scoesb
sympathizers, of which we have not a few, with
scarce an exception, kept snug hi their trenches, in-

ducing as many others as they could lostay away from
the meetings.

The advent here of this fearless and powerful advo-
cate of human rights was most opportune. Rev. R.
C. Palmer, pastor of the First Baptist Church iu this

place, among all the public speakers, priest M hvnmn.
is the only one that stands op fearlessly for the right.

and has done this from the outbreak of the war. Sol-
itary and alone be has battled,—not exactly alone, for

God is with him; nor did bo go into the contliet on
one leg ;

he stepped upon the immutable. " self-evident

principle " OB the one side, thai " all men are created

equal," and on the other, that "of one blood tied cre-

ated all races of men—had do reaped to persons, and
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hated oppression." As a matter of course, in a pro-

slavery society like this, the Elder experienced all

manner of opposition, confined nciliier to thu outsiders
;

some of his own communicants being among his bit-

terest opposers.

At one time, at a crowded war meeting at !iis own

house of worship, wherein Gov, Church and Rev. De
La Matyre were chief speakers, he was denounced

and abused for offering u few very modest resolu-

tions which touched a little down toward the root of

the rebellion, which were unceremoniously if not con-

temptuously " laid on the tabic." And he was after-

wards scurrilously assailed in the newspapers about

it. When one of the rich Democrats of our place was

asked for a donation to volunteers, on refusing, he

is reported to have said that he would rather fur-

nish money to buy tar and feathers for a coat to ap-

ply to Elder Palmer. Yet the man of God stands

firm iu his moral integrity.

Numerous have been his public discourses on the

great subject of freedom to all, and to vindicate, not

only the government, but God's oppressed children

here among us, in this professed Christian land. Iu

every instance, he has spoken with an inspiration

Jranscending Ids ordinary efforts.

Wearied by the unequal conflict, just at this moment

steps in the gifted Henry C. Wright to encourage

the Elder, and strengthen his cause, and himself, with

it; and nobly and satisfactorily did he do it. The

following headings will show the drift of his dis-

courses :

—

First evening. National crisis—cause and cure of

the rebellion. Slavery the cause, abolition the only

cure. Who began the rebellion'? Slaveholders.

Proved. When was the rebellion begun 1 Thirty

years ago. Why did they rebel ? Solely to over-

throw our republican government, and establish one

based on slavery.

Second evening. Mission and destiny of the Amer-

ican Republic. Its mission is to sweep slavery from

the nation and the continent, and to establish justice

and secure the blessings of liberty to all human kind.

Third evening. Proclamation of Fremont, now en-

acted by Congress, by law, which takes full effect

next Saturday, 26th inst. It confiscates all the pro-

perty of rebels to the United States ;
and as they in-

augurated the war, they should pay the cost of it.

It also frees all their slaves. The President ought to

execute the law—he helped make it. If it be so ex-

ecuted, and our great military and naval preparations

pressed on all hands, as they might and should be, the

war will end iu three months.

Now, Mr. Editor, when you can find room for this

in your crowded columns, please send me a few

copies ; and since those Democrats alluded to would

not hear our stranger speaker, see whether they will

read and ponder this expose, and answer it if they

like. C. ROBINSON.

THE GKEEN MOUNTAIN STATE.

Mr. Editor,—As a Vermont Abolitionist, I will

say that I have read with unraingled pleasure and

satisfaction the articles of Father Steadman, that have

appeared in the columns of the Liberator. I am glad

that Vermont can supply you with such an able and

truth-telling contributor. Long may this noble vete-

ran b"e prospered to labor for the cause of Universal

Freedom, and at last may he receive the reward of the

.righteous !

The people of Vermont have ever been true to the

cause of liberty, and loyal to the Federal .
Govern-

ment; although our Green Mountain State—to her

shame be it said—furnishes some lamentable crea-

tures called men (?) who are upholders of rum, sla-

very and secessionism. But we thank God that they

are but few, and, as a general thing, beneath the

notice of respectable men. Added to this class, we

have also in the State a few miserable Hunker Pro-

Slavery Conservatives, who regard an Abolitionist

about the same as a murderer, and his doctrines or

principles treason to the U. S. Constitution. This

class, I am happy to say, is growing daily " beauti-

fully less." A majority of the people of Vermont

are fast becoming convinced, from the sad events now-

transpiring in the nation, that slavery is an unmiti-

gated evil—is the cause of the war with the South,

and must be totally abolished, ere the present unfor-

tunate struggle is brought to a close. We can now
find in Vermont ten Abolitionists where we could uot

have found one ere the commencement of the war.

Things are surely working weil for the cause of Uni-

versal Freedom—not only in Vermont, but in every

other loyal State in the Union. I believe we have

only to wait with patience ; for God, in his own good

time, will "break the bonds of the oppressor, and let

the oppressed go free." Let us labor and hope for

this noble humane result.

The newspaper press of Vermont, with a few ex-

ceptions, are " right on the goose." We have, to be

sure, a few miserable, low-lived (so-called) Demo-
cratic (?) papers, that are as much secesh as they dare

to be- These papers are for the Union, only when it

means the salvation of slavery. This is natural

enough, for they know that slavery has been the only

life and strength of the Democratic party for a few

years past, and that when it is destroyed, the party

goes to pieces. Our three religious papers, the Ver-

mont Chronicle, (Congregational,) published at Wind-

sor, the Christian Repository, ( Universalis t,) published

atMontpelier, and the Christian Messenger, (Methodist,)

also published at Montpelier, are all true to Freedom.

The Republican papers of the State, with an occa-

sional exception, on the account of conservatism, are

right on the great question of Human Liberty. I

would name the following papers in the State as de-

votedly true, to Freedom—as expounded by the Abo-

litionists, viz. : the Green Mountain Freeman, published

atMontpelier; the Burlington Times; the Woodstock

Standard, the Irasburgh Standard, and the Vermont

Journal, published at Windsor. The last named paper

is published by L. J. Mclndoe, Esq., who is entitled

to much credit for the able and fearless manner with

which he battles slavery arid rum in this aristocratic

hunker town of Windsor. So much for the press of

Vermont. The Green Mountain State will do her

full duty to "crush out" the rebellion and slavery.

I trust that the Rev. A. T. Foss, now in the State,

will have good luck in preaching the true Abolition

doctrine to our people. May he always have good

congregations, and make many converts to the truth !

Windsor, Vt., Sept. 24, 1862. g^=

That aim and purpose must he a noble one, or the re-

suit ruin. If it were possible to suppress the rebellion

and restore the old pro-slavery Union, we should

thenceforward enter upon the inevitable era of milita-

ry despotism. The "Ostend Manifesto," the cry of

"Manifest Destiny," to justify conquest of other na-

tions, would be the gospel of our Government, and
" Order would reign in Warsaw " at the command of

a military President, supported by an overpowering

army. You see, even in this early struggle in the war,

from the New York Herald and other kindred jour-

nals, how ready these blatant Democrats, who "damn

the nigger," would be to have a despot take the

country, and turn out Congress, depose the President,

and exercise despotic power, But let this war be

waged for justice and iiberty, for the ideas of the im-

mortal Declaration—let it be understood that our ar-

mies carry freedom and protection to all men wherever

they go, and thattheJiew Union is to be indeed "-to se-

cure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our pos-

terity "—let this be the prominent policy of our Gov-

ernment, and let the men lead our armies who believe

in such a policy—such men as Fremont, Sigel, Hun-

ter, Phelps, Wallace, Lane—and thenthe nation would

be redeemed and ennobled by this struggle. How
long, oh Lord ! how long must we wait and suffer

before we hear this trumpet-call ?

I need not tell you the news ; for you already know
that Harper's Ferry was lost, as was the grand army

on the Peninsula, through incompetency and coward-

ice. A door was thus opened for the escape of the

rebel army from Maryland. We may next hear of

them at Wheeling and Pittsburg, united with the reb-

el forces of the South West to sweep down the Ohio,

prolonging and spreading the desolation and ruin.

Or the Government at Washington may possibly wake

up to the necessities of the hour sufficiently to induce

it to give to Sigel 100,000 men, with which to cut off

and destroy the confederate forces before they can

reach needed supplies, and a position for necessary

rest and reconstruction.

Col. Maggi and the whole regiment pray for the

privilege of joining Sigel ; but the Colonel has so ad-

mirably disciplined his regiment that the Military

Governor of Alexandria, now using the 33d for the

protection of this city, protests against our transfer to

Sigel, So far he has kept us; but we all hope to

change our field of operations soon. When we came

here, four weeks ago, Alexandria was a perfect sink of

drunkenness and gambling, with their attendant evils.

Our regiment has cleaned out this sink of iniquity,

so that now the city is remarkably quiet and orderly.

We have enforced the Maine Liquor Law in Alexan-

dria.

The discipline of our camp is very strict. The
Colonel is very careful of his men, and they love him

and confide in him as a genuine soldier. Lieut. Col.

Underwood did brave and true service as Captain un-

der Banks ; and his influence in this regiment is in

all respects good. Under such commanders, I find my
position as Chaplain very pleasant indeed. All my ef-

fojjte to inspire the men with self-respect, hatred of sla-

very, and a conscientious regard for duty, meet the

heartiest cooperation on the part of Col. Maggi and

Lieut. Col. Underwood. I thank God for this precious

opportunity of doing something in the field of active

service for the dear fatherland, for the cause of jus

tice and freedom.

Truly yours, DANIEL FOSTER.

TRIBUTE TO HENRY GREW.

At a meeting of the Philadelphia Female Anti-Sla-

very Society, held 9th month 11th, 1862, the follow-

ing resolution was adopted :

Resolved, That in the death of our venerable and

venerated friend, Henry Grew, this Society feels

the loss of a most faithful and earnest coadjutor.

Espousing the Anti-Slavery cause when it was

first agitated in this country, he continued to give it

his faithful, consistent support to the day of his death,

never faltering for a moment, even in the darkest

hours.'

The measure of a long and excellent life being

filled, he now rests from bis labors. We would so

cherish his memory as to strengthen our own faithful-

ness to* the cause we love.

G. M S. P. JONES, Secretary.

INTERVIEW WITH THE PRESIDENT.

RECEPTION OF TUB CHICAGO DELEGATION.

LETTER PROM REV. DANIEL POSTER.

Alexandria, (Va.J Sept. 21, 1862..

Dear Garrison : I bejievo I never prized the Lib-

erator, the Tribune, the Independent, and New York
Evening Post as highly as I do since I calne to Vir-

ginia. The spirit of all these papers is now most in-

spiring, as that of the Liberator has always been. Gree-

ley's letter to the President, Beccher's rousing lectures,

since the disasters before Richmond, the clear vision

of Bryant, and the thorough and thoroughly patriotic

criticism of the Government in your paper, lead me still

to hope for the true policy, by which, as with a trum-

pet-call, the friends of a united and free fatherland

shall be massed together, and hurled upon the foe. If

such a policy drives men influenced by such infamous

sheets as the Boston Courier and the New York Bertild

actually and openly into the ranks of the enemy, we
shall be all the stronger for that. The Border State

policy of waging this war under a Republican Admin-

istration in the interests of the Breckinridge Democ-

racy has worked only defeat and disaster. It is only

when war is lilted up by a high and noble enthusiasm

that it is the cause and occasion of good to the nation

engaged in it. The war of the Revolution under

Hampden and Cromwell redeemed England, because

it was waged for the overthrow of an intolerable ty-

ranny, and the establishment of constitutional liberty.

So the struggle of the Italians for freedom has awaken-

ed the people to a higher and better life than was at-

tainable in passive sul minion to oppression, A war

for conquest brutalizes the nation engaged in it. So

this war must have a distinct aim, a settled purpose

In the Chicago Tribune, we find the subjoined re-

port of the recent interview of the Chicago delega-

tion with President Lincoln. The delegation waited

upon the President for the purpose of presenting the

memorial in favor of national emancipation, adopted

by the public meeting of Christians of all denomina-

tions held in Bryan Hall, Chicago, on the 7th ult, and

formally met Mr. Lincoln, by appointment, on the

13th. The interchange of views seems to have been

frank and cordial on either side, and in the course of

bis remarks, Mr. Lincoln freely stated the objections

which had prevented him from issuing at an early

date the proclamation of emancipation which has since

appeared.

The following is the report :

—

REMARKS OF THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DELEGATION.

The President received us courteously, and gave

the fullest opportunity to discharge the duty assigned.

He listened with fixed attention while the memorial

was read by the chairman of the delegation, who
added a few words to express the deep interest felt

in the President by the religious community, as man-

ifested in many prayers offered in his behalf, from

the day of bis election to the" present hour, and to

explain the pressure of feeling that caused those pray-

ers to be followed by a memorial expressive of their

solemn convictions of national duty and necessity.

He observed that, in doing this, the memorialists be-

lieve that they discharge their solemn obligations as

Christian citizens, which is all they seek, having no

desire to dictate to their Chief Magistrate, who has

his own responsibility to God, the nation, and the

world. The time of presenting the memorial might

seem inauspicious in view of recent disasters, which

make the authority of the government in the Slave

States less extensive and influential than before. But
the memorialists believe these disasters to be tokens

of Divine displeasure, calling for new and advanced

action by the President in behalf of the country

—

such aB would indicate national repentance for the

sin of oppression ; and he must see, that if success

in our military affairs was supposed to render such

action unnecessary, and defeat to make it unavailing,

then duty becomes an idle word, and God's voice of

remonstrance and warning an unmeaning utterance.

The delegation presented, at the same time, a me-

morial of similar import, drawn in German and in

English, and signed by a number of our German citi-

zens, which wa3 placed in their hands on leaving

home.
THE PRESIDENT'S REPLY.

After a moment's silence, the President answered
;

and, as we waited upon him in a public capacity, as a

delegation from a large body of the people, to learn his

views on a grave political and moral subject which is

profoundly agitating the nation, we suppose the reply

belongs as properly to those whom we represented as

to ourselves. We give it, therefore, with some de-

gree of fullness, accurately in substance, and often in

the very words which fell from his lips. The Pres-

ident made his observations deliberately and with

well chosen language, speaking in an earnest and

often solemn manner, as one impressed with the

weight of the theme, yet at times making a character-

istically shrewd remark with a pleasant air. He com-

menced by saying :

—

" The subject presented in the memorial is one upon

which I have thought much for weeks past, and I

may even say for months. I am approached with the

most opposite opinions and advice, and that by reli-

gious men, who arc equally certain that they repre-

sent the Divine will. I am sure (hat cither the one or

the other class is mistaken in that belief, and Unit,

perhaps, in some respects, both. I hope it will not be

irreverent for me to say, that if it is probable that

God would reveal his will to others on a point so

connected with my duty, it might be supposed he

would reveal it directly to me. For, unless I am
more deceived in myself than I. often am, it is my
earnest desire to know the will of Providence in this

matter. And if I can learn what it is, I will do it!

These are not, however, the days of miracles, and I

suppose it will be granted that I am not to expect a

direct revelation. I must study the plain, physical

facts of the case, ascertain what is possible, and learn

what appears to be wise and right.

"The subject is difficult, and good men do not

agree. For instance : the other day four gentlemen

of standing and intelligence (naming one or two of

the number) from New York called, as a delegation,

on business connected with the war; but, before

leaving, two of them earnestly beset me to proclaim

general emancipation, upon which the other two at

once attacked them I You know, also, that the last

session of Congress had a decided majority of anti-

slavery men, yet they could not unite on this policy.

And the same is true of the religious people. Why,
the rebel soldiers are praying with a great deal more

earnestness, I fear, than our own troops, and expect-

ing God to favor their side ; for one of our soldiers,

who had been taken prisoner, told Senator Wilson, a

few days since, that be met with nothing so discour-

aging as the evident sincerity of those he was among
in their prayers. But we will talk over the merits

of the case.

" What good would a proclamation of emancipa-

tion from me do, especially as we are now situated ?

I do not want to issue a document that the whole

world will see must necessarily be inoperative, like

the Pope's bull against the comet. Would my word

free the slaves, when I cannot even enforce the Con-

ititution in the rebel States 1 Is there a single court,

or magistrate, or individual that would be influenced

by it there ? And what reason is there to think it

would have any greater effect upon the slaves than

the late law of Congress, which I approved, and which
offers protection and freedom to slaves of rebel mas-

ters who come within our lines. Yet I cannot learn

that that law has caused a single slave to come over

to us. [The President could not have meant to deny

the well-known fact, that the slaves have come to us

in vast numbers whenever the way was open, but ouly

to say that he could not trace the influence of that

law.] And suppose they could be induced by a proc-

lamation of freedom from me to throw themselves

upon us, what should we do with them? ' How can

we feed and care for such a multitude? General

Butler wrote me a few days since that he was issu-

ing more rations to the slaves who have rushed to

him, than to all the white troops under his command.
They eat, and that is all; though it is true General

Butler is feeding the whites also, by the thousand;
for it nearly amounts to a famine there.

1
If, now, the pressure of the war should call off

our forces from New Orleans to defend some other

point, what is to prevent the masters from reducing

the blacks to slavery again ? for I am told that when-
ever the rebels take any black prisoners, free or slave,

they immediately auction them off. They did so with

those they took from a boat that was aground on the

Tennessee river, a few days ago. And then I am
very ungenerously attacked for it! For instance :

when, after the late battles at and near Bull Run, an

expedition went out from Washington, under a flag

of truce, to bury the dead and bring in the wounded,
and the rebels seized the blacks who went along to

help, and sent them into slavery, Horace Greeley said

in his paper that the government would probably do

nothing about it. What could I do? [Here your
delegation suggested that this was a gross outrage on
a flag of truce, which covers and protects all over
whom it waves, and that whatever he could do, if

white men had been similarly detained, he could do
in this case.

|

Now, then, tell me, if you please, what possible re-

sult of good would follow the issuing of such a proc-

lamation as you desire? Understand, I raise no ob-

jections against it, on legal or constitutional grounds
;

for, as Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy,
in lime of war, I suppose I have a right to take any
measure which may best subdue the enemy. Nor do
I urge objections of a moral nature, in view of possi-

ble consequences of insurrection and massacre at the

South. I view the matter as a practical war measure,

to be decided upon according to the advantages or

disadvantages it may offer to the suppression of the

rebellion."

REJOINDER OF THE DELEGATION.

Thus invited, your delegation very willingly made
reply to the following effect; it being understood that

a portion of the remarks were intermingled by the

way of conversation with those of the President just

given.

We observed (taking up the President's ideas in

order) that good men indeed differed in their opinions

on this subject; nevertheless, the truth was some-
where, and it was a matter of solemn moment for him
to ascertain it; that we had not been so wanting in

respect alike to ourselves and to him as to come a thou-

sand miles to bring merely our opinion to be set over

against the opinion of other parties ; that the memo-
rial contained facts, principles and arguments, which
appealed to the intelligence of the President, and to

his faith in Divine Providence. That he could not

deny that the Bible denounced oppression as one of

the highest of crimes, and threatened Divine judg-

ments against nations that practise it; that our coun-

try bad been exceedingly guilty in this respect, both

at the North and South ; that our just punishment has

come by a slaveholders' rebellion; that the virus of

secession is found wherever the virus of slavery ex-

tends, and no farther; so that there is the amplest

reason for expecting to avert Divine judgments by
putting away the sin, and for hoping to remedy the

national troubles by striking at their cause.

We observed, further, that we freely admitted the

probability, and even the certainty, that God would
reveal the path of duty to the President as well as to

others, provided he sought to learn it in the appointed

way ; but as, according to his own remark, Provi-

dence wrought by means and not miraculously, it

might be God would use the suggestions and argu-

ments of other minds to secure that result. We felt

the deepest personal interest in the matter, as of na-

tional concern, and would fain aid the thoughts of our

President by communicating the convictions of the

Christian community from which we came, with the

ground upon which they were based.

That it was true, he could not now enforce the Con-
stitution at the South

; but we could see in that fact

no reason whatever for not proclaiming emancipation,

but rather the contrary. The two appealed to differ-

ent classes
; the latter would aid, and in fact was ne-

cessary, to reestablish the former; and the two could

be made operative together, as fast as our armies

fought their way southward; while we had yet to hear

that he proposed to abandon the Constitution because

of the present difficulty of enforcing it.

As to the inability of Congress to agree on this

policy at the late session, it was quite possible, in

view of subsequent events, there might be more unan-

imity at another meeting. The members have met
their constituents, and learned of marvellous conver-

sions to the wisdom of emancipation, especially since

late reverses have awakened thought as to the ex-

treme peril of the nation, and made bad men as well

as good men realize that we have to deal with God in

this matter. Men of the tnostopposite previous views

were now uniting in calling for this measure.

That to proclaim emancipation would secure the

sympathy of Europe and the whole civilized world,

which now saw no other reason for the strife than na-

tional pride and ambition, an unwillingness to abridge

our domain and power. No other step would be so

potent to prevent foreign intervention.

Furthermore, it would send a thrill through the en-

tire North, firing every patriotic heart, giving the

people a glorious principle for which to suffer and to

tight, and assuring them that the work was to be so

thoroughly done as to leave our. country free forever

from danger and disgrace in this quarter.

We added, that .when the proclamation should be-

come widely known, (as the law of Congress has not

been,) it would withdraw the slaves from the rebels,

leaving them without laborers, and giving us both la-

borers and soldiers. That the difficulty experienced

by General Butler and other Generals arose from the

tact that half-way measures could never avail. It is

the inherent vice of half-way measures that they cre-

ate as many difficulties as they remove. It is folly

merely to receive and feed the slaves. They should

be welcomed and fed, ami then, according to Paul's

doctrine, that they who eat must work, be made to

labor and to fight for their liberty and ours. With
such a. policy, the blacks would he no incumbrance,

their rations no waste. In this respect, we should

follow the ancient maxim, and learn of the enemy.
What the rebels most fear is what we should be most

prompt to do; and what they most fear is evident from

the hot haste with which, on the first day of the pres-

ent session of the rebel Congress, bills were introduced

threatening terrible vengeance if we used the blacks

in the war.

THE PRESIDENT S ANSWER.

The President rejoined from time to time in about

these terms :
" I admit that slavery is the root of the

rebellion, or at least its sine qua non. The ambition of

politicians may have instigated them to act, but they

would have been impotent without slavery as their

instrument. I will also concede that emancipation

would help us in Europe, and convince them that we
are incited by something more than ambition. I

grant, further, that it would help somewhat at the

North, though not so much, I fear, as you and those

you represent imagine. Still, some additionalstrengtb

would be added in that way to the war. And then

unquestionably it would weaken the rebels by draw-

ing off their laborers, which is of great importance;

but I am not so sure we could do much with the

blacks. If we were to arm them, I fear that in a few

ks the arms would be in the hands of the rebels;

and indeed, thus far, we have not had arms enough to

equip our white troops. I will mention another thing,

though it meet only your scorn and contempt. There
are*60,000 bayonets in the Union army from the Bor-

der Slave States. It would be a serious matter if,

in consequence of a proclamation such as you desire,

they should go over to the rebels. I do not think

they all would—not so many indeed as a year ago,

or as six months ago—not so many to-day as yester-

day. Every day increases their Union feeling. They
are also getting their pride enlisted, and want to beat

the rebels. Let me say one thjjjpmore : I think you
should admit that we already have an important prin-

ciple to rally and unite the people in the fact that con-

stitutional government is at stake. This is a funda-

mental idea, going down about as deep as any thing."

THE DELEGATION PRESENTS NEW ARGUMENTS.

We answered, that being fresh from the people,

we were naturally more hopeful than himself as to

the necessity and probable effect of such a proclama-

tion. The value of constitutional government is in-

deed a grand idea for which to contend; but the

people know that nothing else has put constitutional

ernment in danger but slavery ; that the tolera-

tion of that aristocratic and despotic element among
free institutions was the inconsistency that had

nearly wrought our ruin, and caused free government

to appear a failure before the world, and therefore the

people demand emancipation to preserve and perpet-

uate constitutional government. Our idea would thus

be found to go deeper than his, and to be armed with

corresponding power. [" Yes," interrupted Mr. Lin-

coln, " that is the true ground of our difficulties."]

That a proclamation of general emancipation, giving

"Liberty and Union" as the national watchword,

would rouse the people and rally them to his support

beyond any thing yet witnessed—appealing alike to

conscience, sentiment, and hope. He must remember,
too, that present manifestations are no index of what
would then take place. If the leader will but utter

a trumpet call, the nation wilL respond with patriotic

ardor. No one can tell the power of the right word
from the right man, to develop the latent fire and en-

thusiasm of the masses. ["I know it,
J ' exclaimed

Mr. Lincoln.]

That good sense must of course be exercised in

drilling, arming and "using black, as well as white

troops, to make them efficient; and that in a scarcity

of arms, it was at least worthy of inquiry whether it

were not wise to place a portion of them in the hands
of those nearest to the seat of the rebellion, and able

to strike the deadliest blow.

That in case of a proclamation of emancipation,

we had no fear of serious injury from the desertion of

Border State troops. The danger was greatly di-

minished, as the President admitted. But let the de-

sertions be what they might, the increased spirit of the

North would replace them two to one. One State

alone, if necessary, would compensate the loss, were
the whole fifty thousand to join the enemy. The
struggle has gone too far, and cost too much treasure

and blood, to allow of a partial settlement. Let the

line be drawn at the same time between freedom and
slavery, and between loyalty and treason. The sooner
we know who are our enemies, the better.

THE PRESIDENT'S FINAL REMARKS.

In bringing our interview to a close, after an hour
of earnest and frank discussion, of which the forego-

ing is a specimen, Mr. Lincoln remarked : "Do not

misunderstand me, because I have mentioned these

objections. They indicate the difficulties that have thus

far prevented my action in some such way as you desire.

I have not decided against a proclamation of liberty to the

slaves, but hold the matter under adviseme?it. And I can

assure you that the subject is on my mind, by day amlnight,

more than any other. Whatever shall appear to be God's

will, I will do. I trust, that in the freedom with

which I have canvassed your views, I have not in any
respect injured your feelings."

We assured him that he had not, and expressed our

hope that in honest endeavors to express and defend

our convictions, we had not been wanting in due re-

spect for our Chief Magistrate. Bidding him fare-

well, we commended him to the gracious guidance of

God, having faith that, if the memorial and our added
interview had thrown into the trembling scales but a
single grain of truth that might aid in the preponder-

ance of justice and humanity, our mission would not

prove to be in vain.

WM. W. PATTON,
JOHN DEMPSTER.

Chicago, III., Sept. 21, 1862.

I'Y'.ih the Cincinnati Gazette, Bept. 22d,

RETURN OF THE BLACK BRIGADE,.
The term for which the colored people were to work

on the fortifications expired, according to previous un-
derstanding, on Saturday, Most faithfully and cheer-
fully did they perform the services assigned to them.
At first, there was difficulty growing out of the abuses
connected with their impressment; but these were
promptly and entirely remedied by orders issued by
Major Generals Wright and Wallace, by which the
Mayor was prohibited from arresting any colored per-
son, except for crime, or upon orders from the military
authorities, or Judge Dickson, who was appointed by
Gen. Wallace to command the brigade. The result
shows how much better it is to treat the colored peo-
ple according to the principles of humanity, and how
unnecessary it was to subject them to the insult and
oppression practised by the police. The thanks of the
community are due to Judge Dickson, Messrs. Day,
Wood, Lupton, Hill, Resor, Hartwell, Canfield, Dick-
son and Chatlield, for their services in superintending
the brigade, and seeing that the men were properly
cared for.

On Saturday afternoon, when, the brigade was drawn
up, preparatory to marching home, M. P. II. Jones, in
behalf of the men, presented a sword to Col. Dickson,
accompanied by the following address :

—

"Col. Dickson,—The 3d day of September, 18G2,
will ever be memorable in the history of the colored
citizens of Cincinnati-

Previous to that date, the proffered aid of that class
of citizens for war purposes was coldly, we may add
forcibly, rejected.

Many calls for aid and assistance to suppress this
gigantic rebellion, as full in their demands as the one
on that day, so far as this class of persons are concern-
ed, had been made, yet there was no demand for our
services.

Deep in the memory of every colored citizen of Cin-
cinnati is written indelibly that eventful day, the 3d
of September, 1862.
They were torn from their homes, from the street,

from their shops, from everywhere, and driven to the
mule pen on Plum street, at the point of the bayonet,
without any definite knowledge of what they were
wanted for. The dismay and terror spread among the
colored women and children was only equalled by the
brutal manner in which the order was executed.
The colored people are generally loyal. This undue

manner of enlisting them into the service of Uncle
Sam had the appearance (though false) that the color-
ed people had to be driven at the point of the bayonet
to protect their homes, their wives and their children.
Contrast this with the alacrity with which they re-
sponded under your gentlemanly request, even before
they knew they would be remunerated for their ser-
vices.

I have been selected by the members of the Black
Brigade to thank you for the very great interest you
have taken in our welfare; for your exertions and
final success in collecting all of the different working
parties into one brigade; for the kindness you have
manifested to us in these trying times, We deeply
thank you; our mothers thank you; our sweethearts
thank you; bur children will rise up and thank you,
and call you blessed.

It would be an unpardonable injustice not to make
favorable mention of those kind and gentlemanly offi-

cers you have associated with you in conducting the
management of the Black Brigade.
Our thanks are due to T. C Day, William Woods,

J. Stacy Hill, Jacob Resor, J. W. Hartwell, J. W. Can-
field, W. Dickson, Wm. H. Chatfield, and last, though
not least, Captain James Lupton, whose urbane and
gentlemanly presence lias been as constant as our
shadows, and whose efforts for our comfort have been
as universal as his wide-spread benevolence.
We, the members of the Black Brigade, perceive all

the necessary qualifications in all the above-named
gentleman to constitute the true men of honor, of right
and justice, but it is left for you, our gallant Colonel,
to combine all their virtues in one.

Therefore, as a small expression of the high esteem
the members of the Black Brigade entertain for you,
they all, each and every one, present to you this sword,
the emblem of protection, knowing that whenever it

is drawn, it will be drawn in favor of freedom. And
should you be called upon, under other circumstances,
to demand the services of the Black Brigade, you will
find they will rally around your standard in the de-
fence of our country."

Colonel Dickson replied in a suitable manner, and,
upon dismissing the brigade on this side of the river,
be addressed them as follows :

—

Soldiers of the Black Brigade

:

You have finished the work assigned to you upon
the fortifications for the defence of the city. You are
now to be discharged. You have labored faithfully.
You have niadt. miles of military roads, miles of rifle
pits, fallen hundreds of acres of the largest and loftiest
forest trees, built magazines and forts. The hills
across yonder river will be a perpetual monument of
your labors. You have in no spirit of bravado, in no
defiance of established prejudice, but in submission to
it, intimated to me your willingness to defend with
your lives the fortifications that your ha?ids have built.
Organized companies of men of your race, armed and
equipped at their own expense, have tendered their
services to act in the defence of our city. In obedience
to the policy of the Government, the authorities have
denied you this privilege. In the department of labor
permitted, you have, however, rendered a willing and
cheerful service. Nor has your zeal been dampened
by the cruel treatment you have received. The citi-

zens of both sexes have encouraged you with their
smiles and words of approbation; the soldiers have
welcomed you as co-laborers in the same great cause.
But a portion of the police, ruffians in character, early
learning that your offered services were accepted, and
seeking to deprive you of the honor of a voluntary la-
bor, before opportunity was given you to proceed to
the field, rudely seized you in the streets, in your
places of business, in your homes, everywhere, hur-
ried you into pens, and thence across the river to the
fortifications, not permitting you to make any prepara-
tions for camp life. You have borne this with the ac-
customed patience of your race, and when, under more
favorable auspices, you have received only the pro-
tection due to a common humanity, you have labored
cheerfully and effectively. Go to your homes with
the consciousness of having performed your duty, of
deserving, if you do not receive, the protection of the
law, and bearing with you the gratitude and respect of
all honorable men. You have learned to suffer and to
wait, but in your hours of adversity, remember that
the same God who has numbered the hairs of our
heads, and who watches over even the fate of a spar-
row, is the God of your race as well as mine. The
sweat blood which this nation is now shedding at every
pore, is an awful warning of how fearful a thing it i's

to oppress the humblest being. Until our country
shall again need your services, I bid you farewell.

CIRCULAR.
A Hospital, for women and children, was established

three years ago, in connection with the New England Fe-

male Medical College. Thin connection being dissolved,

the friends of this Hoepital appeal to the public to aid

them in carrying forward its important objects, on an in-

dependent basin.

Our Hospital affords to those women especially needing

the care and advice of their own sex, during sickness or

in child-birth, the comforts of a home, and faithful at-

tendance, at a moderate price.

To the friendless and needy we hope to offer the great-

est of all charity ; not only care for their physical want?,

hut sympathy and Christian love. It is our cheering con-

viction, that many a woman looks back to her brief stay in

the Hospital as the best influence of her life.

We offer peculiar advantages for training nurses for their

important duties, under the superintendence of a physi-

cian.

We shall continue our Dispensary, which is visited

chiefly by respectable families of soldiers, and that class

of poor women, whose* delicacy prompts them to seek con-

sultation among their own sex, while too poor to pay phy-

sicians' fees.

Since July 1st, we have had two hundred and twenty-

nine patieuts, and have given away medicines, prescribed

three hundred and ninety-five times, besides (what is often

more needed) advice and instruction how to preserve

health. In twenty-one eases, the patients, too sick to ap-

pear at the Dispensary, have been treated at their own
homes.

Dr. Mary E. Breed, Resident P/rysieian.

Dr. Marie E. Zakrzewska, Attending Physician.

Dr. John Wake, > „ , . ,., . .
' \ Connuttng J'hysicians.

Dr. Samuel Cabot, >

A sunny, and well ventilated house, with a large yard,

at the corner of Pleasant and Porter streets, has been

1 and made ready for patients. To furnish it, and

meet the expenses of the coming year, will require, at

least, two thousand dollars, which, it is hoped, will be

promptly supplied, by donations and subscriptions.

As many free patients will be received as our funds will

allow-

True, it is in the midst of terrible civil war, which drains

our resources, that we make this appeal ; but never has it

more necessary. While the Boldier has been fighting

our battles on distant fields, how often has his wife come
ph-riLiJing at our doors for that help, in her hour of need,

which, thank God, through the kindness of friends, we have

not yet been forced to refuse her !

Donations and subscriptions may be forwarded to any of

the undersigned. All articles of use in a Hospital will be

gladly received.

Subscribers of five dollars will be entitled to vote at' the

Annual Meeting, which takes place on the first Tuesday in

November-

Samuel E. Sewall,

James Freeman Clarke,

F. W. G. May,

Geo. Wm. Bond,

Abner Kingman,

Jonathan A. Lauo,

Edward E. Hale,

Otis Everett,

Lucy Goddard,

Ednah D. Cheney,

Boston, Oct. 1, 1862.

Mary C. E. Barnard,

Mary J. Ellis,

Anna H. Clarke,

Sarah D. C. Lane,

Louisa C. Bond,

Mary A. S. Palmer,

Sarah Jane Kingman,

Marie E. Zakrzewska,

Caroline M. Severance,

Elizabeth L. Everett.

AN APPEAL TO THE BENEVOLENT.
Washington, (D. C.) Sept. 25, 1862.

The subscribers urgently invite the friends of the Slave,

the Prisoner or the Soldier, to send articles of clothing,

books, food or money to their care, when they will bo dis-

tributed as they may direct. They need make no long ap-

peal, at such a period of trial. They are in the midst of

scenes of suffering that no pen can describe ; and, aside

from all the Government may furnish, a vast field of labor

is opened, and many a wearied soldier, and especially the

contraband, must suffer, unless relieved by the kind hand

of philanthropy.

CHAS. SPEAR, Chaplain U. S. Hospital.

MRS. CHAS. SPEAR, 383, E. Street.

Oct. 5.

$3r~ ANDREW T. FOSS, on behalf of the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, is now in the

State of Vermont, and will speak as follows ; his s

Slavery and the Rebellion :

Sunday,

Tuesday evening,

Thursday,

Friday,

Sunday,

" evening,

Tuesday "

West Brookfield,

North field,

Waitofield,

W._ Roxbury,

Braintree,

West Randolph,

East Bethel,

j^T E. H. HEYWOOD will speak in Quincy, Sunday

Oct. 5, at half-past 10, A. M., and at half-past 2, P. M.

onJ^" MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed

695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to i, P. M.

W WANTED—An ex-slave woman, acquainted with

general housework. Apply at 104 Mt. Vernon Street.

DIED—Iu this city, Sept. 30, Hon. Benjamin F. Hal-
lett, aged 64—a noted Democratic politician.

3^=" Referring to this interesting and impressive

interview with the President, in behalf of the various

religious bodies in Chicago, the Boston Courier says,

with its characteristic blackguardism :

—

" The President ought to have self-respect enough
to exclude these addle-headed deputations altogether
from the White House. They have no respect them-
selves for any of the courtesies or decencies of life,

no manners, no regard for other men's rights or feel-

ings. The only way is, for the President to protect
himself by a deputation of stout negroes at the door
of the Executive mansion, whose duty shall be to keep
these insufferable intruders away. Do what you will,

they will whine and howl, anil they had better go
through this operation by themselves than be per-
mitted to take up the valuable time of others, which
could be so much more profitably employed."

The Courier prints only the President's rejoinders

to the Chicago delegates, meanly suppressing every

word that was uttered by them in reply.

A few days since, the General Association of Bap
tists, and also the New School Presbyterian Synod, iu

Wisconsin, adopted unanimously the truly admira-

ble Anti-Slavery Memorial of the Chicago religious

meeting, and vjited to send their testimony to Presi-

dent Lincoln. Such expressions are very significant

signs of the times.

Death op lti=v. Abhaham Pi«ne. Rev. Abra-
ham Pryne, a well known anti-slavery man, commit-
ted suicide on the 20th inst., at Williamsport, N. Y.,
under the influence of temporary insanity, induced by
prolonged illness. Mr. Pryne was a clergyman of lib-

eral views, being for some years an advocate of an
an ti sectarian church, and was located for a time at
several places in this and adjacent counties. He was
an ardent admirer of Gerrit Smith, and one of the
leaders of the " Liberty party " movement in this
State. He edited the Progressive Christian, and was
editorially connected with the " Liberty Party " pa-
per, and Fred, Douglass's paper, and wrote many anti-
slavery essays. Several years ago, he held a debate
with Parson Brownlow on the slavery question, which
attracted much attention. He was elected to the. As-
sembly by the Republicans of the western district of
Wayne county, and having made a creditable repre-
sentative, it is probable he would have been reelected
this fall. He was about forty years old.

—

Syracuse
Journal, '2ith ult.

$3gr"
J We omitted to mention, that the able pamphlet

entitled " McClellnn and Fremont," from which we
(juoted week before last, may be obtained in thig city

of Lee & Shepard, U'.i Washington street

FEATEEttlTT LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

Too public of Boston and vicinity aro respectfully is*

formed thatthe Futh Course of Lectures under the au-
spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will uonnuouoo on

TUESDAY EVENING, October 7, 1662,

at T1USMONT TEMPLE, whon an address on tho State of

the Nation will bo made by

HON. HENRY WILSON.

To bo followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec»

tures from tho following persons :

—

October 14.

—

Hhnry M. Dkxier.
" 21.—RoUERT CoLLYER.
" 28.

—

Theodore TlLTON.

November 4.

—

Moncuke D. Conway.
" 11.

—

Anna E. Dickinson.

" 18.

—

Henry Ward Bbbcksr,
" 25.

—

Owen Loyejoy.

December 2.—B. Graiv. BROWN,
" 'J.—WENDELL Phillips.

" 16.

—

Ralph Waldo Emerson.
" 23.

—

Jacob M. Mannino,
" tit!.—GtaoBQB Wm. Curtis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 7 o'clook. Course

Tickets, admitting tho Etaarex ami t.ady, at (9 6Mh) may
ho obtained at Williams '& Everett, 234 Washington St,

;

Olivor Ditson ft Go's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon
Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Tflmple ; and of either

member of tho Looturo Committee, who in former years

linvo had tho disposal of tlokets, BepLSfitf

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's Hew Steel Plate County Colored Map of the

United States, Canadas, and New Brunswick,

From recent surveys ; completed August 10, 1862 ; cost

$20,000 to engrave it, and one year's time.
Superior to any $10 map over made by C olto nor

Mitchell, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ; 370.000
names are engraved on this map.

It is not only a oounty map, but it is also a

COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
of tho United States and Canatlas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,
and distances between.

Guarantee any woman or man $3 to $5 per day, and will

take back all maps that cannot be sold, and refund the
money.
Send for $1 to try.

Printed instructions how to canvas well furnished all

our agents.

Wanted—Wholesale Agent" for our Maps in every State,

California, Canada, England, franco, and Cuba. A for-
tune may be mado with a few hundred dollars capital. No
competition. J. T. LLOYD,

No. 164 Broadway, New York.

The War Department uses our Map o( Virginia, Mary-
land and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which are marked
Autietam Creek, Sharpsburg, Maryland Hights, Williams-
port Ferry, Rhororsville, Noland's Ford, and all others on
the Potomac, and every other place in Maryland, Virginia
and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.

LLOYD'S
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY,

OHIO, INDIANA and ILLINOIS,
13 the only authority for Gen. .fiuoll and tho War Depart-
ment. Money refunded to any ouo finding an error in it.

Price 50 cents.

From the Tribune, Aug. 2.

" Lloyd's Map of Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylva-
nia. This Map is very large ; its cost is but 25 cents, and
it is the best which can be purchased."

LLOYD'S
GREAT MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER,
From actual surveys by Capts. Bart and Wm. Bowen, Mis-
sissippi River Pilots, of St. Louis, Mo., shows every man's
plantation and owner's name, from St. Louis to tho Gulf of
Mexico—1350 miles—every saud-bar, island, town, land-
ing, and all places twenty miles baok from tho river

—

oolored in counties and States, Price, $1 iu shoots, $2,
pocket form, and $2,50 on linen, with rollers. Now ready.

Navy Department, Washington, Sept. 17, 1S62.
J. T. Lloyd ; Sir—Send mo your Map of tho Missis-

sippi River, with prioo per hundred copies. Rear Admiral
Charles II. Davis, commanding tho Mississippi squadron, is

authorised to purchase »s many as are required (or use of
that squadron. GIDEON WELLS.

Secretary of the A'rtiiy.

Oct. 3. 3w

DM
DERTTISTH.Y.

DANIEL MANN has removed his ofloe to lir.

Avenue. Ho has, for the past live years lu-

ted artificial tooth on tho vulcanite base, in (he u.-o ( -l

whieli he has made sumo improvements. It is bettor than
;ohl. when well made, being lighter, stronger, and utoro

livable, and is also much cheaper.

l*r. M. also uses a somewhat, similar preparation for 111-

I in it lee ih boo tenderer too far decayed for filling with gold.

His pttOM aM at! moderate, sit- least, U those of any n-
ponaible dentist.

Boston, September m, 1868.
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Froui the Atlantic Monthly for October.

THE BATTLE AUTUMN OF 1862

BY JOHN 0. WHITTIKR.

The flags of war like storm-birds fly,

The charging trumpets Wow ;

Vet rolls no thunder in the sky,

No earthquako strives below.

And, calm and patiout, Nature keeps

Her ancient promise well,

Though o'er her bloom and greenness sweeps

The battle's breath of hell.

And still sho walks in golden hours

Through harvest-happy farms,

And still sho wears her fruits and flowers

Like jewels on her arms.

What mean tbo gladness of the plain,

This joy of eve and morn,

Tho mirth that shakes the beard of grain

And yellow locks of corn?

Ah ! eyes may well bo full of tears,

And hearts with hate are hot

;

But even-paced come round the years,

And Nature changes not.

She meets with smiles our bitter grief,

With songs our groans of pain
;

She moeks with tint of flower and leaf

The war-field's crimson stain.

Still, in tho cannon's pauso, we hear

Her sweet thanksgiving-psalm ;

Too near to God for doubt or fear,

She shares th' eternal calm.

She knows the seed lies safe below

The fires that blast and burn j

For all the tears of blood we sow

She waits the rich return.

She sees with clearer eye than ours

The good of suffering born,—

Tho hearts that blossom like her flowers,

And ripen like her corn.

Oh, give to us, in times like these,

The vision of her eyes
;

And make her fields and fruited trees

Our golden prophecies

!

Oh, givo to us her finer ear !

Above this stormy din,

We, too, would hear the bells of cheer

Ring peace and freedom in !

SLAVERY, AND ITS OHAKAOTEEISTIOS.
No. IV.

BY JOSEPH F. BRENNAN, OF LOUISVILLE, KY.

From the Continental Monthly.

EN ATANT!
Oh God ! let Us not Hvo these years in vain,

This variegated life of doubt and hope ;

And though, as day leads night, so joy leads pain,

Let it be symbol of a broader scope.

God ! make us Borve the monitor within
;

Cast off the trammels that bow manhood down,

Of form or custom, appetite or sin,

The care for Folly's smile or Envy's frown.

Oh ! that true nobleness that rises up,

And teaches man his kindredsbip to Thee

—

Which wakes the slaveling from the poison cup

Of passion, bidding him be grandly free!

May it be ours, in these the evil days,

That fall upon our nation like a pall

;

May we have power each one himself to raise,

And place God's signet on the brow of all

!

Not race or color is the badge of slaves
;

'Tis manhood,[after all, that makes men free ;

Weakness is slavery ; 'tis but mind that saves

God's glorious image as he willed it be-

Out of the shadows thick will coming day

Send Peace and Plenty smiling o'er our land ;

And the even s that fill us with dismay

Are but the implements in God's right hand.

Where patriot blood is poured as cheap as rain,

A newer fro dom, phcenix-Iike, will spring
;

Our Father never asks for us in vain ;

From noble seed comes noble harvesting.

Then let, to-day, true nobleness he ours ;

That we be worthy of the day of bliss,

When Truth's and Love's and Freedom's allied powers

Shall bind all nations with fraternal kiss.

Would we might see, as did the saints of old,

The heavens opening, and the starry throng

Listening to have our tale of peace bo told,

That they may hymn man's resurrection song !

From the Norfolk County Journal.

EMANCIPATION.

The blast of War's trumpet has silenced the lyre

—

Its chords are un3wept, there 's no Muse to inspire :

Too silent, too earnest, for fanciful flights,

They have sought in sad council their pure mountain

heights.

But we hear their low chant whilo to battle we urge,

The notes on the breeze of a wail or a dirge,

As a child or a hero goes down mid the slain,

Far too dear a prize for that red batlle plain,

Where no victory crowns. No triumph is there,

To make it a glory to do and to dare,

And the wreaths ol our heroes arc dark with the hue

Of tho sombre-leaved cypress— the laurels too few.

But tho requiem halts—and, as coming from far,

We catch a new key-note—the trumpets of war

Are thundering the chorus. With banners unfurled,

And "Freedom to all men," we'll silence the world.

SONG OF THE AOITATOES,
" Cease to agitato ! " we will,

When the slave-whip's sound is still
;

When no more on guiltless limb

Fetters print tbeir circlet grim
;

When no hound, athirst for bloody

Scours the thorny Georgians' wood ;

When no mother's pleading prayer,

On tbo sultry Southern air,

Quivercth out in accents wild

—

"Master, give ine back my child !"

In the day when men shall be

Brethren, equal born and free ;

Bay for which wo work and wait,

We will " cease to agitate !

"

When our statute-books proclaim

To the world no more our shame,

And a freeman's right shall hold

Dearer than the Judas gold
;

When the polar star shall give

Light to the last fugitive
;

Wben our border lakes shall rise

On the last lone bondman's eyes,

And their waves for him no more

Haste to clasp tho Northern shore ;

—

In the day when men shall be

Brethren, equal born and free
;

Day for which wo work and wait,

We will " cease to agitate !

"

THE LIVING DEAD.

We are surrounded by tbo living dead,

Men whoso whole lives aeem purposeless and vain
;

They 're bubbles iu the air, husks 'mid the grain,

Mere walking flesh-piles, without heart or head.

They 're dead as those on whoso old graves wo tread,

Long years companioned with tho flesh-fat worm
;

To show they're men, they've nothing but the form
;

They are not worth their daily meat and broad.

The marvels of creation move them not

:

As well preach God unto a fleshless skull.

Surrounded by tho grand and beautiful,

Thoy 're cold as icy stone of mossy grot :

Their life 's a dream, a festering in the sun ;

—

Snatched from thlB working earth, who 'd miss th

None !

And now, having shown how fearful are tho effects

of slavery upon the minds and morals, the industry

and the political economy of the whole nation, I will

state what I believe to be the reason why our attempts

to crush this rebellion, inaugurated to perpetuate sla-

very, have been unsuccessful.

When President Lincoln declared war upon the

Southern traitors, by calling for 75,000 armed men in

April, 18G1, he did so to restore the Union as it was,

under the terms of the Constitution as it is. Now,

the restoration of the Union as it was, under the Con-

stitution as it is, has been proven to be an impossi-

bility, by the fact that in no ease where we have con-

quered a peace is there any cordiality or Union senti-

ment exhibited, save in the most exceptional man-

ner. A standing army has to be kept in every lo-

cality that we have thus far captured; and who will

say that the Union as it was recognizes such a condi-

tion as that? Yet this is the war-cry of the majority

of the people, as well as the object of the Govern-

ment. With any other cry for the people, or nny

other object for the war, it is said we could not obtain

a corporal's guard to swell the ranks of our army
;

and that any other object for the war would, in the

very nature of this Government, be improper, because

unconstitutional. But while the belief that the Union

can be restored as it was is daily becoming weaker,

the expectation of preserving the Constitution as it

is must necessarily grow weaker also. This war has

to be prosecuted under the rules of war, if we wish to

conquer a peace, and not under the letter of the Con-

stitution. This fact is becoming more apparent every

day ; and it has led to the passage of a Confis-

cation Act, under the terms of which the property of

every character, of those in arms against the Govern-

ment, is to be confiscated to the full extent of things,

and liberated to the extent of persons. Who will say

that the Constitution recognizes this act? If the war

were to be prosecuted under the Constitution, and

with no object but the restoration of the Union as it

was, such an act would be decidedly illegal. The
President has seen, by the failure of our arms, the

true cause of that failure ; that to prosecute the war

with the object enunciated, would leave the strength

of the rebels nearly as great as our own; and it is

plain to the common sense of the Government that,

unless a sweeping change be made in the policy under

which the war is conducted, it may either remain

unsettled until the rebels are annihilated, or foreign

powers interfere and recognize the enemy, and a gen-

eral war be the result.

The Government declares its determination of put-

ting down the rebellion. It perceives that slavery is

the cause of the war and the strong arm of the rebels ;

yet, such is the unbounded faith in the magnitude of

its strength, that our Government acts as if it believed

it could conquer a peace—as no other nation ever

did—by leaving the enemy in the possession of their

arm of strength; and indeed takes shame to itself

that it has not done so already. With the desire to

weaken the Slave Power, the Federal Government

proposes to buy the slaves of the Border Slave States
;

but it has in no manner made their adoption of this

proposition a reason for its protection of them in the

Union, or, vice versa, their rejection of it a reason for

its removal of that protection. If the Government were

to say to the Border Slave States to-day, " Accept our

offer of compensation, and abolish slavery within your

limits, or we shall withdraw our protection from you,"

every slaveholder in those States would believe he

had sufficient cause to join the ranks of the Confede-

rates, and would probably do so. Yet, as a war

measure, the Government has clearly the right to so

determine ; while, as a peace measure, the offer of

compensation was, it is evident to the most shallow

expounder of law, unconstitutional. So far, the propo-

sition of the President and Congress is arhenace with-

out a penalty. The Border Slave States evidently

feel that they possess the balance of power. If the

Federal Government will make no Proclamation of

Emancipation, they will maintain a nominal support

of that Government,—a support that extends simply

to the protection of their own interests in the Union,

and no further. But if Proclamation of Emancipa-

tion were made, they at once would unite with the

other Stave States, and, throwing the whole weight

of tbeir influence and strength with them, so balance

the beam as to make it extremely problematical to

the mind of the Government, as it would seem at

present, whether the Free States would be able to

conquer such a peace as would be desirable. It is

this feeling, I believe, on the part of the Federal

Government, rather than a desire to protect-.slavery,

that causes President Lincoln to falter in giving ut-

terance to that proclamation which the whole civilized

world would applaud, and oppressed humanity in

every land rejoice to hear. And it is just at this

point that the failure of the Union arms may be said

to hinge. The enemy are fighting for an idea—their

independence, and the perpetuation of ilavery and its

kindred institutions. We are fighting to force down
their throats the medicine of the Union as it was,

which they have shown us conclusively their stomachs

reject, and will not receive.

What,' then, is the duty of the people of the Free

States, in view of this fact? Is it not to unite in the

support of the Government, to the full extent of any-

measure that Government may propose
1

? Yet you

will not do it. Here even, in Massachusetts, the old

Bay State, the havefftf.the Pilgrims, you are divided

in sentiment upon the subject of slavery,—a large

number believing that it is not a wrong nor an evil,

and the remainder believing it is both. If the Free

States were united, the Government, at the late ses-

sion of Congress, could have acted most effectively;

but, as it was, a majority of the representatives of

three Border Slave Slates, together with those repre-

sentatives of the Free States who sympathized, and,

for the sake of party, believed with them and voted

with then), clicked the action of the Government,

and nullified the ability of the President to do that

which he evidently desires to do. "A bouse divided

against itself cannot stand"; and "he that is not for

me, is against me." These proverbs are evidently

engraved on the hearts of the leading rebels ; but they

are ignored by the leading men of the Free States.

The habit of acknowledging and believing in party

ties is suffered to interfere with the sense of morality

and respect for the rights of man, and the conse-

quence we perceive in a divided North. Men of

greift intelligence and high character, as jurists and

editors of the press, and whose opinions are, as it

were, the religion of their followers, may be found to-

day, who see in the accidental possession of power by
the Republican party much to deprecate; and they

will be found uttering the belief that that party, as a

political party, is anxious to have the war continue

for the glory, honor and profit of its supporters and
representatives, and that, as the proper complimentary

opposite, their party, the Democratic party, alone wish

the war to end. In this manner the Free States are

divided upon the basis of former political partisanship,

at a time when all party feeling and party spirit

Bhould he absorbed in love of country and desire to

sustain the Government in using every means known
to the usages of warfare, to put down rebellion, and

preserve its territorial domain unbroken.

I have said that compensation, as a peace measure,

is unconstitutional. I will explain why it is so. Un-
der the Constitution slavery, as it exists, has never
been legalized. I have shown that shiveB are, by
Slave State laws, not considered parsons, but things.

The representatives of the original thirteen States,

when they framed and adopted the present Constitu-

tion, abolished such slavery by recognizing and de-

scribing those who had been slaves as " persons held

to service," and thus raised them, though bondmen,

from chattels to men. Indeed, it would be a nice

legal question whether the Constitution did not, by

that recognition and description, also abolish heredi-

tary bondage. Hereditary bondage is founded only

the legal fiction that the mother is a chattel, a

thing, and that the increase of that thing inures to

the profit of its possessor as its decrease inures to bis

loss. If hereditary bondage has any legal existence

in any of the States of this Republic, that existence

is based upon local law, and such law lias but a local

strength. Under the war power, Congress has the

rigiit to nullify not only such laws, but any other law

that interferes with the peace and prosperity of the

nation. But only as a war measure can Congress

make such a proposition. For as the Constitution has

never legalized the slavery of the Slave States, the

Federal Government has no power to impose a tax

upon any man to compensate the owners of slaves for

their loss, except as a war measure. Having nothing

to do with slavery in the States where it exists, in

time of peace, the Federal Government could not im-

pose a tax of one cent upon any man to remove it

in time of peace. It is, in these States, a local insti-

tution, and as such, beyond the purview of the Fed-

eral Government in time of peace; and hence we have

seen all attempts made in Congress to protect it in

the common territories of the nation end in utter

failure, and such failure become the ostensible, if not

the real cause for this rebellion.

The President has evinced, most plainly, a hearty

desire to settle the question of slavery forever, but he

has not been supported by the people. Could be de-

pend on a loyal North to-day to stand behind him

ith heart and hand as one man, I firmly believe that

he would uproot slavery as the prime cause and sup-

port of the rebellion within one calendar month. He
intimated to the representatives of those States,

that his last conference has been held with them upon

the subject of compensation : it remained with them

to accept or reject it. So far as we know, they have

rejected it; yet no consequence follows or penalty re-

sults. Kentucky has lately, and since Congress ad-

journed, sent a deputation to him for forces and

means to defend herself from the inroads of guerillas,

who fight and rob and murder under the authority of

Jeff. Davis & Co., and he has told them— Certainty,

gentlemen
;
you shall have all the troops and arms

and gunboats you want; but had you not better rais?

an additional regiment or two yourselves ? Though
he is perfectly well aware that if slavery were extinct

in Kentucky to-day, she would be as safe from inva-

sion as is Ohio or Indiana, yet he does not" say one

word of this to the deputation, nor point out to them

the fact that, as they value peace and prosperity, it is

their duty to accept the proposition of compensation.

No, it is the duty of tlicwree State men to go to Ken
tucky, albeit, and protect that commonwealth against

intestine and external violence !

Large bodies move slowly; and, with so much dry

stubble in tho pathway, perhaps it is impossible to

reach the inevitable goal, except by these circuitous

routes of barbarous sacrifices in blood. But civil lib-

erty attains its highest perfection in society of the

highest intelligence; and our own philosopher tells

us, "Just as much intellect as you add, so much
organic power." Then, as liberty, intelligence and

power are fruits of the same stem, co-workers together

in the struggle of humanity, is it too much to ask and

expect of the "fanaticism" or intelligence of the

great North and West, that they shake off this incu-

bus of no-purpose—this puerile devotion to what has

been, but which is practically impossible, and aa

morally undesirable that it should be again? When
that glorious army—alas ! now no more—was amaz-

ing the world with its grand reviews and parades

around Washington, much was said and written of the

policy adopted by our President and Generals. The
Fabian, Ileraclian, Napoleonic and others were sug-

gested as the one ; but the fact is, there has been no

policy at all. Though the change in favor of pro-

gress has been immense in public sentiment, yet the

blood of our citizen soldiers flows generously and in-

cessantly for—what? Nobody knows ! If we wish to

preserve our independent nationality, an adoption of

some policy cannot be made too soon. There must be

an aim, or an ignominious end. Is there no spur that

can urge the importance of some decisive, onward

measure? "Voters of Massachusetts ! Exempts from

draft! Arouse your patriotism for the great struggle

of the 4th of November! Let your brethren in the

field, let the whole world, feel that Massachusetts will

never submit to rebel dictation; that her votes in the

halls of Congress shall be cast for Right, for Pro-

gress, and for Liberty. Degrade not yourselves,

your State, and your country, by permitting the

talents that have so honestly and honorably served

you, to be superseded in this hour of our great need !

Begin now! Arouse ye—and strike for SUMNER
and FREEDOM ! ALLEN.

BOSTON CONSEEVATISM.

Mr. Editor,—It is not my business to ply the pen

for public print ; but I am a free-born American, and

as such, intensely interested in the national issues now

at stake. It is a wonder the intelligence of Boston can

tolerate so much " old fogy " croaking as is daily cir-

culated through certain newspaper columns in the

name of conservative loyalty,—this continual harp-

ing upon a restoration of " the Union as it was," and

insipid attacks upon those who have, or are supposed

to have, a sensible^dea of the cause of all this battle

and bloodshed, and desire its removal. We must not

sacrifice reason to sentiment in matters concerning

the peace and prosperity of men. We must value

things according as they are worthy, not at kind

memory's price. Because our fathers were worthy

people, is it conclusive that we must always walk

with their staff? The robin and the martin sing the

same song the robin and martin may have sung to

Adam and Eve. The savage whittles his arrows and

takes the trail as countless generations have done be-

fore him. The ox bows his head to the yoke, the

camel his back to the burden, and the mighty waters

continue to flow but to ebb. Most loyal conservatives

all these, and most loyally stupid. Precedent is their

leader, and ignorance their consolation. Experience

is only invaluable, not as we repeat, but as we glean

wisdom from it.- We learn from the past that certain

effects follow certain causes. We are producing les-

sons to-day, throughout the land, for ages yet unborn.

If every generation be not wiser than its preceding,

it has by some unpardonable neglect negatived the

unquestioned design of God. It does not follow that the

sons and daughters of one family, or a dozen families,

are wiser than their parents ; but the sum total of ex-

perience of the fathers of the million and millions must

testify the advance, in embodiments, which really

emanates from solitary minds, such as our telegraphs,

camera-obscura and monitors. Does not the North

American citizen of the nineteenth century rank

higher in the scale of civilization than tho invading

Saxon of fifteen centuries ago? Can we recognize in

these shores and hills, and their wealth and culture of

to-day, the homeless home of prowling savage and

beasts

—

" When a band of exiles irloored their bark
By the wild New England shore "?

To what may we attribute this interesting change,

—

conservative stupidity, or progressive enterprise ?

What so perfect it may not be perfected ? What so

absurd it may not be a revelation ? Three years ago,

how few really credited the possibility of rebellion

against the United States Government 1 To-day, how
assiduous the attempt to disguise the fact that it is no

longer rebellion, but revolution, that threatens our

very existence as an independent government! Why
this obstinacy ? Why refuse to grow ? Will the sun

shine the less brightly if we turn our backs upon it?

Can we arrest the flowing tide by writing our wishes

in the sand? The time has come when, to be con-

servative, is to be either stupid or wicked. It indi-

cates a mind too weak to grapple with a new idea, or

too mean to acknowledge its real sympathies with the

rebellious enemies of liberty and civilization.

Sixty thousand of our brave countrymen lie suf-

fering in the hospitals around Washington. For what
did they leave their " friends and firesides " ? To re-

store the Union as it was? We know better! What
safety, what equality, in such Union? The unnum-
bered, unnamed mounds on the plains of Manassas,

Harrison's Landing, and the heights of Maryland, and

the groaning hospitals all over the land, bear witness !

Such security has proved unconducive to health and

happiness, and we should wash our hands of it forever.

The modern name for sensible men is "fanatics."

The word's original signification is lost by perverted

use, like many another in our vocabulary. At present,

it is used chiefly by, and is a favorite term with, in-

sensible men—men whose souls have grown rusty

from disease; and traitors—traitors to God and hu-

manity. Souls of men grow by what they feed on,

and feed on what they are ; so that " he who runs^may

read" in the eye the soul looks through, whether it

has withered and gone to seed, or if the sap be yet

fresh for a larger life.

For an enlightened country, it is astonishing how
much seedy vegetation of this sort we meet every

day ; but not so surprising that most of the harvest is

found at the disposal of the same party leaders. It

would be a shame were they not in the minority;

and, thank Heaven, they are ! And as tho real neces-

sities of the issue are recognized by the people—and

it seems to me they must be when this army is also

disbanded to eternity, and another demanded—this de-

generating influence will still grow beautifully less.

The stereotyped appeals from the "Old Cradle" niiri

"shades of Bunker Hill"—anil holiday parades with

"music, banner and badge "—will scarce convince men
their highest destiny is to enrich the worn-out soil of

Virginia. They will demand earnest intent, and to be

led by men whoso aims are higher than political schem-

ing/or the Presidency! When it comes to that, we
shall have no more proclamations, swearing to " crush

with iron hand " insurrections against rebels—no more
armies buried on the peninsula—no more fumbling in

the dark 1 Liukrty shall be the purpose, and Union
the consequence 1

" DEAPTING."

Bristol, (Pa.) Sept. 23, 1862.

Mr. Garrison : In last week's issue of the Libe-

rator appears an editorial on "Drafting," wherein you

aim to show that persons who exercise the elective

franchise cannot consistently interpose scruples of

conscience against bearing arms. However clear your

argument may seem, and however valid your conclu-

sion, there are some points in the case which you ig-

nore, that may, perhaps, modify the force of your rea-

soning, if not reconcile the apparent inconsistency.

In placing the act of voting, with its possible re-

sults, and the act of performing military duty on the

self-same level, you sweep aside whatever distinction

may exist between them. Is there no distinction?

Are we to consider that the responsibility attaching to

one and the other is identical, even by the rigorous

test which the conscience imposes? You ascribe to

the vote but a solitary consequence. Yet it may he

given in good faith, with diverse intentions, and may
be instrumental in producing directly opposite effects.

The actual taking up of arms involves the overthrow

of peace principles, absolutely, and is a voluntary

assent to all the conditions that war embraces. It is

subject to no exception. The same cannot be said of

a vote that may be given to insure peace, as well as to

declare war.

Whatever relation the President may sustain to-

wards the army, by virtue of his office, the practical

operations thereof are due to the action of Congress.

There centres the power to create, impede, or discon-

tinue. But you make the exercise of that power im-

perative. You divest Congress of all freedom, all

choice. You make each voter accountable for the dec-

laration of war, regardless of the opposition which

his vote may represent, and even if war be never de-

clared. You say that "he who votes to empower
Congress to declare war has no right to plead consci-

entious scruples as a peace man," when war actually

comes. But may he not vote to authorize Congress

to make and maintain peace ? Must his vote be nec-

essarily identified with war and its issues ? The fact

that with Congress is vested the power to declare war,

implies its power to withhold the declaration. It

seems to me that the responsibility is inseparable

from this privilege of free action.

From your article I quote the following :

—

"'But,' it may be said, 'though I should refuse
to hire a substitute, yet, if I pay the price demanded,
will not the government take the money, and apply it

for that purpose ? And is there any essential moral
difference here ?

' We think there is. In hiring a
substitute yourself, you actively sustain the war, and
become an armed participant in it, and so violate the
principles which you profess to revere. In paying
the tax, you passively submit to the exaction, which,
in itself, commits no violence upon others, but is only
a transfer of so much property to other bands. If,

then, the government shall proceed to apply it to

war purposes, the responsibility will rest with the
government, not with you."

Although you assert, in another paragraph, that

"to hire a substitute is, as a matter of principle, pre-

cisely the same as to go to the battle-field in person,"

you here seem to justify the payment of a tax, to be

applied "for that purpose." If you can thus relax the

stringency of your argument in favor of a tax to be

applied to war purposes, with the full knowledge of

its application on the part of him who pays it, may
you not concede something to a ballot offered in the

spirit of peace ? Perhaps we may say, with equal

propriety, that a vote " commits no violence upon

others, but is only a transfer of so much " authority

to another person. If, then, that person " shall pro-

ceed to apply it to war purposes, the responsibility

will re3t with him,' not with you." The person

paying the specified tax cannot possibly dismiss from

his mind its sole and manifest object; whereas a bal-

lot may be given with a definite end, to promote some
immediate purpose of political reform, having not even

a remote connection with bloody warfare. It can,

therefore, induce none of that feeling which inevitably

springs in the soul at the thought of human carnage,

with all its terrible array.

Your estimate of the elective franchise is exclusive-

ly literal. The motive that may prompt the vote,

the spirit in which it may be given, the object sought

thereby, you utterly banish. Is not the animating

spirit of an action the highest matter? Notwithstand-

ing the literal significance of a ballot, may we not

attribute the same virtue to it, when given with

laudable aim and just intention, that is due to any

other sincere act, for the accomplishment of a benefi-

cent end ? It need not annul the principle of love, nor

cancel the serene frame of mind that peace imparts.

The strict rules of casuistry may, however, exclude

altogether this view of the subject, yet it may have
sufficient merit to entitle it to consideration, and some
degree of respect. W.

Remarks. We thank our correspondent for this

aourtcous presentation of his views of what is involv-

ed in the use of the elective franchise. He thinks

our estimate of it is "exclusively literal "
; we think

bis reasoning makes the Constitution "a nose of

wax," or "a rope of sand," because he leaves that in-

strument as uncertain as the whims or wishes of each

particular voter may be, instead of being definite and

absolute in its requirements. We can only repeat, as

it seems to us—he who votes to make the President

of the United States commander-in-chief of the army
and navy, (as every one docs who votes for a Presi-

dential candidate,} or to empower Congress to declare

war at its discretion, grant letters of marque ami re-

prisal, provide and maintain a navy, and call forth the

militia to suppress insurrections and repel invasions,

&c. &c. (as every one does who votes for and under

the Constitution, no matter what may be his private

opinions,) cannot consistently plead conscientious

scruples against bearing arms, and so may not proper-

ly claim of the government exemption from the lia-

bility of drafting at such time as his services maybe
consliluliomilly required. The grant of power is ex-

plicit and absolute—"The President SHALL be com-
mander-in-chief of the army and navy"—" Congress

SHALL have power to declare war," &c— [£'</. Lib.

TEERIBLE ACCIDENT AT PITTSBUEG.

One of the most horrible and appalling calamities

wilh which any community has ever been visited oc-

curred this afternoon at the United States Aminal
;ronnd«, in the immediate vicinity of this city. Our
eadcrs are aware that, ever since the commence-
ment of the present war, a large number of hands
have been employed at the Arsenal in putting up
fixed ammunition for the, army. At first the work
was done by boys, but fearing from their careless

habits, that some such accident which has occurred

Would follow their employment, they- were, some
months ago, discharged, and young women and girls,

as being more tractable and careful, employed in

their stead. About one hundred and fifty of these,

together with a few men, were engaged to-day in

the Laboratory buildings lying on the. side of the hill

between Butler street ami the Greensburg Pike,

when, from some cause or other as yet unexplained,

an explosion took place which was distinctly heard

in the city. The buildings were blown to atoms,

and the. bodies of the inmates carried high into the

air. The greater number, however, perished by fire,

while lying under the ruins of the shattered build-

ings. Altogether about eighty lives were lost, but it

is impossible, at the time we write, four o'clock, to

arrive at any adequate estimate of the extent of the

catastrophe. How many were injured could not be
ascertained, as they were carried away as soon as

found, to be eared for by their friends.

THE SCENE OF CALAMITY.

Shortly after three o'clock, we visited the scene of

the explosion, and a more painful or revolting sight

than that which presented itself to our view can
scarcely be imagined. The streets leading to the
ground were filled with an excited crowd, including

hundreds of frantic women, who rushed wildly

through the multitude, shrieking and sobbing as

though their hearts would break. We entered the

upper gate, and at the very threshold were met by
evidence of the terrible force of the explosion. The
grounds were covered with fragments of charred
wood, canister, shot, sheet iron, exploded cartridges,

Minie balls, etc., etc., some of which had fallen fully

four hundred yards from the scene of the explosion.

We found the windows, too, of the large building

just inside the gate, shattered and broken by the

concussion.

A HORRIBLE SCENE.

Ascending the side of the hill towards the labora-

tory buildings, the first object that attracted our at-

tention was the body of one of the victims, partly

covered with a sheet. It was lying where it fell,

nearly three hundred yards from the scene of the

accident. The flesh had" been blown, as it were, from
the bones, and, with the intestines, lay a tangled
mass, while the face was horribly mutilated, and the
corpse little better than a hideous, shapeless pulp.

From the hair, it was evident that the body was that

of a female, but her identification was out of the

question. Higher up lay another, disfigured in the

same (rightful manner and badly burned besides,

and around, as far as the eye could reach, lay frag-

ments of human remains—here an arm, there a leg,

here the intestines oT some unfortunate creature, and
there the pelvis, and so on. Oh God ! what a sight

!

yet the greatest horror was to come.

ONE OF THE VICTIMS IDENTIFIED.

Continuing on our way still towards the smokinjfe

ruins, we came upon the body of a female badly^
burned, and presenting a most shocking appearance.

The limbs were swollen to three times their natural

size, while the feet had been partially burned off,

and the breast and face were frightfully disfigured.

While we stood looking at the remains, a young wo-
man approached, and with an agonizing scream pro-

nounced the victim to be a Mrs. Sheppard residing

in Lawreneeville, and one of her best friends. She
informed us that Mrs. Sheppard held some position

in one of the rooms, but what it was she was too agi-

tated to explain. Her daughter she said was also

killed, but she could not say whether or not her body
had. been found. Mrs. Sheppard appears to have
been a very respectable lady, and had hosts of friends,

to whom her horrible death seemed to be a source of

the deepest suffering.

IN THE DEATH AGONT.
Near Mrs. Sheppard lay two women who, though

burned in a horrible manner, were yet alive, and
painfully sensible of their sufferings. One poor
creature, who gave her name as Mary Conolly,

writhed and twisted in the death-agony until the

spectacle became too much even for the crowds of

gazers who thronged around, and many of them
turned away filled with horror from the frightful and
appalling scene. There were several physicians in

attendance, but the condition of the sufferers was
beyond the reach of medical skill, and both died be-

fore we left.

THE HORROR INCREASES.

We were now on a line with the burned buildings,

and could see crowds of men at work taking out the

remains of such as perished in the ruins. Near
here, under a tree, lay the remains of seven of the

sufferers, and a little higher up, inside the garden
fence, we couuted the remains of twenty-six others.

Of these little else remained than the trunks. In
some cases the heads and arms had been burned off,

and in others the legs were gone, while of the .arms

nothing but the larger bones remained. They were
crisped and burned into all conceivable shapes, and
presented altogether the most sickening spectacle we
have ever looked upon. We have seen death in al-

most every form, but never in such a shape as this.

The battle-field presents not a tithe of the horrors of

such a scene. God grant that we may never look

on such a spectacle again !

TAKING OUT THE BODIES.

The fire had not yet been thoroughly quenched,
and a strong stream was being thrown upon the ruins

by one of our steam fire engines, while men carried

water to the scene of the disaster, and labored nobly
in putting out the flames. As the fire was got under,
those engaged iu taking out the bodies extended the

sphere of their operations until the heart of the

largest of the buildings was reached.

At the time we left, several bodies had been taken
out, swelling the number which came under our no-

tice altogether to forty-six. This, however, was not
considered anything like the number tost, as at the

time of our leaving we counted at least five addition-

al bodies lying in the ruins, to which the workmen
were unable to get access because of the beat. How
many were under them no one can say.

THE EXTENT OF THE CALAMITY.

This, as we have said, it would be difficult to de-

termine just now. We believe that at least seventy
lives were lost, and the mortality may even exceed
this, as many who were taken out were so badly in-

jured that their recovery is out of the question. Al-
together, the occurrence is the most painful by all

odds that has ever happened here, and it has carried

death and desolation into many a happy household.

INCIDENTS.

At the lower end of the ground is situated a very
lengthy building, in which some three hundred girls

were employed. On hearing the first explosion, the

girls rushed frantically for the doors, and it was with

difficulty the foreman could keep them in the build-

ing. When the second explosion occurred, the girls

became so terrified that they could not be restrained,

and they rushed to the windows, broke them open,

and precipitated themselves to the ground, a distance

of some thirty feet. They ran around the grounds
shrieking, some of them bleeding from wounds ob-

tained in jumping through the windows, and the

sight they exhibited was enough to strike terror in

any one. Some of them ran in the. direction of their

homes, and did not stop until sheer exhaustion com-
pelled them* to.

The horrors of the scene presented at this great
destruction of life wi'iv heightened by the agonizing

screams of relatives and friends upon discovering the

remains of some loved one whose humble earnings

contributed to their comfort. Again, others were
frantically rushing from one charred body to another,

looking in vain for a daughter or a sister who was
employed in the ill-fated building. There was not a
particle of clothing left on a majority of them, ami
mangled and disjoined as they were, it was utterly

impossible to identify them. The very Stockings
were torn from their feet, rings from their fingers,

and in some instances nothing but a headless trunk
remained. Nevertheless, many were identified by
their hair, by a scrap of the dress they wore, etc.,

but the greatest, number of them nover can be fully

recognized. In the pit. of the stomach of one head-
less trunk we saw there was imbedded about a dozen
of M'mie balls.

Thai some of the unfortunate girls were thrown
high in the air by the explosion, is evinced by tho

furl, lh.it, on the branches of some of the trees ;i round
tin- building, pieces of dresses were to be seen, which
mnsl have been lorn from their bodies in their de-

scent.

—

Pittsburg jnijier, VHh nil.

SUSPENSION OE THE HAHKAS CORPUS IN

CERTAIN CASKS.

BY THE I'KKSIDENT OK THE UNITED STATE*.

A 1' R OCLAMA T ION.

Whereas, it has been necessary to call into service

not only volunteers, but also portions of the militia

of the Slates by draft, in order to suppress ihe insur-

rection existing in the United State*, and disloyal

persons are, not adequately restrained by the ordinary
processes of law from hindering this measure, and
from giving aid anil comfort in various ways to the

insurrection; now, therefore, be it ordered

—

1st, That during the existing rebellion, and as a
necessary measure for suppressing the same, all reb-

els and insurgents, their aiders and abettors, within

the United States, and all persons discouraging volun-

teer enlistments, recruiting militia drafts, or guilty of

any disloyal practice affording aid and comfort to the

rebels against the authority of the United States, shall

be subject to martial law, and liable to trial and pun-
ishment by courts martial or military commission.

2. That the writ of habeas corpus is suspended in

respect to all persons arrested, or who are now or may
hereafter during the rebellion be imprisoned in any
fort, camp, arsenal, military prison, or other place of

confinement, by any military authority, or by the sen-

tence of any court martial or military commission.
In witness whereof, I have hereunto set my hand,

and caused the seal of the United States to be affixed.

Done at the City of Washington, this 24th day of

September, in the year of our Lord 1862, and of the

independence of the United States the 87th.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
By the President,

Wm. II. Sewaud, Secretary of State.

Self-Defence. Our long-tried friend and faith-

ful coadjutor in the Anti-Slavery cause, Edward M,
Davis of Philadelphia, while serving the country as

a member of General Eretnont'B staff, was charged by
a Congressional Committee with defrauding the Gov-
ernment in the purchase of blankets for the use of the

army. This charge astonished those who, like our-
selves, had known Mr. Davis for years as a man <"f

the strictest integrity and the highest sense of honor
in all the relations of life. For a long time he fore-

bore to make any public vindication of himself in the
hope that the authors of the charge, after being con-
vinced of its injustice, would make an honorable re-

traction. His appeais to them, however, owing to i

f-

fleial pride or a scandalous indifference on their part
to the outraged sensibilities of an injured but honest
man, were utterly vain. A sense of duty to himself
and his friends at length constrained Mr. Davis to

come before the puhlic in self-defence. A letter from
him to the Philadelphia Press makes the whole case
clear as daylight. The evidence- of the utter injus-

tice of the charges of the Congressional Committee
is so complete and authentic as to leave no room for

doubt. Everyone who reads the letter will at once
acquit him, and condemn the Committee for their

readiness to accuse and their reluctance to do justice

to him.

—

A. S. Standard.

A Negro Army. The Hilton Head correspondent
of the New York Herald, writing under date of Sep-
tember 8th, states that on the 25th of August, Secre-

tary Stanton authorized Gen. Saxton to organize in

squads, companies, battalions, regiments and brigades,

50,000 able-bodied negroes, to be employed as labor-

ers, and to be turned over to the Quartermaster's De-
partment. They are to be paid from §7 to $9 per
month, according to their abilities. Secretary Stan-
ton gives Gen. Saxton the further authority to recruit,

arm ami equip 5,000 negroes, who are to be uniformed,
rationed and paid as are the white soldiers of this com-
mand. These African troops are to re-occupy the
posts and plantations we have evacuated, and to se-

cure the crops that have been from time to time aban-
doned.

$40 PARKER $40

Sewing Machines,
PRICE FORTY DOLLARS.

THIS is a new style, first class, double thread, Family
Machiiie, made and licensed uuder the patents of

Howe, Wheeler & Wilson, and Grover & Baker, and its

construction is the best combination of the various pa-
tents owned and used by these parties, and the patents of

the Parker Sewing Company. They were awarded a Silver

Medal at the last Fair of the Mechanics' Charitable Asso-
ciation, and are the best finished and most substantially

made Family Machines now in the market.

jgT Sates Room, 188 Washington street.

GEO. E. LEONARD, Afrent.

Agents wanted everywhere.

All kinds of Sewing Machino work done at Bhort notice.

Boston, Jan. 18, 1861. 3m.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONY.
Report of the Judges of the last Fair of the Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanic Association.

"Four Parker's Sewing Machines. This Machine is

so constructed that it embraces the combinations of the va-

rious patents owned and used by Elias Howe, Jr., Wheeler

& Wilson, and Grover & Baker, for which these parties pay

tribute. These together with Parker's improvements,

make it a beautiful Machine. They are sold from $40 to

$120 each. They are very perfect in their mechanism,

being adjusted before leaving the manufactory, in such a

manner that they cannot get deranged. The feed, which

is a very essential point in a good Machine, is simple, pos-

itive and complete. The apparatus for guaging the length

of stitch is very simple and effective. The tension, as well

as other parts, is well arranged. There is another feature

which strikes your committee favorably, viz : there is no

wheel below the table between the standards, to come in

contact with the dress of the operator, and therefore no

danger from oil or dirt. This machine makes the double

lock-stitch, but is so arranged that it lays the ridge upon

the back quite flat and smooth, doing away, in a great

measure, with the objection sometimes urged on that ac*

oount."

Parker's S&WI8G Macuisks have many qualities that

recommend tlicui to use in families. The several parts are

pinned together, so that it is always adjusted and ready

for work, and not liable to get out of repair. It is the

best finished, and most firmly and substantially made ma-
chino in the Fair. Its motions are all positive, its tension

easily adjusted, and it leaves rio ridge on the back of the

work. It will hem, fell, stitch, run, bind and gather, and

the work cannot be ripped, except designedly. It sews from

common spools, with silk, linen or cotton, with equal fa-

cility. The stitch made upon this machino was recently

awarded the first prize at the Tennessee State Fair, for its

superiority.

—

Boston Traveller.

JH3P We would call tho attention of our readers to the

advertisement, in another column, of the Parker Sewing
Machine. This is a licensed machine, being a combina-

tion of the various patents of nowe, Wheeler & Wilson, and
Grover & Baker, with those of tho Parker Sewing Machine
Company: consequently, it has the advantage of such ma-
chines— first, in being a licensed machine ; second, from

tbo fact that it embraces all of the most important improve-

ments which have heretofore been made in Sewing Ma-
chines ; third, it requires no readjustment, all tho vari-

ous parts being made right and pinned together, insteml of

being adjusted by screws, thus avoiding all liability of get-

ting out of order without actually breaking them ; and
lso the necessity of the purchaser learning, as with others,

how to regulate all tho various motions to tho machine.

The favor with which the Parker Sewing Machine has al-

ready been received by tho public warrants us in the be-

lief that it is by far tho best machine now in market.

South Reading Gazette, Nov. 2i, 18G0.

The Paukku SBWlHfl M.uiiim- is taking tho lead in the

market. For beauty and finish of its workmanship, it can-

not be excelled. It is well and strongly made— strength

and utility combined—and is emphatically the cAeqpetfand

best machine now made. Tlic Indies arc delighted with it,

and when consulted, invariably give Parker's machino (lie

preference over all others. We are pleased to learn that

the gentlemanly Agent, Ukouuk E. I.ros.uin, 1SS Wash-
ington street, Boston, lms n large number of orders for

those luai'liinos.and soils them its hist its they oan Lu> man-

ufactured, notwithstanding the dullness of the times, and

while other manufacturers hart almost wholly suspended

operations. Tliis foot, of it-self, speaks more strongly in

its favor than any thing we can mention ; for were ii net

o!Y its superior merits, it would have suffered from the gen-

eral depression, instead of nourishing among the wrecks ef

its rivals. What wo tell you is no fiction ; but go and buy

One of Diem, and you will say that " half of its good qual-

ities had uover been told vou." Kvory man who regards

Hie health and baldness of liis wife should liny i>:io of

than maohiiios to assist lier in lessening life's toilsome

bMk. H ::'-' Q :::!:. .'':. 18, tWJ
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"Proclaim Liberty throagho'. * all tho land, to all

tho inhabitants thereof.
1'

" T lay lliia down a< the law of nations. I Bay that rafl-

Uary authority taken, for the time, the place of :.! l toanie-

[pal iostitutioni!, and SLAVERY AMONG TliK REST;

and that, under that state of things, so far from its being

true that the State? where, slavery exists have the exclusive

management of tho subject, not only the President or

tub United States, but tho Commander op the Aaar,

HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES From tho instant

that the slaveholding States become tho theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers

of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of

elavery, in eteby way in which it can be interfered

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must CAREY it on, ac-

cording to the laws op war ; and* by the laws of war,

an invaded country lias all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes THB

place OP them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to emai»-

cipato all tho slaves in the invaded territory."--J. Q. Adakb.
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Ufttgt ai ®y\mmM.
TEE PRESIDENT'S PEOOLAMATION.

To the Editor of the Boston Courier.-

The President's Proclamation virtually declares

that lie shall prosecute the war henceforward, as he

professedly lias done, for restoring " constitutional

relations," that is, for bringing baek seceders into

the old fellowship with the United States, and the

enjoyment of their cpnsfitntional rights, and that he

shall do this constitutionally until the first day of

January, 1863. Then, if the alienated people do

not return to their allegiance, by virtue of his au-

thority as commander-in-chief, he shall dispense with

Magna Charts, and assume a military and despotic

sway. The necessity of restoring " constitutional

relations " will then require the exercise of a higher

law. At least, he feels himself bound then to yield

to the pressure to which he has been so incontinent-

ly subjected.

Meanwhile, if he can persuade Unionists in the

slave States to sell out their constitutional rights to

slavery to the Government, for a pecuniary consid-

eration, and thenceforth abolish that institution,

colonizing the blacks, and raising their cotton, rice

and sugar by their own hands; and if the people of

the free States will consent to be taxed some thou-

sands of millions of dollars for the production of

equality between whites and blacks, hazarding all

the consequences of such a stupendous reversal of an

order of Providence, which has existed at least ever

since the flood, he opines that his hands will be great-

ly strengthened in reference to the next scene of our

civil tragedy, to be opened, as aforesaid, on the first

of January. How the representatives of the Border

States treated this theory when proposed to them,

the President has forgotten.

Meanwhile, also, and by way of better prepara-

tion for the approaching denouement, he calls public

attention to certain acts of Congress affirmed by all

but a class of exasperated politicians and fanatical

reformers, to be unconstitutional, and by some of

these to be unconstitutional, yet justifiable by a high-

er law. He would have the public mind familiarized

and settled to that kind of profligate, though practi-

cally inoperative legislation, that it may not be

too severely disturbed by his proposed corresponding

exorbitant exercise of executive power—all being for

the sake of liberty and equality, and the glory of God.

But after the 1st of January, if the threat of im-

pending vengeance should not previously dispose the

seceders to submit to this kind of administration, and

to the general policy which it represents—a policy

which, as the seceders have steadily believed, and is

now made evident, the President was elected by an

ill-advised coalition of misguided good men and de-

signing bad men, to carry into effect ; and if foreign

powers should be discouraged from intervention to

stop this fratricidal war, lest they should seem to re-

pudiate their own philosophy, and thereby incur the

hazards of new domestic revolutions, then the Presi-

dent will prosecute the war on his own account, with-

out reference to Congress, though in pursuance of

the designs of its late majority, and without refer-

ence to the people, whose mouths, of course, if

opened in dissent, must then be stopped. In use of

all the means which " God and nature" put into his

hands, he will then break up the " constitutional re-

lations" of slavery by all "the naval and military

forces of the United States." How far he is assured

of the subserviency of these forces to such an end,

or their sufficiency to accomplish it, the public, as

yet, have no adequate means of judging.

What ultimate results are to be looked for from

these remarkable demonstrations, the President does

not condescend to inform us. Doubtless, on such a

subject, a mind even more capacious and compre-

hensive than his own, though aided by his distin-

guished advisers, would make but a sorry reckoning.

But he evidently hopes, against hope, to see a colo-

nial negro paradise organized somewhere on this side

of the moon, and the South, if not acquiescent in

this method of restoring " constitutional relations,"

reduced speedily to a state of territorial depend-

ence. Or, if these hopes should be disappointed,

and his hyper-constitutional and military abolition of

slavery should turn out, as did the experiment at

St. Domingo; or to the entire Africanization of the

South ; or to the greater degradation of and hasty

destruction of the black population ;
or to its more

disastrous overflow upon the cities, villages and

plantations of the North ; to the demoralization and

impoverishment of the whole country; to general

anarchy and confusion ; and, finally, to a reacting

despotism, growing naturally out of such social de-

rangements—no matter ! He will have liberated a

Great Idea. He will have projected a magniloquent

philosophy. He will, as the Chief Magistrate of the

United States, have put to shame the antiquated

dogmas of the family, the State and the church. He
will have testified to a more illuminated generation,

that Noah was but an intoxicated, or stupid, or fanci-

ful expounder of the will of God in denying social

and political equality to the races of Shem, Ham
and Japhefb ; that the institutes of Moses were based

upon crude and mistaken views of human rights;

that Christ and his Apostles belong not to our pres-

ent New Era of intellectual and political enlighten-

ment
;
and that in the Jerusa'em that is to be, which

a more enlarged philanthropy is heralding, and a

more refined political wisdom is attempting to in-

augurate, and an improved philosophical theology is

preparing to adorn and glorify, universal salvation

will be accomplished, and great and small, head and

tail, will be no longer distinguished, but Gentile and

Jew, Pagan and Christian, savage and civilized, be-

sotted and refined, as they are all developments of

the Pan-God, will be together reenvcioped in that

blessed ami glorious

—

non-entity.

If the country justify such wisdom as this, it will

deserve whatever adversities may come upon it, to

which, doubtless, the ills that have as yet befallen,

are but as a drop in the bucket.

The Proclamation, so far as it has any force, in it-

self, to effect the relations of slavery, is of very lit-

tle consequence. But as the voice of the Chief

Magistrate, supposed. to represent the effective senti-

ments and purpose of the people of the North, it is

of appalling significance. Is President Lincoln,

however, in this respect, as he assumes to be, truly

their representative V Will they sustain the revolu-

tionarv and destructive policy which he so authorita-

tively," and, as he is said to be "honest," sincerely

avows ? These questions, decisive of the destiny of

the country, hasten to a solution. May God save

the people from the madness of trampling on their

own Constitution, and putting themselves in opposi-

tion to His moral government. L.

THE PEESIDENT'S PEOOLAMATION.

The whole country is astir with the President's

Proclamation, declaring that from the 1st of January

next, the slaves of rebels shall be forever free. This

is the principal fact of the age. It is a direct for-

midable stroke at the sugar, rice, tobacco, and cotton

supplies of the world. It effects commerce and com-

mon labor in a way that cannot be easily measured.

The news of it will shake Europe to the depths.

Nor are commerce and common labor the only things

this tremendous act operates on. The assumption

is, that it will have more weight in putting down the

rebellion than all the soldiers in the North. But is

this true ? We doubt it. The hatred of the South

to the North has been the soul of the rebellion. But

that hatred becomes now a million of times increased.

The Act only invigorates the South to renewed en-

ergy. It certainly takes away physical means from

the South : but this advantage is more than counter-

balanced by the new irrepressible hatred it will pro-

duce in the rebel mind. The rebellion that has noth-

ing but physical means taken from it is only half

conquered. While the spirit of it remains, it is yet

alive, and there should be no confidence in it. Cer-

tainly, the President's emancipation is a great shock

to the Confederate resources; but the Confederate

disposition surpasses Confederate resources in im-

portance ; and that disposition is now turned away

from us forever. The President's Proclamation will

be a constant cause of quarrelling between the North

and the South. It will never be looked upon as jus-

tice, but as tyranny ; and as tyranny it will always

be rebellious!}' opposed. Time will verify these re-

marks. Then, what shall be done with the negroes ?

Will they accept emancipation ? Nineteen out of

twenty of them will not, because they love their mas-

ters, as dogs do, and servile plantation lifs is the life

nature intendedfor them. It would be against the

laws of nature for the happy slaves of the South to

run into certain distress. No matter what emanci-

pation decrees may be published, the Southern slaves

will either disobey them at once, or, if they accept

them, they will, in a little time, regret their temerity,

and slink back to their natural protectorate, as sus-

pended bodies oscillate to the centre of gravity.

The President is full of genuine patriotism, but the

sagacity of his recent Proclamation is open to a great

deal of doubt. The North and South are now es-

tranged forever. Is there any hope V Yes, the re-

turn to power of the Democratic party. That party

has been the cause of the greatness of this nation
;

while it prevailed, there was no rebellion ;
when it

fell, there was. It is now recovering itself, and that

constitutionally. Were it in power, there would be

no fanaticism in the public counsels,—no question-

able proclamations would be issued. Give it power,

and even/ thing will soon be reversed.—Boston (Irish

Catholic) Pilot.

$t\tttiaut.

Democratic Method of Stopping the Wak.
—John pettit, Democratic candidate for Congress

in the Eighth District of Indiana, says:

—

"If Old Abe will just come to me, I'll tell him

how to stop this rebellion. Extend slaom^ over every

free Slate in the Onion, and the rebellion will be

stopped in sixty days,"

ADDRESS TO THE PRESIDENT

By the Governors of the Loyal States.

Washington, Oct. 2.

The following is the address to the President of

the United States, adopted at a meeting of the Gov-

ernors of the Loyal States, held to take measures

for the more active support of the Government, at

Altoona, (Penn.) on the 24th of September, 1862:

After nearly one year and a half spent in a contest

with an armed and gigantic rebellion against the Na-

tional Government of the United States, the duty and

purpose of the loyal States and people continue and

must always remain as they were at its origin, viz.: to

restore and perpetuate the authority of this Govern-

ment and the life of the nation. No matter what

consequences are involved in our fidelity, neverthe-

less, this work of restoring the Republic, preserving

the institutions ofdemocratic liberty, and justifying

the hopes and toils of our fathers, shall not fail to be

performed ;
and we pledge, without hesitation, to

the President of the United States, the most loyal

and cordial support hereafter as heretofore, in the

exercise of the functions of his great office?

We recognize in him the chief Executive Magis-

trate of the nation, the Commander-in-Chief of the

Army and Navy of the United States, their respon-

sible and constitutional head, whose rightful author-

ity and power, as well as the constitutional powers

of Congress, must be vigorously and religiously

guarded and preserved as the condition on which

alone our form of government, and the constitution-

al rights and liberties of the people themselves can

be saved from the wreck of anarchy, or from the

gulf of despotism. In submission to the laws which

may have been, or may be, duly enacted, and

to the lawful orders of the President, co-operating

always in our own spheres in the National Govern-

ment, we mean to continue in the most vigorous ex-

ercise of all our lawful and proper powers, contend-

ing against treason, rebellion, and the public ene-

mies, and, whether in public life or private station,

supporting the arms of the Union until its cause

shall conquer, until final victory shall perch upon its

standard, or the rebel foe shall yield a dutiful, right-

ful and unconditional submission; and impressed

with the conviction that an army of reserve ought,

until the war shall end, to be constantly kept on

foot, to be raised, armed and equipped at home, and

ready for emergencies, we respectfully ask the Pres-

ident to call for such a force of volunteers for one

year's service of not less than 100,000 in the aggre-

gate, the quota of each State to be raised after it

shall have filled its quotas of the requisitions already

made for volunteers and for militia. We believe

that this would be a measure of military prudence,

while it would greatly promote the military educa-

tion of the people.

We hail with heartfelt gratitude and encouraged

hope the proclamation of the President, issued on

the 22d inst., declaring emancipated from their bon-

dage all persons held to service or labor as slaves in

the rebel States, whose rebellion shall last until the

first day of January ensuing. The right of any per-

sons to retain authority to compel any portion of the

subjects of the National Government to rebel

against it, or to maintain its enemies, implies in those

who allowed the possession of such authority, the

right to rebel themselves, and therefore the right to

establish martial law or military government in a

State or Territory implies the right and the duty of

the Government to liberate the minds of all men
living therein by appropriate proclamations and as-

surances of protection, in order that all who are ca-

pable, intellectually and morally, of loyalty and obe-

dience, may not be forced into treason as the willing

tools of the rebellious traitors.

To have continued indefinitely the most efficient

cause, support and Stay of the rebellion, would have

been, in our judgment, unjust to the loyal people

whose treasure and lives are madfe a willing sa-

crifice on the altar of patriotism; it would have

discriminated against the wife who is compelled to

surrender her husband, against the parent who is to

surrender his child to the hardships of the tamp and

the perils of the battle. ?.r.d m (aver rj the rebd
;

masters who are permitted to retain their slaves ; it

would have been a final decision alike against hu-

manity, justice, the rights and dignity of the Gov-

ernment, and against a sound and wise national

policy.

The decision of the President to strike at the root

of the rebellion will lend new vigor to the efforts

and new life and hope to the hearts of the people.

Cordially tendering to the President our respect-

ful assurances of personal and official confidence,

we trust and believe" the policy now inaugurated will

be covered with success, will give speedy and tri-

umphant victories over our enemies, and secure to

this nation, and to this people the blessing and favor

of Almighty God.

We believe that the blood of the heroes who have

already fallen, and those who may yet give up their

lives to their country, will not have been shed in

vain. The splendid valor of our troops, their pa-

tient endurance, their manly patriotism and their de-

votion to duty demand from us, and from all their

countrymen, the homage of the sincerest gratitude

and the pledge of our constant reinforcement and

support. A just regard for these brave men, whom
we have contributed to place in the field, and for

the importance of the duties which may lawfully

pertain to us hereafter, has called us into friendly

conference. And now, presenting to our national

Chief Magistrate this conclusion of our deliberations,

we devote ourselves to our country's service, and will

surround the President in our constant support,

trusting that the fidelity and zeal of the loyal States

and people will always assure him that he will be

constantly maintained in pursuing with vigor this

war for the preservation of the national life and the

hopes of humanity.

Signed by

A. G. CuiixiN, Gov. of Pennsylvania.

John A. Andrew, Gov. of Massachusetts.

Richard Yates, Gov. of Illinois.

Israel Washburn, Jr., Gov. of Maine.

Edward Solomon, Gov. of Wisconsin.

Samuel J. Kirkwood, Gov. of Iowa.

O. P. Morton, Gov. of Indiana.

William Sphague, Gov. of Rhode Island.

F. H. Pierpont, of Gov. Virginia.

David Tod, Gov. of Ohio.

N. S. Berry, Gov. of New Hampshire.

Austin Blair, Gov. of Michigan.

Wm. A. Buckingham, Gov. of Connecticut.

Frederic Holbrook, Gov. of Vermont.

SPEECH Or HON. GEORGE S. E0HTWELL
AT "WASHINGTON,

If anything were needed (says the Boston Travel-

ler) to justify the high estimate we made, in a recent

number of our paper, of the capacity of Governor

Boutwell for public life in the present disturbed con-

dition of the country, we think it is found in his

speech, made at Washington on Saturday night,

27th ult., which we print below. We call attention

particularly to the closing paragraphs, and the

thoughts they announce. The human imagination

can scarcely paint an ideal commonwealth, which

might not be more than realized, by the labors of

Northern and European arms directed by the brains

of Yankees, on the fertile sod and amid the health-

ful air, and enormous natural resources and advan-

tages of Virginia, Kentucky, and the entire belt of

border States. Ohio is but a feeble type of what

those States might become. But read the speech:

Fellow Citizens,—I have come here to-night

thaf I might, with you, express the satisfaction I feel

that the great State of New York, in the nomina-

tion she has made of Gen. Wadsworth for the high-

est office in her gift, has already indicated her pur-

pose to maintain the Constitution, and to reestablish

the authority of this Government over the States

which to-day deny it; and I come, too, that I may
express the belief I have founded on an acquaint-

ance somewhat intimate, though not lengthy in its

duration, that he whom the people of New York are

to elect to the Chief Magistracy is a man worthy in

ali respects of the suffrages of the people of that

great State, and of the confidence of' the country.

(Applause.) This is a time-, gentlemen, when neith-

er in civil life nor in the conduct of armies in the

field is it safe to trust to men whose opinions lack

earnestness in the discharge of the duties to which
they are called. (Cries of " That's so.")

And it is the duty of all men who participate at

all in the administration of public affairs, in justice

to themselves, to their country, and to Heaven, to

abandon the positions they hold if they do not be-

lieve earnestly, fully, and without wavering, in the

great cause to which the people of this country all

are called, as the maintenance on this soil of the

principles of Freedom, not bounded by color or race,

but acknowledging in the Government which we set

up, and in the rights which we recognize in all men,
that he who has been created by his Maker in the

image of his Maker is entitled to equal rights with

any other man in the eountry or upon earth. (Ap-
plause.) Now, then, it is the denial of this great

right of human equality before the law that has com-
pelled us to taste this cup of humiliation. Yes, it is

the denial which forces us to drink that bitter cup of

humiliation to the very dregs. But it is only through

this humiliation that we can pass to that triumphant

glory as a people, when it shall be declared in the

face of all despots on this continent, or on the other,

that he whom God has created is t'reti—is equal be-

fore the law. (Great applause.)

Now, there is a belief in some quarters that re-

publican institutions on this continent have, failed.

The despots of Europe are elated with the idea and
the hope that what they have professed, viz.: the

failure of republican institutions, is to be fulfilled.

Gentlemen, republican institutions have not failed.

They arc put to a severe trial in these days, but re-

publican institutions have not failed. What has

failed on this continent in our affairs, is simply this

:

the attempt, not made by the Cramers of the Gov-
ernment, but made by men thirty and forty years

ago, who had then already abandoned the principles

of the Government, and attempted to set up and
perpetuate a Government half slave and half free.

That attempt has failed. Washington, Jefferson

Madison, and their associates, had no belief in such

a Government, The Government which they set

up was not of thai character.

They knew that slavery existed, but they did not

believe that a Government founded on slavery and
freedom could stand. They made no attempl to

found such a Government. What was their belief?

It was this:—That slavery was an evil, that it was
temporary, that it WAS passing away. (Applause.)

They believed that Freedom was permanent, that it

was aggressive, that it was to continue, and if their

belief had continued in the heart and mind of the.

South, slavery would have passed away, the rebel-

lion would not have come, and the war and its scenes

would have been omitted in the history of this Re-

public. Bat thirty or forty years ago there appeared

a class of men in the South who attempted to Bel up

the opposite doctrine, that freedom was temporary,

that it was limited, that it was to disappear, that it

v - slavery that was a good, that it was slavery that

was to be aggressive, and which finally on this con-

tinent and in this Government would be supreme.

HBiit it is this attempt of men, who had already

abandoned the doctrines of republicanism, to estab-

lish with the forms of the Constitution the doctrine

to which the Fathers of the Republic never assented,

jn which they never believed, that it was safe or pos-

sible to establish a Government which should con-

tinue half slave and half free,— I say it is this at-

tempt made by Calhoun, Jefferson Davis, and the

supporters of this rebellion, which has failed, and
not republican institutions. They are strong to-day,

and shall be strengthened by this war, and out of

this bitter humiliation, this terrible experience in the

life of the nation, they shall come forth regenerated

and purified, so that generations yet to come shall

believe irr this as the revolution of Freedom—free-

dom for the human race, as the revolution of 1776,

wfft the revolution for the freedom of the nation

—

and inasmuch as the life of the men, inasmuch as

the life of the race is worthier of preservation than

the life of a mere nation, so shall this revolution

shine prominent upon the pages of history as a peer

with any other revolution, not in the character of its

origin, but in the fact that 20,000,000 of people united

with one heart, and with one mind, and placed their

sacrifices of blood and of treasure upon the altar ot

the eountry for the maintenance of the republican

institutions of this continent. Now, gentlemen, this

history has continued for a year and a half. Great

sacrifices have been made. No man can tell how
long it will continue ;

but I can tell you what must

occur before it closes: the race of slaveholders on

this continent must be exterminated. (Vociferous

applause.) Not the people of the South, but the

race of slaveholders on this continent must be ex-

terminated, before this war can end. (Loud and pro-

longed applause.)

On the 23d of this month, the first great step was
taken toward the extermination of the race of slave-

holders by the declaration of the President of the

Republic, that in ninety days, if the rebellion had

not ceased, slavery in the eleven seceded States

should cease. (Applause.) And when that declara-

tion shall have been made a practical fact, as it will

be, then the race of slaveholders will have ceased
;

then the dawn of the day of peace will have ap-

peared, and not before. (Applause.) Now, then,

we must gird ourselves anew for the contest, and I

have already indicated what the spirit of the men in

the council and in the field should be—earnestness

of purpose and fidelity to the country—and when
such men shall lead armies, when such men shall

give direction to public affairs everywhere, in low
places as well as high, then the day of triumph will

have begun. (Loud applause.)

Now, gentlemen, one word in regard to the great

State of New York. No calamity to the country

could be greater than the indication, if it were pos-

sible that the indication could be given—the indica-

tion by the great State of New York that she fal-

tered in this contest. That indication will not be

given. But if the 'great State of New York should

fail to give its vote for him whom we here honor to-

night, that failure would be taken as an indication

by the North, by the South, by all Europe, that the

State of New York faltered in her devotion to this

cause. I cast no imputation upon the men who op-

pose us in this canvass in the State of New York.

I do not know what their opinions are, but 1 do know
what the opinion of the world would be if any other

man than Gen. Wadsworth should be elected to the

Chief Magistracy of that State.

It is simply this, that New York faltered in her

devotion to this cause, and the result of it would be

that every rebel heart throughout the eleven seceded

States would be cheered by the announcement that

New York had faltered. Such, my friends, will not

happen. (Cries of " No, no.") Such cannot hap-
pen—never ! But I suggest it as indicating the in-

terests the whole country and all mankind have in the

result of the contest which is soon to be commenced
in that State. (Applause.) And the city of New
York, the emporium of our foreign and domestic

commerce, with three quarters of a million of peo-

ple already within her limits, destined long before

the close of this century, if the North triumph, as

she must in this contest, I say New York city is des-

tined to be the equal centre of the whole civilized

world. The city of New York has, indeed, that at

stake in this contest which cannot be overestimated.

Is it for that city to falter in the contribution she

makes, either of opinions, of money, or of men,
when, by the success of the scheme of the Southern
conspirators, the Southern portion of the Republic
would be separated from the Northern ? Can the

city of New York afford the sacrifice that she

would be called upon to make, if Secession should

accomplish what has been undertaken V Gentle-

men, one word more. I have said the race ot

slaveholders in the South is to be exterminated.

(Applause.) What follows? I say to you, know-
ing, I think, somewhat of the mind of the army, of

the men who have already trodden the soil of Vir-

ginia, I say of the American people what Seneca
said of the Romans, " Wherever the Roman con-

quers, he inhabits." (Applause.) That wherever
the American conquers, he inhabits. (Applause.)

From the thousands of men we are sending into

the field from the North, I bid the South take

warning; for we will pour over the border from
that section during the next ten years a quarter

or a half a million, who shall regenerate the whole
State of Virginia, so that she shall be, when in the

embrace of Freedom, what she could never be
while lying under tho power of Slavery—the first

State in all its industrial resources, not only of this

continent, but of the world. With her climate,

with her fertile soil, with her inland navigation

and her resources in iron, gold, and other minerals

of the earth, Virginia shall be the first State of

the Republic; and we. who to-night proclaim and
advocate the extermination of the race of slave-

holders do it. in behalf of the people of the North,

of Ireland, of Germany, and of the oppressed all

over Europe, because we open to them in fields of

enterprise and industry, wealth, work, and domes-
tic prosperity and happiness. (Applause.)
The people of the North who carry on this war

for the maintenance of the nation, do it in behalf
of the human race, and it shall, on the page of
history, be the reproach of England that in the

hour of adversity she looked upon us with hostili-

ty, that she was unwilling that a great and free

Republic should be established and maintained on

this Continent— a eountry that is to-day to derive

from this revolution, next to ourselves, the largest

amount of advantage,— because the lime will

Come, and that not far remote, when upon South-

ern soil the \'wr labor of the North and the free

black labor of the Smith shall increase fourfold

the production of cotton—and without cotton, ling-

land's prosperity must cease.

We shall come out of this war a wiser, belter,

and a more powerful people, with a. debt, no doubt,

of five or ten hundred millions— possihly fifteen

hundred millions of dollars—but with credit unim-

paired. And, gentlemen, many of you will live to

see the day when that debt shall be paid, because
we have in this country elements of wealth which
are denied to any other country on the globe.

Every acre of the South which we shall redeem
from slavery—every acre in the Far West is the

basis, when it shall have been occupied by a free

laborer, out of which we will at once give security

for the payment of the debt, and furnish the means
by which it shall be paid.

GEN. WADSWORTH'S SPEECH.

We find in the New York Sunday Herald a full

report of the speech of Gen. Wadsworth, at Wash-
ington, in response to a serenade on Saturday night.

After some appropriate remarks relative to the
character of the Convention which had nominated
him for Governor of New York, Gen. Wadsworth
proceeded as follows ;

—

"Gentlemen, it would be obviously improper in

me to enter into a discussion of the policy of the
war, or the conduct of the government in prosecu-

ting it. It is sufficient for me to know that the gov-,

ernment has given us the most positive and solemn
assurances that they are alive to the importance of

the occasion, and that the war shall be prosecuted
with the utmost military energy, and all the appli-

ances of honorable war shall be availed of to sup-

port it, and bring the struggle to a successful ter-

mination. It would be criminal folly in the govern-
ment, if it had overlooked one great element of

Southern society which may be, and will be as we
use it, an element of weakness or of strength—to

have overlooked or forgotten that we are fighting

against an aristocracy supported by slavery; and
it would have been worse than folly to suppose that

we could suppress the rebellion and yet save that

aristocracy. A year and a half of bitter experience
has taught us that we cannot do it; that we should
fail in our purpostuif we attempted it— aye, fail- ig-

nobly and deservedly. We have moistened a hun-
dred battle-fields with the blood of our kinsmen; we
are surrounded by hospitals foil of sick, wounded
and dying men ; almost every household of the great

North is full of gloom and sadness, weeping, may be,

for some loved member who has gone forth at his

country's call, and returned no more. - Gentlemen,
secession and war, bloody and relentless war, have
changed our relations to that institution which is the

cause and source of the war.. We have a right—we
are bound, moreover, by the most solemn obligations

of duty—to use that agency, as far as it can be made
available, to put an end to this desperate struggle,

and save the precious lives of many hundreds of

thousands of white men from perishing in this con-
test.

How long are we to bear the insolence of this

Southern aristocracy ! Has it not long enough al-

ready disturbed and distracted our counsels'? Has
it not long enough paralyzed the energies of the

country ? Aye, has it not long enough, in the eyes
of the civilized world, covered us with infamy '?

Be that as it may, the issue is made up, and there

is nothing left us but to meet it. (Enthusiastic ap-
plause.) We have got to conquer it or be conquer-
ed by it. (Ceeers.) We have got to crush it or be
crushed by it. (Renewed applause.) This struggle

is already far advanced. It is near its end. If we
would save ourselves, we must cast off this devil

who has disgraced us and dishonored us from the
hour of our oirth. (Cries of " Good, good," and
cheers.) We want peace, gentlemen, but we want
a country more. We want an honorable, a perma-
nent, a solid peace. When we have achieved that,

we shall commence again a career of prosperity-

—

prosperity the like of which we have never before
known, and the world has never before witnessed.

We shall spring, as it were by one bound, to be the

mightiest, freest, and happiest people on the face of

the earth." (Immense cheering.)

"THE UHI0N AS IT WAS."

We give, below, the concluding portion of a vigor-

ous article in " The Continental Monthly " for October,

entitled "The Constitution as it is—the Union
as it was " :

—

But it is with Northern out-criers for the Constitu-

tion and the Union that the present inquiry is chiefly

concerned. These men want the Union " as it was."
What zcas it ? What was it, in the only thing that

is in their thoughts and wishes when they raise the

cry ? It was a Union controlled by the South
through alliance with a Northern party styling; itself

Democratic. It was the whole power of the Feder-
al Government wielded for the aggrandizement of

slavery, its extension and perpetual maintenance as

an element of political domination. This is what
the Union was. This is what these Democrats want
again—in order that they may again enjoy such a
share (never an equal one) in the honors and emolu-
ments of office as their oligarchic masters may allow

them. This is all they think of or desire when they
cry for the Union as it was—a chance for loaves and
fishes again at the hands of those who for thirty

years have used them and despised them. They
want to be used and despised again. Hence, though
they talk about putting an end to the rebellion, they
want it put an end to only in such a way as shall se-

cure the restoration of the Slave Power to its old

position, and of themselves to their old relations with

it. This would set them up in their business again.

They are out of business now.
Hence, while Governor Stanley, in North Caro-

lina, is telling the people (here that the rebellion

must be crushed, though it involve the destruction

"of every Southern institution," and that the main-
tenance of the supremacy of the National Govern-
ment and the integrity of the national domain is

worth more than all the lives and all the property of

rebels of whatever sort ; and while Andrew Johnson
is declaring the same thing in Tennessee, these

Northern traitors are speaking tenderly of the re-

bellion as an "irregular opposition"—excited and
almost justified by Northern aggressions on Southern
rights—which ought to be so met on our part as not
to preclude the South from a return to its ancient
dominion. They insist that the struggle shall be con-

ducted with the least possible " irritation " of rebel

feelings, and with a sacred regard to their slave

rights. They bewail the enormities perpetrated by
Congress and ihe President against the rebels, the

abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia, the

receiving and feeding of fugitive slaves, the employ-
ment of negroes as Government leamslei-s, there-
peal in the Senate of the law prohibiting free ne-
groes to carry the mail, the legalizing of the testi-

mony of blacks, the attempt " to create an Abolition
party in the Border States," by the offer of com-
pensation io Ihe owners in such States as may adopt
the policy of emancipation, and lastly, the Confisca-

tion Act, which takes away the properly of rebels,

and sets free their slaves. These things they de-

nounce in the bitterest terms—some of them as

"wounding to (he scusiltililies ot' the .South," and
some of them as atrocious outrages on the rights ot'

ihe rebels, calculated to drive them to such "des-

peration" that they will never consent, on any en-

treaty of their Northern friends, to accept their old

position of political control in the " Union as it was."

Some of these men lalk, indeed, of putting down
the rebellion by the strong arm; but they talk a

great deal more of putting down Abolitionism

—

which with them means not only hostility to slavery,

but even the disposition to acquiesce in the military

necessity of its extinction. They sometimes go to

the. length of talking of "hanging the Secession-

ists; " but then, you will observe, they always talk

of hanging the "Abolitionists" along with them.

They want them to dangle at the other end of the

same rope. It is easy, however, to perceive that the

hanging of the Secessionists is not the emphatic

thing—with many not. even the real thing, but only

an ebullition of vexation at them for having spoiled

the old Democratic trade—a figurative hanging

—

often, indeed, only a rhetorical tub thrown out pru-

dentially to the popular whale, who might not be quite

content to hear them talk of hanging only on one

side: but the hanging of the Abolitionists, there is

no mistaking their feelings about that; there is a
hearty smack of malignant relish on their lips when
they speak of it.

These men arc as foolish as they are traitorous in

their cry for the Union as it was. The Union "as
it was" is a thing that never can be again. They
say the South wants nothing but guarantee for the

security of its constitutional slave rights—if that had

been given they would never have taken up arms;
give them that and they will lay them down. Noth-
ing more false. Just before the secession of South
Carolina, Pryor telegraphed from Washington

:

" We can get the Crittenden Compromise, but we
don't, want it." " No matter what compromise the

North offers," said Mason, " the South must find a
way to defeat it." These are facts undeniable and
undenied. They demonstrate the falsehood and
folly of the men who talk of bringing the rebels

back into the Union by concessions. The South did

not want guarantees; it wanted separation. It de-

termined to set up an independent slave empire, and
no concession you can make will lead thera to aban-

don their determination. Undo the recent legisla-

tion of Congress, reestablish slavery in the District

of Columbia, and repeal the prohibition of slavery

in the Territories, 3nd you make the Union " as it

was," so far as the North is concerned ; but will that

bring baek the South ? No. Go still further, and
make the Union more than " it was " for them

;
yield

them the principle of the Lemmon Case, and so al-

low them to call the roll of their slaves under the

shadow of Bunker Hill, and to convert New York
Battery into a slave-mart for the convenience of

slave-breeding Virginia and the slave-buying Gulf
States ; and will these concessions lead the rebels to

lay down their arms and return into the Union ?

No. They will never lay down their arms until

they are conquered by overwhelming military force,

They will never be in the Union until subjugated.

And I think the rebellion will never be extinguished

without extinguishing slavery. Then, and not be-

fore, will the conditions begin to exist of lasting

peace and true union between the South and the

North. TheD, and not before, will there be genuine
prosperity, a true social order, and a decent civiliza-

tion in the South.

And since " the Union as it ivas " is a thins that

never can be again, it is not worth while to concern
ourselves overmuch about " the Constitution as it is,"

so far as those who raise the outcry for it have any
determinate meaning in their cry. For here, too,

the reestablishment of the political power of slavery

is the only point in their view.

The Constitution—in its great substance, in its es-

sential principles, in the general frame of govern-
ment it establishes, in its organization of powers, in

its main provisions, and in most of its details— is an
instrument which probably few wise and patriotic

Americans would care to see altered, and none would
wish to see subverted. But the constitutions of all

governments, written or unwritten, (and each sort

has its special advantages and disadvantages,) are
more or less subject to change— must change and
should change—with the progress of society. The
Constitution of the United States provides for its

own amendment by the people by whom and for

whom it was framed. Many amendments have al-

ready been made ; more are likely in time to be
found needful. And no one but a fool will swear
blindly by " the Constitution as it is," if he is there-

by to be precluded from voting for such improve-
ments as time and circumstances may make impor-
tant and desirable.

But these traitorous traders in the phrase have
(as before said) but one single point in view. In .

the whole compass of the Constitution their devotion
embraces nothing in their vows for its unchangeable
sacredness except its recognition of slavery, its pro-

visions for the rendition of fugitive slaves, and for

counting five Southern chattels as three white citi-

zens in the basis for Federal representation. These
are provisions that must not be changed. This is

what they mean, and all they mean, when they shout
for "the Constitution as it is." So sacred' is the
Constitution in this one sole respect, that they have
rung every change of protest—from solemn remon-
strance to frantic howls of wrath.—against the recent
law for taking from rebels the slaves that dig trench-

es and grow food for them while they are'fighling

for the overthrow of the Constitution. And the
only vision of a Constitution " OS it is" which looms
up to their views and wishes in the future—"the
Mecca of their hearts* fond dream ""—is the over-
throw of this legislation, and the reinstatement of
slaveholders in their old rights fortified and extended
by Supreme Court decisions carrying slavery and
their slave laws into all the Territories, with the
right of transit and sale for slaves in all the free
States.

But most wise men believe that in the end of the
war there is not likely to be much slavery to need
constitutional protection. And since our" nation at

its very birth solemnly proclaimed the doctrine that
of right "all men are born free and equal" as be-
fore the law, and have an equal right. - to life, liber-

ty, and the pursuit of happiness." perhaps these
Democrats may be willing to let the provisions in
behalf of slavery be dropped out of the Constitution
when they shall have become no longer anv thing
but a dead letter—with no power of political victory
and reward in them. As a living contradiction Lo
die Declaration ^( Independence tney have been the
source of all our woes. It is not necessary lo blame
the framers of our Constitution for introducing them.
They did il tor the best, as they thought.

1

They
themselves hoped and believed the necessity for Mich
provisions would long before this lime ee.ise to exist.
They little dreamed whal mighty mischiefs, what
long contentions, whal bitterness, what crimes, what
bloody horrors they were i'n tailing on (heir descend
ants. They little dreamed what a terrible \ >.*
would SO soon avenge ihe expedient and temporary
introduction (as (hey thought) of a contradiction to
the principles of liberty into the organic law of a
free nation whose first foundations liiev themselves
had laid in ihe solemn proclamation o\' man's in-
alienable rights.

I. it too much to hope that, by and by, when there
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shall (as God grant) no longer be any slavery to

need protection, these Democrats will be willing that

this contradiction should bo removed) by making a

slight alteration in " the Constitution as it is"f Let

us trust they will. It is true the Democratic party

for twenty years has had but one single principle.

Its whole life
(
activity, object, and occupation have

centred and turned on the one sole point of uphold-

ing slavery, echoing its doctrines, asserting its rights,

obeying its behests, extending its area, and aggrand-

izing its power; and so thoroughly imbued with the

spirit of their Southern masters became the members
of the party, that in ten years past I have found but

few men calling themselves Democrats and acting

with the party who were not in mind and heart, in

principle and feeling, pro-slavery men ! Pro-slavery

Democrats ! Four-cornered triangles ! Square cir-

cles ! So the sense of contradiction always struck

me. Yet for most of them I could not feel any thing

of that intense scorn with which John Randolph of

Roanoke more than thirty years ago branded the

Northern " doughface " in Congress, when, pointing

his skinny finger at his sneaking victim, he ex-

claimed : " Mr. Speaker, I envy neither the head

nor the heart of the Northern man who rises here to

defend slavery on principle." I remembered the

prodigiously demoralizing effect of slavery on the

moral sense* and sentiments. I remembered that the

present generation of Democrats have been subject-

ed to the influence of Southern masters who long

ago out-grew and renounced the sentiments preva-

lent in the early days of John Randolph : and I

have been charitable in most cases (not in all) to

their inability to see the contradiction between*the

ideas of Democracy and Pro-Slaveryism.. Let us

hope for better things in time to come. With their

bondage, their love of bondage will go. It has been

passing from the hearts of the great, honest masses

of them ever since Saint Sumter's Day.

EMANCIPATION.

Its Policy and Security as a War Measure.

Hon. Charles Sumner delivered another of his

fearless and masterly speeches at Faneuil Hall on

Monday last, to a crowded and enthusiaslic audience.

The speech bears the title given above. We regret

that our limited space forbids our printing it entire,

but we give below a number of extracts—sufficient to

show its ability and its author's uncompromisingfidel-

ity to the sublime cause in which he has so long and

so earnestly labored.

PROCLAMATION OF THE PRESIDENT.

Thank God, that I live to enjoy this day ! Thank
God that my eyes have not closed without seeing

this ft-eat salvation. The skies are brighter and the

air is purer, now that slavery has been handed over

to judgment.

By the proclamation of the President, all per-

sons" held as slaves January 1st, 1863, within any-

State, or designated part of a State, the people

whereof shall then be in rebellion against the

United States, shall be then, thenceforward, and

forever free ; and the Executive Government of the

United States, including the military and naval au-

thority thereof, will recognize and maintain the

freedom of such persons, and will do no act or acta

to repress such persons or any of them in any ef-

forts they may make for their actual freedom. But
beyond these most effective words, which do not go

into operation before the new year, there are other

words of immediate operation, constituting a pres-

ent Edict of Emancipation. The President recites

the recent Acts of Congress applicable to this ques-

tion, and calls upon all persons in the military or

naval service to observe, obey, and enforce them.

But these acts provide that all slaves of rebels,

taking refuge within the lines of our army, all

slaves captured from rebels or deserted by them,

and all slaves found within any place occupied by

rebel forces of the United States, shall be forever

free of servitude, and not again held, as slaves ; and

these acts further provide, that no person in the

military or naval service shall, under any pretence

whatever, assume to decide on the validity of any

claim to a slave, or to surrender any such person to

bis claimant on pain of being dismissed from the

service ; so that by these acts now proclaimed by
the President, Freedom is practically secured to all

who can find shelter within our lines, and the glori-

ous fla" of the Union, wherever it floats, becomes the

flag of Freedom.
Thank God for what has been already done, and

let us take heart as we go forward to uphold this

great edict. For myself, I accept the Proclamation

without note or comment. It is enough for me, that

in the exercise of the war power it strikes at the

origin and mainspring of this rebellion, for I have

nerer concealed the conviction that it mattered

little where we struck slavery, provided only that

we struck sincerely and in earnest. So is it all con-

nected, that the whole must suffer wit!) every part,

and the words of the poet will be veri6ed, that in

striking " tenth or ten thousandth we strike the

chain alike."

PERSONAL—CHALLENGES SCRUTTNY.

On this most interesting occasion, so proper for

gratitude, it is difficult to see anything but the

cause ; and yet, appearing before you on the invi-

tation of a Committee of the Commonwealth, I must

not forget that I owe this privilege to my public

character as a Senator of Massachusetts. It is in

this character that I have been often invited before
;

but now the invitation has more than its accustomed

significance, for, at the close of a long period of

public service, it brings me face to face with my
constituents. In a different condition of the coun-

try, I could not decline the opportunity which is

afforded of reviewing the relations between us; of

showing, at least, how you took me from private

station, all untried, and gave me one of your highest

trusts, and how this trust was enhanced by the gen-

erosity with which you sustained me against obloquy

and vindictive assault,especially by your unparalleled

indulgence to me throughout a protracted disability

;

and, perhaps, might I be so bold, of presenting for

your consideration some sketch of what I have at-

tempted, conscious that, if* not always successful, I

have been at all times faithful to my convictions,

and faithful, also, to your interests, sparing nothing

oftime or effort, and making up by industry for any

lack of ability, so that during a service of more than

eleven years I have never once visited home while

Congress was in session, or been absent for a single

day, unless when compelled by illness, and during

the session which has just closed, filled with most la-

borious duties, I was not out of my seat, from be-

ginning to end, for a single hour. But this is not

the time for such a review. I have no heart for it

while my country is in danger. And yet I shall not

lose the occasion to challenge the scrutiny of all,

even here in this commercial metropolis, where the

interests of business are sometimes placed above all

other interests. Frankly and fearlessly 1 make my
appeal. In all simplicity I ask you to consider what

I have done, as your servant, whether in the Senate

or out of the Senate, in matters of legislation or in

matters of business. If there is any one disposed to

criticise or complain, let him be heard. Let the

whole record of my public acts be opened and let

any of the numerous persons who have come to me
on business testify. I know too well the strength of

my case to shrink from any inquiry, even though

stimulated by the animosity of political warfare.

DEPENDS HIMSELF AGAINST TWO ACCUSATIONS..

But there are two accusations, often repeated,

to which I reply on the spot, and I do so with less

hesitation because the topics are germane to this oc-

casion. The first is, that from my place in the

Senate I early proclaimed slavery to be Barbarism.

Never shall the cause of Freedom go by default, if I

can help it; and I rejoice that, on that occasion, in

presence of the slaveholding conspirators, vaunting

the ennobling character of slavery, I used no soft

words. It is true that, in direct reply to most offen-

sive assumptions, 1 proclaimed slavery barbarous in

origin; barbarous inlaw; barbarous in all its pre-

tentions ; barbarous in the instruments it employs
;

barbarous in consequences; barbarous in spirit;

barbarous wherever it shows itself, while it br<

barbarians and develops everywhere, alike in the

individual and in the society to which he belongs,

the essential elements of barbarism. It is true that,

on the same occasion, I portrayed slavery as founded

iu violence and sustained only by violence, and de-

clared that such a wrong must, by a sure law of

compensation, blast the master as well as the slave;

blast the land on which they live ;
blast the commu-

nity of which they are a part ; blast the government

which does not forbid the outrage ; and the longer

it exists, and the more completely it prevails, must

its blasting influence penetrate the whole social sys-

tem. And was I not right? Since then the testi-

mony has been overwhelming. A committee of the

Senate has made a report, which has been exten-

i vely circulated, on the Barbarities of this Rebellion.
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You know the wholo story to which each day testi-

fies. It is in some single incident that you may see

the low-water mark of social life, and I know noth-

ing in which the barbarism of slavery is more com-
pletely exhibited than in the fate of our brave
soldiers, dug up from honorable graves, where at last

they had found rest, that their bones might be carved

into keepsakes and their skulls into drinking-cups

to gratify the malignant hate of slave-masters.

The other accusation is. similar in character. It

is said that I have too often introduced the Slavery

Question. At this moment, seeing what slavery has

done, I doubt if you will not rather say, that I in-

troduced it' too seldom. If on this account I had

neglected any single interest of my constituents; if

I had been less strenuous whenever the foreign re-

lations, or manufactures, or commerce, or finances

of the country were involved ; if I had failed to take

my part in all that concerns the people of Massachu-
setts and in all that is embraced within the mani-

fold duties of a Senator; then, indeed, I might be

open to condemnation. But yon will not regret

that, your representative, who has been faithful in

all other things, has been always constant and earn-

est against slavery, and that he announced from the

beginning the magnitude of the question, and our

duties with regard to it. Say what you will, the

slave is the humblest and grandest figure of our

times. What humility ! What grandeur ! both

alike illimitable. In his presence all other questions

are so petty that for a public man to be wrong with

regard to him is to be wholly wrong. How then

did 1 err V The cause would have justified a better

pertinacity than I can boast. In the Senate of

Rome the elder Cato, convinced that peace was pos-

sible only by the destruction of Carthage, concluded

all his speeches, on every matter of debate, by the

well known words, "But whatever you may think

of the question under consideration, this I know,

Carthage must be destroyed." ' I have never read

that the veteran senator was condemned for patri-

otic ardor. With better reason far, I too might

have cried always, " this I know, slavery must be

destroyed "

—

Ddemla est senitudo. But while seek-

ing to limit and constrain slavery, I never have pro-

posed anything except in strictest conformity with

the Constitution, for I have always recognized the

Constitution as my guide, which I was bound in all

respects to follow.

Such are the accusations to which I now thus

briefly reply. Now that wc are all united in the

policy of emancipation, they become of little conse-

quence ; for even if I were once alone I am no longer

so. I place myself with the loyal multitudes of the

North, firmly and sincerely by the side of the Presi-

dent, where, indeed, I have ever been.

If you will bear with me yet longer in allusions

which I make with reluctance, I shall quote as my
unanswerable defence the words of Edmund Burke,

when addressing his constituents at Bristol :
—

' And now, gentlemen, on this serious day, when I

come, as it were, to make up my account with you, let

me take to myself some degree of honest pride on the

nature of the charges that are made against me. I do

'not stand here accused of venality or of neglect of duty.

It is not said that, in the lung period of my service,

I have in a single instance sacrificed the slightest of

your interests to my ambition or to my fortune. It

is not alleged, that to gratify any anger or revenge of

my own or my party, 1 have had a share in wronging
or oppressing any description of men, or any one man,
of any description. No ! the charges against me are

all of one kind, that I have pushed the principles of

general justice and benevolence too far; farther than

a cautious policy would warrant, and farther than the

opinions of many would go along with me. In every

accident which may happen through life, in pain, in

sorrow, in depression and distress, I will tall to mind
this accusation, and be comforted."

Among the passages in eloquence which can nev-

er die, I know of none more beautiful or heroic. It

I invoke its protection, it is with the consciousness,

that, however unlike its author in genius and fame,

I am not unlike in the accusations to which I am
exposed.

THE REIiELS MUST BE SUBDUED ; THEN CONCILI-

ATED.

The rebels are in arms—aroused—at home— on

their own soil, and resolved not to yield. Nothing

less than independence will satisfy them ; if the war
continues, I know not that they will be content with

this. Two policies are- presented on our side—one a

policy which looks primarily to rebel conciliation,

and the other a policy which looks primarily to

rebel submission. And yet both of these have the

same elements, although in inverse order. The first

begins with conciliation in order to end with sub-

mission ; which is the cart before the horse. The
second begins with submission in order to end with

conciliation. The question between them is whether

conciliation shall precede or follow submission.

Conciliation is always proper where it is possible
;

but it is now obviously impossible. If anybody be-

lieves, at this stage, that any words or acts of con-

ciliation—any forbearance on our part—any hesita-

tion in the exercise of the sternest rights of war

—

will help us to victory or contribute to put down the

rebellion, let me not enter into that man's councils,

for they can end in nothing but shame and disaster.

I find that they who talk most against the coercion

of rebels, and the coercion of States, are indifferent

to the coercion of four millions of people, men,
women and children, to work without wages under

the discipline of the lash. Without hesitation I say

that the rebels are to be subdued—call it coercion,

or subjugation, which you will; and our war has

this direct object. With victory will come concilia-

tion, clemency, amnesty. But first victory.

To obtain a victory, two things are needed ; first,

a precise comprehension of the case, and, secondly,

vigor of conduct. One will not do without the

other. It will not be enough to comprehend the

case, unless you are ready to treat it wifh corre-

sponding vigor. And it will not be enough to have

vi^or, unless you discern clearly how the case will be

treated. To this end there must be statesmen as

well as generals.

THE AFRICAN RACE.

Wherever I turn in this war, I find the African.

If you ask for strategy, I know nothing better than

that of the slave Robert Small, who brought the

rebel steamer Planter with its armament out of

Charleston, and surrendered it to our Commodore
as a prize of war. Ifyou ask for successful courage,

I know nothing better than that of the African

Tillman, who rose upon a rebel prize crew, and,

overcoming them, carried the ship into New York.

If you ask for heroism, you will find it in that name-
less African, on board the Pawnee, who, while

passing shell from the magazine, lost both his legs by

a ball, but still holding the shell, cries out :
" pass up

the shell—never mind me ; my time is up." And if

you ask for fidelity, you will find it in that slave, also

without a name, who pointed out the road of safety

to the ha'rassed, retreating army of the Potomac.
And if you ask for evidence of the desire for free-

dom, you will find it in the little slave girl, journey-

ing North, whom Banks took on his cannon.

. SLAVES MUST HELP.

Not now for the first time do I make this appeal.

As early as May 28, of this year, I offered the fol-

lowing resolution in the Senate :

—

Resolved, That in the prosecution of the present

war for the suppression of a wicked rebellion, the

time has come for the government of the United States

to appeal to the loyalty of the whole people every
where, but especially in the rebel districts, and to in-

vite all, without distinction of color or class, to make
their loyalty manifest by ceasing to fight or labor for

the rebels, and also by rendering every assistance in

their power to the cause of the Constitution and the

Union, according to their ability, whether by arms,

or labor, or information, or in any other way; and
since protection and allegiance arc reciprocal duties

dependent upon each other, it is Die further duty of

the government of the United States to maintain all

such loyal people, without distinction of color or class,

in their rights as men, according to the principles of

the Declaration of Independence.

I do not stop to discuss this resolution. You
know my opinions, and how I have pressed them in

'debate.

But you do not know that I have never failed to

present them in that quarter where it was most im-

portant that they should prevail. On the 4th July,

in a personal interview with the President, I said :

"You need more men, not only at the North, but at

the South, in the rear of the rebels
;
you need the

slaves. Say the word, and you can give to our ar-

mies this invaluable alliance; you can change the

rear-guard of the rebellion into the advance-guard

of the Union. It is now 4th July. You can make
this day more sacred, anil more historic', and do for

it better than the Continental Congress." Had
that word been spoken at that time, I cannot doubt

that the salvation of our country would have then

begun.

Of course such a word would have been a blast

from the war trumpet, justified as a military neces-

sity, according to the examples of history ami the
heart of man. And such a blast the President has
now blown.

HELP FROM SLAVICS CONSTITUTIONAL.

But it is said that all appeal to the slaved is un-
constitutional

; and it is openly assumed that rebels

who make war on the Constitution are not, Use
other public enemies, beyond its protection. But
why this peculiar tenderness whenever slavery is in

question ? Battalions may he shot down, and prop-
erty may be taken without due process of law, but
slavery must not he touched. The ancient Egyptians,
when conquered, Mibmitted easily to the loss of life

and property
;
but when a Roman soldier happened

to kill a cat in the streets, they rose on him and tore

him limb from limb, and the excitement was so vio-

lent that the generals overlooked the outrage for

fear of insurrection. Slavery is our sacred cat,

which cannot be touched without fear of insurrec-
tion. Sir, I am tired and disgusted at hearing the
Constitution perpetually invoked for slavery. Ac-
cording to certain persons, the Constitution is all for

slavery and nothing for freedom. I am happy to

say that with me just the reverse is the case. There
are people who keep apothecaries' scales in which
they nicely weigh everything that is done for free-

dom. I have no such scales where freedom is in

question ; nor do I hesitate to say, that in a case of
freedom all such nicety is unconstitutional. The
Constitution is not mean, stingy, and pettifogging,
but it is open-handed, liberal and just, inclining al-

ways in favor of freedom, and enabling the govern-
ment in time of war, not only to exercise any of the
rights of war, including the liberation of slaves, but
also to confer any largess or bounty, it may be of

money, or better still of freedom, for services rend-
ered. I do not dwell now on the unanswerable ar-

gument by which John Quincy Adams has placed
this power beyond question. Whatever may be the
provisions of the Constitution for the protection of
the citizen, they are inapplicable to what is done
against a public enemy. The law of an Italian j&tgF

prohibited the letting of blood under penalty of

death ; but this was not held to apply to"the surgeon,
who opened a vein to save the life of a citizen. In
war there is no constitutional limit to the activity of
the Executive, except the emergency. The safety

of the people is the highest law. There is no blow
which the President can strike—there is nothing he
can do against the rebellion, which is not constitu-

tional. Only inaction can be unconstitutional.

SUCCESS ONLY THROUGH EMANCIPATION.

Without the aid of the slaves this war cannot be end-

ed success/idly. Their alliance is, therefore, a neces-
sity. In making this assertion, I know well the re-

sponsibility I assume ; nor do I assume it lightly

But the time has come when the truth must be
told. Let me be understood. War is proverbially
uncertain, and I will not doubt that fortune will

again light upon our arras. The force of the rebel-

lion may be broken, even without an appeal to the
slaves. But I am sure that with the slaves our vic-

tory will be more prompt, while without them, it can
never be effectual—completely to crush out the re-

bellion. It is not enough to beat armies. Rebel
communities, envenomed against the Union, must be
reclaimed, and a wide-spread region must be pacified.

This can be done only by the removal of the cause

of all this trouble, and the consequent assimilation

of the people, so that no man shall call another
master. If slavery be regarded as a disease, it

must be extirpated by the knife and cautery, for

only in this way can the healthful operations of na-
tional life be restored. If it be regarded as a mo-
tive, it must be expelled from the system, that it may
no longer exercise its disturbing influence. So long
as slavery continues, the States in which it exists

will fly madly from the Union; but with the de-
struction of slavery, they will lose all such motive
and will rather prefer to nestle under its wing. The
Slave States, by the influence of slavery, are now
centrifugal ; but with slavery out of the system these

same States will be centripetal. Such is the law of

their being. And it should be the policy of the gov-
ernment, at this time, to take advantage of this law
for the benefit of the Union. Nay, from the neces-

sity of the case this should be done.

* FIRE IN THE REAR.

A united people cannot be conquered. Defeated
on the battle-field they will remain sullen and re-

vengeful, ready for another rebellion. This is the

lesson of history. Even Hannibal, after crushing in

the field all the armies of Rome and ranging at will

throughout Italy, was obliged to confess ihe inade-
quacy of his triumphs, and he appealed for help to

the subjects of Rome, exciting them to insurrection,

and arousing them against the Roman power. To
this long cherished plan were directed all the ener-

gies which he could spare from battle; believing

that in this way his enemy could be brought under
a double fire. From the beginning of our war we
have assumed, as an clement of strength, the pres-

ence in the- Slarve States of large numbers devoted
to the Union, who would be ready at the proper mo-
ment to co-operate with the national forces. It is

true that the people of the Slave States are not
united, and that among them there arc large num-
bers ready at call to uphold the Union; but these

faithful Unionists are not white. The Unionists of

the South are black* Let these be rallied, and the

rebellion will be exposed, not only to a fire in front,

but also to a fire in the rear. The two together are
necessary to success. The two together are neces-

sary to the operations of war. The Union army,
thus far, is like a single blade of a pair of scissors,

which though of choicest steel with sharpest edge,
must be comparatively useless. Let the other blade
be conjoined, and the instrument will be perfect,

warranted to cut. The Scissors of Fate could not
cut more surely.

FORCE ALONE CANNOT CONQUER WITHOUT IDEAS.

It is common to speak of God as on the side of

the heavy battalions. Whatever may be the truth

of this saying, it does not contain the wholo truth.

Heavy battalions are something; but they are not
everything. Even if they prevail on the battle-

field, which is not always the case, the victory which
they compel is not final. It is impotent to secure

that tranquillity which is essential to national life-

Mind is above matter ; right is more than force
; and

it is vain to attempt to conquer merely by matter or

by force. If. this can be done in small affairs, it

cannot in large affairs, for these will yield only to

moral influences. Napoleon was the great master
of war, and yet from his utterances at St. Helena,
the legacy of his transcendant experience, comes
this confession :

" The more I study the world, the

more am I convinced of the inability of brute force

to create anything durable." And another French-
man of subtle thought and perfect Integrity, whose
name is linked forever with American institutions,

de Tocqueville, has paid a similar tribute to truth.

" Force," says he, " is never more than a transient

element of success. A government which should

only be able to crush its enemies on the field of bat-

tle would very soon be destroyed." Surely, in these

authoritative words of the warrior and the thinker,

there is a warning to us not to put trust in batteries

or bayonets, while an unconquerable instinct makes
us all confess that might does not constitute right.

Let the war end on the battle-field alone, and it

will be only in appearance that it will end ; not in

reality. Time will bo gained for new efforts, and
Slavery will coil itself to spring again. The Rebel-
lion may seem to be vanquished ; and yet it will

triumph. The Union may seem to conquer, and yet
it will succumb. The ltepublio may seem to be
saved, and yet it will be lost, handed over a prey to

that injustice, which, so long as it exists, must chal-

lenge ilie judgments of a righteous God.

PEACE THROUGH FREEDOM.
Thus, for the sake of Peace, which we alt desire,

do I now plead tor Freedom, through which alone

Peace can be secured. Arc you earnest for Peace,
then must you be earnest for Freedom also. Would
you uphold the Pinion against treason, then must
you uphold Freedom, without which bloody treason

will flourish over ub. But Freedom has been adopt-

ed by Congress and proclaimed by the President as

one of the agencies in the prosecution of the war.

Therefore it must be proclaimed with all our hearts

and all our souls and all our minds. The hour of

debate has passed; the hour of duty has come. In

opposing solemn acts of Congress, which, according

to the Constitution, are now the supreme law of the

land, passed for the national defence; in opposing the

Proclamation of the President, nay, in discouraging

Freedom, you arc as bad as if you discouraged enlist-

ments. It is through Freedom, as well as (lie arms of

our soldiers, that the war will be waged
; and (be

same loyalty which supports the one is now duo to

the other. The discouragement of enlistments is re-

cognized as seditious and traitorous
; but the di scour-

;i;.'ViiH'nt of this other force adopted by the Govern-
ment for the suppression of the Rebellion, is only
another lorm of sedition and treason, which an in-

dignaiii patriotism will spurn. Emancipation isnow
a war measure, and it must be sustained as you
sustain an army in the field.

" LET MY PEOPLE GO."

If (he instincts of patriotism did not prompt tins

support, I should find sufficient motive in that duty
which we all owe to the Supreme Ruler, God Al-
mighty, whose visitations upon our country are now
so fearful. Not. rashly would I make myself the in-

terpreter of His will ; and yet I am not 'blind. Ac-
cording to a venerable maxim of jurisprudence,
Whoso would have Equity must do Equity; and
God plainly requires Equity at our hands. We can-
not expect success while we set at nought this re-

quirement, proclaimed in his divine character, in

the dictates of reason, and in the examples of histo-

ry
;
proclaimed also in all the events of this protract-

ed war. Great judgments have fallen upon the
country

;
plagues have been let loose ; rivers have

been turned into blood, and there is a great cry
throughout the land, for there is not a house where
there is not one dead; and at each judgment we seem
to hear that terrible voice .which sounded in the
ears of Pharaoh : " Thus saith the Lord God of the
Hebrews, Let my people go, that they may serve
me." I know not how others are touched ; but I

cannot hear of a calamity to our arms—of a noble
soldier lost to his country—of a bereavement in a
family—of a youthful son brought home dead to his

mother, without catching the warning: " Let my
people go." Nay, every wound, every sorrow, every
hardship—all that we are compelled to bear in tax-
ation, in want, in derangement of business, has a voice
sayiug, " Let my people go."

WAR FOR ALL MANKIND.
But, fellow-citizens, the war which we wage is not

merely for ourselves ; it is for all mankind. Slavery
yet lingers in Brazil, and beneath the Spanish flag

in those two golden possessions, Cuba and Porto
Rico

;
but nowhere can it survive its extinction here.

Therefore we conquer for Liberty everywhere. In
ending slavery here, we open its gates all over the
world and let the oppressed go free. Nor is this all.

In saving the Republic we shall save civilization.

Man, throughout Ins long pilgrimage on earth, has
been compelled to suffer much ; but slavery is the
heaviest burden which he has been called to bear;
it is the only burthen which our country has been
called to bear. Let it drop, and our happy country,
with Humanity in its train, all changed in raiment
and in countenance, like the Christian Pilgrim, will

hurry upwards to the celestial gate. If thus far

our example has failed, it is simply because of sla-

very. It was vain to proclaim our unparalleled
prosperity, the comfort diffused among a numerous
people, resources without stint, or even the educa-
tion of our children ; the enemies of the Republic
simply said, " There is slavery ;" and our example
became powerless. But let slavery disappear, and
this same example will be of irresistible might.
Without firing a gun, or writing a dispatch, it will

revolutionize the world.

Therefore, the battle which we now fight belongs
to the grandest events of history. It constitutes one
of those epochs from which humanity will date. It

is one of the battles of the ages ;"—as when the
millions of Persia were driven back from Greece, or

when the Mohammedans, victors in Africa and Spain,
were arrested in France by Charles Martel, and
Western Europe was saved to Christianity. In such
a cause no effort can bo too great, no faith can be
too determined. To die for country is pleasant and
honorable. But all who die for country now, die

also for humanity. Wherever they lie, in bloody
fields, they will be remembered as the heroes
through whom the Republic was saved and civiliza-

tion established forever.

But there are duties elsewhere than in bloody
conflict. Each of us in his place at home by his best
efforts can do something, not only to sustain the
soldier in the field, but also to sustain that sublime
edict which will be to the soldier both sword and
buckler, while it gives to the conflict all the inspira-

tion of a great idea. Iu this hour of trial, let none
of us fail. Above all, let none of us go over to the
enemy, even should his tents for a moment be
pitched in Faneuil Hall; and do not forget that

there can be but two parties, the party of the coun-
try, with the President for its head, and with
Emancipation for its glorious watchword ; and the
party of the rebellion, with Jefferson Davis for its

head, and no other watchword than slavery.

®b> «§it<«*t0*.
No Union with Slaveholders!
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A NEW-OLD PARTY—A CHEAT EXPOSING
ITSELF.

The party last formed in this State (before the elec-

tion of President Lincoln) paraded itself before the

eyes of men as specially devoted to " the Constitution,

the Union, and the Enforcement of the Laws."

At the time when this party was formed, the laws

favored slavery, a few phrases in the Constitution

gave countenance to this injustice, and the power of

the Union was bent towards the extension and fortifi-

cation of slavery.

Sometime afterwards, Congress, acting in conform-

ity with the Constitution, and for the sake of strength-

ening the endangered Union, passed laws prohibiting

military slave-hunting, and freeing the slaves of trai-

tors in arms against the Union. The President, how-

ever, showed no zeal in executing those laws, and,

through his inaction, and the consequent inaction of

his subordinates, these laws remained nearly inopera-

tive.

These things being so, the party above referred to

made a new move. They caused Judge Abbott of Bos-

ton to write an Address to the people of Massachusetts,

urging men to stand by the President—uphold the

President—strengthen the hands of the President.

And, through this Address, they called a Convention

of Massachusetts men, to assemble on the 7th inst.,

for the purpose of sustaining the President. Their

language upon this point is so strong that a paragraph

from it is worth quoting:

—

" The bands of the President, the chosen and only

head of the nation, must be strengthened by the Peo-
ple. He is striving, in this hour of peril, with all his

strength, to save the country. Let the People pledge to

him their most, generous confidence and support—ana not

tarnfrom him in coldness, or palsy his efforts with a fee-

ble and half confidence. Pledge, then, to the Presi-

dent, the lives and fortunes of a united people. Let htm
be sustained and carried in triumph through the strug-

gle. His patriotism and self-sacrifice deserve it

—

our

duty demands it."

Two or three days after the publication of this Ad-

dress, the President issued a Proclamation. Seeing

that his past policy had lacked efficiency, and that the

maintenance of the Union and the Enforcement of the

Laws required stronger measures on his part, he is-

sued speciid orders to his subordinates to notice and

obey the Laws of Congress above referred to, and de-

clared freedom to the slaves of all those who, on the

1st of January, should continue in rebellion against

the Government.

Under these circumstances, what did these zealous

supporters of the President do? Forone day, the

presses representing them observed a stupefied silence.

Ever since that, they have been talking (in effect)

against the President, and plotting to defeat those Gov-

ernors and Congressmen who are upholding his

measures for the maintenance of the Union and the

Enforcement of the Laws.

The Convention, which was summoned by the Ad-

dcess above referred to, met in this city, in Faneuil

Hall, on Tuesday last. They were specially desired

to meet " without distinction of party ;" and their res-

olutions, and their speakers, boasted of eminent purity

in their combination, as a body free from the Influ-

ences and limitations of party. They did in fact unite

persons heretofore acting separately as hunker Whigs,

Democrats and Belleverett men. That is to say, men
of all the parties which formerly exerted themselves

to prevent all interference with slavery have agreed

to sink, for the present, their differences of opinion,

and concentrate their energies upon this one point

wherein they agree, the effort that slavery may re-

ceive no detriment from the existing war, and may
continue undisturbed after the suppression of (he re-

bellion. Thus, while there is a measure of truth in

the statement that those people came together irre-

spective of parly differences, it is equally true that

they met as a party for the maintenance of slavery,

and that they are proceeding towards this end by
movements, not only of a partisan chnracter, but emi-
nently distinguished by sophistry, calumny, and false-

hood.

But times have changed, and men must change
with them. A vast number of people have been
forced, by the events of the luBt year, to see the per-

nicious influence of slavery, not only upon Northern
men and interests, hut upon all the interests and insti-

tutions of the country. It is no longer so fashionable

as it was to talk directly in favor of slavery, and the

phrase formerly so common in these men's mouths,
1 our Southern brethren," has become so damaged as

io longer to be worth using. Moreover, the stand

taken by the President against slavery embarassed
this "People's Convention " alike in their support of

slavery, their chief end, and in that support of the

President which they hoped to make an effective

means towards that end."

There was another difficulty in the way of these

worthy people. The organs of the three old parties

which we now see fused into one have of late raised

an unanimous cry against " conditional loyalty," hop-

ing thus to embarrass their common enemy, the Re-
publican party. And when Judge Abbott wrote the

nice little paragraph which we have copied above, in-

voking the most thorough and unconditional support

of the President, it really seemed as if he had materi-

ally helped his friends and damaged his enemies.

Meantime the President's Emancipation Proclamation

appears, and, "Presto, change !" the situation of both

sides is reversed. The Republican party, (represented

on Monday in the Faneuil Hall meeting addressed by
Charles Sumner,) declares its determination to sup-

port the President in everything, without any reser-

vations or conditions. The " No-Party " party meet-

ing the very next day, is compelled to be very pre-

cise and careful in its language, to stammer, and
boggle, and beat aboutthe bush to avoid self-exposure,

and yet, unless by leaving unsaid and undone the

things they had come together to say and do, there

was no way to avoid betraying their dishonest pur-

poses.

Judge Abbott is a fluent and plausible man, but he
cannot change the nature of things. He was in a very
tight place, but it was indispensable either to go
through or to give up. It was necessary to lie if he
would represent the Republicans as now manifesting
" conditional loyally." It was necessary to use either

falsehood or transparent sophistry if he would repre-

sent his own party as supporting the President un-

conditionally. He marched up resolutely to both these

necessities, and got through with as little stammering

and blushing as couM possibly be expected. The lat-

ter of these two points was managed by a self-contra-

dictory sentence, declaring the conditions on which he
and his friends would support the President uncon-

ditionally, thus;

—

In whatever the President shall do

tiNDEit the Constitution, and in accordance
WITH THE USAGES OF CIVILIZED WARFARE, We pledge

to him our unconditional support.

• To be sure, this presents a strange contrast with the

paragraph of his own "Address" above quoted. But
what else could the man do 1

The Convention of the No-Party party gave hearty

applause to their orators, but two things called out

pre-eminently vociferous cheering. First, the name
of George B. McClellan, next, the various peri-

phrastic phrases by which they announced favor and

support to slavery. The President's Proclamation has

prevented them from using the short and plain word

to express this idea; but whenever the resolutions or

the speakers mentioned " the rights or established in-

stitutions of the Southern States "—or " the constitu-

tutional rights of the people"—or "the limits and

bounds set by the fathers "—or " the preservation of

our chartered rights "—or " the Constitution and the

laws made under the Constitution "—it seemed as if

the roof would come down. And under the inspira-

tion of these reminders of the importance of sustain-

ing slavery, they agreed that Sumner and Andrew
must, if possible, be defeated, and that General

Charles Devens must, if possible, be made our next

Governor.

It now appears that the one thing for which these

Couvcntionists were anxious, alike in their original

party motto, in their subsequent cry raised for the

President, and in their present outcry against all

direct or indirect interference with slavery by the

President, is the maintenance of slavery. To them,
" the peculiar institution " is the one of all our insti-

tutions most desirable. And they seem to value " the

Union, the Constitution, and the Enforcement of the

Laws," only as these may be twisted to the perpetu-

ation of slavery.—c. k. w.

THE DEATH-STAKE OF " DEMOCRACY,"

Mr, John Pettit, Democratic nominee for the Eighth

Indiana Congressional District, and Mr. Patrick Dona-
hoe, editor of the Boston Pilot, are, corporeally speak-

ing, some little distance apart ; but, in apolitical point

of view, they ride side by side in the team which had

the misfortune to be upset two years ago by collision

with an express train bound for Washington. It will

'probably ever be cause of astonishment to these gen-

tlemen how they happened to be spilled on one side of

the track, and certain of their bosom friends, includ-

ing their principal drivers on the other; still more,

how, when the latter had taken up arms to enforce

their right of way, Messrs. Pettit and Donaboe found

themselves ranged in behalf of the railroad. We hope

posterity will explain it for them. Meanwhile it be-

hooves us to record, that, having bound up their

bruises, and outlived the mortification of being for once

on the side of right, they are looking with longing eyes

to their former partners, with whom they have all the

time been in sympathy, and now begin openly to co-

operate. We say openly, and refer to their position as

defined in our "Refuge of Oppression " for this week.

Mr. John Pettit says his way of stopping the rebellion

in sixty days,—and he offers his recipe to the Presi-

dent gratis,—would be to "extend slavery over every

free State ;
" while Mr. Donahoe declares " the return

of the Democratic party to power" to be the only

remedy for the estrangement of North and South.

"While that party prevailed," he adds, with a frank-

ness worthy of the confessional, " there was no rebel-

lion. . . . Give it power, and everything will soon be

reversed."

Messrs. Pettitand Donahoe spoke at different times,

in different places, and in very different terms, but no
intelligent mind can detect the slightest essential varia-

tion iu the idea which animates the utterance of each.

If the saying of the one seems the exegesis of that of

the other, it is because the naked advocacy of univer-

sal slavery in this so-called Republic is beyond the

courage of the editor of the Pilot, bold, bad man as he

is. But the same thought possessed his mind. " Give

it power, and everything ici.ll soon be reversed." No need
to be more explicit. The reverse of liberty at the

North is " the extension of slavery over ever; free

State." The reverse of a war against slavehnkling

traitors is bloody persecution of loyal Abolitionists

and Republicans. The reverse of u government and
an administration chosen by and representing the peo-

ple, is the rule of an oligarchy of slaveholders irre-

sponsible and self creating. The reverse of Abraham
Lincoln is Jefferson Davis.

Such being the programme of the Democratic party

in their present efforts to regain their ascendancy, we
may congratulate ourselves that the issue is thus fair-

ly and squarely preaentedj thai honest men may go to

the polls next month with clear heads and a deter-

mined purpose. Long ago it was settled that tlie con-

flict of arms is for the unconditional submission of

either slavery or freedom. To-day the conflict of par-
ty confessedly hears the same interpretation. Those
specious pretexts for a change of .uhmnistralion. which
will every day be more loudly advanced,— the suspen-

sion et habeas corpus, the restriction of the liberty of

the press, tin- burden of direct, taxation, the involved

finances, nay, emn th<- wry fact >?!' war,- all these must,

not he allowed to hide the object of the party which

parades them. The party which alone ha* filled Port

Warren and Port Lafayette—which alone has suffered

popular and official suppression of its newspapers—
which alone has furnished spies on this side and com-
batants on the other of the lines of war—which alone

iu the Southern half of tins country rose in armed re-

bellion, and in the Northern half has intrigued against

a vigorous prosecution of the war—in short, the Demo-
cratic party—can as little disguise its intentions and
desires as it can the character of its supporters. It

means to work with the rebels and for the rebels.

Unblushingly it announces as the consequence of its

restoration that peace which existed before the rebel-

lion—the peace of Brooks and Floyd and Buchanan

—

the peace of Northern slaves and Southern masters.

It clamors for " the Constitution as it is," and knows,

that, unfettered by that instrument, the North would
have subjugated the South in ninety days; for "the
Union as it was," which is simply " the War as it is."

The Democratic party is like the hero in the fable

whose days were determined by a brand plucked from

the burning. So long as the wood remained uncon-

suroed, so long might he live, but no longer. The
pro-slavery compromises of the Constitution were that

brand for the Democracy. With more than a mother's

solicitude did the President lock them up from harm
upon his entrance into office. At last he has opened

the casket and flung the half-burnt torch to the flames

.

Democracy feels of a sudden a sinking at its heart.

The consumption goes on; life flickers; the party

gasps for breath. In vain ! The fire creeps slowly

but steadily along. There will be nought but ashes,

til three montlis, doomed party !—w. r. c.

A CHANGE OP BASE.

Strict probity can hardly be considered an Ameri-
can characteristic. The national habit of attempting

to hide the hideous infernalism of Slavery by am-
biguous phrases and soft names has become chronic

from long usage. Representative men, the pulpit and

the press have all encouraged and shared in the de-

ceit. "The peculiar institution," "a different sys-

tem of labor," " the patriarchal institution," and the

like, were the virtuous shields with which conscious

hypocrisy used to conceal the " sum of all villanies."

a natural consequence, public morality has been

debauched. Neither an individual nor a nation can

long persist in prevarication without losing entirely

the power of distinguishing truth from falsehood.

Our national appetite, accustomed for so many
years to be satisfied with Fourth-of-July orations and

Union-saving speeches, is not yet able to find truth pal-

atable. When McClellan, outgeneralled and out-

numbered, was forced to retreat from the cemetery

of the Chickahominy and take refuge in the torrid re-

gion of Harrison's Landing, we were jubilant over

that successful strategic " change of base." To call

that costly manoeuvre by its true name required some

moral courage. We have a vivid recollection of read-

ing, in the various papers of that time, of the summa-
ry knocking-down of a gentleman on a Brooklyn ferry-

boat, who had the audacity to express doubts concern-

ing the military genius of the " little Napoleon." More
than this, the papers mentioned the brutal act apr

provingly.

In the whole' history of the war, we cannot remem-
ber an instance where the commanding general has

acknowledged a defeat. The bulletin of an unsuc-

cessful battle reads like a prize-fighter's story: "I
struck the fist of my opponent so hard a blow with

my left eye that I fell to the ground."

The last fortnight has witnessed a marvellous

revolution in the newspaper world. Conservative

Republican sheets like the Boston Advertiser, Journal,

and Springfield Republican, have been busy for the

last year proving the worthlessness of a proclamation

of emancipation. They have denounced it as the vision

of impracticable theorists, and have praised the Presi-

dent for refusing to pronounce this " brutum fulmen."

But the President has done the deed, and, presto,

change ! the party barrel-organs play new tunes.

Not Saul's conversion was more instantaneous. They
now advocate, in labored columns, the wisdom and
necessity of a proclamation. Has either of them

a word of regret for past opposition, or acknowledg-

ment that the emancipationists were right
1

? Why,
bless you ! no. This is not a conversion. Only a
" change of base." Sumner and Phillips are as ob-

jectionable as ever.

Another " change of base," or we might more apt-

ly term it " base change," is illustrated by the New
York Herald, Boston Courier and Post. While Bor-

der-State policy paralyzed the government, "they

clong to Lincoln as a stedfast maste," and declared

unqualified approval -of the President the test of loy-

alty. The proclamation has unmasked them. Their

present rebellious attitude shows the hollowness of

their former professions. Let the measure wdiich

they meted out to others be faithfully meted out to them

again. They furnished the yardstick, let them be

tested by it.

The friends of freedom, though recognizing the ad-

vance of the government as a cheering sign of the

times, are not satisfied. They demand another

"change of base"; a change from the false base of

expediency to the everlasting base of justice. Eman-
cipation as a motive of humanity, of absolute right,

of atonement to an injured and long-suffering race,

will place us in harmony with the Divine laws. Ob-

scurity of moral vision will be removed, and with

anointed eyes the nation will see, as never before, the

fair and glorious proportions of neglected Truth.

—W. L, G., JR.

THE P1ATEBEITY LECTURES.

The opening lecture of the Fifth Fraternity Course

was delivered in the Tremont Temple, on Tuesday
evening last, by Hon. Henri' Wilson. A very large,

intelligent and appreciative audience greeted the Sen-

ator with hearty applause as he entered, which was
again renewed upon the appearance, among the gen-

tlemen who accompanied Mr. Wilson to the platform,

of the other Senator of Massachusetts, Hon. Charles
SUMBBE,
Charles W. Slack, Esq., the Chairman of the

Lecture Committee, thanked the company present for

their generous support, the more to be valued at a

time when the means of somany are greatly lessened,

and all are called upon for frequent and unusual con-

tributions.

In truth, we doubt not that it is the feeling of very

many that this annual Fraternity course is an intel-

lectual and spiritual necessity to them,—one which
can by no means be dispensed with. It has a living

purpose, it stands before the community with a most
Catholic spirit, it welcomes the highest truths from the

deepest and most living sources, and pours them forth

in liberal streams to make glad both city and sur-

rounding country. Indeed the influence of these lec-

tures is bounded by no narrow limits. We think the

Committee extremely fortunate in the lecturers whose

names they have been able to announce for the pres-

ent course.

'fhe lecture of Mr. Wilson was written throughout,

and was evidently prepared in the most careful and

thorough manner, and is of that value, as an historical

document to be consulted and preserved, that we hope

to see it printed in full. It was a masterly sketch of

the progressive history, the claims, encroachments,

and usurpations of shivery, op to the time wheiitlu'se

became so bare-faced, so flagranti "0 audacious, so in-

famous, that even long usage and the habit of hu-

miliation QOUld endure tliem no longer. Mr. Wilson

showed how slavery then lifted its hand to smite

down ami ruin the country and government it could

no longer control and use for its hateful purposes, and

net before the audience the prominent conspirators and
villains of the plot, each in bis appropriate likeness

and character. Slavery he pronounced and proved

the sole cause, author, and support of the rebellion,

and adjured the audience to Bjpare no prayers or labors

for its utter overthrow.

At the dose o( Mr. Wilson's address, which had

been heard with steady attention, and often applaud
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ed, loud calls were made for Mr. Sumner, and that

gentleman came forward and very briefly addressed

the meeting, presenting two ideas which he said he

regarded as now el the utmost importance. The

first is, that the President's Proclamation is not, as

soino would have us believe, merely prospective in its

character, hut in several important particulars (which

ho cited) is immediate in its operation, and carries im-

mediate t'KiiKDbii with it as the flag of the coun-

try advances. The second tact is, that Freedom and

Emancipation have now become the declared policy

of the President and the country, and that whoever

opposes these opposes the President and Government,

and gives aid and comfort to the rebellion, as much as

does lie who discourages and prevents enlistments,

and, at least equally with the latter, is a traitor to

the country. And this, Mr. Sumner doubted not,

would be the general opinion of the country before

another month had passed.

—The omens for our country are all good—God

be thanked. Still may lie be with us, as with our fa-

thers, and, in this great and fearful contest, be our con-

stant leader to the end.— si.
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DEATH or COL. WILLIAM "WHITING.

Died in Concord, Sept. 29th, William Whiting,

Esq.., in the 74th year of his age.

Thus we are again called—how frequent these

calls are coming—to record the departure, and la-

ment the loss, of one of the early, steadfast, brave and

single-minded friends of the Anti-Slavery cause-

Col. Whiting was one of those Abolitionists on prin-

ciple, who could always be trusted, of whom you

might always be sure where they stood, where they

could be found. Always modest and courteous, re-

markably gentle in manner, and with a most tender

and sensitive heart, he was in his devotion to the anti-

slavery cause as firm as a rock, and ever at the post of

duty. For many years a Vice President of the Mas-

sachusetts Anti-Slavery Society, and for at least an

equal period the President of the Middlesex County

Anti-Slavery Society, he rendered to tFiem the firm

support of an honest and high-souled man. "The

memory of the just is blessed," and leaves the richest

blessings after it. Even the great cause of Justice,

Humanity and Freedom seems to become dearer to us,

as we link with it the memory of such faithful and dis-

interested lovers. God he thanked for the great con-

solation we have in their death. They " fought a good

fight and kept the faith."

We regret the absence of Mr. Garrison, who would

gladly have used this opportunity to testify to the sin-

cere and upright life of his friend, and to the value of

his long and never-wavering services to the Anti-

Slavery cause. Instead of this, we are fortunate in

being able to give the words of one who knew Mr.

Whiting intimately, and who, in writing to Mr. Garri-

son, speaks as follows :

—

"I hardly know how to do justice to the peculiar

respect and tenderness with which Col. Whiting al-

wavs spoke of you. Your portrait hung over his

couch, in his sickness, and after death. He talked

about you frequently, and I have often heard him say,

'If there is a man on earth I truly love, it is William

Lloyd Garrison.' His disease (of the heart) has ren-

dered it absolutely necessary to keep him, for many
months, free from all excitement. To so great a de-

gree did nervous excitability increase, as the disease

advanced, that common conversation produced a pain-

ful and even dangerous excitement, and not only

friends and neighbors, but some of his own relations,

were obliged to refrain from -visiting him. But lie

had periods of comparative rest ; and in these tranquil

times he was so cheerful, and enjoyed so much what
friends could do for him, that he often said these last

two months were the happiest he ever spent. Uniform

patience and self-control prevailed over all his bodily

discomforts; the idea of duty triumphed over all the

moods of sickness, and lie rendered the care of him a

pure pleasure by his genial appreciation of every ser-

vice. For the last five weeks he did not lie down at

all, and died in the same chair where he had sat all

that time. Though lingering, his death was not pain-

ful, and his consciousness was manifest to the last.

During the whole of his sickness, bis mind seemed
entirely occupied with the subjects of highest impor-

tance to one in his condition. He made no allusion to

bis worldly afiairs, but used the opportunity to review

fiis life, and give his last testimony as to what appeared

most valuable in it. He referred to his early connec-

tion with the Lodge of Free Masons in Concord, and

attributed to its influence on his habits and principles

much of the moral progress of his later years. He
rejoiced in having given his whole influence in favor

of Total Abstinence, by an example whose peculiar

significance was in the fact that he signed a pledge to

himself, years before a Temperance society was thought

of, while yet a young man, making it known to no one

but his wife', and never violating it, by tasting even a

drop of beer or cider, even when the general ideas of

hospitality required him to keep these, and ofier them

to guests.

When about forty years old he joined the Unitarian

church, and took part for many years in the Sunday

School, which he greatly enjoyed. He loved liberal

Christianity, he said, because it seemed to him to in-

clude the idea of progress. He often repeated in the

most earnest way his belief in the goodness of God, in

the tender love of Christ, and his affection for all who
showed their love of Him by working for their fellow-

men.
But more than all, he rejoiced in having been a

thorough -going and out-spoken Abolitionist, before it

was popular to be so, even when his closest personal

friendships were endangered by this faithful adherence

to his own convictions. His love for his associates in

this work increased with every year of his life, soUmt
the Anti-Slavery meetings were the only recreations

he cared for. He always found in them new impulse

in tiie right direction, and such interchange of friend-

ly affection as warmed and cheered his heart."

To each and all of the surviving family of our much

esteemed friend and fellow-worker, and in behalf of a

wide circle of those who have long been accustomed

to welcome his face in the Anti-Slavery gatherings,

we offer our respectful sympathies.

—

m.

working Abolitionist. I here took leave of Father

P., not expecting to meet him again on the mortal

shores, qfclis memory will be a benediction to all who

have truly known him.

I next went to Sheflield Hollow. Here I had a very

large meeting in the evening. Elder J. Woodman,

an old friend, and a good, earnest anti-slavery man,

was present, and gave his influence for the slave. So

likewise was the Wesleyau minister. I noticed in the

commencement of the meeting that the mob spirit

was there. I was much annoyed throughout the

whole speech by a perturbed, muttering spirit, which

seemed to have possessed some in the remote parts of

the house. When the meeting had closed, I passed

out through the crowd, and an attempt was made to

assault me, but it failed. I passed round the corner of

the house to where my friend was getting his horse

and carriage ready to take me to his home, anjl as I

got more into the dark, the cowards followed me, and

at a safe distance commenced throwing stones, one of

which hit me with some violence. I immediately

made a reconnoissance, but found no enemy in force.

In this same place, twenty-seven years ago, I delivered

a Temperance address, and the rummies, to show their

independence, retired to the whiskey shop, and spent

the night in a drunken brawl. I do not think the peo-

ple generally were pleased with the demonstrations of

the last evening. Some there were, I am sure, whose

sympathies were with the slave.

On Monday evening, Sept. 15th, I spoke in the

Union meeting-house in Sheffield. In consequence of

rain the audience was small, but very attentive, and

seemed much interested.

On Thursday evening, I spoke in Barton to a very

large and enthusiastic audience. Here was a company

of soldiers of over one hundred in number. Their

captain marched them in with the heat of drum. This

called out the citizens, and filled the house.

On Friday I spoke in Sutton, in the Baptist meet-

ing-house. It was a rainy evening, and the audience

was small.

On Saturday I came to Danville, where I found no

preparation had been made for a meeting. With the

assistance of our friend Hazletine, some bills were

got out, and preparations made for lighting the old

Court House, which is the most dreary looking and

dirty apartment my eyes almost ever beheld. .If it

ever had any friends, it would seem they are gone to

jail, or have been hung, or disposed of in some other

manner. A few unruly boys, and three or four decent

men, (not a woman,) were my audienee. I com-

menced speaking, and somebody commenced ringing

the bell. I requested that some one would stop the

ringing; but the bell only rang the harder. In the

circumstances, I declined to speak, and closed the

meeting. Here is plenty of meeting-house room, but

no place for the slave. The principal clergyman of

the place finds enough to do to vote the hunker ticket,

and preach on the Millennium ! Our friendXEONARD

Johnson, of Peacham, was there, and took me to his

dear home. Oh ! how sweet is friendship's home,

coming next to such an experience as that at Danville !

Priend Johnson told this Danville minister a few days

after, that he thought, from what he saw, the Millen-

nium would not commence for some time yet in Dan-

ville !

I had a large meeting in Peacham on Sunday even-

ing, both congregations, Orthodox and Methodist,

uniting. The large chapel was well filled, aud I

thought it a good meeting. So said friend Johnson

and other friends, On Monday evening, I spoke in a

school-house in friend Johnson's district to a small

audience. Tuesday evening I spoke in Peacham Hol-

low to a somewhat larger number. Of other meetings

and other fortunes I will inform you in a future com-

munication.

I congratulate you upon the President's Proclama-

tion. It comes very late—puts off the redemption too

long—invites the Rebels to place themselves in such a

position that the Government may still continue to

unite with them in making the doom of the slave hope-

less and eternal. Yet I am glad of it, and place my
hope in the terrible villany of the rebels, who will

most certainly drive the Government to strike, though

with much reluctance, the fetters from the limbs of

their slaves. So mote it be; for it can come in no

other way.

Yours, for Freedom at any cost and at all hazards,

A. T. FOSS.

J r

ME. TOSS'S EEPORT OP AGENCY IN VER-

MONT.
Barre, Vt., Oct. 2, 1862.

Dear Mr. May,—I conimenced my present tour in

"Vermont on the seventh day (Sunday) of September,

at Mclndoes Falls. On arriving at the depot there, I

met our faithful friend Alexander Gilchrist, ready

to lake me to his quiet and hospitable home. Such a

reception is most cheering to the spirit of the anti-

slavery agent. He meets everywhere the hatred of

the unthinking, pro-slavery, negro-despising multi-

tude. Therefore to him such a friendly welcome is as

a gleam of sweet sunshine through the rift in the dark

storm-cloud.

I found that all the preparations for my meeting had

been early and faithfully made, and that, too, was a

great source of comfort. The congregations of the

place united and gave me a large and appreciative au-

dience in the Orthodox meeting-house. I met with

no opposition, aud with some encouraging expressions

of approval. The Methodist clergyman was especial-

ly kind, and ready to put forth a helping hand to aid

the good work.

That venerable and good man, Kev. John E. Palm-

er w bo, by common consent, is called by all the

good in this vicinity, Father Palmer, and who is near

eighty years of age,—came fourteen miles to meet me,

aud make some sure arrangements in reference to

meetings in his neighborhood.

On Tuesday evening, September 9th, I spoke at

St. Johnsbury. Here, too, the meeting had been well

notified by my friend Luke Buzzell. The meeting

was in the large Town Hall, which was well filled.

Iu the beginning of the meeting there was some dis-

turbance, which, however, wholly ceased before I had

proceeded very far, and the meeting ended quietly,

and, at least to me, very satisfactorily. When, near

the close of my remarks, I referred to the rowdy ele-

ment present, and expressed the belief that the au-

dienee did not sympathize with it, I was most heartily

cheered. One of the principal lawyers in the place

spoke at some length in rebuke of the mob spirit, and

was responded to by the audience in a very earnest

manner.

The next day Father Palmer came and took me

to his house in Lower Waterford. Here I spoke in

the evening to a small audience.

On the morrow Patui-i; PaemBB took 0)6 to West

Concord, where I met a good audience, m& enjoyed

the hospitality of Rev. L. II. Tabor. He is an earnest
i

poning its usefulness till three months hence, rather

than let it take immediate effect ?

If this Proclamation of President Lincoln is right

and necessary to-day, what substantial reasons exist

that it was not right and necessary, when every prin-

ciple of expediency, necessity and justice equally de-

manded it more than a year ago ? Had it been issued

then, we should now he practically enjoying the full

benefit of a " military necessity." As it is, wherein

is the status-of slavery virtually changed from where

the last Congress left it, provided the existing laws of

that Congress were rigidly enforced?

While desirous of doing full justice to the good

sense and good intentions of President Lincoln, truth

constrains me to say, that I find such an apparent want

of heart in his last Proclamation, that it effectually

chills my individual enthusiasm.

Boston, Oct. 1, 1862. ASTREA.

THE PROCLAMATION.

No one who has been at all conversant "with the

critical condition of our country during her present

politico-military travail but must have trembled for the

safety of the nation's life, as he observed the unskil-

ful use of the means administered for her recovery.

Our political and military doctors have persistently

ignored all custom, authority and experience, have

pursued no acknowledged system, no graduated order

or regularity, nothing but a general confusion and in-

discriminate mixing up of all systems—the peculiar

characteristic of quacks ! Homeopathic pills ordered,

when the largest allopathic doses were indispensably

necessary; cold water externally applied, when the

unfortunate sufferer needed something internally, hot,

peppery and stimulating; unnatural bleeding resorted

to whenever strength was particularly required
;

if

vigorous action was demanded, powerful narcotics

would be. administered, producing, of course, only

temporary stupor. And so every blundering attempt

of the faculty to restore the health of the patient has

inevitably caused a proportionate loss of the patient's

natural vitality.

" Throw suck physic to the dogs, wo '11 none of it."

No one who has been alive to the needs and neces-

sities of our country, or watchfully jealous of the en-

croachments upon the inalienable rights of man, by

those under the baneful, insidious, subtle influence of

human slavery, but must have sometimes felt person,

ally outraged, severely sickened with doubts and dis-

trust as to the certainty of having the primal cause of

our convulsion successfully removed. In view of our

constant recusal to energetically prosecute the war-

in which sad particular alone have we shown any

consistency—in the general mismanagement of affairs,

in those inexcusable blunders which partake so largely

of the nature of crimes, in the apparent, if not open

dereliction of duty,—in view, I say, of the long cata-

logue of our national sins of omission and commission,

ho has not felt, during all these weary months, the

bitterness of despair possess him—the angel of Hope

gradually withdrawing her charmed presence'; The

fearful responsibility must sooner or later come home

to the consciousness of those who have caused this

terrible waste of human life, which has been so need-

lessly saeriiieed—so many unnecessary deaths, and

each no better than a murder. Though it is compara-

tively easy to escape the merited punishment of man,

the retributive justice of Almighty God is sure and

complete. Seemingly, no greater chastisement could

be inflicted upon those most responsible for our pres-

ent deplorable state of affairs, after nearly eighteen

months of military rule, than to justly realize, with

all the force of truthful conviction, the exact condition

of our country to-day, in contrast with what it would

be naturally, had not duty been repeatedly surrendered

to expediency ; a false forbearance substituted for the

principles of equity ;.an overstrained cautiousness not

to disturb the feelings of those who are only half-

hearted—pocket-hoar ted anil lip-loyal; appointments

made and adhered to through prejudice, irrespective

of the higher considerations of impartiality, integrity

and capability ; and, finally, bad not an unpanhinably

temporizing policy been preferred to the plainest dic-

tates of universal justice and right,

The President's Proclamation has measurably check-

ed that general feeling of despondency, which, up to

the date of its promulgation, was steadily increasing

day by day. Hope again- revives ;
confidence is at

once partially restored. Throughout the land, the

people everywhere feel sensibly relieved; the only

regret is, that this action of tiie President has been so

lung delayed ; the only drawback, afcar that this tardy

justice comes too late. Where is the wisdom of poit-

IUTEEESTIrlG LETTEE PEOM THE ATLAN-

TIC SQTJAEEON.
August 20, 18G2.

My Dear Priend,—Since I wrote you last, I have

been fairly in the land of darkies. Wo went up the

Santee Elver, and while passing " Blaker " Planta-

tion, the rebels fired upon us with cannon in ambush.

We immediately opened fire upon them and made

them scatter. We pursued them into the woods, but

they retreated to an entrenchment too strong for us

to take. As soon as we landed, their slaves flocked

to the hanks of the river in such numbers that, at the

landing from which I took them, I was obliged to

load a scow with them, and tow them on board—men

omen and children. I afterwards took boat-load after

boat-load; and "such expressions of grateful acknowl-

edgment as came from their lips you never heard.

And yet it was a sari sight to witness their destitu-

tiou, many being half nakeil, as they had run for

their lives and left everything behind. My God !

what a spectacle, to behold husbands without their

wives, and wives without their husbands ; tender and

affectionate mothers without their children, and chil-

dren without their parents! And while engaged in

the philanthropic work of their removal, I could hear

from officers as well as crew the mutterings of " nig-

ger-catching," and the like, but I did not allow their

fault-finding to disturb my equilibrium. I rebuked

the murmurers,' and silenced the enemies of such a

righteous work. I delight to strip from the rebels

everything, of whatever name or nature, and have

taken in my vessel hundreds of contrabands, besides

clothing, bedding, crockery, glass, iron and other wares,

from rebel slaveholders' plantations, which I have

turned over to the blacks for their comfort. I have

helped feed thousands from corn, rice, &c, taken from

their masters. I have missed no opportunity to afford

the poor suffering and destitute ones all the aid and

comfort in my power. I have not only sent my boats,

but have been repeatedly in my gig, morning, noon

and night, to take them from the shores, whenever

they would present themselves, no matter how great

the distance or risk ; and in all this, I feel that I have

done no more than my duty.

While we were at Winyaw Bay, near Georgetown,

S. C, we made a trip to Polly's Island, to destroy

salt works. While engaged in this pleasant work to

us, but destructive work to them, the rebels attacked

us, shooting two of our men. We immediately drove

them off, took care of our wounded men, and com-

pleted the destruction of the works, mules, carts, boats,

&c, and took clothing enough to cover the nakedness

of a hundred blacks. We took all the overseers'

clothing,—some of it partly made up,—and bedding,

and gave the same to the contrabands.

There are about three hundred contrabands on St.

Simon's Island, in the river of that name, Georgia,

where we now are, and we have two schools regular-

ly attended, furnished with books, teachers, &c. I

examine the school near my residence every two

or three days, and am delighted with its progress.

Many of the blacks can learn as fast as any of

the whites, and I am amused at the native common-

sense which many of them possess. I lecture to

them twice a week, and if one ever heard grateful

expressions, it is when I get through. They de-

clare it to be a message from God, and me the in-

strument through which it is sent. I tell them that

education is the death-blow of slavery, and that Wash-

ington, Jefferson and Franklin had to learn their let-

ters ; also, that freedom is not laziness, nor indolence,

but that the man who would be great must be indus-

trious, energetic and persevering, whether black or

white; and that learning, like the pearl of great price,

when once obtained, cannot be taken away from them,

but that its advantages will last and benefit them be-

yond the bounds of this transitory world.

I wish I had taken another sheet, for I have not

room for more than half I wish to say to you ; but I

fear I may tire you. I have a gig's crew of black

men, and no white men can beat them. I had them

with me, armed, when we fought the rebels at Polly's

Island. They are true. I have books for them, and

mean to teach them all I can. They say they were

never so happy before, and declare that when I go

home, they must go with me, and live with me for-

ever. Poor creatures ! what gratitude they manifest

1

May they all be free !

Your friend,

GEEAT MEETING IN FANEUIL HALL.

The able and excellent speech of Charles Sumner,

a large portion of which appears elsewhere in this

paper, was delivered on Monday noon at a meeting in

Faneuil Hall, held to express the people's satisfaction

at President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation,

and to pledge him their hearty and active support in

the vigorous prosecution of the war. The vast audi-

ence listened for two hours to this address, and

responded most enthusiastically to the strongest por-

tions of it, as well as of the resolutions there presented

and passed. Both speaker and hearers went for un-

conditional Unionism, and unconditional support of

the President. The galleries were crowded with la-

dies, the Brigade Band lent its aid, and the occasion

showed the intense interest and enthusiasm of a loyal

people in regard to a President who has fulfilled their

expectations. We append the resolutions :

Resolved, That the people of Boston and of Mas-
sachusetts, assembled in Faneuil Hall, pledge to the

President of the United States their undivided, unqual
ificd and enthusiastic support and confidence in all the

measures -which the Government may judge it expe-

dient to take for the suppression of ths rebellion and
the restoration of peace and order in the revolted

States. In return, we .ask ouly for the most prompt,

energetic and economical use, by the Government, of

all the resources which the people so freely yield to

its demand.
Resolved, That we rejoice with the most unspeak-

able joy that the cause of the country is now seen to

be the cause of universal and impartial freedom : that

Liberty and Union are henceforth and forever made

one and inseparable by the glorious Proclamation of

the 22d of September; that the edict which gives

freedom to three millions of enslaved men, strikes, at

the same mouieut, a fatal blow at the most; wicked re-

bellion ever known in history. We thank the Presf

dent for this great act, which is not less one of states-

manship and justice than of the most imperative

military necessity. God bless Abraham Lincoln !

Resolved, That we call upon the people of this

Commonwealth and of the loyal States to stand by

the President to the end. llis policy has been cau-

tiously and deliberately chosen, and must now be firm-

ly maintained by the government, and unanimously

and cheerfully supported by the people. Thatopposi-

tion which takes the shape of an attempt to divide the

people into political parties, in relation to it, to array

Congress against it, and to break itdown by withhold'

ing from it moral and political support, is absolutely

incompatible with the unconditional support of the pub

tic authorities, which is the first duty of every good

citizen. In this crisis of the country, let partisanship,

prejudice and hatred give way before a united pur-

pose to strengthen and encourage the President in his

efforts to maintain the integrity of the nation, and

preserve the principles ot liberty.

were approaching a village, Hook said, This is fill vuTy

well, as far as it goes, but we must have a little more

of the digito mons&ari, we must excite attention. So

saying, he stopped the chaise, got out, took a box from

his pocket, and spotted the white horse over with wa-

fers of the largest size, and then slowly drove through

the village, enjoying the stares of the country bump-

kins.

There is just now an unhappy individual in Boston

who seems affected with just such an itch for notorie-

ty. George Francis Train seems unable to live con-

tentedly without being conspicuous. Having made

various attempts to placard himself into connection

with the names of eminent men, and provoke them to

descend to personal controversy with him, he under-

took last Monday to gain the notice of a great assem-

bly in Faneuil Hall. Sundry o£ his associates com-

menced by iuterrupting'Charles Sumner, the princi-

pal speaker on that occasion. Mr. Sumner indulged

them by answering two or three questions ; but when

it appeared that the questions were designed, not to

elicit information, but to insult both the speaker and

^he audierfce, Mr. Sumner very properly requested

that he might be allowed to proceed without further

interruption.

After the meeting was adjourned, and the Hall de-

livered hy those who had engaged it into the hands of

the police, the energetic George Francis forced his

way to the platform, and insisted on holding another

meeting, without the customary preliminary of appli-

cation to the city government, by the signatures of a

hundred citizens, for permission. The police, of

course, fulfilled their duty, and the intruder, who pro-

posed to maintain his position by force, was marched

off to the station-house in double quick time. It is

said that some of his backers tried to revenge them-

selves by insulting and assaulting some of the audi-

ence as they retired.

—

c.-k. w;

g^= We take pleasure in informing our readers, at

the request of the Editor of the Banner of Light., of

this city, that the author of the beautiful lines in our

last issue, entitled " En Avant I
" is Mr. William M.

Robinson, for several years a reporter in the office of

that paper, hut now attached to the 8th Massachusetts

Battery, Capt. Cook. Mr. R. has just been promoted

for bravery in the late battles, and may well be proud

of his two-fold laurels. . .

THE EMANCIPATION PROCLAMATION AND
THE ARMY.

IMPORTANT ORDER BY GEN. m'CLELLAN.

Headquarters of the Army op the Potomac, \

Camp near Sharpsburg, October 7.
J

General Order 163. The attention of the officers

and soldiers of the Army of the Potomac is called to

General Order No. 139, War Department, Sept. 24th,

1862, publishing to the army the President's Procla-

mation of September 22d.

A proclamation of such grave moment to the nation,

officially communicated to the army, affords to the

general commanding an opportunity of defining specifi-

cally to the offiers and soldiers under his command the

relation borne hy all persons in the military service

of the United States towards the civil authorities of

the government. The Constitution confides to the

civil authorities, legislative, judicial and Executive,
the power and duty of making, expounding and execu-
ting the ordered laws. Armed forces are raised and
supported simply to sustain the civil authorities, and
are to be held in strict subordination thereto in all re-

spects. This fundamental rule of our political system
is essential to the security of our republican institu-

tions, and should be thoroughly understood and ob-

served by every soldier. The principles upon which
and the objects for which armies shall be employed in

suppressing rebellion,, must be determined and de-
clared by the civil authorities; and the Chief Execu-
tive, who is charged with the administration of the na-

tional affairs, is the proper and only source through
which the views and orders of the Government can be
made known to the armies of the Union.

Discussion by officers and soldiers concerning public

measures determined upon and declared by the Gov-
ernment, when carried at all beyond the ordinary
temperate and respectful expression of opinion, tend
greatly to impair and destroy the discipline and ef-

ficiency of troops by substituting the spirit of political

faction for that firm, steady and earnest support of the
authority of the Government, which is the highest
duty of the American soldier. The remedy for politi-

cal errors, if any are committed, is to be fouud only in

the action of the people at the polls.

In thus calling the attention of this army to the true

relation between the soldiers and the Government, the

general commanding merely adverts to an evil against
which it has been thought advisable during our whole
history to guard the armies of the Republic, he will

not be considfljed by any right-minded person as cast-

ing any reflection upon that loyalty and good conduct
which has been so fully illustrated upon so many bat-

tle-fields.

In carrying out all measures of public policy, this

army will of course be guided by the same rules of

mercy and Christianity that have ever controlled its

conduct towards the defenceless.

By command of Major General McClellan.
JAMES A. HARDEE,

Lieut. Col. Aide-de-camp, Acting Aast. Adjutant General.

Union Victory at Corinth. A great victory has

been won by Gen. Rosecrans over the rebel Generals
Price, Van Dorn and Lovell. Skirmishing began on
Tuesday, Sept. 30, and there has been fighting ever
since. The rebels attacked Corinth on Saturday,
Oct. 4, were repulsed, and pursued five miles on
Sunday by Gen. Ord. The rebel loss is estimated at

800 kiled, and 1-500 or 1800 wounded ; and we have as

many prisoners. Our loss is 300 killed, and 1000
wounded. The rebel Gen. Rodgers was, killed, like-

wise the Federal Generals Hackleman and Ogleby

;

Gen. Ord is slightly wounded. ,

The Richmond Papers and the Proclamation.
The President's proclamation has fallen like a fire

brand in camp and Senate. The rebel Congress, in

debating retaliatory propositions, indulged in much
billingsgate. The newspapers also share in the ex-

citement. The Richmond Dispaldr says the procla-

mation is nothing more than an authoritative declara-

tion of the truth that the war has all along been an
abolition one. The Enquirer insists that the docu-

ment " ordains a servile war," and abuses President

Lincoln, styling him "a savage," and recalls the his-

tory of negro insurrections in the South to fire the

Southern heart against him.

Gen. Curtis on the War. Gen. Curtis was re-

cently invited by his old friends at Keokuk to accept

of a public reception. In his letter of reply he says :

" Break down the rebel armies, confiscate property

of their supporters, deprive the rebels of their slaves

and their substance, prostrate foes and elevate friends

;

and the Union men in thousands, who now tremble in

the presence of the apprehension of its return, will

proclaim their devotion to our Government, and unite

with us heartily in restoring peace and prosperity to

our once happy country.

I have campaigned through three of the so-called

Confederate States, and express to you my observa-

tions and convictions."

^^= General Curtis was greeted with a serenade at

the Planter's House, last night, in honor of his taking

command of this Department. Prank Boehm's band
discoursed the music, and a very numerous crowd had
collected on the spot. The Major-General " mounted
the stump" in the shape of a bench on the sidewalk,

in order to express his thanks in simple and comely
language, in which ^e gave utterance to his hope of a

speedy termination of the war, and declared that he

was in favor of the Union, not " as it was," but as it

ought to be. This is a word at the right time. For the

rest, we knew already that we had gained iu him a

commander who supports the policy of the President's

proclamation, not merely with halfheart aud half by

constraint, hut with all the joy of his soul. Hurrah
for Freedom !

—

Die (St. Louis) Neua Zet't, Sept. 2Gf/i.

$$" Less than two weeks ago, exchanging shots

between the army of Slavery and the army of Free-

dom fiew shrieking and screaming over the engine-

house where, for two days, old John Brown held the

State of Virginiajit bay. A week ago, its walls were

again shaken by the thunders of cannonade, when
those armies met in the greatest battle of the conti-

nent. On Tuesday night, within rille shot of it, the

Pluelamatiou of IJmancipation was heard gladly among
thirty thousand soldiers. His soul is marching ou.

— Corn'*}mndanx. if the Nne York. Tribune.

ft3^=- The famous English joker, Theodore Hook,

was once taking a drive with a friend in the country.

The horse was spirited, the day fine, the prospect en-

chanting. The friend, who afterwards told the story,

was in high enjoyment of the excursion. But, as they

$$= The N. Y. Times says that Gasparin, whose

death in France is announced, is not Count Agenor de
Gasparin, the distinguished defender of our Republic

and of Out free institutions, but his father. Adricn-

Etienne-Plerre, Comte tic &asparir), an old man.
eighty years of age, who formerly figured somewhat
in Kivnch politics, and wrote various works on agri

culture, rural, veterinary and cognate matters.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE HFI.IKF OF DES-
TITUTE CONTRABANDS.

A few evenings since, Rev. Mr. Grimes, who has
recently been in Washington to inquire into the con-

dition of the freed men and women in that city, made
a very interesting though painful statement of their

condition and wants, lie said that many of the poor
women and children who flew to our flag for refuge,

came with hare and bleeding feet, and were in many
instances half starved and nearly naked. Hundreds
hail arrived during the recent battles, and nearly all

came destitute. The government had kindly provided
them with food, and Mrs. Lincoln had contributed
something from her private purse, and had sent a box
containing some jellies and other things for the sick.

They are coming in continually, and are in need of al-

most everything. On motion of John S. Rock, a union
public meeting of all the colored churches in the city

was called to see what could be done. The meeting
was held, and largely attended. It was then agreed
that the ladies should form a permanent organization

t

for the* relief of those destitute persons. Last even-

ing an adjourned meeting was held to hear the report

of the Committee on Constitution and Officers, and
receive contributions and clothing. John S. Rock was
chosen Chairman, and E. M. Bannister, Secretary.
The Constitution reported by Mrs. Rock was adopted,

and the following permanent officers were chosen:
President, Mrs. O. J. Grimes ; Vice President, Mrs.
Cohurn ; Secretaries, Miss R. M. Washington and Mrs.
Wisher; Treasurer, Mrs. M. Stewart; and a Finance
Committee of one from each of the colored churches
in the city, who are authorized to solicit contributions
for the society: Mrs. Rachel Lewis, Southac street;

Mrs. S. Hawkins, Milton street; Mrs. II. E. Potter,
Anderson street; Mrs. Dorsey, Southac street, and
Mrs. Hayden, Southac street. Clothing enough to fill

about twenty barrels was contributed, and twenty-five
dollars in money. The society will meet every Tues-
day evening, in the vestry of the Twelfth Baptist
Church.

—

Boston Transcript.

A Benevolent Object. The Fugitives' Aid So-
ciety of Boston, an association of colored ladies, called

a meeting of the colored people Tuesday night at Rev.
J. Sella Martin's church, for the purpose of respond-
ing to an appeal made to them by the National Preed-
man's Relief Association of Washington, for help in

their labors. Four or five barrels of goods were con-

tributed, and twenty-five dollars in cash were collected

for this purpose. The church and society seem to be
in earnest about supporting the war and aiding its vic-

tims, whether white or colored, as beside what they
did Tuesday night, they have contributed forty-five

dollars in aid of our wounded soldiers. Any donations

Of money, or clothing of any kind, may be sent to Mrs.
J. Sella Martin, the President, at 26 Myrtle street, or

to the Treasurer, Mrs. Lockley, 31 Garden street.

—Boston Journal.

Slavics Liberated. The following order liberated

the first slaves under the President's Proclamation :

—

Headquarters Military Commandant, 1

Covington and Newport, Kt., >

September 23, 1862. )

Whereas, John, a colored man, aged 52 years, repre

senting himself as having been a slave of Robert Barn-
ham, in Henderson county, State of Tennessee, and
impressed into the rebel army as a servant to Robert
Barnham, on or about the loth day of March, 1802,

did escape from the aforesaid army when at Williams-
town, Ky., and voluntarily come into the lines of the

army of the United States, and surrender himself up
to the same ; I do, therefore, in obedience to the acts

of Congress, approved the 18th day of March, A. D.,

1862, and the 17th day of July, A. D., 1862, and in

compliance with the Proclamation of the President of

the United States, dated the 22d day of September,
A. D., 1862, declare the said John a free man, and en-

titled to protection as such.

Wji". B. Sites, Lieut. Col. Commanding.

N. B. Emanuel and Thomas were also liberated as

above, doubtless the first contrabands who have gained
their freedom under the last Proclamation of the Presi-

dent.

J&5P
5" Brigadier General Phelps publishes in full the

correspondence between himself, Gen. Butler, and the

Government, which led to his resignation. The most
important point upon which he insisted, and upon
which he was overruled, was that the military service

could- not be successfully carried on if conducted in

subordination to the laws of an institution which
caused the war. To assert the principles of liberty by
force of arms, and still respect the institution of slave-

ry, was simply a military impossibility. The alterna-

tive was presented to Gen. Phelps to perform duties

forbidden by the new law of Congress, as well as re-

pugnant to his honor and self-respect, or to resign. He
chose the latter, and is now without a command,
though his policy has triumphed.

A Deserved Compliment. The New Orleans
Sunday Delta of the 31st ult., after speaking a little

sharply of army chaplains, thus makes an exception :

" The amiable and cultivated Christian who has the

spiritual .charge of the fine 26th Massachusetts regi-

ment, (formerly Col. Jones's, now Col. Parr's,) is a

clergyman with whom it is edifying to walk and ele-

vating to talk. Goldsmith's Parson was not more pure
and good. We do not know his name, though his

face is as familiar and interesting as a sister's. We
meet him occasionally in our hot streets, and he is

always cheerful, always good, and always praising

some one. How refreshing it is to meet such a man 1

"

The gentleman referred to is the Rev. Charles Bah-
bidge, of Pepperell, Mass., a native of Salem, who,
many of our readers will remember, accompanied the

6th regiment, to which he was attached, on the march
to Washington in April, 1861, and was among those

assaulted by the mob in Baltimore.

" God Bless Abraham Lincoln ! " has been
heard from hundreds of lips, even iu the divisions

which formerly belonged to the old army of the Po-
tomac. My blood fairly jumped in. my veins and
choked my heart last night, to hear that grand old

song :

"John Brown's body lies a-niouldering in tbo grave,

Bat his soul is marching on ! marching on !
"

sung by 2000 strong lungs just formed into regiments
from this loyal State of Maryland.
Who would have believed it? and yet it was so,

and sung in the evening, in the main street of Wil-
liamsport, as the troops were marching through the
city to do picket duty at the fords of the Potomac.
But a short time ago, and hut a little distance from

here, John Brown hung between heaven and earth,
and went to his account amid the oaths, the jeers, and
the scoffs of the very men who now hear nightly the
tread of armed thousands who sing to his memory.
Truly, the world moves, and the people move with
it.— Corr. N. Y. Tribune.

J^= A despatch from San Francisco says that Pres-
ident Lincoln's proclamation of emancipation is com-
mended in favorable terms by the press generally—the
leading journals heartily endorsing his policy.

ft^
3
" The official reports of the killed and wounded

in the late battle of Antietam are telegraphed from
Sharpsburg to Baltimore. The total loss of the Union
army may be divided as follows :

—

Loss in Gen. Sumner's corps, 5,209
Loss in Gen. Hooker's corps, 2,619
Loss in Gen. Burnsidc's corps, 1,600
(Estimated) in Gen. Banks' and Franklin's corps,l,572

Total, 11,000

FRATERNITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston aud vicinity aro respectfully in-

formed that the Fiftu Course of Lectorbs under the au-

ipicos of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will bo continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, October U, 1862,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when an address on tbo Stato of

the Nation will bo made hy

REV. HENRY M. DEXTER.

To be followed on successive Tuesday ovouings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

Ootobor 21.

—

Uobekt Coi.i.vkk.

" 28,

—

Theodore Tilton.

November 1.

—

Moncuug D. Conway.
" 11.

—

Anna E. Dickinson.

" 18.

—

Henry Ward Beecheh.
" 25.

—

Owen Lovejoy.

Decombor 2.—B. Gratz Brown.
" 0,

—

Wendell Phillips.

" 1G.

—

Ralph Waldo Emerson.
" 23.

—

Jacob M. Manxino.
" ItO.—tjtEORUE Wm. Cup.tis.

Lectures to counuouoo at half-past 7 o'clock. Course

Tiokots, admitting tlio Bearer and Lady, at $2 oni'ti. tw.vy

be obtained at Williams & Everett's, l!;i I Washington s t-
;

Oliver Ditson & Go's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Sample ; and of either

mombor of the Lecture Committee, who in former years

have had the disposal of tickets. Sent. 2Jitf

IS1- NOTICE.—Tlio appointments I'm' AHDREW
FOSS'S meetings in Vermont are withdrawn for the pros*

out. His letter in another column, dated Manchester, "111

Oot., BUffloIoienttj Q^plalnS the reason.

CIRCULAR.
A Hospital, for women and children, was established

three years ago, in connection with the New England Fe-

male Medical College. This connection being dissolved,

the friends of this Hospital appeal to the pubiic to aid

them hi carrying forward its Important objects, on an in-

dependent basis.

Our Hospital affords to those women especially needing

the care and advice of their own sex, during sieknees or

in child-birth, the comforts of a homo, and faithful at-

tendance, at a moderate price.

To the friendless and needy we hope to offer the great-

est of all charity ; not only care for their physical wants,

but sympathy and Christian love. It is our cheering con-

viction, that many a woman looks back to her brief stay in

the Hospital as the best influence of her life.

We offer peculiar advantages for training nurses for their

important duties, under the superintendence of a physi-

cian.

We shall continue our Dispensary, which is visited

chiefly by respectable families of soldiers, and that class

of poor women, whose delicacy prompts them to seek con-

sultation among their own sex, while too poor to pay phy-

sicians' fees.

Since July 1st, we have had two hundred and twenty-

nine patients, and have given away medicines, prescribed

three hundred and ninety-five times, besides (what is often

more needed) advice and instruction how to preserve

health. In twenty-one cases, tho patients, too 3ick to ap-

pear at the Dispensary, have been treated at their own

homes.

Dr. Mary E. Breed, Resident Physician.

Dr. Marie E. Zakrzewska, Attending Pkysician<

Dr. John Ware, 1 r. ,,- m -

Dr. Samuel Cabot, 5

A sunny, and well ventilated house, with a large yard,

at the corner of Pleasant and Porter streets, has been

hired and made ready for patients. To furnish it, and

meet the expenses of tho comiDg year, will require, at

least, two thousand dollars, which, it is hoped, will be

promptly supplied, by donations and subscriptions.

As many free patients will be received as our funds will

allow.

True, it is in tho midst of terrible civil war, which drains

our resources, that we make this appeal ; but never has it

been more necessary. While the soldier has been fighting

our battles on distant fields, how often has his wife come
pleading at our doors for that help, in hor hour of need,

which, thank God, through the kindness of friends, we have

not yet been foreed to refuse her !

Donations and subscriptions may be forwarded to any of

the undersigned. All articles of use in a Hospital will be

gladly received.

Subscribers of five dollars will he entitled. to vote at the

Annual Meeting, which takes place on the first Tuesday in

November.

Samuel E. Sewall,

James Freeman Clarke,

F. W. G. May,

Geo. Win. Bond,

Abner Kingman,

Jonathan A. Lane,

Edward E. Halo,

Otis Everett,

Lucy Goddard,

Ednah D. Cheney,

Boston, Oct. 1, 1862.

Mary C. E. Barnard,

Mary J. Ellis,

Anna H. Clarke,

Sarah D. C. Lane,

Louisa C. Bond,

Mary A. S. Palmer,

Sarah Jane Kingman,

Marie E. Zakrzewska,

Caroline M. Severance,

Elizabeth L. Everett.

DIED—In this city, Sept. 23, Oliver Nash, aged 65.

Sept. 28, Susanna L. ColEj aged 50.

In Somerville, Mass., Sept. 28, Ann Hall, widow of

the much-respected Boston citizen, Primus Hall, aged 71.

In Manchester, N. H-, very suddenly, on Sunday, Oct.

5th, Kincaid Foss, son of Andrew T. Foss of that place,

aged 20 years.

We hear of this event with deep sorrow, and with heart-

felt sympathy with our friend and fellow-laborer, the fa-

ther of the deceased, and with his family. We believe

that in this bereavement he loses his only son ; a grievous

loss indeed to parents, especially when themselves past the

prime of active life. Very many will tenderly feel for the

affliction of our friend ; and we are impelled to print the

letter in whieh he conveys to us the intelligence of his

great loss, that they may recognize the heroic spirit in

which he meets and strives to bear it :

—

Manchester, Oct. 7, 1862.

Dear Mr. May: Yesterday, at 2 o'clock, in Braintree,

Vt., I received a telegraphic dispatch announcing the death

of my son.

He returned from the army one week last Thursday. He
was out of health, but not seriously so, to all appearance,

and was able to be about till a few days before his death.

His physician assured his mother that he was not in danger.

Sunday morning last, he was taken suddenly worse, and

died in a few minutes. He had brought the Southern fe-

ver home with him.

I regret exceedingly that we could not have Mr. Garri-

son to speak on the occasion of the funeral. But I know
his absence would prevent. If it were possible to keep

the body, I should delay till to-morrow, and ask you to

come up and say tho word I desire to have said,—That

slavery has slain my son. O, how many it has slain ! But

its reign will soon be over. And terrible as the penalty is

which we must pay, it is a just one. And if freedom is

born of this terrible travail of sorrow and pain, we will

with resignation endure the sorrow, and greatly rejoice in

the glorious deliverance.

My dear brother, I have tried to do all I eould during

all the days of my fres.k manhood ; and now that, when I

am growing old, this last and costliest sacrifico is demand-

ed, I only wish 1 could have paid It in my own person, and

my son could have been spared for days of usefulness to

our suffering humanity.

Yours, iu deep affliction, A. T. FOSS.

P. S. Please insert my son's death in this week's Libera-

tor, that the friends in Vermont may know the reason that

I fail to fulfil appointments.

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's New Steel Plate County Colored Map of the

United States, Canadas, and New Brunswick,

From recent surveys ; comploted August 10, 1S62 ; cost

$20,000 to engrave it, aud one year's time.

Superior to any S10 map over made by Colton or

Mitchell, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ; 370000
names are engraved on this map.

It is not only a county map, but it is also a

COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
of tho United States and Canadas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,

aud distances between.
Guarantee any woman or man $3 to £5 per day, aud will

take back all maps that cannot be sold, and refund the

money.
Send for $1 to try.

Printed instructions how, to canvas well furnished all

our agents.

Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our Maps in every State,

California, Canada, England, France, aud Cuba. A for-

tune may bo made with a few hundred dollars capital. No
competition. J- T. LLOYD,

No. Kit Broadway, New 1 ork.

Tho War Department uses our Map ot Virginia, Mary-
land and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which are marked
Antietam Creek, Sharpsburg, Maryland Uights, Williams-

port Ferry, Rhorersvillo, Noland's Ford, and all others ou
the Potomac, and every other place in Maryland, Virginia

and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.

LLOYD'S

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY,
OHIO, INDIANA and ILLINOIS,

is tho only authority for Gen. Buell and the War Depart-
ment. Money refunded to any ouo finding au error in it.

Price 50 cents.

From tho Tribuuo, Aug. 2.

" Lloyd's M a p oi-Yinr,iN-i,\,MAUYi.Axit and Pennsylva-
nia. This Map is very largo ; its 008* is but 25 cents, and
it is the btH whiih CM be purchased."

LLOYD'S

G&EA r MAP OF Till: MISSISSIPPI RIVER,

From actual survo.ys by Cnpts. Bart and Wm. Bowon, Mis-
sissippi llivi'i Pilots, of St. Louis, Mo., shows every man's

plantation and owner's name, ftwn St. Louis to tho Gulf oi

Mexico—1860 mites—every sand-bar, island, town, land-

ing, and all places twenty miles l>aok I'rum tlio river—
colored in QOUBtloa and Stalvs. 1'iioo, $1 in shoots, S'',

pocket form, un.l %%fiH on linen, with rollers. Now ready.

N.wv DBPAMJUHT, Washington, Sept. 1", 1S(J3.

.1. T. I.i.ovn : ."MR—Solid me your Map ol tbo Missis-

sippi Kiver, with prion per hundred oopios. Rmu
Charles II. Davis, OOUIDOWlding !lu> Mis.^-ippi squadron, is

ftUthoriied bO purchase as uvmv :is aiv voqun-od tor use of

thai squadron. GIDBON WBLLS,
\

Oot. 3.
'"
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For the Liberator.

TWICE THKEE HUNDRED THOUSAND MEN.

Call twico three hundred thousand men, r President has

SLAVERY, AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS.
No. V.

BY JOSEPH P. BliENNAN, OP LOUISVILLE, KT.

Our ranks are sadly growing thin, and rebels hope for aid ;

Long have we halted, half afraid to strike the vital part—

We dared not speak tho magic word that reaches to the

heart.

Bring twice three hundred thousand men, with Saxon

features made
;

Our childhood's early lessons were to scorn the black man's

aid ;

We grant him place to hew and dig, and menial service

give,

But never call him quite a mas, on equal terms to live.

Ask twice throe hundred thousand men, complete in health

and limb,

Of mothers, sisters, wives at home, whose eyes with tears

are dim ;

Their patriot hearts with joy would thrill to hear our rulers

speak

Tho rallying word of Liberty, not doubtful, or in Greek.

Not twice three hundred thousand men with cheerfulness

wo grant

To bleach upon the Southern soil, and leave their friends

in want,

Till full the thrilling blast we hear, " All men are

RIGHTLY FREE,"

Inspiring all our hearts with hope of certain victory.

Full twice three hundred thousand men huzza for Freedom

loud,

And full of faith, and hope, and zeal, along tho road would

crowd ;

This watchword grant, you need not draft, nor bounty

largo bestow

;

You kindle fires within our souls, again our bosoms glow.

And twice three hundred thousand men, yes, more we offer

up,

A cheerful sacrifice, and foel the buoyant power of hope
;

The truth we're not ashamed to own, self-evidont and plain,

" All men are born with equal rights," our rock mid surging

main.

We build thereon, and will not fear, though mountains

should remove ;

Amid the raging elements we trust a God of love.

Wo give the men our nation calls, though fast our tears do

rain,

The watchword " Liberty to all!" shall calm our souls

again.

But few of those who now go forth shall e'er to us return
;

We read their names, and drop a tear beside the moulder-

ing urn ;

May God console our hearts, and make tho sacrifice avail,

And give our leaders faith in right—'tis then we shall

prevail.

August, 1862.

Added since Lincoln's Proclamation bf Sept. 22d.

0, praise the Lord with thankfulness ! .the word has come

at last !

The morning star appears in sight, the time for doubt is

past

;

The goal we've long been striving for has risen to our

Though sad and bloody is the way, we'll fight tho passage

through.

Let there be found no cowards now, in Freedom's valiant

band,

The moral weapons we have used are changed within our

hand ;

We grasp the sword in confidence that God will bless our

And give ns peace while we obey His higher code of laws.

;,
(Pa.) Sept. 29, 1862. J- B.

RESTITUTION. .

BY J!RS. M. F. TUCKER.

When last year's June, with queenly grace,

Put on her raiment bright and fair,

Her roses blushed into his face,

Her sunshine lit his hair.

His dear voice, like a dulcet chime,

Made music ripple through his words ;

His smile was horn of summer-time,

His laughter woko the birds.

The regal summer comes again,

With all her tender heart aglow,

Comes with her sunshine and her rain,

Yet ho who loved her so,

Makes nevermore a dulcet chime

With the sweet music of his words ;

Nor smiles the smile of summer-time ;

Nor wakes the singing birds.

Though all the woods are waving green,

And all the fields are fair with flowers,

The heavy clods do lie between

His loving heart and ours

!

Whore war's terrific thunder pealed,

Where foes an awful carnage make,

He perished on the gory field,

—

Died for his country's sake !

Bowed low beneath this heavy cross,

Our souls cry out in dreadful pain.

For restitution for our loss

—

In anguish for our slain !

Yet God knows best ! The Nation's breath

Is troubled—and her life in doubt

;

And heroes, through the gates of Death,

Must cast her devils out

!

And when Oppression's upas tree

Lies stricken at its deepest root,

Then shall we say thy martyr blood,

Beloved, beareth fruit!

0, God ! above his early grave

Send forth the waited-for docreo ;

Unloose the fetters of the" slave,
.

Bring in the year of jubilee !

Macon, Mich. —Trumpet and Freeman.

AUTUMN.
Now sheaves are slanted to the sun

Amid the golden meadows,

And little sun-tanned gleaners run

To cool them in their shadows
;

The reaper binds the bearded ear,

And gathers in the golden year ;

And where the sbeaves aro glancing,

Tho farmer's heart is dancing.

There pours a glory on the land,

Flashed down from Heaven's wide portals,

As Labor's hand grasps Beauty's hand

To vow good-will to mortals :

The golden year brings Beauty down,

To bless her with a marriage crown,

While Labor rises, gleaning

Her blessings and their meaning.

The work is done, the end is near,

Beat, Heart, to flute and tabor,

For Beauty, wedded to the Year,

Completes herself from Labor ;

She dons her marriage gems, and then

She casts them off as gifts to men,

And sunbeam-like, if dimmer,

Tho fallen jewels glimmer.

There is a hush of joy and love,

Now giving hands have orownod US ;

There is a heaven up above,

And a heaven here around us !

And Hope, her prophecies complete,

Creeps up to pray at Beauty's feet,

While with a thousand voices

The perfect earth rejoices !

When to the Autumn heaven hero

Its sister is replying,

'Tis sweet to think our golden year

Fulfils itself in dying
;

That we shall find, poor things of breath,

Our own Soul's loveliness in death,

And leave, when God shall llnd as,

Our gathered gems behind ua.

London Athen&wn

In his speech in the Senate, on the 19tli of May
Inst, the Hon. Charles Sumner said, " God, in his be-

neficence, vouchsafes to nations as to individuals,

opportunity, opportunity, opportunity, which, of all

things, is most to be desired." We have arrived at a

point in the history of this nation when the life or

death of it is supemled in the balance, and the solu-

tion we give, and give now, to the question of slavery,

may turn the scale. It is not a question, therefore,

to be postponed. God lias now offered this natiwi the

opportunity to settle it forever. There is ft moral

law in the universe stronger than the Constitution,

even if it was ait for slavery, against which neither

the devices of politicians nor the strategy of Generals,

neither armed hosts nor newly-invented artillery will

prevail. They war in vain who war against opinion.

No despot, even though backed by a million of bayo-

nets and ten thousand siege guns, will finally pre-

vail against the laws of God, or against the moral

convictions of mankind. Those who want agitation

to cease on this question, and who say, " Let us crush

the rebellion first, and then settle the slavery question

afterwards," might as well reason against the cease-

less ebb and flow of the sea and tides. It is not the

few men who have for years spent themselves upon

this question who agitate or convulse the nation.

Save in the ideas they advocate, the most mighty ora-

tors would he powerless. It is God, the moral law of

the universe, the awakening power of justice, the

very logic of this liepublic, that keeps up this agita-

tion. You who would silence it might as well point

your artillery against the red lightnings of hea'

Silence in any way you please the voices of those

you call Abolitionists and abolition fanatics, and you

will have done nothing to suppress agitation. Were
these to hold their peace, the very atones would cry

out. This spirit pervades this day the minds of three-

fourths of the people of America. It cannot be re-

strained any more than the unborn child knocking at

the door of ils mother's womb, because the time for its

deliverance has, in God's providence, come, and there

is no alternative but to lighten the load of the op-

pressed and let the bond go free.

Now, ns this spirit affects the disposition of the

Border Slave States to he loyal or disloyal, their

weight ought not to he thrown against it. The Gov-

ernment has been sulfieicnjly embarrassed by its con-

cessions to these States, and we shall consider it a

of abundant thankfulness if its efforts to' keep

them in the Union do not involve the ultimate dis-

memberment of the Republic, and the acknowledg-

ment of the independence of the Southern Confede-

racy. If these States were really loyal, the measure

of emancipation, as it affects them only in the market

for the future produce of slaves, should not drive them

out of the Union ; while, if they are at heart disloyal,

and willing to stay in the Union only on condition

that it adopt no measure not approved by them, the

sooner they openly secede, the sooner would the peo-

ple of the Free States believe, and be united in the

belief, that slavery alone was at the bottom and top of

the rebellion, and that only by abolishing slavery can

the rebellion be crushed. The Government is either

strong enough to maintain itself against any domestic

combination, or it is not. If it is, these States can be

subdued along witli the other seceding States ; if it is

not, then let the government perish, for it is not worth

sustaining. A government that, based upon the

rights of man, can maintain itself only at the mercy

or forbearance of a portion of its subjects, is no

eminent at all. Its stability, its permanence, and its

consistency depend on its ability to maintain itself ac-

cording to its own Constitution and the rules of war,

against every combination or domestic enemy that

can possibly be armed for its destruction. These

Border Slave States seem to imagine that the nation

owes them a special debt of gratitude, because they

did not openly secede with the other Slave States,

and seem to forget that they stand upon the footing of

all the States. They have been saved thus far by the

arms of the States they by their assumption and arro-

gance insult, and if saved again, it will possibly be at

some greater cost to themselves.

But we who hold and advocate emancipation as ne-

cessary to salvation are told that such a proposition

will irritate the rebels, the slaveholders and their sym-

pathizers. Granted. Then the more reason for hav-

it effective. You might as well make a man your

my at once as to prove to him you would do so,. if

you did not fear him. His pretensions wilt rise just

as yours sink ; and as for irritating Jeff. Davis &
Co., you cannot do it. The firm is as mad now as it

can be—so mad that they cannot discriminate between

murder and the usages of war. There need be no

fear of making them any more savage in their anger

than they have proved themselves to be, and the only

way of conciliating them is to do to them as tlfey do

to their own slaves, when they are sullen, spiteful or

sulky—flog them, and flog them soundly. The law

of force is the only law they respect; the only God

they believe in, and the only God they have yet

voked, is the God of Battles. Leniency, forbearance,

and -the other evidences of a Christian spirit, are

thrown away upon them, for they judge us by them-

selves, and they never coax when they can coerce.

Our Government has from the start mistaken the na-

ture of its enemy, and in endeavoring to conduct the

war on humane principles, has been guilty of great

inhumanity. Nothing would so much command the

respect of the rebels, and dispose them to live upon

terms of peace hereafter with us,, as the immediate

emancipation of their slaves. They know our princi-

ples require us to do it, and they despise us for not

having the courage to act up to our principles.

But, it is said, many of our army, both officers and

privates, would refuse to fight, if the Government was

to free the slaves, as they would look upon the act as

unconstitutional. Then, I say, let such officers resign

and such privates be discharged. The duty of a sol-

dier is to obey the law, and not to expound it. Fre-

mont did not throw down his sword, when, after doing

hat he believed was right, he was rebuked, and ins

act annulled. Hunter did not resign, when, by the

President's proclamation, his order was disallowed.

No such anticipated result would follow. It is only

men who are not soldiers, and who know nothing of

the rules and discipline of war, who would believe

or say such a result would follow the act of the Gov-

ernment declaring the slave free throughout the length

and breadth of the land. Such an act would secure

the aid of between two and three millions of people

in the heart of the enemy's country, and thus with-

draw that assistance from the rebels which is at pres-

ent far more effective in their support than is our army

in its attack. It would be striking a blow where there

was no guard tip, and that, too, in a vital point, and

not at all calculated to result in the barbarous cruelty

so confidently predicted by pro-slavery sympathizers

and slaveholding Union men. An edict of emanci-

pation reaching the slave only secures him his freedom

upon his reaching the nearest line of the Union army.

To leave his master's house and get to that line would

be his first consideration, and his flight would be re-

sisted but by tile men, overseers or others, entrusted

with the duty of preventing his running away. The
dread of women and children being slaughtered, as

the result of an edict of general emancipation, exists

only in the brain of its opponents. A black man is

no fonder of slaying women and children, for the

mere love of seeing blood flow, than a white man,

and certainly not so fond of it as some of the Southern

white men Parson Brownlow tells about.

Finally, it is absolutely necessary that a distinct

and unmistakable reason for this war on the part of

our Government be announced, to prevent interven-

tion by foreign powers. The object wo are fighting

for is not understood by foreign powers. They cannot

see any sense in a war having for its object the lorcing

the people of nearly one half the Slates of America

to accept, at the bayonet's point and the cannon's

uzzle, a proposition of Union. But let our Govern-

ment at once declare and prove by its declarations,

that the war on its part is a war for the perpetuity oj'

Republican institutions, and that its embattled hosts

fighting for freedom, liberty, and the rights of

man, against anti-Republican and anti-Democratic in-

stitutions, the perpetuation of shivery, and the division

of the territory of the United States, and the whole

world will at once understand and rejoice, the op-

pressed and down-trodden of every land will cry,

God speed the right !
" Such an annunciation as the

reason for the blood shed and treasure wasted on our

side would be acknowledged by the people every

where as a just and good and sufficient cause for the

present war; and no -nation of the earth would dare

interfere, as a nation, to assist, sanction and support

the inhuman and unjust cause of our enemy.

We Americans call ourselves Christians. It is our

boast. " Christianity," say the courts, " is the com-

mon law of the land." We have a religion which

tells us God is the Father of all,—equal, just and lov-

ing to all mankind ; to the red man whom we have

driven from his home in the savannahs and everglades

of the Southern land—to the black man, whom
have laid in irons, hurting his feet with fetters, and

bowing his neck as that of a beast to the burden.

This religion tells ns all are brothers in the eye of

God—all his children—African, American, red man,

black and white. It tells us our highest duty is to

love God with all our hearts, and all mankind, our

neighbors, as ourselves; the more they need love, to

love them yet tho more ;
that without such love for

men, there is no love for God. Such are the tenets,

the great landmarks of our religion. What is a nat-

ural action in a savage, a mere mistake in a despot,

with us becomes a conscious" and a fearful wrong.

When we remember the intelligence of this age, its

accumulated stores of learning, science, art, wealth of

matter and of mind, its knowledge of justice, and the

unwavering certainty of God's laws,—when we con-

sider that in political ideas we are looked upon as the

iguard of humanity,—when we bring home to our

hearts the religion just enunciated and taught, as it is

n that Bible which is laid up in our churches and

closets, reverently sworn upon in our courts of jus-

tice, multiplied by millions by our Tract and Mission-

ary Societies, and spread throughout the peopled

orld in every barbarous and slammering tongue,

—

and then remember that in the perpetuation of slavery,

we practically deny the very landmarks of our reli-

gion, that here, right in our midst, between three and

four millions of human souls are by Christian, Repub-

lican America held in bondage worse than pagan, ig-

norance worse than Egyptian, bodily servitude life-

long, and hopeless as hell, we must confess American

slavery the most hideous and detestable sin ever per-

petrated against God's law—the foulest wroug man
ever did to man.

I am but a plain man, pretending to no knowledge

beyond that accessible to all, nor gifts beyond those

with which every man is endowed ; but as a Christian,

and believer in the truth of the promises and threat-

enings of God made known to us through His word,

it is my solemn conviction, that if there ever was a

war ordained of God for the punishment of a portion

of his people who had grievously sinned before him,

it is the American war of the present day. For

eighty years, as an independent nation, we have been

nursing a viper in our bosom ; we have ignored reli-

gion, humanity, justice, that he might fatten upon the

sweat and blood of the poor, the helpless and the op-

pressed. We have stood up in the face of the uni-

verse and defied the anger of the Almighty Jehovah to

avenge this our sin. and we have found, at last, that

God is not mocked. That viper has risen in his

strength and attacked our very heart, and if we do not

destroy his life, he will certainly destroy ours.

PRESENTATION OF A PORTRAIT TO A
MASONIC GRAND LODGE.

The presentation of the portrait of John T. Hil-

ton to the Prince Hall Grand Lodge was an interest-

ing occasion, and the following sketch of some of its

features will, it is thought, prove acceptable to the

readers of the Liberator.

The presentation took place on the evening of Sept.

18th, in the Twelfth Baptist Church in this city, in
j

the presence of a very large and intelligent audience, •

The exercises consisted of speeches, interspersed with :

prayers by the Chaplains, and select music by the Bos-

.

ton Quartette Club. Miss Rachel Washington acted

as organist. The presentation speech was made by

the Grand Treasurer, Thomas Dalton, between

whom and Mr. Hilton there has existed an unin-

terrupted friendship for many years, which pleas-

ing fact furnished the speaker with a chain of remi-

niscences of the rare fidelity and sagacity which have

adorned his Masonic and public career. At an appro-

priate stage in his remarks, a curtain was drawn aside,

revealing to the audience a handsome and faithful por-

trait, executed by the young colored artist, Wit-liam

H. Simpson, adorned with an elegant frame, the han-

diwork of a young colored gilder, Jacob R. Andrews,

both of this city, which was greeted by the audience

with a demonstration gratifying to all the parties con-

cerned.

Dr. John V. DeGrasse then delivered the recep-

tion speech, abounding with fine passages, from which

we select the following:

—

I accept this very appropriate and to us invalua-

ble gift in behalf of our Grand Lodge; a gift which

reflects credit upon the good taste and judgment of the

donors, and cannot but be complimentary to him whose

lineaments the artist has so truthfully traced upon the

canvas.

" With nations and societies, as with individuals,

the portraits of thosu we love who have been most

useful, and who have held our interests most dear,

have always been cherished and esteemed. They are

our Penates, to be preserved from generation to gene-

ration, and the first to he rescued in time of danger.

Scarcely is there a house, a public hall, or a temple

dedicated to our mystic art, that does not bear upon

its walls the portraits of the great and good, who have

been of greatest usefulness.

" To us, this portrait is invaluable, not only to re-

mind us of the man whom we all esteem, and with

whose life and character we are conversant, but to

the young men who may have the good fortune to en-

ter our sanctum sanctorum in after years, this picture

can be pointed out, and we can tell them how faith-

ful our friend and brother, John T. Hilton, was to

the order for more than forty years, and urge upon

them the ardor, zeal and constancy that characterized

him, not only for what would benefit the craft, but

the community at large."

Dr. DeGrasse was followed by Robert Mourns.

Esq., who, in addition to what specially concerned the

Order, submitted these remarks, which found ready

acceptance with the audience :

—

" This is our first effort to transmit to posterity a

portrait of any of our public men ; I trust it may not

be the last.

" I wish-wo could point to well executed likenesses

of those old colored heroes of revolutionary memory,

who so nobly, patriotically nnd willingly, side by side

with their white brethren, fought, bled and died to

secure freedom and independence to America.

" It would be a source of continual pleasure could

we have in some public room pictures true to life of

those intrepid heroes, Denmark Veazie and Nat. Tur-

ner, whose very names were a terror to oppressors;

who, conceiving the sublime idea of freedom for

themselves and their race, animated by a love of lib-

erty of which they had been ruthlessly deprived,

made an attempt to sever their bonds ; and though in

such attempts to open the prison doors of slavery and

let the oppressed go free, they were unsuccessful,

their efforts and determination were none the less

noble and heroic. In the future history of our coun-

try, their names to us will shine as brightly as that

Of the. glorious old hero who with his colored and

white followers so strategically Captured Harper's

Ferry, and touched a cord in the life of our country

that will vibrate throughout the land, and will not

cease until the last fetter has been struck from the

limbs of the last bondman in the nation ; and though

the bodies of these heroes lie mouldering in the clay,

their souls are inarching on.

" I never visit our ' Cradle of Liberty,' and look at

the portraits that grace its walls, without thinking

that the selection is sadly incomplete, because the

picture of the massacred Crispus A thicks is not there.

He was the first martyr in the Boston Massacre of

March 5th, 1770, when the British soldiers were
drawn up in line on King (now State) street, to in-

timidate the Boston populace. On that eventful day,

a band of patriots, led by Attucks, marched from

Dock Square to drive the red coats from the vicinity

of the old Stale House. Emboldened by the courage-

ous conduct of this colored hero, the band pressed

forward, and in attempting to wrest a musket from

one of the British soldiers, Attucks was shot. His

was the first blood that crimsoned the paveme.it of

King street, and by the sacrifice of his life, he awoke

that fiery hatred of British oppression which culmi-

nated in the Declaration of American Independence.

At this late day, a portrait of this hero cannot be had,

but our children will live to see the day when the

people of this Commonwealth, mindful of their deep

and lasting obligation, will through their Legislature

appropriate a sufficient sum wherewith to erect a suit-

able monument to preserve the memory of Attucks,

and mark the spot where he fell.

" It is a fact worthy to be noted and remembered,

that as at the commencement of the war with Great

Britain, the first blood shed was that of a colored

man, so the first person wounded in the- present rebel-

lious contest was a colored man, a cook in the em-

ploy of one of the military companies from Pennsyl-

vania, who was hit on the head by a brickbat with

such force as to draw blood, in Baltimore, twenty-four

hours before our glorious Massachusetts Sixth passed

through that city on its way to Washington ; and

when this man arrived at our national capital, his

face was covered with blood ; and as in every truth-

ful picture of the Boston Massacre, a black man must

be placed in a conspicuous position, so in every faith-

ful representation of the Baltimore Massacre, on the

19th of April, 1861, a colored man must be placed in

the foreground,—thus proving the negro's omnipres-

ence in these historical scenes which make the coun-

try great and reflect credit on its national chapter."

" Twenty-five years ago, I was an office-boy in the

employ of Ellis Gray Loring, Esq., one of the firmest

and most consistent anti-slavery men this country has

produced. He did not content himself with merely

talking against slavery, but deemed it necessary to go

further and practise what he preached—to prove his

faith by his works. In those dark and troublous

times, when but few men or women had the moral

and physical courage openly to declare themselves

Abolitionists, when their peaceful meetings were dis-

gracefully mobbed, their printing-offices forcibly en-

tered and their property destroyed, by men of wealth,

influence and power, and our great pioneer in the

Anti-Slavery cause in America was, like a more an-

cient worthy, let down from his office window in a

basket, and compelled to seek an asylum within the

walls of our common jail, as the only safe refuge from

an infuriated mob,—at a time when it was dangerous

for a white man to utter a word of sympathy for a

brother with a skin not colored like his own, this

good man showed his firm adhesion to principle by

placing a colored boy in his office, to fit him for those

pursuits from which public opinion had proscribed

bim. His work is completed. He manfully performed

his duty, and has gone to enjoy the reward of the

faithful prepared for them above.

" In our outside office, for years, the Board of Man-

agers of the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society held

their business meetings. Among the faithful leaders

of the cause at that day—Garrison, Jackson, Loring,

Phillips, Quiney, Philbrick, Mrs. Chapman, Mrs.

Child, and others—always appeared another, whose

counsel was sought and appreciated, and who discuss-

ed the very difficult phases of the question then in-

volved in their arrangements. No one shrank from

him ; but, on the contrary, several times, when some

most important measure was under consideration, I

well remember being sent to Brattle street to request

his presence, that his opinion might be obtained prior

to a final decision. This man was our brother, John
T. Hilton. By his unassuming manners, dignified

and manly character, he won the esteem and confi-

dence of those anti-slavery leaders, upon whose wis-

dom we can always rely, and to whom, in eases of

difficulty and doubt, we never apply for aid or counsel

before he left the South, and when that was issued,

tho slaves were ready to a man to put their shoulders

to the great Union wheel of this nation, whiefr would
result in the utter destruction of the rebellion before

the new year should dawn upon the heads of this

guilty people.

Mr. Jackson has left a good impression both in New
Bedford and Fairhaven. God speed him in this great

and glorious cause, until peace and union shall be es-

tablished upon the fundamental basis of liberty to eve-

ry man, woman and child throughout the land !

WM. Br. JOHNSON.
New Bedford, Sept. 24, 18C2.

TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN,
ON HIS DEMAND FOR 300,000 MEN.

Abraham, we're comini allWe're coming. Fall:

along

—

But don't you think you're coming it yourself a lit-

tle strong 1

Three hundred thousand might be called a pretty
tidy figure—

We've sent you nearly white enough; why don't
you take the nigger ?

Consider, Father Abraham, and give the thing a
thought—

This war has just attained four times the longitude
it ought;

And all the bills at ninety days»as you have draw'd
so free.

Have been dishonored, Abraham, as punctual as

could be.

We've fought, old Father Abraham, and fought
uncommon bold.

And gained amazing victories, or so at least we're
told

;

And having whipped the rebels for a twelvemonth and
a day,

We nearly found them liquoring in Washington in

May.

Now, really, Father Abraham, this here's the extra

ounce,
And we are almost sick, you see, of such almighty

bounce

;

We ain't afraid of being killed at proper times and
seasons,

But it's aggravating to be killed for Mac's strategic

reasons.

If you'd be so obliging, Father Abraham, as to write

To any foreign potentate, and put the thing polite,

And make him loan a General as knows the way to

lead,

We'd come and list. Jerusalem and snakes ! we
would, indeed.

But as the matter stands, Old Abe, we've this opinion,

some,
If you say " Come," as citizens of course we're bound

to come
;

But then we want to win, you see: if strategy pre-

vents,

We wish you'd use the nigger for these here experi-

ments.

Hereditary bondsman, he should just be made to know
He'd convenience us uncommon if he' take and strike

a blow
;

The man as will not fight for freedom isn't worth a

cuss,

And it's better u ng niggers up than citizens like us.

if you please, in this here

Mr. Morris also referred in fitting terms to the ef-

forts of Mr. Hilton in the Equal School Rights move-

ment, and his promotion of various literary and be-

nevolent organizations.

The response of Mr. Hilton conferred honor upon

bis head and heart. He reciprocated the fraternal ex-

pressions of the several speakers, and reviewed the

history of that struggle with American eolorphobia

which as Masons they had been subjected to from

those whose professions of the mystic tie should have

made them one in fellowship. His acknowledgment

of the prominence assigned him in the exercises was

hearty and eloquent, his allusions to the portrait and

the artists very happy, and, indeed, his entire address

was beautiful in conception and most felicitous in de-

livery.

While the audience were manifesting their approval

of the tribute, Mr. Francis P. Clary arose, and, in

behalf of several brethren, presented a valuable Ma-

sonic jewel to Mf.'LEWis Hayden, who, both by his

speech and maimer of acceptance, gave proof that the

donor's intentions were realized in having caused him

an agreeable surprise.

This mental feast having been concluded, a large

portion of the audience repaired to the vestry, where

an excellent entertainment contributed its quota to-

wards a happy finale to the programme ; and the Com-
mittee of Arrangements, of which Mr. Nelson L. Per-

kins was Chairman, must have felt satisfied with the

success which crowned their efforts.

Boston, Sept. 20th, 1802. W. C. N.

Bcnger railroads, and was not Mr. Train arrested for

debt on British soil V Jt is possible that Mr. Train
himself was not fully aware of trie rottenness of
the nation, till it wa» revealed to him through its

base ingratitude.

However this may be, Mr. Train is entitled to the
fame of a discoverer. It is no matter how he found
out that England is a " gigantic sham ; that her peo-
ple have neither brains, pluck, nor money;" it is

enough that he assert-; this, and proves it. to his own
satisfaction by asserting it again and again.

lieading over Mr. Train's speech, we find that

the gist of it may be thus summed up :

—

" England is a sham, a guantie sham. Her people
have neither brains, pluck, nor money, and I can prove
it."

"The English are a nation of cowards, and have
been all along. I have discovered it."

" We are the most unassuming people in the

world."

"The Church of Enghind, I believe, exhibits a

lower grade of morality than can be found in any
other class of men on the face of the globe."

" The English are the most immoral race on the

face of the globe, and how they dare to mention even
the name of virtue, I do not understand. The whole
marrhige form in England is a sham. Their system
is neither more nor less than legal prostitution. How
dare such a people talk of virtue 1 We are the most
virtuous race on the face of the world."

" One of the hopes of my life is to see an Irishman

on the throne of England." •

"The English are a nation of drunkards. The
Englishman is made up of so many cubic incheB of

mutton chops and so many quarts of beer."

" We are a superior race. Our men are more man-
ly and moral, our women more virtuous and beauti-

ful. On arriving here, I could hardly resist the temp-
tation of kissing almost every woman I met. Al-

though I am a married man, my enthusiasm almost
boiled over, I was so delighted to get among a nation

whose women have Mttlt- hands anil little feet. I had
got tired of seeing so much beer walking the streets

on the other side of the water."

"I recommend that for the next six months the

newspapers exclude all English articles and all Eng-
lish news."

"I have come back from England with a magnifi-

cent idea of niv own abilities, and I am going to take

the field against Wendell Phillips, if he is willing to

risk the encounter. Charles Sumner shall not go back
to the United States Senate, if my efforts can pre-

vent it."

This is an able speech, and it is gratifying to

know that its author has a magnificent idea or his

own abilities. America has been fortunate in having

Mr. Train in England as a self-constituted repre-

sentative of her intelligence and refinement. It is

a pity that we have not two such men ; but perhaps
Providence is of opinion that one is as many as we
deserve. But let us all rejoice that the country
which has given the world Shakspeare, Milton,
Newton, Burke, Goldsmith, Carlyle, and hundreds
of other men great in literature, science and poli-

ties, is at last so low. The disgraceful ambition of

England to lead the civilization of the world has met
the reward of all selfishness, and the countrymen of

Cromwell have become a nation of cowards, adul-

terers and drunkards. The men are idi'otie. paupers,
and the ladies big-footed beer barrels. " I tell you
so," says Mr. Train.

—

Philadelphia City Item.

LE0TUEES BY JEFF. DAVIS'S 00A0HMAH.

FniBND Garrison,—Wm. A. Jackson, formerly

the coachman of Jefferson Davis, who made his es-

cape from Richmond a short time since, spoke in the

Salem Baptist meeting-house on Friday evening last.

Owing to the very short notice of the meeting, the at-

tendance was not large, but all who favored him with

their presence' on that occasion were very highly

pleased with the address.

On Sunday evening, the 21st inst, Mr. Jackson

spoke at Fairhaven, in the Rev. Mr. Willard's church,

which is the largest church in the town. Long be-

fore the appointed hour for the meeting, the house was

filled to overflowing. The Reverend gentleman in-

troduced Mr. Jackson to his congregation in such

praiseworthy manner as I presume never will he for-

gotten by the speaker or those who heard him. Mr.

Jackson commenced speaking about 7£ o'clock, and

continued until 9. During the whole time, not one

person left the house. No better attention could have

been paid to the most profound speaker of the age

;

and, to prove how highly his address was appreciated,

after it was concluded, a large contribution was taken

up and' presented to the speaker.

Mr. Jackson, with a little instruction, cannot fail to

be of great service in helping forward the accomplish-

ment of that glorious victory for which you nnd your

coadjutors have been so long contending. He wants

education to make him a very useful man among his

colored brethren. He was not, at, all backward in tell-

ing the people, on Sunday evening last, why this re-

bellion was not put down : because, he said, we will

not do the will of Cod. Until that is done, we may
never hope to accomplish any groat, good or glorious

result, lie says the slaves down South had been

waiting for tho Proclamation of Kniaiicipation long

So, Father Abrahai
game of chess,

You'd better take the black men against the white, I

guess

;

And if you work the niggers off before rebellions

slain,

Which surely ain't expectable, apply to us again.
—London Punch.

g^= Mr. Punch will rejoice to learn that Mr. Lin-

coln, (his fellow-joker 1 seeing he cannot put down

the rebellion without, i.. resolved to " take the nig-

ger."
<

TKAIFS TROUBLES.

One of the most painful delusions of the day is

that of Mr. George Francis Train, who imagines

that the restoration of the American Union depends

upon his eloquence. He isn't the first man who has

mistaken volubility for value, and a flux of words
for cogency of argument. A mountebank may
prattle in a fair from morn till dewey eve, but it is

only to fools that he sells his corn-plasters and cough-

drops. He may, no doubt, be overheard by many
wise men, but that does not make his medicines infal-

lible, as he would have you believe;,nor does the-

fact that Mr. Train writes to the newspapers prove

that ho is a statesman, for men who are forever

writing to the newspapers are always in danger of

bringing up in a mad-house. If Mr. Train could

only for a moment comprehend how infinitely silly

his productions appear to sensible men, he would,

we think, be mortified into something like reason,

and would write no more letters like this absurd

one now before ns, which is addressed to Charles

Sumner and others, and winch begins fiercely

:

"Conspirators!" As a general rule, we suspect

that a man who writes confirmed slip-slop, and is

never easy unless he is gyrating absurdly through
alt the g3

,mnasties of rhetoric, is hardly a safe per-

son to call to the rescue of an empire. It may be

prudently presumed that a Senator of the United

States is in no need of Mr. George Francis Train's

instruction, and is quite above his reprehension—
and, for that matter, of his comprehension also. Mr.
Train's only retort must be, " Well, neither does the

Honorable Senator comprehend me ! "—and, for

Mr. Train, the reply would be uncommonly just and
sensible.

Mr. Train charges the gentlemen to whom he ad-

dresses this lurid letter with " a damnable conspira-

cy against three races of men "—against the Irish,

by placing an inferior race alongside of them in

the cornfield," and against the negroes, who will all

be murdered by their masters, according to G. F. T.,

unless the Abolitionists cease their provocation:

But one of Train's vaticinations fortunately knocks

the other in the head, if the negroes are all to he

murdered by their desperate masters, may not the

fastidious George spare himself all painful appre-

hensions of anybody being compelled to work along

side the black in any corn field*or other field in thi:

hemisphere ? Massacred negroes don't dig, to the

best of our knowledge, Mr. Train 1

There is a race of men—it is .that to which Mi
Train belongs—who make a living, not by hoeing

and digging, but by gabbling about the infinite

periority of being white—by denouncing those who
cannot see the exquisite equity of human servitude-

by lecturing on Politics as other men lecture on
Mesmerism and Table-Tipping—who convert their

country's agouy into a raree-show, and go about
entertaining people with the public misfortunes—

who achieve notoriety by rehashing stale platitude

and rejuvenating venerable libels—who were un
known yesterday, are only notorious to-day. am! will

be forgotten to-morrow—and to this race, negro
emancipation will prove fatal, for it, will ruin their

business, which is that of frightening honest folk

and manufacturing bugbears. Mr. George Francis
Train must not think that we mean to be disrespect-

ful. On the contrary, when we put him in this race,

we are paying him the greatest compliment of all he
ever received in his life, if we except those which
he has paid to himself. We are ranking him with
Doctors of Divinity and Members of Congress, ami
Ethnologists and Politicians of the most venerable
variety, who, when Emancipation has finished them,
will hail him as a humble brother in misfortune, and
will go hand in hand with him to oblivion !

It may be a satisfaction to the Cabinet to know
that Mr. Train, in this vary letter, announces his

generous attention of standing by it to the end. He
professes the most unbounded BffeotibTi for Mr. Sew-
ard ; but if that gentleman be as shrewd as he has

the reputation of being, he will hasten to beseech
Mr. Train to write, no more loiters. It isn't every
Administration that can stand Mr. Train's admira-
tion. And so much for George Francis

!

Mr. George Francis Train, in Ins very dignified

and eloquent address Hi the Academy of Music, has
ruined the reputation of ihe English nation, beyond
possibility of recovery. What Emerson, Ddargarel
Fuller, Hawthorne, Longfellow, nnd hundreds of
other prejudiced observers, failed to perceive. Mi-.

Train's eagle eye discovered, and his eloquent mouth
proclaims, the barbarism of a people who have
the greatest living literature of the world, the rot-

tenness of a nation whose power is felt, on every

sea, wh088 commerce embraces the earlh !

The altitude of England towards the 1 nited

States did not predispose us to look kindly on her
institutions; but we really had no idea that, any civ-

ilized nation could be so utterly COri'lipl as England
niusl he. if all that. Mr. Train says he true. That
it is true, how can we doubt '.' for did not the Lon-
doner;, refuse to accept. Mr. Train's system of pas-

PARKER $40

Sewing Machines,
PRICE FORTY DOLLARS.

rpiIIS is a new style, first class, double thread, Family
I Machine, made and licensed under the patents of

Howe, Wheeler &. Wilson, and Grover & Baker, and its

construction is the best combination of the various pa-
tents owned and used by these parties, and the patents of

the Parker Sewing Company. They were awarded a Silver

Medal at the last Pair of the Mechanics' Charitable Asso-
ciation, and are the best finished and most substantially

made Painily Machines now in the market.

O^ Sales Room, 188 "Washington street.

GEO. E. LEONARD, Agent.

Agents wanted everywhere.

All kinds of Sewing Machine work done at short notice.

Boston, Jan. 18, 18G1. 3m.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONY.
Report of the . idtjcs of the last Fair of the Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanic Association.

"Four Parker's Sewing Machines. This Machine

so constructed that it embraces the combinations of the va-

rious patents owned and used by Elias Howe, Jr., "Wheeler

& Wilson, and Grover & Baker, for which these parties pay

tribute. These together with Parker's improvements,

make it a beautiful Machine. They are sold from $40 to

£120 each. They are very perfect in their mechanism,

being adjusted before leaving the manufactory, in such a

manner that they cannot get deranged. The feed, which

is a very essential point in a good Machine, is simple, pos-

itive and complete. The apparatus for guaging the length

of stitch is very simple and effective. The tension, as well

as other parts, is well arranged. There is another feature

which strikes your committee favorably, viz: there is no

wheel below the table between the standards, to come in

contact with the dress of the operator, and therefore no

danger from oil or dirt. This machine makes the double

lock-stitch, but is so arranged that it lays tlie ridge upon

the back quite Bat and smooth, doing away, in a great

measure, with the objection sometimes urged on that ac-

count."

Parker's Sewing Machines have many qualities that

recommend them to use in families. The several parts are

pinned together, so that it is always adjusted and readj

for work, and not liable to get out of repair. It is the

best finished, and most firmly and substantially made ma-

chine in the Fair. Its motions are all positive, its tension

easily adjusted, and it leaves no ridge en the hack of the

work. It will hem, fell, stitch, run, bind and gather, and

the work cannot be ripped, except designedly. It sews from

common spools, with silk, linen or cotton, with equal fa-

cility. The stitch made upon this machine was recently

awarded the first pri/.e at the Tennessee State Fair, for its

superiority.

—

Boston Traveller.

jj^" We would call tho attention of our readers to the

advertisement, in another column, of the Parker Sewing
Machine. This is a licensed "machine, being a combina-

tion of tho various patents of Howe, Wheeler & Wilson, and

Grover & Baker, with those of tho Parker Sewing Machine
Company: consequently, it has the advantage of such ma-
chines—first, in being a licensed machine ; second, from

tho fact that it embraces all of the most important improve-

ments which have heretofore been made in Sewing Ma-
chines ; third, it requires uo readjustment, all the vari-

ous parts being made right and pinned together, instead of

being adjusted by screws, thus avoiding all liability of get-

ting out of. order without actually breaking them ; and
Iso the nocossity of the purchaser learning, as with others,

how to regulate all the various motions to the machine.

Tho favor with -which the Parker Sewing Machine has al-

ready boon recoiv od by tho public warrant* us in the be-

lief that it is by far tho best machine now in market. •

SoiUh Reading Gazette, Nov. 24, 1860.

The Parker Sewini; Machine is taking the lead in the

market. For beauty and finish of its workmanship, it can-

not be excelled. It is well and strongly made—strength
and utility combined—and is emphatically the cheapest and

best machine now made. The Indies aro delighted with it,

and when consulted, invariably givo Parker's machine tho

preference over all others. We are pleased to learn that

the gentlemanly Agent, Geouiu; B, Lkonauo. K8 Wfcah-

LUtgton street, Boston, has a large number of orders for

these machines. and sells them as fast as they can be man-
ufactured, notwithstanding the dullness of tho times, and

while other manufacturers have almost wholly suspended

operations. Ibis fact, of Itself, speaks mere strongly In

its-favor than any thiug we can mention ; for were it not

off its superior merits, it would luno suffered (Vein the gen-

eral depression) instead of flourishing among the wreaks of

its rivals. What wo tell you is no fiction ; hnt go and buy

one of them, and you will say that " half of its good qual-

ities had oenr been told you." fiver; man who regvrdi

the health and happiness of his wife should buy one of

these machines to nssist her iu lessening life's toilsome

ask.—Marlboro 1

Gazette, July 13, 1801.
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" Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof^

" Hay this down as the law of nations. I say that mil-

itary authority takes, for tho time, the place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST

;

awl that, under that state of things, so far from its being

true that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only the President of

tub United States, but tho Commander of the Army,

HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES From the instant

that the slavcholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant tho war powers

of Congress extend to interference with the institution of

slavery, in every way in which it can he interfered

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-

cording to the laws op war ; and by tho laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes thk

place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

ftrray, the commanders of both armies have power to cmaa*

cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."—J. Ch Adabs,

WM. LLOYD GARRISON, Editor,
<sm (Sottnivy x% tit* W$mU\, mv aottnttumra aw att Wmifciwft, J. B. TERRINTON & SON, Printers.
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HOME TREASON IN BLAOK AND WHITE.

The following resolutions were adopted at the Dem-

ocratic State Convention, held at Worcester, Mass.,

Wednesday, October 8th :

—

Resolved, That we are opposed to the doctrines

of secession and abolition, both of which tend direct-

ly and surely to the destruction of the Republic, and

that there can be no permanent union or confedera-

cy of independent States where the right of seces-

sion is admitted, or where any State, by a claim of

" higher law,'" usurps the right to disregard the Con-

stitution or bond of union by which such States are

united.

Resolved, That during this rebellion, which re-

quires the whole strength of the people to subdue,

the introduction and ""discussion of mere partisan

questions or higher law theories is calculated to

weaken the hands and unnerve the heart of the sol-

dier, to awaken distrust and jealousy among the peo-

ple, to arouse the slumbering animosities of party, to

beget strife and dissensions among ourselves, and

thus deprive our action of its great moral power and

grandeur.
Resolved, That we deeply regret that the Presi-

dent of the United States, at this time, forgetful of

his obligations to the whole country, as the constitu-

tional head of the Government, and yielding to un-

wise councils, should have declared in his proclama-

tion of September 22, 1862, his determination to

adopt hereafter, in the prosecution of our deplorable

civil war, the policy of a party which the House of

Representatives, by the resolution of February 11th,

1861, unanimously declared to be too " insignificant

in numbers and influence to excite the serious atten-

tion or alarm of any portion of the people of the

Republic."

Resolved, That in the name of civilized human-

ity, we respectfully but earnestly protest against the

emancipation proclamation of the President of the

United States, both on the ground of its unconstitu-

tionality and inexpediency, and unjustifiable on the

ground of military necessity, as it is prospective, not

immediate, in its action, and we accept as conclusive

reasons against it the unanswerable arguments of

the President himself to the self-constituted Chicago

delegation ; that it deprives the noble Union men in

the rebellions States, alike with the most guilty, of

their property ; that, if inoperative, it will bring down

upon us the scorn of the world, and, if capable of

practical execution, it must produce a war of races,

m which all alike, the innocence of woman and the

helplessness of childhood, must suffer with the guilty,

and which must sooner or later end in the extinction

of the negro race in the Southern States.

Resolved, That in order to prevent such deplora-

ble results, we feel it incumbent upon us to use. all

honorable efforts to surround the President with

sound, safe and wise counsellors, and to send to Con-

gress from this Commonwealth statesmen whose

standard of loyalty is neither above the Constitu-

tion, nor in conflict with it.

Resolved, That the right of trial by jury, and the

ancient and constitutional right of this people to can-

vass public measures, should be at all times, and in

all places, as well in time of war as in time of peace,

jealously guarded

:

That the right to the writ of habeas corpus is old-

er than the Government itself, it is one of the main

pillars of the common law, and the great bulwark of

civil liberty, with the wisdom of centuries pleading

for its sanctity, and under the Constitution there is

no power that can suspend it except the Congress of

the United States, and, as the people of the loyal

States have voluntarily given millions of their trea-

sure, and thousands of their sons to sustain the Gov-

ernment, no exigency requires its suspension, and

we therefore call on the President to recognize the

loyalty of the people, by restoring to tliem the right

of trial by jury and freedom of speech and of the

press.

Resolved, That meetings of Governors of States,

with a view to control or shape the policy of the

General Government, or to dictate terms to the

President, is not only not warranted by the Constitu-

tion, but is revolutionary in its tendency, and de-

serving severe reprobation.

Resolved, That the services of Major General

George B. McClellan entitle him to the grateful ac-

knowledgements of the people, and that any attempt

to deprive him of the command he now holds, or to

embarrass his plans, or to impair the confidence with

which the soldiers and people regard him, whether

made by convocations of Governors, by Senators or

Congressmen, or any other politicians, is fraught

with great danger to our cause, and deserves the se-

verest censure.

that should be made to it. There is nothing more

inevitable thaivtbe ultimate triumph of the North.

But the triumph that is gained by continued fight-

ing, never counterbalances the cost. What benefit

will accrue to the country from extorted peace ? If

the North should be conquered by the South, how

lono- would it allow ils defeat to be a profit to the

victor ? Would it not be continually chafing under

the foot of the conqueror ? Would it not be inces-

santly planning a new revolution by which to avenge

all its injuries ¥ It would. And this will be the

case with the South when forced to submission.

Forced submissions are the surest springs of tumult,

violence, and rebellion. Ireland is in a compelled

state of quiet : but its heart is burning with the fires

of revolt, and it will not rest until it throws off the

yoke of the conqueror. English statesmen, them-

selves, admit that Irish dissatisfaction is the most

dangerous fact connected with the British empire.

The pages of history teach nothing so frequently as

this, that the belligerents who are driven to lay down

their arms, never give up the active hope of retalia-

ting.

It is, therefore, legitimate to dread that between

the two sections of this country there will be noth-

ing but constant warlike hostility, if the rebellion be

forced to a termination. The North cannot subdue

the spirit of the South; nor could the South, if it

were in the ascendant, subdue the spirit of the

North; and In the annals of nations a complete sub-

jugation of spirit cannot be found. Is there no man
of potential character in the North to present this

principle—this invincible fact to the people ? The

real perpetuity of the Union depends upon it. What
description of union shall we have from the bayonet-

ing, and sabreing, and devastating by the North of

the South into peace ? A Union bursting with all

the elements of disunion. Therefore, for the sake of

the Union, let us have an armistice. We counsel

no compromise with true constitutional principles;

and foreign interventions must not be suggested.

What is wanted is an armistice—a pause in havoc

and carnage, in which the North and South might

talk together, without passion, on the difficulties that

are between them. Such a suspension would not

put rust on a single bayonet; but it might put all

the blades in the field forever into their scabbards.

Would the South spurn the proposition '? We have

already seen that its desolations would urge on it to

give an attentive ear to the whisperings of peace.

There is a further reason why an armistice would

be successful. This war is the work of extreme poli-

ticians of the North and the South—of the Aboli-

tionists and of the " fire-eaters."' The great body

of the people of the two sections had never any viru-

lence for each other. This icar originated with the

politicians. The people of tho North and South

would shake hands to-morrow if they had an oppor-

tunity. The two armies would do the same thing.

Therefore, to have an armistice completely^ success-

ful, nothing more is necessary than to have it under-

taken by representatives of the people. The first

arguments in its favor make its success very proba-

ble : this last renders the success certain. Armistice

or not, the country will be taken out of the hands of

the politicians before there can be peace.

But, if the South should refuse a conference with-

out a sacrifice of constitutional principle, then on

with the war with centupled energy. The true in-

tegrity of the Republic can never be compromised.

—Boston (Catholic) Pilot.

ggp' And what is Abolitionism ? It is the enun-

ciator of the fact that the black is the equal of the

white—which is false. It is the active disseminator

among the Southern slaves of the principle that they

have a sacred right to rebel against their masters

—

which has often ended in dreadful scenes of blood.

It is quite one half the cause of the rebellion—a fact

that renders it a dire curse to the nation. And it is

a violent disturber of the plans of the campaign—

a

thing by which the Republic has been little less than

utterly ruined. Abolitionism is as wild, as infuriate,

and as unfortunate a madness as that which the Bap-

tists acted out in Monster three hundred years ago.

It has done harm to the United States which cen-

turies will not be able to remove.

—

Ibid.

tltttinui.

AN AEMISTIOE.

Our recent brief remarks on an armistice have

met with a great deal of approbation. A number

of letters have reached us which are full of gener-

ous ratification of the idea, and in private colloquy,

we have found it confirmed far more liberally than

we had anticipated. The reason is plain. The
North is sick at heart on account of the rivers of

blood that have been unvictoriousl/j spilled in the

field of battle. Our people are still as irrepressibly

devoted to the integrity of the Union as ever they

were, and they will never permit it to be destroyed.

The alacrity with which the demand for six hundred

thousand new troops has been responded to, proves

this. But, more than a hundred thousand lives have

been lost forever,—shocking mutilations, that can

never be cured, have happened to immense num-

bers; four out of five of our families have been cruel-

ly lessened and injured by the campaign
;_
commer-

cial distress is common ; the sufferings of the poor

are heart-rending; hundreds of millions of treasure

have been sunk ; and, from incessant carnage, no

hopes of peace arise ;—these facts exist in stern real-

ity ; they cannot be removed, and in presence of

them, the people stand aghast. They are facts with

tongues to them that tell a hundred melancholy

tales, and the people's ears are open to what they so

sadly convey. Therefore, is there a strong, uni-

versal desire for an end of the war—for a cessation

of hostilities—for a pause to the shedding of blood;

and, as by an armistice passion would subside, and

nothing be endangered, a deep feeling in favor of

such a thing is taking possession of the community.

France, with victory on its banners, spontaneous-

ly offered an armistice to the Austrians in the late

Italian war. The world has applauded the mag-

nanimity of this act by the French. What did the

French "lose by it? Nothing! It was a gain and

honor to them ; and Austria has not found reason to

repent it. We may follow this humane example

Certainly, the North is powerful enough to imitat

France in this respect. Would the South listen to

an armistice? That once happy and prosperous

section of the Republic has suffered so wofolly in

life, in limbs, in business, and in territory, that it

would eagerly listen to the first whisperings of peace

SHAM DEMOCRACY AT WORK.

The Democracy throughout the country are fully

aroused, and will be heard and felt at the ballot

box, so sure as election day comes. The people will

not submit to any tampering with their constitution-

al rights. They will not submit to be taxed to support,

violent party men and measures without a stout re-

sistance at the polls. Every effort should be made
for a concert of action and to unite the friends of

the Constitution throughout the State upon one

ticket. As the People's Convention is held first,

the delegates to that Convention should have a care

that they do not so far act as to prevent a union

with the Democratic party. The Democratic party

is from thiry to forty thousand strong in Massachu-

setts, and is thoroughly organized, w_hile_ the Peo-

ple's party, so called, have no organization to be

effective. If the People's party expect the Demo-
crats to vote for men who are not and never have

been of their faith, those who ask it must show a

willingness to do likewise, or they will not succeed.

When we hear men say they cannot vote for a

Democrat, at the same time denouncing the party

and the men with which they have heretofore acted,

we put them down as narrow-minded, bigoted and

unreliable. It looks to us as though they were de-

sirous to use the Democrats to put down the leaders

in their party and to put themselves in their places,

without any change of principles being effected.

—

We are willing to vote for any man who may be

conservative, providing he is willing to vote for a

Democrat who is as conservative as he is—other-

wise we are not willing. The Democratic party will

sweep the nation in 1864, and will carry Pennsylva-

nia and New York this fall ; at any rate, that is the

indication now. The Abolitionists are doomed to

an overwhelming defeat. The have shown their

want of capacity to rule and govern the nation, and

have brought disaster upon the people; and the

people will hurl them from power through the

agency of the ballot box.

There should be no faltering now, no hang

back—the crisis demands decisive action at the

polls. We want restored to the nation peace and

prosperity. We want restored the habeas corpus,

tho. trial by jury, the freedom of the press and of

speech. We desire to have the war prosecuted to a

speedy termination without regard to the whims of

Wm. Lloyd Garrison, Abby Folsom, or Charles

Sumner. "The great commercial, mechanical, man-

ufacturing and industrial interests of New England

are of more importance than mere abstractions put

forth by soulless, theorizing, meddling nincompoops,

who are raising heaven and earth to pull down the

Temple of Liberty and to destroy tho prosperity of

the country. These ultra men must be firmly met

and overthrown, or they will do much mischief !>y

their constant agitalion and destructive policy.—

JUixfon Herald.

"ET TIT, BRUTE?"

Mr. Lincoln had better look after his lightning.

That "brutum fulmen" of his, after knocking the

breath out of the People's Party in Massachusetts, has

begun to alarm their friends at the South by the live-

ly distribution of its bolts in that devoted quarter.

Gratuitous testimonies to the power of the Proclama-

tion are everywhere furnished by the Confederacy,

and compare very well with their former "first-rate

notices " of Generals Phelps, Fremont and Hunter.

THE REBEL CONGRESS FLUTTERS.

In the Confederate Senate, on the 29th ult.,_ Mr.

Semmes, of Louisiana, submitted the following joint

resolution :

—

"Resolved, by the Congress of the Confederate

States, that the Proclamation of Abraham Lincoln,

President of the United States of America, issued at

the City of Washington in the year 1862, wherein lie

declares that on the first day of January, in the year

of our Lord 1863, all persons held as slaves within any

State, or designated parts of a State, whereof the peo-

ple shall be in rebellion against the United States, shall

be henceforth and forever free, is levelled against the

citizens of the Confederate States, and as such is a

gross violation of the usages of civilized warfare, an

outrage on the rights of private property, and an in-

vitation to an atrocious servile war, and therefore

should be held up to the execration of mankind, and

counteracted by such severe retaliatory measures as

in the judgment of the President may he best calcula-

ted to secure its withdrawal or arrest its execution."

Mr. Clark, of Missouri, moved that the resolu-

tion be referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs.

He was in favor of declaring every citizen of the

Southern Confederacy a soldier authorized to put to

death every man caught on our soil in arms against

the Government.
Mr. Henry, of Tennessee, said the resolution did

not go far enough. He favored the passage of a law

providing that upon any attempt being made to exe-

cute the"Proclamation of Abraham Lincoln, we im-

mediately hoist the black flag, and proclaim a war

of extermination against all invaders of the soil.

Mr. Phelan, of Mississippi, said he had always

been in favor of conducting the war under the black

flag. If that flag had been raised at Manassas a

year ago, the war would have been ended ere now.

JUPITER TONANS.

Butler has been called infamous ; by common con-

sent he is known as tbe beast. But Butler is a saint

compared to his master. In addition to all that But-

ler authorized, Lincoln adds butchery—even the

butchery of babes. Language is too poor to furnish

a name suitable for such a character. Nay, the

whole catalogue of dishonoring epithets is not suffi-

cient to do justice to it. "Murderer" is a term of

honor compared to Lincoln's crime. " Child and

woman murderer" tells but part of the story. To
this is added the cowardice of employing an agent.

To this belongs the additional fact that the agent,

when unloosed, is a savage. To this is added the

further fact that Lincoln dooms his agent to destruc-

tion. What shall we call him V Coward ? assassin ?

savage ? the murderer of women and babes, and the

false destroyer of his own deluded allies ? Shall we
consider these as all embodied in the word " fiend " ?

and shall we call him that? Lincoln, the fiend'

Let history take hold of him, and let tho civilized

world fling its scorpion lash upon him !

—

Richmond
Examiner.

THE " FIEND " VS. " CHEERFUL AND HAPPY
SLAVES.

Lincoln would simply drive our servants to their

destruction. Cheerful and happy now, he plots their

death. An insurrection is their swift destruction. . . .

Tho efforts of the fiend to breed discontent can be

readily counteracted and provided against, if we are

vigilant, as we must be. The country courts or mili-

tary authorities must establish suitable patrols for

the preservation of the public peace. The men of a

neighborhood, even if there be but a few, and if

they be infirm, must keep fire-arms, and form a

neighborhood guard, if necessary. A very little or-

ganization and preparation, with vigilance, will suf-

fice to countervail all the efforts of the emissaries

whom the fiend may send, and to overawe all turbu-

lence. These things must all be duly attended to.

—Richmond Enquire}; Oct. 1st.

LEX TALIONIS.

In the Rebel Senate on Wednesday, Oct. 1st, Mr.

Semmes, of Louisiana, from the Committee on the

Judiciary, to whom was referred the resolutions rela-

tive to Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation, states

that a majority of the Committee favored the follow-

ing bill :—
Whereas, &c, Therefore, the Confederate States

of America do enact:

1. That, on and after the 1st of January, 1863,

all commissioned and non-commissioned officers of

the enemy, except as hereafter mentioned, when
captured, shall be imprisoned at hard labor, or other-

wise put at hard labor, until the termination of the

war, or until the repeal of the act of Congress of-

the United States, hereinbefore recited, or until

otherwise determined by the President.

2. Every white person who shall act as a commis-

sioned or non-commissioned officer, commanding ne-

groes or mulattoes against the Confederate States,

or who shall arm, organize, train, or prepare negroes

or mulattoes for military service, or aid them in any

military enterprise against the Confederate States,

shall, if captured, suffer death.

3. Every commissioned or non-commissioned offi-

cer of the enemy who shall incite slaves to rebellion,

or pretend to give them freedom, under the afore-

mentioned act of Congress and Proclamation, by ab-

ducting, or causing them to be abducted, or inducing

them to abscond, shall, if captured, suffer death.

4. That every person charged with an offence un-

der this act, shall be tried by such military courts as

the President shall direct, and, after conviction, the

President may commute the punishment, or pardon

unconditionally, or on such terms as he may see fit.

5. That the President is hereby authorized to re-

sort to such other retaliatory measures as in his judg-

ment may be best calculated to repress the atrocities

of the enemy.

AN (UN-) PHELAN RESOLVE.

Mr. Phelan, of Mississippi, submitted a minority

report from the same Committee, in tho form of a

lengthy preamble, and the following resolution :

—

Be it resolved, &c, That from this day forth all

rules of civilized warfare should be discarded in the

future defence of our country, our liberties, and out-

lives, against the fell design now openly avowed by

the Government of the United States to annihilate

or enslave us; and that a war of extermination

should henceforth be waged against every invader

whose hostile foot shall cross the boundaries of those

Confederate Stales.

MO FEAR CF " BKUTUM FULMEN."

Mr. Hill,—I must be allowed to say for myself,

that I regard the Proclamation of Mr. Lincoln as a

mere brutum fulmen, and so intended by its author.

It is to serve a temporary purpose at the North. 1

fear we are dignifying it beyond its importance. . . .

I, also, in accordance with the understanding of the

Committee, propose the following bill, and ask that

it be printed for the consideration of the Senate:

—

1. That, &c.

2. That every person pretending to be a soldier

or officer of the United States, who shall be captured

on the soil of the Confederate States after the 1st

day of January, 1863, shall be presumed to have en-

tered the territory of the Confederate States with

intent to incite insurrection and abet murder, and
unless satisfactory proof be adduced to the contrary,

before the military court before which the trial shall

be had, shall suffer death. This section shall con-

tinue in force until the Proclamation issued by Abra-

ham Lincoln, dated at Washington, on the 22d day

of September, 1862, shall be rescinded, and the

policy therein announced shall be abandoned, and

no longer.

ABSOLUTION.

In the Virginia Legislature, Mr. Callin, of Pe-

tersburg, offered the following:

—

Whereas, Abraham Lincoln, President of the

United States, by his recent Proclamation, is acting

in stolid contempt of the principles of property in

slaves, which is no less consecrated in the Federal

Constitution than in ours, and is aiming by said

Proclamation to excite servile insurrection in our

midst

;

Resolved, Therefore, that no person within this

State shall be held to have committed any offense

against the criminal laws thereof, or shall be tried or

imprisoned, or be required to answer at any time for

an act done in driving from the State or putting to

death any person, with or without arms, who may be

found on our soil aiding in any way to give effect to

the fiendish purpose of said Proclamation.

POLICE FOR " HAPPY SLAVES."

The Richmond Examiner of the 6th inst. contains

the military exemption act passed on the 14th ult.,

which exempts the police for sections of country

having dense negro populations, &C-, &c.

THE WRITING ON THE WALL.

President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation

has inspired the most lively terror throughout the

South. The rebels quake with apprehension. They
express fears that it will be the means of producing

a counter revolution in the slave States, and the sol-

diers desire to return to their homes to protect their

families. They believe the negroes are organized in

secret associations, and are only waiting an oppor-

tunity to rise in insurrection. They have heard al-

ready of the Proclamation, and are becoming very

restive under the yoke. The women and children

of the rural districts arc moving to the cities for safe-

ty, and consternation seems to be universal.

A private circular has been issued by the rebel

government to the proprietors of newspapers, for-

bidding the publication of the Proclamation.

—

Spec-

ial despatch to the Neio York Times, Oct. 9th.

Such are some of the daily accumulating evidences

of the vitality of tbe President's edict against slavery,

as confessed by Southern alarm and Southern mea-

sures of defence. On the other hand, it is notorious

that the slaves are making an early and frequent use

of their new means of deliverance. The National

Underground Railroad is constantly discharging its

living freight at the great Southern depots. The

"corner-stone" of the Confederacy is moving from

under. All hail the "idle thunderbolt" !

THE PROCLAMATION.

By a careful perusal of the Boston Post, Courier,

and Herald, and the N. Y. Express, Journal oj.

Commerce, and Herald, for just now one has to

read even the latest news from Hell,—we are struck

with the following remarkable peculiarities of Mr.

Lincoln's Proclamation.

1. It is brutum fulmen.

2. It will forever destroy the Union.

3. . It is harmless and impotent.

4. Immeasurable evil will flow from it.

5. It can only show the weakness of those who
urged it.

6. It opens issues too tremendous, &c.

7. The South will laugh at it.

8. The South will be roused to frenzy by i t

Well, gentlemen, fix on any or all of these

theories : we care not-

But we do care that you shall come out squarely

and look earnest and honest men in the eye. Let

there be no equivocation as to the manner in which

you are to meet this measure of the President. The
Commander-in-Chief knew, as did tbe nation, that

unless in his judgment Emancipation was a military

necessity, he would have no right to proclaim it, and

would not. So long as he did not see this necessity,

you were all engaged in laying down unexception-

able laws as to the duty of all of us to stand by the

President. The Boston Post will please remember
who said not three weeks ago :

—

" ' Circumcision is nothing, and uncircumcision is

nothing,' but there must needs he stout arms and wil-

ling hearts ready to do and fight for the flag. There
is such a thing as a hearty support of the President

in his efforts to crush the rebellion. There is such a

thing as ignoring, as he declares he ignores, every

other question, and expending all our treasure, and
putting forth all our strength, in the struggle to main-

tain the integrity of the government, to overcome this

impious rebellion, and preserving the Constitution as

it is, to restore the Union as it was."

We appeal from Philip drunk to Philip sober
;

from men maddened when their idol, Slavery, is

touched, to men whose judgment was calm in the

absence of any apprehension that such exigency

could arise.

We complained bitterly that the President was
slow ; but now we see that his slowness has been

the means of committing the whole Hock of you

to a rule of loyalty, which you cannot abandon

without making it appear that in all your previous

course you were liars and hypocrites.

The proclamation is a better detective than Vi-

docq. It comes into our midst drawing the lines

sharply. The President's previous course and avow-

al that he would do this only to save the nation are

before the people. They know that he is honest

;

and thus that in the opinion of the Commander-in-

Chief the matter was reduced to the destruction of

the Union or that of slavery. Every human being

in (his nation must go on one or the other side of

this line; ho must go for the Union against slavery,

or for slavery against the Union. There is no mid-

dle ground now. Those who do not stand by tho

Proclamation will be branded as those who would

rather see the United Slates Government over-

thrown than the end of Human Bondage on this

continent. They are traitors to this nation, to Hu-
manity anil God.— Boston Commonwealth.

TEEASON GROWING BOLD.

The opposition papers of this city are now bold in

their treason. Since it is found that government
has relaxed its censorship, and no longer undertakes
the suppression of seditious matter, there seem no
bounds to the fierce and bitter denunciations in

which these papers indulge. The Express argues

that while "loyalty to government is ordained of

God, as well as constitutionally due," "loyalty to

man, allegiance to man is not an American idea,

and never, since 1776, has had any foothold in

these United States." All attempts to confound
government with the men who administer it, the

Express denounces a= tyranny. By this specious

gloss he covers up the rankest treason, and on the

same principle the rebels cover theirs. The Ex-
press professes to obey the Constitution, while fight-

ing against the government which it ordains. The
emancipation proclamation is with him unconstitu-

tional, the act of Congress a nullity, and his only
rule of action the supremacy and inviolability of

slavery, whatever other interests may be jeopar-

dized.

The assistance rendered to the rebels by the

Herald, is more effective, because clothed in a dis-

guise. Professing staunch loyalty, it is nevertheless

clear that his aim is to destroy our republican form
of government, and prepare the people for a cen-

tral despotism. To cover his designs, the charge of

conspiring to inaugurate a dictatorship is raised

against Fremont, the War Committee, and the loyal

Governors. He says the Governors have had too

much deference paid to them since the war began,

and recommends that as "Napoleon, the greatest

master of the art of war, made his officers," so the

President, if the course of Governors in making ap-

pointments is unsatisfactory, should direct "that

Gen. McClellan, who is the best judge of the merits

of the men who fought under him, shall make the

appointments himself." If there is anything in the

Constitution contrary to such an arrangement, he
says that as that instrument has already been de-

parted from "under the plea of military necessity,"

the President would have an equal right to depart

from it now. Certainly, we could not have a great-

er amount of sedition wrapped up in a single para-

graph than we have here. The Herald goes on to

say of the meeting of the Governors at Altoona,

that they "ought to be all arrested and sent to pris-

on, beginning with Gov. Andrew, who ought to be
committed to Fort Warren in his own State, leav-

ing the duties of his office to be discharged by the

LieutrGovernor ; and if the latter should prove re-

fractory, he ought to be sent to keep the Governor
company, and so with each succeeding official, till

the federal authority is vindicated, and disaffection

is crushed out in New England aud in every other

Northern State in which it appears."

Such are the attempts of the Herald, Express and
World to stir up insurrection, while at the same
time they are filling the country with lying accusa-

tions of conspiracies for the overthrow of our
government by the radicals. The Tribune, in an-

swer to the charges against Republicans, ridicules

the thought of a dictatorship, and maintains that

with our enlightened community and our citizen

army, the danger of such a usurpation is altogether

fanciful. We see no reason for regarding it thus.

Other republics have been as confident of the per-

petuity of their free institutions as we
;
yet it has

taken but a few smart shocks of the earthquake to

topple them down. The Tribune says :

—

•' To believe that a brave and cheerful and social

people, saturated with democratic opinions', and ac-

customed to control government by continual limita-

tion—a people which for two centuries has chafed at

the semblance of autocracy in the public policy—

a

people educated to execrate tyranny as something
too loathsome to be considered with equanimity—to

dread that such a race will become suddenly enamor-
ed of submission and quiescent under a Caasar, would
be about as reasonable as to believe that within the

next five years two-thirds of our population may emi-
grate to Russia, and take the oath of allegiance to the

Czar I

"

This is a dangerous confidence. The price of

liberty is eternal watchfulness. We may disregard

the machinations of rebellious presses and seditious

orators, as too insignificant to merit attention, but
we shall find to our cost that a continual dropping
wears away the stone. The seed sown by such pa-

pers as we have named cannot but bear fruit. No
family can read the Herald week after week without
having their attachment to legitimate government
gradually undermined ; nor less so the soldier,

whose information is generally gleaned from such
sheets as Ins commanding officer approves, and
whose passions are roused against the purest patriots

by the systematic slanders which partisan prints

make it their daily business to spread. When we
took at the character of our journalism, we must
confess that the hope of preserving our liberties, in

case this war should last several years, is very faint,

Our hope rests on having a short, sharp, decisive

conflict, and then allowing our soldiers to return to

their homes and resume their former occupations of

peace.

—

American Baptist.

THE ANNUAL SPASM IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Every year, in Massachusetts, a new political

party is organized ; and it is remarkable that this

is always done about the time when the fall of the

leaf is so touchingly suggestive of the death and
decay of human projects. The conceptive and
parturient process, if we may trust our own obser-

vation, is as follows: Several hundred gentlemen
issue a call. Several hundred gentlemen nominate,

in convention, a State ticket. Upon election day,

several hundred gentlemen vote for that ticket.

And that is the last you hear of the matter! The
several hundred gentlemen fall back upon their

otiose dignity, and involve themselves in their virtue.

It must be admitted, however, that this year the

mountain is uncommonly laborious, and a mouse
rather larger than usual may be expected. The
call for a " People's Convention " on Tuesday next

contains a curious array of names ; and it is a queer
fact that we find our late friend, Henry J. Gardner,
the great original Know Nothing, cheek-by-jowl
with Patrick Donahoe, the Roman Catholic book-

seller. We do not care much for Governor Gard-
ner's feelings at this unprecedented conjunction, but
we are really sorry for Mr. Donahoe, who is a re-

spectable man. We can imagine no more beautiful

instance of Christian forgiveness than this presents.

Mr. Patrick Donahoe must remember tho compli-

mentary things which Gov. Gardner once said, or

sustained others in saying, of the Roman Church,
of the Pope, anil of Irishmen—he must remember
the Legislative Visitation of tho Catholic Ladies'

School in Roxbury—he must remember Mr. Joseph

Hiss and his noblo company—lie must remember
the effort made to render Irishmen aliens in Massa-
chusetts Forever; or if he does not, he must have a

lovely talent for forgetting !

One ntimerieal fact in regard to fins call for a

" People's Convention," is remarkable, which|is that

the People do not appear to call for it at all. Then-

is a long list of names, looking shockingly like an
advertisement of letters remaining in the Post-

Oflice ; but one sees at a glance that these are of the

people,
" No more than a cliureh-steeple

Is Boston or New York."

—Boston is remarkably well represented ; so is

its vicinage, including Roxbury, Cambridge, Char-

lestown, Somerville and Chelsea, but only about
fifty towns besides these figure upon the roll, leav-

ing about two hundred and fifty towns, the citizens

of which were either not asked to sign the call, or

declined to do so. Reckonng with ordinary care,

we find 993 names attached to the call, and of these

more than half, viz: 577, are Boston names. It

does not strike us that this affords a remarkably
strong bottom for the new party. Our investiga-

tion discloses the fact that a good many people in

Boston and in its vicinity dislike John A. Andrew,
but there was little need of the resurrection of all

these dead folk to tell us that. We knew it suffi-

ciently well before.

Now let us see what these queasy gentlemen who,

in this time of the nation's danger, desire to involve

Massachusetts in a local squabble, have to say for

themselves. They have issued an address which
begins by informing us that "the country is in dan-

ger"—a solemn fact, which we cannot gainsay.

—

But the councils of the country are "directed by
men of large power and larger wickedness," which
means that Charles Sumner and Henry Wilson are

wicked fellows—and so they are, for getting them-
selves elected to the Senate, when Mr. Winthrop
failed to accomplish that desirable, object. But here

is the cream of the cream— it is too rich to dilute :

" For the first time the loyal States are invaded

by a victorious army, and our cities are taken and
occupied by the enemy ; they are thundering at the

very gates of the Capital ; and our brethren of the

great and prosperous Middle States are threatened

with the instant horrors of war at their very

hearths."

—Wherefore, it will be necessary to elect a new
Governor in Massachusetts. Q. E. D.,—only we
don't see how ! Then, too, this would have have

been first rate, week before last ! but it is the fate

of these gentlemen always to be mouldy, and
though they may rise and walk quite friskily, they

can never get the smell of the grave altogether out

of their garments. As our cities are not occupied

by the enemy, and as he is not performing his toui-

trous tattoo upon the gates of the Capital ; and as

the Middle States seem to be quite able to take care

of themselves, we fear that the effect of the above
otherwise beautiful bit of writing will be quite

spoiled by its tardy un timeliness.

Now for the knot of the address, for our space is

too limited to permit an examination of all its flatu-

lencies. "It is no time," we are told, " for party

names. Party must be given up. Names must be
abandoned. And so forth !" The Convention, then,

which these people propose to hold on the 7th prox.,

will solemnly resolve that it is 'Nothing to Nobody '

—that it will nominate a ticket, which everybody
must support—because if one man votes against it

—lo ! we have a party and are as badly off as ever.

The trouble being in "party names," there will be
no resource for this party which isn't a party, but

to take the name of the Anonymous Party. There
are probably a few electors in Massachusetts, who,
even after this pathetic appeal, intend, with an ob-

tuseness which is very discreditable, to vote for

Governor Andrew and the rest of the Worcester
Ticket. What then will this amiable Convention,

with all its exquisite intentions, with all its bound-
less patriotism and with all its remarkable self-

denial, do but intensify existing hostilities, and ren-

der mischievous dissensions and differences which
are now at least harmless ! What can they do but

make a canvass ? They say that now is the time

for fighting, not theorizing. Well, cannot they fight

without a Convention in Faneuil Hall ? If Henry
J. Gardner does really hunger and thirst for battle,

who holds him ? If Joel Parker wishes to be a
Major-General, let him say so, for nobody will think

of appointing him until he asks for a commission.

One would suppose from the tone of this ad-

dress that the Convention intended to meet merely
to volunteer in a body. But the delegates will

hardly do it. We intend to question neither their

patriotism or their valor—but they will hardly do
it. They will pass resolutions, like other delegates.

They will emit speeches, more or less eloquent, like

other delegates. They will nominate a State Tick-
et, like other delegates. And they will go home to

support it, like other delegates. They are hardly

superior to the instincts of human nature. They
may be all Catos, and not one of them a Sergius

Catiline—they may love their country and the

Constitution with a gushing affection—but then,

after all, they would so like to put Andrew, and
Wilson, and Sumner, and Eliot, upon the shelf, and
themselves occupy the stools thus made vacant ! We
like to see. men happy, but we are afraid these en-
terprising aspirants are doomed to disappointment.

Tbe towns that didn't sign their call and some of
those that did, will have something to say that will

send them like a charm back to their respective

sepulchres !—iVie«) York Tribune, Oct. ith.

"NO PAKTY."

It is clear that under the specious guise of " no
party " we are destined to have in this State a very
virulent, foul-mouthed, and unscrupulous political

organization ; that instead of doing away with par-

tizan distinctions, party feuds and differences are to

be more than ever cherished and intensified. Look
at the reckless und wholesale abuse heaped by the
Hunker press upon Gov. Andrew, Mr. Sumner, and,
since the issue of the emancipation proclamation,

upon President Lincoln himself. The persistency

and falsehood of some of these attacks reveal a
depth of political depravity utterly inconceivable.

The Courier, whose disloyalty was not even doubt-
ful, until the majestic uprising of an indignant peo-
ple, just after the fall of Sumter, gave evidence that

treasonable utterances would not longer be tolerated,

—this traitorous sheet perfectly reeks with false-

hood and venom. For the last few days it has vied

with the New York Herald in its misrepresenta-

tions of the recent conference of the loyal Gover-
nors at Altoona. (Anything loyal seems to be its

particular aversion.) Its assertion that Governor
Andrew had declared that not a soldier should
leave Massachusetts until Gen. McClellan was re-

moved, it has not the courage to retract, though it

has not a shadow of proof to sustain the libel.

Mr. Sumner also comes in for about a column,
daily, of drivel and mendacity from the same quar-
ter. We have no doubt that when Lunt. dies, who-
ever makes a post mortrm examination, will find the
name of the Massachusetts Senator engraved on his

heart. This amiable creature, however, docs not

have a monopoly of the " no party " blandishments.
The Post, too, deprecates the re-election of Sumner
and Andrew, and will not be answerable for the re-

sult, unless a brace of "no parly" Hunkers, nt'ii.. own
stripe take their places. This is the beginning and
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end of tbe " no partyism " of the organs of the new
movement. It means no party except— their party.

We eall attention to fcbe following paragraph

clipped from the Boston Transcript, which gives a

delightful picture of the progress which is making

in Boston toward " extinguishing party spirit
!"

Isn't the prospect cheering V

The New Union P.vuty.—At the caucus of the

People's Party in Ward 3, John C. Tucker, a Senator

from Suffolk county, in a speech abusive of Senator

Sumner, said unequivocally and without qualification

that the tfrcatest blunder which Brooks made was in not

lilh'n<! .fir. Siimner. Mr. Tucker discussed the meas-

ure of emancipation and the preferableness of the

rebels, which he said he had no doubt had been pro-

posed to the French Emperor—of gradual emancipa-

tion, conditional upon intervention. He had no hesi-

tation in predicting that the French Government
would intervene before the first of January next.

This prediction was received with applause by seve-

ral persons present. A.

We would not for the world seem to be captious,

but don't some of these new champions of the gov-

ernment have a rather peculiar way of " sustaining

the President"?

—

Yarmouth Register.

THE DUTY OF THE HOUR.

An Address Delivered Before the Fraternity in

Boston, Oct. 7, 1862,

BY HON. HENRY WILSON.

When the Republic entered the family of nations,

it proclaimed as its faith and creed, that Govern-

ments derive their just power from the consent of

the governed. This accepted right of the people to

institute, shape and fashion their public institutions,

carries with it a corresponding duty. That duty is

measured by the needs of the country, and by the

pressing exigencies of the hour. To-night I shall

speak of the duty the hour imposes upon the loyal

men, aye, and upon the loyal women, too, of the

United States.

We of America have been accustomed to contem-

plate, with something of gratitude and patriotic

pride, the wondrous progress of our country, and

the strength and stability of our Government. As
we have watched the fraternal strifes—the desolat-

ing and bloody wars of factions that have followed

each other, in the Republics of the New World, like

the fleeting shadows of summer clouds, as we have

watched, too, the revolutions, the rising and falling

thrones and dynasties of the Old World, we have
turned, fondly and proudly, to our country, in the

undoubting faith that the Republic was immortal,

that, sustained by the vital and animating patriotism

of a Christain people, it was ever instinct with the

freshness and bloom of youth, and with the matured
vigor of manhood. Gazing with beaming eye and
throbbing heart upon the grandeur and beauty of

tins splendid edifice of constitutional government in

America, we came to believe that it was as imperish-

able as the memory of its illustrious builders.

We have dreamed for our native land a glorious

destiny—a magnificent career among the nations

during the coming ages. But our bright, confident

faith is now shaken—our high hopes are now dimmed
—our conscious pride is now humbled—our gorgeous

visions of the future glories of the Republic arc

now obscured by the storm of battle.

Our country, the land of so much affection, of

pride and of hope, now presents to the startled and
astonished gaze of mankind an appalling, humilia-

ting and saddening spectacle. Treasonable menaces
of other days have now hardened into treasonable

deeds. Civil war holds its carnival, and reaps its

bloody harvest. The nation is grappling with a gi-

gantic conspiracy—struggling for existence—for the

preservation of its menaced life—against a rebellion

that finds no parallel in the annals of the world.

Why is it that the land resounds with the measured
tread of a million of armed men ? Why is it that

our bright waters are stained and our green fields

reddened with fraternal blood ? Why is it that the

young men of America, in the pride and bloom of

early manhood, are summoned from homes, from the

mothers who bore them, from the wives and sisters

-who love them, to the fields of bloody strife—there

to do soldiers' duties, bear soldiers' burdens, and fill

soldiers' graves ? Why is it that thousands of the

men and the women of Christian America are sor-

rowing with aching hearts and tearful eyes for the

absent, the loved, and the lost ? Why is it that the

heart of loyal America throbs heavily, oppressed

with anxiety and gloom for the future of the coun-
try ?

These crimes against the peace of the country and
the life of the nation are all, all to eternize the hate-

ful dominion of man over the souls and bodies of his

fellow-men—to make slavery perpetual and its power
forever dominant in Christian and Republican Amer-
ica. These sacrifices of property, of health, of life,

—these appalling sorrows and agonies now upon us,

are all the inflictions of slavery in its gigantic effort

to found a slaveholding empire in America. Yes,

slavery is the conspirator who organized this mighty
conspiracy against the unity and existence of the

Republic. Slavery is the traitor that plunged the

nation into the fire and blood and darkness of civil

war. Slavery is the criminal whose hands are drip-

ping with the blood of our murdered sons.

Slavery, bold, proud, domineering, with hate in

its heart, scorn in its eye, defiance in its mein, has

pronounced against the existence of Republican in-

stitutions in America, against the supremacy of the

Government, the unity and life of the nation.

Slavery, hating the cherished institutions that tend
to secure the rights and enlarge the privileges of

mankind, despising the toiling masses, as mudsills

and white slaves, defying the Government, its Con-
stitution and its laws, has openly pronounced itself

the mortal and unappeasable enemy of the Repub-
lic. Slavery stands to-day the only clearly pro-

nounced foe our country has on the globe. There-
fore, every word spoken, every line written, every
act performed that keeps the breath of life, for a

moment, in slavery, is against the existence and per-

petuity of democratic institutions—against the dig-

nity of the toiling millions of America—against the

liberty, the peace, the honor, the renown and the

life of the nation. In the lights of to-day that flash

upon us from camp and battle-field, the loyal eye,

heart and brain of America sees and feels and real-

izes that THE DEATH OF SLAVERY IS THE LIFE
of the nation ! The loyal voice of patriotism

throughout united America pronounces in clear ac-

cents that American slavery must die that
the American Repuhlic may live !

The imperishable records of the Republic will

bear to future ages the amplest evidence that slave-

ry has ever been hostile to the spirit of her free in-

stitutions. Planted in America by the commercial
and colonial policy of the British Empire, fostered by
British legislation, protected by British Kings and
Queens, Lords and Judges and Prelates, slavery,

from the day it entered the harbor of Jamestown to

the dawn of the Revolution, was an alien in Ameri-
ca—an enemy to law and order, liberty and progress.

The pages of our Colonial history bear to us the am-
plest testimony that our Fathers saw its malign in-

fluence, and protested against the slave trade, and
the slave-extending policy of the British Govern-
ment. The bright pages of our history, upon which
are recorded the heroic deeds of the men who ac-

cepted the bloody issues of civil war in defence of

their periled liberties, and whose names are forever

associated with national independence and constitu-

tional government, will transmit to all coming gen-
erations the glorious fact that the founders of the

Republic believed slavery to be an evil—a moral,
social and political evil— that would pass away un-
der the influence of the ideas and principles they
had proclaimed. Washington saw " its direful ef-

fects"; Franklin pronounced it "an atrocious de-

basement of human nature"; Mason declared that

it produced " the most pernicious effect on manners "

—that " every master of slaves was born a petty ty-

rant"—that "it brought the curse of Heaven upon
a country"; Henry believed that "a time would
come to abolish this lamentable evil "

; and Jeffe:

son proclaimed that " nothing is more certainly wri
ten in the book of fate, than that this people shall

be free." These immortal sons uttered the voice of

Revolutionary America.

But slavery, ever shameless, lawless, aggressive,
Seductive, glided into that illustrious assembly which
proclaimed America independent, and there bade
the men who were hurling defiance at the most
powerful empire of the world, erase from their im-
mortal Declaration the words Jefferson had traced,
branding the African slave trade as an " execrable
commerce"—a "piratical warfare"—" a cruel war
against human nature itself." in the Continental
Congress, when the country needed soldiers to fight

her battles, slavery raised its imperious voice, as it

does in these days of peril, against arming black men
and permitting them to fight and bleed for the Re-
public. Slavery came into that convention of illus-

trious statesmen met to frame a Constitution for

United America, and by the voice of Pinckney de-

fiantly declared that " South Carolina could never
receive the Constitution if it prohibits the slave

trade"—and that assembly of immortal statesmen

who had met unawed the power cf the British em-
pire were forced to permit the AfV.-aii slave trade

to continue for twenty years longer, unchecked by
national legislation, and to incorporate into the new
Constitution a provision under color of which slave

masters could hunt their Seeing bondmen over fields

once moistened with Revolutionary blood.

Under the new Constitution, framed to secure the

blessings of liberty, slavery strode into the chambers
of Legislation, the Halls of Justice, the mansions of

the Executive, anil with menaces in the one hand
and bribes in the other, it awed the timid and se-

duced the weak. Marching on from conquest to

conquest, crushing where it could not awe, seduce or

corrupt, slavery saw institutions of learning, benevo-

lence aud religion, political organizations and public

men—aye, and the people, too, bend before it, and
acknowledge its iron rule. Seizing on the needed
acquisitions of Louisiana and of Florida, to extend

its rjoundaries, consolidate its power and enlarge its

sway, slavery crossed the Mississippi, and there es-

tablished its barbarous dominion, against the too

feeble resistance of a not yet conquered people.

Controlling absolutely the policy of the South, sway-
ing the policy of the nation, impressing itself upon
the legislation, the sentiments and opinions of the

North, slavery moved on to assured dominion. Un-
der its aggressive advances emancipation societies,

organized by the men of the Revolutionary era in

the first bright ardor of secured liberty, disappeared

;

Eresscs and churches forgot to remember those in

onds as bound with them, and recreant sons dis-

owned the opinions and principles of a glorious an-

cestry. And slavery, in the pride of power, pro-

claimed itself in the Halls of Congress, through its

apostles and champions, its Calhouns and McDuffies,
" A POSITIVE GOOD"—"THE ONLY STABLE BASI8 :

OF REPUISLICAN INSTITUTIONS"—"THE CORNER-
STONE of the Republican edifice."

But amid this general defection from the faith of

the statesmen and heroes of the Revolutionary age,

a fearless and faithful few clung to the teachings of

Washington and Franklin, Jefferson and Jay, and
their illustrious compeers. Unawed by its power,
unscduceil by its blandishments, they opposed to the

aggressions of slavery—aye, to slavery itself—a stern

and unyielding resistance. They proclaimed eman-
cipation to be the duty of the master and the right

of the slave. To advance the cause of emancipa-
tion and to improve the condition of free people of

color, they avowed their readiness to use " all means
sanctioned by law, humanity and religion." Slavery

marked anil branded these heroic men as pol.tical

and social outlaws; compelling them, in the words
of John G. Whitticr, "to hold property, liberty, and
life itself at the mercy of lawless mobs." Slavery

cast its malign influence over all the land, madden-
ing the brain and firing the heart of a deluded peo-

ple, against the. fearless few who opposed its aggres-

sions, and pitied its hapless victims. Passion, blind,

unreasoning passion, ruled the hour. Cities were
lighted by the sacked and burning dwellings of a
proscribed and hated race. Churches, institutions of

learning, and presses, were often forcibly closed or

destroyed, at the bidding of slavery, by the lawless

violence of "gentlemen of property and standing."

Here, in the metropolis of New England, a humble
journal, with the motto, " Our country is the world,

our countrymen are all mankind," fearlessly advo-
cated the cause of impartial liberty. Slavery bade
Georgia to offer five thousand dollars reward for the

editor of that offending journal; but the Liberator

still bears its world-embracing motto, and William
Lloyd Garrison still persists in wearing among us

that proscribed head.

Slaves were held in the District of Columbia, and
slave pens and the slave trade polluted and dis-

honored the National Capital, under the color of

laws for which the people of America were responsi-

ble in the forum of nations and before the throne or

the Almighty God. Christian men and women, op-
pressed with the sin and shame, humbly petitioned

Congress to relieve them from that sin and shame by-

making the National Capital free. Slavery bade its

tools—its Pattons, its Pinckneys and its Athertons—
violate the constitutional right of petition, and witl-

ing majorities hastened to register its decree. Sla-

very arraigned before the bar of the House of Rep-
resentatives John Quincy Adams, the illustrious

champion of the right, of petition and the freedom of
speech, and it expelled the fearless and faithful Gid-
dings for the offence of daring to construe the Con-
stitution of his country and the law of nations. Sla-

very stepped upon the decks of Massachusetts ships

in the harbor of Charleston, seized colored seamen,
citizens of the Commonwealth, and consigned them
to prisons, to be fined, lashed, anil, it might be, sold

info perpetual bondage. Massachusetts, mindful of

the rights of her citizens, sent Samuel Hoar, one oi

her most honored sons, to test the constitutional

rights of her imprisoned citizens in the judicial tri-

bunals. Slavery cast him violently from South Caro-
lina, and enacted that whoever should attempt to de-

fend the rights of colored seamen in the Courts ot

that State should suffer imprisonment.

Slavery cast its devouring eye upon the broad,

rich fields of Texas, and sent her minions to wrench
them from the feeble grasp of the Mexican republic.

By the pen of Calhoun, her great champion, slavery,

in the name of the nation, demanded, in the face ot

Europe, the annexation of that slaveholding nation,

to prevent emancipation there, and to tighten the

fetters of the bondmen here. In obedience to the

humiliating demand, Texas was forced into the

Union by an unconstitutional joint resolution, and
the nation plunged into a war with Mexico. When
peace returned, it brought with it half a million

square miles of free territory. The North asked
that this territory, made forever free by Mexican
law, should be forever consecrated to Freedom by
national legislation. Slavery demanded the right to

extend itself over these free Territories, and threat-

ened the dismemberment of the Union if that claim
was denied. California framed a constitution and
asked admission as a free commonwealth ; slavery

resisted her admi ;sion with menaces of disunion and
civil war. To appease slavery, Congress organized
Utah and New Mexico, so that slavery could range
over them, gave fifty thousand square miles of the

free soil of New Mexico to slaveholding Texas, and
with them ten millions of dollars, and enacted the

unconstitutional, inhuman and unchristian Fugitive
Slave Act, that dishonored and humiliated the na-
tion before earth and heaven. Slavery then, in her
hour of complete triumph, insolently demanded, that

the great political parties, who had shrank appalled
before her menaces of disunion and civil war, and
who had betrayed the cause of freedom, humanity
and civilization in America, should now declare

these her acts " finalities," and bid the people cease
"agitation."

Having forced these parties to pronounce her
legislation of 18o0 a " finality in principle and sub-

stance," slavery demanded the repeal of the Mis-
souri prohibition of the 6th of March, 1820, and a
faithless Congress hastened to open half a million

square miles, in the central regions of the Republic,
consecrated forever to Freedom and free labor, to

the footsteps of her bondmen. Northern freemen
went to that magnificent Territory to found the in-

stitutions of Freedom. Slavery bade its brutal tools

invade Kansas, seize the ballot-box, elect a Territo-

rial Legislature, enact inhuman and unchristian laws,

bathe the virgin soil of that beautiful region with the

blood of civd war, frame a slave constitution by
fraud, and force it upon a free people. Faithfully

diil the propagandists of slavery labor in Kansas and
in Congress, and in the Executive departments of

the Government, to execute its decrees. They in-

vaded the Territory, they usurped the Government,
they enacted slave statutes, they robbed and burned,
they murdered brave men contending for their law-
ful rights. In Congress, the champions of slavery

were hardly less brutal than in the wilds of distant
Kansas. Charles Sumner portrayed the crimes of

slavery against Kansas, and he was smitten down
upon the floor of the Senate, by " a brutal, murder-
ous and cowardly assault." The slave propagandists
framed a slave constitution, sustained it by fraud
and violence, aud the Administration, in obedience
to the imperative demands of slavery, attempted to

force it by corruption through Congress, upon an un-
willing people. Slavery for the first time was baf-

fled, defeated, dishonored. Free men triumphed;
Kansas came into the Union radiant with Freedom.

Slavery saw its waning power; it saw, too, that
its criminal victories of the past were barren and
fruitless triumphs. It then wrung from the Supreme
Court the Dred Scott decision, by which it hoped to

control the vast Territories of the Republic, even
against the will of the actual settlers. It bade the
Legislature of New Mexico enact a slave code, and
also a code for the enslavement of white laboring

men. It sent Walker and his fillibusters to Centra]

America to win slave territory. It sighed for Cuba,
which it could not clutch. It mobbed, flogged, ex-

pelled and sometimes murdered Christian men and
women in the South, for no offence against law, hu-
manity or religion, ft maddened the Southern brain

and fired the Southern heart. It turned the hearts

of large masses of the people of the South against

the institutions and the people, of the North—against

the Constitution and the old flag of the country. It

came into the thirty-sixth Congress threatening to

dismember this Union of constellated Common-
wealths, if the people of America should elect a

President opposed to its admission into the Territo-

ries. It rushed into the Democratic National Con-
vention, and severed the Democratic party as the

first step toward disunion. It then went into the

Presidential election, seeking defeat, yet threatening

the vengeance of disunion and civil war if defeated.

Regardless of its treasonable menaces, the people
went to the ballot-boxes and made Abraham Lincoln

President of the United States. Slavery instantly

raised the banner of treason, dragged South Caro-
lina with headlong haste into open rebellion, and
forced other States to follow swiftly her example.
Slavery organized conspiracies in the Cabinet, con-

spiracies in Congress, conspiracies in the States, con-

spiracies in the Army, conspiracies in the Navy,
conspiracies everywhere, for the overthrow of the

Government and the disruption of the Republic.

At the bidding of slavery, the oft-vaunted Southern
Confederacy, the dream of slaveholding traitors for

thirty years, rose upon the recognized basis that sla-

very was the normal condition of men of the Afri-

can race. Slavery bade those of her champions
who were in the service of the nation leave Cabi-
nets and Senates, military posts and naval stations,

for the service of the rebellion. At the biddingot
slavery, Floyd, its truest exponent, left the Cabinet
when there seemed nothing more for him to steal,

and Davis and Toombs, Slidell and Mason, Hunter
and Benjamin, and their guilty compeers in treason,

in solemn mockery left the chambers of Congress,

when the plots, conspiracies, treacheries and perju-

ries, imposed upon them by the Great Architect of
ruin, seemed accomplished.
Not content with seizing forts, arsenals, arms and

public property everywhere within the rebel States,

slavery bade the frowning batteries menacing Fort
Sumter fire upon the Star of the West, sailing under
the protecting folds of the national flag, and freight-

ed with bread for starving soldiers ; and when that

act of armed treason failed to arouse to action an
insulted but patient and forbearing country, slavery

bade those rebel batteries open their fire on Sumter
and its few starving, but heroic defenders, and
those consuming batteries, in obedience to its com-
mand, hurled shot and shell upon that devoted for-

tress till the glorious old flag of United America
came down, and the rebel banner waved over the

smoking ruins. And thus slavery, after an aggres-

sive warfare of two generations upon the vital and
animating spirit of republican institutions, upon the

cherished and hallowed sentiments of a free and
Christian people, upon the enduring interests and
lasting fame of the nation, organizes a treasonable

conspiracy, raises the standard of revolt, and plunges

the nation into a bloody contest for the preservation

of its menaced life. To the full comprehension of
every man in America, whose heart, brain and soul

have not been poisoned by its seductive arts and
malign influence, slavery is the cause, the whole
cause, of this foul, wicked and bloody rebellion.

Every loyal American, whose reason is unclouded,
sees that slavery is the prolific mother of all these

nameless woes—these sumless agonies of civil war.

He sees that every loyal soldier upon the cot of

sickness, of wounds and of death, was laid there by
slavery ; that every wounded and maimed soldier,

hobbling along our streets, was wounded and
maimed by slavery; that the lowly grave of every
loyal soldier, fallen in defence of the country, was
dug by slavery ; that mourning wives and sorrow-

ing children were made widows and orphans by
slavery. Before the tribunal of mankind, of the

present and of coming ages—before the bar of the

ever-living God—the loyal heart of America holds

slavery responsible for every dollar sacrificed, for

every drop of blood shed, for every pang of toil, of

agony and of death—for every tear wrung from
suffering or affection, in this godless rebellion now
upon us. For these treasonable deeds, these crimes
against freedom, humanity and the life of the na-

tion, slavery should be doomed by the loyal people

of Ameriea to a swift., utter and ignominious anni-

hilation.

But slavery should not only be doomed to an ig-

nominious death—to perish utterly from the face of

the country—for the treasonable crime of levying

war upon the Government, but the safety, if not the

existence of the nation demands its extermination.

The experience of eighteen months of civil war has

demonstrated to the full comprehension of even-
loyal and intelligent man in America, that slavery-

is the motive power, the heart and soul and brain of

the rebellion. Slavery fills the hearts of the South-

ern people with its sweltered venom, with its dark
and malignant hatred of the free States, and with
its bitter scorn and contempt for the toiling masses,

for the policy that cares for their rights and inter-

ests, and for the institutions that improve and ele-

vate them. Slavery instinctively feels that the

achieved institutions of twenty millions of free peo-
ple, their free speech, free presses, their political,

moral and religious convictions, their permanent in-

terests, all forbid that its policy should continue to

control the National Government. Slavery realizes,

too, that every enduring element of the Constitu-

tion, every permanent principle of national policy

and interest, is and must continue to be hostile to

the ascendency of its principles and its policy.

Slavery, hating, scorning, despising the toiling mil-

lions of the North, conscious that it cannot longer
retain the permanent control of the National Gov-
eminent, consolidates the public opinion of the South
against the people and government, and fires South-
ern ambition aud interest with the idea of a splendid
slaveholding empire, settling on the shores of the

Mexican Gulf, and extending its imperial sway over
Cuba, Mexico, and Central America.

Slavery not only fires the Southern heart, brain

and soul, and nerves the Southern arm in council-

hall and on the battle-field, with its malignant hate

and bitter scorn of Yankee laborers and Yankee
institutions ; its lofty contempt for the principles and
policy of freedom, its haughty defiance of the au-

thority of the National Government, and its gor-

geous visions of the future power of the Southern
Confederacy, commanding the commerce of the
world by its tropical productions and its millions of

slaves, but it uses the bones and sinews of more than
three millions of the bondmen of rebel masters in

support of the rebellion. These slaves of rebel

masters sow and reap, plant and gather the. har-

vests that support rebel masters and feed rebel ar-

mies. By their ceaseless, unpaid toil, these millions

of bondmen enable their traitorous masters and the

poor white men of the rebel States to leave their

fields and shops and rush to the battle-field to shed
the blood of our loyal countrymen, of our neighbors
and friends and brothers and sons.

These bondmen throw up fortifications, dig
trenches and rifle-pits, make roads and bridges,

fell forests and build barracks, drive teams, and re-

lieve in many ways the toil of rebel soldiers, thus

making more efficient the rebel armies. It is as

clear as the track of the sun across the heavens,
that these slaves of rebel masters are as efficient

instruments for the overthrow of the authority of

the Federal Government, for the dismemberment of

the Republic, and the establishment of the rebel

empire, as are rebel soldiers in camp or on battle-

field. The spade and hoe of the slaves of rebels

support the rifle and bayonet of rebel soldiers.

Slavery is not only the motive power, the heart and
soul of the rebellion, but it is the arm also. There-
fore, the preservation of the life of the country, and
the lives of our brave soldiers battling for national

existence, as well as the just punishment of conspi-

racy and treason, demand that the loyal men of the
Republic shall swear by Him who liveth evermore
that slavery in America shalldic.

Not only the punishment of its appalling crimes,

not only the lives of our countrymen and the pres-

ervation of the life of the nation, demand the utter

extermination of slavery, but the future peace and
repose of the country also demand it. Slavery has
poisoned the very fountains of existence in the
South. It has entered into the blood and bone and
marrow and the soul of our Southern countrymen.
It has filled their bosoms with bitter, fierce, unrea-
soning hate toward their countrymen of the North,
and the institutions, the government and the flag of
their country. So long as slavery shall live, it will

infuse its deadly and fatal poison into the Southern
brain, heart and soul. Then, let slavery die a fel-

on's death, and sink into a traitor's grave., amid the

curses of a loyal nation. Then, when slavery shall

sleep the sleep that knows no waking, in the grave
of dishonor and infamy, reason will assume its mild

sway again over our now maddened, poisoned and
intoxicated countrymen of the South. Take the
maddening cup from the trembling hand of the
drunkard, who, in his wild delirium, hates the motb-
ep who bore him, the wife of his bosom and the
children of his love, and that drunkard will be a
man again, and love, cherish and protect the moth-

wi'e and children he would smite down in his

madness. Smite down slavery, strike the fetters
from the limbs of its hapless victims, and slave mas-
ters will become loyal again, ready to pour out
their blood for the government they now hate and
the country they now assail. Thev will recur to
the recollections of the early days of the Republic
with gratitude and patriotic pride—they will look
forward with undoubting confidence in" the future
of their country. Their hearts will again throb
with kindly regard for their countrymen of the
North, and they will hail once more the beneficent
institutions of a united country. The old flag, under
which the men of the North and of the South fought
and bled, side by side, on land and wave, will

again be an object of affection and pride
; its stars,

now obscured to their vision, will gleam with
brighter lustre and more radiant beauty."
Would we, then, punish the foul conspirator, the

lawless traitor, the giant criminal, that organized
this conspiracy, inaugurated this civil war aiid mur-
dered our sons; would we preserve our country
one and indivisible

;
would we secure for our coun-

trymen, our institutions, our country and our gov-
ernment, future peace, repose and affection, let us
crush out and utterly exterminate slavery in Amer-
ica. Surely, the needs of the country, the pressing
exigencies of the passing hour, teach this as our
first and highest duty. Surely, the far-seeing intel-

ligence of loyal patriotism is rising to the full com-
prehension of this duty to an endangered country,
to the present and future ages. Surely, the Con-
gress of the United States and the Chief Magistrate
of the Republic have come to the realization of
this transcendent duty of the hour.

When slavery, in the spring of 1861, stained the
land with the blood of civil war, the President, by
proclamation, summoned the thirty-seventh Congress
to meet on the 4th of July, and at noon on that day-

Congress assembled, to enter upon the mighty task

imposed upon it by the national perils. Vacant
chairs in both chambers vividly impressed upon the
mind the gigantic proportions of the rebellion, and
the fearful magnitude of the impending struggle,

and inspired the soul with something of awe iii the
presence of events so transcendent. Few of the
chiefs of slavery were present to dominate, seduce
or corrupt. The clear-headed, practical, dominat-
ing Davis—(he erratic, reckless, blustering Toombs—
the accomplished, timid, cautious Hunter—the elo-

quent, polished, insincere Benjamin—the preten-

tious, pompous Mason-— the bold, adroit, unscrupu-
lous Slidell—the dark, cold, bitter Clay—the genial
courteous, fanatical Brown, and their compeers ir

conspiracy, sedition and treason, plotted their foul,

dark and infernal work no longer in the Capitol of
the nation. But Breckinridge, the chosen chief of
incipient treason, not less guilty than his absent
compeers in crime, was present to cavil and criti-

cise, to denounce the acts of loyal patriotism, ere
he slunk away to strike at the heart of the country
that had trusted and honored him. The chair of
Douglas was vacant ; life-long opponents gazed
sadly upon it, for they gratefully remembered that
the closing hours of his crowded life were given to

patriotism, to adjuring his devoted followers to clii

to the Union, and crush the rebellion with the iron
hand of war. Andrew Johnson, baffling the as
sins of the Union in Tennessee, was present to

cheer and to animate bv bold and patriotic coun
cils.

Seldom in the history of nations have statesmer
been called to the performance of higher duties
than were the men who were summoned, by the
Administration they had placed in power, to legis-

late for a land rent and torn by discord, and stained
by fraternal blood. They entered with brave heart:

and resolved spirits upon the great work imposet
upon them, with unsurpassed devotion and tireless

industry. The Administration asked for four hun-
dred thousand men and four hundred millions of
dollars, and Congress promptly gave it five hundred
thousand men and five hundred millions of doll;

The army and navy were increased, and h
enacted for the organization and government of the
military and naval forces, and for supplying the
Government with the needed means to carry on the
war, whose gigantic proportions startled and amazed
the world.

Statesmen of the majority in both Houses of Con
gress clearly saw that slavery was not only the caust
and motive power of the rebellion, but that the
ceaseless toil of its four millions of enforced victims
enabled treason to fill the ranks, feed and pay its

armies. They would quickly strike at the vitals of
the insurrection by confiscating the property of
leading rebels, and freeing the slaves of all rebel
masters; but prudence demanded that they should
yield, at least for a time, to the counsels of the cau-

tious and the fears of the timid. Slaves were used
by rebel armies to erect fortifications, dig trenches
and rifle-pits, but it was not until after the defeat of
Bull Run that a majority could be obtained in

Congress to enact that such slaves should be declared
free. The timid and the cautious feared thatUnii.
men in the border States would be alarmed by the
emancipation of the slaves used to construct works,
behind which rebel legions might hurl shot anil

shell into the bared bosoms of our devoted sons,

battling for their country under the old flag. But
this measure, denounced by the traitor Breckin

|

ridge as " the first of a series of acts lousing all

i bonds," became the law of the land.

As the rebellion developed its gigantic propor
tions, as the rebel Confederacy manifested its great
military power, the loyal masses, whose instincts out-

run the deductions of statesmen, did not fail to see

that slavery was the vital and impelling force of the
rebellion, and that it should be crippled by the ex

I
ercise of all the constitutional and war powers of

the government, so they hailed and welcomed the
proclamation of John C. Fremont-

Congress assembled in December, instructed by
tho events of the war, and assured bv the senti-

ments of the people. Measures of transcendent
magnitude pressed for consideration, and to the con-
sideration of these measures Congress addressed
itself with an industry never surpassed—no, never
equalled by any Congress in the history of the Re-
public, Important measures concerning the army
and navy were passed, a great system^ of internal
taxation was devised, and the revenue laws revised.

The Pacific Railroad bill was enacted, and that be-
neficent measure, the Homestead bill, was made the
law of the land. Other measures for the defen
protection and interests of the country, hardly less

important, were matured and enacted ; but the
crowning glory of the thirty-seventh Congress was its

comprehensive, far-reaching legislation against sla-

very, the declared enemy of the country, and the
common enemy of the race. For two generations,
slavery has polluted the national capital, under the
sanction of the nation. On the day Congress re-

assembled, three thousand men, women and children,
fettered by the people of this Republic as they belli

up their manacled hands, could see the stars and
stripes wave over the Capitol. Congress, by deci-
sive majorities in both Houses, struck the shackles
from the limbs of these three thousand bondmen,
and made the capital of the nation free forever-
more. Slavery, stung to madness, muttered male-
dictions, painted the miseries of freedom, drew
vivid pictures of the horrors of San Domingo, and
predicted anarchy anil strife; but the enfranchised
bondmen assembled in the churches of the living

God, and offered up the thanks of a grateful people
for the priceless boon of personal freedom.
The fifteen thousand persons of African descent

in the District of Columbia were subjected to inhu-
man and oppressive laws and ordinances. Congress
enacted that they should be tried "for the same of-

fences in the same manner and be subjected to the
same punishment, as were white persons. The free
colored people of the District were compelled to pay
taxes for tho support of schools from which their
children were excluded, and Congress authorized
them to establish schools, and to pay their money
for their support.

Slavery demanded the right, to enter and range
over the Territories unchecked by national legisla-

tion, or local law. It bade the legislators of New
Mexico enact a barbarous slave code, and also n de-
grading code for the oppression of white laboring
men, but those legislators hastened to repeal those
dishonoring codes, when the nation put ils heel upon
the neck of the Slave Power in the Autumn of I860.
On every rood of the vast territory of the United
States, the thirty-seventh Congress has written, sla-

very shall be prohibited forever ami forever.

Slavery, unmindful of the commercial interests
of the country, although the commercial interests

of the country arc too often mindful of the interests

if slavery, has persistently refused to acknowledge
the independence of Ilayti, but the thirty-seventh
Congress, under tin; lead of Charles Sumner, by
large majorities, acknowledged the independence of
the governments of Hayti aiid Liberia. For years,
the African slave-traders have carried on their in-
human and accursed traffic, under the protection of
the American flag, and slavery saw neither inhu-
manity nor dishonor in this degrading prostitution
of the emblem of our sovereignty. The Senate
promptly ratified the treaty made' by the Adminis-
tration with England for the effectual suppression
of the traffic, by the mutual recognition of the right
of visitation and search on the coast of Africa, and
Congress also enacted the needed legislation to
carry the treaty into effect.

Officers in the military service have dishonored
that service by surrendering persons claimed as fu-
gitive slaves. Sometimes, persons claimed as fugi-
tive slaves have been given up to rebel claimants
and inhumanly tortured'. Our camps have been
searched by traitor masters, wcaponed for violence,
and brave officers have been arrested and punished
for refusing to stain their souls with the crime of sur-
rendering to rebels escaped slaves who have served
the country with noble fidelity. The 37th Congress
enacted and made it one of the Articles of War,
that persons claimed as fugitive slaves shall not be
surrendered by persons engaged in the military and
naval service, on pain of dismissal from that service.
Congress also declared, in the tenth section of the
Confication Act

—

" That no slave escaping into any State, Territory,
or the District of Columbia, from any of the States,
shall be delivered up, or in any way impeded or hin-
dered of his liberty, except for crime, or some offence
against the laws, unless the persons claiming said fu-
gitive shall first make oath that the person to
whom the labor or service of such fugitive is al-

leged to be due, is his lawful owner, and has not
been in arms against the United States in the pres-
ent rebellion, nor in any way given aid and com-
fort thereto; and no person engaged in the military
or naval service of the United States shall, under any
pretence whatever, assume to decide upon the validi-
ty of the claim of any person to the service or la-

bor of any other person, or surrender up any such per-
son to the claimant, on pain of being dismissed from
the service."

By the ninth section of the Confiscation Act, the
thirty-seventh Congress provided :

" That all slaves of persons who shall hereafter be
engaged in rebellion against the Government of the
Uniled States, or who shall be at war, give aid or
comfort thereto, escaping from such persons, and
taking refuge within the lines of the army, and all

slaves captured from such persons, or deserted by
them, and coming under the control of such persons
in, or beingwithin any place occupied by rebel forces,
and afterwards occupied by the forces of the United
States, shall be deemed captures of war, and shall be
forever free of their servitude, and not again held as
slaves."

This broad and sweeping act, if faithfully execu-
ted, annihilates slavery wherever our armies march
in the rebel States. Freedom now follows the ad-
vancing flag of the Republic.

The President was authorized by Congress to se-

cure the services of the slaves of rebels for military
purposes, and the slaves so accepted, their mothers,
wives and children, if held by rebels, are made free

forever. This series of acts of the thirtv-seventh

Congress, "loosing," in the words of John C. Breck-
inridge, "all bonds," will be sanctioned by the ap-
proval of the present and of coming ages, by that
patriotism that embraces the permanent and' last-

ing interests of United America, by that hu-
manity that cares for the poor and lowly, by that
religion that recognizes in the humblest of the chil-

dren of men a being made in the image of God, for

whom Christ mounted the cross. Tiie act giving a
gratuity of one million dollars to the loyal slave mas-
ters of the District of Columbia, and the vote pledg-
ing the nation to aid emancipation in the loyal

States, will stand forever as evidences of the mode-
ration, the justice, and the self-sacrificing spirit of

the men who carried through Congress this series of
humane, Christian and patriotic measures.
On the 22d of September, the President enjoin-

ed upon and ordered persons engaged in the milita-

ry and naval service of the United States to observe,
obey and enforce, within their respective spheres
of service, " the act and sections above recited."

By the provisions of " the act and sections above
cited " by the President, " no person engaged in the
military or naval service of the United States
shall, under any pretence whatever, assume to de-
cide upon the validity of the claim of any person to

the service of labor of any other person, or sur-

render up any such person to the claimant, on pain
of being dismissed from the service "

; nor " can any
slave escaping into any State, Territory, or the Dis-
trict of Columbia, be delivered up to any rebel,
or in any way impeded or hindered of his liberty,"

by any rebel ; and all slaves of rebels taking refuge
within the lines of the army, or who may be " cap-
tured " from rebels, or " deserted by them," and
"all slaves of such persons in or being within any
place occupied by the rebel forces" and after-

wards occupied by the forces of the United States,
shall be forever free of their servitude, and not
again held as slaves." The President calls the
attention of the nation to these humane, wise and
comprehensive provisions of the laws of Congress
and "enjoins" and "orders" persons engaged in

the military and naval service to " observe, obey
and enforce them "

; and these title-deeds to free-

dom are hereafter to be " enforced "-by the glitter-

ing bayonets of a million of men in the land of the
rebellion.

The President proclaims in his immortal procla-
mation of the 22d of September

—

" That, on the first day of January, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-
lliree, all persons held as slaves within any State, or
in any designated part of a State, the people whereof
shall be in rebellion against the United States, shall
bo then, thenceforward, and forever free ; and the
Executive Government of the United States, includ-
ing the military and naval authority thereof, will re-
cognize and maintain the freedom of such persons,
and will do no act or acts to repress such persons, or
any of them, in any efforts they may make for their
actual freedom."

By this exercise of the war powers of the Govern-
ment, by the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and
Navy at the United States, all persons held as slaves
within any State or part thereof in rebellion on the
first day of the coming January, "shall be then,
thenceforward and forever free," and the Executive
of the United States, including the military and
naval authority thereof, will recognize and maintain
the freedom of such persons. This proclamation
that ' all persons held as slaves" in rebel States on
the 1st day of January, "shall be then, thencefor-
ward and forever free," is a complete, absolute and
final decree of emancipation. No proclamation, or-

der or decree, to this effect, will be required on the
first day of January, 1863. All that is then required
to make this decree of freedom unconditional, is for

the Chief Magistrate of the United States to redeem
his solemn pledge—which the recording Angel has
registered—" that the Executive will on the first day
of January, 1863, by proclamation, designate the
States and parts of Slates, if any, in which the peo-
ple thereof respectively shall then be in rebellion
against the United States." The irreversible de-
cree of freedom has gone forth to master and slave,
lo earth and heaven. Its hour is fixed. Ils metes
and bounds only remain to be defined and estab-
lished. These metes and bounds within which "all
persons held as slaves" "shall be then, thencefor-
ward and forever free," will be defined and estab-
lished by the brain that conceived and the hand that
penned these noble words: "This is a world of
compensations ; and he who would be no slave, must
consent to hare no slave. Those who deny freedom
to others deserve it not for themselves

;
and, under a

just God, cannot long retain it."

By this sweeping legislation of Congress, by this
far-reaching proclamation of the Chief Magistrate
of the United States, the nation is now openly and
actively placed against the longer existence of the
implacable, relentless, inexorable enemy of its inter-
ests, its honor, its peace and ils life. After eighteen
months of civil war, this rent, and torn, bruised,

wounded and bleeding nation decrees the doom of
its deadliest foe, whose malignant hale "cannot but
by annihilating die."

This decree ofemancipation, in rebel Stales, born
of military necessity, proclaimed by the President
iii tho full exercise of war powers, is now tho sel-

tled and irrepcalable law of the nation, to be " ob-
served, obeyed, and enforced " by army and navy,
and by the voice of the nation. The enforcement
of this proclamation will give peace and order, free-
dom ami unity to a now distracted country; tho
failure, to enforce it will bring with it diaoord and
anarchy, a dissevered Union and a broken nation.
The issues are clearly and distinctly drawn h\ the
proclamation between law and order and freedom

and a united nation on the one hand, and anarchy
and discord and slavery and a shivered and dis-

honored Union on the other. Freedom, humanity
and religion, the unerring voice of patriotism, pro-
nounces all attempts to defeat the enforcement of
tins proclamation, decreeing the freedom of all

slaves in rebel States, as unpatriotic, as criminal,
aye, as treasonable, too, as were the efforts to defeat
the final establishment of the Declaration of the 4th
of July, 1770. The men who sought to defeat the
consummation of that " proclamation of the univer-
sal emancipation of man from the thraldom of man"
sank into obscure and dishonored graves, under the

blasting and withering fires of outraged patriotism.
The fires of patriotism burn as brightly now as in

earlier days, and the men " who," iii the words of a
gallant soldier, "emerge from their gloom as the
shadows fall upon their country," the men who prate
of the constitutional rights of slavery, treason and
crime, should remember the fate (tf the "skulking
neutrals" and the sticklers for " rightful authority

"

in 1776, ere joining in giving aid and comfort to the
traitor chiefs, who now madly threaten, " upon any
attempt being made to execute the proclamation of
Abraham Lincoln, to ' hoist the black flag,' and pro-

claim a war of extermination, to secure its with-

drawal or non-execution." Patriotism instinctively

endorses this proclamation of emancipalion ; treason
in every fibre of its being strives with bloody hands
to throttle it. In the fiery and bloody struggles
through which this proclamation must pass, struggles
that will stir this nation to its profoundest depths,
patriotism will mark and brand as "traitors were
they not cowards" the men who care more for the
safety of the slaves of rebel masters, than for the
blood of brave men fighting the battles of the en-
dangered country—more for the perpetuity of sla-

very in rebellion than for unity and perpetuity of
the Republic.

Our country is now floating on the stormy waves
of civil war. Darkness lowers and tempests' threat-
en. The waves are rising and foaming and break-
ing around us, and over us with engulfing fury.
But amidst the gloom, the star of duty casta its

clear radiance over the dark and troubled waves,
making luminous our pathway. The duty of the
hour is as plain to the clear vision of intelligent

patriotism, as though it were written in letters of
light on the bending arches of the skies. That
duty is, with every conception of the brain, every
throb of the heart, every aspiration of the soul, by
thought, by word and by deed, " to observe, obey
and enforce " the wise, far seeing, patriotic, hu-
mane and christian policy embodied in the procla-
mation of the 22d of September— to " observe, obey
and enforce" that policy, by surrounding the Chief
Magistrate, who proclaims it, with such men, and
such men only, as, by acts and declared opinions,
hail and welcome it,—by crowding the ranks of the
armies that are to bear it on the points of their
flashing bayonets (ill the nation shall

" hear tho bells of cheer
Ring Peace and Freedom in."

AN OLD-TIME DEMOCRAT OK THE PRO-
CLAMATION.

At the great Republican ralification meeting, held

at the Cooper Institute, New York City, on Wednes-
day evening, Oct. 8th, the Hon. Daniel S. Dickin-
son, in the course of a powerful and patriotic speech,

thus expressed himself in regard to the Emancipation

Proclamation :

—

I have no new light upon the subject of this re-
bellion, or the manner in which it should be treated.
I stand to-day where I stood when Sumter fell

—

(cheers)—determined to see my Country's Flag vin-
dicated—to see the supremacy of the Conslitution
established and upheld—to see sovereign law ac-
knowledged—to see rebellion crushed—to act with
those, and those only, who would go all lengths to
break it down—to act against all who would be its

defenders or apologists—to act with those who, in

pursuing rebellion, would stop only at the outposts
of Civilization and Christianity in* efforts to destroy
it (applause)—to employ every means, moral, and
material known to man to cut it up and to cut it down
the most effectually, and at the earliest moment.
(Great cheering.) I devoted seven of the best years
of my life in efforts for the settlement of this ac-
cursed question peaceably—that it might be taken
out of the political field North and Southend be let

alone to work out its own peculiar problem under the
mysterious dispensation of a guiding and beneficent
Providence. Now that it is unnecessarily made the
pretext for a wicked and causeless rebellion by the
Southern people, I care not how soon I see its end.
(Great cheering and waving of handkerchiefs.
" Them's my sentiments.") With no Abolition pro-
clivities, in a political sense, but the reverse, I would
not have gone out of my way to look up slavery in
this conflict, or to avoid slavery, but would have
treated it like any other element, taking it when it

would give us strength or weaken them, and em-
ployed it accordingly. I have never seen a moment
since the outbreak when I would have touched the
institution for itself alone, nor when 1 would not
have cut it from its moorings in one hour, if it would
have aided in disposing of the rebellion, and I would
do the same now. (Applause.) I hold the war
power broad enough to cover tbe whole question,
and I confess, in a time when our Government is

trembling in the balance before the world, I like to
see it exercised when it is well, and boldlv, and thor-
oughly done.

Let those who take the sword perish with the
sword, is my doctrine, and let those who raise a re-
bellious army against the Constitution, take just
such aid and comfort as martial law and the 'war
power in their utmost rigor mete out to them,
whether it be hemp, or steel, or lead, or a confisca-
tion of property. If slaves are property, they are
subject to the same rules as other property, and
should be treated accordingly. There is no charm
upon the subject, and should be no mvstification
over it. I early saw, that rebellion, if long contin-
ued, would end in emancipation— that from a necessi-
ty emancipation was to enter into the question, for
as the rebellion progressed and declined, and was on
its last legs, it would at the last moment liberate the
slaves in its desperation, if events had not sooner
practically done so, or emancipation had not then
been proclaimed by the Federal Government. I
would have preferred practical and real acts in the
premises as occasions demanded, under martial law
as such, to theories or paper proclamations, for I hold
the war power abundant ami legislation unneces-
sary; but, the President having determined upon a
Proclamation, I would have preferred to see how it

would work in the last few months of the old year,
to the first day of the new. ("Great applause.) 'But
if the Proclamation weakens rebellion and strength-
ens Government— as I hope and believe it will—

I

am for it and all its consequences, and any and ev-
ery other measure which will conduce to that end.
The institution has been overworked, and can no
longer form political capital on cither side, of which
politicians of both ahftdes will pi^tse tak. n: tu- I.

is to pass away during the present struggle, especi-
ally if long continued, and as an clement of mis-
chief and disturbance, and as a just retribution to
those who have taken up arms against the govern-
ment in its name for vile political ends, it has my
permission to start at the earliest moment possible.
and to make the exodus a complete one. One such
Government is worth all the slavery that has exist-
ed since Joseph was sold into Egypt (Cheers.)
If Rebellion wishes to avoid thesc'results, and to
invoke the Conslitution, let it acknowledge its

supremacy, embrace the oitve branch extended
by the President, and lay down its arms and
close its work of treason and murder. The cry
that released contrabands are coming "North is tor

polltioal effect, and to secure votes' from alarmed
laborers. When slavery is no longer recognized
in the Southern States, the colored race w'ill not
struggle lor the cold North to compote with our
laborers, but those now with us will seek a more
congenial clime in the sunny South, where the cli-

mate is more agreeable and' ihe labor and produc-
tions better suited to their wants, and tastes, and
habits.

Gov. Ton ox riii': Pkoclam \rio\. Gov, David
Tod, of Ohio, who had always voted the straight

Democratic ticket till after Ihe' bombardment of Fort
Sumter, in a recent speech at Columbus thus upheld
the President's Proclamation of Freedom:

—

" I heartily indorse every word of it. It was
well-timed for Ohio. The border was threatened,
1 prefer to have rebel firesides threatened than to
have ours invaded. So loilfl assises | re allowed lo

remain at home, so long will rebellion las!. Do you
question iis wisdom? Were not ninotj days long
enough for the rebel master lo make up lus mind to
lay down his arms or lose his slaves ? The blood of
Ohio has been shed like water, h innst be aloncd
for in ihe death of the loaders of this rebellion :"
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FACTIOUS OPPOSITION TO THE GOVEEN"

MENT.

The assembly of hunkers which met in Fnneo.it Hall

last week, calling itself the "People's Convention,"

though meeting in pursuance of a Call which enjoin-

ed support of the Presklenl, spent its chief strength

in opposing his declared policy as chief magistrate,

and in opposing the strongest supporters of that poli-

cy in this State, Though profuse in lip-loyalty,

their obvious purpose was to embarrass and counter-

act the Government in that which is now the most

important and distinctive feature of the war.

Of course, tliey must have a pretext for so unusual

a proceeding as opposition to a functionary wliom they

came together to support, for the express purpose of

supporting whom they were originally culled together.

This pretext they manufacture out of the distinction

between the legislative, judicial and executive powers

of our government.

When we examine the distinction here presented,

we find that it gives these persons not the slightest

help, and that it has no such force or meaning as they

endeavor to put upon it. The President's Proclama-

tion in regard to the slaves of rebels, so far from be-

ing in opposition to the legislative department of the

Government, is, in its most important part, (its imme-

diately operative part,) only a special injunction to the

officers of the army and navy to pay strict obedience

to the laws enacted by the last Congress ; an injunc-

tion rendered eminently necessary by the fact that

many of the officers had disregarded, and some had

directly violated, the laws in question. The very act

which these pro-slavery hunkers are censuring, and

striving to nullify, is a proof of the unity of pur-

pose and action between the Executive and Legislative

departments. And the Judicial department has had

no occasion yet to pass upon the matter.

The People's Convention seem desperately unlueky

in their movements. They bestowed the highest eu-

logies upon General George B. McClellan, taking it

for granted that he was on their side in this opposition

to the President. But immediately after their meet-

ing conies the telegraphic report of a new army order

from McClellan, commanding the obedience of his

subordinates to the President's Proclamation, and

using the very distinction which his hunker eulogists

had made, to enforce a conclusion directly opposite

to theirs. The army officers are now called upon by

their chief to pay implicit obedience to the President's

Proclamation. This insures the execution of that

important part of it which is immediately operative, the

part which now frees all slaves whatever who come or

may be within the lines of our army, or who may be

captured anywhere from rebel masters, and which for-

bids all officers and soldiers to surrender any fugitive

whatever to any person claiming him or her as a slave.

Thus we see that immediate freedom is insured to

large numbers of slaves by the Proclamation, and that

the army has entered upon the work of executing it.

Of the prospective' portion of the Proclamation the

President himself will take care in due time.

The Democratic Convention recently held in Wor-

cester thought they could best obstruct the Presi-

dent's movement by uniting with their old opponents

in the election of State officers; or, more accurately

speaking, by uniting to prevent the reelection of a

Governor and a Senator who are hearty supporters of

the President. Pilate and Herod are ready enough to

make friends together when the advance of reform

endangers them both.

Early in the proceedings of the Democratic Con-

vention, a very neat self-exposure was perpetrated by

Mr. Edwin C. Bailey, editor of the Boston Herald,

showing at once the factious purpose and the hypo-

critical character of the movement in which he was

engaged. The report of his speech on being chosen

President of the Convention contains this paragraph :

"We must strengthen the conservative element,

must rally around the President, McClellan and Hal-

leck. He did not mean to sustain the President's

Proclamations. The Emancipation Proclamation he

thought uncalled-for, and the Proclamation about the

writ of habeas corpus was a blow at republican govern-

ment."

The first of these sentences was a slip of the tongue,

being what the speaker had intended to say before

these Proclamations appeared, and while the President

seemed still inclined to refuse adopting the policy con-

tained in them. The remainder of this paragraph is

a correction of this blunder, setting forth the real in-

tention of the speaker and the Convention, namely, to

oppose two movements which the President had just

declared indispensable to an effective prosecution of

the war.

To rally around a Commander-in-Chief by discour-

aging and obstructing the movements he has ordered

is something novel and piquant. " Call you this

backing of your friends ? A plague upon such back-

ing !
"—might the President appropriately say. But

to such extremities of self-contradiction and self-stul-

tification as this are the opponents of reform all over

the country now reduced.

As to Mr. Bailey's censure of the President for his

suspension of the habeas corpus—a censure implying

that in the midst of the gigantic war and the mighty

revolution through which we are now passing, all the

ordinary forms of civil and legal action may and should

proceed exactly in their accustomed channels—we

commend to those who are inconsiderate enough to

hold such an opinion, the remarks lately made upon

that point by a distinguished Democrat, Hon. Daniel

S. Dickinson, as follows:

—

" The course of the President in arresting spies and

the apologists of rebellion—in suppressing treason-

able presses—in suspending the habeas corpus, and in

laying his hands upon the aiders and comforters

and abettors of treason, entitles him to the admiration

and thanks of every good citizen. Let assassins whet
their knives—let spies and traitors and pimps and in-

formers scowl and gibber and whisper discontent be-

cause the 'freedom of speech ' is abridged—let con-

spiracy and treason plot at their infernal conferences

—

let politicians scheme and elongate and contract their

gum-elastic platforms to suit emergencies—let trim-

ming, balancing, Joseph Surface candidates indulge in

ground and Lofty tumbling to divert popular attention

from the true is'sue—let pestilentnewspapers, engagei'

in stimulating rehellion and sowing broadcast seeds o

disunion and revolt among the people in the name i

the 'liherty of the press," spread abroad their ill-con

coaled hatred of the Government of their fathers, be

cause it fails to minister to their depraved wishes; am
when all this has been done, the action of the Presi

dent in these measures, though probably notfree fron

mistakes and errors, will be approved by honest me
in the sight of Heaven, and will, when rebellion sha 1

only be remembered for the blood it has shed and th

wrongs it lias perpetrated, 'stand the test of talent

and of lime/ Loyal men find the rule no inconvem

ence. That the disloyal should condemn it, and hal

it as they fear it is natural ; for

' No rogue e'er felt the halter draw
With good opinion of the law.'"

The Government has declared itself for Emancipa-

tion. The more openly opponents of that measiu

show themselves, the more effectively can the Go*

ernment lay hold on them as aiders and abettors i

the rebellion.—c. k. w.

ftj?= We have received from our afflicted frienr"

AsuitiiW T. Fc>8S, an obituary notice of the son whot

he has just lost, which we are reluctantly compelled I

defer till our next issue. Wc had previously dipt tl

following extract from the letter of a Manchester co

respondent of the Boston Journal:—
"Manciikstek, N. H., Oct. 6, 1862. The funer

of Eugene K. floss, a member of the band of the 4i

regimsntN. H. V., just discharged and returned horn,

took place this afternoon at the Lowell street churcl

The occasion was an imposing one, and a very larp

number of friends and citizens were present. Tl
|

pastor of the church, Rev. Mr. Bowles, officiated, an

delivered a short and touching address, eulogizing th

many virtues of the deceased. The body was attend

ed to the grave by a large concourse, the Cornet ban

and the printers of the city, who mourn him as

brother and fellow -craftsma 11, attending in a body."

THE CAUSE, AND THE OUEE,

The pro slavery Northern journals which have been

accustomed to damage and demoralize the Republican

party by quoting the Newburyport Herald as a Repub-

lican paper may as well lay aside that particular form

of imposture, and choose some more plausible one. It

is true that there are papers called Republican, and

claiming to be such, which have always acted as a

clog upon that party, checking its aspirations, retard-

ing its progress, and exercising upon it a generally

damaging influence; but even the Daily Advertiser

would hardly give such proof of utter alienation from

all the sympathies of the Republican party as the

Herald has just done.

In descanting upon the sadness of our present con-

dition, and the uncertainty of our prospects, the

Herald makes a list of men from whose statesmanship

it has been wont to expect great and good results to

the public welfare ; these men are Van Buren, Cass,

Fillmore, Buchanan, Crittenden, Douglas, Franklin

Pierce, Robert C. Wintbrop, Caleb Cushing !
It

frankly confesses disappointment at the result, so far,

of the career of these eminent persons ; but what Re-

publican evevexpected benefit to the country from their

counsels?

The Herald assumes that the government is " proba-

bly doing all that it can under the circumstances,"

but cannot conceive why we do not make progress

towards the suppression of the rebellion, unless this

may be accounted for by "a singular torpidity," a

"dormancy," which, from time to time, without ob-

vious cause, is found to affect classes, and even na-

tions. This is as if a physician, after having admin-

istered a large dose of opium, should express amaze-

ment at the torpidity or dormancy manifested by the

patient. In the former case, as in the latter, the dor-

mant and torpid state results, directly and obviously,

from the previous treatment.

The disease of the North, a disease which thorough-

ly accounts for all its present symptoms, is that deter-

mined toleration of slavery, as something permanent-

ly established, and rightfully established, which has

been maintained through the lives of two generations.

The steady continuance of a violation so enormous,

at once of justice, reason and humanity, for so long a

period, and the attempt to deceive ourselves and oth-

ers by assuming tins worst of tyrannies to be neither

anti-republican nor anti christian, has of course deep-

ly corrupted the minds and impaired the moral sense

of the majority of our community. And now, though

the great publication office of rebellion is constantly

issuing documents proving that slavery is the cause of

our troubles, and that they can cease only by the ab-

olition of slavery, our people are so averse, not mere-

ly to confess, hut to see that they have been in the

wrong, that all sorts of weak inventions are devised

to account for the rebellion, and all sorts of insuffi-

cient expedients contrived to end it, while they persist

in ignoring the one real cause, and the one only rem-

edy.

Let us stand by the President in enforcing the edict

of Emancipation. And let all good citizens so plainly

show their conviction that this is our right and indis-

pensable policy, that if events shall show Mr. Lincoln

the need of consummating this great movement

be/ore the first of January, he may feel that in doing

so, he will be heartily approved and sustained by the

Northern people.—c. k. w.

PKO-SLAVEKY LITERATURE W ENGLAND,

A new pamphlet of 122 pages, printed by Bentley

in London, has reached this city. It is entitled

" Union, Disunion and Reunion," and is in the form

of a letter from John L. O'Sullivan (late Minister of

the United States to Portugal) to General Franklin

Pierce.

The author suggests five several causes for the hos-

tility, now finding its culmination in war, between our

Southern and Northern States. The fifth of these is " a

hostile interference," by the North, "with the great

social question of slavery at the South." This writer

also suggests and recommends a remedy, which is

very direct and simple. Let the North, he says,

propose to the South such amendments to the Consti-

tution, in regard to slavery and other things, as may

remove Southern objections to association with us.

If we would have such reunion, he says

—

" The North must make up its mind to give up,

once for all and for ever, these two fatal mistakes :—
" 1. Unequal and unfair tariff taxation of the agri-

cultural South.
" 2. Intermedding with the Southern slavery ques-

tion, whether by direct or by not less offensive and

dangerous indirect means, of attack upon it throngh

the machinery of the Federal Government.
" To do this with effect, adequate amendment of the

Constitution is the only way. The amendment must
be such as to give ample guarantee for the future."

It occurs to this ingenious gentleman that Aboli-

tionists and " the anti-slavery party generally " will

naturally dislike and oppose such changes. But he

has a remedy for this also. " This influence," he

says, " we must simply beat down."

While we are wondering at the misconceptions of

Englishmen in regard to this country and its pending

struggle, it is but fair to remember how much pro-

slavery literature is prepared and spread before them

by the hands of Northern people.—c. k. w.

LETTERS PROM THE THIRTY-THIRD REG-

IMENT.
Camp near Alexandria, Va., Oct. 5, 1862.

Dear Mr. Garrison:
Although you are a man of peace, I conclude you

will not object to hear from the 83d Massachusetts

Volunteers,—the Anti-Slavery Regiment, par excel-

lence. We are still encamped in the neighborhood of

this place, which we reached six weeks ago ; but with

the prospect now of leaving in a few days to join

Sigel.

If one wants to get an idea of how towns looked in

the olden colony times, he should visit Alexandria,

The streets and their names have a monarchical, rot-

ten look ; so that on strolling through them, {if we

should not get prematurely tripped up in a gully hole,)

we feel somewhat as Rip Van Winkle must have

felt after his long sleep. " Royal," " King," " Prince "

and "Fairfax" streets meet the eye; the church-

bells strike the ear with a decidedly old-world tone
;

and the farmers, such as are left, store their produce

in stacks out of doors, instead of in barns. The streets

are dirty, full of uncouth holes, and indeed, seem not

to have been repaired since the days when George

Washington made it his militia headquarters. And

the streets fitly represent the human city, which is

full of Jews and prostitutes; as nasty a moral sink

as was ever moulded in Europe.

I visited the old slave-pen, and found the sign still

legible
—" Price, Birch & Co., Dealers in Slaves."

It Is now occupied as a Police Office, and occasionally

as a prison for rebel soldiers. The dungeons on the

ground floor, formerly used for refractory slaves, are

horrible dens, without a chance for ventilation; they

look like a row of gas retorts.

In another building, not far off, the contrabands

—

mea, women and children—are lodged. Some get

employment from Government on railroads, others

wash for our soldiers, and some get situations as offi-

cer's servants. Since Gen. Slough's appointment as

Lieut. Governor of this District, their condition has

been greatly ameliorated. He has detailed Capt.

Wyman as Provost Marshal of Alexandria; and

amongst his numerous duties, he does not forget to

look after the interests of these poor people.

Even at the best, war is a terrible necessity ; what

must it be at the worst 1 Without intending to be in-

vidious, I may be allowed to say that the 88d Regi-

ment is fortunate in possessing a Colonel and a Chap-

Iain of the right stamp, each fitted for his position as

but few men are, and both working together for the

regimental welfare in perfect harmony. Col. Maggi

makes no secret of being an Abolitionist; and all his

staff; with a majority of the line officers, are genuine

anti-slavery men. But in addition to this consistent

qualification, he is every inch a soldier. Trained in

the regular army for seventeen years, with a physique

not possessed by one man in a thousand, he entered

our army as a private soldier, from which he has risen

step by step. Col. Maggi is a strict disciplinarian

;

pays the closest attention to everything which minis-

ters to the health and comfort of his men ;
keeps out

iad liquor; and sees personally to rations, cleanli-

ness, and ventilation. His skill and experience might

well be employed in a wider field of duty.

Mr. Daniel Foster is a great favorite with the boys

;

and well he may be, for he does more extra work,

perhaps, than any other officer in the regiment, at-

tending to letters, parcels, money matters, &c. A few

complain that his sermons are not " pious " enough,

but they are really models of aptness and brevity.

Some three weeks ago, we had a midnight alarm ; the

long roll was beat, and every man was at his post,

ve the Chaplain, who could not be found. Soon,

however, it was ascertained that he had seized a gun,

and stepped into the ranks, ready for one secessionist,

at least. The boys say—" He is a brick. We like a

man who practices what he preaches."

Several copies of the Liberator and Standard reach

us every week. NIHIL NOVI.

Camp Slough, Alexandria,
{

October 7, 1862.
J

Di;ar Liberator:

So at last we have a proclamation of prospective

emancipation from PresidentLincoln. Afterone year

of strenuous effort by President, Cabinet and Gene-

rals, who commanded armies and means with which

Napoleon would have conquered Europe, to put down

the rebellion without hurting slavery, we have at last

eached the conclusion that the Border State policy is

folly, while the principle of Fremont in Missouri and

of Hunter in South Carolina is adopted as the only

adequate answer to the act of secession, caused as it

was by the despotic and unchristian oligarchy of

South-American slavery. Make a note of it just here,

and acknowledge, O my hunker friends, that the world

does move, and the common sense of the American

people cannot be hoodwinked by your battle-cry of

The Union, and the Constitution as it was"! No,

gentlemen, you have had your day—a day to be

marked in our future history as one of practical athe-

ism—a day of darkness, following the bright dawn of

1776 with an eclipse so terrible that there could be no

hope for the nation falling into such moral blindness,

except in the fact that God reserved a faithful few,

who did not bow the knee to Baal, but in spite of tre-

mendous and persistent opposition, maintained their

ntegrity and toiled for humanity and the true God,

who is revealed as the all-just and all-loving Father.

And when the story of this struggle is truly written,

history will mete out to the compromisers in Church

and State the reward due to traitors, while it will give

the honor of a comprehensive and enduring patriotism

to the men who pleaded and toiled forimpartial justice

and liberty, as the rule by which every one who lived

ider the Constitution should be protected. Yes, the

day is coming when all men shall wonder at the folly,

as well as the wickedness, of the American people,

in consenting to the enslavement of the colored man,

in open war with the great Declaration and the Revo-

lutionary struggle, which was expressly waged for the

" rights of human nature." Wliat hissing scorn will

then bo sent forth against ine men who trampled on

the Declaration of our fathers as " glittering general-

ities," to be set aside and disregarded in the practice

of the nation.

For more than a year, the Boston Courier and New
York Herald htwe been calling for the imprisonment

of Garrison, Phillips, Greeley and Beecher as traitors,

because they demanded the overthrow of slavery as

the only safety of the nation. Now, the President has

proclaimed the freedom of the slaves in the rebel

States, to take place when the Old Year goes out and

the New Year comes in. Simeon Draper, a radical

Republican, is appointed Provost Marshal of the

United States ; John C. Wyman, another radical Re-

publican, is Provost Marshal of Alexandria in Vir-

ginia. Hence, when all the subordinate Marshals are

set to work, Messrs. Lunt, Bennett & Co. must take

special care lest they try the close air of Fort Lafay-

ette or Fort Warren. They richly deserve imprison-

ment as traitors, and they must change their course or

they will get it.

The battle of Antietam has been fought with une-

qualled heroism by our troops, and a bootless victory

won, when the utter overthrow of the rebellion was

within our grasp. that fatal delay ! The rebel

army was routed as utterly as the French were at

Waterloo. A broad river was in their rear. A vig-

orous pursuit would have absolutely destroyed the

rebel army. Its destruction there would have been a

final, an irretrievable overthrow of the rebellious

South. They had no reserves. We had forty thou-

sand fresh men, who had not been in the great con-

flict. Our men were burning to follow, inch by inch,

and drive the rebels into the Potomac, or compel them

to an unconditional surrender. But in the greatest

crisis of the war, we lay inactive. The enemy crossed

the river with all their men and means of war. Thus

other terribly bloody fights are made necessary. O, if

the great Pathfinder, towards whom the patriotic

heart gravitates with the unerring certainty of in-

spiration, had then been at the head of our armies,

tiie war had been ended by a final and a finishing

blow. Then we should have reaped the full and glo-

rious fruits of a complete victory. Yes, if either of

the able Marshals who so finely handled their men in

that terrific fight,—if Hooker, or Sumner, or Heint-

zelman, or Burnside, had been at the head, we should

have seen the war ended then and there. I close in

the words of the last Independent: "God curses us

with little men, and so the nation bleeds and en-

dures."

Yours, for immediate justice and impartial liberty

for all men, under the Constitution and the law, as

God's method for the salvation of this American

Israel. DANIEL EOSTER.

LETTER PROM HENRY 0. WRIGHT.

Funeral Discourse—Self-Sacrijice—Only True Hero-

ism—The Proclamation—Seymour and the Democratic

Allies of Jeff. Davis #• Co.

Portage, N. Y-, Sept. 29, 1862.

Dear Garrison :

I have been in Alleghany Co., N. Y., six days, and

have given five lectures, all on topics relating to the

National Crisis—the cause and the cure of all national

trials, and the source of our national corruption.

Yesterday (Sunday) was a day of deep and sad

interest in Hume, an adjoining town. That town, out

of four hundred and odd voters, has 140 men in the

army. Every mail is freighted with letters from

these sons, brothers, husbands and fathers, to the

loved ones at home. Yesterday, two funeral ilis

courses were given in that town concerning two whose

lives have been sacrificed to slavery—one in a battle

in Tennessee, the other in the recent battle of Manas-

sas. The former, John Milton Shift', twenty-three

years old, was my nephew. A braver, more generous,

self-forgetting and noble heart never beat in human

bosom. He was the cherished object of love in a

large family, and a very large circle of friends and

relatives. His correspondence with mo and with his

mother and father and brothers shows that he enlist-

ed to fight a battle of bullets for liberty and against

slavery, steadily and sternly refusing 011 all occasions

to obey any command or order requiring him to aid

in catching fugitive slaves, or forbidding him to give

them shelter and to aid them to freedom. Wherever

he came in contact with slaves, his counsel to them

was—Resistance to your enslavers is obedience to

your God. He urged them to resistance, and, as

far as he could, furnished them the spirit and means

to escape, and to resist their enslavers by arms and

blood, if necessary. He felt it to be his duly to help

slaves and encourage them to assert and defend their

freedom. Yet he was the beloved and petted. One of

his company, both of officers and privates.

I lectured on the life, not death, of that heroic and

generous young man. I never discourse on the death

of any one, bat on .the life. The death of a man is

nought to me ; the life of every man is everything.

The life of John Milton ShtfF, in his family, with

his father and mother and brothers and sisters, was

all that could make a son and brother dear. So his

life with his associates was a marked and noble life.

His life in the army endeared him to officers and men.

How? Simply by self-sacrifice. He lived not for

himself, but Jor others. This great, heroic spirit led

him to enlist. Ilis answer to his mother's remon-

strance was—"Mother! if men of strong arms and

healthy bodies, like mine, hold back, the accursed in-

stitution of slavery will spread over the whole land

and the continent." He saw and felt the only issue

to be Liberty or Slavery for the nation and continent.

His parents and friends gave him up. He fought his

last fight of bullets, and sleeps his last corporeal sleep,

on the slavery-cursed soil of Tennessee. His next

oldest brother has taken his place in the army, and

the third one is ready to go—all to fight for liberty

and against slavery. A great concourse of friends

was present when I spoke. Such scenes of anguish

and desolation are everywhere. Many, very many
homes are made desolate in Western New York.

The soldier's glory, what is if? Not that he has

killed so many of his fellow-beings. Of this, what

soldier ever boasts ? But his only glory is self-sacri-

fice—that he suffers and dies for others. Aside from

this, the profession is one of blood and murder. But

even this glory is stained with innocent blood ! There

is true glory in dying to save others, none in killing

others to save ourselves. Of John M. Shiff I could

say with truth, in the words of my text

—

" The bravest aro the tenderest,

The loving are the daring."

I cannot tell you the wildness of the enthusiasm

with which the Proclamation is hailed by nine-tenths

of all classes, all over this region. With its great

defects, judged by the standard of justice and self-

evident right, it does, I think, give to all nations a

national sanction to the great anti-slavery conflict that

you inaugurated thirty years ago. The President of

the United States has, for reasons of State policy, de-

clared himself an Abolitionist; all the world will so

regard him. I would gladly see him, and all others,

Abolitionists from moral conviction ; but I must re-

joice and give thanks to hear the President preach

Abolition, though to save the nation rather than to

save his own conscience and that of the nation.

There is one item in the Proclamation of terrible

import to the slaveholding rebels. " The Executive

Government of the United States, including the mili-

tary and naval, will do no act or acts to recess the

slaves hi any efforts they may make for their actual free-

dom." This forever releases the nation from all po-

litical obligations to lend slaveholders any assistance

to put down slave insurrections. This has ever been

one of our national monstrosities ! Resistance to tyrants

is obedience to God! is the nation's watchword. Yet,

if staves dare to resist their tyrannical enslavers, as a

nation, we have ever been pledged to murder them,

and take sides with the tyrants. This Proclamation

releases the nation from this shameful and infamous

pledge.

The Democrats, who, under Seymour, go for the

destruction of the Union rather than the abolition of

slavery, thus confessing themselves the base, grovel-

ling, willing tools of the Slave Power and serfs of

Jeff. Davis & Co., have played a deep game. They
have held back from enlisting, but have urged Re-

publicans to enlist, so that about four-fifths of all who
have enlisted in this State arc Republicans—about

100,000. By their absence, these Democratic, willing

serfs of kidnappers, led by Seymour, hope to carry

the State against the Proclamation and the Adminis-

tration. The war of ballots will be stern and furious

in this State in November. God grant that Liberty

may triumph I

HENRY C. WRIGHT.

WHAT ARE THE ABOLITIONISTS DOING?

How significantly, not to say in a taunting spirit,

is this interrogatory put almost daily : Who among
your number have gone to aid the country in this

peril hour; to help on the work which you pray may
be done ? Alas! my good friend, the hour for our

peculiar work has not yet come. But then you would

have it inferred that none of the despised Abolition-

is'ts have either gone to the war or raised a helping

hand at home to aid the cause we profess to love. Like

other people, Abolitionists are guilty of sins, both of

commission and omission. And while we have no

zeal or devotion worth boasting of, it can be claimed

that a score of those who loved, and at home honor-

ed the name of Abolitionist, have joined the army,

and for months have been perilling life itself on the

altar called patriotism.

At the very commencement of the rebellion, when
the prospect of any good to the slave was so dreary,

we happen to know of some who left the endearments

of home to battle for the all of freedom they hoped

to gain. Some of this number are still on the field,

with more courage to-day than ever, looking for the

" good time coming," when millions shall be redeemed

from the bitterness of that bondage, "one hour of

which is fraught with more suffering than ages of

that which our fathers rose in rebellion to oppose."

And should this rebellion continue till the day of de-

clared emancipation by the President, still more with

enthusiastic joy will they enter upon the work of hu-

man redemption from whips and chains.

Speaking of the home-work, which is quite as

needful as that done abroad, a writer in the last Chris-

tian Inquirer relates the following :

—

" Already 300 of a New York regiment have died

of yellow fever. Oh the bitterness of slavery ! There
is a woman in this town,—Orange, New Jersey,

—

who is one of its victims,—a Mrs. B., who was a faith-

ful and efficient nurse, a few months since, in the U. S.

service, at Annapolis, Md., where she had charge of

wounded rebel soldiers, as well as Union soldiers.

Secession ladies used to send delicacies to these reb-

els ; and this nurse, knowing that the Federal soldiers

needed some of these things, used to divide these

presents among all. One day, some eatables were
sent, including a pie and other things, especially

marked for her use as "Complimentary," of which
she ate, was poisoned, has never recovered her health,

and is now dying. She is a widow, with one boy,

twelve years old, who has been a drummer-boy in

one of our regiments. A benevolent gentleman, who
would shrink from any notoriety on account of bis

good deeds, a stranger to this poor woman he-

fore, took her into his house, and his wife employed
a nurse for her. The gentleman who has been the

Good Samaritan in this case is one of the extreme
"radical abolitionists of the Phillips school, whom
popular sectarians delight to call infidel."

The same writer adds :
" When we see such men

as Rev. George F. Noyes, a radical abolitionist, in the

service, how it puts to shame the lie so often repeated,

that that class never enlist. I know a great number
of volunteers from all parts of the country of similar

views ; when I remember the patriotic Captain Part-

ridge, who has fallen in the struggle, lean only regret

that there are not more anti-slavery men in the ranks."

Our friend Daniel Foster, of Col. Maggi's regiment,

of which he is Chaplain, declares they are all anti-

slavery ; and adds, that this consideration makes his

duties pleasant indeed. Thus facts answer the daily

croaking, that the Abolitionists are all at home, bark-

ing at others, but unwilling to bear any burden. We
have no fears of an examination in this matter, con-

scious that it will be found that spleen and hatred

are the moving elements that raise theory against

the friends of emancipation. Heaven grant that wo

may profit by all rebuke; and if wo have left any

work undone, that is of use to our brother man, es-

pecially to the slave mid Ms defenders, let us double

our diligence. More emphatically than everis ittrue,

that what par " hands find to do, should be done with

all our-idght." Or. W, S.

Contrabands. A Port Royal letter says that con-

trabands are still coming in. There is no cessation in

(he Btream constantly and regularly arriving. It is

thought the arrivals are greater in number just now

than hitherto.

Extract of a litter from Aaron M. Powell.

Gkekt, (N. Y.) Oct. 13, 1862.

Dark as have been the hours and months of this

volution to me—and especially during the later

ouths they were very oppressively so—I rejoice

now in the conviction that the darkest hour termin-

ated with the issue of the Proclamation, the 22d of

September; anil though the day, in its fulness, has

not been ushered in, the dawn thereof is visible and

bright. The terrible contingencies created by the

hundred days of grace " are less threatening from

the fact that the Black Flag is emblematic of the

iplrit of the rebels, rather than any observable ten-

dency to concession and compromise. The Procla-

mation brings the issue in the pending political con-

test pretty fully upon the ground of the extermination

of slavery, as against its preservation. The "radi-

cal " nominee for the gubernatorial chair of this State

is a truly noble man, and fully ripe for the issue.

The "conservative" candidate is, without doubt,

what Henry J. Raymond characterized him, "an
agent of the Confederate States." His latest public

effort, as you have perhaps observed, was in the Epis-

:opaI Convention, now in session in New York, to so

preserve the records of that body as that their
'' Southern brethren " may without embarrassment

return to their old fraternal relations, and continue to

be regarded as Christians!

Of course, the military exodus of slavery, now
almost certain to occur, will be very unlike the benefi-

cent end for which we have labored, to be achieved

through the channels of repentance and peace. Never-

theless, let God be praised 1

Fraternity Lecture. The second lecture of the

Fraternity course was delivered at the Tremont Tem-

ple, IastTnesday evening, by Rev, Henry M. Dexter,

pastor of the Pine Street Church. It was entitled

The Regenerated Nation," and was heard with at-

tentive interest by a large audience. Mr. Dexter

sketched in an able manner the evils and disgraces

which complicity with slavery has brought upon us,

drew a vivid picture of the prosperity and manifold

welfare which we might reasonably expect in a re-

generated nation, praised the President, foretold ap-

proaching honor and glory for those who commenced

the Anti-Slavery reform, and expected a favorable

working of the emancipation policy throughout, if the

colonizationists did not interfere too much, with their

elaborate plans and expensive machinery for making

water run down hill. He went for treating the col-

ored people justly and fairly, wherever they were.

But his opinion was, that when equal rights under the

law, in all parts of the country, were accorded to them,

they would unanimously prefer to quit the North, and

settle in the sunny South.

Rev. Robert Collyer, of Chicago, was announced as

the next lecturer. He is to give some of his experi-

nce as an army chaplain in the West, and a state-

ment of the highest interest and value may be ex-

pected from him.—c. k. w.

Heavy Battle in Kentucky. On Wednesday,
October 8th, Gen. Bragg attacked the second division

of Gen. McCook's corps with greatly superior num-
bers, near Perrysville, Ky. The fighting was desper-

ate. The Federal Gens. J. S. Jackson, (of Kentucky,)
Webster and Little were killed. The buttle ceased at

7 P. M., when McCook was reinforced. Early next
morning, Gen. Buell attacked Bragg's forces at Chap-
lin Creek, near Perrysville, and, after a short, sharp

engagement, turned them to flight in three directions.

Pursuit was at once begun. Our loss in the fight of

Wednesday is stated at from 1,500 to 2,000, killed,

wounded and missing. It is believed that the rebel

Gens. Bragg and Cheatham were both killed on that

occasion.

Rebel Cavalry Raid into Pennsylvania. On
Friday, October 10th, the rebel cavalry under Gen-
eral Stuart crossed the Potomac at Hancock, and oc-

cupied Mercersburg, Pa., taking whatever horses, &c,
they desired. They next advanced on Chambersburg,
and stripped it in a similar manner, when they set

about their return. An effort was made on our part

by Gen. Pleasanton with cavalry to intercept them.
But by means of their fresh horses, and by riding 90
miles in 24 hours, the whole party escaped into Vir-

ginia unharmed.

g^=" Parson Brownlow, in his address at the Michi-
gan State Fair, in Detroit, said :

—

"Regarding Mr. Lincoln's proclamation, I will say,

that if he means to free the slaves of Rebels in arms,
and pay loyal men for them, I am for it out and out.

(Enthusiastic applause.) I think the proclamation
well-timed, and fortunate at this moment. If it had
been made a month or six weeks later, the Rebels
would have made a proposition themselves to England
to take their negroes and colonize them, and I thank
God that Old Abe has taken the starch out of them."

Newsboy Wit. The other day, one of the "boys "

passed along the street, holding in one hand papers
containing the President's proclamation, and in the
other the Journal, which had the names attached to

the call for the People's Convention. " Here," cried

out the lad, "is the proclamation, and here (holding

out the Journal) is a list of the killed and toounded !
"

— Worcester Spy.

George Francis Train. One of the principal

charges brought by this fellow against Mr. Sumner, is

that the latter is a bachelor. If Mr. Train's father

coold but have followed the same excellent example,
the world might have had at least one arrant humbug
the less.

—

Dedkam Gazette.

Contrabands. Two car loads of contrabands ar-

rived from Cairo yesterday. Farmers were here wait-

ing for them, who took most of them away immediate-
ly to work on farms and help save the crops. The
war has nearly depopulated some townships of able

bodied men, and consequently there is an immense
demand for labor to gather the crops. The necessity

is so great that people don't stop to cavil about color.

Any one that can work is accepted. But the Egyptian
farmers are securing most of the contrabands that ar-

rive at Cairo. Comparatively few reach the Northern
portion of the State.

—

Chicago Tribune.

$£^ A gentleman from Harper's Ferry states that

on the top of a pillar of one of the churches, which
was much battered in the Antietam fight, some one
had written, in large letters, "the result of sla-
very." Hundreds had written their names on the

post below, endorsing the sentiment.

Tg^f** Two great facts cannot he denied, 1st, That
the Southern Democracy are rebels; 2d, That the or-

ganization of the Northern Democracy is passing into

the hands of the friends of the rebels, and war Demo-
crats have lost control of it.

—

Chicago Tribune.

(jE^" The 33d Massachusetts Regiment started on
Friday afternoon last for Fairfax station, to join Gen-
eral Sigel's corps. They left Alexandria in excellent

spirits.

5^" There was a successful expedition from Hilton

Head up St. John's River, Florida, by which impor-
tant rebel works were captured without the loss of a
man on either side.

J^=" Drafting took place on Wednesday, Oct. 15th,

in Massachusetts.

FRATERNITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity are respectfully in-

formed that the Fifth Course of Lucturks under the au-

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will be continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, October 21, 1862,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when an address on the State of

the Nation will bo made by

ROBERT COLLYER.

To bo followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

October '28.

—

Theodore Tilton.

Novoinbor (.

—

Moncure D. Conway.
" 11.—Anna E. Dickinson.

" 18.

—

Hknhv Ward Ukechku.

" 25.

—

Owen Lovejoy.

December 2.— B. Guatc Brown.
" 9.

—

Wexdeli, Piiillil's.

" 1(5.

—

Bali-ii Waldo Emehson.
" 23

—

Iacou M. Maxnino.
" 30,

—

Gbobob Wm. Curtis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 7 o'clock. Coarse

TloketS, ;ilioit,tiiig the Hearer and Lady, at $2 each, may

bo obtained at. Williams & Kve roll's, 2:u Washington St.

;

Oliver Oitson & Co's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Bag;., Superintendent of Temple ; Mid of either

member of tho Lecture Committee, who in former >o:ns

luvvo had the disposal of tickets. Sept. 2t',tf

CIRCULAR.
A Hospital, for women and children, was establirhtd

three years ago, in connection with tho New England Fe-

male Medical College. This connection being dissolved,

tho friends of this Hospital appeal to the public to aid

them in carrying forward its important objects, on an jl-

dependent basis.

Our Hospital affords to thoso women especially needing

tho care and advice of their own sex, during sickness or

in child-birth, the comforts of a, homo, and faithful at-

tendance, at a moderate price.

To the friendless and needy we hope to offer the great-

est of all charity ; not only care for their physical wants,

but sympathy and Christian love. It is our cheering con-

viction, that many a woman looks back to her brief stay in

the Hospital as the best influence of her life.

We offer peculiar advantages for training nurses for their

iniportant duties, under the superintendence of a physi-

We shall continue our Dispensary, which is visited

chiefly by respectable families of soldiers, and that class

of poor women, whose delicacy prompts them to seek con-

sultation among their own sex, while too poor to pay phy-

sicians' fees.

Since July 1st, wo have hod two hundred and twenty-

nine patients, and have given away medicines, prescribed

three hundred and ninety-five times, besides (what is often

more needed) advice and instruction how to preserve

health. In twenty-one cases, the patients, too sick to ap-

pear at the Dispensary, bave been treated at their own

homes.

Dr. Mary E. Breed, Resident Physician.

Dr. Marie E. Zakkzewska, Attending Physician.

Dr. John Ware, > r, ,.. „, . .
' \ Consult ni'/ Phyxician-i.

Dr. Samubl Cabot, S

A sunny, and well ventilated house, with a large yard,

at the corner of Pleasant and Porter streets, has been

hired and made ready for patients. To fnrnish it, and

meet the expenses of the coming year, will require, at

least, two thousand dollars, which, it is hoped, will be

promptly supplied, by donations and subscriptions.

As many free patients will be received as our funds will

allow.

True, it is in the midst of terrible civil war, which drains

our resources, that we make this appeal ; but never bas it

been more necessary. While the soldier has been fighting

our battles on distant fields, how often has his wife come .

pleading at our doors for that help, in her hour of need,

which, thank God, through the kindness of friends, we have

not yet been forced to refuse her !

Donations and subscriptions may be forwarded to any of

the undersigned. AH articles of use in a Hospital will be

gladly received.

Subscribers of five dollars will be entitled to vote at the

Annual Meeting, which takes place on the first Tuesday in

November.

Samuel E. Sewall, Mary C. E. Barnard,

James Freeman Clarke, Mary J. Ellis,

F. W. Q. May, Anna H. Clarke,

Geo. Wm. Bond, Sarah D. C. Lane,

Abner Kingman, Louisa ""iond,

Jonathan A. Lane, Mary A. S. Palmer,

Edward E. Hale, Sarah Jane Kingman,
Otis Everett, Marie E. Zakrzewska,

Lucy Goddard, Caroline M. Severance,

Edoah D. Cheney, Elizabeth L. Everett.

Boston, Oet. 1, 1862.

!E^- THE HUTCHINSONS will give one of their cha-

racteristic concerts next Monday evening, Oct. 20, at tho

Meionaon, for the benefit of the suffering freedmen in the

District of Columbia, under the auspices of the Fugitives'

Aid Society. Concert commencing at half-past 7 o'clock
;

doors open at half-past 6 o'clock.

E^-WM. WELLS BROWN will speak at Portsmouth,

(N. H.) on Sunday next. Subject : The President's Proc-

lamation, and its effect on the Slaves of the South, and
the Laborers of the North.

5E^* ANDBEW T. FOSS, in behalf of the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

follows :

East Bethel, Vt.,

Windsor, "

Cornish, N. H.

Croydon Flat, "

Newport, "

Clarcmont, "

Springfield, Vt.

Sunday, Oct. 19.

Wednesday, " 22.

Friday, " 24.

Wednesday, " 29.

Friday, " 31.

Sunday, Nov. 2.

DIED—In Waukegan, (Illinois,) on the 5th instant,

Mrs. Mary, wife of Thomas Reed.

Mrs. Reed was a woman of rare worth. Without osten-

tation or pretension, she did work the work of life. Tho
poor and the sorrowing never looked in vain to her for as-

sistance and sympathy. The slave and tho slave's friend

knew well her worth. To them and to us all her memory
will be forever sacred. But,

" She is not lost to us I Tho weary heart,
O'ercome beneath its burden, prayed for rest ;

And, lo ! Death's angel, with the shadowy band,
Unfastening tho cord too closely drawn,
That, for her better sleep, sbo might lay off

The robes it now encumbered her to wear."

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's New Steel Plate Oounty Colored Map of the

United States, Oanadas, and New Brunswick,

From recent surveys ; completed August 10, 1862 ; cost
$20,000 to engrave it, and ono year's time.

Superior to any $10 map ever made by Colton or
Mitchell, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ; 370000
names are engraved on this map.

It is not only a county map, but it is also a

COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
of the United States and Oanadas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,
and distances between.

Guaranteo any woman or man $3 to $5 per day, and will

take back all maps that cannot be sold, and refund the
money.
Send for $1 to try.

Priuted instructions how to canvas well furnished all

our agests.

Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our Maps in every State,
California, Canada, England, France, and Cuba. A for-
tune may be made with a few hundred dollars capital. Ao
competition. J. T. LLOYD,

No. 104 Broadway, New Vork.

The War Department uses onr Map ot Virginia, Mary-
land and Pennsylvania., cost §100,000, on which aro marked
Antietam Crock. Sharpsburg, Mary land Mights, Willisms-
port Ferry, Rhorersvillo, Noland's Ford, and all others on
tho Potomac, and every other place in Maryland, Yirgiuia
and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.

LLOYD'S

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY,
OHIO, INDIANA and ILLINOIS,

13 the only authority for Gen. Buell and the War Depart-
ment. Money refunded to any ono finding an error in it

Price 50 cents.

From tho Tribune, Aug. 2.

" Lloyd's Map of Vikoini a, Maryland and Pesssylva-
nia. This Map is very large ; its cost is but 25 cents, and
it is the best which can he purchased."

LLOYD'S

GREA T MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI IU 1 'ER,

From actual surveys by Capts. Bart and Wm. Bowen. Mis-
sissippi Uiver Pilots, of St. Louis, Mo., shows every man's
plantation mid owner's name, from St. Louis to tho Gulf of
Mexico—1350 miles— every sand-bar, island, town, land-
ing, and all places twenty miles back from the river

—

colored in counties and States. Price, $1 in sheets, $2,
pocket form, and $2,50 on linen, with roller;:. N,i« toady.

Navy DeI'ARtmknt. Washington. Sept. IT, 1SG2.
£J. T. Lloyd : Sir—Sond me your Map of the Missis-

sippi River, with price per hundred copies. Boar Admiral
Charles H. Davis, commanding tho Mississippi squadron, is

authorized to purchase as many as are required for use of
that squadron. GIDEON WELLS,

SMTttsry tf the Navy.
Oct. 3. 3w

D
3=>233XTTIS»TRY.

I). DANIEL MANN has ivmovod his office to 140
Harrison Avenue, He has, for the past five years in-

serted artificial teeth on the vulcanite base, in the use of
which he has mode some improvement*. It is better Mum
gold, when well made, being lighter, stronger, and inoro
durable, and is also much cheaper.

Dr. M. also uses a somewhat similar preparation for fil-

ling teeth too tender or too fur decayed for fill in i with gold,
His prices are as moderate, at loast, as thoso ol

Bponsihle don list.

Boston, Soptimb&x 20. 1862.
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AVEHGED!

The following beautiful lines are from Orphous C. Kerr'f

last letter to tlie Sunday Mercury.

God's scales of Justice hang between

The deed Unjust and the end Unseen,

And the sparrow's fall in the one is weighed

By the Lord's own hand in the- other laid.

In the prairie path to our Sunset gate,

In the How'riug heart of a new-born State,

Are the hopes of an old man's waning years,

'Neath headstones worn with an old man's tears.

When the bright sun sinks in the rose-lipped West,

His last red ray is the headstone's crest :

And the mounds he laves in a crimson flood

Are a Soldier's wealth baptized in blood !

Do ye ask who reared those headstones there,

And crowned with thorns a Bire's gray hair ?

And by whom the Land's great debt was paid

To the Soldier old, in the graves they made ?

Shrink, Pity ! shrink, at the question dire
;

And, Honor, burn in a blush of fire !

Turn, Angel, turn, from the page thine eyes,

Or the Sin, once written, never dies !

They were men of the land ho had fought to save

From a foreign foe that had crossed the wave,

When bis sunlit youth was a martial song,

And shook a throne as it swelled along.

They were sons of a clinic whose soft, warm breath

Is the soul of earth, and a life in death ;

Where the Summer dreams on the couch of Spring,

And songs of birds through- the whole year ring
;

Where the falling leaf is the cup that grew

To catch the gems of the new leaf's dew,

And the winds that through the vine-leaves creep

Are the sighs of Time in a pleasant sleep.

But there lurked a taint in the clime so blest,

Like a serpent coiled in a ring-dove's nest,

And the human sounds to the ear it gave

Were the clank of chains on a low-browed Slave.

The Soldier old at his sentry-post,

Where the son's last trail of light is lost,

Beheld the shame of the Land he loved,

And the old, old love in his bosom moved.

He cried to the land, Beware ! Beware

Of the symboled curse in the Bondman there !

And a prophet's soul in fire came down

To live in the voice of old John Brown-

He cried ; and the ingrate answer came

In words of steel from a tongue of flame ;

They dyed his hearth in the blood of kin,

And his dear ones fell for the Nation's Sin !

0, matchless deed ! that a fiend might scorn ;

0, deed of shame t for a world to mourn ;

A prophet's pay in his blood mo3t dear,

And a land to mock at a Father's tear !

Is't strange that the tranquil soul of age

Was turned to strife in a madman's rage ?

Is't strange that the cry of blood did seem

Like the roll of drums in a martial dream?

Is't strange that the clank of the Helot's chain

Should drive the Wrong to the old man's brain,

To fire his heart with a santon's zeal,

And mate his arm to the Soldier's steel ?

The bane of Wrong to its depth had gone,

And the sword of Eight from its sheath was drawn,

But the cabined slave beard not his ery,

And the old man armed him but to die.

Ye may call him Mad that he did not quail

When his stout blade broke on the unblest mail

;

Te may call him Mad, that he struck alone,

And made the land's dark Curse his own
;

But the Eye of God looked down and saw

A just life lost by an unjust law
;

And black was the day with God's own frown

When the Southern Cross was a martyr's Crown !

Apostate clime ! the blood then shed

Fell thick with vengeance on thy bead,

To weigh it down 'neatli the coming rod,

When thy red hand should be stretched to God.

Behold the price of the life ye took ;

At the death ye gave 'twas a world that shook :

And the despot deed that one heart broke,

From their slavish sleep a Million woke !

Not all alone did the victim fall,

Whose wrongs first brought him to your thrall :

The old man played a Nation's part,

And ye struck your blow at the Nation's heart

!

The freemen-host is at your door,

And a voice goes forth with a stern " No more t

"

To the deadly Curse, whose swift redeem

Was the visioned thought of John Brown's dream.

To the Country's Wrong and the Country's stain,

It shall prove as the scythe to the yielding grain
;

And the dauntless power to spread it forth

Is the free-born soul of the cbainless North.

From the East, and West, and North they come,

To the bugle's call and the roll of drum
;

And a form walks viewless by their side

—

A form that was born when the Old Man died !

The Soldier old in his grave may rest,

Afar with his dead in the prairie West

;

But the red ray falls on the headstone there,

Like a God's reply to a soldier's prayer.

He may sleep in peace 'neatb the greenwood pall,

For the land's great heart hath heard his call

;

And a people's Will and a people's Might

Shall right the Wrong and proclaim the Eight.

The foe may bowl at the fiat just,

And gnash bis fangs in the trodden dust

;

But the battle leaves his bark a wreck,

And the Freeman's heel is on his track.

Not all in vain is the lesson taught,

That a great soul's Dream is the world's New Thought
;

And tho Scaffold marked with a death sublime

la the Throne ordained for the coming time.

From the Charlestown Advertiser.

THE MASSACHUSETTS JOHN BROWN SONG.

" The day of vengeance is in mine heart, and the year
of my redeemed is come."

—

Isaiah, lxiii.

Old John Brown's body is a-moulderiug in tbe dust,

Old John Brown's rifle's red with blood-spots turned to

rust,

Old John Brown's pike has made its last, unflinching thrust,

His Soul is marching on !

Glory ! Glory ! Hallelujah !

" Forward ! " calls the Lord, our Captain :

Glory ! Glory ! Hallelujah !

With Ilitu we're marching on.

For treason bung because be struck at treason's root,

When soon palmetto tree had ripened treason's fruit,

His dust, disquieted, stirred at Sumter's last salute

—

His Soul is marching on !

Who rides before the army of martyrs to the word 7

The heavens grow bright as He makes bare his flaming

sword,

Tbe glory fills the earth of the coming of the Lord

—

His Soul is marching on !

" Thou soul tho altar under, white-robed by martyrdom !

Thy cry, ' How long, Lord ?
' no longer finds me dumb

j

"Come forth !
" calls Christ, " tho year of my redeemed

is come "

—

His Soul is marching on !

" And yo on earth, my army ! tread down God's grapes till

blood

Unto your horses' bridles hath out His wine-press flowed !

The day of vengeance dawns,—the day of wrath of God "

—

His Soul is marching on !

His sacrifice wo slay ! our sword shall victory crown !

For God and country strike the fiend Rebellion down !

For Freedom and the Eight remember Old John Brown !

His Smil is marnhing on !

OCTOBER 17
" Glory ! Glory ! Hallelujah I

"

Sings that army in tho skies
;

" Glory to tho Lord, our Captain !

"

His army hero replies.

Glory rings through heavon's arches,

Earth takes on tbe grand accord
;

" Glory !
" on to glory marches

Tho army of the Lord.

September, 1862.

CONSISTENCY.

Salem, Mass., Oct. 4th, 1862.

Wm. Lloyd Garhison :

Dear Sir,—Feeling that newspapers, or any pub-

lic teachers that may undertake lo influence and di-

rect the public mind, should have their palpable in-

consistencies in some way pointed out, I enclose a few

comments upon such in the course of the Boston

Journal as struck me in that light, regarding the firm

stand Senator Sumner has taken upon the slave ques-

tion in connection with the civil war. I have address-

ed them to the editor of the Journal. If you deem fit

to publish them in the Liberator, you are welcome to

do so, sending a copy of the same or the manuscript,

or botii, to the editor.

Yours truly, for liberty, E. S. C.

To the Editor of the Boston Journal:

I notice that you support or favor the President's

proclamation emancipating the slaves in all disloyal

States. Will you gratify your subscribers by referring

back to the Journals of Oct. 1st and 2d, 1861, which

contain the speech of Charles Sumner and the reso-

lutions offered by Rev. James Freeman Clarke at the

State Convention held at Worcester, and by telling

them in your paper what the difference is between the

policy advocated in that speech and those resolutions,

and the policy which the President has adopted by the

said proclamation % Yet in your editorials of Oct. 2d

and 4th, 1861, you denounce the war policy of Senator

Sumner, which was this :

—

"A simple declaration that all men coming within
the lines of the United States troops shall be regarded
as freemen, will be in strict conformity to the Con-
stitution, and also with precedents. The Constitution
knows no man as a slave. It treats all within its

jurisdiction as persons ; while the exceptional provi-
sion for the rendition of persons held to service or la-

bor, you will observe, is carefully confined to such as
have escaped into another State. It is clear, there-
fore, that there can be no sanction under the Constitu-
tion for turning a camp into a slave-pen, or for turning
military officers into stave-hunters. Let this plain

construction he adopted, and then, as our lines ad-
vance, Freedom will be established, and our national
flag in its march will wave with new glory. There
is another practical advantage where the action pro-
ceeds from the Government. The interests of loyal
persons can be protected. Compensation may relieve
the hardships of individual cases," &e.

Mr. Clarke's resolutions were of similar import,
" welcoming every act under the war power of the

Commander-in-Chief which shall declare all the slaves

within the lines of our armies lo be free, and accept their

services in defence of the Union—compensating all

loyal owners for slaves thus emancipated—and thus

carrying liberty for all human beings wherever the

stars and stripes shall float."

In the Journal of October 4, 1861, you say :

—

"Mr. Sumner and other radical anti-slavery men,
dazzled by visions of universal freedom, entirety over-
look the insurmountable difficulties which stand in the
way of immediate emancipation. The unutterable
horrors of a servile insurrection do not present them-
selves,, or they wouid shrink from the prospect. The
economic problem of supporting tour millions of hu-
man beings who have never been self-dependent is

not considered. All practical considerations, in fact,

are ignored by a miscalled philanthropy, which is as

impracticable as it is visionary, and which would lay
waste the most prolific soil, and Jill our land with va-

grants and marauders."

You further go on and say :

—

"Proclaim the policy of emancipation, and all hope
of a reconstruction of the Union will be crushed out.
All the loyal elements in Maryland, Kentucky and
Missouri will be alienated at once, and every prospect
of awakening the dormant loyalty in the seceded
States will have passed away. It will come to this,

that we must subjugate or be subjugated. The people
of the South would defend their homes and their

firesides to the last extremity, as we would do, should
the chances of war favor them. The present genera-
tion would not see the end of such a contest, unless
the North should be conquered and subdued by the
aid of foreign bayonets or internal dissensions. From
such a war, we may well pray to be delivered."

Now, if this policy of freeing and using the slaves

would have produced such dire results as you state, a

year ago, or six months, or one month ago, what is

there to change such results now 1 I point to your
articles against the ground of Sumner as taken at

Worcester, and still later at Tremont Temple, and the

letter of Gov. Andrew to the Secretary of War, sug-

gesting the adoption of the more effective plan of

Hunter—that of " striking directly at the enemy's

magazine"; to your article of October 8, 1861, "dis-

owning the Sumner policy," and saying, "It will be

time enough to oppose the emancipation policy when it

is urged upon the Administration by any party organi.

zation " ; to your article of October 14, 1861, in which

you say, " Slavery will never be abolished by moral

suasion, here or elsewhere," (which, by the way, is

certainly a potent argument why we should strike at

it,) but '"'we must wait for it to become unprofitable,

because of cotton being extensively raised elsewhere.

Therefore we have no occasion to waste words about

slavery at all ; we need not trouble our thoughts with

it; the problem will be solved quietly—without insur-

rection, without bloodshed, if we will keep our hands

out of it"; and "machinery and cotton and flax rais-

ing elsewhere will be more practical Abolitionists than

a distinguished Senator who thinks and talks of noth-

ing else;" and to like articles in which you have

opposed the adoption of an emancipation policy, even

to this very moment, though your war correspondents,

" Carlton," " Fuller," and others, have earnestly ad-

vocated it is a necessary war measure.

We love consistency in newspapers as well as pri-

vate characters, and we will thank you to inform your

many readers why you all at once, as by magic, adopt

and advocate, and try to reconcile the people to, the

Sumner or "inhumane" policy, or rather, the Lin-

coln policy, which out-Sumners Sumner in "radical-

ism or inhumanity," as you termed the latter's; for

Sumner was well satisfied to free the staves as they

voluntarily came within our army lines, according to the

ideas of Cameron, Butler, Sherman & Co., whereby,
coming into our hands in comparatively small num-
bers and at intervals, they could be directed, advised

and cared for, which certainly would be "humane."
But Mr. Lincoln, the moment the clock strikes twelve

at midnight, announcing the advent of the first day of

January, A, D. 1863, (to use the words in your article

of October 4th, 1861,) "presents for immediate solu-

tion the economic problem of supporting four millions

of human beings who have never been self-depend-

ent"; and whether or not he is (ate Sumner) "daz-

zled by visions of universal freedom," he surely seems
entirely "to overlook the insurmountable difficulties,"

"and shrinks not from he prospect of the unutterable

horrors of a servile insurrection," which presented

themselves to your editorial vision when viewed

through the spectacles of Charles Sumner.

I would ask again, then, Mr. Editor, will you please

satisfy your readers of your consistency in supporting

Mr. Lincoln's proclamation, which would seem to be

liable to produce all the evil results you so deplored

and shrank from, in contemplating the more "con-
servative" views of Mr. Sumner, as expressed at

Worcester and in Tremont Temple,—views which

you have up to this very time pointedly rejected as

"radically " dangerous'*

In reviewing Mr. Sumner's speech, you will please

notice that he did not so express himself as "to make
emancipation the chief object of the war," which
falso construction you most wrongfully gave to it in

your editorials of Oct. 2d and 4th, 1861. He tisea

these terms:

—

"Slavery is the inspiration of the war; its motive
power; its end and aim. It is often said the war will
make an end to slavery. This is probable. But it

is surer still, that the overthrow of slavery will at
once make an end of the war. If I am correct in

this statement, then do reason, justice and policy all

unite in declaring that the war must be brought to

bear on the grand conspirator and omnipresent enemy,
which is slavery. Not to do this is to take upon our-
selves, in the present contest, all the weakness of sla-

very, while we leave to the rebels its boasted resources of
military strength." [Mark his words! A verified pre-
diction thus iar.] "Not to do this is to squander life

and treasure in a vain masquerade of battle, which
can have no practical result. It is not necessary even
to carry the war into Africa. It will be enough if we
can carry Africa into the war, in any form, any quanti-
ty, any way. The moment this is done, rebellion will

begin its bad luck, and the Union will be secure for

ever."
" Strike in the name of the Union, which only in

this way can be restored ; in tbe name of Peace, which
is vain without Union ; and in the name of Liberty,
also, which will bring both Peace and Union in her
glorious train."

From these quotations, and others which might be

taken from his speeches, it is apparent that Mr. Sum-
ner recommends emancipation " in any form, any

quantity, any way," not as the object, in itself, of the

war, but as the only effective war measure to put down
the rebellion, and to produce a permanent and peace-

ful Union, without which measure all expenditure of

blood and treasure will have been in vain, as has thus

far most wofully been proved. Why, then, Mr. Edi-

tor, have you misconstrued and opposed Sumner, and

now, without any consistent explanation, why do you
favor the more extended " radical " policy of Mr.

Lincoln f Certainly, emancipation could far easier and

better have been carried out a year ago, or at least

six months ago, at the time of our successes in the

West and Southwest, in warm weather, than in the

very dead of winter, with all its multiplied inconve-

niences and exposures to both the soldier and the

slave. The rebels have used slave labor on all their

coasts and rivers, to build fortifications by which our

armies have been checked or repelled and defeated in

every effort to advance, and slave labor has raised

their food and performed most of their arduous and

unhealthy work ; and when we might have availed

ourselves of their freely-offered services, and deprived

the rebels, we have foolishly rejected them, and, until

of late, made our soldiers do all the work, thus weak-

ening our armies by sickness and death, and when
fighting time came, we were always short of men.

We have lost more than two hundred thousand men
by disease, wounds and death,—which is equal to more
than one half the whole number of slaveholders; and,

excepting the few places we have reduced by the aid

of the navy, we have obtained no important victories.

What we have gained by our land forces has been

nearly all lost again, and our armies, after being

driven back, and retreating to prevent the rebels from

falling on their rear, now stand, out-generalled, in

about the same position they were a year ago, and

are acting more on the defensive than the offensive.

Did not Charles Sumner literally predict this very-

result in the words—"Not to bring the war to bear

against the main-spring of the rebellion, Slavery, is

to squander life and treasure in a vain masquerade of

battle, which can have no practical result " ?

What measure could have been more wise, more
apt, more pertinent, more timely, to show that the

Government would be resolute and earnest in deal-

ing with traitors, than the following clause in General

Fremont's proclamation of martial law in Missouri,

August 31, 1861 1 —
" The real and personal property of those who shall

takeup arms against the United States, or who shall
be directly proven to have taken an active part with
their enemies in the field, is declared confiscated to
public use, and their slaves, if any they have, are
hereby declared freemen."

This has the true ring of decision, and is "right up
to the occasion"; but the President revoked it, and

fell back on the impotent confiscation act of Congress,

which would free only those slaves who might be dis-

covered and proved to be used in the actual work of

rebellion. General Fremont was the man whose prac-

tical common sense told him that rebel masters could

use their slaves in their own guerrilla fashion—to-

day at rebellious work, and to-morrow hypocritically

in the " loyal " corn or hemp field, as might best suit

their own base purposes. He therefore considered,

in exercising martial law, that all slaves of rebels

(even though they be men) should be confiscated, as

well as hay, mules or vessels which may in the same
manner be employed in loyal or disloyal business

;

and if President Lincoln had sanctioned that policy,

and adopted it wherever the army went, he would
then as well as now have been supported by all truly

loyal citizens, and would have struck at the rebellion

in its most sensitive and vital part. In saying sup-

ported, Mr. Editor, I can take your own words for it;

and these words of yours I saw commented on in the

Boston Liberator of December 20, 1861, in an article

headed " Sumner and Fremont," which goes to show
your great inconsistency in virtually approving of

Fremont's would-be policy in Missouri and Secretary

Cameron's instructions to Gen. Butler, while you re-

pudiate Mr. Sumner's advocacy of the same policy

for the emphatically rebel States as is proposed to

these border disaffected States.

In the Journal of Sept. 7th, 1861, you say :

—

" There is scarcely a paper which is honestly and
earnestly in favor of a vigorous prosecution of the
war, that does not approve of the proclamation of
General Fremont."

You then quote the article of the Baltimore Patriot

approving of it, and warning against the consequences

of indecisive or moderate and conciliatory measures
;

declaring that these are no times for half-way meas-

ures ; that resolution, promptitude and courage were
demanded ; that we had had enough of attempts to

soothe, to conciliate and compromise with traitors

bearing arms in their hands, and knew what we had
suffered therefrom. The Journal then quotes John
Quincy Adams's construction of the President's mil-

itary power respecting universal emancipation, and
says:—"Gen. Fremont might have gone thus far

consistently with the laws of war and the usages of

nations." It also remarks :

—

" In connection with the sword, General Fremont's
proclamation will prove admirably promotive of that
able officer's peculiar campaign in Missouri." "In
this instance, Gen. Fremont appears to have made no
startling announcement. The recent act of Congress
forfeits the slave which has been in any manner em-
ployed against the Government. Gen. Fremont mere-
ly applies the inference, that where a slave-owner has
been active in the field in the cause of treason, the
slaves have also been employed for the benefit of
the same cause

—

an inference that would probably hold
true in ninety-nine cases out ofa hundred. If martial law
has no more rigorous features than this, there will be
few to complain except the rebels, who have made it

ry, and who can avoid its penalties by return-
ing to duty. We trust this proclamation will tend to
that result,"

Therefore, Mr. Editor, if words mean any thing,

you approve of Gen. Fremont's proclamation, expres-

sing the opinion that the "slaves of rebels were also

employed in disloyal work, in ninety-nine cases out of
a hundred." In the Journal of August 13, 1861, you
approve of Cameron's instructions to Butler (a policy

which Sumner praises in his speech) in relation to

fugitives within the federal army lines, by saying,
' We are at a loss to see how it could have been sub-
stantially different."

If you could thus approve proclaiming frae the
slaves of rebel masters in border partly rebellious or

disaffected States, why could you not approve of Sum-
ner in advocating the same rule to be applied in the
eleven thoroughly rebellious or seceded States ? They
certainly more than merited the same desert. As
slave-owners, above all others, arc supposed to be pro-

moters of the rebellion, and if it were true, as you
think, thnt ninety-nine rebels out of a hundred employ
their slaves in rebellious service, Fremont's policy, if

it had been enforced in all the States, would substan-

tially have amounted totheeameaB Sumner's; and ae

Sumner would pay " loyal " slaveholders for the loss

Of (heir Blaves,—in his words, "a bridge of gold would
be cheap, if demanded by the retreating fiend,"—his
policy amounts to tho name as Lincoln's.

Mr. Editor, you approved Fremont, but denounced

Sumner, and now you approve Lincoln. Your read-

ers notice these seeming inconsistencies, even if other

papers, save tho Liberator, do not remark upon them.

Please explain and solve. By so doing, you will grat-

ify many of your patronizing observers.

" GENERAL " EMANCIPATION.

" THE TWO KAOES ClAN'T LIVE TOGETHER
ON TERMS OP EQUALITY."

Editor of the Libuhatoh :

Dear Sir—In a former communication, I promised

to say a word upon the subject of colonizing the col-

ored people of our country, if they should ever be set

free, so flippantly banded about, from the President

down to the lowest vulgar bar-room nigger-hater in tho

land. I have delayed it for various reasons, not nee-

tessary to mention, and now, when I sit down to the

task, I am at a loss how to begin or what to say
;

.for language fails me in the use of terms of sufficient

force to give utterance to my abhorrence and detes-

tation of any and every scheme yet devised by the

President or any one else to remove this peeled and

oppressed people from the land of their birth. We
drove one race of men out of the country, to make
room for ourselves, and forced another race in, and by

cruel and unjust laws held them in a bondage such as

no other people ever endured, till one half the nation

has turned devils, and the other . I did notsay

fools, though I came very near it. What crime has

worked corruption of blood in these four millions of

God's poor, that the penalty of banishment awaits

them ? The product of their labor is on the backs

of half the population of the globe to-day. Because

of them, a million and a half of men are in arms. Be-

cause of them, more than two hundred thousand sleep

in death,—some of them the best blood of the nation.

Because of them, a million and a half are out of em-
ployment in Europe and America, and twice as many
more suffering for bread in consequence, not of their

fault, but of the nation's crime; and yet there are

men enough among us to scoff and sneer at the " Nig-

ger question," and who will continue to do so with

their bones at the grave's mouth.

In many of the free States, as well as in the slave,

the most oppressive and damnable laws exist, appli-

cable only to the colored race. Neither the national

nor the State governments affords them any protec-

tion. Oppression and injustice pursue them every-

where; and no hope in their case gleams from any
quarter. It is said, Angels rejoice over one sinner

that repenteth. But I greatly fear, from present ap-

pearances, there will be a long interval before they

will rejoice over the repentance of this guilty nation.

When all the nations of the earth, but our own, are

moving in the cause of justice and humanity, and
striking the fetters from the limbs of their bondmen,
without expatriation, can we afford to thrust this for-

lorn and helpless people, who have made the mer.
chants of the earth rich by their unpaid labor, into

some dark and benighted corner of the earth, naked
and penniless ? Can we afford to tell the world we
have not even done this as an act of justice and hu-

manity, but only as a'punisbment of our enemies?

Under the blaze of light of the middle of the nine-

teenth century, with the Bible in one hand, and the

declaration that all men are created free and equal in

the other, can we afford to forego the sympathies of

the world, as we now do, because of our prejudice,

recreancy to principle, injustice nnd damnable hypoc-

risy 1 With the enemies of human liberty thunder-

ing at our doors, the nation in peril, its blood flowing,

its resources wasting, can we afford to delay the hour

of unconditional, universal emancipation, waste our

precious time in pitiful twaddle about colonization,

before there is a slave free, until compelled by the

enemy and the force of circumstances to choose be-

tween the loss of our own liberties and the restora-

tion of theirs ? Every where, turn which way we will,

we witness fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, friends,

clad in the habiliments of mourning for some loved

one who perished on the battle-field or in the camp?
Shall we, can we, any longer delay to strike the blow

that shall sever the fetters of the slave, and at the

same time liberate ourselves from the shackles which

have so long bound us hand and foot that we could

neither plan nor execute any great and benevolent ob-

ject? And now, Mr. Editor, you may think enough
said. But I have not yet done with this colonization

project ; nor shall I, until its unsightly carcass is con-

signed to the grave. I would willingly act the part of

sexton in its funeral obsequies, and put its resurrection

beyond the power of mortals. But I am not going to

leave you, Mr. Editor, or your readers, in tbe dark,

or in doubt, of the views I entertain upon the sub-

ject, though entitled to little respect at home, and less

abroad. Confiscate every foot of rebel land, law or

no law. What is the law worth if the nation perish,

and none remain to obey or transgress it? What is

the ship worth when the crew and the passengers

have gone to the bottom 1 Nothing. The rebels have
forfeited all right and title to life, liberty and proper-

ty. To half their property, or what they call proper-

ty, they never had any right or title but such as is

common to the pirate and highwayman. The col-

ored people are the only ones to be trusted, with

any safety, south of that fatal black line, which you
will recognize as Mason and Dixon's. Put the slaves

in possession, and soon they will flood the world with

cotton, rice and tobacco; (though next to slavery, I

hate the latter article ;) and if Cotton is not king, it

will hold a high position, at least of second ruler in

the kingdom. Rice will be rich, and Tobacco will at

least be entitled to the grade of scavenger-general.

Now, Mr. Editor, if there be any to demur to this

proposition, I have another to offer, which I doubt not

the slaves would assent to and leave en masse, as did

the Hebrews from Egypt, and take their chance to

ford or swim, if compelled to cross, the Red Sea. It

is simply for the slaveholders to fork over the small

balance on the ledger in their favor ; and a proposition

so fair and just, it does seem to me, can meet no valid

objection—especially as they will need a little pocket

money on the way to the land of promise. Now, to

ascertain the amount they may justly claim, we must
bear in mind that the chief profit of slave over free

labor is derived from the small expense o I food and

clothing for the slave compared with the free—thirty

dollars per annum being the highest estimate for

field hands; and no outlay for education. Now, we
will call the average number of laborers since 1800,

600,000. They usually, when hired out, obtain from

§160 to §200 per annum. We will put it at $1S0,

and deduct from this §30 for board and clothing, §40

for the support of the aged and children, and we find

§60 clear profit to the master ; and surely this is an

under estimate. We have, then, what financiers term

an annuity of §36,000,000, or 600,000, the number of

laborers, multiplied by 60 ; and any tyro in mathe-

matics can give us the amount for 62 years at 7 per

cent, compound interest, which is §93,325,320,000.

Startling as this enormous sum is, yet, guided by all

commercial and financial rules and transactions, the

four millions of slaves have a just claim for tho

amount. Now, the whole Southern soil is worth but

twenty per cent, of this amount, and as tho two races

cannot live together on terms of equality, (so the

President tells us,) we submit it to the decision of a

candid world, whether there be any injustice in com-

pelling, if they will not go voluntarily, 250,000 slave-

holders to leave the country—that number being, in

all probability, all that will be left at the close of the

war. J. S.

Springfield, Vt., Oct. 7, 1862.

fi®=* It is remarkable that a settlement of Quakers
near Mount Vernon has remained unmolested during

the entire war, though alternately included within Na-

tional and Rebel lines. Their semi-weekly meetings
have been regularly continued; sometimes a rebel

picket pacing in front of the building, and perhaps

a Union sentinel having the same beat the next week.

They have remained undisturbed both in property and

in person.

LIBERTY AND DEATH—THE TALE OF A
HOSPITAL.
Washington, Aug, 26th, 1862.

Diuii FsiBHD Garrison,—I have only time now
to write you of one case which has come under my
observation in my visits to the hospitals of this city,

and that of to-day. I found, for the first time, one
patient of the proscribed race. From beneath the
white curtain of his little cot, at the extreme end of
Ward A., I spied a little colored boy. I lifted the net
and exclaimed, "How came you here, my dear?"
Poor little fellow ! " I was hit with a shell," he re-

plied. " Where ? " " Down the Rappahannock."
His breast heaved with emotion. I did not talk with
him much, for his shortanswers and quickened breath
evinced the pain he w.as suffering. There was the
usual quiet, innocent expression of childhood; yea,
more than usual, because, in addition, he looked to me
as if he had gained a point. I asked him if lie had
been a slave. He Baid "Yes." "Did you run away
and escape into our lines ? " " Yes. Master bent me
round so, that I ran away ; "—and this was said with
a look of self-reliance worthy of youthful freedom.
He sought early his birthright, and regained it.

" Is

your mother a slave?" " Ycb." "Did she know
you were coming away ? " " Yes." This told near-
ly the whole story. I could see that mother, as she
clasped her darling boy and bade him seek that price-

less boon, that jewel of the soul, even on the battle-

field. Afraid, was he? No; he left the slave behind
him. Well might he look innocent and composed.

After administering to his comfort in various ways—
a service which he received from me as a child would
from its mother—I bathed his fevered arms and breast
with cold water. " O, that is nice!" he exclaimed.
He had come in the morning, and " had not eaten any
thing since the morning before." 1 gave him a ripe,

glowing peach, which was very soon out of sight.

As he looked at me with his sweet, intelligent expres-

sion, I said, " I believe God suffered you to come here
in this way, that you might be truly free, and never
more a slave. Don't you think so ? " " Yes," he re-

plied, his eye beaming with subdued delight. "How
old are you, my child?" "I don't know." "Twelve
or thirteen?" "I think so." (He appeared still

younger.) "Well, I must take you for my boy,"—
and I will, God helping me to carry out his own plans

;

for I believe he will recover, as he is wounded only in

the arm, to any extent. Suffice it to say, I could not

help commending him to the care of his Heavenly
Father, audibly, much to his consolation, and bade
him good night. C. S. B. SPEAR.

Died, at the Armory Hospital, on the 5th of Sept.,

the young hero and representative martyr of liberty

in this second revolution of our country, 1862, Clay-
bourne Brooks, of uncertain age—some twelve or

thirteen years. Of this he was ignorant; but it mat-

ters not. He knew the hour of his birth to liberty,

and was willing to brave the battle-shot on the shores

of the Rappahannock, by the side of his captain, as

his little body guard and servant, under the stars and
stripes of the Union, divided as it is. I saw the deep
aperture, when he could be turned and no longer suf-

fer pain. A grooved ball had found its way from the

back of his shoulder near his heart, passing to the

opposite side. He died in the morning, as the sun
rose,—fit emblem of the dawning day when not only

the little contraband, but the millions, shall be free.

God speed the day ! C. S. B. S.

GARMENTS NOT SOILED.

It has been made the boast that the Episcopal

Church is uncontaminated with fanaticism—her gar-

ments unsoiled by secular and agitating questions

;

and from time immemorial this Church has made good
her reputation in this direction. The thundering

note of the cannon, tiie devastation of war, and all

the rampant horrors of this eventful time, fail to

arouse Bishops or people of this conservative house-

hold. They are doing a great work, and cannot min-

gle with the things that belong to humanity. How ap-

propriately do such hunkers " gone to seed " as

Robert C. Winthrop, find their place within its pale !

How conveniently and lovingly he finds peace to his

soul in the communion of such a faithful brotherhood !

How fortunate that affinities meet!

A National Convention of the Episcopalians was
held last week at New York. Hon. Robert C. Win-
throp was present to eulogize dead members of the

Church, but not to speak a word for the live present.

A series of resolutions was discussed at great length,

and laid upon the table, the argument being that the

Convention was assembled to legislate for the Church
only. Of course, they had neither heart nor time

to legislate for suffering man. What is it, to such
saints, that millions suffer, and the little ones of

Christ are scourged and crucified ? Have they not

the liturgy, with prayers stereotyped, for the "anise,

mint and cummin " ? Do they not articulate well in

chapel hours, and bear near the heart the gilt-edged

Book of Common Prayer? Who is that babbler, that

dare say, "Not every one that saith unto me, Lord,

Lord, shall enter into the kingdom, but he that doeth

the will of my Father which is in heaven"? Away
with such a meddler, he is a fanatic—perhaps worse

—

an Abolitionist

!

But hold! A* message from the Bishops! The
following message was sent to the Convention :

—

" The House of Bishops informs the House of Cler-
ical and Lay Deputies, that it has adopted the follow-
ing resolution :

—

The House of Bishops, in consideration of the
present afflicted condition of the country, propose to

devote Wednesday, the 8th day of October instant, as
a day of fasting, humiliation and prayer, and to hold
in Trinity Church a solemn service appropriate to
the occasion.

The Bishops affectionately request the House of
Clerical and Lay Deputies to join with them in said
observation."

So the world moves. And at last we are to have

some praying not in the book
;
prayers even for an

imperilled country. Be careful, brethren! Alas!
should your fasting and praying incline toward fanat-

icism, or in the least be secular, what will become of

your well-earned reputation? These are dangerous
times! G. W. S.

FOREIGN INTERFERENCE.

Mr. Editor,—I am sorry that so much suspicion is

indulged in, in our American journals, respecting

the supposed intention of our neighbors over the

water to engage us in a war. I am sorry, principally,

because I believe it to be false, and secondly, be-

cause it is calculated to aid in producing that dismal

result; for at present I shall assume that war is the

greatest calamity that can befall a nation, excepting

the loss of liberty. I do not believe the popular dog-

ma that man is totally depraved, which has much to

do in poisoning the very fountains of thought, and

ce giving rise to suspicions that dishonor our race

and virtually deny us a God. Of course, this is not

the place to argue this question ; if it were, I could

show that it has its origin in n miserable old snake

story. That there are many persons who would gladly

involve us in a foreign war is not doubted ; but that

they are the ruling class, cither at home or abroad, I

do not believe. In fact, a large portion of the talk

with us is but empty vaporing, without any malicious

intent. There is not a nation on earth that has given

more substantial evidence that hor popular heart is

sound on the great question of human liberty than

England
; and yet there are those among us who

charge that the immortal Ciarkson, Wilberibrce, Pitt,

and their myriads of noble brethren, were only actu-

ated by selfish motives at home, and had treasonable

designs against America, in their great work of eman-
cipation. But what generous spirit does m>t liml a

refutation of those charges in his own manly bosom >

No, Mr. Editor, the devil does not govern our world

God la not dead." The vital forces ol'huLiiunity nre

for liberty, justice (TOtl right, mid our present givat

conflict will work out lor our humanity an exceeding

great blessing. DUDLEY WII.L1TS.
New Bonton, Mercer Co., III., Sept. 28, 1862,

DiiiKD Ai'i'i,ES FOB this Soi.dikrs. Fred. Law
Olmsted, Secretary of the Sanitary Commission,
states that dried apples for the use of the soldiers can-

not be sent to the depots of the Commission in too

large quantities. Town and village Relief Societies

are requested to make arrangements for paring,
cutting and drying by their members, and such vol-

unteer assistance as they can enlist, and to notify farm-
ers that they will receive such good fruit as they may
be disposed to offer, and are unable themselves to

properly prepare. Dried fruits of other kinds, and all

good canned fruits, will be very acceptable. The
Commission has a large force of young men in its

service, and is better prepared than ever to make a
faithful distribution of articles for the sick and
wounded.

Sending Presents to Soldiers. The General-
in-Chief urgently requests the friends of soldiers to

refrain from sending packages to the army, which ac-

cumulate at the depots, and are seldom received by
those for whom they are intended. They an 1 also fre-

quently destroyed to prevent their being captured by
the enemy. Of course it is pleasant for the soldiers
to receive useful presents from their friends, and it is

pleasant for their friends to forward them, but they al-

most invariably go amiss. Moreover, articles sent are
seldom of real value to the solder, except as tokens of

affection from dear ones at home, and such tokens can
be safely forwarded in letters and very small packages
suitable to go by mail.

The Bj.ack Regiments. Gen. Hunter positively
denies that he ever said or intimated that the black
regiments of South Carolina were in any manner or
to any extent "a failure"; on the contrary, he as-

serts that they showed themselves excellent soldiers,

and is rejoiced that the Government has at last adopt-
ed his policy, by authorizing the equipment and arm-
ing of five regiments of negroes in the district where
ithad previously refused them. He says that if his

course had been taken from the first, he might have
had 150,000 defenders of the Union to-day upon the
soil of the South.

jjgp^ The Governors of Louisiana, Mississippi, Ar-
kansas and Texas, have issued an address to the peo-
ple of their States, expressing confidence in the Con-
federate Government. They conclude as follows:

—

"Let every fire-arm be prepared, and every gun-
smith and worker in iron, and every mechanic be em-
ployed in fashioning the material for war. Let beauty
sit day by day at the spinning-wheel, the loom and
with the needle, never wearying in preparing the
necessary articles of clothing for the brave soldiers of
our States, who stand between her and infamy and
misery, as an impassable bulwark."

3^=* In the Confederate States Senate, Mr. Clay in-

troduced a hill providing that any "federal officer, sol-

dier or adherent who may fall into our hands with
counterfeit Confederate notes in his possession, or who
may be proved to have passed off any such, shall be
court-martialed and punished with death."

g^= Worthless trash is never counterfeited.

The Man that Murdered Lovejoy. Doctor
Thomas Mordecai Hope, of Alton, Illinois, who was
arrested for treasonable language some weeks since,

used to boast that he was present at the mob in that
city, in 1835, and fired the shot that killed Rev. Elijah
P. Lovejoy, the anti-slavery martyr.

Colonization. Colonization of the blacks is, in

point of expense and success, something like the Brit-
ish effort to evangelize the Jews, in which the Society
was said to have expended two million pounds ster-

ling, and converted a Jew and a half.

8^** The Richmond Examiner says it will take one
hundred full years to restore Virginia to the condition
in which the war found it.

e name of Rev. Thomas Starr King is men-
tioned in connection with the vacancy in the U. S.
senatorial delegation from California.

ft^f* Sargy, a slave woman, aged 117 years, died in
New Orleans on the 15th ult. She waB a native of
Richmond.

jlgp- Thirty-six rebel steamers have been captured
or destroyed on the Mississippi and its tributaries.
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Sewing Machines,
PRICE FORTY DOLLARS.

rriHIS is a new style, first class, double thread, Family
I Machine, made and licensed under the patents of

Howe, Wheeler & Wilson, and Grover & Baker, and its

construction is tbe best combination of the various pa-
tents owned and used by these parties, and the patents of
the Parker Sewing Company. They were awarded a Silver
Medal at the last Fair of the Mechanics' Charitable Asso-
ciation, and are the best finished and most substantially
made Family Machines now in the market.

|^°* Sales Room, 188 Washington' street.

GEO. E. LEONARD, Agent.

Agents wanted everywhere.

All kinds of Sewing Machine work done at short notice.

Boston, Jan. 18, 1SG1. 3m.

IMPORTANT TESTIMONY.
Report of the Judges of the last Fair of the Massachusetts

Charitable Mechanic Association.

"Four Parker's Sewing Machines. This Machine
so constructed that it embraces tbe combinations of tbe va
rious patents owned and used by Elias Howe, Jr., Wheeler
& Wilson, and Grover & Baker, for which these parties pay
tribute. These together with Parker's improvements,

make it a beautiful Machine. They are sold from §-10 to

§120 each. They are very perfect in their mechanism,

being adjusted before leaving tbe manufactory, in such a
manner that they cannot get deranged. Tho feed, which
is a very essential point in al good Machine, is simple, pes-

itive and complete. Tbe apparatus for guaging the length

of stitch is very simple and effective. Tbe tension, as well

as other parts, is well arranged. There is another feature

which strikes your committee favorably, viz: there is no
wheel below tho table between the standards, to come in

contact with the dress of tbe operator, and therefore no
danger from oil or dirt. This machine makes the double

lock-stitch, but is so arranged that it lays the ridge upon
tho back quite flat and smooth, doing away, in a great

measure, with the objection sometimos urged on that ac-

count."

Parker's Sewing Machines have many qualities that
recommend thcin to use in families. The several parts are

pinned together, so that it is always adjusted and ready
for work, and not liable to get out of repair. It is the

best finished, and most firmly and substantially made ma-
chine in tho Fair. Its motions are all positive, its tension

easily adjusted, and it leaves no ridge on tho back of the

work. It will horn, fell, stitch, run, bind and gather, and
tho work cannot be ripped, except designedly. It sews from
common spools, with silk, linen or cotton, with equal fa-

cility. Tho stitch made upon this machine was recently

awarded tho first prize at the Tennessee State Fair, for its

superiority

—

Boston Traveller.

JQf Wo would call the attention of our readers to the

advertisement, in another column, of tho Parker Sewing
Machine. This is a licensed machine, being a combina-
tion of tho various patents of Howe, Wheeler & Wilson, and
Grover & Baker, with those of tho Parker Sewing Machine
Company : consequently, it has tho advantage of such nia-

ohinea—first, in being a licensed machino ; second, from
the fact that it embraces all of tho most important improve-

ments which have heretofore been mndo in Sewing Ma-
chines; third, it requires no readjustment, all the vari-

ous parts being made right and pinned together, tastottd t .f

being adjusted by screws, thus avoiding all liability of get-

ting out of Order without actually breaking them ; and
Iso tho necessity of tbe purchaser learning, as with others,

how to rogulate all tho various motions to the machine,

Tho favor with which the Parker Sowing Machine has a!.

ready boon received by tbe public warrants us in tbe be-

lief that it is by far tbe best machine now in market.

South Reading Gazette, Sfao. 24, I860,
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"Proclaim Liberty throughoi.A all tho land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;
1 '

"flay thjfi down ai tho Uw of uiitionK. I say that mil-

itary authority takta, tor the time, the place of all munic-
ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST;
and that, under that state of things, so far from its being
true that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only tho President op
the United Status, but the Commander of thk Army,
HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. .'. . . Prom the instant

that the slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers
of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of

slavery, in i:veiiv way is which it can be interfered
wrrii, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to tho cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power, . . . It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-

cording to thk laws OF WAn ; and by tho laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by tho board, and martial power takes thb
place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, tho commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho slaves in the invaded territory."--J. Q. A Dim.

J. B, YERRIrTTON & SON, Printem
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"LET THE GALLED JADE WINCE!"

Tho Boston Courier has a vision of Provost Mar-

shals, and is exercised as follows :

—

No public notice has yet been given, so far as we
Bre aware, of the appointment of the Special Pio-

vost Marshal for Massachusetts, under a recent order

of the War Department, signed by thy .Judge Advo-
cate General. Ah, Mr. Holt! that we should ever

have seen your name appended to a manifesto, which
must be either totally inefficient in operation, or

ruinous to public and private liberty. We find,

however, that the appointment has been made for

Rhode Island, and the officer in question has issued

an order, comprising a series of provisions, from
which we extract the sixth, as follows:

—

"VI. It is expected that the citizens of the State
will cheerfully, and from a sense of duty, co-operate

with this department in aiding the General Govern-
ment in suppressing the existing rebellion, by promptly
reporting to these headquarters the names of all disloyal

persons, and by giving information ofany treasonable prac-

tices which Khali come to their knowledge, to the end that

the instructions of the Government may be fully and
efficiently carried out.

(Signed) William E. Hamlin,
Special Provost Marshal."

It is evident that by force of instructions, couched
in these general terms, every man in the community
is liable to be reported as a disloyal person, by a po-

litical opponent or a personal enemy. The whole
community, so far as it assents to the conditions, is

converted into one vast field of espionage ; all free-

dom of opinion and of action is repressed; all confi-

dence in associates, excepting where they are per-

fectly known to one another, is cheeked, if not abso-

lutely destroyed; the seal upon the lips must lock

up the sympathies of the heart, and cramp the exer-

cise of the faculties of the mind ; the hush of death
will brood upon the surface of society ; and a nation

of professed freemen will lie prostrate and helpless,

until it rises to redress itself, at the feet of irrespon-

sible and arbitrary power.
The great and inalienable safeguard of private

rights, the Law, is no longer to be relied upon for

defence and protection
;

because by the suspension

of the writ of habeas corpus, that ever ready shield,

behind which, beretofore»in this country, no man in

office or out of office could step to assail the person-

al liberty of another, unless by the authority of the

law, is taken away. Upon the private information

of any political or personal opponent, any man in

the country is thus liable to be arrested, and without

the liberty to claim inquiry-—-plain, open, impartial

inquiry before a responsible tribunal, according to

the requirements of the law, he is subject to im-

prisonment without means of redress, at the dictate

of an official created without law, and who is certain

to hold political opinions hostile to his own. For
this official is constituted by a political party in

power, and so anxious to retain it, that this very sys-

tem of spies and informers which we are discussing

affords the surest evidence of the means to which it

is disposed to resort to attain its end. We have
heard of such things in our own day, or not much
before it, in Russia, Austria, France,—under a des-

potic monarch, while this land was held to be, as it

was intended to be, the refuge and asylum for those

able to escape from the cruelty of selfish power—in

a republic never, since Venice, under the name of

free institutions, degenerated into an oligarchical

tyranny, so hateful, so remorseless, so insufferable,

that the shuddering imagination shrinks appalled

from the infernal catalogue of her proverbial crimes

committed in the name of " Freedom."
To what extent the attempt will be made, to en-

force an order so open to abuse, in States which are

about to exercise their constitutional and legal rights,

so as to overawe the people in the choice of their

public servants, we cannot yet judge. But it is cer-

tain that a system so obnoxious, even in contempla-

tion of its most partial and casual application, to the

free condition of the States not engaged in the re-

bellion, could be endured but for a very little time.

In every aspect, and under the most limited terms, it

is totally inconsistent with the very nature of our free

institutions. The people of the United States will

not submit to any change in those institutions, under

the pretence of upholding the Government, or for

any other cause. They will uphold the Govern-
ment, but it must be that which is established by the

Constitution of the land, and no other. The party

which seeks to pervert it, in order to maintain itself

in power, becomes a traitor to popular rights, and
the enemy of the Government which it pretends to

sustain. The people are the source of power, and
wilt not be disposed to yield their high prerogative,

upon any specious pretext, which must deprive them,

in the end, of all the liberty which they have so long

and beneficially enjoyed. We believe that the or-

der in question will be found in practice as inopera- *

tive as the "President's Proclamation. There might
be a few victims, if the purpose was made manifest

to use it as an instrument of wrong; but they could

be only a very few. But it is ess-ntial that we
should early, and with reason, look this matter

squarely in the face. Every exercise of the power
claimed under this order should be vigilantly watch-

ed. Every undue exercise of it should be promptly

and respectfully remonstrated against. Let the spirit

;

of the Roman freeman be our example, as it was to
'

our fathers :

—

" Brutus had rather be a villager,

Than to repute himself a son of Rome,
Under these haid conditions as this time

Is like to lay upon us."

WHERE ARE WE DRIFTING?

The Texas refugee, Hon. A. J. Hamilton, who de-

clares himself opposed to the " Union as it was," is

extolled by the press and public men of New Eng-

land and New York, and recommended for a gov-

ernment appointment of great importance. If we
are not favoring and fighting for the " Union as it

was," in Heaven's name what are we fighting for ?

What is the programme ? What is to be the end ?

What are our soldiers abandoning their homes,

pining in camps, bleeding on battle-fields, wasting in

hospitals, and being borne to their graves for, if it

be not for the " Union as it was" ? Mr. Hamilton's

objection to the " Union as it was," is that his

neighbors looked upon him with coldness, aversion

and suspicion, and the children of his neighbors in-

sulted him for his opinions! What of ft V Does
he, or anybody else, want a government extend-

ing over this broad continent, that shall have

power to regulate the public sentiment of every

State and township ? Got! forbid ! The old Union

left every community to govern itself

—

every State

to create and regulate its own institutions according

to their own wisdom. They held slaves or not, had
universal suffrage or not, placed all creeds on the

same basis or not, made ruin-selling free or not, as it

suited them ; and we hope the sun will go out in the

heavens and the elements melt with the fervent heat

of that great and terrible day we read of, before the

people shall lose their local independence, and be

subjected to any central despotism. The old Union
was the best government human wisdom ever de-

vised, and if we are not to have that renewed, will

somebody tell us what we are to have ?

—

Newbury-

port Herald.

The Worcester Democratic Convention.—
On Wednesday, 8th inst., the Democrats held their

State Convention at Worcester, and adopted the

ticket nominated the day before at Faneuil Hall.

This arrangement gave very great satisfaction to the

people generally who are opposed to the Emancipa-

tionists,—those who insist that the President by his

own act can emancipate the slaves. We do not

think that the new coalition cares much about the

State officers. What they aim at is, an organization

in detail by which they can defeat Sumner, which

will do more to satisfy the South that the North do

not mean to trample on their rights than anything

else. At present, no State in the Union is so much
hated at the South as Massachusetts, held to be the

parent and main stay of Abolitionism. The defeat

of Sumner would show that he has not and does not

represent a majority of the people of Massachusetts,

and will inspire some confidence in the action of our

Legislature tending towards justice and peace.

—

Bos-

ton (Catholic) Pilot.

batteries planted against a fort on which waved the

banner of the republic. No 1 I am not for the Union
as it was in these degenerate times. But I am for

the Union as it was in the days of the fathers

—

when the power of the government was respected
;

when pure and wise men occupied high positions
;

when plunder of the public property was regarded
as a crime; when insurrection and rebellion were
put down; when the genius of liberty presided at

the Capital. I am for the Union as it was. (Pro-
longed applause.)

Fellow citizens, let me say in closing, that the

grand object we should seek to attain should not be
peace. Let us not be of those who are looking on
all sides to find some way to conciliate traitors.

When those old barons assembled the people to

meet the army of King John at Runnymede, they
did not demand peace, but they demanded and ob-

tained that great charter of English liberty, which
foreshadowed our own declaration of independence.
Our forefathers did not ask how they could concili-

ate the mother country, but they fought for and
gained their liberties. So we are not laboring simply

for peace, but to put down this rebellion. The
President can, with our help, drive every traitor

from the land. Let us sustain him with heart, and
soul, and voice, thankful that he is about to " make
a proper use of the means which God and nature have
placed in his power." (The speaker retired amidst

prolonged applause.)

The Spirit that Animates. According to a

report which we cannot hesitate to accept, (as we
find it in the Boston Herald,) the Honorable John C.

Tucker, of Boston, in the caucus preceding the

Worcester Democratic Convention, Oct. 8th, said

" My only business in coming here is to see what
can be done to defeat Sumner and Andrew, one as

bad as the other, and a d—d sight worse. I come
to the Convention to-day, believing that the only

way to defeat the traitors—Sumner and Andrew

—

is to walk up man-fashion, and unanimously endorse

the Faneuil Hall nominations."

$tltttitu$
A THOROUGH SPEECH,

Clark E. Carr, Esq., of Galesburg, III., made a

speech at the recent great Emancipation meeting
in Chicago, whereof the following is an extract :

—

" I am for the emancipation proclamation. I be-

lieve that it is just, and right, and constitutional, as a

war measure. The Constitution gives the Presi-

dent authority to put down insurrection, and it fol-

lows that he has a right to make use of all necessary

power to do so. It confiscation or emancipation,

the President is authorized to proclaim confiscation

or emancipation. It is our duty to use everything

in our power to weaken the rebels and to strengthen

ourselves. In the language that fell from the in-

spired lips of Patrick Henry, ' We are not weak, if

we make a proper use of the means which God and
nature have placed in our power.' At this time

God has placed emancipation in our power, as a

means to put down rebellion, and it is our duty to

' make a proper use of it.' The rebels are killing

off our brothers and sons. We even hear of their

using their skulls for drinking cups. They are in-

citing savage and merciless Indians to murder
peaceful missionaries and defenceless women and
children. I say, give traitors confiscation, emanci-
pation, annihilation, extermination and damnation
—anything and everything to conquer them. (Great
applause.)

I think that the proclamation ought to go into

effect immediately. If a citizen of Chicago were
tried and found guilty of treason, however bitterly

he might deplore his crime, and with whatever hu-

mility he might repent, he would be executed. No
probation till the first of January for him. He
must be punished, not simply by taking away his

property, but he must be hanged by the neck till

dead. The rebels have been tried and found guilty

by every loyal man in the nation. Still they are

allowed to repent, and are given until the 1st- of

January to do so, and if they do repent, their sins

are all to be forgiven them. Is it possible that a

loyal man can think that the proclamation is unjust ?

Mr. Lincoln says to the rebels, if you don't lay down
your arms before the first day of January, the pro-

clamation will be carried into effect. If you con-
tinue to murder our brothers and sons, there is the

proclamation. If you continue to incite savages to

murder women and children, I refer you to the

proclamation. (Applause.) Choose ye this day
whom ye will serve. You have a fair warning. (A
voice— ' You are an abolitionist.') You may call me
an abolitionist or anything, if you don't call me a

traitor or a sympathizer with traitors. (Cheers.)

What loyal man can object to the proclamation ? If

you are in favor of using all other means to put
down rebellion, why not make use of this? Cer-
tainly we have a right, under the rules of war, to

cripple the enemy in every way in our power, by
destroying hid resources and cutting off his supplies.

Soldiers in the rebel army have slaves in their pla-

ces on the plantations. Free these slaves, and the

soldiers must go home. But you say, ' All the ne-

groes will come North.' I venture the prediction

that if the slaves of the South were all set free to-

day, and if it was safe for a free negro to go South,

the free negroes of the North would go South rath-

er than that the negroes of the South would come
up here. The southern climate is far more adapted
to that race than this. If they could be colonized,

it will, no doubt, be far better for them and Ibr us.

There is no reason, as I attempted to show at the

opening of these remarks, why Illinois should have
any sympathy with rebels. The South has no right

to ask anything of us. In the language of the

brave General John A. Logan, (cheers,) ' I would
not stretch forth my arm to save her from destruc-

tion, if she will not be saved by a restoration of the

Union.'
It was a favorite sentiment with Lamartine that

" He who puts a chain around his neighbor's neck
will one day find the other end of the chain about
his own neck." If the rebels do not repent within

the time of probation prescribed, I shall be sur-

prised if the prediction shall not prove true. If the

proclamation goes into effect, the position of master

and slave may be reversed.

But 1 hear some of the members of the late Spring-

field Democratic convention say, " I am for the Con-
stitution as it is, and the Union as it was." So say

I. I am for the Constitution which gives the Presi-

dent authority to put down insurrections. I am not

for the Union as it was when James Buchanan was
President. A Union that would allow a member of

the Cabinet to steal the arms anil money for the

traitors. A Union that would allow a man to talk

treason in the halls of Congress, and even in tho

presence of the President. A Union that would
allow State after State to secede, without an effort

to restrain them. A Union that would quietly see

"THE UNION AS IT WAS!"

The Hon. Alexander J, Hamilton, a distinguished

citizen of Texas, a friend of the Union and of the

old flag, who has been compelled to flee from the
iron despotism now reigning there, has been talkin^

to crowded meetings in New York and Brooklyn.
At the Cooper Institute the other evening, he thus
referred to the supremely ridiculous idea entertained

by some semi-secessionists, that the " Union as it

was " can be restored :

—

"In Mexico there are now 500 men who left as I

left. They are in the mountain fastnesses, hunted
like wolves. Are they to have help ? Give them
chance, and they will bleed for their country, die for

it, redeem it ; and there are men enough there to-

day to redeem it, if they were organized and had
arms in their hands. Let no man be permitted to

live in the Government who will dare again to strut

his little hour upon any stage, and preach treason to

his fellow-man. (Cheers.) Restore the Govern-
ment, its Constitution, and its laws to all, fellow-

citizens. With all my heart. Restore the Union as

it existed for the year just preceding the rebellion.

God forbid. (Loud, prolonged and repeated ap-

plause.) Am I to be remitted back to the soil of

Texas, to be hunted by assassins the little remnant
of my life ? (' No, no I ') Am I to go there to teach
my little son that the chief blessing of his great fu-

ture is to run from street to street, and from man to

man, and insist that he is as sound a man upon this

subject of slavery as lives ? (Cheers.) Am I to

see my neighbors and friends hung by the neck be-

cause they have doubted that the chief business of

the Great Ruler of the Universe is not in directing

and controlling and maturing and perpetuating the

institution of slavery ? (Cheers.) No, fellow-citizens;

"i'l cannot go there and strike hands with my friends

at home ; if I cannot be again united with my fami-

ly, except upon the terms that I am to live in such
society as existed there, hard as it is to utter, I can
find it in my heart to say, let me never see them.
But if you mean by the restoration of the ' Union as

it was,' a restoration of that Union such as

fathers intended it to be, then, with all my heart, let

us have it. (Great applause.) The issue is simple
it is plain. The wayfaring man must read it as he
runs, though he be a fool : Slavery on the one hand,
and Liberty on the other." (Loud applause.)

THE WEAK POINTS OF OUE GOTEENMENT.

At the Annual Autumnal Convention of the Uni-
tarians held at Brooklyn, N. X., Rev. Dr. Bellows de-

livered an able and eloquent sermon. The discourse

was largely devoted to national affairs, and as the

distinguished author, in his capacity of President of

the Sanitary Commission, has had rare facilities for

observing the operations of the Government, and
judging of the practical efficiency of its machinery,
we quote some of the most striking points of his ad-

dress. Of President Lincoln he says :

—

" Give the unbounded support of the people to the

President. He deserves it. A conscientious, saga-

cious and humane man, anxious to do his duty, exer-

cised with greater trials than any man in the nation

—a solitary man in his undivided responsibility, who
has earned the confidence and love of the American
people, and who ought to be regarded not merely as

the four years' President of a party, but as the Abra-
ham of a new political dispensation. I know that

his gentleness has been mistaken for indecision, his

contempt ibr pomp a lack of official dignity, and his

patience and pondering prudence for inability to ap-

preciate the crisis. These misjudgments are not

shared by those who know him nearest and best.

Beneath all the playfulness of his mind burns a

solemn earnestness of patriotism ; amid his prudence
a great courage ; in all his gentleness and compliance
a determined grasp of the reins, and a firmness not

inferior to Gen. Jackson's, though without its passion

and caprice. I hold him to bu a wise, true, saga-

cious, earnest and formidable leader. I wish he were
seconded by his Cabinet or his Generals as he should
be. The country must rally round him, and see

that he is—see to it that he assimilates his servants

to himself, and makes the government do and be

—

what the nation, the people, desire and demand."

Dr. Bellows points out four weak points in our po-

litical organization and character, developed by the

war, viz. :

—

" 1. A want of fit national representatives in Con-
gress, cabinet bureaus, army, and in all public places

—of course with brilliant exceptions—but as a rule.

The best heads, hearts and wills are not in public

life; and the goveroment, in all its departments, is

administered by second-rate persons. And this is

due mainly to the influence which the Slave Power
has had upon our politics, making political life party
life, and party life a mesh of concessions and com-
promises to which high-toned men could not lend

themselves. I cannot conceive a more disgraceful

and dangerous state of things in a free country, than
that in which politics and political life come to be
disreputable pursuits, or in which political ambition

is not an honorable and open confession. There is,

there can be no secular occupation equal in essential

dignity to that of a legislator and statesman. It

should be the noblest ambition of our most gifted

men to fill these stations. They ought to seek them
as they do in England, and even in the South. And
the man who allows private interests or fastidious-

ness, or any other excuse than incompetency, to keep
him from accepting public; office at the call of his

fellow-men, corrupts the public conscience and for-

gets the most sacred duty of a good citizen.

2. A second weakness is the "extraordinary ab-

sence of any machinery for fixing the responsibility

in great public matters. The constitution of our
Cabinet is a source of infinite weakness. The heads
of departments hold their places at the will of the
President. No amount of public distrust, no vote of
censure moves them to lay down their power. The
whole country may distrust or despise a Secretary,
but there he sticks so long as the President chooses
to have him. You saw how it worked under Mr.
Buchanan, who chose to have thieves and traitors in

these places—and the country could not help itself.

You see how it works now when no amount, of pub-
lic dissatisfaction stirs a head of department out of
his place. It is too much responsibility and care to

throw upon the honestest and ablest President. Our
Cabinet officers ought to retire on the first expres-
sion of Congressional distrust of their competency
for their places.

I suspect if one really knew how solitary the Presi-

dent was, how little the Cabinet represents or has
any policy, or is a consulting body, we should look
with amazement at the autocratic position, and with
the utmost concern and pity on the solitude in which
a President of the United States is placed.

3. A third weakness is the local distribution made
of offices high and low, in order to propitiate States

and counties. Every State and county has its num-
ber of officers apportioned out with mathematical
exactness ; and the last thing to be considered is who
is the best man for the vacant place.

4. The irresponsibleness of the Cabinet to the na-

tion begins an irresponsibleness of bureaus to heads
of departments, and of officials to heads of bureaus
—which is a marked feature of a most terrible weak-
ness—running through the civil, and by contagion

extending to the military life of the nation. The
absence of discipline in the Government, from the

crown to the base, is the most alarming aspect it

presents to my eye. Indeed, that we live along in

civil and military affairs without positive ruin—with

so little strict accountableness anywhere, with such
slack and suspended examination into complaints,

with such slow or feeble administration of penalties,

with such utter negligence and inertness in the es-

tablished rules, whether civil or military— is one of

the highest proofs of the general good will and good
sense of the people, who manage somehow to get

along in spite of such a dreadful deficiency.

If anybody imagines this government is perishing

of red tape, they may abandon their fears. The
painted stripes on a barber's pole have as much sig-

nificance as most of the tape against which I have
run. If all the rules and regulations of the govern-
ment in alb its departments were rigidly enforced;
if every tape was blood red and tightened to its ut-

most capacity, then one would know where one was,

and where accountability was to be placed. But it

is a bit of tape here and a tow string there—

a

rule enforced to-day and forgotten to-morrow

—

pressed by this officer and utterly despised by that

other (having the same duties)—which makes the

dreadful confusion and abortion found in so ma. y of

the departments."

A discussion followed the address, in which Rev.
Dr. Osgood, Dr. Lothrop, of Boston, and others took

art. The speeches were mostly of a very patriotic

nd anti-slavery character.

LETTER PROM GENERAL KEARNY.

A good many references have been made of late

fsays the Boston Daily Advertiser) to a letter said

o have been written by the late General Kearny,
iving some severe strictures upon various military

fficers. The letter has finally been printed in

Wilkes's Spirit of the Times,—a paper which has re-

ently taken up the cudgels in various military dis-

utes,—and we now print it below as matter of re-

ord. We have simply to remark that we have
toked with interest but in vain among the sharp
ensures of the gallant and lamented writer, to see
' there was any officer of whom he did think well.

Hiere are slight indications of a favorable judgment
pon Pope ; but we fear that Kearny, like the pub-
c, had occasion to modify this some time, before the

ad day when he fell at Chantilly :

—

"Harrison's Landing, 4th August, 1862.
" Dear Pet,-—I thank you for your kind, long

stter. You extend to me hope. You suggest with-

rawing me and my Division out of this ignoble posi-

ion. With Pope's army, I would breathe again.

We have no Generals. McCIellan is the failure I

ver proclaimed him. He has been punished, just

s I at once comprehended the moves of the parties.

•le will only get us in more follies, more loaste of blood,

'ghtbig by driblets. He has lost the confidence of all.

for has he a single officer about him capable of bet-

ering us. Sumner is a 'bull in a china shop,' and
sure enough blunderer. tost his corps gra-

uitously at Fair Oaks. He is not now in Ins right

lace, and will be much worse. is a small

rain, ossified in a ' 4 company ' on the frontier. He
-/as not ' of us ' in Mexico, but in a rear column once

iw a distant flash in a guerilla fight. His skill is a
lyth, a poetical version of his own part at Bull's

tun. Porter is good in nature, but weak as water

—

be apparent cant of all this disaster for his want of

eneralship on the Chickahominy. and
Vanklin are talented engineers. They might make
ood generals if they understood the value of cle-

lents in their calculations; as it is, they are dan-
erous failures.

When was drunk, he had some few men
'rowned before Yorktown. I know of no other feat

f his. Franklin's battle of West Point was a most
unaway picket fight of ours. His part on the

Chickahominy was unpardonable. He sent over a

ivision, (his own,) was present on that side out of
're, and never interfered to prevent them from be-

iig sacrificed by driblets, and rendered a prey to

heir false position. I was horrified at it, as described

y General Taylor and all others. Is it surprising

hat I want to get out of this mess ? Besides, they
ave sent mo a Major-Genera I ship, like all these

thers, dating from 4th July, muddled in a batch of

ew and very ordinary junior officers. Do they for-

et that I was appointed twelfth on the original list ?

Chat /, on the heels of Bull's Run, faced the enemy
nth a Jersey Brigade, in advance of all others,

IcClellan, McDowell, et id omne genus, nearly forc-

tig me to come back of the ' Seminary ' ? Do they
jrget mo at Manassas ? My Jersey Brigade that

nfected with panic the retiring enemy ? Has Wil-
amsburg never come to their ears '? Oh, no I I

pally feel aggravated beyond endurance. Discipline

ecomes degradation if not wielded with Justice.

"atriotism cannot, amid all her sacrifices, claim that

f self-respect. Generals, victorious in the past, are

ot called on to expose their troops unless those

irave men are acknowledged. Their identity in

heir chief's promotion claims a date of their own
igh acts. Oh, no, I am nearer returning to the
omc 1 have given up, to the interests 1 have sacri-

:ced, to my cherished wife, whose anxiety oppresses

io, than I ever dreamt of in a war for the Union,
int. if the infatuated North are weak enough to let

Ills crisis be managed by < small men of small mo-
lives,' I am not willing to be their puppet.

My dear Pet, I am too lazy, and too little inter-
ested, to dive into the future of this 'little box of
heresies,' so do tell me—what do the people at the
North look forward to in the future ? I fear lest the
war will die out in vapid imbecility.

For McCIellan, he is burnt out. Never once on
battle-field, you have nothing to hope from him as „
leader of a column. How do they expect Pope to
beat, with a very inferior force, the veterans of
Ewell and Jackson ? But these are episodes. We
deceive ourselves. There was a people of old— it

was the warrior Spartan, with his Helot of the field.

The South have realized it. There was an am-
bitious people of recent times, and a conscription
pandered to her invasions. At tins moment the
South exemplifies them both. ' Peace, peace,' but
there is no peace. No, not even with a disruptured
Union. Let the North cast away that delusion.
Draft we must, or the disciplined thousands of

the South will redeem scrip in Philadelphia, and yet
the true North must accept it, and quicklv, to a man,
or the moment it draggles in debate, Maryland, Ten-
nessee and Kentucky will cast past victories to the
winds, and rise with their nearly allied rebel kin.
My dear Pet, I shall be delighted when Henry ran
come on. As to Colonel Halstead, I think that his
case is a type of the insane and unnecessary despot-
ism introduced into the army, under the auspices of
McCIellan and his very weak aids. It is now too late,

but why was not the cavalry put in my charge at
the commencement ? Two nights ago the rebeT bat-
teries fired from across the river, and killed and
wounded some thirty men. Last night Hooker
started out on a crude expedition to Malvern Hills.

He went out four miles and came back again. Still,

a 'falsefuss' injures the whole army. McCIellan
is dangerous, from the want of digesting his plans.
He positively has no talents. Adieu. Get me and
my 'fighting division' with Pope.

With best regards, yours, KEARNY,
To Mr. O. S. Halstead, Jr., Newark, N. J."

Ballard rifle, and return to the vicinity of my fami-
ly, hide in the woods and caves, and pick off every
butternut I see, until I can get my family off to

some place of security, and then—and then I will

not. make peace with them.
Why is all this persecution of me ? It is be-

cause I condemned this wicked rebellion, urged a
vigorous proseculion of this war, and in my place in

the Senate of Kentucky, opposed the temporizing
policy of my own party. For this I am burned
out and hunted out of Kentucky. 1 am mrw une-
quivocally far confiscation, subjugation, extermination,
and hell and damnation.

I should like to hear from my old friends in Por-
tage Counti, none of whom, have I forgotten. My

be for some time to come Portsmouth,addri

Ohio.

Yours, respectfully,

(All loyal papers plci

W. C. GRIER.
e copy.)

CONTRABAND LAEOR IN ILLINOIS.

THE HORRIBLE PERSECUTION OF UNION
MEN IN KENTUCKY.

A PLAIN STATEMENT OF THE CASE OF A KEN-
TUCKY SENATOR.

From the Cincinnati Timrs.

We are permitted to publish the following private
letter, from a member of the Senate of Kentucky to

a friend. It is a plain story of the awful barbarity
of the Rebels from a gentleman whose veracity none
dare dispute :

—

Cincinnati, Oct. 8, 1862.
L. W. Hall, Ravenna, Portage County, Ohio:
Dear Sir,—In great distress of mind, I will at-

tempt to recount to you the misfortunes and troubles
I have recently had to encounter in Kentucky. I

am now a refugee. The torch of the incendiary
Rebel has been put to my mills, my store, and my
dwelling. All is consumed; the labor of nearly
twenty years is destroyed. On last Wednesday
night the Rebel Cavalry of John H. Morgan, to the
number of 800, encamped within two miles of my
place. Through the whole night they were momen-
tarily expected to come upon us. Every person left

the road and hid in the woods. I could not do so;
my wife was near her confinement, and my anxiety
for her kept me near my dwelling, but to allay her
fears for my safety I had to appear to be absent.
Nothing occurred during the night. As the morn-
ing dawned, I went further from my home, and took
a view of the premises and the roads leading to them.
I could see no Rebels, and I determined to see my
wife, let the consequences be what they might. As
I was near my door, eight Rebels suddenly appeared
before me, with their guns presented to my breast,

and took me prisoner. Soon the whole Rebel band
as upon me. Morgan cursed the men for taking

me prisoner, saying that he ordered them to shoo*t

me down upon sight. He then opened my store
door, and told his men to rifle it of everything they
desired, and then set fire to it. I implored him not
to do so, as it was so near my dwelling that it also

would be consumed. 1 informed him of the condi-
tion of my wife—for myself I asked nothing, but I

begged of him, in common humanity, not to destroy
my wife and little children. He answered, with a
fiendish oath, that he intended to burn every thing
I had—he would put fire to my house, and burn my
wife and children up in it—he would wipe out the
whole Abolition concern. This threat was applaud-
ed by many of Ins men, who said they went in for

killing men, women and children. I was then placed
upon a horse, without a saddle, and conducted to the
front of their column, and orders were given to shoot
me down if fired upon by bushwhackers, as they stvl-

ed them. 1 assured them they would be fired" upon
if the people had any spirit, and I believed they had.
When they saw the conflagration of their homes,
they would waylay and fire upon them, even if their

number was ten times greater. After firing my
property, he (Morgan) rode past me, and said, point-
ing to the flames, " You find your loyalty to your
Abolition Government pretty expensive, don't you ?

"

Before we reached the woods, the captain of the
men that took me prisoner removed me from my po-
sition in front, and placed me in his company, near
the rear. Immediately upon entering the woods,
they were fired upon. I was surprised that I was
not shot. Morgan rode past, and demanded the rea-

son I was not shot as he had ordered. They said

they had not heard the order. He told them, if

fired upon again, to shoot the prisoner. They then
amused themselves by pointing their guns at me,
and saying they wished they could hear a gun, that
they might have the pleasure of shooting me. After
some time we were ordered to advance, and were
soon again fired upon. I heard the guns click be-
hind me, and felt sure that my end was right then at

hand. Their Captain, John T. Williams, ordered
them not to fire—that it was cold-blooded murder.
He said that his men had taken me prisoner—that
he was not yet mustered into the service, and did

not belong to Gen. Morgan's command, and would
not obey him in this, but would lake me to West
Liberty, and put me in jail till further orders. This
was some relief to mc, you may be assured. Thus
we proceeded for nearly twelve miles, my friends

the bushwhackers emptying a saddle every few
minutes, and my captors setting C\ra to every Union
man's house as they went.

At last they commenced falling close around me.
My guardian friend, the Captain, said he could not
save me any longer. I soon took advantage of the
excitement prevailing, and jumped from my horse

and lied to the woods unobserved, and made my
escape. 1 reached where had been, my home at dark.
I found my wife had been carried by some kind la-

dies to an unoccupied bouse, and a physician was
with her, who said he would stay with her. It was
not more than twenty minutes till Morgan's guerril-

las were again upon me. I escaped through the fields

to the woods, making my way to Portsmouth, 85
miles, my nearest point of complete safety, where 1

arrived next morning, without food, sleep or res!. I

Immediately came to this city, where there was ow-
ing mo about $75, with which 1 will purchase a

The tory prints have struck a new lead—opened
a mine from which they expect to extract much
partisan fuel. A few hundred contrabands escaping
from rebel masters have reached Cairo, and from
thence disappeared into the interior, some going to

Indiana, others to Wisconsin, and the residue scat-

tered about among the farmers of Illinois. On this

small matter a loud, long and wolfish howl is raised

by the tory press ot the State. Illinois is being
terned into a free negro colony ! the constitution is

being trampled under foot ! says the big tory organ
in this city. Illinois is going to be converted into a
slave State, and wdiite laborers deprived of work,
chimes in the little tory organ that sails in the
other's wake. Tray. Blanche and Sweetheart in

the rural districts echo the humbug cry.

In the first place, these contrabands have not
sought Illinois as a permanent residence. They are
sent North by the army to prevent them falling into

the hands of the rebels. For a month or two past, in

consequence of the do-nothing policy of Buell and
other pro-slavery generals, the rebels have been al-

lowed to crowd back our troops to the Ohio river,

and they carried with them a number of loyal

slaves who had taken refuge within the lines. A
part of these have been sent to this side of the river

for safety.

Secondly, As soon as it became known that there
were some contrabands at Cairo, willing to work, the
farmers of Southern and Central Illinois made a

grab for them, and picked them up as fast as they
could be obtained, and like Oliver Twist " cried for

more." This conduct of the agriculturists may be
immensely unconstitutional, but the sturdy yeoman
from the rural districts " don't see it" in that light.

The matter stands just this way : The farmers of
Illinois have sent nearly 100,000 volunteers of the
army to help put down the slaveholder's rebellion.

They have stripped themselves of farm labor to

save their country ; their crops are going to ruin

for want of help to gather them; they are unable
to plow their fields for next spring's crops for want
of men to hold the plow ; tens of millions of bush-
els of corn will rot in the fields for the lack of hu-
man hands to pluck the golden ears and crib'them.
Who can blame these farmers for employing contra-

bands to help save the produce of their fields V

Thirdly, It is a fact that three-fourths of the ap-
plicants for contrabands are Democrats. The Re-
publican farmers of Northern Illinois have secured
very few of them. The Egyptian Democrats have
almost monopolized the market, notwithstanding
the diatribes of the tory prints. When a farmer
has sent both of his grown-up sons and his hired
man to fight for the Union, and is left with no help
but his wife and daughters to thresh and bring to

market a couple of thousand bushels of grain, and
has a hundred acres of corn to husk, and fifty acres
of fall plowing to do for his spring sowing, he will

be grateful to any one who can show him where a
few " contrabands " may be obtained. Necessity
makes its own laws. The Western States have
sent half a million of men to the army. Three-
fourths of these are farmers and farmers' sons. The
labor of every man of them is needed at home.
Their absence in the army will reduce the produc-
tive industry of the AYest more than three hundred
millions of dollars per annum. There will be a
constant effort on the part of farmers to fill the
vacuum. Laborers of every color and nationality
will be in high demand. Any one that can husk
corn, drive team, and do general out-door work, will

be gladly accepted, no matter if he is as black as
the ace of spades; and no class of citizens will ex-
hibit more solicitude to secure contraband help than
the Democratic farmers of Southern Illinois.

But the number of contrabands that will find
their way into the West is but a mere drop in the
bucket compared with the demand for laborers. A
few thousand will embrace them all, and they will

be so widely dispersed as to be imperceptible to the
eye of any but a tory demagogue. Resolutions
may be passed by every political convention of both
Earties, denouncing the employment of contrabands,
ut that will not prevent a single farmer from hiring

them if he can get them. The tremendous, irre-

pressible demand for farm labor will break through
the resolutions of partisan conventions, and laugh
to scorn the idle gabble of tory newspapers.
When the war is over and the rebellion put down,

our brave boys will come home to resume their
former places in society, while the few contrabands
in the North will skedaddle to the sunny clime ot

Dixie, to work on the old plantations as free men
and women ; this is the natural solution of the
whole matter.— CAkw/o Tribune, Oct. 9.

THE CALL FOR LABOR.

Valparaiso, Porter Co., Ind., Sept. 22, 1862.
Editors Chicago Tribune :

Sating in your valuable paper, that Gen. Grant was
sending North some 300 contrabands per day, I wish
to know if it were possible for mc to get some fifteen

or sixteen good men, to work at fair wages, and how
soon 1 could get them, &c. Will, if necessary, give
references.

P. S.—There are quite a number here who would
employ them if they enn be had. Tlease answer, and
oblige many readers of the Tribunt.

Yours truly, 1).

To all these letters as a class there can be but
one response. There is no doubt of the gnat
scarcity of labor in every department of industrv,
but no large supply can be looked for from t lie

source indicated. It is impossible that there can or
will be any large transfer of laborers from the
South. The tew from time to time arriving North,
sent through the federal lines by the agcm :

\ of the
Government, bear only an insignificant relation to
the number of laborers required to restore the
equilibrium between demand and supplv here.
They come only upon compulsion, and reluctantly,
a 1'ew waifs from the great mass with whose deslinv
deitortaiion can have nothing to do.

The South is the home of the blacks, ami the he-
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gira thefcce has always been constrained, the unfop

twnate exiles fleoiug sorrowingly from their great

prison-house of oppression. A better day has dawn-

ed, and the blacks will be swift and keen to read

its promise. For their future they sec freedom, and

that, too, in a section whose climate ami soil are

most coveted by them. At no time in the history of

the country has any considerable movement of

blacks northward been less than now, and the peri-

od cannot bo far distant when the current will set

in quite the opposite direction. In former times

the fugitives from bondage comprised the most vig-

orous and daring of the slaves. This is precisely

the class the present aspects now most strongly ap-

peal to, that they remain where they are, and wait a

little longer. The transfer of the more helpless

and dependent class is a simple impossibility. They
will remain at the South, save in the few scattered

parties that find their way northward. The g:

problem of free labor will be wrought out upon the

very soil where slavery has filled its measure of ini-

quities, conspired and failed ; and with tbe very
race it has made its victims.

In this pressing call for labor, we read a glorious

promise of the future in store for this country
when the war is past. The South impoverished,

wasted and devastated, "will furnish an abundant
field for the employment of every fibre of musch
white or black, within its territory, and under free

labor will bloom as never before. The North, by
the rich rewards it will offer for industry, wilt win
back the sons it has lent to the trade of arms, and
will invite on such terms as were never offered be-

fore, the immigration of the old world. The first

and only duty now is to end the war. All the rest

"^s inevitably in store.

—

Chicago Tribune.

THE TRUE SOUTHERN LABORERS.

There is a systematic attempt making for politi-

cal reasons, to produce the impression upon the

laboring classes in the North, and particularly upon
the Irish, that if slaves are emancipated, they will

come into competition with them; and, by glutting

the labor market, will reduce the price of labor,

and interfere with their wages. 1o unthinking
men, there is so much probability in such state-

ments as to demand examination and refutation

For if unprincipled men shall succeed in in-

darning the passions of the laboring men in the

North, and, to the hatred of race, shall add the
blind fury of selfishness, a good cause will be im-

peded, and the Administration will be embarrassed
in carrying out its beneficent plans.

Emancipation will bring no colored laborers to the

North, bat wilt drain a great many out of it I

There are physical and social reasons for this.

The colored man is a creature of the tropics, and
all his aptitudes fit him for a warm climate. Even
the temperate zones are not temperate to his heat-

loving constitution. His skin is thirsty for the sun.

He basks luxuriously in a heat that would scorch
and consume a white man. In short, he is fitted by
his nature for tropical latitudes, and is as much out

of place in our cold temperate zones, as are oran-

ges, plantains, or palm-trees.

Nor does he willingly wander away from warm
latitudes. It is only as the less of evils that li

persuaded to such exile. There can be no more
extraordinary testimony to the black man's love of

liberty, than that he submits to live in Canada. A
white bear in the Gulf of Mexico, and a black man
iu the Arctic regions, are about equally misplaced,

Experience, likewise, shows that this reluctance
to live in cold climates has a physiological basis.

For the colored race do not thrive in cold climates.

'They do not multiply; they are not so robust;
they fall into consumption easily, and waste away.
This is clearly shown in the statistics of negroes \

New England and New York. It is very plai:

then, that black men would never emigrate from
the South to the North, except under some extra-
ordinary pressure. It is the dread and hatred of
slavery that drives them, against their tastes, into

an uncongenial climate. If slavery continues,

there will be a great influx of freed slaves into the
Northern States. This is inevitable. But, if they
are allowed their liberty in the South, no induce-

ments will incline the slaves to exchange the glow-

ing airs of the South for the frigid and austere cli-

mate of the North. Their local attachments art

known to be strong. They linger around the pla-

ces where they were born and bred. They have a
great deal of Southern feeling. They may be
thankful for Northern kindness ; but they are iden-

tified in their ideas, their pride, their whole method
of living, with the South, and will never become
Northerners.

If only slavery were removed, the black man
would prefer to live among Southern men. South-
ern men understand his nature and necessities bet-

ter than Northern men. A Northern man is me-
thodical, industrious, enterprising. He expects
from himself punctuality, diligence and frugality

and in even severer measure he extracts then
from those who labor for him. He has learned to

value time. In the North, " time is money." In the
South, time has very little value. Less labor suffi-

ces, upon the luxuriant soils of the tropics, for the
production of the necessaries of life. The heat of
the climate makes labor more intolerable. The
true Southerner has a sympathy with the black
man's easy and shiftless ways. Provided a black
man keeps the place assigned to him, there is rea-
son to believe that he is better treated in the South
than in the North. He is not only allowed to fol-

low any trade for which he has aptitudes, but he is

encouraged to do it.

But, in the North, the black man has no place
assigned him in society. The Irishman, no matter
how low or beggarly, knows that his child may rise

to any position in society. The father may be a
vulgar, brutal wretch. But the child goes to the
public school; he becomes intelligent; he has a
vigorous stock, and as soon as he emerges from his

own family, he finds nothing which industry may
earn, or ability achieve, or genius deserve, that is

withheld from him simply on account of race or
parentage.
But it is not so with the black man. He is, for the

most part, hindered in his efforts at education. As
be grows up in intelligence, every step is marked
with suffering. Except within the circle of his own
people, he is excluded from the practice of the
learned professions. A black lawyer would starve.

A black physician could gain no considerable prac-
tice, however skillful, and though a perfect gentle-
man, and regularly educated, be could scarcely gain
admittance into any medical society or association.

In what parish, except among his own people,
could an African clergyman, though he were as
learned, eloquent, and pious as Cyprian or Origen,
be tolerated ? Thus far, education seems to highten
the black man's susceptibility to social indignities,

than to augment his power or increase his influence.
If we turn to the less informed, laboring classes

of black men, what chance is permitted them ?

They are effectually excluded from the great staple
industries by a prejudice which is a thousand times
more effectual than could be a statutory law. There
is hardly a single mechanical trade in which white
men will allow blacks to labor by their side. Black
men are allowed to be sailors, and to mingle with
white shipmates without prejudice. To a very limi-

ted extent, they can labor in agriculture with white
men. But, besides these, there is scarcely any
trade or calling in which white laborers will permit
black men to toil by their side.

It is in the face of such almost insuperable obsta-
cles that politicians would persuade the ignorant,
that black men will leave a climate they love, for
one they dislike ; a society where they arc at least

tolerated, for one where they are hated; a section
where all mechanical labors are put into their hands,
for one in which they are excluded from all ; from
where they may be blacksmiths, carpenters, masons,
coopers, to one where they may not even carry the
hod, or blow the bellows, or push the drudging saw !

There iB more danger that water will run up hill

!

Everything dissuades the black man from the
North. The climate pinches him. Labor disdains
him. Social prejudices exclude him from position.
The bitterest political animosities restrict his civil

rights to a minimum. Even religion and philan-
thropy prefer to offer him inducements to coloniza-
tion rather than to help him where he is.

On the other hand, should liberty be given to the
black man, there would be a demand for his labor in

the South greater than ever before. And upon a fair

scale of wages, he would labor with vastly greater
fidelity. The first effect of emancipation would be,
to withdraw from field labor a vast number of
women, who, instead of being beasts of burden,
would remain at home, in the appropriate duties of
wives and mothers. Their places would have to be
made good. This would tend to draw laborers from
the North. The black man, for the most part, cap
give only unskilled labor. This labor is far better
fitted to the rude husbandry of the South than for

the mechanical and agricultural industries of the
North.

Every single circumstance tends to show that no
fear was ever more unreasonable than that which
evil-minded politicians are zealously diffusing among
the unreflecting portion of Northern laborers. And
it will be a good and wise task for every true patri-

ot to reason with his neighbors whose prejudices
have been excited, and to show them that emanci-
pation, while it is an act of sublime National Jus-
tice, will not disturb the industrial economy either
of the North or of the South. Whereas, the direct
and inevitable effect of slavery in the South will be
to drive increasing numbers of black men into the
North.

Slavery keeps up a competition with Northern
cheap labor. Emancipation will destroy all compe-
tition, and leave white labor in the North without
impediment.

—

N. Y. Independent.

THE GIANTS TO BE SLAIN,

The Greenfield Gazette mid Courier, criticising the
late sham "People's Convention" at Fancuil Hall,
sensibly says :

—

" The whole fight then is to be on Gov. Andrew
and Charles Sumner. These are the giants to be
slain. Why V Do not they support the President
in all his measures? Has not Sumner eloquently
rallied the people to do this same thing? Did he
not do it, in words of living fire, in his letter to the
Republican State Convention? Has he not just
done it in Faneuil Hall ? Could Judge Parker or
Judge Abbott himself, (who wrote the present reso-

lutions,) write a more patriotic letter ? Why then
put out Sumner ? Why, except that years ago
these men hated him politically, and they cannot
rule out that old animosity? Certainly, we cannot
send a man to the Senate who will make Massachu-
setts felt there as much as Mr. Sumner. To re-
move him is to belittle Massachusetts. Moreover, it

would be hailed throughout the South as an indica-
tion of opposition to Ike tear, and would encourage
the enemy to new efforts. Thus it would very like-

ly be the means of slaying many—no one knows
how many—of our own beloved sons and friends in

the army. Now, do we hate Sumner more than we
love our own children ? There must be a devil in

the heart if we do. Let us be careful how we
cheer the enemy by a display of personal or politi-

cal spleen against our own men. If we are agreed
in our support of the government in all its measures,
it is folly to quarrel among ourselves, and thus di-

minish the power we might, if united, furnish to the
government. It is like the meu litigating about
their cow—one having the cow by the tail, the other
by the horns, while the lawyer laughingly milks the
teats. The rebels, like the lawyer, will laugh and
get the milk, while we, like the litigants, exhaust
our strength in trying to pull the cow iu triumph
away from each other. Wise men, trulv

!

No, citizens of Massachusetts I It is "not the time
now to turn overboard true and tried servants. We
are sorry to see the attempt. We are sorry that
men, whose patriotism we do not doubt, are so blind-
ed by old party sores which seem not to have heal-
ed, as to institute a course of action which, so far as

it shall succeed, will be hailed as a triumph by the
rebel sympathizers in the North, and as a star of
hope by the rebels in the South. We had better

look sharp before we join this political raid. We
can support the President just as well and better, in

the old organizations. He will feel that the help he
gets from the success of an opposition party in Mas-
sachusetts is help backwards instead of forward.
Let the rank stand firm."

EXTREME PERSONAL HATE.

The partisanship of tbe People's Convention all

centres in opposition to Charles Sumner. It is as
pure an instance of personal hate on the part of its

leaders as was ever exhibited. This animosity comes
solely from the fact that he was the earliest and has
been the most persistent advocate of what is now the
policy of the nation. They hate Mr. Sumner, not
because he is personally unamiable

; not because
there is a flaw in his moral character, or a doubt as

to the purity of bis intentions
; not because he has

not represented the opinion of Massachusetts, and
faithfully advocated her best interests on every
point affecting her material prosperity. They have
commenced this personal crusade solely because he
has been the most conspicuous and uncompromising
foe to the encroachments of Southern slavery. And
now that the President has ranged himself on Mr.
Sumner's side, in opposing him they oppose the Ad-
ministration. No man needs to be deceived who
does not wilfully blind himself. All of us see the
New York World, Vallandigham, and the Woods of
New York, who are avowed opponents of the Ad-
ministration, welcoming this new party as their ally.

None of us question that the defeat of Charles
Sumner would occasion a thrill of joy in the breasts

of rebeldom, in and out of Richmond.
There is no charge brought against Mr. Sumner

which can stand a moment, other than his anti-sla-

very opinions. His record, except in this point, has
never been questioned. We have seldom witnessed
an instance of grosser unfairness than Judge Ab-
bott's charge that he had neglected other duties in

pursuit of anti-slavery theories. Judge Abbott did
not even attempt to sustain this. He knew it was im-
possible. Charles Sumner has never neglected the
business interests of his constituents in any instance.

He defies his assailants to point out even one such
case, and no one of them has yet had tbe hardi-
hood to accept the challenge. His record is without
a flaw here. His only crime is, that, besides giving
a scrupulous attention to his duties such as has been
equalled by no man since John Quincy Adams, he
has found time to carry on an unrelenting war
against that terrible foe to the interests and happi-
ness of this people—Human Slavery.
Let Republicans—let all loyal men, then—re-

member this,—that Mr Sumner is opposed solely

because he has been the most prominent advocate of

the Emancipation policy—a policy the wisdom of
which the nation has at length learned through
years of blood and suffering, and around which the
President now calls upon all loyal men to rally.

—

Roxbury Journal.

MR. SUMNER AS A PRAOTIOAL MAN.

The Boston correspondent of the Springfield Re-
publican says:

—

" Mr. Caleb G. Loring, who spoke at the late

'People's Convention' in Boston, undertook to say
that Mr. Sumner was not a practical man. I am
reminded of a story which is current. Some weeks
ago, while Mr. Sumner was on a visit to Washing-
ton, a Boston contractor, to whom the government
owed considerable money, went to collect it.

—

He took- certain other claims with him; among
them one of forty thousand dollars which a Boston
merchant of the most extreme and ultra hunkcrism
entrusted to him. When the contractor returned,
he met the bunser merchant, and told him he had
succeeded in getting his money. Overflowing not
only with gratitude and joy but with surprise, hun-
ker asked, l Why, how did you get it ?' I had no
idea you would be successful in getting it.' ' Oh,'
said the other, ' I had nothing to do with it. Sum-
ner happened to be in Washington, and I put the
matter in his hands, and he fixed it.' ' Well,' said

hunker, ' it does seem as if Mr. Sumner was grow-
ing more and more practical every year!' Under
an administration like Buchanan's or Pierce's, when
it was an open question whether Sumner should be
on any committee, it does not seem a matter of sur-

prise that he did not obtain the reputation as a
practical man. But it would be difficult to name a
man,—and this is the universal testimony of those
who have been to Washington on business, and have
asked Mr. Sumner's aid,— it would be difficult if not
imposssible to find a man so industrious, methodical,
thorough, energetic and successful in attending to

pure matters of business. This is the simple fact,

and no exaggeration whatever. Does anybody sup-
pose that the men who fought the battles of Wed-
nesday at Worcester, would support so enthusiasti-

cally a mere ideologist and theorist ? Absurd ! We
know better; and the State is learning better. It

is because Mr. Sumner serves the people with prac-
tical talent, as well as inspires the country with de-
votion to an idea, that his friends adhere to him so
unanimously, and will elect him so triumphantly."

ift**at 0*.
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RETURNED.

The Editor of tbe Liberator has returned from his

comparatively brief, yet somewhat extended and alto-

gether delightful visit to Vermont, in company with
his early and tried friend, the Editor of the Anti-S/a-

very Standard, and will resume his labors with the
next number. He went to obtain a little recreation,

and has come b:iek to the city in excellent condition,

feeling all the better for his tour, in mind and body.

To his much esteemed friends, Leonard Johnson of

Pcacham, James H. Hutchinson of Brain tree, and
Lawrence G. Bigelow of Burlington, with their

families, he tenders his grateful acknowledgments for

their generous hospitality and unwearied personal at-

tentions. Among other places visited by him was
Bennington, where, in the autumn of 1828,—thirty -

four years ago,—he first raised the standard of eman-
cipation, and commenced his Anti-Slavery labors, as

Editor of the Journal oj the Times. What changes,
what struggles, what trials, what cheering results

have transpired during that long period ! Then, how
few in the whole country knew or cared aught in re-

lation to the slave system—its nature, growth, domi-
nancy, demoralization; and sure destructiveness!

Now, how the land rocks with the mighty struggle

going on between the powers of freedom and the co-

horts of slaveholding despotism—tbe year of jubilee

swiftly approaching, indicating in its fruition a nation

"redeemed, regenerated and disenthralled by the irre-

sistible genius of universal emancipation"!

The loyal spirit of Vermont is of the most unques-
tionable kind,—so all-pervading, indeed, that that
" satanic democracy," which is but Southern treason

under a thin veil of dissimulation, gets neither root

nor nourishment within its borders. She is full of

natural beauty, romance, grandeur, with her glorious

array of mountains; and her industrious, intelligent,

independent farming population constitute a bulwark
against the brutality and demoralization of the com-
mercial cities along the seaboard.

Vermont has completed her quota of troops under
both calls, and the whole force will soon be on tlie

way to the seat of war.

In every direction the liveliest interest was mani-
fested in the pending election in Massachusetts, and
the question was eagerly asked, "Is there any doubt

about the re-eiection of Gov. Andrew, and especially

of Charles Sumner?" And on tbe assurance being

given, that, in the coming struggle, Massachusetts

would be true to herself, true to her historic renown,

true to the cause of freedom and to the whole country,

in triumphantly re-electing those meritorious public

servants, the highest gratification was expressed.

At the urgent solicitation of friends, tbe Editor so

far departed from his purpose not to lecture during hi

tour as to give two addresses on Slavery and the War
in the Congregational meeting-house in Peacham, and
one in Braintree. In each case, the audience was un-
usually large and of the most solid character; and the

sentiments advanced were listened to with the closest

attention, and elicited the warmest approval.

gl= There is no doubt that Mr. Sumner will be
re-elected, but we trust that the friends of univer-
sal freedom will be on their guard, and not let the
cry of " patriotism," which some of the politicians

are using for effect, blind them to the real question
at issue. "Are you a supporter of Sumner?"
should be a test in the primary meetings, and no one
that irt not should be allowed to have a vote in any
Republican Convention.

—

Nort/wmplon Free Press.

OrENERAL CONVENTION OF THE EPISCO-

PAL OHUROH.
Our vigilant friend G. W. S. referred last week to

some of the doings of the General Convention of the
Protestant Episcopal Church, which has just finished

its sixteen days' sessions in the city of New York.
The majority of the delegates to that body, as well as

of the Episcopal churches in this country, continue
faithful in their adherence to the interests of slavery.

They have long been accustomed to see slavery sup-

ported by tiie United States Government, and to bear
full and true allegiance to both these powers, welcom-
ing to the Church that tyranny which was supported

by the State. Now that tbe State has turned against

slavery, they are disconcerted and puzzled, and hesi-

tate even at condemning rebellion, when it is made
by their friends the slaveholders, and supported by
those venerable fathers in God, the Southern Bishops.

Nothing could have interfered with their hearty and
prompt expression of loyalty to the Government, but
the conflicting habit of bearing true allegiance to sla-

very. As it was, they hoped to evade the trouble by
silence; and not until the third day of their meeting
was that silence broken.

On the third day, Mr. Brunot, of Pennsylvania,

who had just arrived from the battle-field of Antie-

tam, broached the tabooed subject. He was surprised

to see in the Convention nothing that would indicate

that the nation was at war, and at war with rebels

;

and he was surprised to 'hear that it was not intended

that anything should be introduced relative to the

state of the country and a divided church. He offered

resolutions which—recognizing the two important

facts that an extensive rebellion was warring against

the civil power, and that a portion of the Church had
separated itself from the portion there in session

—

went no further than to ask for a form of prayer
suited to this double emergency.

This very moderate proposition raised a storm of

excitement. The motion was vehemently opposed

by some and defended by others, but, the majority

desiring to avoid even discussion on that subject, the

resolutions were laid on tbe table, by a vote of 76 to

31. A motion to reconsider, after a long and excited

discussion, met with the same fate.

Hon. Mr. Hoffman, of New York, then offered a

preamble and series of resolutions to the same general

effect, but still more moderate. The next day, Judge
Carpenter offered a very brief resolution as a substi-

tute, touching the important subjects in question as

gently as they could be touched, and this last, after

opposition and debate, was adopted.

In the course of four days, the Triennial General

Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church had
got so far as to decide that the existing facts of re-

bellion, civil war, separation of the States and separ-

ation of the Church, demanded some action on their

part, and that the appropriate and sufficient action

was—the manufacture of a new " form of prayer."

Further discussion of these matters, however, was
found to be inevitable, and was resumed, from time to

time, until tbe close of the Convention. The most
energetic action of this body was the adoption, after

long debate, of a lengthy series of resolutions, pre-

pared by a Committee of nine, and read to the Con-
vention by Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, of this city.

The substance of them was a recognition, first, of
" the duty of ail men who are professors of the Gos-
pel to pay respectful obedience to the Civil Authori-
ty," and next, of the deep and grievous wrong which
certain men, in certain States, " wilt have inflicted" . . .

"should they persevere in striving to rend' asunder
those civil and religious bonds which have so long

held us together in peace, unity and concord."

In all the action of this Convention was nothing

recognizing slavery ae the cause of the rebellion, or

recognizing it as a sin or an evil, or referring to it

in any way whatever.

Among the slaveholding rebels who are now wag-
ing a war of sufficient magnitude to endanger the

very existence of this Union arc thousands of Epis-

copalians, Bisbops, clergy and laity. Ni'ilher their

habitual practice of the enormous wickedness involved

in slaveholding, nor their attempt to forlity that wick-

edness by rebellion, nor their inauguration and pur-

suance of that rebellion by robbery and murder, pre-

vent the General Convention of the Episcopal Church
from regarding them as Christian brethren. The
chief desire of that body seems to be to have them
back again just as they were before they took up
arms to fight for slavery. They want a restoration of

the Southern system " as it whs I
" JuBt ns it was be-

fore it brought forth its natural fruit of rebellion !

Such is now the position of the Episcopal Church
in this country.—c. k. w.

OCTOBER 24
OUR POSITION.

That faithful, vigilant journal, the Boston Pionier,
regarding rather the shortcomings of the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation than (like the rest of the loyal pa-
pers North) its present virtues and glorious promise,
contains, amid somewhat gloomy surroundings, the
following paragraphs, in its issue of the 15th inst.

They relate to the President's postponement of the
act of general emancipation :

—

" If the rebels hold out till January, the (already
liberated) slaves will be rewarded for it with freedom

;

but if tbe former succumb before January, the (al-
ready liberated) slaves will be punished for it with sla-
very. Vice versa ; for submission the rebels are to be
rewarded with the iecurity of their slaves ; for perse-
verance in rebellion they are to be punished by the
liberation of their slaves. A crime (rebellion} is thus
to be punished by a righteous act (emancipation); an
abandonment of the crime is to be rewarded by a far
greater crime (the renewed security of the slaves).
Slavery, the greatest wrong and crime in the world;
slavery,—that is, the rights or the destitution of rights,
the freedom or the servitude, the happiness or the
ruin, in a word the whole fate of four million of men,
—-is, iu the hands of Mr. Lincoln, simply a counter,
simply a means of speculation, which be reserves as a
punishment or employs at pleasure, yes, which he
chooses to reserve or employ in abrogation of a law of
Congress, the Confiscation Act. And this infamous
philosophy, this flagrant contempt of all decency and
all right, is exulted in by tbe friends of the stave, and
even by the Boston Liberator! Ought we to wonder
that one in power treads reason and right under foot
without scruple, when even his opponents, who have
supported reason and right like jealous watchmen, as-
sist him in such a procedure, and bestow upon him ap-
plause ?

" To the Pionier once again has fallen the melan-
choly honor of being forced all alone to sustain reason,
right, decency, truth and freedom, in tbe midst of a
thousand pens which write for reason, right, decency,
truth and freedom."

The readers of the Liberator will certainly bear wit-

ness that its "exultation" over the President's edict

was discriminating, and far from rash. It did not over-
look nor fail to censure the very points which the
Pionier presents—the delay in the consummation of a

measure whose importance, and especially whose jus-

tice, is now and not to-morrow—the opportunity which
is afforded the rebels of yet outwitting us in our effort

to secure the slave for our side—the absurd and unfeel-

ing scheme to colonize the only Southern loyalists, and
the veritable owners of the South by title-deed of la-

bor—tbe madness of proposing a restoration of the
status quo. At the same time, we were not cast down.
The President had not stepped backward, on the

whole, but forward. We trusted Jefferson Davis to

make good the deficiencies of Abraham Lincoln. He
would see to it that the rebellion should last till January
first; the Northern capital, rushing upon the heels of

our victorious armies, should demand tbe retention of

labor on the soil where it is indispensable. God him-
self, finally, would ensure tbe rejection of the chance
of reunion under the old conditions.

Our instincts thus far have not been deceived.

Shall we quarrel with that measure which has become
the test of loyalty all over the North ? Which ar-

rays, by the cleanest division, the virtue and the trea-

son of the country over against each other ? Can the

South teach us nothing,—which, as it formerly indica-

ted by proscription our best and rightful leaders, now
commends by its fears the Proclamation as the most
formidable thunderbolt of tbe war? Believe it, we
shall yet see the jubilee ! The President has builded

better than he knew.—\v. p. g.

THIRD FRATERNITY LECTURE.

The lecture, last Tuesday evening, was given by
Rev. Robert Collyer, of Chicago-

He thought there was but one subject for men to

think of, speak of and act upon now, the war, and
the way to make it effective and successful. He had
formerly been a peace man ; but now, when he search-

ed the Bible for texts to guide bis conduct, he could
find none but this

—"He that hath no sword, let him
sell his garment and buy one."

He praised Mr. Lincoln, ascribing to him good in-

tentions, honesty, and various other merits, but speci-

fied three serious errors that he had committed.
First, he had chosen as his chief advisers men who
had been aspirants for the Presidency at the time of

his own election. Four out of six of his Cabinet
(before Mr. Cameron was sent to Siberia) were de-

feated and disappointed men, not likely to be zealous

in making his administration successful. Second, he
chose bis policy from the Belleveretts, the milk-poul-

tice party ; a party that under the guise of loyalty,

brooded over the eggs of treason till they were
hatched. The third and most fatal mistake was that

he went to the pro-slavery Democrats for his Gene-
rals, keeping Banks, Hunter, Fremont and Phelps in-

active, while he gave the most important commands
to men who sympathized with the cause of the rebel-

lion, and did not even wish to see the South conquered
in the particular interest for which she has made the

Tbe later movements of the President, be thought,

gave much more encouragement for a successful is-

sue. The light of morning appears, and the policy of

freedom is inaugurated. A refusal to do justice to the

negro would be the ruin of our cause and of our na-

tion; but the prospect now was, that through peni-

tence and reformation we should achieve success and
regain prosperity.

Mr. Lincoln has emancipated the ministers as well

as the slaves. The clergy and the churches are com-
ing forward to uphold the policy of freedom. And
by and by, no doubt, the American Tract Society will

feel itself called, in the providence of God, to rebuke
the Liberator for too strong a leaning towards con-

servatism !

Mr. Collyer spoke briefly of the aspect of the war
in the West, and more at length of the spirit and res-

olution of the Western people, men and women. He
declared them to be worthy descendants of New Eng-
land, and urged that both sections should give the
heartiest support to the President. One of the means
of doing this was to sustain the strongest friends of

the policy now pursued by the President; and this

led him to speak of the elections now pending in Mas-
sachusetts, and of the need that Charles Sumner
should still be her Senator. He ought to be zealous-

ly and triumphantly sustained. But if he was not

wanted in Massachusetts, at any rate, he was wanted
in the West, and the West would stand by the great
principles which he represented.

Mr. Collyer's lecture received frequent and hearty
applause, and was heard by a large audience. Theo-
dore Tilton, of New York,'is to give the next lec-

ture.—c k. w.

The Continental Monthly, for November, con-
tains—The Causes of the Rebellion, by Hon. F. P.
Stanton; Word-Murder; Stewart, and the Dry Goods
Trade of New York, by W. Frotldngham

; Unheeded
Growth, by John Neat ; Red, Yellow and Blue; One
of the Million, by Caroline Cheese bro ; Las Oraci-
ones, by C. K. Tuekerman ; A Merchant's Story, by
Edmund Kirke; The Union, by Hon. Robert J.

Walker; The Wolf Hunt, by Charles G. Leland
;

Maccaroni find Canvas, by Henry P. Leland ; The
Proclamation, by Charles G. Leland ; The Press in

the United States, by Hon. F. P. Stanton ; Was He
Successful? by Richard B. Kimball; Aurora, by
Horace Greeley; From Mount Lafayette, White
Mountains; The Homestead Bill, by Hon. Robert J.
Walker; Literary Notices, &c.

We have already stated the addition to the editorial

corpB of this able magazine. The office of publica-
tion has now been removed to New York, whither all

exchanges should be addressed.

S^= The following is tbe table of contents of the
Atlantic Monthly for November :— 1. Wild Apples.
2. Life in the Open Air. 3. Louis Lebeau's Conver-
sion. 4. The Development and Overthrow of the
Russian Serf-System. 5. Mr. Axtell. 6. At Syra-
cuse. 7. Methods of Study in Natural History. 8.

Blind Tom. 9. Kindergarten—What is it? 10. A
Picture. 11. Two and One. 12. The New Atlantic

Cable. 13. The Cabalistic Words. 14. Conversation-
al Opinions of the Leaders of Secession. 15. The
Hour and the Man. 16. How to Choose a Rifle. 17.

The President's Proclamation.

The Rebellion Record, Part XXIII, illustrated

with steel portraits of the late Maj. Gen. Kearney and
Stonewall Jackson, continues its invaluable "Diary of

American Events" down to the reduction of Fort
Pulaski. New York : G. P. Putnam, Publisher, 532
Broadway; C. T. Evans, Gen'l Agent, 448 Broadway.

Les Miseraeles. Jean Valjean. A novel by
Victor Hugo. New York: Carleton, Publisher, 413
Broadway.

This volume completes the wonderful series from
the pen of the great French exile. The work has re-

ceived almost universal admiration in this country;
but, from the part before us, (not having read those

which precede,) we hardly feel like forming a judg-
ment, even on the principle of ex pede Hercukm.

The Slave Power: its character, career, and
probable designs: being an attempt to explain the
real issues involved in the American contest. By J.

E. Cairnes, M. A., Professor of Jurisprudence and Po-
litical Economy in Queen's College, Galway ; and late

Whately Professor of Political Economy in the Uni-
versity of Dublin. New York: Carlton, Publisher,

413 Broadway. For sale in Boston by A. Williams

& Co., and by Robert F. Wallcut, Anti-Slavery Office.

Price, one dollar.

We have read four of the nine chapters of this ex-

cellent book, which will take rank with Gasparin's
" Uprising of a Great People," in clearness of appre-

hension and soundness ofjudgment, and even surpass

it in the accuracy of its details,—which ought not to

be surprising. The two works differ essentially in

their mode of regarding slavery, tbe Englishman con-

fining himself to the economic, the Frenchman to the

ethical side of the question. But each has its uses
;

and no more convincing argument than both combined
could be placed in the hands of that American who
will not heed the prophets of his own country, but is

susceptible of being affected by words spoken from

a distance of three thousand miles, and void of inter-

est, passion, or prejudice.—w. p. o.

New Bust of Wendell PuiLLirs. Mr. E. A.
Brackett, well known to the public by his statue of
the Shipwrecked Mother and Child, and by his bust
of John Brown, has just completed a bust of Wendell
Phillips. Some of the most competent judges esteem
it a complete success, wanting nothing, either as a
likeness, or as a work of art.

Thorwaldsen is said to have declared that clay was
life, plaster death, and marble resurrection. The
work in question forms a happy exception to this rule,

having lost nothing in passing from clay to plaster.

Those who wish to see this bust are invited by the
sculptor to call at his room, 24*Tremont Row, (up two
flights of stairs,) at any hour between 9 and 2.

&g~ There will be published, on the first of De-
cember next, by Robert F. Wallcut, 221 Washington
street, Boston, an interesting volume entitled "Tin.;
Black Man, Ilia Antecedents, His Genius, and His
Achievements, with Biographical Sketches of many
Distinguished Individuals of the Haee; by Win. Wells
Brown." Further details respecting this book will be
given hereafter. Those who know the talent and tbe
industry of Mr. Brown will expect to find both inter-

est and instruction in his narratives ; and the subject

is one on which most of us need Information.

Er3gr-For bargains in wholesale and retail clothing,

see advertisement of L. D. BOISB & Co., 15:1 Wash-
ington Street, in another column.

HON. CHARLES SUMNER IN BRAINTREE.

A mass meeting of the citizens of the East Nor-
folk Senatorial District was held in the Town Hall in

Braintree on the evening of the 17th inst-, which was
addressed by Hon. Charles Samper. At an early

hour, the large ball was crowded to its utmost capaci-

ty. F. A. Hobart, Esq., called the meeting to order,

and, after some pertinent remarks, read the list of
officers for the evening, with Asa French, Esq., for

President, and a number of the most prominent sup-

porters of tbe Administration in the district for Vice-

Presidents. The President made a brief introductory

address, in which he referred to the great issues pre-

sented to the people of this State, upon which they
were to pass at the coming election, and touched upon
the origin and purpose of the so-called People's move-
ment, at the close of which he introduced Mr. Sum-
ner.

No sketch could do justice to Mr. Sumner's address.

It was clear, logical and convincing. He emphatical-

ly defined the object of the war to be, not the destruc-

tion of slavery, but the crushing out of the rebellion.

He dwelt upon the President's emancipation procla-

mation, enumerating and answering all the objections

which have been raised against it, and declared it to

be, in his judgment, the only measure which can
bring this war to a successful termination ; and con-

cluded with an eloquent appeal to the people of the

State, forgetting all minor differences, to give the Pres-
ident their heartiest support in every means which he
might use to restore the Union.

The address occupied nearly two hours in the de-

livery, and was listened to with closest attention, inter-

rupted by frequent applause. The meeting was a de-

cided success, and will do much good iu that part of

the State.

Another Triumph over Prejudice. At the re-

cent session of the Grand Division of the Sons of

Temperance of this State, holden Oct. 15th and 16th,

at Mercantile Hall, Boston, an organized effort was
made to prevent the admission of Edwin G. Walker,
of Monument Division, Charlestown, on account of

bis color. The effort was not only unsuccessful, but
the blow aimed alike at Mr. Walker and the human-
ity of the organization rebounded upon the sinfu[

men who struck it, and Mr. Walker, in the centre of

about sixty candidates, was initiated, and took the ob-

ligation " to extend tbe fraternal circle until it shall

embrace the entire brotherhood of man." This is the

third time that the Grand Division has endorsed Mr.
Walker's constitutional rights of equality in the or-

der. The wounded prejudice against color became
desperate, and proposed to hold a meeting at the Par-
ker House at 2 o'clock. This proposition looking a

little too intemperate for temperance men, ashamed of

their own folly, they changed the place of meeting,
and retired from the hall, purifying tbe Grand Division

by their exit. But, like a bad penny, they soon re-

turned, to show the bad spirit of, and act upon, Train's

philosophy of elevating white Americans by creating

prejudice against colored Americans. Com.

Charles Sumner. Tbe Amesbury Villager con-

tains an able vindication of the position of Mr. Sum-
ner and those who sympathize with him, from the pen
of John G. Whittier. We copy the closing para-

graphs :

—

" And, now let me say, that I favor the reelection of
Charles Sumner, not because he is a personal friend,
or a nominal member of tbe Republican party, bat be-
cause I honestly believe that his defeat would weaken
the Government at home, and its influence abroad, dis-
courage the loyal and true in other States, and Bftve a
thrill of joy to the traitors in arms against the Union,
and their sympathizers everywhere, and because I be-
lieve Unit tbe blow professedly aimed at him is really
lirccled against Abraham Lincoln and his policy, and
can have no other effect than to give aid and comfort
to treason and slavery.

1 freely admit that, in times like these, no man has
a claim to otlice on merely personal or party grounda.
But there arc men who specially represent and em-
body vital ideas of loyalty and freedom, and such it is

the dott of patriotism to support. 1 favor the reflect-
ion Ol Charles Sumner in Massachusetts for tbe same
easons that. 1 would vole for the conservative GOV,
Sprague Of Rhode Island, for the Breckinridge Demo-
xat, Daniel S. Dickinson of New York, tor sueh
Douglas Democrats as Gov, Tod of Ohio, and Mc-
Cleruand of Illinois, or for O. A. Brnwnson, ihc Catho-
lic Democrat of New Jersey,—careless of whal their
party names may be, so long as I know them to be
loyal and true, and tbat. their services are Deeded in
this hour of the country's peril."

UNITAKIAN CONVENTION AT BROOKLYN.

SLAVERY TIIE EXCITING ELEMENT.

Dear Garrison: The autumnal gathering of the

Unitarian brethren and sisters took place last week,
at tbe beautiful city of Brooklyn, N. Y. The sessions

were all held at the church of Dr. Farley, on Pier-

pont street. A fair representation of Unitarian clergy-

men, brethren and sisters, was present. The meet-
ings were fully attended, and were marked with more
than common interest. Two sermons of thought and
practical interest were preached by Kev. Mr. Everett
of Bangor, Me., and Itev. Mr. Collyer of Chicago.

The latter (Mr. Collyer) is a protege of our belov-

ed Dr. Furneas of Philadelphia. Ho graduated from

the anvil in the blacksmith's Bhop, a few years

since, and is destined to become one of the most effi-

cient preachers of a liberal faith. He is a live man,
full of live instinct, and not ashamed to avow himself

"before all Israel and the sun," to be an Abolition-

ist, ay, a Garrisonian one. He came from the old

country a stranger, but through the good providence

of God has worked his way up to become a minister,

not for sect, but for his suffering brother. In the grasp

of his hand, the geniality of his open face, the tone of

his voice, you feel to bless God for the words of

Burns

—

" A mau 's a man, for a' that."

But, to the Convention. The great feature was the

remarkable address of Dr. Bellows of New York. It

wns marked with the ability and peculiarities of its

reputed author, and received the most profound at-

tention in its delivery, which occupied more than an

hour. But the most striking feature in this production

was the quite extravagant eulogy pronounced on
Southern character. As these words of panegyric

rolled out of the mouth, there seemed to be a strange

sensation passing over the audience. Our friend Con-

way looked for all the world daggers, and I think he

felt so. For my own part, the fallacy of such an eu-

logy was expressed in the words of the slave, who was
questioned by a visitor in regard to bis desire for free-

dom. Said the visitor, "You have a fine master, a

good home, and seem to fare pretty well—do you de-

sire to be free ? " " Massa," said the slave, " I guess

you ain't been all round, and me don't like to tell you
what I think—Massa has poisoned you with his tur-

tle soup."

That the render may understand what Dr. Bellows

did say in eulogy of Southern character and social life,

perhaps I had better transcribe the words uttered which

caused so much criticism, too justiy deserved, in view

of the many facts which the accursed rebellion is now
opening up. Here is the extract :

—

"No candid mind will deny the peculiar charm of
Southern young men at college, or Southern young
women in society. How far race and climate, inde-
pendent of servile institutions, may have produced the
Southern chivalrie spirit and manners, I will not here
consider. But one might as well deny the small feet

and bands of that people as deny a certain inbred hab-
it of command ; a coniempt of lite in defence of honor
or class; a talent for political life, and an easy con-
trol of inferiors. Nor is this merely an external and
flashy heroism. It is real. It showed itself in Con-
gress early and always by the courage, eloquence,
skill and success with which it controlled majorities.

It showed itself in tbe social life of Washington by
the grace, fascination and ease, the free and charming
hospitality by which it governed society. It now
shows itself in England and France by the success
with which it manages the courts and the circles of lit-

erature and fashion in both countries. It shows itself in
this war in the orders and proclamations of its Generals,
in the messages of the rebel Congress, and the essen-
tial good breeding and humanity (contrary to a gene-
rally encouraged public impression) with which it

not seldom divides its medical stores, and gives our
sick and wounded as favorable care as it is able to

extend to its own. It exceeds us at this moment in

the possession of an ambulance corps.

I think the war must have increased the respect

felt by the North for the South. Its miraculous re-
sources, the bravery of its troops, their patience under
hardships, their unshrinking firmness in the desperate
position they have assumed, the wonderful success
with which they have' extemporized manufactures
and munitions of war, and kept themselves in rela-

tion witlilhe world in spite of our magnificent block-
ade ; tbe elasticity with which they have risen from
defeat, and the courage they have shown in threats
ening again and again our capital, and even our inte-

rior, cannot fail to extort an unwilling admiration and
respect. Well is Gen. McClellan reported to have
said, (privately,) as he watched their obstinate fight-
ing at Antietam, and saw them retiring in perfect or-
der in the midst of the most frightful carnage :

" What
terrific neighbors these would be ! We must con-
quer them, or they will conquer us !"

An earnest discussion followed the address, giving

the impression, at least, that Southern character is

not all it seems on the surface. And to the justice of

Dr. Bellows it should be remembered, that this extract

appears to'bad advantage isolated from the address,

which contained many faithful words of rebuke and
truthfulness.

At tbe collation on Wednesday afternoon, at the

Brooklyn Academy of Music, earnest words in rela-

tion to the war and slavery were uttered. About a
thousand persons were seated at the tables, one half

of whom were ladies. The feast being finished, and

a few remarks made by the President, (A. A. Low,
Esq., of Brooklyn,) Dr. Bellows was the first speaker.

He alluded to the labors of Kev. Starr King in a most
laudatory manner, and announced the cheering item,

that he had just received the second §100,000 from
Mr. King as a gift from San Francisco to the Sanita-

ry Commission for our sick and wounded soldiers.

Kev. Mr. Ellis of Charlestown praised the freedom of

speech in the Convention, and contrasted it with the

Triennial Episcopal Convention then in session in

New York city. He then referred to the address of
Dr. Bellows, which spoke of the " chivalry " of the

South. He said that chivalry used to be tbe synonyme
for honor ; it had now become tbe substitute for

it. He had heard, too, something of the refined and

polished society of Washington. " Now," said he,
" there were three times in my life when I felt as if

I had willingly and wittingly withdrawn myself from
under the Providence of God. Tbe first was when I

stood in the crater of Vesuvius, and the red-hot stones

and boiling lava made me think of nothing but the

most expeditious mode of getting away from the awful

gulf that yawned beneath me ; the second was when
I was seven miles under ground in the Mammoth
Cave of Kentucky, where not a ray of light could en-

ter; and the third was in Washington City, under Bu-
chanan's administration." (Great applause.)

Our eloquent and earnest brother, O. B. Frothing-

liam, of New York, dwelt upon the heroism displayed

by the people in tbe present crisis, and forcibly con-

trasted the honor and loyalty of the Northern people

with the perjury and treason of the aristocracy of

rebeldom.

Dr. Bellows replied to the criticisms made on bis

address, and thought the same rather severe ; still,

however, adding, that he should bear it all, he
hoped, with becoming grace.

AN KI'lSODE.

The address, progressive in character, by Mr. Mills

of Brooklyn, delivered on Thursday, occasioned

quite an earnest discussion. Kev. O. B. Frothingham
led off in a speech of great finish and power. He
portrayed the worth and character of the kind of

preaching which the people of this earnest hour de-

mand and would have. The soul was hungry for more
than a liturgy or vesper—it wanted foetid, and it was
useless to give it a stone. The pen can do no justice -

to this speech, so full of thought and wisdom for such
an hour and day as this. My whole soul was warmed
and lived by the words oi the speaker. After remarks
from several other brethren. Dr. Cannett, who bad
till then, and near the how of adjournment, failed to

speak, was called for. He responded in n most fer-

vent and eloquent manner. Differing from much
that bail been said, he labored to impress on the mind
tbe value of the pulpit's mission, to turn the soul to

holiness and God.

At the close of Dr. (immett's remarks, our venera-
ble friend John Pierpont, now of Washington. D. C.,

rose to speak, lie, loo. had been silent till this mo-
nent. He agreed with bis esteemed brother Gannett
n the power of the pulpit But, alas! till the guns of

Sutnter, it had been in chains. "Slavery." said
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Mr. Pierpont, " has raised its snaky fingers, and

shaken them at the pulpit, ami said, ' Dare to sneak on

this subject, and 1 will silence your voice.' " It' tlie

war had only accomplished this work of freeing the

pulpit, it were enough to rejoice the heart. The speak-

er went on to illustrate the slavery of the pulpit be-

fore the rebellion, and narrated the manner in winch

Abolitionists had been driven from the Tremont

Temple in Boston; the fact, also, that Dr. C banning:,

whose sainted memory is so dear, was not allowed

the use of the Federal Street pulpit to pronounce an

eulogy on the lamented Dr. FoMen. At this point,

Dr. Gannett rose and protested that Mr. Pierpont was

again reiterating a matter which had another version.

A great deal of sensation was here evinced. Mr. P.

invited Dr. Gannett to come and take the floor, and

declare to the people if what be had charged was not

true—if I am wrong in the matter, set me right:

say, my brother Gannett, yes or no. At this point,

Dr. Osgood of New York muttered dissent, and beg-

ged that all such idle issues might be stifled. The

communion service was to be administered, in which

lie could not officiate if brother Pierpont was stop-

ped, rather tlian to willingly waive the matter. Dr.

I.otbrop, of Boston, also dissented, and thought the

matter out of order. But Mr. Pierpont still insisted

that Dr. Gannett should make the denial on the spot,

that he (Mr. P.) had not stated the truth in the mat-

ter in question. If this was not done, then the au-

dience would be left to the necessity of believing

all that bad been charged. A motion was made, while

Mr. Pierpont was on the floor, to adjourn the Con-

vention for the communion service, which was car-

ried.

So you see the exciting element of slavery, like

Banquo's ghost, will not, thank God !
" down " at our

bidding. Mr. Pierpont, in the course of bis remarks,

spoke of bis early labors as an Abolitionist, when, in

1840, he worked side by side with Garrison ; and such

labor did not fail to acquaint him with the slavery of

the pulpit, till Sumter bad taken off its chains. This

episode in the Autumnal Convention is not to be re-

gretted, but rather bailed as a good omen—the admin-

istration of God's rebuke for the past, and encourage-

ment for the future. G. W~. S.
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LETTEE FROM EET. DANIEL POSTER.

Fairfax Court House, (Va.) Oct. 17, 1862.

Dear Garrison,—Watchman, what of the night

When and where will the morn of our deliverance

dawn 'i With most anxious solicitude the patriot, from

day to day, asks these and similar questions. The na-

tion is convulsed with civil war, the like of which has

rarely, if ever, been seen. What are we fighting for?

The corrupt politicians of the old school say, "For

the Union and the Constitution as they were." By
which they mean the supremacy of the Slave Power,

and the subserviency of the great free North to the

will of a few hundred thousand slaveholders of the

South. Thank God, we have passed beyond the pos-

sibility of that ! The Slaveholders' Uebellion has ar-

rayed the people against slavery, and now it is to be

determined by the people, whether Freedom or Slave-

ry is to possess this continent. The two cannot con-

tinue to co-exist in the United States. For my own

part, I do not doubt, I never have doubted, the result.

The Slaveholders' Rebellion has been strong only

through our refusal to strike down its tower of strength.

Because for fifteen months we refused to call four mil-

lions of earnest hearts and strong hands within the re-

bellious South to our aid, and accept their proffered

help, we have left to Jeff. Davis the power of compell-

ing unity of action over the whole South, to call the

whole effective white male force into the field, and

with the slaves to provide for the subsistence of his

immense armies, and build intrenchmeuts over his ex-

tensive line of military operations. Thus we have

turned the natural weakness of the enemy, slavery,

into his strength. It has been the "game" of this

war, as Major Keys affirmed, to protract it—not to

hurt the enemy seriously, but to wear out the patience

of the North, and so, at the fit moment, restore the

Breckinridge Democracy to power, and unite with the

slaveholders again on such terms as they might dic-

tate. In this way, and in furtherance of this policy,

or " game," our active, clear-headed, fighting com-

manders, like Fremont aud Sigel, have beeu hampered

and thwarted, and the leadership of the war, so far,

committed to incompetence. So the Peninsula has

been ditched, and a noble army there destroyed. So

the treasure of the nation and the great-hearted devo-

tion of the people have been wasted. At length, this

miserable folly had brought us to the verge of ruin.

We were every where defeated, and the army de-

moralized and discouraged, when the magnificent new

army of three hundred thousand began to pour in, and

revive the hope and the courage of all. Then came

the invasion of Maryland, and the victory of Antietam,

followed by fhey«fa/ delay of our army, by which the

results of that battle, so immense and far-reaching, if

secured, as they might easily have been, were lost.

And now, at last, we have the President's Proclama-

tion of Emancipation. Already, we see the intense

vitality of an authorized announcement of freedom in

the exceeding fear of the slaveholders, and the trem-

bling of all their Northern allies. It is evident, also,

that this is the vital issue of this war, because every

loyal heart responds to it with renewed hope and in-

expressible joy- Such Democrats as Dickinson, Cass,

Holt, Busteed and Butler join with all other loyal men

in the earnest cry, " God bless Abraham Lincoln for

this word ! " I know the effort has, from the first,

been made, and is still continued, to create the impres-

sion that the army is opposed to freeing the black man.

We were even told that multitudes of officers would

resign, if such a proclamation were issued. It has

come, and I have not heard of a single officer who is

not "resigned " to obedience and his salary, notwith-

standing the word which dooms slavery to overthrow

as the inevitable result of this war. Windy Train has

seen the soldiers, and they, forsooth, have complained

to him that they were "obliged to fight for the nig-

ger." No, poor deluded spouter ! it is all a mistake.

This Proclamation has infused new life into the army.

The soldiers all bless Abraham Lincolnfor it. At length,

we know what we are fighting for. At length, we re-

new the pledge of the old Revolution, and mutually

put life, property and honor all in the issue for a free

and a united Fatherland. We begin to hope for a

country built on Justice and Liberty, and protection

under Constitution and Law for all classes and con-

ditions of men. We can thank God for the prospect

of leaving to our children a country, all free, united,

blessed, worthy the fondest affection of all noble souls,

the example and the hope of the world.

Truly yours,
DANIEL FOSTER.

#3}T"The Literary and Musical Entertainment at

the Twelfth Baptist Church, October 17th, was ren-

dered especially noticeable as the occasion of the de-

but of Mrs. George L. RuPfik in a choice selection

of readings and recitations, each of which gave evi-

dence of intelligent and persevering efforts to be cor-

rect in intonation and gesture, thus doing justice to

the author's meaning, and bringing into exercise those

accomplishments deemed essential to win merit in the

arduous profession she has adopted. She received

marked and deserved applause, and every one seemed

pleased with the success attending this first appear-

ance. W. C. N.

[3^
= Mrs. Ruefin is one of "the inferior race,"

scornfully and vulgarly so characterised.]

J^=- A few copies of Rev. M. D. Conway's work,

"The Rejected Stone," will be sent by mail free

of charge to persons desiring it, and who may remit

the amount of postage due, nine cents, in undefaced

stamps, to Samuel May, Jr., 221 Washington street,

Boston.

g^=" A few remaining copies of the American
Anti-Slavery Society's last Report, entitled "The
Anti-Slavery History of the John IJrown Year," will

be sent in the same way, on the receipt of the postage,

viz., fourteen cents.

GOVERNOR ANDREWS ACCEPTANCE
HIS RE-NOMINATION.

Worcester, Sept. 12, 18G2.

My Dear Sir,—As the presiding officer of the

State Convention belli in this city on the tenth instant,

agreeably lo a call addressed by the Republican Stale

Committee to Republicans and all others who support
the National and State Government, I have the honor
to inform you that the delegates unanimously nomina-
ted you tor the office of Governor of Massachusetts
for the ensuing year.

Very truly and respectfully vours,

A. H. BULLOCK.
To the Honorable Jonx A. Andrew, Boston.

Boston, October 18, 1862.

Hon. A. II. Bulloch, President of the Republican State

Convention.

My Dear Sir,—I am reminded that until now I

have left unanswered your letter of September 12th,

apprising me of my nomination for reelection, by the

Republican State Convention held on September 10th

at Worcester. This delay I am sure you wilt pardon,

since the subject-matter is so far personal to myself
that I felt entitled to place it on the file of those things,

which , in the pressure of contending cares, might
stand deterred with the least inconvenience to others.

Meanwhile, silence was, in itself, an acceptance of the

nomination.
Ami now I beg leave, my dear sir, to avail myself

of this opportunity to present, through yon, my sin-

cere acknowledgments tor this repeated assurance of

favor, and to express my hearty gratitude for the gen-

erous consideration with which the People of Massa-
chusetts have received and seconded my humble efforts

in their service.

Called, two years ago, to occupy the chair of Chief
Executive Magistrate of the Commonwealth—unin-

structed by any experience of office save that of one
year's service in the lower branch of the Legislature,

—I early found myself charged by the course of na-

tional events with duties novel, sudden, vast, and ad-

mitting no delays, without a precedent for my guide,

and with no similar previous experience of any other

person to assist me. Having long studied the charac-
ter of that peculiar organization of society which dis-

tinguishes the rebel States, I was not surprised by the

portents of the winter of 18G0-G1. In addition to the
public manifestations making clear to my own mind
the desperate atrocity contemplated by the rebel lead-

ers, I bad already been distinctly warned by the pri-

vate conversation of one of the eldest and most dis-

tinguished of their number, that the slaveholding

States had reached a settled determination uot to re-

main longer in political relations with our own, and
having once seceded therefrom, not to return until the

principle of majority government should be changed
by a new distribution of political power, nor until the

New England States should repeal all laws by which
slavery was forbidden within their own borders. It

seemed already plain, therefore, long before the fall of

Sumter, that the Federal Union was to be assailed, the

Government itself overthrown, and war to the bitter

end levied and maintained against Democratic Repub-
lican Liberty, and the constitutional forms under which
it was defined and preserved. The scheme involved
a dissolution of the Union as the first fact to be accom-
plished, to be followed by a reconstruction on the basis

of a new distribution of political power. It inv-olved,

as the second fact to be accomplished, the abolition of

the majority principle in our Government, or in other
and plainer words, the subversion of Democracy.
And finally, it involved the legal establishment of sla-

very in all" the States now free. The Dissolution of the

Union, the Subversion of Democracy, and the National-
ization of Slavery—these are the three acts in the dam-
nable drama of treason and rebellion, included in the
original conspiracy, of which new and cumulative evi-

dence is found in the words of Mr. Van Buren, recent-

ly spoken in New York in support of the election of

Mr, Seymour, counseling a voluntary dismissal of the
rebel States, read in connection with the words of Mr.
Pettit of Indiana, spoken on a similar occasion, de-
claring the universal establishment of slavery, in all

the States, to be the appropriate means of ending the
rebellion. Meanwhile a body of political Bourbons,
such as are found in every people—who cannot forget,

and who will not learn—play halfconsciously into the
hands of the conspirators, by crying down every earn-

est, devoted and zealous public servant, civil or mili-

tary, who delivers a telling blow against the public
enemy, and by opposing every positive act or decree
which weakens his power—substantially begging of
Jefferson Davis and his confederates to name the terms
of our concession and humiliation on which they will

consent to return and govern the country without sub-
stituting a new name and a new flag.

Now—for one humble citizen of the American
Union, for one son of the ancient Commonwealth
which guards the ashes of the pilgrims, which cher-
ishes the venerable cradle of our infant Liberty, and
on whose rocky foundations are the earliest Revolu-
tionary battle-grounds where that Liberty was the
prize for which our fathers periled or laid down their

lives—I am ready not only day by day to renew my
own allegiance, but with proud and high defiance to

proclaim the eternal fidelity of Massachusetts to the
ideas of her origin, and the traditions of her history.

With an immortal faith in right, and an undying hate
of wrong, Massachusetts will pursue her bright ca-

reer; nor wilt rest, nor be content, until the conspira-
tors shall be overwhelmed, their armies conquered,
their schemes forever frustrated, and the Union, Lib-
erty and Democracy re-established on sure founda-
tions, defying all the shocks and snares of fate and
time. But, whether at an earlier or a later day, the
brave endurance of our heroes on the field, and the
patient hearts of their people toiling at home, will

finally reap a rich and enduring reward. Peace when
it comes, will be secure. We shall hear no menaces
or Disunion hereafter, to scare people out of their

manhood ; and we shall hear no more that the fear of

man is the beginning of wisdom. The industry and
ingenuity of a free people will not hereafter be con-
fronted by the brutal and devastating influences of

slavery, contending for the mastery of capital over la-

bor in the new lands and virgin soil of the nation.

Immigration of free white laborers, carrying with
them the humble gains of their industry, will, bepos-
sible into States from which slavery has hitherto ban-

ished even their own sons, driven by that monopoly
of land which slavery creates, away from fields, and
mines, and waterfalls, and a thousand natural sources

of wealth denied to them, and unimproved by their

possessors. The States which now hold slaves, never
yet cultivating more than a sixth part of their cotton

land, nor one-fiftieth part of their whole soil, will

beckon back to the shores of the Gulf,' to their natural

climate and its attractions, social and industrial, the

poor refugees from slavery now among us, who, with
an instinct of their destiny, as pilgrims and strangers

in the North, seldom purchase land or strike root deep
down into Northern soil. A competition of colored

labor from the South against the laborers of the North
here at home, will be forever prevented by the only

means by which it can ever be rendered impossible

—

by rendering it possible for the colored man to live as

a freeman in his own home, instead of being driven
out, as he now is, to seek refuge in a climate from
which he always retires, when be can, to warmer lati-

tudes. The hatreds and prejudices of race will melt
away when consciousness of injustice shall cease to

engender them, and when the freedom lo migrate ac-

cording to natural attractions, the instincts of race

and the interests of individuals, shall render possible

the separation of all those who may be mutually re-

pugnant. When society in two-thirds of the States

this side of the Rocky Mountains shall cease to be
swayed and demoralized by speculators in lands,

slaves and politics, then manufacturing New England,
with her ingenious and untiring artisans whose intel-

ligent labor has made New Fngland so rich and great,

will find new markets for her wares and fabrics—

a

hundred purchasers to one—where all laborers are

free to work for their wages, and where the soil shall

be open to all purchasers.
With these views, I hail the recent proclamation of

the President. If emancipation is deemed an evil by
the rebel States, then let the first day of January find

them peaceable, loyal and submissive to their duties.

If they still remain at war with the Union, then let

the Government and the people see to it that rebel mas-
ters cease to make compulsory rebels of their ser-

vants. The greater relation of the subject to his gov-

eminent absorbs all the minor relations of individuals
to each other ; and the colored man who in the sense
of the Constitution may he " a person owing service

or labor," under the laws of a particular State, to

some other person therein, is still a subject of the Na-
tional Government, owing the supreme duty of alle-

giance, notwithstanding bis civil or social disabilities

created by local laws. Nor is it endurable that his

rebel master, who is only another subject of the same
government, should be allowed to impress his own
treasonable will. Their Government, older and more
worthy, possessing rights and claiming duties more
comprehensive than theirs to each other, demands and
ought to coerce in time of war the obedience and fidel-

ity of both.

Consecrating myself to the performance of my own
part in this work before us, devoting thereto whatever
is left to me of life and strength, and leaving it in

solemn charge to my children, if, when I taste of

death, it shall remain unaccomplished—conscious of

no fear but the fear of God— I desire to stand in my
lot, wherever it may be cast, as a faithful servant of

a cause whose service is its own reward.
If it shall please the people of Massachusetts to

ratify the nomination of your Convention, I will en-
deavor to address myself to the duties which will en-

sue, in the same spirit and ihe same purpose with
which such duties have thus far been performed. I

cannot promise greater effort, more industrious, devo-
ted, self-forgetful, Independent or painstaking service

of the State. But within the limitations of whatever
power I may possess, and in the light of the experi-

ence of the past, it will be my happiness and pride

as it is now my loo great honor, to devote my humble

efforts to the duties of the place I occupy. And may
God grant that the lengthening shadows of the next
declining year may softly veil the sorrows of a peo-

ple penitent, hopeful and serene amidst the reminis-

cences of the trials. through which they shall have
passed, and in the contemplation of peace, honor and
happiness restored.

I am faithfully,

Your friend and servant,

JOHN A. ANDREW.

A CARD.
To the Editor of the Boston Journal:

It will be recollected a few weeks since a call was
made by Joel Parker and others for a People's Con-
vention, to which my name was attached. I would
now state it was placed there under a misapprehension,
and that I am now and was then for the present State

and National Administrations, and will support the

Worcester nominations for State officers, and Charles
Sumner for U. S. Senator.

Erastus Rockwood,
Franklin, Norfolk Co., Oct. 16, 1862.

SERENADE TO GEN. PRENTISS.

Washington, Oct. 17. Gen. Prentiss to-night was
complimented with a serenade. He graphically de-

scribed the scenes through which be and his fellow

soldiers (taken prisoners at Shiloh) passed in the land
of Dixie. He said he had cause to use harsh lan-

guage when speaking of the demons of the South,
whose conduct towards our troops was characterized

by murder and barbarity.

Col. Jordan, Assistant Adjutant General to Beaure-
gard, was the only man from whom they received the
least particle of courtesy. " So help me Heaven,"
said Gen. Prentiss, "those who persecuted my com-
rades shall never escape retaliation in full at my
hands. The negroes are the best Union men in the

South." (Voice—This is what you are fighting for.)
" Yes," replied Gen. Prentiss, "it is for the freedom
of every man on earth."
The General then went on to say that of the re-

turning Shiloh prisoners, there were not fifty with

sufficient clothing to completely cover their naked-
i. Nothing in the way of garments was furnished

them by the rebels, and beside, they were furnished
with the most disgusting food.

After fully describing the unkind and offensive treat-

ment they received, Gen. Prentiss inquired of his

many listeners, including the ladies, what they now
thought of the boasted Southern chivalry. The peo-
ple of the South are determined.
There is a perfect reign of terror, and every senti-

ment in favor of peace or compromise is instantly
stifled. He said be found Union men there bearing
arms against our government, but they were compell-
ed to do so at the bidding of their masters. The
white race to-day in the South are in a worse condi-
tion than were the blacks before the war commenced.
The rebel government has more men in arms than

the North thinks it has. They fight well because their

cause is desperate. They do not ask for transporta-
tion and comfortable supplies. They are compelled
to take the field with or without food. It was time
we should go to work without gloves. We punished
them more at Antietam than many of us suppose.
The prisoners had opportunities of seeing the large

numbers of wounded who were carried South on the
trains, beside the stragglers. As to the Libby prison,

it was a palace compared to the one in which they
were confined. Combs were scarce and small guards
plenty. He hoped there would be no halting until

the rebellion is crushed. Hang the leaders, and grant
an amnesty to the deluded victims of Jeff Davis.
Some one in the crowd inquired—" What do they

think of Lincoln's 'emancipation proclamation?" Gen.
Prentiss replied that many of the officers with whom
he conversed, blasphemously condemned it, saying that
it was damnable, and never could be enforced. But
he (Prentiss) responded to them, " If you say you
can never be conquered, and that you are bound to

whip us, what harm can the proclamation do you 1

"

He would declare everywhere that the proclamation
would do more to end the rebellion than all the battles

fought.
Gen. Prentiss was applauded throughout his re-

marks. Col. Mulligan and others addressed the
meeting.

Gen. Saxton on the Proclamation. Gen. Rufns
Saxton, of Deerficld, Mass., an officer of the regular
army, who was for some time at Fort Royal as Mili-

tary Governor, being invited to attend a meeting of
the Port Royal Relief Committee in Philadelphia,
sent a letter, of which the following is the conclusion :

"The glorious Proclamation of our honored Presi-

dent comes like a gleam of sunlight through the dark-
ness which has enveloped us, bidding us be of ' good
cheer.' I would rather have the blessings and prayers
which will go up from poor oppressed humanity, on
its toilsome, weary journey up to freedom, for Abra-
ham Lincoln, than all the honors which have been be-

stowed upon our Presidents since the days of Wash-
ington.

A year's experience in the department of the South,
where I had an opportunity to see human slavery as it

is, stripped of its gloss, and glitter, and its apologies,

has only tended to deepen my conviction that it is the
foulest wrong which has disgraced humanity in the
nineteenth century.

I am, very respectfully and truly, yours,

R. Saxton."

Cassius M. Clay and Richard O'Gorman.
After Mr. Clay's anti-slavery address in Brooklyn
last week, Mr. O'Gorman reviewed it in a speech in

New York, taking occasion to say that the Republican
party was in favor of liberty for the rdack man, but not
fbr the white. Mr. Clay, in a subsequent speech at

Cooper Institute, thus returned the compliment to

Mr. Gorman :

—

One of the most mournful sights to him was to see
refugees from foreign tyranny to be the first here to

turn and oppress a race because it was black.
Voices—O'Gorman, Mitchell.
Mr. Clay—I say to Mr. O'Gorman—he is in the

city, and I expect to be here for some time—I say to

him, that if he says the Republican party is in favor
of the liberty of the black man, and is not in favor of
the liberty of the white, he knowingly lies. (Great
applause.) I stood up for the right of O'Gorman and
other foreigners to come here and enjoy our liberties,

when the Louisville Courier was oppressing them.
And I say this, that any man who would barter for

office the liberties of a race of black people, would
barter the white race to-morrow, if it would meet his

interests. (Applause.) He would say, that whether
Mr. O'Gorman, or any other Mr., loved the pet ty-

ranny of old England—the slavery rebellion of the
South—native old Ireland had no other harp than for

universal liberty.

What shall be done with the Blacks 1 The
question, "What shall be done with the blacks ?" is

beginning to answer for itself. It is reported from
New Orleans that recently a "delegation" of slaves
from the plantation of a Mr. Maunsell White, one of
the oldest and wealthiest planters in a river county be-

low New Orleans, applied to Gen. Shepley for advice,
in his character as Military Governor of the State.

The correspondent of the New York Times says :

—

" These men informed the General that they came
for freedom ; they said their fellow servants in other
placcB were all leaving their masters, and that they
wished also to improve their condition, but that it was
not clear to their minds how was the best way to do
so. They emphatically said, however, that they did
not intend to labor much, if they could help it, with-
out remuneration, and they concluded their requests
and protests by asking that if they remained peaceably
at home, they might have fair wages secured to them
for their services. Gen. Shepley treated the matter
with great consideration, and after conferring with
Gen. Butler, permission was granted to these men to

make terms with their masters, who consented to have
partner in the transaction, and these men have gone

to work, not as slaves, but as hired men."

The Emancipation Proclamation. The Cam-
bridge Intelligencer, one of the most widely circulated
and ably edited of the local journals of Maryland, and
which is published in the large slaveholding county of
Dorchester, gives a hearty welcome to the Proclama-
tion of the President, and in the course of its remarks
says it never doubled that the war which it inaugura-
ted would prove the destruction of slavery. It adds :

There is another sense in which this is a. war of Free-
dom. There are other men in the South to be freed

veil as the black men. "The white men of the
South need the strong arm of the government to lift

the yoke from their necks.' These have endured a
slavery far transcending that of the blacks. The so-

cial system of the South has never been anything
short of despotism—a tyranny equal to any of the age.
The mind has forever been bound here. Freedom of

opinion has never been tolerated below Mason and
Dixon's line. Men have not been permitted to hold,

much less express, their own opinions. A man might
conscientiously have believed slavery to be a burden
upon the State, but he dare not let the public know
that such were Ids convictions. * * *

Let the mind be free I Let the faculties be unfet-

tered 1 There can be neither prosperity or happiness
here these are enslaved. It is degrading to any peo-

ple. We shall never accomplish our magnificent des-
tiny until these are free. The war is unbinding them.
The true glory of the war is vol that it liberates the black,

but the white men of the South. They are beginning to

shout for joy. And when the war closes, they will join
their voices in one loud hallelujah lo Ihe God of Lib-
erty for their deliverance."

White and Negro Labor. Among the many at-

tempts to excite opposition to the President's Procla-
mation, there is none more false, detestable and atro-

cious than the assertion that emancipation will bring
Southern negroes lo the North to compete with our
workmen, and bring down the price of wages. In his

speech at Rrooklyn, N. Y., on Tuesday evening, Cas-
sius M. Clay thus alluded to this prejudice:

—

"Germans, Irishmen, Frenchmen, why are you here
at all ? It is because you here find a government
based upon the broad principle of liberty to all human-
ity. (Applause.) Show me the man who would to-

day oppress a man on account of his color, and I will

show you a man who will, should it meet his ends, op-

press you to-morrow. But it is not true that this in-

terference with your labor will lake place in conse-
quence of Emancipation. Emancipation will, in fact,

but concentrate black labor in the South."

Department of the South. An officer who
has just arrived at Washington from the Department
of Gen. Mitchell, says that everything is progressing
most satisfactorily. Although Gen. Mitchell's com-
mand is not so large as he desires, still he is not idle,

but is infusing a little of that energy into military
movements so characteristic of him while in North-
ern Alabama. With regard to Ihe negroes, he is ful-

ly up to the views of his predecessors. He not only
intends to arm and drill the negroes for garrison duty,
but has detailed a school teacher from bis command
to enlighten them. System follows everything that
be takes hold of, and that department, which has been
idle for many months, will again teem with Union
victories.

Impersonal Editorship. The Commonwealth of
Boston has the following card in its last issue :

—

A Card. In the second number of The Common-
wealth, my name appears as the editor of this paper.
But it subsequently appearing that ihe forces and per-
sons which would naturally communicate with the
public through this medium were in number and im-
portance such as to make it improper to identify the
paper with any single individual, my name was with-
drawn at my request. I take this method of empha-
sizing this impersonality. Whilst there is a general
sympathy and common aim amongst those who edit
The Commonwealth, it is but just to all to say that the
paper is not the representative of any one person's
views. Monciire D. Conway.

Personal. Lieut. Thomas Earle, of Worcester,
Mass., who has been spending a brief season in this
city and neighborhood, leaves for his home this morn-
ing. Lieut. Earle, during bis brief sojourn here, has
made many warm friendships, which are severed with
regret. As the friend of freedom everywhere and to
alt men, he has taken more than usual interest in the
:ontest that has raged in this Congressional district
luring Ihe past few weeks; and not a little of the suc-
cess which has crowned the anti-slavery effort is due

is timely, intelligent, and unceasing labors. The
friends of the anti-slavery cause in this district thank
him for the assistance he has so generously extended
them, and wish him a hearty God-speed in his future
labors and career.

—

Toledo (Ohio) Commercial.

Emancipation in Missouri. The emancipation
proclamation is heartily received by the unconditional

Unionists of Missouri, whose leading organ, the Mi:

souri Democrat, advises to meet the issue as boldly as

it is tendered. Emancipation clubs are being formed
and an emancipation convention is to be called to

nominate officers for St. Louis county. Union clubs

have existed there fbr some time, and some of the
hunker members have endeavored to exclude from
them the subject of emancipation. But, at a recent
meeting in St. Louis, the Democrat informs us that the

great feature of the meeting was that Samuel Knox
responded to the call of the meeting in the boldest
and most radical endorsement of the President's pro-

clamation, and carried the meeting with him ; and s

resolution was passed, endorsing the proclamation.

back. Col. Forney makes the

i

which contain altogether too

The Great Dra
following observatioi

much truth :

—

" The great drawback in the prosecution of the war is

the habit of many in and out of the army, in office

and out of office, who think they are loyal, and yet
who cannot rid themselves of the prejudices of party
or of social life. Insensibly, such people accustom
themselves to indifference to the great crime of the
rebellion, and to a habit of criticising what they think
the errors of the Administration. I hold it as a fact

that in all my experience I have never yet known to

be successfully contradicted, that whenever a states-

man or a soldier allows himself to chafe against
1 Black Republicanism and Abolitionism,' be general-
ly, and at last, comes to consider Secession as a mode-
rate offence, that may be readily excused and easily

defended."

Slavery in Maryland. The Baltimore Amer-
ican closes an article upon this subject as follows :

—

11 If there are any who think that slavery can exist
in Maryland after this war is ended, as a system of
profitable labor, the sooner they open their eyes to

the inevitable future, the better for them. To suppose
that after so terrible a conflict as that through which
the loyal portion of the country will have passed,
they will ever consent to the existence of the cause of
the rebellion between them and their national capital, is

simply preposterous, If the emancipation proclama-
tion is rejected, ail that are valuable will be spirited

away, and the door shut from their recovery. Wheth-
er the slaveholders of Maryland, therefore, the great
majority of whom are disloyal, wish it or not, the
days of the ' institution ' are numbered in our State."

2^= Webb Wilder, editor of the Leavenworth
(Kansas) Conservative, is writing some spicy letters

from the East. We give the following extracts from
a recent Washington letter:

—

" West Point has furnished the rebellion with lead-
ers, and may take the privilege of granting us a tyrant.
It is needless to say that among its pupils (we will ex-
cept Lyon and Hunter) the people have no friends,
popular rights no exponents, democratic institutions

no advocates. These men sneer at the people who
gave Ihem their education, and care nothing for the
success of a Government based on principles like ours.
That way danger lies."

"the m'clellan theory of the universe.
" That George B. McClellan is at the head of the

human race as a military man. That all persons who
doubt this statement are Abolitionists and Fiends.
That McClellan has never been defeated. That the
slight reverses in the career of the American Napoleon
were caused by Congress and Stanton. That McClel-
lan has never retreated. That the man who questions
McClellan's generalship is infinitely worse than a
rebel, and richly deserves immediate assassination.
That McClellan is a great statesman. That more for-

tifications are needed, and that McClellan must be
granted an unlimited period for building them."

Rebel Ill-Treatment of Union Prisoners.—
The statement upon the authority of Captain McCor-
miek of the 77th Ohio, that he and other officers who
have just been released from the rebel prison houses
were treated as well a3 could reasonably be expected,
evoked the great wrath of bis associales, who fell up-
on Capt. McCormick and gave him a sound drubbing.
They say so far from being treated like soldiers or
men, they were fed like beasts, with loathsome food,

and not enough of that.

They had nothing to eat but live meat and dodgers
made of cobs ground with the corn. They were
sometimes for a week without water to wash their

faces. Gen. Prentiss was kept in solitary confine-
ment for six weeks after the cartel of exchange was
signed. Five were shot for looking out of the win-
dow—two of whom died of their wounds.

The Battle of Perrysville. This battle has
resulted more severely in respect to losses than was at

first supposed. The federal losses were COO killed
and 2300 wounded—total 2900. The rebels admit the
loss of 1300 killed and 2000 wounded—total, 3300.
The rebel force under Bragg and bis fellow generals
was uot less than 45,000, whereas the Union army did
not number more than 18,000. The rebels captured
and afterwards abandoned nine guns, and took 441
prisoners, whom they paroled. We captured seven-
teen guns, independently of the nine retaken, 106,000
rounds of ammunition and 500 prisoners.

Complimentary. A public reception has been
given in New York to Robert Smalls, the pilot who
took the steamer Planter from Charleston. A gold
medal was presented to him in behalf of the colored
people, bearing on one side a representation of the
steamer Plainer leaving Charleston harbor, when near
Sumter. The federal fleet is seen in the distance.
On the reverse it bears this inscription :

—

" Presented to Robert Smalls by the colored citizens

of New York, October 2d, 1862, as a token of their
regard for his heroism, his love of liberty, and his
patriotism."

Mr. Smalls will return to Port Royal, and become
the regular pilot of the Planter, receiving the govern-
ment pay and allowances. He owns, according to the
decision of the government, a one-quarter interest in

the vessel, equal to $7,000, which will be paid him.
It is stated that the authorities of Charleston have
offered a reward of §4,000 for Smalls. He does not,

however, propose to return to the rebels until his ser-

vices can be made available in conducting a Union
fleet into the harbor of the cradle of the rebellion.

Books that are not Books. "He (Sumner)
is a student, and nothing but a student. He is fit

only fbr a professorship in college, and that will yet
be the termination of his career. He reads books, but
he never reads men. He will read Murillo, and Ti-
tian, and Southey and Wurdsworth,and believes hence
be is fit to lead the councils of the nation."—Boston
Post, Oet. 7th.

" We understand that there was a great rush at the
Athenaeum Library, yesterday, fbr the writings of
Murillo and Titian. The librarian was compelled
to refer the eager students to the gallery above, where
some copies of their works may be found."

—

Boston
Transcript.

Fun Left Yet. Train is still in the field. We
were fearful he had been ruled off by his backers, but
his irrcpressibility is proof against all cheeking. Can't
we have him in Roxbury'? The Count Johannes, too,
announces "Three orations—theme—'The Abolition
Triumvirate—viz. : Wendell Phillips—Senator Sum-
ner—and Governor Andrew.' An oration will be
pronounced each successive week at either Faneuil
Hall, Tremont Temple, or Music Hall—intended to be
antagonistic to the 'Abolition Fraternity Lectures,'
and in 'alliance of the nominations of the People's Con-
vention." It would be too much to hope for both of
these "brilliants;" but we trust their friends will
give us one or the other before election.

—

Roxbury
Journal.

JS^= The Protestant Episcopal Triennial Conven-
tion, in New York, hesitated to adopt resolutions in
condemnation of the rebellion. The Rev. Dr. Hawks
remarked that " wc must not lag in all the little dirty
questions of the day, which will be buried with their
agitation." The feeling of those who sympathized
with Dr. Hawks was, in ihe language of Hon. Robert
C. Winthrop, to "spare if possible the rending of the
civil and religious ties which bind us" to the church-
es at the South. The joke of this is, that the Episco-
pal bodies in all the seceded States dissolved their con-
nection with this General Convention, and declared
their "independence" a year ago. The resolutions
finally passed.

The Elections. In Ohio the Democratic gain
wilt be between seventeen and twenty thousand votes.
Last year the Union majority in the State was 55,203.
It is generally conceded that the Congressmen will
stand as follows, viz. : 14 Democrats and 5 Republi-
cans.

In Indiana there has been little change. Hon. Wil-
liam Dunn, Union, has been defeated in the Madison
District, which was an unexpected result.

In Iowa the Republican majority in the State will
be from 8,000 to 10,000, exclusive of the soldiers' vote,
which is largely Republican so far as heard from. The
entire Republican delegation to Congress—six in all

—

is elected. This is a Republican gain of four—the new
apportionment having given Iowa six instead of two
members, the number the State has in the present
Congress.

Rebel Depredations at Sea. Perhaps the
most exciting news of the day is that which comes
to us by the Asia, via Cape Race, telling of the de-
struction of a whole fleet of American vessels off the
Western Isles, by the notorious rebel man-of-war 290,
alias Alabama. By a previous arrival, we have been
informed of the destruction of four or five vessels,

—

but the list, at last dates, had been increased to ten
(nine ships and a schooner). Unless the privateer
has been overhauled by ihe U. S. frigate St. Louis,
(sent in search of her some weeks since,) we fear her
depredations by this time have been still on a more
destructive scale. This rebel cruiser is a much more
formidable enemy than the " Nashville " ever was,
carrying as she does an armament (we think) of four-
teen guns, with all the other appurtenances of a man-
of-war. Her commander is Captain Semmes, former-
ly of the " Sumter," When she left England, it was
predicted that she would do us much mischief, and
the prediction certainly has not been falsified.

Fears of a Slave Insurrection in Virginia.—
The Washington Republican says a refugee who came
into Gen. Siget's headquarters from Amesville, Cul-
pepper county, Va., reports that there is the greatest
consternation imaginable among the whites in that sec-

tion in consequence of an apprehended negro revolt.
Seventeen negroes, most of them free, had been hung.
Copies of late Northern newspapers having been found
upon them, containing the President's proclamation to
liberate the slaves. The terror of the whites is re-

ported to be beyond description. It is said that the
negroes of the different counties around Culpepper
are all engaged in a conspiracy for a general insurrec-
tion.

J®=" The sudden and rapid raid of Stuart's Rebel
Cavalry into Pennsylvania was a pretty successful af-

fair. They crossed the Potomac on Friday—captured
Mercersburg and Chambersbnrg on Saturday—Jo-
troyed a large amount of government stores, several
ailroad depots, and appropriated to their own use from
600 to 1000 horses, besides what clothing they could
carry off—and by dint of several changes of horses
travelled nearly a hundred miles in 24 hours. They
made a complete circuit of the rear of our army.

-JT" Gen. McClellan telegraphed that not one of the
Sluart cavalry should ever rceross the Potomac to re-

turn to Virginia, but before the wires ceased to vibrate
with that message, they were nearly all safely hack
with their booty of a thousand horses, stolen from (he
farmers of Pennsylvania. Oh I fur a great General—
a great mind and a great leader ! Must the country
be lost by continued imbecility and incompetency'*— Chester County (Pa.) Times,

Lane's Negro Regiment. We see by the Wyan-
dot (Kansas) Gazette that the colored regiment left that
place on Tuesday morning last for Fort Scott. It is
now two months since the officers of this regiment
commenced its organization, and it is said of it, that
for the short time since its organization, it has made
greater proficiency in military drill and tactics than
any regiment of whites during the same time.

Retaliatory. " I learn from the people, that Jeff.
Davis has issued a proclamation that all Union officers
held and captured shall be put to hard labor, if Lin-
coin's proclamation is carried out."—Times' special
Despatch.

Another Convert. Col. William Raymond Lee,
long known in this vicinity as a stanch opponent of
anti-slavery men and measures, has, we are informed,
undergone an entire change of sentiment, as the result
of his experience as an officer in our armies.

_j^" Gov. Tod, of Ohio, has added his name to the
lengthening list of Democrats who are for the Eman-
cipation policy. Now that the organization of the once
proud Democratic party has got into the hands of Val-
landigham, Wood, and their allies, the better portion
of its public men are quitting it by scores.

_j^=" Gen. Charles T.James, inventor of the James
gun, was killed by the accidental explosion of a shell
at Sag Harbor, N. Y\, on Thursday, 16th inst.

S^=* The New York Herald states that Mr. Charles
A, Dana, recently chief editor of the Tribune, is about
to purchase Mr. Weed's interest in the Albany Even-
ing Journal.

£^* Lieut. Worden has entirely recovered from
the injuries received during the engagement between
the Monitor and the Merrimac, and "it is said that be
will shortly be placed in command of one of the new
Monitors.

S^* Two letters from Gen. Beauregard, intercepted
by Uen. Buell while on their way to the rebel Adju-
tant General, and exposing the Confederate plan for
the Western campaignJiave been given to the public.

[J^^ The Governors who met at Altoona are
charged with having coerced the President into the
Emancipation policy. They assembled September
twenty-fourth. The Proclamation was issued Septem-
ber twenty-second, two days previous. Comment is

unnecessary.

PEATERKITY LE0TUEES.
FIFTH COUUSE.

The publio of Boston and vicinity arc respectfully in-

formed that tbo Fifth Course of Lectures under tho au-

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will bo continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, October 28, 1862,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when au address on tho Stato of

the Nation will bo mado by

THEODORE TILTON, Esq., of New York.

To bo followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

November 4.

—

Moncuhg D. Conway.
" 11.

—

Anna E. Dickinson.
" 18.

—

Hen u v Ward Berceiimi.

" 26.

—

Owkn Lovejov.

December 2.—B. Ghatz Brown.
" 9.

—

Wkki>ei,i, Phillips.

" 10.

—

Ralph Waldo Emkuson.
" 23.

—

Jacou M. Manning.
" 30.

—

Gkokhe Wm. Cup.tis.

Looturcs to oouimence at half-past 7 o'clock. Courso

Tickets, admitting the liearcr ami Lady, at $'.! each, amy
bo obtained nt Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St.

;

Oliver Ditsoa & Co's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon
Parsons, Ksip, Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member i>i' Hie U'olure Committee, who in former years

B had the disposal of tickets, Sept. 86tf

OBITUARY.

Killed by a fall from a earl, On the 2d inst. .'':• <-,,

CoATEH, of London Grove Township, Chester Couuly, Pa.,

aged nearly 42 years.

In the full vigor and prime of life, and in the midst of

great usefulness, in a moment the mysterious thread of life

wan broken. " The places that have known him ?ball

know biin no more forever." In bjm has been lost a de-

voted husband, a kind and indulgent father, a true friend,

the cause of humanity a sincere advocate, and society an

honest man. While we weep for our great loss, wc know
and believe that

"What is excellent,

Ae God lives, is permanent

;

Hearts aro dust, hearts' loves remain
;

Heart's love will meet him again." s.

—A. S. iStandard,

Died, at his residence in Kennett Square, (Pa.) on the 7th
inst., Be.vjamin S. Jones, aged 49 years.

he Abolitionists of Pennsylvania, who can look back
to the commencement of the Anti-Slavery enterprise, will

remember him as one of their most zealous and faithful co-

adjutors. From that day to the latest hour of bis life, his

heart responded promptly to the claims of the slave ; and
bis voice and pen were loyal to the cause of human free-

dom, and to his highest idea of right. In the East and in

the West he labored long and faithfully, both as a public

speaker and an editor, in behalf of the Anti-Slavery cause,

and in him unpopular truth found an earnest champion,
and popular wrong a faithful censor. His faith in the

principles of peace, as laught in Christ's Sermon on the

Mount, was never shaken, and his practical testimony to

this faith marked his whole life. In tbo prime of his years
he has left his field of labors just as the harvest is about

to be gathered. But his work was completed, not cut off
;

and his name shall be embalmed

' In the blessing of the captive,
In the anthem of the free." —Ibid.

Died on the 14th of 9th month, (October,) at the IT. S.

General Hospital, near Sharpsburg, (Md.) Elbridge G.
Pool, of East Abington, aged 21 years.

He was one of the earliest volunteers, a member of com-
pany G-, 12th Massachusetts Regiment ; consequently, he
was in the recent terrible battle at Antietam, during

which he received four wounds—one in his leg ho severe as

to render amputation necessary. From his wounds, how-
ever, he seemed to be fast recovering, and would undoubt-
edly have got well but for a cough brought on by previous

exposure and privations, which at last terminated in quick
consumption, and ended his life.

He was gentle and amiable in character, and possessed

unbending integrity and firmness of purpose. In a letter

from one of his fellow-soldiers, he writes of him as fol-

lows : "Not one in the Company was more beloved than
he. In character he was perfectly honorable. I had not

a better friend among them all." The roan who had the

care of him pays him the following tribute : "He was
exceedingly amiable, and was endeared to all who knew
him. He was dutiful and brave, and all your memories of

him must be of pleasantness."

A few days before he died, while conversing with a
friend, he said—"Had the President's Proclamation been
issued before the battle, I should not feel one regret for

ail I have suffered. I don't now ; for my idea, from the

first, has been, Liberty for the slave ! For that I have
fought, and that has sustained me." b. T. C.

JEF* ANDREW T. FOSS, in behalf of the American
and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

follows :

Cornish, N. H., Friday, Oct. 24.

Croydon Flat, " Sunday, " 26.

Newport, « Wednesday, " 29.

Claremont, " Friday,

Springfield, "Vt. Sunday, Nov.

Ey WM. WELLS BROWN will speak as follows ou
Ihe President's Proclamation, and its effect on the Blacks
of the South, and the Laborers of the North :

At Haverhill, Mass., Sunday, Oet. 26.

West Newbury, Monday, " 27.

Amesbury, Tuesday, " 28.

Newburyporfc, Wednesday, " 29.

DIED—In New York, on Sunday, October 12, of disease

of the heart, after a short and painful illness, Robert J".

Denver Hopper, adopted son of John and Rosalie Hopper,
in the 15th year of bis age.

154 Washington St,, 5 doors South of Milk St.

October 24. 6m

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's New Steel Plate County Colored Map of the

United States, Canadas, and New Brunswick,

From recent surveys ; completed August 10, 1SC2 ; cost
$20,000 to engrave it, and one year's time.

Superior to any $10 map ever made by Colton or
Mitchell, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ; 370006
names arc engraved on this map.

It is not only a county map, but it is also a

COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
of the United States and Canadas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,
and distances between.

Guarantee any woman or man $3 to $5 per day, and wiU
take back all maps that eauuot be sold, and refund the
money.
Send for $1 to try.

Printed instructions how to canvas well furnished all

our agents.

Wanted—Wholesalo Agents for our Maps in every Stat*,
California, Canada, England, Franco, and Cuba. A for-

tune may bo made- with a few hundred dollars capital. No
competition. J. T. LLOYD,

No. 164 Broadway, New 1 ork.

The War Department uses our Map ot Virginia, Mary-
land and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which are marked
Antietam Creek, Sharpsburg, Maryland Mights, Williams-
port Ferry, Rhorersville, Noland's Ford, and all others on
the Potomac, and every other place in Maryland, Virginia
and Pennsylvania, or mouey refunded.

LLOYD'S
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KEXTICKY,

OHIO, INDIANA and ILLINOIS,
is the only authority for Gen. Bttell aud the War Depart-
ment. Money refunded to any one finding an error in it

Price ;i0 cents.

From tho Tribune, Aug. 2.

"Lloyd's Map ok VuunsiA, Maryland and Pennsylva-
nia. This Map is very large ; its cost is but 25 cents, and
tl is (he best which can tie purchased."

LLOYD'S
GREAT MAP OP THE MISSISSIPPI 1H\ER
From actual surveys hj Gupta. Hart niul Win. Rowon, Mis-
sissippi Rim PUotO, of St Louis. Mo., slums every man's
plantation unit owner's mime, from St. Louis to tlio'liuK kif
Mexico— 1850 miles—every sand-bar. island, town, land-
ing, aud all places twenty miles back from the river—
colored in counties and Slates. Prfen, $X in sheets, $2,
pookct form, and $'.',50 on linen, with rollers. Now ready!

Navy Dkpautmkxt, Washington, Sept. 17, 1868.
EJ. T. LloTD : Snt—Sona me your Map of the Missis-

sippi River, with prion per hundred OoptOB, Hear Admiral
Charles II. DftvtajOomimiuditij; the Mississippi squadron, is

»ttthori»d to purchase as munv as are rot|iiiivtl lor u--e of
thai s.iuiidreii. SIDBOfl Wi;i,l,s.

SVrrMry „f the .Wiry.
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For the Liberator.

THE YOIOE OF FANEuTL HALL.

SIXTH OF OCTOBER, 1862.

Ay, echo still tho peerless strain,

Ye walls, that oft havo rung

With words unworthy of our race,

Unworthy of our tongue.

"Where Boston's earliest heroes stood,

At menaced Freedom's call,

Her noblest, bravest, stands to-day,

Freedom to urge for all

!

Ay, echo still the glorious strain,

Liberty's Cradle-hymn

!

Her altar- fires are not yet quenched,

Though oft obscured and dim ;

Relighted, how they glow to-day !

While, at her High-Priest's call,

Thousands of swelling, burning hearts

" Freedom," respond, "for all \"

Look, Massachusetts, proudly up '.

The flag of star and flame

With a new splendor floats to-day,

Reflected from one name
;

Thy brave young sons fight to defend,

' And, bravely fighting, fall

—

He plants it, far from Treason's reach,

Where Freedom shelters all

!

What is thy gift to him who bears

The Banner of the Free

Where it shall bless the lifted eyes

Of wide Humanity ?

Honor thyself by honoring him,

Is tho firm patriot call

From Past, from Future, and To-day

—

Tho voice of Faneuil Hall !

THE CARTE DE YISITE.

" 'Twas a torrible fight," the soldier said,

" Our Colonel was one of the first to fall,

Shot dead on the field by a rifle-ball

—

A braver heart than his never bled."

A group for the painter's art were they ;

The soldier with scarred and sunburnt face;

A fair-haired girl, full of youth and grace;

And her aged mother, wrinkled and gray.

These three in a porch where tho sunlight came

Through tho tangled leaves of the jasmin vine,

Spilling itself like golden wine,

And flecking the door-way with wings of flame.

The soldier had stopped to rest by the way,

For the air was sultry with summer heat
;

The road was liko ashes under the feet

;

And a weary distance before him lay.

" Yes, a terrible fight—our ensign was shot

As the order to charge was given the men,

When one from the ranks seized our colors, and then

He, too, fell dead on the self-same spot.

" A handsome boy was this last. Hi3 hair

Clustered in curls round his noble brow :

I can almost fancy I see him now,

With tho scarlet stain on his face so fair."

" What was his name ?—havo you never heard ?

Where was he born, this youth who fell?

And your regiment, stranger, which was it, tell ?
"

" Our regiment? It was the Twenty-third."

The color fled from the young girl's cheek,

Leaving it white as the face of the dead ;

The mother lifted her eyes, and said :

" Pity my daughter—in mercy speak !

"

" I never knew aught of this gallant youth,"

Tho soldier answered, " not even his name,

Or from what part of our State he came :

As God is above, I speak the truth !

" But when we buried our dead that night,

I took from his breast this picture—see !

It is as like him as liko can be
;

Hold it this way toward the light."

One glance, and a look, half sad, half wild,

Passed over her face, which grew more pale
;

Then a passionate, hopeless, heart-broken wail,

And the mother bent low o'er her prostrate child.

OCTOBER 24
Wht IBiUMfltin.

From the Salem Gazette.

EMANCIPATION.
The day has oome : the blessed day

Long prayed for by the slaves,

When the heavy stones are rolled away

From their hearts' secret graves.

Their buried hopes shall now arise
;

Their faith shall upward soar;

And joy beam from a thousand eyes,

Where never known before.

For God, who led his children through

The Red Sea's parted waves,

How makes his words of promise true,

Even to these wretched slaves.

Often the stern command we've heard,

To let His people go :

—

Always, in deed if not by word,

We've coldly answered, "No!"

Until, at last, as through the flood

He made, of old, a way,

He brings through seas of crimson blood

The bondmen out to-day.

Tho Lord hath heard His people's voice,

Hath listened to their cry
j

He bids their fainting hearts rejoice—
Deliverance is nigh.

Bowdoin College, 1862. i. b. c.

From the Independent Democrat.

LINES FOE THE CRISIS.
Beleaguered Richmond proudly flaunts

Her Stars and Bars upon the breeze,

And haughtily the Southron taunts

The Northern Saxon, to appease

His wounded pride, his vengeful hate ;

Yet written is their doom by fate.

Five hundred thousand warriors bold

Encircle them on every hand,

A million more already hold

Themselves when calls their native land ;

And like the surges of the deep,

In serried masses they shall sweep.

On rebel city, isle and plain,

Shouting the war-cry of the free,

And blood shall flow—a crimson rain-

Until the Move a. Freeman be !

The banner of Secession Bars

Shall fall before the Stripes and Stars,

As tho dark cloud above us spread

Before the morning sun shall flee,

So shall Secession's Gorgon head

Flee at thy glance, sweet Liberty !

Before us Glory's iris sits,

Brighter than " Sun of Austcrlitz." E. Samson.

SONNET.
The following graceful sonnet is in the dedication of

Charles T. Congdon's poem, " Tho Warning of tho War,"
delivered at Dartmouth College :

—

TO SIDNEY HOWARD GAY, ESQ., OF NEW YORK.

Receive, dear Gay, these rude but honest rhymes

—

Or all is good in them, a debt, receive,

As what your pen has taught mc to boliovo,

Or friendly converse in these hostile times !

Our sky is dark and blood-red ; and the hour

Full of God's wrath
; yet if aomo small delight

Remain of happier days, 'tis yours of right,

Who havo not learned in all your life to cower.

Yours is the sorrow
;
yours is not the shame,

Whose aye assiduous finger has not failed

So many years to point to our ill fame,

And coming retribution; now assail'd,

Our peace, no heart than yours will warmer yearn,

Jf bat our wrong's removed, to mark our peace return !

OBITUARY.

Manchester, (N. H.) Oct. 11, 18G2.

On the 6th of October, the morning papers of this

city contained the following notice :

—

Eugene Kincade Fobs died yesterday forenoon,
at the residence of his father, Rev. A. T. Foss, of this

city, quite unexpectedly. He went out with the
Fourth Regiment, a year ago, as member of the
Cornet Band, with which lie returned a week ago
last Thursday. The band serenaded several of our
citizens the Saturday evening following, and young
Foss was with them at first, but, after playing a few
pieces, complained of sickness, and went home and
did not go out afterwards. He had not been well that
day. He died of bilious fever, the seeds of which Ir

probably brought with him from Port Royal. His
sickness was not considered dangerous. Yesterday
morning he sat up in a chair, and thought he was
belter, but soon grew worse, went into a spasm, and
soon breathed his last.

He was an only son, and one of whom his parents
might well feel proud.
We knew him intimately. He was a long time in

our employ as a printer. He was a young man of un-
exceptionable good character, trustworthy and hono-
rable, and dearly beloved by all his associates. His
sudden death brings deep sorrow to many in this com
munity. He possessed much ability as a musician
and was a very good writer, and if he had lived,

would have made his mark in the world. He went
to Europe as one of the performers with Father Kemp.
He was 26 years of age.

—

Daily Mirror.

Mr. Foss was well known to our readers as nn ac-
complished musician, having been for several years a
member of the Manchester Cornet Band and other mu-
sical associations of our city. He was a printer by
trade, and was an excellent workman. As a musician
he possessed rare talents, and had the most brilliant

prospects before him. lie travelled for some time
with Father Kemp's Concert through the United
States, and accompanied them to Europe. He was a
very intelligent young man, and by his genial man-
ners he endeared himself to a very large circle of
friends. His death will carry sorrow to all who
ever enjoyed his acquaintance.

—

Daily American.

The funeral services of the late Eugene Kincade
Foss, whose death on Sunday has already been no-
ticed, took place yesterday afternoon, at the Lowell
Street Universalist Church. The house was filled with
the many friends of the deceased, including the Band
and the Printers of the city.

The exercises at the church commenced with an ap-
propriate voluntary, Mr. David Cutter presiding at
the organ, which was followed by the sad strains of
the " Miserere," from II Trovatore, by the Fourth
Regiment Band, who were present to pay their last

tribute to one who for the past year shared their
hardships and pleasures. After the reading of a por-
tion of the Scriptures, a select choir sang the 591st
hymn, commencing,

'• Brother, rest from sin and sorrow,
Death is o'er, and life is won."

—Daily Mirror.

The Rev, B. F. Bowles spoke in a pathetic and

touching strain on the solemn occasion, in substance

as follows :*

On some occasions similar to the present, simple

sincerity and fidelity to truth forbid me specially to

speak of the personal character or past life of the de-

ceased. Sometimes ignorance and sometimes knowl-

edge compel me, so far, to silence. Not so now ; for

I knew him well whom we have met to commemo-
rate, and of whom we fain would speak the words of

affection we so generally feel. Favored with his ac-

quaintance shortly after takingup my residence in this

city, I soon and early learned to love him. I found

liim possessed of more than average intelligence, a
warm heart, and quick and true conscience. The pos-

session of these was practically proved in his daily

life. Of his opinions, in detail, it is not important for

me to speak. Enough now, that his life bore the

good fruits, to secure which, though by varied means,

is the common aim of all good men. At suitable

times, concerning the modes of their culture, contend-

ing we can now, together, find comfort in their pos-

session by our friend.

Many of you knew him longer and better than I.

You, by more protracted experience, will approve the

best words I can speak of him. You, in so large

assemblage, say, " It is fitting to our affections and just

to the claims of his life, that we come together, and,

with one voice, speak his praise, and endeavor to ap-

propriate those principles of truth and impressions of

God's spirit that shall both comfort and profit us.

Could I now gather up all the pleasant things which,

in tones of sadness, have been spoken to me of him

on the street since his departure, and repeat them

here, it would be sufficient eulogy to satisfy his dear-

est friend, or the sweetest and most sacred affection.

I have been told, " he had not an enemy in the

world "
; and from all that has been said, I infer that

his friends equalled the number of those who knew
him. He was dutiful as a son, affectionate as a broth-

er, faithful as a friend. In many forms of speech, his

praise has been spoken; but they all confirm the sin-

gle conviction of my own, that in him those character-

istics harmoniously blended which captivate the com-

mon heart.

Having great fondness for music, he made good

progress in the art with several instruments, and with

one surpassed, having few superiors ; and, being a

member of the Band with us to-day, a little more
than a year ago, he went forth in the service of his

country, by martial strains to inspire her soldiers for

her defence. Then it became a question of some in-

terest, but little doubt, to his friends, how he would

bear himself there, how he would touch new hearts,

what they would learn and say of him. Answers
concerning this have come back to us, and we learn

that his duty was faithfully discharged, and that stran-

gers, and even opponents to him in convictions and

positions, were converted to personal friends. More
than one family of the South confessed the good im-

pression he had made upon them, and the personal

approval he had secured. And that all bis associates

in camp and service loved him, we have had ample
witness.

And now, in these reflections upon his virtues, and

the great truth of immortality, let us find comfort.

These characteristics which constituted his spiritual

being, his real self, were superior to the shock of death,

before which this form, made so dear by their pres-

ence in it and expression through it, lias fallen. He
was superior to this body. It only became sacred, or

more than other material substance, by association

with hint} and now, because he has left it, when it

could no longer serve him, dying, and dissolving

away by disease, we must not say or feel that he is

lost, or changed from what we loved. Standing in

the house where his lifeless form lay, I looked upon

the instrument he had so often inspired with strains

of sweetest music, now silent and powerless, and, in

my thought, I said. So of those cold, dead lips ; they

are still and speechless, because he has left them,

They never moved or spoke by any power of their

own. It was he who moved them and uttered himself

through them. He was greater than they, even as be

was greater than this material instrument of other

shape and substance. And as I should not have
thought him lost, though he had forever laid this one
aside to take up another, so I cannot think him lost,

though he has left those lips, and even all that form,

lifeless. It, with all its members, was but an instru-

ment of many keys, while be was the player; and He
who gave him this, so adapted to the present life, can

as easily provide him with another, adapted to another

life. And, as he could lay aside one instrument of

this world and take up another, imparting his own life

in harmonious strains, with no loss of being or iden-

tity, bo may he lay aside all things earthly and take up
the heavenly, with no loss to himself of life, love, or

any good but gain ; and, by my faith in immortality,

it must be so.

So now we may think of him as having joined the

heavenly band; that hand, some of whom came forth

to heaven's shining portals, singing of the coming
Christ, and whom John in the vision of prophetic

hope heard celebrating his triumph. And yet, he is

*Tho address was delivered without notes, and without
any writtm preparation, and therefore has been reported
only from memory.

not in spirit separated from us. He has the same
mind, the same heart, the same moral sense, the same
self, only with higher expression. He is, as before,

one with us in sympathy, in harmony of heart, so

far as we are true, even as many instruments, making
as many different sounds, alt play the same tune, in

the Bfttne time. This Band, of which he was one,

are all personally and instrumentally separate, and
some of them, in many respects, far apart ; and yet,

as they have played, we have all felt that their souls

blended in one harmonious strain. So, though our
departed friend lias taken up instruments we cannot

yet play, suited to the substances, atmosphere and
forms of the new external life, his spirit may Btill

blend with all that is holy and true in ours.

He has graduated from the lower to the higher

school of God for the culture of his children, but all

are subject to one system, inspired by one spirit. He
has gone up that ladder of light and love whose sum-
mit touches the centre of God's heart, and catches

the first flashes of truth from His spirit. It may have
many steps, of which I cannot confidently speak, but

the principle of progress is the same; it starts from

the lowest earth, it leads to the highest heaven. In
our low and his high place, whatever its degree, by
this law we are one.

Then, in our affections and sweet memories we will

keep him. Our friends, in their inmost and richest

selves, are given, not loaned to us. Their bodies are

but a loan, but by their immortal love and ours, we
keep them. By the image of the mother in the child,

and of God in the mother, which is spiritual, the child

is always the mother's, as she is always God's; and
so of alt our friends. We must relinquish our claims

to their bodies, because they are not spiritual, not in

God's image. They must moulder back to their ele-

ments, sustenance for new forms, and feed the grass

and flowers. Let us freely give them up. Sanctify-

ing the soil beneath which they rest with sacred

tears, which, for the heart's sake, must flow, and rear-

ing the marble, long to proclaim our remembrance of

the life that was, let us not forget the life that is, and
for ever is to be,

God forbid, then, that our friend be spoken of as

being lost, or buried in the grave. Such speech is too

common. It expresses more than we can mean; but

in its use, we feel far too much that is false and com-
fortless. Let us rather, then, think of him as in " the

house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens,"

in the higher school of God, where angels are the

teachers.

If it be possible, I pray you, my friends, to accept

and comfort your hearts with these truths. Accept
of their utterance as fraternal and filial, rather than

as professional; and added to them, or though you
may be unable to receive them, at least accept the as-

surance of the most profound sympathy of him who,

from a full heart, offers them, and of this large assem-

bly, who fain would assuage your sorrow. And
though all words fail, God, with the infinite greatness

of his love and the omnipotence of his spirit, will

stand, and, through currents of life concealed from us,

can comfort you and profit us all. To Him let us

pray.

The friends having viewed the corpse, the body,

followed by the relatives, the printers of the city, and
the band, which discoursed a solemn dirge, was con-

veyed to its resting place at the Cemetery.

I desire to add to this eulogy one excellence in the

character of our son, which does not appear in the

eulogy, or in the notices of the press. He was an

Abolitionist. His great,, clear sense of justice—the

crowning glory of our manhood—made him an intense

hater of American slavery.

He was never affected with the vulgar feeling of

prejudice against a fellow-being because of the color

of his skin. From a child, I never detected in him
the slightest repugnance to the colored race ; such a

repugnance is, in my belief, entirely the result of a

low, mean, wicked education.

If it had been possible to have kept the body a day
longer, I should have tried hard to obtain the testi-

mony of some one of my fellow -laborers in the great

cause of the slave's redemption, on the occasion

;

a fitting one to bring home to the understandings and

hearts of all, the direct relation between crime and
its consequences—between slavery and this bloody

rebellion, which is leaving its crimson stain upon
all our hearthstones. But as this was impossible, I

did the best I could, by publishing the following

card in the daily papers of this city, on the morn
ing of the funeral. A. T. FOSS.

A CARD.
I desire for myself, and on behalf of my family, to

express to the friends who have shown us so much
sympathy and kind attention, in the hour of our deep
sorrow, in the death of our dear and only son, oui
deep and heartfelt gratitude. And as similar eases art
constantly occurring, and are sure to occur in tens of
thousands of instances, in the fearful work of subdu-
ing this accursed rebellion, my deepest aspiration is

that all who suffer may receive that sympathy which
the heart so much craves in its hour of sorrow, and
which more than all else, outside of itself, gives it re-
lief and support. And I desire here to say that I re-

gard the present rebellion—the greatest and surely the
wickedest the world ever saw—the foul murderer of
our son

;
and as slavery is the cause of the rebellion, I

indict it, and all iis perpetrators, defenders and apolo-
gists as guilty of all the blood shed in this terrible war.
And here, before Heaven, and in the presence of my
murdered boy, I swear renewed, intensified and eternal
hostility to slavery. If heretofore I have chastised it,

and all who have defended it or apologized for it, with
whips ; now will I scourge it with scorpions, to its

mean grave of deepest infamy.

A. T. FOSS.

AK APPEAL TO WORKING MEN.

Hopedalb, Oct. 11, 1862.

Dear Friend Garrison:

I cannot keep silence while I see the efforts of a

certain class of men, called conservatives, to defeat

that champion of Liberty and Union, the Hon. Charles

nner ; and as the election comes off in a few weeks,
I would urge the hard-working mechanics, farmers

and laborers to be on hand to cast their votes for the
an who takes the part of the oppressed against the

oppressor ; that practical man, who has too much
backbone to allow himself to he murdered by South-
ern slave-owners or Northern traitors. For my part,

I do not see much difference between the lords of the

lash South, and the conservative, aristocratic traitore

of the North ; for, while the former have the law of

the Slave States to back them in their wickedness of

buying and selling the image of God, the latter claim

the privilege to oblige its subjects to work to enrich

them, I have been a hard-working mechanic all my
days, and have suffered just enough at the hands of

some of those conservative aristocrats, as to hate sla-

very and oppression in all their forms, and know of no
belter way to save myself from their grasp than to

ote such men into office as the Hon. Charles Sumner,
for I know he will rule in the fear of God. Southern

lavery, and Northern conservatism and traitorism, ns

backed up by some of our lawyers, doctors and minis-

ters, are enough to make angels weep, devils dance
for joy, and savages and cannibals to blush and hang
their heads in shame to think they are blood-kin to a
nation that suffers such barbarism as American slave-

ry to exist one moment under the broad light of Chris-

tianity.

Again I say to my brother hard-working laborers of

Massachusetts, be sure you give your vote, at the
coming election, for the men who will sustain the
Hon. Charles Sumner.

Faithfully yours, in behalf of the freedom of our
bleeding country, A. II. HARLOW.

The Rebel Guides in Pennsylvania. A letter

from Harrisburg to the Philadelphia Press says the men
who piloted the rebels so safely through Pennsylvania dur-

ing the recent raid were Pennsylvanian Breckinridge Demo-
rats, and notorious rascals. Their names are Logan,
Wilson, Simes and Brian. It is also stated that Gen.
Stuart and several of his officers arc familiar with that

section of country from having been stationed at Cur-
lisle barracks previous to the rebellion.

LETTER PROM HENRY 0. WRIGHT.

The Proclamation the Great Test—Stuart's Raid into

Pennsylvania instigated by Northern Democrats to car-

ry the Elections of Pennsylvania and New York
agaXnst the Proclamation—Ideas and Bullets.

Cortland, {N. Y.) Oct. 14, 1862.
W. L. Garrison :

Dear Friend—I am lecturing in this and the
neighboring towns. The rebellion—the civil war-
slavery their cause, abolition their cure—equal
and inalienable rights—the glory and true heroism of
suffering and dying to save others from suffering and
death—the Proclamation as a test in Church and
State—life, liberty and happiness—these are my sub-
jects. Great is the desire to hear about them.

In religious life, the question is—What do you think
of the Proclamation ? In political gatherings, wheth-
er Democratic or Republican, it is asked—What do
you think, what dare you say, of the Proclamation ?

Loyalty to the government, to God and man, is test-

ed by loyalty to that Proclamation. The advocates
of slavery and rebellion, North and South, universal-

ly oppose the Proclamation. All who love slavery

hate the Proclamation. All who are pro-slavery ab-

hor the Proclamation. In all the primary meetings,
with a view to tho November election, between
Wadsworth and Seymour, the sole issue is—Shall

the Proclamation be sustained, or resisted 1 Shall

slavery be abolished, January 1st, 1863, or shall it be

continued and established over all the States ? Shall

the laborers of the South be made free, or the la-

borers of the North be made slaves? Shall slave

labor or free labor rule the nation and continent ? This
one issue is supposed to be presented by the Proc-

lamation. So long as the slaveholders and their abet-

tors North thus read the Proclamation,, no matter
what Lincoln meant by it. That the slaves and en-

slavers thus understand it is certain. So let it be. In
this State, both parties are bringing each other to this

test of the Proclamation.

By the way, are you aware that the raid of Stu-

art into Pennsylvania was instigated by the State

Democratic Committee of Pennsylvania, through
Hughes its Chairman, urged on by Seymour and Fer-
nando Wood of New York; and all solely to operate

on the State election held to-day in Pennsylvania,

and in New York in November? There is now no
doubt that Stuart, in his incursion to Chambersburg,
acted by the advice of the pro-slavery Democrats,
whose object is to carry these two great States against

the Proclamation, against the Administration, and
against the war to put down the slaveholders' rebel-

lion. Seymour, Wood, Hughes, & Co. do openly
avow that it is better to enslave the white laborers of

the North than free the negro laborers of the South !

I rejoice with joy and thanksgiving that they and all

the pro-slavery party, North and South, are making
this the one square issue.

Bullets will kill slaveholders, but slavery must be
killed by an idea. Justice must kill Injustice. Right
must kill Wrong—Liberty, Slavery. The bullet

which carries not liberty to the hearts of the living,

will be of but little use to freedom and free institu-

tions, though it carry death to the hearts of ten

thousand tyrants. State. Policy is the only idea of the

Proclamation, but the discussion of Abolition as a State

Policy must result in Abolition as a moral ditty—an act

of justice—as the right of the slave, and the duty of

the master.

Yours, HENRY C. WRIGHT.
P. S. I am in the family of Ebenezer and Hannah

Mudge. You and Theodore Parker hang by the wall,

in perfect likeness. You have been in this family,

Pleasant and only pleasant memories are associated

with you and your visit. Be assured, it is very grati-

fying to me to hear you spoken of as you are in this

family, and by many others here. Painful as it is to

hear the Christ of Abolition preached as a mere war
measure, a State policy, yet I rejoice to see and bear

that living Christ preached as a living Savior to save
the nation. Abolish slavery as a State policy, and the

way will be open to recognize the Negro as an
equal brother before God, and slavery as the sum
of all villany, and slaveholders and their Northern
sympathizers as the incarnation of the sum of all vil-

lany.

What can Abolitionists do to let the slaves know of

the existence and import of the Proclamation % Can
we do any thing 1 We can. Let missionaries go forth

those heathen lands of the South, to declare the

glad tidings of great joy to those who sit in darkness

and the shadow of death, to proclaim to them the

year of jubilee—to be to them John the Baptist of

the Christ of Abolition that is to come January 1st,

1863. Let the knowledge of that Proclamation cover

the South as waters fill the sea. Let the slaves be

taught that on that day they are free, and that no fed-

eral authority will interpose to prevent them from
gaining and maintaining their liberty by running
away or by arms. H. C. W.

A TOUCHING STOET.

AN ESCAPED SLAVE REDEEMS HIS RELATIVES
FROM BONDAGE.

A series of letters which appear in the Lon-
don Star and Daily News (the Times does not
publish such documents) tell a touching story of the
reseue of a mulatto woman and her two quadroon
children from slavery in Georgia. Nine months
ago, J. Sella Martin, a slave who had escaped from
his master and had become a minister in Massachu-
setts five years before, found his way to England,
where he told the history of his sufferings, and en-
listed sympathy of the most substantial character in

an effort to free his sister and her children by pur-
chase. The subscriptions generously tendered bv
English people who were unlike the men of the
Times, and neither worshipped the South nor up-
held slavery, amounted to upwards of two thousand
dollars. With this sum turned into gold, Mr. Mar-
tin returned to this country, and at once communi-
cated with the rebel who owned his sister and her
children. This man's name is John Dorson. He
is a clergyman in Columbus, Georgia, and his tin-

married son had seized upon Caroline (Mr. Martin's
sister) as his mistress. She bore him two children,
a boy and girl—both of whom are handsome quad-
roons. The girl is now sixteen years old, and the
boy nine.

The Reverend Dorson agreed to accept two
thousand dollars " in gold " for " the lot," and Mar-
tin joyfully closed with this offer. The difficulty
was, however, to get possession of the valuable bits

of property, in order to close the transaction
; but

this was finally got over by the ingenious and im-
pecunious Dorson, who seems to be a person as fer-

tile in expedients as he is tenacious of the price of
flesh. He found two Kentucky slave dealers in Co-
lumbus, where he lived, with whom he made a bar-
gain, for a certain per centage, to act as his agents
in the transfer of Caroline and her children to
their new owner. These fellows, whose names are
Gault and Ketehuni, sent to Mr. Martin the follow-

ing

BUSINESS NOTE.

"While in Columbus, Georgia, the Rev. John
Dorson informed us that you had made him an offer

for certain slaves in his l -namely, Caroline
and her children, a girl and a boy. He further
stated that you had the gold to pay his price of re-

demption. Upon the strength of his recommenda-
tion, we bought the slaves. We could easily realize

for the girl, who is about sixteen, ahnost as much as
we. shall as/,: you for all; but, as wo promised Mr.
Dorson to let you know that we have them, we
write to you to redeem our promise."

The rest of the story is told by Mr. Martin him-
self, in a letter addressed to Mr. John Curwen, of
Flaistow, (Secretary of the English " Caroline Mar-
tin Fund,") who communicates it fbr publication to

the London papers. Mr. Martin says :

—

" Boston, United States, September (1.

" My wry dear Friend : I got back last Friday
from Cincinnati, after a most successful trip of about
eight days. I had written to T. J. Martin, Esq.,

who was one of my earliest and most faithful friends,

asking him to act as iny agent in buying my sister

and her children, aa be had promised to-takethem
into his employ; and he very kindly consented to do
so. 1 wrote to him, also, should ho get to Cincin-

nati before me, to go over to Covington, a place op-
posite Cincinnati, on the Kentucky side of the river
to where the traders brought my relatives, and get
their ambrotypes, so that I should not be cheated in
buying others than my sister and her children. He
did so, and when I got them, finding by the likeness-
es that those were the ones I wanted, there was
nothing left me to do but to count him out
two thousand dollars in gold, and he went over to
Covington and made the purchase. The day be-
fore when he was over, he had tried to get them for
less, but he found that it was impossible to do so,

and so he was compelled to pay about £412 for
them. He was gone about four hours—the time
seemed an age to me. A thousand suspicions crept
into my mind, and I was depressed by a thousand
fears. But had I calculated the time it would take
them to make out the papers and get ready to send
my sister to the boat, I need not have lived an age
of anxiety in four hours."

A RECOGNITION.
" When the boat was about three rods from the

ferry landing on this side, Caroline recognized me in

the crowd, and came forward on the boat and waved
her handkerchief. I soon recognised her, and I

suppose behaved myself rather childishly, judging
from the description which my friends give me of*

my action and utterances. In a few moments more,
my sister was in my arms. Oh ! it was a glorious
meeting. My first feelings of joy on gaining my
own freedom were not half so ecstatic. These
feelings must be made known to you by degrees. 1

should seem foolish under the weight of bliss, and
you would get tired of the infliction did I recall

those feelings all at once to describe them to you.
When we had time to converse, I was glad to learn
from her that her lot as a slave had not been a very
hard one; though she bad spent most of it in anxie-
ty and fear about the freedom of herself and chil-

dren. Still, God had sustained her with hope when
she had ceased to hear from me. She was looking
but little older than when I saw her, though some-
what careworn. I send you her photograph, with
those of her children, which I had copied here in

Boston from the ambrotypes which were taken out
there. I spent about six hours with her and the
children, who had not yet realized what they had
gained.

" They are now in Dowagiae, Michigan, with Mr.
Martin, who will give my sister two dollars, or about
8s. 4d. per week. He will clothe Ada and Charlie
for what Ada can do about the house between
school hours, both of the children having the advan-
tage of the free school in the place. He was very
much pleased with their personal appearance, and
from what he said to me I know he feels very much
interested in them, not only on my account, but on
their own. He is the treasurer of the State Con-
vention of the Baptists of Michigan, and a man of

great social and political influence."
Mr. Martin goes on to say that he intends to

bring them to Boston, as soon as he can make prop-
er arrangements fbr their support, and adds this un-
conscious piece of

PATHOS.
" My sister brought me some of the soil from my

mother's grave, and a piece of the rude board that

marks her resting place. The board is very much
decayed, but I shall cherish it with a sacred affec-

tion until I shall be permitted to stand near it, and
hear the song of the slaves' emancipation sung as

the jubilee of the race."

Copies of the portraits referred to in Mr. Mar-
tin's letter were forwarded to his friends in Eng-
land, accompanied by the bill of sale, which trans-
fers "one mulatto woman slave, named Caroline,
with dark straight hair, dark eyes, five feet five

inches high, weighs one hundred and thirty-four

pounds, and is thirty-four years old ; also, one slave

girl named Ada, quadroon, dark curly hair, hazel
eyes, four feet eight inches high, weighs one hun-
dred and nine pounds, and is sixteen years old ; also,

one slave boy, named Charles, quadroon, four
feet two inches high, weighs eighty-two pounds, is

nine years old, dark straight hair and dark eyes,"
to J. Sella Martin, " for his only proper use, benefit,

and behoof forever."

The most sickening part of this business is yet to

come. It is contained in the following canting
epistle from the Reverend Dorson, addressed to Mr.
Martin, and dated " Columbus, Georgia, June 5 :"

A REVEREND REBEL ON SLAVES AND ABOLITION-
ISTS.

" I received your letter bearing; date, Boston,
April 9, but did not reply, because I saw no way of
responding to your proposal without bringing them
to St. Louis, or intrusting the business to an agent.
I could not do the first, because such madmen and
creators of sedition as you and Wendell Phillips

had plunged the country into civil war, and I had
no disposition to do the last. I do not know wheth-
er you will receive this letter or not, but should you,
you will permit me to remind you that there is

another debt that you owe in this direction, which I

think would be more in accordance with justice for

you to pay than the one you are to pay to get Caro-
line, and that is what you oiceyour master from whom
you ran away. I learn from the papers that you
are a preacher. I hope you will take as the very-

first rule of your conduct the apostle's injunction,
' Owe no man anything.'

" From the beginning, I have felt much reluctance
in parting with Caroline, not only because she has
been a faithful servant, but because i" feared to

place her, or allow her to be placed, where her soul

would be in danger. The city (Boston) from which
you "write, and I suppose where you live, has always
been known as the den of social monsters and Aboli-
tion Infidels ; and as I know Caroline to be a Chris-

tian, I have feared, that Gad would hold me responsi-

ble for assisting to jrtunge her into moral and social

ruin. May God save her ! He alone can make her

freedom a blessing to her."

It is such a system and such men that the submis-
sionists would have us bow down before !

The London News, publishing this correspondence,
has a scathing editorial article based upon the facts

it sets forth. We give two extracts :

" That reverend gentleman, we are told, is great
ly respected in his neighborhood ; that is, by his fel-

low slave owners ; and .we can well believe it. If

his sermons arc like his letters, his function must be
to wrest and pervert the principles of our holy

ligion, and make it the prop and stay of the great-

est of social villanies. Such a man must be invalu-

able in slave society. But there was no reason why
he should export his sophistications to Boston."

* * * " Knowing Caroline, to be a Christian,

he wants to keep her in the slavery which has defil-

ed her, and fears that if he were to sell her into

freedom, he should be responsible for her moral and
social ruin. We wonder what constitutes a woman's
ruin down South. However, the reverend gen-
tleman's scruples were not insurmountable, for at

the sight of the. gold he was ready to entrust not

only Caroline, but with her ' the slave girl Ada, a

quadroon with hazel eyes, aged 16,' to the tender
mercies of two travelling speculating slave dealers,

who could have sold them the next day to the high-

est bidder.
" We have not brought forward the case of this

hardened and. conscience-scared old clergyman for its

singularity ; for all who know southern literature or

southern society, know that his thoughts and words
are such as, under similar circumstances, would be
heard wherever slaves have long been held. But
we see from this case how helpless the South is to re-

form itself. If the salt has lost its savor, wherewith
shall the mass be seasoned ? Popular religion must
either reform the devotee, or become itself corrupt
and corrupting. We see what has happened here."

N. K Evening Post.

From tho lloratd of Progross.

THE "GOLDEN GATE."

a spiritual warning.

Editor of Herald of Progress :

Dear Si is—-The following fact in my experience
will interest some of your readers :

—

Being in Santa Cruz, Cal., in the early part of
June last, and intending to come East during the
summer, I one morning stated to my friend Mrs K.,

in whose house I was visiting, that 1 had concluded
to sail on the 21st of July. While we were talk-

ing on the subject, Mrs. Glover, a medium, resi-

dent, in the town, came in, and was presently influ-

nccd by a spirit whom I bad known when a child
of about, ben years, who said:

" Wo do not wish you to go on the vessel yon talk

of."

T did not know what steamer would sail limn Sftn

Francisco on the Slat of July, and had not. even
thought about it. at all ; but. I asked

—

Why not? Isn't she sale V
"

"They have been overhauling her, but she is

wrong about her fire-works."
" Won't she get to Panama V

"

" No, she will never get to Panama again,"
" Will she be lost at sea?"
"No, she will get to the land somewhere down

there, but half her people will be lost."

" If you are sure of this, you ought to warn the
public; other people's lives are as dear to them as
mine to me."

" They wouldn't believe us if we did."
This was said in a tone of indifference, as if the

spirit repaid their skepticism with a feeling of equal
unconcern for them.

" That is true," I replied ;
" but it seems dread-

ful for people to go on board a vessel to be lost, when
they might be saved."

" Oh, you needn't trouble yourself about fhem

;

they may as well come here that way as another."
Some other questions were asked anil answered,

which I do not distinctly recollect now, and then
the charge not to go at that time was very earnestly
repeated, and I was assured that " they" had been,
and seen the condition of the vessel." I need not
add that this was the ill-fated Golden Gate.

Before leaving San Francisco, I learned that a
merchant of that city, who lost his life in the endeav-
or to reach the shore, bad two written warnings,
through a medium there, not to go on her; that ir

he did, he would never reach New York.
The last remark of my spirit friend may seem

heartless. I do not hold myself responsible fbr it.

He was a man of strange ways and speech on the
earth, which he has evidently not yet outgrown. I

remember him well, though at a distance of thirty-

six years, and he proved himself to me, through
Mrs. Glover, by certain peculiarities of manner,
which were all his own. Any one who has read a

book entitled " My Early Days" will find the man
in the owner of a pair of hornless oxen, and, looking

at his portrait there, will at once understand how
little ill-nature there really was in his apparently
ungracious reply to my concern for the unbelieving

public.

I will take occasion to add, that among the me-
diums East or West, I have found none more uni-
formly reliable than the lady who was thus employed
to save me the horrors of that fearful tragedy on the
Mexican coast. I saw and proved her mediumship
in many ways, and am indebted to it for much clear
and noble proof of the power of spirits to commu-
nicate with us, as well as for some of the sweetest
consolations that have ever reached me from the
Summer Land.

Yours, truly, E. W. FARNHAM.
New York, Sept. 25, 1862.

A CASE OF CONSCIENCE.
Hopedale, Sept. 22, 1862. ,

Honorable Sir,—I herewith tender my resigna-
tion as Postmaster of this village, for reasons satisfac-
tory to my own views of duty, to take effect as soon as
a suitable person can be found who will meet your ap-
probation, and will suit the good people of Hopedale.
In doing this, I beg leave very respectfully to state,
that I have noticed, with deep regret, since I received
a commission from you for Postmaster of Hopedale,
Mass., your opposition to all movements of the Gov-
ernment to abolish slavery under the war power, that
man-hating, God-defying system of barbarism, which
will spill blood enough to float the entire United States
navy, to say nothing of the millions on millions which
will be spent of the money which will have to be
earned by the hard-working mechanics, farmers and
laborers of our country, and thereby saddling' a debt
upon the country to be handed down to our children
and children's children, to the third and fourth genera-
tion ; that system which spilt the blood of the faithful

Hon. Charles Sumner, while at his post in the U. S.
Senate Chamber, and afterwards sought to murder the
honest President Lincoln while on his way to take his

seat at the capital in Washington ; that system which
caused Jefferson to say he trembled for his country
when he considered that God was just, and had no at-

tributes which took sides with slavery.
Very respectfully, your humble servant in behalf

of the Liberty and Union of our country,
ANSEL H. HARLOW,

Postmaster at Hopedale, Worcester Co., Mass.

Hon. Montgomery Blair, Postmaster General of
the United States of America, Washington, D. G.

"SHODDY."
BY J. IVES PEASE.

Old Shoddy sits in his easy chair,

And cracks his jokes and drinks his ale,

Dumb to the shivering soldier's prayer,
Deaf to the widows' and orphans' wail.

His coat is warm as the fleece unshorn
;

Of a " golden fleece" he is dreaming still;

And the music that lulls him, night and morn,
Is the hum-hum-hum of the shoddy-mill.

Clashing cylinders, whizzing wheels,
Rend and ravel and tear and pick ;

What can resist these hooks of steel,

Sharp as the claws of the ancient Nick?
Cast-offmantle of millionaire,

Pestilent vagrant's vesture chill,

Rags of miser or beggar bare,

All are " grist " for the shoddy-mill.

Worthless waste and worn-out wool,
Flung together—a specious sham!

With just enough of the " fleece " to pull
Over the eyes of poor " Uncle Sam."

Cunningly twisted through web and woof,
Not " shirt of Nessus" such power to kill:

Look ! how the prints of his hideous hoof
Track the fiend of the shoddy-mill

!

A soldier lies on the frozen ground,
While crack his joints with aches and ails ;

A "shoddy " blanket wraps him round,
His "shoddy " garments the wind assails.

His coat is "shoddy," well " stuffed " with "flocks;'
He dreams of the flocks on his native hill

;

His feverish sense the demon mocks

—

The demon that drives the shoddy-mill.

Ay ! pierce his tissues with shooting pains,
Tear the muscles and rend the bone,

Fire with frenzy the heart and brain :

Old Hough-Shoddy! your work is done

!

Never again shall the bugle-blast
Waken the sleeper that lies so still

;

His dream of home and glory 's past

:

Fatal 's the " work" of the shoddy-mill.

Struck by "shoddy," and not by "shells,"
And not by shot, our brave ones fall;

Greed of gold the story tells,

Drop the mantle and spread the pall.

Out! on the vampires! out! on those
Who of our life-blood take their fill

!

No meaner " traitor " the nation knows.
Than the greedy ghoul of the shoddy-mill

!

—Continental Monthly.

IMPROVEMENT IN
Champooing and Hair Dyeing,

w
' WITHOUT SMUTTING.'

MADAME CAETEAUX BANNISTER
0ULD inform tho public that she bns removed from

Washington Street, to

Ho. 31 "WINTER STREET,
where she will attend to all discuses of the Hair.

She is sure to cure in nine cases out of ten, as she lias
for many years made the hair her study, and is sure there

- none to excel hot in producing a new growth of hair.
Jlor Restorative differs from that of any one else, being

uiado from tho roots and herbs of the forest.

She CUampoos with a bark which does not grow in this
country, and which is highly beneficial to the hair before
using the Restorative, and will prevent, the hair from
tinning grey.

She also has another for restoring grey hair to its natu-
ral color in nearly all cases. She is not afraid to spufe of
her Restoratives in any part of the world, as they are used
in every city in tho country. They are also packed for her
customers to take to Europe with tbciti, enough tolasttwo
or three years, as they often say they can get nothing
abroad like them.

MADAME CARTEATJX BANNISTER,
No. 31 "Winter Street, Boston.

IOII 33XS3XT.

GLOBE~HOTEL,
WILLIAM P. POWELL, PaowmreGB,

2 Dover Street, (near Franklin Square

NEW YORK,

A. J. GROVER,
ATTORNEY AND COV\st-:i.uu; AT LAW,

EARLVILLB, La Salle Co., 111.

|y Especial attention pven to .-securing ami collecting
Claims for BhBtwn Merchants.

August S. tf.

.JOHN S. HOCK. KSQ.,
ATVOKM-V ANJD CO! V8U LOJ? AT /..111

No. 6, TiiKMoNTSniKUT, : : BOSTOK,
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"Proclaim Liberty throughoi * all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;"

" I lay this down m the law of nations. I any thi^t mil-

itary authority takei, for tho time, the place of all mimic -

ipal institutions, and SLAVER? AMONG THE ItEST

;

and that, under that etato of things, so far from its being

true that tho States where slavery exists have tho exclusive

management of tho suhjeot, not only tho Pjif.sioknt of

the United States, but tho OoMtrAitDEB Qir tub Amir,

HAS POWER TO ORDER TIIF UXIVEKSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES From the instant

that the slaveholding States become thu theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers

of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of

slavery, in kwry wav in which it can be istkrfkred

with", from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country it actually in war, whether

it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must OARliy it on, ac-

cording TO the laws op war ; and by the Jaws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and HAKTIAL POWEIt TAKES THB

place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, tho commanders of both armies have power to enuue

ci pate all the slaves in the invaded territory."—J. Q. Adam.
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AN AMNESTY.

We cannot but refer again to an amnesty. The

time for conquering the will of the South has pass-

ed. The Administration has not pursued the war

with the necessary spirit,' nor with the sagacity

needed for the occasion. There has been too much

political chicanery at work. It is not the country

that has been most at stake with our officers, but

the interests of politicians— of electioneering

friends. Hence the appointment to a Major-Gen-

eralship of Fremont, of Pope, of Phelps, and the

elevation of many other incapable men. The Hon.

C. J. Biddle denounced the war as a " Black Re-

publican Job." This was very severe ; but, inas-

much as the Black Republicans have been enormous-

ly enriched by the war, it is an undoubted truth. It is

not without foundation, too, in the sense that those

Republicans, who are filling their pockets by the

campaign, have no wish that there should be a ces-

sation of hostilities ; and because the rebellion has

much of its cause in Black Republican politics—

which is a compound of whiggery, know-nothingism

and abolitionism—it is difficult to prove that Colonel

Biddle made an unjust denunciation. But, how-

ever this may be, the time for subduing the will of the

South has gone. That will is now too rampant. It

has won too many victories to submit quietly to

arms. Its victories over those Black Republican

jackasses—McDowell and Pope—have given it

pride that it will never acknowledge defeat. Fight-

ing has only injured our cause. We are able to ex-

terminate the South—to give its lands to Northern

settlers—to emancipate its slaves—to leave it no

public work—to remove completely its population
;

but we cannot conquer the Southern will. While

a Southern man remains, there will be a Southern

will that cannot be conquered. We can put the

South under foot, but its spirit is indomitable. What
profit can spring from such a victory ? None. If

the Southern army was defeated to-morrow, the

temper of revolution would grow all the stronger.

The President has issued many proclamations which

he patriotically believed would be followed by an

increase of Unionism in the South ; but his manifes-

toes are spit at, and himself derided. His docu-

ments are of no avail but one

—

that of enlarging the

spirit of rebellion. Can he mention a single procla-

mation of his that has realized his hopes? We
should be sorry to impede him in saving the Union.
But his past experience should tell htm now that

an armhtice would do good. What does the South

want ? Can he not put a question of this nature ?

Can he not try the value of a suggestion for peace ?

This may not be the highest spirit—it may not be

according to the way in which guilty rebels should

be treated—but it is prudence. AVe cannot break

the spirit of the South by arms; and without their

spirit in its freedom, their overthrow would lead to

nothing. Enough of blood has been shed ; enough

of lives have been lost ; enough of desolation to all

branches of industry has been done ; and enough
coercive proclamations have been issued ; let us now

try the virtue of peace. The President is, indeed, in

a most unpleasant situation. There is no doubt

that he is honest ; but the faction that elected him to

the White House want the war continued, for their

enterprises to realize large fortunes are in the bal-

ance ; and, notwithstanding the pre-eminence of his

position, Abraham Lincoln is, in too many instances,

the flexible tool of an unscrupulous party. But he

should remember bis oath of office, and be untram-

melled by anything save the Constitution. Tbat is

now in the worst danger, and as it owes most of

that danger to the havoc of war, administered by
know-nothings, abolitionists and republicans, an ar-

mistice—a suspension of hostilities—might be offer-

ed.

The election in Philadelphia has gone entirely

against the Democratic party—the Republicans who
are composed of Abolitionists, Know-nothings and
Whigs—having carried the point by tremendous ma-
jorities. The fact is owing to the principle that

possession is nine points of the law ;—perhaps it has

dependence also on unscrupulous chicanery. At all

events, the success of the Republicans is much to be

deplored. They are the main cause of this unnatural

war. It is their profit that it broke out— it is thesr

advantage to have it continued—because they get

the contracts. So that, in truth, their triumph is a

continuance of the war—a further estrangement of

the South—a new shedding of blood

—

a new vio-

lence on the Constitution—a new difficulty in the

restoration of the Union—an indefinite adjourn-

ment of peace. This iniquitous faction is suffering

from what Parson Brownlow calls "nigger on the

brain;" and it has the itch of avarice on the palms.

But its highest ascent in power has been reached.

A few more elections will see the Republicans de-

feated as the Know-nothings were.

—

Boston Pilot.

GARIBALDI COMING TO AMERICA.

Garibaldi is a warrior of infidelity, as Voltaire was

its essayist. The sword of the one is sharpened by

the infamous doctrines of the other. The accursed

philosopher looked upon the ejection of infamy on

the Popes as the most splendid thing his talents

could perform; and he was incessantly engaged in

the execution of his bad design. The villainous buc-

cancer always regarded the utter military demon-

strations made by the Papacy as the most necessary

act the world has yet required, and he is now, after

having vainly shed the blood of thousands, in order

to carry it out. The two are precisely in the posi-

tion of master and scholar. Had Francois.de Aron-

et given his talents a moral direction, it is certain

that Ginscppi Garibaldi had not been to-day the ex-

communicated scoundrel that he is. The worst con-

demning remark that can be made on any criminal

te tliis, tbat his career has been to realize the diabol-

ical principles of the Satan of France; and that

such has been the career of Garibaldi, the voice of

St. Peter's representative himself, that of all the

Cardinals, and Bishops and Priests of the whole

Church, and of all the faithful, sufficiently attest.

A universal decision of this nature cannot be wrong.

It weighs against Protestant England—against Pro-

testant America—against all Protestantism—against

every opposition that can be found. Evidence like

this can never be logically rejected. Protestants,

to be sure, give it rejection, and there are some

contemptible Catholics whose absurd spirit of inde-

pendence would revolt at it; but universal judg-

ments stand for ever; the decision of the prejudiced

few soon disappears ; and while the world endures,

the majority of its inhabitants will hold that Gari-

baldi has been the villain the excommunication of the

Church declares Aim to be. We might present his

desperate character by enumerating his deeds ; but

they are too many to be confined in a newspapei

article; and the judgment (which we have given,)

that has been pronounced on him, describes the en-

tire caw. That judgment is replete with universal

condemnation ; it has, therefore, a cause of inex-

pressible wickednesB.

It is now said that this Voltairian pirate, finding

himself unable to take Rome from the Pope, and to

stir up- -rebellion in Sardinia, has offered himself and

six thousand Italian soldiers to the American gov-

ernment, as aid in suppressing the rebellion; and

many are of opinion that the whole country would

generously accept so magnanimous an offer.

The Republican press is clapping hands very

boisterously on this circumstance. The New York
Iribune, and many other papers of that fanatic

stamp, and all the violent Protestant journals in the

land, have taken it up with much glee, and given it

the widest commentary they could command. Gari-

baldi is another Lafayette ; his braves will be ac-

cepted ; there will be eagerness, as there is high

honor, in enlisting among such veterans, and their

fighting in America will be the best means that has

yet happened of furthering the down-trodden liber-

ties of Europe—say the majority of our contempo-

raries.

It is singular with what facility the American

people may be played on. Louis Kossuth humbugged

them out of their time, out of their money, out of

their admiration, out of their wits. The infamous

Lola Montes had almost as great success. No man
yet has understood his countrymen so well as Bar-

num. And are they now to have Garibaldi foisted

on them ? Is it from true generosity that he has

offered his six thousand Italian cut-throats ? Both

he and his men are rebel ivar dogs out of business,

and together they are willing to become mercena-

ries. This is really the case of Garibaldi and his

men. There should be no doubt that Jefferson

Davis could get a bargain of these Italians, and

they would suit him admirably,—for, like his own un-

fortunate troops, they are rebels. Six thousand Ital-

ian rebel mercenaries ! Who could command such

a herd of revolutionists ? The Administration would

deserve immediate dismissal from power, if it ac-

cepted into the army revolutionary troops from

another country. Such an act would make the

world say that we have no right to put down the

rebellion of the South, for the act would be emi-

nently encouraging to revolutionists. May the

Union never see the disgraceful day of suppressing

domestic rebels by foreign rebels' swords ! Any-
thing but that 1 And who would join these six thou-

sand scoundrels ? The curse of the Church is on

their heads. What Catholic would like to draw

sabres by the side of such men ? It is a falsehood

that there would be any eagerness to unite with

them.

—

Boston Pilot.

HEGEO IKMIGEATIOH.

Do the people of Indiana desire their State to be

overrun with lazy, helpless and thriftless negroes ?

Do they want the State to be Africanized ? Large
numbers have already been brought into the State,

in violation of our Constitutional provisions against

such immigration. If Lincoln's Proclamation is car-

ried into effect, our State will be flooded with a

population, which, by an overwhelming vote of the

people, it was determined to exclude. By order of

the Secretary of War, thousands of contrabands,

men, women and children, arc being carried into

Illinois. The same thing is going on in Ohio. Un-
less protested against, the Federal military authori-

ties will Africanize the Western States. We do not

want that population amongst us. We do not want

the industry of the State taxed for their support.

We have already burdens enough, without this ad-

dition to them. If Abolitionism triumphs at the

polls to-morrow, our State will be flooded with ne-

groes, devouring our substance like the locusts of

Egypt. The only remedy for this threatened evil

is to elect men to Congress, who will insist that the

local laws and policy of the State shall be respected

by the officers of the general government, and by

the election of a Legislature and public officers who
will see that the laws are faithfully executed. There

is no hope that a Republican Legislature or Repub-

lican officers, unless constrained by heavy fines and

penalties, will do their duty in preventing the im-

migration of negroes. The white men of Indiana

must not be degraded by placing the negro in eom-

pelition with them in the workshops, or in any de-

partment of labor.

—

Indiana State Sentinel, Oct. 10.

SPECIMEN OF INDIANA DEMOCRACY.

ggp The abolition platform used to be " free soil,

free speech, free trade, and five, men." Their free

soil is now under martial law, their tree speech is

imprisonment by the government of those who differ

from them, their free trade is tlie infamous Morill

prohibitory tariff, and their free men consist of ne-

groes only !-

—

Evansv'dle (Ind.) Gazette.

fg§= An orphan white girl, living with a family in

Illinois, was removed from her home, a short time

since, to make room for a contraband from the South.

This is the way it works—poor white folks have to

stand aside to make room for Mr. Sambo and Miss

Dinah. It will not be long until this will be seen

and felt all over the country.

—

Ibid.

fgir
3 An enthusiastic Democrat, writing from one

of the " overwhelming " counties, says :
" We have

met the niggers, and they are ours. Our majority

is not less than 300. Two years ago, the abolition-

ists beat us about 200. Glory !"

—

Ibid.

ggg^ The Republicans will have a harder time go-

ing up Salt River than the Democrats had, not be-

cause the waters are low, but each fellow will have

to " tote " a big nigger on his back.

—

Ibid.

jSgjf^ Butternuts are very abundant this year, but

the Republicans are complaining that the shells are

so thick that they cannot be cracked with the teeth.

—Ibid.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION.

The Yankee government has at last laid aside all

disguise. Lincoln openly proclaims the abolition of

slavery throughout the entire South, wherever a

slave is held. Tlie time for issuing this proclama-

tion has been singularly well chosen. It is when
the discharge of Pope's last officer has left our gov-

ernment, for the present, entirely without the means

of retaliation. It is singularly consistent with the

behavior of Lincoln when Pope's infamous procla-

mation was issued. That document was not sent

forth until Lincoln had assured himself that the

cartel had been or would be signed.

Fur the proclamation itself, it does not in the least

alter the character of the war. It has been an

abolition contest from the beginning, and is no more

an abolition contest now than it was at first. The
Yankees have stolen and set tree all the negroes

who were willing to go wherever their soldiers have

had possession of tho country. It is best for us, in-

deed, that tho mask should be entirely laid aside,

since our people, no longer deluded into tho belief

that slave property will be respected, will bo careful

hereafter to remove it beyond the reach of dan-

ger.

This document is merely curious from tho clear

demonstration which it affords of the entire posses-

sion which the abolition party has taken of the fed-

eral government, that the utter prostration of the

last remnant of what used, with so much unction,

to be termed by the canting knaves of New Eng-

land, " the bulwark of our liberties,"—we mean
that ridiculous old Constitution of the United States,

which no party ever paid any attention to when

they were strong enough to disregard it, and from

which no party, too weak to justify its position with

the sword, ever received the slightest protection.

That the whole North will acquiesce, in this last

kick of the expiring Constitution, cannot be doubt-

ed. Experience has proved that we have nothing

to hope from any party in that quarter. Eager as

they may be to cut each other's throats, they are still

more eager to cut ours, and to that pious work, we
may be assured, they will devote themselves with all

their energy. They are already calling for a mil-

lion more of men, and the probability is that they

will have them long before Christmas. We must

make up our minds to meet the men, and to beat

them, as we both can and will, if they come here.

—

Richmond Dispatch, Sept. 30th.

$ tltttittu*.

THE EMANCIPATION QUESTION.

To the Editor of the Toronto Globe:

Sir,—I have read with much satisfaction your re-

cent articles on the emancipation of slaves in the

United States ; they were in direct contrast and a

just rebuke to that pro-slavery sheet, the Leader. It

out-herods Herod in its love and praise for the man-
stealer, and his hellish institution. The colored man,
as well as every member of the human family, has

much cause to rejoice that we have here such an ad-

vocate of the rights of man, without distinction of

color;- one that is not dependent upon the blood-

stained money of a few slaveholders and their sym-
pathizers to keep up his circulation, but rises above

low prejudice and pecuniary consideration to take

up the cause of the oppressed. And, sir, when the

history of this rebellion is written, the Globe will

hold a prominent place in that galaxy of stars which

shall be noted for their advocacy of freedom to

all men. The Leader has all his sympathy laid

up in store for the Slaveocrat, who has grown fat,

rich and arrogant upon tho bones, blood and muscles

of human beings, and deals it out with a profusion

that knows no bounds ; but he has none for the poor

defenceless slave, who has been cut, slashed, burnt,

and outraged in all manner of ways, his flesh been

torn by bloodhounds, his daughters prostituted, his

wife and children sold away thousands of miles from

him, and the sleeping babe of his wife stolen from

the cradle while its mother is absent on her daily

duties.

The Leader pretended some time since that, if the

North was fighting for the freedom of the slave, he

and the people of Canada could sympathize with

her; but as soon as Congress passed the Confiscation

Act, to liberate the slaves of the rebels, he labored

with all his might to prove it to be barbarous and
unconstitutional 1 And when President Lincoln per-

forms the crowning act of his administration, and
issues his proclamation of emancipation,—for which
millions of hearts all over the world will beat in

thanksgiving to God,—the Leader, true to his in-

stincts, commences to hurl his epithets against him
and his proclamation !

It seems the Leader fears that emancipation will

cause an influx of free colored people into Canada.
Nothing can be more erroneous. On the contrary,

it will be the best thing that could be done to prevent an
influx either into the North or Canada. And I think

any one who asserts that the slaves will, when free,

desert the places of their nativity in the sunny South,

and come to this cold and inhospitable climate,

where they will be subject to the diseases incidental

to it, and from which they enjoy perfect immunity
there, (to say nothing of the cold-hearted and cruel

prejudice exhibited towards them here by certain

evil-disposed persons,) must either be a fool or a
knave. But suppose, Mr. Editor, for argument's

sake, a few thousands of those stout fellows, with

whom John Mitchell, the convict, wished to have a

plantation down South well stocked, and who have
made the South what it has been by the sweat of

their brow, who have kept the Lancashire looms go-

ing so long, the stoppage of whose productions is

now dealing such a heavy blow to Britain, and re-

ducing her operatives to famine and beggary, were
to settle upon some of our rich lands not now under
cultivation, and make them to yield their natural

productions so as to increase their value, what objec-

tion could there be to it ? For the country is cer-

tainly in want ofjaborers, and it cannot be said that

we have not good farmers amongst us; for it is pro-

verbial that some of the best farms in Western Cana-
da are owned by colored men, and some, too, that

they have bought from white men who had failed to

succeed, and were obliged to sell out themselves, to

prevent the sheriff from doing it for them.

It cannot be disguised, Mr. Editor, that both the

North and South arc getting well scourged for their

oppression of the colored man; and Canada may
now learn a lesson from which she should profit,

rather than take a retrograde movement to oppress

the poor and helpless. And let her not forget the

words of Thomas Jefferson who said, " When I re-

member that God is just, I tremble for my country."

But, says the Leader, you are better off as slaves

than if you were free. Well, if slavery is such a

benign institution, let him and his coadjutors make
a trial of it ; and as old uncle Abe is going to de-

prive the black race of its great blessings and bene-

fits, they will have a good chance of monopolizing it.

Nor need they fear any competition, or that they

will not succeed for want of capital. It only wants

willing hearts, with union and perseverance; and al-

though at first it will come a little awkward to them,

they have only to keep trying, when I am sure they

will be able to transmit to their posterity some of the

imprints of its beauties—namely, (lat noses, retreat-

ing foreheads, projecting teeth, thick lips, large feet,

and long heels; and, should they get down in some
of the rice swamps of South Carolina, perhaps they

may even succeed in handing down a black skin and
a woolly head of hair. For Hugh Miller tells us,

in his "Testimony of the Rocks," page 272, that
" There are cases in which not more than from two

to three centuries have been found sufficient thor-

oughly to alter the physiognomy of men." And fur-

ther, " On the plantation of Ulster in 1G11, and af-

terwards on the success of tlie British against the

rebels in 1(1-11 and 1(189," says a shrewd writer of

the present day, himself an Irishman, "great multi-

tudes of the native Irish were driven from Armagh
and the south of Down, into the mountainous tract

extending from the Barony of Flours eastward to

tho sea; on the other side of the kingdom the same
race wore exposed to the worst effects of hunger and

ignorance, the two great brutatisers of the human
rac'. 'flic descendants of theso exiles are now dis-

tinguished physically by great degradation. They
are remarkable for open, projecting mouths, with

prominent teeth and exposed gums; and their ad-

vancing check bones and depressed noses bear bar-

barism on their very front."

In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I have to express to

you, what I am satisfied every intelligent colored

person feels, gratitude for your noble and manly ad-

vocacy of our cause, with a wish that God may
speed you in the work of imbuing in the minds of

the people pure principles of liberty and equality to

all men. I remain, dear sir,

Your humble servant,

ONE OF THE SONS OF HAM.
Toronto, Oct. 2, 1862.

THE PROBLEM OP RACE.

Some of our exchanges come to us with long

leaders under the above heading. They are en-

deavoring to establish the fact of inequality of ra-

ces, and argue thence that the weaker races are

naturally and inevitably to be enslaved by the

stronger. They say that the black race is inferior

to the white race, and that wherever the two have

coexisted, the whites, if sufficiently numerous, have

held the blacks in slavery. Because this has been,

they argue that it must continue to be. In their

view, the President's proclamation is aimed against

a social status, fixed and permanent by the laws of

God. This "higher law" receives their homage.
They are its willing subjects, and evidently hope
it will over-rule anti-slavery proclamations and acts

of Congress.

But the equality of races is not the point in ques-

tion. In this argument we do not care whether the

ancient Egyptians, whose armies overran and subju-

gated nearly all Asia, were white or black. It is of

no consequence, whether or not the black race in the

person of' Hannibal gave io the world its greatest

general. Suppose we grant, for the purpose of ar-

gument, that the black race is inferior to the white

race. This being the fact, the superior race would
undoubtedly, so long as it remained in a state of

semi-barbarism and heathenism itself, hold the in-

ferior race in subjeetiou and bondage. In the ear-

lier ages of the world, when the normal state of all

races seems to have been war, the more powerful

tribes, after defeating their weaker neighbors in

bloody battles, devastated their territory, robbed

them of their property, and reduced them to sla-

very. This was in accordance with natural laws,

so long as the human race was subject to the base

and uncontrolled rule of its animal nature.

But Christianity and civilization have changed all

that, and whoever should now argue that we ought

to treat our enemies as the old nations did, as even

the Israelites—the chosen people of God—did as

they believed under his express command, would

only subject himself to the imputation of cruelty

and barbarism. Ho would be regarded as an an-

omaly, a waif from the dark ages, which, somehow
or other surviving its day and generation, had come

down to us that we might know what manner of

men these old barbarians were.

The advocate of slavery, as the necessary result

of the inequality of races, at the present time stands

in tho same category as would the advocate of the

enforcement of the old rules of barbarous war in

this age of Christian enlightenment. He is out of

his place. Existence in this era of light and pro-

gress must be as painful to this estray from the dark

ages as it would be to an owl to be exposed to the

full sunshine of day. We must bear with him

patiently, for he is an object of pity as well as of

blame, and is the cause of more suffering to himself

than to others. The " higher law " of the Chris-

tian, in contradistinction to that of the pagan,

teaches us that the strong should sustain and encour-

age the weak instead of tyrannizing over them should

elevate rather than oppress them. If the blacks are

inferior to the whites," then it is doubly our duty, as

a Christian people, to remove the yoke which supe-

rior power has imposed upon them, and assist them

in attaining to whatever social and moral elevation

their natures may be capable of.

The men who believe in the inferiority of the

black race, and thence infer that it should be held

in slavery, prove themselves to belong to a past

semi-barbarism, rather than than the present civili-

zation, and to be possessed of the nature of bullies

and cowards, rather than of brave men and Chris-

tians.— Worcester Spy, Oct. 8th.

CONFEDERATE PERSISTENCE.

What has the South gained by rebellion ? Agri-

cultural impediments from which famine is sure to

result; mercantile ruin that can never be repaired;

manufacturing losses of the most unfortunate na-

ture; and domestic desolations which no earthly

circumstances can liquidate. These are the profits

the South has gained by its -treason ;
and the same

profits are increasing every day. Each twenty-four

hours the Union has a new victory to exult in ; and

as time passes, the Southern resources are becoming

tremendously crippled. But for all this—in the

very presence of the worst disasters already in ex-

tence, and of a certain repetition of them, if the

treason continues—the Confederate authorities still

hope to carry their point, are as inveterate as ever

in their wicked resolve to split the Republic. Firm-

ness, when iiuidcd by a good understanding, de-

serves the highest commendation, but when it de-

generates into surly stubbornness, there should be no

patience with it. That it is stubbornness which now
influences the Richmond government, no one can

deny. What hopes of success can the Confederacy

entertain ? Can it recover back Tennessee ? Is it

able to restrain North Carolina from re-entering the

Union? Will Maryland—now loyal Maryland

—

join it ? What means has it for expelling General

"Butler from New Orleans? Are tuere any more
Merrimacs in its capacity ? Has it a navy ? What
can it do to take Norfolk from General Wool ? Can
it prevent General McClellan from taking Rich-

mond? In a word, what hope of success of any
description can the South legitimately entertain ?

It can entertain no hope. Is it blind to this fear-

ful condition of things? Have its leaders no per-

ception of the utter—the glaring—the most certain

impossibility of success? Those men must have

some intelligence; they cannot but have clear con-

victions that their cause is entirely under the iron

heel of the loyal North. Why then do they per-

sist? What do they hope to do for the South ?

Has not their treason overwhelmed it sufficiently

with misfortune? Is it for themselves, or for what
they call their country, they persist in treason ? [(

they have any patriotism for the latter, they should

at once break up. Their persistence is murderous
cruelty. It will entail in the most direct manner
tho worst consequences on the South ; for the North
is able to restore the Union, and it will do it at all

hazards. After "Bull Run," there was a shadow
of hope- for the. Confederacy; but that battle has

been reversed more than a thousand fold, and new
reversions are happening every day. Further per-

sistence is not only a great crime, it. is also a most

blind imprudence. But if our friends will persist,

so will thfl North; and the North |will carry the

victory.

—

Boston Pilot, June 1th.

WHO ARE THEIR FRIENDS?

To the Editors of the Boston Daily Advertiser

:

Let the mudsills of Massachusetts read what the

chivalry say of them and their masters, the friends

of the rebels here.

Dr. Bellows informs us that the slaveholders are
brave and fascinating aristocrats, with small hands
and feet

!

Lucky for us. since we were made only to be trod-

den upon. Their fingers are certainly light enough !

Witness their exploits in pillage, before which the

chivalric Dick Turpin and Captain Kidd sink into

insignificance.

We always knew they were born to rule us, but,

until lately, they claimed to do it through their dear
friends, the pro-slavery democrats.
What new light has broken in upon Mr. Geor«e

Fitzhugh ?

He now talks of waiting until the "gentlemen,
conservatives, scholars and Christians, who have al-

ways ridden our masses, shall be acain in the sad-

dle !

"

If we are such asses as to let them mount, may
their spurs be sharp and their lash heavy, for we
shall deserve it

!

What has lately happened in Massachusetts, to

lead these chivalric, small-footed gentry to expect a
revolution here in their favor?
Can it be the " No Party " movement for sustain-

ing the President ?

Are they so infatuated as to believe that the peo-
ple of Massachusetts, entrenched behind their com-
mon schools, are to be caught by such flimsy chaff
as this " No Party " concern ?

The old proverb says it is wise to learn from our
enemy !

Let any honest and patriotic men, who have been
seduced by their prejudices into this " No Partv

"

movement, read Mr. George Fitzhugh, and con-
sider what sort of company they are getting into

!

Let the people of Massachusetts read him, and
keep a sharp look out for the virtuous and intelli-

gent governing class which he so soon expects to see
riding them 1 Audax.

" We shall not offend our friends in Massachusetts
by legislation directed at the party now in the ascend-
ant. Never was a baser set of wretches in possession of
power than those who have ruled and voted in that
State ever since the time of the Hiss Legislature;
and yet no State possesses so many men eminently
fitted to rule. The creatures bom with saddles on their

backs, have thrown their riders. The dogs have escaped
from the kennel. But horses and dogs need masters

;

they cannot long live without them. The pi-esent gov-
erning class in MusmichusMs arc tmf.urtd/y the lower layer

of sociehj. They arc incapable of fu'lfiling, for any
length of tiiuo, any other offices thnn tWc hc i->npti>»s
to that lower layer. They will soon subside into their

proper position, and be glad to get gentlemen, and
conservatives, and scholars, and Christians, to rule
over them, while they ' hew the wood and draw the
water.' These outbreaks of society, in which 'the
meanest get uppermost,' will occasionally occur.
But, in the long run, virtue governs vice, intelligence
governs ignorance, religion controls infidelity. Let us
of the South be patient, and wait for that process of
subsidence and stratification in Northern society, which
ivill be sure to put. our friends uppermost ; for it is as
natural for them to ride, as it is for the musses to he
ridden. He who denies that God made the multitude
to be directed, governed and coniroUed by the feic, and
that this common multitude is happier, more virtuous
and prosperous, when governed, than when govern-
ing, quarrels with the course of nature, and disputes
the wisdom and beneficence of Deity. Universal
suffrage may put society wrong side up, hut nature is

all-powerful, and soon brings down the lower layer or
stratum to its true place."

—

[Gkorge Fitzhugh, of
Virginia.

ADVICE OF GEN. S00TT.

Washington, March 3, 1861.

Dear Sir,—Hoping that in a day or two the new
President will have happily passed through ail per-
sonal dangers, and find himself enstalled an honored
successor of the great Washington, with you as chief
of his Cabinet, I beg leave to repeat, in writing, what
I have before said to you orally—this supplement to

my printed "views," {dated in October last,) on the
highly disordered condition of our (so late) happy and
glorious Union. To meet the extraordinary exigen-
cies of the times, it seems to me that I am guilty of

no arrogance in limiting the President's field of selee-

lion to one of four plans of procedure subjoined :

—

1. Throw offjthe old and assume a new designa-
tion—the Union party. Adopt the conciliatory mea-
sures proposed by Mr. Crittenden or the Peace Con-
vention, and my life upon it, we shall have no new-

case of secession ; but, on the contrary, an early re-

turn of many, if not of all the States which have al-

ready broken off from the Union. Without some
equally benign measure, the remaining slaveholding
States will probably join the Montgomery Confede-
racy in less than sixty days; when this city, being in-

cluded in a foreign country, would require a perma-
nent garrison of at least thirty-five thousand troops to

protect the government within it.

2. Collect the duties on foreign goods outside the
ports of which the Government has lost the com-
mand, or close such ports by acts of Congress, and
blockade them.

3. Conquer the seceding States by invading armies.
No doubt this might be done in two or three years
by a young and able General—a Wolfe, a Dcsaix, or
a Hocho—with 300,000 disciplined men, estimating a
third for garrisons, and a loss of a yet greater num-
ber by skirmishes, sieges, battles and" Southern fevers.

The destruction of life and property on the other side

would he frightful, however perfect the moral discipline

of the invaders. The conquest completer] at that enor-

mous waste of human tile to the North and North-
west, with at least $250,000,000 added thereto, and
ctd bono? Fifteen devastated provinces! not to be
brought into harmony with their conquerors, but to

be held for gcnoratuni by heavy garrisons, at an ex-
pense quadruple the nett duties or taxes which it

would be possible to extort from them, followed by a
protector or an emperor.

4. Say to the seceded States : Wayward sisters, de-
part in peace.

In haste, I remain, very truly, yours,
Winfield Scott.

Hon. William IT. Seward, &c, &c.

This letter was read by John Van Buren, al

tho meeting in the Cooper Institute on Monday
evening. No possible turn of events can ever wipe
out from history tho stain which it casts on the rep-

utation of General Scott, and, in part, upon the

President, for entrusting the conduct of the war to

a leader whose opinions were against it. The Com-
mander-in-Chief says to the President, in effect,

You can do either of four things : give the rebels

what they want, blockade their ports, light them, or

let them depart The first he. strongly recom-
mends; tho second he would not oppose; to their

departure as " wayward sisters,'' ho has evidently
no insuperable objections; but when he comes to

tho question of fighting, tho only thing possible, with
honor, under the circumstances, he 'argues against

it with all Ins power. How could the President,

after such an avowal, entrust him with the manage-
ment of the war? How is it that he did not say to
him, lL Sir, your sentiments disqualify you for direct-

ing In this terrific contest which has been forced

upon me; 1 must have a General who believes the

rebellion must and can be put down by actual war,

by conquering and not compromising with traitors

in aiiii&j ilOLwllliMaiiding your previous gallant

services in behalf of your country, stern duty re-

quires that in this emergency I should confide the

interests of the nation to other hands"? Would
not this have been the universal feeling of the loyal

North, could they have known at the time that such
a letter had been addressed to the President? AVho
is there that would have recommended our entering

upon this war under such auspices? Long and
anxiously did the people watch and wait, and won-
der at the course of events, disaster upon disaster,

and apparently without any sufficient reason ; the

whole was to them a perfect mystery.

This letter makes all plain : General Scott never

meant to fight. When forced to it, his army, as

might be expected, met with defeat. His successor

was selected by himself; General McClellan was
one who held the same views, and was prepared to

carry on the campaign in the same manner. The
result is that a hundred thousand of our brave cham-
pions have slept the sleep of death ; a thousand
millions of debt lie like an incubus on the heart of

the nation ; and what have we accomplished ? Are
we in as good a condition, physically or morally, as

when the war began ? Are we as capable of giv-

ing a short, sudden, decisive blow as we were a year
anrl a half ago ? This it is that makes our cup so

bitter: the thought of our sons and brothers sacri-

ficed in vain, is as gall and wormwood to the hearts

of hundreds of thousands.

—

American Baptist.

GOT. TOD ON THE PROCLAMATION.

An immense Proclamation ratification mee ting

was lately held at Columbus, Ohio, at which stirring

speeches were made by G. Volney Dorsey, State
Treasurer; Gen. Wallace, T. Buchanan Reed, the

Hon. Samuel Galloway, and Gov. Tod, the Demo-
cratic Governor of the Buckeye State. A letter

was read from ex-Gov. Dennison, who was too un-

well to be present. All of these were earnest and
thorough in favor of the proclamation. The main
objection which Gen. Wallace had to it being that

it was ill-timed in that it did not take effect Jan. 1,

1862, instead of 1863. Mr. Galloway, in referring

to the fact that the rebels do not like it, said, we do
like the letter and spirit of the Proclamation, be-

cause the rebels don't like it, and because it strikes

at the liver and lungs of the rebellion. Mr. Dor-
sey said that the only two questions which a loyal

man asks about the Proclamation are: 'Is it ne-

cessary ? ' and ' Will it be effective ? ' To both of

which he would answer, yes. As will be seen by
the speech of Gov. Tod, which is published below,
lie eoi-diaUy indorses the Proclamation in every syl-

lable and sentiment. He said :—

~

" My neighbors, it is very gratifying to be thus
cordially and kindly received. But I hope you will

excuse me, and not be disappointed that I make no
speech. I would be glad to do so, but the labors of
the past few days, and the pressing labors now on
hand, forbid. A few words will suffice for me to

speak my views on this proclamation. I have studi-

ed it calmly; I have given it my faithful attention
;

and I here say to you, that / cordially indorse every

ivord and syllable of it. I would be sorry to differ

with the distinguished General (Wallace,) as to its

being in any wise ill-timed. / think that it is well-

timed—perfectly well-timed in every regard. We
must remember the position that Mr. Lincoln occu-

pies. He is as much the President of South Caro-
lina and Virginia as he is of Ohio and Illinois.

And I tell you that his long forbearance in laying

his hand upon Slavery entitles him to a monument
that shall reach high towards the heavens.

Few men in this world could have acted so care-

fully and so calmly as Mr. Lincoln has done. This

proclamation is, in my judgment, perfectly well-

timed; particularly so as to Ohio. For affairs had
come to such a pass that the question was forced

upon us—whether we, with our army, should stay at

home to protect our homes and families from the

rebels, or whether they should be sent home to pro-

tect theirs. Stupid though he may be, yet only let

this African be made free, and, my word for it, thej=-

wil! soon give these rebel rascals enough to do to

take care of their own homes and families. And,
for one, I prefer that they should be put to the

work of looking out for themselves, rather than we
should.

1 have seen for months, my friends, that exhaus-
tion on the one side or the other is to be the only

end of the rebellion. For the spirit of their master,

the devil, has so completely entered into and
Eossessed the hearts of those leaders, that nothing
ut exhaustion will be able to reduce them to obe-

dience to the requirements of their allegiance.

And this proclamation is the very thing to weaken
them in a most vital part.

This proclamation—what is it? The President

simply says to these rebels,—Cease your ungodly
war—lay down your weapons of rebellion—return

to your allegiance by due representation in Con-
gress ami obedience to law, and all is right, Then
the proclamation of emancipation of your slaves

won't hurt you. Now, are not ninety days time
enough for them to determine the point as to which
course they will take ? If, within these three

months, the rebel Stales return to their proper and
lawful condition in the Union, this proclamation be-

comes a dead letter. But if they choose to continue

in their ungodly rebellion, who is to blame but
themselves ? They invoke the consequences on
their own heads. And who will be willing to stop

them? Go ask the father, whose manly son has
yielded up his young life before those rebels' guns,
if he would have the government stop there. No I

If I have any influence with the government, I will

urge it to go farther, and to go on till every one of
those infamous leaders is hanged, as an example to

all future time. The best blood of Ohio cries from
the battle- ft eld, and demands the death of these

leaders. To beggar them by confiscation is not
enough. They must die ! There is no loyal man in

Ohio that can condemn the President for his procla-

mation. We must have no divided issues amongst
us.

I am happy, my friends, to say that I have math'

the acquaintance of Abraham Lincoln. 1 had known
him before, as we know men whose hand we take,

and are gone. But now. I 're come to know him. I

have had a long and confidential conversation with

him. lie is calm and undismayed ; and 1 am satis-

fied, that in his hands we have confided the affairs

of Government to hands able and faithful. And
let me assure you, whatever the newspapers may
say to the contrary, that there is perfect harmonv in

the Cabinet at Washington. And, in my opinion,

all bids (air Io end the war right soon ; and that, as I

believe, after this winter, we shall have but little

left to do but to catch and hang the leaders of tins

infernal rebellion."

; i The Richmond !>,spatch thinks that too
many masters "are deluded by implicit c>>nti lenee

in the fidelity of their servants."
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GEN. MITCHELL'S SPEECH TO THE CON-

TRABANDS.
On Sunday, Oct. 12, the negro church at Hilton

Heat! was dedicated to divine service. The pastor

is to be a black man named Abrani Murchison, from
{Savannah, of the Baptist, persuasion. The exer-

cises were conducted by Rev. II. N. Hudson, chap-
lain of the New York Engineer Regiment, and Gen.
Mitchell was present, and made the following ad-

dress ;

—

" I have been requested to say a few words to you
by your teacher who is a good man. Any good
man I like, regardless of color. J respect him as

much whether he is black or white. IF he be a bad
man, 1 shall treat him as such, whether he is white
or black. Most of you know that I have talked to

all my soldiers since I came here, and now I am talk-

ing to you, who are another set of soldiers, who
have not yet arms in their hands, but who are un-

der my protection and guidance, and in whom I

take deep interest. With your past life I fully sym-
pathize. I know and understand it all. J was
reared in thy midst of slavery, born in Kentucky,
and know all about it. While there are many
things connected with it that are pleasant, to which
you will testify, there are a vast many other things

which are not pleasant, and I think that God in-

tends all men shall be free, because he intends that

all men shall serve him with their whole heart. I

think this is true. I am not certain. I don't know.
But in any condition we can all love and serve God.
That privilege cannot be taken away. 1 care not
how savage and wicked the master may be, be cannot
prevent you from praying in the midst of the night,

and God hears and answers the prayers of all, slave

or free.

** But it seems to me that there is a new time
coming for you colored people ; a better day is

dawning for you oppressed and down-trodden
blacks. I don't know that this is true, but 1 hope
that the door is being opened for your deliverance.

And now, how deeply you should ponder these
words I If now you are unwilling to help your-

selves, nobody will be willing to help you. You must
trust yourselves to the guidance of those who have
had better opportunities and have acquired superior

wisdom, if you would be carried through this crisis

successfully. And I believe the good God will

bless your efforts, and lift you up to a higher level

than you have yet occupied, so that you and your
children may become educated and industrious citi-

zens. You must organize yourselves into families.

Husbands must love their wives and children, cling-

ing to them and turning from all others, and feeling

that their highest object in life, next to serving

the good God, is to do all they can for their families,

working for them continually.
" Good colored friends, you have a great work to

do, and you are in a position of responsibility. The
whole North, all the people in the free States, are
looking at you and the experiment now tried in

your behalf with the deepest interest. This experi-

ment is to give you freedom, position, home, and
your own families—wives, property, your own soil.

You shall till and cultivate your own crops
;
you

shall gather and sell the products of your indus-

try for your own benefit
;

you shall own yom
own savings, and you shall be able to feel that Got!

is prospering you from day to day and from year ti

year, and raising you to a higher level of goodness
religion and a nobler life.

" Supposing you fall down here ; that will be an
* end of the whole matter. It is like attaching a ca-

ble to a stranded vessel, and all the strength thai

can be mustered is put upon this rope to haul her off.

If this only rope breaks, the vessel is lost. God help
you all, and help us all to help you 1 If you are

idle, vicious, indolent and negligent, you will fail,

and your last hope is gone; if you are not faithful,

yuu rivet eternally the fetters upon those who to-

day are fastened down by fetters, and suffer by the
driver's goad. You have in your hands the rescuing
of those sufferers over whose sorrows you mourn
continually. If you fail, what a dreadful responsi-

bility it will be when you come to die to feel that the

only great opportunity you had for serving your-
selves and your oppressed race was allowed to slip !

" And you, women, you must be careful of your
children. You must teach them to be industrious,

cleanly, obedient and dutiful at all times. You
must keep your houses neat and tidy, working all

day if necessary to have them in the best possible

condition, always thinking and contriving to make
them cleaner and more comfortable. When your
husband comes home from the labors and fatigues

of the day, always have something good and nice

for his supper, and speak kindly to him, for_these.

little acts of' love and nttcutiun will bring you,"hap-

piness and joy.
" And when you men go out to work, you must

labor with diligence and zeal. It seems to me, had
I the stimulus to work that you have, that 1 could

labor like a giant. Now you know who I am. My
first duty here is to deal justly ; second, to love

mercy; and third, to walk humbly. First, justly,

—

I shall endeavor to get you to do your duty faithful-

ly. If you do, I shall reward you ; and if you re-

fuse, then what comes next ? Why, the wicked
must be punished and be made to do right. I will

take the bad man by the throat, and force him to 1

duty. I do not mean that 1 will take hold of h:

with my own hands, but with the strong arm of

military power. Now do we understand each
other? I am working for you already. I am told

by your superintendent that a gang of fifty men
are building you houses at the rate of six a day.

These houses are to make you more comfortable.
You are to have a patch of ground, which you can
call your own, to raise your own garden truck, and
you may work for the government for good wages.
And you women must make your houses shine

;

you must plaster them and whitewash them, and
gradually get furniture in your cabins, and a cook-
ing-stove. I have arranged in such a way that you
will get your clothing cheaper and better than'be-
fore, and you are to have a school for your children.

And you must have flowers in your gardens and
blossoms before your doors. You wilt see in a little

while how much happier you will be made.
"Are you not willing to work for this? Yes,

God helping, you will all work. This is only for

yourselves; but if you are successful, this plan will

go all through the country, and we will have answer-
ed the question that has puzzled all good thinking
men in the world for one hundred years. They
have asked, " What will you do with the black

man after liberating him ? " We will show them
what we will do. We will make him a useful, in-

dustrious citizen. We will give him his family, his

wife, his children—'give him the earnings of the
sweat of his brow, and as a man we will give him
what the Lord ordained him to have.

" I shall watch everything closely respecting this

experiment. It is something to be permanent

—

more than for a day, more than for a year. Upon
you depends whether this mighty result shall be
worked out, and the day of Jubilee come to God's
ransomed people."

THE LIBERATOR

ME, SUMNER AND THE PROCLAMATION.

Senator Sumner's speech in Faneuil Hall defines

and defends the new stroke of war which President

Lincoln has delivered in his Emancipation Procla-

mation. It well became him to appear before his

constituents in this great cause, and at this mo-
mentous time ; for he, more than any other, has

been the national champion of the military neces-

sity of the measure. All men who love their coun-
try above any part or party of it, and who so see

its extreme peril that they would weigh all counsels

that propose its swift and perfect triumph, will read

and ponder his eloquent and commanding argument.
We mean this, not as a mere compliment to the

great orator, but the more emphatically to urge its

perusal, not only as a duty but a pleasure, by every
loyal American who has not yet given his entire

assent to the ways and means pointed out in tins

elaborate oration for liberty. It is not wise to de-

lay this decision longer, for we have at length ar-

rived at the parting of the ways. Henceforth, men
cannot plead that, in opposing Mr. Sumner's views,

they are supporting the President. In the most
authoritative manner, and in the broadest sense, it

is now known to the world that the President has

reached and occupies the position, with regard to

slavery, which that Senator had pointed out, and on
which he knew, and again and again proclaimed,

that he was advancing with firm but most deliberate

steps. Those who opposed this extraordinary course

have had time and opportunity to be heard, and
they have improved it in cvevy form known to the

liberty, and even the license, of discussion. How-
ever they may continue to vilify the statesman, who
foresaw, and it may be accelerated, the adoption of

this war policy, it is plain that the final stage of ar-

gument is passed. To offer reasons against it now
may unfavorably affect f he public mind, and restrain

the individual. To talk further of the pressure
brought to hear, and of the yielding to it, if not
utterly false in fact, is to be disobedient to orders
which, in essence, are strictly military. This insub-
ordination may be toleratedfor a brief space, but evi-
dently its time is short. That the occasion would
be used by some to assail the Government with a
view to intimidation, or at least to draw off ex-
treme conservative partizans from its support, was
not unconsidered by the Executive, and, therefore, the
articles of martial law which followed close upon the
Proclamation. Certainly, this question cannot di-
vide patriots now, however, before, it may have
parted them in opinion. It is not from them that we
shall hear views adverse to a national course, de-
liberately and solemnly determined. Those who
cannot receive this new policy as something long
desired should at least accept it in silence; for it is

a blow for victory over traitors, struck in the sacred
name of Liberty. And. moreover, those who have
raised the arm of the nation to deal it know well
how far it will reach, and how deep it will smite;
and their brief forbearance and warning are be-
cause they have the complete evidence wherewith to
measure its impending terrors, aad believe its weight
will be irresistible.— Taunton Gazette and Democrat.

M\\t ^iktxntox.
No Union with Slaveholders!
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D^ SPECIAL NOTICE.—Tbe subscribers to The Pine

and Palm are hereby notified that arrangements have been

made, by which The Liberator will be supplied to them
until the close of their several subscriptions. As soon a3

the number of copies now due by me are furnished, The

Liberator will be no longer sent, unless my friends prompt-
ly renew their orders for it, accompanied by the cash. It

is not probable that The Pine and Palm will be revived
this year.

Boston, Oct. 27, 18C2. JAMES ItEDPATH.

STATE ELECTION,

The annual election in Massachusetts will take place

on Tuesday next. There is the most lively interest

felt in its results in every part of the country—in

Rebeldom no less than in all the loyal States. In spite

of the combination and active efforts of all the sham
loyalists, secession sympathizers, spurious democrats,

and brutal anil depraved tools of unprincipled aspirants

for office, the triumphant reelection of Gov. Andrew
and Hon. Charles Sumner is unquestionable. Since

the rebellion broke out, none have been more zealous

for its suppression, and in support of the government,

than themselves ; and their labors have been truly

herculean. Animated by the purest patriotism, they

have discharged the multifarious duties devolving

upon them most creditably. The opposition waged
against them is of the meanest and most malignant

character; and the difference between those who sup-

port and those who oppose them, in intelligence, vir-

tue, moral worth, and exalted patriotism, is precisely

that which exists between the light of heaven and the

darkness of the pit. " Hell from beneath " is stirred

to prevent their rt election. Whether their rancorous

assailants are traitors in spirit and design or not, one
thing is beyond doubt or denial—their defeat would
cause shouts of infernal exultation to go up from every
part of the rebellious South. It follows, therefore,

that whoever aids by his vote or influence in procuring

their defeat is doing a traitorous work, and making
himself the accomplice of the wickedest and most des-

perate conspirators against God and Man, against Lib-

erty and Justice, the world has ever seen.

The "no-party " candidate for Governor, in opposi-

tion to John A. Andrew, is Col. Charles Devens,
whose rendition of Thomas Sims (as U. S. Marshal),

and baseness in placing chains around the Court House
in Boston, beneath which Judge Shaw and his asso-

ciates were forced to crawl to gain admittance to their

court room, make him eminently fit to represent such

a party. Owing his present military position to the

generosity and magnanimity of Gov. Andrew, his

readiness to enter the lists as the Governor's competi-
Tor7"nscEea7up by airthat is factious and desperate in

the Commonwealth, indicates destitution of patriotic

nobility as well as base ingratitude. Verily, he will

have his reward !

BE NOT DECEIVED.

It is a patent fact, that the greatest peril of the

North is not from external attack, but from internal

dissension. It was a proud boast for us to make,
that the first shot which startled the garrison at Sum-
ter melted all differences, and made us brothers in a

common cause. Apparently we were a unit. Had
the Boston Courier at that time printed such senti-

ments as it does to-day, popular indignation would
have destroyed its office. Had John Van Buren ven-

tured to utter a speech one half as treasonable as his

late one in New York, he would have paid the forfeit

of his life or liberty.

That golden hour for the nation passed unheeded.
With a leader who comprehended the vastness of the

issue and the precious value of time, rebellion could

have been crushed by the thunderbolt of emancipa-
tion, and a lengthy civil war nipped in the bud.

But the past is irretrievable, and it profits us noth-

ing to recur to it complainingly, except as it helps us

to be wiser in the future. Perhaps, in the light of im-

partial justice, it is better that the scourge should come
upon us as it has, rather than that we should escape

the well-earned retribution of our sins. "Not what
we wish, O Lord, but what we want," be our prayer.

Eighteen months crowded with gloom and disaster

have brought us to the point from which we should

have started— the proclamation of emancipation.

Eighteen months in which the governmental policy

waB so incomprehensible to loyal men that they grew
wearied and disheartened, while traitors waxed bold

and defiant. The decree of freedom comes like a

ray of light to invigorate loyalty and confound trea-

son. But the penalty of postponing so long this inev-

itable necessity cannot be escaped. The factious and

disloyal element will assert, that the proclamation is

the cause of the dissension so suddenly developed in

our midst ; whereas it has only made apparent, not

created, the determined opposition to the government
which has secretly been gathering head for months.

Many will be deceived by this plausible lie. It is

even said by Washington letter-writers, that the Pres-

ident is disposed to regard the State elections, West,

as the result of his proclamation. Let him, rather,

seek the reason in his own procrastination. Let him
remember the length of time his name line been used

by traitors to entrap the unthinking into their nefa-

rious designs. Let him not forget that his equivocal

position gained for him the eulogies of the republic's

enemies and the tears of his true friends. He should

thank God that his name is no longer a savory mor-

sel in the mouths of the Van Burens, the Seymours,

and the Joel Parkers.

We are must grateful that the line is drawn.

"Never any wounded the. Commonwealth," says old

Thomas Fuller, " hut they first kissed it, pretending

the public good." The proclamation is the touch-stone

which reveals the Judases who are seeking our be-

trayal. It came too late to save Pennsylvania and

Ohio, but in time, we doubt not, to rescue New York

and Massachusetts. The issue in both these Slates is

to decide whether the people are ready to become the

vassals of Jefferson Davis, or to prosecute the war

vigorously for national unity and impartial freedom.

Every vote cast at the election in November answers

affirmatively one or other of these questions.

"Have yc chosen, my people, on whoso party yo shall

Stand,

Ere the Doom from its worn sandals shake its dust against

our land?
Though the ciiuse of evil prosper, yet the Truth alone is

strong,

And, albeit she wander outcast now, I see around her
tlirong

Troops of beautiful tall angels to enshicld her from all

wrong."
w. L, G., r)H.

PRAYER INSTEAD OP WORK.

We have been accustomed to say, and to prove by
abundant evidence, .that the Church is the main bul-

wark of slavery. The buying, and selling, and flog-

ging, and working, and breeding of slaves have con-
stantly been practised and defended by ministers and
church-members at the South; and ministers and
church-members of the same sects in the North have
fralernized with these as true Christian brethren, and
refused to recognize their slaveholding as incompati-

ble with the Christian character. The customs and
traditions of the churches wrought so decidedly to

this end, that when a man joined the church, it be-

came from that moment less likely than before that

lie would either regard slaveholding as a sin, or work
against it as an evil. Even when, from some outside
influence, or from some evidence brought to his indi-

vidual knowledge, a church-member came to regard
slaveholding as an objectionable or injurious practice,

the influence of his church connection tended to make
him regard this as mere matter of opinion, and to feel

that a brother, North or South, might hold the oppo-
site opinion, and pursue the opposite practice, without
ground of impeachment of his Christian character.

Thus it comes about, that those church-members in

Boston who now, in the altered state of things that

has come upon us, call themselves " anti-slavery,"

still look upon Dr. South-side Adams as a Christian

equally with themselves. They differ in opinion with
him. But the version of Christianity which the

church has given them allows free difference of opin-

ion, and of practice too, in the matter of slaveholding.

We must distinguish, they tell us, between matters of

opinion and matters of principle. If Bishop General
Polk shall be proved to have committed the sin of

schism, let him he cast out of the church; but let no
man interfere with his Christian privilege of slave-

holding. If Dr. Adams should ever commit the

wickedness of believing that God exists in one person

only, instead of in three—or that be has carried on

the affairs of this world without the occasional inter-

position of miraculous acts instead of with them—these

are matters essential, fundamental; here is something

absolutely incompatible with Christianity ; let him be

excommunicated; but let no man interfere with his

Christian privilege of believing and teaching the law-

fulness of holding men in slavery.

When, thirty years ago, it now and then happened

that an individual church-member used his Christian

liberty to form an opinion that slaveholding was a

great sin, it was quite natural for him to pray, in the

church-meetings, that it might be overthrown. This,

however, produced a troublesome conflict of opinions,

and was so distasteful to the majority as to be dis-

couraged by the weight of church influence, and some-

times abitrarily ruled out, as an irregularity; an un-

justifiable infraction of "the peace of the church."

And even so lately as in "the great revival" of

1857-8, it was customary to hang upon the walls of

prayer-meetings placards conspicuously inscribed—
" No Controverted Topics," meaning—No allusion?

to slavery.

But the great change which the last ten years have

made in our country in regard to slavery is now, at

last, making its mark upon that most conservative of

all bodies, the church; and many of its members
who, as far as church influences are concerned, would

probably have remained pro-slavery ail their days,

have been led by outside influence (mainly that of

the Republican party) to hate and oppose slavery.

When this change has once been wrought in them, of

course they wish to use their influence as church-

members, as well as their personal, social, and politi-

cal influence, against that great public nuisance. Of
course, they are disposed (and in the new order of

things they are permitted) to express these feelings

and desires in social prayer. But church action is so

much a matter of routine, and the traditions and cus-

toms of the church make such steady, quiet resistance

to any deviation from that routine, that its members,
as such, do not think of applying themselves to any
other action than prayer upon this subject. They
pray, and pray, and pray, and then adjourn.

Ear be it from me to say anything against praying.

Truly says the old proverb—" Prayer and food

binder no man's journey." When work and prayer
go hand in hand, ihey mutually help each other. But
if prayer be made the substitute for work, if a man,
like Simon Stylites, undertakes to make prayer the

sole business of his life, that man's life will he a waste

and a failure, and even his prayers will be compara-
tively barren and worthless.

My complaint of the church brethren in question is

that, in ibis particular matter, they confine their

church action exclusively to prayer, neglecting a

method of church action which might be made prompt-

ly effectual for the utter overthrow of slavery, and thus

disregarding an apostolic injunction to manifest their

faith by their works.

The method of church action above referred to,

which I again affirm might be made promptly effectual

for the utter overthrow of slavery, is this :

—

Let all those brethren and sisters, in every church
of every denomination, who really wish the exter-

mination of slavery, not only ask God for it as they
are accustomed to do, but "join, at the close of their

next church-meeting, in the signature of a letter, as-

suring President Lincoln of their wish, as Christians,

that he would immediately use to that effect the

special power which God has now providentially

placed in his hands.

President Lincoln has strong adverse influences to

contend with, and he has had the manliness frankly

to acknowledge that he needs help in the accomplish-

ment of the great work before him. He has repeat-

edly asked, not only that prayer be made for him
without ceasing, but that those who wish action taken

against slavery will moke manifest their desire to that

effect, and produce before the world such a mass of

influence in that direction as to be at once his assur-

ance of the existence of such a wish, and his support

against opposing influences in the process of its exe-

cution. If a body of church-members, men and wo-

men, to the amount of even one in ten of the whole
number in the North, would ask Abraham Lincoln to

finish the good work he has begun, and use his power
as President and Commander-in-Chief, to proclaim the

immediate and entire abolition of slavery throughout the na-

tion, it is unquestionable that that work would speedi-

ly be done. No red tape in the Cabinet, no party in-

fluences outside, no intrigues of pro-slavery Gene-
rals, not even the pernicious Border-State influence,

could stand against such a movement. The churches

of this country have in their hands the heart of the

President, and can turn it whithersoever they will.

Upon them, therefore, rests a responsibility and a duty

in this matter, second only to his.

As church-members are wont to demand Scriptural

warrant for any new proceeding, I will give them
from the book of Esther, the precise parallel of the

action now asked for.

There is no reason to suppose that Esther ever

neglected the duty of prayer to God. But, in the

great peril recorded in the book which hears her name,

and as a means towards the great deliverance there

recorded, another duty also was required of her. And
this duty was faithfully urged upon her by Morde-

cai.

When evil was determined against the Jews by an
evil counsellor who had the ear of the king, but whose
purposes the king might counteract if he chose, Mor-
decai saw that something else was to be done besides

praying to God. lie saw that work must go with

prayer. And he did these two things :

First, he rent his clothes, and went out into the

streets of the city, and cried with a loud and bitter

cry. That is to say, he made appeal to the eyes and
ears of the people implicated in this danger.

Next he sent word to Esther, " to charge her that

she should go in unto the king, to make supplication

unto him, and to make request before him for her peo-

ple."

Esther made objection to a measure so unusual,

and Mordccai replied with these two suggestoins :

—

" If thou altogether boldest thy peace at this time,
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then shall there enlargement anddcliverance arise to
the Jews from another place: hut thou and thy fa-
ther's house shall be destroyed: and who kno'weth
whether thou art come to the kingdum for such a time-
as this ?

"

Esther followed Mordecni's wise counsel. Praying
fervently, she worked diligently also. And the result
was deliverance to herself and her people. The fol-

lowing of her example must include work as well as

prayer.

God works by means
; and he requires us to use ap-

propriate means for the supply of our necessities.

The man who has land and seed-corn, but who lets

these lie idle and merely prays for a harvest, misuses
prayer as well as wastes his opportunities. We must
do the work appropriate to the object desired.

Abraham Lincoln holds in his hands power and
authority amply sufficient for the oppressed of our
land, that their entire deliverance from slavery may
be accomplished. This is the great work for the
completion of which our nation waits. This is the
work, the doing of which would put us in a right
position, both towards God, towards the slave, and
towards the rebel enemy. God has given to the Pres-
ident the power, and thus laid upon him the duty, of
doing this work. He has done one part of it. Let
the voices of American Christians call upon him with-
out delay to finish the work, to remove the sin, to do
justice to the slave, and to give our national cause the
mighty strength of complete rectitude.—c. k. w.

FOUETH PEATEENITY LECTTJEE.

Theodore Tilton, Esq., of New York, well known
as one of those to whom the vigorous progressive
spirit of the Independent is chiefly owing, lectured this

week on "The Nation's Next Duty."
He confessed himself sometimes subject to a feeling

of despondency in regard to the position and destiny
of our nation. Many great nations in the world's
history have sunk, and been obliterated. And our
sins were so great, and the moral standard from which
recovery must come, if at all, was in the minds of
many so low, that the case sometimes seemed doubt-
ful. Nevertheless, hope and not despair, resolution
and not despondency, was the duty of the hour; and
in spite of doubts and fears, he believed in a time
when this nation would look back on the present
troubles from a period of quietude and prosperity far

exceeding any we have yet known.
He objected to the popular statement that this im-

mense war in which we are engaged is only for the
maintenance of the Constitution ; that is, for the sake
of so much difference as exists between the Constitu-
tion of the Union and that of the rebel Confederacy.
It was, in a much more real and actual sense, a war
for liberty.

The Emancipation Proclamation was a great event
in our history, a mighty weapon in the hands of the
President. Considering that the rebels must often,

in their desperation, have been driven to contemplate
the possibility of being themselves forced to this step,

and considering that Emancipation on their part, any
time within nine months, would have secured for

them an intervention by the European powers—it

was most providential and auspicious that our move-
ment had preceded theirs.

There were, however, serious deficiencies in the

Proclamation. He would not complain so much of

the delay of three months, if the emancipation had
been promised to all the slaves, and if the just and
proper grounds of it had been the ones stated. Our
duty and our interest alike required us to make an
end of all slavery, but the high considerations of duty
were the proper ones to be recognized by ourselves,

and stated to the country and tbe world, as the con-

trolling motives for our action. The Proclamation
intimated nothing about either justice or humanity;
nothing about previous fault on our part, or the requi-

sitions of present duty towards God and the slave.

It was a cold State paper, not only putting the act in

question on the ground of military necessity, and
ignoring any call of duty in the matter, but actually

offering the rebels a permitted continuance of slavery

as a bribe for return to their allegiance. If they
should now make submission and return, slavery, as

far as the Proclamation is concerned, would still stand

as firmly as ever.

This was not the right ground to be taken ; and the

Nation's Next Duty is to supply that which is want-

ing in the Proclamation, see that its work of justice

is fairly done towards all the slaves, and frankly state

as the ground-work of that act the right of these hu-

man beings to their freedom. The next document
issued on that subject ought to stand fair, clean and
bright, a worthy parallel to our Declaration of Inde-

pendence, free from all lowness of motive and shifts

of a temporizing expediency. The nation must call

upon its servant, the Government, to put this work
in speedy execution. Mr. Tilton would prefer to see

this great act of justice done by Congress rather

than by the President. He wanled the work done by
law, and with every solemn formality which would
give it weight and permanence, rather than as an ex-

ceptional act, the dictate of military necessity. But
by one or the other, the President or Congress, it

should be done strongly, firmly and speedily. Not
only our duty, but the blood of, the thousands of our
sons and brothers who have fallen in this war, calls

for liberty, universal and impartial freedom, to be

made, henceforth, the possession of every man and
woman in our land.

Our Government— either the President or Con-
gress— has now legitimate power to free every slave

in the nation. They are bound in duty to use this

power. And it is the People's part to insist that it be

so used.

Mr. Tilton was opposed, alike on grounds of justice

and expediency, to expatriation of the slaves. Natives,

for the most part, of this country, they have a right to

live here, and even if their expulsion were possible,

it would be the greatest of follies to send away
4,000,000 of the nation's laborers. But of all the

BJhemes of changing their position, far the best was
that which proposed to give them lands in Elorida and
the Carolinas. The sea-island cotton region should

still be worked by them, only worked now for their

own benefit; and such labor would give immense aid

to the declining foreign trade of our country.

Fowell Buxton, the great English reformer, after

spending his life in labors fur the slave scarcely paral-

leled, except by those of him who sits beside me,
[pointing to Mr. Garrison,] was able to write to a

friend on the evening of August 1st, 1834, that not

one slave then breathed in all the territories of Great
Britain. May Mr. Garrison, may we all, soon see the

time when that boast may be made of our own coun-

try.

Mr. Tilton asked leave to show the audience a great

and rare curiosity which he had brought from the city

of New York. It was a paper published by the Tract
Society there, containing a picture of a negro, and a

statement in iavor of freedom and in opposition to

slavery. The American Tract Society long made
steady refusal to all solicitation that they would speak
against the enslavement of the negro. Their reply

to all such requests was that their Constitution forbade

it. Their Constitution has not been altered in a word
or a letter. Yet they now do what they before re-

fused. Those venerable hypocrites now illustrate the

force of the "logic of events." We have seen many
such changes, and we shall see more.

The lecturer received frequent anil hearty applause.

The next lecture will be given by Rev. Moneure D.
Conway, on — " The two Capitals; Richmond and
Washington." And, by vote of the audience, it will

be on Wednesday, Nov. 6th, instead of Tuesday,
Nov. 4th, the day of an election most important and
exciting lo all Massachusetts men.—c. K. w.

£[^= Circumstances have transpired, during the

past week, to prevent the Editor from resuming his

duties, as he Inn! Intended to do.

$3r~ In what a treasonable strain the Boston Pilot

now dares to speak, see Refuge of Oppression.

COMMERCIAL CIRCULAR,

Manchkstek, (England,) 1st Oct., 1862.

Gicntlkmkn,—The Civil War in America is still

the engrossing interest In mercantile circles, while to

those in any way interested in the Cotton trade, the
question of the probable duration of Lhe struggle is

indeed fraught with increased importance, the nearer
we arrive at the point of exhaustion of the available

stocks, and the higher prices are carried. If there
be any uncertainty as to the prolongation of the war,
the risk in holding Cotton at present prices is enor-
mous.

It is not, therefore, surprising that the recent course
ofaffairson the other side of the Allantic should have
checked the advancing tendency of the Cotton mar-
ket, and led all parties to pause in the race which they
have been running, and to calculate their past profits

and possible losses. Nor is it strange that events
should even have inclined them to forego a portion of
their estimated gains, in order that they might feel
sure about the balance. And this tendency has been
increased by the continued closing of mills, owing to

the fact that Cotton at such high prices cannot yet
be profitably spun. Hence American Cotton which
touched 2s. 6d. per lb. a few weeks ago, receded to

2s. 1£d.; and East Indian {fair Broach) which was
21£d.

,
has declined to I8|d. All are now anxious to

know what influence upon the duration of the war
will be exerted by the appalling series of defeats re-

cently sustained by the Federal armies, resulting, as
they already have done, in the abandonment of the
siege of Richmond, and the removal of the theatre of
war to the neighborhood of Washington.
One thing appears inevitable : that the general idea

prevailing hitherto in England, as to the relative mili-

tary strength of the Northern and Southern Confede-
racies, must be essentially modified. Even among
those who, like ourselves, entirely disbelieved in the
possibility of the conquest of the Southern States and
a reconstruction of the Union, reliance was placed,

not upon a presumed superiority or even equality of

the South in military strength and fighting qualities,

but, while the courage, energy, and desperation it

gives to men to fight for independence were not for-

gotten, the confidence was mainly based upon the dif-

ficulty of penetrating, overrunning, and subduing a
country so enormous in extent, so poor in supplies,

so destitute of roads, so overgrown with wood, and so

infested with swamps, as the Southern States. It

was quite anticipated that, in invading the South, the
Northern forces would be wnrn out by sickness and
fatigue, or harassed by guerillas, and unable to leave
the protection of their gunboats, like the army of the
West; but not that they would be driven back, almost
at their own thresholds, and unable to save their own
country from invasion, like the army of the Potomac.
How is it that the South has thus fought so much bet-

ter, and the North so much worse, than anticipated

by impartial lookers on ? and what bearing is the fact

to have on the termination of the war? These are
the pregnant questions of the moment.
The reason of the Confederate successes is, no

doubt, to be found partly in the accidental superiority

of their Generals, but mainly in the fact of the hearts
of the whole Southern people—with a very few unim-
portant exceptions—being passionately enlisted in the
struggle. To them it is a life and death affair; and
they no more entertain the thought of submission, or
value their lives or their properties, as compared with
their interest in this contest, than Englishmen would
in case of a French army being in possession of Lon-
don, and proceeding to impose the French yoke on the

inhabitants of these islands. With the people of the

North it is comparatively an outside interest. They
have no fear of being subjected to the yoke of a hated
enemy; and, in spite of all the eloquence which is

used to convince them that their national existence is

at stake, they have at bottom a quiet confidence that

they would still exist, and be a great nation, even
should the independence of tbe South be established;
although that event would rudely dissipate their
dreams of an empire to embrace the whole continent.

But, notwithstanding this (relatively speaking) inevi-

table want of zeal, we regret to say that we cannot,

in the present state of affairs, see any reason to an-

ticipate an early peace. It is only necessary to look

at the map, and consider for a moment what peace,

now, would imply, to conclude that it is impossible.

In their present position, the Southern leaderB

would undoubtedly claim all the Border States—even
Maryland, Western Virginia, and Missouri. In these

States, slavery has long been dying out, and under
the United States its days are numbered. The same
may, in a lesser degree, be said of Kentucky. The
loss of these States would leave the North a mere
strip of country, between the vast areas of the Con-
federacy on the South, and Canada on the North ; and
ultimately reduce her to the position of a second-class

power, even on her own continent. It is not to be

supposed that her citizens will consent to this, unless

when her strength is utterly broken down and ex-

hausted, nor could any friend of humanity desire it.

With their large population and immense resources,

it must be admitted, even by those who smile at the

pretension of one nation to possess and govern an en-

tire continent, that the Northern States owe it to

themselves and to the cause of free labor, to maintain
the leading position in America. This they can only do
by retaining everything north of 36 deg. 30 min., the

old Missouri compromise line, except Eastern Vir-

ginia, which is so thoroughly Southern that its ad-

herence to the North need not be looked upon as a
possibility. And this is so well understood by all in-

telligent men in the North, and, indeed, it is so self-

evident that, when satisfied of the impossibility of re-

annexing tbe States which have actually seceded,

there can be little doubt that they will wage a war of

years, if necessary, rather than concede a more north-

ern frontier! Were the South ready to accept this

line, there might now be some hope of peace. But,
unfortunately, the very disasters which might well be

expected to bring one party to reason, so stimulate

the pride and self-confidence of the other that they
will listen to no reasonable arrangement. So was it

when the Northern forces were victorious, and so it

will undoubtedly prove now the tables are turned.

The impolicy of having chosen the issue of war
rather than allow the Cotton States to try the experi-

ment of self-government, is now strikingly exempli-

fied. At first, the Confederates only claimed liberty

to withdraw from the Union, and govern themselves.

Had the United States let them go, and satisfied them-
selves with garrisoning the Border States, where free

labor is already in the ascendant, they would by the
same stroke have got rid of their only irrepressible

difficulty,— slavery,—and have secured their prepon-
derance on the continent; a preponderance which
they might hereafter have used for the advancement
of their free labor system. Satisfaction with the
recognition of their independence, fear of the destruc-

tion of their property by blockade, or by an emanci-
pating policy on the part of the North, the desire for

time to consolidate their new system and to obtain

the recognition of Foreign Powers, and many other

reasons, would have bound the Southerns to a pacific

policy long enough to enable the North to deal with

slavery in the Border States, where it w;is (dread?

dying out. Thus would the North have retained

ver half the lands of the Union, some three-fourths

of its population, and seven-eighths ol its wealth
miprising all the States which exhibit in any high

degree the commercial, manufacturing, scientific, or
intellectual qualities or attainments which go to make
up a great nation. Instead of this, the challenge of

the South was accepted to ft competition in one of the

few things she can do well; and she has been allowed
through her prowess in the field to excite the admira-
tion of the world, and to appear among the nations as

'aat the equal of the North. She has, in fact,

been granted an opportunity to fight herself into re-

spectability, to prove to the world—what it would
OtherwSe have been alow to admit—her power to

maintain herself in the field, notwithstanding the
poison of slavery, pervading her system, beside a
powerful and naturally hostile nation, if there be

any longer hesitation on the part of European Pow-
ers in acknowledging her independence, it cannot
now be due to any doubt of her ability to maintain it,

but to their disinclination to recognize a Power based
upon a system so universally condemned by civilized
nations.

There cannot be a doubt, that had the object of the
North, on going to war, been merely the preservation
of herself and the non seceding Stales from Southern
dictation, she would have had lhe approval as well as
the sympathy of lhe whole of t'hristendem.whose inter-
est it was that a Power with free institutions should
retain the ascendency. But in tbe evidently futile

attempt to reunite by force of arms systems as much
opposed ns fire and water, and whose unnatural alli-

ance hail just fallen to pieces, it has been impossible
for her best friends to foiesee anything but mortifica-
tion and ruin. It has, indeed, from the first, been evi-
dent to observers at a distance, that the reannexatir.n
of the South, after the consolidation of her Govern-
ment and the appeal to arms, could only be accom-
plished, if accomplished at all, at the cost of almost ex-
termination, and the enactment of scenes of butche-
ry upon a scale never yet witnessed upon earth.
Americans generally are too sanguine to admit this
even to themselves; but by some among them who
have not found it convenient to publish their senti-

ments, and who were willing enough to let others try
the war experiment, it has heen feared from the first.

Possibly the failure of the policy of the party in
power may now bring these men to the surface, and
henee it may be asked, may not the policy of peace
prevail ? " Not yet," must, we fear, be tbe reply

;

for while these men would never have fought to force
union at the cannon's mouth, they, like all other men,
not members of the Peace Society, consider a safe and
desirable frontier, and the possession of what really
beioncs to their- country, worth fighting for. Thus the
ideas, 1st, of a union of free-soi/ers and slaveowners
built upon force ; 2d, of the abolition of slavery and con-
quest of the South by arming the slaves against their mas-
ters; and, 3d, of the complete yielding up by the North
of all the South demands, will all probably disappear
gradually, and the war degenerate, by mutual consent,
into a contest for a boundary. When it reaches that
point, less passion will be enlisted on either side, less

warlike enthusiasm will be felt by the Southerners to

sustain them amidst their privations, and a desire for

peace may grow up on both sides that will render it

possible for mediators to render useful offices. But
while the South is determined to go, and the North is

determined that she shall slay, mediation would he a
farce, and no solution seems possible. Any one who
reads th > Northern newspapers must see that, so far

from yet being brought to the point of conceding the
principle of separation, the utmost confidence in the
final triumph of their armies prevails, and it is absurd
to suppose that the Southern leaders, flushed by their

recent successes, will give Ibeir enemy time to recu-

perate, unless upon the acknowledgment of their in-

dependence as a basis of negotiations. To suppose
that the resources of the North are yet near the point
of exhaustion is preposterous while the value in gold

of the United States is over 80 per cent, and while
the well-being of the mass of the people is hardly per-

ceptibly affected.

The fluctuations of the Cotton market for the past

three months have heen entirely unprecedented, the

extreme rise in middling Orleans having been over

16d. per lb., from 13£d, to 2s. 6d., of which about 4d.

has lately been lost, owing mainly to the hopes of

a termination of the war, founded upon the recent

disasters to the Federal armies. The fluctuations

in the Stock held at Liverpool have also had their in-

fluence. The total held at quarterly periods for

the past fifteen months, and the course of prices, are

illustrated by the following scale :

Stock at Liverpool, thousands of bales.

1861.
21st June. 20th Sept. 20th Dec.

American, 848 487 - 230
East Indian, 193 275 303
Other sorts, 70 56 48

Total; 1106
Price of mid. Orleans, 8d.

818
9 fi-8d.

681
10 7-8 d.

American,
East Indian,
Other sorts,

1862.

21st March
160
17a
74

20th June
82
94
84

19th Sept
16
40
34

Total, 403 260 90

Price of mid. Orleans, 12£d. 13fd. 26£d.

But on the 5th of September, when middling Orleans

was quoted 29d., the stocks of all sorts was reported

as low as 58,000 bales. It is generally considered, how-
ever, that the real stock was ihen and s considerably

in excess of the figures reported. At that time, too,

spinners held fair supplies, which they have probably

now reduced to a bare working stock. We estimate

the rate of consumption for the past two months at

about 20,000 bales per week, or two-fifths of the maxi-

mum consuming power, and even this reduced rate

is not now supported, many mills ceasing work as

their stocks of cotton became exhausted. The supply

known to be afloat from India now amounts to about

397,000 bales, or 7000 bales in excess of the quantity

afloat on lhe 15th of July, the date of our last Circu-

lar, so that the arrivals, small as they have been, have

nearly kept pace with the quantity shipped from In-

dia, even under the incentive of the prevailing high

prices. The shipments from Bombay to Great Brit-

ain, since 1st January to latest dates, have been

692,000 bales, against 728,000 the same date last year,

while to all quarters, including China, the shipments

have been limited to 717,000 ales against 804,000 last

year. Contracts were being made for delivering at

Bombay, next December, at higher than present

prices, and for delivering next April or May, at only

10 per cent, below present rates, that is, below the

rates prevailing at latest dates. This is not encour-

aging for a very large import next year, and it must
be very disappointing to those who have believed that

the extent of the East India supply was only a ques-

tion of price. During the arrival of the bulk of what
is now afloat, however, a temporary increase of the

Liverpool stocks must be anticipated ; but whether the

influence of this upon prices has been already fully

"discounted," or whether it is to cause increas-

ed pressure on the market, will no doubt depend
mainly upon the complexion of the then advices from

America. It is probable that the surplus stock of

goods everywhere is now greatly reduced, so that it is

doubtful if anything but an anticipation of a cessation

of hostilities in America can long hold the Manches-
ter market in cheek, while the production is on so

small a scale, and any revival there would of course

immediately re-act upon the cotton market at Liver-

pool.

As regards the various substitutes for cotton which
have been so far suggested, while some of them may
prove useful as auxiliaries during the period of scarci-

ty and famine prices, we have seen nothing which
appears to us at all likely to be supplied at low enough
prices, and in adequate quantity, to materially afiect

the market 1or a long time to come. The " Zostera

Marina" has a beautiful silky fibre, but so fine and
delicate that it seems extremely doubtful if any meth-
od can be found ol disengaging it from its covering

substance without destroying the fibre. Theeugges*
lion, however, is a happy one, imd creditable to the

discoverer, and ii is to be hoped that practical chem-
ists and others will experimentalize till the best and

simplest means is discovered of separating the staple

from the glutinous matter in Whiuh, in its natural

state, it is imbedded, and to give spinners the oppor-

tunity of testing its spinning qualities.

We are yours, very respectfully,

NEIL BROTHERS.

[Note, Xbis Oireular eomas to us so ;i printed sheet
From the highly rapootable and not unfriendly house by
whom it lms Itoen i.-Hiii], will) :i ie,

(
in'.«t that ITS tTOUld put

it iut.i the haads of several prominent gentlemen fur their
perusal : aad m aooordlnglj prim It in out Mlumna u tbe
oadlast way of doing tins, n [g nblj drawn up ; but wo

.i.i nut. of oourse, endorse any of it* reasoning or positions
respecting the torribh nfliotguing on in this oouotry,
i..v simply giving il publioity.J /;/. Ltbttotor.
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ANHTJAL MEETING OF TEE PENNSYL-

VANIA AHTI-SLAVEBT SOCIETY.

Tin? twenty-fiflli annual meeting of the Pennsyl-

vania Anti-Slavery Society was held in Horticultural

Hall, West Chester, on Saturday last, Oct. 24.

James Mott, the President, occupied the chair, sup-

ported by Thomas Whitson and Robert Purris, Vice

Presidents. In the absence of Reuben Tomlinson,

the Recording Secretary, (who was stated to be at

Port Royal, superintending and teaching the freed

blacks,) E, M. Davis was appointed Secretary.

A Business Committee, consisting of J. M. McICim,

Hannah M. Darlington, Oliver Johnson, E. F. Penny-

packer and others, was appointed to prepare a series

of resolutions.

Thomas Garrett and Chandler Darlington were ap-

pointed a Finance Committee, and M. Linton, Oliver

Johnson and others, a committee to nominate officers

for the ensuing year.

A written address was delivered by ffm. II. Fur-

ness, D. D., in which the cause was reviewed, and the

Society congratulated on the near approach of its final

triumph. Dr. Furness was followed by other speakers

in a similar lino of thought, and the meeting look a

recess till afternoon.

Afternoon Session. The Chairman of the Busi-

ness Committee reported the following propositions

for the action of the Society :

—

EXPRESSION OF SENTIMENT.

Met to celebrate our twenty-fifth anniversary, to

review the events of the past year, and to consider

the prospects and obligations of the year to come, we,

the members and friends of the Pennsylvania Anti-

Slavery Society, adopt for record the following as an

expression of sentiment suitable to the occasion :

—

1. Our faith is implicit that our cause is of God,

and not a mere human invention ; that He lias brought

it thus far on its successful way, and that He will con-

duet it to a triumphant conclusion.

2. Looking back over the quarter of a century of

our Society's existence, and recalling the vicissitudes

of joy and sorrow, cloud and .sunshine, temporary

defeat and partial victory, through which we have

passed, we are taught impressive lessons of religious

faith, and derive new incentives to obedience to duty.

3. The fundamental principles on which our enter-

prise is based—that Justice is the highest expedi-

ency—that it is always safe to do right, and that no

compromise should ever be made between good and

evil—have been fully vindicated as just in themselves,

and wisely applicable as rules of human action.

4. The leading events of the past year, beginning

with the feeble efforts for freedom on the part of indi-

vidual members of the Cabinet, and ending with the

President's Proclamation, not only indicate the sure

ultimate triumph of our cause, but inspires us with

hope that that event is imminently near at hand.

5. The President's edict, though not so wide in its

scope, nor so immediate in its action, as we had hoped

and had a right to demand, is, nevertheless, a wise

and beneficent act of statesmanship, entitling its

author to the grateful consideration of all who love

their country and desire the happiness of their kind.

6. The present attitude of the National Govern-

ment, making, as it does, the entire abolition of slavery

its avowed policy—proposing immediate emancipation

on the 1st of January next in the rebel States, and

"gradual abolishment " in the loyal—entitles it to the

hearty support of every friend of impartial freedom.

7. The war now in progress between the National

Government and the insurgent shareholding States is,

in all its essential features, a war' between liberty and

slavery ; it is the anti-slavery contest transferred to a

new field ; it is the question for which this Society

had in vain sought a peaceable solution, now submit-

ted—by appeal of the slaveholders—to the arbitra-

ment of the sword, and no true friend of freedom and

the right, whatever may be his horror of bloodshed,

or his aversion to war in itself considered, can fail to

sympathize, in this contest, with the champions of the

Government, and to wish for defeat to those who are

battling for its overthrow.

8. This war is not a mere local conflict, the results

of which are to terminate with our own country ; it

is part of that great controversy between despotism

and freedom, which has been going on from the be-

ginning in all countries and in all ages ; the right de-

cision of which, here and now, must prove an incal-

culable blessing to all peoples, and mark a glorious

epoch in the history of the world.

9. While we rejoice in the continued fidelity of our

coadjutors iu England, we are shocked at the devel-

opment of pro-slavery spirit lately manifested among
the ruling classes of that country ; and, laying aside

all narrow views of a one-sided patriotism, and speak-

ing only as friends of universal freedom, desiring the

equal happiness of all men, and the honor and glory

of every nation, we feel constrained to pronounce the

sympathizing course of the classes toward our slave-

holding conspirators as shameful to the hist degree,

and to warn those who are pursuing it, and their

apologists, that a persistence in this course will prove

fraught with dishonor to themselves, and disgrace

and calamity to their country.

10. The conduct of the colored people of this coun-

try, North and South, bond and free, since the break-

ing out of the war, has been such as to challenge re-

spect and excite pleasing hopes of the future. In the

North, forgetting their life-long grievances, they pat-

riotically offered their services for the defence of the

country, and, being rejected, quietly withdrew, and
have since continued in the peaceful pursuit of their

usual avocations. In the South, as slaves, they have

waited patiently for the day of deliverance, hating

their chains, but resisting all temptation to vindictive

massacre ; as freemen, they have worked industri-

ously on their plantations and in the trenches, as at

Port Royal, Newborn, Fortress Monroe, and in Kan-

sas, and where an opportunity has offered, have gladly

enlisted as soldiers for the defence of the country;

thus proving—what should have needed no illustra-

tion—that the black man may be safely entrusted

with his liberty, and that the country has in- this ele-

ment of her population resources of strength and

prosperity which have never been duly estimated.

11. The vulgar prejudice against people who are

wholly or in part of African descent, though still viru-

lent, is steadily yielding to a more enlightened senti-

ment, the evidence being seen in the fact that, in obe-

dience to popular demand, authority has been granted

by the Government for the enlistment, in certain locali-

ties, of black men as soldiers; and, in the additional

fact, that the anti-negro clamor, though still an effect-

ive expedient with demagogues, has lost its poten-

tiality with respectable people, being only of avail

with the most debased and ignorant.

12. The progress of anti-slavery truth, and the

prevalence of a better puhlic opinion, are visible in

the improved tone of our ministers of religion, and

the more unexceptionable action of ecclesiastical as-

semblies; so much so tliat it may no longer be said,

with propriety, that "the American Church is the

bulwark of American slavery."

13. While we find much to cheer and delight us in

a review of our past history, there is, nevertheless, in

the reflections incident to such a retrospect, not a lit-

tle to inspire us with sadness. Our ranks have been

thinned ; loved ones have departed, and time and eare

have ploughed deep furrows in the faces of those who
remain. The venerable patriarch whose voice on

occasions like this used to he heard in supplication Ibr

Heaven's blessing on our counsels, has gone to his

rest. Henry Grew, the faithful, the gentle, the un-

compromising, the true, after a long life of well-doing,

reposes from his labors. The memory of his exam-

ple is our consolation for Ids loss. Benjamin S. Jones,

one of the first to take the field at the origin of our

movement, one of the founders of this Society, and

ever one of its most faithful coadjutors, has also gone

to his reward. His services to the cause, by his voice

and pen, and in times when such services were most

needed, were of uncounted value. We mingle our

tears with those of his stricken widow, as fellow-

sharers in her loss, and tender her our condolences

with unfeigned sympathy.

14. We commence the labors of another year in the

earnest hope that its end may witness the substantial

overthrow of slavery, and that our chief function as a

Society, hereafter, may be to " build the old waste

places," and to net the part of "repairers of the

breach, restorers of paths to dwell in."

16. In any event, our course for the future is plain

—

our duty being to maintain the integrity of our or-

ganization, and to keep up such of its instrumentali-

ties as are necessary to its existence; these being

especially the Anli Slavery office and its appliances

—

nevermore useful than at present—and the National.

Anti-Slavery Standard, the value of which it would be

hard to over-estimate.

16. Finally, regarding our duty to the country and

our obligations to the Anti-Slavery cause as running

iu parallel lines, and believing, as we have ever be-

lieved, (hat whatever promotes the interest of the one

conduces to the welfare of the other, we, of necessity,

as consistent Abolitionists, range ourselves heartily

on the side of the National Government; anil, while

retracting nothing of what we have hitherto had occa-

sion to say of the nature and effects of the Federal

compact, we deem it but just to here add, that the

preservation of the National Union against all efforts

of its enemies, either at home or abroad, to dismember

or destroy it, is an object which lies near to the heart

of every Aholitionist, and claims his best assistance

for its accomplishment.

These propositions were considered at length. They
were all agreed to without dissent, except the last,

and that, as originally reported, was objected to, on

the ground that its terms were too unqualified to per-

mit peace men, of whom there were some in the Soci-

ety, to vote for it without inconsistency. It was

altered into its present form, which obviated all obj

tion, and the whole was adopted by a hearty vote.

The evening session was devoted to a verbal report

of the proceedings of the Society, and general review

of the state of the cause, by J. M. McKim, corre-

sponding secretary, and addresses by Geo. H. Earle,

Esq., Oliver Johnson, Lucretia Mott, and Miss Anna
Dickinson. Mr. Earle's address was delivered by

special invitation. The general tone of the speakers

was congratulatory, and the impression seemed to pre-

vail that the next year would probably be the last of

the Society's existence.

ME, WASSON'S SEKMON.

Mr. Wasson's sermon, at Music Hail, last Sunday,

was a forcihle and eloquent exposition of the truth,

that trial and endurance are the constant and neces-

sary conditions of integrity and virtue. Mora! excel-

lence is an attainment of inestimable value, and, like

other valuable attainments, costs labor and sacrifice.

Christ taught this in his own history and by his pre-

cepts, admonishing those who would follow him, that

they must leave worldly considerations behind, and

that the world would hate them in proportion to their

faithfulness. The speaker illustrated this by many
pertinent and timely instances. The faithful general,

who sees the national need, and strikes at the root of

the public calamity, loses his place, and is "laid on

the shelf." The faithful statesman, who sees and sus-

tains the only policy that can save the nation—the

policy of right—must be prepared for the ruffian's

bludgeon, the demagogue's coarse abuse, and the

smooth detraction of an Abbot or a Joel Parker. All

this should not be accounted a hardship. It is in ac-

cordance with a universal law—the law, as Emerson
says, of " give and take." For the excellence of

character which you would take and possess, you
must give price, in pain, and peril, and worldly loss.

The luxury of exalted worth cannot be had, any

more than any other luxury, without paying its cost.

This principle applies to nations as to individuals.

The price of national virtue, security and prosperity

is justice. We assumed the credit, of virtue and

liberty, but neglected to pay the price. We com-
promised with slavery, and scorned the plea of the

black man who was God's mouthpiece to us, calling

for justice. For a long while we seemed to prosper,

and to give the lie to God's law, which makes righte-

eousness the only condition of a nation's exaltation.

But we were running up a heavy account. The
price which we refused to pay had not become "out-

lawed." Judgment is rendered against us, with costs.

Execution is taken out and "served," and all our

goods are "going" at a fearful sacrifice. It is well

so, if we can get back the possession of virtue. Bet-

ter be bankrupt in everything else.

The reporter was pained to hear what he considers

an ill-considered reflection upon the character of the

Irish patriot, Daniel O'Connell, that he appropriated

a part of the national contributions for emancipation,

to his own private advantage. This is a charge so

specious in its nature, so difficult to refute, so generally

founded on sordid prejudices, and so universally made
against all advocates of reform, that generous-minded

men should be careful how they endorse it. O'Con-

nell vindicated himself completely against that charge,

in a pamphlet addressed in reply, I think, to the

Marquis of Lansdowne, in which he rendered a full

account of all the income from the Irish "rents,"

and of the manner in which they were appropriated.

That account, indeed, showed what may appear to us

a large allowance for O'Connell's private expenses,

and the support of his establishment; but matters

like this are not within the proper sphere of judgment

of those acquainted only with the habits of American

life. I have heard a country fanner impeach the sin-

cerity of a city philanthropist and advocate of reform,

because he received §1500 salary, and expended it for

the maintenance of his family; and another, an anti-

slavery lecturer, has been stigmatized for receiving

$IS00 a year from his friends. Beecher, Cheever,

Gough and others, also, like Paul, have been obliged

to " live of the gospel " ; and even Phillips and Gerri t

Smith, whose private means have enabled them to

dispense with compensation for services in behalf of

humanity, have, notwithstanding, been accused of

mercenary motives. In regard to O'Connell, in addi-

tion to the well-known fact (stated and proved in the

aforesaid pamphlet) that he refused a place under
government wortli three times the amount he re-

ceived as reformer, because its acceptance would
require him to forego his efforts in behalf of Ireland,

it should be considered that his friends and supporters,

who were the best judges of his motives and the value

of his services, were satisfied of his integrity, and
that not only he considered his pamphlet, notwith-

standing its admission of a pretty large amount (as

we reckon money) spent for his own support, a suffi-

cient vindication of his integrity, but that the British

public also generally admitted it to be so. D. M.

CHARLES SUMNEB.

This noble champion and friend of the bondman is

to lecture at Milford, (Mass.,) in the Town Hall, next
Friday evening, Oct. 31st. As this is the last oppor-

tunity before the election, let me earnestly beg of

every Abolitionist, who designs to vote, to be sure and
remember the many and sublime obligations he is un-

der to give his vote to Charles Sumner. Instinet

alone cannot fail to show that the intense and person-

al hatred centred upon the faithful Senator, whose
record is so clean—so true to human rights and univer-

sal freedom—proves him to be the man for the hour.
" Gentlemen of property and standing," united with

the coarse and unprincipled rabble, stand at every
avenue, and belch out their hate and curses. They
have no reason to give—enough that they can pro-

nounce their anathemas without a cause. Ask these

loud-mouthed defamers what evil stands at the door of

Mr. Sumner's glorious career, their only reply is

—

Away with him ! The no-party fraternity have butone

watchword, and that being interpreted is

—

Crucify

Charles Sumner i II' they could effect their diabolical

plot, what a howl of exultation the satanic press would

give! The rebels would be in full glee! Men of

Massachusetts ! let not this evil be done I That chair,

once marie vacant by a brutal bully in defence of

South Carolina, must continue to be filled by the no-

blest son of'MasFaehusetts,—Hon. Charles Sumner.

Mlnord, Oct. 17, 18d2. G. W. S. |

[From the St. Louis Democrat, Oct. 21.]

SERENADE TO GENERAL FREMONT.

Immense Outpouring of the People—Chouteau Avenue
Crowded with Enthusiastic Citize?is—Speech of Gen.

Fremont.

The friends of General Fremont assembled last

night in front of his residence, on Chouteau Avenue,
to welcome him to St. Louis. Rarely has our city

seen such an imposing and enthusiastic assemblage
of citizens, As early as half past eight o'clock, thou-

sands were crowded around Centre Market with ban-

ners and music, and each succeeding minute brought
new comers or processions from the upper and lower

wards. By nine o'clock, the assembly left Centre
Market, and proceeded to the residence of the Gene-
ral. Chouteau Avenue was already crowded from
Seventh to Ninth Street with a thick mass of people,

when the procession arrived from Centre Market.
As far as the eye could reach from the steps of the

Brant House, nothing could he seen but a multitude

of human beings swaying to and fro. Cheer after

cheer for General Fremon was given by the crowd
at intervals, and evidently with hearty good will and
holiest ami earnest enthusiasm. In the meanwhile,
the splendid band of Waldauer and Vogel struck up
some exquisite pieces of music, which were followed

by renewed cheering.

In obedience to the repeated calls, the General at

length made his appearance, and was welcomed with
rapturous applause. Cheer after cheer rent the air,

as the lamps were brought up to throw light upon the

features of the General. The General then spoke
with great deliberation, and in a clear voice, fre-

quently interrupted by enthusiastic applause, as fol-

lows :

—

SPEECH OF GENERAL FREMONT.

My Good Friends of St. Louis,— I am really glad to

find myself among you again. Naturally my mind
goes back, seeing you here, to the time and the events
out of which grew the friendly relations which make
the immediate occasion for our meeting to-night. The
retrospect is full of satisfaction. When I landed in

your city last year, on the representation of the Gov-
ernment, the wharves were silent and the streets de-

serted. I met few and gloomy faces, and no hands
offered me friendly welcome. No Union Hags bright-

ened the sky, and the city seemed to be in sullen

gloom as if pestilence brooded over it. But I had
come here full of the hope that I would be able to

serve you—ardently desiring to bring back to their

old allegiance, as quickly and happily as possible, and
before rebellion had become war, those of our people
who, temporarily, I hoped, had been estranged from
their Government.
You recognized the sincerity of my intentions and

gave me your cordial support, and as time wore along
in the busy preparations which centred at this spot,

the patriotic fervor which animated us became con-

tagious. The little knots which in the beginning had
gathered at this door, grew rapidly larger, and in a
few weeks the thronging battalions which the brave
West poured along the streets were received with the
cheers of welcoming crowds, and the city blossomed
like spring with the national flag. (Cheers.)

Later, returning from the field where my hopes
of usefulness were buried, oppressed by injustice, un-
der the attempted humiliations of subordinates seek-
ing to please power, I came upon the unexpected and
magnificent welcome in which you gave vent to your
generous indignation, and offered me your warm-
hearted sympathy. Fixed in my mind as one of the
most grateful events of my life is that night when,
with my heart chilled and contracted by the unde-
served severity of the Government, I stood Here and
felt it glowing and expanding amidst the deafening
cheers of the friendly multitude which filled this

space. I felt rebuked that I had for a moment doubted
the inevitable justice of the people. Not unworthy a
place among the battle scenes of your State was the
moment when you opened your crowded mass that
night to honor in its passage the tattered remnant of
that brave young guard which made the 25th of this

month of October the anniversary of a heroic deed.
I mention them here, not only because they come up
among the incidents of that night, but because they
deserve mention at my hands, and because they de-
serve to be held in remembrance by you. From their
brilliant field of victory they returned to meet with
humiliation ; to be dismissed from service in the army
of that country which they had served so nobly, and
to share in the unmerited severity which was visited
upon all connected with me in my brief administra-
tion. Our patriotism was repulsed, our services ig-

nored, and our labors repudiated ; our best measures
annulled or subverted ; the very works erected to de-
fend the great interests that centre in your city de-
clared ill-judged and useless. But time has already
brought us some consolations, and it must have been
a great one to you who were co-laborers with me
when lately you read the order directing these fortifi-

cations to be put in complete equipment and readiness
for service. And if it be true that in the misfortune
of our "best friends, there is always something to

please us," you must have found pleasure in seeing
the violent haste which your neighboring cities threw
into the building of fortifications, when you were
resting securely in the protection of your own. (Loud
cheering.) And then, too, in the case of the city
defences, the repudiation was so thoroughly- classic!

The builders of the walls of Troy were refused pay-
ment for their work, and surely we ought to remain
entirely satisfied under the authority of such an old
time precedent. There was no "irregularity" here.
It is true that those other builders were violent and
did mischief, but then they were gods and had power,
and heathens liked the law of retaliation; but we
were mortals ant! lived in a Christian era, and every
incentive of patriotism required us to be satisfied, if

only our work went to the benefit of the country.
(Cheers.) But what was really the cause of all this 1

What was it that scattered the fruits of our labor, and
struck so many good soldiers from the field of suc-
cessful duty, and paralyzed the career of our victori-

ous troops'? Perhaps our War Secretary had been
reading old campaigns, and his mind had become ex-
cited by the rapidity which characterized the great
soldiers of Europe at a time when war was in its nor-
mal condition. He had read about the celerity of
Peterborough, and carried in his mind what an Eng-
lish minister said of him—" That he could never write
to him, but was always obliged to write at him."
(Laughter and loud applause.)
Perhaps witli these and other such examples before

him, the Secretary thought that we in the West were
too slow. We had suffered a post only 200 miles off,

to surrender for want of reinforcements. Or, perhaps,
he had later events in his mind, and thought of the
French Emperor's brilliant campaign into Italy : he be-
held that splendidly appointed force, for which the
great Dictator of Europe had drawn upon all the re-
sources of the East, all that science could give him on
the earth or in the air—railroads to carry his troops
into the battle-field, railroads to bring off his wounded,
and balloons to carry his scouting parties through the
air. The Secretary had all this in his mind, and grew
impatient with us. He forgot how few of these appli-

ances we had, and how poor the West was in all the
ready materials of war, except, indeed, in that one in-

dispensable material, of brave and loyal men, which
she has so lavishly given to the service of the coun-
try. We may pause here for a moment to make the
reflection, that if we had not these great appliances for
rapid and brilliant successes, we are safe on the other
hand from the arbitrary use made of them. The Ital-

ians were promised freedom from the Alps to the
Adriatic, but the great army won fruitless battles, and
the hopes of a brave people were deluded. But we
"comprehend our epoch." In this country it is not
possible that two commanders of opposing armies can
meet together at a breakfast table, and compromise
away the hopes and liberties of a great people.

(Cheers.) But it was not that we had disappointed
some high-wrought expectations of the Secretary. It

was not because we had failed in a soldier's duty, or

suffered, at the hands of the enemy, inglorious defeat,

that we incurred ministerial displeasure. It was be-

cause, in our unca leulating eagerness, we were too hasty
'n striking that enemy a vital blow. Like the Trojan,
whose spear against the treacherous horse made the

clang of arms resound, and whom the angry goddess
punished for the blow upon her sacred property, so,

too, did we undergo sudden punishment for devotion
to our country. (Loud cheers') Upon me too, as in

the old story, were the serpents set. They wound
around me their loathsome coils—they strained me
with their foul embrace—they breathed on me their

pestilential breath—they lacerated me with their veno-
mous fangs—but a greater than Pallas rules the con-
test, and the power to destroy was not equal to the
will. I lived through the unclean struggle. I come
back to you a second time, and you receive me with
the same old regard, the same warm welcome as here-

tofore. No matter how often struck down and rudely
thrown back among you, the friendly contact restores
my strength, and I rise again full of confidence and
hope, and ready again for another effort to serve you.
(Wild and prolonged cheers.)
'With you I feel myself in sympathy. I think your

thoughts, and I know that my heartbeat responds to

your own. I believe in your justice, and not only in

your justice but in your generosity which I have so
often and so largely shared, and I submit contentedly
to your verdict. (Loud calls and cheers.)

In face of the great issues which are before us, it

does not seem right to speak upon personal matters,
but this is an occasion purely personal, a meeting ol

friends, and I feel like a man revisiting an old battle-

field, where naturally the incidents of the day come
up in review before him. The occasion too, of my
visit to your city, is altogether personal. One of my
principal objects iu coming here is to be present, dur-
ing the trial with my friend, that true soldier, and
good and loyal citizen, (Jen. McKinsiry. (Cheers.)
During the period which the prosecution against him
is directed especially to cover, 1 was his commanding
officer, and, therefore, in a belter position to become
ntimately acquainted with the nature, extent anil

value of his services, than any others, except per-

haps yourselves, who more immediately felt their in-

fluence. Having the opportunity to be present there
with him, I could not have reconciled it with my con-

science to be absent, believing, as I do, that the as-

saults upon him were made solely because he felt it

an honorable duty to stand faithfully by the side of his

chief. (Cheers for McKinstry.)
But I will not trespass farther on your attention to-

night, except only to say that I thank you very sin-

cerely and warmly for the honor and pleasure I have
enjoyed in your visit, and for the indulgence with
which you have listened to me. (Long continued ap-

plause.)

After the close of the speech, the doors of the house
were thrown open, and a number of citizens availed
themselves of the opportunity to shake the hand of the
Pathfinder, and speak a few words to him. The crowd
outBide remained for some time, and cheered lustily,

while calls arose for Charles P. Johnson, Esq., who
finally appeared, and in a few brief hut eloquent words
paid a glowing tribute to the talents and character of

Gen. Fremont.
Later in the night, about 12 o'clock, the General re-

ceived another serenade from the silver band of Mr.
Waldauer.

[Translated for the Liberator from Die (St. Louis) Neun
Ziet, of Oct. IU ]

P E E M N T ,

Like storm upon the mountain height,

There swells a cry from battle-plain,

From lost, betrayed, and bloody fight,

Of horror full and full of pain.

Hark I how the echo wakes around,

At voice of those whose faces wan
Haunt the grave's mirk and yawning ground

;

" ' Give, Lincoln, give to us a Man !
'

" Give us a Man—a hero yield,

Worthy to lead us in our eyes
;

Who gained his glory in the field,

Nor aught of trick or intrigue plies.

Give one who stands the proof, 'fore all,

Give to us one who battle can,

Who'll with us stand and with us fall:

' Give, Lincoln, give to us a Man I

'

Not one who flees before the foe,

Whose drum beats only for retreat,

Whom following, thousands, rank and row,
In marshy graves oblivion meet.

Not one who leads but on the heels
Of slaves who from their bondage ran;

Nor yet a hypocrite who kneels :

' Give, Lincoln, give to us a Man !

'

" Give us the Man that's unsurpassed
For nobleness in East or West;

Give us the Man whose lips are fast,

Conscious that deeds speak ever best.

That Man give us; his banner clear
Shall shine in Freedom's army-van

;

Give us the Man that has no peer

—

Give us FREMONT! He is the Man!"
HEINRICH BINDER.

JUDGE CURTIS'S VIEW OF THE EXECU-
TIVE POWER.

To the Editors of the Boston Daily Advertiser .-

There are three questions concerning the President's
emancipation proclamation. One, has he a constitu-
tional power to issue it as a civil, political or admin-
istrative act ? The second, was it expedient? The
third, lias he constitutional power as Cominander-in-
Chief, to issue it, at this time, as a military act?
These questions are perfectly distinct. One of the

most common and most fruitful causes of error upon
all subjects is the mingling of questions which are dis-

tinct in themselves, but so near each other that they
confuse each other.

Judge Curtis mingles these questions so entirely,

that no study of his pamphlet enables me to see clear-
ly as to much of his argument upon which of these
questions it is intended to bear.

Let us separate these questions,

I am sure that the President has no power to eman-
cipate a single slave, as a civil, political or administra-
tive act.

Was it expedient? I leave this question to the
President, For he is honest, he is capable; he has
considered the question long, carefully and painfully,
and in all the relations in which it can present itself.

However wise I may be, or Judge Curtis may be, on
this subject, the President must be wiser, or all rules
of probability fail.

As to the remaining question,—I have not the slight-

est doubt of his constitutional power as Commander-
in-Chief, to issue this proclamation as a military act.

If Halleck, when before Corinth, might have sent
a force a hundred miles to catch and bring into his
lines a hundred negroes with the wagons, horses and
provision they were bringing to Beauregard, the Presi-
dent and Commander-in-Chief, sitting in the centre,
with wider views, wider necessities, and wider rights
to meet those necessities, may, if he can, prevent the
whole mass of slaves from laboring to feed the rebel-
lion. He may, if he can, by the danger of insurrec-
tion, or of starvation, or of loss of property, dishearten
the rebels, and drive their armies home.
To say otherwise, would be to say that he might

strike at rebellion, but must be careful not to strike
away its corner stone.
Can he do it in fact? This question touches the

expediency of the measure, and tins I leave to him.
But it does not touch his military right, to threaten it,

and to do it if he can.

Judge Curtis speaks much and eloquently of the
President's right to inflict "penalty" and "punish-
ment," and the rights of the rebels to the protection
of the law.

Rebellion has no rights. If rebellion means any-
thing, it means the renunciation and destruction of all

law. And tiiekefoee it is accursed before God and
man.
No rebel has any right, a regard to which should

weaken or obstruct any military measure needed to

subdue the rebellion.

Judge Curtis's argument would give the Constitu-
tion and the law to the rebels, as their sword to smite
with, and their shield to save them ; and leave it to us
only as a fetter.

Then he tells us the innocent must suffer with the
guilty. This is true, and it is sad. But when the
mingled fire and hail of God's vengeance run along
the ground, they pursue no devious path that they
may leave the homes of the innocent unharmed ; for
when national sins bring national calamities, the inno-
cent suffer, with the guilty. This may be one of the
mysteries of Providence ; it is, at all events, a fact.

And what has been will be.

Cambridge. THEOPHILUS PARSONS.

THE REBEL PRIVATEERS.
At a meeting of the New York Chamber of Com-

merce on Tuesday, the subject of English encourage-
ment of rebel privateering was discussed, and the fol-

lowing resolutions, offered by Mr. A. A. Low, unani-
mously adopted :

—

Resolved, That the Chamber of Commerce has
heard with profound emotion, the graphic account
by Captain Hagar of the burning of the ship Brilliant,
on the 3d day of October instant.

Resolved, That, in view of this atrocity, it is the
duty of the Chamber to announce, for the information
of all who are interested in the safety of human life

—

the life of ship-wrecked passengers and crews—that
henceforth the light of a burning ship at sea will be-
come to the American sailor the signal that lures to
destruction, and will not he, as in times past, the bea-
con to guide the generous and intrepid mariner to the
rescue of the unfortunate.

Resolved, That henceforth self-prcservntion will be
the first dictate of prudence, as it is the first law of na-
ture, and consequently the destruction of the Brilliant
can be only characterized as a crime against humanity,
and all who have knowingly and willingly aided and
abetted must be considered as perpetrators in the
crime.

Resolved, That this Chamber has not failed to no-
tice a rapid change in British sentiment, transforming
a friendly nation into a self-styled neutral power, the
nature of which neutrality is shown in permitting ships
to go forth with men, and in permitting an armament
lo follow them for the detestable work of plundering
and destroying American ships, thus encouraging upon
the high seas an offence against neutral lights, on the
plea of which, in the ease of the Trent, the British
government threatened to plunge this government
into war.

Resolved, further, That the outrage of consigning
to destruction by fire, without adjudication, British anil
American property together, is an aggravation of the
offence against the rights of neutrals, and ought to be
denounced as a crime by the civilized nations of the
world.

Resolved, That this Chamber has heard with amaze-
ment that other vessels are fitting out in tlie ports of
Great Britain to continue the work of destruction be-
gun by the Alabama, an enormity that cannot be com-
mitted on the high seas without jeopardizing the com-
merce and peace of nations.

Resolved, further, That it is the duty of the Cham-
ber to warn the merchants of Great Britain that, a repe-
tition of such acts as the burning of the Brilliant, by
a vessel fitted out in Great Britain, and manned by
British seamen, cannot fail to produce the most wide
spread exasperation in this country, and hence they
: nvoke Hie influence of all men who value peace and
<ood will among the nations to prevent the departure
of other vessels of the character referred to, from (heli-

ports, and so arrest the calamity of war.
Resolved, Thai it is the desire of this Chamber, as

it is the interest of all its members, to cherish senti-
ments of amity with the people ol' Great Britain, to
maintain I hose cm dial relations which have led to profi-

table intercourse, and fo strengthen the ties that knit

them together in mutual courtesy and respect-
Resolved, That copies of the foregoing preamble

and resolutions be sent to the Secretary of State and
to the Secretary of the Navy of the United Stales,

and to the Boards of Trade of London and Liverpool

;

and that the Secretary of State be requested to trans-

mit copies of the same to the diplomatic agents of the
United States for distribution in other commercial
countries.

Mr. Low made an eloquent speech on the occasion,
and to" show how strongly the conduct of the British
government contrasted with that of our own under
similar circumstances, related an incident which oc-
curred during the Crimean war. During that war, a
vessel was fitted up at New York for the Canton trade,
and the British consul, having heard of it, and sus-
pecting the ship was intended for Russia, remonstrated
with the American government. The consequence
was that she was detained, though her owner was per-
fectly innocent of any intention of violating the neu-
trality laws. Yet this same British government per-
mits English shipbuilders to construct and fit out as
many vessels as they please for the express purpose of
being employed in destroying our commerce I Four
gunboats and a frigate are now building for the rebels
at the same yard where the Alabama was launched.

SENTIMENTS OF LEADING DEMOCRATS.

Gen. Lewis Cass, (of Michigan.)

In a conversation with Col. F. A. Eastman, also a
Democrat, Gen. Cass said :

—
" I approve of the Eman-

cipation Proclamation. Whether the President has
the constitutional right or not to declare the slaves
free, the circumstances of the country clearly justify
it." He said he did not fear its effect in the South

;

he only hoped it would prove effectual. He did not
understand how any old Democrat could have any
sympathy witli the South in this matter.

Governor Too, (of Ohio.)

At an immense meeting in Columbus, Ohio, held to

ratify the Proclamation of Emancipation, Governor
Tod said^:

—
" I have studied the Proclamation calmly

;

I have given it my faithful attention ; and I here say
that I cordially endorse every word and syllable of it.

President Lincoln's long forbearance in laying Ins hand
upon slavery, entitles him to a monument high as the
heavens. The Proclamation is perfectly well timed.
It is the wry thing to weaken the rebels in a most
vital part. Stupid though lie may be, yet only let this

African be made free, and my word for it, they will
soon give these rebel rascals enough to do to take care
of their own homes and families. If they choose to

continue in their ungodly rebellion, who is to blame
but themselves, if their, slaves are set free, and con-
fiscated, and the rebel leaders hanged?"

Gen- Lew. Wallace, (of Ohio.)

At the same meeting, Gen. Wallace said the main
objection to the Proclamation was that Emancipation
had not been made to take effect January 1, 1862, in-

tead of January 1, 1863.

Daniel S. Dickinson, (of New York.)

"If the President's Proclamation weakens rebellion
and strengthens the Government—as l" hope and be-

lieve it will—I am for it and all its consequences,
Slavery is to pass away during the present struggle if

continued; and as an element of mischief and dis-

turbance, and as a just retribution to those who have
taken up arms against the Government in its name for
vile political ends, it has my permission to start at the
earliest possible moment, and to make the exodus a
complete one. One such Government is worth all the
shivery that has existed since Joseph was sold into
Egypt."

"The cry that released contrabands are coming
North is for political effect, and to secure votes from
alarmed laborers. When slavery is no longer recog-
nized in the Southern States, the colored race will not
straggle to the cold North to compete with our labor-

ers, but those now with us will seek a more congenial
home in the Sunny South, where the climate and pro-
ductions are better suited to their wants and habits."—Speech at Cooper Institute, New York.

Orestes A. Bkownson, (of New Jersey.)

"It is not as an Abolitionist that I demand the
emancipation of the slaves. I demand it as a war
measure, necessary for the suppression of the rebel-

lion, to restore the integrity of the national territory,

and to preserve the national life. The war powers of
the Government are just as constitutional as the peace
powers. Under the rights of war, if Congress or the
President judge it necessary to the success of the Fed-
eral arms to abolish slavery, to declare the slaves free,

they have a right to do so. I believe it necessary.
The President seems to have adopted the same opin-
ion."

—

Speech at Elizabeth, New Jersey.

George Bancroft, (of New York.)
" The party at the South which has made this re-

bellion is not and never was a Democratic party. It
was and is the most embittered hater of Democracy,
It rests on the most narrow and most selfish of oligar-
chies, which seeks to extinguish Democratic princi-

ples, to crush the Union and the power of the people.
The people have chosen their President, and we who
preferred another public servant must now consent to

give vigor to the man who is President under the Con-
stitution. Let then our voice be distinctly heard in

favor of an immediate, vigorous prosecution of the
war. For one, I will not give a vote for any man whose
election would be an encouragement to the rebellion to hold
out."—Letter to the Union Committee, Oct. 18(A.

Robert Dale Owen, (of Indiana.)

" The time has come when it is constitutional to re-

dress the wrongs of slavery. The rebellion has made
it so. Property in man, always morally unjust, lias

become nationally dangerous. The President may
now emancipate the slaves, the suppliers of food to the
rebel army. If he did not, would be not be giving
aid and comfort to the rebels ? The day of the Pro-
clamation of Emancipation will be to the rebels a day
of despair, to every loyal heart, of exultant rejoicing.

A day of which the anniversary will be celebrated
with jubilee while the American Union endures."—Letter to the President, Sept. 17th.

Col. Lynch, (of Illinois,)

Of the 58rA Illinois Regiment, taken prisoner at ShUoli.

" I hardly need tell you that I have always been a
strong, uncompromising Democrat. I have been an
apologist for the Southern people. I pronounced the
stories of their cruelties to be gross fabrications. I
considered the Abolitionists and Republicans the ene-
mies of the Union. / will not say so now. I, as yon
know, have never been an Abolitionist. I have turned
negroes who came into my camp over to their rebel
masters. I cannot say that I like a negro now ; but if

it should be necessary to save this glorious Union,
/ would lake a regiment of negroes, and march intj Dixie.
(Immense applause.) Every party now should be
merged into one. There should be no Republicans,
no Democrats. Every man should sacrifice his per-
sonal feelings. I was opposed to Abraham Lincoln;
I am now opposed to every man who opposes Abraham
Lincoln.
You may talk about the unconstitutionality of the

President's Proclamation. 1 tell you if that Proclama-
tion is lived up to, it will prove the hardest blow this
rebellion has yet received. But to make this Procla-
mation effective, it must have the support of the peo-
ple, and no loyal man will refuse it his support."—Speech at Chicago.

Richard Busteed, (of New York.)

Speaking of the Proclamation, Gen. Busteed says:
" Slavery is dead, and the Republic lives ! Lives a

new life, graduated by the principles of God's eternal
justice. The footfalls of advancing Freedom throw
their forward echoes upon the gladdened ear of liberty-
loving men. The American Republic henceforward
is free in fact and in name. ' God bless Abraham Lin-
coln !

'

"

Stephen A. Docglas,
A short time before his death, said:

—

" There are now but two parties in the country

—

the friends nnd the enemies of the Government.
Every man who does not stand up for all measures
that may be adopted for the maintenance of the
honor of the country, at whatever necessary cost, is a
traitor at heart."

2^= Mr. John Pettit, of Indiana, recently said :

—

" If old Abe will just come to me, I'll tell him how
to stop this rebellion. Extend slaveky over evkky
Free State in the Union, and the rebellion will be
stopped in sixty days."

Very likely ! Who votes for Pettit's method ?

"There can be but two parties, one for the Govern-
ment and one lor the Rebellion."

^= This list might be much extended, hut want
of space forbids. We can only mention Joseph Holt
of Kentucky, Col. Forney of Pennsylvania, Col.

HARRIS of the 64th Illinois Volunteers, Generals Lo-
gan and McClernand, Judge Scatics of Illinois,

Generals Bornside and Corcoran, and Governor
Si'raouic of Rhode Island, as well known Democrats,
ail of whom cordially recognize and welcome the Polity
./' Emancipation.

Democrats <f Massachusetts .' Will yvu vote against

these able, wise, and leading men of your party, and
against the Government of your country duly chosen?
It is said you will I Vindicate yourselves from this

libel, at the polls ] Sustain your best men, and sus-

tain your country ! Vote in such a manner as to car-

ry dismay into the ranks of Hie rebels ! HUT"

FRATEMITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity are reupcctfully in-

formed that tlio Firm Coursk of Lkctureh under the au-

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will ho continued on

WEDNESDAY EVENING, Novembers, 18C2,

at TREM0NT TEMPLE, when an address on the two

Capitals, Richmond and Washington, will be made by

MONCURE D. CONWAY.

To be followed on successive Tuesday evenings by leo-

turea from the following persons ;

—

November 11. .

—

Anna E. Dickinson.

" 18.

—

Henry Warij Bsxchkr.
" 25.

—

Owen Lovkjoy.

December 2.— B. Ghatz Brown.
" 9.

—

Wendell Phillips.

" 16.

—

Ralph Wa*»o Emerson.
" '23.

—

Jacob M. Mannixg,
" 30.

—

George Wm. Curtis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 1 o'clock. Course

Tickets, admitting the Bearer and Lady, at $2 each, may
be obtained at Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St. ;

Oliver Ditson & Go's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of the Lecture Committee, who in former yeara

have had the disposal of tickets. Sept. 26tf

IEF- THE FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY, of Boston have
effected an arrangement with Mrs. Louise DeMortie, tbe

talented young colored dramatie render, to give readings

wherever the benevolent may be willing to assist, for the

purpose of alleviating the sufferings of tfie frecdmen or

"contrabands" of Washington.

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 26 Myrtle St.,

President of the Fugitive Aid Society.

^^" We earnestly hope, both for the sake of the suffer-

ing and destitute contrabands at Washington, and to bring

before the public an accomplished and must successful dra-

matic reader, that Mrs. DeMortie will receive numerous

tations in this State and elsewhere to give specimens of

reading and delineating powers, as we are confident

that she will in every case give entire satisfaction.

—

Ed.

IEF" WENDELL PHILLIPS, Esq., will deliver a. dis-

course before the Twenty-Eighth Congregational Society, at

Music Hall, on Sunday forenoon next, Nov. 2d. Sub-

ject

—

Public Educators : The Pulpit, the Press, fyc.

EGf- ANDREW T. F0SS, in behalf of the American

and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

Claremont, N. H.,

Springfield, Vt.

Brattleboro*, "

Keene, N. H.,

Friday, Oct. 31.

Sunday, Nov. 2.

Sunday, " 9.

Sunday, " 16.

3^- MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on

095 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—LutherClark, M. D.; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M,

[}y WANTED—An ex-slave woman, acquainted with

general housework. Apply at 104 Mt. Vernon Street.

154 Washington St., 5 doors South of Milk St,

October 24. 6m

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's New Steel Plate County Colored Map of the

United States, Oanadas, and New Brunswick,

From recent surveys ; completed August 10, 1862 ; cost

S20.000 to engrave it, and one year's time*
Superior to any $10 map ever made by Colt-on or

Mitchell, and sell's at the low price of fifty cents ; 370000
names are engraved on this map.

It is not only a county map, but it is also a

COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
of tho United States and Canadas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,
and distances between.

Guarantee any woman or man $3 to So per day, and will

take baek all maps that cannot be sold, and refund tlie

money.
Send for £1 to try.

Printed instructions how to canvas well furnished all

Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our M*psin every State,

California, Canada, England, France, and Cuba. A for-
tune may be made with a few hundred dollars capital. JS'o

competition. J. T. LLOV'D,
No. 1C4 Broadway, New * ark.

The War Department uses our Map ot Virginia, Mary-
land and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which are u-arked
Antietam Crock, Sharps burg, Mnryl;uid Mights, vVilItauis-

port Ferry, Khorcrsvilto, Noland's Ford, and all others on
the Potomac, and every other placa in Maryland, Virginia
and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.

LLOYD'S

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY,
OHIO, INDIANA and ILLINOIS,

is the only authority for Gen. Buell and the War Depart-
ment. Money refunded to any one fiudiug an error in it

Prioo 50 cents.

From the Tribune, Aug. 2.

"Lloyd's Map of Virginia, Maryland and Pennsylva-
nia. This Map is very large

; its cost is but 25 cents, and
it is the best which can be purchased ,"

LLOYD'S
GREAT MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
From actual surveys by Capts. Bart and Win. Boweu, Mis-
sissippi River Pilots, of St. Louis, Mo., shows every man's
plantation and owner's name, from St. Louis to the Gulf of
Mexico—1350 miles— every sand-bar, island, town, land-
ing, and all places twenty miles baok from tbe river

—

colored in Bounties and Statos. Price, $1 in sheets, $2,
pocket form, and $2,50 on linen, with rollers. Now ready.

Navy Department, Washington, Sept, 17, 1SC2.
J. T. Lloyd : Sin—Send me your Map of the Missis-

sippi Kiver, with price per hundred conies. Rear Admiral.
Charles II. Davis, commanding the Mississippi squadron, is

authorised to purchaso as many as are required for nso of
that squadron. UIDEON WELLS,

Secretary of thjs Nauy^
Oct. 3. 3w

I)
D. DANIEL MANN has romoved his office to 146
Harrison Avenue, lie has, for the past five years in-

nofted artificial teed) on the vulcanite base, in the use of
which he has made some improvements. It is better than
gold, when well made, being lighter, sftonijur, and more
durable, and is also much cheaper.

Dr. M. also uses a somewhat similar preparaton for fil-

ling teeth tOO tender or too l';u- deoayed for lillini with gold.
His prices are as moderate, at least, as those of any re-
sponsible dentist.

Boston, September 20, 1SG2.

XOZEX XDX333NT.

GLOBE HOTEL,
WILLIAM P. POWELL, Paop^aro*,

2 Dotsb Stkekt, (near Franklin Squaiv.J

Ni:\V YOUK.

A. J. GK0VER,
ATTORNEY AND COl Wsru.OK AT LAW,

EARLVILLE, I,a Salle Co., Ill,

lit" l
l's|iivi.'il attention given lo seeming and coUei-liii*

lairasfor Eastern Merchants,
*

A'igiist S. tf.
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TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Servant and Son of Liberty, well dono !

God from His throne of light smiles down on thee,

Standiug erect, and in thy country's name

Proclaiming to the slavo that one word, " Free.'"

So standing, and with utterance so grand,

Before thoe Treason foul shall quako with fear,

And rank Rebellion, in that word of thine,

Its righteous doom of death shall trembling hear.

For a great empire, founded on the slave,

Traitors have lifted up their impious hands,

Frenzied to tear this fair Republic down,

By breaking all its Union's sacred bauds

;

Thou, to preserve it from their rage and hate,

Hast uttered the long hoped for word of might—

The clarion sound to startle Slavery's realms

With the clear notes of God's own truth and right.

Then praise be unto God, and thanks to thee,

A light is breaking in our darkest sky

—

The herald of a sun before whose beams

The murky clouds of Slavery shall fly,

Lift up their black, decay-begetting pall,

Dissolve in fleecy vapors, pass away,

Leaving fair Freedom's temple all unharmed,

Bright and resplendent in the light of day.

Within that temple, noble patriot chief!

When death shall hush thy honest, fearless voice,

And when thy word of truth has worked its spell,

Bidding all freemen on the earth rejoice,

Thou still shalt live, in proudest niche enshrined ;

Still live, ns memories immortal live

Of those who unto greatness goodness joined,

And to whose deeds all centuries reverence give !

By Washington thy high and honored place,

His task an Empire of the free to found
;

Thine, Lincoln, Slavery's fell hand to stay

From hurling all its pillars to the ground !

Servant *nd Son of Liberty, well done !

God from His Throne of Light smiles down on t ee,

And through all coming time freemen shall rise, .

And bless thee, Lincoln, Champion of the Free t J. s.

LETTER TO HON. OHAELES SUMNER.

CONSOLATION,

EEECHER STOWE.

Ah, many-voiced and angry ! how the waves

Beat turbulent with terrible uproar !

Is there no rest from tossing—no repose?

Where shall we find a haven and a shore ?

What is secure from the loud-dashing wave ?

There go our riches, and our hopes fly there ;

There go the faces of our best beloved,

Whelmed in the vortex of its wild despair.

Whose son is safe ? whose brother, and whose home 7

The dashing spray beats out the household fire :
|

By blackened ashes weep our widowed souls

Over the embers of our heart's desire.

By pauses in the fitful, moaning storm,

We hear triumphant notes of battle roll

;

Too soon the triumph sinks in funeral wail
;

The muffled drum, the death-march, shakes the soul

!

Rocks on all sides, and breakers ! At the helm

Weak human hands and weary human eyes
;

The shout and clamor of our dreary strife

Go up conflicting to the angry skies.

But, for all this, timid hearts ! bo strong
;

Be of good cheer ; for though the storm must he,

It hath its Master : from its depths shall rise

New heavens, new earth, where shall be no more sea.

No sea, no tossing, no unrestful storm
;

Forever past the anguish and the strife ;

The poor old weary earth shall bloom again

With the bright foliage of that batter life.

And war and strife and hatred shall be past,

And misery be a forgotten dream j

The Shepherd God shall lead his peaceful fold

By the calm meadows and the quiet stream.

Be still—be still, and know that he is God ;

Be calm, bo trustful ; work, and watch, and pray,

Till from the throes of this last anguish rise

The light and gladness of that better day.

THIS 'WAR.

BT MRS, CLARA L. MBACHAM.

War ! the ending, when will it be ?

Apd when will the " boys " come home 7

The meadows are clothed with waving grass,

And the fattened herd go lowing past

;

The harvest is ripening all o'er the fields,

And nature her rarest bounty yieldB ;

All round your dwelling there plenty is seen ;

But A lone one walketh on the green.

War ! the ending, when will it be ?

And when will the " boys " come home ?

The shady orchard is filled with fruit,

But the spiritless horses wander mute ;

The clover blooms near the crimson berry,

And the roses 'neath the ripening cherry ;

A Tine is trailed all round your door,

And a face so sad looks forth once more.

War ! the ending, when will it bo 7

And when will the " boys" come home?

We met that face,—one eve last summer,

—

Down where the waves in gladness murmur :

She talked of a soldier far away,

—

" He'll surely come ere the flowers decay ;

"

But summer went by, and winter came round,

And tear-filled eyes watched the snowy ground.

War ! the ending, when will it be ?

And when will the " boys " come home ?

For the winter is past, and the summer is here
;

A quivering lip names " a soldier dear ;
"

JIust„the harvest ripen, the flowerets fade,

And golden fruits blush in crimson shade,

Ere the soldier's return with victor's plume,

To kiss from that face the sadness and gloom 7

Leipsic, Ohio, June, 1862.

OCTOBEE.
The year grows splendid ! on the monntain steep

Now lingers long the warm and gorgeous light,

Dying by slow degrees into the deep,

Delicious night.

The final triumph of the perfect year,

Rises the woods' magnificent array
;

Beyond, the purple mountain-heights appear,

And slope away,

The elm, with musical, slow motion, laves

His long, lithe branches in the tender air ;

While from his top the gay Sordello waves

Her scarlet hair.

Where Spring first hid her violets 'neath the fern,

Where Summer's fingers oped, fold after fold,

The odorous, wild, red rose's heart, now burn

The leaves of gold.

The loftiest hill—the lowliest, flowering her!)

—

The fairest fruit of season and of clime

—

All wear alike the mood of the superb

Autumnal time.

Now Nature pours her last and noblest wine !

Like some Bacchante beside the singing streams.

Reclines the enchanted Day, wrapt in divine,

Impassioned dreams.

But where tho painted leaves arc falling fast,

Among the vales, beyond tho farthest hill,

There sits a shadow—dim, and sad, and vast

—

And lingers still.

And still we hear a voice among the hills

—

A voice that mourns among the haunted woods,

And with tho mystery of its sorrow fills

Tho solitudes.

For while gay Autumn gilds the fruit and leaf,

And doth her fairest feBtal garments wear,

Lo ! Time, all noiseless, in bis mighty sheaf

Binds up the year.

Tho mighty sheaf which nevor is unbound !

Tho Reaper whom your souls beseech in vain !

Tho loved, lost years that never may he found,

Or loved again !

Mansfield, Mass., Sept. 21, 1862.

Hon. Charles Sumner:
Dear Sir—In your letter, dated Senate Chamber,

June 5th, 1862, addressed to a friend of yours in bos-

ton, you fully endorse the conduct of President Lin-

coln in dealing with the slavery question. You say,

" The President cannot be held responsible for the

misfeasances of his subordinates, unless adopted, or

at least tolerated by him. And I am sure nothing

unjust or ungenerous will be tolerated, much less

adopted, by him." Now, it docs appear to me that

the President has been very ready to tolerate all ac-

tions of our pro-slavery Generals, such as Gen. Geo.

B. McClellan, Gen. T. W. Sherman, Gen. Robert

Patterson, Gen. Halleck, &c; while he has refused to

tolerate the anti-slavery actions of Gen. John C. Fre-

mont and Gen. David Hunter. He was prompt to

undo the righteous anti-slavery effect of the emanci-

pation of the slaves by the proclamation of the two lat-

ter, while the pro-sinveryism of the former, by their

proclamations, stands unrebuked by Abraham Lincoln,

to this day.

In Gen. MeCIcllan's proclamation, when he opened

his campaign in Virginia, dated May 26th, 1861, 1 find

the following:

—

"Notwithstanding all that has been said by the

traitors to induce you to believe that our advent

among you will be signalized by interference with
your slaves, understand one thing clearly—not only

will we abstain from such interference, but we will, on

the contrary, with an iron hash, crush any attempt

at insurrection on their part."

This was unrebuked by the President.

Gen. Patterson issued from Chambersburg, Pa.,

his proclamation, dated June 3d, 1861, addressed to

his troops preparatory to entering Virginia, in which

he said :

—

" You must bear in mind that you are going for the

good of the whole country, and that, while it is your
duty to punish sedition, you must protect the loyal,

and, should occasion offer, at once suppress servile in-

surrections."

This was unrebuked by the President.

Gen. T. W. Sherman, who accompanied Commo-
dore Dupont's expedition to Hilton Head, addressed

his proclamation " To the People of South Carolina,"

not one of whom he could find to even receive it;

not one Union man could he find to pay any regard to

it. The whites were, and still are, all rebels, while

the blacks are the only Union men in South Carolina.

His proclamation reads thus :

—

"The dictates of a duty which, under the Consti

tution, I owe to a great sovereign State, and to b

proud and hospitable people among whom I have
passed some of the pleasantest days of my life, prompt
me to proclaim that we have come among you with
no feelings of personal animosity ; no desire to harm
your citizens, destroy your property, or interfere with
any of your lawful laws, rights, or your social and local

i
institutions, beyond what the causes herein briefly al-

i luded to may render unavoidable."

This proclamation was fully acquiesced in by the

President ! Now, it strikes me that if South Carolina

was a "great sovereign State," Geu. Sherman had no

constitutional right to be there in a warlike attitude.

"When Commodore Dupont and Gen. Sherman took

possession of Port Royal, the rebel whites fled like

sheep pursued by wolves, leaving a great part of their

slaves behind. The panic was so general and ex-

tensive that it reached to Charleston and Savannah.

The inhabitants of those cities expected that the

Union troops would surely invade and take possession

of them within a short time, as there were not many
troops there to protect them, and not any strong

fortifications. But, lo! Gen. Sherman did nothing of

the kind. He sat right down for four months, and

made no attempt at invading those cities. The Presi-

dent and heads of the Department looked on, ap-

parently satisfied with the criminal inaction of Gen.

Sherman. He received no rebuke for his want of

military energy. If Gen. Sherman had issued a

proclamation of liberty to the slaves, the only loyal

men in the State, who would have flocked to his

standard, the rebellion might have been suppressed

within two months, as far as South Carolina was

concerned, including North Carolina, as there were

many loyal white men in the latter State.

So our army waited those four months, till the

rebels had fortified the city of Charleston, and added

many troops to defend it, when an attempt was made

towards advancing to the city, and the Union troops

were defeated; and no attempt has since been made

to take it. What imbecility ! Were not Gen. Sher-

man and the President afraid that Blavery would be

hurt, had the army advanced when the rebels fled?

Has not the President, and most of our Generals, been

more careful not to harm slavery than anything else ?

I think so, and that there is abundant evidence to

prove it, satisfactory to my mind, which I cannot

shake off. Have not our Government spent hun-

dreds of millions of dollars, and lost tens of thousands

of precious lives of our voluntary soldiers, to crush

the rebellion and save slavery, for full eighteen

months? Yes; but they have not yet conquered the

rebels, who are more rampant than ever; and crush-

ing the rebellion looks more hopeless now than it did

one year ago. Even our highly puffed up General

McClellan, who was expected to do wonderful things

in putting down the rebels, figured about for a whole

year in pursuit of them, finally got into a big swamp,

and was glad to get out again with a loss, from the at-

tack of tho rebel army from Richmond, of sixteen

thousand men killed, wounded and missing; as many

as half what Massachusetts had furnished for the war

previous to that time.

Now, as the President has rested so easy and acqui-

esced so complaisantly under the pro-slavery action of

our Generals, even when they were returning fugitive

slaves to their rebel masters, contrary to law, justice

and right, let us see how he has treated those few

Generals who have acted on some anti-slavery prin-

ciples and the feelings of humanity to our brethren

in bondage.

General Fremont, finding it necessary, in order to

suppress the rebellion in Missouri, issued his procla-

mation, applying only to that State, that all slaves of

rebels should be thereafter free. Did the President

acquiesce in that ? No, as soon as possible, he stamped

his seal of disapprobation upon it—he vetoed the act!

What induced him to do that? A letter, it is said,

from Hon. Joseph Holt, of Kentucky, who wrote im-

mediately to the President, condemning the act of

Gen. Fremont. Fremont was subsequently removed

from his command.

General Hunter was appointed General over our

army in South Carolina, &c. On arriving to take the

command, he found the rebels employing the slaves

to do all the hard work upon their fortifications, and

compelling them to work on their plantations, raisin;

provisions for the support of their army, and also to

fight us. Seeing that there were no Union men there,

except the slaves, he immediately issued a proclama-

tion freeing the slaves in three rebel States.

Did the President acquiesce in that measure? No
;

as soon as possible, he put a veto upon it—not even

waiting to be informed what reasons Gen. Hunter

could give for issuing such a proclamation ! He was

in hot haste to reduce again to bondage one million of

slaves whom Gen. Hunter had set free !

Mansfield, Sept. 29, 1862.

Since the preceding was penned, I have read the

President's late Proclamation, emancipating the slaves

of rebels on the first day of January next. This is

the first step taken by the President in the direction of

freeing the slaves of this Republic, since the war com-

menced. I do not wish to be too captious, finding

fault without reason ; but I cannot see so much glory

arising from it as some pretend to. It gives the rebels

over three months to use their Blaves in conquering us,

if they can, before tho first of Jan., 1868. They will,

no doubt, improve this lenient opportunity. I can no

better express my ideas upon the subject than in the

following, which I quote from tho Principla, Extra;—

The main feature is, that the slaves of States, or

parts of States, in rebellion on the 1st of January,
1863, are declared free. But (mark this !) ' No State,

or part ofa State, shall be considered to have been in rebel-

lion that will, in the mean time, elect members to the Con-

gress of the United States, by a majority of qualified

voters'! Nothing is said of laying down arms, or

disbanding armies, as a test of loyalty ! Jeff, Davis,

and any or all of his officers may bo elected to our
Congress, and take their seats, and this is to be proof

of their loyalty, though their armies may remain in

the field, ready, if need be, to assist Gen. McClellan
and his adherents in enforcing upon the nation a

Union on the basis of slavery ! The rebellion against

the Administration is to be thus terminated, without
'letting the oppressed go free,' and the nation this

united, is to go on in rebellion against God ! In the

mean time, the rebels are allowed more than three

months in which, with the aid of their slaves and
European sympathizers, to conquer us if they can.

If they find themselves hard pushed, they can take

the wind out of our sails, by liberating the slaves on
the soil, to fight against us."

I cannot but feel that the course of the President,

in discountenancing any anti-slavery action of our

Generals during the eighteen months of war against

the rebels, has had a bad tendency. It has encouraged

a strong development of pro-slavery feeling and action

throughout the Free States. Hence, the pro-slavery

presses have become very arrogant, wishing all aboli-

tionism suppressed and abolitionists hung! Those

pro-slavery presses have imagined Mr. Lincoln to be

as pro-slavery as themselves. Hence, they have en-

dorsed all his pro-slavery conduct. Hence, the friends

of slavery have organized a new party in Massachu-

setts, under the false pretense of no party, in order to

prevent the reelection of our worthy Governor, and

our honored Senator. In order to aid the above party

in their nefarious scheme, that arrogant, bombastic,

inflated specimen of humanity, George F. Train, has

come all the way from old England to enlighten the

dark minds of the citizens of Massachusetts, against

supporting by their votes John A. Andrew and

Charles Sumner.

All these pro-slavery movements would not have

occurred, had our general government been true to

liberty, and had taken, eight months ago, effectual

steps to crush the rebellion by crushing slavery, the

cause of the rebellion. But, no—the experiment has

been tried full eighteen months to put down the re-

bellion, and save slavery for those three hundred

thousand slaveholders to domineer over during future

generations, till they can get up another war. By the

pro-slavery course of our Government, the war is no

nearer to its successful termination than it was 'one

year ago, to alt appearances.

I hope I shall not have the temerity to address you

another long letter very soon.

Most respectfully yours,

ISAAC STEARNS.

LETTEES FROM HEKRY 0. WKIQHT.

Grow's District—Opposition of Secesh Rattlesnakes—The

Negro the only Name, Abolition the only Dose, by which

the Nation can be saved.

Raspberry and Rattlesnake Mountain, Pa., 1

October 9, 1862. J

Dear Garrison,—I am in a queer place. Rasp-

berries and rattlesnakes all around me. I have been

in Pennsylvania seven days, and have lectured seven

times. I am in Grow's District. Great is the effort

of the Rattlesnakes to defeat him at the polls on

Tuesday, the 14th, and elect an out-and-out advocate

of slavery and treason in his stead. This District

has furnished a great many to the army—all Repub-

licans. On the strength of their absence, the "serfs

of slaveholders," as the Richmond Whig calls these

Northern sycophants of slavery, hope to turn out

Grow, and elect a traitor to freedom and free labor in

his stead.

I have lectured four times, in different places, to the

people on and around the mountain. Many declare

that slavery is above the Republic. "Die the Re-
public—Live Slavery !

" is their openly avowed
and boasted party watchword. The advocates of sla-

very and treason are called Rattlesnakes. In one of

my meetings, one of the Rattlesnakes planted himself

before the door of the house, outside. He would not

come in, he could not go away. So there he stood,

raving and roaring, swearing and swaggering, in true

pro-slavery, Democratic fashion; but his hissing and

wrathful demonstrations brought no sympathizing

Rattlesnakes to his help. The Humans, inside, heeded

not his hisses, nor his rattles, nor his deadly virus.

The Proclamation! the Proclamation! It is

producing a sifting effect, and sending every man to

his own place—for liberty, or for slavery. Neutrality

and compromise are no longer possible about here.

Are you for freedom or slavery—for free labor or

slave labor—for free institutions or slave institutions

—

for a government based on freedom to the laborer, or on

slavery to the laborer? These are the only questions.

Two churches at the base of the mountain are

freely tendered to me to lecture on the subject. Sun-

day evening last, I lectured in the Presbyterian

church, to show that there is no other name given

under heaven among men whereby the nation can be

saved but the negro, and that the nation must take

a great dose of abolition, before any hope could be en-

tertained of a permanent cure. You, dear friend,

with your coadjutors, have labored, in a war of ideas,

by appeals to reason and conscience, to get the nation

to swallow the needed dose. The nation has made
up terrible faces at you and your medicine. Never-

theless, its mouth has opened, and it has begun to

swallow the medicine. Now the President comes to

your help, and by a Proclamation accelerates the swal-

lowing of the dose, on political grounds. Soon the

army and navy will send the needed dose of abolition

clear down by bayonets, bombshells and rifled cannon.

So, in time, slavery, the foul disease that has tainted

the very life-blood of the nation in its every vein and

artery, wilt be east out, and the nation be restored to

vigorous, beautiful, and glorious health and power.

How changed! A few years ago, on and around

this mountain, Abolition was more dreaded than the

virus of their oldest and deadliest rattlesnakes by
almost all. Now, they are eager to swallow the

largest dose of Abolitionism that the most radical

Garrisonian Abolitionist can administer to them I

HENRY C. WRIGHT.

Drafting—The Trial Hour—Each one tried by his own

Convictions—Slaveholders and their Abettors, themselves

being witnesses, ought to be shot— Gerrit Smith—New
York Election.

) Oct. : , 18G2.Hamilton, (N, Y.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison :

My Dear Friend—To-day, for the first time since

leaving Boston, I have been allowed the privilege of

reading the Liberator. Four numbers came into my
hands, all which I have just read with the voracity of

a starved and famished spirit. The numbers bear date

Sept. 19th and 26th, and Oct. 3d and 10th.

With heartfelt satisfaction I have read your com-

ments on " Drafting—The Hour of Trial"—" Draft-

ing—What is the Duty of Abolitionists?" Surely,

your argument can never be refuted. Quakers and

peace men, and professed followers of Jesus, whose

convictions allow them to vote under the Constitution,

must see that they vote for the Constitution. The
man whose conscience allows him to vote to invest

Congress with war-power, and the President with

power of commander-in-chief of the army and navy,

can have no just cause to hold back from joining the

army, to resist with bullets and bayonets those who
seek to destroy the Constitution. No voter for the

war-power can bo true to himself, who refuses to be-

come a soldier. Every voter, under and for the Con-

stitution, is a soldier to execute the Constitution for

which lie votes. Every voter for a commander-in-

chief is a traitor to his own vote, unless ho is ready

to be a soldier, (other things being equal,) to sustain

that commander in the execution of his military as

well as civil office. He whose convictions are opposed

to voting for tho war-power, cannot be a soldier to aid

in carrying out that power.

It is right and just to hold each man nine nnblo to

his own convictions and principles. Slaveholders

proclaimed a wnr of extermination against freedom

and free labor, free society, free speech, and free in-

stitutions. This object has been avowed by all the

leaders of the rebellion. It is not to maintain slavery

where it is, that they have begun this war of bullets,

but to blot out freedom and free institutions, and to

spread slavery and slave institutions over the nation

and continent. This, they being witnesses, is the solo

and single object of the slave-breeders' rebellion.

Resistance to slaveholders is obedience to God. No
man can be true to his own convictions of right, and

not resist the slaveholders
; for every man is conscious

that slavery is wrong. He cannot be a man, and not

know that "slavery is the sum of all villany."

His consciousness tells him this,—that every man
is a robber, a villain, a pirate, who would enslave

him, or apologize, for his enslavement. He, whose

consciousness assures him that another is a villain and

ought to be shot who would enslave him, knows by

the same unerring conviction, that he himself is a viU

lain, a pirate, and deserves to be shot, if he enslaves

others, or apologizes for their enslavement. He who
would kill another for enslaving him, his wife and chil-

dren, says to the world, "Kill me, if I attempt to enslave

another." Every slaveholder, or apologist for slavery,

North or South, he himself being witness, ought to

be shot.

Why, then, do not all who accept armed resistance

seize their arms and rush to meet the enslavers, who
avow their intention to enslave the nation and conti-

nent, or die in the attempt ? It seems to me that man
is the Benedict Arnold of the day who refuses to use

all the means which, in his own view, God and Nature

have put in his hands to resist and crush forever those

slave-breeding and slave-trading foes of God and man,

the Confederacy of American Corsairs. The great

future of this nation, the continent and race, call on

every man and woman of the North to resist the slave-

holding rebels, by all the means which he or she

deems to be right—to lay all on the altar of Liberty

and Justice, and go forth to the final conflict between

Liberty and Slavery with this watchword on their

banner—" Give me Liberty, or give me Death !
"

Deeply do I sympathize with our self-sacrificing

friend, A. T. Foss, in his bereavement. For fifteen

years he has given all of life, of energy and power to

resist the aggressions of slaveholders. His labors

have been everywhere efficient and earnest, and ac-

ceptable; and now he has laid his only son on the al-

tar of Freedom. Slavery has slain him, as it has de-

voured 200,000 others of the sons of the North. May
God breathe consolation into the hearts of the bereav-

ed fathers and mothers 1 May their hatred of slave-

ry, the monster that has slain their only son, and the

sons of tens of thousands of others, be intensified a

thousand fold

!

The Proclamation I
" Are you for or against it ?

All in favor of it will arise, or say Aye ! All against

it wilt say Nay, or arise." Such is the test to which

those who get up my meetings bring the audience

after my lectures. Without exception, nine out of

ten have voted Aye. Yet a desperate effort is being

made by Wood, Seymour & Co. to carry the Empire

State against the Proclamation. Many, in their blind,

insane and most guilty devotion to the Democratic

party, as it was, will vote against it; but the State

will sustain it.

Gerrit Smith, our great and magnanimous friend,

has done many heroic and daring deeds. He never

did a more thoughtful and truly humane deed than

when, not long ago, he gave five hundred dollars to a

regiment raised in this county to purchase pens, ink

and paper for the use of the soldiers, to give each one

the means to correspond with his mother, wife, sisters

and daughters, and loved ones at home ! He also

subscribed twelve thousand dollars to pay bounties to

those who would enlist.

Between this and the election on the first Tuesday

or 4th day of November, I shall lecture once, and often

twice a day, in Madison, Chenango, Otsego, and per-

haps Herkimer counties. Without a question, I am
invited to speak in Presbyterian, Baptist and Metho-

dist houses, on Slavery, the only Cause, and Abolition,

the only Cure, of the Rebellion—civil war. I do what

in me lies to prepare the people to see to it that the

Proclamation and the Law, long and criminally de-

layed, are enforced. Justice to tho slaves shall ensue.

Have you seen the speech of Wadsworth in New
Jersey? He nobly vindicates Abolition by allusion

to Massachusetts, the most thoroughly Abolition State

in the Union. He is willing to be called an Aboli-

tionist. He will soon glory in it.

Yours, truly, HENRY C. WRIGHT.
P. S. Oct. 21. The Proclamation is a fiery orde-

al.' It 13 compelling all to show their signals, aud set-

ting the entire community into two parties—one for,

the other against it. One is based on the doctrine

that God made Africans chattels—the other, on the

doctrine that he made them men. One says the

slaves have a right to resist their enslavers, and fight

for freedom—the other denies to slaves this right.

Free labor is the basis of the Wadsworth party ; Slave

labor the basis of the Seymour party. Ministers,

in many places, are holding meetings in school-

houses to urge the people, one and all, to sustain

Wadsworth and the Proclamation. The following

are the words of Wadsworth at the meeting in Eliza-

beth City, (N. J.) on the 15th :—

This war is a war between Liberty and Slavery.

We are told that Abolition meant a disregard for or-

der, for courts, for law, and churches. But where was
there a greater regard for these than in old Abolition

Massachusetts ? At this hour, the bonds of the city

of Boston are worth more, the world over, than those

of any other city on this continent. If, then, i,t be

a choice between Abolition and Pro-Slavery, I am con-

tent to be the Abolitionist instead of the Pro-Slavery

Democrat. . . . We must conquer or be conquered."

True—the laborers of the South must be freed, or

the laborers of the North enslaved. Which shall it be ?

Col. William Whiting ! my dear, trusting, and

trusted friend ! the long-tried, earnest, and true friend

of the slave and of progress! thy true, loving, ad-

miring friend to the last, ever ready to pay the hom-

age of a warm and kindly heart to thy unwavering

fidelity to liberty and humanity ! He, too, has enter-

ed upon life within the life—has gone into the holy of

holies of life's great temple I We shall see his ear-

nest face no more in our meetings. I can but drop a

tear over the sad thought. But he lived to hear the

Proclamation, and to feel a load lifted from his heart,

as it has lifted a load from the hearts of millions.

But few of those who bore the Abolition Cross, at

first, remain. They will soon be fewer—at least of

those who remain in the body. My Abolition wit!

live while a slave HveB in God's universe. So will

thine. So will William Whiting's. I would stay

this side Jordan till January 1st, 1863—then to hear

the shout go up from 4,000,000 slaves redeemed, if

God in mercy will keep the Rebellion going.

H. C.

President has no right, in virtue of his military com-

mand, to do what many, and especially the most

eager Abolitionists, say he should do. For instance,

they complain that lie did not make justice to the ne-

groes the great motive and ground of his Heaven-in-

spired and immortal Proclamation. But as military

commander, he is to net with exclusive reference to

the conquering of the rebels. Does he, in the march

of his army, take possession of a certain building?

He is to do so not that he may submit it lo a lustra-

tion on account of its having been gambled in since

the year 1620. This might gratify his hatred of vice.

But it is not to enable him to seek such gratification

that he is put at the head of the army. He can

rightly chum the building only because there is mili-

tary need of it. So, too, whilst, as a man, he weeps

over the wrongs of the Africans in this land since the

year 1620, he is nevertheless in his military capacity

to liberate them only because by liberating them he

can promote the suppression of the rebellion. Many
Abolitionists found great fault with the tenor of the

President's Reply to Horace Greeley. I am among

those who thought the reply to be, as a whole, sound

in doctrine and argument, and admirable in style.

"I expressed my regret that the Proclamation

does not emancipate the slaves in the Border States

also. * * * *

"I regretted, too, that the emancipation is not im-

mediate. Our cause would be greatly embarrassed by

the South's preceding us in actual emancipation.

Moreover, our policy cannot be entirely defined and

settled, and therefore most effective, until our eman-

cipation has become actual. Nevertheless, the Presi-

dent has done well. I repeat that he will do his

whole duty. The people must encourage him to

multiply his bold and righteous steps by sustaining

him in those he has already taken. And there is

no other way in which they can thus sustain him

so effectively as by making the majority of James S.

Wadsworth for the office of Governor of the Empire

State exceed one hundred thousand.

Your friend and townsman,

GERRIT SMITH.
Peterboro', (N. Y.,) Oct. 6, 1862."

THEODORE PAEKEE.

London

:

Whit-

W.

ADDRESS OF GERRIT SMITH,

Hon. Gerrit Smith has just addressed his towns-

men upon the election which is soon to take place in

the Empire State, and the relation of parties and

measures to the present state of national affairs. We
regret that the crowded state of our columns will not

allow of our publishing more than the following ex-

tracts :

—

"There is at last hope, good hope, for our deeply

endangered country. The President, who is both an

able and an honest man, is doing his duty. He will

do his whole duly. I regret that in his precious

Proclamation, for which my whole heart blesses him,

ho should again give the rebels time in which tore-

turn to their allegiance. I regret that he makes
Emancipation prospective instead of immediate, and

that he does not extend it over the Bonier States

also, as it is his clearly Constitutional right to do.

There are many who admit that the right in such a

case is extra- Constitutional. This they should not do.

The President, in his capacity of supremo military

commander, has the Constitutional right to abolish

slavery or apprenticeship, or anything else, in any

Slate, where, in his judgment, the exigencies of the

war call for such abolition. On tho other hand, the

Theodore Parker's Prayers.
field.

Last September, an edition of these Prayers was

given to the American public by R. L. and M. G.

They were taken down as uttered when God touched

the preacher's hallowed lips with fire. They were
dedicated " to the wife of Theodore Parker," and

accompanied by a portrait. The English edition is

a reprint of the American one, with the exception

of the portrait. This omission is to be regretted, for

a picture of Parker, as he was in the later years of

his life, is what his English admirers, and their name
is legion, would highly prize. The portrait which

is most commonly known is that published by Chap-

man. But that represents him as he was at least a

dozen years ago. It gives him a thin and care-worn

countenance. Vast depths of tenderness may be

read in the eyes, and marks of a strong aud uncon-

querable will are traceable about the brow, and

mouth, and chin. But the portrait last published is

more to our liking. It may be very fanciful to say

so, but it seems more characteristic. It depicts him
bearded like a Hebrew prophet. Fire, force, ira-

pressiveness, and majesty are there. One may see

the history of a pregnant decade in the altered looks.

They are significant of struggles with the slavehold-

ing power, North and South, of hard ministerial life,

of the championship of political principles too pure

to win many friends, and of the maintenance of a

free and spiritual Christianity against orthodox as-

sailants and retrogressive American Unitarians. Be-

sides, we see him here as he looked when he went to

Italy to die. Our thanks are due to the gentleman

who has afforded all classes of Englishmen an easy

opportunity of communing with the spirit of Parker

in those prayerful moods, when the philosopher be-

came a saint, when natural sympathies were ampli-

fied to human, and when he who fearlessly grappled

with all theological problems, spake to God with un-

studied eloquence, trusting in Him like a child, and
finding a guide through intellectual labyrinths in the

light of a loving heart. Many, very many, will

echo these thanks. May we add to our thanks a re-

quest ? Should these prayers reach a second edi-

tion, will the editor give to English readers the por-

trait which has been given to American readers ?

We confess to a weakness in this direction. But we
are sure that it is by no means exceptional to us. It

is human nature to delight in gazing on God's chosen

ns. And when they pass into immortality, their

likenesses are a precious possession to those left be-

hind. Give us then the boon in Theodore Parker's

case. We speak for those poorer brethren whose
means are limited. No man has died within this

century who in a religious point of view more merits

the multiplication of"himself in other men's souls.

He lifted Unitarianism out of the pettiness of a sect,

he showed how it was possible for a minister to be a

more manly man, and in theory and in life he truly

prophesied of Christianity as it is to be. And now
we will say a word or two on the prayers themselves.

The volume contains in all forty prayers, and the

editors have given the dates when they were offered,

and when, we may add, Mr. Parker's congregations,

in the Boston Melodcon and Music Hall, were lifted

to heaven by them. The first is for March 17, 1850,

and the last, being also the last offered in public, for

January 2d, 1859. The dates have a specially bio-

graphical interest. For while certain great wants
of the human heart exist always, and are therefore

always dwelt on in prayer, there are aspects of nat-

ural, national and individual life which come and go,

which a man notices once in prayer, and notices no
more. Theodore Parker was peculiarly impressed

by times and seasons, and the changeful aspects of

earth and sky. Wecau almost tell what every day
was like when he preached in Boston. In Decem-
ber he thanks God " for the austere loveliness of the

wintry heavens," and knows that " a benediction

for all mankind is written in each fluke of snow,"

while " the very ice of northern realms is made the

servant of man's pleasure and the handmaid of his

health." On the 15th March, when probably un-

expected sunshine transfigured his own face in the

pulpit, and prophesied the death of a bleak New
England winter, he rejoices over "the lovely day
which God pours down on the expecting world, giv-

ing the hills and the valleys a foretaste of the spring

that is to come." In April, when the foretaste has

been followed by the presence of spring, he remem-
bers this " angel of growth, who weeks ago put the

green oracle of the prophetic grass by every water-

course, rippling its psalm of life before the sight of

men, and who has now cast his handsome garment
plains, and whose breath swells the buds in

many a vale, and on many a hill, and draws the

birds with their sweet music once more to our north-

ern land." In June he sees " the green fruit hang-

ng pendent, on many a bough which waves in the

summer wind its thank-offering unto heaven ;
" and

in September he renders praise " for the months of

autumn, whose sober beauty now is cast on every
hill and every tree." But nature has human mean-
ings for him, her face is lit up with an expression

'

like his own, and her material beauty feeds his spirit's

growth. In spring he calls to mind how " God
makes perennial spring-time with his presence in tho.

human soul." Piety cannot be absent from his heart

when " the trees lift up their hands in a psalm of

gratitude to God, and every little flower that opens

its cup, and every wandering bird are filled with his

spirit, and grateful to him."

Tho fitness which the prayers have to natural

times and seasons they have also to epochs of Ameri-

can history. On the 5th July it was not possible for

a man with Theodore Parker's transparent con-

science to preach, and in sermon or iu prayer to

keep silence on llie sin of slavery. In a noble, but

startling passage, and to men of weak mimls a pas-

sage perhaps too sternly just, he says, " we will not

ask thee to save us in our sins, to free us from the

consequence of wrong while we. fold the evil in OUT

mistaken arms, but we. pray thee that we may be

afflicted in our basket and Store, that our grout men
may ho vanity and our governors a lie, till we re-

pent of our wickedness: ami put. away the evil from
(ho midst of ns." On Thanksgiving Day, Novem-
ber 27th, this sin of the nation weighs heavy upon
him, and till it is purged away there is no room for

true "joy and blessedness." Tho Fugitive Slave

Law, and the brave men who break it, are often

present to him. And on Mr. Sumner's journey lo

Europe, the preacher is thankful for tin1 kindred

nobleness of toe statesman, and calls on all to hold
" exceeding precious the valiant soul which remem-
bered its bravery when others though! but of discre-

tion." There arc, indeed, many passages in these

prayers which fell us, not only what dress the earth

was wearing, but the mood of the faithful Apostle

himself, the political evils that the week had brought

to light, and the longings which the whole better

heart of America felt, though lew had the courage

and none had the power to express them like him.

As he walked to worship on the Sunday mornings,

nature fed him with her inspiration, and he gathered

the materials of prayer into a shape of omnipotence

before a multitude hungering and thirsting for his

help. God strengthened him lor each day's work,

and made him an exemplar of the higher law in a

city whose people were mostly given over to the love

of money, and whose priests were the slaves of com-

promises and tongue-tied by expediency.

But Parker's sympathy with nature was the sym-

pathy of a Theist. This is shown by the passages

we have quoted. He saw the life of God dwelling

therein, everywhere and constantly. In his philoso-

phy, as may be gathered from both his sermons and

prayers, God lives in mind and in matter. The
heavens are magnificent, because God is there. The
flowers symbolize celestial loveliness, because each

drop of dew sleeping within their cups is radiant

with His brightness. The music of the birds is more

than earthly, because He teaches them, and they

sing to Him. Streams gurgle onward as though an

unlost Eden, of pebble, rock, and o'er-hanging bush

making melody ail their own, that visits us again in

dreams, and in our waking hours of worship follows

us to the church, and makes the louder din of organ

and orchestra pass away unheard, because God pours

them from the hollow of His hand.
_
In Parker's

words, " God rains down his inspiration from the

clouds of heaven on every little grass, and every

mighty tree." Thankfulness for the mind, the con-

science, the affections, and the religious sense, runs

through all the prayers. Through their instrumen-

tality he sees God outside, and communes with Him.

God in nature, God especially in the higher attri-

butes of humanity, and union with God for ever,

realized in truth, beauty, justice, and goodness

—

these are the elements of his prayers. They mingle

in many ways, and sound forth many notes; yet

tend to one end, and blend in one harmony; they

seek to present the perfect man an offering to the

perfect God. And so devout are the thanksgivings

and the petitions, that did they drop unresponded to

from a heaven deaf to human cries they carry a suf-

ficient reward with them. But in the very echo of

these deep-hearted prayers of "Come, O Lord I"

there lurks the divine answer, " Here am 1."

We have dwelt on this piety towards nature be-

cause in most of the published prayers and liturgies

that we have seen, the compilers seem lo think na-

ture so poor a gift that it is not worth thanking God
for. Modern Christians need a new infusion of the

old Hebrew spirit to enable them to see the divine

in the world. At present this vision of God is main-

ly enjoyed by the more spiritual of the reformed

Jews, by poets who, probably, are not often cor-

rupted by hearing sermons, by Theists on whom or-

thodox and heterodox churches look with nearly

equal coldness, and by Unitarians whose nominal

fellow-believers pityingly shake the head, and mur-

mur that where there is so much nature there can be

little grace. The Church of England Prayer Book
has no expressions of thankfulness for nature, no

words that acknowledge it as the home and handi-

work of God ministering to the religious growth of

his children, which are not borrowed from the Old

Testament. And these appear in anthems and
psalms, but not in prayers. The same is true of the,

in many respects, useful American collection called

the " Altar at Home," though not quite to the same

extent. Even the new London Liturgy is far from

satisfactory. Indeed, of all the devotional compila-

tions that circulate amongst us, it may be said that

if they were more Hebrew they would be more

Christian, and if they had more of nature they

would have more of God.

Lowell, in his " Fable for the Critics," speaking

of Parker, says,

His hearers can't tell you on Sunday beforehand,

If, in that day"s discourse, they'll he Bibled or Koraned.

But a familiarity with these prayers would almost

justify us in turning prophets. The better spirit of

the better men of the Bible animates them all-

They are rich in Bible phrases from prophet, psalm-

ist, and apostle. Their language is the Bible's, sim-

ple but mighty Anglo-Saxon. The preacher had the

reputation of being a great classic himself, and his

published works abound with evidences of wide and

profound learning, but when he prays, his speech is

altogether that of the common people, as was his

Master's. Greece and Bome, England and America

revolve round Palestine; and the thinkers, the men
of science, the poets, the victorious fighters for free-

dom, and, to use his own fine phrase, " Those gifted

women whose presentient soul saw before the mighty

prophet's thoughtful eyes forefeeling light when yet

the very East was dark with night," all wait reve-

rently on Christ, and acknowledge him their greater.

We auote one more illustrative passage :

—

" Chiefliest of all, do we bless Thee for that noble

Son of thine, born of a peasant mother and a peasant

sire, who in days of great darkness went before men,
his life a pillar of fire leading- them unto marvellous

light, and peace, and beauty. We thank Thee for his

words, so lustrous with truth, for his life, fragrant all

through with piety and benevolence
;
yea, Lord, we

bless Thee for the death which sinful hands nailed

into his lacerated flesh, where through the wounds the

spirit escaped triumphant unto Thee, and could not be

holden of mortal death. We thank Thee for the

triumphs which attend that name of Jesus, for the

dear blessedness which his life has bestowed upon us,

smoothing the pathway of toil, softening the pillow of

distress, aud brightening the way whereon truth comes

down from Thee, and life to Thee eoes ever ascending

up. Father, we thank Thee for the blessings which

this great noble soul has widely scattered throughout

the world, and most of all for this, that his spark of

fire has revealed to us thine own divinity, enlivening

this mortal human clod, and prophesying such noble

future of achievement here on earth and in Thine own
kingdom of heaven with Thee."

Theodore Parker's speculative theology had points

from which many persons will dissent. His notions

about the Bible, about miracles, and about inspira-

tion, though they seem to be implied in the current

talk of those who are undoubtedly sound in the faith,

are often branded as heretical. But. such a brand is

always in store for a brave logician who has not

learned, or is too honest to learn, the mastery of that

refined etiquette of speech in which words conceal

thoughts, and the unexplained repetition of the stock

phrases of the church " tickles the ears of the

groundlings," and arms cant with the passport of

piety. But whether he were a heretic or no, we
know not, and we care not. We only know that lie

was a pure-minded politician, who never sacrificed

principle to cxpedieney ; a philosophical theologian

whose mighty intellect "went sounding on its dim
and perilous way " in quest of that absolute truth in

which all believe but none find ; a Christian who
shared his Master's spirit, and found room in heaven

for crcedists who could not find room for him ; and a

Unitarian who carried that sect's doctrines of free

inquiry and allegiance to God only to their last re-

sult—venturing to stand bareheaded before the Infi-

nite, praving to Him, working for Him, and being

blessed by Him. Being dead, he yet speaketh. His

works and his life are with us in their ennobling in-

fluence still. " He shall be mine, saith the Lord of

Hosts, in that day when I make up my jewels."

WILLIAM BINNS.
—London Unitarian Herald.

From IIayti. Arrival out of the American Conmn's-

stoncc—Hay tian files to the 4th instant bring the latest

intelligence from the island.

The schooner Talisman, from New York, had ar-

rived at Port Ml Prince with the American Commis-
sioner and Consul-General, Mr. Benjamin Whed-
den, who was received with due honors by the For-

eign Secretary. Tho Hepublioue says of this arrival :

" Mr. Wbedden conies to inaugurate the series of

official relations between us and the great republic of

the North. We hope earnestly that these relations

mav be carried on to the highest development. Full

of confidence in the issue of the crisis through which
die Americans arc at this moment passing, we record

our prayers for the speedy realization of a peaee at-

tended by all the consequences of liberty.

In that new era, our commercial relations, already

so important, will receive ;i new impetus, to the great

advantage of both nations. We shall be happy to

see a distinguished man like Mr. Whedden aiding iu

thai great result."

Mr. Elie l>ul>ois has been named the Minister oi

lljiyti lo the United States. Mr. 1>- some thirty or

forty years RgO, was a carpenter in Baltimore. His

parents emigrated to llayli in the time Of l'over,

and he subsequently beeamo distinguished at a law-

yer, and afterwards wits Seerctury of State, of Justice

and Worship.
The Haydan cultivators are turning their attention

to the cultivation of cotton.

President Geffrard has been taking •* 'our through

tho provinces, and was received aTujirhan mm
hearty enthusiasm.
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SECESSIONISTS AND ABOLITIONISTS.

The secession policy and t!ie abolition policy are

identical in their results. Tbe people understand

this, and will rebuke them both. Before this war

began, both the fire-eaters of the South and the radi-

cal abolitionists of the North were avowedly dis-

unionists. So far these two classes of extremists

sympathized with each other. "When South Caro-

lina seceded, Wendell Phillips was the first man and

the Tribune the first paper to bid the secessionists

God speed, and glory in the disruption of the Union.

Now the abolitionists profess to oppose the secession-

ists ; but in reality both are striving for the same ob-

ject, with different motives, just precisely as they

•were before. The secession leaders desire to dissolve

the Union and abrogate the Constitution in order to

obtain power in a new confederacy. The abolition

leaders desire to destroy the Union and supersede

the Constitution in order to destroy slavery and re-

organize the nation as a great abolition society, with

abolitionists in all its offices. If the rebels were to

triumph, and the Union were divided, both sections

would break up into a number of little sovereignties,

all warring against each other, like the petty repub-

lics of ancient Greece. Only the war holds the se-

ceded States together. South Carolina and Georgia

are too bitter rivals to long unite in a confederacy.

New York would very soon secede from New Eng-

land, and the West from the East, if the fatal dogma
advocated by the rebels were admitted and legitima-

tized. The people will never entertain such an idea

for a moment. The material interests of commerce,

of trade, of our mercantile navy, of our railroads, of

all our internal and external improvements, would

alone suffice to make our people loyal to the Union,

even if the great principle of nationality were not

involved. On the other hand, if the abolition

schemes were carried out, the prospect is quite as

repulsive. It would require at least twenty years

of bloody war to free all the slaves of the South,

and reduce her white population to practical slaves.

Jn the -meantime the North would be ruined, and a

military despotism would usurp the superseded con-

stitutional government. Then a vast series of cost-

ly experiments in regard to-amalgamation and a pie-

bald republic would ensue, and very likely a popu-

lar revolution or European interference would soon

destroy all that remained of the country. The con-

servative people will have neither of these policies.

They refuse to allow the Constitution to be trampled

upon either by rebels or abolitionists. They are in

favor of putting down the rebellion and the aboli-

tionists together. They support our patriotic Presi-

dent in his struggles to resist the pressure which he

confesses has been brought to bear upon him by the

radical leaders. They "believe in prosecuting this

war constitutionally, and for the reunion of the

States. They know that the Union, constitutional,

conservative policy alone can suppress treason and

save the country. Therefore they gave conserva-

tive majorities in October. Therefore, by the fixed

laws of political revolutions, they will give still

larger majorities at the elections in November, and

the nation will be saved from destruction.-
A'

York Herald.

-New

ABOLITIONISM A PHILOSOPHIC MADNESS.

When fanaticism seizes a people, it continues

with them for many generations. There is a fatal

strength of grip in it that cannot be easily shaken

off. It may undergo several changes, and meet

from external causes a hostility of the most dan-

gerous kind; but it always prevails for a long pe-

riod ; and in numerous instances, its death and the

extinction of the community it is ejected upon

happen at one and the same time. The creed of

Mahomet was a fanaticism. It has been fastened,

like pitch to tow, to the Paynim race for twelve

centuries; and now, at the close of that immense

arch of time, itself and its victims are on a common
road to decay. It is easy to collect many other

striking examples from the pages of history.

In the Eastern States of America, the irrepressi-

bility of fanaticism is the most predominant mark

that section of the Republic is distinguished by.

The first New England Puritans were fanatics in

religion on the other side of the ocean. Hudibras

is a Batiric but truthful history of that faction, that

is never called into doubt. It was fanaticism that

gave the " May Flower 1
' and other ships their liv-

ing freights. The foreign plant grew well on the

soil of Columbia. It is more vigorous now than

ever it was before. Quakers, indeed, are not burnt

at the stake; but Catholicity is still unjustly pro-

scribed. The persistence of the Puritan fanati-

cism of New England is exceedingly remarkable.

Changed it has, again and again ; but, after many
windings and bending?, it is still vigorous as ever.

It produced the " blue laws"—the most absurd col-

lection of statutes ever made; it became ferociously

inimical to the Catholic faith—a blunder to which

the Yankees are now giving commendable acknowl-

edgment ; it rose up against the Irish in the bor-

rowed vestments of Know-notliingism—an unnatu-

ral politico-religious crime, for which its authors arc

now doing ample penance ; it aimed at forcing tem-

perance, as to liquor, on the whole land—a philan-

thropy that has produced nothing but ridicule
;
and,

at the present time, negro-worship is its attitude.

It has made a most various circle. It has produced

many a theological reprobate : has occasioned num-

bers of suicides,—hundreds of different creeds have

sprung from it,—against political and religious free-

dom it has done the worst injuries,—the education

of the country it has done much to poison, and the

public interests it has again and again deranged.

There is no fanaticism like it in the pages of history
;

and its present predominant shape—for it has num-

bers of inferior complexions—is the worst it has yet

presented.

Whence did this notorious fanaticism spring? It

originated with the Puritans.—the early Calvinists

of England. The miscalled Reformation brought it

into life. It appeared at first a moral, philosophic

absolutism, that would dictate to Church and State

to the entire exclusion of every other sentiment;

and this it still continues to be. The Puritans' of

old England banished, where they could, all the

politeness of life, and they did not stop until they

beheaded their King. Their successors in North

America have driven from existence all its ameni-

ties, and they have often succeeded in making

Church and State the unhesitating agents of their

tenets.

By what right has this spirit of dictation been

assumed? Has it been assumed from its truth?

The number of shapes it has worn tell it to be false-

hood ; the common indignation of mankind against

its encroachments on judgment and conscience—

as these faculties are concerned in politics, in re-

ligion, and in domestic matters—make it an abso-

lute injustice; and as it is persistent in maintaining

itself with truthless arguments that are never ac

knowledgcd to be refuted, it is a downright philo-

sophic madness.

How lono- this New England politico-religious

fanaticism will exist cannot be accurately conjec-

tured. The negro hue it now has is one of un-

doubted fastness", and of incentives to action of the

greatest force. The "blue laws" abounded with

vigorous, unrelenting severity ;
the « Maine law

had so much elasticity at its foundation, that at one

period there was legitimate dread that it would soon

seize the National Government itself. But the

Black Slave of the South has given the fanatic

temper of the North the most formidable power it

has yet possessed under the inspiration of that

wretched creature,—it has made itself more than

half the cause of the greatest rebellion that ever

distracted an empire. .
Under negro influence, the

fanaticism of New England is, to-day, the real

arbiter of the fate of this nation. With that agency

the politico-religious fanaticism of the North has

been able to elect a President, a Senate, a Con-

gress, numerous Governors and State Legislatures.

to do much in provoking the revolt, to put thou-

sands of its friends into office, and to interfere suc-

cessfully in the conduct of a war in which more

than a million of soldiers are engaged. Fanaticism

has many causes; but the nigger has given the

fanatic spirit of the Eastern States a power and

sway that are amazing.

What can be done against this philosophic mad-

ness? The growth of the Church in the land has

sapped away much of its rapidity; andit is correct

to judge, that the continued expansions of the

Church will do it further injury ; but the real hope

for its disappearance, is, that the race of people it

animates are diminishing—are not increasing^ in

numbers nor keeping their own, but becoming

rapidly extinct. The people of New England are

not prolific. A small progeny—in thousands of

instances none at all—marks most of their families
;

insanity prevails largely amongst them, consumption

snaps them off in great numbers, idiocy prevails

with them, and by self-murder many of them disap-

pear. The fanaticism of the East will expire only

when the race it animates becomes extinct. We do

not pray Heaven to speed the day ; but the sooner

it comes, the better for the Republic of North

America, and for religious and political freedom in

all lands; and such a day will come as sure as it

already has come on Islamism. The Church sees

the death of all fanaticism.—Boston (Irish Calhohc)

Pilot. u

HON. RICHARD BUSTEED.

Hon. Richard Busteed, at Faneuil Hall, yester-

day, was thoroughly Abolition. He gave in to the

doctrine that slavery was the cause of the war._ If

there were no negro slavery, he said, there certainly

would have been no war—and therefore slavery was

the cause. Let us apply this logic. If there were

no dwelling-houses, there would be no burglary:

ergo, the dwelling-house is the cause of theft. Had
there not been two haystacks, the bothered jackass

would not have died of hunger: ergo, the haystacks

were the cause of the jackass's death. If Whitney

had not invented the cotton-gin, cotton rising would

not have been profi table»and slavery powerful,^ and

without power there had been no rebellion. Ergo,

Whitney was the cause of the. rebellion.

Mr. Busteed held this logic very dogmatically, and

characterized those who did not see this as shocking-

ly low in intelligence. This test struck down at

least one Cabinet Minister; sure, namely, Postmas-

ter Blair. He don't see. the killing force of this

logic; or did not as late as last March see it; for

then he solidly reasoned, in a statesmanlike letter,

that it was not slavery, "but the antagonism of race,

which has led to our present calamities." We thought

then, and said so, that this letter was about the best

utterance of the time on the race question ; but ac-

cording to Hon. Richard Busteed's test, this officer

has neither sense nor intelligence ! We think the

officer is sounder than the logician.

Mr. Busteed set the practical working of emanci-

#*Ufti0»s.

pation very high, and his words seemed to be about

what WendelfPhillips utters. It remains to be seen

whether Mr. Busteed's prophecy is to come to pass.

Postmaster Blair (March 2, 1862,) prophesied,_ also,

as to what emancipation would do. He said in his

letter to the Cooper Institute, of emancipation : " It

would certainly add to the exasperation of the non-

slaveholding whites of the South, and might unite

them against the Government, and if so they would be

unconquerable." That is what Postmaster Blaii

thought at that time ! It will soon be seen whethei

the first day of January will see the Proclamation

reduce the rebellion by striking at "the mainspring

of the war."

Mr. Busteed spoke like a severe, bitter partisan,

and had his reward in cheers to the echo from the

Abolitionists.

—

Boston Post, Nov. 1st.

THE RADICAL PAETY,

It is a characteristic of the radical party that it

is made up of men who arc willing to attack any

time-honored principle for the sake of office and

power. Its leaders abandon life-long creeds for of-

fice. It ruthlessly destroys churches and religious

bodies, breaks up all bonds of union, tears asunder

everything that could unite the people of the differ-

ent sections, applauds all plans that tend to disunion,

and recommends all measures that to reasonable

minds seem necessarily to make divisions more com-

plete and irreparable. When met with warning and

argument, it replies with threats and invective.

It is not strange that those who associate with men
of this stamp find it difficult to think calmly. But

the great heart of the people is aroused, and we be-

gin to see the dawn of a new day for the American

Constitution.

It is a favorite plan of the radicals to point to the

names of particular men, and ask conservatives if

they wish to be allied with such men. It is perhaps

an argument with some men that they cannot vote

with the conservative party because certain men
whom they detest vote and act with it. But the ar-

gument is tenfold more forcible against the radical

party, since not only arc the notorious revilers of the

lion and Constitution acting with them, but theii

principles are identical, their hopes, and aims, and

desires are the same. Thousands of good men re-

fuse to vote with the radical party this fall because

thcycannot vote with Garrison and Phillips, and be-

cause they cannot be a party which adopts John

Brown

—

rebel, traitor, and murderer—as its repre-

sentative man, because he was a traitor in order to

destroy slavery.

The Liberator of Garrison and Phillips, the Anti-

Slavery Standard of New York, the Tribune, Times,

and Evening Post support the radical ticket. Sure-

Iv there can be no doubt that it is radical abolition-

ist to a sufficient extent for any one. Nor can any

One consistently sustain that ticket who is not willing

to work with, and to work for identical objects with

the persons and papers wc have named.

—

JSew York

Journal of Commerce.

A SPIRITED SPEECH.

Extract from a stirring speech recently delivered at

a political meeting in Roxbury, by William Whit-
ing, Esq. :

—

Gentlemen,—We have assembled as delegates for

the nomination of a. member of Congress for this

district. We do not meet as partizans. We have

been chosen by those who have formerly belonged

to different political organizations, and who have

united with us in the first, the last, the only duty of

patriotic men
t
the duty of giving to the Commander-

in-chief of the Army and Navy of the United

States our hearty, effectual and undivided support.

Other men may falter and hesitate, but we do

not. Cowards may cringe, and with bloodless lips

and chattering teeth may seek to hide their dishon-

ored heads from the storm of war—traitors, under

whatever false pretence, may seek to palsy the arm

of Government in this death-struggle against rebel-

lion. Lawyers may frame their ingenious pleas

(applause) to shelter and protect rebels. They may

quote their precedents and put in their special plead-

in", in order to distract the people of the Northern

States. They may, if they please, urge the loyal

men of the North to send to Washington those who

ill oppose the orders of the Commander-in-Chief

.. Kile in the presence of the enemy ! Cowards may
counsel others to practise the treason they dare not

themselves commit. The cowards we despise. With

traitors, open or disguised, we are at war. (Ap-

plause.) Wc mean to sustain the Constitution and

laws of the United States ; to uphold a Union under

that Constitution interpreted by common sense; a

government able to attain results worthy of a great

and free people, and for which it was founded—

a

republic representing the sovereign majesty of the

whole nation, clothed with ample powers to main-

tain its supremacy forever. (Prolonged applause.)

We mean that Liberty and Uniox shall ever be

one and inseparable. (Applause.) We have
_
no

sympathy with those who so interpret the Constitu-

tion as to deprive the country of the powers of self-

defence. (Applause.)

li' the government must be broken up because

the Constitution will not allow us the power to save

it, for God's sake let nothing prevent us from whip-

ping the rebels. (Great applause.) Don't let the

traitors so entangle us in the meshes of the law as

to bind loyal men hand and foot, and then break

down the Constitution and conquer us at last 1 Do
not let the forms in which our precious legacy of

liberty is enveloped, crush and destroy liberty itself.

Let us look at the substance—look at it as freemen,

as upright men, earnestly seeking to find the power

to save the country—-and we shall find that the

framers of the Constitution have given to the Presi-

dent and to Congress ample powers to deal effectu-

ally with rebels, traitors and their property (ap-

plause) : that the President has, under the Constitu-

tion, full war powers; that he has the right, as a

necessary measure of war, to deprive rebels of their

slaves; and that he has ample constitutional power

to issue and to enforce his Emancipation Proclama-

tion. (Prolonged applause.) Whether that measure

was wise or unwise, whether it was necessary or

not, whether it will prove effectual or not—these

questions are no longer before us. On these points,

honest men differed, as they differed upon other

movements of the military power. The cry of "On
to Fort Donelson " was responded to by predictions

of defeat; but when the army moved, the voice of

discussion was hushed, c\cry patriotic heart beat

high with hope, and victory perched upon our

standard. The Commander-in-Chief has gathered

under the flag of the Union the largest army of

modern times. It is marching upon the enemy—its

countless banners are streaming over hill and valley,

as they sweep southward like storm-birds on the sea.

The great Proclamation of the President has gone

forth. Millions of loyal Americans have said amen!

(Applause.) Civilized Europe now, for the first

time, turns toward us with admiration and with

sympathy. The Proclamation has killed interven-

tion (applause); it has sounded the death-knell of

slavery and treason. (Renewed applause.) It has

broken the hcait of the rebellion. The wisdom of

that measure is becoming daily more-manifest. But

be the measure wise or unwise, it is adopted. The

fuse is lighted, and may burn until the fire shall

reach the' powder magazine of rebellion. If the

traitors lay down their arms before the 1st of Jan-

uary, the fuse will be extinguished ; if not, they must

take the consequences. (Applause.) If the slaves

of loyal men are taken for public use, they may be

compensated; if the slaves of traitors arc made

freemen, no true lover of the Constitution can ob-

ject. If the country is relieved from future danger,

all patriots will rejoice.

Whoever supports the President, supports the

Proclamation. (Applause.) Whoever is against

the Proclamation, is against the President; for it is

no longer a measure of mere policy—it is in effect,

though not in form, a military order. (Great ap-

plause.) When the 1st of January comes, that

order will be issued at the head of the army of tin

United States as surely as the Almighty spares the

life of Abraham Lincoln. (Cheers and applause.)

Congress cannot prevent the exercise of his supreme

military command. Politicians may object to it;

malignant conservatives may hate him for it—as

they hate all who are not the servile instruments of

slavery. (Laughter and applause.) But all true

conservatives—all true patriots—all loyal men will

stand by the President in that stormy hour when

six millions of white men in the Slave States shall,

for the first time, learn to know the blessings of

honest industry, education, intelligence, and independ-

ence from the control of slave masters, and four mil-

lions of native born Americans shall be no longer

held as slaves. (Applause.)

There are but two parties into which our com-

munity is divided: those who oppose and those who

support, the Government. There is no question

about banks, or tariffs, or protection, or revenue,

nor anv of the other subjects on which parties have

split in former times. The question is, whether war,

viqorous, effective war, should be prosecuted. Whether

we shall use all the means in our power to make the

contest short, sharp and decisive. (Great applause.)

The efforts in various sections of the country to

revive the old Democratic party, which (lowered

and went to seed (applause) under the fostering

care of James Buchanan, portend evil to the Union,

The great body of the people of all parties aro

honest and patriotic ; but the hackneyed politicians

now seem to have gathered together to make a final

effort to galvanize into life the fossil remains of that

defunct nuisance. (Laughter and applause.) Tho

adroit managers of this new movement have, in

Massachusetts at least, succeeded, for a time, in

blinding the eyes of many respectable men, by

getting up what is called the "no party" party.

(Cries of "Hear, hear.")

Of tho persons who signed the address, many are

known to us who will not act with tho " no party
"

organization—many who were mistaken or misled,

as to the persons who originated and the designs of

those who have carried it on. There can be. no

doubt that many of the high-minded and patriotic

gentlemen whose names are signed to that address

will act in full fellowship with the Republican or-

ganization. (Applause.) Some of them are present

in this meeting. All who signed the address, pledged

themselves to an unqualified and hearty support of

President Lincoln. If they are the men I take

them to be. they will keep their pledge. They will

not vote for any representative to Congress who
will go to oppose" the President. They have set up

as a candidate for Governor a military officer, who

says that if he had known of the nomination before

it was acted on by the convention, he should have

declined it. It would be more honorable for the

military commander, when in the presence of the

foe, to "fight the enemy of his country, than to fly

from the "field of battle to engage in political hos-

tility against his commander-in-chief. (Applause.)

When the respectable gentlemen of the " no

party" shall have learned from the speeches of

leading Democrats at Worcester that the "no par-

ty" has been gotten up and engineered by old-line

Democrats; that they had fallen into a snare; that

the plan of operations was to make use of the gen-

erous confidence of honest men of other parties to

break them off from their former associations, and

then to drive them into the Democratic ranks; that

while these Democrats professed to support the Pres-

ident unreservedly, that profession was not a true

one—they cannot, with proper self-respect, lend

their countenance to so gross an imposition. The
" no party," we believe, was got up to break clown

the Republican party, and to vent personal spite

and hatred against certain public men. It is to be

carried on as a, sub-agency of the Democratic organi-

zation. It will propose for office, probably, no one

who will not oppose the Proclamation. It is, there-

fore, hostile to the Government. All loyal men
will abandon it as soon as they perceive that in

truth it is only a " Democratic catspaw " party.

(La'ughter and applause.)

proper authorities proceed to call the convention
together without another moment's delay.

Let the convention give us relief as speedily as

possible, and you will find hundreds, yea thousands,

of our very best citizens, who are now in suspense

what to do, which way to turn, you will sec them
flocking to the standard of relief, glad to enjoy its

blessings.

One hint as to the advantages of this plan in a

pecuniary point of view. Let us take advantage

of this act, and we can then turn right around and
hiru our former slaves, and the proceeds of the

emancipation will make a fund, the interest on

which will go far toward paying them for their

services, beside being doubly secure."

PROGRESS OF ANTI-SLAYERY VIEWS.

The truth is, the country was never so decidedly

anti-slavery as it is to-day. It is this which troubles

the sympathizers with the South. If by misrepre-

sentation and threats they can frighten the Presi-

dent from executing the laws, or deceive the coun-

try so as to obtain an opposition majority in the next

Congress, then they will have gained their ends.

But they are destined to failure. The old party is-

sues are now obsolete. The Republican party is

virtually disbanded. Republicanism has now ad-

vanced to a higher plane than the old policy of non-

extension ; it now stands on the platform of avowed,

undying hostility to slavery, as the grand enemy of

the Republic, and true Democracy stands with it.

The real issue is between slavery and treason on the

one hand, and abolition and loyalty on the other.

From and after the first of January, the opposer of

emancipation becomes in form, as he always has

been in fact, disloyal to government, a contemner of

law, an apostate from the Declaration of Indepen-

dence, and a subverter of the Constitution. We
want no other parties ; until this war closes, let there'

be but one issue between the friends and opponents

of the Slave Power, our grand and only enemy.

Love of slavery and loyalty are incompatible. Tbe
advocates of the one can sustain to the other no re-

lation but that of an enemy. While Southern in-

stitutions made no actual war npon the nation, men
could advocate them, and not be guilty of the techni-

cal offence of treason ; words alone could not con-

stitute the crime; but now that slavery is our de-

clared and open foe, in arms against the government,

whoever " aids and gives comfort " to its abettors,

whether by word or deed, becomes a traitor in the

eye of the* Constitution.

—

American Baptist.

EMANCIPATION — SUGGESTIONS BY A
SLAVEHOLDER.

A "Slaveholder" writes to the Missouri Demo-

crat as follows:

—

11 The subject of emancipation, which now occu-

pies so conspicuous a place in the public mind, and

in which slaveholders are particularly and most

deeply interested, is perhaps not yet fully under-

stood and appreciated; and it is from a desire to

possess a more full understanding of the plan of

emancipation, as proposed by the Chief Executive,

that your humble servant (a slaveholder) addresses

these lines to you, believing, as I do, that you are

ever ready and willing to convey any desired in-

formation upon matters of great and vital public

interest.

The prevailing spirit of insubordination which

now pervades almost the whole of the African race

among us should cause every slaveholder to reflect

upon the best measures to adopt in reference to our

slaves. Shall we proceed to the exercise of cruelty

and the infliction of sanguinary punishment, in

order to check the growing spirit of restlessness in

our slaves? Shall we gather them in pens out of

which thev cannot escape, and there torture them

with all manner of horrible cruelties ? Shall we
make examples by tying them up in the presence

of their fellows, and by a course of whipping and

starvation bring them back to obedience ? The
day is past and gone for such practices, if it ever

existed.

Well, what are we to do with them ? Our prop-

erty is invested in them. When we lose them, we
lose what we have paid out our money for, and
cannot afford to sacrifice it. Such a course would

be a public calamity which it would take years to

overcome, and should be avoided if possible.

We have arrived at a period in our history in

which we are brought to the necessity of yielding

to the force of circumstances—a condition in our

public affairs in which we are driven by a mighty

and irresistible current toward breakers and whirl-

pools which we see but too plainly, yet are impo-

tent to arrest.

To come now right fair and square to the point,

if the proposition for emancipation by States be a

good one, (and I believe it is,) why delay to em-

brace it ? Why wait until we arc pecuniarily

ruined by the escape and total loss of that which

now constitutes our property, our wealth? Is such

a course politic ? is it sensible ?

As a loyal citizen of the United States,—one who
is devoted to our whole Union, slavery or no sla-

very, under any and all circumstances,—I ask and
demand the protection of my country in my person

and in my property; and as it seems that we can

only have the benefit of tbe emancipation act, by

its being adopted by the State, why withhold it?

In God's name give us the benefit of it before it is

too late; for even now many good and loyal men,

men who have stood with their shoulders unflinch-

ingly to the Government wheel all their lives, are

Buffering severely the consequences of what 1 think

is needless delay in giving them the advantages of

this fair proposition of our Government. Let the

LETTER PROM BISHOP-GENERAL POLK,

At the late General Episcopal Convention held

in the city of New York, the Rev. Dr. Vinton, in

the course of a masterly and most patriotic speech,

read the following sneering and vituperative letter

from the rebel Bishop Pope to the Hon. Garret Da-
vis, of Kentucky. It is a delectable specimen of

Southern piety. Where such feeling predominates

in " high church " quarters, what may be expected

but treason, bloodshed and rapine ?

Colum-bus, Ky., Jan. 28, 1862.

Son. Garret Davis, Washington City:

Sir,—I have just received your speech on the

subject of Mr. Bright's letter. I blush for ray man-
hood, when I come to reflect that the tongue and

lips and heart and mind that uttered the sentiments

in that speech were raised and nourished in a land

of God's word, Christ's teachings, and free Govern-
ment. How strange you should see and speak so

truthfully one moment, and the next so falsely !

Oh ! vanity—self, self—me and mine ! What praise

and encomium you have for all other people who
have tried to obtain their freedom, save and except

only us poor thrice-damned cavaliers

!

Mr. Davis, don't you know that no nation ever

yet could consent to see, and understand, and ac-

knowledge—frankly before God and the world—that

any portion thereof was ever oppressed, or deserved

any more freedom than they had ? England thought

thus of all these colonies, and fought seven years to

prevent it. The U. S. is fighting, with means and a

desperation unknown to Christian nations, to pre-

vent twelve or thirteen States (or colonies) from

leaving a Government which they never joined per-

manently and for all time, but which has most speedi-

ly become the most despotic, tyrannical, oppressive

and burdensome of any nation within my knowledgi

Now, this oppression i" feel, know, and experienc

and utter the fact. You assume the tyrant's power,

and tell me that what I say is not true. What des-

potic Ruler or Government on earth does less? An
swer me this, you miserable sinner before God 1

Well may you say that true hearts would join

hands with England, rather than ever again live

with our bitterest inhuman enemies. Yes, btess God .'

Old England shall have us, she will have us, and with

twelve millions of " Amens," long before wc wilt be

again subjects of Infidel Puritans, Rationalists, and

Ravishers of our mothers, wives, daughters, and sis-

ters ! ! Free Government in the Northern States

never was understood, never was appreciated—ex-

isted only by a (Garter?) consent for a time. It

ended the day armed vessels were fitted out to kill

innocent people, unless they longer submitted to the

yoke-—and burden even S5G,000,000 per annum—
and be slandered in public halls by public sneakers.

The Puritan Infidels succeeded for a time, but went
under afterward. Truth— Catholic God—reversed

their course. So will he again. The Puritan is the

enemy to God, is the enemy to Christ, the enemy to

truth, to order, to obedience, and therefore the ene-

my to free, just, and equitable Government. None
so blind as he who will not see. Black slavery is

nothing, and white slavery is nothing. All sink in

view of the true cause of the present war. The
cause is a thousand years old. Meantime, look to

your " U. S. Government" when the South is safe-

ly anchored in an English harbor and a French port

—where are you ? You miserable sinner before

God ! May God have mercy on your soul ! Amen !

LEONIDAS POLK.

authorities. The chattel was a beautiful and intel-

ligent girl of about sixteen years of age. When
found, however, the master's claim to remove her

could not of course be allowed. The miserable old

wretch, then, with shameless effrontery, in the pres-

ence of several bystanders, declared that the slave

was his own child', and that if he could not take her

away as her master, he should insist upon his right

to her as her father .' Mr. Samuel Newberry, of

Plymouth, the Government Commissary there, is one

of those who heard this paltry creature advance his

strange claim.

A short t'me since a company of rebels took four of

our men priion-rs, who belonged to Col. Howard's

regiment of marine artillery. Capt. Avery, one of

the heroes of that command, who has distinguished

himself in several artillery duels with the enemy, on

hearing of the capture started in pursuit, at the head

of Ins company, in mule carts, travelling all night

until four o'clock the next day, a distance of fifty-

four miles, into the interior, passing within eight

miles of three rebel regiments. They overtook

the rebel company, and recaptured his men, with

eleven of the enemy, who fled without firing a gun;

after which he returned to camp without losing a

man.

—

Newbern (N. C.) correspondence of the New
York Tribune, Oct. 13th.

Dr. Mahan desired to know if the letter is

then tic.

Dr. Vinton replied that he had seen the original

letter, and had long been familiar with the manu-
script of Bishop Polk.

THE NORTH CAROLINA CONTRABANDS.

Some three weeks since, several Secessionists, liv-

ing near Columbia, Tyrrel County, were arrested,

and kept in a sort of free-and-easy confinement on

one of the gunboats for several days, when they

were released and sent home. While cruising up

and down the Sound, a sail-boat full of negroes was

discovered, who, when brought to by the gunboat,

proved to be the " property " of one of the afore-

said prisoners. The prisoner, in a great flutter, as-

serted his ownership, and was permitted to tie the

negroes, and put them in charge of two white men,

to whom he gave $50 to carry them home, and told

them to ask his wife for &50 more for their services

on delivering them to her. The sail-boat, however,

was subsequently overhauled by another gunboat,

and the situation looking rather suspicious, the whole

eargo, black and white, were taken along; so that

Mr. Secesh lost his darkeys, and his money beside.

The situation of the poor, unhappy blacks in this

Department, fed though they are by Union bounty,

is such as should excite the sympathy of every Chris-

tian man. I am sorry to say that they are treated

with great sternness and severity, amounting to posi-

tive cruelty, by many of our soldiers, who seem to

regard them as hardly better than beasts. Not a

few of our officers, I regret to write it, conduct them-

selves in the most unfeeling manner toward these

unfortunate creatures; and are, in fact, ostentatious

in expressing their hatred and contempt of the
" J—d nigger." It is a sad truth that the Norihern

pro-slavery prejudice, where it exists, is much more
harsh and intolerant than the traditional feeling in

favor of the institution entertained by the native

Southerner; and the most despicable form of its ex-

pression is when it is vented upon the poor African

himself. How any gentleman of refined sentiments

could act tho petty tyrant and oppressor toward

these poor, sensitive people, fond of praise and keen-

ly alive to censure as they are, is more than 1 can

Understand. Thousands of silent prayers have as-

cended daily from them, ever since this war com-

menced, for the appearance oi' the banner of the

Union with its delivering bayonets; and they wel-

comed us, as did the simple natives, the sailors of

Columbus and Ponoc de Leon, as heavenly messen-

gers divinely sent for their good. Let ns hope that

these rose-colored visions may not be dispelled.

One of the pseudo Unionists living outside OUT

lines at Plymouth (who somehow have permission In

pass and repass at their pleasure) came into the

town one day last week to aunt Up a slave who had

escaped, and claimed the protection of tho military

CONTRABANDS AT "WASHINGTON.

We copy from the Washington Star the following

account of the condition of some of the negroes in

that city :

—

" The contraband camp, or, as it should be more
properly called, the contraband as\ lum and hospital,

is at Camp Barker, near the the corner of Twelfth

and Q streets, on the same ground formerly occu-

pied by Coltman's brick kilns and St. John's burial

ground, and at present contains G75 persons, among
whom are about 100 in the hospital; the balance

being women and children, with a few old and de-

crepid men and women—two of whom are deaf and

dumb, and one blind.

The buildings are mostly the same as were used

by the McClellan Dragoons as barracks. The bar-

racks on the south side have been mostly fitted up
by the families living in them, many of them having

purchased stoves to cook by and make themselves

comfortable during the coming winter. These are

occupied mostly by the old and infirm, and mothers

with large families of ehildren. Some of these are

said to be quite industrious, and the most of their

time is passed in sewing for new-comers, and making
garments for the men.

The row of barracks on the north side of the

square, which are smaller than the others, is used as

quarters for small families. On the extreme right

of the north row of buildings is the orphan asylum.

This is certainly the neatest part of the camp. At
present there are a dozen infants here who are un-

der the care of a matron.

In the space in the centre are several tents, three

being used as hospital wards, two for the men, and
one for the women, which are furnished with iron

cots and other conveniences; but it is contemplated

to remove these as soon as the chapel, which is in

the centre of the south row of quarters, can be fitted

up for a hospital. The sick are as well attended to

as can be; a sufficient number of those able to nurse

them being detailed for that purpose. It would seem
from the number of sick that the camp is very un-

healthy, yet such is not the case, for a large propor-

tion of the sick are sent from different divisions of

the army, with which many contrabands are em-
ployed as teamsters. On Monday, when the reserve

corps of colored teamsters belonging to the army of

the Potomac left their camp near Camp Barker,

twenty-five were sent to this place for medical treat-

ment.

In the chapel a school is taught by Messrs. Hill

and Burgstcr, two young men employed by tho

American Tract Society, during the day and even-

ing—the day school is attended by about 75 children,

and the night school by about 100 adults, of both

sexes. They do not seem, however, to learn fast,

and are backward in their studies, which are ofcourse

in the primary branches. It is said that these con-

trabands are not as apt at their studies as those in

South Carolina. Preaching services are held here

every Sabbath ; one of the teachers generally con-

ducts the exercises in the morning ; Dr. Nichols, the

superintendent, in the afternoon ; and at night they

conduct the meeting among themselves.

The able-bodied contrabands are now all made
use of by the government, or they hire themselves

out in the families in the city and neighborhood. A
large number of the men are now in government
service as teamsters, or helping about the hospitals,

while several hundred of the women are engaged as

servants in the city. Those who are employed in

the government service draw rations and clothing

when they are employed, while those at the camp
sick and unable to work are furnished with rations

only; having to rely altogether on charity for cloth-

ing. Almost weekly large boxes of east otf cloth-

ing, material, &'C, are sent here from the North,

while the National Freedman's Relief Association of

this city take the especial charge of distributing the

goods and having the clothing made up.

When Dr. Nichols took charge of the contrabands,

there were 400, and since that time (10th of June
last) 3,500 have been registered. Since that time

18!> have died. For some time past, but few have

arrived here, the latest arrived, of any note, being

some thirty or forty about the time the rebels

crossed into Maryland ; and at present there are no
good servants disengaged. The demand for them
is not confined alone to our citizens, but often in-

ducements are held out to them to go North ; but it

is rarely that any offer, even the most liberal, to go
beyond Maryland is accepted. The offers for them
outside of the District come most largely from Wis-
consin, Iowa and Pennsylvania."

WHAT THE NEGROES ARE PAID.

A correspondent of the Philadelphia Inquirer, in

writing of the success of the project for employing
freed negroes upon farm work at Tort Royal and
vicinity, says:

—

The following is a circular establishing the com-
pensation of farm laborers, just issurd :

" For breaking up ground for cow-peas, turnips,

or slip potatoes, tor exclusive Government use, (not

intended as food for the laborers,) at the rate of one

dollar per acre.

» For hoeing the same, fifty cents per aire.

"For cow-peas, planted in the midst of corn or

other crops, fifty cents only per acre.

" For gathering, drying and storing corn-blades,

one dollar per acre.

" For supplying cow-poas with pine-trash, twenty-

five cents per day, requiring a fair day's work (or

task as in Stvesh times),
" For marsh-grass \'or manure, at the rate nt thirty

cents for a stack, ten feel diameter and tea feel side

OJ nmi'.
• Mechanics, nurses, <'ow-uiimU<rs, fie Id-minders,
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and foremen for extra services, to be paid in full for

work done to September 1st, (including everything

since. March hist,) the whole amount not to exceed

&8 to each mechanic; $o to each nurse; $5 to each

foreman; :$5 to each field or stock-minder.
" Superintendents to be held responsible for exer-

cising; a sound discretion in making the above pay-

ments, and to cut down the amount, in every case of

negligence on the part of the laborer, so that the*

money paid may not exceed the value of the work

actually performed."

In addition to these payments, the laborers have

received three dollars an acre for planting the cot-

ton, and are to have a cent a pound for all cotton

picked.

The total number of effective plantation hands on

Port Royal, St. Helena and Ladies' Island, is about

3,250; non-effective, (including children, old and

infirm,) is about 3,500. The ground cultivated is

—

Corn, ... 6,444 I Peas, Beans, etc., - 300

Potatoes, --- 1,407
|
Cotton, ----- 3,394

A little calculation will show that food enough has

been produced to support the workers, and a cotton

crop estimated to be worth half a million of dollars

in addition.

Before closing tins subject, let me say a word of

the conduct of these ignorant people, during their

transition period from chattelism to manhood. I be-

lieve I express the opinion of both friends and foes

of emancipation when I say it has been admirable.

The same patience exhibited under the oppressions

of former masters, has been shown under the fre-

quent insults and wrongs of a portion of the soldiers.

Their respectful demeanor towards white persons

has been preserved, notwithstanding the privileges

of freedom accorded to them. The crops on the

plantations, and the records of the quartermaster's

department, prove them not to be lazy. The ju-

dicious manner in which they spend their earnings

proves them not to be thriftless. The experiment,

thus far, has justified the sanguine expectations of

their friends, and refuted the calumnies of their ene-

McOLELLAN— IS IT NOT TIME FOR HIM
TO GO?

When last we addressed our readers from this

column, the whole Northern press was busy in an-

nouncing the immediate advance of MeClellan on

the enemy ; and all agreed that a great battle, which
would probably decide the fortunes of the war, was

so imminent that it could not for many hours be

averted. The sanguine public roused itself once

more on these reports ; but we, relying on what we
believed to be an inside view, expressed the opinion

that Little Mac was not looking for a fight, and that

he would never again lead the troops of the United

States in a general engagement.
Lo, ere what we then indited could take the shape

of print, the imposing legions that formed the escort

of our little general's family coach were ordered

back, and the domestic circle, which, through

George's too eager confidence in Lee's politem

had prematurely ventured in Virginia, were obliged

to settle again, temporarily, in Pleasant Valley, till

Winchester could be yielded to them with decorum.

This disappointment, and apparent check, was re-

garded as a most serious misfortune by the more ar-

dent portion of McClellan's friends; and it became
them, as his sincere supporters, to promptly charge

the retrograde, and all the subsequent delays, on

some one else. This service has been most thorough-

ly performed, and we will venture to assert, that,

could those zealous followers but know the full depth

of the distress, which the late long reproachful spell

of glorious weather has inflicted on their noble lead-

er's hopes, they would denounce, not only the de-

partments on the score of shoes and gloves, but raise

their voices even against the perversity of Heaven
itself. Whatever misfortunes, therefore, may befall

MeClellan, and however the sun may glare against

his plans, he cannot complain of the devotion of 1:

worshippers. With a rapidity which is perfectly

amazing, and which his dull, easy nature can scarce-

ly comprehend, they rush to his defence even before

he is accused, and without regard to principles

persons, assail and endeavor to abate everythi

that stands in his illustrious way.
The first sacrifice that was offered to this Moloch

of repose was the respect of the public for those

members of Congress, who, with marvelous imperti-

nence, wretched civilians that they were, complained
of his eight months' fatal inaction before Mana;
The next victim was the gifted and immortal Baker,
whose dangerous voice for the Senate was stifled at

Ball's Bluff, while his heroic memory was assailed

with an insinuation of " disobedience of orders."

And this, too, to cover up the "strategy" which
consigned the patriot to a certain death! The
President was next to be the scape-goat of his fail-

ures, and was selected to expiate the blunders of tin

Peninsula campaign ; but the mark being too high

for that period of the game, and it being well known
moreover, tiiat the roundabout mode of drawing i

straight line was Little Mac's own superb concep-

tion, the charge was diverted at Secretary Stanton,

. who was roundly and soundly abused, on the false

accusation that he had constantly withheld reinforce-

ments and denied supplies. Nay, George himself, en-

couraged by the success with which this game of de-

traction was practised by his partizans, almost ven-

tured once to level a reproach at Hooker, for his

heroic fight at Williamsburg; but he thought better

of this notion, and withheld the spleen, till he could

launch it on some weaker object. He found tin

subject which he sought, in the veteran Casey, whose
whole division he denounced as cowards, for bein
doubly decimated, while isolated in a marsh, wher
Caesar had stupidly located them himself, miles away
from help, but within striking distance of forty thou-

sand of the enemy. Our Napoleon, however, was
ignominiously obliged to retract that imputation, and
having subsequently fled for a week from the pres-

ence of the enemy—without exhibiting one flash of

genius as he ran—indeed, without having once
turned and risked his important person " under fire

"

—he has not impugned the courage of any person
since.

The cry of the pack still kept on Stanton all the

while the army was on the James; and when, on
the joint judgment of the President and Halleck
(and at at the repeated urgency of this paper for

six weeks), Mac was extricated from his danger, by
a direction to come out of the Peninsula, he partial-

ly revolted from the order, and turned the invidious

clamor of his followers against Halleck. Pinally
he moved, but so slowly as to almost deliver Pope
to the united Confederates, who had turned toward
Washington in furce ; and when he did get back to

Alexandria, he stood stock still, and listened sullenly

to the music of the guns, before which the Western
commander and his country's flag were going down.
If ever a" man was betrayed in battle, it was General
Pope on that day; and if ever a ruler made a fatal

error, President Lincoln made 6ne, when he rein-

stated the contumacious Breckinridge disciple to

command. It is no answer to say there was no one
else to select, for there were Hooker, Kearny,
Heintzehnan and Banks, and a hundred colonels

and captains, who were all superior in every kind
of quality to the dreamy little railroad engineer.
Any one, in short, was better than a man who had
come so slowly to the rescue, and who had stood so

idle near the scene. Indeed, it appeal's almost in-

credible, that a soldier who performed this part, and
through whose apathy, to use the lightest word, the
enemy were enabled to march unobstructed into

Maryland, should be the chieftain selected to go af-

ter them, and drive them out.

With the scalps of Pope, McDowell, Sigel and
Carl Sehurz at Ins saddle-bow, and a good segar un-
der his Chestnut street moustache, our camp Napo-
leon, with some misgivings that he was too late,

started on his new career, at peace with all the
world, even the Confederates, and feeling strong
enough to settle the war on his original, Manassas
patent safety plan. His main concern, if any con-

cern he had, was that the stubborn Confederates
would not retire soon enough to enable him to feign
a rapid march ; and, sure enough, they were just so
perverse as to remain nine days in and around
Frederick, and thus oblige him to curb himself to a
snail-like pursuit, while the whole world was looking
on. This was provoking, but there being no one in

this case to sacrifice but Lee, Mac let the matter
pass without complaint, and contented himself with
intimating to the reporters, that the old anaconda
was at work, and that the Confederates were surely
" bagged." In due time, however, the Confederates
retired from Frederick, but, contrary to all expecta-
tion; Lee, of his own accord, and apparently as if

out of special spite against our hero's plans, turned
abort and offered battle.

What made the matter particularly embarrassing
to George was, that the audacious rebel had but
sixty ihousand troops in hand, while we had exactly

twice that number on the ground. It would have
been a godsend if George could havo_got well rid o.
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the unsavory, graceless crew; but Leo was capri-

cious and self-confident, and a collision could not be
avoided. The shock of arms took place, and the
public know what happened. Everything was con-
ducted with the utmost courtesy consistent with the
rules of war, and it is due to the lofty chivalry of the
Federal commander to admit, that he disda'ined to
use against the inferior rebel forces more than one
half his troops. Alter nearly two days of carnage,
in which, aside from our surrender of 'Harper's Fer-
ry, the casualties foot up about equal on both sides,

the Federal commander permitted the Confederates
to sleep upon the field ; and, on the following day,
allowed them to retire without further molestation.
Since then, as we said before, six weeks of dry,
cheerful weather have invited us to march; but
George, intent upon his first Manassas policy, makes
war only against time, and still keeps looking sourly
at the sun, as the worst enemv he has.

If this is incomprehensible, it is at least consistent,
for we bear in mind that he was virtually kicked out
of Washington, against Managsas, by the President

;

and since, at Sharpsburg, he has been kicked aaain
by Jeb Stuart, who, for the second time, has galloped
contemptuously round his rear.

Perhaps, however, McClellan's policy is not so en-
tirely inexplicable as it seems, and we may possibly
approximate to a conception of it, by giving ear to

the philosophy of Major Key. That gentleman, like

MeClellan, is a disciple of the Breckinridge persua-
sion—"'a Northern man with Southern principles,"
who believes conscientiously in slavery, and who is

sound on every portion of" the goose." Having the
friendship and entire confidence of Young Napo-
leon, whose body-guard is fortunately full of the
" conservative element," he recommends him to the
leaner staff of Halleck. Thus highly endorsed, he
is readily received; but while there he, with an in-
cautious frankness which does credit to his honor,
openly defends MeClellan for not following up the
assumed victory at Antietam, on the ground that de-
cisive victories are not a portion of McClellan's " pro-
gramme

;

" and that, for the welfare of the country
and the protection of " the peculiar institution," the
war is to be indefinitely prolonged. For this, Major
Key, who is a gentleman too truthful to retract his

word, is stricken from the army rolls, while MeClel-
lan is retained in chief command, and not even in-
terrogated on the subject.

The scapegoats which MeClellan has selected to
absorb the shames of his Maryland campaign are
General Wool for Harper's Ferry, Governor Curtin
for Stuart's raid, and Quartermaster Meigs for his
subsequent delays. On the heads of each, his brazen
worshippers, with singular devotion, have shower-
ed their clamors in unrestrained abundance, and in
the intervals of this miserable service, they turn to
the rayless countenance of their impenetrable god,
to receive new rapture by gazing on his stolid fea-
tures. Nay, evcu when his intense stupidity and
blundering failures are unraveled by such a lightning
glance as that of Kearny's, the soddened multitude
rush even upon that nobie patriot and pure-souled
democrat, and snarl at_ him in his grave—aye, un-
dervalue him while he reigns a saint in heaven, in

the service of a man who was not worthy to hold his
horse, or wait for orders at his door! But every-
thing is to be sacrificed, qven the lives of the living
and the sweet memories of the dead, to support a
leader who is keeping our armies in the sleep of
death, and to glorify a soldier whose very nature is

a trance, and who has never won a battle, or ever
been under fire. From the midst of this flood of
deep infatuation, however, there rises, of late, a few
bubbles of relieved opinion, and these begin to unite
into an extending wish, that he be taken from the
field, and placed in the position of commander at
headquarters, for which, say they, "his talents at
organization so admirably fit lum." Four weeks ago,
when this idea was first agitated, and the enemy was
within striking distance, we should have willingly
accepted this hard bargain for the country ; but we
now insist, as far as our humble opinion is of weight,
that the unhappy man be disposed of altogether.

_
Under his " programme " (if Major Key's revela-

tion is worthy of a moment's thought), the war has
been prolonged a year beyond its time ; Richmond
has been twice, released from capture—once from
Manassas in the early time, and once from the
Chickahominy. Under the same " programme,"
Pope was cast away for want of aid at Centerville

;

under it, a drawn battle was accepted from half our
force at Sharpsburg ; and we now lie torpid on the
banks of the Potomac, with our flags rotting on their
staffs, and the flower of our country looking forward
to no more glorious occupation, than Winter quar-
ters in the valley of the Shenandoah.

This is no exaggerated picture. Our improvised
Napoleon treats with absolute contempt all orders
from the AVar Department. The President's per-
sonal intercession, backed by the united direction of
the Cabinet, has no more effect upon him than a
summer breeze; and even a long letter from his
Excellency, written since the executive visit to An-
tietam, embracing positive orders to march into Vir-
ginia, has elicited nothing but the carriage ride with
the family and children to Charlestown, and back to

Pleasant Valley. It is true there are rumors, as we
write, that another grand forward movement is afoot,

and susceptible reporters again foreshadow mighty
victories; but the public may rely on it, that it is a't

most a reconnoissance, to ascertain if Lee is ready
to turn Winchester over to the family, for the ap-
proaching season.

We think, therefore, the President cannot now
fail to understand MeClellan and his plans, and hav-
ing disposed so summarily of Major Key, lie should
visit the same justice on the patron as the man.
Whatever his plan may be, it certainly docs not com-
prehend any theory of battle; and as all parties in

the State, without exception, nay, even of the cop-
perhead conservatives who are so crazy on the nig-
ger, are clamoring for sharp and effective war upon
the rebels, we cannot imagine upon what reasoning
the Government can keep our anti-Napoleon in com-
mand. He appeared before the country with a
mighty flourish

; he promised us a short, sharp, and
bitter war

; and again, his boasted " strategy " was
to envelop treason, and strangle it with but little

loss of life. Instead, however, of having kept these
promises, George has been the most unfortunate of
all the Federal commanders. With all the powers
and resources of the Republic at his command, he
has placed the North worse off to-day than it was a
year ago, and by an inversion of the laws of glory
and success, has had smaller results, at greater cost
of troops and treasure, than any general in history,

who was allowed to remain at the head of an army
for a year.

If this is not the truth, then let MeClellan be re-

tained. If it is true, the country has a right to de-
mand that he be dismissed, and to require that the
President ad promptly on their verdict.— Wilkes's
Spirit of the Times.
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W SPECIAL NOTICE.—Tho subscribers to The Pine

and Palm aro hereby notified that arrangements have been

made, by which The Liberator will be supplied to them

til the close of their several subscriptions. As soon as

the number of copies now due by mo are furnished, The

Liberator will be no longer sent, unless my friends prompt-

ly renew their orders for it, accompanied by the cash, It

is not probablo that The Pine and Palm will bo revived

this year.

Boston, Oct. 27, 1862. JAMEd REDPATH.

THE PEESIDENT AND GEN. McOLELLAN.

George Wilkes, editor of the New York Spirit of
the Times, in a letter from Washington to his paper,
relates what purports to be the substance of an in-
terview between President Lincoln and Geu. Me-
Clellan, at Sharpsburg. He says:

—

" Thus impressed, [i. e., with the belief that the
delay was unnecessary,] the President, after consult-
ing with the Cabinet, set out for Sharpsburg, to stir

up the spell-bound commander with the unanimous
desire of the Government that he should press for-

ward after Lee. The President was graciously re-
ceived by MeClellan

; he honored him with salvos of
artillery, and when he passed with him alone into
his tent, and the fallen canvas veiled the two great
mysteries of the nation from vulgar eyes, a heavy
line of guards preserved the sacred vicinity for forty
yards around, from any profane or imperlinent in-

trusion. There was no person present at that mo-
mentous interview but Mr. Lincoln and the Chief
Marsha! of the army

; yet it so happens that we
know, exactly, what transpired, and, in great part,
what was said.

The President opened by communicating the de-
cisions of the Cabinet, and the official requisition of
the Government ; and being, at last, well through
with this constrained task, he relaxed into his usual

easy and happy and familiar manner.
1 Now, MeClellan,' said Mr. Lincoln, 'I want to

say something to you for myself; something that is

not from the Cabinet, and has not been prompted
from any other source. I wish to call attention to a
fault in your character—a fault which is the sum of

my observation in you, in connection with this war.
You merely get yourself ready to do a good thing-
no man can do that better—you make all the neces-

sary sacrifices of blood and treasure to secure a vic-

tory, bat whether from timidity, self ft intrust, or some
other motive inexplicable to me, you always stop short

just on this side of results. Such has been your his-

tory throughout tins war! This is my own remark,
and I wish you, when I am gone, to examine your-

self, and see if this is not true.'
"

MASSACHUSETTS EEE0T!

It is the glory of Massachusetts, that she is more

feared, hated and anathematized by the rebellious

South, for her comparatively exalted moral position.

her educational superiority, her unequalled enterprise

and prosperity, and especially her growing abhorrence

of slavery, than alt the other Free States combined.

In the result of the State Election of Tuesday last,

the Southern traitors and their Northern abettors have

hoped to find some indications of faltering on her

part; but they are grievously disappointed. She still

proudly leads the van in the cause of freedom—still

maintains her exalted moral supremacy—still vindi-

cates her ancient renown. The most desperate efforts

were made to seduce and degrade her, by a combina-

tion of all the factious, brutal and semi-treasonable

elements within her borders, under the false but

specious guise of " The People's Party," but in vain.

John A. Andrew has been reelected to the office he

has filled with such unequalled ability and integrity,

Governor of Massachusetts, by an overwhelming vote
;

all the Republican Congressmen, except Alexander

H. Rice, (and he is succeeded by one of the same

parly faith,) thirty-five Republican to five Opposition

Senators, and a vastly preponderating House of Repre-

sentatives, have been chosen, thus ensuring the tri-

umphant reelection of Hon. Charles Sumner to the

United States. The intelligence will send joy to the

hearr of every true friend of freedom throughout the

land. The Journal of Wednesday justly says :

—

"Our columns this morning are eloquent with the
voice of Massachusetts. All her patriotic sons at

home may well point to it with pride, and all those

abroad, on the battle-field and elsewhere, will receive
it with joy and exultation. It shows that, however
other States may falter or hesitate, there is 'neither
variableness nor shadow of turning' in the devotion
of the Old Ray State to the Government of the Union
and to the grand principles on which it rests. Extra-
ordinary means were taken to defeat this result. The
Democratic party, which labors under a just discredit

in the Slate, made haste to merge itself in a new
movement, and thus supplied a suddenly aggregated
opposition, embracing the widest range of materials,
with all the taclics and engineering talent of the oldest

party in the country. But all in vain. The people
saw through the disguise, and stamped it with their
overwhelming reprobation. Thank Heaven that Web-
ster's tribute to Massachusetts is yet true, that ' where
American liberty raised its first voice, where its youth
was nurtured and sustained, there it still stands, in

the strength of its manhood and full of its original

spirit.'

"

The vote in Boston stood—Andrew, C290; Deven
7850. In 316 towns—Andrew, 77,695; Devens, 52,595.

The Past—as though awaking to a thorough con

seiousness of the dirty work in which it has been

engaged fur some time past—says :

—

"It is pleasant to be relieved from the turmoil and
excitement of a pending election, and to be able to oc-

cupy one's mind with subjects less personal than the
choice of men to office. But this agitation is a neces-
sary, though it may not be a desirable, duty. Men in

public life must be criticised—their actions examined
—their motives judged, and the consequences of their
conduct exposed."

Manly and fair criticism is one thing, but persistent

blackguardism, coarse ribaldry and malignant person-

ality quite another. The Post is mentally and moral-

ly incapable of making the first, and therefore copious-

ly indulges in the other, and then impudently pro-

nounces it " a necessary duty "
!

The Courier— " 'tis a foul bird that dirties its own
nest "—true to its disposition to insult and decry the

old Bay State, (never so illustrious as now,) says the

reelection of Gov. Andrew is "an event to be suf-

ficiently regretted "—as it will be, of course, in every

part of the rebel States, and by the vilest of the vile

throughout the North. The Courier "had imagined

that some more thorough notion had begun to work
itself into the minds of a population reputed ordinarily

intelligent, that they were pursuing a phantom "
I Of

course, it means to raise a doubt whether the people

of Massachusetts possess ordinary intelligence. What
it means about their "pursuing a phantom" is not

quite so apparent ; for, whether corporeally, mentally

or morally considered. Gov. Andrew presents any-

thing but a phantom-like appearance. The eleclion of

Mr. Hooper it deems " a misfortune," and says that

" the defeat of Judge Abbott is not a point upon which
the people of the district can pride themselves, eilln

now or hereafter. To lose the election of truly noble

men like him and Judge Thomas is a matter not credi-

table to an intelligent constituency." It derives com-
fort from tile reflection, that " though we may see fit

to elect inferior mm, upon some fanatical theory of our

own, yet, deprived of countenance from other States
;

they will be helpless and insignificant"! And then,

trying to force a smile on the other side of the mouth,
it comically adds—"Taking all things into considera-

tion, the change is indeed gratifying" ! And this in

view of the overwhelming vote given for Gov. An-
drew, the sure reelection of Charles Sumner, the elec-

tion of every Congressional Representative but one,

(and be defeated by less than fifty votes, and by one
of the same Republican faith, pledged to uphold a

vigorous prosecution of the war,) and a Republican

Legislature of the strongest cast! "Gratifying"?
To be sure it is I

Seven murder cases were tried in the New York
city Courts in one week, viz. : Mary Real, the hus-
band shooter; a young seaman, who murdered a fel-

low sailor; a man who kicked his wife to death;
another who killed his mistress with alcohol; a ne-
gress who cut her husband's throat for abandoning
her, and another case not specified.

—

Boston Post.

JJ5P" That is the city which has just given a major-

ity of thirty thousand for Horatio Seymour, the pet

Democratic candidate of the Southern traitors—over
which the Post is specially jubilant ! It has also cho-

sen as Representatives to Congress, Ferdinand Wood,
Ben. Wood, and James Brooks, Editor of the New
York Express—three as unprincipled, dangerous and
factious spirits as have existed since the days of Cat-

iline. Such is modern democracy !

The Radical presses have denounced no man, not
even the President, with greater vehemence than they
have Fernando Wood, ex-Mayor of New York. In a
speech just before the election, he said, " Last Spring
I was ottered—and leading Republicans offered to put
it into writing— that if I would desert, they would
make me the next Governor of New York." Com-
ment is unnecessary.

—

Boston Post.

JCg"" What is the assertion of such a traitor worth '!

That is the only "comment" needed in this ease,

stupid Post!

S^=" Hon. Richard Biisteed, of New York, the

Irish advocate of emancipation for the suppression of
the rebellion and as an act of eternal justice, was en-

thusiastically greeted by a crowded assembly in Fan-
euil Hall, on Friday last—Gov. Andrew in the chair.

Since the Old Cradle of Liberty was first rocked, hard-
ly a more impressive and eloquent speech has been
delivered in it than Mr. Busteed gave on the occasion.

In its lofty vindication of the principles of freedom
and the rights of man, it was worthy of Daniel O'-

Connell, and elicited immense applause.

j^=" The lecture before " The Fraternity," on
Tuesday evening next, at the Tremont Temple, will

be delivered by Miss Anna E. Dickinson, of Phila-

delphia. Subject—/! Plea for Woman. An able and
eloquent performance may be safely anticipated, nnd
the speaker should be greeted with a full house.

THEODORE D. WELD.

It gives us more pleasure than we can find words
to express, to announce that Tiikoiiore D. Weld is

to deliver a discourse before the Twenty-Eighth Con-
gregational Society, at Music Hall, on Sunday fore-

noon next, taking for his subject—" The Conspira-

tors—their False. Issues and Lying Pretences." We have
no doubt it will be a masterly effort, worthy of the

most intelligent and largest audience that can be com-
pressed within the walls of that spacious building.

Let none who can be present lose the opportunity.

Mr. Weld has so long been withdrawn from public

observation as a speaker,—a period of more than twen-

ty-six years,—that almost a new generation has come
upon the stage since he delighted and electrified those

whom his rare powers of speech once brought togeth-

er. At the very commencement of the Anti-Slavery

cause, his great moral, religious and humane nature

ardently espoused it, and his massive intellect eluci-

dated it with irresistible effect in all its bearings,

legal, ethical, politico-economical, &c, &c. It was

never our privilege to hear him when he was in

the lecturing field; but those who were more fortu-

nate always concurred in pronouncing him as exhib-

iting extraordinary powers of persuasion, of argu-

ment, of illustration, of eloquence, and carrying

every thing before him. Of course, the disuse of his

voice for so long a period, and the lapse of more than

a quarter of a century, must necessarily affect his

spontaneity of utterance and action, until he shall

once more " get used to the harness "
; but we are

quite sure that, should be devote himself to lecturing

the ensuing winter, as we earnestly hope he will, he

will excite a wide interest, and do a great work in

the cause of Freedom and Progress.

Mr. Weld was a student in Lane Seminary, Cincin-

nati, in 1834. About the first of February of that

year, it was resolved by the students, as a body,

that they would investigate the merits of the Ab
olition and Colonization movements; and, accord-

ingly, they devoted nine evenings to the discus

sion of the following queslion—" Ought the people of

the slaveholding States to abolish slavery immedi-

ately ? "—and nine more to the discussion of the ques

tion
—

" Are the doctrines, tendencies and measures of

the American Colonization Society, and the influence

of its principal supporters, such as render it worthy

of the patronage of the Christian public
1

?
"—making,

in all, forty-five hours of solid debate. Eleven of

the students had been born and brought up in the

Slave States, seven of whom were sons of slavehold-

ers. At the close of the discussion of the first ques-

tion, the vote of the students was nearly unanimous

in the affirmative—no one recording a negative vote.

The vote upon the second question was decided in

the negative, with only one dissenting voice. The
kindest feelings prevailed throughout. There was no
crimination, no denunciation, no impeachment of

tives. In these discussions, Mr. Weld's was the

great master mind, shedding light and inducing con-

viction in a truly wonderful manner. There had

been previously organized in the Seminary a Colon

zation Society, which was followed by the organiza-

tion of an Anti-Slavery Society. This result gave

great alarm to the Faculty and Trustees of the insti-

tution, and they quickly adopted a rule requiring the

two Societies to be abolished forthwith, (as they could

not consistently suppress one, and leave the other,)

and "providing for discouraging and discountenanc

ing, by all suitable means, such discussions and con

duct among the students as are calculated to divert

their attention from their studies, (!) excite parly ani-

mosities, (!) stir up evil passions among themselves

or in community, (!) or involve themselves with the

political concerns of the country (!)—also providing,

as in other cases, for the dismissal of any student

neglecting to comply with these regulations" (!)

And this was done in a selfish and cowardly sub-

serviency to the then all-pervading pro-slavery sen.

liment of the country, and with the fallacious expec

tation of thereby increasing the patronage and the

popularity of the Seminary. The Cincinnati Journal

exultingly announced

—

"Parents and guardians may now send their sons

and wards to Lane Seminary, with a perfect confidence

that the proper business of a theological school will

occupy their minds; and that the discussion and de-

cision of abstract (!) questions will not turn them aside

from the path ot duty f! 1) — There may be room
enough in the wide world tor abolitionism and perfec-

tionism, and many other isms ; but a school to prepare
pious (!) youth for preaching the gospel has no place

for these. And be it remembered, that nine out of ten

of our students of divinity are rather too young and
immature in judgment (!} to be trusted with the 1"

"

task of revolutionizing public sentiment, and deciding
on tho wants of the age (!} It wili do tbem more real

benefit to study the principles of Christian humility, (!)

and to know what constitutes the meekness of the
gospel of the Lord Jesus more thoroughly (!) The
heralds of the Cross for this great valley must be
strong men in the gospel of God our Savior, anil must
be willing to know nothing in the prosecution of their

labors but Christ and him crucified."

Meaning by this wretched cant that they should

leave the millions in bondage to welter in their blood,

and be willing to stultify mind and conscience in re-

gard to their terrible condition. How "young and

immature in judgment" were the students, referred

to by the Journal, may be seen from the fact that, of

the eighteen who participated in the discussion, th

average age was nearly twenty-six ! Replying at the

time to a similar canting strain in the Western Monthly

Magazine, Mr. Weld said :

—

"In solemn earnest, I ask, why should not theo
logical students invesligate and discuss the sin ot sla-

very t Shall those who are soon to be ambassadors
for Christ—commissioned to cry aloud— to show to

the people their transgressions—shall they refuse to

think, and feel, and speak, when that accursed thin,

'exalts itself above all that is called God '—and wags
its impious head, and shakes its blood-red hands a
heaven? Why, I ask, should not students examim
into the subject of shivery ? Is it not the business o
theological seminaries to educate the heart, as well a:

the head? to mellow the sympathies, and deepen tin

emotions, as well as to provide the means of knowl-
edge? If not, then give Lucifer ft professorship. He
is a prodigy of intellect, and an encyclopedia ot learn-

ing. Whom does it behoove to keep his heart in con-
tact with the woes and guilt of a perishing world, if

not a student who is preparing tor the ministry '1

What fitter employment for such a one, Iban gather-

ing facts, and analyzing principles, and tracing the
practical relations of the prominent sins, and evils,

and all-whelming sorrows of his own age; especially
when all these heave up their mountain masses full

upon his own vision, and at his own door; and still

more especially, when these accumulated wrongs and
woes have been for ages unheeded? Is anything bet-

ter adapted to quicken sympathy and enlarge benevo-
lence, than deep pondering ot the miseries and the
wrongs of oppressed humanity, and thorough discus-
sion of the best means for alleviation and redress? It

is false, both in fact and philosophy, that anyihing is

lost to the student, by engaging in such exercises.
Instead of his progress being retarded in the appro-
priate studies of a theological course, (which should
certainly be his main business,) it will be accelerated.
Whenever intellect moves in the sublimity of power,
the heart generates its momentum. It is when the
deep tides of emotion swell out from full fountains,
that intellect is buoyed upward, and borne onward in

majesty and might. A subject so deeply freighted
with human interests as that of slavery cannot he in-

vestigated and discussed intelligently and thoroughly,
without amplifying and expanding the hitched, and
increasing the power of action upon all subjects. Let
all our institutions engage in discussing subjects of

great practical moment, sacli as slavery, temperance,
and moral reform ; let them address themselves to the
effort, let it be persevered in through an entire course,
and they will introduce a new era in mind—the era of
disposable power and practical accomplishment. But,
besides the general impulse given to thought and emo-
tion, by contact with subjects of vast practical mo-
ment, a large amount of definite knowledge upon such
subjects must be acquired. The mind should have a

household familiarity with all their principles and
bearings— the interests affected, the wide relations to

right and wrong, and the ultimate effect upon human
joy and wo. This applies with tenfold force to theo-
logical students. He who would preach in the nine-
teenth century, must know the nineteenth century.
No matter how deeply rend in the history of the past,
if not versed in the records of his own day, he is not
fit to preach tbe gospel. If he would bless the Church
now, lie must know her now ; where she is, ami what
her moral latitude—must scrutinize her condition—
inspect her symptoms—ascertain the mode of previ-
ous treatment, and compare it with the prescriptions
contained in God's book of directions, where the ease
is described. He must inquire diligently how obstruc-

:ions are to be removed, the circulation quickened, the
solids braced, the humors thrown off, and the sources
ef vitality repbnishad Is a rcar jrrffpars.l rightly
to divide the word of truth, giving to each his por-
tion indue season,' who is ignorant of prevailing sins
and evils, the moral movements of the day, the spirit of
the age, the causes of existing inefficiency, and tbe
nature, position, and relative power of those coun-
teracting causes which defeat instrumentality, both
human and divine, and roll the world away from tbe
millenimn ? It is an axiom with universal mind, that
discussion, discussion free as air, is the grand deside-
atum for eliciting truth. If our theological semina-
ries pursue any other course, they will fall behind the
age. This kind of training is as important a part of
the preparation for the ministry, as an acquaintance
with the principles of interpretation, or a knowledge
of didactic theology. In short, our theological semi-
naries will only mock the exigencies of the age and
the expectations of the Church, unless they hold their
students in contact with these exigencies, that when
they have finished their preparation, and are thrown
nto the midst of them, they may know where they
are, and feel at home."

Again, he replied, witii equal cogency and force, on
another point

—

With reference to the promulgation of anti-slavery
sentiments, your tone and air are quite extraordinary.
You advertise your readers that 'it will meet the de-
cided and prompt rebuke of public sentiment/ and
finally you resort to menace, and proclaim that ' the
indignation of the community will putitdown.' This
is precisely the inflammatory language, word for word,
which was used by certain demagogue prints in the
city of New York, last October. Such invocations of
public indignation were the drag nets, with which
they swept the sewers for materials, to mob down the
meeting, which organized the city anti-slavery soci-
ety. 'The indignation of the community will put it
down. What I Has it come to this ? Is free inquiry
to be paralyzed by tbe terror of pains and penalties?
Is it to be driven in from its excursions, and made to
cower under the menace of public indignation? Is
investigation to be proscribed, and bunted down, and
catechised into subserviency, by the sponloon of a
drill master? Is research to be hoodwinked, and de-
bate struck dumb, and scrutiny embargoed, and free-
dom of speech measured by tbe gag law, and vision
darkened, and sympathy made contraband, and vigi-
lance drugged into slumber, and conscience death-
struck in the act of resurrection, and moral combina-
tion against damning wrong to be forestalled by invo-
cations of popular fury ? Go on, sir! Set in a blaze
the passions of the mob! Such artifices rarely fail,

even when practised with ordinary skill—but of this
be advertised, that you have studied most superficially
the character of those who advocate the immediate
abolition of slavery, if you suppose they are to be
frowned down by public sentiment. No, sir ! They
have pondered the whole subject too thoroughly.
They have too long baptized it with prayer. They
have too carefully inventoried its difficulties, and its
perils, one by one. They have sounded too deep into
its woes and its wrongs, and have too strong an assur-
ance that theirs is the cause of God, and that God is

with them. The results at which they have arrived
are the deliberate convictions of long, varied, and
conscientious inquiry. If they had taken counsel of
worldly policy, time-serving expediency, suggestions
of personal safety, popularity, ease, or earthly honor,
they would have escaped the inflictions of public
obloquy and rage. But they have counted the cost.
Through evil report and good report, whether the
storm beats in their faces or upon their backs, they
will hold on their way. Sir, you have mistaken alike
the cause, the age, and the men, if you think to in-
timidate by threats, or to silence by clamor, or shame
by sneers, or put down by authority, or discourage by
opposition, or appal by danger, those who have put
their hands to this work. Through the grace of God,
the history of the next five years wiil teach this lesson
to the most reluctant learner.
From the entire tenor of your article, it is manifest

that your main object is to forestall the public mind,
and muzzle discussion upon the subject of slavery,
especially in institutions of learning. You are too
late, sir! Discussion has begun. Already 'the little

one has become a thousand,' and moves victorious
from conquering to conquer. What! think to put
down discussion in eighteen hundred thirty-four! and
that, too, by the dictum of self clothed authority !

Go, stop the stars in their courses, and puff out the
sun with an infant's breath ! Men will no longer take
opinions upon*trust, and think by proxy upon tbe sub-
ject of slavery. They will no longer admit the validity
of the oppressor's claim to a monopoly of sympathy
for tbe oppressed, and a monopoly of capacity to un-
derstand the system, and of wisdom, benevolence and
conscience to devise the best means and to determine
the best time when the sin of oppression shall cease.
Slavery, with its robbery of body and soul from birth
to death, its exactions of toil unrecompensed, its sun-
derings of kindred, its frantic orgies of lust, its intel-
lect levelled with the dust, its baptisms of blood, and
its legacy of damning horrors to tbe eternity of the
spirit—Slavery, in this hind of liberty, and light, and
revivals of millennial glory—its days are numbered
and well-nigh finished. Would to God that all its

abominations were but daydreams! Would to God
that they were not the daily enacted horrors of living
reality—the legitimate fruits of a system authorized
by law. patronized and protected by republican insti-
tutions, sanctioned by public sentiment, and sanctified
by religion ! While these things are so, research, and
discussion, and appeal, and remonstrance, and rebuke,
and strong beseeching shall never cease. The nation
is shaking off' its slumbers to sleep no more."

The result of the application of the gag- rule in

the Seminary was, the immediate withdrawal from
that institution of almost every student, and to this

day it has never recovered from the blow, nor exerted
a particle of influence upon the destiny of the country.

Another result was tbe foundation of the Oberlin In-

stitution, on avowed anti-slavery principles, which has
educated a greater number of students than any simi-

lar institution, and continues in a flourishing state.

On leaving Cincinnati, Mr. Weld lectured exten-

sively upon Manual Labor Schools, Temperance and
Anti-Slavery, till be lost bis voice in 183G; nor did he
recover its natural tone for several years. Compelled
to quit the lecturing field, he opened an educational

institution in Belleville, N. J., which was subsequent-
ly removed to Eaglcswood, and met with extensive
patronage. His earliest Anti-Slavery work was en-
tilled, "American Slavery as It Is: Testimony of a
Thousand Witnesses," and was of immense service in

demonstrating the nature and results of slavery bv
unimpeachable Southern evidence, names and dates
being given with great particularity. Then followed

a most able and thorough vindication of the Bible
from the foul charge of upholding slavery, published
in pamphlet form, and entitled "The Bible against
Slavery

: An Inquiry into the Patriarchal and Mosaic
Systems on the subject of Human Rights." It com-
menced in the following graphic manner:—

" The spirit of slavery never seeks shelter in the
Bible, of its own accord. It grasps the horns of the
altar only in desperation—rushing from the terror of
the avenger's arm. Like other "unclean spirits, it
'batelb the light, neither cometh to the light, lest its
deeds should be reproved.' Goaded lo pbrenzy in its
conflicts with conscience and common sense, denied all
quarter, anil hunted from every covert, it vaults over
the sacred inclosure, and courses up and down the
Bible, 'seeking rest, and finding none.' The law op
LOVE, glowing on awry page, Hashes around it an
omnipresent anguish and despair. It shrinks from ihe
hated light, and howls under the consuming touch, as
(lemons quailed before the Son of God, and shrieked,
' Torment us not

!

' At last, it slinks away under the
types ot the Mosaic system, and seeks to "burrow out
of sight among their shadows. Vain hope! Its
asylum is its sepulchre; its city of refuge, the city of
destruction. It flies from light into the sun; from
heat, into devouring fire; and from the voice of God
into the thickest of His thunders."

At Music Hall, on Sunday last, Wendell Phillips

ide a very complimentary reference to the labors of

Mr. Weld in the Anti-Slavery and Temperance move-
ments, and urged a crowded attendance at the Hall
to hear him. The Anti-Slavery Standard says :—

" Theodore 1). Weld, one of tli* early and most elo-
quent advocates of the anti-slavery movement, but
who, for some years past, has been engrossed in teach-
ing, to tbe abandonment of the public platform, is

shortly to return to the field of bis former successes.
He is to lecture in various places during the coming

mi, beginning at Music Hull, Huston, early in No-
iber. Tins announcement will be received with

hearty satisfaction by his friends everywhere."

LETTEE FK0M HEMKY 0, WEIGHT.

T/te Death-Struggle between Free Government and Slave

Government— Which shall Triumph 7— On v;hieh Side

are ihe Sympathies of the People of the North, of Eng-
land and Europe ?

Bainbridge, (N. Y.,) Oct. 27, 1862.

Dear Garrison,—The present Rebellion and Civil

War were inaugurated by the Slaveocracy (1) to de-

stroy the existing government of the United States,

and (2) to set up on its ruins another government,
based on the idea that Slavery is a Christian Institu-

tion and the slave trade a Christian duty.

The Rev. Mr. Prentiss, Rector of St. Peter's Church
in Charleston, S. C, in a sermon delivered ahout the

time that State raised the standard of Rebellion, and
began the war by forcibly seizing the United States

post offices, custom houses, arsenals and forts in that

State, uses ibis language :

—

Tbe United States Government is about to be de-
stroyed, and another to be built up upon its ruins,
solely for an idea. That idea is, that African Slavery
is a Christian Institution, and tbe African slave trade
justifiable on the score of interest and Christian duty.
This is the idea that underlies the secession move-
ment, and the sooner tbe fact is known and admitted,
the better for us all."

This sermon was circulated all over the Slave

States, and endorsed by the leaders of the rebellion,

who were also the recognized leaders of the Demo-
cratic party.

Stephen A. Douglas, in the last Utter he ever wrote
for the public, sayB :

—

" These startling facts furnish conclusive evidence
that it is tbe fixed purpose of the secessionists to de-
stroy the government of our fathers, and obliterate the
United States from the map of the world."

He gives this as the reason why he can no longer

act with tbe Democratic party. The leaders of that

party, most of them, had formally announced their

purpose to destroy tbe Federal Government, simply
because it gave not sufficient protection to slavery and
the slave trade, and because it was founded, theo-

retically, to establish erjuat justice and liberty.

Preston Brooks, who boasts of having spent his life

in the service of slavery, says :

—

" Tbe only way to sustain, to spread and perpetuale
the institution of slavery, is to tear the Constitution
to shreds, trample it beneath our feet, and form another
confederacy, every State of which shall be a slave
Stale. This is our only hope. I would not have an
officer nor a sentinel in our new government, that
must be formed, who would not swear that slavery is

right.
,
We must rise above tbe Constitution and

Laws of the United States, take the power into our
own bands, and lay our strong arm upon the treasury
and archives of tbe Federal Government."

Iverson, tbe leader of the Democratic party and
the rebellion in Georgia, snys:

—

" There is but one way for the South to preserve
slavery, and that is by forming a new confederacy on
the ruins of the old—having in it no conflicting ele-
ment of free States—-with a slave eonsiituiion, slave
laws, and slave labor alone, and that shall shut out
forever the conflicting element of free labor, free insti-
tutions and free society, and bind' the whole nation to
tbe preservation of slavery and tbe slave trade, with
power of unlimited expansion. Such a government
would present to the world the most//'ce, (?) prosper-
ous and happy nation on earth."

Brown, of Mississippi, a leading Democrat and
rebel in that State, says :

—

"I want all Central and South America, with the
adjacent islands;—I want the whole continent, tor the
spread oi' slavery. I would spread the blessings of
slavery, like the religion of our Divine Master, to the
ends of the earth; and, rebellious and wicked as the
Yankees are, I would extend slavery even to tbem."

Thus, as another writer says, (Hon. L. W. Pratt, of

South Carolina,) in justification of the rebellion:

—

"The conflict is between the Democracy of the
North and tbe Aristocracy of the South—between free
labor and slave labor—between paid labor and unpaid
labor—between voluntary labor and involuntary labor

—

between enfranchised labor and disfranchised labor

—

between free society and stave society—between free
institutions and slare institutions—between a society
in which the laborer has power to rise and be pro-
tected by law, in the enjoyment of the fruits of Ins
labor, and a society in which the laborer has no power
to rise and to appropriate the fruits of his lahor. The
North contends for the principle that equality, as to
natural rights, is the right of alt men ; the South, for
the principle that slavery is the natural and normal
condition of the laborer, and slaveholding the natural
and normal state of the capitalist."

Stephens, Vice President of the Confederacy of

American Corsairs, says the same—that tbe conflict

is between the two great principles, i. e., Liberty as
the equal and inalienable right of all men, and Slavery
as the natural and normal condition of one portion of
the human race. He adds :

—

Our new go
the world, based

RobEhmho. A Poem. 1SG2. This clearly-printed

poem of 76 pages, which seems scarcely designed for

itlle, as its title page informs the reader neither of

author nor place of publication, was printed in New
York, nnd is dedicated to Theodore Parker, for bis

tory the author cherishes a warm affection, nnd
aspires still to be guided by his wisdom and strength-

ened by his courage and faith. The poetry seems in-

spired by an earnest purpose, nnd designed to show
how a beneficent Providence bads us ever upward
anil onward, milking even its retribution lor sin a

guide towards iiupriivenniil, and " from seeming evil

still educing good."—c, K. w.

ment is the first in the history of
the principle that slavery is the

natural and normal condition of one portion, and slave-
holding of the other portion of the human race."

The evidence is before all the world, and accessible

to all in this and in other lands who wish to know the
truth, to prove that the slaveholders have been plan-
ning and maturing this conflict of blood and slaugh-
ter—this death-struggle between free labor and slave
labor, between free society and slave society, between
free institutions and slave institutions, between Free-
dom and Slavery—for forty years. They have been
watching their opportunity to strike tbe first blow,
and to inaugurate a war of bullets and blood in de-
fence of slavery. No greater calamity could come to

the toiling millions of earth's sons and daughters, for

ages to come, than the triumph of the Slaveholders'

Rebellion, and the establishment of a great confede-
racy or government of States on this continent, based
on the principles on which rests tbe slaveholding,
slave breeding confederacy of the South. It would
make the American continent one vast brothel, m
which the whole social, civil and ecclesiastical fabric

would rest upon polygamy, concubinage and pros&iiktibit.

It would make tbe continent into a market, in which
the bodies and souls of men and women constitute

tbe chief articles of merchandise. It would make
slave-breeding, slave-trading and slave-driving the
leading and most honored and remunerative profes-

sions and occupations of the continent. It would
deluge the continent with pollution and crime such as

cannot now be found on earth, and shroud it in such
moral and mental darkness as now could not be found
among any tribe or people, however barbarous and
savage.

How cheering tbe words of a European writer,

(M. Menod.) in regard to the present conflict in the

United States ! He says :

—

" A war against such a confederation as this is not
to be regretted : it is to be rejoiced at. What is most
to be deplored is pence; a Union founded upon the
oppression and tears of four millions of slaves
American brethren, we bless you for preterms war to
such a pence !

"

This civil war was intvitab!>—a necessity—inasmuch
as the free government nnd the slave government

—

the aggrieved nnd tbe nggressor, the assailed andthe
assailant—base their existence and hopes of perpetuity

on the war power.

"The offence must come." Who can help but re-

joice that it 18 come? I cannot. My sense of justice,

my sympathy with human suffering, my compas-
sion, my reason, my conscience, my NOn-mtafttNH, my
hatred of war and slavery, my desire for the purity,

perfection and happiness of human nature—all prompt
me to say to all ihe men and women, tbe husbands
and wives, the fathers nnd mothers, the brothers and
sisters, the sons and daughters, of the North, " I BtSSB
vim i.-i>ii ruKFKUKixii War to si cu a Pkace '.

"

Be this your slogan
:
" DBATH ro Si.wr.uv ! tin- sum

of all villauy," the concord d essence ot theft, rape,

robbery, prostitution, incest, piracy and murder!
But bow snd and sickening to the heart to mid such

testimonies from England as tbe following from the

English correspondent of the Provincial .\f<ti,.-di*t:—.

"The genvral opinion is. (bat tbe war ought to
cease, and that it is nothing but a rvmoraefasa waste of
lite and money to continue it. , . , // fa „ notorious fact,
that the l.iHiltsh prtiplf, to a man a/moif, art favoraittt*
South, in triumph !

'

That is, the English people, almost to a mnn, are
l.n (Httbta to ih,> triumph of sine labor over ir.v labor,

Of BUKVq iMtltatiOM V*Vt bee institutions, of pollution
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over purity, of barbarism over civilization, of heathen-

ism over Christianity, of slavery over liberty. For

this, nnil this only, is what every man anil woman de-

sire and seek, who desire noil seek Hie triumph ot

the Sooth over the North in the present eivii war. Is

it possible that such is the bias of the English people?

the result of English Abolitionism? I cannot think

it. That it is the prayer of the aristocracy and tyrants

of Europe, America and the world, I have not a doubt

;

but that it is the prayer of the tolling millions of

England, Scotland, Ireland, and of Europe, I do not

believe.

The Richmond Whig, the leading organ of the

Confederacy of Corsairs, says of the Northern labor-

ers, who have risen to resist the slaveholders and

defend themselves and posterity from slavery :

—

" Their uprising has all the characteristics of a fero-

cious sen-He insurrection. We [the slaveholders] fight

to bring these enfranchised slaves hack to their true

condition. They have long, very properly, considered
themselves our inferiors

—

as our serfs ! Their mean,
niggardly lives, their low, t'ldgar and sordid occupations,

have ground this convietion into them. We figlit to

restore them to their normal condition of vassalage,

and to teach them that cap in hand is the proper
attitude of the slave before his master !

"

Is there no sympathy among the laboring millions

of Britain, and Ireland, and Franee, and Germany,

for twenty millions of laboring men and women in

America, fighting to save themselves from such a

doom? "Are the English people, almost to a man,

favorable to the triumph" of such tyrants? It can-

not be I

But the people of the North are now in, or soon

will be in, a state in which it will make little differ-

ence to them what the people of England or of

Europe think of the conflict in which they are now

engaged, or on which side their sympathies are, for

all hope of any compromise with slaveholders is fast

disappearing, ant] will soon utterly disappear. The
conviction is becoming- universal in the North, that

the only compromise that the South will ever accept, is

the one proposed by the leading Democrat of Indiana,

John I'ettit,— i.e., " This extension of slavery

over every free State!" In keeping with this

sentiment of the Democratic candidate for Congress in

the eighth district in Indiana, is the remark of a

leader of the Slave Confederacy of the South. He
says :

—

"No compromise will ever be accepted by the

South that does not secure absolute protection and
permanence to slavery—that does not permit its in-

definite expansion, and that does not restore the Afri-

can slave trade !

"

Devoutly do I hope no compromise will ever be

acceptable to the South which does not insure slavery

to every laborer in the nation, and make any opposi-

tion to slavery a crime punishable with death. Then
we shall have no more compromises with slave-

breeders, and the people of the North will settle down
in the earnest, practical conviction that they must

conquer or be conquered, and that the laborers of the

South must be made^ee, or the laborers of the North

be made slaves.

Dear friend, my heart is light and joyous. I can-

not help it. With so much around me, wherever I

go, to fill my heart with sorrow and mine eyes with

tears, I cannot help but rejoice and be glad. Why?
A heavy load is lifted from my heart. In every bat-

tle, whoever wins, in every son, brother, husband and

father killed or mutilated, in every shot fired by slave-

holders, in every stab they give, in every outrage

they perpetrate upon our wounded, I read the doom
of slavery—ABOLITION ! It is written all over this

rebellion and civil war. Never were the hopes of the

slave so bright, never were the condition and pros-

pects of the Kepublio

—

as the Messiah of Liberty—so

cheering, as at this hour. Disease is dangerous only

when gnawing at the vitals without giving pain. When
pain ensues, and the patient is convulsed with agony,

then the danger is passed. At once, efforts are made

to cast out the disease. Slavery, the foulest and most

malignant of all national diseases was consuming the

very vitals of our national existence. There was no

pain, no suffering. Then hope died. Now, the whole

nation is convulsed with pain and anguish. The
body politic is in a death-struggle with slavery. The
disease will be cast out. A Republic, "to establish

justice and secure liberty," will live and go forth on

its holy mission, to abolish slavery and secure liberty

over the continent. HENRY C. WRIGHT.

s days io which men ought to work ; in

:omc and be healed, and out on the Sab-

A TRIAL OF AHTI-SLAVERY ORTHODOXY,

"There are s
:

them, therefore,

bath day."

Mr. Editor,—It is a common remark, when any

individual, party or sect is found guilty of some gross

folly or inconsistency—" Fools are not ail dead yet "

;

and not unfrequently it might he added, with great

propriety, " Neither the Chief Priests, Scribes, and

Pharisees." The latter class of former days has re-

ceived so many shots from the pulpit of every de-

nomination, that one would conclude that the whole

race was annihilated; or, if any were left, they would

be as wary of showing themselves as the last assassin,

after all his comrades had pulled the hemp. But we
live in strange, eventful times, and something turns

up almost daily to amuse, astonish, or frighten us; to

chill the blood or accelerate its circulation. We have

just had a trial of anti-slavery orthodoxy, though not

dreaming that any would be weighed in the balance,

and found wanting. We had notice sent us of an

address to be delivered by Rev. Andrew T. Foss, on
Slavery and the War ; and, strange to say, no church

would open its doors :—the Congregational church,

because a fear was entertained that the lecturer was
tainted with Garrisouism — the Methodist, because

controlled by two men who cling to the old stereo-

typed, hypocritical cant at the head of this article,

although nineteen out of twenty of the members and

society would have gladly opened the doors.

Twenty years ago, when the nation was growing

rich by robbery and theft of her millions of bondmen,
and neither priest nor people, except a few " fanatics,"

to say why do ye so, little would have been thought

of it; but now, when death is knocking at our doors,

our church bells in every village tolling the death-

knell of some loved one who has perished on the bat-

tle-field, the fruits of our industry mortgaged for ages

to pay the expense, and national demoralization sure

to follow the footsteps of war, it does seem to me the :

man must he a prodigy of callous indifference, not to

say of depravity, to shut his eyes, his ears, and church

doors against those who would show the danger, and

point out the way of deliverance. From the Congre-

gational church, which had refused on a previous

occasion to give a notice of an anti-slavery meeting,

nothing was to be expected. Not so the Methodist

church. They readily gave notice of the address

three successive Sabbaths, including the last; and, had

it not been for the two men before named, the church

doors would have been opened. But our large hall

was well filled in the evening with attentive listeners

—

not a seat empty, and many were compelled to stand,

while our friend Mr. Foss gave us the best exposi-

tion of the ca.lt9E and curb of the rebellion that any

of us have yet heard. All passed off well, and all

apparently well satisfied.

JESSE STEDMAN.
Springfield, (Vt.,) Nov. 8, 1862.

Mr. Whiting's Pamphlet. John L, Shorey has

published a paoiphlet of a hundred and fifty pages on

a subject which now engrosses the attention of reflec-

tive and patriotic men. It is by William Whiting,

Esq,, an emiaent lawyer of this city, and is entitled

" The War Powers of the President and the Legisla-

tive Powers of Congress in Relation to Rebellion,

Treason and Slavery." We had the pleasure of list-

ening to a speech by Mr. Whiting, on Saturday even-

ing last, at Williams Hall in this city, on the origin

and objects of the Rebellion, and the constitutionality

of the President's Emancipation Proclamation, which,

for clearness of statement, force of reasoning, terse-

ness of expression, and eloquence of utterance, has

not been surpassed by any other on this subject.

MERITED REBUKE—A RECREANT OHUROH.

Henry Ward Bcecher, in a late sermon, published

in the Traveller, speaking of the disinterested zeal

and fidelity of the apostle Paul, thus fitly and plainly

rebukes the Episcopal Church, represented by Bish-

ops and Laity, in their late Triennial Convention

held in New York city:

—

" Religion is good, but churches are miserable af-

fairs. They are very prickly. There is nothing
more beauteous, noble, and heart-subduing, than the

true spirit of Christ in any man, or in any rody of

men; but institutions are full of vermin, even Chris-

tian institutions. We do not need to go far for an
example. In that most venerable Convention—the
Triennial Convention of the Episcopal Church of the

North, which has been sitting lor the last two weeks

—

the House of Clergy and Laily have seemed to be
striving, with some honorable exceptions, to see how
most they could crucify their Lord and Master.

Well, they profess to be descendants and followers of

Peter ; but one cannot but wish that they had chosen
some other portion of his life to imitate, than that

in which he denied his Master three times, swearing
and lying! They sat for two weeks, attempting to

prove that they did not know him, and never bad any-

thing to do with him ; and we began to think it was
so ! My heart sank. Sometimes I could have cried

for them; and sometimes I could have done something
else."

This is putting on the snapper where it is justly

merited. A church claiming to take Christ of Calvary

for its head, that can ignore Humanity out and out,

and refuse to be loyal to Almighty God, earns its own
condemnation. Well may the Richmond Enquirer,

alluding to the recent patriotic action of the Episcopal

General Convention, advise the Southern Episcopa-

lians not to trouble themselves about their Northern

brethren. What have they to fear from an expres-

sion of patriotism extorted at the eleventh hour by a

small and reluctant vote?

Bishop Hopkins of Vermont has long held South-

ern opinions, and is the author of an elaborate de-

fence of slavery, as a divinely authorized institution.

He declares now, in this trial hour, that the high of-

fice he holds in the kingdom of Christ, "which is not

of this world," is too sacred to permit his touching,

even with his little finger, one of Christ's neglected

ones. Out upon all such Bishops and theologically

manufactured saints ! Verily, they will have their

reward I G. W. S.

STONEWALL JACKSON AND TEE BAPTIST.

Alas ! that the human soul should so mistake the

religion of Christ as to mix it up with the diabolical

system of slavery and the rebellion! But such is

the paradox of human nature—such the folly of poor

misguided man. The following incident is another

revelation of claiming discipleship, ay, evangelical iiis-

cipleship, in virtue of a creed, orform, rather than the

spirit of Christ, without which " we are none of his :"

"On the morning of a recent battle near Harper's
Ferry, after a sermon by one of his chaplains, Stone-
wall Jackson, who, by the way, is an Elder in the
Presbyterian Church, administered the sacrament to

the church-members in his army. He invited alt

Christians to unite in this ceremony. A Baptist, the
straitest of his sect, thoroughly imbued with the idea

of close communion, was seen to hesitate; but the oc-

casion, and the man who presided, overcame bis scru-

ples, and thus it has happened that the prospect of a

fight, and the eloquence of Jackson, made a Baptist
forget that baptism is the door into the church."

It would be better far, if the Baptist brother had

forgotten his close-communion, in the higher thought,

that no adulterer or murderer can enter into the king-

dom of heaven ; both of which contraband character-

istics, and the violation of all the other command-
ments, the slaveholder and his abettor possess.

The baptism through which the nation is now pass-

ing is more than water. God grant that it may leave

us pure enough, at least, to acknowledge, practically,

that a man is better than a sheep—to obey the voice

of the Hebrew God—" Let my people go,"

G. W. S.

LECTURE OF WM, WELLS BROWN.

Haverhill, Oct. 27, 1862.

Friend Garrison—Allow me to say, through the

Liberator, that Wii, Wells Bbown lectured here last

evening, at Music Hall, to a good house, notwith-

standing the severe rain storm which began just on

the eve of the meeting. So much pleased were our

people with his address, that arrangements will be

made by the Ladies' Soldiers' Relief Society here

—

an association constantly doing good to our patriotic

soldiers—to have him again as soon as possible in our

spacious and beautiful Town Hall. Mr. Brown, of his

own good will, offered to give us his literary enter-

tainment of readings, etc., charging a small fee of ad-

mission, and allowing half of the proceeds to go to the

Society in question, and the other part to his own
people, the contrabands. If this is not true patriot-

ism, pray tell us what is ?

Further about the meeting last evening:—Rev. Mr.

Wheeler, of the Third Baptist Church here, presided,

and made a fervent prayer in behalf of the Presi-

dent's Emancipation Proclamation—the topic which

Mr. Brown had announced for his theme. I am un-

able now to dwell further upon the matter than to say

that we were all delighted with Mr. Brown, not only

in bis remarks, but personally. He was the guest of

Mr. Geo 0. Harmon, a life-long friend of humanity,

and an excellent man, brother of D. P. Harmon, who
is now quite ill, but who, it is hoped, may recover,

and still live to see the freedom of those for whom
he has so long been a devoted friend. G. K. R.

WHO RALLY TO THE BATTLE-FIELD.

Wilton, (Iowa,) Oct. 27, 1862.

Editor Liberator—Enclosed I send you the vote

of the Iowa soldiers now in the field. The vote was

taken by Commissioners appointed by the Governor,

under an act passed at (he last session of the Legisla-

ture—a reply to the Boston Post and Pilot as to who
B.

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
[official.]

By His Excellency John A. Andrew, Governor.

A PROCLAMATION
FOR A DAY OF PUBLIC1 THANKSGIVING AND PRAISE.

By and with the advice and consent of the Council,

I do hereby appoint THURSDAY, the 27th day of

November current, to be observed throughout this

Commonwealth as a day of PUBLIC THANKS-
GIVING AND PRAISE. And I do earnestly invite

and request alt the people of Massachusetts to set

apart that day for the grateful and happy remembrance
of the boundless mercies and loving kindness of Him,
in whose name ourfutbers planted our Commonwealth,
and to whose service they consecrated their lives and
devoted their posterity.

"The Lord hath established his Throne in the

Heavens; and bis Kingdom ruleth over all." He is

the " Sovereign Commander of all the world, in whose
hand is power and might, which none is able to with-

stand ;
" and to Him only belong ascriptions of Glory,

ho is " the only giver of Victory." Let our hearts,

therefore, ascend,—higher than all the interests that

ntangle, all the doubts that bewilder, the passions

that ensnare, and the prejudices that obscure—cou-

nting to be led, illumined and governed by his Infi-

nite Intelligence and Love.
In the meditations of the House of Praise, let us

take comfort and be thankful for the numberless mani-
festations of heroic and manly virtue which amid the

distractions of War, in the duties of the camp, and in

the perils of battle, have illustrated the character of

the sons of Massachusetts—and for the serene and
utiful devotion with which her daughters have

given the dearest offerings of their hearts to the support
of their Country, and for the defence of Humanity.
Let us not forget the bountiful bestowments of the

year, filling the granaries of the husbandman, and re-

warding the toil of the laborer, the enterprise, thrift

and industry of ail our people. No pestilence hath
lurked in the darkness of night, nor assailed us in [he
light of day. Calami ly hath not overwhelmed us, nor
hath any enemy destroyed.

Rising to the height of our great occasion, reinforced

by courage, conviction and faith, it has been the privi-

lege of our country to perceive, in the workings of
Providence, tlie opening ways of a Sublime Duty.
And to Him who hath never deserted the faithful,

unto Him " who gathereth together the outcast of
Israel, who healeth the broken in heart," we owe a
new song of Thanksgiving. " He shewcth bis word
unto Jacob, his statutes and his judgments unto Israel.

He hath not dealt so with any nation."

Putting aside all fear of man, which bringeth a
snare, may this people put on the strength which is

the divine promise and gift to the faithful and obedient

;

" let the high praises of God be in their mouth, and a
two-edged sword in their hand." Not with malice and
wickedness, but with sincerity and truth, let us keep
this feast ; and while we "eat the fat and drink the
sweet, forget not to send a portion to him for whom
nothing is prepared." Let us remember on that day
the claims of all who are poor or desolate or oppressed,
and pledge the devotion of our lives to the rescue of
ur Country from the evils of rebellion, oppression

and wrong,—and may we all so order our conduct
hereafter, that we may neither be ashamed to live, nor
afraid to die.

Given at the Council Chamber, in Boston, this

twenty-seventb day of October, in the year one thou-
sand eight hundred and sixty-two, and the eighty-
seventh of the Independence of tiie United States of
America.

JOHN A. ANDREW.
By Ii Is Excellency the Governor, with the advice of

the Council,
Oliver Warner, Secretai-y.

God save the Commonwealth of Massachusetts I

Northerners no Longer of the True Ameri-
can Race. The New York Herald relates the follow-
ing incident as having occurred on board the pirate
Alabama, after the capture of the ship Brilliant:—

" When Capt. Hager was transferred to the Ala-
bama, and ordered to be put in irons, he remonstrated
with Mr. Armstrong, the officer, seeing the order en-
forced, in the following language: He said, ' It is a
very singular thing that you should confine these men
in irons, and hold me as a close prisoner, when we
were born and brought up under the same flag and
government. If I were to meet you in distress on
the high seas, or anywhere else, I would not only
not treat you in this manner, but would, if you re-

quired it, share the last crust of bread with you, if I
found you to bo in want of it.'

To these kind remarks Armstrong replied :~ 'We
are nothing to each other as countrymen. '.The North
and South are now distinct races, with no feelings or
interests in common. £^= The people of the South
are the only true representatives of the American
race. You of the North have intermarried so much
with the lower classes of Europeans, that you have,
in a great measure, if not altogether, lost your na-
tionality, and are not worthy to be considered of the
same people as ourselves.' "==^2
Why didn't the Yankee Captain turn upon his up-

start oppressor with the truthful reply—" You of the
South have cohabited so long and so much with the
lower classes of Ethiopians without marriage, that you
have not only lost your nationality, but are unlike any
other civilized nation on God's footstool !

"

THE FREE NEGRO AND THE SOUTH.
That class of politicians opposed to the President's

proclamation, which he proposes to issue on the 1st
of January, for the general emancipation of the ne-
groes belonging to those in rebellion at that time,
are trying to make the people of the North believe,
that as soon as these negroes are liberated, there will

be an influx of this entire population into the North-
ern States.

The statistics of 1850 develop the following facts :

Virginia had 5i,393 free negroes.
While Ohio had 25,279.

Maryland had 74,723 free colored persons, with only
90,368 slaves.

At this time, New York had only 49,069 free ne-
groes.

At this time, the District of Columbia had 10,059
free negroes and 3,688 slaves.

Delaware had then 18,073 free negroes, and 2,290
slaves.

North Carolina had 27,463 free negroes.
Alabama bad 2,265 fred negroes.
Georgia had 2,981 free negroes.
Illinois had only 5,436 free negroes.
Indiana had onty 11,262 free negroes,
While Louisiana had 17,662 free negroes.
The white population of Indiana was 977,943, while

the white population of Louisiana was only 255,491;
while Maryland, with a population of 417,943 whites,
has a population of free colored persons of 74,728.
And New York, with a population of 3,048,325

whites, has only 49,069 free negroes,

tuy at home. Y ours, I

soldiers' TOTE.

Republican. Tory
7tli Regiment, 208 4
8tll

" 88 14
10th " 267 10
Hill " 335 70
12*11 " 72 8
lllli

" 76 16

Ulh " 209 115
17th 175 42
25th " 309
24th " 457 76
25th " 264 110
29th " 190
aOlh " 334 147
321 " 81 120
33d " 336 93
34th " 489 226
35th " 448 160
S6lh " 345 167

38th " 362 146

39th " 234
40th " 292 262
Hos] til] at Keokuk, 205 32
Camp MoCleHan, 316 138
ai n Itery, 35 6

21st Missouri, 48

A careful return hm
from Schuyler Colfax'i

tals are as follows :

been made of the volunteers

district, Indiana, and the to-

Whole number of men enlisted,

Of whom there were voters,

Of these were Republicans,
Of these were Democrats,

11,064
8,110

0,125
1,935

D. P. Stubbs, Commissioner to take the vote of the

6th Iowa infantry regiment, stationed at Port Picker-

ing, Memphis, Tenn., reports the vote as follows:

—

Republican, 288; Democraf, 06.

From reliable investigations like these, it is appar-

ent that at least three-fourths o( the whole number of

soldiers in the field, at the call of the Government and

to putdown the rebellion, are Republicans. What a

refutation is this of the false and impudent assertion

of the sham Democracy, that they have chiefly fur-

nished the army from their own ranks, while the Re-

publicans have cravenly remained at home! No won-

der that Democratic victories have recently been ob-

tained at the recent elections in New York, Pennsyl-

vania, Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, &c. !

—

Ed. Lib.

Washington, Nov. 2. The colored people of the
District of Columbia, for whose removal Congress
made an appropriation and gave the President author-
ity in the premises, have senta delegation to the Pres-
ident, and that delegation has delivered to hiai the
following letter:

—

" To the President : Sir—The undersigned, on
behalf of theircolored brethren and themselves, have
called on your Excellency to learn when we can take
our departure to the land promised us by you in the
address you made to us in this your Executive man-
sion. We have learned from the Hon. Senator Pome-
roy, the Agent of Emigration, whooi you appointed
to conduct us to Chiriqui, that he is ready, his equip-
ments engaged, his provisions for the emigrants
bought, that a vessel suitable has been found, that the
consent of the Government with its agreement to re-

" 'e us as citizens with equal rights and obligations
has been obtained, and that he only waits your orders
to announce the day of sailing, and that he can sail

within a week, if your order is given.
Many of us, acting upon your promise to send us

so soon as one hundred families were ready, have sold
our furniture, have given up our little homes to go on
the first voyage, and now, when more than five times
that number have made preparations to leave, we
find that there is uncertainty and delay, which is

greatly embarrassing ns, and reducing our scanty
eans, until fears are being created that these means

are being exhausted. Poverty in a still worse form
than has yet met us may be our winter prospect.
We have seen it stated in the newspapers that you

do not intend to let us depart. Wo are not willing to

believe that your Excellency would make arrange-
ments for us to go—would tell us that we could not live

prosperously here—would create hopes within us, and
stimulate us to struggle for national independence and
respectable equality, and then, when we had made
ourselves ready for the effort, in confident belief of the
integrity of your promise, that its realization will be
withheld.

Congress has placed the power and the means
solely in the hands of your Excellency to aid in re-
moving us. You begun the movement. You ap-
pointed Senator Ponieroy—in whom not only the
colored people, but the whole country, have confi-
dence—to see that justice should be done us in our
removal. He has said that he is ready. We there-
fore earnestly beg that your Excellency wilt now
give him explicit orders to sail before the cold weath-
er sets in to pinch here—before the storms of win-
ter shall make our voyage a dangerous one."

President Lincoln, through his private Secretary,
replied to the depulntion of colored men who had
called upon him, to express their disappoinlment in

the delay of being sent as promised to Central Ameri-
ca, that he— the President—was as anxious as he ever
was for their departure—that he had placed every
tiling in the hands of Senator Pomeroy of Kansas,
and that he could not now see the deputation of col-
ored men, but that he would do so in the course of a
few days."

Important Slave Cash. A case of some interest
was decided yesterday by Judge Kinsman. A free
colored man, named John Montamat, was married to
a slave woman, by whom he had two children, one of
which died

; the other, a little girl about eleven years
of age, a bright mulatto, quite fair to took- upon, stilt

survives, and was the subject of the present legal

proceedings. Montamat, at the time of his marriage,
determined to purchase the freedom of his wife from
her owner, and in furtherance of that object had paid
§600. In order to secure the freedom of his sur-
viving child, he sent her to Cincinnati, where she was
baptized into the Catholic Church. Montamat, the
lather, subsequently became involved in debt in this
city, and mortgaged his daughter as a slave lo secure
bis creditors. The mortgage was foreclosed in Feb-
ruary, 1862, and the child was sold to a Mr. Salvoie,
at sheriffs sate. In the present case, Montamat ap-
plied for the freedom of his child under the circum-
stances above detailed. Able counsel had been re-
tained by both parlies— Christian lloselius for the de-
fendant, and Colonel A. P. Field for Montamat. The
Court decided that the girl was entitled to her free-
dom, and so ordered.

—

New Orleans Delta, Oct. 9.

Emancipation in St. Augustine. A New Hamp-
shire volunteer at St. Augustine, (Fla.) writes, that
before the war there were 1000 slaves in the city.
One half of them were taken into the interior before
the arrival of the Federal troops. The remaing 500

e been the principal means of support to about
one fourth as many families, who rent them out, at
from six to ten dollars per month. General Saxton
called them together, and told them they were free,
by an act of Congress. Tins proclamation made them
wild with joy, and they set about taking care of them-
selves. After three weeks had passed, the Commis-
sary, Lieut. Cole, said that not a colored person re-
ceived gratuitous rations from1 the Government.
They labor, cook, wash and fish for a living, and get
it. But how is it with their former masters, who had
so condescendingly taken care of them to keep them
from starving? The letter-writer says, "The few
white men left had hardly mechanical genius enough
to open a jackknife, and they were too lazy to turn a
grindstone; and the women, what could they do'?
Nothing was left to them but to apply for assistance,
which they did. On one day last week, there was an
increase of eighteen families, who called for free ra-

tions at the Commissary Department, most of them
giving as a reason for their necessity that their ser-
vants bad left them."

&rjf
= In the rebel House of Representative, on the

2d ult- Mr. Foote reported u series of resolutions,
which were ordered to be printed and referred to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs, recognizing "the
practical neutrality of the Stales of California and
Oregon, and of the Territories of Washington and
Nevada, suggesting the advantages which would re-
sult to the people thereof upon an immediate assertion
on their part of their independence of the United
Slates, and proposing, upon their so doing, the forma-
tion of a league, oflensiveand defensive, between said
States and Territories, and the Confederate States of
America."

Gca. Milroy, in a recent General Order, says

—

"The General Commanding has been repeatedly-
pained to learn, that a few bad men in some of the
regiments of his command are in the habit of abusing,
beating, and otherwise maltreating the negro and mu-
latto servants and teamsters in his command. The ser-
vices of these negroes and mulattoes are necessary,
and cannot be dispensed with, without taking the sol-
diers from their legitimate duties, which would be an
injury to the service. It is therefore ordered, and
hereby made the duty of every officer and soldier of
this command, to immediately shoot down every soldier
or other person who may be causlessly abusing, beat-
ing or otherwise maltreating any of the negro or mu-
latto servants or drivers in or about this command."

Negro Soldiers. A correspondent of the New
York Evening Post says: "A rebel deserter, the son
of a quondam Balfimorean, now of South Carolina,
and a trustworthy man, says he belonged to a regi-
ment from that State, composed of four companies of
negroes and six of whites

; that the negroes were al-
lowed to vote with the whites in the choice of their
officers

; that they mess and sleep together without
any prejudice whatever, and that the negroes made as
good soldiers as the whites."

The Answer to the question, What shall be done
with the freed negro? seems to be given already by
passing events. A Missouri gentleman in Cincinnati,
among others from that State, says many of the slave-
holders have been obliged to hire their negroes to work
to gather their crops. They have been compelled to
cease flogging, for it is very easy for negroes to run
away now, and not easy to catch them. The negroes
are ready to work for pay, but they refuse to work for

thing. He scouts the idea of the m
North.

negroes going

Old John Brown. Says the Harper's Ferry cor-
respondent of the New York Times, "Not least, in
future years, among the memorials of Harper's Ferry,
will stand the relics of old John Brown; the engine
house that he made his castle, the spot where he
was wounded, and the house where he resided for
weeks, and received bis arms. ' I shall probably die
in the attempt,' said Brown, 'but I struggle for the
cause of Freedom.' He hurled his body" in gage of
battle, war arose, and slavery is now at its dying gasp.
The old postmaster at Sandy Hook, near by, has his
own ideas about matters. lie insists that John Brown

; in the pay of the Secessionist, and projected his
raid to inflame the South against the North. He is

confident that a stuffed figure was hung and coffined
in his stead, and asserts that John Brown is now in
the Secesh army. Whether he sends Philadelphia
letters to Minnesota, I do not know."

The President's Proclamation. A reported
conversation with General Halleck puts in a very
clour light the wisdom and necessity, as well as the
timely issue, of the President's proclamation freeing
the slaves of all who continue in armed rebellion
against the Government, after the first of January
next. General Halleck is reported to have declared
his conviction that it would be impossible to subdue
the rebellion while such an army of laborers as the
slaves of the South continue to produce supplies for
the army of soldiers in the field. He computes that,
of the three millions and a half of slaves, at least two
millions are to-day actually employed in the work of
rebellion. Since the rebellion assumed its present
formidable proportions, the Genera! has never doubted
that the only way to conquer the rebels, and bring
back the South to its allegiance, was to deprive the
insurgents of their slave labor.

The President's Proclamation in the Armt.
A correspondent writing to the Cincinnati Gazette from
Helena, Arkansas, says :

—
" In regard to the Presi-

dent's proclamation of emancipation, let me say a
word as to how it was received in the army, before I
close this letter. It was approved of everywhere.
The semi-treasonable journals may croak, but it is a
fact indisputable, that the soldiers everywhere—I mean
the great masses of the army—will sustain the Presi-
dent in his views, as expressed in his proclamation, in
sentiment, in word and in action. Since it came forth
I have passed through many regiments—have heard
hundreds express their opinion of it—many officers of
high rank, and I never have yet heard one denounce
it, not one."

EdP= Gen. Prentiss says that the effect of the Eman-
cipation Proclamation upon Hie South was unmistaka-
ble. The rebels, in all their conversations, alluded to
it in a manner indicating that it was the one tlung
they dreaded. The negroes were being driven into
the interior for safety. At Petersburg large numbers
were congregated, a thousand in one pen, crowded
together like cattle in the shambles.

English Opinion of the Peace Democrats.
The English journals arc not blind to all the bearings
of political movements in the United States. Some
of them have a proper appreciation of the Peace
Democrats or submissionists. The London Spectator,
in quoting some of their resolutions, says of the sub-
missionists :

—

" They lay down principles which, if they are not akin
to those of the rebels, differ from them only in being more
petty, and more contemptible, without bvimj a whit nobler—
that, contain the seminal principle of secession without the
vitality of purpose that renders secession strong. The
Democrats, indeed, take care to adore (mystically) the
word Union, but strive with all their might to under-
mine unity of purpose, which can alone give that
word a meaning."

3^=" Ralph Waldo Emerson contributes to the No-
cinlier Atlantic a thorough and masterly review of

the President's Emancipation Proclamation, endors-
ing and upholding it as the greatest epoch of the
time.

Applause from Richmond. The responses to the
speeches of the Seymour orators begin to come back
from the rebel capital. The Richmond Dispatch prints
John Van Bnren's speech in New York, and says

—

We published in onr Northern news yesterday
some extracts of the speech of John Van Buren at
the Democratic Mass Meeting in New York. If there
is any real significance in any of these addresses lately
launched against the Lincoln Administration, by the
Democratic orators of the North, that of Mr. Van
Buren is far more important than any yet pttb/ished. He
is the only speaker yet who has dared to meet the question of
peace squarely, without, making subjugation a sine, qua iwn.
We make some highly interesting extracts from the
speech as reported in the New York Herald."

$&** The Charleston Mzrcunj of the 6th inst. copies
with sincere commendation, and under its editorial
head, the speeches of Hon. James Brooks of New
York, anil Mr. Schnabell of Pennsylvania, made at
the late Seymour ratification meeting. It also an-
nounces with pleasure that at the next Seymour meet-
ing, Richard O'Gormau will speak.

gj?= It lias been noticeable of late, that the semi-
seccsh people of the North apply the term " Aboli-
tionist " to the supporters of the War for the Union.
The reason for this has just come to light. In an in-
tercepted letter of Gen. Beauregard, that arch-rebel
advises General Bragg to issue an order directing
bis subordinates to call the Union forces " Abolition-
ists" instead of "Federals" ; assuming that this odious
name will have a "stinging effect" on portions of the
Northern forces. In connection with this recommen-
dation of the little Creole, it is instructive to observe
that Hie journals and orators in the " submission "

interest here at the North have adopted the name,
and every man who is in favor of a vigorous prosecu-
tion of the war, according to the ordinary rules of
civilized warfare, which consist in striking the ene-
my where he is the most vulnerable, is stigmatized
as an " Abolitionist."

—

Salem Obscroer.

Three Generations at the Polls. The Hon.
Josiali Qoiucy, his son and namesake, and his grand*

, Major Samuel M. Quincy, went together yester-
day to the polls in Ward 4, and deposited their Re-
publican ballots. The senior Mr. Quincy, who was a
candidate for Congress sixty-two gears ago, and the
Major, were on crutches. The former n't (he age of
ninety-one has recovered in a measure from an acci-

dent by which his leg was broken; the latter, a fel-

low-cripple for a short time of his venerable relative,
was wounded bravely lighting for the cause equally
dear to both. All parties united in giving each of
theso energetic voters, thus determined to discharge
their duty as citizens, heartfelt cheers.— Transcript.

An Editor Assassin-ateo. Dayton, (Ohio,) No-
vember 1.—.1. l'\ Ihilmcyer, editor of' the Dayton Em-

,
wns shot dead this morning by Henry M.Brown.

'The difficulty grew out of a personal misunderstand-
ing occasioned by the shooting of a dog belonging to
frown's son. Brown gave himself up, and was taken
to jail.

St. Louis, Nov. 14. General Fremont was last
night presented by the Germans of St. Louis with a
magnificent sword. The blade is of the finest steel,
with a gold scabbard. The demonstration commenced
with a torch light procession. The multitude gathered
together was very large, and the enthusiasm un-
bounded. About 15,000 people were present. It was
one of the greatest demonstrations our city ever wit-
nessed. A sash of white satin in gold was also pre-
sented by the ladies.

Political. The Philadelphia North American
thinks the complexion of the next Pennsylvania
Legislature, which is to choose a U. S. Senator, will
be as follows : Senate—Union, 30 ; Breckinridge, 13-
House—Union, 48; Breckinridge, 60; two not" ascer-
tained. The election is to be made on joint ballot.

There are some indications of fraudulent voting in
the Ohio election. One county which has sent 2500
men to the war gives only 175 votes less than last year,
while in Cincinnati and Hamilton county the vote has
increased o-ver that of last year, although five thousand
volunteers have gone to the war.

Rebel Advice. Gen. Simon Buckner, after being
released from Fort Warren, was put in command of
a rebel fore, and upon paroling some federal prisoners
told them to "go home and vote the Democratic ticket."

Who are Traitors. It would be unjust to say
that all democrats are traitors; many of them are
loyal, and in favor of a vigorous war policy. But it
is nevertheless true, that every man who has proved
to be a traitor claims to be a democrat.

JfJ^Binghamton, N. Y., was the scene of a dis-
graceful riot week before last. It commenced at a
circus, in a fight between a white man and a negro.
When the circus was out, there was an indiscriminate
attack made on all the colored persons present which
was followed up by attacking the two colored churches,
and several dwellings occupied by colored people. One
colored woman was badly injured in the mouth.

ft^f Port Royal dates to the 29th ult. state that
two British rebel steamers, the Anglia and Scotia,
were captured on the 27th, and taken to Port Roval!
The two vessels, with their contraband cargoes, were
valued at a million of dollars. Another British ves-
sel, named the Miunaho, was run ashore and de-
stroyed.

fi^= At the date of our latest advices from Port
Royal, (30th ult.,) a good deal of sickness existed
there. The disease most prevalent is termed by the
negroes " the country fever." Pour out of five of
General Mitchell's staff were stricken with it in a sin-
gle day. Of them was Capt. Williams, Aide-de-Camp
of New York, who died at Beaufort. Capt. L. A.
Warfield, of Baltimore, Depot Commissary, also died.
The fever is creating a good deal of excitement, and
the unacclimated are hastening away. Gen. Mitchell
was ill, and Gen. Brannan was in command.

Death of Federal Generals. The telegraph
brings us intelligence of the death of two of the^Gen-
erals of our army—Gen. Mitchell, at Port Royal, from
yellow fever, and Gen. Richardson, in Maryland,
probably from the effects of wounds at the battle of
Antietam. They were both of them brave and ef-
ficient officers, and their death is a severe loss to the
country.

They Need the Negroes. The Raleigh (S. C.
Standard of Oct. 7, says that the Northern and east-
ern counties of that State are in a deplorable condi-
tion. Why? "Full one half of the negroes have
been run off by the Yankees, and every species of
property is constantly subject to their depredations.
Every day adds to their misery, which must be en-
hanced by the Yankee Confiscation Act."

&3f=° The Germans of San Francisco have sub-
scribed S1000, and had madeagolden laurel-wreathed
eagle, set with diamonds, as a testimonial to the prow-
ess of General Sigel.

Consistency. The new party, in one of their re-
solves, bespatter Gen. McClellan with their praise,
and hold him up as our chief hope of a triumphant
war. This is amusing, considering that, in another
resolve, they deprecate the want of vigor and success
which have attended the war thus far, and that Gen.
McClellan has, for a large share of the time, had the
whole management of it. It is much like complain-
ing that a ship had run ashore, and then extolling the
skill of the captain, because that while she had run
ashore, she had not actually run up a mountain !

$$T* A gentleman who visited Gen. McClellan's
camp recently, writes to the Philadelphia Ledger:—
"The officers who accompanied us, pointed out a
number of the men who bad neither shoe, stocking, shirt,

drawers, overcoat, blanket or tent. A pair of torn panta-
loons, not sufficient to hide their nakedness, and a
portion of what was once a blue army blouse, consti-
tuted, with a cap, the entire clothing of these poor
fellows. A large pile of ashes in the midst of the
;amp was pointed out to us as the place where a num-
ber of these poor soldiers had slept the night previ-
ous. These ashes were yet warm from the fire of the
preceding day, and the almost naked soldiers sought
them as a resting place and protection from the frosty
night's air. Quite a number of the men had their
feet wrapped up in rags, their shoes having either
been lost on their thirty-two days' march, or worn

[A gross exaggeration, unquestionably.!

^ There are fearful pictures drawn in the army
spoudence of the Savannah Republican of the

utter destitution of the Confederate forces. All good
rebels are urged to send forward to Lee's shivering
ranks, clothing, shoes, bats and blankets.

FBATEENITT LE0TUEES.
FIFTH COURSE.

Tlio public of Boston and vicinity are respectfully in-

formed that the Firm Course of Lecturer under the au-

spices of tho Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will bo continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, November 11, 1862,

atTREMOXT TEMPLE, when an address will be made by

MISS ANNA E. DICKINSON.

To be followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from tho following persons :

—

November 18.

—

Henry Ward BeecreR.
" 25.

—

Owen Lovejoy.

December 2.— IS. Gratz Brown.
" 9.

—

Wendell Phillips.

" 1C.

—

Ralph Waldo Emerson.
" 2'i.—Jacob M. Manning.
" 30.

—

George W«, Cop.tis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 7 o'clock. Course

Tickets, admitting tho Bearer and Lady, at $2 each, may
obtained at Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St.

;

Oliver Ditson & Co's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of the Lecture Committee, who in former years

have had the disposal of tickets.

CT" THE FUGITIVE ArD SOCIETY of Boston have
effected an arrangement with Mrs. Louise DaMoaTiu, tho

talented young colored dramatic reader, to give readings

wherever the benevolent may be willing to assist, for the

purpose of alleviating the sufferings of tho freedmen or

"contrabands" of Washington.

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 26 Myrtle St.,

President of the Fugitive Aid Society.

W ANDREW T. FOSS, in behalf of the American
and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

follows :

Brattfeboro', Vt.,

Keenc, N. II,

Sunday, Nov, 9.

Sunday, " 16.

EEF" THEODORE D.WELD, of Perth Amboy, N.J., will

deliver a discourse before the Twenty-Eighth Congregation-

al Society, at Music Hall, on Sunday forenoon, Nov. 9th.

Subject

—

"The Conspirators—their False Issues and Ly-
ing Pretences."

To Correspondents. Copies of "The Rejected Stone"
have been forwarded by mail, on application, as below, and
in compliance with our Notice to that effect, to the fol-

lowing persons :

—

W. J. W., Worcester. C. II. I., West Newton. A. F.,

Providence. L. W., Wolcottville, Ct. J. U. L., Milton
Mills, N. H., A. M. J. M. P., Deerfield Centre, N. H.
T. S. C, W. Newbury. J. H., Baltimore, Md. J. H. M.,
Sudbury. A. P. W., Lunenburg, (2). 0. M. H., Shu-

i, N. V. S. H., Farinersville, N. Y. J. M. H., Con-
notton, 0. M. P. G.

f Lynn. R. W., Albany, N. Y. G.

IJ. S., Rochester, N. Y. E. II. P., Jewett City, Ct. G.

L. C, West Newbury. E. A. M., Concord, N. H. S. H.,

Providence.

Also, to A. F. and J. U. L,, (above,) copies of "The
Auti-Slavery History of the John Brown Year." A. P.

W.,—O. M. H.—R. W.—R. L., Washington.—E. H. P.—
E. A. M.

§3T WANTED—
general housework.

in ex-slave woman, acquainted with

Apply at 104 Mt. Vernon Street.

DIED—Suddenly, in Newport, (R. I.) Robert Watson,

in the 58th year of his age. He was a true Christian,

ripened to the full stature of Christian manhood—strictly

temperate, strongly anti-slavery, full of faith and the Holy

Ghost. [Com.

154 Washington St., 5 doors South of Milk St.

October 24. 6m

W E I S ZOEBISCH,

manufacturer: LSD DEALERS IN

A Negro Tragedy in Maryland. Baltimore,
Nov. 3,—The American has a letter from Dutton, in

Caroline county, in this State, giving an account of
the lynching of a negro under arrest for the outrage
and murder of a little girl, daughter of Edgar Plum-
iner. On Saturday night, a large number of excited
people came into the town, surrounded the jail, forced
open the doors, and took the prisoner out 'and hung
him. While suspended, forty-five bullets perforated
his body. He was then cut down, and his throat cat by
the infuriated mob. The body was dragged through tlie

streets, and finally to the front of the negro church', where
it was cut to pieces and burnt. [This is the diabolical
spirit endangered by slavery.]

Foreign News. Gladstone has again been speak-
ing on America. He told his hearers to rememlicr
that the difficulty has arisen from slavery, which was
a legacy from England to America.

Earl Hardwick has endorsed Gladstone's views.
A circular from Secretary Seward to the Diplomatic

and consular ngents, relative to the Emancipation
Proclamation, has been published. He draws hope-
ful conclusions from tlie present position of alliurs.

He says the rebels misunderstand, if they persist in
imposing a choice between the dissolution of the Gov-
ernment and the abolition of slavery. It is the Union
and not slavery that must be maintained.
While all good and wise men of all countries must

recognize tho measure as a just and proper military
act, intended to deliver the country from n terrible
war, they will recognize, at the same time, the mode-
ration and magnanimity with which the Government
proceeds in so solemn a matter.
The Time* says this circular deprives the American

Government of the right hereafter to appeal to its

emancipation decree as a measure founded on moral
principles, as Secretary Seward reduces it to n more
military act.

European and Fancy Furs,

308 Washington Street, 308
opposite boston theatre, BOSTON.
f^* Particular attention is paid to altering and repair-

g Old Furs.

jj^" Furs preserved during the summer.

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's New Steel Plate County Colored Map of the

United States, Canadas, and New Brunswick,

From recent surveys ; completed August 10, 1862; cost
$20,000 to engrave it, and oue year's time,

Superior to any S10 map ever made by Cohort or
Mitchell, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ; 370000
names are engraved on this map.

It is not only a county map, but it is also a

COUNTY AND RAILROAD MAP
of tho United Stales and Canadas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,
and distances between.

Guarantee any woman or man $3 to §5 per day, and will

take back all maps that, cannot be sold, and refund the
money.
Send for §1 to try.

Printed instructions how to canvas well furnished all

our agents.

Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our Maps in every State,

California, Canada, England, France, and Cuba. A for-
tune may bo made with a few hundred dollars capital. No
competition. J. T. LLOYD,

No. 1C4 Broadway, New l ork.

Tho War Department uses our Map ot Virginia, Mary-
land and Pennsylvania, cost S100,0uU,on which are n arkid
Antietam Creek, Sliarpsburg, Maryland (lights, Williams-
port Ferry, Rliorersvillo, No land's Ford, and ail others, on
tho Potomac, and every other place in Maryland, Viigiuia
and Pennsylvania, or money refunded.

LLOYDS
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY,

OHIO, I\DiAXA and ILLINOIS,
the only authority for (Jen. Basil and the Mar Dep

ment. Money refunded to any
Price oil cents.

j finding an error
i

t-

From tho Tribune, Aug. 2.

" Lloyh's Map ok Virginia, MARVLANoand Pkx^sylva-
nia. This Map is very large ; its cost is but 25 MQbs, ami
it is the best which can he purchased."

LLOYD'S

OBEA T MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
From actual surveys by Capts. Hart and U'm. i;,-«on, His-
sissippi River Pilots, of St Louis, Mo., shows every man's
plantation and owners name, from St. Louis to tlie Qulfgf
Mexico— 1350 miles— every sand-bar, island, town, land*
ini*, and all plMOS twenty miles back from the river

colored in counties and States. Priep, $1 in sheets, $2,
pookot form, and $2,&0 on linen, with rollers. Now remly.

Naw Drfartobht, Washington, Sept. it, 1m;'J,

J. T. Li-ovn : Sin—Send me your Map ot the Mis-is-

Btppl River, witli priee per hundred copies. Rear Admiral
Charles II. Davis, oimmianding the MissWRppi squadron, ia

autbori/ed t.t purchase as niniiv as are require,! lor u-e of
that, squadron. UUHMN U Kl.l,-.

Snrctiiry ,./' ih, .V„iv-

Oct. 3. 3w
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From the Chicago Tribune

DESTINY.
Onco upon a midnight dreary,

While I ponderod cold and weary,

Over a perplexing problem,

That had ne'er been solved before,

Suddenly thero came a feeling

Strange, prophetic, o'er me stealing,

Stealing alt my senses o'er

—

Only this, and nothing more.

I had vainly sought a reason,

Wherefore foul and damning treason

E'er had quit the realms of darkness

On tho wild Plutonian shore ;

Prayed I for some revelation

From the Fates, by incantation,

What thoy had for us in store

—

Doom of man for ever more.

Spells of magic strongly bound me,

Wailing winds rang requiems round me,

Watching on that lonely shore

—

On that wooded, river shore,

Where were lying, with each other,

Friends and foes, who fell together,

In the day that went before —
Bloody day, yet scarcely o'er.

Then, in my prophetic vision,

Saw I plain the fields elysian,

And their happy, radiant dwellers

Gathered on the shining shore ;

And across tho dark forbidden,

Wrapt in darkness—almost hidden

—

Saw I those who dwell in torments,

Banished there for ever more.

There a voice that, filled with wonder,

Said, " Behold, bow far assotler

Bliss and woe are placed forever

—

That they mingle never more !

These were happy once together,

Trusting, loving each the other,

Ere the blighting curse of Treason

Dared approach that radiant shore.

" Satan failed, and, failing, perished

All the hopes so vainly cherished,

That the universe should own him

Iiord and master ever more.

Hero we find accursed Treason

foiled and baffled for a season,

Joined with Satan, working ruin,

As in heaven long before.

" Fear not, then, though myriad legions

Come from out those misty regions,

Armed with every evil passion

—

Seeking vengeance ever more ;

For, behold, the alarm is given,

And from out the gates of heaven

Reinforcements of bright angels

Coming from yon shining shore !
"

And I saw their banners streaming,

And their white wings brightly gleaming

As they came in countless numbers

From that far-off, God-lit shore ;

And I felt the still air quiver,

Watebing'jby that lonely river,

And I knew their wings were hovering

All my sleeping comrades o'er.

Then my soul in faith grew stronger,

Wrestled I with doubt no longer ;

For my problem, in the solving,

Brought us good for ever more :

Treason, with its myriad legions,

Shall be banished to those regions

Far beyond Night's dismal shore,

There to dwell for ever more.
E. P. Umtm.

From the Christian Inquirer.

AETER A VICTORY.

BY CAROLINE A. MASON.

There is no need, sweet moon ! the night

With other splendor is bedigbt

:

The dizzened panes are all alight

With taper-gleams ; and on the air,

Commingled with tho rocket's glare,

A thousand torch-lights flash and flare.

'Tis late ; but still, adown the street,

So gay with flags, I hear the beat

Of quick, exulting, restless feet ;

And, over all, incessant swells

The jangle of the village bells,

And cannon booming o'er the dells ;

For tidings thrilled us yesternight

Of a brave victory ; how the fight

Was feaTful, but God helped the Eight.

" The fight was fearful." Oh ! the pain

And grief and loss against the gain ;

The joy of Triumph, and its banc!

friends ! dear, friends, my pulses leap

Loyal as yours ; yet I could weep

Above this pageant that we keep.

Bear with me ; but my heart is sore

For our dead heroes ; score on score

Shall see (rod's sweet light nevermore.

They loved like U3. The belts they drew

Close for the fight zoned hearts as true

As beat, perchance, in me or you.

Their babes, like ours, were rosy fair ;

Had eyes as blue, as silky hair

—

Their mothers' hair and eyes ; ah ! there

You touch the sore spot. Pause ye, men,

Going home to wife and child ; and then,

If ye have heart* to, shout again !

0, orphaned babes ! in whose blue eyes

The mother-look so sweetly lies ;

O, widowed mothers ! sorrow-wise,

Ye cannot see why men should shout,

And blazon hero-deeds about,

And on the air gay banners flout.

Ah, well ! the dear God must decide

Which should the other over-ride

—

The brighter or the darker side.

His wisdom we can ne'er forestall

;

Into his scales we cast it all ;

And which shall rise, and which shall fall,

The seeming dross, or seeming gold,

Or whether both the balance hold

In perfect poise, is all untold.

God reigns ; enough ! 0, ye who weep,

And ye who shout, your faith still keep !

His ways are equal, though so deep.

Fitchburg, Mass.

LEAE BY LEAF.

Leaf by leaf the roses fall,

Drop by drop the spring runs dry ;

One by one, beyond recall,

Summer beauties fade and die
;

But the roses bloom again,

And tho spring will gush anew,

In the pleasant April rain,

And the summer sun and dew.

So in hours of deepest gloom,

When the springs of gladness fail,

And tho roses in tboir bloom,

Droop liko maidens wan and paio
;

We shall find some hope that lies

Like a silent gem apart,

Hidden far from oarcles3 eyos

In the garden of the heart.

Some sweet homo to gladness wed,

That will spring afresh and now,

When griefs winter shall have fled,

Giving peace to rain and dew

—

Some sweet hope that breathes of spring,

Through the weary, weary time,

Budding for its blossoming

In tho Spirit's glorious clime.

THE ABOLITIONISTS AHD THE WAE.

[Extracts from an eloquent Address, recently delivered

at tho annual meeting of tho Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery

Society, by William II. Furness, D. D. of Philadelphia.]

Now that this Power of Darkness, flinging away all

political instrumentalities, lias broken out into flagrant

violence, what, more than anything else, more than

our armies and navies, lias enabled the people to re-

sist it, is the free spirit which the Abolitionists have

labored to diffuse. Tliey have not, I repeat, suc-

ceeded in averting this day of blood. But that the

times are not worse than they are is due, in great

part, to them. The times might have been a great

deal worse, a great deal more bloody, a great deal

more calamitous every way. Suppose that just be-

fore the plunge was made into the bloody surges of

the present strife, some compromise had been agreed

to, that we had offered new securities to the Slave

Power, new portions of the National Territory over

which it might extend itself, new privileges in the

Free States, and that these terms had been accepted.

What would it have availed 1 The North would have

been lulled into a new feeling of security, and would

have turned again to its shops and counting-houses,

and the South would have made-believe put back the

half-drawn sword into the scabbard, and the leading

men wiio had patched up the composition of our diffi-

culties would have been lauded to the skies as the

peacemakers, the saviors of the country, and on the

sea of popular favor Mr. Crittenden would have taken

all the wind out of the sails of Henry Clay. But can

there be the slightest shadow of a doubt that the

great conspiracy would have still continued to live,

move, and have its being? Can any man who has

any insight into the working of the human heart, or

any acquaintance with the history of the past, imagine

for a moment that the Slave Power, animated by such

a new triumph, would not have begun instantly to

prepare itself, as it had done upon all similar occasions

before, and as its nature forces it to do, for new and

bolder aggressions? The respite in which we should

have foolishly rejoiced would soon have shown itself

to be only a brief armistice, employed by the slave-

holders more fully to prepare for the assertion of the

absolute dominion which alone can content them,

while the North, laying to its good, honest, peace-

loving soul the flattering unction that the danger was

past, would have sunk into a new lethargy, from

which it would have aroused itself only now and then

to mob the Abolitionists, and then to be taken, when

a new crisis should come, as come it would, at a

far greater disadvantage than it has been now. No,

friends, nothing could have been gained by putting off

the evil day. It had to come, and every hour's delay

has oniy tended to aggravate the evil. That this per-

ilous delay has ceased, that the trouble has been

faced before it grew worse, before thousands of lives

were sacrificed where one life is lost now, is due to

the spirit of liberty of which the Abolitionism of the

North is at once a cause and an effect. The source of

all our trouble, present and past, is in the institution

of domestic bondage—an institution which generates

an imperious, domineering spirit utterly averse to the

institutions of the North, utterly at war with repub-

lican ideas and usages. It has been educating the

South directly to hate and resist everything like popu-

lar freedom. And Abolitionism is but another name

for true Democracy. It is the faithful representative

of the rights of man. And in this conflict of ideas

which has arisen, its whole aim and its effect has been

to stay the plague.

So plain is all this, so manifest is it, that the Aboli-

tionists are they who, if they had been listened to,

would have averted this great calamity, and whose

influence, so far as they have had any, has wrought to

limit and to lessen it, that it fills me with astonish-

ment to hear men, by no means deficient in intelli-

gence and observation, denouncing the Abolitionists

as the cause of the mischief which they have been

laboring to prevent. It is like charging those who

have all along been trying to put out the fire with

being incendiaries. Of course, it has always been

the policy and the trick of the Slave Power to charge

its most determined enemies with being the mischief-

makers ; but how men living here in the Free States,

men able to read and think, can be so absurd, almost

passes belief. There is no limit, I know, to the non-

sense and folly that are in the world. But this throw-

ing the blame of the war upon those who have been

incurring the greatest odium in their endeavors to

prevent it, is the very height of absurdity. There is

nothing of the kind that can exceed it. Otie can par-

don the injustice of those who thus denounce you,

but the folly of their talk is hard to be borne. It is

difficult to reconcile it with any pretensions to ordi-

nary intelligence. It is, in short, one of the numer-

ous miracles of the age. I, for one, cannot imagine

how anybody can be so absurd but by supposing that

the Slave Power which lias so long ruled the land has

not only hardened the hearts of the people, but so

turned their heads that they do not know which to

put first, the cart or the horse.

Akin to the absurdity of which I have been speak-

ing is another folly that afflicts our ears, and that is

another of the marvels of the day. I refer to the

folly of those who cry, "Down with the Abolition-

ists!" as if this were a thing that could be done.

Putting out of view the merits or the demerits of this

much-abused class, nay, granting even that they are

an ignorant, unwise and fanatical sect, that there is

no reason or good in them, what nonsense is it at this

late day to talk of putting them down 1 Why, from

the first moment, some thirty years ago, that Mr.

Garrison declared that slaveholding is a sin before

God, and that it should be ceased from instantly, and

that he took this ground and would not abate an inch,

but would be heard, (hasn't he been heard, by the

way 1 the thunder of this war is the response of the

South to his voice!) from that very moment the

whole country has been engaged in putting down the

Abolitionists. It has been doing nothing else. And

every time that they were thought to be put down, it

has turned out that they have been set up! The

lower it has been sought to put them, the higher have

they been raised. They first appeared in Congress,

in John Quincy Adams's time, as humble petitioners

for the abolition of slavery in the District of Colum-

bia, and the attempt to turn them out had only one

result, and that was to turn everything else out of the

halls of Congress but the great question which they

introduced, and the discussion of which is the one

great end at which the Abolitionists have all along

aimed. So directly and so invariably has every en-

deavor to silence them given a new volume of sound

to their voices, and every attempt to weaken them

strengthened them, so plainly is this the record of the

past, (he who runs* may read it, and read while ho is

running, and the wayfaring man, though a fool, can-

not err therein)—so plain is this, I say, that one is

almost inclined to suspect that they who now-a-days

cry, " Down with the Abolitionists !
" must be secret

friends of this despised people, who want to help them

to an increase of influence—want to make them more

powerful, and put their success beyond all doubt. If

they are not your friends, if they are really and hon-

estly thinking of putting your invincible cause down,

all I can say is, that they certainly are not people who

have any concern for their own reputation for com-

mon sense. Their existence is, I repeat, one of the

wonders of the day.

There is yet one more remarkable thing in this ago

of miracles of which I wibIi to take note. There is

yet another class of persons here at tho North, whose

existence is a marvel. I refer to those who, unin-

structed by what has been passing before our eyes

during the last twenty years, would fain act over

again the old and fatal error, and expect to purchase

a cessation of our present evils by concessions which

would be sure to be followed by a state of things, in

comparison with which this war, heart-sickening as it

iB, is a halcyon day of peace. Hellish as the war is

in the blood and anguish with which it runs over,

there is a lower hell of torment into which they would

hurl us who dream of the possibility of making terms

ith the Demoniac despotism with which, the nation

is now in a life-an d-d oath grapple. Doubtless there is

not a soul of us who would not gladly have peace.

But the human imagination cannot entertain a wilder

thought than the idea of returning to the condition in

which we were before the war broke out. It is im-

possible. Peace, or what is meant by peace—a cessa-

tion of the present conflict— is not now, nor has it ever

been, nor will it ever be possible but by concessions

on our part infinitely more damaging than the war

has been or can be, however it may be protracted, and

by whatever waste of treasure and life it may be at-

tended. Do they who are disposed to come to terms

with the evil power with which we are at war—do

they ever fairly represent to themselves what that

power is? Do they not know that it is a power

which, by the very necessity of its nature, is in deadly

hostility to every valuable interest of the human race ?

As Heaven is my witness, I have no thought of bring-

ing a railing accusation against the people of the

South. I acknowledge them as brothers and sisters

in the great household of humanity. I pity them

from my inmost heart, placed as they have been and

the inscrutable Providence of the world, in

circumstances and under influences so powerful to

extinguish their human feelings, to foster their pride,

to pamper their worst passions, and to deprave their

whole nature. Far is it from me to claim that we

should be other than they are, were we situated like

them. It is because I recognize them as fellow

human beings that, by the sympathy of one and the

same nature, I cannot help seeing how they must be

depraved by the evil principle which has established

such a frightful ascendency over them. We are not

their judges. They have a Judge, infinitely wiser,

more just, more merciful than their fellow-man, who

will make all allowance for the unhappy influences to

which they have been from their cradles exposed.

Nevertheless, as we are sensible of our weakness, we

cannot be blind to the fact that to treat any one class

or description of human beings, made like ourselves

in the image of the Highest, as brutes and merchan-

dise, is sure to make havoc in us of all that distin-

guishes our nature. Here is a fact to which we are

fearfully insensible. To think otherwise, to imagine

that we can treat human beings as brutes arfd chattels

without deadly injury to ourselves, without depraving

the most sacred principles of our being, is to confound

the most vital distinctions. It is to imply that the

gravest errors of thought and of practice are as harm-

ay, as beneficial, as the purest truth. It is to

fancy that we can handle pitch without being defiled,

and thrust our fingers into the fire without being

burned, and that we can preserve our humanity un-

impaired while we are cherishing the most inhuman

sentiments, and giving our countenance to the most

inhuman practices. It is an absolute impossibility.

There is no nature that can resist this effect. Indeed,

the finest and most susceptible natures- are the surest

to be depraved by such gross errors. Is the barbar-

izing influence of slaveholding upon those concerned

in it more manifest at this hour in any class at tin

South than in the women? In talking of the evils of

the system of domestic bondage, we are wont to dwell

chiefly upon the miserable condition of the oppressed,

overlooking, or, at the best, very inadequately es-

timating the worse influence under which the oppress-

ing class suffers. It is twice cursed. It turns the

slave into a brute, and the master, though he were an

angel of light, into a demon. It must be so in the

very nature of things, or there is no difference be-

tween tight and darkness, truth and falsehood. Right,

recognized and obeyed, purifies and elevates. Wrong

corrupts and degrades. And so great a wrong as the

treating of human beings—our brothers and sisters,

made so by God—as articles of property, must injure

those who live by it to a fearful degree. This is what

the Southern people have been doing. This is what

has become a second and an evil nature in them,

superseding their better instincts. They deny dis-

tinctly, in theory and in practice, the simple claims of

human brotherhood, of natural justice, and neither

man or woman can do that and their moral nature go

unharmed. Now, this it is, tiiis most monstrous fall

hood, that certain human beings are not human, but

articles of property, to be treated like horses and

oxen—this is the evil power which has incarnated

itself in the men and women of the South, and has

driven them to set at defiance the irreversible laws of

nature and the universal instincts of mankind. This

is the horrible power against which the North has

been driven to make resistance unto blood. And to

what terms of peace will the deadly foe that confronts

us, that exists only to reign and rage and torture

—

upon what terms will it, can it consent to cease from

the work of violence and ruin upon which it feeds f

Will anything satisfy it but the full admission on our

part of its right to be, and to do its inhuman pleasure,

and trample on natural human rights ? Make peace

with it! We can make no peace with it but by an

unconditional surrender to its despotic will. We can

cast ourselves down to be trampled upon and mangled

and crushed under its blood-stained hoofs. We can

fling ourselves with our wives and children into its

obscene jaws. This is the only way of peace that

lies open to us- But what sort of a peace would this

be? From such a submission on the part of the

North—an abject, unlimited submission, for nothiir

less would suffice—there could come no condition of

things which, by any possible extravagance of speech,

could be called a condition of pence. The land migh

cease to quake with the roar of artillery and tin

shock of contending hosts. There might no longer

be any battle-fields which, sickening as the spectacle

they present is, still bear witness to a noble manhood

and an immortal heroism. But the whole land would

be one wide scene of a more awful desolation, unre-

lieved by one ray of the glory that now rests on every

spot where sleep the brave defenders of the Eight

See what the Slave Power has made of the sunny,

beautiful South—how it has blasted vast tracts of the

soil—to what a state of brutish ignorance it has re-

duced the poor whites, making them despicable even

in the eyes of the slaves—how it has put a brand of

shame upon what wo esteem the chief honor, honest

labor—how it has extinguished freedom of thought

and speech—what a reign of terror it has established,

what acts of ruffianism it has engendered—in a word,

what barbarism it has produced. Mark all these

things, the natural and necessary fruits of the con-

tempt for human rights, which is the life-breath of

the Slave Power, and you may begin to form some

idea of the brutal transformation which the free North

must undergo, when that power is allowed the posi-

tion and the immunities for which alone it will con-

sent to suspend this savage assault upon the life of

the nation. No, friends, there is nothing that can by

any possibility be called peace that can be obtained by

any terms to which tho barbarian Power that has

assaulted us will accede. By no concessions could we

satisfy it but such as should go to the extent of sur-

rendering every principle, every interest, every idea

upon which the peace, nay, the very existence of hu-

man society depends. Much as we have suffered, and

are still suffering, and must expect to suffer so long as

the war lasts, it is but as a drop in tho bucket to the

misery that would cover all the land, were we, under

the wretched delusion of finding peace, to consent to

such a surrender.

In so saying, I only say what our past experience

declares as plainly as if it were written out iu charac-

ters of flame upon the midnight sky. Every compro-

mise, every surrender to the demands of tho Slave

Power, has had the direct and inevitable effect to in-

crease its power, to inflame its arrogance, to make it

more fierce and cruel. And this has happened, not

because the people of the South are by nature any

worse disposed than any other people, but because it

is an irreversible law, in the moral constitution of

things, as sure as that by which the wind blows and

the leaves fall, that an evil, being indulged in, prac-

tised, compromised with, yielded to, increases in

strength, and, if not resisted, becomes perfectly in.

sane, and plungea everything into ruin.

TEE PEACE SOCIETY AND TEE AMERICAN
QUESTION.

The following Address has been sent from the Peace

Society of London to the people of the United States :

Friends and Fellow-Christianh—More than

sixteen months have elapsed since we ventured to

address you a few words of respectful and earnest en-

treaty against referring the dispute which agitates

your country to the decision of the sword. Since

then, the evils of war have been brought home to

your own experience with an impressivenessand force

which make the language of respectful admonition

which we then employed, and, indeed, all human

language, poor and powerless in comparison with the

reality.

But the difficulties in which the war originated ap-

pear as far as ever from a satisfactory solution. And

is it not necessarily so ? How is it possible that con-

flicts of brute force can decide complex questions of

moral and political right? Is it not the inevitable

tendency of such conflicts to exasperate, rather than

to conciliate, differences? And is not the time come

when thoughtful and religions men among you should

begin to ask yourselves the question, " Shall the

sword devour forever ?
"

We entreat you to believe, Christian friends, that,

apart altogether from political and commercial con-

siderations, of any and every kind, there are myriads

of Christian hearts in this country which are wrung

with a very anguish of sympathy and sorrow at the

desolating calamity which is laying waste your coun-

try. How, indeed, can it be otherwise? Are you

not our nearest kindred among all the nations of the

earth ? Are we not united to you by the manifold tics

of common race, language, literature, and religion ?

Are there not many of us bound to many of you by

the closest moral and spiritual sympathies, by commu-

nity of interests and action in great enterprises of

Christian philanthropy, and by frequent acts of reli-

gious fellowship? How, then, can we witness the

deplorable scenes of blood and misery now presented

to us in your country without having our hearts rent

with grief?

It is not merely the loss of precious human life with

the premature extinction of what incalculable capaci-

ties for usefulness in the service of God and man

—

not merely the enormous waste of health, which

might have been turned to so many admirable pur-

poses—mot merely the prolonged agony of loving

hearts, and the eternal desolation of families, which

this war involves. More mournful to us than even

these evils, fearful as they are, is the appalling

moral damage it is inflicting on the national life and

character, hardening the heart, searing the conscience,

unchristianizing the temper of the whole population.

Nor is this deteriorating process likely to stop. It is

the nature of all war—emphatically so of all civil

war—to become more ferocious in feeling, more bloody

and barbarous in act, at every step in advance. There

are not wanting ominous indications that this war also

is rapidly developing the same tendencies, revealing to

us, at no distant time, the probability of a series of

retributions and reprisals, becoming ever more ruth-

less and savage, until humanity veils her face iu hor-

ror at the prospect.

Is the time not come, we repeat, friends and fellow

Christians, when an attempt should be made to arrest

this destructive conflict? We deprecate utterly all

armed intervention, or any intervention at all, but such

as you yourselves would willingly admit on the part of

England, or any European Power, in your affairs.

But, surely, the idea of a friendly mediation may be

entertained without any derogation of your national

dignity. We beseech you to reflect that, sooner or

later, some method of peaceful adjustment must be

adopted. There are only two alternative issues out

of war—either the utter extermination of one party,

or some form of accommodation and compromise be-

tween the contending sides. None of you can wish

the former. And is it not better at once to have re-

course to the latter, before further blood is shed, and

the feelings on both sides shall become hopelessly in-

flamed with animosity and vengeance ?

We appeal especially to the religious portion of

the community among you. Is not this one of the

conjunctures by which the practical value and power

of Christianity are to be tested? And shall Ameri-

can Christianity, at such a crisis as this, abdicate its

high functions as the great reconciler, whose special

business it is to calm the angry passions, and to keep

before the minds of men. the sublime lessons of the

universal fatherhood of God, and the universal brother-

hood of man?
The eyes of the whole world are fixed upon you.

There is no great principle in which the friends of hu-

manity are interested, but must suffer incalculable in-

jury by a prolongation of this conflict. We beseech

you, therefore, friends and fellow-Christians, for the

interests of civilization, for the honor of free govern-

ment, for the glory of Christ's Gospel, that you, the

ministers of religion, and the conductors of the reli-

gious press especially, should put forth your influence

to bring about a speedy settlement of a quarrel which

at present is arresting the progress of civilization,

bringing disrepute upon all free government, retard-

ing the triumphs of the Gospel, and causing the

Name that is above every name to be blasphemed

among the heathen through you.

JOSEPH PEASE, President.

HENKY" RICHA11D, Secretary

GUILT OE SUMNER AND ANDEEW,

Editor of tiir Worcester Spy:
I was led, by your quotation from the " Rejected

Addresses" in the Spy of lost Friday, to look 'into a
choice old copy of that work, where, to my amazc-

t, I discovered the following lines. Their ap-
propriateness to the present time, with some internal
evidences of their modern date, leads me to believe
that they have been in some way surreptitiously in-

serted in the book ; but if they be indeed a part of
tho original work, they afford' a striking proof that
your true poet is always a seer or prophet also,

and that " the vision and the faculty divine" always
go hand in hand.

Yours, Pleb.

THE HUNKER'S LAST APPEAL.
Dear " People's Party "—(how I loutlic tho name,
Yet 'tis to mu tins only path to fame ;)
Dear '* Party," rather—people we have none

—

No party, even, that wo dare to own
;

Dear " Party," or "No-party"—what you choose

—

This fit occasion we must never loso

To strike for If unUerdom a telling blow,
And try, albeit in vain, to lay Unit low,
That head fanatie, that arch-fiend, that traitor,

Of all Creation's woes the vile creator,
That hypocrite, that Abolition Nero,
That mudsill, pauper, ssany, nigger, zero.

Ask you on whom these epithets are hurled 1

Who is it has upset the hunker world,
Kept us from ofliee, shown the world our knavery,
And dares to doubt the Christian grace of slavery ?

Who caused the President to write the Proclamation?
Who sta.ted first the great Confederate nation?
Who instigated Floyd to steal our guns?
Who in the Southern swamps destroys our sons?
Who back from Richmond holds our gallant troops ?

Who gives them mouldy bread and horse-beef soups?
Who makes their coats of satinet and shoddy?
Who took away our gallant sailors' toddy?
Who caused the rise in peanuts, wool and cotton?
Who makes our apples and potatoes rotten ?

Who banished from Old England's shores our Train,
And iilled his head with gnu iu place of brain?
Who sneers at our great champion—Count Johannes?
That caitif miscreant, Sumneu, the base man is

—

Aided perhaps by Phillipses ami Beechers,
Greeleys, and such like Abolition preachers.
Rut Summer is tho chief and direst foe,

The fruitful cause of all our hunker woe
;

Oh martyred Brooks, oh chivalrous horo-saint !

Why struck your patriot arm a blow so faint?
Ah ! when you had the wretch beneath your bludgeon,
Why did you not " lay out " the vile curmudgeon ?

How could you fail to stick your Southern knife in him,
And thus let out that last poor drop of life in him ?

Oh, had you made complete your glorious work,
And followed up the bludgeon with the dirk !

—

Ob, then had Abbot, Cusbing, even I
Profaned the seat he still must occupy !

Down with the tyrant 1 yes, let him he hung ;

And as for Andrew, let his neek be wrung
;

Down with them ! fear no lack of office-seekers—

There 'a all our great array of brilliant speakers :

Speakers ? there's not a man in all our party
That won't accept with gratitude most hearty,
The smallest, meanest, boniest spare-rib

That moulders in the barren public crib

—

This is the very bond of our existence,

The very essence of our strong persistence,

That we, by hook or crook, by lies and flattery,

By alt tho ordnance of our wicked battery,

May vanquish all the Abolition rout

That from the folds of office keep us out ;

Aid us, dear people, or our toil is vain,

Help us the slippery heights of power to gain

—

Take any of us—any man of mark, or,

If you iimst, take me, your friend, J. P .

A note to this extract reads as follows :
" The

J. P. in the last line is supposed to refer to a person

once connected with the University at Cambridge,
who died long ago of a virulent attack of ' Sumner
on the brain,' supervening upon a long standing and
obstinate case of petrifaction of the heart."

WONDERFUL EITEOT

!

NOYEMBEE 7.

GARIBALDI,

Something like an official invitation has been given

to Garibaldi to take service under the Northern

States; and Garibaldi has replied.

In one view among others, llic fact is of impor-

tance ; as bearing testimony to the word-wide inter-

est felt in the captive leader, and so far tending to

hold in check any disposition to make a harsh use of

his misfortune.

But the, next world-wide interest is to know, sup-

posing the coast clear lor action, what will Garibaldi

do? So far as Europe and Garibaldi are one, the

character of both is at stake.

It is evident-that, under the circumstances of the

proposal and reply, the whole is open to reconsidera-

tion and amendment, to any conceivable extent.

To press a man under \ho. jievre de la suppuration,

with a question involving much that is important and
much that does not meet the eye, is what Charles

the Twelfth himself would not have allowed, if he

could have hindered it.

Garibaldi is a soldier, and knows what's what.

When be wakes some morning, cool and refreshed,

and without the consciousness of bodily infirmity

hanging upon his soul, he is not the man to squander

the character of Europe and his own, by fighting for

the cart-whip under the mask of liberty. He will

with the keen common sense which in military

men has bom nursed into action by necessity, wheth-

er he is to be invited to serve under a government,

which bargains with its officers that they shall try

any road to victory except the open one; which,

having a mine under the enemy's position in the

shape of the cry for help from nine-twentieths of his

population, sacrifices its own soldiers by the hundred
thousand, from dishonest fellow-feeling with the other

side, and goes into the war with one arm tied up,

and with the results the world has seen. If Gari-

baldi did such a thing, he need never come again

where men wear uniforms. It is true that soldiers

fight on both sides ; but they do not talk on one side

anil fight on the other.

Is this then to be Garibaldi's " universal liberty " ?

Europe will hardly for the present press the ques-

tion. It would as soon ask him whether he will not

give his aid directly to those martyrs on the other

side in America, who are fighting for their natural

inheritance of selling their fellow-creatures on the

auction-block. Or to those nearer confessors at

Rome, who contend for nothing but their freedom to

be God's vicegerents everywhere. If the Abolition-

ists had a press, and somebody to guide it, there

would be no chance of playing tricks on the sick in

hospital- But who in Europe ever hears a word of

the Abolitionists' press ?—They stand like Aunt Sal-

lys to be shied at.

But it must not and it cannot be, that the cause

of Italy shall merge into a defence of negro slavery.

If the fitting time were come, as come it may, and

traitors were got rid of, the Italian leader would be

the man for the special service of transporting the

into the heart of the rebel States, with a Decla-

ration of Emancipation from Congress in one band,

and an offer of amnesty in the other; not forgetting

a good corps of colored gendarmerie to be always

within hail of the advanced posts, to repress any at-

temps at vagabondage among the emancipated, and

under the direction of the most experienced Provost-

Marshal the North can produce.

It wovld be all in the foreigner's favor, that he

was free from domestic loves and hates. The man
of the age would be a guarantee in Europe for up-

right intention, and good political common sense

;

and perhaps the only one that would be taken.

When this comes to pass, there will be a chance of

escaping from bondage to dupes and double-dealers,

in Europe and America.
T. PEREONET THOMPSON.

—Bradford (England) Advertiser.

SLAVERY, BY A EEMALE CONTRABAND.

I propose to give a very brief account of my life in

bondage, and also of scenes which I have witnessed,

showing the cruel effects of slavery.

No one who has not been in slavery knows the real

curse of it. A Northern person cannot tell half how

bad it is.

I was born in Charleston, S. C. I was a slave for

more than twenty years. My mother was of Indian

descent, and a free woman, but was kidnapped by a

man named Leo Edwards, and doomed to a life of ser-

vitude. She had twelve children, one of whom was

sold to Texas. God alone knows her fate. Five

others now sleep beneath the sod, while the rest are

still in slavery, and I alone have escaped to a land

of freedom, through the mercy and goodness of God.

The persons who claimed me as their slave owned

two plantations. During the life of the old gentle-

man, the slaves were well treated. After his death,

the plantations came into the possession of his son.

Then came a change. The hands were obliged to go

to work at 4 o'clock in the morning, and if they did

not finish their task, had to stay till 11 at night. The

overseer was a very cruel man, who applied the lash

freely, and at all hours of the day. The slaves had for

their weekly allowance a peck of corn and half a peck

of sweet potatoes, and were never allowed a piece of

meat, unless they should take sometimes a hog on

their own account, for which they were severely whip-

ped. I will mention some cases of whipping which

came under my notice. One old man who was a

blacksmith, was told to finish off some ploughs. Af-

ter working until 9 o'clock, he stopped without fin-

ishing his task. The young master became very an-

gry with him, nnd began to beat him unmercifully.

After he bad finished, the poor old man said, " Well,

master Robert, have you treated me so? " The mas-

ter coolly replied, " Well, I'll only have to meet you

at the bar of Cod." The old man died In twenty-four

hours.

Another, a young man, was almost butchered by

Ibis young master ; he took a bowie-knife, and thrust

it into the fleshy parts of his shoulder until the flesh

was turned almost inside out. This young man re-

covered from the effects of his master's cruelly, and is

now in Washington.

My treatment was not as bad as the other bands. I

was never whipped, but Often scolded at from morning

till night. Yet though I did not sutler from cruel

treatment, I preferred freedom to slavery ; and this

desire to reach a land where whips and chains arc

not found caused me to leave my former homo.

Boston, Nov. 1, 18(32. BOSA BARNWELL.

The fall in the price of gold is one of the happy
effects of the late elections. When the President is-

sued his proclamation, gold and exchange advanced
ten per cent. Since the elections, the price of gold

has declined, the exchange is less, and both gold and
exchange are going down. We apprehend that all

kinds of securities will go down within sixty days to

a low figure. Those who are holding on to their gold

had better sell it, and put the premium into their

pockets. It is impossible to maintain the present

prices much longer. If the Democrats carry New
York, New Jersey, and Illinois in November, gold will

fall ten per cent. more. If Charles Sumner is defeat-

ed, it will probably reach par.

—

Boston Herald, Oct. 22.

Here, now, is a wonderful philosopher, whose in-

trospective eye nothing can withstand. He is the

man who expounds " the combined originality of

ideas." What a great light will go out when he dies,

and how dark the world will be ! But the next day
after his profound theory was printed, gold rose again

five per cent. Will he explain the cause of this

phenomenon, and tell an anxious world how it con-

firms his theory V Of course, the theory cannot be

wrong. The Herald philosopher is ready to take

"his Bible oath" in the most solemn tones that

Sumner and the proclamation have controlled the

price of gold, wheat, wigs, cigars, and tin pans. This

case, however, is not entirely unprecedented. He
has probably read these lines in the " Rejected Ad-
dresses" :

—

" Who, while the British squadron lay off Cork,

(God bless tho Regent and the Duke of York 1)

With a foul earthquake ravaged the Carraoas,

And raised the price of dry goods and tobaccos ?

"Who makes the quartern loaf ami Luddities rise?

Who fills the butchers' shops with large blue flies?

Who thought in flames St. James's court to pinch ?

Who burnt the wardrobe of poor Lady Pinch ?

Why, ho who, forging for this isle a yoke,
Rbuiinds mo of a line I lately spoke,
' The tree of freedom is the British oak.'

"

This is something, to be sure ; but this all-pervad-

ing and potent faculty for doing things was never

fully appreciated until pro-slavery hunkerism, vio-

lently diseased with Sumner on the brain, began to

speculate on the proclamation. It is awful to see

what startling discoveries have come from these

speculations. Here is a statement of a few of them.

We quote from a handbill that has been considerably

circulated in Boston:—

"Who was the cause of the Shay's rebellion'?

Charles Sumner. Who led the whiskey riots ? Charles

Sumner. Who caused the potato rot in Ireland f

Charles Sumner. Who invented the first comet?
Charles Sumner. Who surrendered the American
army at Harper's Ferry? Charles Sumner. Who
betrayed the American government by writing a

classic motto from the ancient Greek for Queen Vic-

toria's night cap? Charles Sumner. Who ruined

the finances of the government by introducing into the

country British gold from the Bank of England in ex-

change for Kossuth bonds and Confederate shin plas-

ters ? Charles Sumner."

— Worcester Spy.

AN AMBIGUOUS COMPLIMENT.

The Bishop of Michigan, in his elaborate sermon

before the Episcopal Convention inNew York, com-

forted his hearers with the assurance that the Epis-

copal church had no share in provoking this disas-

trous rebellion. Its pulpits had never been pro-

faned by harangues about human rights or the equal-

ity of races. By guarding its conventions against

all discussions on the evils of slavery, it had main-

tained the unity of the church unimpaired, and pro-

longed the unity of the nation.

A church truly loyal to Christ and the country-

would, we think, regard such a compliment at this

crisis as a damaging libel. A church that makes a

boast of suppressing in the pulpit the Gospel truth,

" God hath made of one blood all nations of men
for to dwell on the face of all the earth," lest it of-

fend Southern brethren ; that refuses, in convention,

to denounce the crime of man-stealing, or slave-

trading, lest its unity be broken, departs widely

from the apostolic precept which enjoins, Jtrst pure,

then peaceable.

It is a curious fact, that a Bishop should wish to

dissever religion so absolutely from all connection

with life that' allusions to the condition of our coun-

try, and exhortations to Christian patriotism, must

be proscribed as sacrilegious in the pulpit. It is

scarcely less curious, that a conventional sermon

which so far trenches upon Episcopal proprieties as

to review the causes of the rebellion, should be ut-

terly silent on slavery and its aggressions, and ex-

pend its censures on Christian men at the North,

who have taught, with Paul, that the slave should be

treated, " not now as a servant, but above a servant,

a brother beloved."

It may be questioned if such religion is after the

pattern of Christ, and does not rather follow in the

line of Pharisees, who made " broad their phylaeto-

ries, and enlarged the borders of their garments,"

but "omitted the weightier matters of the law,

judgment, mercy and faith." We cannot conceive

that God is honored by silence in the pulpit on the du-

ties one owes to his country or his fellow-men. The
Bible enjoins duties to society and the State, and the

preacher fails to make full proof of his ministry

who neglects to enforce them.— Christian Watch-

man and Reflector.

ENGLISH ESTIMATE OF MR. SUMNER.

As an indication of the opinion held in Europe of

Senator Sumner, we extract the following from the

Isle of Jersey Independent, which publishes a speech

of his entire:

—

" After the wretched exhibitions of prejudice and

downright ignorance on the American question made
by the great majority of English members of Par-

liament, it is a relief, a pleasure, and a delight, to

turn to the magnificent oration of Senator Sumner,
the distinguished son of Massachusetts, which we
give in to-day's Independent. As a general rule,

even those who like to listen to good speeches do

not care to read long speeches, good or bad. But
even such persons do not need our recommendation

to give their attention to the graceful periods and
electrifying appeals of probably the most accom-

plished' of American speakers; perhaps we might

justly say the foremost, orator speaking the Anglo-

Saxon tongue; for, rivaling Gladstone in genius, he

more than rivals the. glory of England's House of

Commons by that, holy earnestness which imparls to

eloquence its chief effect, and which is naturally the

product of circumstances, rather than of individual

will. Mr. Sumner is world-famed, and for himself

personally, the most sincere sympathy has been fell,

in England from the time that he was so treacher-

ously and brutally assaulted by the ruffian Brooks,

an atrocity premonitory of the treason and Ferocity

which commenced with the conspiracy of President

Buchanan's ministers, and the subsequent bombard-

ment of Fort Sumter. The principles of the Massa-

chusetts Senator command our thorough adhesion,

as his extraordinary talents challenge our admira-

tion, and his courageous consistency carries with it

our respect. We feel confident that had we sat in

the Worcester Convention, the orator would have

Commanded our vote as well as our applause."

Jig? Be it remembered, that the IVmocratte lea-

ders wbo denounce the Emancipation Proclamation of

tho President, denounce an net winch can harm no
one wbo is" uot engaged iu attempting to destroy the

Government,

SOUTHERN CHARACTERISTICS.

The New York Examiner says it is an eneourag-

g si 211 when such "miserable twaddle" in praise

of the "peculiar charm" of Southern gentlemen

and young men in college is censured as it deserves,

by members of Dr. Bellows' own denomination as

well as by others. The editor continues :

—

" It is probable that the nonsense we hear so much
of, about ' the finer qualities of the Southern charac-

ter,* arises very much from a morbid desire to be

or to appear candid and unprejudiced. But in

the name of practical common sense, have we not

had 'something too much of this'? Arc injustice,

rapacity, cruelty, faithlessness and dishonesty reck-

oned among the 'finer traits of character ' ? Is the

repudiation of public and private obligations, the

legalizing of cheatcry and knavery of every stripe,

a high moral indication ? Js the butchery—that's the

ivord—of hundreds of defenceless men. and even
women, for mere opinion's sake, a sign of advancing

civilization ? Is the stripping of young ladies naked,

anil whipping them, before robbing them of their

earnings as teachers, and sending them northward,

an example of the peculiar chivalry that we hear so

much about ? What of the finger-rings, amulets,

drum-sticks, and drinking cups, made of the bones

of our soldiers ? What of the shooting of prisoners

of war for looking on! of a window '? What of the

heads of Union soldiers swung out of cir windows

by the hair, as returning Southern regiments passed

homeward ? What of' the hellish orgies over the

dead and wounded on our battle-fields? Away
with the nauseous cant about Southern chivalry and
liner sentiments ! It stinks in the nostril.

It amounts to nothing to say thai there are men
at the South who abhor such things, and would by
no means countenance them. So much the better,

indeed, for the individuals who. in the midst of moral
leprosy, can keen themselves clean. But the impor-

tant and governing fad is, that such an abominable

public sentiment cxisis -it all. Though it be in ever

so small a measure, it infects and characterizes the

whole. The very claim that there are favorable ex-

ceptions, admits the indictment. Nor docs it help

the matter to say that it would have been different

with different social institutions. There is no doubt

of the fact, and there lies ihc rub. It is slaver}

which, by a long course oi' demoralisation, has made
Southern people selfish, tyrannical, profligate, dis-

honest, and as a natural consequence, ill-mannered,

bad-bearled, and unamenable to any moral suasion

or obligation."
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"Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants' thereof"

"Hay this down a? the law of nations. I say that miU
itary authority takes, for the time, tlio p'hice ef all manic';

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE llfef;'

aud that, under that stato of things, so far from its being

true that tbo States where slavery exists bavo the exclusive

management of the subject, not only tho Pjihsidknt ov
THU IfniTED Sl'ATKH, but tho OoMMAKDEtt OF TUB AltHV,

HAS POWER TO ORDBtt Till* UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. ,*'.

. , From tbo instant

that tbo ahiVcliohling States becorno the theatre of & war,

civil, scrvilo, or foreign, from that instant tbo war powers

of Congress extern! to interference with tho institution of

slavery, is BVeby wav is wmcit it cam Be iNTijm'fiBED

with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or do-

stroyed, to tho cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say H is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, Whether
it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on tho war, and must carry IT on, ac*
cording TO tiik laws of WAR ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by tbo board, and martial power takes ths
place of tuem. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, tbo commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho slaves in the invaded territory."--J, Q. Adah*.
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THE SHAME OF ENGLAND, THE GLOEY
OF IRELAND, AND THE PROSPERITY OF

AMERICA.
A large audience assembled at Music Hall on th,3

evening of the 28th of October, to hear George
Francis Train on " The Shame of England, the

Glory of Ireland, and the Prosperity of America."
The lecture was given under the auspices of the Co-
lumbian Association, and was chiefly addressed to

Irish adopted citizens. Nicholas J. Bean, President

of the Association, occupied the chair, and in a few
introductory remarks spoke of their organization, its

history, &l'. He closed by introducing Mr. Train,

who was received with hearty and prolonged cheers.

Such cheers as those, the speaker said he had not

heard since he addressed the S'. Patrick's Society in

London, when he spoke on the Downfall of England.
After stating that it was high time the Irish in this

country asserted their rights, he proceeded to speak
of the Know-Nothing party which existed in this

State five or six years ago, and which committed
such gross assaults on the Catholics. The same
party, he claimed, existed now in the shape of the

Abolitionists. If they carry out their policy in re-

spect to the Constitution, they would not hesitate to

repeat their assaults upon the Church. It was these

Abolitionists who are bringing "niggers" into Bos-
ton to drive out the Irish. Passing from this point,

and while eulogizing the Irish character for its zeal

and bravery, he paid a high compliment to General
Shields, among whose oilier distinctions was that he
had been elected U. S. Senator from two different

States. In speaking of the. Irish he said the reason

why any were found in the Southern army was be-

cause compelled to it by starvation. No sooner had
they got to where the Union troops were than they

refused to fire upon them. Passing next to England,
he said that nation had gone all round the world

robbing, which Ireland had not. All the battles of

England had been fought, and all their renown been
won by the Irish. The Duke of Wellington and
Lord Palmorston were Irish— though apostates.

The great glory of Ireland was that it kept its in-

dividuality everywhere. The speaker cautioned his

hearers not to believe Sumner and Andrew when
they flattered the Irish. They did not care any
more about them than they did for the nigger, and
that was nothing at all. If their policy could be car-

ried out, every Irishman would have to leave Boston.

It was the Irish who built our factories, ouv railroads,

our warehouses—everything we are or have. For
twentj'-five years our ministers had preached noth-

ing but the nigger. They get very small salaries.

and have very large appetites, and so are in no little

trouble most of the time. Even our school-books

are tinctured with the negro. Since the emancipa-
tion in the West Indies, no eotton had been raised

;

and the same would be the case at the South if the

slaves are freed. The President and Mr. Seward
are all right. They ask the support of the people.

The Proclamation would be of no effect, and the

President does not expect it will be. The masters

must be conquered before the slaves could be set

free. The negroes, if set free, would all come here

and live at the public cost, thus adding much to our
burdens. The Abolitionists had caused this war.

After alluding to that gentleman, the gentleman
called for three groans for General Fremont, which
were given. After complimenting General McClel-
lan in the highest degree, Mr. Train proceeded to

say that Sumner had a softening on the brain, and
Andrew a hardening of the heart. He didn't quite

believe a Federal victory was desirable now, for if

such was the case, a pressure would be made on the

President to carry out his Proclamation. The
speaker charged upon Gov. Andrew and the other

Governors who recently met at Providence and Al-

toona, that they were plotting treason against the

Government. Unless the people rise up at the polls,

the country would soon be overrun with negroes,

and there would be no chance for the white man.
Mr. Train said that if they intended to manage
things as they (the Abolitionists) had done, he should

go out West, and even to the South, and organize

an independent confederacy, thus leaving New Eng-
land out in the cold. It was put to the audience

whether they would not go with him, and it was car-

ried unanimously.

He proceeded to say that there was the nigger in

everything— nigger at the butcher's, baker's, &e.

He advised his hearers, whenever they wanted to

buy anything, to ask if the seller was a Black Re-

Eublican. If so, don't spend a cent. Let the cry

e, down with politicians, and up with the people;

down with Sumner and Andrew, and up with the

People's nominee. After slashing up and laying out

the Abolition party, the speaker intended to put it

in a coffin, and go to Richmond, and talk over mat-
ters with Jeff. Davis. Massachusetts was the skull

of the Abolitionists, and he (Mr. Train) was drill-

ing a hole right through it. (Laughter.) Mr. Train
closed by appealing to the Irish to go to the polls on

Tuesday next, and give the People's ticket, 80,000

strong.

His lecture was interspersed with frequent anec-

dotes, which were relaled with telling effect. At
the close, cheers were given for the President, Mc-
Clellan, the Army, the Ladies, &c, &e.

—

Boston

(Catholic) Pilot.

GEN. DIX'S PROPOSITION TO THE GOV.

ERN0R OF MASSACHUSETTS.
The negroes are a clog to and burden upon our

armies in the South. This is apparent by the corre-

spondence between Gen. Dix and Gov. Andrew in

relation to sending five hundred families to this State.

Tim contrabands come within our lines, and as the

army moves South, more and more will be had. The
universal testimony is that they are worthless to us.

A few of them can be put to work, but many are

old and more are children, and a great proportion

women, who from a state of comparative innocence
arc corrupted ami depraved by communion with the

soldiers, and soon die, or what is worse, live to spread

disease and corruption. They have done little,

taken as a whole, to what has been done for them
They show no disposition to render themselves use-

ful—they have not the capacity or the will to be so;

atifl most of them look forward to a return to their

masters' plantations. With these ignorant and sim-

ple people there is great attachment to the places

where they were reared—great love for those, whom
they have served, and much more comfort there than

they can enjoy elsewhere.

While the contrabands can do nothing for the

government, they are a big bill of expense. They
have occupied the houses, while the soldiers have

been without shelter, and in some instances have

had new houses built for them, while white men, de-

fending the country, were left out doors without

tents or blankets. They have drawn their rations

at the expense of the government, and are main-

tained aw paupers, while the government never haa

aided whites, as it has no authority to, and but a few

years ago refused to distribute wood for winch they

had no use at Washington, among the poor of the

District of Columbia, because there was no constitu-

tional right so to do. We remember that in the

election of 1844, it was rung all over the land that

Mr. Polk hail no sympathy for the poor, because he

voted against such" a disposal of woofl. Now it does

not appear what we. shall do with these people.

"We can't turn the Southern country into a " Poor

Farm," and have overseers and send supplies for-

ever. They must be placed somewhere to earn their

living, an 1 be out of the way of the army. What
can be done with them ?

Gen. Dix asks Massachusetts to take five hundred

families, till the government shall be ready to colo-

nize them. The Governor says no—as any Governor

would, and should. To take contrabands till the

government is ready to colonize, is to take them for

one centurv at least; and we repeat—no State will

do it. If there was immediate danger of an influx

of negroes, we should pass "black laws," like those

of the West.
Tint can anybody tell us what Emancipation

amounts to, if the contrabands are to stop South ?

We oflen hear it said that never will a person who
giins his freedom now be made a slave again ; and

President Lincoln has used some such words. If

this amounts to anything, it implies one or two ideas

;

either the South, by some process not yet pointed

out, will be in favor of their freedom, and willing to

share the land with them, and live with free blacks,

or the white people of the South are to be deprived

of self-government—of the power to make their own
laws. Suppose the war to close some day—and
that, we take it, is a supposable case—then either

tie Confederate States will be independent or re-

turned to the Union ;
and by what means are black

people to be free, which ever way it is ? If they

are independent, will they recognize the freedom we
have given their slaves ? Every man will reply-
no ; then slavery will be reestablished. Very well,

if they return to the Union, will they not have the

right to say what shall be the condition of their own
people ? For instance, will not South Carolina have

the right to say that free negroes shall not remain

within her limits after a given date; and if they do

that they shall be sold ? So she said, when in the

Union before ; how do you propose to prevent it

hereafter ? Now every sane man must see that

either this revolution is to sweep away all State

rights, or there is to be no freedom for the blacks in

the South after the war, if a thousand times they

should be freed during the war.

Here is the condition of the contrabands: they

can't get out of the South, because the government

cannot send them abroad, and no free State will take

them ; and they can't remain in the South without

returning to slavery, unless this revolution is so com-

plete as to destroy the States, when we all, blacks

and whites together, shall become the slaves of a

military despotism. This is all we can see in the fu-

ture. The truth is, the freedom of the blacks can-

not be attained in war without the destruction of the

whites. If it is ever gained—as it certainly will be

—it will be through their masters, when in the

" good time coming'" slavery is unprofitable, reason

rises above passion, justice triumphs over love of do-

minion, the providence of God opens the door for

their escape out of the land, and the Christian re-

ligion develops to a more practical character than it

attains where wars prevail, and slavery is no offence

against morality.

—

Newhuryport Herald.

EMANCIPATION AND ABOLITION.

These are used as convertible terms, meaning the

same thing, whereas they may, and, in the great

questions now before the country, really do mean
very different things.

It is assumed that the Proclamation of the Presi-

dent will abolish slavery after the 1st of January in

all the States which may then be in rebellion, but

this is a mere assumption, not sustained by anything

in the Proclamation itself, or by any word or action

of the President or Congress.

Neither the President's Proclamation nor any act

of Congress can abolish the institution of slavery in

any State where it legally -exists, without the concur-

rent action of the State itself. Thus, if by virtue

of the Proclamation all the existing slaves in South

Carolina arc emancipated, the right to hold slaves still

remains, and may be exercised by the people of

South Carolina whenever that State is again in the

Union. The Proclamation merely takes from them

the slaves they now own, and makes freemen of them.

This right to be their own master is absolutely con-

ferred by it, and South Carolina cannot resume her

place in" the Union holding these people as slaves.

It operates as a sequestration of property which, in

the nature of the case, will not and cannot be re-

stored, but it neither forbids nor prevents invest-

ments in the same kind of " property " in the future.

It cannot even be said that the same kind of " prop-

erty" will not exist, and that therefore the right to

buy and hold will be a barren right, for it is not pro-

posed to disturb the existing relation in the loyal

slave States.

Clearly, therefore, emancipation is not abolition,

and all the outcry against the President, based upon

his Proclamation, is premature, to say the least. So

far as we have gone yet, when peace comes the Con-

stitution will be restored " «s it is" without the

slightest change in form or substance, and the Union

will be restored "as it teas"—minus the losses sus-

tained by the States now in rebellion, caused entire-

ly by their own suicidal acts.

The rebels claim to hold men, women and children

by the same tenure as cattle, sheep and horses. The
President proposes to sequestrate any and all of

these things for the purpose of putting down the re-

bellion. Is there anything in the Constitution or

the laws, or in martial law, that calls upon him to

make a distinction? Is there anything in common
sense to warrant such a distinction—which says we
may give freedom to the horse, but not to the man ?

Doubtless there are those who arc looking to ulti-

mate results—who see, or think they see, abolition

following this act of emancipation. It may be so,

but it must be by the action of slaveholders them-

selves. We are dealing with the case only as it

stands before us at the present time, and we say that

in its present aspect nothing has been done by the

President which makes it. necessary for the most ar-

dent advocate of " the Constitution as it is, and the

Union as it was," that gives him the slightest apolo-

gy for withholding his support, or for giving it with

any qualification whatever.

—

Boston Journal

IN DESPAIR.

Some of the Abolitionists begin to think it is all

up with them. They thought that by a war of ex-

termination they could free the negroes, which would

be glory enough for them, even though the Federal

Union was torn to fragments. But now they dis-

cover that this plan won't work. The people are

determined to preserve the Union first, and take

care of the negroes afterwards. Of course, these

desperate fanatics are exceedingly distressed.

—

New
York Journal of Commerce.
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SPEECH OF 00L. BULLOCK,
Delivered at Mechanics' Hall, Worcester, Friday Eve-

ning, Oct. 31st, 1862.

Mr. President, and Fellow-Citizens of
Worcester: Let us take our reckoning, and see

where we are, and whither we are drifting.

We are engaged in a war which has baen forced

upon us by a conspiracy whose wickedness casts

into eclipse all the parallels of history since the fall

of the angels. The importance of the crisis to us,-

and our duty growing out of it, are of correspond*

ins magnitude. We know that if this government
falls, it falls forever. K this Union be dissolved,

let no man indulge the dream of but two confede-

racies. Between the hammer and the anvil, the dia-

mond may be crushed, it cannot be divided
;

it will

either resist the blow, or be reduced to atoms. "We
have a deeper stake in this war than was ever

fought for since the creation. It reaches each man's

home. It touches each man's rights, his property,

his earnings, and his hopes. Its shadows stretch be-

yond our lines, into the faces of our children, to a

late posterity. We are the sowers ; but the rea-

pers are in the generations after us. Many things

about the war are in doubt, but one thing we know.

Whether this temple of our fathers shall survive the

shock, or, at the close of the war, Massachusetts

stand like a solitary broken pillar of the Parthe-

non, they who in this awful hour deal doubly with

the Unio'n cause, or palter directly or indirectly in

favor of the enemy, will sink to a grave from which

no trump will sound the resurrection call. (Ap-
plause.)

And in this war Massachusetts has trod the path-

ways of her youth ; as first in arms at Lexington, so

first in arms at Baltimore, whose democratic gates

opened to welcome our boys to hospitable graves
;

first at the capital to encircle it with her arms

—

so she will be the last to leave it. Seventy thou-

sand of her sons have put off the part of the shop

and the farm, and taken up the rifle and the sabre

for liberty and union. In all this time, her Execu-
tive at home, her Senators and Representatives in

Congress, have devoted all their time, and directed

all their energies, to fill up and push on the Massa-

chusetts line, to support the President in all his pol-

icy, and in bearing the flag to its destiny of victory.

I invite scrutiny—I challenge comparison. Point

me to any Executive who has done as much or as

well as he has
;
point me to any Senator or Repre-

sentative in Congress who has done better or more
than yours have done to sustain the President and
the army, to weaken the rebellion, and to aim the

blow at its vital parts. Then, but not till then, shall

Massachusetts cease, among all her sister States, to

wear the laurels of her loyalty. (Great applause.)

Such is the situation, And now there springs up
a party here at home, whose managers and orators

seek to underrate, disparage, traduce, and overthrow

these your public servants who have made the very

name of the Commonwealth radiant at home and on

the field. They assemble in Boston, they come
to Worcester, they go to Springfield, they march
to Hyaunis, and exhaust the hours, not in burn-

ing words against the authors of this atrocious

rebellion, not in support of the consummate and
ultimate war measures of the government, not

in firing our hearts against that which is the cause

of all our troubles, but in efforts to conceal the

festering national sore from which pour the polluting

streams of our present distress, in exciting our preju-

dices against faithful civil guides, and in disgorging

the spleen of bitter partisanship upon a Governor

and a Senator, whose fault is, (in the judgment of

these men,) not that they have done too little, but

that they have done too much, for liberty and the

rights ofman. (Loud applause.) Placing the great

crime of that war in subordination to their own per-

sonal antipathies, they ask you to proscribe and
sacrifice the very instrumentalities of your loyalty.

The President has seen that the institution of sla-

verv has been to the enemy the very entrenchment

of his strength, and he proposes now to treat it in

accordance with military law, usage, and necessity.

In war, after giving notice, you send—do you

not?—the shower of your shells upon compacted
cities, and the beauties of taste and refinement

(which group the pride of the present with the tra-

ditions of the past) disappear like a dream after a

night of horrors; witness the march of your own
army in Mexico; her gilded temples, her golden

crosses, her bishops' palaces, counted as nothing

under the necessities of war. And History records

it with her approval, because these things stood in

the way of our advancing legions, and sheltered

the cnemv. In like manner, the President has now
given his notice ; and every voice of nationality,

and every agony of this bleeding people, join with

him in his edict, that because it is a military im-

pediment, and because it is a bulwark to the rebel-

lion, this Bastile of humanity and civilization, this

prison-house of the creatures of God, just, so far as

it stands in the way, must fall before the Union

arms. (Great applause.)

The enemy have the destiny of their South at

their own option. The terms of peace are before

them. The proclamation places in their hands the

only honorable basis of adjustment,—the Constitu-

tion of the United States, without addition and

without abatement. If, before January, they shall

desire peace, they have only to lay down their

arms, rescind their ordinances, and return to their

allegiance, and be content with the Constitution as

it is, and the Union as it was under Washington,

and would be under Lincoln. (Applause.) But if

they reject the alternative, behold a new South

looms up in the horizon of human hope I (Loud ap-

plause.) With the destruction of slavery in any

locality of the South, the white man who has hith-

erto been enslaved and impressed into the war by

tho surrounding and overshadowing aristocracy, will

himself be enfranchised, enriched, and ennobled.

(Applause.) The hearts of thousands of such free-

men within the sound of our arms, or within the

hopo of their approach, from New Orleans to Rich-

mond, will everywhere kindle with enthusiasm

against the selfishness and tyranny of the rebellion
;

a-'new and true life for the South will bloom from

the ashes of slavery. (Great applause.) A peaceful

and enduring union, of.free men and free labor,

in the North and in the South, will embalm the.

memory of the twenty-second day of September,

1862, with the name of him who gave it as a holi-

day to all the generations of his countrymen. (Tre-

mendous applause.)

And now I think I sec a man peering out from

the shades of Faneuil Hall, his face corrugated with

doubts about the constitutionality of the Presi-

dent's message—and the same man, the very next

day, rising among the benches of the Democratic

Convention at Worcester, and openly pronouncing

it unconstitutional. Well, what is there about this

war that i& constitutional? The whole thing is a

historical paradox. The rebellion itself is a stupen-

dous ai)ni;i;.l\ "i::\ tcS ipCCO wb. h it m;;rks ;tt his-

tory is Strangely, sublimely exceptional. This is

not a trial at common law under the Constitution;

it is war, outside of and beyond the Constitution.

This is not a riot or an outbreak; it is a conflict for

unity and nationality, underlying and outlying the

Constitution, and the belligerent rights of the world

and the necessities of war are the only rule of ac-

tion. (Applause) All this ground of argument in

hostility to the government and its measures, wheth-

er openly expressed or half expressed, whether in

Ohio, or New York, or Massachusetts, was traversed

in the same manner, only with more graceful and
studied step, by Mr. Breckinridge, in his addresses

against the military conduct of the President, ut-

tered in the Senate of the United States, just be-

fore he relinquished his senatorial robes to take up
arms againsf his country. There was but one an-

swer then, and there is but one now ; it is the ar-

gument of military necessity, of a ship on the eve of

going down at sea, of a nation struggling for life.

And yet he knew then, as these men who repeat

him know now, that Mr. Jefferson said long ago, that

occasions would sometimes arise when the forms of

the Constitution must yield to necessity for its life.

They knew then, they know now, that the great

teacher and master of conservatism, Mr. Burke, as-

serts with his usual clearness and solemnity :
" There

are occasions of public necessity, so vast, so clear,

so evident, that they supersede all laws." " Law,
(says Mr. Burke) being only made for the benefit

of the community, cannot in any one of its parts re-

sist a demand which may comprehend the total of
the public interests." Ho knew and they know, that

older than Jefferson, older than Burke, is the Ro-
man truism, without which not a government this

side of the empire of Ciesar could have lasted thirty

days—that the safety of the repuhlic is the supreme

law. (Applause.) Oh, my friends, in this hour of

peril there is one thing that is unconstitutional

:

a mind that gives to the enemy the benefit of its

crotchets; a heart which, professing to beat within

constitutional limits, would sacrifice the liberties of

the country. That v> unconstitutional. (Cheers.)

This great measure of war policy sets us right

with all mankind in this conflict. It wilt be felt

within imperial circles in France. It will awaken
the thoughtful, elementary German mind to a just

appreciation of our case. Where before we had in

Russia an ally, this will give us a friend. The soul

of England—alas ! reduced from the proportions of

a Chatham and a Wilberforce, is nevertheless re-

strained by the confirmed policies and traditions

which have sprung up from her people and attached

to her own high authorities. She is not insensible

to her accountability to the tribunal of history and
the ages of mankind. Though her aristocracy and
her government are estranged from our cause, this

proclamation gives us the heart of her people. And,
above all, wherever in Europe there is love of liber-

ty, whether smouldering in Germany or slumbering

half awake in Italy, though it cannot speak above a

whisper for itself, yet there, even there, in the trum-

pet notes of Garibaldi, it will speak for us. (Long-
continued applause.)

This action of the President brings the people

of the North into a more enthusiastic prosecution of

the war. Enthusiasm—that word of beauty and
power in its derivation

—

God within us—how indis-

pensable in war ! The South has supported the war
for a year and a half, with an idea at the core of

its heart. The President has now given expression

to the idea of the North. (Applause.) And it will

animate her heart. The sympathetic tie between
the people and the army must be responsive. Let
us listen to the inspiring words of the brave and
noble Sigel, (applause,) written by his camp fire at

Fairfax Court House : " What is "the army without

the people ? A mere machine, without power and
without life. In this hour of trial and danger, the

sympathy of the people is our best support, and the

greatest compensation for the burdens and hardships

in the train of this war. The confidence in the

power of the free North lends us strength and per-

severance, and urges the army to renewed exer-

tions." (Applause!)

It will inspire the hearts of our bravo men in

arms. I have seen, as you have, our gallant boys,

coming on their furloughs among us with enfeebled

steps, from Virginia, North Carolina, New Orleans

;

and I have heard them declare, as the result of their

observation and experience, that they and their

comrades would fight more hopefully, and die, if

die they must, with better solace, if they could be

assured that we were aiming an earnest and decisive

blow at the war, with less tenderness towards that

which is the cause of all our woes. As slavery ani-

mates and intensifies the armies of the South, so

freedom henceforth animates and intensifies the

armies of the North. (Loud applause.)

It will give greater effect to the advance of our

lines. (Applause.) If our armies are to advance in

the autumn months, in many a State, district, vil-

lage of the South, Rebellion will hesitate and falter

under the alternative foreshadowed by the Presi-

dent when the vespers of Christmas shall again be

heard. They also argue that the proclamation will

only be effectual within our lines. I tell them it

will help our lines to advance, it will impart majes-

tic progress to our battalions, (applause,) it will give

wondrous vitality to the grasp of victory, it will

swell the pieans with a more terrible glory. If, five

weeks ago, Rosecrans and Grant could have tip-

ped the bayonets of the Northwest with this magic
radiance, the victory at Corinth would have had

even a higher lustre, and northern Alabama and
northern Mississippi would have been stricken with

a new terror of arms, as if the sword of the Lord
and of Gideon were among them. (Cheers.^ Al-

ready,—read the intelligence coming with each

steamer from New Orleans,—already the slave city

of the Crescent, the head and front of the South,

oscillates to the base of its revolt before the flaming

Cross! (Cheers.) Believe not the optimists and
quietists who make strange fellowship in Faneuil

llall ; learn a lesson rather from the rage and terror

which prevail over this proclamation in Richmond,
and believe that the;/ there think there is something

in it, and something to come out of it. (Continued
applause.)

SPEECH OF HON. RICHARD BUSTEED,

Delivered in Faneuil Hall, Boston, Friday, Oct.. 31, 1862.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen :

I meet and greet you as liberty-loving, law-abid-

ing, Government-sustaining anil treason-hating men.
(Applause.) I do not appear among you as a poli-

tician of the schools. I am not either pervert or eon-

vert. The mere political opinions ot any man are

not now of the slightest consequence. (Applause.)

The nation is in the midst of a terrible struggle tor

its life, and how best and quickest to save it is the

all-absorbing question of tho hour.

Everything must be subordinate to this, because

everything else is less than this. War, terrible,

ruthless and unprovoked, is being made upon a peo-

ple who love peace, and desire to pursue it. Such
war, having its origin in peculation, treason and
fraud, must be allowed but. one cud—absolute, un-

conditional subjugation of the traitors who have

made it, and who are continuing it against us.

Twenty millions of people are audaciously chal-
lenged by the foe to yield up their liberty, their
property, and their government. This is the sole
issue. To this I shall address myself. Its gravity de-
mands that it be considered plainly, deliberately
and truthfully.

The issue is one of individual as well as national
concern. It affects the well-being of all as much as

the well-being of each. It? consideration cannot be
avoided or postponed. We are hand to hand in a
conflict with a haughty, wicked and unscrupulous
enemy ; an enemy that dislikes us and our princi-
ples, tastes and habits; an enemy that tauntingly
boasts of himself, of his superiority in all that goes
to make up a wise, intellectual and honorable man-
hood ; that plumes himself on his chivalry, aristoc-

racy and cotton, and consigns us to the inferior con-
dition of Yankee mudsills and greasy mechanics.

It is well to understand what the conflict is, which
is now being waged by us upon these self-adulatory
neighbors—slandering and liberty-stealing warriors.
It is a war between darkness and lisrht—between
slave pens and school houses (cheers)—between
labor and capital—between democracy and aristoc-

racy (cheers)—between the rights of man and the
illegally gotten and fraudulently held privileges of
the few—between violence and law.—between sla-

very and liberty— between falsehood and truth.

Now, God defend the right I

This war is not prosecuted to determine who shall

administer the government, but to decide if there
shall be any government left to administer; not
shall the empire be divided in twain, but shall the
nation exist ; not to settle the question of what laws
shall prevail in the territories, but whether there
shall be any domain, State or territorial.

It is not a war to ascertain who shall exercise
the elective franchise, but whether there shall be
any elections held. Its objects are to establish the

invalidity of a constitutional selection of the ruler of
the American people—to overthrow and prevent
adherence to all forms of governmental law, and
establish a nation upon the bases of perjury, treason
and fraud.

The people of these States are not called upon to

choose between the different modes of collecting
revenue or laying imports, or to decide whether
protective or a prohibiting tariff will best serve the

national interests, or a national bank be a benefit

or a bane.

The question which confronts this people to-day
is existence or death. The Union, with all its at-

tendant blessings and powers, its history from expe-
rience, its glory and pride, its achievements and
hopes, or disunion with a long train of necessary
calamities that attend upon such a measure. The
question, sir, is not so much whether slavery shall

continue to exist in South Carolina, but whether
freedom shall be the rule in Massachusetts, and the
navigation of the Mississippi shall be unobstructed.
(Cheers.)

The question is whether you shall have a Gov-
ernor, Senator and Representatives of your own
selection. These are the general characteristics of

the slaveholders' war. The details are to be found
in current history, and need not here be entered
into or dwelt upon.

If I am right in my diagnosis, if these attempts to

destroy this government of the people be the result

of unhallowed ambition, frenzied hate, or a wicked
and designed cause of the love of power and pride
of life, it cannot and it will not succeed. It will not
succeed, because it ought not. Its want of holy
purpose, high thought, pure motives, is the leaven of

its weakness. And neither of its own power, nor of

any aid derived from peaceful or armed interven-

tion, can it succeed. The logic of truth

" Gives mystical lore,

And coming events cast their shadows before."

Men change, but principles are eternal. Truth
and falsehood are so well defined, and the charac-

teristics of each so plainly traced, as to be beyond
the power of casuistry to confound or obliterate.

What was false when the Athenians gathered in the

Acropolis, is false in Faneuil Hall to-day. Time
wears no changes on the azure front of truth. The
weakness of man may surround it with the dust of
false observances, may bury it from sight beneath a
heavy mould of desire, but like the undisclosed fires,

burning deep in earth, ever and anon it bursts forth

to light for the guidance of all who honestly seek to

worship by its light. Magna est Veritas. " The
eternal years of God are hers," exclaims a poet of

our native, land. The happiness and prosperity of

the race depend upon the fulfillment of the demands
of truth. Its requirements cannot be avoided, with-

out incurring individual, social and national ruin.

No private, enterprise and no system of government
can be permanently secured that rest upon unexact,
immoral foundations.

This distinction between justice and its contrary
must be observed in forming the social condition,

and in enacting laws for it. The problems of Euclid

may be disregarded, but those of humanity must be
solved by the principles of actual justice, or woe to

the State ami the political mathematicians ! The
history of our own country furnishes an exhibition

of how much may be the protest for justice, and how
little, may be done to secure its empire. The Decla-
ration of American Independence set out with the

affirmation that " all men are created equal, and en-

dowed by their Creator with certain inalienable

rights, among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit

of happiness." (Cheers.)

In Mr. Jefferson's draft of the Declaration, the

words "inherent and" preceded the words "in-
alienable rights," but the instrument as finally

adopted left them out. It pronounced the endowed
rights to be certainly of divine origin, and incapable

of alienation. I am content with this, because, if

liberty be the gift, of God, it is an inherent right in

man, and its inalienability is a necessary corollary.

(Cheers.)

In the short space of twelve years after this grand
charter had been given to the world, and while yet

ascriptions of praise and thanks for it were rising

from the hearts atid lips of universal manhood-
while men were folding the writing among the leaves

of their Bibles—the same people on whose behalf

the Declaration was made, ami five of the same per-

sons who to its support pledged their lives, their for-

tunes and their sacred honor, adopted and subscribed

the Constitution of 17S7, the fourth section of which
doomed to helpless, hopeless servitude 700,000 hu-

man beings, and their wretched increase in all time.

From that hour forward the dragon teeth of slavery

multiplied themselves, and spread into all the land;

and, as its last and legitimate fruit, comes tins war
and bloodshed which now desolates our once peace-

ful and prosperous land.

It. could not be otherwise. Effects follow their

causes as certainly as night tjie day, or the seasons
their course. The law ofennipcnsation adjusts itself

to every condition of man, and each violation of

truth is followed by a corresponding retribution.

I know, sir, the people are impatient of criticism

when the acts of our revolutionary fathers are under
consideration. Veneration is a national instinct

and the least return Americans can make to their

ancestry, actuated by pure motives, is to accord to

their conduct an unqualified honesty of purpose.

Veneration, however, sometimes assumes the form of
superstitious reverence, and blights progress by fore-

closing inquiry. Respect for the past is very well in

its place and degree ; and while 1 yield to no man
living in affection and respect for the founders of
this Government, I cannot resign to this feeling the

exercise of my reason, the convictions of my intelli-

gence, or the teachings of my conscience. (Pro-
longed applause.)

Duty is bolder than theory, more confident than
the understanding, older and more imperative than
speculative science, existing from eternity, and recog-
nized in its binding force from the morning of crea-

tion. (Cheers.)

I am entirely persuaded that in forming the Con-
stitution, if the friends and advocates of free institu-

tions had resistlessly met and formally denied the

claims of the pro-slavery leaders of that day, South
Carolina would not only have joined the Union, but
would not have enacted the nullification ordinance
of 1832, or assailed Fort Sumter in 1861.

A recognition of man's right to hold his fellow-

man in servile bondage, to make merchandise of hu-

man blood and bone, to violate every principle of
justice, to make the " Declaration of Independence
a tinkling symbol," and the nation a scorn—is the

source of the attack made in the Constitution itself

by the slave oligarehists of our day, and their con-

duct illustrates the theory that the laws of compen-
sation and retribution are unceasingly in operation.

I do not attack the intentions of men who compro-
mise the wrong, but, sir, I do impeach the act itself-

(Loud cheers.)

A great master of the English language says, " I

care not with what principles the patriot is convicted

if the measures he supports are beneficial to the com-
munity. The nation is interested in his conduct.

His motives are his own."
The civil strife in which our country is involved,

and which has culminated in horrid and fratricidal

war, establishes the fact that neither individual nor

national prosperity can permanently exist, if princi-

ple be deposed by selfishness, and conscience be
trampled on and defied by injustice.

It is for these reasons, and reasons akin to these,

that I lately declared and now repeat, I am in favor

of a new Constitution as soon as we can constitu-

tionally procure it—(applause)—not a moment soon-

er, not a second later. I want a Constitution which
shall be a palladium of liberty, not a network with

which to entangle freedom; which shall maintain
the rights of every human being to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness—(applause)—to which an
American the world over may refer with pride;

which will make tyranny tremble in its sinew and
marrow, and in which involuntary servitude will not
be recognized or contemplated, except as a punish-

ment for crime. Any other Constitution is not
worthy the genius or sufficient to answer the instincts

of a free, enlightened and Christian people. (Ap-
plause.)

3 am sure that if the men who contrived the fun-

damental law under which our Government has ex-

ercised its attributes for seventy-five years could
have anticipated what was to grow out of the con-

cession they made to an unjust and cruel system, the

Constitution in its present shape would never have
been ratified or approved.

The fathers regarded the gradual abolition of sla-

very as a necessary element in the future of the Re-
public, and in this faith and in the belief that they
thereby secured the blessings of liberty to them-
selves and posterity, ordained an instrument which
otherwise they would have spurned and rejected.

I pass from these views of a remote period and
transaction in our history to a consideration of the

present circumstances of the nation. " The purple

testament of bleeding war" has been opened upon us.

In the midst of an unexampled career of prosperity,

all the industrial and peaceful arts have been rudely

checked by the red hand of blood. The busy click

of machinery, the hum of the manufactory, the

rumbling of the produce-laden wheel, the figures of

the counting house, the business of-the merchant and
the professional, have all vanished before the heavy

tread of armed men. Civilians have become sol-

diers, farm yards arc converted into battle-fields,

and churches turned into hospitals. Stalwart men
are maimed and mangled

;
ghastly wounds make of

life one great suffering ; and widowhood and orphan-

age fill the land with a ceaseless lamentation.

In such a condition of the public affairs, men must
attach themselves to one side or the other. There
is here no room for neutrality, and only an idiot can
be indifferent. The appeal is to each of us as in-

dividuals; to you, and me, and every man. How
will you answer it ? For myself, my resolution was
long since taken, and remains only unchanged as it

is stronger. I believe it to be. my plain duty to sup-

Eort the Government, and those who administer it,

y every means in my power, and at any cost of

treasure* or blood. What I do I would influence

others to do ; what I believe to be true I would have

others accept for truth. In this crisis I would not

embarrass the administration by drawing nice or la-

bored distinctions between opposing theories, or by
the public or private discussion of questions which

relate to a time of tranquillity and peace. I would

forget that I ever made a partisan speech or voted a

party ticket. I would know nothing among men but

my country, and her salvation. I would defer poli-

tics to " a more convenient season," and devote my
time, my means, and my life, if needs be, to preserve

for posterity the rich inheritance of a free govern-

ment and its liberal institutions.

I have satisfied myself as to what is my duty it*

the premises. I believe slavery to be. the cause of

this war, and, therefore, I would abolish slavery for-

ever. I believe slavery to have been the source of

the heart-burnings and violence which disgraced the

national legislature, -while slavery was protected and
existed at the national capital, and therefore I hail

the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia

as a just, wise, and patriotic act ot' legislation, de-

manded as well by a proper respect for the opinions

of mankind, as by humanity, decency and religion.

I believe the President's Proclamation of Emancipa-

tion to be an effectual and speedy method of con-

quering and defeating rebels in arms, and of destroy-

ing the main-spring of this war, and therefore 1 ac-

cept the Proclamation without, an ••!!'." "and," or

"but," without dotting an " i." or crossing a "t";
and rejoice that Abraham Lincoln has had the moral

courage to look the giant evil in the face, and trust-

ing to the right, deal the blow that saves the nation.

Oil the first day of January next, the American Re-

public will celebrate a golden wedding with Liberty.

Truth is on the trur-path to OWn^fl lirrsrlf, and her

trusty blade will not rest in sheath until every sys-

tem of falsehood and oppression bites the dust, and

every hostility is subjugated to her domination !

Will any man. of average intelligence and sanity,

deny thai t In- existing Btate of things has its origin

in the institution of African slavery among us? If

there had been no slavery, there would have been

no agitation of the question, or discussion over its

morality or lawfulness. It (here had been no heated
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discussion and reprobation of it, the slaveholders in

'Congress would not, they say, have abandoned their

seats « representatives, or the slaveholders out of

'Congress passed secession ordinances. In a word, if

there were no slavery, there would bo no rebellion.

There is slavery, and there is rebellion. Abolish

slavery, and you destroy rebellion. Alexander II.

Stephens, of Georgia, himself asserts this; " Slave-

ry," says he, " lias been the immediate cause of the

late rupture, and the present revolution. Jefferson

saw that the old Union would, some day, break upon

this roek. He was right. The prevailing idea ad-

mitted by him, and the majority of the statesmen of

his time, was that the slavery of the African race

was a violation of the rights of nature. But these

ideas were fundamentally false. Our new govern-

ment is based on quite opposite ideas. The negro

in virtue of his nature and by reason of the curse of

Canaan, is made for the position which he occupies

in our system. The stone which the builders rejected

is become the chief stone of the corner of our new
structure."

Aye, men of Massachusetts, the cause of the war
is the existence of slavery ; is the " irrepressible con-

flict
"—urged by nature, sanctified by justice, and

ever existing—between men who own themselves,

and men who claim title to their fellows, " by reason

of the. curse of Canaan;" between despotism and
its ill-starred prey; between justice and oppression.

/( is this that has plunged the nation into an interne-

cine war; it is this tliat makes the land sodden with

blood, and the air heavy with the dew of death.

The utterance of these opinions, and my cour

consequent upon entertaining them, may or not raise

agiinst me the cry of Abolitionist, Black Republi-

can, negro-worshipper, and the like. I am wholly

indifferent to tins. The sentiments I now express

may be Abolitionism, for all I know or care. They
are mine, at least, and the result of my earnest, hon-

est, intensest convictions. I hold them to be Demo-
cratic, too, in the best sense of that word. I deny
that democracy in America or elsewhere means sla-

very, in any form or degree, or under any circum-

stances. He is not a genuine Democrat who prefers

slavery before liberty, or who, when the fair oppor-

tunity presents itself, hesitates to strike for freedom.

Oppression is the same the world over; ft differs only

in its victims. In England it fastens upon an Irish-

man; in the United States upon an African. The
man who to-day would rob a negro of the result of

his labor or skill, would, mutatis mutandis, cheat a Cau-
casian to-morrow

;
and the exiled or self-expatriated

Irishman who apologizes for and deals tenderly with

the enslavement of a race because it has a black skin

is not far removed in sympathy, spirit or principle,

from the aristocratic oppressors of his own people.

He has no warrant to speak for a land, every acre

of which is cursed with the imprint of tyranny's heel.

Daniel O'Connell nor taught nor believed in such
democracy. When he contended with lords and
commoners for Catholic emancipation, or any of the

inalienable rights of man, if his opposers turned to

written constitutions to find authority for venerable
imposition and prescriptive fraud, and hurled at him,
" Thus sailh the Law," this man of the people, this

sturdy democrat, this genuine son of Eraa, silenced

their sophistry with, " Thus saith the Lord." To all

men born in Ireland, claiming to be democrats, and
striving in this crisis of their adopted country's fate

to influence the conduct of their countrymen, I say,

Go, no wiser thou, and do likewise.

GEN. McOLELLArf EEMOVED,

At the last hour—too late to save his friends, but
not too late, we trust, to save the country—the Pre-

sident has relieved Gen. McClellan from the com-
mand of the Army of the Potomac. Gen. Ambrose
E. Burnside succeeds him. Gen. McClellan retires

for the present from what is by courtesy termed ac-

tive service.

"We are among those who hailed the summons of
Gen. McClellan to the chief command under the
President of our armies with outspoken hope and
joy. We trusted in hiin as the predestined right

arm of the Republic in her deadliest struggle with
her traitorous foes. It took months of stubborn.

criminal, fatal paralysis, in the face of a foe con-

temptible in every element of strength save capacity
to hoodwink our Commanding General, to cure us

of that fond delusion. Not till we had seen and
felt and realized that our fondly imagined Marcellus
had a chronic incapacity for getting on, did our
faith in him falter. But when month after month
had passed away ingloriously, while he held One
Hundred and Fifty Thousand brave Volunteers idly

shivering through a Winter in canvas tents, while
our country was brought to the brink of ruin by the
imminent danger of a war with Great Britain, which
would soon have widened into' a struggle with all

Western Europe, and while Fifty Thousand Rebels
beleagured Washington, obstructed the Baltimore
and Ohio railroad, and kept the Potomac closed
against our shipping, that faith was shaken. And
when at last, three weeks after the time set for the
movement in peremptory orders given him four

weeks earlier yet, he advanced to Centreville, and
found nothing but maple cannon to impede his pro-
gress, we gave him wholly up, and the faith that had
yielded so slowly to overwhelming evidence could
never be revived.

It does not necessarily impeach the loyalty of Gen.
McClellan that the Rebels have uniformly spoken of
him as our greatest General, while every sympa-
thizer with treason in the loyal States has been his

noisy and constant idolater. The greater and more
obvious his shortcomings, the louder and more un-
measured have been their commendations. They
saw that he was working out their cherished ends,
anil that sufficed them, no matter what were his

own purposes. What Gen. Howe and Sir Henry
Clinton were to our Revolution, he was to the Slave-
holders' Rebellion. Those Generals lacked not loy
alty but energy. They did not comprehend that
every hour that passes idly and uneventfully in a
war of insurrection is a clear gain to the insurgents,
and a corresponding loss to their adversaries. Such
Generals always squander the golden opportunity.
If they advance into the enemy's country, they halt
just when they should press on, and wait till the
ravages of disease and that desultory, indecisive war
fare of pickets and outposts, wherein the advantage
is always and inevitably with the party that is fami-
liar with the ground, has seriously thinned the ranks
of the invading army, while those of its antagonist
have been swelled by the levy en masse to a superi-
ority of numbers, when the General who should
maintain the offensive is attacked and worsted. The
invader who hesitates, and fears to strike, and stands
on the defensive, is doomed.

It has been General McClellan's misfortune, and
still more the country's, that his intimate friends
and trusted counsellors were nearly all at heart op-
posed to an unqualified discomfiture of the Rebels.
They are Unionists after their fashion—they would
not have the Republic divided and ruined—but they
have no conception of, no liking for, any other set-
tlement of our troubles than one which shall be
based on Compromise—that is, buying off the traitors
from persistence in their treason by new concessions,
new guaranties, to Slavery. Their ideal bond of
Union is a chain around the slave's ncek, with a ga«
in every freeman's mouth. These men desired the
War spun out through months of prodigal but fruit-

less inaction until the exhausted, discouraged people
should be driven in desperation to call on our Sey-
mours, Joel Parkers and Fernando Woods to end
the struggle by giving the rebel chiefs whatever
tiny might be pleased to ask as the price of their
ton lescending to resume the government of the
ctuntry. The fact that these chiefs had stubbornly
refusal to resume the overseership of the Union on
any terms has been wilfully ignored by these poli-

ticians, who eould not believe, even with their expe-
rience at Charleston in I860 to enlighten them, that
the Rebels prefer absolute, indefeasible rule over
half the country to a qualified and precarious sway
over the whole of it. But the truth is that the slave-
holding oligarchy are weary of the sham whereby
they are designated Democrats, and disgusted with
their alliance with the Five Points, the Hook, and
other dens of coarse depravity and debauchery at
the North. Such associations give them an unclean-
ly fejliug of disgust and self-abasement, from which
tney have long wished to be delivered. They have
seized upon the present as their opportunity, and
will not be persuaded to forego it.

Gen. Burnside fought gallantly at Bull Run ; he
led ably and victoriously the brilliant campaign in

North Carolina; he was called thence to reenfbrce
McClellan after his reverses before Richmond; and
he ably commanded the left wing at the battle of
Antietam. Thus far, he has done well, whatever
work has been allotted him : we trust he will, in his
new and more arduous position, justify the hopes
and retrieve the fortunes of his country. That lie

[ at all events avoid Gen. MeClcllau's cardinal

he will ask to be relieved from his command. And,
though the Rebel Grand Army has nnce more com-
pletely eluded our forces, through Geo. McClellan's
persistent disobedience to the express orders of the
General-in-Chief and even of the President, and,
marching around our slowly-creeping front, has pla-
ced himself once more between our advance and
Richmond, we believe that he will yet be compelled
to fight a decisive battle before going into winter-
quarters or abandon Arirginia to the arms of the Un-
ion. But we shall judge Gen. Burnside by results,

not by our prepossessions. Should he spend the
coming Winter as fruitlessly, ingloriously as Gen.
McClellan did the last, we shall not hesitate to call

in the, Spring for his removal as openly and earnestly
as we did for that of his halting predecessor.—iV. Y.
Tribune.

THE REMOVAL OF GENERAL McOLELLAN

From the post of commander of the principal army
of the Republic shows that President Lincoln has at

last been aroused to a sense of the true state of af-

fairs, and that he admits the necessity that exists for

more active operations in the field than the country-
had any reason to expect, so long as the head of the
federal army in Virginia should be paralyzed. Gen.
McClellan is a brave man, in the ordinary sense of
the word, but he is deficient in that moral courage
without winch no soldier is fit to hold high command.
This is the most favorable view that can be taken of
his character; for, on any other supposition, he has
been false to his trust, and we do not wish to believe
that he is dishonest. Thrice has he had it in his

power to render the greatest service to his country,
and on each occasion he has proved unequal to the
work that was expected of him, and which a supe-
rior leader would have accomplished. In October,
1861, he might have advanced against the rebels,

and have, driven them from the vicinity of Washing-
ton

;
but he failed to do so, and for months after the

disaster at Ball's Bluff"—a disaster for which he
should have been held responsible—he remained
idle. When compelled to move, his proceedings on
all occasions were of so dilatory a nature that defeat
was inevitable, and he never had the remotest chance
of taking Richmond after he sat down before the half-

built and half-manned works of the rebels at York-
town. A commander of average abilities would
have been in Richmond in a month from the opening
of the campaign. It appears that the whole number
of men that served under him was 168,000; and of
this enormous force, one-half had disappeared when
he found himself lying under the protection of the
gunboats on James River, after a series of disasters
that were due solely to his incapacity to lead brave
men otherwise than to defeat and destruction. We
think it is no exaggeration to say, that during the
whole of the Richmond campaign he never, on any
one occasion, showed the talent of a fifth-rate com-
mander of the Austrian school of war. A third op-
portunity was given him to justify the good opinion
of his countrymen when he was placed at the head
of the federai forces in Maryland; and at first it did
seem that adversity had had a good effect on him.
He drove the rebels out of Maryland, defeating them
at Antietam. But no sooner had lie won a great
battle, than he fell back upon his old system of ma-
lingering, and threw away the fruits of success. He
refused to reap the field which he had won. No
American ever had a better chance for winning the
first place in the confidence of his country, and the
admiration of the world, than Gen- McClellan after
his Maryland triumph; but he deliberately resolved
to forfeit the opportunity that was presented him for

placing himself alongside of Washington, and for
the third time he bitterly disappointed the hopes of
his countrymen. We say nothing of his conduct
while Gen. Pope was heroically struggling against
the enemy near Washington, because" the facts are
not sufficiently clear to enable us to speak definitely
thereon; but taken as a whole, his military career
has been signally unfortunate for his own fame, and
as signally disastrous to this nation. His history is a
striking antithesis: he was denied nothing, and he
has effected nothing. He was the object of the
nauseous praises of Nonhern sympathizers with
Southern rebels, who saw jn him one who either
would not or could not do anything against traitors,
and who therefore believed him to be worthy of their
confidence and support. The time had come for a
change of commanders, for the dismissal of the Buell
of the East as well for the'dismissal of the Buell of
the West. Longer to employ a man who becomes
ineffective in precise proportion that he is furnished
with the means of making successful war, would
have been a sad trifling with duty on the part of
government. The President resolved that there
should be no such trifling, and he has dismissed an
incompetent General, and bestowed the post he was
incapable of filling upon a man who has done good
service in the field. Gen. Burnside's career has
been of such a character as to warrant the belief
that he is not only desirous of beating the rebels, but
capable of doing much toward their discomfiture.
He has the confidence of the people, of the army,
and of the government; and he has only to act in
Virginia as he acted in North Carolina, to place our
affairs in such a condition as shall command the ad-
miration of his countrymen, and secure the forbear-
ance of foreign powers.

Since the above was written, the telegraph brings
an important letter from Gen. Halleck, which fullv
justifies the action taken by the President.—Boston
Traveller.
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W SPECIAL NOTICE.—The snbsoribers to The Pint
and Palm aro hereby notified that arrangements have been
made, by which The Liberator will be supplied to them
until the close of their several subscriptions. Aa soon as

the nunibor of copies now due by me aro furnished, The
Liberator will bo no longer sent, unless iny friends prompt-
ly renew their orders for it, accompanied by the cash. It

is not probable that The Pine and Palm will bo revived
this year.

Boston, Oot. 27, 1862. JAMErf R.EDPATH.

INAUGURATION OP LIBERIA COLLEGE.

The African Repository, for November, contains the

proceedings at the inauguration of Liberia College,

at Monrovia, Jan. 23, 1862—published by order of the

Legislature of Liberia. The officers and friends of
the College assembled at the house of the President,

Hon. J. J. Roberts, on Ashmim Street, Monrovia,
under the direction ofMessrs. S. E. McGill and B. V. It.

James, the Committee of Arrangements, in the fol-

lowing order:—Band of Music; the Reverend Cler-

gy; Members of the House of Representatives; Mem-
bers of the Senate; His Excellency, President of the

Republic; Members of the Cabinet; Representatives

of Foreign Governments; Chief Justice and Associate

Judges; Mayor and City Councilmen ; Trustees of

the College; President of the College and Profes-

sors ; Members of the Bar; Citizens generally.
'

The,
procession having arrived at the College Buildings,

the exercises of the clay began with singing the 100th

Psalm, to the tune of Old Hundred. The Rev. J. S.

Paine read the 28th chapter of Job, and the 118th

Psalm ; affer which Rev. B. R. Wilson offered prayer.

This was followed by music from the band. Hon. B.

J. Dayton, Chief Justice of the Republic, then deliv-

ered the Introductory Address, and concluded by pre-

senting, in behalf of the Trustees, the keys of the Col-

lege to President Roberts. In the course of his brief

but appropriate remarks, he said :

—

"This day may be made the epoch from which
every public enterprise may be dated ; such as asy-
lums, hospitals, charitable institutions, and other mon-
uments setting forth the liberality ami greatness of a
free people. I am happy, and I am sure every Libe-
rian is glad, that this College can be inaugurated with
a Faculty of our own people; men fully qualified to
occupy the positions to which they have been called.
This is a great deal for our infant Republic; and it,

is hoped that all vacancies in the Faculty, when re-
quired, may he filled by our own people. In the first

place, our attention is drawn with pleasure and admi-
ration towards our own Roberts, the able President of
the College. That he has been honorable and suc-
cessful in the past, is our security for the future in
this exalted enterprise. We turn with more than
ordinary delight toward that youthful giant, Professor
Blyden, of whom we ever speak with assurance, that
we ever depend on him at home and abroad as being
a qualified representative of the capacity of the black
man to occupy the first rank in literature. We can I

accord to the Rev. Professor Crummell the unfadin
laurels he has gained in intellectual improvement,
than whom Africa cannot have a better representative,

thoughtful anil directing mind, we believe their efforts
bad been vain, and (hat it is but simple justice to pro-
nounce him the Founder of Liberia College."

We copy this tribute all the more willingly, because
in former times we have had many and just occasions

to censure and rebuke Mr. Tracy for his persevering

hostility to the Anti-Slavery cause, his envenomed
slanders of its prominent advocates, nnd his abomina-
ble sentiments in defence of slaveholding, and against

the righteous doctrine of immediate emancipation.

While, for thirty years past, he has done nothing, by
voice or pen, to redeem or elevate the colored race

in this country, but, on the contrary, much to aug-
ment and strengthen the unchristian prejudice that is

every where cherished against them, it is gratifying to

know that to his persevering labors the Republic of

Liberia is mainly indebted for its first College. It is

afresh illustration of the paradoxical phases of the

human mind and heart. Had Mr. Tracy and the

American Colonization Society been as ready to aid,

elevate and bless the colored people in this their na-
tive land, as they were eager for their expatriation to

a heathen shore, we should have had no occasion for

controversy with them ; and now that they have ceased
to publish pleas and apologies in behalf of the ensla-

vers of men, women and children, to calumniate Ihe

free people of color, and to assail and misrepresent
the Anti-Slavery movement, we have also ceased

making any issue with them.

In this connection, we deem it not invidious to re-

mark, that, in none of the addresses delivered on this

occasion, nor in any of the proceedings, do we find a

single reference or sentiment expressive of any inter-

est in the tremendous struggle going on in this coun-

try between the American government and the slave

oligarchy and their degraded minions, or any sympa-
thy for those in bonds. If this singular reticence on

the subject of slavery had not characterised the colo-

nists from the beginning, it would not challenge at-

tention at this time ; but, during a period of more than

forty years,—covering the entire existence of Libe-

ria,—we do not recollect having seen, in any public ad-

dress or speech or sermon or official document, any

sign of interest in efforts for the abolition of slavery

in the United States by moral and religious instru-

mentalities—any appreciation of the self-sacrificing

men and women who, for the sake of those in bonds,

have subjected themselves to universal proscription

and opprobrium, at great personal peril, but with un-

swerving fidelity and indomitable courage—any de-

nunciation of American slavery and its abettors.

This was explicable so long as the Colony was under

the absolute control of the American Colonization So-

ciety ; for, of course, it would tolerate no such free-

dom of expression or power of impeachment. But
when this colonial vassalage ceased, and Liberia be-

came recognized as an independent republic by the

governments of Europe, we bad a right to expect the

removal of all gags and padlocks from the lips of its

citizens, and, consequently, the strongest utterances

against "the sum of all villanies." Thus far we are

sadly disappointed.

error of treating the order of his superior as so much
waste paper, we are confident. II he cannot obey.

REBEL CONTEMPT FOR GEN. McOLELLAN-

You cannot think how bitterly the North is ridi-
culed here, and all my efforts to* defend it only end
in mortification and the consciousness that those who
think otherwise have the best of the argument. It
is now the regular habit to send so called "deserters"
into the Union lines along the Potomac, whenever
we want to get a man carried North. These "de-
serters" who are generally the bravest, sharpest, and
most unscrupulous enfanis perdu in the rebel army,
enter McClellan's lines, tell him just such stories as
they have been told to, take the oath and are im-
mediately dismissed. They then go to Baltimore,
post their letters there, get a return mail, and are
back to Richmond within three or four days from
the time of leaving the managers of this mail'at Bal-
timore. It is thus that the —— and (two pa-
pers are mentioned here, one published in New York
and one in Baltimore,) get their "late Southern
news;" and I can assure you that this mail runs re-
gularly—the carriers many times getting across the
Potomac and into Maryland without being once
challenged

;
while, if they are challenged, they an-

nounce themselves as "deserters," take the oath—
though even this is not always asked of them—and
then hurry on to Baltimore, which is our chief Post-
office.

They have here, in private circulation—though it

may be a forgery—a phrenological chart of Gen.
McClellan's character, made by- Fowler & Wells, of
New York, and which was given, they say, by Gen.
McClellan to his friend, Major General G. W.
Smith, whose health is now quite recovered, though
at the expense of his mind, which will never be again
what it was. This written chart—such, dearest mo-
ther, as you had made of me when I came back, last
summer, five years ago, from Miss 's school

—

makes McClellan's bump of "caution" outbalance
all the other qualities of his head, and they are mak-
ing fun ofit all thetime, and of course most actively
—those who wish to annoy me—when I am present.
They have had tins "chart" printed for private cir-
culation, and while the papers here all seem in a con-
spiracy to praise Gen. McClellan, he is the most bit-

terly ridiculed man I ever knew, in private. The
editor of the Savannah Republican was at cousin
Mary's last Tuesday evening, and had the " greatest
fun," as he called it, (horrid old creature, that he is,)

trying to make ine angry. But cousin Mary stop-
ped him, and even Senator said that as I was
an avowed "enemy of the South," (though Heaven
knows I am not,) and had only come here to nurse

, [her husband,] I was entitled to be treated at
least with the courtesy due to " a prisoner of war !"

and not vexed and ridiculed. But I assure you,
you can have no idea what confidence the people
here have that this " chart " is correct ; and so when-
ever Lee or Jackson want to make McClellan stop
anywhere, or avoid a battle, they send off some " de-
serters," first to tell them they are in immense force,
and any other odious lies they please ; and then they
get significant hints to the same effect published in

the Richmond rebel papers; and these papers are.

actually carried to McClellan, and even sold to him
at a high price ; the two men passin" themselves off
as Union farmers, who g*ave him the information
which stopped him ten days after the battle of
Sharpsburg, when he was thinking of advancing, and
quite ready, having received sjxty dollars between
them for their trouble and expenses in bringing the
information.—Extractfwin a letter to her mother of a
loyal /'"///, wife ofa high rebel officer, at Savannah.

for the world has already acknowledged his superior
abhity."

Appropriate and spirited music followed the address

and the presentation of the Keys. After the In;

gural Address of President Roberts and that also of
Professor Blyden were concluded, Hon. B. D. Warner
offered the following resolutions, which were unani-

mously adopted ;

—

"Resolved, That the Board of Trustees for Liberia
College do recognize, with humble devoutness of heart,
the goodness of Almighty God in so ordering and con-
trolling circumstances and events, that this Board of
Trustees, after ten years' effort and labor, performed
under many disadvantages, and in the face of stern
opposition, have succeeded in completing and now
occupying Liberia College; and to this end they do
record, with emotions of gratitude, their unfeigned
thanks to the Great Arbiter of events for his gracious
interposition in their behalf, and for crowning their
efforts with such abundant success.
And at the same time, this Board do accord to the

Legislature of this Republic much honor and thank-
fulness for the courtesy it has exercised in hearing
the repeated requests made to it by this Board for the
furtherance of its cherished objects.

We unitedly beseech the Common Father of our
spirits to sustain and prosper this Institution; to so
direct and govern the minds, thoughts, and will of its
Professors, Instructors, and Tutors, as that the in-
struction given by them may he sanctified to the good
of those to whom it shall he imparted."

The Doxology, "Praise God from whom all bless-

ings flow," was afterwards sung, and the Benediction
pronounced.

The Inaugural Address of President Roberts, as a
literary performance and for its thoughtful sentiments,

was very creditable, concluding as follows :

"And now, Gentlemen of the Board of Trustees,
permit me to congratulate you on the favorable cir-
cumstances tliat surround the Institution under your
care, and which you this day dedicate to the educa-
tional interests of our country. Your connection with
this Institution, I am aware, entails on you no little

sacrifice; but I believe you devote your services
cheerfully, because you are interested in the welfare
of your country ; and nothing surelv is better calcu-
lated to promote that welfare than the education of
her people. In this enterprise you are laboring also
for posterity, and I doubt not you will continue your
?xertions until you shall have firmly established an
nstitution which shall convey to them blessings of
the most useful and permanent character. And as
generous minds anticipate pleasure in future scenes,
that consideration alone is sufficient to kindle ardor in
noble souls. Who can tell how many youth shall be
trained in this Institution, who, when perhaps you
and most of those now present shall have ceased to
take part in the affairs of this world, may occupy-
some of the higbest and most important offices in the
gift of a free people? That shall be your reward.
And, fellow-citizens, I have only to add, that in this
Institution no principles contrary to the teachings of
the Word of God will be instilled into the minds of
the youth, nor any sentiment at war with the liberal
principles of our republican form of Government."

The Address of Prof. Blyden was also marked by
deep reflection, sound observation, and literary abili-

ty, which should cause the traducers of the colored

race to hang their beads for shame. We extract its

opening and closing passages :

—

" This is an auspicious day for Liberia, and for
West Africa. The first College Edifice erected on
this benighted shore has been completed ; and we, de-
scendants of Africa, are assembled to inaugurate it.

Perhaps this very day, one century ago, some of our
forefathers were being dragged to the hold of some
miserable slaver, to enter upon those horrible sufferings
of the 'middle passage,' preliminary to their intro-
duction into scenes and associations of deeper woe.
To-day, their descendants, having escaped the fiery
ordeal of oppression and slavery, and having returned
to their ancestral home, are laying the foundation of
intellectual empire, upon the very soil whence their
fathers were torn, in their ignorance and degradation,
Strange and mysterious providence!
The first College in West Africa is founded. Lord

Macaulay's prediction, uttered forty years ago, of the
illustrious University at Titnbuctoo, though uttered
jocosely, is receiving realization. Truth is proving
itself stranger than fiction. We have this Institution
as the precursor of incalculable blessings to this be-
nighted land—as the harbinger of a bright and happy
futnre for science, literature, and art, and for all the
noblest interests of the African race."

In the period of our most strenuous opposition to

the American Colonization Society, we never cherish-

ed any other feelings toward the Colony of Liberia
than those of the warmest sympathy and the most
friendly regard, though we could give no countenance
to the animus or design which led to its settlement.

We rejoice at every indication it gives of growing in-

telligence and prosperity ; and we heartily congratu-
late it upon the establishment of this institution of
learning, trusting it will transcend in its future useful-

the most sanguine anticipations of its founders.

And here, as a matter of personal credit, we publish

with pleasure the following tribute:

—

"For this College, Liberia and the world are more
ndebted to the sagacity, benevolence, and persever-
ng labors of the Rev. Joseph Tracy, D. 1)., of Bos-
lon, than lo those of any one, if not of all other men.
Dr. Tracy, in his quiet and enduring exertions, bus

id able and generous coadjutors in Massachusetts
and oilier parts of our country

; but without his

Lecture of Theodore D. Weld. The lecture

delivered by Mr. Weld at Music Hall, on Sunday last,

was listened to by an intensely interested and highly

intelligent audience, which was comparatively a large

one in view of the stormy and dismal state of the

weather—indicating that, if the day had been pleas-

ant, the spacious hall would have been filled. As we
stated last week, Mr. Weld was among the earliest and

most eloquent advocates of the cause of those in bon-

dage ; but, by the frequent use and electric expendi-

ture of his uncommonly sweet and powerful voice, he
finally reduced it to a mere whisper for a long period,

and he was compelled to abandon the lecturing field.

This was his first attempt to address a large public as-

sembly since 1836! It was made experimentally, un-

der adverse conditions, in a hall of such dimensions as

to task the strongest lungs; yet, we are happy to say,

the speaker made himself easily and clearly beard

throughout, and, though occupying an hour and twen-

ty minutes, felt no inconvenience from the effort.

The subject of the lecture was, "The Conspirators

—

their False Issues and Lying Pretences." We shall

not attempt to make any report of it, but only adii

that it was a masterly refutation of the Calhoun doc-

trine of State Rights, and an eloquent vindication of

the supremacy and sovereignty of the Federal Gov-
ernment; closing with a scathing satire of the seces-

sion appeal to the Declaration of Independence for

justification and defence. We are happy to announce

that Mr. Weld has consented to remain in this State

for the present; and those who would like to have him
lecture in their town or city are requested to corre-

spond on the subject with Samuel May, Jr., 221 Wash-
ington street, Boston.

THE FRATERNITY LE0TURES.

The fifth lecture of the Fraternity course was given
by Rev. Moncure D. Conway, and was delivered on
Wednesday instead of Tuesday evening, that it might
make no interference with the delightful employment
(to Republicans) of watching the election returns

through the evening of Nov. 4th. The results of
that day put the audience in a happy frame of mind
to hear Mr. Conway's elofpjent discourse on "The
two Capitals."

He said that the capture of Washington, if the

enemy could effect it, would be of'inimense advantage
to them, but that it was of still more consequence to

us to get possession of their Capital; for upon our
gain or loss of that particular point depended our suc-

cess or failure in the whole war. Richmond, like

Montgomery, was merely a place of temporary occu-

pation by the rebel Congress, and there were twenty
other places that would equally serve their turn. The
true Capital of the enemy was not Richmond, but

slavery. This ought long since to have been attacked

and demolished.

The prolongation of this war, and the fact that it

still hangs so nearly in equilibrium, are our crime and
blunder, the results of our own ill management. Sla-

very, which has been, through our culpable negli-

gence, the chief strength of the enemy, might have
been made the means of their immediate overthrow.

As soon as they rejected the Constitution and the
Union, they relinquished all the special privileges

thereby conferred. As soon as they made war upon
the U. S. Government, killing its soldiers, plundering
its property, defying its legitimate authority, and un-
dertaking to diminish and divide its territory at their

pleasure, they put into the hands of that Government
a power which it had never before enjoyed, of directly

attacking the cause of that revolt, Slavery. That
this new power was not long since used was a fault

equally shared by the Government and the people.

Corrupted by the long previous toleration and protec-

tion of slavery, we protected it still when its emissa-

ries were attacking our life, and draining our heart's

blood. The duty of the Government now was to re-

pair this error, and to make a direct and exterminating
warfare upon slavery, as the only means of saving
the nation's life. And, if the official servants of the

people, civil and military, neglected this duty in cir-

cumstances so perilous as those now besetting us, the

people should imperatively demand its immediate per-

formance.

This was the key to Mr. Conway's discourse, which
was full of brilliant points, and details of intense in-

terest respecting the parts taken by various individu-

als conspicuous in civil and military positions, in

regard to the protection or the destruction of slavery.

It would be a great service to the cause of liberty

if Mr. Conway could he persuaded to give this lec-

ture in other places, and without delay. Let the
friends of freedom apply to him.

Take Notice. As inquiries are frequently made
for William A. Jackson,—Jefferson Davis's late

coachman in Richmond, who adroitly made his escape

to the Federal lines, and has since been lecturing in

this quarter on the rebellion and slavery,—we would

state that he has sailed for England, where he deems
his testimony more wanted, by the perverted state of

public sentiment in that country, than it is here.

We trust he will meet with a kind reception.

Jfl^TiiE Christian Examiner for November has

appeared. Its contents are :—1, Christ the Spirit; 2,

Was Thomas Kempis the author of (lie "Imitation V
3, New Translations of the " Vita Nuova;" 4, Alexis

de Tocquevillo; 5, Sbakspcare's Sonnets and Friend-

ships ; 6, The AVar Policy and the Future of the South
;

7, Review of Current Literature. The number con-

tains four extra pages.

Mr. Rice Elected in ihe Third District.—
The decision of the Board of Aldermen to forward the

amended return from Ward Twelve to the office of

the Secretary of State, settles the matter of the elec-

tion of Mr. Rice, as the Governor's Council, in count-

iug the votes, will consider the amended return as the

true one from that Ward.

Death of Gen. Mitciiel. Perhaps the greatest

bereavement that has befallen the cause of freedom and
humanity, since the rebellion began, is to be found in

the sudden decease of this large-hearted, humane man
at Port Royal. What better monument could he
have, or desire, than his noble letter sent to Secretary
Chase, a few days before bis death, in relation to the
contrabands ? [See last page.J

Removal op Gen. McClellan. A night-mare
has passed from the Northern breast by the removal of

McClellan, and the substitution of Burnside. If all

that is factious, low and brutal howl over this change,

why should not all that is patriotic, high and noble

exult? The forbearance nnd long- suffering of the

government and nation in his case have been unpar-

alleled and astounding. His "masterly strategy"
has turned out to be like that of the frog in the well

—

jumping up two feet, and falling back three !

The sixth lecture, entitled "A Plea for Woman,"
was delivered on Tuesday evening last, by Miss Anna
E. Dickinson of Philadelphia, a young lady who has

formerly spoken here with much acceptance in rela-

tion to slavery and the war. She made an able pre-

sentation of the restrictions and disabilities under
which woman labors in our present stage of civiliza-

tion, and showed the inconsistency of these restric-

tions, not only with reason, justice and the public
welfare, but with truths commonly received as self-

evident, and stated as such in our standards of po-
litical and religious action. With cutting satire she
exposed the absurd pretence that women would lose

their delicacy and refinement by going to the polls,

and she showed the need that men's political action

should receive such refining influence as the presence
and cooperation of women exercise in social life.

The nation would receive obvious and manifold ad-

vantage by the association of both sexes in the man-
agement of its affairs. Women were housekeepers
by profession. Surely our national housekeeping
showed blunders and deficiencies, continued and re-

peated month after month, such as no decent woman
would tolerate in an establishment under her control.

There are still laws on our statute books disgraceful

to men and injurious to women, and thus doubly call-

ing for renovation. The many women who declare
themselves satisfied with their condition should have
in mind a far larger number of unfortunate sisters

who live under the constant operation of cruel injus-

tice from those who claim to be their protectors.

We hear frequent warnings to women against going
out of the sphere that God and nature have assigned
to them. No one asks them to leave that sphere, and
if it were asked, it would not be possible. We need
juster ideas than now prevail of what that sphere is,

Some assert that women are not sufficiently edu-
cated for the performance of political duties. By all

means educate them better. Their deficiencies are

not their fault, and, moreover, no amount of such
deficiency operates to the exclusion of the men who
display it.

Miss Dickinson spoke at length, and with much im-
prcssiveness, on the restrictions of women in regard
to employment, and of the direct and powerful influ-

ence of these restrictions on the increase of vice.

Forty thousand girls in New York city work fifteen

hours a day to earn from twelve to thirty cents.

Many of these girls have relatives dependent upon
their labor for support. What wonder that many are
driven to the streets by actual hunger?
Many facts, the result of her own inquiries into the

condition of poor seamstresses, were given by the
speaker, and her final appeal for the action of justice

and humanity in regard to them was most impressive.

She spoke an hour and three-quarters, from very brief

notes, and without the slightest hesitancy in regard to

language.

The President of the Fraternity announced that the

lecture on Tuesday evening next would be given, not
by Henry Ward IJeechor, as in the printed programme,
but by Ralph Waldo Emerson, those two gentlemen
having exchanged places.—c. k. w.

She referred lo an anticipated difficulty of raising

money for a Hospital during the present war, and
thought the institution should not panse a day for a
consideration like this. The need of it being especially

pressing at this moment, when bo many women and
children are le'ft without their natural protectors, this

is the very best time for its establishment.

Our usefulness is not limited to the cure of disease.

We give a home to the friendless, in many eaBes
in which it could not elsewhere be found. We have
treated 411 persons in this house. They come here
not for drugs merely, hut for comfort, advice, conso-
lation. And these give strength. Some come here
who are not penniless, only friendless. W« take such
persons and help them, and account such interior help
as among the most sacred of our duties.

The medical education of women greatly needs to-

be advanced. Our community begin to recognize the
need of female physicians, and an extensive demand
has arisen for their services. She formerly thought
Female Medical Colleges needful to supply this want.
She no longer thought so. If we would have fully

educated female physicians, they must study like men,
and with men. The patients of an institution like

this must necessarily create a public sentiment in fa-

vor of female physicians. The best part of the pro-
fession already favor us. Two of the best medical
men in the city, Dr. Cabot and Dr. John Ware, are
our consulting physicians: and a dozen more are wil-

ling to give their assistance whenever it is asked.
This favorable sentiment is advancing, and before
many years Harvard College will be opened to female
medical pupils. All the omens are in our favor, if we
will but be true to ourselves, and apply ourselves zea-

lously to the work.

In the absence of Mr. Sewail, the Treasurer, Mrs.
Bond reported that the institution was free from debt,

and that there were Fifty dollars in the treasury. It
was very desirable to increase the funds, both that the
means for accommodating free patients might be in-

creased, and to establish the institution on a firm and
permanent basis.

Miss Goddard read a new Constitution which had
been drawn up, and, after discussion, its articles were
separately adopted.

Twenty Directors were then nominated and chosen,
with power to increase their number to twenty-four,
and these Directors were instructed to apply, as speed-
ily as possible, for an act of incorporation.—c. k. w.

DEMOCRACY.

Eloquent Speeches. We have given, on our
first page, some extracts from the very eloquent
speeches recently delivered by Col. Bullock at Wor-
cester, and Hon. Richard Busteed in Faneuil Hall.

Their careful perusal will quicken the pulse of every
reader, and give a new impetus to the struggling cause
of freedom.

Address of Wendell Phillips. The instruc-

tiveaddress delivered by Mr. Phillips, at Music Hull,

on Sunday, 2d inst, may be found on our last page.
Those who were not, as well as those who were pre-

sent, will be glad to have an opportunity to peruse it,

as reported by that most accurate of phonographic re-

porters, James M. W. Yerrlnton, Esq.

2E^=- A private letter from New Orleans says Gen.
Butler recently took possession of two large planta-

tions mar the city, anil transferred a large number of
loyal blacks to them for active service. The Dumber
of fugitive blacks in ihe department of the Gulf is

increasing at a rapid rate.

AHHUAL MEETING OF THE "HOSPITAL
P0E WOMEN AND CHILDREN."

This meeting was held on Tuesday, Nov. 11th, at

the Hospital, 60 Pleasant Street.

After prayer by James Freeman Clarke, Miss Lucy
Goddard, who occupied the chair, spoke of the neces-

sity of now forming a permanent organization.

Mrs. Cheney, Secretary pro tern., gave a sketch of
the origin of the institution in 1858.

It at first existed as a clinical department of the New
England Female Medical College, and occupied their

building, receiving from them house-rent, fuel, and
gas, but being otherwise self-supporting, its remaining
expenses being defrayed by separate and special con-
tributions.

In the present year, the Female Medical College
made objection to the continuance of this arrangement,
thinking the Hospital neither needful nor desirable as

an addition to their establishment In July, therefore

the " Hospital for Women and Children " was separ-

ately organized, anil commenced its occupation of the
house in Pleasant Street.

Dr. Marie Zakrzewska, the visiting Physician, then
made a statement respecting the success of the institu-

tion, so far, in the reception and treatment of patients,

She gave very interesting detaiisof the characteristics

of the various classes of patients resorting there. She
urged the continued reception of unmarried women
needing humane and friendly care in confinement;
and, referring to the extensive interest excited a year
go by the pleas of Miss Kmina Hardinge in behalf of

lost women, (who, whether vicious or not, Werea&o*
(fon«f.) the spoke with altecting earnestness of the

need of interposing humane and friendly can- to save

those who were specially exposed to become thus

abandoned. The danger in many cases might be avert-

ed by applying kind precaution to its lirst st:igee. This
was an important part of their work, and to her it

urgently demanded byftccmei

duty, i

parts

In a pure Democracy, the will of the people is sov-
ereign

; and when it is coincident with the will of God,
when justice and mercy are the habitation of its

throne, when every man and woman in the land is

ready to accord to every other all the rights and pri-

vileges which they claim for themselves—to pledge
life, fortune, honor, to secure and maintain those

rights—the kingdom of heaven will have come, the

reign of Peace will have begun, and from glad hearts

will rise, with one acclaim, the songs of joy and love,
" Glory to God in the highest, peace on earth, and
good will to men."
Such is the sublime ideal of a Christian Common-

wealth. The most favored people, in their most pros-

perous dayB, have had but glimpses, hardly a foretaste

of it. Ours purports to be a government of the peo-

ple. In theory, their will is sovereign, but it is only
in theory. To some extent, however, it makes itself

known through their Constitutions and laws, and the
spirit in which they are adjudicated and applied.

Through them is set forth the measure of justice

which the people demand, and are able to maintain,
within the limits of their respective State or national

jurisdictions. If, in any State, slavery exists, it is

because the people wish to have it so, or because they
have not the wisdom and courage to resist and prevent
it. The vicious principles and practices of the slave
States, therefore, find sanction and protection in their

laws. To give scope and encouragement to them,
in the Territories, and to add weight to the stave in-

terest, with the apparent sanction of the Supreme
Court, the Chief Justice goes out of his way to de-
clare, that negroes are not citizens of the United
States, and adds, that " they have no rights which
white men are bound to respect." And, when we
consider the obvious purpose of the declaration, a
more flagitious, arbitrary, atheistic, or God^defying ut-

terance can hardly be conceived. It is worthy of his
great prototype, the prince of rebel angels ; and, in

the record of our times, the men of coming years will

doubtless accord to him the bad eminence he has won,
and he shall sit as chief among pro-slavery fiends.

He virtually denies the manhood of the negro race;
or, admitting it, makes.it optional with the white man

ther he shall respect their rights or not; as if

rights were limited by race or color, and depended
upon the arbitrary enactments of the white man; and,
because he has not agreed to respect the black man's
rights, therefore, he is not bound to do so !

Such views and sentiments, from a high " public
functionary," have tended greatly to augment the
prevailing contempt and hatred of the negro race,
have paralyzed the moral sense of the community,
and thus given to the ship of State a pro-slavery
lurch, from which she will not easily recover. Struck
by such " blasts from hell," she reels and plunges, and
may, at length, go down, amid the waves and storms,
a shattered, shapeless wreck.

A native of Maryland, he is worthy of his Jesuit an-
cestry, and a fit representative of the semi-barbarous
community, in which he was born nnd bred. Oppres-
sion is its law. With unexampled opportunities for
good, our countrymen have shown themselves unwor-
thy of the high privileges they have enjoyed. The
ark of freedom was, in the providence of God, commit-
ted to their bands. They were the guardians of the
world's dearest hopes, hut proved unfaithful to their sa-

cred trust; fur, having vindicated their right to life,

liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, with the cry of
justice and humanity on their lips, they have never
ceased to trample on the rights of others. Disposed to

exercise the most galling tyranny, they have devel-
oped among them the most wide-spread, the most vil-

lanous and outrageous system of oppression the world
has ever known.

" Our fathers," we are told, "were brought hither
by their high veneration tor the Christian religion.
They labored in its light, and journeyed in its hope."
Oppressed and persecuted beyond endurance in the
old world, they encountered untold dangers, toils and
sufferings, for the sake of freedom and security, in ihe
new." "They sought," first of all, "a faith's pure
shrine, freedom to worship God." They hinded at
Plymouth, Dec. 22d, 1020. But before setting loot
upon that rude, snow-clad, and inhospitable shore, they
put their names to a sacred compact, or form of civil

polity, whereby they proved themselves one people,
and became the hopeful, vigorous and living germ of
this noble Commonwealth.
They were Englishmen, and brought with then

the qualities and dispositions of Englishmen. Emi-
nently selfish, earnest and persistent of purpose,
intelligent, daring, enterprising, they could hardly
fail to secure and maintain a permanent foothold upon
the American continent. Schooled in adversity, they
seemed to better their instructions, and, in turn, be-
came the aggressors. Conscious ot growing strength,
they assumed the right and authority lo scatter the
heretics, and drive out the heathen before tbein.

Almost simultaneously with the white, the black
man came, but for a very different purpose; not for
the service of bis God, but to do the will of his master.
Already the slave trade had been opened upon the
coast of Africa. Stimulated by the cupidity and am-
bition of European adventurers, African chiefs made
war upon each other, and the prisoners of war, cap-
tured in the int«Hor, Were brought to the coast, de-
livered over to the rapacity of slave-traders, dragged
mi board their slave .hips, and those of them who un-
fortunately aurvtved the horrors of the middle passage
were transported beyond seas, and sold into intermin-
able bondage, wherever there was a demand for them.
Nol ;i lew were hinded at Jamestown, and retained in

the Virginia colony as slaves.
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Thus, and thus early, was slavery introduced into

the British American colonies. First in Virginia, it

spread through them all, and was not abolished even

in Massachusetts till After the commencement of the

Revolutionary war. Then and there Were sown the

seeds of an irrepressible conflict, which has grown

with their growth and strengthened with their

strength. It is a conflict between the powers of light

and of darkness, of truth and falsehood, of good and

evil, of heaven and hell.

The evil is not merely functional ; it is organic. It

pervades and infests the whole body politic. It has

reached the vitals, and threatens the life of the na-

tion ; and, whether she lias virtue and vitality enough

left to cast out the legion, to purge off their mischief,

to expel their baser fires, and live, lime will show.

But of this be assured, God reigns, and men shall yet

be brought to know and do his will, " on earth, as

is done in heaven."

But, through what an age of strife and suffering,

through what a night of agony and sweat and blood,

must they reach the dawning of that glorious day

when they shall rise, redeemed, regenerated, and dis-

enthralled,—a wiser, nobler, happier people, the joy

and hope of the nations, the light of the world !

H. W. C.

TO. WELLS BROWN AT HAVERHILL.

HAVERHILL, Nov. 9, 1862.

Friend Garrison,—Let me add to my letter in

the last Liberator, by saying that on Thursday even-

ing, October 30th, Wm. Wells Brown lectured again

in our new Town Hall—the most beautiful one in the

State, Mr. Sumner told us when here—and he had a

crowded and attentive audience. It was acknowl-

edged on all hands to have been one of the best meet-

ings of the season. At the close of the address, the

following resolutions were passed :

—

Resolved, That we endorse the President's Eman-
cipation Proclamation as a moral and military ne-

cessity, and will support no man for office who will

not sustain it to its full extent.

Resolved, That the thanks of the people of Haver-

hill be tendered to Wm. Wells Brown for his eloquent

advocacy of the rights of man and the rights of com-

pensated labor, irrespective of color, condition or na-

tion, and we bid him God-speed as a loyal, devoted,

and faithful friend of his country and humanity.

Resolved, That we recognize in Hon. Charles Sum-
ner a heroic, patriotic, generous and faithful Senator

of this Commonwealth; that "he is wrapped all over

in the banner of his country," and that "those may
pierce him who would pierce its blessed folds to reach

a champion of justice."

Resolved, That the citizens of Haverhill here, en

masse, and at the polls next Tuesday, will elect two

whole-souled men to the ensuing Legislature,

will give their whole heart, mind and strength to the

reelection of Charles Sumner as Senator from Massa-

chusetts in Congress, for the full term of six years

from the 4th of March next.

Resolved, That we hereby nominate by acclama-

tion, and will reelect by a splendid majority, Gilman

Corning and Calvin Butriek, Esqs., as our Represen-

tatives to the next General Court, believing them to

be capable and reliable men, whom the honest peo-

ple may delight to honor.

This meeting was presided over by Rev. George

W. Kelly, a native of Virginia, formerly an Orthodox

minister, as loyal and true a man as we have among
us. On the platform we had, also, as Vice-Presidents,

Elder Henry Plnmmer, one of the pioneers in the

Anti-Slavery cause here, and the venerable Benjamin

Emerson and Ladd Haseltine. Elder Plummer read

various pungent passages of Scripture bearing against

oppression, and made a fervent prayer.

The collection taken up on this occasion for Mr.

Brown amounted to upwards of twenty dollars. One
gentleman, a shoe manufacturer, was so well pleased

with his address, that he wished to be introduced to

him for the express purpose of shaking five dollars

into his hand, with his heart in it; and this, after he

had doubtless contributed no stingy sum to the regu-

lar collection.

Ou Thursday evening, November 5th, Mr. Brown
again occupied the Town Hall, and gave us his lite-

rary and humorous entertainment, in aid of our

Soldiers' Relief Society and the contrabands. He
had an excellent house, and, after paying all expenses,

forty dollars were put into the hands of the society

noticed, and the same amount goes to his own people,

of course. Mr. Sumner put thirty-five dollars into

the same treasury last year, but here is a colored man.

formerly a slave, who gives to our patriotic white sol-

diers five dollars more, even, than our noble Senator.

On both these latter occasions, our friend Brown
was the guest of Van Buren Hoyt, a young man true

as steel to the principles of freedom—one of the three

months' men in the Fifth Regiment, at the outset of

the war, and who may be relied on to honor all true

men without distinction of color or race.

Let me add, in conclusion, that the resolutions

noted were made good in our election. The gentle-

men named were triumphantly reelected to the Legis-

lature, and will honor us, themselves, the State and

country, by voting for Charles Sumner. G. K. R.

P. S. I may add, further, that Mr. Brown lectured

at Ayer's Village in the West Parish of this town,

last Friday evening, to a full house, who gave him a

generous collection.

A SIGN OF THE TIMES.

Barre, Orleans Co., N. Y., Oct. 30, 1862.

W. L. Garrison:

My Friend,—I must give you a "sign of the

times." In Buffalo, a few weeks since, I saw a regi-

ment of volunteers inarch to the depot on their way

to the "sacred soil" of Virginia. As an escort at

their head marched the "Continentals'''—a company

of elderly men, dressed in uniform after the fashion of

'76, who drill as a Home Guard. Millard Fillmore,

of Fugitive Slave Bill memory, was their captain, and

the leader of the long array. Thousands of specta-

tors and friends of the departing volunteers thronged

the sidewalks. The soldiers' hearts were full, and

needed the relief of utterance. Some one among
them sounded a note of the "John Brown hymn,"

aud from rank to rank rolled the great words

—

"John Brown's body lies a mouldering in the grave,
Bnt his soul is inarching on."

And in solemn silence, Fillmore heard them ! Veri-

ly, the Divine laws are immortal, and conquer at last.

We are just on the eve of our State election. Ere

this reaches you, the result will be known, and I utter

no prophecies. The lines arc more clearly drawn,

constantly. It is Freedom and Loyalty against Sla-

very and Treason—the same in spirit in New York as

in Carolina. Beauregard brands the "Yankees" as

' Abolitionists," and Seymour and John Van Buren

echo the cry against those who sustain the President's

Proclamation.

I have been speaking for a fortnight in Cayhuga
County to good audiences, to show the "irrepressible

conflict " between Slavery and Freedom. In Auburn,

the home of Seward, his name has lost its magic. In

September, I was tn Cattaraugus and Erie Counties,

and found a deep and earnest interest among the peo-

ple in the country, meeting nearer Buffalo with the

growls and falsehoods of the secesh influences ema-

nating therefrom.

Our Government moves. The Proclamation is a

great step. Yet it would be a great lesson for men in

Washington to learn that good things arc best when

done in time. Oh, for that swift and ready insight

which takes up the heart of a people in their highest

and most heroic mood, and makes that rare inspiration

their law and savior! But, amidst trouble and peril,

the end of slavery draws near, and then comes the

dawn. Yours, truly, G. B. STEBBINS.

ffP^ The President notifies all who call upon him

that he will not modify or withdraw his Emancipation

Proclamation. Good I By that sign he shall con-

quer, and the nation be saved.

FREMONT DEMONSTRATION AT ST. LOUIS.
Presentation of a Sirorrl to Major General Fremont—

Grand Torchlight Procession— Great Turn-out of the

Germans—Speech of the Pathjinder.

The St. Louis Democrat, contains a long report of the

Fremont demonstration in that city on Saturday, No-
vember 1ft, on which occasion the General was pre-

sented with a sword, the gilt of the German citizens.

There was a grand torchlight procession, and among
the inscriptions on the transparencies were the follow-

ing :—
" Fremont and victory !

"

"Fremont, the man of the future!"
"Fremont, the hope of the country !

"

" And their slaves, if any, shall lie free men !
"—Fre-

mont's Proclamation, August 31, '61

"The politicians hate whom the people revere and
love !

"

" The people will claim thee !

"

" Free speech, free soil, Fremont 1

"

" Fremont, the man of the people !"
" You hate him, but your hatred makes him dearer

to us
!

"

" You love the Germans because they love liberty;

they love thee because thou desirest liberty !

"

" Give us Fremont, and we will take victory !
"

In response to the presentation speech, General Fre-
mont said :

—

" This, my friends, is a magnificent setting in which
you place the noble gift that, in the name of the Ger-
man population of St. Louis, I have just received from
their committee. I am happy that circumstances have
enabled me to receive it directly from yourselves, and
that I have this opportunity in the sound of your
voices and the light ofyour torches, and in the kindling
enthusiasm of the moment, to tell you how deeply I

am indebted to you, and how cordially I reciprocate

your friendship. Believe, my German friends, that I

fully appreciate the distinction this friendship gives

me. Habituated for generations to liberty and domes-
tic tranquillity, our American people enjoyed them
like sunshine and air, as the natural conditions of their

lives. Their homes have been always sanctuaries,

their persons inviolable as Roman senators, every
avenue to individual prosperity was open to them

;

and when the crash of civil warcamey-tliey heard in it

only the call to arms for a transient struggle. But
your surroundings have been of a different character,

and when the guns at Sumter broke the peace of the

continent, they woke far other echoes in your hearts.

You had lived where political and social liberty exist-

ed only in men's aspirations. You remembered how
often you had seen the sword of the people vainly

bared against the tyrannies of established power, and
you knew better how to appreciate a birthright of lib-

erty, and saw quicker the presence of its dangers.

Therefore it is—and because you are father removed
from the intrigues which in this country make the

public service dangerous—that your approbation has
in it a peculiar value. And this it is that makes the

beautiful gift I receive from you to-night, and this

splendid exhibition of regard with which you surround
its presentation, one of the most solid satisfactions of

my life. And, indeed, I am truly happy that you
have placed me among that brotherhood of patriots to

whose hands you are willing to confide the sword in

your cause. For, no matter how begun, this is the
people's war. Whatever issue bared the sword, it is

now a reformation, and you contend not only for the

integrity of the country, but for its regeneration, which
it is in your hands to accomplish. In every country
its leading features mark out tb.e site where great bat-

tles must be fought. Upon the old continent, recur-

ring battles, on the same spots, and age after age have
witnessed the struggle of nations always more or less

for liberty, working out always the problem of govern-
ment—whether the people should hold the sword or be
themselves subject to it. At last, we have received

the baptism of blood which admits us among the old

nations. Upon our hitherto peaceful country these

last impressions have been made that complete its re-

semblance to the old continent, and now this problem
of government comes to us, and is already marking
out its historic fields. But this time it finds the sword
in the hands of the people—this time they are masters
of the situation. They see it from their vantage

ground and by the light of ages, and they will so wield

the sword that this first shall be their last and only-

contest in this question of government, and that these

historic battle-fields of ours shall be, not the recurring
arenas for the fruitless shedding of fraternal blood, but
great seals upon the final triumph of popular liberty.

But while you give the wealth and power of the na-

tion to maintain the integrity of its territory, and
while yon stand by your constituted authorities with
invincible fidelity, and hold them inflexibly in position,

you must with equal determination maintain those

safeguards which have been thrown around your per-

sona! liberties. The strength of the nation to rise su-

perior to every assaidt lies in the maintenance of in-

dividual liberty as it stood under the supremacy of the

laws—in the freedom of speech and freedom of the

press. Every invasion of the laws is a usurpation,

dangerous in revolution, and not to be justified by any
plea of temporary expediency. Obsta principiis—stop

the beginnings, and stop them decisively, remember-
ing that if you fail in this duty, you surrender the
sword, and the people fall. God placed in the hands
of an angel, at the gates of Eden, a flaming sword,
turning on every side, to guard the way to the tree of

Life. So has he placed in your hands a sword which
you must keep always bare and flaming, and turning
every way, to guard the approaches to that liberty

which is the tree of your national life. And now, my
dear and kind friends, in parting from you and leav-

ing our connection to those pleasant associations the

memory of which we have rekindled to-night, what
can I say that will even remotely express the deep im-

pressions your generous favor has made upon me ? I

shall hold you always in most cordial and affectionate

remembrance, and I can only say that gratitude and
regard for you will remain among the permanent emo-
tions of my heart. The laws of Rome denied triumphs
to generals for victories obtained in civil wars—and
rightly too, for how can we find in the bloodshed and
misfortunes of countrymen occasions for rejoicing 1

But this—if it be not presumptuous in me to say so

—

this is a triumph which no feelings and no laws forbid,

and which every law would be powerless to express

—

a triumph in the affections of the people."
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No complaint was made that any requisitions had

not been filled, and it was inferred from his language
that he was only waiting for the distribution of his

supplies. On the 11th, he telegraphed that a portion
of supplies sent by rail had been delayed. As already-

stated, agents were immediately sent from here to in-

vestigate this complaint, and ihcy reported that every-
thing had gone forward.

On the same date, the 11th, lie spoke of many of
his horses being broken down by fatigue. On the 12th
he complained that the rate of supply was only 150
horses per week for the entire army there and in front
of Washington. I immediately directed the Quarter-
master General to inquire into this matter, and report
why a larger supply was not furnished.

Gen. Meigs reported on the 14th, that the average
issue of horses to Gen. McClellan's army in the field

ami in front of Washington for the previous six weeks
had been 1,469 per week, or 8,754 in all; in addition
that large numbers of mules had been supplied, and
that the number of animals with Gen. McClellan's
army on the Upper Potomac was over 31,000. He
also reported that he was then sending to that army all

the horses he could procure.
On the 18th, Gen. McClellan stated in regard to

Gen. Meigs's report, that he had filled every requisi-

tion for shoes and clothing, " Gen. Meigs may have
ordered these articles to be forwarded, but they have
not reached our depots, and unless greater effort to en-
sure prompt transmission is made by the department
of which Gen. Meigs is the head, they might as well
remain in New York or Philadelphia, so far as this

army is concerned."
I immediately called Gen. Meigs's attention to this

apparent neglect of his Department. On the 25th, he
reported as the result of his investigation, that 48,000
pairs of boots and shoes had been received by the
Quartermaster of Gen. McClellan's army at Harper's
Ferry, Frederick and Hagerstown ; that 20,000 pairs
were at Harper's Ferry depot on the 21st, that 10,000
more were on their way, and 15,000 more ordered,

Col. Ingalls, Aid-de-Camp and Chief Quartermas-
ter to Gen. McClellan, telegraphed on the 25th :

" The
suffering for want of clothing is exaggerated, I think,
and certainly might have been avoided by timely re-

quisitions of regimental and brigade commanders."
On the 24th he telegraphed to the Quartermaster

General that " The clothing was not detained in the
cars at the depots. Such complaints are groundless.
The fact is, the clothing arrives and is issued, but more
still is wanted. I have ordered more than would seem
necessary from any data furnished me, and 1 beg to
remind you that you have always very promptly met
all my requisitions, so far as clothing is concerned.
Our depot is not at fault. It provides as soon as due
notice is given. I foresee no time when any army of
over 100,000 men will not call for clothing and other
articles."

In regard to Gen. McClellan's means of promptly
communicating the wants of his army to me or to the
proper Bureaus of the War Department, I report that,

'n addition to the ordinary mails, he has been in -hour-
ly communication with Washington by telegraph.

It is due to Gen. Meigs that I should submit here-
with a copy of a telegram received by him from Gen-
eral McClellan.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
Signed) H. W. Halleck, General in Chief.

U. S. Military Telegraph, \

Received Oct. 22, 1862—9,40 p. u. f

From Gen. McClellan's Headquarters,
To Brigadier General Meigs

:

Your despatch of this date is received. I have never
intended in any letter or despatch to make any accusa-
tion against yourself or your department for not fur-

nishing and forwarding clothing as rapidly as it was
possible for you to do.

I believe that everything has been done that could
be done in this respect. The idea that I have tried to
convey was, that certain portions of the command were
without clothing, and the army could not move until
it was supplied.

(Signed) G. B. McClellan, Major General.

THE LESSON OF THE ELECTIONS.
It must be the business of the radical members of

the present Congress to impart to the President a right
understanding of the situation. The people only saw
that nothing was done, no progress was made, and no
end for the war and its hardships appeared. But let

the contrary be seen, and the opposition of the newly
elected members of Congress will be checkmated. If
now the President insists on half-way measures, or
resolves upon an utter turning back, he will only have
pronounced his own sentence, and broken the staff of
his support. Should the new Congress, however, ar-

ray itself in factious opposition to the President
victorious over the rebellion, his position in regard
to it would be still better than that of Andrew Jack-
son, whom the people sustained, after a violent con-
test, and whom they to day reckon among their saints.

But whatever is to be done must now be done in-

stanter, before it is too late. If, hitherto, days were
precious, now are moments; for we have aroused a
cunning enemy in our very midst, who isevery where
exerting himself to the utmost to cross and confound
our counsels. The peril of our situation is extreme,
and only extreme measures can save us.

—

Die (St.
Louis) Neue Zeit, ofNov. 7

REMOVAL OF GENERAL McCLELLAN.
Headquarters, Army of the Potomac, )

Salem, Va., Nov. 8

—

Saturday noon.
, J

The order relieving Major-General McClellan from
the command of the Army of the Potomac was re-

ceived at headquarters at 11 o'clock last light. It was
entirety unexpected to all, and therefore every one
was taken by surprise. On its receipt, the command
was immediately turned over to Gen. Burnside. Gen.
McClellan and his staff will leave to-morrow for
Trenton, where he is ordered to report. The order
was delivered to him by Gen. Buckingham in person.
His last official act was the issuing of an address to

his soldiers, informing them in a few words that the
command had devolved on Gen. Burnside, and taking
an affectionate leave of them.

The Official Order Relieving Gen. McClel-
.an.—New York, Nov. 11th. The following is the or-
der removing Gen. McClellan from the Army of the
Potomac :

—

War Department, Adjutant General's Office, \

Washington, Nov. 5, 1862. j

General Orders No. 182. By direction of the Presi-
dent of the United States, it is ordered that Major
General McClellan be relieved from the command of
the Army of the Potomac, and that Major General
"urnside take command of that Army.
By order of the Secretary of War,

(Signed) E. D. Townsend,
Assistant Adjutant General.

Headquarters, Army of the Potomac,
\

November 11, 1862. (

Major-General McClellan was escorted to the cars
this noon by a large cavalcade of officers, including
General Burnside. There was no demonstration at
his departure.

THE CONTRABANDS.
Editor Transcript,—Please publish the following ex-

tracts from a letter just received from a friend at Fort
ress Monroe. He is a gentleman of the highest intelj

ligeuce and character, and from long and intimate
acquaintance with the "contrabands," his testimony
as to the danger of negroes coming North is of the
most reliable character. F. W. B.

Fortress Monroe, Not. 1, 1862.

Dear Sir,—Your article in the Transcript of the
30th was just and timely, exposing the unblushing
falsification of facts by the Boston Post. The story

started by rebels, and all through this State the
cry has been, " Carry them off North if you are going
to free them, and we will get in foreigners"; and
when told that foreign labor will be much more ex-
pensive, the answer has been, " We will induce the
Irish and Germans to come here in such large num-
bers, that they will be obliged to work for twenty-five
or fifty cents per day." All agree that if this is not
done, all the negroes will be wanted upon the soil.

The colored people are as active and industrious
and capable as the Irish. They are much more easily
managed ; and as the Irish are at the North and the
negro in the South, each in their more native latitude,
so let it be ; and as secesh slaveholders threaten to
emigrate if they cannot rule, ah the better; that will
make room at once for foreign skill and capital, and
these combined with free cheap labor will increase
the productions of the Slave States commercially, at
least four-fold in five years.

If the Irish are not blinded to their own interests,
they will go as a body all over the land for universal
emancipation; for if slavery continues or lingers into
gradual extinction, slaves will abscond in such large
numbers as to flood the North, and the farmers and all

other employers of cheap labor will be able to get all

the help they want, male and female, for less than
half now paid.
Let the rebellion be crushed, and emancipation fol-

low, and matters get settled so as to make their situa-
tion safe, and the entire negro race in all Northern
America will gradually concentrate in the South, and
there become the great producing class, the main
source of wealth in all the South in time to come, as
in lime past, only increased at least four-fold.

It is almost the universal desire of the colored peo-
ple to go South instead of North, if moved at all.

The Proclamation in New Orleanb. I met
an old planter a day or two ago, who has lost nearly
one hundred negroes by the present rebellion, who
saluted me as follows: "Halloo , you Northern
Yankees are making a d d sight more noise about
President Lincoln's Proclamation than we Southern-
ers are." The remark is most truthful, and shows
m the most painful light that the miserable truckling
to the slave oligarchy by certain presses and persona
of the North is chronic, and cannot be cured even by
the horrors and sacrifices which have been entailed
on the country by the present war. This sudden up-
rising of certain old political elements, which I thought
if not dead, were at least paralyzed, is indeed disgust-
ing, and but for my thorough conviction that the
masses of the people are sound, I should almost de-
spair. I have yet to hear one word in the streets
against the Emancipation Proclamation from any
Southern acquaintances. They all say to me—this is
exactly what might have heen"expected ; and more—
so utterly disorganized have the slaves become, that
the institution, under its old order, is forever destroyed
and worthless, no matter what Mr. Lincoln orany one
else may say on the subject.—New Orleans cor. N. Y.
Times.

The following is an extract from a business letter
recently received by a business firm in this city from
New Orleans. The writer has lived in New Orleans
for more than twenty years, and has been strongly
opposed to any movement of an anti-slavery charac-
ter:

—

"Our Union friends all feel some encouragement
from the President's Proclamation. We think it a
move in the right direction. Push the war with vigor
and if'_ possible keep down political differences. The
secessionists are constantly pointing to your quarrels,
and relying on that source. They are hoping, by every

\ > see an opposition party arise in the North to
distract your councils and divide the Union strength."

RESPONSE OF GEN. HALLECK.
Headquarters of the Army, I

Washington, Oct. 28, 1862. [

Hon. B. M. Stanton, Secretary of War:
In reply to the general interrogatories contained in

your letter of yesterday, I have to report

:

First, that requisitions for supplies to the army un-
der Gen. McClellan are made by his staff officers on
the Chiefs of Bureaus here; that is, for Quartermas-
ter's supplies, by his chief Quarlermastcr, on the Quar-
termaster General ; for Commissary supplies, by his

chief Commissary, on the Commissary General, etc.

No such requisitions have been made, to my knowl-
edge, upon the Secretary of War, and none upon the

General-in-Chief.
Second—On several occasions, Gen. McClellan has

telegraphed to me that his army was deficient in cer-

tain supplies. All these telegrams were immediately
referred to the heads of Bureaus with orders to report.

It was ascertained that in every instance the requisi-

tions had been immediately filled, except one, where
the Quartermaster General had been obliged to send
from Philadelphia certain articles of clothing, tents,

etc., not having a full supply here. There has not
been, so far as I could ascertain, any neglect or delay
in any department or Bureau in issuing all supplies

asked for by Gen. McClellan, or by the officers of his

staff. Delays have occasionally occurred in forward-

ing supplies by rail, on account of the crowded condi-

tion of the depots, or of a want of cars, but whenever
notified of this, agents have been sent out to remove
the difficulty. Under the excellent superintendence
of Gen. Haupt, I think these delays have been less

frequent and of shorter duration than is usual with
freight trains.

An army of the size of that under Gen. McClellan
will frequently be for some days without the supplies

asked for on account of negk-ct in making timely re-

quisitions, and unavoidable delays in forwarding them
and in distributing them to the different Brigades and
Hegiments.
From all the information I can obtain, I am of the

opinion that the requisitions from that army have been
tilled more promptly, and that the men as a general
rule have been better supplied, than our armies opera-

ting in the West. The latter have operated at a much
greater distance from the sources of supplies, and have
had far less facilities of transportation.

Third—Soon after the battle of Antietam, Gen. Mc-
Clellan was urged to give me information of his in-

tended movements, in order that if he moved between
the enemy and Washington, reinforcements could be

sent from this place.

On the first of October, finding that he proposed to

operate from Harper's Ferry, I urged him to cross the

river at once and give battle to the enemy, pointing
out to him the disadvantages of delaying till the au-

tumn rains had swollen the Potomac, and impaired the

roads.

On the 6th of October he was peremptorily ordered
to cross the Potomac and give battle to the enemy, or

drive him south. " Your army must move now, while
the roads are good." It will be observed that three

weeks have elapsed since the order was given-
Fourth—In my opinion, there has been no such

want of supplies in the army under Gen. McClellan as

to prevent his compliance with the orders to advance
against the enemy. Had he moved to the south side

of the Potomac, he could have received his supplies

almost as readily as remaining inactive on the north.

Fifth-—On the 7th of October, in a telegram in re-

gard to his Intended movements, Gen. McClellan
stated that it would require at least three days to sup-

ply the 1st, oth and 6th corps ; that they needed shoes
and other indispensable articles of clothing, as well as

shelter tents.

GEN. HISEURNSIDE'S ASSUMPTION OF
COMMAND.

Headquarters, Army of the Potomac, )

Warrenton, Nov. 10

—

Evening:. )

Gen. McClellan was to have left yesterday for the
Norih, but the transferring of a command like this

could not be accomplished in a day, and he was, there-

fore, compelled to remain. At 9 o'clock last evening,
alt the officers belonging at headquarters assembled at
the General's tent to bid him farewell. The only
toast given was by Gen. McClellan—"The Army of
the Potomac."

Gen. McClellan and staff, accompanied by Gen.
Burnside, to-day bid farewell to his army, visiting in

succession the several army corps. As the General
rode through the ranks, the tattered banners of the
veteran regiments were dipped to greet him, while
the thousands of soldiers gave vent to their feelings
in continuous rounds of cheers and applause.
The General and staff will leave by special train to-

morrow for the North.
The following order was issued by Gen. Burnside

on taking command of the army :

—

"In accordance with General Orders No. 182, is-

sued by the President of the United States, 1 hereby
assume command of the Army of the Potomac. Pat-
riotism and the exercise of my every energy in the
direction of this army, aided by the full and hearty
cooperation of its officers and men, will, I hope, under
the blessing of God, insure its success. Having been
a sharer of the privations, and a witness of the bravery
of the old army of the Potomac in the Maryland cam-
paign, and fully identified with them in their feelings
of respect and esteem for Gen. McClellan, entertained
through a long and most friendly association with
him, I feel that it is not as a stranger I assume com-
mand. To the Ninth Army Corps, so long and inti-

mately associated with me, I need say nothing. Our
histories are identical, With diffidence for myself,
but with a proud confidence in the unswerving loyalty
and determination of the gallant army now entrusted
to my care, I accept its control with the steadfast as-

surance that the just cause must prevail.

A. E. BUKNSIDE,
Major-General Commanding."

Correspondence Between Gov. Sprague and
General Burnside. The Providence papers print
the following correspondence :

—

State of Rhode Island, Executive. Department, )

Providence, November 10, 1862. f

General,—Allow me to tender you my sincere con-
gratulations on your appointment to the command of
the Army of the Potomac. Your well-known energy,
kill and patriotism, will, I feel sure, restore confidence

to a disheartened people, and lead them to expect ac-
tive operations and the speedy success of our brave
rmy in the suppression of treason and rebellion.

Rhode Island regards your appointment with un-
feigned pride and pleasure.

(Signed) Wm. Sfrague.
To General Burnside, Commander-in-Chief of the

Army of the Potomac.

Headquarters Army, Nov. 10, 1862.
To Gov. Wm. Sjirague:

Your.dispatch of this date is received, and I thank
you for it. It is a great support to me in the assump-
tion of so great a responsibility to know that I have
your confidence and that of the State of Rhode Island.

(Signed) A. E. Burnside,
Major General, Commanding Army of the Potomac.

FIGHT BETWEEN A KANSAS COLORED
REGIMENT AND GUERILLAS.

The Leavenworth correspondent of the Chicago
Tribune gives the following account of a fight between
a Kansas colored regiment and a gang of guerillas :

—

"The Kansas colored regiment had a fight with
;uerillas, commencing on Tuesday last and continuing
everal days, in which the blacks were victorious.
The facts (as related to me by Lieut. Lyon of Co. A)

e, the 1st Kansas, colored, under Jackman and
Cockrell, occupied and held an island at the head of
the Osage River, at the junction of the Mari-de-z
and Mill Creek.
These two combining form the Osage River near

Butler, Bates County, Mo. At this point the secesh
keep a large quantity of stock guarded by these gueril-
las. Major Henning, commander of Fort Scott, and
Provost Marshal of Southern Kansas, ordered from
Fort Lincoln a detachment of the colored regiment,
(the regiment is stationed at Fort Lincoln,) 160 men
from the 1st, Col. Williams, and seventy men from the
battalion of colored troops from Southern Kansas, un-
der Capt. Leamen, making 230—all under Capt. Ward,
acting commander of the regiment for the time being,
the Cojonel being absent. Arriving at the island they
found about 400 guerillas—the blacks took possession
of Tootman's house, a noted guerilla by that name re-
siding there—they surrounded the house and yard
with a wall of rails, and named it Fort Africa.
The enemy were all mounted, and they made fre-

quent attacks on the blacks. The guerillas were re-

inforced with 200 men, and the blacks sent to Fort
Scott for reinforcements and ammunition,—meanwhile
the 230 blacks were fighting the 600 secesh. Up to
Thursday night, seven blacks were killed andjeight
wounded. Captain Crew (white) of Company A was
killed, and his body was brought to Leavenworth yes-
terday.

Lieut. Gardner, (white,) the fighting Quaker, so
called, was wounded, making eight killed and nine
wounded on our side, and up to the same time from
fifteen to twenty of the guerillas were killed. The
number of wounded not known to my informant. On
Thursday night the reinforcements from Fort Scott
came on the ground, consisting of 150 cavalry and two
pieces of artillery.

The guerillas immediately commenced retreating to
the island, and down the river. It was the intention
to attack them on the island the next morning, and
break up the nest. The final result I will send you
when I get it. Thus the first black blood has been
spilled in fighting with the enemies of the Union.

I have several accounts from the scene of action,
and they all agree that the blacks fought well—and
not a single coward among them ; but they were rather
hard to handle and keep back, and they had to be held
with a tight rein, like a pair of young, well fed horses,
anxious to go—and to go at the guerillas."

FnoviDENCE, Nov. 9. By order of Gov. Sprague,
a salute of 100 guns is to be fired here to-morrow

honor of the appointment of the Rhode Island
General Burnside to the command of the army of the
Potomac.

Too Much. We had become about reconciled to
the jabuerings of George Francis Train as a political
buffoon, as his was a regular business to get quarters
out of the people, as legitimate as the business of any
showman or quack. We were content that he should
whip Kngland, annihilate the negroes, check the pro-
gress of the Anglo-Saxons, and build up a confede-
racy upon the ruins of the American Republic, as
much as he pleased on paper. But when an officer of
our army, wearing the stars of a Major-General of
the United States, so far forgets himself as to leave
the field and appear before great audiences of curi-
osity seekers in New York, to make up a Punch and
Judy show, the uniform which he wears is disgraced.
If Gen. Cassius Marcius Clay likes this sort of busi-
ness, let him resign his idle commission, and enter
into an arrangement with Mr. Train's door-keeper, to
accompany that peripatetic individual in a starring
exhibition through the country. We have no especial
desire to save his private reputation, but the American
people have an interest in his clothes.—Boston Herald.

The Proclamation in Vicksburq. A gentle-
man who has recently left Vicksburg says that the
more sober and respectable people there pronounced
General Butler the best executive officer in the Fede-
ral service. By this class, also, the President's Proc-
mation is justified as a war measure. The contents

and purport of the Proclamation are known generally
to the negro population, and, when they feel safe in
doing so, they give unmistakable signs of their ap-
preciation of the document.

2£p= Col. Hamilton, of Texas, says .-—" If there has
been one solitary step in the right direction taken by
the President, it is the issuing of the Proclamation of
Emancipation."

A Wonderful Document. Judging from the
tone of the Democratic press, the President's Eman-
cipation Proclamation is a marvellous document. A
perusal of the New York Herald, Express, Journal of
'Commerce, Chicago Times, Cincinnati Enquirer, and
others of that stripe, enable the reader to discover the
following peculiarities of the Proclamation :—

It will destroy the Union.
It is harmless and impotent.
It will excite slave insurrections.
The slaves will never hear of it.

It will excite the South to desperation.
The rebels will laugh it to scorn.
These are a few of the attributes which the Demo-

cratic press give to the instrument.

conservative chorus.
Abraham, spare the South,
Touch not a single slave;

Nor e'en by word of mouth
Disturb the thing, we crave.

'Twas our forefathers' hand
That slavery begot

;

There, Abraham, let it stand,
Thine acts shall harm it not.

The Position of a War Democrat. Col. Nor-
man Eddy, a life-long Democrat, of the 48th Indiana
Regiment, who was severely wounded while gallantly

'ing his men at Iuka, returned home at Indian-
apolis, and was recently serenaded. In response to
this compliment, he made a brief speech, in which he
implored the people to have faith in our President and
Generals. The policy of confiscating and emanci-
pating the slaves in the rebel States he endorsed as
eminently wise and just. It was a military necessity,
and a potent means of weakening and overcoming
the rebellion.

—

Chicago Tribune.

FRATERNITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity are respectfully in-

formed that the Fifth Couksk of LkCtdiiks under the au-
spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-
tional Society will be continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, November 18, 1862,

at TItEMONT TEMPLE, when an addrenH will be made by

RALPH WALDO EMERSON.
To be followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

Novomber 'lh.—Owen Lqvkjov.

December 2.

—

B. Gratz Brows.
" 9.

—

Wendell Phillips.

" 1C.

—

Henry Ward Beeciier.

" 23

—

Jacob M. Manning.
" 30.

—

George ffu. Cortis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 7 o'clock. Course
Tickets, admitting the Bearer and Lady, at $2 each, may
be obtained at Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St.

Oliver Ditson &. Co'a. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon
Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of the Lecture Committee, who in former years
have had the disposal of tickets.

&• THE FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY of Boston have
effected an arrangement with Mrs. Louise DeMortie, the
talented young colored dramatic reader, to give readings

wherever the benevolent may be willing to assist, for the
purpose of alleviating the sufferings of the freedmen or
" contrabands" of Washington,

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 26 Myrtle St.,

President of the Fugitive Aid Society.

iy MRS. DsMORTIE is to read at New York, on the

24th of November ; Albany, the 27th ; and at Brooklyn
on the 1st of Deoember.

New York, Nov. 8. The feeling in Europe is

described by Mr, Cameron as strongly savoring of in-
tervention, and this feeling is strongly increasing in
consequence of the continued inactivity of the Fede-
ral arms. In England, it is thought that no active
intervention will take place until Parliament meets.
The success or failure of the present campaign will
probably decide the matter, and only decided victories
on our side will dispel the idea, in his opinion. It is

generally understood in England that a rebel naval
attack on our Atlantic cities is in preparation. Three
immense iron-clad steam rams, the most powerful ever
constructed, are building in English ship-yards, and
with these it is supposed that the rebels will attack
our Northern cities. They have an especial desire to
make a dash at New York

; and even if the enterprise
were but partially successful, the presence of rebel
war vessels in New York harbor, if only for an hour,
would have a great effect abroad.
There is a secession club in Liverpool numbering

400 members, who provide funds to furnish vessels to
run our blockade. No individual member of this
society is allowed to know what any other member
contributes.

Washington, Nov. 10. All statements alleging
disaffection in the army, in consequence of the change
in the command of the army of Hie Potomac, are pro-
nounced by those who have the best means of know-
ing, to be without foundation.

Washington, Nov. 9. The removal of Gen. Mc-
Clellan, of course, lias been the subject of animated
discussion here to-day. The Chronicle of to-morrow
will state that the action of the President in changing
the command of the army of the Potomac was the re-
sult of a long and patient consultation on the part of

highest military auihoriiies.and must be regarded
\ military question. The necessity for active ope-

rations in Virginia had become so imperative that, for
reasons which appeared conclusive, the important
change was made.

Nkw York, Nov. 10. The young Democracy are
boJding tQ-nlgllt a grand jubilee at Union Hall, which
is brilliantly illuminated. Van Buren and O'tlonnan
are the principal speakers. The name of McClellan
is hailed with tremendous cheers whenever it is men-
tioned.

Gen. McClellan's Army on the Peninsula.
From official sources, it is ascertained that one hun-
dred and sixty-eight thousand men were sent down to
the Peninsula with Gen. McClellan prior to the seven
day's fight; that on his leaving Harrison's Landing
he had but eighty-four thousand, twenty thousand
having been killed in battle, died from disease, or
made prisoners by the enemy, (there being a large
number of the latter,) and forty-four thousand being
in the hospitals and on furlough.

Gen. Hooker Assigned to Poster's Division.
Major-General Hooker has been assigned to the com-
mand of the army corps heretofore^ commanded by
General Pitz John Porter, who has been ordered to
Washington to stand his trial upon the charges pre-
ferred against him by Major-General Pope for miscon-
duct at the battle of Bull Run.

Charleston, S. C, Nov. 6. Gen. Beauregard has
ordered non-combatants to leave Charleston, with
their movable property. He has also ordered all the
slaves to be removed. This is done to avoid embar-
rassment and delay in case a sudden necessity should
arrive for the removal of the entire population.

2^= The rebels evacuated Martinsbnrg on the 5th.
They have destroyed the Baltimore and Ohio railroad
from within a few miles of Harper's Ferry, (with all

the company's property along the line,) to six miles
beyond Martinsburg.

J^= Gen. Pleasanton, in a skirmish with Stuart,
on the 8th inst., near Little Washington, Va., cap-
tured three pieces of artillery, also a captain, lieu-
tenant and five privates. No loss has been reported.

jj^= In consequence of General Mitchel's death,
General Hunter will return to the Department of the
South as soon as he is relieved from duty on the Mili-
tary Commission.

S^=* Blair's serenade and reception on Fourth
street called together not over one hundred and fifty
persons. Fremont's serenade and reception, last
night, called out five or six thousand citizens. This
is sufficient.

—

St. Louis Democrat.

E£g=A letter from Gibraltar, dated October 18,
states that the commander of the rebel steamer Sum-
ter was murdered on board that vessel by the second
officer, whose name is Hester, of South Carolina.
The murderer was arrested, and is in prison.

Eiias Howe, Jr., whose income is a quarter of a
million a year, carries the mail daily from Washing-
ton, seven miles, to the camp of the 17th Connecticut
regiment, in which he is a private.

Election News. The returns from the State of
New York are not yet complete, but it is evident that
Seymour's majority for Governor will be about 10,000.
The Assembly is a tie—64 to 64.

Democratic Rejoicing. The Democrats of Port-
land fired 100 guns this noon, 7th inst., in honor of the
Democratic victories in New Jersey, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, and the election of Sey-

in New York.

Chicago, Nov. 8. The St. Paul, (Min.) Press
says Donelly, (Rep.) is elected to Congress in the
First District. In the Second District, Windon,
(Rep.) is also elected. The Republicans have a ma-
jority in the State of 2000.

A Book by Mrs. Fremont. Mrs. John C. Fre-
mont has turned author, aud has written a book en-
titled "The Story of the Guard; a Chronicle of the
War," which will soon be published by Ticknor &
Fields, and will contain certain letters relating to Gen.
Fremont and his men. The profits of the work will

be devoted to the support of the widows and orphans
of officers who fell in Gen. Fremont's Missouri bat-
tles.

Milwaukee, Wis., Nov. 10. The draft in this
State commenced to-day. In some localities it passed
off quietly and in order. In Ozaukee county the lists

were seized by the mob and destroyed. The Com-
missioner was severely handled, and fled to this city.
In this city there were strong indications of trouble,
complaints being made that injustice had been done to
some of the wards. A crowd of men in the 9th
ward assembled and marched through the city, to the
number of three or four hundred, in procession. The
result of the matter was, that the draft was postponed
for the present.

fl^™ The contrabands at Cairo, III., number from
800 to 1000, and are in a most miserable condition,
Buffering intensely for want of necessary clothing
and bedding. Two are reported by the physicians as
having died on Friday night from want and exposure.
Nearly all are women and children, and a large num-
ber of them, are ill.

S3f- In the year 1807, John Randolph of Virginia
said to Josiah Quiney of Massachusetts—" We slave-
holders in the Month count upon the 11cnu>cracv of
the North as we do upon our negroes."

&3f" Let it be constantly kept in mind, that rebels
and traitors have no constitution! rights that loyal
men arc bound to respect—so long as thev remain in
rebellion against the Government. The rights, bene-
fits, protections and guarantees contained in tit© Consti-
tution arc intended for loyal citizens, and not lor arm-
ed rebels, who repudiate the Constitution, and tram-
ple it under foot,—Leavenworth Conservative.

BOSTON FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.
A Course of Lectures in aid of the suffering Freedmen of

Washington, D. C, to bo delivered at Joy Street Church,
November 17. Lecture by Rev. Dr. E. N. Kirk.

" 24. Rev. J. Sella Martin.
December 1, Rev. Dr. W. Hague.

8. Prof. C. L. Reason.

IS. Rev. R. C. Waterston.
" 2'2. Frederick Douglass.

fl^T Tickets for the course, 50 cents.

E3T E. H. HEYWO0D will speak at Music Half, Sun-
day, Nov. 1C, on "The Adveut of Justice."

W E. II. HEYWOOD will speak at Florence, Friday
evening, Nov. 21, and in Cumraington, Sundays, Nov. 23

and 30.

£^- ANDREW T. F03S, in behalf of the American
and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

Keene, N. U., Sunday, Nov. 16.

|^" Members and friends of the Massachusetts Anti-Sla-

very Society, who are indebted for Pledges made to the

Society in January last, or previously to that time, are re-

quested to pay tho same as early as practicable, cither to

the Treasurer, Edmund Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

t-ery valuable and still timely tract, by Mrs.

L. Maria. Child, entitled "The Right Way the Safe Way,
proved by Emancipation in the British West Indies, and

(108 pages,) will be sent by mail to any per-

questing it, and enclosing six cents in undefaced post-

age stamps. Address Samuel Mat, Jr. 221 Washington St.,

Boston.

>F" A few remaining copies of the American Anti-Sla-

very Society's last Report, entitled "The Anti-Slavery

History of tho John Brown Year," will be sent in the same

way, on tho receipt of the postage, viz.
,
fourteen cents.

W MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.
Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

DIED—In Newbury, Ohio, Oct. 20, Herman OuEB,aged
>. In the same place, Oct. 25, Zachabiah Ober, father

of Herman, aged 87. Both long and warmly interested

in the cause of the oppressed.

154 Washington St., 5 doors South of Milk St.

October 24. 6m

WEIS

SUFACTURER*

ZOEBISCH,

AX!) HEALERS IN

European andFancy Furs,
308 Washington Street, 308

OPPOSITE BOSTON THEATRE, BOSTON.
S^" Particular attention is paid to altering and repair-

ing Old Furs.

S^~ Pars preserved during the summer.

IMPROVEMENT IN
Champooing and Hair Dyeing,

" WITHOUT SMUTTING."

MADAME CARTEAUX BANNISTER
WOULD inform tho public that she has removed from

2'23 Washington Street, to

No. 31 WINTER STREET,
where she will attend to all diseases" of the Hair.

Sbo is sure to cure in nine cases out of ten, as she has
for many years mado the luvir her study, aud is sure there
are nono to excel her in producing a now growth of hair.

Ilor Restorative differs from tbat of any one else, being
made from tho roots and herbs of the forest.

Sho Ohampoos with a bark which duos not grow in this
country, and which is highly bonolicial to the hnir before
using the Restorative, and will prevent tho hair from
turning grey.

Sho also has another for restoring grey hair to its natu-
ral oolor in nearly all oases. .She is not afraid to speak of
tier RwtaatlvW m miv pmt of tho world, as thev arc used
in every city in tho country. They are also packed for hor
oustomers to tako to Europe with thorn, enough to lasttwo
or three years, as they often say they can get nothing
abroad like them,

MADAME CARTEAUX BANNISTER,
No. 31 Winter Street, Uoston.

DEUTTISTHY.
Dl). DANIEL MANN has removed his office to 146

Harrison Avenue. Ho has, for the past five jreart lit*

suited artificial teeth on the vtileaoitf base, in the um <>f
whioh lie lisis iinido BOOM improvements. It is better than
gold, when well made, bain ; lighter, stronger, Md-note
durable, and is also much ottttftpor.

Dr. M. also usbs a somewhat similar preparatoo for fil-

llngraetta too ten lor or tooferdwMjod (or Bltint with gold.
Ilia prices arc as moderate, nt least, as those of tiny re-
sponsible dentist.

Boston, September 20, IS|V>.
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A BABY— "LOST"!
BY MABELI.K.

Have you seen my deivr littlo baby?

He has wandered from homo away —
All in vain have I sought to find Mm
From morn until (dosing day.

I hivvo hoped that lie only wivs hiding

From his mother, a moment, in ]>!ay
;

But the darkness of night is gathering,

With its dews so damn and ohill
;

While my heart is growing more heavy

With a sense of coming ill.

I have tried to lighten tho burden,

But the weight is lying there still.

They have told mo perhaps on the morrow

I should see him oneo more in my home ;

But tell me, oh why should he wander,

Or who would thus tempt him to roaint

His barque is too frail to be trusted

Where life's billows so madly foam.

Then turn not away from my pleading,

' 'While alone through tho darkness I go ;

Lest the cup which for you may be filling

May hold tho same measure of woo ;

But go on this errand of mercy,

My baby at ouce you will know ;

For his cheeks were like blossoms of peaches

—

Eyes blue as the azure above ;

And his brow was fairer than marble,

Where God placed the seal of his love ;

His face was a pattern of meekness,

His voice like the tones of a dove.

His garments were pure as the lilies,

And he wore on his forehead a star,

Tho brightness of which was so dazzling

That nothing its glory could mar ;

I have tried all in vain in my weakness

To follow, if only afar.

But a voice I have beard in tho stillness,

Whose language was music to me,

Since it told me of wings which were hidden

,

That I through my tears could not see,

Kept folded until they were needed,

When my bird from his cage should be free.

Then one who would bear all my burdens,

Has told me with tears of a bed,

Where flowers are blooming in beauty,

Where tho grass her green mantle has spread
;

He has told me, in tones full of pity,

" Our baby, dear Mabelle, is dead !

"

But my heart bad ready an answer,

For baby was with me that day ;

He was hero in a living presence,

Though not in a form of clay ;

And my soul still clings to the Savior,

Who has taken doath's sting away.

How, 'tis only in honrs of darkness

That " he's lost" is on all that I see ;

—

Then I turu from his home to our Eden,

And it seems like a grave here to me ;

But I know if my own heart was breaking,

" It is well," my sweet babyj with thee.

®fc* 9Ei&*r»t0*.

PUBLIC EDUCATORS.
ESQADDEESS OF WENDELL PHILLIPS

AT MDSIO HALL, BOSTON,

Setnday Forenoon, Nov. 2d, 1862.

Phonogrophically reported by J. M. W. YcititiNTotf.

HOUSEHOLD BABY.
BY GRACE GREENWOOD-.

What a joy to human eyes,

When it laughs, or when it cries ;

What a treasure, what a prize,

Is the household baby !

Bo its temper rising, fallirjg,

Be it eooing, crowing, squalling,

'lis the same dear precious darling

—

Is the household baby !

If the scene without be dreary,

If the heart within grow weary,

Baby wakes, and all is cheery

—

What a rush for baby !

Mamma's eyes grow bright with jay

—

Grandpa laughs, and " grandpa's boy *

Gladly leaves his last new toy

To play bo-peep with baby \

Sisters from their mnsie rim,

Maud has caught the " sweetest one,"

Grace bends down in girlish fun,.

To make a horse for baby !

Up to every thing we know.

Hands and feet " upon tho go/*

What a funny creature, though.,

Is tEse household baby !

Bring the puppy and the eat,

Let her pull, and pinch, and pat,

Puss and pup were made for that,

Made to please the baby !

Bring that china vase, mamma,

£et "the mirror and the hammer,"

Any thing to make a elamor>

And delight tho baby !

Let it clang and crash away,

Let it langh and shout and play,

And be happy while it may,

Dear, mischievous baby !

What a joy to human eyes,

What an angel in disguise,

What a treasure, what a prize.

Is the household baby !

From the New York Independent.

WOMAN— 1862.

BY HARIUET m'eWEN KIMBALL.

As though no shade of human wrong fell darkly on their

beauty,

And all men walked in brotherhood tho shining ways of

duty,

The blessed summer days glide by in calm and sweet suc-

cession ;

God writes on Nature's palace-walls no curse against op-

pression.

The strong man arms him for the fight ; he hears the bu-

gle catling ;

And while between tho patriot-shout3 her tears have time

for falling,

Palo woman plies the threaded steel, and shapes hor lips

to singing,

But still with every stitch she draws tho pearls of prayer

is stringing.

She thinks of those whose wounds are fresh ; of those in

death-sleep lying,

Whoso brows of youth and manhood won their brightest

crowns in dying •

She tbink3 of others brave and true, hid in the smoke of

battle,

Where bayonets gleam, and cannon re

and rattle.

She shudders while tho words of fate

chasing,

Or trembling waits tho hurried lino st

tracing ;
—

Her heart grows faint ; she lifts her hands

imploration :

" God save my soldier ! " first she prays, and then.

save the nation !"

And when she moans :
" The very thought of loss doth

overcome me !

"

Crying : " If it -be possible, 0, let this cup pass from mo !

"

God chides her not if, choked with sobs, she adds to her

petition

But brokenly Christ's after words of

, and bullets h'

ong the wires are

i comrade may be

i anguished

"God

leknoss and

He saw her pale with victory in the dark hour of trial,

When Self lay slain, and sorrowing Love was fettered with

denial :

And tho Divine One, who alone can clearly read tho hu

man,
f

Traces the hero's autograph through tear-blots of the Wo

Portsmouth, N. EL

I was asked the other clay, as I left these walls, why

I sometimes preached at Mnsie. Hull. I Khali try to

{jive you part of an answer. Beginning a little back,

" Words are things," as you well know. Symbol;

are often the very point about which the battle rages,

and, for the time being, the most important. " There

is more force in words," says Lowell, " than most

men dream of, and a He can keep its throne a whole

age longer, if it may skulk behind the shield of some

fair-seeming name." Very many buttles, very many

disputes, have been about words—names ;
and the su-

peificial looker-on thinks it was a paltry cause of dis-

pute. The London Times, a year ago, could not see

—

with a very convenient blindness for that hour—why

we should be so anxious to save the "stars and

stripes," forgetting that on that symbol it hung

whether we were a nation or a mob; a nation able

and bound to do justice between man and man, or

a mob met to plunder at night, and to scatter at cock

crowing. So in regard to the Church—the name

"Church." Is this a Church? Am I to preach to

you a sermon to-day 1 There are two kinds of churches

and two kinds of sermons; both admissible, both in

themselves good, both serving a purpose ;
the only

qnestion is, which has the precedence? which honors

and which belittles Christianity? which saves and

which serves its time. There is a church like a

sheep-fold, nicely fenced, thoroughly furnished, with

a good pasture, where the sheep luxuriate on quiet

hillsides, and crop herbage every day. There

another church, wholly different: it is a league

of honest men against knaves. There are two

kinds of sermons—one is a speech, the other is a bat-

tle; one is the ornamental parade of a regiment at

Readville, the other is the battle of Antietam or Pea-

Ridge. Now, both are useful. It is very useful for a

man to go to a gymnasium, and day by day strengthen

his muscle, until he can at last hold up a hundred-

pound dumb bell ; but it is more useful still, if, disci-

plined in the battle-field, he never knew he could lift a

hundred pounds until he hurled it at some obstinate

foe. One is a parade, the other a fight ; one nurses

the strength and life of the individual, the other

remoulds the State and forms the Church. The one

is devotional, self-exercising, the other aggressive.

The one makes Christianity a nurse, the other a sol-

dier. As I think, confinement to the one belittles

Christianity, betrays her function, cripples her activity

and her results. Most people set themselves to ex-

cuse this latter kind of church and sermon, such as

we have here. Reform was never sent into the world

to defend itself. Waste no time in showing that you

are right; spend no effort in explaining yourself; use

every hour and every word in showing that the ene-

my is a sinner, and let your own righteousness take

care of itself. Lose no time in defence or explana-

tion. We are the Church, and every thing that differs

from us is heresy. We are the Christianity that the

age needs, and so far as any thing falls behind us, so

far it belittles the name it assumes. So in the politi-

cal struggle. The great waste of time, it seems to

me, is in proving that we are, in this or the other

thing, justifiable. Take it for granted. We are the

Constitution and the patriots, every thing else is trea-

son. I do not stop to insist upon that point, because

it is immaterial to what I am going to say, but only to

prevent one supposition—that what I am speaking is

a defence of this pulpi't. It needs none. Itsummons

every other pulpit in the land to its bar, tries it, and

marks it thus and thus faithful, or thus and thus de-

ficient. The reason is this : for thirty years—perhaps

I might say for two hundred, but 1 am not going back

so far—for thirty or forty years, there has been going

on in this Commonwealth a struggle more or less

marked, and which, as we look back upon it, we can

distinctly trace and discriminate, though the actors

might not see it at the moment. Nothing so hard to

see as your own time. Emerson once said of Web-

ster, "He knew the patriots of '76 well, but would

not have known the patriots of his own day if he had

met them in the street." But if you will look back

thirty years, you will perceive two forces contending

for possession of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts, socially and politically. One was the timid, the

conservative, the inherited ; the other was the aggres-

sive, the popular. One was wealth and family, which

had domineered over Massachusetts ever since its

colonial days ; the other was ideas, represented by

the people. All governments are the one or the

other kind—wealth, blood, ideas. In an aristocracy,

blood; in England, wealth. In both, a minority is

the government. I never knew a government, in

history or experience, where the minority did not

govern. We are contending—and if you live a hun-

dred years, you may reach the goal—we are contend-

ing to establish the government of the majority,

which, among educated classes like ours, is the gov-

ernment of ideas. This struggle of thirty or forty

years to which I refer has been an unconscious grop-

ing forward of the people, against wealth, against

family, to take possession of the State, which belonged

to them ; and to-day we see a very large, though a

partial success. But it has been going on for forty

years—ever since I can remember. On one side, the

champions were the North American Review, the Dai-

ly Advertiser, the Whig party—that class of respecta-

ble, wealthy, fashionable, recognized agencies ; to

work through which was success and popularity, to

oppose which was universal reproach. Behind them

lurked in hiding the Church. Against these was

marshalled a body unorganized, half- disciplined, with

no great mutual harmony, brought together by a

common purpose, not by design—Parker, Beecher,

Channing; a trinity in purpose, very unequal in in-

tellect, very dissimilar in views, but all working to

the same end. The liberal sects were another agen-

cy ; the Anti-Slavery movement was a third ; the

Temperance movement was a fourth. Driven out

into the country, banished to the common people, stig-

matized as vulgar, fanatic—all these agencies in their

day were thus calumniated—they believed the cen-

tral truth, that one man with an idea is equal to ninety-

nine men who have nothing but interest, and con-

sequently they laid themselves out on the hearts and

intellects of the common people. This is the revolt

which has been going on for thirty or forty years.

How utterly un-American these fashionable and weal-

thy influences were—in what a distant and alien at-

mosphere they dwelt—how truly they regarded the

"people" as a dangerous element to be curbed and

hoodwinked, not welcomed, in public affairs, most of

us know by long experience. If you want a recent

instance of their superficial knowledge of their own

land, look at Professor Bowen's notes to his late edi-

tion of He Toequeville, and see how frequently the

Frenchman, after only ten months' visit, understood

us better than his Harvard College critic; how keen

and correct the text, how mistaken the notes which

presume to question it.

Let me stop a moment to show you the means

which this unrecognized aristocracy used, to turn aside

or prevent the success of their opponents. As De

Toequeville says, they had no right to torture; they

had no stake, as "Bloody Mary " hail; they had no

jail, Cayenne, or courage for a coup d'etat, as Napoleon

had ; but they said, " The testimony for the truth

shall bear that universal reproiich, far worse to bear

than violence, and we will stifle inquiry or thought

by making it suicide to every man who sides with

it." I remember, walking from this Hall two years

ngo, being joined by a prominent member of society,

who told me the man who stood in this desk knew

more than tho whole society—naming it—a learned

society—of which he was a member, "lie was pro-

posed again and again," siiid this gentleman, "and I

voted nguinst him, as I know others did, because we

ould not make him respectable by that membership,

while he preached in Music Hall." Again: Horace

Mann—these things are the little bubbles that came

to the surface in that struggle of what was anchored

against what was thought in Massachusetts—Horace

Mann undertook to remodel the common school sys-

teni-of Massachusetts, and he did it most faithfully
;

left it a legacy to his successors, and has placed Mas-

sachusetts perhaps at the head of the Northern States

;

but as long as he lived, this party of the past dogged

every step ho took in the Commonwealth with the

cry of " Infidel
! " and never rested until they had

put that school system under more fashionable theo-

logical superintendence; and to-day, the woman who

approaches a School Committee in Massachusetts

with her hands full of recommendations will not have

one of them opened, in three enses out of four, until

she has answered the previous question, "Do you

belong to the Orthodox Church ? " For thirty years,

a club of lawyers in this city, not a score in the whole,

named every officer in the Commonwealth of Massa-

chusetts ; and unless a man bore the imprimatur of that

Boston clique, as far West as Berkshire, he had no

probable chance of success. The dynasty of this Coun-

cil of Twenty was as imperious and as successful as

the Council of Ten at Venice. Not unfrequcnlly. the

ble member of our Suffolk Bar failed to get any

fit attention from the Bench, not belonging to that

select club which, Judge and Counsel alike, left its

champagne at midnight to meet in Court at nine

o'clock. Non-members were unfashionable, and held

at unfamiliar distance, while boon companions found

their motions promptly considered. Rantoul—a man

out of whose brain your Whig pet, now retired, might

have cut his own, and Rantoul have never missed it

;

one of the most honest, one of the most able, and the

most progressive member of the Suffolk Bar—Ran-

toul died, a member of Congress, dear to the State by

labors in Temperance and Education which placed

him side by side with Horace Mann, and while every

attorney who ever argued a case can have a meeting

of the bar and resolutions to do him honor, the no-

blest Massachusetts lawyer of his age was allowed

to pass to his grave from Washington to Essex Coun-

ty without one word of recognition from his fellows,

because he was a Democrat ! Standing before a lit-

erary society of a Massachusetts college on the day

the news of his death reached us, I tried to do my
duty to his memory in remembering how faithfully, at

the cost of his election, he served the Temperance

cause, and how manfully he stood by Horace Mann ii

all his struggle. An Orthodox professor of that col

lege took me to task, and said, " Why did you prals'

Robert Rantoul ? " I said, " Because he deserved it
!

'

(Applause.) " But," said he, "you know he was i

freethinker. How dare you give credit to a free-

thinker for anything he deserves?" The whole life

of Robert Rantoul is an illustration of the methods by

which the party of the past opposed every man who

dared to think—not with fair argument, not with hon-

est struggle, but by persecution, in the only methods

known to modern times.

But let me go elsewhere. You know, some of you,

Parker Pillsbury. Lips touched with a coal from that

altar, which inspired the stern grandeur of Isaiah !

When, a New England boy, having wrought out

with his own hands, in a dozen years, the scanty

means of getting himself an education, he stood at

its goal, about to graduate at the theological institu-

tion at Andover, the question of the annexation of

Texas brooding at that time over the Union, hi

heart ran out to meet the anti-Texas movement of

the Commonwealth, the Faculty said to him, "If you

lecture for an anti-slavery society, you shall never

have a license;" and the brave boy said, "I have

spent fifteen years in the effort to get it, but before I

add to the cost putting a gag upon my lips, I will

renounce those fifteen years." (Applause.)

But, to leave Law and Divinity, it was the same in

medicine. No physician could get his fee at law, for

many years, unless he were a member of the Medical

Society ;—he must trust to the honor of his patients.

Long since the people changed that : the spite endures.

Within twenty months, that Medical Society, rep-

resenting those same elements to which I have refer-

red

—

North American Review, Daily Advertiser, Whig

party—as convenient names as we shall ever get for

these counters—went to the Legislature, representing

that they wanted to keep out immoral men, and per-

suaded the Legislature to allow the Society to elect or

exclude any person, by vote, and then got together

nineteen members, and voted that no Homosopathist

and no Spiritualist shall ever be a member. It was

this power that, for a while, refused to receive in court

the testimony of a Universalis!. The same stern ty-

rant, for years, allowed no man to avoid his church

tax, unless lie supported some church which the law

recognized. Harvard College broke its promise to

make Tutor Charles Pollen a Professor, because he

dared to appear on an Anti-Slavery platform. This

same power proposed once to indict William Ellery

Channing as a blasphemer; and if the indictment

,ainst Abner Knecland could have succeeded, would

undoubtedly have gone another step, and tried some

of the Unitarian body as the next victims. The same

influences sought to punish the Temperance and Anti-

Slavery fidelity of John Pierpont—by undermining

his pulpit—a task in which the cowardice of his

brother clergymen aided them by refusing, almost

unanimously, to invite the hero of their denomination

to their pulpits. It was this same spirit that took Mrs.

Child's first anti-slavery,work with the tongs,and threw

it out of the window of a fashionable dwelling; and

when she sent that volume to the Athenamm, it was

the same spirit which, because she wrote it, withdrew

the privilege it had granted to her, on account of her

literary character, of free admission to that library. It

was this same spirit which, for ten years, omitted to

invite to the platform of the Mercantile Library Asso-

ciation, Theodore Parker, because, as the editor of a

well-known literary magazine in this city said, they

would not allow a lyceum audience to see him. "It

was too dangerous." At the same time, no colored

man could sit on a jury, nor go to school with other

folks. He could be fined for intemperance, but could

not be permitted to appear in a temperance proces-

sion in the streets of Boston. By the statutes of the

State, the Selectmen or Aldermen of this city were

bound to put into the j ury box the names of all moral

and good citizens. How many they put in, I do not

know ; but I know this, that never during that whole

time came there out of that box the name of one sin

gle man tainted with new ideas—the name of one

single man who on a jury would have convicted a

mobocrat. "The fanatic," as the Daily Advertiser

tigmatized him, was shut out from thejuryboxby

the very radical nature of his opinions,

These things may be familiar to many of you ; I

doubt not they are; I pick them up because not

familiar to all. You know of the mob that mobbed

Garrison ;
you know of the tumults that shut up the

public buildings of the city
;
you know the method of

this same respectable Massachusetts,—that it perse-

cutes a man by law, when it can, and when it cannot,

persecutes him illegally, all the same ; indicts when it

has a statute, and mobs when it has not; tells Charles

Sumner to support the President, and then assembles,

as it did last night under the window of Gen. Banks

at the Parker House, and gives three cheers for Jef-

ferson Davis 1 Not dead yet, only brought to bay!

Such as these were the means it has used—low cun-

ning, social persecution, literary taboo, universal re-

proach, the atitp da j'e of society, the driving from of-

fice, from direct influence, from respect. How did we

meet itl Some of us met it with quiet patience; for

' Endurance is the crowning quality,

And patioiice all the passion of great hearts ;

Those are their stay ; ami when the leaden world

rtet.s its hard liiuu against their fateful thought,

And brute strength, like a scornful conqueror,

Clangs his huge mace down in the other soale,

The inspired soul hut (lings her pationco in,

A ml slowly that outweighs the ponderous globo
;

One faith against a whole world 8 nnhclicl

—

dm- sfiui bvgftinat the lean < t all mankind."

Some of us met it with rebuke and defiance—tliat

was another way ;
ami some ol us criticised it by crea-

tion. You recollect the story which Theodore Par-

ker was wont to tell you, that when Michael

Angelo entered a palace whose ceilings Raphael was

then painting, and found one covered with figures loo

small for the room, instead of uttering a word, he

sketched on the opposite side a gigantic head, fitly

proportioned to the building, and left. He criticised by

creation; and when Raphael looked again at his own

pigmies, he dropped his pencil, and refused to enter

the hall again. So, when the Mercantile Library

would not invite Theodore Parker, you instituted the

Fraternity, and superseded it. (Applause.) When
the Church shut its door upon the new Massachu-

setts of reform, the Washingtonians, the Temperance

Society, the Anti-Slavery lecturers went out and ap-

pealed to the common people, gathered them where

they could, in private rooms, district school-houses, by

the wayside, made what they could of their means,

and preached to the consciences and the hearts of the

masses of the Commonwealth. Criticised by crea-

tion ! They not merely rebuked the Church for its

backsliding, they created the Music Hall, the anti-

slavery meeting, anil the temperance society, and did

the work which a politics in fashion and a Church in

quiet had left undone. After awhile, after a few

years of this toil, we saw ideas that had been mobbed

out of the cities come back to sit throned in the State

House. And when the great men of the Whig party

were some of them dead and buried, and some dead

but not buried, the people of the Commonwealth—the

people, outside of machinery, with no organization to

speak of, to the terror of Boston, took a young lawyer

from No. 4 Court street, never heard of in office be-

fore, and lifted him in its strong hand up to the Senate

of the United States. It was the people, announcing

its preference for a man who has a belief, over on

who has only interests. It takes a great many shovels'

full of earth to hide the truth, and the fashionable

elements of Massachusetts life found it so. They did

a certain d< Kree of good, no doubt; so did the North

American Review; and yet, while the North American

Review argued one question to success, if you will

look over its seventy volumes, you will find that it

opposed a dozen to their triumph. You will find that

the whole course of the Whig party, when it is traced

in our history, is visible only, like that of the caravan

crossing the desert, by the skeletons it has left behind.

No one great popular measure has it carried; no one

great social benefit has it conferred ; no one step has it

carried the nation forward. Tory in polities, bigot in

the Church, snob in society, atheist in religion, it was

always a coward before the foe, and in the Congress

of the United States, it ever placed Massachusetts

lowest on the list. Until the people took possession

of their own State; until, groping their way outside

of political machinery, they sent men, not pedlers,

into Congress, Massachusetts never had her proper

position. I say it with the most entire deliberation :

witii the exception of a single year, I doubt whether,

since the Revolution of '76, Massachusetts ever had

in the Government so great weight ns she has this

moment. In the nation at large, her million of men

and women, with their hearts and brains thoroughly

aroused, dictate the thought of half America, and in

the Senate of the United States, her representatives

are the right hand and the left of the Government.

(Applause.) There never was butone yearwhen hor

influence approached in any degree what she exerts

at present, and that was when the vast intellect of

Webster met South Carolina, and by the help of a

Democratic President out-generalled her. (Applause.)

But the Whig party has gone to its account. Its men
and its measures have fallen into the rear. In front,

the Commonwealth is held up by the people of the

State—by what the Daily Advertiser and the Boston

press have been accustomed to denounce as the "infi-

dels " and " fanatics " of Massachusetts. Indeed it is

so. Lucky that it is. Fortunate beyond all expres-

sion is it that the Commonwealth was in the hands of

her conscience and her people before this great strug-

gle came upon us. I say this much, before turning

again to my immediate subject, for our great Senator,

who has done justice to the manufacturing interests

and the shipping of Massachusetts, as Webster

did, and also justice to her conscience and her

thought, as Webster did not. (Applause.) ldonotwish

to take one leaf from the laurel of the great defender of

the Constitution; he rests at Marshfield, beneath the

honors he fairly earned; but we have put in his place

a man far more practical than he was; we have put

in his place the hardest worker that Massachusetts

ever sent to the Senate of the United States (ap-

plause); we have put in his place the Stonewall

Jackson of the floor of the Senate—patient of labor,

untiring in effort, boundless in resources, terribly in

earnest—the only man who, in civil affairs, is to be

compared with the great terror of the Union armies,

the General of the Virginia forces. Both ideologists,

both horsed on an idea, and both men whom, a year

ago, the drudges of State street denounced, or would

have denounced, as unpractical and impracticable ; but

when the war-bugle sounded through the land, both

were found to be the only men to whom Carolina and

Massachusetts hasted to give the batons of the oppos-

ing hosts. Side by side with that same instrumen-

tality in the Senate is Music Hall, the temperance

lecture, the anti-slavery meeting—the protests of the

people. You know we have no press in this city.

The Transcript.—often capricious—is the only paper

open, honorably and frankly, to the new voice-

other. The door just ajar of the newspapers for a

month, is owing to what 1 To nothing but their

terror of the People's movement, for which we may
thank God, in that it aroused them to some degree of

independence and frankness. But for that, our Rep-

resentatives and Senators in Congress had never had

one kind word from the city press. New York has

the Tribune, the Independent, the Evening Post; Bos-

ton has her Music Hall to supply the place of the

whole three. (Applause.) Gen. Dearborn once said

that the estates of nine Boston merchants out of

every ten in the Probate Court were represented in-

solvent. He could find no reason. Reason enough :

they all took the Daily Advertiser. Any man who
reads the past and not the present, relies upon the old

and not the vital, will end in insolvency, whether it

be mercantile, literary or moral. You will recollect,

that this disease of the press is not merely the Novem-

ber "languishing," as our ancestors used to call con-

sumption ; it is not merely the month before election

;

it is the whole year round. The old movement—the

respectable, the wealthy, the anchored—is the voice

of the Boston press ; but the people's movement,

Massachusetts as she stands to-day—the Massachusetts

who, if this Union is saved, History will say she did

more toward it than any two States of the North

—

is quite different, is the Massachusetts of " fanati-

cism," the Massachusetts of " infidelity," the Massa-

chusetts which grew up under the hand of Lyman
Beecher and Theodore Parker, the Massachusetts

which Garrison printed on his imposing-stone, when,

defying Otis and Lyman, he made Boston listen, the

Massachusetts which trusts her honor so confidingly

to Sumner and Wilson, whose speeches have given

us what the New York press gives to New York,

the true politics and the natural good sense which we
should never have obtained from the columns of the

Boston daily press. Hold up, strengthen this Massa-

chusetts, because to-day, if this Union be saved, we are

to enter on the creation of a new people, (he reorgani-

zation of society, the summoning into civil being of

four millions of slaves, the education of five millions

of poor whites, the sweeping all that was Carolina

into the ocean, and putting n decent State in its

place—becau.se, if the Union be preserved, sneh is the

great work of creation which rests upon the North : and

because, if, in the providence of God—wholly possi-

ble—tho Union is gone, broken into half a dozen

fragments, then Massachusetts is hound and pledged

to build up within her own borders not only a public

opinion, but bulwarks for it, sufficient to protCQl her

institutions, her civilization, anil her ideas, against the

dangerous neighborhood of Stales founded on vio-

lence, baser! on shivery, In either case, the

greatest work of any generation since tin, 1 Puritan*

i* to be mil's; and it is to be done by no worn-out,

rtheeffete and coward agency like the Boston press <

North American Review. It is to be done by the un-

tiring, feurlesB effort of the people, based on an idea.

For tiiis reason, I ask you to day to put it so far be-

yond question next week which side Massachusetts

votes, that uo law professor doubly buried at Cam-
bridge will ever dream that he can bind Massachusetts

in his cobwebs to make sport for these Philistines.

(Applause.) And more than that, that you must, by

your daily presence, by your pecuniary liberality,

by your ready aid, sustain this pulpit—the Tribune

and Independent of Boston; open to all voices, closed

to no creed, too strong to be bullied by any sin, or

any sinner, (applause,) deluded by no trick of the old

enemy, always right by instinct if not by intellect.

We need that aid. The Committee bear a heavy

burden on few shoulders. It is no nine-months' en-

listment, this Music Hall. It holds in its hands the

charge of the whole tone of the pulpit throughout

Massachusetts. It is to affect States far beyond our

mits—call to its bar, if it be only by way of per-

petual protest, every creed and every idea. We have

conquered the Lyceum; Committees now invite only

those who will draw
; and, unfortunately, that rule has

turned it into an institution which theological papers

denounce as an "infidel" one. We have conquered

the Church, for she sides to-day with the great Sena-

tor who represents Massachusetts' honor and strength,

(applause)—himself this hour the most hated man in

the Slate, and yet the most loved— the Thermopylae

before whom gather the barbarians, and all Greece

fightsfor Civilization behind him. (Applause.) In the

place, then, of a press, we want this Hall, and those

like it; we want your cordial support for every form

of this popular democratic insurrection against what

has hitherto been held to be fashionable Massachu-

jtts. We want your pecuniary aid here. We
rant you to work out the old problem, not the

Ight of every body to think—we have settled that

—

hut the duty of every body to think for himself. Oh,

take home with you the tremendous responsibility !

To-day, if we lived under a king, and the popular

voice asked for it, we might change his Prime Min-

ister in an hour. When William the .Fourth, timid

and narrow, dreaded the Reform Bill, the people of

England could not get rid of him, but they mobbed the

Duke of Wellington to-day, and to-morrow the King

called a new Minister into Ins counsels, and the will

of England was law. But we have a Prime Minister

that lasts four yearB, whether we will or not; and

whether this nation is saved to-day rests more than

upon any thing else on the personal character of

Abraham Lincoln. If he is timid and waits a moment
too long, if he is undecided, and lets other men dic-

tate his course, there is noturning out the Prime Min-

ister, and we halt so long that we land in division and

disunion.

Every one here is liable to be President. No man
knows whether he can resist that fate. You do not

know but the boy, whose ideas you may be forming

to-day, will hold in his hand, twenty years hence,

th no remedy but anarchy, the fate of this country.

The people abdicate power for four years. Now, un-

der that abdication, let us press, individually, into the

very presence of our four years' king, and hold him

up, strengthen and urge him onward ; and let us pre-

pare behind him, especially in Massachusetts, that

"base of operations," that "reserve," which Mc-

Clellan is always afraid to use, that body-guard, which,

if the van falter, may yet save the State. Hold up

Music Hall, if only that somewhere, beside in political

meetings, the people may have a voice in Massachu-

setts 1 Hold it up, as the example and the seed of a

thousand other such to rise in Massachusetts ! Hold

it up, as a token of the people's coming ! Hold it up,

as one of the brotherhood of which temperance and

anti-slavery meetings form a part, and your Senator

to-day in Massachusetts is the fruit!

expedition of even a few days, involving toil, ex-

posure and fiitiffiic, swells the sick list to an alarm-

ing degree. J have one regiment, the ninety-seventh

Pennsylvania, who have just returned from a tour

of picket duly on this island, whose siek lis! to-day

reaches two hundred and thirty-three. Another

regiment, the seventh Connecticut, which has just

returned from the .St. John's river expedition, has a

sick list of nearly two hundred. Two weeks ago
they left Hilton Head in apparently excellent health

and the finest possible spirits. The expedition

proved a perfect success. "We captured all tho

enemy's heavy guns, all liis ammunition, many small

arms, and more than a hundred tents. We have

captured his best steamers on the river, and our

troops penetrated into Florida more than two hun-
dred and thirty mites. We brought away on our

steamers between three and four hundred negroes.

Notwithstanding this success, my troops have suf- *

f'ered vary severely in their health, demonstrating

the fact that they are sadly debilitated by the

climate. It was on this account I urged the ex-

hange of these troops for others.

I am certain there is a great work to be done
icre. I have not thus far been inactive. Since my
arrival, three expeditions have been sent out with

success, and three others are already planned and
will soon be executed. But our force is too small

to strike successfully cither Charleston or Savannah.

We want twenty-five thousand additional troops,

and among these, I most earnestly hope that the

regiments of my old division may he sent forward.

Your letters have inspired me with great hope,

and everything in the future looks bright and cheer-

ful. My letter to the Secretary of War, with
reference to money for the payment of the troops,

has been promptly answered by a remittance of

$750,000, and this alone has spread throughout our
camps a feeling of the highest gratification.

I read the news from the North, and pondered
over it with the deepest interest. I cannot but be-

lieve that the great heart of this nation will respond

to the President's proclamation. So far as 1 know,

it has been received here with the highest satisfac-

tion, both by the army and navy. Give us but the

means, and we will show them that it is no brutem

fulmen, but a thunderbolt that will carry overthrow

and destruction through the dark dominions of

slavery.

Mr. Hatchings, on his return, will be prepared to

give you a full account of all that is doing, and of

all that ought to be done in the Department of the

South.

Ever truthfully and faithfully your friend,

O. M. MITCHELL, Major-General
Hon. S. P. Chase."

»t of the South,
^

jval, S. C, >
tuber 13, 1862. ^

GENERAL MITOHEL ON CONTRABANDS.

LETTER FitOM TILE GENERAL TO SECRETARY CHASE

General Mitchel has addressed the following in

teresting letter to Secretary Chase
" Headquarters Department of theSouth

Hilton Head, Port Eo'
October

My Dear Governor,—I received this morning your

two letters, the one by mail, the other by Hon. Mr.

Hatchings, and from their contents 1 derive hope

and courage. I had an interview this morning with

General Saxton, which was entirely satisfactory,

and I think out personal relations are all that could

be desired. But I think, Governor, you are mis-

taken when you say General Saxton is to act under

my orders. His letter of instruction states, in so

many words, that he is to act under the orders of

the Secretary of War. If he were, indeed, under

my orders, I have an immense work for him to do,

winch I would commence without an hour's delay.

I would begin the organization of my plantation

system. A perfect census of all the blacks inhab-

iting the islands would be promptly made. My
model plantation, with its fields, fences, seeds, tillage,

implements, houses, furniture, &c, would be organ-

ized with as little delay as possible. 1 would com-

mence the buildings, which will be required for (he

larce accessions of population which will certainly

come to us, when we break through the enemy's

line on the main land, which we are determined to

do. I would have all the blacks distinctly informed

as to the plan by which they were to be governed,

educated, and made industrious and worthy citizens.

I would, tell them that the fruits of their future toil-

would be consecrated hereafter to their own benefit ; to

each family on the plantation 1 would give a separate

dwelling, with a patch for their own private cultiva-

tion as a little garden.

From estimates which I have carefully made, 1

am quite certain that an industrious family of three

persons will certainly save from one hundred and

fifty to two hundred dollars each year. In five

years, such a family will have laid up in the Planta-

tion Bank an amount sufficient to mnke them inde-

pendent. And then, with industrious habits, with

religious instruction, with correct moral views and

sentiments, with minds properly trained to self-

dependence, they may elect their own homes if they

so choose, and begin the world for themselves.

On yesterday, which was Sunday, a little church

built for the negroes was consecrated to the wor-

ship of Almighty God. By invitation from Abra-

ham, the black preacher, I was present, and ad-

dressed his congregation. I have spoken to the

elite of Boston, the solid, and the scientific, and the

literary men of that learned city; I have spoken to

the fashionable crowds of New York in the Academy
of Music; I have spoken to the rich and proud citi-

zens of New Orleans; I have spoken to multitudes

in almost every State in the Union ; hut / do not

think I ever addressed any audience whose presence

touched me more deeply than the sable multitude to

whom I endeavored to utter Words of encouragement

and hope yesterday. And, my dear Governor, they

are encouraged, and they do hope; and 1 feel tl at

it is possible to convert the officers and soldiers from

their unjust and ungenerous prejudices, and to

make them the firm, fast, sympathizing friends of

those unfortunate blacks. Already 1 find a very

great change, and some of my thinking officers, who
were most gloomy and most despondent when I first

arrived, are now full of cheerful hope.

I have decided to remove all the negro families to

the outside of our lines. To accomplish this. I have

laid off a beautiful piece of ground fronting upon

the beach, into lots of half an acre each. Upon
these lots we are already erecting out-buildings. 1

have at work a gang of fifty negroes, with a black

man as foreman, and a white superintendent. The
work is perfectly systematized ; the houses of very

simple Btructure; their various parts divided among
gangB, who work only on these parts. One gang is

employed upon tho frames, ill getting them out anil

putting them up; another in getting QUI the sid-

ings; another putting up the sidings; another in

splitting clapboards for the root'; another in putting

on the root. And these (illy hands, now working

earnestly and with high hope, are actually building

a house a day.

1 hope to organize two or three more bands of

fifty each, so that in a short time we may be able to

finish from twenty to twenty-live houses each week.

You give mo reaSOO to hope that reinforcements

will not long be delayed, i beg you tO excrl ;ill

the influence you can to push them forward as

rapidly as possible- The troops now here arc many
ol' them greatly debilitated by the climate; and an

Death of Lieut. Col. Savage. Intelligence has
been received of the death of Lieut. Col. James
Savage, 2d regiment, in the hospital at Charlottesville,

Va., of wounds received at the battle of Cedar Moun-
tain, 9th August. He was the only son of Hon.
James Savage, of Boston, and a graduate of Har-
vard University of the class of 1854. Col. Savage
was among the most active in the formation of the

2d regiment, and has never returned since the regi-

ment left for the war. In the action in which he re-

ceived bis wounds, but six of twenty-two officers re-

turned, the others being killed, wounded or taken
prisoners.

Death of Elwtood Fisher. The Atlanta (Ga.)

Intelligencer of recent date, announces the death, at

that place, of Elwond Fisher, at the exact age of fifty-

four years. Mr. Fisher was well known in Indiana.

In 1830, be was elected to the Legislature from
Switzerland county, and in that body took a promi-
nent position as the advocate of ultra democratic

measures. At this time, Mr. Fisher wore the Quaker
garb—shad-bellied coat, hroad-brimmed hat, and ad-

dressed the presiding officer as "Friend Speaker."
While a member of the Legislature, he married a
young lady of Indianapolis, who survives him.
Though a Quaker, Mr. Fisher was a most ultra pro-

slavery man, and one of the closest followers of Cal-

houn and the South Carolina school. He was a writer

of great power, and possessed a vast fund of informa-

tion on almost all topics. In 1850, he established at

AVashington the Southern Press, a paper devoted to the
advocacy of secession. At the commencement of the

civil war he went South, and became connected with
one of the Nashville papers. After the occupation of
that city by the Federal troops, he went to Atlanta,

where he resided as a refugee up to the time of his

death.

English Sentiment. A private letter from an
American gentleman in London, received in this city,

speaks of a reaction in British sentiment toward this

country. The writer says :

—

Thank God, the people here begin to open their

eyes and discover the vile deception that has been so

long practised upon them, and at a meeting the other

day near Birmingham, the resolution to recognize the

South was completely scouted, and a resolution passed

to the effect that the distress in this country was
caused solely 'by the people of the South taking up
arms and rehrfliny against the Government of the

United States '—a hundred to one majority, and im-

ense cheering."

The Eight Doctrine. Gen. Dan. E. Sickles, in

ssuming his new command, issued a spirited general

order, in which he said :
" Insidious attempts will be

ade to engage our sympathies in political discussions.

In the army, we have nothing to do with the civil

policy of the Government- We have sworn to obey
the orders of the President, to bear true allegiance to

the United States of America, and to serve them
faithfully against all their enemies. Whoever seeks

to sow discontent among you by any means whatever
is as much your enemy as the rebel army you have
so often and so successfully encountered."

A Big Team. Gen. Buell's wagon train, which
followed in the rear of his army on the march to Lou-
isville, consisted of 1800 wagons, drawn by 10,000

horses. There were also 1500 convalescents from
eighty-four different regiments. Accompanying the

train were 113 wagon loads of ammunition. It stretch-

ed a distance of twenty-five miles.

Garibaldi's Address. Garibaldi has issued an
address to the English nation, full of his own philan-

thropic ardor. He adjures England to advance in the

work of human progress, and to call to her assistance

the leading nations of Europe. Then he adds:

—

" Call the great American Republic. She is, after

all, thy daughter, risen from thy lap; and however
she may go to work, she is struggling to-day for the

abolition of slavery so generously proclaimed by you.

Aid her to come out from the terrible struggle in

which she is involved by the traffickers in human
flesh. Help her, and then make her sit by your side

in the great assembly of nations, the final work of

human reason."

j£|f=The Houston (Texas) Telegraph of Oct. 13

utters a wail over the fall of Galveston, beginning

thus :—
" At length an event, by many anticipated, lias hap-

pened. Galveston, the beautiful city of the Gulf, has

fallen. The minions of Lincoln have made it their

nest, and, as we have seen in similar cases, there will

be hatched from it, if the utmost vigilance be not ex-

ercised, untold miseries to the State."

Commission to Inquire into the Conduct of
tii-.N. Hiin.i.. The Secretary of War has ordered a

Military Commission to be organized to inquire into

the conduct of Major Gen. Buell in reference to his

permitting the invasion ot Kentucky by Gen. Bragg

—

his failure to relieve Mumfordsville, and allowing its

capture by the enemy— his conduct during the battle

of Perryville—his suffering the forces of Gen. Bragg
to escape from Kentucky without capture or loss iii

attacking them—and his operations in the States of

Kentucky and Tennessee. The Court is to be held

at Cincinnati.

5^= There is a great deal in the choice of words.

Wliciiatall Marshal, who was able to reach an ob-

ject which Napoleon was too short to put his hm d
on, said, "I am higher than your Majesty," "You
mean lojtyer," replied the Emperor.

REBELLIOUS Slates. The New Orleans P-lta of

the 12th ult. confirms the reported outbreak ol staves

mi the plantation of Mr. Millandon, and the murder of

his overseer. Two other plantations had also been
deserted by the slaves on them.

Cotton SUBSTITUTES, Mr. Stephen M. Allen,

who published n work on Fibrilia. some two years «a©,
has experimented on ninny things ns substitutes for

t-olton. lie is now working flax and hemp exclusive-

ly with great success, and is supplying a number of

mills with his tibrilia, which promises all the success

that has been Claimed for it. A large mill h.is lately

been started at Lawrence lor the mnnutneture of the

article.

New Gvn rcii lluntou DEFENCES. A new pat-

tern of cannon wns exhibited a short time since, Rl die

shop of Mr. D. Fitzgerald, in New York city. The
£iin carriage is a cigar shaped heat, and the weight of

the ball is from one to three tons. Gen, Strong wns
present, and expressed his approval of the design.

SiF" An immense number of music hoys are being

Instructed at Oo»ernor'a [aland, New York, prepare,*

lorj t0 active service ns drummers nml titers In the

army. They arc from fourteen to nineteen years ofage.

jy ' It is estimated that Bragfl bus carried out ot

Kentucky a( leasl ten thouenna horse*] immense
quantities of corn, hoofand bacon, ami three thousand
wagons.
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"Proclaim Liberty throughovA all tho land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;
1 '

"I lay this down m the law of nations. I Hay that mil-

itary authority takerf, for tho time, the place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST;
and that, under that state of tilings, bo fur from its being

truo that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of the subject, not only tho President op

tub United States, but tho Commander of the Army,
HAS POWER TO ORDER, THF UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES, *

. . . From tho matant

that the slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, orjbreign, from that instant tho war powers

of Congress fftend to interference with tho institution of

slavery, in Bvbky wav in which it can be interfered
WIhi, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-

Btroycd, to tho cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it be a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must caret it on, ac-

cording to the laws op war ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power take3 rna
place op them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all the slaves in the invaded territory."—J. Q. Adam*.
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NIGGEROLOGY.

" 'Tis true, and pity it is 'tis true," that the Puri-

tans, so wedded as they are to the absurd idea of

negro equality, can never be cured of this unnatural

caprice, and that the lessons of the hour, which are

operating so beneficially all over the country, re-

main utterly unheeded in New England. This is a
lamentable fact. Nearly two years' experience of

the operations of* this delusion merely imhiees the

Yankee to " lay the. flattering unction to his soul

"

that he can change the Ethiopian skin, and make
him tho peer of white men! What folly, what
madness, what iniquity! Everybody beyond the

circle of these fanatics knows and feels that this mon-
omania has alone caused our deplorable national

troubles; and yet, instead of acknowledging their

errors and retracing their steps, these blind zealots

madly pursue their will o'-the-whisp of Emancipa-
tion, Equality, &c.

Mr. Frank Bird is a fair type of these enthusiasts.

He may be a good business man, butfsure we arc that

he will never be a statesman. He may excel in the

manufacture of paper, but certain it is that, beyond
Yankee laud, he can never manufacture, on paper
or otherwise, that reputation as a public man which
comes from practical common sense. He has insfc

teen elected one of Gov. Andrew's Councillors,

doubtless as a reward for his endeavors to introduce

into Massachusetts several thousand contrabands
from the Southern border, in order to degrade and
cheapen (he price of labor. All this might be re-

garded with indifference, were the fanatics to con-

fine themselves to their chosen task; but, to secure

the countenance of their roundhead brethren, they

must needs institute comparisons between the ne-

groes and Irishmen. Mr. Bird, to bolster his pre-

posterous notions, prints, in the Transcript of last

Friday, a letter from " a gentleman of the highest in-

telligence and character," from Fortress Monroe, the

pith and meaning of which is contained in this de-

lectable extract :

—

" The colored people are as active and industri-

ous and capable as the Irish. They are much more
easily managed, and as the Irish are at the North
and the negro in the South, each in their more
native latitude, so let it be."

We hear continually of the comparative insig-

nificance of the slaveholders; but, in point of fact,

they far more truly represent the opinions of the
•whole fifteen Southern States than the Black Re-
publicans of New England do those of the Free
States; because these six States contain much less

than two millions inhabitants, radical, conservative,

Irish, niggers, and all; and no sane man will under-
take to say that the nonsense contained in the above
paragraph could receive from the twenty-five or

thirty millions of the people besides, any other re-

ception than well-merited derision or contempt.
Where else, on the surface of this globe, can indi-

viduals be found so stultified as to compare an Irish-

man to a nearo ? If the latter be as " capable " as

the " Irish," pray why not as much and more so

than the fanatical, amalgamation-hunting, dollar-

worshipping, atheistical Yankee? The idea of the

Irish being here " in their more native latitude," is,

considering everything, most decidedly rich ! worthy
only the logic of those disturbers of order, good
government, and evory social relation.

This wiseacre says :

—

" If the Irish are not blinded to their own in-

terests, they will go as a body, all over the land, for

universal emancipation."

However much Mr. Bird and his colleagues in

this bad business may pride themselves on their

superior mental (?) endowments, the Irish, thank
God! have too much self-respect to "go" for any-
thing that will place a negro on the same grade in

the labor-market with themselves. What a cause
for congratulation to the poorest white man is the

reflection that, unlike the inferior negro race, he is

at liberty to remove withersoever his inclination or

interests may prompt him! But to "go" for the

emancipation of four millions of helpless slaves,

without the least regard for their immediate or re-

mote well-being, is a thought worthy altogether of

those impracticable ideaologists who arc ever pur-
suing some silly phantom, whose notions of govern-
ment could not last, if once tried, for twenty-four
hours, and whose only strength consists in mutual
admiration, and (or all else inextinguishable ani-

mosity. Oh! New-England! verily it is high time
you un-learned the teachings of Old England of

three centuries ago !

—

Boston (Irish Catholic) Pilot.
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RADICALISM IS DOWN.

The honorable terms that Radicalism suicidally

insists on are, not submission to the national author-

ity, not a return to the fold of the Constitution, not

the Union of coequal States, but submission to the

Liberty Party Abolition platform; equality for the

negroes; and failing in agreeing to this, Radicalism
decrees desolation, cities sowed with the salt of ex-

termination ! Such terms as these—such as the

bloody, vulgar Chandler, of Michigan, and the im-

pudent Wade, of Ohio, and the whole criminal set

talk of, are nothing less than eternal war! As we
read the terrible appeals of Radicalism,—made, too,

by parties who are greedily grabbing all they can
get from the public crib—whose pockets are lined

with the fruits of corruption as their hands are red

with the blood of brethren—we involuntarily ask

—

where is the old virtue and old patriotism and the

old intelligence of majorities in Massachusetts? Has
Christianity fled to brutish beasts ? Does New Eng-
land expect to subjugate the great West to her Abo-
lition programme ? We are committing suicide every

hour in urging suck an infernal policy.

Let patriots be of good cheer. The day of reckon-

ing is coming, when rascality will be fully unveiled.

The country, even now, is saved ! saved by the no-

ble conservative host who have come to its rescue—
saved by the union between the true men of the Mid-
tile Stales, the Border States, and the Went. The
Nashville Patriot has the right of it. The moral of

the elections—that involuntarily brings out the all

hail from Tennessee, and other States, now coming
in in a swelling tide—is that Radicalism is down.
Unhappily, time is yet to elapse before the patriotic

voice of the People, irrespective of party, can, un-

der our system, fully operate—but it can be heard !

It is as permanent as right anil truth, and is irrevo-

cable. It will not be without effect. It is for the

Union as it was—for the Constitution as it is. The
noble majority who have declared this, assuredly

will go on increasing— will brand as traitors all who
talk about the Constitution being no better than use-

less parchment, and war against the Union as it was.—Boston Post.

g^=* The democratic professions of the Post are as

impudent and hollow as are the virtuous protestations

of a profligate night-walker before the police court.

THE VOICE OF THE UNION EXILES.

The Union exiles who have escaped from the ter-

rors of Rebeldom, held a meeting in Cooper Institute,

New York, winch was attended by a vast assemblage

of people. The principal speakers were Flon. A. J.

Hamilton, of Texas, T. J. Bovnton, of Florida, Rev.

W. B. Carter, of Tennessee, and Rev. Mr. Hoye, of

Mississippi.

Mr. Hamilton scouted the idea that peace would

be secured by compromise. He said :

—

" The Southern Union men spurn all such offers of

compromise as I do here to-night; they spurn the

sympathy of a man who proposes to relieve them by

tendering the olive branch. Above all, I do not

want the aid and sympathy of a man who thinks

that the war must be carried on in such a way as

still to preserve the cause of the war. How then

are we Abolitionists? I intend to contribute my
humble efforts to pull Slavery up by the last roots.

[Cheers, loud and continued.] 1 know that Slavery

must perish in order that Liberty may survive.

[Great applause.] I know that the manacles must
fall from the fettered limbs of the black race on this

continent, in order that the white man may not be

manacled. We, therefore, again spurn the sympa-
thy of any man who talks about the Union as it was,

if he means to say that we are to go back to the con-

dition that preceded this Revolution. This will not

be the Union our fathers intended it to be, until the

cause of this Rebellion has been swept from the land.

[Cheers.] You may imagine from this that I have

some idea that the President's Proclamation is a

pretty good thing. [Applause.] If there has been

one solitary step taken in the right direction by the

President, it is the issuing of the Proclamation of

Emancipation." [Tremendous applause.]

Rev. W. B. Carter, of East Tennessee, was the

next speaker. In the course of his speech he said :

Being a slaveholder himself, he could have re-

mained South by staining his soul with treason

—

[applause]—but God forbid that he or his children

should ever be victims to that ! He did sometimes

like to hit the copper-heads. [Cheers.] He hated

the serpent whenever he saw it, North and South.

[Applause.] While he hated treason South, he hated

treason North, for while there might be some apolo-

gy for it South, there was not the least shadow of

apology for it North. He wished to remind the edi-

tors of New York, and he did it for a practical pur-

pose, that of all the helps which Secession received in

the South two years ago, none was greater than that

from a certain class of the Northern press. [" Her-
ald!" "Herald!" "Express!"} Mr. Carter con-

tinued : You know them better than I do, gentlemen.

In those papers we found the very arguments which
Southern Rebels use against us. What was the cha-

racter of those arguments ? Eternally prating about

Southern rights and Northern aggressions. And
that is what your papers are doing now. I beg these

editors, for the sake of our common country, for the

sake of the weeping and perishing thousands of loyal

men in the South, to cease traducing their own Gov-
ernment, and to sustain that Government. I want
these editors and these confounded politicians to tell

me what rights I have lost. Did you ever see them ?

Did you ever hear them? Did you ever taste them?
Did you ever smell them? [Laughter.] If any of

these Northern men have found any of my lost rights,

I wish they would return them. I am conscious of

having lost rights, but not through my government,
but through this accursed Southern Confederacy.
[Applause.] I have lost the right of seeing my wife

and little children. I have lost the right of abiding

beneath my own vine and fig tree. In short, I have
lost the right to be in my own country a freeman.

I will tell you how to give me back those rights.

Crush the accursed Rebellion against the Govern-
ment."

Mr. T. J. Boynton, of Florida, followed in a stir-

ring speech. He said:

—

In this struggle I am for no party— rather I

am for that party or that organization or that man
who shows most energy in the prosecution of warlike

measures, who gives the hardest blows and deals

heaviest and ofteucst. [Applause.] I am against

the party which forgets the perils of the nation,

and strives for personal and party aggrandizement;
and which having sent its brethren into the field to

be decimated by Rebel bullets from the front, now
fling after them the poisoned arrows of a worse than

Parthian retreat by talk of compromises and conven-
tions. I cannot enough impress upon you the folly

of half measures. The shortest way to the end of

the matter is through and over the Rebellion. Cir-

cuitous paths end in bogs and quagmires. A good
rule for voting is. " for the man the Rebels hate the

worst." The difference between a rebel and an
anti-coercionist or a conventionist is not measurable.
Things which arc equal to the same thing are equal

to each other. [Applause.] Courage will vanish

from the hearts and strength from the arms which
support the rebellion just in proportion as they see

that uncompromising Union men are supported and
elected in the loyal section. I have no words to

express my contempt for the man who proposes, in

any event, to let the Rebels go. Let Secession go

!

ay, go—down to hell, and say, I sent the thither, is

the language I would recommend. [Applause.]

—

Just a word about the Proclamation. We accept it

as the conclusion of the inscrutable, irrefragable, and
inexorable logic of events. [Applause.] We would
guard the Constitution, and to do so most effectually

we would save the nation. Does not the spirit of

the Constitution abide in the body of the nation ?

Do the souls remain on earth after the bodies are
dead ? Save the nation if you would save the Con-
stitution. Has the President shown haste to exer-
cise doubtful powers? Did he not for a long time
propose to save the Government ami Slavery too?
Does he not now propose to do so if the Rebels will

lay down their arms? Is it not lawful to save the

nation at any expense? Is there any phrase in the

Constitution which can be tortured into the intend-

ment that Rebel soldiers have a right to be support-

ed by slaves or anybody else? If it is lawful to

shoot Rebels in the field, is it less so to kick from
under them the prop which feeds and clothes them
in the field ?

Rev. Mr. Hoye, of Mississippi, who has sulfcred

great persecution, also spoke with great earnestness,

and having given an interesting narrative of his suf-

ferings and escape, he said :

—

I appear before you, as your President has said,

from the repudiating State of Mississippi. I will tell

you how I got here ; I came on the underground rail-

road. [Cheers.] I was seized by the rebels, heavily

ironed, and placed with eighty others in a Southern
dungeon. 1 remarked to General Jordan that 1 had
heard that iron was scarce in the South, but they

had given me a large supply of it. [Laughter.] My
crime was, that I had used seditious language, or. as

they term it there, I had talked Union talk. While

I was in that prison, numbers of us were led out and
shot. At first they supplied coffins for those who
were shot, but the great number of executions pre-

vented the supply of coffins; so they dug a hole in

the ground, and made them sit down on the brink of
the hole, and there was a certain number of soldiers

who advanced, and fired three balls into the brain
and three into the heart; and this was the, mode of

execution. I was to be suspended between heaven
and earth as an arch-traitor, because on various oc-

isions I had expressed my sentiments fully. I had
charge of churches when the rebellion broke out,

and I had preached a sermon in which I had told

my people to oppose the rebellion by talking against

it, by writing against it, and, if necessary, by fight-

ing against it. I was incarcerated
; in company with

a friend, I made an attempt to escape : my friend

got away, but I was re-arrested. They sent after

me with bloodhounds—yes, bloodhounds; they

hunt the Union troops now with those animals. The
second time I was more successful ; I went off in a

south-west direction, opposite from my home, in or-

der to escape tho bloodhounds, and I did not leave a

single article of clothing, through fear that they
would get my scent. I knew that, if I got away out

of the town of Tupelo, which was surrounded by
the rebel camps, I could get aid from Union men.
My fellow-prisoners labored all day to get my chains

in such a condition that they could be slipped off. I

had to carry the iron bands with me till I could get

among friends.

After I escaped, I was compelled to live mostly
upon green corn and bad water

;
and when I reached

the Union lines, 1 was in the condition of a skeleton,

and I have not got over it ; my constitution was shat-

tered

—

and all this for being a Union man. Some
days after my escape, I was compelled to go. to a

house; I was becoming very faint, and it required
perhaps an hour to go a quarter of a rrfile; I went
to one house, and 1 noticed that there were some
slaves about it. I went away, knowing that, where
there were slaves, the masters are Secessionists. I

might as soon have walked into Tupelo. If I could
have seen the slaves alone, I would have trusted my-
self with them. I found another house where there,

were no slaves. The man was a man of herculean
frame, and I said, in the course of conversation, that

the Yankees were overrunning all the country, and
every man that was able to fight was needed in the

army, and asked why wasn't he there ? His wife

gave me her mind very freely. She said he was not
there, anil he wasn't going there, and she gave her
opinion of the Conscription law. Then I told them
my condition, and they gave me food. I never lilted

corn-bread very much, but the corn-bread that they
set before me was the sweetest morsel that I ever

tasted. A chicken was killed, and I devoured near-

ly the whole ; and while I was sitting eating, I heard
a little girl in an adjoining room say that she had
been able to get only a wing, and that I was a horse

to eat. I must not name this man ; it would draw
upon him the persecutions of the traitors. He said

that he did not know the route to Rienzi, but he
knew a man who did, and who would show me. He
concealed me in a thicket, and brought this man to

me. The man said : " I'll do all I can to get you
to the Union lines

;
you must go to that house in the

distance, and stay all day. I would like to have you
in my family, but it might get out. I've a large

family, and most of 'em are gals, and ye know gals

will talk." [Laughter and applause.] That may
not be true of the New York " gals," but it is true

of them down there. I thought this a sufficient ex-

:use. At night he came with two horses, and con-
ducted me to a point eight miles distant, to his

brother-in-law's, and he asked him to conduct me to

the Union lines. His brother-in-law was a Union
man; he bitterly denounced Secessionists. He told

me, while there, that there was a gentleman by the

name of Newman who " talked Union talk," as they
called it—told of his love and devotion for the Union.
The cavalry went and arrested him, and there was
a difference of opinion among them ; some were in

favor of shootinir him, and some were in favor of
hanging him ; but they finally got scalding water, and
scalded Mm to death. [Sensation.] Then they hung
up the body, and put a label on it, saying that any
man who took down the corpse should be served in

the same way. My friend and his friends took him
down and buried him, and in after time there will

be a monument raised to his virtues. My friends

conducted me to the Union lines.

I had travelled before only during the night, but
we had to travel during the day, because there was
a great storm, and it was dangerous to cross to Talla-

hatchie during the night. At. a place called Davis's

Mill, we found five or six rebel soldiers ; they in-

quired where we came from. He said we were in

hunt of oxen, and asked them if they had seen a

black ox and a pied ox. They had not. They said

I looked as though I had had "the fever and ague for

a year. He told them that I had come from Ala-

bama, and my folks thought I was almost gone of

consumption. This satisfied them, although it was
not strictly in accordance with the rules of veracity.

AVhen I got in sight of the Star Spangled Banner,
my feelings may be more readily imagined than de-

scribed.

Now, I will say a few words in answer to questions

that have been asked mo since I came North. With
regard to this Proclamation, about which we have
heard so much, I believe it is right, and for these

reasons : When 1 was among the soldiers of the Re-
bel army, I found that they employed slaves. They
had slaves as sappers and miners, as cooks, as team-

ters, as artisans, in the blacksmith's shop, making
swords and knives to cut the throats of the Union
troops, and all this by compulsion; and I think it

strange indeed if we should not divert, this labor from
that channel. [Great applause] They do not ob-

ject to it, and why should we f Another reason

why I think this slave labor should be diverted is

this: Tallahatchie County, Miss., has but 550 voters,

and it sends GOO soldiers to the Rebel army. They
have 15,000 or 20,000 slaves, and these slaves are at

work in the fields, producing tho hog and the ho-

miny of which you have heard so much. If these

slaves were liberated, these GOO men would be com-
pelled, almost to a man, to go home to produce that

hog and hominy which is necessary to the support of

themselves and their families. I am asked if I be-

lieve that this proclamation can bo carried out. Yes,

I believe, it can be carried out, just so sure and just

so long as negroes have legs. [Laughter anil ap-

plause.] For they will escape to the Union lines at

every opportunity. They came into the Union lines

long ago, but they learned it was the policy of the

Government not to receive them. It was opposed
(o the views of the Generals, and Gen. Nelson, and
Gen. Wood, and Gen. Amnion, have tied up ne-

groes, and whipped them, and sent them back. This
I have known to be the case, and have seen to be the

case. One of them has gone to Ins reward. I ai

stating things now that I know to be true; that I

have seen with my eyes.

We are often asked this question : " Will the slaves

make good soldiers? Are they sufficiently intelli-

gent ? " Let mo tell you that the slaves are more in-

telligent than the poor whites in the South. Why, I

went into a house not three months ago, and there

$vas a lady belonging to this cjass of sand-hillers,

and I remarked, by way of passing the time, as I was
waiting for her husband, that there was the picture
of the Presidents. "Yes," said she; "them's the

picters of the Presidents, and some of 'em must be
gettin' mighty old by this time, if they ain't dead."
[Prolonged laughter.] I remarked, in addition, that

that one at the head was General Washington.
"Yes," said she, "I've heern of him ever since I

was a gal ; I wonder if he's dead yet ? " I told her
that I had seen an account of his death in the pa-
pers. [Continued laughter.] There were two fami-
lies in Tishamingo County who were going to move,
one to Texas and the other to Arkansas ; but the
wife of the Texas man wanted to go to Arkansas,
and the wife of the Arkansas man wanted to go to

Texas. The men were out hunting one day, and
were thinking about it. and at last they agreed that

to trade -would be a good plan. As I am relating

the matter just as it occurred, I shall have to relate

the express words: One of the women was old, and
the other was young. " Neow," said one, "if vou
had an old mar', and I had a young filly, you wouldn't
want to trade even, would ye ? " [Great laughter.]

The other agreed with him, and so they compromised
the matter by the one who possessed the old wife

giving a double-barreled shot-gun, and eighteen dol-

lars to boot. He paid the eighteen dollars, however,
in coonskins, and things of that sort. Now. this is

the condition of the poor whites in that vicinity.

The slaveholders rule them.
Then, again, there is the question about whether

the negroes will fight against their masters or not.

The negroes are a very kind people, and they are

possessed of a very great deal of piety—indeed, /
believe that the real piety of the South is ensconced in

the bosom of the slave population of that country—and
they would not wish to destroy their masters, how-
ever they might abuse them or whip them. But
every man in the South is not the master of every
specific negro in the South; that negro would not
fight against his master, but he would fight against

every other master in the South. I have relatives

in the South; I unfortunately have three brothers-

in-law, officers in the rebel army. If I knew I was
aiminn; at one. of them, I would not shoot; but I

would fight willingly, and if, in fighting, I should
kill one of them, 1 should do it with a good con-
science.

I have been asked—Will there be insurrections?

I say not, as long as the negroes can run away ; so

long as they can run. and find protection, there will be

no inswrections. But there is great alarm in the
South, through fear that there will be insurrections.

I attended the Synod of Mississippi in October last

at Natchez, and I was told thaf fifteen negroes had
been hanged there for fear of insurrection. Others
said it was not true, and that they were hanged
upon irresponsible statements of irresponsible per-

sons. While I was in Macon last Summer, six ne-

groes were executed, and one was burned in the

streets.

When I was at that Presbyterian Synod, I preach-
ed to a Targe congregation of slaves; it was the
largest congregation I ever spoke to in my life, with
this exception. With one exception, that of the
minister who sat beside me, they were all slaves, yet
one third of them were whiter than I am ; so that sla-

very is not confined to color, because you often see red-

haired and blue-eyed slaves. Another question is,

will they come North ? I would reply to this, that
if freedom is proclaimed South, they will not come
North, because they love freedom, but they hate sla-

very. They would prefer to go South. I saw a cer-

tain suggestion in the papers to give them the State
of Florida. I was glad to see it : let them have that

beautiful territory of Ponce de Leon, so graphically

alluded to. If, however, they come North, I have
no objection; I have lived among negroes, and can
again, but let that matter be decided hereafter.

The. causes of the Rebellion have been set forth ;

I need not say anything in regard to that. The only
other question I have been asked is this : Will there
be harmony of feeling between the Southern and
Northern States hereafter? I say there will not so

long as this institution of slavery exists. [Loud ap-
plause.] But let that institution be eradicated, and
there is no obstacle to harmony.

Parson Brownlow, in a recent speech at Grand
Rapids, Michigan, made the following allusion to

the Emancipation Proclamation :—

"I am hero to-day for the purpose of endorsing
Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation, (applause,)
for this reason—that it will unite the North; and
you haven't been united and rebels have; because
the rebels have no principle at stake; and when
you put them to the wall, they intended to have
issued a proclamation of universal emancipation,
and then demanded the protection of England and
France; and I am glad that Old Abe has taken the
wind out of their sails. (Applause.) Slavery is a
gone-up institution. This war will make it so.

There cannot be a man with a thimble-full of brains,
(laughter,) who does not know that it will put down
the institution of slavery. They will go down. I

can better illustrate it by giving a homely anecdote
from the West. Two of my neighbors went out
hunting, and one of them took a dog ; and he hadn't
gone far when he found a skunk. He ran the skunk
into a hollow log. He was ignorant of the proper-
ties of the essence pedler. He soon had to evacu-
ate. The other neighbor came up, and from the
state of the atmosphere, knew how matters stood.

Said he. » Neighbor, have you kilted it?' 'Killed
the devil! Let the d—d thing alone, and it will

stink itselt to death.' (Laughter.) By the time this

war is over, slavery will have stunk itself to death."

He also directed a shaft at the sympathizers with
rebellion in the Northern States :

—

"I am ashamed, mortified, vexed, that, while this

is the spirit, of the rebellion all over tr.e South, of
murder and destruction, I find a set of men, born
and educated here in tho North, owning property
here, so mean, so unpatriotic, so God-forsaken,heaven-
daring, hell-deserving, and so infernally contempti-
ble as to sympathize with this infernal rebellion. If

there is a Northern citizen in this audience who
sympathizes with this rebellion, permit me to say to

you that you are a thousand times meaner,, dirtier,

uglier and more rascally than any Southern seces-

sionist on earth. You are complaining about the
war tax, complaining against some of our Generals,
and you should bo taken out by some of these
soldiers and rode on a fence-rail until you are dead.
If I owed the devil a debt, and had given him my
bond to pay him a dozen of the meanest men to bo
found, I would turn over to him twelve Northern
sympathizers, and get a big premium from the old
fellow."

Sneh is the voice of tho Union exiles from the re-

bellious South
; such is their testimony as to the ne-

cessity of removing the cause of the. Rebellion and
to the justice and propriety of the President's Rcoo*
lamaiion ; such are their earnest, appeals for the Vig-
orous prosecution of the war against Treason ; such
their earnest remonstrances against compromises
and half-way measures.

THE F0ETEESS M0NE0E CONTRABANDS

Governor Andrew's letter to Major Bolles, de-
clining the. proposed transfer of contrabands from
Fortress Monroe to Massachusetts, has been pub-
lished. It is suspected that Major Bolles, who i,

comparatively fresh from Massachusetts politic-
proposed to make a little democratic capital out of
this affair; but the attempt has failed signally. In-
deed, the Governor's letter is an excellent docu-
ment for use in replying to the insane clamor as to
an intended or expected removal of tree, blacks to
the North. After urging that, if Fortress Monroe
is threatened by the enemy, General l)ix would
find the blacks an important reserved force for its

defence, Governor Andrew proceeds as follows:

—

" Contemplating, however, the possibilitv of their
removal, permit me to say that the Northern States
are, of all places, the worst possible to select for an
asylum. These poor people, ailoat upon the world,
are inhabitants of a Southern climate, and have
habits, and are subject to needs and to peculiarities
of physical constitution accordingly. Where, then,
is the prudence or the humanity of subjecting them
at once to the rigors of our norihern sky, in the
winter season, with the moral certainty of inflicting

extreme suffering, resulting probably in disease and
death? If their removal is definitely determined
upon, I would take the liberty of suggesting for the
asylum some Union foothold in the South—as Hil-
ton Head—where they could retain their health, be
trained as soldiers, and their labor be rendered
economically available. For them to come here for
encampment or asylum would be to come as pau-
pers and sufferers into a strange land, and a climate
trying even to its habitues, as a swarm of homeless
wanderers, migrating without purpose, and not to
the wilderness where the strong arm would suffice
for maintenance, but to a busy community where
they would be incapable of self-help—a course cer-
tain to demoralize themselves and endanger others.
Such an event would be a handle to all traitors and
to all persons evilly disposed. We should be told

that the experiment had been tried and had failed

;

that the negroes were proved worthless, and incapa-
ble of taking care of themselves, when the truth
would be that we had pursued the plan most emi-
nently calculated to disable and corrupt them. I

meet with pleasure the motives of humanity which
have dictated your proposed plan ; but from the
very same feelings I must consider the plan mis-
taken. It is precisely because 1 do not wish the
negroes to suffer; precisely because I would save
their wives and children from perishing; precisely
because I do not wish their new freedom to become
license, corruption and infamy, that I respectfully
decline to aid or countenance your plan for their
transportation to the North.
Inasmuch as the letter of Major-General Dix is

accompanied by a copy of a letter from the War
Department granting permission to correspond con-
cerning the plan proposed, I deem it incumbent
upon me to state that I have, since receiving your
letter, conferred with the Department upon this

subject, and I am sure that there is not any differ-

ence of opinion between the Department and my-
self thereon

; nor do I find there the existence "of

any such apprehensions regarding the safety of Gen.
Dix's position as you seem to entertain.

1 ought to add that, even were my views coinci-
dent with your own. I am, under the law, absolutely
powerless in my official capacity to promote them."

THE KEAS0NS "WET.

The loyal people of the United States have sacri-

ficed enough men and treasure to have put an end
to the rebellion months ago. Still, that ardently
wished for result seems to be further off now than
at the beginning. The North, with greatly superior
numbers and wealth, with vastly greater'resources
of art, mechanism and manufacture, is held in

check— is baffled, confounded, and held up to the
deri-ion of the nations.

Why is it so?
An indignant and suffering people are told it is

because the military commanders arc not properlv
reinforced, or because the troops are not properly
fed, clothed and equipped. Some ignorant and
credulous persons have been deceived by this clamor,
but no man of sense and information believes one
word of it.

The Federal cause is not triumphant simply be-

cause the Generals who control the armies do not
desire it should be !

Shortly after the rebellion commenced, Mr. Rich-
ardson, of Illinois, and other prominent locofocos in

Congress, demanded that they and their friends
should be appointed to high military positions. The
President yielded. He argued that, as it was not
usual or politic for an Administration to appoint its

opponents to high civil trusts, it was fitting he
should mark his appreciation of locofoeo professions
of loyalty by conferring abundant military honors
on those who made them. Accordingly, of the three

hundred and forty new Generals created,' over three

hundred are locofocos!

The armies of the Union have not succeeded in

extinguishing the rebellion, because the Generals
by whom they have been led have not desired that

result.

What would have been said by the patriots if the
Continental Congress, in 177G, instead of giving the
command of the armies to Washington, Wayne,
Lincoln, and that class of men, had promoted" the
tories to the Generalships? The indignation of the
patriots would have been both hot and sharp. Thev
would have given up in despair of ever establishing
the independence of the colonies.

President Lincoln has been guilty of this folly.

In this vast emergency, when acts of Congress sig-

nify comparatively little, when executive proclama-
tions are simply blank cartridges, when battles alone
are decisive, the President has surrendered the com-
mand of the armies to men ichose ideas are not his

ideas, whose plans arc not his plans, whose hopes are
not his hopes, ichose ends are not his ends. He has
superadded to this folly, another of not much less

magnitude, He has joined with these locofoeo
Generals in proscribing and banishing from inde-
pendent commands, every General whose itteas, />lans,

hopes and as/iirations arc substantially his own. Un-
der such circumstances, il is not singular that his

repeated and positive orders for vigorous and de-
cisive movements are unheeded, The only singu-
larity is that the President, after making over tho
direction of the armies to the locolbcos, should
expect to have the rebellion crushed out.

What do these locofoeo Generals mean?
Clearly, they do not intend that (he North shall

be overrun, any more than they de-ign the South
shall bo vanquished. They mean to protract the
struggle, to exhaust the resources and the patience
of the loyal States! and so fane a compromise. They
are acting in concert with Northern locofoeo politi-

cians, whose sympathies are undisguisedty in favor
of I he rebels.

If the President. had been wise— if he had kept
the military power in his own grasp, by confidi

the chief commands only to men whose views were
coincident with his own— the war would have been
ended months ago; thousands of lives and millions

of treasure would have been saved, and the coun-
try to day would have entered upon a career of in-

creased prosperity, usefulness and renown.
We do not mean to be understood as alleging

that every locofoeo General is involved in the con-
spiracy which undoubtedly exists to deprive the na-
tional standard of conclusive triumphs. We gladly

concede that some of them have risen above party
prejudices, passions and aims, and are most anxious
to make short work with the rebels. But these men
constitute a meagre minority of the whole, and
occupy positions in which their splendid patriotism

is comparatively unavailing.

Tin; army of the West ami the army of the Po-
tomac have accomplished little this summer and
fall, because it has been the programme of their

commanders that little should be accomplished. The
allegation that the Ft dcrai forces are outnumbered
is a lie, or is only true of particular fields where the
Generals in command design to give the rebels the

advantage. The pretence of insufficient supplies is

false, and would be inadmissable if true. Jackson
contrives to get on tolerably well with a deficient

commissariat. So could MeClellan or Buell, if either
had a mind to. Their hearts are not in the work.
Their sympathies are al! on the other side.

We had written thus far before receiving the
news of McClellan's removal, or Halleck's report as

to the cause thereof. That report, and the removal
based on it, confirm many of the suggestions thrown
out above. For months, many of our readers have
thought our judgment of MeClellan harsh. Few of
tl em, we think, are of that opinion now. The ver-

dict of history will show our judgment to be lenient.

General MeClellan has been removed from the
command of the army of the Potomac. His suc-

cessor is General Burnside.
The removal of MeClellan was caused by his re-

fusal to obey orders, and march promptly against
the enemy. An elaborate report from Gen. Halleck
is published, showing that McClellan's excuse for

disobedience, which was that his requisitions for

supplies had not been filled, was totally false.

When MeClellan was called from Western Vir-
ginia to Washington, we hailed his advent. But,
months ago, we became satisfied either that his

heart was not in the work, or that he was utterly

incompetent for the position to which he had been
elevated. A suitable commander, with the means
of which he has had the disposal, would have lite-

rally crushed the rebellion before now. He has
brought the nation to the very brink rf destruction.

General Burnside has evinced both capacity and
earnestness. Under his command, the army will not

go into winter quarters. It is possible that he may
save the republic.

—

Honesdale (Penn.) Democrat.

"THEKE IS A GOD IN ISEAEL."

Gen. MeClellan has been removed from the com-
mand of the Army of the Potomac, and has been
ordered to report to his family at Trenton. Wash-
ington, in the old days of the Revolution that tried

men's souls, amid the snow and ice of inclement
winter, with a mere handful of worn-ou 1", soldiers,

turned upon his powerful and exultant foe, and
routed him in sore defeat at Trenton; MeClellan,
in these later and evil days of Rebellion, comes to

the bosom of his family in the same Trenton, having
frittered away one noble army in dilatory and fatal

strategy, and having left behind the command of

another, wilh which he has squandered a propitious

autumn, in letting his tatterdemalion foe insultingly

kick him and his noble army in front and rear, with
Stuart raid, and then escape unpunished to his

Southern strongholds. But as the world saw, in

Washington, the victorious, at Trenton, the Revo-
lution accomplished; so it sees, in MeClellan, the

superseded, at Trenton, the Rebellion crushed. In
the firmer was recognized that military genius and
that hearty and persistent purpose, which could not
fail of success; in the latter is recognized that mili-

tary imbecility and lack of heart in this greatest of
struggles between Right and Wrong since the world
began, which has brought only disaster, laid aside

in disgrace—a ridiculous, expensive and useless idol

of thoughtless or treasonable worship dashed in

pieces—and in its place military skill, genius, and
earnest devotion to the nation's cause, declared to

be the essentia! requisites of him who would lead

the patriotic and earnest soldiers of the Republic.
In Washington, victorious at Trenton, the world
saw the turning point of the Revolution; in Me-
Clellan, retired at Trenton, it sees the turning point
of the War against Treason and Rebellion.

We are not surprised at the removal of Me-
Clellan. We have wondered that he was not re-

moved long ago. He has had every advantage,
every facility, every chance to prove himself a
great commander, and to save the country, but
he has not begun to do either. But President Lin-
coln has borne and forborne, till patience and for-

bearance ceased to be virtues. The blow has at

last fallen—and not a moment too soon; possibly,

in Heaven's mercy, it may not be too late. The
truth should not be disguised, that McClellan's
Inefficiency, or something worse, has brought the
nation to the very brink of ruin. But let-all loyal

men trust in God, in our noble army under compe-
tent and honest commanders, and in Abraham Lin-
coln, that our country shall yet be saved.

If any person who has observantly watched the
course of events for the last eighteen months, is not
otherwise convinced that the President has done
right, in removing MeClellan. let him read the letter

of Gen. Halleck respecting the recent career on the

North Potomac of this "very unfortunate" com-
mander. Gen. Halleck is no "fanatic," no "rad-
ical," but his testimony as to McClellan's causeless

delays and his disobedience of orders, wherebv Lee
made good his retreat weeks ago, is as conclusive as
it is damning. Consider, also, the testimonv of
Glen. Ibdleek as to the disastrous surrender of Har-
per's Ferry, in which he censures MeClellan for his

slow-paced march into Maryland after the invading
rebels, at the rate of six miles a day, and expresses
the deliberate conviction that he could and should
hare reinforced that important post—in which con-
viction the Commission concurred,

MeClellan may not be a traitor; but if he is

really loyal, he is one of the most unfortunate of
men in his warmest friends ami supporters ; for they
embrace every secessionist and traitor north of
Rebeldom. from 1'Yniamlo Wood and Franklin
Pierce down to the editor of the New Hampshire
Patriot. To be sure, he has had some advocates
and friends among loyal men. but thev have beeu
comparatively few, and have been growing « beau-
tifully less." every day, \'ov a long tinu-. Thai non-
descript element in the North, which is sometimes,
for convenience, styled l* conservative." and which
has "constitutional'

1

scruples about patting down
the liebclliou, lias also struck lor MeClellan. V
good <leal Ins been s iid about the attachment of thfl

army to him. but much of it is "in your e\ e."
Anhei.mi and the filal remissness of the subsequent
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day, which permitted the rebel army to escape

when it might have been ground to powder and

the Rebellion ended, opened the eyes of thousands

in the army to the true character of their com-

mander. Mark it, that the soldiers of the army

of the Potomac will not cry their eyes out, nor re-

bel, beeause McClellan has been removed. His

popularity was, in great measure, factitious, manu-

factured to order, by newspaper and other elaquers

—a spurious article.

So far as our observation extends, no event of the

war lias caused more real satisfaction,*- inspired

more genuine hope in the hearts of truly loyal men,

than the supersedure of George B. McClellan, and

the appointment of Ambrose E. Burnside, the

whole-souled patriot and Jighting General, in his

stead. This is the truth, and it should not be

minced. The vast majority of the truly loyal peo-

ple of the North feel that a deadly incubus has been

at last removed from the otherwise resistless ener-

gies of the best army the world ever saw. They

feel that the war will now be prosecuted with vigor,

energy, and unflagging persistence, till Rebellion

shall be dead. They expect that henceforth the

"programme" shall be "decisive" fighting—fight-

ing to the bitter end. They have confidence_ in

Buknside, and rejoice in the faith that " there is a

God in Israel."

GENERAL McOLELLAN.

Tbero is no use in denying that the removal of

Gen. McClellan from the post he has so long and so

inefficiently filled, has caused a feeling of relief

throughout the loyal States, while in many quarters

it is received with undisguised joy. While the con-

viction that McClellan is " an auger that won't

bore " had long been growing upon many of hi

friends, who failed for some reason to find it out in

the disastrous campaigns of last year, the recent

developments of his criminal tardiness must have

opened the eyes of all such men, and have given

them opinions coincident with the strongest opposers

of the do-nothings. No man, unless he be wilfully

ignorant, can at the present day stand up as a de-

fender of George B. McClellan. The fact that the

General-in-Chief has testified that McClellan has

been repeatedly and inexcusably disobedient to or-

ders should and does settle the question. Although

this does not comprehend the whole of the black

list of delinquencies which the history that his friends

so much covet will lay to his charge, it isdoubtless

the immediate reason of his disgrace, as it is a full

and sufficient one. Those who are so foolish as to

attempt to make a martyr out of such material and

under such circumstances, should know that the

only thing now to be regretted is that the removal

did not take place twelve months ago, before thou-

sands of our men had been needlessly slaughtered

and millions of treasure wasted. Every paper in

the country which had the good of the nation intel-

ligently at heart then demanded it, but the counsels

of the pro-slavery democracy prevailed, and Mc-
Clellan was retained—at what a dreadful cost we

can now judge. The man who supposes he will

ever again be given the command of the army of

the Potomac is even more brainless than the deposed

General himself.

A paper which assumes to be the leading Repub-

lican journal of Western Massachusetts thinks that

" it should be enough to satisfy the most inveterate

malice that he (McClellan) has been removed and

degraded just at the moment when he had brought

his re-organized and enthusiastic army almost face

to face with the enemy, with the expectation ofwinning

the decisive victory of the campaign." Gracious

heavens ! How many more lives are to be sacrificed

by imbecility and incompetency before this "de-

cisive victory," which McClellan lias been about to

win ever since the unlucky day he was placed in

command, shall be gained V Manassas, Yorktown,

the peninsula battles, and Antietam, it was promised

should all be "decisive" victories; and who does

not know that for the little prqgress made dur

the past year in the suppression of the rebellion, no

thanks are due George B. McClellan ?

We have heard a great deal from certain quar-

ters on the importance of supporting the Adminis-

tration, and we would like to know if the above

quoted paragraph tends very strongly that way.

The McClellan question has been a question upon

which men have taken very decided grounds, and

upon which there has been much strong feeling. Now
that the. men, of all in the country best qualified to

judge, have given an unmistakable opinion, every

loyalist should acquiesce, and support the Adminis-

tration in the removal of (Jen. McClellan, as well

as in every other measure calculated to bring the

war speedily and honorably to a termination. But
what shall we think of a paper which, after re-

peated injunctions to others to "stand by the gov-

ernment," prints articles, the only influence of which

(if they have any influence) must be to foster dis-

content with the well-considered decisions of the

Administration ? What shall we think of a paper

which tells of McCIellan's " enthusiastic army,"

when there is the best of testimony that since the

battle of Antietam, his soldiers have lost confiden

in him ?—and which prate of the " moderate nn

ice" of those who manifest joy that our army is at

last rid of its greatest obstacle to success, while it

evidently regrets it,—and all in the face of its own
assertion, that " if Gen. Halleck's statement touch-

ing this matter of supplies is correct, [which it doe;

not presume to question,] Gen. McClellan is un-

doubtedly convicted of incompetency for his com-

mand, o)-, unicorlhiness to hold it"?—Norlhamptor

Free Press.

extraordinary expectations, he has ever been op-

Eosed to active operations. He would have been a
appier man had he never been elevated above the

rank of General of Division. His fellow-citizens

are as much to blame for what has happened as he
is, for they would have it that he was another Napo-
leon, and drowned all attempts at criticism on his

character and conduct in roars of laughter or of in-

dignation. Not to accept the new military gospel

according to St. George, was to expose oneself to

insult and to denunciation. The new leader was
affectionately called " Little Mac," and he has

turned out to resemble much the Mack of Ulm.
Thst ho meant well by his country, cannot be

doubted ; But as«he has not a particle of that kind

of ability which his country requires in the com-
mander of her principal army, his goodness found
expression only in intention. He failed within a
very few weeks after he became, though unofficially,

the chief military man at Washington. Had he

been removed the day after the blundering Ball's

Bluff business, either the war would now have been
over, or it would have worn a very different face

from that which it now presents to an unadmiring
world. Yet, if government had then removed him,

how the country would have protested against its

action I The country had its way, and it has the

satisfaction of knowing that it purchased the luxury

at the cost of the expenditure of an hundred thou-

sand men, and of at least three hundred million

dollars. "Little Mac" was to have a trial, and
most sorely has he tried men's patience. It may be

doubted whether it is good policy tq_ expend so much
blood and gold merely to ascertajBMhetJffr a man
is or is not a Young Napoleon,

—

^^^LmF)' young
one, too.

—

Boston Traveller. ^^sw^

"LITTLE MAO."

The country was startled on the first day of the

week, though it was both the Sabbath and Sunday,
with snow on the ground, and rain falling on the

snow,—the country, we say, was startled, by the

announcement that Gen. McClellan had been re-

moved from the command of the Army of the Po-

tomac, and sent to Trenton, a place at which Wash-
ington once had the audacity to defeat a force of

British Hessians, although the time was mid-winter,

and he had to lead his ill-clad and badly-shod men
across a cold and ice-encumbered river to get at

them. Men could not believe the news, notwith-

standing the despatch was more than usually clear

and specific, and went into details as to the great

event. It seems that the Cabinet had had the mat-

ter under discussion for some days, and that the

party for change carried its point, and the President

transferred the command to Gen. Burnside, who
stands so well in public estimation, and who has

won an honorable fame by the use of a wise head
and a strong hand. It did not appear possible, at

first, that this could be true, but it was; and Gen.
McClellan, like a patriotic citizen, transferred the

command to his appointed successor, and went to

Trenton. We think the President has done wisely

and well, in making the change ; for either Gen.
McClellan could not or would not do much to ad-

vance the cause of peace, which cause can be
advanced only through vigorous action on the part

of our armies. Even those who were at first in-

clined to blame the President, had occasion to re-

consider their opinion when they read Gen. Hal-
leck's letter to Secretary Stanton, of October 28th,

in which it is made clearly apparent that the com-
plaints about want of supplies, and so forth, made
by Gen. McClellan, were without foundation. It is

known, too, that Gen. McClellan did not obey the

orders he received from Gen. Halleek, his superior

officer, thus making himself liable to the gravest

charge that can be preferred against a soldier, and
for being guilty of which greater soldiers than he
have been severely punished. There is difference

of opinion as to the reason why Gen. McClellan
always failed either to defeat the enemy or to follow

up victory. Some think that he was " playing a

game," and that he did not wish to inflict such a

defeat on the Southrons as should place them at the
mercy of the North, and that he believed mild
treatment would bring the " wayward sisters " back
into the Union, one of these days. This, we sus-

pect, will be found a piece of refining to which the
General is not equal. The better opinion is, that

he has done his best, and that his best is bad indeed.

He has been thought profound simply because he is

shallow. As his conduct was not consistent with
the object of his appointment, and as his integrity

bad never been called in question, men came to the

conclusion that his purpose was so deep that it could
not be fathomed by ordinary minds. All this was a
delusion. The General's character is a common
one, and the cause of his peculiar conduct is to be
seen on the surface of things. He did badly be-

cause he could not do well. He is a common-place
man, who wan elevated by circumstances to a post

for which he had no qualification beyond that of

preparing armien for the field. He was frightened

by the gigantic Bhadow of his own reputation
; and,

knowing that he could not justify his countrymen 'n

i fr * » a 1 r
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No Union with Slaveholders!
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Liberator will be no longer sent, unless my Friends prompt-
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is not probable that The Ptne and Palm will be revived

this year.

Boston, Oct. 27, 1862. JAMES EEDPATII.

GENERAL McCLELLAN EEMOVED.

In the course of some remarks we had occasion

to make before a public assembly last week, we
made the remark, that, after a thorough canvas of

the opinions of military men, it was evident that

McClellan was, to use an expressive phrase, " played
out." But we did not imagine he would get to the

end of his tether so soon. He was dismissed by the

President from the command of the : ' Grand Army
of the Potomac" on Saturday last. And it was
high time. Never was so transparent a popular

humbug so long idolized by any nation. Worship-
ped, cheered, adulated, provided with everything in

the shape of men and munitions that the Govern-
ment and its loyal subjects could supply, his whole
military career has been one of procrastination, de-

lays, and mortifying failures. It is well known that

a month ago he received peremptory orders from
the President and Commander-in-Chief to put his

immense army in motion, and put the forces of Lee
to rout. But he did nothing of the sort. He was
always in want of something: never ready. His
grand " strategy," which consisted mainly of in-

trenching and retreating, or, at best, failing to reap

any substantial fruit of a victory, has cost the nation

hundreds of millions of treasure and a hundred
thousand noble soldiers. And when the patience of

the President was entirely exhausted, and the whole
country was breathless in impatience for the long

promised forward movement, he still persisted in

shilly-shallying and playing virtually into the hands
of the enemy by the discouragement and gloom
fostered by his sluggishness in the hearts of the lung

suffering North.

It turns out that all his complaints of lack of

clothing. &c, for his army were without foundation,

and that no army has been so well clothed and fed

as his own. He lets the rebels slumber upon their

defeat, and get themselves off at their leisure. We
cannot say that he has proved a traitor, but he has

shown himself imbecile ; and the devoted millions of

the North rejoice that the President has " put his

foot down " against him, as well as slavery the cause

and strength of the rebellion. This augurs well.

Under the gallant Burnside and Hooker we may
look with reason for active and warm work.

Mr. Lincoln has now nothing to hope from con-

ciliation. Ho has got his eyes open. He will not

back down. To the traitor suggestions that he shall

modify his glorious Proclamation, he turns a deaf
ear. To all insinuations, he replies, " Gentlemen,
it's no use—I shall not modify my Emancipation
policy." Live the Republic 1 God bless Abraham
Lincoln, and make straight paths for his feet!

—

Cape
Cod Republican.

GENEKAL McCLELLAJT.

From the tone of the newspaper press universally

—

with here and there an exception, like that of tiie Bos-

ton Courier and Bennett's Herald—and also from the

congratulatory shouts which are heard in every direc-

tion, it is evident that, by the removal of Gen. McClel-

lan, and the substitution of Gen. Burnside in his place,

the President has lifted an incubus from the 'North-

ern heart, and given inspiration and courage where all

before was uncertainty and dark foreboding.

It is a measure which should have been adopted im-

mediately upon the disgraceful and disastrous retreat

from the Chickahominy ; for more than sufficient time

had then been given for the exhibition of military ca-

pacity and strategic subtlety on the part of Gen. Mc-

Clellan, if he really possessed them. But the Presi-

dent is proverbially slow, cautious, and ovcr-maguani-

mous in his treatment of political opponents ;
and he

therefore held off till endurance was no longer com-

patible with the safety of the government, or the sup-

pression of the rebellion. Now that the change has

been effected, there are manifestations of joy and hope

in every quarter; and the army of the Potomac will

shortly demonstrate its vast importance by the invest-

ent of Richmond.

Never was such forbearance shown before, in a great

isis, where the power of removal was so absolute,

and the necessity for its prompt exercise so apparent.

It is in vain, therefore, that the partisan and besotted

idolators of McClellan cry out against his removal as

a hasty or proscriptive act; in vain that they impu-

dently ascribe it to abolition influences. So far as the

abolitionists are concerned, they were as ready to ac-

cept the appointment of Gen. McClellan to fill the

place of Gen. Scott as his most ardent admirers ; for

they have had no party axe to grind at any time, and

by their unselfish and independent position are able to

with a clear vision, and to judge impartially, with

reference to men and things. Prom the beginning of

the rebellion, they have denounced and opposed it in

the most strenuous manner, and given their verdict in

favor of the government as guiltless of any injustice

to the South. They were disposed, with the people of

the North collectively, to give the new General a full

and fair trial, even beyond all reasonable limits.

Hence, they allowed month after month to pass away,

with no perceptible progress or evidence of a wish to

advance, without making any adverse criticism.

They were slow and most reluctant to consider him

either as incompetent, or as playing a game for po-

litical effect. This was especially true of the Repub-

lican party : it gave him its confidence to the verge

of infatuation. But there is a point beyond which

forbearance is folly, and magnanimity ruin; when
even the most deluded, if honest in purpose, must see

the absolute necessity for change. President Lincoln,

in this act, has consulted neither his party nor the ab-

olitionists, but solely the solemn duty he owes to the

country, above and beyond all party or personal con-

siderations. The people and the army will sustain

him triumphantly; and the machinations of his ene-

mies to force him to recall the dismissed "strategist"

will only recoil upon themselves.

DraOMPETEHOY OP GEN. McOLELLAN.

It is one of the extraordinary events of the times,

that two Generals, to whose hands chiefly the cam-
paign year was committed, were by nature and
sympathy fitted to command under an administra-

tion where irresolute honesty took counsel of indo-

lent hopefulness.

Gen. McClellan has secured for himself a place

in history. But it will be by his accidental associa-

tion with great events, rather than by any important

influence which he has had in producing them. He
is a man of large perceptive and moderate reflective

intellect. He is without genius or even moderate
intuition. He digs out his conclusions as labori-

ously as ore is dug from mines. He received a
thorough military education. And whatever could

be accomplished by studiousness and untiring indus-

try, no man could better accomplish than he. But
he sees nothing and knows nothing, till it is reduced

to the level of his practical reason. Especially, he
lacked sense and intuition of human forces. The
wise use of physical matter makes an engineer.

The wise use of men makes the general. McClellan
is only an engineer.

But such a man was competent to great results,

had right dispositions and sagacious political faith

come to his help. But he was possessed by an im-

perative caution that worked sometimes toward
irresolution and sometimes toward obstinacy, but
never toward daring enterprise.

His anxiety to oe fully prepared was morbid.

He was never yet ready. There was always some-

thing yet to be done before he deemed it wise to

venture. He heaped up preparations. He had
never enough men ;

never enough arms, or cloth-

ing, or munitions. The whole East drained toward

his camp. And when, more than any General that

ever commanded on this continent, he had at his

command every resource of the nation, he was still

unready. At length, when patience was worn out,

and the President, the Cabinet, and the whole coun-

try clamored for activity, he felt the possible dan-

gers before him even more than all the pressure of

Government and country behind him, and demanded
more men and means ; complaining that he was
hampered and thwarted 1

A log of wood lying upon the spring grass is

mightier, by its dead pressure against the hidden
roots, than all the laws of growth ! And so a re-

spectable engineer, but inert general, lay upon the

army like a spell of death, or of motionless enchant-

ment. The same fate that gave to the army a

McClellan on the east of the Allcghanics, raised up
a Buell on the west. It is difficult to say which ex-

celled in practical torpidity, Buell or McClellan.

Whichever figure one contemplates, it seems impos-

sible that another should excel him in laborious

uselessness. Both were insatiable in demands, and
both wasted immense resources without any
portant advantage. If there is anything yet to be
exhibited of military inefficiency, some new man
must be imagined, created expressly for it; for every

conceivable part of insatiable demand and miserly

retention of forces and means has been exhausted

by the great Oriental Vis Inertia! and the Occi-

deutal vis Inertia:.—N. Y. Independent.

We have believed that Gen. McClellan was loyal

patriotic, and desirous of bringing the war to a

Bpcedy close ; but the testimony of Generals Hal-

leek and M«igs, and others, shows his loyalty to be

of a questionable character. If he is a traitor, hi?

crime is so black that Jeff, Davis's treason will ap-

pear whitewashed compared with it; if not, he is

the costliest, cruelest, and most stupendous humbug
that ever a free people supported in patience.

With General Burnside's history, everybody is

familiar. Possessing energy, bravery and prudence,

each in a high degree, we shall be disappointed if

results do not speedily follow his succession to the

command of the army of the Potomac. On to

Richmond!

—

Girard (Pa.) Union.

Old Strategy Decapitated at Last! Mc-
Clellan has at last been removed from the command
of the army of Virginia, and Gen. Burnside ap-

pointed his successor I Every man we meet nays,

" Amen and amen I So mote it be ! Let the Lord's

name be praised I" Never before did so small a

man obstruct the advance of his own legions !

Never again will there be such a stumbling-block in

the way of Republican Nationality I

—

Iowa State

VALUABLE HISTOEICAL RESEARCH,

One of the most timely, interesting and valuable

publications of the day is a volume entitled, "An His

torical Research respecting the Opinions of the Found
ers of the Republic on Negroes as Slaves, as Citizens,

and as Soldiers ; read before the Massachusetts His-

torical Society, Aug. 14, 1862, by George Livermore."

We wish it could find a place in every household at

the North, as the general perusal of it would do

much towards extirpating that vulgar, cruel and un-

christian prejudice which so universally prevails

against the colored race. Wherever they have been

tried, like other men, having the same hope of re-

ward and the same chance for liberty, they have inva-

riably proved themselves to be inferior to none. It is

remarkable that they have never been found wantin

in patriotism, notwithstanding their oppressed eond:

tion; but, from the Revolution of 1776 to the present

time, on every battle-field and in every naval shipj

they have freely shed their blood, and laid down their

lives, in defence of tiie country. Alas ! how sha

ful has been their reward !

At a stated meeting of the Massach usetts Historical

Society in August last, Mr. Watcrston, Secretary pro

tempore of the July meeting of the Society, said

he had made known the proceedings of that meeting

to the venerable senior member of the Society, the

Hon. Josiah Quincy, who, though unable at present

to attend the meetings, retains a deep interest in all

the Society's transactions. He had just received from

him a letter, which he begged leave to present to the

Society :

—

"Quincy, Aug. 9, 1862.

Rev. R. C. Waterston :

Dear Sin,—Your letter of this date communicates
to me the purpose of Mr. Livermore to collect and
publish documents on the subject of Slavery and
Negro Soldiers, originating from the great men who
were guides of public affairs at the time of the Ameri-
can Revolution. I should regard such a publication

as useful and desirable, and I heartily wish Mr. Liver-
more success; and I shall be happy, according to my
means, in aiding him in his purpose.

In respect to the general subject of slavery, I ap-
prehend be will find very little favorable to the insti-

tution among the relics of the great men of that
period.

Disgust at it was so general, as to be little less than
universal. Among slaveholders, the language and
hope of putting an end to the evil as soon as possible

was on all their tongues ; but, alas ! it was far from
being in all their hearts. Some of the leaders saw
the advantages derived from it by the unity and iden-
tity of action and motive to which it tended, and its

effect in making five States move in phalanx over the
Free States. They clung to the institution for the
sake of power over the other States of the Union;
and, while they were open in decrying it, they were
assiduous in promoting its interests and extending its

influence.

By constantly declaring a detestation of slavery,

they threw dust into the eyes of the people of the
Free States; while they never ceased to seize every
opportunity to embarrass the measures which would
advance the interests of the Free States, and at the
same time to strengthen and extend the interests of
the Slave States. We can trace their policy in his-

tory. We now realize the result.

With all their pretensions, the leading slaveholders
never lost sight, for one moment, of perpetuating its

existence and its power.
Truly and respectfully yours,

JOSIAFI QciNCY."

Mr. Washburn spoke with interest of the letter

which had just been read, remarkable as coming from

a gentleman of such experience, and at so advanced

a period of life. He then gave several historical facts

which had come to his knowledge when writing his

"History of Leicester," corroborating the statement

of Mr. Livermore respecting the common practice of

using negroes as soldiers during the war of the Ameri-

can Revolution.

The vote thanking Mr. Livermore for his paper,

and committing the manuscript to hiin, to he printed

in the manner most agreeable to Idni, was unani-

mously adopted.

We do not know whether this instructive volumo

can be had at any of the bookstores, but trust there

will he extensive inquiries fur it.

FRATERNITY LECTURE.

The seventh lecture of the Fraternity course was
delivered by Ralph Waldo Emerson, who gave an ad-

mirable discourse on "Perpetual Forces."

This world, he said, is merely a faggot of forces.

The lower specimens of it are light, heat, gravity,

electricity, affinity, repulsion. On a higher plane, we
find thought, will, temperament, sensibility, and time

and eternity are the sphere iu which these play their

parts.

After discoursing at length of man's lower ser-

vants, the air, the stream, lightning, clouds and frost,

gravitation and contraction, and the immense amount

and variety of work that man can obtain from these,

if he is careful to fulfil their natural and indispensable

conditions, Mr. Emerson said that there were moral

truths corresponding to all the natural laws; amoral

force answering to every physical one ; and man might

obtain immense service and advantage from these also,

but on the same inexorable condition, that he used

each faithfully, in its appropriate manner. Obedience

is the indispensable prerequisite of command. If we
would gain the natural advantage from the use of

power, whether physical, mental or spiritual, we must

use it according to its kind, conform ourselves to its

character, and work in the line of its natural dircc-

ion. The world is delivered into man's hand on cer-

ain conditions. He may reign over it if he will use

its various forces for noble ends, not for mere self-in-

dulgence.

Thus far, this lecture was like one of the old Emer-

sonian discourses, in which great and noble truths

were declared or suggested, with nothing of what

preachers call the "application." Each man was left

to find for himself how these truths concerned the

practical business of life. In this case, however, the

speaker seemed irresistibly impelled to apply the ideas

just announced to the war in which we are uow en-

gaged.

He said that this struggle, so fearful in some of its

aspects, was answering one most useful purpose, to

dispel some of our delusions, to abolish shams and

false pretences, to show the dangers in which we

stand, and the means needful to avert them. The en

emy's cannon-balls come crashing through wails that

have stood for years with the aspect of solidity.

They show us the false relations in which we have

been unsuspiciously abiding. The war has not created

these false relations, they have created it. This con-

test simply shows wdiat has always been rotten in our

much vaunted political structure. War, like the chol-

era, goes where a predisposition for it already exists,

and only there. All our political calamities have

grown as logically out of our attempts in the past to

do without justice, as the sinking of some part of our

house comes from a defect in the foundation. The
lesson that we are to learn from these events is, that

personal virtue is essential to freedom. And the vir-

tue will grow more vigorously, the more clearly its

relation to freedom is recognized. We must not

let our conception of the part New York, Penn-

sylvania and Ohio are to play in the future of our

Union he shaped entirely by the election of rogues

in some counties of those States. There is a natural

limit to profligate polities. These poor devils, having

got as low in morals as the law of nature will suffer,

must soon pause, meeting furies they cannot face.

The fiercest rat in the ship's hold will not gnaw
through quite to the water.

Let the war rage on while its proper material lasts.

Like fire, when it finds no more stubble to burn, when
it has consumed all timidity and concession, when it

finds nothing but strength, then it will end.

The causes of this breach in our national unity teach

us an important lesson respecting the reconstruction

that is to come. Every particle of the old error, the

old disease, must be removed. Let every vestige, and

filament, and rudiment of slavery be done away. Let

us not incorporate with the documents that define ou:

new political system anything so base that we art

ashamed to have its name appear. Let the coming

American State be truly consecrated to Freedom for

All, rights for All, equal laws for All. And let none

of us shrink from the open expression of this desire

and purpose. So much have we become corrupted by

contact with slavery, that, in the parlor and the street,

our complaints against it have been timidly whispered

rather than spoken. And when one spoke out plainly

of the certain and fearful disasters that must follow

from this radical defect in our system, it was as if he

had spoken of joining a church, men looked puzzled,

and doubtful whether he were in earnest.

The latter part of Mr. Emerson's lecture was ener-

getically applauded. At its close, Hon. Charles Sum.

ner, who was on the platform, spoke a few words in

answer to the urgent call of the audience, adding hi!

testimony to the idea of the lecture, that our true road

to freedom lies through impartial justice.

The next lecture will be given on Tuesday next, by

Owen Lovejoy, of Illinois, the patriotic advocate of

free institutions who has just been reelected to the

U. S. House of Representatives.—c. k. w.

The Results of Emancipation. By M. Augustin

Cochin. Translated by Miss Mary L. Booth, trans-

lator of M. Gasparin's Works on America.

So little is positively known of the economical

and social results of Emancipation in those countries

where it has taken place, that the importance of this

volume to the people of the United States, in th

present crisis, can hardly be overestimated.

It is based entirely on official reports ; and its state-

ments, which comprehend every form of the question,

are fully reliable.

Of the style and attractiveness of the book, the fol

lowing extract from a notice of the French edition, in

the Christian Examiner, may testify. It is pronounced
" among the most remarkable, fascinating, and timely

books of the year. It is, at once, cautious and elo-

quent, candid and enthusiastic,' as sagacious as De
Tocqueville's work on America; and as ardent

Victor Hugo's Legend of the Ages. It is scientific

in its arrangement, accurate in its display of facts,

logical in its reasoning, and clear in its conclusions."

The volume will be passed rapidly through the press, and

appear within a- few weeks. Walker, Wise & Co.

are to be the publishers.

Congressional Reports. We are indebted to

Hon. Henry Wilson for a large volume, entitled " Re-

port of the Art of War in Europe in 1854, 1855, and

1856, by Major Richard Delafield, Corps of Engineers,

from his Notes and Observations, made as a Member
of a ' Military Commission to the Theatre of War in

Europe,' under the orders of the Hon. Jefferson Da-

vis," then Secretary of War, now President of the re-

bellious Southern Confederacy. It contains numerous

illustrative diagrams, and valuable maps and draw-

ings, executed in a very creditable manner.

Also, for a Report of the Commissioner of Patents,

on Agriculture, for the year 1861. It is crowded with

interesting details.

Lewis's Noiuial Institute. We take special

pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to the

advertisement of Dr. Lewis, respecting his Normal
Institute fur Physical Education, in another column.

He is one who thoroughly understands and admirably

exemplifies the system to which he so assiduously de-

votes himself, and his name is rightfully to be placed

on the list of public benefactors.

The Kansas Necko Regiment. The Leaven-

worth Conservative contains a long and interesting let-

ter from Richard J. Hinton, Adjutant of the 1st Reg-

iment of Kansas Colored Volunteers, concerning the

formation and military bravery of that Regiment—

a

considerable portion of which we insert in another

column. It appears that though the colored soldiers

were duly enrolled under the terms offered by the acts

of Congress—fHO per month, and one ration per day

—

upon the authority of Gen. Lane, and though they

havo shed their blood in defence of the government,

they have not been accepted by Gen. Curtin, nor in

anyway paid for their services, Shame I

TEE KANSAS NEGlRO REGIMENT.

Leavenworth, (Kansas,) Nov. 7, 1862.

On the 7th of October, we received orders to march
to Port Lincoln, preparatory to being mustered. We
narched (the Northern recruits) over four hundred
:trong. We had recruited about six hundren men;
the balance having become discouraged had deserted,

encouraged and abetted thereto by the quasi friends

as well as enemies of the movement. Wu reached

Fort Lincoln. On our march we met the orders of

Gen. Lane, stationing us on the border. We again ob-

jected, though not strenuously, till we were mustered.

Gen. Lane reached our camp, near Fort Lincoln, made
arrangements for the consolidation of the two battal-

ions, with a field organization as follows : J. M. Wil-

liams, Colonel; II. C. Seaman, Lieut. Colonel; John
Bowles, Major; and R.J. Hinton as Adjutant. Lieut.

Thompson being in Missouri with Gen. Blunt, Lieut.

White, formerly of Lane's Staff, was detailed to mus-
ter us, and then we were ordered to march to the front

by way of Baxter's Springs, there to report to Gen.

Blunt. At this time, the change in the Department
was made, and we were merged into that of Missouri,

under Gen. Curtis. Lieut. Thompson returned from

Missouri, which, of course, obviated the necessity of

White's acting. Col. Chipman, Chief of Major Gen-
eral Curtis's Staff, reached here on a tour of inspec-

tion. He came to our Camp, and was present at a

dress parade. He was there introduced to the officers,

and in conversation spoke of his gratification at the

appearance of the men, said we had demonstrated that
j

negroes could be disciplined and drilled as soldiers,
j

and advised'us to go on, though he could not say any-
j

thing as to our being mustered. We have gone on.
'

We have drilled and worked until we have six hun-
'

dred of the best disciplined and drilled soldiers that,

excepting the Wisconsin 9th, have ever been seen in

this region. All of these things have been public, have

not been done under a bushel, and yet we have not

been recognized, except in the semi-authoritative, neg-

ative manner, which I have recorded.

We have done more than prove that negroes will

drill, we have proven that they will fight. On the

26th ult, acting under orders from Major Ilenning,

commanding at Fort Scott, seventy men from the

Southern, and one hundred and sixty from the North-

battalion, under Captain Seaman, went into Bates

county, Missouri, to attack and rout a body of bush-

hackers under Bill Turman. On the 27th we found

them in force—four gangs of rebels under Coekerell,

Hancock, Turman, and Campbell, were rendezvousing

on the Island, in the Osage. They numbered over

six hundred well mounted and armed men. We skir-

mished on Tuesday with them, having sent for re-

inforcements. We sent to West Point, where it was

supposed three hundred of.Col. Nugcnt's command
lay; to Col. Adams, atPaola ; to the organized militia

in Linn county, Kansas ; to the camp at Fort Lincoln
;

and to Major Hemiing, at Fort Scott. The latter sent

the Colonel of the 2d Ohio cavalry, with one hundred

mounted, and one hundred dismounted men, and two

guns, to our assistance—also, sending ammunition.

We had fought the battle of Island Mounds before

they arrived.

On the 29th, we skirmished in the forenoon. In.

the afternoon, the venturing out of a detachment be-

yond the distance ordered brought on a severe, though

short, general engagement. At least one hundred and

twenty of the rebel cavalry made a charge upon this

detachment of twenty-four men. Before we could

bring up reinforcements, these fearfully disproportion-

ed parties were engaged in a desperate hand to hand

encounter. I was on the field, doing with the other

officers the best we could to bring up reinforcements.

There was no flinching, no hesitation, no puling hearts

or trembling limbs, among the men, but fierce deter-

mination flashing in their eyes, and exhibiting an ea-

ger, passionate haste to aid their comrades and vindi-

cate the manhood of their race. The air was rent with

their yells, as they rushed on, and the difficulty mani-

fested was in holding them well in, rather than in fal-

tering. Among the detachment cutoff, of whom only

six escaped unhurt, nothing I have ever seen, read or

heard, in the annals of war, surpasses the desperate

personal valor exhibited by each and every man.

Bayonets came in bloody, as did the stocks of guns,

and the last charge was found gone from cartridge

boxes.

I witnessed the scene, and know whereof I write.

It was with slowness and reluctance the men retired

from the field they had won and held, in obedience to

the orders of Captain Seaman, commanding, who had

witnessed the movements of reinforcements from the

timber along the ravines to the east of us, and was

fearful of a larger force getting between us and our

barricaded camp.

Our nine days' campaign proved that negroes are

splendid soldiers, will march further, fight as well, and

live on as hard fare without grumbling, as any soldiers

now in the service of the government. The rebels at

least seem to have thought so, for outnumbering us

three to one, and being mounted, they left hastily the

night after the fight at Island Mounds, themselves re-

porting seven killed in the morning skirmish, and

eighteen in the afternoon engagement.

Finding the Missouri State Militia coming back af-

ter the fight, and knowing that they do not like us

very well, we returned to camp, and thence have

moved to Barnesville, Bourbon county, where we are

close to the border, and can easily pay our respects to

any of the rebels who may think the negroes won't

fight.

This is what we have done. We have demonstra-

ted that the negro is anxious to serve his country, him-

self and race; that he can be drilled and made effec-

tive as a soldier; and that he will fight as well as any

other set of men, all things being equal as to equip-

ments, etc. Again I repeat, these things have not

been done in darkness, but with the knowledge of the

military authorities of the government, and in the

broad light of day. Yet we are not mustered. Four
months have nearly passed. The men have done

their duty faithfully. Find me the six hundred white

men, who, with such patient patriotism and persever-

ance, would have adhered to their organization through

all the discouragements and disadvantages we have

had to encounter. I have yet to see them.

It may be asked why the officers have continued to

hold them together when the chances of recognition

were so slim ? I reply it is because we held it to be

our duty to exhaust not only the probabilities, but the

possibilities of the enterprise. We all believe that the

Union needs the services of the negro; that Freedom
and Progress to him ought to come through the na-

tion ; that the South has and will continue to employ

them in a military capacity, and that, before the war
is over, both sides will be bidding high for the service

of every colored man able to bear arms. We had our

duty to perform; we have done it. Our men havo
done theirs, nobly, fully, manfully, and none can point

the finger of scorn at the negroes in Kansas, and say

that they are cowards. The heroic blood of their dead

on the hard fought field of October 29th will be their

best answer to such falsehood.

Now, we demand of the military authorities that we
be either accepted or disbanded. They cannot say

that all this has been done without knowledge, for it

will not be true. We have worn the Federal uniform,

carried its flag, have used its arms in defence of that

flag, and have been subsisted by and obeyed the orders

of its officers.

We are eager to march South. Will not Gen. Curtis

give us a chance 1 Pay tho men their back pay since

they enrolled, so that they may provide for their fami-

lies during the winter. Give us what extra arms may
be spared, and let us march through the Indian Terri-

tory South, and by Christmas we will show the nation

a respectable army going down the Red River valley.

At any rate, we demand justice for our men. If (he

Union does not want brave and efficient soldiers, pay
them, and let them go home, If it does, then muster
and pay them, and let them go on, We appeal to Gen.
Curtis. Yours,

RICHARD .1. HINTON,
Adjutant lei Tkg't Kansas Colored Vbttmtms,

LETTER PROM HENRY 0. WRIGHT.

Prayer ofa Fugitive Slave—Prayer of a Minister—Lib-

erty before Government—Death before Slavery.

Wyalusing, (Pa.) Nov. 13, 1862.

Wm. L. Garrison ;

Dear Fiuenh—The following is the prayer of a

Blave, escaped from Virginia some six months ago,

leaving a wife and two children in the clutches of a

rebel. He knew all about the Proclamation. He ful-

ly comprehended the hearing of the rebellion on the

destiny of his wife and children, and that if It was
crushed before New-Year's, they would not be free.

He had been some time employed about a railroad

station, and had many phrases familiar to managers of

railroads. He was praying for his wife and children.

In the fulness of his heart, he cried out with great en-

ergy in his own dialect, which I wish I could give

—

it would give more meaning to it, but I cannot, and
must put it in simple English. He said

—"Oh God
Almighty 1 keep the engine of rebellion going till

New Year's ! Good Lord ! pray don't let off the

steam ; Lord, don't reverse the engine, don't back up,

Lord I Don't put on the brakes ! But, pray ! good
Lord ! put on more steam ; make it go a mile a min-

ute I Yes, Lord! pray make it go sixty miles an

hour ! (" Amen !
" " Do, good Lord !

" responded

the brethren and sisters,) Lord, don't let the express

train of rebellion smash up till first of January ! Don't

let the rebels back down; but harden their hearts hard

as Pharaoh's, and keep all hands going till the train

reaches the Depot of Emancipation !

"

That was a natural prayer—straight from a loving,

longing heart—inspired by a love which is of God

—

by conjugal and paternal love. Is there a man, in all

the North, who, under like circumstances, would not

have uttered the same in sentiment t Not one. Even
Horatio Seymour, Fernando Wood and George Lunt,

s they are against liberty and for slavery, would

pray that the good engine of rebellion might be kept

going till New Year's—if their wives and daughters

were the chattels of some rebel.

But the bereaved fugitive's prayer was more per-

tinent than that of a Baptist minister, who, in his zeal

for emancipation, wanted to use the best-sounding

words in his prayer. He wanted to spread himself,

and said
—" Oh, thou great, most incomprehensible,

almighty, and most insignificant Lord God!!"
A spread-eagle prayer was that. The direct, sim-

ple, heart-felt prayer of the poor loving fugitive slave

was much more efficacious with that God who sees

the heart. The sentiment underlying the prayer of

the husband and father was—" Liberty before govern-

ment! " " Death before slavery ! " The Federal

Government is not worth a straw, except as it is

the friend of liberty and the enemy of slavery

—

except as it is adapted to improve the nature and

ennoble the character and destiny of man. I feel

no interest in its existence and perpetuity, ex-

cept as the means of abolishing slavery and establish-

ing liberty. So far as the government, in theory and

practice, is an Abolitionist, so far do I pray and labor

for its continuance ; but so far as it lends its aid to en-

slave a single human being, for any cause, so far shall

I work for its overthrow. Liberty before government

!

Better to destroy the government than to demoralize

man to save it.

The removal of McClellan and Buell creates intense

excitement, inspiring many, a majority, with satis-

faction, and others with deadly wrath. It is the aim

of the Democratic leaders to urge Republicans to en-

list, and perish in the camp or in battle, to such an ex-

tent that the next Presidential election shall restore

the Democracy to power without the aid of the

South ; and it is probably true that to this end Mc-
Clellan, Buell, and other Democratic Generals have

refused to prosecute the war with energy. The Dem-
ocrats have staid at home, and watched their opportu-

nity, while Republicans have gone forth to battle to

sustain freedom, and have been slaughtered by the

designed carelessness and inactivity of the Democratic

leaders. It is_ well understood that McClellan and

Buell have acted by the advice of Seymour, Wood,
Hughes, and others of that school. Burnside must

do better, or be swept away too.

Yours, HENRY C. WRIGHT.

LETTER PROM J. H. FOWLER.

Beaufort, (S. C.,) Nov. 1st, 1862.

Dear Mr. Garrison,—General Saxton has been

ordered by the President to raise 5,000 volunteers

(colored) and muster them into the army. The First

Regiment numbers over 500 now, and will be full in

twenty days if they go on as now. Brave men arc in

it, and noble deeds have already been done. One
company has distinguished itself by glorious action

—

putting to flight a company of cavalry, defeating in-

fantry, destroying salt works, taking prisoners, and

liberating their brethren. We had 2 slightly wounded
;

the enemy 25 killed and wounded. A detailed ac-

count will be sent to the Tribune by Mr. French.

The field is vast, the opportunities many, and the

colored people are waking up to the work. But the

opposition is fierce, and determined to crush the

whole movement in this department. Gen. Brannan,

now acting chief here, has been proposed as Major

General of the department. Nothing is too mean for

him to do against us, and he will take every means to

discourage and oppose anything in favor of the negro.

I understand that every regimental officer in the

department has signed a petition for his promotion

to the office of Major-General. Should he get this,

our cause—in the opinion of Gen. Saxton and many
others—is lost here. Give us Fremont, Siget, Sax-

ton, or Gen. Hunter back again, and we shall triumph.

Do not suppose that every colonel or other officer

here is opposed to us, because he favored Brannan's

promotion. Many signed that petition just as they

vote for a President whom they think they would like

to have know it when elected, thoi gi they despise

the man. I hope if any man at the North can exert

any influence in favor of the right man here, he will

do so; for we are in a most critical state. The sol-

diers take their course from their leader, and such a

man as I have named would revolutionize the de-

partment, while the man whose prospect is now best

would bring them all down upon us. To show you

the spirit, take these facts :—Last week, some soldiers

of the New Hampshire 4th set a dog upon two negro

children, and stood around, enjoying the sport hugely.

Last Friday night, I had a meeting for recruits at

Hilton Head. Some thirty soldiers undertook a mob
against us, knocked down a woman with a pitcher,

bruising her badly, struck the people with clubs and

rails ; and, had I not exerted all my powers to restrain

the colored people, a bloody tight would have occurred.

One colored soldier was knocked down iu the day

time by a white soldier; threats to hang myself, with

every insult and mean use of the names, "John
Brown," " nigger-worshipper," " Christ," " God,"

were everywhere made against me. Men in govern-

ment employ as soldiers and directors of work cursed

the negro whom he drove as unfit for freedom, as not

entitled to it—declaring he ought to be in slavery

now! "I would rather fail without the negro, than

succeed with him "—"Enlisting him weakens our

strength here"—"The whole department will [ay

down their arms, if you raise these regiments"—"I
hope Jeff, Davis has taken Washington, and hung
Old Abe, with all his Cahinet." Such and many
other like expressions were used.

What I want you to see is the necessity of every

friend to oui' cause, who has any influence, using it to

keep out Brannan, and get in the right man. If that

is done, you will see a glorious record of events here

within the next six months. I speak not my own
opinion alone in this, but that at all the true friends

here.

Yellow fever is nearly extinct : only one or two eases.

Most respectfully, J. 11. FOWLER,
Chaplain \st />,;;, N, C. IWan/,,,-,-,

iJiJ^'We had supposed it was settled that (Sen.

Hunter is in be placed agufa in command at Port Roy-

al, m the successor of tion. Milchcl. ]—/'</. Lib.
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TKOUBLES WITH THE INDIANS.

Dokohester, Nov. 16, 1862.

The despotism of the white man over the black, in

this country, has been absolute, To make ami to keep

it so, be has habitually ami without scruple disregard-

ed ami trampled upon the acknowledged rights of the

red man.

In 1607, a company of adventurers landed at James-

town, and commenced a settlement there. They were

Englishmen. Very soon, they encountered the primi-

tive occupants of the soil. Disturbed in their accus-

tomed haunts, the red men of the country were seized

with painful apprehensions, lest they should be driven

from their favorite fishing and hunting grounds, and

eventually dispossessed of their ancient, honored, and

thus far, undisputed domain.

Their fears have been more than realized. They
have been displaced. Not, however, without a deter-

mined, brave, enduring resistance, as long as resist-

ance was possible. Slowly and sadly they have given

way before the encroaching and resistless tide of the

white man's power.

Torn, oh, how reluctantly, from their dear native

soil, from the everlasting hills, and " forests primeval,"

where, for them, the Great Spirit dwelt ; from their

cherished homes, and the graves of their fathers;

they have been transported to distant, and it may be

uncongenial climes, there to drag out a life more in-

tolerable than death itself. They exist, it is true, but

in the sure prospect of the inevitable extinction of

their race. Awaiting in sullen silence their inexor-

able fate, they approach their graves, as the sad vic-

tims of a soul-wasting despair.

Apparently, with "no rights which the white man
is bound to respect," every where, as the stranger-

race sweeps onward, the lingering remnants of their

sturdiest tribes dwindle, and soon disappear. Thus
have been displaced these simple sons of the forests;

trodden out, or driven out, before their oppressors.

From the Atlantic to the far Mississippi, scarce a trace

remains of these once powerful people. This vast and

beautiful country, once theirs, is now hi the hands of

strangers. True, in the far West, midway between

ocean and ocean, no inconsiderable tract is said to be

held in reserve for them; secured, too, by treaty,

sealed by the pledged faith of the nation ! What
then T The white man is already upon them.

As the caged lion chafes against the bars that con-

fine him, so these primitive, men, proud, sullen, resent-

ful
;
brooding for aye on past wrongs, with gloomy fore-

bodings of the 'future, become impatient and restive.

Undying hate and study of revenge, offspring of cher-

ished resentments, waiting only the favoring moment,
break forth into action ; and along the frontier, far and
wide, to their train follow destruction and ruin.

With the red man, or the black man, oppression

breeds resistance. It is another name for war. Thus
has it ever been, here aad everywhere ; and what has

been, will be. When, therefore, oppression .shall

cease; when right shall over might prevail; when re-

tributive justice shali have humbled the pride of the

white man ; when the spirit of wisdom, truth, justice,

and mercy, shall take bold on the people; shall sway
the counsels, and wield the power of the nation; then,

and not till then, may we hope for a permanent peace.

H. W. C.

Mu. Weld's Lectures. Wc learn from persons

who were present, that Mr. Weld was greeted at

Lynn with a most crowded and attentive audience,

filling completely the largest church in that city—the

first Methodist. He was heard with most rapt atten-

tion for an hour and a half.

Next Sunday he occupies again the desk at Music

Hall; and on the Sunday after, it is expected he will

be at Fitchburg. On the Sunday following, (the 7th

of December,) he will attend the annual meeting of

the County Society at Worcester, of which official

notice will be given next week.

Tiieodohe D. Weld. After the lapse of more
than a quarter of a century, this eloquent advocate of
Freedom and Progress ascends the public platform,
and once more consecrates his masterly powers and
lofty sympathies to the advancement of eternal truth.

We heard him break the long years of silence at

Liberty Hall, in Orange, N. J., last week, just after
the defeat of Wadsworth, and while Democrats were
glorifying over their late victories. He opened upon
the " Conspirators " with the most searching analysis,
and exposed their treachery with the strongest and
grandest arguments. His noble powers of intellect

wore exhibited in tracing principles back to their

fountains. Never before did the basis of the " Union "

appear more solid; never did rebellion seem more
hollow and wicked. His constitutional argument was
especially adapted to minds well versed in legal and
political questions. The greater the scholar in these
practical relations of the world, the greater would ap-
pear this first discourse of the glorious Theodore.
After a few lectures, he will open his heart to new in-

spirations, and his audiences will then listen in rapt
delight, while they follow him gladly into the green
fields of thought and reform.
We congratulate the world on the reappearance of

this great, good, far-seeing, deep-hearted apostle of
human progress. Let the friends of humanity every-
where welcome and sustain Theodore D. Weld.

—

Herald of Progress.

&$r^ Theodore D. Weld, one of the earliest and
ablest advocates of the Anti-Slavery movement, is

now lecturing on " The Conspiracy," with a view to
show the false pretences of the Confederate States in

their alleged right of secession and of unrestricted
State sovereignty. This lecture is rich in thought,
cogent in logic, and vigorous in style ; a character^ tie

production of one of the most vigorous minds in the
nation.

—

N. Y. Independent.

THE NEW YORK ELECTION.

Extract of a letter from Aaros M. Powell, dated

Ghent, N. Y., Nov. 10, 1862 :—

"The result of the election in, this State you are

duly advised of. Horatio Seymour, an undoubted

agent of the * Confederate States,' is the Governor

eleet. It is a humiliating, painful fact to chronicle.

Still, with popular opinion as evenly balanced, I ap-

prehend that Republicans will be a more vigorous

working force oat of office than in. Had they been

hitherto duly faithful in instructing the people of the

North as to the real nature and character of the issues

of the pending contest, there would have been no
6uch record as New York and other Northern States

present. Defeat comes because it had been strongly

invited and was deserved. But I am confident we
have a better state of public opinion here to-day, and
are in a better condition as a people, with the canvass,

and defeat of the truly noble Wadsworth, than would
have been the case with the success of a Gen. Dix.

At any rate, these autumn elections demonstrate

most clearly that decisive battles of this revolution are

really to be fought on Northern soil,—with peaceful

weapons they still stay be fought; if not thus, then

with bloody weapons they ultimately assuredly will

be. Most pertinent then, and highly important, are

and will continue to be, in the immediate future, our
labors of educating aright public opinion by every
available instrumentality, and to the fullest possible

extent."

FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.

The programme of this Society's operations opened

with a concert by the Hutchinsons, at the Meionaon, on

the 20th ult., the pecuniary result of which, though

not large in consequence of the weather and other

unpropitious causes, was, nevertheless, a generous

and characteristic offering.

The first lecture was delivered on Monday evening,

17th hist., at the Joy Street Church, by Rev. E. N.
Kirk. It was a very interesting, instructive and elo-

quent vindication of the brotherhood of man, with
special reference to the times in which we hje.

At its conclusion, Rev. R. C. Waterston bore tes-

timony to the excellence of the discourse, and, in

offset to his regret that the house was not crowded,
tendered a handsome sum for appropriation of tickets.

The example was followed, and the sum augmented
to fifty dollars by other benevolent persons in the

audience.

We learn that Mr. Kirk will repeat his lecture at an
early day, which, with the other distinguished names
on the list, promises a very gratifying reward for the

Committee's labors, and a well filled purse, we trust,

for the suffering national freedmen. W. C. N.
Boston, Nov. 18, 1862.

Jig"" The Continental Monthly, for December,
contains the following table of contents:

—

1. The Union. Hon. Robert J. Walker. 2. Some-
thing we have to Think of, and to do. C S. Henry,
LL. D. 3. Cambridge and its Colleges. 4. A Physi-
cian's Story. 5. La Vie Poetique. 6. The Ash Tree.

Charles G. Leland. 7. An Englishman in South
Carolina. 8. The Causes of the Rebellion. Hon. F.

P. Stanton. 9. On Guard. John G. Nicolay, Private

Secretary to President Lincoln. 10. Railway Photo-
graphs. Isabella McFarlane. 11. The Obstacles to

Peace. A Letter to an Englishman. Hon. Horace
Greeley. 12. Thank God for All. Charles G. Leland.

13. A Merchant's Story. Edmund Kirk. 14. The
Freed Men of the South. Hon. F. P. Stanton. 15.

Was He Successful? Richard B. Kimball. 16. Gold.

Hon. Robert J. Walker. 17. Literary Notices. 18.

Editor's Table.

This magazine is the raciest and most outspoken of

all the monthlies, exhibits talent and enterprise, and
we presume is securing a wide circulation.

A. Williams & Co., Washington street.

&^=* Tub Westminster Review, for October,

18(52, contains the following papers:— 1. Essays and
Reviews: Dr. Lushington's Judgment. 2. The Brit-

ish Sea Fisheries. 3. Railways: their Cost and Prof-

its. 4. Gibraltar. 5. The Encyclopedia Britannica.

6. Ideea Nnpolconieunes : the Second Empire. 7.

The Religious Difficulties of India. 8. The Slave

Power. 9. Contemporary Literature. The article on
the Slave Power is a highly commendatory notice of

the admirable work of Prof. J. E. Cairnes on the same
subject, and evinces a most lively interest in the tri-

umph of the American Government over the Rebel-

lion. The reviewer is the accomplished John Stuart

Mill, who has shown himself a true friend of our coun-

try and its free institutions.

Crosby & Nichols, 117 Washington street.

We hear from Brattleboro7

, that our friend and fel-

low-laborer Andrew T. Foss, lectured in that place on
Tuesday evening of last week to a large and good au-

dience. Brig. Gen. Phelps was present. We hope to

have a report of the meeting from Mr. Foss himself.

Meantime, we give the following remarks of the Brat-

tleboro' Phmiix:—
" The Lecture in the Town Hall, on Tuesday even-

ing last, by Mr. Foss, of Manchester, N. H., was an
able and interesting one. The subject was the condi-
tion of our National affairs, and was treated in a clear,
logical and satisfactory manner. We have not time
or space to give a synopsis even of the lecture, and
we could hardly do justice to it without giving a ver-
batim report. Those who were so fortunate as to
listen to it must, we think, have considered their time
profitably employed. At the close of the lecture,
Gen. Phelps madeafew appropriate remarks, suggest-
ing various methods of closing the war in addition to
the operations of the army, which were listened to
with great interest."

Mr. Foss's Lecture, at the Town Hall, on Friday
evening, was well attended, and the large audience
gave respectful attention to a very interesting lecture
upon the causes that have ulttmated in the existing
rebellion, and what in the mind of the speaker was
the surest, the safest and the speediest way to end it.

As Mr. Foss is lecturing in behalf of a Society some-
what tinctured with radicalism, it was thought that he
might throw a good deal of this element into his lec-

ture. But we discovered no more of it than would
naturally flow from a heart zealous in the cause of hu-
manity. He was severe only on rebels and rebel
sympathizers, while he hailed with a brother's affec-
tion the truly loyal, no matter with what political or
religious organization they stood related. The posi-
tions he took and maintained were in accordance with
the known history of the country, and if he occasion-
ally stepped on the toes of the Democratic party,
it was in exposing the treachery of its leaders and
wire-pullers to the great interests of freedom, and their
base subserviency to Southern dictation. He traced
the history of the rebellion from the start, and in il-

lustrating the tardiness with which it had been con-
fronted by the government, happily introduced the
old fable of the boys in the old farmer's apple tree.
As the President had evidently become salisfied that
grass, or mild measures, were only laughed at by the
rebels, he had at length concluded to try " what virtue
there is in stones." The Proclamation was the last
big stone he had seized, and the indications were fa-

vorable that this mode of treatment would prove ef-

fectual.

Mr. Foss has long been in the field as a lecturer
on slavery, and the closer he examines all the ma-
chinery put in operation to strengthen and perpet-
uate the wicked systen, the more he is convinced that
our government can never enjoy undisturbed peace
until this element of tyranny and despotism is entire-
ly eradicated.

—

Northern Advocate, Cluremont, N. II.

THE NEGROES GOOD FIGHTERS.
The Port Royal correspondent of the New York

Herald furnishes an interesting account of an expedi-
tion by the U. S. transport steamer Darling, which left

Beaufort for the South for the purpose of gathering
up contrabands, and doing such good to the Union and
such harm to secesh as might come in her way. The
expedition was commanded by Lieut. Col. Oliver T.
Beard, of the New York 48th. During her cruise, a
visit was made to Fern aml in a, Florida, at which place

she took on board sixty-two soldiers (colored) of the

First South Carolina volunteers, under command of

Captain Trowbridge. The sable warriors soon had an
opportunity to show their pluck, and were not found
wanting, as appears from the narrative, which con-
tinues as below ;

—

" She pursued her way, breaking up salt works, de-

stroying some seventy-five large salt kettles, also boil-

ers, including a stray tannery, whose leather and fix-

ings were suddenly confiscated. Contrabands to the
tune of enough to stock a big plantation were also re-

moved from further attendance upon secesh masters.
Then came an attack on the boat from sharpshooters
stationed in trees. The intelligent contrabands, how-
ever, blocked this game, and picked off several from
behind the Darlington's barricades in an artistic man-
ner, proving that their turkey shooting experiences
had not been entirely thrown away. Col. Beard stood
outside like a man, and exposed himself most gallant-

ly until the enemy had enough. The same is true of

Capt. Trowbridge ; and as for the darkeys, they cov-
ered themselves with glory, as witnesses the official re-

port of the brave officer accompanying the expedition.
Two of the colored soldiers were wounded—one in the
head, the other, Achilles like, in the heel; but both
stood up to their work, and continued to load and fire,

until secesh was ready to quit, which he finally did
suddenly. Among the spoils of war are all sorts of
trophies, including four secesh prisoners—one from the

State of Maine, and another from Massachusetts. An
ill looking crowd they were. I saw them marched up
under guard—a negro guard of the soldiers who cap-
tured them. One of these rascals was guarded by his
former slave, and looked anything but amiable. The
same fellow has a letter among his captured goods
which he had just penned to his brother, wherein he
enthusiastically requests him, ' as a good deer shot, to

make the fur fly from the Yankees every lick, as they
are always, like a buck, jumping round.' These wor-
thies are now in jail here, and already take kindly to

the oath of allegiance. They will probably be sent
North for a change of climate."

Negro Troops. A letter just received from Port
Royal, dated " St. Helena, October 30th," from Mr.
T. C. Gannet, one of the Superintendents, says,
The rebels have twice visited our island lately, and

i each case—once two boats, and once but one—were
repulsed by the negroes with their guns."

—

'Transcript.

Gen. Butler's Negro Regiment. The following
is an extract from a private letter, dated New Orleans,
October 16th, written by an officer in the 2Gth Massa-
chusetts regiment:

—

" What is thought in your section of the country of
Gen. B. F. Butler's ' niggers ' 1 Isn't he ahead ? Our
department boasts of one full regiment, and another
nearly full. The field and staff officers are white—the
line officers colored. I believe the material is good for
soldiers. At any rate the most perfect discipline. is

attainable. I have understood that the 2d Regiment
wish for white line officers, as they have more confi-
dence in the whites as leaders, than in their own race."

S^= There is at present a negro company doing
picket duty, under command of white officers, on St.
Simon's Island—the only force now there. Two boats'
crews of these eolored men, about seven days since,
proceeded up the Darien River, and captured a Rebel
Deputy Marshal and two pickets, guarding the shore.

St. Catherine's Island has been evacuated by the
Rebels—who took their negroes with them, killing
two who refused to go. The health of the troops at
Port Royal was good,

Southern Viicw op the Elections. We have
heard as yet but from two of the rebel organs on the
results of the recent Northern elections, but those
speak substantially as we had supposed they would.
The Richmond W/n'i/ discards all electioneering talk
on both sides, and comes to the conclusion that, with
a Democratic Congress offsetting a Republican Ad-
ministration, " the war will not bo set forward any."
It interprets the elections as expressing " a deep dis-

satisfaction " with "Lincoln and his party," and
thinks the opposition will now bo encouraged tospeak
out with much more boldness than ever before. The
Richmond Examiner says of the elections that " these
astonishing manifestations from the North convey the
idea of an emphatic and impressive popular verdict
against the abolition faction which has ruled the Gov-
ernment at Washington."

With the rebels, of course, "the abolition faction
which has ruled the Government at Washington" is

the administration since the 4th of March, 1861. The
elections, therefore, are regarded as condemning the
administration in its civil and military policy, and an-
nouncing a determination to check and hamper it in
its vigorous prosecution of the war.

—

Journal.

Foreign. John Bright, in a letter to Wm. Gurnelle
Jewett, expresses amazement at the idea of concilia-
tion towards the South regarding slavery. He says,
" The North may separate from the South, or fight
out the contest, and win ; but to leave the slave still a
slave will expose her to the contempt of the civilized
world." He adds, " I applaud the proclamation of
President Lincoln, as does every man in Europe who
is not a foe to freedom or moved by base hostility to
the American republic because it is a republic, and a
powerful one."

_
At a crowded meeting of the Metropolitan Institu-

tion of London, resolutions expressing sympathy with
the North were adopted.
Lord Brougham, in a letter, expresses a Btrong

hope that the Government will refrain from inter-
ference in case of servile insurrection in the Southern
States.

Democrats Carrying a Rebel Flag. The Knox
County Express says that at the tory "jubilee " which
was held at Mount Vernon on Saturday, to celebrate
the recent election, a delegation from the eastern
part of the county carried a secession, confederate
flag. After hearing Vallandigham, these pretended
Union Democrats, on their way home, shouted and
hurrahed for the traitor, Jeff. Davis, and the rebel
General, Stonewall Jackson ! This shows that the
Democratic party are in sympathy with the rebels,
and also what kind of company the ioyal Democrats
and some misguided Republicans have been training
with during the recent political campaign.

—

Cleveland
Leader.

, D. C, )

OBSERVANCE OF THE SABBATH IN THE
ARMY AND NAVY.

Washington, Nov. 16. The following General
Order has been issued respecting the observance of
the Sabbath Day in the Army and Navy :

—

Executive Mansion, Washington,
November 16,

The President, Commander-in-Chief of the Army
and Navy, desires and enjoins the orderly observance
of the Sabbath by the officers and men in the military
and naval service. The importance to man and beast
of the prescribed weekly rest, the sacred rights of
Christian soldiers and sailors, a becoming deference
to the best sentiment of a Christian people, and a due
regard for the Divine will, demand that Sunday labor
in the army and navy be reduced to the measure of
strict necessity. The discipline and character of the
national forces should not suffer, nor the cause they
defend be imperilled, by the profanation of the day
or name of the Most High.
"At this time of public distress," adopting the

words of Washington in 1776, " men may find enough
to do in the service of God and their country, without
abandoning themselves to vice and immorality." The
first General Order issued by the Father of his Coun-
try, after the Declaration of Independence, indicates
the spirit in which our institutions were founded and
should ever be defended,

—

"The General hopes and
trusts that evert/ officer and man will endeavor to live and
act as becomes Christian soldiers defending the rights and
privileges of their country."

(Signed) ' ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

THE REMOVAL OF GEN. McCLELLAN.
Washington, Nov. 11, 1862.

The city has been in a hum for two or three days
about the removal of Gen. McClellan from the head
of the Army of the Potomac. Yet, to say that there
has been any "excitement" upon the subject, any
thing which, in the slightest degree, resembles a pro-
test of public sentiment against this significant act
of the Administration, would be to accept the inflam-
matory exclamations of a half score of hangers-on
at the hotels as the deliberate declarations of enlight-
ened opinion. Indeed, the news, falling so suddenly
upon the general ear, has been received in this focus
of gossip and twaddle with surprising calmness by
the admirers and partisans of Gen. McClellan, while
among the thinking and unprejudiced, who have no
idol hut their country, it is hailed as the best omen of
the war, excepting the Great Proclamation.
Knowing more than appears upon the surface as to

the causes of his removal, my advice to the claquers
of Gen. McClellan is to stay their hands till all the
facts are in their possession. The letter of Gen. Hal-
leek is only an installment of the case—and a small
one, too. That letter shows that McClellan repeatedly
disobeyed the orders of his superior, and then gave
gross misrepresentations of important transactions as
a justification of his disobedience. In a word, he re-
fused to advance and attack the enemy when ordered
to do so, and thereby let them escape from him, and
at the same time, falsified realities as to the grounds
upon which he based bis refusal. But, as I have al-

ready stated, these are but a tithe of the charges that
his superiors and inferiors are able to bring against
him

;
and if the record is ever made up, and an im-

partial court martial ordered, and the whole case sifted
to the bottom, it will disclose a series of instances of
disobedience to orders extending through a period of
eight months, and that, too, in respect lo the most im-
portant matters. It will also show the grossest mis-
behavior in refusing to take advantages of the enemy,
ind in neglecting to follow up successes and crush a
beatert foe. And, in a word. will convince every
honest mind that the policy of McClellan in his con-
duct of the army has, more than any other cause,
contributed to protract the war, give aid and comfort
to the rebels, crimson the land with blood, scourge us
with remorseless taxation, and drag the country to
the verge of ruin. Such an investigation, too, will
astonish the nation at the amazing leniency of the Ad-
ministration in permitting this man to so long hold
command of our chief army.— (Jorr. of the New York
Tribune,

What the Negroes Want. Northern pro-slavery
partisans are continually asserting that the negroes at
the South will not work if they are freed, but will be-
come a curse to themselves and the land, through idle-
ness and vice ; also that they will overrun the North.
Here is what the Corinth {Miss.} correspondent of the
St. Louis Republic*)!, a pro-slavery paper, says of the
disposition of the -ontrabands in that vicinity. Prac-
tical observation is worth more than all the theories in
the world :

—

"I have made a visit to the negro corral, two miles
out from the town proper. There I found some three
hundred creatures, old men, women and children.
The women were washing, cooking, &c. ; all doing

something. Those whom I questioned had no idea
what would become of them—they 'low'd to foller de
army,' they supposed.
Not one of them wished to go back to their masters,

if they could—said they wanted to work for themselves.

This idea is universal with them—they seem to under-
stand that much. I could not see any yearning to go
North—they prefer to stay here, if they can work for
themselves. So many a negro man has expressed
himself here within my hearing. The captain of the
regiment who guards the negro corral corroborated
this statement, when made to him. I state these facts
as I find them, leaving your readers to draw their own
conclusions.

These negroes work—they expect to work, I am
satisfied. The prevalent idea that their notion of free-
dom is not to work does not hold good in this region.
As teamsters and laborers, our army quartermasters
give them full and good credit. Amid their depths of
degradation and vice, let us of the North be willing to

do them honest justice, when due, and in full measure."

Ship Island Contrabands. The " contrabands "

continue to come into our lines; certainly I have
many of them here, and have procured good places
for many more on ships of war and merchantmen. I
have four as my own servants, and found them ready,
intelligent, capable and useful. One of them was
house servant to a wealthy widow ; he helps my cook,
has the sole care of my table, and waits at it with a
grace and readiness that I have never seen excelled.
He is a yellow " boy," say twenty-five years old. I
have another as black as ebony, upright in his carriage,
finely formed, and lithe as a leopard. He came from
Mobile by land, to Biloxi, twelve miles from here;
there got a little "dugout," about ten feet long (a
canoe made of a log hollowed only large enough for
one person). In the night he put off, and in the fresh
breeze was overset twice in the dark. He lost his
oars, and after a long struggle succeeded in getting the
water out of his canoe, and paddling with his hands.
In the morning he was seen two or three miles from
the shore, and a boat was sent lo pick him up. When
he came he had nothing on but shirt and pants—no
hat nor shoes. All were lost, and he was thoroughly
drenched and weary, He had been a long time in the
rebel army, and was at the battle of Corinth. An
Englishman, Scotchman or American striving in such
fashion for liberty would be a hero; but he is only a
nigger, and deserves only a " walloping."

—

Neat Dow,

Fortress Monroe, Nov. 8, 1802.

The sudden shutting down of winter has caused
much suffering and wretchedness among the negro
population here, for whom there appears to be no ade-
quate provision. In the vicinity of Camp Hamilton,
there are 200 persons, mostly women and children,-
huddled together in a barn, into which the wind and
rain find ready access. The stalls, recently vacated
by horses, are used to sleep in. Fires are built on the
ground, along the middle of the building, which is

necessarily filled with smoke, and in constant danger
of taking fire. The wretched inmates are, as a gen-
eral thing, even more destitute of clothing and shoes,
particularly the women and children, than of shelter.
A certain amount of food is supplied, but the means
for cooking are wholly insufficient.

There is still greater destitution of blankets, indeed,
almost everything necessary to the comfort of human
beings. Their condition has been presented to the
Contraband Superintendent, who says he can do noth-
ing for them. Their numbers are augmenting, and
their condition cannot be expected to improve. From
lack of ability or disposition, the proper provision can-
not be expected here. Though the situation of these
wretched beings—the type of many more—demands
the attention and calls upon the Government for a
thorough reform in the administration of its contra-
band system, or of the system itself, I refer to the
subject only to awaken the sympathies of the truly
charitable.

Beside the instance I have cited, there are plenty
of other cases. Shoes, especially for the women and
children, blankets, underclothing and socks for all, are
what is wanted. Sentiment and less practical sym-
pathy will do at some other time in some other place.
The field is one where philanthropy, directed by prac-
tical good Bense, can find enough to do.

S^3" The Richmond Enquirer finds fault with slave-
holders who are unwilling to allow their slaves to be
employed as soldiers for the rebel cause. It thinks
that " as the war originated and is carried on in great
part for the defence of the slaveholder in his property
rightn and the perpetuation of the institution, it is rea-
sonable to suppose that he ought to be first and fore-
most in aiding and assisting by every means in his
power, the triumph and success of our arms." That
is pretty good authority as to the cause of the rebellion.

2dy=- Gov. Brown renews the call for negroes to

complete the fortifications around Savannah. If they
are not furnished promptly, they will be impressed.

2^= General Sigel's scouts captured four women,
dreBBed in U. S. uniform, seven miles out on the
O. R. R. from Manassas, and turned them over to the
proper authoriti.'*.

How Western Virginia Soldiers Receive
the Proclamation. The army correspondent of
the Cincinnati Gazette in Western Virginia thus speaks
of the reception accorded to the President's Proclama-
tion by Western Virginia soldiers :

—

"Many of them—doubtless a large majority—are
men who utterly despise the negro, and who care but
little for his weal or woe. Quite a large number,
especially among the officers, are pro-slavery men

;

and one year ago were pledged to each other, in
some instances, to resign and leave the service,
should such a proclamation ever be issued by the
government. I have conversed with a number of in-

telligent, and, I believe, truly loyal men, who declare
that, if this had been done 'ten months since,' they
would not have remained in the service 'ten min-
utes.' But now they say, (and this is the universal
expression,) there is a ' military necessity ' which fully
justifies the President in this course, and they there-
fore cheerfully 'acquiesce' in the judgment pro-
nounced against slavery by the legitimate head of
the government. In some instances, too, I find men
who rejoice to hear the 'glad tidings' of this more
than 'royal proclamation,' because it promises to rid
the country of the 'accursed institution.' The feel-
ing is quite common among Western Virginians, that
slavery, in the Eastern part of the State, has saddled
a burden upon the Western, which hasseriousiy inter-

fered with its growth in population, and the develop-
ment of a material prosperity, in the elements of which
it is so munificently rich."

OBITUARY.

The Christian Examiner, for November, con-
tains six articles, the most generally interesting of
them being that upon "The War Policy and the Fu-
ture of the South." This article takes true and high
ground. "The old Union," it says, "was forever
lost at Bull Run. It is a nobler and better one we
have been laying the foundations of since." It de-
clares that "The Emancipation Proclamation gives
the slaveholding aristocracy its death blow," and an-
ticipates a glorious future for the South when general
education and a diversified industry shall have eleva-
ted its masses. It is true that while we are fighting
the South, we are also fighting for the South. Our
defeat would be bad for us, but would be far worse for
her.

Contrabands Going Back to Slavery. The
New York Evening Post tells this story :

—

:

' A well known planter, living not far from New Or-
leans, wrote last spring that four of his slaves who had
run away to the Yankees, had returned. ' They have
had enough of liberty, and were glad to come back.'
But in his next letter to the North he told a different
tale; the four had run away again—and had taken

ith them 200 more. Indeed, the planter suspected
that the four had come back with only this object

—

and he probably guessed correctly."

Slaves Singing the John Brown Chorus.—
When Col. Daniel Uilman was sick with typhoid fever
in Little Washington, Va., he repeatedly heard slaves
at their work singing the John Brown chorus. Col.
Uilman asked the owner of the slaves if he permitted
them to sing that song, and the slave master replied
that he could not help it.

&iF~ At present, St. Louis is inundated with fugi-
tive negroes from the South, not less than 3,000, I am
informed, being now in the city. Many of them are
unemployed, and will find it difficult to obtain "the
privilege to toil," though they seem desirous to do so,
on account of their ignoi-anee of everything but labor
in the cotton-fields. From present appearances there
will be much suffering this Winter among the unfor-
tunate negroes, unless some provision is made for
them through public or private charities. Of General
Pillow's negroes alone there are not less than 400 now
in St. Louis.—St. Louis con: of the New York Tribune.

S^" The strict and inflexible way in which justice
is at present administered here may be seen from the
following item ; A few days ago, some rabid Secesh
folks undertook to prevent a colored soldier from rid-
ing in the city cars ; an altercation ensuing, the matter
was carried before the Military Commandant, who de-
cided that the colored people had the same right to
ride in the cars as other people, which decision, of
course, greatly enraged the followers of Uncle Jeff,

but they will have to grin and bear it.

—

New Orleans
correspondent of the New York Tribune.

Terrible Steamboat Exposion. The steamer
J. H. Dickey exploded one of her boilers, killing
several and wounding others, near St. Genevieve, on
the upper Mississippi, on the 6th inst. Among the
killed is Lieut. F. Dodge, 6th U S. Cavalry, of Phila-
delphia. Several persons are known to have been
blown overboard, and others jumped into the river in
the panic, and were drowned.

Seventeen Prizes taken by One Sailing Ves-
sel. The barque Restless, a sailing craft of our
navy, has made no less than seventeen captures of
prizes (English and rebel) since the 14th of February
last. She is commanded by Lieutenant Edward Con-
roy. Among her recent captures are the British
steamers Scotia and Anglia.

2^= General Burnside has divided the Army of
the Potomac into three grand divisions and a reserve.
The right grand division will consist of two army
corps,—the 2d and 9th,—under Gen. Sumner; the
left, of the 1st and 6th corps, under Gen. Franklin;
the centre, of the 3d and 5th corps, under Gen.
Hooker. The reserve will comprise the 11th corps
and other troops to be hereafter assigned, under com-
mand of Gen. Sigel.

23^= Advices from New Orleans report that an ex-
pedition under General Weitzel met the enemy at
Gabadierville, and defeated them after a brisk fight.
Upwards of 200 of the enemy were killed, wounded
and taken prisoners, and one piece of artillery was
captured. Our forces engaged were the 8th New
Hampshire, 12th and 13th Connecticut, 75th New
York, and 1st Louisiana Regiments, with Carruth's
and Thompson's batteries. Our loss was 18 killed
and 74 wounded.

^Visitors to Gen. McClellan. The Trenton
Gazette alleges that the telegraph, as manipulated by
the New York Herald, has fibbed in regard to the
rush to see Gen. McClellan at Trenton, of which we
have had frequent reports. It says :

—

A number of gentlemen from different parts of
the State, as well as from other States, have called
upon Gen. McClellan, but the absurd reports of crowds
rushing here from ail directions are entirely unfounded.
An inspection of the hotel registers will show that
there has been no unusual number of strangers in
Trenton during the week.
In fact, the curiosity to see the General seems to he

very limited, and a stranger visiting Trenton would
not, from anything visible, imagine that there was any
unusal interest manifested, or that any 'distinguished
stranger' was in our midst."

General Cass on the Removal of McClellan.
The New York Post, makes this announcement: "We
have the best authority for stating that Gen. Cass, in
a communication to the President, has expressed the
fullest approval of the removal of Geo. McClellan
from (he command of our army in Virginia."

^=* Gen. McClellan, being called upon by the sol-
rs at Warrenton tor a speech, said: " I wish you

to stand by Burnside as you have stood by me, and all

Till be well." It is a pity that some of this sHl-sncn-
iclng patriotism cannot penetrate the skulls or hearts
of the noisy, self-elected friends of the General.

West India Islands — Slave Insurrections.
Papers from Bermuda and from other West India
islands contain reports of extended slave insurrec-
tions, which have resulted in much plunder and de-
struction of property. Many negroes have been killed.
The outbreak at St. Vincent lasted ten days, and was
only Quelled after a large military force, cooperating
with English vessels, had taken the Insurrection in
hand. A great many of the insurgents are prisoners,
and nmrlial law has been proclaimed.

Died, at Union Chapel Hospital, Washington, Sept. 25,

from wounds received in the battle of Bull Run, William
Fuller, of Needham, private in the 18th Regiment Mas-
sachusetts Volunteers, aged 30.

Notices like the above are so sadly common at present

that they hardly excite attention, much less provoke com-

ment. The individuality of a private soldier, in an army of

a million of men, is so far lost, that but for the watchful-

ness of friends, heroism and cowardice would be buried in

one common oblivion. In this instance, as in thousands of

others, it is left to a friend's hand to snatch from forgct-

fulness the memory of a brave and good soldier.

Mr. Fuller was ono of the earliest to enlist under the

first call for three years men. He was induced to take this

step, not by the mere enthusiasm of the moment, but after

careful considi**>tiojflfcf the subject, and counsel with

friends, he chose* aflmdior's life from a sense of duty.

Though he left behind him a wife and four children, his

high purpose never faltered from the first. His frequent

letters were a mixture of womanly tenderness and manly
resolve. He knew what he had to leave before he left

;

he understood what he was to undergo before he encoun-

tered it. No man had a juster comprehension of the sacri-

fice to be made, and no man made it with more thorough

heartiness, or with more self-forge tful courage.

Ho was from the very beginning a strenuous advocate of

the policy of emancipation. So strong were his convic-

tions on this subject, that some of his comrades charged

with being a disunionist. But he was not afraid

either of the ballots of the enemy or the sneers of friends.

He felt it his duty to urge that policy everywhere and
always. "What are you all about at home," he writes,

"that you do not work night and day to create a public

sentiment on this point? As for me, I would willingly

lay down my life, if by so doing I could give freedom to a

single slave." It is a source of regret that he did not live

long enough to seo the inauguration of that glorious era,

which he so earnestly hoped and prayed might dawn.
He fell on the fatal field of Bull Run. With a single

comrade he was skirmishing on the edge of the battle. A
rebel sharpshooter, behind a pile of railroad iron, was an-

noying the men, and ho determined to silence him, which,

after a few shots, he succeeded in doing, and then turned
his attention to a second, who, hidden behind a similar

breastwork, flaunted a small secession flag every time he
fired. Just as he was preparing to fire, a ball from his ene-

my pierced his lungs, and he fell. His comrade raised him,
and was about to carry him from the field, but he refused,

saying he wanted te seo the fight out. Stretched on the
field, ho watched the shifting phases of the conflict, till,

feeling exhausted from loss of blood, he tried to make his

way to the rear. He had gone but a short distance when
he was struck in the leg by a spent cannon ball, and so dis-

abled that he was obliged to be carried off the field. He
was put into an ambulance and sent to Alexandria, a dis-

tance of twenty-five miles, "the longest ride," he says,

"lever took," and from thence to Washington, where,
after two operations, the ball was at length removed from
the shoulder, where it had lodged, fie was supposed to be
out of danger and doing well until a few hours before he
died, when hemorrhago ensued, and he quietly sunk away
into the sleep that knows no wakening.

In this hour, when bereavement is such a general

iritage that men are in danger of forgetting all hut
their own private griefs, a friend who knew and loved the

departed would lay this humble tribute on his distant

grave. Brave soldier and true man, he has realized the

PEATESNITT LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity are respectfully in-

formed that the Fifth Couhbe of Lectuiiks under the au-

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will be continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, November 25, 1802,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when an address will be mode by

HON. OWEN LOVEJOY.

To bo followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

December 2.—B. Gratz Brown.
" 9.

—

Wendell Phillips,

" 16.

—

Henrt Ward Beechek.
" 23

—

Jacob M. Manning.
" 30.

—

George Wm. Curtis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 7 o'clock. Course

Tickets, admitting the Bearer and Lady, at $2 each, may
be obtained at Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St.

;

Oliver Ditson & Co's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon
Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of the Lecture Committee, who in former years
have had the disposal of tickets.

5®- THE FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY of Boston have
effected an arrangement with Mrs. Louise DeMortie, the
talented young colored dramatic reader, to give readings
wherever the benevolent may be willing to assist, for the
purpose of alleviating the sufferings of the freedmen or
"contrabands" of Washington.

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 26 Myrtle St.,

President of the Fugitive Aid Society.

W MRS. DeMORTIE is to read at New York, on the
24th of November ; Albany, the 27th ; and at Brooklyn
on the 1st of December.

SST Letters will find Mrs. DeMortie at the Brooks
House, 643 Broome Street, New York, from the 24th inst.

to Dec. 1.

BOSTON FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.
A Course of Lectures in aid of the Buffering Freedmen of

Washington, D. C, to bo delivered at Joy Street Church,
November 17. Lecture by Rev. Dr. E. N. Kirk.

2i- Eev. J. Sella Martin.
December 1, Rev . Dr. W. Hague.

"
8- Prof. C. L. Reason.

" I5 - Rev. R. C. Waterston.

22. Frederick Douglass.

{SF*
-

Tickets for the course, 50 cents.

"To them who, by patient continuance in well-doing,
seek for glory, honor, and immortality, eternal life."

Grantville, Oct. 28, 1862. E. s. a.

Died, in Philadelphia, on the Oth inst., Warner- Justice,

in tho 54th year of his age.

A veteran has fallen ; a good man has disappeared from
our midst. A truer friend to freedom than Warner Jus-

tice could not be ; a more upright man is nowhere to be

found. Though not very far advanced in years, be was

yet one of our " old " Abolitionists. Ho took the field at

the opening of the contest, and continued faithful to the

last. With a modest appreciation of his own abilities, he
shrunk from all conspicuous places ; nevertheless, he was a

man of clear mind and sound judgmont, and well qualified,

had ho been so disposed, to take a directing part in mat-
ters that interested him. He preferred, however, to fol-

low rather than to lead ; but he did not follow afar off,

neither did he deny the truth when it was dangerous to

confess it.

Born and bred in the Society of Friends, he maintained

faithfully the "testimonies" of that sect as he understood

them ; at the same time, he was no sectarian ; nor did he,

in tho common meaning of tho phrase, " make a profession

of religion." His belief was, that " a tree is known by
its fruits," and to this belief he conformed his action. Lip
religion was an offence to him ; tho discrepancies between
men's professions and their practice were a constant vexa-
tion to his honest spirit.

He was a man of big heart and generous affections. He
made warm friends, between whom and himself the ties of

attachment grew stronger and stronger. His departure

will make a sad gap in the fond circle that surrounded him.

Still it is not to be mourned as a misfortune. The death of

a good man—ono who has fulfilled his mission and is ripe

for tho change— is not a calamity. It is in the order of

nature, and is only beneficent. u.

Died, iu Academy Hospital, Cbambersburg, (Pa.) Oct.

19, Licunant Charles W. Bean, Co. H., 5th N. H. Uegt,

Vols., aged 20 years and 9 months.

This young man enlisted as a private in Co. A., 5th N.

II. Regt., and was, for his soldier-like hearing and noble

action, promoted to a lieutenancy. At the battle of An-
tietain, he was struck down by a riflo ball, and was soon af-

ter conveyed to a hospital near by, where he lingered in

severe pain until Oct. 19th, when the messenger of death

bore him away from earth to that land where wars and

fighting are unknown.

He was a firm friend and school-chum of mine, at a sem-

inary in a neigh bsring**State, and I cannot refrain from

paying his name and memory a passing notico. His life

was a model one, and his character pure, without a stain.

A firm friend of the slave, he saw in this grand uprising

a hope for that " victim race "
; and if his life was to bo

offered up in their behalf, and to sustain a fret govern-

ment, then ho was ready to make the sacrifice.

Ho was a true soldier, loved, honored and trusted, and
when he fell, it was on a hard-contested field, with the glad

shout of victory almost ringing in his cars. His com-
rades mourn that they shall hear no more that voioe,

" heard so oft

In worst extremes, and on the perilous edge.
Of battle when it ragod, in all assaults
Their surest signal."

A life so willingly given as a sacrifioo for tho liberties

of his beloved laud should bo remembered by tho nation's

historian. May God comfort tho bereaved parents, broth-

ers and sister of the deceased, in this tho hour of their af-

fliction !

J^- E. H. HEYWOOD will speak at Florence, Friday
evening, Nov. 21, and in Cummington, Sundays, Nov. 23
and 30.

W ANDREW T. FOSS, in behalf of the American
and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture at
Milfoud, N. H., on Sunday next, Nov. 22, at the usual
hours, on the Rebellion and the War.

jy WM. WELLS BROWN will deliver his lecture on
the President's Proclamation and its Effect on the Blacks
of the South and the Laborers of the North, as follows :

At Bradford, Wednesday, Nov. 26.

West Newbury, Thursday, " 27.

West Amesbury, Friday, " 28.

^REV. M. D. CONWAY will lecture at Lyceum
Hall, Milford, Mass., Friday evening, Nov. 21st, com-
mencing at 7 o'clock.

THEODORE D. WELD, of Perth Amboy, N. J., will

a discourse before the Twenty-Eighth Congregation-
al Society, at Music Hall, on Sunday forenoon, Nov. 9th.

delivi

and friends of the Massachusetts Anti-Sla-
very Society, who aro indebted for Pledges made to the
Society in January last, or previously to that time, are re-
quested to pay the same as early as practicable, either to
the Treasurer, Edmcnd Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

J£p" Tho very valuable and still timely tract, by Mrs.
L. Maria Child, entitled " The Right Way the Safe Way,
proved by Emancipation in the British West Indies, and
elsewhere," (108 pages,) will be sent by mail to any per-

requesting it, and enclosing six cents in undefaced post-

age stamps. Address Samuel May, Jr. 221 Washington St.,

Boston.

3y A few remaining copies of the American Anti-Sla-
very Society's last Report, entitled " The Anti-Slavery
History of the John Brown Year," will be sent in the same
way, on the receipt of the postage, viz.

, fourteen cents.

W MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-
ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M.D.; David Thayer, M. D.
Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

THE BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

THE BLACK MAN,
His Antecedents, His Genius, and His Achieve-

ments, with Biographical Sketches of Fifty

Distinguished Individuals of the Kace.

By WILLIAM WELLS BROWN.

The work will contain about 300 pages, printed on good
paper, and bound iu muslin. Priec $1. It will be pub-
lished on Monday, Dec. 1st, by THOMAS HAMILTON,
48 Bcekmnn Street, N. Y., and R. F. WALLCUT, 221
Washington Street, Boston ; and to be had of all book-
sellers.

(HP" Owing to the increased number of pages of the
work, and the advance in the cost of paper, tho price will
bo $1, (as above stated,) instead of 75 cents, as at first an-
nounced.

Nov. 21. tf

J. a. it.

Diod, in Boston, on Tuesday last, 18th inst., of typhus
fever, Gkutiutde, only daughter and child of Mrs. Lucy
N. Colman, of Roohostor, N. Y., aged 17 years.

In this suddon and sorrowful dispensation, tho before

widowed, but now dosolated mother shares dooply in the

sympathy of a wide oirclo of friends. May Ho who tom-
ind to tho shorn lamb shod around her, in this

dark hour, tho sunshine of his touderest lovo !

Tho deceased had just commenced the aludy of tnrdu'iiie.

and was uncommonly intelligent, mature, and promising for

her years.

" Where is thy homo, thou angel bright?
bell na from thy rest

What beauteous visions lilt thy sight |

Wlin t loves delight thy breast r

What glories light thy home above,
To outer lease unknown?

And, oh ! what faithful bosoms move
In union with tliino own?"

Lewis's Normal Institute

Physical Education,
No. 20 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON, MASS,

[Incorporated in 1861,]

THIS Institution is a pioneer in a new profession. La-
dios and gentlemen of enterprise and industry will

find in this field health, usefulness, and large profit. Three
eminent medical men teach in the departments" of Anato-
my, Physiology and Hygiene. Prof. Leonard has charge
of Elocution ; Dr. Dio Lewis of Practical Gymnastics, and
the Movement Cure. The course continues ten weeks.
Tickets £75. Matriculation $5. Diploma $10. These
prices are reduced 25 per oeut. to Ladies. Two ooursos
during this year— the first beginning on the 2d of January,
and tho 2d on the 5th of July.

For a full circular, address Dr. Dio Lewis, Box 12, Bos-
ton, Mass.

Dr. Lewis has solved the problem ; he has marked out
the way. Many eminent teachers aro pursuing it with
tho most excellent results. We recognize the debt duo
Dr. Lewis ; ho has done us teachers and our pupils a vast
amount of good.

—

D. B. Hagar, Pres. of the American In-
titule of Instruction.

I am now satisfied that Dr. Lewis has found the true sei-

ntifie process for physical development. It was my privi-
f£e to welcome Dr. Lewis at his very first arrival here,
,.nd every thins since then has only confirmed my confi-
:onco iu his ability to superintend the work.

—

Rev. I)r.
Kirk, at the first Commencement of the Institute.

Henceforth we shall delight to think of Dr. Lewis ns
une wlu> holds our welfare very near his own ; wo shall
•urn to him for sympathy and encouragement in our fuil-

ires, and shall lovo to bring our successes to him, as
belonging more to him than to ourselves.

—

Miss Mc. v. \\,'.

(dietary at the first Graduating Class.

I rejoioe, Mr. President, Unit tho Normal Institute for
Physical Education has been established in Boston. 1 ro-

jjoloe that it has at its head n gentleman so admirably o,unl-
ilied to give it eminent success. I believe that DO individ-
ual has over, in this country, given the subject of Physi-
cal Education snob an impulse us has Dr. Lewie. He "de-
serves tho orcdit of it.

You may not know it, Indies and ganUsttea, 1ml this
Institution is famous in every part ol the land. Thoro is

not a live educator in America who is not looking to »eo
what is to be the result ot Dr. Lewis's institution in Bos-
ton. These oxereises euu ho in trod need i u 1 1* any sehool-
voeiti with desks. The problem is solved.

I trust, ladies and gentlemen, that tins is tho coui-
tneiieeiiieiit of a new era, and that tho system taught
by Dr. Lewis will bo universally introduced into our
pellools,— I'.rrnict frtim a speech delivered at the se,,;,,! ('"..-

m«ne«HMHl .•/'•• htwit'i NvrmeU butiha*," by J. !>. PMsndt
Es<]., Superintendent f the Public SeAOoh f liaston.
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For the Liberator.

MICHAEL AHGELO'S "SLAVERY."
A DltGAU .

Methougbt I gazed intent, with full, jad heart,

Upon that wonderful epitome

Of the long record of earth's cruel wrong.

Gazing, thought traversed o'er those oons dark,

Ere star and heavenly hymn had heralded

That dawn in whose meridian blaze of day

All bonds should melt, and all the oppressed go ree.

I saw, ah, me ! striding through the drear gloom,

The vast procession of unholy powers,

Trampling upon the crushed and crawling mass
;

I heard the dismal oratorio

Of breaking, bleeding, frenzied human hearts,

And the wild, wailing symphony of wo,

Pleading with God for a Messiah's birth.

I watched and listened with a sickening soul,

When, lo ! the star arose, the hymn awoke !

The chill of morning shot a shiver through

The tyrant's torpor and the victim's pain ;

This, upward glanced with a vague thrill of hope
;

That, tossed and turned with sudden, new unrest.

Slowly, so slowly, came the twilight rays !

' Caino, then were shrouded by a deeper gloom ;

Then, mounting, shot athwart the black abyss,

Revealing, not unwelding, cankered chains.

Slowly, so slowly, kindled up the dawn !

How long, Lord, how long? pleaded my soul,

While my impetuous pulse throbbed with hot pain.

Slowly, so slowly, grew the gracious light !

Yet could I now descry, from point to point,

Forms struggling upward from the gulf of gloom,

As shipwrecked mariners from 'whelming waves ;

Hands beckoning with gestures of wild joy,

All marked with manacle and scarred with scourge
;

And faces gleaming in the new-born light,

Like beacons to the heaving mass below
;

And, through the dissonance that still prevailed,

I caught clear clarion-tones of hope and trust.

Still slowly, 0, so slowly, came the day !

How long, Lord, how long ? burst from my heart

—

When, sudden, o'er that silent face of bronze,

With its crushed brow, and patient, wordless wo,

Wakened a smilo transfiguring with light
;

Deep, peaceful joy glowed in eyes raised to mine,

And thejwarmed lips parted with words like these :

—

" Be calm and still ; the hour speeds swiftly on !

Lo ! o'er the West a constellation burns,

Whose urns are filled with that exhaustless light

Which has its source in the great heart of God.

This last vicarious atonement made,

The guiltless blood of myriad first-born

Cleanses the covenant His first-born's sealed,

But which two thousand years of hate and strife

Have blurred and stained to aching human eyes.

The lofty lesson of his grace stands clear

In all the sweet simplicity of love.

The child-heart still has read and pondered it,

Through all the mystic meshes centuries wove,

Since he who brought declared the pure child-heart

Alone can comprehend the Father's will.

The lofty lesson of that will stands clear

In all the grandeur of simplicity :

The child-race among men becomes the power

That overthrows the falsehood of the world
;

Their stripes have healed the nations' mortal wound ;

Their patient throbs of pain pulsed the slow march

Of still advancing truth ; the last arc first
;

The weak things of this world confound the wise
;

Tho fullness of the Gentiles has come in ;

Freedom, through Christ, gives equal rights to all !

Earth's lowliest learn the song heaven's highest sung,

Wave their free arms above tho Past's long night,

And to the fainting heart of fallen power

Bring cheer again with the blest morning hymn

—

' Peace upon earth, good-wilt to all mankind !

'

For this I've waited, with mute lips and cold,

Since Angelo from his divine excess

Gave the locked life that charmed with grief the world.

The sua of Freedom shines on captives' tears,

And they are gems in the Messiah's crown."

The wondrous beauty of that beaming face,

The music of tho life-inspiring voice,

Swept through my soul. Surged with great joy, I woke.

Hov.,1862. A. S.

For the Liberator.

JOHN BROWH TO VIRGINIA,
I stood, Virginia, at thy gate ;

Within my mailed hand

I bore the banner thou hadst set

Above thy virgin land.

" Death unto tyrants !
" On thy soil

I saw, with wondering eye,

A captive people bowed in toil
;

I heard their feeble cry,

What worth the swords that idly sleep,

When foul Oppression reigns?

Or strength, whose pulses coldly creep,

While manhood walks in chains?

For Liberty I emote, and Right

;

Where was thy word of cheer?

Thy land as with an earthquake's might

Shook far and wide in fear.

One fiery storm of wrath and hate

Burst on my daring head ;

No longer Freedom ruled the State,

Her hero *aee was dead.

When me thou gav'st a dungeon cell,

A felon's death of shame,

On thy own head thy judgment fell !

God wrote against thy name,

"Weighed, andfound wanting !'" Therefore, He
Adjudged thee to tho sword ;

The measure thou didst mete should be

In thine own bosom poured.

Because thou didst oppress the poor

That dwelt within thy gate,

The scourge shall enter at thy door,

And leave thee desolate.

Above thy fields the deadly blast

Of war shall spend its rage ;

The foe shall lay thy cities waste,

And take thy heritage.

" So ever unto tyrants ! "—so,

Till thy free flag shall wave,

Nor see, its stainless folds below,

A tyrant or a slave.

From the Boston Traveller.

THE PRESIDENT'S PROCLAMATION.
The word goes forth—now light leaps out

Across the dark, old earth
;

A Bethlehem light, to hail the morn

Of Freedom's glorious birth.

" How long, oh Lord ! " the people cried,

" Wilt thou delay to save ?"

The word goes forth, at length, and strikes

The fetters from tho slave !

Not Ham's dark sons alone are free—

We too our freedom win ;

They were but slaves to tyrant man,

We slaves to deadly sin !

" Spare, spare the old ! " some weakly cry,

And some, " Bring iu tho new!"
Not what is old or new wo ask,

We want tho Just, tho True-

Let bahblors keenly search to find

A quibble or a flaw
;

We grasp the spirit, and reject

Tho dry, dead forms of law.

The word's gone forth ; from our stained hands

Is cleansed tho sin abhorred
;

With trust the nation now may lean

Upon a gracious Lord I

Lowell, (Mass.) Sept. 24, 1862.

NOVEMBER 21.

Q.

Hear It, ye Sonates ! hear this truth sublime—

He who allows opprossion shares tho crime.

PRICES TO SEWING WOMEN.

Mr. Editor :

When John Gilpin with his family started upon his

famous journey to Islington, Mrs. Gilpin, to lighten

the expense of tho excursion, "because that wine

was dear," took a supply from home,—a bit of econ-

omy with which John was well pleased, inasmuch as

it proved to him, in behalf of his wife, that

" Though on pleasure she was bent,
She had a frugal mind."

The following information, taken from the Phila-

delphia Ledger, may perhaps reassure some who have

been troubled with doubt about the frugal mind of our

government:

" Reduced prices to Sewing Women. Since
the first day of September, the price of work lias

been greatly reduced at the U. S. Arsenal. Pants, the
making of which formerly cost forty-two cents, are
now required to be finished by the women for twenty-
seven cents. Jackets, for which one dollar and
twelve and a-half cents was formerly paid, are
now obtained for ninety cents. This reduction in

rates makes a perceptible decrease in the incomes of

nearly rive thousand women who do the sewing of

the Institution, and much complaint has been caused.
It is understood that parties in New York offered to

furnish the goods at the minimum price, and the offi-

cials in this city were driven to the reduction in or-

der to compete successfully with t lie New Yorkers.
No work is now given out at the Arsenal, except to

soldiers' wives."

It is said that a smart woman, who lias not more
than one or two children to ciflUfon0can, by work-

ing early and late, make a pair otsoldier's pants in a

day, a jacket in two days ; therefore, by this reduction

of wages, 15 cents a day is saved by each soldier's

wife to government, which, multipliedjjy 5000, (the

number of soldiers' wives,) amounts to the snug little

sum of §750 a day saved to government out of sol-

diers' wages—quite a pleasantevidence of the "frugal

mind " of the government. True, there may be

some inconvenience suffered by the soldiers' wives

to whom the 27 cents a day for making soldiers'

pants may not pay for all the bread their children

would like to eat; yet as we are well assured of the

noble patriotism of our women who have so freely

sent their husbands and sons to the war, it cannot be

doubted that they bear the inconvenience very well;

and it must be a glorious consolation to our soldier

during their forced marches and scanty fare, and

while wounded and dying on the field of battle, or in

the sadder precincts of the military hospitals, to reflect

that their wives and children are partaking the glory

by making pants, and starving on 27 cents. If it be
" sweet and glorious to die for one's country," it must

be doubly so to know that one's wife and children arc

in the same sweet and glorious fix—only more so.

It is also gratifying to know that our public affairs

are, after all, managed with a good degree of thrift.

" Sharp'th the word." " The officials are driven to this

reduction in order to compete successfully with the

New Yorkers," " who offered to furnish the good;

the minimum price." Is not the government official

" sharp " who can compete successfully with the New
York Jews in reducing the wages of sewing women t

Ill-natured critics may talk as much as they please

about "penny wise, pound foolish" economy, and of

government contracts by which speculators make
their 810,000 a month by furnishing shoddy-cloth for

soldiers' pants, or §75,000 commission in a week for

buying old hulks to sink in Charleston harbor, or §5 to

S20 a day each for some 10,000 officers on furious

for months at a time, or of a hundred other things

of like sort. But, the very fact that our resources

waste at the bung-hole proves the necessity of saving

at the spigot. Let the Philadelphia Arsenal officials,

or whoever dictates their policy, have all due honor.

Isn't "a penny saved a penny earned"? Don'l
<* many a little make a mickle " ? Every body knows
that " half a loaf is better than no bread." At least.

the soldiers' wives aforesaid know about the half-

loaves and half-allowance generally. D. M.

P. S. Wouldn't it be well to allow the tax-commi

sioners to assess S10 upon each soldier's wife for a

licence to make soldier's pants ? It would help to

pay their own -55000 salaries, and perhaps somethii

over, which might properly be added to the fund to

compensate those rebels who, after being conquered,

will consent to take the oath of allegiance.

FRANCE AND GREAT BRITAIN.

Wm. Llotd Garrison, Esq.

The ancient hate towards Great Britain is as green

as ever among the French. The French policy to

weaken Great Britain and to exalt Prance has never

been lost sight of. The natural ally of Great Britain

is America. Louis Napoleon was convinced by the

reception the Prince of Wales met with in this conn

try, that there existed a preference deeply seated here

for the English, which could be relied upon by them
when in extremity.

Ericsson's invention has removed the only obstacle

(to an efficient marine) which prevented France froi

becoming the first naval power of Europe.

The shortest routes to India have always given

to the possessors wealth and power. France has

possessions in the Pacific, and rules in Cochin

China; and by a division of the United States

into two hostile governments, and by an armed pro

tectorate of Mexico, would become the controller of

the Isthmus of Tehuantepec, and Panama certainly,

and of the Isthmus of Suez probably—and GreatBrit

ain, in extremity, could not receive efficient aid from

American States utterly divided and at variance.

Louis Napoleon has a long head. He has reduced

the Catholic clergy to such a state of dependence and
poverty, that his will, accompanied by his favor, may
become their law. He has the most efficient spy syste.

ever known. Under the direction of Poliguac, sc

of the Minister to Charles X.—who is his tool— it has

been introduced into America, and experts exported,

to continue it in successful practise. His measures
may be expected to influence, more or less, the politi

cal movements of the Catholics every where. Some
persons in Europe are aware of this policy. The
proclamation by President Lincoln has helped to de

range it. The Cabinets of England and Prussia

must, from the necessity of self-preservation, guard

against it. ,«

A knowledge that this policy on the part of France

exists, and is near consummation, may (in skilful

hands) be used with advantage against either or both

governments.

It is a good time for you to touch up all the friends

of freedom in Great Britain, to put a stop to arms

merits being made in their ports, or any assistance

whatever given to the designs of France and the Con-

federates. CARBON.

TEIBUTE TO GOV. ANDREW.

Nantucket, 11th mo. 7th.

My Dear Garrison—Please insert the following

in the Liberator, from the Nantucket Minor, and oblige

thy friend, N. B.

Tribute to Gov. Andrew. In this slaveuold
ers' war, which has bereaved many a family of a

father, son, or brother, Nantucket has had a bitter ex-
perience ; and In connection with this, and with
late election, an incident occurred which is worthy of
commendation. A resident of Siasconsct lost a be-
loved son at the battle of Ball's Bluff, under very
painful circumstances, of which Gov. Andrew, in his
untiring efforts for the soldiers' welfare and protec-
tion, became acquainted, and which induced him to
write a letter of information and sympathy to the
bereaved family. The kindness was not forgotten on
the day of election, and the father, alter providing a
passage with his own horse for several of his neigh-
bors, that they might vote the Republican ticket, came
himself, on loot, that he might cast Ida vote, as lie said,

"for the soldiers' friend"—lor him who, "in season
and out of season," has devoted himself to the cause,
both of his conn r/ and of humanity.
Who would not envy such tribute 1 It tells a vol-

ume in praise of the worthy Chief Magistrate of the
glorious Old Bay State. **

SPIEIT PHOTOGRAPHS—MOKE DETAILS

PROM BOSTON.

The Banner of Light for this week has a lengthy

statement, over the initials of Dr. A. B. Child, con-

cerning the photographs of spirits, to which we al-

luded last week. We copy the greater portion of

this article below, though some of the facts con-

nected with the first picture are repeated.

We have also received a few details from a relia-

ble friend, who, at our request, called upon the me-
dium. He was present at three "sittings." At

h of these there was no result. The medium
became so anxious, disappointed and disheartened,

that he gave up for the day. Our correspondent

writes:

—

I have seen several pictures, and there is a real

look about them all. I examined the process of tak-

ing, and could find no sign nor shadow of trickery.

The medium's air and manner, his non-success, his

disappointment, all indicate reality. The price is five

dollars for a dozen impressions ; and if no spirit-im-

pression is received, the sitter pays one dollar and
takes four pictures. Four daily is the largest number
he can take, and he is then considerably exhausted."

In a letter of a later date he sends us a copy of

the first picture taken, (described in our last,) also

one of a mother, whose features are almost entirely

obscured by the head of a babe. He writes:

—

" On Saturday experimented by sitting, and
obtained for result a female spirit poised above his

head. Having seen only the negative, he does not
yet know if he can recognize it. When printed, he
or I will advise you as to the result. He accompanied
the operator through the process, and considers the

product genuine."

The person indicated in this note we know, and
have perfect confidence in his intelligence and in-

tegrity.

We quote still further from the same source:

—

" I have not mentioned that one photograph has

been taken of a spirit in a graceful position floating

above the floor, at one side of the gentleman sitting

for the picture. The figure is that of S female, draped
so that the feet are not seen, and the lower part of the

figure floats or sails in a manner that indicates the

absence of angles. In one hand she holds a wreath
towards the person she is approaching. The figure

resembles that in the frontispiece of Judge Edmonds's
first volume."

We now invite attention to the account of Dr.

A, B. Child:—

Mr. William M. Mu ruler is the medium and the

artist who makes photographs of spirits. His busi-

ness has heretofore been ornamental engraving

—

i

very profitable business, which he says has paid liiir

from five to eight dollars a day—but, from causes

lie cannot explain, he has been forced to leave it

and engage in what he is now doing. He is not a

Spiritualist, or, he says, he has never believed it

Spiritualism, but lias opposed and ridiculed it. Hi
has many times been told by mediums that he was
a very powerful and peculiar medium. This he did

not believe, and only laughed at the communica-
tions.

A few Sundays since, he being alone in the pho-

tograph saloon of Mrs. Stuart, 258 Washington
street, trying some new chemicals, and amusing hii

self by taking a picture of himself, which, when
produced, to his great astonishment and wonder,
there was on the plate not alone a picture of him-

self, as he supposed, but also a picture of a young
woman sitting in a chair that stood by his side. He
said that, while standing lor this picture, he felt

peculiar sensation and tremulous motion in his right

arm, and afterwards felt very much exhausted.

This was all he experienced that was unusual.

While looking upon the strange phenomenon, (the

picture of two persons upon the plate instead of
one,) the thought and conviction flashed upon hi

mind, this is the picture of a spirit. And in it he
recognized the likeness of his deceased cousin, which
is also said to be correct by all those who knew In

He related this wonderful experience to some
persons who were interested in Spiritualism, and
they at once eagerly sought to have l he experiment
tried upon themselves, the result of which has beei

that some twenty or more persons have had their

pictures taken, and the picture of one or more spirits

have been upon the same plate. Many of them
have been recognized as friends that once lived on
earth. The picture of the spirit is fainter and less

distinct than that of the one who sits. The pictures

of the spirits are not alike, each one being different.

The same person, sitting twice or more, gets dif-

ferent pictures of different spirits.

Dr. Ammi Brown on one picture had the likeness

of a beautiful female spirit; on another he had tht

picture of two women and one man beside his own.

A widow lady, who was accompanied to the rooms
by her mother and a daughter, sat for her picture

and that of a spirit also. When it was finished, the

daughter first saw it, and instantly exclaimed, burst-

ing into tears, " Why, mother, this is father!" The
grandmother looked at it next, and exclaimed, " Yes,
this is my daughter's husband!" And the mother
then looked, and said, " This is my husband ! " All

were weeping at the truthful likeness of a spirit.

All those who have witnessed this wonderful
manifestation seem to be fully convinced that it is

genuine—not a trick of the artist. Dr. Brown has
examined it carefully and patiently, and is fully

satisfied that there is no deception in it. He s;_

" If these pictures, claimed to be the pictures of

spirits, be a swindle or a sleight-of-hand deception,

the operation beats the ingenuity of all the ne
mancers and prestidinitateurs of the present and the

past." He has been present at the making of about
twenty spirit pictures; he has carefully watched
the whole process fiom beginning to end, both be-

fore and behind the curtain
;
he has even prepared

the plates with his own hands, and he affirms that

he is fully satisfied that the pictures are what they
are claimed to be—real photographs of real spirits.

He handed the first picture of a spirit taken for

himself, inclosed in an envelope, into the sensitive

hands of Mrs. J. S. Adams, before she had any
knowledge that spirit photographs had been made,
and the moment she took it in her hand she ex-

claimed, " This is the picture of a spirit."

One lady, very skeptical, said she believed that

the artist used an old glass plate, on which there
was another picture imperfectly washed off. The
artist requested her to furnish her own glass, with a

mark on it, by which she should kuow it.. She did

so; and, to her unbounded surprise, there was not
only a picture of herself upon it, but also a pictui

of a dear departed friend that she recognized.
One gentleman said that the picture of a spirit

was a deception, for a photograph artist had shown
him that two ''negatives" used would produce two
pictures on the same card.

This last fact Mr. Mumler admitted ; but, on each
single " negative," he showed that there was the
picture of the sitter, and also of the spirit.

Mr. Plummer, who takes the photographs for
Mrs. Stuart in the same rooms, and with the same
camera where Mr. Mutnler operates, and assists Mr.
Mumler in preparing his plates, affirms that if there
be any deception in the matter, it is entirely beyond
his knowledge.
Mr. Luther II. Hale, one of the best and oldest

photograph artists in this city, has, by request, imita-
ted these spirit-photographs ; but lie says he car
only imitate them by using two negatives, and print-
ing twice. He says he cannot see how they can be
produced on the card with only one negative, which
is the case with all Mr. Mumler's spirit pictures.

Mr. Luther Parks has a picture of himself, and of
a beautiful female spirit, floating, bearing a wreath
of flowers, apparently about to place it upon his
head.

Mrs. Isaac Babbitt has a picture of herself and of
her deceased husband, that was recognized at once
by all who knew him before his decease.

Mrs. Snow had a picture of herself and a spirit

brother, holding a musical instrument in his hand,
whom she recognized. This brother was a musical-
instrument maker, and used to make the same kind
of instruments he held in his hand in the picture.
She submitted this picture, in a sealed envelope, to

a medium who knew nothing of what the envelope
contained, and who had heard nothing of tins new
phenomenon. The medium immediately replied

:

" You ought to be satisfied with the picture and
musical emblem."

Mr. Taylor, of Indiana, sat for a picture, mentally
requesting that the picture of his little child, re-ently
deceased, might be made sitting upon his hand,
which he held in position for that purpose The
picture revealed himself and his mental equest
inswered. The spirit-child was placed sit ing on
his hand, and leaning its little face against his own.
A well-known citizen of Boston sat for a picture,

being fully persuaded in his own mind at the time

he sat that the picture of Daniel Webster would
appear on the plate with that of bis own, and which
impression of his own the artist knew nothing of.

The picture presented one of himself and one of
Daniel Webster, which no one could fail to recog-
nize who knew the two men.

_

Mr. Edward Haynes, Jr., sat at two different
times, and with very satisfactory results.

Judge Maine had a spirit-picture with his own,
and was satisfied that it was what it purported to be.

All likenesses of spirits thus far taken are *iot
recognized as those of deceased friends, though most
of them are fully recognized as such. But whether
the likeness of the spirit be that of a departed
friend or not, this argues nothing against the mighti-
ness of the manifestation in its claims to be spiritual,

which claims have thus far been subjected to the
or'deal of the most searching examination, and in

every respect seem to be just and true.

Mr. Mumler invited me to bring my own glass on
which to make the picture; to examine the camera,
its tubes and lenses

; his chemicals
; to see him apply

the collodion to the glass, and immerse it in the sil-

ver bath; to see him take it out of the bath and
put it in the shield, then in the camera, and then to

go with him into the dark closet, lighted only by a

little lamp, and see him take the glass from the

shield, which is a little dark box, then pour on an
iron preparation, wash it under a stream of water,
and then hold it to the little lamp, and see the pic-

ture of a mortal and a spirit on it. In compliance,
with this invitation, I carefully observed all the
above operations in detail.

Mr. Mumler asks for any fair investigation that

shall convince the people that his claims are just

and genuine. This is right, and as it should be.

And it is not unjust, or ungenerous, in a new thins,

so great and so beautiful as this, if true, must be,

for the people to ask the privilege to prove it true

beyond the shadow of doubt.

I have a desire not to be foo credulous in believ-

ing this new phenomenon, which seems almost too

good to be true—and also I have a desire not to

appear like an obstinate fool, by shutting out the

perception of palpable, tangible facts, and deny that

they exist, when I know that they do. Having
spent one hour each day, on four consecutive days,
in making a careful and thorough examination and
reexamination of the whole process, and conversing
freely with Mr. Mumler during the whole time.

—

and also having seen many of the pictures which
exhibit a peculiarity that deception, I believe, could

not produce or imitate, 1 freely confess, with at least

twenty others, whom I know, who have witnessed
almost the same, that there is no appearance of d>

ception—that the pictures are real pictures of real

spirits.

The modus operandi of producing these spirit-

pictures is a mystery. There is no spirit seen stand-

ing by the side of the person who sits for a picture,

which shows that the picture of the spirit is not
made like the picture of the mortal—by reflection

on the camera. The spirit- picture must be made
without reflection from without, but is made inside

the camera. How it is made, neither deception, i:

ve,stiga(ion, nor philosophy can answer.
—Herald of Progress. A. B. C.

and nearly all badly wounded—three out of four
with a leg or arm off', and in the most filthy and
retched plight that imagination can depict, with-

out nurses or proper medical attendance. I made
the acquaintance of several of the rebel surgeons,
from whom, as well as from si-ores of the poor wound-
ed and dying soldiers of their army, 1 received full

accounts of ihe. battle, and of the condition of their
army. Many of the young men told me Ihoy had
been forced into the service, and that their sympa-
thies were all with the United Stales. With" three
of their surgeons and one of ours, 1 assisted in re-
moving 250 of those with amputated limbs to the
cars to go to Iuka, where they were delivered to
their friends. Many of them begged me to have
them sent North instead. Nearly one-half of them
ere absolutely naked, and with only a blood-soaked

blanket, lying on the ground, longing for death fo

end their sufferings. This defeat was one of the
most disastrous the Confederals have received since
the war began. No more desperate fighting was
ever done on the face of fhe earth than that of the
storming of Fort Robinett ; over 500 dead (by actual
count) lay in and around the little fort after the
fight; whole platoons were mowed ilown by single,

discharges of the guns of the fort near by; yet on
they pressed, actually c/imbling over heaps of their

dead. Three times they lowered the stars and'stripes
and run up their own flag, every man engaged in

the work falling dead at the foot of the flag-staff. I

have seen a photograph taken a few hours after the
rebels retreated, in which 30 corpses of these assail-

ants are seen piled about that staff, including Colonel
Rogers, of the Texas Cavalry, and a captain of the
same regiment. We have buried, by count, 1468 of
their dead, and taken over 5000 prisoners, exclusive
of wounded. Our killed was about one-fifth of
theirs. Their retreat was in much dismay and con-
fusion, and with great loss of artillery, arms, am-
munition, &c, but we should have followed, and ut-
terly annihilated their army.

E0EEET DALE 0WEH AND MATTES GELT-

PITH.

Few persons, who are at all familiar with news-
paper literature, are not familiar with the names
that I have placed at the head of this article. Not
because they have been associated together in anv
work whatever, but because each in his or her own
way has made for himself or herself name and fame;
and now I have put them side by side, simply be-

cause, for ten days, we have sat at the same table

and talked morn, noon and eve of the war, of sla-

very, of American affairs generally, and I have ven-

tured to suppose that the readers of the Leader would
be glad, for one meal at least, to be introduced to

our party.

There at my right, at the head of the table, you
see a venerable looking gentleman, with whiskers
white as snow circling from the ears to the tip of the

chin, a soft, blond, fair face; it is plain, very plain.

The nose is large, the eyes deep set, yet very soft

and of bluish grey, and the hair, which is' more
brown than the beard and thin, is drawn from the

left side to the right, falls, smooth and soft entirely
over the head, leaving no baldness.

He is not either tall or short, neither fat nor lean,

but a medium. His voice is pleasant, with the least

bit of a Scotch tone, and he sits at table, or deals

out the steak or lamb, with the easy air of a good
father among his children. He is now in New York
on business for the war from the State of Indiana,
and is earnestly at work with his powerful pen, aid-

ing and abetting the emancipation question, which
he feels is the only safety for our beloved institution:

But what will astonish most people, as it did me, i

to know that this man seems to feel the most entire

faith in God, and that He is working out this great
problem of human liberty in His own way, and it

will succeed. Mr. Owen seems to be a universal
philanthropist. He has a work to do for the Port
Royal Mission

; helps ladies to start juvenile schools,

young authors to publish books; and, though a very-

quiet man at home, has seemingly a mountain of
wor.c on his hands, which he is pushing off with a

great deal of system and force. He plays games
with the children evenings in the. parlor—chats as

familiar as a brother with the ladies—receives the

literati of the city, and discourses the affairs of the
nation like a prophet.

If be was ever a Democrat of the Vallandiahau
school, he is not now. Heart and soul he is for lib

erty—for emancipation
; but is ready to wait the ap-

pointed time of the President, and thinks that Abra-
ham Lincoln will answer to the demands of the peo-

ple by the first of January, 18G3.
Mr. Owen was recently called to Washington.

We all wait anxiously his return, hoping that he
will bring good news of great joy from the Capita!
He goes at the call of Governor Morgan.

Opposite me, at Mr. Owen's right hand, sits Mat-
tie Griffith, the little Kentucky poetess, once such a

favorite of the Louisville Jiiiirnal and the Missouri
Republican, known now more generally in the free

States as tho Emancipator of her slaves, and the au
thor of sundry books and tales on slavery, amour,
them, " A utobiography of a Female Slave." Miss
Griffith's parents died when she was quite young.
She was nursed from her birth by a mulatto slave,

loved her for her kindness, and grew up without any
of that " natural instinct of antipathy " to the black
people which we hear white people of the North
prate about. Her sole wealth, descending from her

father, was iiuslaves. She was petted and loved for

her genius, whitdi broke out very early in life. At
twenty-one, in spite of all remonstrances from friends

and relatives, she gave freedom to every one, and by
that act left herself dependent upon her own untried
energies for support.

Such an act of course rendered the South no place
for her; she came North, and has realized in part
the saying, " Cast thy bread on fhe waters, and af-

ter many (lays it will return to thee."

Lovable in herself, the friends of freedom every-
where gave her a warm and generous welcome. She
is a student and author, has travelled in Europe, and
returned without being spoiled. A pretty figure,

dark brown hair, and eyes to match, a complexion
of a chalky whiteness, but neither clear nor bil-

ious. She is simple in her manners, artless, playful,

impulsive, and as she sits sipping her tea before us,

we would suppose her yet in her teens. We honor
her for the work of humanity which she has done,
and give her words of praise, because she has been
true to herself; and being true to herself, is being
true to man and to God.
"Do you unto others as ye would that others

should do unto you," was to Mattio Griffith a living

principle. Long may she live to enjoy the peace
that comes of well-doing ! Few young girls have
ever been known in our slavery-bound country that
have had moral force to do as she has done.

FRANCES D. GAGE.
New York, Oct. 6, 1862.— Cleveland Leader.

THE BATTLE OF 00EINTH.

Extract from a letter dated

—

Camp nuak Corinth, Miss., Oct. 20, '62.

We had an awful battle here on the 3d and 4th.
Our regiment reached Corinth Saturday evening,
and found the rebels in full retreat, followed tlicni by
rapid marches lor two days and nights, came up with
rear guard, skirmished, lost one killed and seven
badly wounded, took hundreds of prisoners, ami
marched back to Corinth, where we are likely to re-

main, throwing up fortifications fur mouths to come.
. . . . I spent one day and one night among the.

wounded at Corinth, of whom then'' were at' least

1500, mostly rebels, and terribly sickening sights l

saw. In one camp five miles out I found over 400,

DEATH OP GEEEEAL MITCHEL.

Ormsby Mi-Knight Mitchel, the great astronomer,
the finished orator, the -patriot soldier, is dead. In

the prime of life, the height of his influence, he dies

on the southern coast as he is about entering on a

career which offered the fairest opportunities lor the

development of his military talents, and promised re-

sults of the greatest importance to three million

slaves. Of ail the noble lives which have been laid

on the altar of liberty in this war, there were none
more precious to the country or the scientific world.

A correspondent of the Tribune gives the follow-

ing account of the last scene :—Standing by his bed-
side, he reached out his hand and took mine, and
looking up in my face, he said :

" It is a blessed thing
to have a Christian's hope in a time like this." 1 an-
swered encouragingly, and he immediately closed his

eyes and said no more. An hour after, he beckoned
me, and feebly shaking my hand, said :

" You must
not stay any longer ; go now, and come to me in the
morning." Major Birch, who had been untiring in

his attentions, entered almost convulsed with grief.

He had just taken down the last will and wishes of

his beloved commander. He conducted the Rev.
Mr. Strickland to the bedside of the General, and
beckoned me to follow. I did not hear the words of

the General as the Rev. Mr. S. stooped to speak to

him, but I did bear him say, "Kneel down," and
then he asked Mr. Strickland to make a short pray-
er. How still he lay while that prayer went up to

the throne of the God of battles I At its conclusion,

as we arose, his eyes rested on'me, and his hand was
extended again. " You can do me no good," said

lie, faintly; ' do not stay." His mind seemed per-

fectly clear and calm; but he was failing constantly.

Oh ! it is a tearful sight to us all to see a father

thus dying—dying in the same house with his two
sons, and they not know it—not permitted to look

upon his face—not permitted to treasure his last

words, his last look—that all these must be given to

strangers. But they are too sick yet to bear the

blow ; it would shatter them ; therefore they must
be kept in ignorance till a coming hour.

7 P. M.— Gen. Mitchel has breathed his last. He
is gone from us. Our hopes that were placed on him
must be lifted higher—higher. With Victor Hugo,
we must learn to say :

" It is not generals nor sol-

diers, but God, who must give us the victory in this

war of the powers of darkness." General Mitchel
had entire possession of his faculties till within an
hour or two of his departure, when his reason seem-
ed to wander. His last intelligent look was to the
Rev. Mr. Strickland; seeing him approach the bed,

he looked up devoutly, and lifting his hand, pointed
upward twice. So passed he from among men.

S^= The Port Royal correspondent of the New
York Independent, under date of Oct. 31st, writes :

—

" Last evening, the announcement reached Hilton
Plead, 'Major-General Mitchel died at a quarter
past six this evening.' It is impossible to convey to

any one outside of the Department the overwhelm-
ing sensation of grief and gloom that this news
created. Every one, in every station, feels that he
has lost a personal friend, in whose brilliant exploits

he felt an intense pride ; that the Department has
lost one who was the tower of its strength and safe-

ty ; and that the country has lost a General to whom
no superior is left behind. Truly, in the grand,
touching words of Isaiah :

' It is as when a standard-
bearer f'ainteth.'

To-day I have attended his funeral' at Beaufort.
The procession moved from Hospital No. 2 to the
Episcopal church, the pall being borne by Admiral
Dupont, Brigadier-Gen era Is Brannan and Saxton,
and other naval and military officers of high rank.
At the church and at the grave, the service of the

Methodist Episcopal Church was read by Rev. Dr.
Strickland, chaplain of the 48th New York, an old

friend of the General. 1 regretted that there was
not something beside the reading of the service

—

some word of prayer or remark suggested by, and
growing out of, the occasion. It seemed as if every
one present must long to hear and join in an expres-
sion of the emotions of admiration for the dead, of

grief for his departure, which burdened every heart.

It was remembered with overwhelming emotion that,

two weeks ago, he had summoned together all the

officers at the post, to meet him in this church, and
had, in a familiar address, animate with patriotism,

spoken to them of his policy, and cheered them to
the faithful discharge of their duties to the country.
Alas! no more will that clear lip flash with the in-

stinct of genius and patriotism; no more will that

ringing voice, which seemed to emulate the reso-

nance and the strength of the steel by his side, call

us to duty and to glory. In the very spot where so
lately he stood and spoke, now his body rested, en-
veloped in the flag he loved so well.

lie died as he had lived; for he was not alone a

General but a Christian. He was a member of the
New School Presbyterian church in Cincinnati,
formerly under the charge of Dr. Beeeher. And
his life ami spirit were in harmony with this profes-

sion. It was faith in God which sustained him amid
the perils which ho saw surrounding the nation.

He said to the writer a few weeks ago, ' I am not

troubled. I am standing on a rock. 1 have abso-

lute confidence in the wisdom and goodness of God.
He may indeed leave the country a prey to disaster.

But I do not believe that he will, for then it would
be of no use to contend against such a result.

Rather, I believe that he will bring it out of all its

perils into peace and liberty.'

Among the many saddening attendants of the late

bereavement was the fact that the General's two
sons, prostrated by the same disease which had
proved fatal to him, were ignorant of his death, not
being in a condition to bear the shock of the an-
nouncement. It will be remembered that shortly

after he offered his services !o the Government, and
left his home for the seat of war, his wife died sud-

denly, overwhelmed with solicitude in his behalf,

and with sorrow over his absence. Surely, no one
among us has made such unparalleled sacrifices at

the altar of liberty, of humanity, of the country
with whose destiny he believed the interests of hu-

manity to be inseparably linked."

The A dusk or Fuiii.o irons. General Me-
Clellnn started on the Peninsula campaign with
168,000 men. After the seven daws' battles, this

force was reduced to about 84,000, although the cas-
ualties of both field and camp did not much exceed
20,000, Forty-four thousand men—more than one
third his original force—it. is said, were absent from
their commands on furlough ! To (his cause, more
than to disease and battle, is attributed Ihe frittering

ay of ihe most magnificent army of modern times,
and Meridian's failure to capture Richmond. If will

emeinbercd, that immediately after flic battles in

it of liiehmond, the War Department issued a
most stringent order in regard to officers and men
absent from their commands ; hut tt was too late to

change fhe slate of afltiirs on the Peninsula, and the
'grand army " returned to Washington with scarce-
ly one-third the numbers it left with.

THE EFFECT OF EXCLUDING TEE SOL-

BIEES FROM VOTING,
The unfavorable reeults of the election in Ohio

and Indiana are in accordance with tb« apprehen-
sions we have fell, for a mouth part, The < nurmoui
drain of straight Union men to fill the requisitions for

C00.000 soldiers weakened the Union party so seri-

ously as to leave the opposition party in a majority
in those Slates. In many COlintL'f", om-.-hatf of ihe

Republicans have gone 10 (he army, while in the

same counties not a tenth part of the Democrats
have volunteered. There has been a wide-spread,
systematic and zealous effort on behalf of ihe Tory
leaders who oppose the war, to dissuade the rank
and file of the parly from enlisting, which has in a
large measure been successful, especially under the
late calls. They keep them at home to rote, ami seize

upon the seats in Congress, in the absence of the

patriotic freemen in the field battling for their coun-
try. In consequence of this conspiracy, the Repub-
lican party in Ohio and Indiana has had to furnish

two-thirds of all the men scut to the war. The rest

are War Democrats.
The net loss to the. Republicans in Ohio has not

been less than 40,000 men, and in Indiana 30,000.

That the unconditional Union men should, under
these circumstances, be worsted at the polls, need
not be a matter of surprise. If the soldiers from
those Stales had been allowed to vote, not a single

Tory would have been elected to Congress. Ihe
Unionists would have made a clear sweep. This
statement is shown to be true by the result in Iowa.

Iu that State the soldiers were permitted to take
part in the election, and behold the result! The
victory is one of gigantic proportions. The Union
men have, elected Ihe entire delegation. Not a Tory
came within sight of success. Like causes produce
like results, L^t the volunteers of Indiana and
Ohio vole to-morrow, and ihey will reverse the re-

sult in evi-ry district carried by the Vallandigham
party. It is a gross outrage and injustice, upon the
right of the majority to rule, to deprive patriotic
men of tin: elective franchise, simply because they
arc absent from their counties or States, fighting to
save the Government from destruclion, and society
from anarchy, or to permit secession sympat hizcrs to

open a fire-in-the-rear upon them through the ballot-

box. Not one of the candidates elected by the
Tories in Indiana or Ohio represents the sentiments
of the majority of the votes of his district. To have
those quasi loyal Congressmen legislafing and mak-
ing laws for the Republic is not only anli-deinocratic,

but a gross outrage upon the rights of the majority.—Chicago Tribune.

THE MODEST MAST.

George Francis Train, in Ins speech at Portland
last Monday evening, was eminently successful : that

is, he convinced the most of his audience that he is

either a maniac, or the biggest jackass that walks
on two legs. His egotism is exceeded only by his

brass. The Portland Advertiser reports his speech
at the meeting referred to, at which the editor pre-

sided, and we need only quote a few passages from
it to convince our readers that we do George Francis
no wrong. In speaking of the work before him, he
says :

—

"As soon as I have broken the skull of the Aboli-
tion parly, I am off for Richmond : the self appointed
representative of the people, as I was in England,
where I shall talk Jeff. Davis into a peace satisfactory

to every man in the Republic, but fire-eating Seces-
sionists and the blood-making, nigger-worshipping
Abolitionists."

This declaration about making a satisfactory peace
with Jeff. Davis is not entitled to unconditional be-

lief, although Mr. Train interposes no conditions.

But here is something about what he and his wife

are worth :

—

"I want no office, no money. I am independent of

the world. My wife has just had an elegant house
presented her by her father, in Madison Avenue, New
York. Some lime ago, he settled 8100,000 upon her
and my children, and I infend to make a million sterl-

ing out of my Horse Railway Patent in England
;

therefore, I am not dependent on any man to dictate
how I shall wear my hat, or what color shall be my
gloves. As for the Abolition newspapers, the range
of their guns can never touch a debater who for eigh-

teen months has stood fire-proof against the Editorial
Battlers of England."

But here is one more good thing by George
Francis; though it may be all strictly true, we cer-

tainly think that it would have looked a little better

had some other person than himself said it. About
the close of his remarks he said:

—

"Two hours have gone so quickly, I have omitted
much I wished to say. Mr. Sumner is a man of small
grasp, small range of intellect. I can talk more sense,
and commerce, and finance, and statesmanlike thought
in an hour, than he can in a week. Why don't he
meet me in debate, if he dares to, instead of sending
out the two luuatic members of his abolition firm ?

"

This will do. Mr. Sumner has certainly been run
over and used up by the "fast Train"—George
Francis Train, the modest man.— Ogdensburgh True
Advance.

FREEDOM.
"It is the Lord's doing, and mai-vellous in our eyes."

I'se gwine to tell ye, Sambo,
What I heard in town, to-day,

—

I listened at the Cap'n's tent,

I'll tell ye what he say.

He say dat Massa Linkum,
Way yonder Norf, ye see,

Him write it in de Yankee book,
De nigger gwine for free.

And now, ye see, I tell ye
What Massa Linkum done,

De seccsh can't get way Irom dat,

No more'n dey dodge a gun.

It's jes' as sure as preachin',

I fell ye, Sum bo, true,

—

De nigger's trouble ober now,

—

No mere dem lash lor you.

I 'spected dat would happen,

—

1 had a sense, ye see,

Of something big been gwine to come,
To make de people free.

I t'ought de rlamin angel
Been gwine tor blow de trump;

But Massa Linkum write de word,
Dat make de rebel jump.

So now we'll pick de cotton,

So now we'll broke de corn,

—

De nigger's body am his own,
De bery day he born.

He grind de grits in safety,

He eat de yams in peace,

De Lord, him bring ile jubilee,

De Lord, him set de fens'.

So now, I tell ye. Sairho,

Ye 're born a man to-day,

—

Nobody gwine for contrndic'

What Massa Linkum say.

Him gwine for free de nigger,

De Lord, him gil) de word
;

And Massa Linkum write 'em down,

—

Oh ! Sambo, praise de Lord !—Bint/ham Gaxetfa

Coxthauaxds ix Washington. Mr. Nichols, Su-
perintendent of contrabands at Washington, denies
the statement that forty thousand of these freedmen
are supplied with food, clothing and quarters at Gov-
ernment expense. He says there are about seven
thousand contrabands in the District and at Alexan-
dria, and that of these only six hundred and seventy-
five receive rations from the government. Of this lat-

ter number, many perform a certain amount of labor,

so fhnt they are not entirely a burden to the govern*
ment. Mr. Nichols says that these contrabands have
received clothing only from private sources, lie adds,

that there is so much demand for their labor that lie

could furnish homes for ton times as many as he could
supply.

The Anglo-. ifriron says that Mrs. Abraham Lincoln
has presented ihe Contraband Relief Association of
Washington flic generous contribution of two hun-
dred dollars for the relief of the Buffering fivcdmcu in

and around that city.

Wni. Cask. In I he Court of Common Pleas :it

Philadelphia, on Friday, a jury decided a case in

Which ihe husband of Nancy funis, a colored woman,
sought io Invalidate his wife's will, leaving her estate-,

which was Considerable, to ihe wife of I'ussnmre Wil-
liamson. It was shown by Cools that his wife was of
unsound mind when the testament was made, as its

provisions eonllieted with all her previous declara-
tions, and the jury rendered a verdict invalidating the
nil.

J^r*Sii' Benjamin Bnulie. the distinguished sur-

gion,died at his seal in Hum, (Kng.) on Ihe 81st ult.
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"Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;"

" I lay this down as tho law of nations. I say that mil-
itary authority takes, for trio time, the place of all munic-
ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG Till-,' BEST;
and that, under that stato of things, so far from its being
true that the States where slavery exists have the exclusive
management of tho subject, not only the President or
the United States, but the Commander op the Arxy
HAS POWER TO ORDER THE UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES. *

. . From the instant
that the slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,
civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant tho war powers
ofCoSGSlSB extend to interfbrcnoo with tho institution of
slavery, in kveby way in which it can be interfered
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or do-
Stroyed, to the cession of States, burdoncd with slavery, to
a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power

; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress
has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-
cording to the laws of war ; and by the laws of war,
an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-
tions ewept by tho board, and martial power takes thb
place op them. When two hostile armies are set in martial
array, tho commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho elaves in the invaded territory."-J. Q, Adam.
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IfftUft Of OppWSjSiOtt.

From the London Morning Star of Nov. 1.

ME, G. W. P, BENTINOK, M. P., ON AMEEI-
OAN AFFAIRS.

Kings Lynn, Oct. 31.
Tho annual meeting of the Marshland Agricul-

tural Association was held last evening at Terring-
ton, St. Clement's, near this town. The chair was
occupied by Mr. G. W. P. Bkntinck, M. P., for
West Norfolk, the honorable gentleman being sup-
ported by several of the leading inhabitants of the
district.

After the usual loyal and patriotic toasts, Mr.
R. Pitcher proposed "The County Members."
(Cheers.)

Mr. Bentixck, M. P., in acknowledging the com-
pliment, alluded to the rule by which party politics
were excluded from discussion at the meetings of the
society, and then proceeded to observe : But there
are questions which interest, and which I may say
are convulsing the whole world, upon which it would
be disrespectful to those whom I have the honor of
addressing if I should be silent upon the present oc-
casion, and perhaps the most prominent of these
questions is that most marvelous and most melan-
choly state of things which exists on the other side
of the Atlantic. (Hear, hear.) There is nothing
probably in history which can be compared in point,
neither of the marvellous or the horrible, with what
is going on in that country, which formerly used to
be called the United States of America. How far
they at present deserve that designation, I leave it to
you to decide. The interest telt in this country
upon the subject is immensely increased by the deep
stake which we ourselves have in the solution of the
question, and in the wide-felt misery now prevailing
in various parts of the country, from the existing
condition of things in the United States. But there
is one view of the question upon which I would ven-
ture to express a very decided opinion, and to which
I would venture to call our most especial attention.
"Whenever any question has been raised in public
meetings or elsewhere, upon the state of things on
the other side of the Atlantic, the attempt has al-

ways been made to introduce into the discussion the
elements of the merits or the demerits of the institu-
tion of slavery. Now, I beg to begin by stating, as
far as my individual opinion may be of interest in
the matter, that no man in the kingdom loathes more
sincerely than I do that institution. I believe it to
be barbarous. I believe it to be anti-Christian. I be-
lieve it to be everything that is detestable ; but I for

one am not prepared to be blinded by my feelings—or, if you choose to call them so, my prejudices

—

against the institution of slavery, into looking at
events in America through what I contend is a thor-
oughly false medium. I contend that the question
of slavery has nothing whatever to do either with
the feud which is now going on between the North-
ern and the Southern 'States; nor has, nor ought it

to have, anything to do with the light in which that
feud ought to be regarded by the people of this coun-
try. And I will tell you why I hold that opinion.
In the first place, let us take the conduct of the
United States themselves with reference to the ques-
tion of slavery. What has been the conduct of the
Northern States ? Premising that they are now up-
holding what they call the standard of the abolition
of slavery, what has been their conduct ? Why, in

the first place, they have invariably upheld and
maintained, up to the outbreak of the present civil

war, the institution of slavery ; and they have gone
further—they have declared that the black man i<

unfit to exist within the precincts of civilization.

They deny him the rights of a human being; and
yet these men now arrogate to themselves the title

of Abolitionists. Why, there never was a ranker,
or grosser, or more monstrous farce than their s<

tempting to designate themselves. (Hear, hear.) So
long as slavery was profitable to them, they were
perfectly prepared to support it; the moment they
saw a pecuniary advantage in declaiming against
slavery, they began to declaim against it, and that is

the "abolition" feeling in the Northern States of
America. But they have gone further ; they have
issued within the last few weeks—almost within the
last few days—a proclamation, not against the in-

stitution of slavery, but inciting the'slaves in the
South to acts of murder and arson, which at once
describes the feeling with which they originally

looked upon the institution of slavery—viz., as one
which was only to be dealt with for political or for

profitable objects; and they have, at the same time,
shown that they are utterly divested of the common
feelings of humanity. (Hear, hear.) Let any man
for a moment figure to himself what would be the
effect in the Southern Slates, if the proclamation of
Mr. Lincoln on the subject of slavery were acted
upon. Why, it would lead to a wholesale massacre
of human beings, black and white, so extensive and
so horrible that I will undertake to say there is noth-
ing in the history of the known world which could
be compared to it. And yet these are the men who
now turn round, and ask for the sympathy of Eng-
lishmen in their newly assumed character of the
abolitionists of slavery ! But, gentlemen, I am afraid
there is a still darker side to the picture. I may be
right oi- I may be wrong, but at all risks it has been
my habit, not only here but elsewhere, to say what
I think— (cheers)—and to take the chance of what
anybody else may have to say in reply. Now, I for

one—and I say it with grief and deep regret—am
bound to assert that even our own beloved country
docs not come out scot-free in point of reputation
upon the question of slavery. I only advert to this

because the attempt is being constantly made to en-
list the sympathies of Englishmen on behalf of the
Northern States of America, upon the plea that they
are sincere Abolitionists—which I think I have suc-

ceeded in proving they are not. But I go further,

and I say that this country is not in a position to

take that hi"h line—I say it with deep regret, but I

challenge contradiction when I assert that this coun-
try is not in a position to take up the high line of

saying that, at all costs, and at all risks, we will

stand out for the abolition of slavery. What has
been the conduct of this country V It is perfectly

true that many years ago we spent 20,000,000/. for

the purpose of emancipating our West Indian slaves.

The spirit In which that was done was admirable,
and no man probably within the. four seas of Britain

wiil be found to dispute the good intentions of those

who promoted and who earned that measure. The
manner in which it was carried out was melancholy

;

for the result of it was, that you spent 20,000,000/.

for the simple purpose of deteriorating the position

of the slave whom you meant to benefit. But that

is not the question. The point to which i want to

come is this: Some years subsequent to that, a
controversy arose in this country, upon the merits of

which I am not now about to enter, but which must
be extremely familiar to those whom I have now the

honor of addressing—the controversy of free trade

and protection. Among the points fought and ar-

gued with reference; to that question, a motion was
made in the House of Commons, calling upon the

Parliament of England, after they had sanctioned , wishes are with the Southerners." Why is that V I
the outlay of 20,000,000/. for the abolition of slave-

ry in the West Indies, further to evince their detes-

tation of that institution by putting a duty upon
slave-grown sugar, as opposed to sugar the produce
of free labor. That was a clear and distinct issue

raised, " Will you or will you not confirm the ver-

dict which you have given by the expediture of

20,000,000/., by putting upon sugar the produce of

slave labor a differential duty which sfia.il give in

the market a preponderance in favor of sugar pro-

duced by the labor of free men ?" Well, what was
tho answer of the House of Commons? They said,

"No; we think we have a higher duty to perform;
we will not do anything even for the purpose of put-

ting a stop to the institution of slavery which shall

militate against the great principles of free trade."

I am not going to enter into the merits or the de-

merits of that financial measure, but I ask—'' Are
we, after such a decision, given by the Parliament of

this country, and with the consent of this country,

to put ourselves forward, and to say that we are

champions of the abolition of that institution?"

Why, the thing is simply absurd. But what was the

sequel to that ? We went on, up to two years ago
—the Manchester mill-owner, the country generally,

Great Britain and Ireland united—accepting, with-

out hesitation ami without remorse, slave-grown or

slave-produced cotton as long as it was profitable,

and as long as it was convenient to work that cotton,

and it could be done beneficially ; but the very mo-
ment the supply of cotton failed, up rose all those

gentlemen in arms and said, " Oh, we must support
the North, because we cannot submit to this fright-

ful atrocity, this enslaving of our fellow-men ; and
we must support the North, who are the honest abo-
litionists of that system." Why, did it never occur
to these gentlemen before that all this cotton was
produced by slave labor ? As long as they could
benefit by it, and filled their pockets by the produce
of slave labor, their mouths were shut; but the mo-
ment their pockets were shut, their mouths were
open—(laughter)—and we have heard nothing ever
since but the shouts, and cries, and cheers of aboli-

tionist meetings, in order to explain that we Eng-
lishmen are all brutes if we do not unite in the cry
for the abolition of slavery. Well, we all join in

that cry
; but I can say this, that I would have voted,

if I had been in Parliament then, against that very
vote which preferred slave-grown sugar to interfer-

ence with the principles of free, trade ; and I would
now give my vote against it most cordially and most
honestly, because I was never an assenting party to

it as long as I could put money in my pocket by the

transaction. But that is not the case with those
who are most open-mouthed in this matter.
What I come to, then, is this,—in the name of

common sense and reason, before we begin to dis-

cuss the question of the fend on the other side of the

Atlantic, let us drop the question of slavery, and as

Englishmen let us be thankful if nobody revives it,

for it is a downright mockery to introduce that ques-
tion into the discussion. (Hear, hear.)

Having told you frankly my own feelings, as one
detesting slavery, and asked you to put that question
aside altogether, and having, I think, given you fair

reasons for that request, let us for a moment, since
this war is convulsing and exciting the whole world,
consider what was the design of this marvellous war
—for marvellous it is for its magnitude and its re-

sults. There is a very distinguished statesman who
now holds the portfolio for foreign affairs, who on a
former occasion, in talking of the feud between the
Northern and the Southern States, described then-

position in these words,—" that the North was fight-

ing for empire, and the South for independence." I

quite accept the latter assertion, but I deny that the
North is fighting for empire. The men of the North
are fighting for what most men fight, and for what,
unfortunately, most men fight with the most zeal,

—

they are fighting for dollars. (Hear," hear.) Their
position now is exactly the converse, in my humble
opinion, of what their position was in the days of
what was called the American rebellion, when they
were themselves fighting to evade the taxes imposed
by the mother country. They were described in

those days by one of the greatest poets in this coun-
try—a man equally remarkable for his talents as a
poet, and for the extreme liberality of his opinions.
He went over to America fully impressed, as many
others have been, with the perfection of American
institutions. He remained there a few months, and
he described them in these few short lines :

—

"Those vaunting demagogues who nohly rose

Irom England's debtors to be England's foes
;

Who could their monarch in their nurse forget,
And break allegiance but to cancel debt."

(Laughter and cheers.) That was the opinion of an
ultra-Liberal poet a good many years ago; and
therefore you will not wonder, perhaps, that people
less liberal may not think very highly of their posi-

tion at present. B\it what is the relative position of
the North and the South ? Why, the Northerners
owe their very existence to a successful rebellion.

But for the results of that successful rebellion, they
would have been like any other colony of this coun-
try subject to the Government of England—subject
to the taxation of England—and virtually subjects
of England, as I am happy to think we all are. I

don't envy their separation; but if the North—if

the United States of America were justified, as

doubtless they conceive that they were at the act of
rebellion which successfully separated them from the
dominion of this country—I would ask in the name
of common sense and reason upon what ground can
the Northern States object to the Southerners follow-

ing precisely the example which they themselves had
set. not seventy years ago ? (Hear, hear.)
What is the meaning of Federal institutions?

What is the meaning of republicanism ? J am not,
I confess, partial to that description of Government

;

I am an Englishman, and therefore I hope I have
other feelings and other views. But what is its

meaning, if it has a meaning? Why, it means in

glain English this:— If you take it as a question of
tatcs, it means that every State is at liberty, when-

ever the time arrives that it. is no longer convenient
to be a member of the federation of which it has
hitherto formed part, to take its own line and set up
for itself. I am inclined to think that republicanism
means even more—that every individual who has
the means and power, has a perfect right to set up
for himself. (Laughter.) I know no limit to it. I

confess I know no limit to the length of the tether
which ought to be given to those who uphold repub-
lican institutions; and therefore J am at a loss to un-
derstand upon what grounds the North can have
any cause of complaint against the Southern States
for exercising a right which is admitted and almost
inculcated both by Federal arrangements and Re-
publican institutions. (Hear, hear.) But why is it

that, whenever one goes in ail parts of England, one
always finds—thoroughly as I believe that the in-

stitution of slavery is detested in this country

—

every

man sympathizing strongly with the Southerners, and
wishing them all success 1 (Cheers.) I do not beg
the question ; but all I can say is, that, as far as my
experience goes, throughout the length and breads li

of the land, wherever I have travelled, 1 never yet
have met the man who has not at once said, " My

think there is more than one reason for it. In the
first place, the good sense of Englishmen has shown
them that the question of slavery must be entirely
eliminated from the discussion, that it is altogether a
thing apart, and that it is mere hypocrisy and fraud
to try to introduce it. There is no reference to the
question wdiatevcr in considering the relative posi-
tion of the North and the South, or the relative posi-

tion of this country with reference to these two bel-

ligerents. Then why is it that we sympathize with
the South, as I venture to think, from the way in
which you have received my remarks, yuu agree
with me that we all do ? We do so for these rea-

sons—First, they have fought—to do them justice—
with a degree of gallantry almost unexampled, un-
der circumstances of the utmost difficulty, under
every description of privation

; they have fought like

heroes for their homes, their wives, and their chil-

dren. (Cheers.) That alone is enough to enlist the
sympathies of Englishmen, and I trust in God the
time will never come when it will not enlist their
sympathies.

But there is a still stronger feeling. The turn of
events has resolved into this—the Englishman loves
liberty, and the Southerner is fighting no longer for
his life, but for that which is dearer "than life—Us
liberty. (Hear, hear.) He is fighting for his home,
for his liberty; he is fighting one of "the most grind-
ing, one of the most, galling, one of the most irritating

attempts to establish tyrannical government that ever
disgraced the history of the world. (Cheers.) I ven-
ture to think that that, in itself, is a sufficient ground
for what I believe is the universal sympathy, with
one or two exceptions, which is felt on the present
occasion towards the men of the South.

This frightful struggle has been going on for near-
ly two years, arid I would ask whether it is possible
in history to find records of such attempts at the es-
tablishment of an undivided tyranny as is to be
found in the history of the last two months of the
Northern States, or whether we have not had suf-
ficient proof that, of all tyranny, the most odious
and the most galling is the tyranny of a Democracy ?

(Hear, hear.) I, for one, loathe all tyrannies; but
if I was bound to undergo the greatest amount of
suffering morally that any man can be called upon
to endure—namely, that of writhing under a tyran-
ny—at least defend me from the tyranny of a De-
mocracy I But there are exceptions to everything,
and men have been found in this country whose busi-
ness—I might almost say whose trade—it has been
to praise American institutions. I am happy to
think that, for the honor and the credit of old Eng-
land, the number of those men is very few; and I
believe those attempts have been chiefly confined to
democrats working for their own selfish purposes,
and to hired spouters who are deputed to speak in
the name of some so-called " association," and who
are afterwards remunerated for their services in so
speaking by handing a begging-box round the coun-
try, and by attempting to dignify that begging-box
by the appellation of a testimonial. (" Hear, hear,"
and laughter.) There was an association of this

kind a good many years ago—I am not going into
the merits or demerits of the views which they held,
but they practised this system most successfully.
They endeavored to persuade the laboring popula-
tion of the agricultural districts, that tfie best thing
for them was to depreciate the price of the produce
of their labor ; and they endeavored to persuade the
people of England that they were struggling to ob-
tain cheap food for the people, when their one ob-
ject was to obtain cheap labor for themselves.
(Hear.) Those are bygone days ; but a new asso-
ciation has been shadowed forth lately, and the pro-
fessed object of this association, coming out under
very similar auspices, is to persuad the people of
England, that the best turn they can do themselves
is to set to work af once to destroy those means by
which they have hitherto maintained that maritime
superiority, which, for centuries past, has constituted
the pride and the security of this country. I have
no doubt that, when the proper time comes, the
begging-box will again make its appearance (laugh-
ter), and that we shall have appeals made in the
name of the country for those disinterested patriots;
but I have so much faith in the good sense and the
honesty ot'_Englishmen, that I believe these stipen-
diary patriots will be met as they deserve, and that
all the wretched compound of trash and treason
which they have poured forth will meet with the
contempt which it deserves. (Cheers.)

But, gentlemen, there is one comfort,—that the
praise of Northern institutions is confined to that
class of men to whom I have ventured to advert. It
is a distasteful subject, and happily there arc few of
them; but I am glad I may venture to think that
you agree with me in my appreciation of them. But.
at all events, there is no doubt that the groat mass
of Englishmen loathe tyranny in all shapes, but they
loathe more especially the description of tyranny
which has been practised on the inhabitants of the
Southern States during the last two years by what
is called a Republican Government. And if that
alone were not sufficient to explain the strong feel-

ing in favor of the South which exists in this coun-
try, there is a tenfold stronger reason for it, and that
is in the downright barbarism and brutality—1 use,

strong words, but I contend that they are justified

by the circumstances, and am prepared to abide by
them—which has characterized those who have had
the conduct of affairs in the Northern States. I
have already adverted to the proclamation which
was lately issued as a tardy and lame attempt to in-

duce the people of this country to believe that this

is an "abolition" war; because, after all, all their
legislation and all their acts have reference to us and
our opinion of them; they think of nothing else;
the only idea they have is what is said of them in
England, and they have not heard much that will
please them, I should think, for some time past.
(Laughter.) That proclamation, which really was
a piece of clap-trap in the first place to catch the
people of England,—look at its real meaning and
its real bearing. The object of it was to encourage
and arm the blacks, to infuriate these unfortunate
and misguided people, to put arms into their hands,
and to generate, merely for purposes of aggression,
upon men whom they cannot defeat in fair fight, one
of the most horrible massacres of old men and wo-
men and children, that ever disgraced the annals of
the world. That is the proclamation that has made
such a sensation during the last few weeks, and that
is enough in itself to disgust every honest man with
the author of such a document. But there is worse
than that. I ask you, is there anything upon record
that can be. compared to the barbarities practised by
a certain General Butler— (hear, hear)—upon the
defenceless inhabitants of New Orleans ? Recollect
that the inhabitants of that unfortunate town are re-
duced to the old men, and women, and children.
Surely in the nineteenth century, and in a country
that claims the slightest right to call itself a civilized

nation, the position of old men, women, and children
would have established some claim to sympathy, and
to tolerance at least, if not to kindness. Hut what
has be*en the effect upon this barbarian ? Why,
there is no act of brutality which he has not been
prepared Lo advocate and to practise against defence-

less women ; and he has followed that up by encour-
aging, in every possible way, the butchery of the
whites by the blacks. This has been done in cold
blood, and in open defiance of all humanity and of
all civilization

; and I say that, so long as such acts
are performed and are avowed by the Government
of the Northern States, they cease to have a claim
to be ranked among civilized nations. (Hear, hear.)
I am not asserting that there are not hundreds and.
thousands of men in the Northern States who are
men of education—of right and of Christian feeling
—of civilized habits and ideas. Far be it from me
to make so unfounded an assertion. But there is a
farther lesson to be learned. The result of these
much-vaunted institutions which we have heard
praised before, and which we shall again hear praised
by the hired spouters of associations, is this, that
the nation becomes so brutalized that the civilized
man disappears—he is afraid to put himself forward—he is ashamed of his country—he has no voice in
the conduct of her affairs—and the whole nation is

turned over to men such as Lincoln and Butler,
whom 1 do not hesitate to denounce after their con-
duet in the last few months as men who are a dis-
grace to civilization. (Hear, hear.) But, gentle-
men, if we look as every man of right feeling must
with regret upon these horrible scenes, it is always
wise at least to profit by experience. I cannot help
thinking there is a grave and serious and valuable
lesson to be learnt by every man in this country, and
I think we have seen the fruits of that lesson. I am
speaking in no party sense, and I think you have
known me some years now, and know that I am not
a blind partisan—that I always say what I think
without reference to party or men, and that I only
uphold measures—but I see a change in the mind
and feeling of the people of this country upon the
question to which I am going to refer. I think the
lesson which has been taught us by the state of affairs
in the Northern States of America has not been lost

upon this country. I think we have learned to esti-

mate, in latter years, more fully than we did former-
ly, the blessing of those institutions under which it

is our good fortune to live. (Cheers.) I think no
man who has given the commonest attention to the
progress of the history of Europe and of the world
generally, can have failed to observe that under
Providence this country for many years past has
been most signally and remarkably blessed ; that
speaking with due humility as to the dispensations
of Providence in the future, up to the present time
we have been indebted mainly to our political in-
stitutions-—I may say to our monarchical institutions,
for that happy state in which we have lived for so
many centuries—that absence alike of foreign and
of civil war, the parallel of which is not to be" found
in the history of any other country. I am quite
aware that, strongly as I for one feel in favor of the
monarchical institutions of the country, circum-
stances have of late years given to those institutions
a position and a hold upon the feelings of the people
which under ordinary circumstances they might not
have had. It has been the happy fate of this coun-
try to have been for nearly a quarter of a century
reigned over by a sovereign whose public and whose
private character have alike tended to endear her to
her subjects, and to adorn those institutions and
that Government of which she has been the head.
(Cheers.)

_
But making every allowance for the ten-

dency which the virtues of the sovereign, both pub-
lie and private, have had upon the minds of men to
endear them to monarchical institutions, I believe the
feeling of loyalty and attachment to those institu-
tions is one of the deepest and strongest feelings in

the hearts of Englishmen
; and that so long as'that

feeling continues to exist, under Providence, we may
defy fate, and confidently hope for the welfare and
prosperity of the country. (Cheers.) But, gentle-
men, we may at least derive a lesson from this. We
have our party views and party objects. We have
our party fights. I wish I was keener about them,
but that does not matter; but those who take a
deeper interest than I do in party feuds will, at all

events, not think me presumptuous if I ask them—
whenever those questions which are happily now in
abeyance are again brought before us, and we are
called upon to discuss the merits or demerits, or the
possible improvement of the constitution of this coun-
try, of its government, and of its representation

—

to pause and to think carefully before they tamper
rashly with those institutions which up to the pres-
ent time have made this country the. envy and the ad-
miration of the world. (Cheers.) But it is impossi-
ble to leave this question without touching upon the
only remaining subject, in reference to the state of
affairs in America, which really, after all, is the most
important one. There is a very old saying, that
there is no use in crying over the past. What are
we to do for the future? That is the position in
which this country, and much of Europe, finds itself

in reference to the state of affairs in America. What
is to be done ? I have ventured to think that there
is but one rational, one just, one beneficial course for
this country to pursue, and that is at once to recog-
nise, publicly and officially, the independence of the
Southern States. (Cheers.) I am not speaking now
under the impression of the events of the moment,
because, however unimportant the fact may be (and
I do not ask you to lay any stress upon that), 1 ven-
tured to urge in the House of Commons the opinion
which I am now venturing to put before you. I
urged it to the best of my ability, and, like many
other good intentions, it failed in its effect, and pro-
duced no result whatever. But I then held, as T now
hold, the opinion that the attempts of tho North to
reconquer the South must be futile and hopeless.
And all I ask you to consider is this, whether, if I

was justified in holding that opinion which I held
and expressed in March last, the present position of
affairs in the Northern States does not at least con-
firm that opinion tenfold. (Hear, hear.) It appears
now to be perfectly hopeless that the North should
ever conquer the South. There is no prospect of a
termination of this horrible sacrifice of human life,

except by the recognition of the Southern States by
this country and by France; and therefore upon
that ground alone I venture to urge it. The only
argument I .have ever heard against it is this; we
are. told by learned men that it would be an outrage
upon what they are pleased to term international
law. That is a subject much too abstruse to enter
upon. I do not understand it— 1 am not equal to it—but all I know is this, that as far as international
law is concerned, there is ample precedent for the
recognition at the present moment, and even at a
inueh earlier period of the war, of the independence
of the Southern States by the Government of this

country. Recollect what we did with respect to Bel

ly,—what is the amount of distress which is be..,-
endured, and which can be attributed solely to the
effects of this war ? Why, it is incalculable. We
are told day after day that the numbers of those who
are suffering are increasing. There seems to be no
limit to the extent of it. We are told that if cotton
were once introduced, that distress would cease. I
say again—with precedent in our favor, with the
existence of enormous distress in this country, and
putting aside as I do as a mere piece of hypocrisy
and absurdity the introduction of the element of sla-
very into the discussion—I say, without reference to
party, without reference to anything but what I be-
lieve to be indispensable to the welfare and charac-
ter of this country—that we are bound at once to
recognise the independence of the Southern States
of America. (Cheers.)

The proceedings of the remainder of the evening
were of an ordinary character.

gtUttiaut.
REMOVAL OF GEN. McOLELLAK.

Gen. McClellan has been removed from the com-
mand of the army of the Potomac. Not because of
his demonstrated incompetence, which has brought
the country to the verge of ruin, but because ofin-
subordination and wilful disregard of the orders of
his superiors in authority. A letter published from
Gen. Hallcek, Commander-in-Chief, reveals the f
that on the 1st of October, Gen. McClellan hav
delayed for two weeks to follow up the battle of
Antietam, was " urged to cross the Potomac," and
prosecute the war so as to bring about some decisive
results, but did not do so. On the 6th of October,
"he was peremptorily ordeeed to cross the river,
give battle to the enemy, or drive him South. Your
army," continued the order, " must move while the
roads are good." Still Gen. McClellan persisted in
his traditional policy of inaction. It has been al-
leged that he could not move from lack of supplies,
but his allegation is disproved by the highest official
evidence, and by Gen. McClellan's own confession.
There were no greater obstacles to his movement
than are incident to the operations of anv laro-e
army whatever, nor any which a competent Gen-
eral would not have despised and set aside on the
instant. The consequence has been, the complete
waste of the best portion of the year for operations
in the field, the advent of winter, and the escape of
the rebel army from the Valley of the Shenandoah
—involving new operations on a distant base, under
difficulties a hundred fold greater than McClellan
was called on to encounter.
For this result, and the consequent prolongation

of the war, with all its train of evils at home and
dangers from abroad, Gen. McClellan is directly
responsible. For this disregard of the solicitations
of the President, urged in person, and for his diso-
bedience to the peremptory orders of the Com-
mander-in-Chief, (by no means the first offence of
the kind of which he has been guilty,) he has been
finally removed from a position which he was incom-
petent to fill, and in which he has been so Ion"- and
fatally retained by the weakness of a President con-
scious of his incapacity and thoroughly acquainted
with his military derelictions. His long retention in
command will be a puzzle to posterity, for which
human ingenuity will fail to discover an adequate
reason.

-recollect what we did with respect to Greece.
Those in themselves are precedents perfectly suf-

ficient to satisfy in my humble opinion all those who
choose to argue the question upon the point of in-

ternational law. But there is a much more serious
view of the question than that. What has been tho
effect of this war on America upon an immense por-
tion of the population of this country ? What is

(he amount of distress which is now being endured,
and thiii. with an amount of patience, forbearance,
sound judgment, and good feeling, which, I sav, r<>-

That after the defeat of Bull Run, planned by an
antediluvian General, who did not believe in re-
pressing the rebels by force, the nation should turn
to the first officer who had acquired some prestige
of success, is explicable enough. Gen. McClellan
was that man. He had the eclat of a campaign in
Western Virginia, a very small affair at best, but
successful. And albeit he never commanded in a
single one of the skirmishes or battles, and was
never within hearing of a single gun fired in an«-er,
in all that campaign: and albeit that Roseerans
fought the battle of Rich Mountain, and Morris and
Benliam that of Carrick's Ford, Gen. McClellan re-
ceived the credit of the campaign, and, in conse-
quence, the command of the defeated army at
Washington.

Great credit has been given him for having reor-
ganized that army, and converted it from a defeated
mob into a disciplined force. But the single truth
is, it was the lesson of Bull Run which reorganized
the army. It taught the Government and^ people
that the war was no holiday parade, and that onjan-
zation, discipline and discretion were indispensable
to success. The soldiers appreciated the necessity
of all these, and conformed themselves willingly to
the requisite conditions. That Gen. McClellan and
his officers gave the technical directions in the case,
is undoubted

; but any officer schooled at West
Point could have done the same without mistaking
himself for a Napoleon.
On the 1st of November, 1861, the disordered

fugitives from Bull Run, whom it was gross bur-
lesque to call an army, had been converted into
a well-organized, splendidly-equipped, high-spirited
army of 200,000 men, eager for action, and impa-
tient to wipe out the disgrace of July. The time
had come, the enemy was in front, the weather was
superb, and there was no conceivable condition
wanting to make action imperative, and to insure
success. Then came out the fatal defects in Gen. Mc-
Clellan's character—indecision, lack of confidence,
hesitation and a moral cowardice which has ever
sought to postpone until to-morrow the responsibility
of to-day. Then became manifest—and all compe-
tent observers were slowly and painfully compelled
to admit—that Gen. McClellan lacked all of the
great and most of the essential qualities of a Com-
mander, and that the splendid army of the Potomac
had at its head an officer whose capacities fitted him
for nothing higher than the chief of a bureau in the
Department of War

!

We have not the heart to refer lo tho waste of
the month of November, and of the fine month of
December, during which God stayed back the win-
ter that our army might move. Nor can we refer,
except with a sickening sensation, to the blockade
of the Potomac, and tho retention, all the weary
winter in quarters only fit for summer, of the mag-
nificent army of the Potomac, while the Capital was
beleaguered, as the result has proved, by an illv-

provided rebel force of not exceeding one-third of
the numbers which Gen. McClellan had under his
command. Nor can wo rccail with patience the
miserable fiasro of Young Napoleon, when, after
being almost literally driven out of Washington, he
advanced on Manassas, to find hs fortifications ridtc-
uloua impostures, with the brilliant concomitant of
wooden guns, and the enemy snugly quartered in
Richmond

!

Then came the next illustration of McClellan'*
genius in the advance ou Richmond. When the
bulk of his army landed at Portress Monroe, the
rebels had but 8,000 men at Yorktown, prepared
for retreat, and our army might have walked over
lis boasted fortifications without firing a gun. Hut
t.h<- Commander wasted fifteen precious days in

fleets honor upon the people of this country general-
1 wailing tor the driblets of his fori to arrive! 'while

the enemy, whose object, as well as clear policy,
was to gain time, reinforced Yorktown, and reoccu-
picd the batteries at Gloucester Point, which they
had abandoned from unnecessary fear of Younn-
Napoleon's energy and promptitude I

Then came the long siege of Yorktown, in which
an army of fighters was converted into an army of
diggers, and the energy which would have glorified
a charge was exhausted in tho trenches. One cool
morning, while the miniature Napoleon was plan-
n ng new parallels, and learning new lessons from
the mole, calling for more men and heavier cannon,
lo ! the sun rose on Yorktown deserted. An inade-
quate pursuing force was thrown forward, and the
main army kept back, while McClellan telegraphed
far and wide as a victory what was practically a
defeat. Eight hours was allowed to intervene be-
tween the advance and the supports which should
have been close behind it ; and during those eight
hours was fought the bloody fight of Williamsburg

—

that bloody and indecisive fight, which, had McClel-
lan known, or acted in conformity with the ele-
mentary rules of war, might have been converted
into a glorious victory, and sealed the fate of Rich-
mond. But Young Napoleon was then as ever far
in the rear; and when he did come up, after all was
over, he sent forth a flaming dispatch, which ignored
utterly the terrible fight of Hooker and Heintzel-
man, and glorified the skirmish—and a brillant one
it was—of his relative Hancock.
The enemy, a second time within his grasp, es-

caped to Richmond, and McClellan planted his
army in the reeking and pestilent swamps of the
Chickahominy, and kept it there for two months
after the sole obstacle to his making the James river
his base of operations (tie Merrimac) had ceased to
exist, and until Jackson had fought a campaign in
the valley of the Shenandoah, and Beauregard
escaped from Halleck, and both concentrated their
forces in his front! There he waited, in those
deadly marshes, until the rebel army had swollen
from 75,000 to 120,000 men, and until disease had
decimated his own ranks, and sent upwards of
40,000 of his men to the hospital. There he waited
until attacked at Fair Oaks, coming in gallantly in
person at the close of the fight in the second day.
In that fight the National troops, in spite of their
General, won a victory, and the road to Richmond
was open, through a rapid pursui of the panic-
stricken rebels. So says Kearny, and so says
Hooker, and above all, so say the soldiers who fought
that glorious fight.

It is well known how, after prolonged inaction, to
which the ingenuity of his friends have afforded no
explanation, and after the rebels had been permitted
to swell their ranks until they became superior in
force, Gen. McClellan achieved his " masterly change
of base." Nor is it forgotten at what fearful cost of
blood that achievement was effected; nor how when
effected it only amounted to imprisonment on the
banks of the James river, where the before splendid
but now wrecked army of the Potomac was par-
alyzed, until relieved by the brilliant advance and
persistent fighting of Gen. Pope on the Rapidan
and Rappahannock, which, by occupying the enemy,
allowed McClellan to escape from the military check-
mate in which his incapacity had placed him.
How he requited the services of Gen. Pope, how

he betrayed the man who had rescued him from the
consequences of his own ignorance and folly, the
world will one day learn. He deliberately per-
mitted him, directly and through his satellites, of
whom Fitzjohn Porter is chief, to be assailed in his
rear, and compelled to fight superior numbers in
front, while he sat moodily at Alexandria, disobeying
the orders of his superiors at Washington, and organ-
izing that infamous plot which, by "threatening the
existence of the Government, resulted, through the
weakness of the President, in his reinstatement in
command of the army, and the banishment of the
man who probably saved him from a Richmond
prison to the wilds of Minnesota!
Next came the campaign in Maryland, in which,

after a vigorous pursuit of six miles a day, he ulti-
mately overtook the main rebel army ip its chosen
position at Antietam. The field of Antietam was
won not through, but in spite of McClellan, who
permitted the enemy to throw the whole weight of
his army on each division of the National force in
detail ; and, after the field was won, permitted him
to escape across the Potomac in face of a soldiery
eager to fructify their victory, and anxious only to
escape the leaden grasp that restrained them. The
result was announced in a phrase which tingled
every American check with shame, for its charac-
teristic puerility and weakness: " Gen Lee admits
publicly that he has been shockingly whipped.'"

The battle of Antietam was fought on the 1 7th
of September, and for nearly six weeks, comprising
the whole period in which our advance was possible,
Gen. McClellen lay obstinately quiet on the banks
of the Potomac, with only the" pleasant incident of
a second march of Stuart's cavalry around his lines,

and into the loyal States behind him. Neither the
urgent appeals of the Commander-in-Chief, the
personal appeals of the President, (who humiliated
himself and the Nation by soliciting his subordinate
to move,) nor yet the "peremptory orders" of the
Government, were sufficient to rouse the General
to action. And when at the last hour, just as the
snows began to whiten the hills, and the rains to
soften the. roads and make them impassable, a snail-
like, advance was ordered, which in due time dis-
closed that the enemy had again escaped, and that
the campaign of 1862 was over!

After fifteen months of time wasted, 8300,000,000
'

squandered, and S0,000 lives sacrificed, the incubus
which has so long weighed down the army of the
Potomac, the incompetence which has thwarted it,

and the insubordination which has demoralized it,

all combined in the person of Gen. McClellan, have
been thrown off, and the Nation breathes freer! A
soldier is at last at the head of our gallant army.
Burnsido in the East, ami Roseerans" in the West,
revive the hope of the people. They succeed to
responsibilities not their own, under circumstances
of greatest difficulty. But. they are patriots u well

as soldiers. Neither their associations nor their
sympathies have been with traitors in arms, as were
MaClellan's and Buftll's. Unlike the latter, they
know "what the war is about," May Heaven.
hitherto Insulted by the instruments which wo have
pnl forward for our salvation, aid their anus and
strengthen their judgments!
And now one word tor ourselves, and our alleged

" hostility " to Gen. McClellan. None more loyally
than ourselves concurred in his appointment to the
Command Of the army of the Potomac. Ciiviim-

Sbansea seemed to indicate him as the man for the
occasion. Wo knew thai he had been a favorite of
.fell". Davis, who sent liini on the commission to

SebastOpoI. W« knew that he was the intimate
friend of Beauregard, Lovell and Smith, and was
implicated with them and Quitman in their filibus-

tering designs on Cub*. We never doubted that

had he been in New Orleans instead o( Cincinnati
when the war broke out, he would have taken oom-
mand in the rebel army, or have maintained "a
dignified neutrality." Hut with the honors of the
North cast adventitiously full upon him, and with a
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command of a grandeur rarely bestowed on one so

young, and never on one so undeserving, we thought

the Nation had purchased his fidelity and secured

the utmost exertion of his capacities. It was left to

experience to prove how narrow these capacities

were, and to develop that dogged conceit which

liave since made him impervious to remonstrance,

oblivious to censure, and indifferent to orders. His

delay in the autumn of 1861, his cruelty in keeping

his army in summer quarters all through the winter

past, his imbecility in permitting the enemy to

escape from Manassas, illustrated again before York-

town, and on a scale surpassing belief before Rich-

mond, his base ingratitude towards Pope, and the

later development of the same deficiencies, super-

added to insubordination on the Upper Potomac,

have all contributed to weaken and destroy our

confidence, and convince us that, while his appoint-

ment was a mistake, his retention has been a crime.

In the progress of the war we have freely ex-

pressed our opinions, never from a personal con-

sideration, but with reluctance, as a public duty.

Their expression has subjected us to remonstrance,

to censure, and occasionally to abuse. So did our

arraignment— and we were the first to arraign

them—of Stone and Buell, et id hoc genus omne.

Public reprobation has overtaken them all. Our

criticisms have been justified, and our prediction.-;,

as our readers will bear witness, have been fulfilled.

It only remains to purge the army of the Fitz-

John Porters, Griffins and Sumners, and all those

who make the personalities of command a condition

of service, and the reform will be complete. Thank

God, neither fools nor traitors have compassed the

destruction of the nation, notwithstanding they have

brought it into imminent peril

!

With the final removal of McClellan commences

the earnest prosecution of the war. We shall no

longer be compelled to ask,

—

"Have our troops awaked?

Or do they still, as if with opium drugged,

Snore to the murmurs of tho Potomac's wave?"

—Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper.

ient, too lenient, lo McClellan, and given him the

amplest opportunity to achieve success. Hut it was
not in the man. His military abilities have evi-

dently been vastly overrated. For the General of

a brigade or a division, under some great leader, ho

would probably do well ; but ho is not the man to

wield such mighty armies, or direct such vast cam-
paigns as characterise tins war. But such military

talent as he has, has been crippled and hampered
by his political ideas. lie has had no heart in the

war, and has conducted it as a democratic politician,

rather than as a groat General determined to crush

the enemy. By a natural and unerring popular

instinct, all the compromising, half-loyal elements of

the North have gathered round him. His name
was on the tongue of every democratic demagogue
in the late political campaigns, from Maine to

Kansas. His praises were chanted by the Woods,
the Seymours, the Vallandighams, the Medarys, and
the whole chorus of pro-slavery doughfaces. Mc-
Clellan was their man. And he did them good
service. His execrable method of making war di

gusted and disheartened the country, and filled the

mouths of democratic stump-speakers with denun-
ciations against the Government for its imbecility

and failure in the work of crushing the South.

McClellan refused to move or to fight, and demo-
crats charged it upon the Administration. Thus
the thing has gone on, until the Government finds

itself, as the fruit of the McClellan policy, on the

very verge of destruction.

We are glad that boldness and decision at last

rule the hour, and that the President has taken the

bull by the horns in dismissing this oft-demonstrated

military incompetent. We hail it as a sign of happy
augury for the future.

—

Lawrence Ufajuias) Repub
lican.
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GENERAL McCLELLAN REMOVED,

It cannot be denied that Gen. McClellan has di;

appointed the hopes and just expectations of the

people. For more than a year, he has had the com-

mand of one of the finest appointed armies the

world ever saw, and what has he accomplished?

Let the present position of our national affairs

answer. Giving him all due credit—and much is

due him—for his skill in defensive operations, for his

ability displayed in organizing his army, and for

those qualities of mind and heart which have se-

cured the love and respect of his troops, it yet

remains true that his excessive caution and lack of

demonstrative energy have proved his unfitness for

the high position he has held. He has always failed

to strike at the right moment. He allowed the

enemy to steal away from Manassas when he was

weak, and our army was strong; he failed to im-

prove the golden opportunity at Yorktown, and

thus necessitated the disastrous campaign of the

Peninsula, and he most inexplicably and mysteri-

ously neglected to follow up the advantages gained

on the bloody field of Antietam. Why the battle

was not renewed on the following day, and the

whole rebel army routed, as all authorities agree it

might have been, has never been, and we fear never

can be, satisfactorily explained.

We have never been of those, if such there be,

who have desired the downfall of Gen. McClellan.

We have believed in him, and earnestly desired to

see him win all the laurels with which victory could

crown his brow. But we are free to confess that

while we deeply regret the necessity, we cannot

deny the justice of his removal. Others will think

differently; many will charge his removal to un-

justifiable motives. But whatever may be our own
opinions upon this matter, the true course for every

patriot and well-wisher of his country to pursue is

plainly apparent. It cannot.be the part of a good

citizen to make this event the occasion of intensify-

ing political prejudices and hatred. One of our

dailies speaks of " the storm of indignation from

soldiers and people," which is to greet the ears of

the President in consequence of this act. But we
trust there is to be no attempt to encourage in-

subordination in the army. It is to be remembered

that the power of appointing the commanders of

our armies rests, according to the Constitution, with

the President, and not with the soldiers. Neither is

the fact of Gen. McClellan's popularity with his

troops any proof of his possessing the highest mili

tary qualities. The General who has gained tb<

love of his troops has certainly secured one element

of victory, but he may be lacking in other qualities

essential to success. Nor are soldiers the best judges

of a General's military abilities. They move in the

dark, they execute without understanding what has

been planned, and love for the man easily becomes

admiration for the General, even when the com-

mander, to the eye of the more distant and impar-

tial observer, has failed to display the qualities in-

dispensable to success. But we have no fear for

the loyalty of our brave troops. They will follow

on to victory the gallant and able General upon
whom the chief command has now devolved, and
who has never yet been defeated. It is no time now
to elevate any individual into an importance greater

than the perils of the country. In the midst of this

great struggle, we must not commit the suicidal act

of turning our attention from the common enemy to

engage in a bitter quarrel about the merits of an

individual. Individuals may rise or fall, but the

great cause of liberty and national unity must not

be imperilled by factious adherence to their for-

tunes.—Portland Transcript.

GOOD HEWS.

The removal of Gen. McClellan, which has been

long and anxiously looked for by nearly every one

who was in favor of a vigorous and earnest prose-

cution of the war, is at last a fixed fact, and with

this stumbling-block removed, it is probable that the

last obstacle in the way of a general and decisive

onset of our forces is out of the way, and we hope

that the nation will soon see the war prosecuted in

earnest, and with a view to hurt somebody. Our
campaigns thus far have been almost entirely shams

and failures, and witli the most magnificent armies

in the world, and unlimited supplies of all descrip-

tions, we have accomplished nothing worthy of the

gigantic efforts put forth by the people, owing to

the imbecility or treachery of our leading Generals

;

and the consequence is that the people have almost

entirely lost faith in the Administration, and well

they might, with the meagre results accomplished

by such powerful, disciplined and well-equipped

forces. We. have heard it often proclaimed that the

Administration was fully alive to the necessity of a

vigorous prosecution of the war ; but the only satis-

factory evidence we have thus far seen of such

knowledge, is in the dismissal of Bueli and McClellan,

both of whom were retained months and mouths

after they had demonstrated their utter incapacity

to successfully lead our armies to battle.

If it indeed prove that the Administration is

really alive to the necessity of speedy and decisive

action, it will soon regain the confidence of the

people, which has been well-nigh lost to them, owing

to the dilatory and indecisive manner in which they

have allowed the war to be prosecuted. We sin-

cerely trust that our anticipations in regard to a

change of views on the part of Government may
not again be disappointed, as has been the case

always heretofore when a change of policy has been

announced with a flourish of trumpets.

—

Freedom's

Champion, A tchinson, Kansas.

THE REMOVAL OF McOLELLAN.

The whole country will rejoice that, at last, Mc-
Clellan is removed. By whatever standard he be

measured, heJs a failure, and one of the most costly

ones that any country ever endured. He has been

the evil genius of the war. Delay, indecision, hesi-

tancy, defeat, have attended his footsteps. Placed

at the head of the choicest armies of the Republic,

afforded every possible facility for brilliant achieve-

ment, an accepted hero before he had fought a single

great battle, and a predetermined Napoleon before

winning any victories, he has most signally and

miserably failed. Tens of thousands of our brave

soldiers lie in their graves as the victims of his in-

competency. Gloom' and disaster have settled upon

the country because of his incapacity. The rebel-

lion, which, long ago, would have been crushed, had

he been the man for the place he was in, has grown

into fearful proportions and gathered tremendous

strength. No better example than he furnishes

could be given of the terrible evils which an incom-

petent commander may inflict upon a great country.

The President has at last been aroused to the

absolute necessity of a change. He has been len-

LETTER FROM GEORGE THOMPSON, ESQ.

AVIS S EX-COACIISIAN ]

McCLELLAN'S DISLOYALTY.

The Chicago Tribune makes the following state-

ment in regard to Gen. McClellan :

—

" As long as Gen. McClellan was at the head of

the Army of the Potomac, our loyalty forbade that

we should weaken the confidence of the country
and of his soldiers in him by the publication of the

facts which have been long in our possession. But
now that he has been displaced to make room for

a better and more earnest man, there can be no
objection to saying that when the war broke out,

and before a Major-Generalship was tendered him
by a too indulgent government, he frequently and
unreservedly expressed the opinion that ' the South
was right and ought to succeed.' We ourselves

have read a letter from one of the most truthful and
excellent gentlemen of Cincinnati, a frequent visi-

tor in Gen. McClellan's family, in which the charge
of former disloyalty is made, and supported by
proof that not the most ardent of the McClellan
worshippers could doubt. It is, in fact, notorious in

Cincinnati, where his home was when he was called

to a command, that the sympathies of the General
were wholly in favor of the rebellion, and that he
never used any care in concealing them from his

associates, upon whose discretion he could depend.
Many of these, while wondering at the revolution

of opinion that impelled him to accept a commission
when it was tendered to him by Mr. Lincoln, have
never been at any loss to account for his failure to

achieve success. We state nothing but facts."

AN ORAOULAR PRINOE.

If anything is wanted to add weight to the testi-

mony of Prince de Joinville, in favor of McClellan,
we have no doubt that it could be had for the ask-

ing. Any other prince, as ignorant of American
affairs as he was, if taken into the tent, and placed

on the staff of the Commander-in-Chief, allowed to

see only one side of the case, and to know nothing
unfavorable, to hear no vigorous criticism, would
perhaps do just what this fat and ruddy Frenchman
has done—put McClellan's side of the case quite as

strongly and just as honestly as he has put it. But
no testimony of that sort is worth a button. The
General is to be judged, not by what a French
Prince was told, what he saw, what he guessed, or

what he thought, but by the results of his cam-
paigns. What did he do? Did he, wielding the

whole power of the Republic, beat the enemy at

Manassas, a year ago, or did that enemy first hum-
bug and then escape him ? Did he take Richmond
by his Peninsular campaign ? Did he beat and pur-

sue the rebels on the Upper Potomac ? These are

the points of interest in the matter, not what any
wandering scion of bastard royalty says or fails to

say. These questions the President and Gen. Hal-

leck, with the concurrence of the whole Cabinet,

have decided. They know as much about it as any
vagrant Johnny Crapeau, be he prince or peasant,

and in their decision we are sure the country will

be content to abide. So let the sympathizers howl !—Chicago Tribune.

General McClellan had no personal enemy in the

whole North, when decked in stolen and borrowed
renown from Western Virginia, he came down to

assume the command of the Potomac. One shout

of welcome, unwisely ; it : proclaimed

him the young Napoleon, and passed him unchal-

lenged to the highest place at the military council

board.

Nor can lie complain of a hasty verdict. The
fidelity, and patience, and confidence with which
loyal hearts followed him for months after thousands

of hearts were sick with deferred hopes, is a witness

that he had a fair trial, or only unfair in trenching

too dangerously upon the interests of the country.

He had such an army as no earthly leader ever be-

fore looked upon. He had at his back the wealth
and courage of a nation. He squandered, wasted,

trifled, with all. The historian will have no slight

task to sift the evidence which shall set down his

failures either to incapacity, cowardice, or treachery.

He kept himself for months on the defensive, in the

presence of an enemy less than one-third as strong

as himself. With balloon rcconnoissances of daily

occurrence, the enemy have come and gone undis-

covered and at. will. When apparently in his power
he never struck them, or striking, forebore to crush.

The net result of McClellan's connection with the

command of the Potomac is a gloomy budget of dis-

appointment, anguish and shame, relieved by not a

single victory. The graves of our brave soldiers

have followed his imbecile marches, and mark where
his camps for months have lain rusting in idleness.

The indictment to be drawn against him will charge

him with the ruin of the best army the world ever

saw enrolled, the sore imperiling of the holiest cause

in which sword was ever drawn. That indictment

is not yet written. His crime against the republic

is one that may have no mortal hearing, but it is

none the less real. It is a mild punishment that

tears from him the baton he has disgraced, but it

saves the Government. Better days are dawning

—

yea, are here.

—

Ibid.

McClellax in tiie West. Our advices from

Gen. Grant's army at Holly Springs say that the

news of the removal of McClellan was received by
our soldiers there, and elsewhere in the Southwest,

with the greatest joy. "Now," say the boys, "we
see a prospect of a termination of the war, and of

our return home !
" The boys are right ; and though

they may not have very accurate notions of the

particulars of McClellan's failure, they have what
Sherman's friends claimed for him, " great instincts,"

which in this case, as in most other cases, have not

deceived them.

—

Ibid.

The Removal of Gen. McClellan. Gen.

McClellan has at last been compelled to retire from

a position in which he failed to meet the just de-

mands of the Government and the people. No
General ever entered the public service under hap-

pier auspices; with every needed aid at his com-

mand, with the superadded confidence of the army,

the people and the administration,—and yet he has

failed to achieve any considerable degree of success.

Month after month the country has patiently wait-

ed, putting aside alike the fulsome adulation of those

who sought to find in him a military and political

idol, and the carping criticisms of those unskilled in

the toils and trials of a soldier's life, willing to give

him cverv opportunity of proving that their early

confidence had not been misplaced. But he ha3

failed) and failed too at a time and in a cause in

which success was a duty.

—

Dedham Gazette.

MR. G. W. P. BENTINOK, M. P., ON AMERI-

CAN AFFAIRS,
In that department of pro-slavery infamy, on our

first page, the " Refuge of Oppression," we give, una-

bridged, a speech made by Mr. G. W. P. Bentinck, a

member of the British Parliament, upon American

affairs, delivered n few weeks ago before the Marsh-

land Agricultural Association. It deserves a careful

perusal as exhibiting, we are reluctantly constrained

to believe, a widely prevalent feeling in England

toward this country—a feeling adverse to the Ameri-

an Union and Government, and, consequently, fa-

orable to the rebellion and Southern independence.

It is a conglomeration of personal inflation, undis-

guised and self-complacent toryism, impudent denial

of the plainest truth, consummate ignorance of the

matters treated upon, intense hostility to republican

institutions, and ardent sympathy for the cause of the

secessionists. If such a pretentious blockhead is

deemed qualified to be a member of Parliament, what

must be the character and condition of his con-

stituents 1

In the first place, he deems it necessary to begin by

stating, that no man in the kingdom loathes more sin-

cerely than he does the institution of slavery ; that he

believes it to be barbarous, anti- Christian, every thing

that is detestable. Yet he is wholly with and for the

South, in no section of which, under secession con-

trol, could such a testimony be given against slavery,

except at the peril, and, in alt probability, the sum-

mary loss of life ! What he found so easy to utter

before the Marshland farmers, on British soil, let him,

if he dare, attempt to utter in any part of that slave-

holding confederacy whose independence he desires to

see quickly recognized by England ! He will he a

lucky adventurer indeed, if he is ever again permitted

to see his native land.

But it is to be neither uncharitable nor uncivil to

declare that his anti-slavery profession is a sham, to

be scouted with honest indignation ; for the whole

tenor of his bungling, disjointed, audacious harangue

shows that he is an ingrained tory, whose contempt

for democratic equality of rights is as intense as his

love of hereditary power is absofute, and who cares

little for the thraldom of the negroes in America as he

does for the whistling of the wind. Were he at the

South, the first thing he would do, as a speech-maker,

would be to burn incense on the blood-reeking altar of

slavery, to denounce abolitionism as the wildest fanati-

cism, and to extol the humanity of the traffickers in

human flesh. This is apparent from the fact that he

has the effrontery to tell the people of England, " You
spent 20,000,000/. for the simple purpose of deteriorating

the position of the slave whom you meant to benefit." Is

this Bentinck an Irishman, that he makes a purpose

to deteriorate the slave tantamount to a purpose to

benefit him 1

Again—the hollowness of his anti-slavery protesta-

tion is manifest in his affected horror of mind in view

of President Lincoln's Emancipation Proclamation.

" It would lead," he says, " to a wholesale massacre

of human beings, black and white, so extensive and

so horrihle that I will undertake to say there is noth-

ing in the history of the known world which could be

compared to it." Contemptible dissembler! False

and cowardly alarmist!

Next, with an assurance scarcely credible, he says :

"I contend that the question of slavery has nothing

whatever to do either with the feud which is now

going on between the Northern and the Southern

States, nor has nor ought it to have anything to do

with the light in which that feud ought to be regarded

by the people of this country." He undertakes to

prove this by declaring that, up to the time of the re-

bellion, the Northern States " upheld and maintained

the institution of slavery." This is true, so far as

the pro-slavery guarantees of the Constitution are

concerned; but this incidental support of slavery

luctantly wrung out of the North in order to prevent

national dismemberment, at last proved neither strong

nor direct enough to answer the rapacious demands

and growing necessities of the South. Hence, de-

spairing of longer controlling the destiny of the coun-

try, and deeming it indispensable to her safety to

establish a confederacy based upon slavery

corner-stone, she perfidiously seceded from the Union,

and declared war against the Federal Government.

This charge, that the Northern States "deny the

black man the rights of a human being," is grossly

untrue: for in none of them is he or can he be held

as a slave, if a resident therein. It is true, in some

of them there are unjust enactments, by which he is

politically proscribed, or forbidden to enter for settle-

ment from abroad, but the passage of these is owing

solely to that spirit of caste which is invariably en-

gendered by slavery. These, however, are excep-

tional cases. In every New England State, except

Connecticut, we believe, the black man is the equal

of the white man before the laws and the Constitu-

tion, entitled to the same protection, enjoying the

same political privileges, and eligible to any and every

office in the gift of the people. In some other States,

though disfranchised, he has accorded to him all the

rights of a human being, as much as any non-voting

laborer or operative in England.

He utters an untruth when he asserts that those

who proscribe the black man at the North, or who are

engaged in suppressing the rebellion, " now arrogate

to themselves the title of Abolitionists." That title

comparatively few are even yet found willing to as-

sume : the great mass of the people continue to repu-

diate it. To be sure, this is not to their credit; but it

renders pointless the tneers and gibes of this English

libeller.

He is equally disregardful of tho truth in his un-

qualified declaration—"The men of the North are

fighting, for what most men fight,—they are fighting

for dollars." Dollars ! When did a people ever be-

fore make such liberal donations and large pecuniary

sacrifices in the service of their country 1 Theirs is

not a mercenary object, but a struggle in good faith to

maintain free speech, a free press, and free institu-

tions, against a treasonable slave oligarchy seeking to

destroy them all. They are actuated neither by

selfishness on the one hand, nor by a vindictive spirit

toward the South on the other, but by patriotic mo-

tives, a desire to promote and secure the general wel-

fare, and true love of country.

But the climax of this Bentinck's effrontery is

reached in the assertion, that "the Southerner is

fighting for that which is dearer than life—his liberty
;

he is fighting against one of the most grinding, one of

the most galling, one of the most irriting attempts to

establish tyrannical government that ever disgraced

the history of the world "
! 1

!

No better reply to the blockheadism and mendacity

of this speech of a tory member of Parliament than

the lucid, truthful, and admirable lecture of George

Thompson, Esq., on the same subject, which may be

found on the third page.

8®= Several of the journals are lauding General

McClellan for his manly conduct since his removal.

All right, gentlemen I We give him all credit for

his course. But was not Gen Fremont's course

equally as manly when he was removed from his

command on the eve of battle ? Yet those same

papers could not say a word in his favor, but spoke

most contemptuously of him.

—

Bath Sentinel.

" War in America." We have copied, on our

fourth page, a characteristic article with this title from

the London Herald of Peace—characteristic, we say,

for ever since the rebellion broke out, that journal has

industriously and persistently assailed the American

Government, President Lincoln, and the people of the

North—placing the worst construction upon their pur-

poses and acts, berating them for not allowing the re-

bellious South to have her own way and to do with

them whatever she pleases, and exerting its influence

to facilitate the dismemberment of this republic, with

a zeal that must excite the wonder and admiration of

Jefferson Davis and his perfidious, plundering, Ulan*

stealing, slavery-perpetuating crew. Such obliquity

of vision and pcrvcrseness of understanding indicate

anything rather than a candid and peaceful disposi-

tion.

8 Clayton Place, Kennini/ton Road, \

London, Nov. '7, 1802.
J

My Deaii Garrison—Very early yesterday morn-

ing, I was aroused from my bed by the announce-

ment that an "American gentleman" had arrived,

and was below. A letter, also, was handed to me. I

got up, and read yours of the 23d October, introduc-

ing William A. Jackson, lately the coachman of the

Confederate President, Jefferson Davis. For your

sake, as well as for his own, I welcomed the fugitive

from Virginia, and he was soon seated by a good fire

in my study, relating to me, while he took his break-

fast, his adventures, both as a slave and a freeman.

From 8, A. M. till 2, P. M., I was engaged in taking

notes of his history from his birth until his reaching

my dwelling. While I was attending a public meet-

ing in the evening, Jackson was in my study writing

to you, and I enclose the result of his three hours'

cogitation. I shall do the best I can to obtain for him
opportunities of addressing the people of this country.

It has yet to be proved, whether there exists a suffi-

cient amount of curiosity to draw the people out to

hear him. He will, however, derive benefit from his

sojourn here, and, if I may judge from what I have

seen of him, there will be no lack of either capacity

or disposition to improve his advantages. He will re-

main my guest for the present, and Mrs. Thompson,

and my daughter Edith, will have sincere pleasure in

being his preceptors. I will write you again respect-

ing him, when his prospects here are more defined.

And now, what can I say of the conflicts through

which you are passing? What can I say of my own

country, and the attitude which our journals and

public men have assumed in reference to your great

struggle? All through the contest, my sympathies

have been with the true friends of liberty at the

North. What I could do, I have done, to correct

public sentiment. As far aa my strength would per-

mit me, I have written and spoken with a view to the

enlightenment of the public mind on the real merits of

the question at issue. Towards the close of last year,

and at the beginning of the present, I delivered a

large number of lectures in Lancashire and York-

shire, including eight in the city of Manchester (six

of which were in the Free Trade Hall). I also gave

lectures in Edinburgh, Glasgow, and elsewhere in

Scotland. I formally proposed to the Union Ameri-

cans in London, to give the whole of my time, gra-

tuitously, to the work of agitation in this country, if

they would raise a fund for the payment of the neces-

sary expenses ; but there was no response. But,

alas ! the only agency they employed was the London

American, which has done far more harm than good to

their cause, by being the vehicle for the envenomed

outpourings of G. F. Train, and the slanderous at-

tacks upon the Abolitionists of their New York cor-

respondent. Again—the Committee of the B. and F.

Anti-Slavery Society has done nothing, and is only

now thinking of saying a good word in behalf of the

Proclamation. Thus, I have stood alone. The Star

and Daily News have done good service among the

daily London papers ; and the Spectator and Dial,

among the weekly journals, have promulgated sound

views; but what are these among the multitude of

papers that have gone wrong? The tenor of my
public addresses may be judged of by a report of one

of my recent lectures, which I enclose.

Ever most sincerely yours,

GEORGE THOMPSON.

[S^^We have placed the report of the excellent

lecture alluded to by Mr. Thompson on our third page.

Though his letter was written for our private perusal,

we take the liberty to print it, as it gives fresh proof

of his friendly regard for the United States, and his

disinterested efforts, under trying circumstances, to

sustain the cause of free institutions on this side of the

Atlantic. He deserves something more substantial

than mere thanks for the important service he has ren-

dered.]—Ed. Lib.

LETTER FROM WILLIAM A. JACKSON.

London, November 6, 1862.

Mr. Editor:
Dear Sir—I now take the friendly opportunity of

writing to you. I know that you and the friends of

liberty would like to know of my arrival iu Europe.

I haste to tell you. I come on my own responsibility,

which you and the friends all know. I arrived in

Liverpool on the 5th inst. at one o'clock, P. M., by

the steamship City of New York, making the voyage

eleven days and four hours. She brought over a

good many passengers. They put off a good many

at Queenstown—a good many of Irish—all of which

were anxious to go home, and see their mothers,

fathers, brothers, sisters, and some of their friends

that had been sick and lame for years. But they

never thought of them at all till Father Abraham

commenced drafting, and then they began to take off

to Ireland, and think of their friends that they had

left behind! There was one who said, "Faith, I

have a bounty, and I will go and see my father,"

I have often wondered why the Irish had such a

prejudice against colored gentlemen and ladies. I say

colored ladies and gentlemen, because I am under the

flag of Queen Victoria; because I know a colored man

can come here, and in this land be free. Here you do

not hear the word "nigger," like you do among the

low, degraded Irish of the North, who pretend to sup-

port the Constitution and the Union, and get their

bounty, and go off till the war is over. Then they

all will want to come back, and then they will talk

about the Constitution bigger than George Francis

Train. He had better not come over here where I

am now. He might have to write his speech in a

station-house here in London, If I had my way with

him, and all such men as the Irish which I refer to,

I would send them all to Central America, along with

all the rebel prisoners, and make George Francis

Train king over them all.

I would write more about myself, but I have to

think of those who are in bondage. As for me, do

not be discouraged, for Jesus is my friend ; he has

given me grace to conquer, and will bear me safe

through with all my undertaking, if I do not forget

God ; for I do believe when I forget God, I will cer-

tainly fall—I will be done forever. But I am happy

to say to all my friends, I feel more like serving God

than I ever did before. I feel that I will be sure to

get along, if I took to God, and do not forget to pray ;

though I would rather be with the Union army, if I

could help to kill some of the rebels, and my people

all go free. I have done all that I could to get a

chance to go, before I left the United States, but the

Government would not accept the regiment that Gov.

Sprague was raising at Providence, Rhode Island,

which I joined. But, nevertheless, I hope it will

all come right by and bye. I know my people will, he

free. 1 was offered the chance to go to Washington,

the day that I arrived in New York from Boston to

take the steamer; but then it was too late, for I had

made my arrangements to sail for Europe. That

being on a Friday, the steamer sailed on Saturday
;

therefore, I would not break my arrangements, because

I think a man without his word of principle is noth-

ing.

I have more to write, but it is getting late. I will

always stand up for the Constitution and the Union as

it ought to be.

Very respectfully yours,

WM. A. JACKSON,
Ex-Coachman of Jeff. Davis.

0^= We give this epistle verbatim as written by this

self-enuincipatcd bondman, and trust that it wilt prove

edifying to the rebel President in special, and the

stiiveholding traitors in general. It indicates a sud-

den and wonderful change iu the condition of the

writer—from a mere chattel in Richmond to a recog-

nized freeman in London. Making his appearance

there us "a Bwift witness" against Blavery and the

rebellion, we have no doubt he will do good service at

this crisis.

B. GRATZ BROWN.

The name of this gentleman, now a resident of

Missouri, and whose powerful support of the emanci-

pation policy in that State is well known to us of the

East, stands next on the list of lecturers in the Fra-

ternity course of this city, for Tuesday evening, Dec.

2d. For the benefit especially of such of our readers

as are wont to attend those excellent lectures, we sub-

join the following estimate of Mr. Brown from the

St. Louis Ncue Ze.it, of Oct. 19, a paper alike devoted

to the good cause he has at heart:

—

"Rarely enough has a man without position ac-

quired so decisive an influence on the politics of the
day as Mr. B. Gratz Brown. We say this of our
fellow-citizen with satisfaction and pride, though we
are certainly no worshippers of Brown. On the con-
trary, since we happen to be speaking of him, let us
say here, that we have scarcely had so much to take
exception to in any one, as in this very man. 'Noblesse

oblige,' says a French proverb, and its application be-

longs, if to any one, to our Gratz. For who, in these
stormy days of general bewilderment was summoned
as he was, to take the helm of public affairs in St.

Louis County? No one approached him in greatness
of intellect, clearness of principle, pithy and convinc-
ing eloquence No one, especially, could with
uch playful ease vanquish Blair, whom lie over-
topped, head and shoulders, as a leader of the people,
a parliamentary speaker, a statesman, an economist,
and a financier; in knowledge, heart, and every other
respect. But then came in relationship and regard,

—

then came business, family, and care for the future
between them. Yet is Gratz Brown a man of action,

though living only in the conflicts of the tribune, and
of the spirit of ideas. Yet is he now, as then, the
great, the undisputed champion of the cause of eman-
cipation. Yet often a word, hurled by him into the
confusion, gives to the whole movement a new, or at

least a steady direction, while it brings light to chaos.
Such is B. Gratz Brown, with all his brilliant idiosyn-
eracies and deep shadows. He holds a proud place
among us as an intellectual Titan. Who knows,
though, whether a prouder, according to current ideas,

is not reserved for him ?
"

We notice in a more recent number of the same
newspaper, that the people of Missouri are beginning

to consider whether the Senate of the United States

is not that " prouder place reserved for him " by the

State Legislature; apropos of which, the St. Joseph

Journal, "a conservative sheet," expresses itself as

follpws :

—

"B. Gratz Brown comes of a stock that richly con-
tains in itself the stuff for a United States Senator.
His grandfathers, on his father's and mother's side,

were men of conspicuous talent and tried patriotism.
Though in politics opposed to Mr. Brown, we never-
theless regard him as a man of eminent endowments,
and if we must for once be blessed with radical Sena-
tors, we prefer those of capacity and character, of
whom we consider B. Gratz Brown one of the most
distinguished."

Mr. Brown deserves, and we doubt not will secure,

a targe and appreciative audience, brought together

not only in his honor, but for their own profit.

—

w. p. G,

[|y in consequence of pressing duties and engagements
connected with the state of the c-umuci nation cause in Mis-
souri, Mr. Brown will not be able to speak in .Boston, and
Hon. Richard Busteed has consented to take his place.]

THE TWO CAPITALS.

Rev. M. D. Conway gave his best and most telling

lecture, on the above subject, last Friday evening,

at Lyceum Hail, Milford. The inclemency of the

weather and bad travelling curtailed the number of

hearers. But those who faced the storm were am-

ply repaid, and left the hall with more enthusiasm

and satisfaction than we are wont to witness. Ac-

cording to my judgment, this is one of Mr. Con-

way's best efforts—in its delivery, lie is truly M. D.
Conway—only a little more so.

There are several striking points which he puts

with an original force, suited to the hour, and which

fasten to the memory of the hearer. His scathing re-

buke of the servile cry, that our present struggle is

not a war for Emancipation, is capital, worth more

than " two capitals," unless they get rid of slavery.

His reference to the precious saints of New York,

under the leadership of Fernando Wood & Co. is

rich and caustic. "These fellows," says Mr. C, "are

continually oscillating, like the pendulam of a clock,

between Washington and the Penitentiary." The
classification of those represented by the President's

Proclamation— " hunkers, neutrals, and weak-kneed

and thin-skinned Republicans," as we Yankees say,

hit the nail on the head.

Then there were pathos and sympathetic power
that reached the heart. Curses upon a system so

fout and unnatural as American slavery were inward-

ly rising, as our friend narrated the paltry meanness

of our Generals and others to the oppressed. The
first of January, we were told, has hitherto been de-

nominated by the slaves as the " heart-break dny ." It

is on this day, so pleasant to most of us in receiving

and imparting tokens of affection and friendship, that

the victims of oppression are assembled in shambles,

to be let out, sold, and separated. No sun of bright-

ness shines in their lonely path. But, thank God,

Abraham Lincoln proposes to let in a little light

on the next new year's day ! O, may it be to the suf-

fering, toiling millions the coming of that glad hour

for which they have so patiently waited, saying

—

" Am I not a man and a brother ?
"

I am glad to announce that Mr. Conway proposes

to re-cast the lecture on the Two Capitals, and bring

it out under tho significant title of the "National

Equinox." This lecture he will deliver at Milford, on

Wednesday evening. Dee. 10th. No better service

can be done the Anti-Slavery cause than for our

friends in various places to secure his services.

G. W. S.

WENDELL PHILLIPS.

If Mr. Phillips continue to make speeches, we beg

him to consider that he may yet be the death of the

editor of the Boston Courier, who, whenever Mr. P.

gives utterance to his opinions, is sure to fall into

spasms, froth at the mouth, convulsively roll up his

eyes, and present a most agonized appearance. Here

is what the truly patriotic, philosophical, statesman-

like, and highly eloquent lecture delivered by Mr.

Phillips at Music Hall, on the evening of the 19th

inst., at the opening of the annual course instituted

by the Mercantile Library Association, extorted from

the aforesaid editor of the Courier the next morning

:

" Wendell Phillips, last evening, in the Introductory

Lecture before the Mercantile Library Association,

raved, we learn, even more than his wont. We do
not take the trouble to report the ranlings of a mad-
man, But it is all the better that this set of hair-

brained desperadoes should let out all their fury and
folly; for so much the sooner wiil they come lo the

end of their rope. Mr. Sumner, who now attends

upon their exercises to assure the public of his per-

sonal approbation of them, was ready, last night, with
his expressions of hearty concurrence in the malig-

nant extravagancies of his equally flighty associate;

and no doubt is fool enough to imagine that he, and
such as he, are to rule in a country, which only awaits

the fitting and fast coming opportunity to teach them
what they are, and what is the indignant will of an
abused people."

Seriously, it requires no brains to write columns of

such low blackguardism as this. Not content with this

vomit, however, this malignant Thersitcs, in a subse-

quent number, ejects the following;

—

" There is nothing surprising in the fact that a per-

son like Wendell Phillips should talk treason, and the

most absurd treason, too, so long as he can get an
audience to hear him, and gets his pay for his dis-

courses; hut it is amazing that men and women in

decent stations in society should he willing to hear
him, and should even bay the chance of listening to

him. And vet, in this cultivated city of Boston, thev

heard bis balderdash through, heard the Secretary of

State and the hero to whom they owe their past

safety, by whomsoever it may he saved hereafter,

called traitors—and, we dare say, ' wiped their mouths
and said, we have done no evil.'

"

How Mr. Phillips "raved," what were the "malig-

nant extravagancies " and " rantingsof this madman,"
the kind of" balderdash " and " treason " in which he

indulged, may he seen by a perusal of the reliable

report of his lecture made by Mr. Yerrinton for the

Cost, and to be found mi our fourth page. The Gowrit r

reviler habitually mistakes disgusting billingsgate for

smart criticism.

ME. FOSS'S EEP0KT AS AGENT.

Nov. \bt 1862.

Deak Mn. May—My last report of field labor left

me at Peachani, Vermont. My next appointment

was at Groton, Vt. On my arrival, I found that

your letter—through neglect of the mail—had only

arrived the previous evening. It was due four days

earlier. The matter was referred to the Methodist

minister, who, with friendly promptitude, gave what

notice he could of the meeting. The evening was

rainy. Nevertheless, a very good meeting came to-

gether, and gave me earnest attention.

The next day I went lo Wells River. Judge Tabor

gave me a hearty welcome to his home. It had been

arranged that I should speak in the Orthodox meeting-

house in the evening. The meeting was large and

attentive, but I failed to inspire them with anything

like enthusiasm. The next morning, Judge Under-

wood called upon me, and said mine was the first Abo-
lition lecture he had ever heard. He professed to be

deeply interested, and made a donation to help me on

my way.

My next appointment was at Topsham. Here re-

sides an old and faithful friend, Rev. N. R. Johnston.

Of course, every thing was done needful to secure a

good meeting. Owing to the fact that a number of

our friends had gone to the war, and to the fact that

the Congregational clergyman did not read the notice,

the meeting was somewhat smaller than the one I

held there a year ago. Still, it was a good hearing, and

I by no means thought it a lost opportunity.

My next was at West Topsham. A note had been

sent, by friend Johnston, to a Major Bill, requesting him
to give notice of the meeting. He paid no regard to the

matter, and, of course, no meeting was held in the place.

I had had, a few years before, precisely the same ex-

perience of this place and Major Bill. If the Major

had sent our friend Johnston word that he would not

appoint the meeting, there would have been no cause

of complaint.

My next engagement was at Barre, Vt. I was

heartily greeted by our devoted friends, Rev. Mr. Bliss

and wife. The meeting here was well attended, and

the people seemed deeply interested in the condition of

the country. The audience was mostly composed of

young people, who seemed highly intelligent, and pos-

sessed of strong moral feelings. I put down this fact

as a credit-mark forBro. Bliss, whose fidelity to truth

and the rights of humanity has herein its natural

fruitage; and here, too, finds its great reward.

My next engagement was at West Brookfield. I

came from Barre to Braintree, to the home of James
and Abby Hutchinson, and was taken by them on

Sunday morning to West Brookfield. Here lives our

devoted friend, Elder Jehiel Claflin. He, as usual,

had made all necessary arrangements for a good meet-

He generously gave me his pulpit for the whole

day, giving me also valuable assistance in my work.

The meeting was very large. I enjoyed it very much.

! how little I knew of the wave of sorrow that

had rolled over my family and me, on that never-to-'ie-

forgotten Sunday morning ! The next day I received

the sad news of the death of my son.

On my return to Vermont, my first meeting was at

East Bethel. Our friend John Hanks had secured for

me the Baptist house for the day and evening. I

spoke in the morning to a small audience. In the af-

ternoon, a funeral occurred in the house. So I did

not speak again till evening. The evening came on

very rainy ; so once more my audience was small.

On Monday, friend Hanks took me to East Ran-

dolph, where I held a small meeting. It was much
disturbed by some noisy Sunday school boys. The
Free-Will Baptist minister dodged in and out a few

times, but gave the meeting no aid or encouragement.

Such a course is not usual with ministers of this de-

nomination.

From Bethel I came down to Windsor. Here I

found our friend, H. H. Huntley, fully prepared for

my coming. He had made every provision in his

power for my present comfort, and for a successful

meeting; and the result was, we had a good meeting.

My next meeting was in Cornish, N. H. My home
was with an old friend, Benjamin Comings. He was
one of the earliest and most faithful laborers in the

Anti-Slavery cause. He is now wholly through

with all earthly work, and will soon pass on to his re-

ward. His son Charles and wife are true friends to

the slave, and did all that I could desire to make my
labor pleasant and successful. I held one meeting in

the place, which was not large, but was attended by

a substantial class of men and women, who were able

to appreciate what they heard, and make good use

of it.

From here I crossed the mountain to Croydon.

Here I was to have spoken all day in the Universal-

ist meeting-house on Croydon Fiat. But a funeral

occasion of more than usual interest occurred, which

took the attention of the people during the day, and I

did not speak. An appointment was made for Mon-
day evening; but a violent rain storm occurred, and

the meeting was a failure.

Wednesday evening. I spoke in Newport, N. H., to

a large but not very impressible audience. This New-
port is, and has been, so long that "the memory of

man runneth not to the contrary," one of the hard-

est and most hunker towns in the State. When I

came out of the meeting, I heard some loud talk, rela-

tive to tolerating a man who endorsed Wendell Phil-

lips, " who had said "—but as I was passing on, I did

not hear what the wicked saying was which Mr. P.

had uttered. When all the rest of the world are

saved, Newport, N. H., will probably "come in with

the fulness of the Gentiles."

On Friday evening, I spoke in Claremont, toa large

and apparently deeply interested audience. Friend

Weber, of the Northern Advocate, with friend Sperry,

made all needful arrangements for the meeting.

Claremont has a few good friends to the cause of hu-

man freedom.

— The change in the command of the army of the

Potomac is hailed with joy by more than six-eighths

of the people iu these rural districts. The people

arc longing for the first of January. If on that day

the freedom of the four millions of slaves shall be-

gin, what a glorious epoch in the world's history it

will be ! Oh ! never did I pray halt so earnestly be-

fore,
' Fly swifter round, ye wheels of time,

And bring the welcome day !

"

Yours, truly, A. T. FOSS.

On Sun-

Twenty-

ving an

Theodokk D. Weld at Mrsic Hall.

day last, Mr. Wold again addressed the

Eighth Congregational Society of Boston,
j

excellent discourse on Truth. His admirable exposure,

a fortnight before, of the Lying Pretences of the

Pro-Slavery Conspirators, had so made known the

rare powers of the speaker as to attract a huge audi-

ence on this occasion. There is reason to hope that he

may again, before many weeks, bo induced to speak

there, and many have expressed the wish that ho

would discourse on the duties of the present hour, a

subject which no man could handle bettor, and which
is now of preeminent importance.

Mr. Wold's speech and manner are in the highest

degree impressive. Both bis thought and stylo evince

high culture, yet refinement has not taught him to

discard energy of expression, nor the most thorough

plainness of speech, lie is able to interest and instruct

any audience, whether in city or country, and though

his discourse is read, it receives snob aid from voice,

countenance and gesture, as to produce tho effect of

an animated ex torn porn noons speech. But every

town in the State ought to hear one who understands

so well, and describes with such moving eloquence,

the dangers and tho duties of this critical period.

COIWRBSS. The next session of Congress imm-

inences on Monday next. There will probtihly he no

delny in tho delivery of the President's Message, in

which all eyes will lie turned with absorbing interest.

Intelligence from Washington gives the pleating as-

surance that. President Lincoln will stand by the

1'roclamation uncompromisingly.
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LECTURE OH THE AMEEICAN QUESTION.

BY OEOflOHl THOMPSON, USQ.

On the 27th ult., George Thompson, Esq., the well-

known friend of the slave, delivered a lecture in

the Town Hall, Leigh, " On the present most interest-

ing and critical aspect of the Anti-Siavery Cause in

America." The hall was well filled by a respectable

audience, who repeatedly cheered him throughout his

lecture. The Kev. Wm, Moore, minister of Bethesrta

Chapel, Leigh, occupied the chair, and after a few re-

marks on the question, introduced the lecturer.

Mr. Thompson said:—It is somewhat more than

twelve months since I last addressed an audience in

this town upon the subject of the pro slavery rebel-

lion in America. On looking hack to what I then

said, I am bound to confess that in many of the an-

ticipations which I then indulged, I have been disap-

pointed ; nevertheless, I am as confident now as I

was then, that the fearful war which is still raging

will issue in the overthrow of slavery. (Cheers.)

Let us contrast the state of things which existed in

America three years ago, with the state of things as

we behold it to-day. Three years ago, the Slave

Power of the United States was supreme. Mr. Bu-

chanan was the President, and he was altogether sold

to do the bidding of his masters at the South. His

cabinet was mainly composed of men who were slave-

holders, and traitors to the very Constitution they had

sworn to support. Oue was a slaveholder from Mis-

sissippi, another a slaveholder from Georgia, and a

third, a slaveholder from South Carolina. These men

saw the approaching overthrow of the party to which

they belonged, and had resolved upon disunion, rebel-

lion, and the establishment of a slaveholders' confed-

eracy. Three years ago, the Constitution was un-

derstood, universally, to contain the most sacred and

absolute guarantees for the right of the Slave States

to control the question of slavery within their own

limits. Three years ago, the Fugitive Slave Law was

in force in every part of the Union, and even the

leading members of the Republican party were in

favor of its execution. At that time, it was punisha-

ble with heavy fine and long imprisonment to afford

aid and comfort to any slave who escaped from his

master, and sought an asylum in the Free States, or

assistance in his flight to the British dominions in

Canada. Three years ago, the Executive at Wash-

ington was the exponent of the will of the slavehold-

ers, the abject instrument ofaccomplishing the grasp-

ing and ambitious designs of the South. Three years

ago, the great and powerful Democratic party of the

North was in close league and covenant with the

slave oligarchy of the South, and together, as with a

rod of iron and a whip of scorpions, they lorded it

over all who dared to dispute the constitutionality of

slavery, or to talk of circumscribing or abridging the

right claimed by the South to establish slavery in

any and every part of the States and Territories of

the Union. Three years ago, the dictum of Judge

Taney, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of

the United States, was accepted as the constitutional

law of the land—that a colored man, whether bond or

free, had no rights which a white man was bound to

respect. Three years ago, the Slave Power com-

manded a majority in the House of Representatives at

Washington, and in the then impending struggle be-

tween the Republican party of the North and West,

and the allied political forces of the pro-slavery party,

North and South, the distinctive difference was, the

assertions by the Republicans of the right to prohibit

and prevent the extension of slavery into the Territo-

ries of the Union, North and West of the Ohio river.

The great contest of 1860 ended, as you know, in the

election, by the Republican parly, of Abraham Lin-

coln, to the Presidential chair. Let us trace the growth

of that party. In 1834, when I first visited the

United States, both the great political parties were

alike pro-slavery. The dissemination of anti-slavery

principles led to the formation of a new political

party, which in 1840 nominated a gentleman for Pres-

ident on principles opposed to slavery ; but out of

more than two millions of votes, he obtained only

7000. The same gentleman was nominated in 1844,

and then received upwards of 60,000 votes. In 1848,

the Anti-Slavery party combined with a section of the

Democratic party, and altogether they obtained 291,000

votes for their candidate; and in 1852, when they

again stood alone, they obtained 156,000 votes. In the

interval between 1852 and 1856, a great change had

taken place in the sentiments of the people of the

Free States on the subject of slavery. This change

was owing to the aggressive measures of the South.

The North had become alarmed by the rapid strides

of the South towards universal supremacy. Slave

soil had been extended over 800,000 square miles of

new territory. The slaves had increased from 600,000

to four millions. The barriers to the extension of

slavery had been thrown down—the Fugitive Slave

Law had converted the Free States into the hunting-

grounds of the infamous slave-catcher—the Missouri

Compromise had been repealed—there had been a vi-

olent attempt to make Kansas a Slave State—the

Dred Scott decision had declared the right of a slave-

holder to carry his slaves into every part of the

United States territory, and the representatives of the

Free States had been insulted and brutally assaulted

within the walls of the national Capitol. These

things had aroused the spirit of the people at the

North, and had determined them to combine for the

purpose of throwing off the yoke of their Southern

task-masters, and resisting the further encroachments

of the Slave Power. The result was, that in the

great contest between Mr. Buchanan, the candidate of

the pro-slavery party, and Mr. Fremont, the nominee

of the Republican or Anti-Slavery party, Mr. Fremont

received 1,341,533 votes from the non-slaveholders of

the free North and West, while the votes for Mr.

Buchanan were 1,838,169—made up of the consoli-

dated votes of all the Southern States, and the votes

of all the pro-slavery Democrats in the Free States.

This election placed the pro-slavery party in power

for four years; but the strength displayed by the

Northern party convinced the South that the period

of their domination was drawing to a close, and they

therefore determined to use the four years' lease they

had obtained in making preparations for a dissolution

of the Union, and the establishment of a separate

confederacy, in the event of their not securing the

election of a candidate of their own, at the next Pres-

idential contest. The traitors in Mr. Buchanan's cab-

inet resolved that, if the Republicans should elect their

candidate, he should not have the means of success-

fully resisting the rebel movement of the South.

They corrupted the United States army—they scat-

tered the United States navy—they robbed the na-

tional treasury—they emptied the arsenals and armo-

ries of the North, and transferred their contents to

the South, to be used against the loyal people of the

North, and they withdrew the garrisons from the forts

in the South, that they might the more easily fall into

the hands of the rebels. On the election of Mr.

Lincoln, the traitors in the South seized every sub-

treasury—every mint— every custom-house—every

arsenal—every dock yard and ship—every revenue

cutter and Government store-house—together with

every fort, and all other descriptions of national prop-

erty- They organized a Confederate Government

—

they proclaimed a Constitution, the leading feature of

which was the maintenance, extension and perpetu-

ity of Blavery, and they declared the subjection of the

black race to the white to be the corner-stone of their

new republican edifice. Never before was a human

Government founded on principles so detestable, in-

human, or so contrary to the dictates of justice and

the rights and happiness of mankind. What, in these

circumfltances, could Mr. Lincoln do 1 When installed

in office, he could not collect more than 1,000 men for

the defence of the capital. Of all the navy of the

United States, he had but two vessels—one mount-

ing 25 guns, and a store ship with two. The traitors

had emptied the treasury, had plundered the military

depots of the North, had corrupted the army, and had

filled all the offices of the Government with their co-

conspirators. The President had nothing to do but to

Invoice the loyal feeling of the North, which nobly re-

sponded to tlw appeal. He could, however, avow only

Michttbjycis as witi' of a strictly constitutional charac-

ter; for had he been disposed at once to proclaim the

emancipation of ibe slaves, he was not in a condition

to carry out his purpose. He could not enforce his

authority in any part of the slave States. The South

was in a state of military preparation) and he was not.

He was without money, without arms, and without

men ; and he could obtain resources only by avowing

objects in which he would be supported by the voice

of the people. Besides the South,—united against

him as one man,—he had arrayed against him the en-

tire Democratic pro-slavery party of the North, many

of whom were disunionists; while the rest would only

support him in his efforts to restore the Union upon

the condition of its recognizing the right to maintain

slavery. Then, again, the anti-slavery principles of

his own party went no further than the limitation of

slavery to its present limits, and embraced a very large

number of persons who had belonged to the old politi-

cal parties, and who still held to the right of the slave-

holders to their human property.

The war, therefore, was declared to be for the res-

toration of the Union, the reestablishment of the au-

thority of the Constitution, and the enforcement of the

laws of the United States. One party alone had re-

solved that the war should, if possible, be made the

means of overthrowing slavery, and that party was

the abolition party. Most nobly have they done their

duty. If the war shall, as I believe it will, issue in the

utter extirpation of slavery, the credit will be due to

the labors and perseverance of the uncompromising

friends of the slave. If the war should cease at this

moment—if the Union should be restored as it was

—

or if the rebel States should be permitted to establish

their independence—much has been done by the

friends of the negro, which cannot be undone, and

which calls for thankfulness and joy. In the progress

of the war 100,000, or 150,000 have been set free.

Great numbers have escaped from slavery in Missouri,

Tennessee, Maryland, and Virginia. Thousands have

been made free in South Carolina; and on both sides

of the Mississippi, below New Orleans, there are hun-

dreds of free negroes who can no more be reduced to

slavery. (Cheers.) Consider, too, the acts of the

President, and the measures of Congress, since the

war broke out. A few years ago, the District of Co-

lumbia, the seat of Government, was polluted with

slavery, and filled with slave pens and slave auction

marts. Alexandria was a nest of slave-traders. Slave

auctions were of daily occurrence. Coffies of slaves,

linked together by iron chains, were marched by the

capitol on their way to the far South. There is now

not a slave prison, a slave auction, a slave coffle, or a

slave to be found, in all the District of Columbia.

(Cheers.) At length, the national brand of reproba-

tion has been put upon the infamous traffic in slaves,

and upon slavery itself, and the city and neighborhood

of Washington is as free from pollution and crime of

slavery as the city of Westminster. (Loud cheers.)

The President and Congress have recognized the black

republics of Hayti and Liberia, and now those negro

communities are in diplomatic relations with the

United States as are France and England. Two years

ago, the city of New York was in the habit of fitting

out large numbers of slave vessels ; now, no slaver

dare enter the noble bay of that city; and recently,

and for the first time in the history of the nation, a

slave-trader has been condemned as a capital feion,

and executed as such. (Cheers.) When the Slave

Power ruled the country, the American flag was the

protection of every scoundrel slave-trader, and the

right of search was denied ; but now, we have a treat}'

with the President of the United States, conceding

the mutual right of search, and the British cruiser can

seize a slaver under the American flag as well as un-

der any other. The Stars and Stripes afford no im-

munity to the infernal trade. (Cheers.) Amongst

the laws passed by the late Congress was one forbid-

ding any naval or military officer to return a fugitive

slave to his master— (cheers)— another, declaring

slavery illegal and abolished in all the territories of

the United States— (cheers)— another, giving free-

dom to all slaves coming within the lines of the Fed-

eral army— (cheers) — and another, confiscating the

slave property of all the rebels in all the Southern

States ; so that, in fact, the rebels at this moment have

no property in slaves, which is recognized as such by

the laws of the Federal Union. (Loud cheers.) We
know, also, that as early as March last, Mr. Lincoln

proposed the abolition of slavery in the Border States,

and that the Congress agreed to indemnify loyal slave-

holders for the losses they might sustain by adopting

measures of emancipation. That measure will be

again submitted, and I have little doubt will be ulti-

mately carried out. Surely, these acts have been such

as to entitle the Northern States and the United States

Government and Congress to the sympathy and moral

support of Great Britain. Yet, to the shame and dis-

grace of our country, many of our public men, some

members of our Government, most of our leading

journals, and a great part of the people in the upper

and middle classes, have given their sympathy and

support to the South, and are laboring to secure the

recognition of the rebel States as "a nation."

I come now to notice the President's proclamation.

This document, so pregnant with important issues,

as affecting the future status of the colored population

in America, is dated the 22d of September. Mr. Lin-

coln begins it by announcing the office and authority

to which he has been raised by tht. constitutional

votes of the people of the United States—he is Presi-

dent of the Republic, and Commander-in-Chief of the

army and navy. He re-asserts the constitutional ob-

ject for which he has called upon all loyal citizens to

take up arms—the restoration of the constitutional

relation between the several States of the Union,

In decreeing the future emancipation of the slaves,

Mr. Lincoln exhibits his usual caution and forbear-

ance, and his considerate desire that the enemies of

his government should have an opportunity of es-

caping the ruin with which they are threatened. He

does not declare instant emancipation, but says,

" Though you have traitorously overthrown the Con-

stitution you had sworn to defend—though you have

lighted up the flames of a desolating civil war

—

though you have been the cause of a bloody death on

the battle-field to thousands of the loyal citizens of

the North—though you have filled the land with the

emblems of bereavement and woe, I give you a hun-

dred days to consider in what position you will stand

on the first day of January—whether in a position of

submission and loyalty, or in that of treason and red-

handed rebellion." These are his words— " On the

first day of January, in the year of our Lord 1863, all

persons held as slaves within any State, or designated

part of a State, the people whereof have been in re-

bellion against the United States, shall be then,

thenceforward and forever free—(cheers)—and the ex-

ecutive government, and the naval and military offi-

cers thereof, shall recognize and maintain the free-

dom of such persons, or any of them, in any efforts

they may make for their actual freedom." (Cheers.)

Such is the decree which has gone forth under the

hand and seal of Abraham Lincoln, with the authority

of the members of Jiis government, and which will

soon be ratified by the people of the United Slaics.

Such is the decree which it will be the duty of every

man in the army and navy of the United States to

maintain and enforce. Such is the decree which has

been hailed with joy and satisfaction by the friends of

the Blave throughout the Union, mingled only with

regret that it did not proclaim immediate emancipation.

I care not to inquire by what motives, or under what

influences, Mr. Lincoln has been led to send forth

this proclamation of liberty to the oppressed. I ac-

cept it, and exult in it, as the manifestation of the

will of the people. You may tell me Mr. Lincoln has

yielded to external pressure, and I believe he has

;

but pressure from whom ? Why, from the millions

of the' North and the West, who have demanded with

an omnipotent voice that the accursed system of sla-

very shall perish amidst the flames which the hand

of treason has kindled. On the first of January next,

nearly four millions of men will be invested with the

right to i

personal

ssert all the privileges and protection, in

freedom, secured to all the free-born citi-

the United States. (Cheers.) By one

course, only, can the people of the rebel States avert

the execution of this decree. It is by laying down

the weapons of their unholy warfare—by disbanding

their rebel armies—by returning to their allegiance,

and by electing to the Federal Congress, through the

votes of a majority of the qualified electors of their

States, men who will take the required oath to main-

tain and support the very Constitution which they are

at present in arms to destroy—and all this must be

done before the expiration of the year, or in two

months from this time. That they will avail them-

selves of this day of grace there is no ground for ex-

pecting ; on the contrary, there is every evidence

that they will, with the energy of despair, pursue a

course of butchery, until they fall between a conquer-

ng foe in their front, and an emancipated people in

their rear. Such appears to be their doom.

While these things are being done on the other

side of the water, where, let me ask, should England

be found, and on which side should her hopes and

prayers and sympathies rest? Where, but with the

North, with the slaves, with the cause of justice and

freedom'? What fellowship hath light with darkness,

or Christ with Belial, or the spirit of liberty with the

demon of despotism ? England's sympathies should

have been with the North from the beginning. For

the first time in the history of the United States,

the election of Mr. Lincoln was the triumph of a party

whose watchwords were—" No more slave States—no

more slave soil—freedom national, slavery sectional."

Granted, that the war, originally, was for the Union

of the States and the supremacy of the Constitution.

It was a war of non-slaveholders and the friends of

free instituiions, against slaveholders and the found-

ers of a despotic, slaveholding, oligarchical govern-

ment. It was a war to prevent the spread of slavery

and the revival of the slave trade. It was a war, on

the part of the North, for the preservation of national

life, for the maintenance of a Constitution founded on

the principles of liberty, as against a Constitution

with slavery for its object, end, and corner-stone.

Where was England's place in such a conflict 1 Eng-

land, with her glorious history, full of the records

of struggles for freedom and the right ! England,

ith her marble monuments to Fox, and Wilber-

force, and Granville Sharp, and Romilly, and Buxton,

and Joseph Sturge ! England, that toiled for thirty

years for the abolition of the slave trade—that toiled

for thirty years more for the abolition of slavery—

that paid twenty millions to ransom her sable bonds-

men ! Was it for England to sympathize with those

who have always hated her, and most, for that she

liberated her slaves ? Was it for England to sympa-

thize with those who seized and incarcerated her free

colored seamen, and then sold them to pay their jail

fees? Was it for England to sympathize with those

who, when in power, sought by every means to foil

her in her efforts to check the internal slave trade ?

Was it for England to sympathize with those whose

slave codes are written within and without with laws

forbidding marriage, promoting concubinage, and en-

couraging soul-murder ? And where should Eng-

land now be—now that the war is one for emancipa-

tion—now that the war is one for the uprooting from

the soil of America the inhuman institution of slave-

ry—now that the decree giving liberty to the oppress-

ed has gone forth—now that the handwriting flames

upon the wall,' and the day of deliverance is named?

Where, if not, with all her sympathies and all her

prayers, on the side of the North ?

I thank God, that whatever may be the future

course of our statesmen, our journalists, our mer-

chants, or of the people, it is not in the power of

this nor of any other country, nor of all the powers

of Europe combined, to stop the progress of events

in America. (Cheers.) There is One who sits above

cabinets, and councils, and principalities, and thrones,

who has issued his decree, and it is this : "Let my

people go. I have seen their affliction, and have

come down to deliver them." That divine Beingwil

cause the madness and wrath of the oppressor to

work out his purposes of mercy to the slave, and will

visit a terrible chastisement upon all who have been

the abettors of his bondage. Let those who innocent-

ly suffer from the derangement of trade and com-

merce, consequent upon the present state of things,

bear with patience and hope the adversity that has

come upon them. Let those who are happily exempt

from the pressure extend a liberal hand to relieve the

necessities of their poorer brethren ; and let us, to-

gether, with fortitude, await the time when the cot-

ton fields of America shall bloom again ; but not again

bear the fruits of the uncompensated labor of slaves,

urged to their thankless task by the lash, but (he

harvests which have been produced by the willing

industry of freemen, who have received the wages

due to their exertions. God bless Abraham Lincoln,

the President of the United States ! and when the

time shall come for him to retire into the ranks of

private citizenship, may this be his glory and this his

lasting renown—that he found the Union shattered,

that slaveholders might make slavery eternal, but

quitted office with the Union restored, the Constitu-

tion vindicated, and slavery utterly and forever

abolished ! (Applause.)

On the motion of Mr. Moore, seconded by Mr.

Boyd, it was unanimously resolved, " That this meet-

ing, while deploring the distress at present prevailing

in the manufacturing districts, owing to the suspen-

sion of the supply of cotton, would express its con-

demnation of the slaveholders' rebellion in America,

which has caused it, and its sympathy with the

efforts that are being made by the friends of impar-

tial freedom in the United States, to effect the aboli-

tion of slavery, and the establishment of a system

of free labor and just compensation."

Votes of thanks to the lecturer and chairman were

also unanimously carried.

GENERAL McOLELLAN AGAIN.

Headquarters Army of the Potomac, i

Waruknton, Tuesday, Nov. 11, 1862. £

The last echoes of the cheers from a hundred thou-

sand throats that yesterday rang from camp to camp,

and were borne out on the pulsing air, have died

away; Gen. McClellan has gone, and the army turns

again to the work before it. It was necessary for the

late Commanding General to leave. He had his elec-

tion of modes of doing so, anil he has chosen to cause

the trembling fates of the nation to stand still, while

helms filled up four days with an elaborate spectacular

and dramatic farewell. May I be pardoned before

thee, austere Nemesis! O, sacred Truth! if the

phrase maligns the man, it is the conviction which
facts have forced upon my mind, A watchful observer

of all that has been said and done since the order of

removal came, I have been unable to escape the con-

stant Impression that what passed before my eyes was

of the nature of scenic effect, prepared by the hand of

the cunning artificer. I have seen the priest of Do-
dona that pulled the strings that made the Oracle to

speak as they wished. Men whom the authorities

should know and mark, have busily circulated among
the soldiers—dropping poisons—misrepresenting the

action of the Government, and inflaming the feelings

of the troops. Officers still holding command have,

by hundreds, blatantly threatened to resign, and stirred

up their men to mutiny. Heaven forefend that I

should say the late Commanding General instigated

these proceedings, but he has remained while they

went on, and he has used the passionate elements thus

evoked. Yesterday the grand farewell was made

—

thaumaturgy again ! The General and Staff rode

from camp to camp; the salutes, the shouts, the caps

tossed high in air—all went off as per programme.

The formula, "Now, boys, three times three for your

favorite General," was repeated at each division with

such curious iteration that one had to laugh at the ar-

tifice. " It's all played out now, boys !
" exclaimed a

master claqueur. "Nevermind," remarks a General

still in command of a brigade, (how long will he re-

main?) "we have only two or three days more to

serve in the Army of the Potomac." "Why," in-

sinuates another, " does he not take us down with him
to Washington, and clean out the abolition crew, as

Cromwell did the Rump Parliament? "—Corr. of the

N. Y. Tribune.

The incidents of McClellan's withdrawal have al-

ready been given you ; and the dead past can bury its

dead. It was a spectacle worked up to its utmost

dramatic effect. The men were drawn up in line for

the last review. The Farewell Order was read to

them. The out-going and in-coming Generals, with

their long retinues, rode by ;
salutes were fired; colors

were dipped; officers swung their hats, and gave the

order to cheer, and the men cheered right vigorously.

In Franklin's corps, which was caught without prepa-

ration, they rushed down to the road, and did it spon-

taneously and enthusiastically.

But there were whole brigades, mainly of new
troops, which stood in 'stolid silence. In spite of the

injunction of irrepressible staff' officers in the caval-

cade to " Give a good one for Little Mac," they did

not send up a single cheer. And did you notice that

Burnside's old corps (the 9th) was not visited at all,

while every other was ? A few days before, Burnside

and McClellan chanced to ride through that corps, and

an officer who was present assures me that while the

cries and cheers for "Burnside" were deafening, he

did not hear a single voice shout " McClellan." That

may explain the neglect.

The leave-taking, in many particulars, reminded me
of another which I witnessed a year ago—the with-

drawal of Fremont from his Missouri army. On the

whole, the exhibition of affection toward McClellan

was one of which he may justly be proud ;
but it fell

far short of that displayed for Fremont. Still, the two

cases had several features in common. Both Generals

were removed unexpectedly, while their armies were

in motion, and in the face of an enemy.
But there were sharp contrasts as well. Fremont

had 1 been tried three months, McClellan seventeen.

Fremont steadfastly refused to bid adieu to his army,

lest the ceremony should promote disaffection and dis-

organization; but stole away at daylight, McClellan

took his leave with the most impressive and imposing

display. Fremont was relieved by an antagonist ; but

in his touching Farewell Order to his soldiers he said :

" Qontinue as you have begun, and give to my suc-

cessor the same cordial and enthusiastic support with

wlijteh you have encouraged me." McClellan was re-

lieved by a warm personal friend, his most highly-

esteemed lieutenant; but in his Farewell Order,

modeled in every other respect upon the first, he could

noTdevote a line, or even a word, to the new com-

mander.
$£eClellan's principal strength was with the rank

",le. He had the affections of the men—not with-

xception, or to any unparalleled extent—but still

ineral. But so far as I can judge, a vast majority

of bis brigade, division, and corps commanders are

gratified at his removal. I never heard so severe re-

flections upon him out of the army as I have in it, day

after day. Again and again I heard the opinion ex-

pressed, by officers of high rank, not only that Mc-
Clellan was disastrously slow and timid, but that the

country was dying of McClellan.

Personally, all held him in warm regard. In his

high office he bore himself modestly and fitly ;
and

though his removal took away a paralyzing incubus,

probably there is not a single man in the Army of the

Potomac who cherishes aught but personal good wish-

es for its late commander.

—

Ibid.

SONGS OF THE PORT ROYAL "CONTRA-
BANDS."

From Dwight's Journal of Muuic.

We have received No. 1 of " Songs of the Freed-
om of Port Royal, collected and arranged by Miss

Lucy McKim," with the following interesting letter,

hieh speaks for itself. We trust we violate no confi-

dence in printing it. The melody has a simple and
touching pathos, a flavor of individuality which makes
one desire to know more of these things ; and we
trust that " Poor Rosy'" will be followed by other
specimens as genuine:

—

Philadelphia, Nov. 1, 1802.

Mn. DwiuiiT

—

Sin In a recent number of your
journal there appeared an article relating to the music
of the slaves of Port Royal, taken from an address de-

livered by my father before the members and friends

of the Port Royal Freedmen's Association of this city.

The extract included the words of one of their songs,

beginning, " Poor Rosy, poor gal !

"

My chief object in writing to you is to say that hav-

ng accompanied my father on his tour to Port Royal,
and being much struck with the songs of its people, I

reduced a number of them to paper ; among them, the

ballad referred to. I send you herewith a copy of it,

hoping it may interest you. Whether to have the
others printed, is as yet a question with me.

It is difficult to express the entire character of these

negro ballads by mere musical notes and signs. The
odd turns made in the throat, and that curious rhyth-

mic effect produced by single voices chiming in at dif-

ferent irregular intervals, seem almost as impossible

to place on score as the singing of birds, or the tones

an jEolian harp. The airs, however, can be
reached. Tliey are too decided not to be easily under-
stood, and their striking originality would catch the

ear of any musician. Besides this, they are valuable

a3 an expression of the character and life of the race

which is playing such a conspicuous part in our his-

tory. The wild, sad strains tell, as the sufferers them-
selves never could, of crushed hopes, keen sorrow,

and a dull-daily misery which covered them as hope-
lessly as the foghorn the rice-swamps. On the other
hand, the words breathe a trusting faith in rest in the

future—in " Canaan's fair and happy land," to which
their eyes seemed constantly turned.-

A complaint might be made against these songs on
e score of monotony. It is true there is a great deal

of repetition of the music, but that is to accommodate
the leader ; who, if Jie be a good one, is always an im-

provisator. For instance, on one occasion, the name
of each of our party who was present was dexterously

'ntroduced.

As the same songs are sung at every sort of work, of

course the tempo is not always alike. On the water,

the oars dip "Poor Rosy" to an even andante; a
stout boy and girl at the hominy-mill will make the

same "Poor Rosy" fly, to keep' up with the whirling

stone; and in the evening, after the day's work is

done, "Heab'n shall-a be my home" peals up slowly

and mournfully from the distant quarters. One wo-
man, a respectable house-servant, who had lost all but
one of her twenty-two children, said to me :

Pshaw ! don't bar to dese yer chil'en, misee. Dey
just rattles it off

1—dey don't know how for sing it. I

likes ' Poor Rosy ' better dan all de songs, but it can't

be sung widout a full heart an' a troubled sperrit !
"

All the songs make good barcaroles. Whittier

builded better than he knew" when he wrote his

Song of the Negro Boatman." It seemed wonder-

fully applicable as we were being rowed across Hilton

Head harbor among United States gunboats, the Wa-
r and the Vermont towering on either side. I

thought the crew must strike up,

" And massa tink it day ob doom,
And we ob jubilee."

Perhaps the grandest singing we heard was at the

Baptist church on St. Helena Island, when a congrega-

tion of three hundred men and women joined in a

hymn

—

" Roll Jordan, Roll Jordan !

Roll, Jordan, Roll !

"

It swelled forth like a triumphal anthem. That
same hymn was sung by thousands of negroes on the

Fourth of July last, whenithey marched in procession

under the Stars and Stripes, cheering them for the

first time as the "flag of our country." A friend writ-

ing from there says that the chorus was indescribably

grand—that " the whole woods and world seemed
joining in that rolling sound."

There is much more in this new and curious music,

of which it is a temptation to write, but I must re-

member that it can speak for itself better than any-

one for it. Very respectfully, Lucy McKim.

V
EHATEENITT LEGTUEES.

FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity are respe6tfully in-

formed that the Fifth Coijhhk ov Lkotores under the au-

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will bo continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, December 2, 1862,

atTUEMONT TEMPLE, when an address will be made by

Hon. RICHARD BUSTEED, of New ¥ork.

To bo followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from tho following persona :—

December 9.

—

Wendell Phillipb.

" 1C.

—

Henry Ward Bkechek.

" 23.

—

Jacob M. Manning.
" 30.

—

George Wm. Curtis.

Lectures to commence at half-past 1 o'clock. Course

Tickets, admitting tbe Bearer and Lady, at $2 each, may
be obtained at Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St. ;

Oliver Ditson <fc Co's. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of the Lecture Committee, who in former years

have bad the disposal of tickets.

The Atlantic Monthly for December is one of

the choicest numbers yet issued. The contents are :

The Procession of the Flowers, by Higginson; One

of my Clients, an interesting story ; The Cumber-

land, a patriotic poem by Longfellow ; The Fossil

Man, by C. L. Bruce; Life in the Open Air, by the

lamented Theodore Winthrop; A Woman, by Rose

Terry ; About Warwick, by Hawthorne ; The Chari-

table" Visitor, a Lyric of the Street, by Mrs. Howe;

Mr. Axtell, Part V.; My Hunt after the Captain—

a

true story of the war, by Oliver Wendell Holmes
;

Waiting ; Reviews and Literary Notices.

The number for January begins a new volume, be-

ing the eleventh of the series. The Atlantic Monthly

stands confessedly at the head of it3 class of periodi-

cals, and is an honor to American literature.

j53§?=- "Poor Rosy, Poor Gal," one of the Songs

—words and music—of the Port Royal freedmen.

Arranged by Miss Lucy McKim, for sale at the Anti-

Slavery office, 221 Washington Street. Price 25

cents. Sent wherever ordered, free of postage.

[J3?= The Boston Post denies that Charles Sumner

can be viewed as a representative man. Very well.

Let it regard him henceforth as a Senatorial man.

Excelsior

!

_ _____

iJCjf^ A correspondent of the Boston Courier says

that "never was Mr. Webster so popular in Massa-

chusetts or had so much influence as Mr. Sumner at

this moment." That is about so.

_^= Brigadier-General Saxton, Military Governor

of South Carolina, has offered to Captain Thomas

Wontworth Higginson the Colonelcy of the First Regi-

ment of South Carolina Volunteers.

$$=- Francis Daniels, of Grafton, Vt., illuminated

his house in honor of the removal of Gen. McClellan.

There was a general illumination of countenances in

all parts of the North.

2^= We are indebted to Hon. Charles Sumner for

bound volumes of the Congressional Globe, Part I., 2d

Session 37th Congress, 1801-2. Also, Part III. U. S.

Senate.

Farewell of the General of the Mackerel
Brigade. Orpheus C. Kerr thus writes to the Sun-

day Mercury

:

—
But the whole body of Mackerels, sane and insane

alike, unite in a feeling of strong anguish blended

with enthusiasm, at the removal of the beloved Gen-

eral of the Mackerel Brigade. He has been so much
a Father to them all, that they never expected to get

a step farther while he was with them.

There's a piece of domestic philosophy for you, my
boy.
When the General heard of his removal, my boy,

he said it was like divorcing a husband from a wife

who had always supported him, and immediately let

fly the following address :

—

Headquarters of Army op Accomac, ]

Foot of the Blue Ridge.
J

My Children,—An order from the Honest Abe di-

vorces us, and gives the command of all these attached

beings to Major-General Wobert Wobinson. {Heart-

rending and enthusiastic cheers.)

In parting from you, I cannot express how much I

love your dear bosoms. As an army, you have grown
from youth to old age under my care. In you I have

never found doubt nor coldness, nor anything else.

The victories you have won under my command will

live in the nation's works of fiction. The strategy we
have achieved, the graves of many unripe Mackerels,

the broken forms of those disabled by the Emancipa-
tion Proclamation—the strongest associations that can

exist among men—still make it advisable that you
should vote for me as President of the United States

in 1865. Thus we shall ever be comrades in sup-

porting the Constitution, and making the Constitution

support us.

The General of the Mackerel Brigade.
[Green Seal.]

General McClellan and the Army. The Bath
Sentinel publishes the following extract of a private

letter from an officer of one of the Maine regiments in

the Army of the Potomac:

—

McClellan is not so popular with the army as the

newspapers would have you believe. We get few pa-

pers, except the Herald, which happens to praise Mc-
Clellan most indiscriminately. Occasionally, a Phila-

delphia Enquirer comes into camp, and often a Balti-

more paper, but the Herald has the largest circulation.

You are not to suppose, however, that the extent of

circulation is any indication of popularity. Papers are

circulated here on horseback, and the men buy what

they can get. I don't pretend to say how it happens

that the paper which deals the most in panegyric comes into

camp, but I don't believe that it is owing to any real

popularity on the part of McClellan. Porter's men
speak highly of him. I do not know of an officer,

(though very likely there may be some,} who does not

censure him. Of course, they speak cautiously. The
men will hurrah for a Genera!, and sometimes for Mc-
Clellan, when he happens to come near. It strikes me
that he will be pretty certain to gain battles when he

makes the attack, but he certainly does not profit

much by victory. Notice the point of land near Black-

ford's Ford, where the rebels bagged themselves after

the battle of tho 17th. The defile to the ford is nar-

row, and the path on the other side steep. There was

no other place of passage. Why did we not take them
all J Nooody here knows, unless that flag of truce

which tho rebels sent in on the morning nfier the

battle was an insurmountable obstacle. Everybody
praises Burnside."

A Serious Chahge. In another letter of the late

Gen. Kearney, just published in Wilkes's Spirit of the.

Times, that dead hero charges upon Gen. McClellan

that—
" He incarcerated Gen. Stone, one of the ablest men

of the army, on the plea that it was done on the pres-

sure of the Abolitionists, when it, in reality, was to

damn, past being listened to, one who he knew, if ques-

tioned by a. military committee, would not avoid bring-

ing to light the incapacity (and subsequent contri-

vances to smother h) which had exposed Col. Bilker,

and then left him, helpless, doomed and unsupported,

at the battle of Ball's Bluff."

BOSTON FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.

A Course of Lectures in aid of tbe suffering Freedmen of

Washington, D. C, to be delivered at Joy Street Church,

December 1, Lecture by Rev. Dr. W. Hague.
" S. Prof. C. L. Reason.

" 15. Rev. R. C. Waterston.

" 22. Frederick Douglass.

|_fANTI-SLAVERY MEETING AT WORCESTER —
A quarterly meeting of the Worcester County (South bi-

vision) Anti-Slavery Society will be held at Washburn Hall,

Worcester, on Sunday, Dec. 7th, commencing at half-past

10 o'clock, forenoon, and continuing at 'I o'clock, afternoon,

and at 7 o'clock, evening. Theodore D. Weld and Parker

Pillsbury are expected to be present to participate in the

discussions.

Let all tbe members and friends of the Society whinb

is so long with firm integrity borne its testimonies in be-

half of the rights and against the wrongs of the slave, de-

manding bis immediate emancipation as a measure of jus-

tice more than of expediency, asameans of good tohiniaod

his master, rather than of injury or punishment to tbe mas-

ter, be present at the meeting, and renew their faith and

testimonies under the teaching of tbe devoted spirit of this

early apostle, who has, through the weakness of the flesh,

so long been kept silent.

JOSIA1T nENSHAW, President.

Joseph A. Howland, Sec'ry.

LECTURES BY THEODORE D. WELD.

At Feltonville, Friday evening, Nov. 23,

Fitchburg, Sunday,

Leominster, Tuesday,

Worcester, Sunday,

30.

Dec
T.

GST ANDREW T. FOSS, an Agent of the American and

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will speak at Nashua,

N. H-, on Sunday next, Nov. 30.

|_f- WM. LLOYD GARRISON will lecture in Lowell,

on Sunday afternoon and evening next, at the usual hour3.

@- WM. WELLS BROWN will deliver bis lecture on

the President's Proclamation and its Effect on the Blacks

of the South and the Laborers of the North, as follows :

—

West Amesbury, Friday evening, Nov. 28.

Feltonville, Sunday, " " 30-

" Monday. " Dec. 1.

Groton Centre, Wednesday," " &.

Difference between Them. If the dispatches

from the South are to be relied on, Missouri has voted

two sorts of emancipation—emancipation of slaves and

emancipation from rebel dominion. It is rather anoma-
lous to see a slave State take hold of the President's

Proclamation, and give it a cordial endorsement, while

some of the great free States have been voting the in-

definite continuance of the "institution"! In tbe

next Congress, if slavery is not exterminated before

December, 1863, representatives from slave States,

who have grown up with all their prejudices in favor

of the system, will be found pleading for emancipa-

tion, while such men as Voorhees and Fernando
Wood, representing free States, will assert the divin-

ity of slavery, and plead for its perpetuity. Well,

this circumstance will not be so extraordinary, after

all. Missouri has writhed under the desolating tread

of Rebellion. Her fields have been laid waste, and
her cities and villages devastated. Her loyal sons

have perished by the thousand, and mourning has

been heard in all the land. Every Missourian, who is

capable of tracing effects to their cause, knows the

origin of all this destruction and misery. African

slavery did it! It was the system which gave birth

to disloyalty, and organized rebel armies. It was this

system which defied the American flag, and turned

its arms against the Federal Government. Intelligent

Missourians know this! They feel it! They know,
too, That their future prosperity is identified with the

success of the Proclamation. Their slaves must go
free, or the deliverance of the State will never be

achieved. These facts give earnestness to Southern
emancipationists. The crisis is on them! Evasion

of responsibility is ruin. They will be heard in Con-
gress. They will meet the tories of the free States

in discussion. They will overthrow them in argu-

ment; and they will illustrate to the world the vital

difference existing between an earnest patriot of the

South, and a cringing, crawling, slimy apologist of

slavery and rebellion from the North !

—

Iowa State

Register.

LETTER FROM ONE OF BUTLER'S NEGRO
SOLDIERS.

The New Orleans Delta publishes a letter from one
of the colored soldiers enlisted in the Federal service,

who says :

"We arrived at this place (Lafourche Landing)

on the 1st instant, eight hundred to eight hundred and
forty-five strong, only about thirty men having fallen

out, and these from sickness. We have not, as yet,

had the pleasure of exchanging shots with the enemy.
But we are still anxious, as we ever have been, to

show to the world that the latent courage of the Afri-

can is aroused, and that, while fighting under the

American flag, we can and will be a wall of fire and

death to the enemies of this country, our birth-place.

When we enlisted, we were hooted at in the streets

of New Orleans as a rabble of armed plebeians and

cowards. I an? proud to say, that if any cowardice

has been exhibited since we left Camp Strong, at the

Louisiana Race Course, ft has been exhibited by the

.•ebels. They have retreated from Boutee Station

beyond Terrebonne Station, on the line we have
marched, burning bridges and destroying culverts,

which, no sooner than coming to the knowledge

of Col. Thomas, of the 8th Vermont Regiment, have

been repaired as quickly as they have been de-

stroyed.

I am not of a disposition to claim for our regiment

more than its share of praise, but I venture the asser-

tion that there is not a regiment in tho service more
willing to share the hardships of marching and bivou-

acking, and more desirous of meeting the enemy,
than this regiment, led by Colonel S. II. Stafford and
Major C. F. Bassett."

_7" AARON M. POWELL will lecture upon Emanci-

pation, in New York, as follows :

Johnstown, (Fulton county,) Tuesday,

Brockett's Bridge, (Herkimer county,) Thursday,

Little Falls, " Friday,

Fairfield, " Saturday,

" " Sunday,

Middleville, " Monday,

Herkimer, "

Dec. 2.

10.

" E. H. HEYWOOD will speak in

Cummington,

Northampton,

West Brookfield,

Sunday,

Monday evening,

Wednesday "

Thursday "

Nov. 3

Dec.

4.

_P~ Members and friends of tho Massachusetts Anti-Sla-

very Society, who are indebted for Pledges made to the

Society in January lost, or previously to that time, are re-

quested to pay the same as early as practicable, either to

the Treasurer, Edmuxh Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

$_f- MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on

695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—LuthcrClark, M. D.; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

MARRIED—,In this city, on the 10th inst, at the Twelfth

Baptist Church, by Rev. L. A. Grimes assisted by Rev.

Wm. F. Butler, Mr. Arthur Sedgwick to Miss Catha-

rine J., daughter of tbe late James Gardner, Esq.

And further on he says:

killed under a false pretence.'

' Slone was militarily

Frightful Railroad Accidents. The train

from Springfield for Albany, on the Western Railroad,

when near Chatham Four Corners, N. Y., last Tues-
day night, was thrown fifty feet down the embank-
ment, by a rail being designedly misplaced at a short

curve. The engineer, fireman and several passengers

were injured, but none killed.

On Friday morning, a sad disaster occurred on the

Boston and Maine Railroad, n fovr moments before 7

o'clock, involving the instant loss of seven lives, and
the injury of a number of persons more or less seri-

ously. The first train from South Reading, which
consisted of n locomotive and tender, a baggage and
smoking car in one, and two passenger cars, was pro-

ceeding at a slow speed between the depot at Cause-

way street and Charlestown, when it came to the draw
spanning Charles River. At the time, it was quite

foggy and dark, and to this state of the atmosphere wna
added a hard rain. A schooner was passing through
the draw as the train approached, a fact which could

not bo discerned until too late to arrest its progress.

The usual alarm was given by the whistle and bell

upon the locomotive, and the proper signals were out
but the locomotive and tender, ami the Imggiige and
smoking car, were precipitated into the watery chasm
below. The tide was nearly full at the time, and the

depth of water some sixty feet. There were About
twenty-five passengers in the smoking car. and the

utmost consternation prevailed as the terrible concus-

sion was realized. The locomotive anil tender plunged

beneath the water, but the smoking car was not en-

tirely submerged, which nccounts for the compara-
tively small sacrifice of life.

154 Washington St., 5 doors South of Milk St,

,

October 24. Cm

WEIS

MANin-'AriruKHS

ZOEBISCH,

AND BEAKERS IX*

European and Fancy Furs,

308 Washington Street, 308

OITOSITE BOSTON THEATRE, BOSTON.
Q3T Particular attention is paid to altering and repair-

ing Old Furs.

|5P" Furs preserved during the summer.

THE BOOK FOR THE TMES.

THE BLACK MAN,
His Antecedents. His Genius, and His Achieve-

ments, with Biographical Sketches of Fiftj

Distinguished Individuals of the Race.

By WILLIAM WELLS BltOWN.

Tho work will OOntafo iilHmt 300 pnp's. printed n» good

iin per. iinii hound in muslin. Price #1. It "ill bo pub.

hsUl on Monday, Deo. lit, by THOMAS HAMILTON,
4S lioeknmn Btrwt, N. Y„ and H. V. V.WLHTT. -31

Washington Stmt, Boston; — to .be. hw of *u wok*

|_f- Owing to tho Inorewed number of pi»(tPs of tho

work, and tho advance in tho cost of paper, fcjte price will

l.o Si . t"* above stated,) instead of ?5 oeota, as at first mi-

nounoed.
Nc '.•l.
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From the Christian Inquirer,
.

FREEDOM TO THE SLAYE.

yo son-ants of the people,

Pledged their will to do,

Hear yo not their earnest voices

Calling now on you ?

Would yo saro the nation's honor,

Or the nation save,

Speak the magie words of power

—

freedom to the slave !

Shall our homes ho draped in mourn
Wives and mothers weep

O'or tho fearful fields of carnage

Whoro their loved ones sleep?

Must tho blood still flow in rivers

Of the true and bravo,

"When a word of yours might stay it-

Freedom to the slave 7

Let our armed hosts proclaim it

To th' opposing foe ;

Lot it rise with every onset.

Fall with every blow
;

Let it ring from every cannon.

On each banner wave ;

Make the hills and valleys echo

Freedom to the slave

!

Let the Georgian planter hear it

At the midnight hour,

And the Carolinian tremble

At the words of power.

Let the mighty Mississippi

Bear^rpon its wave,

All along its teeming valley,

Freedlom to tho slave !

Bear it on your wings, yo breezes,

To each Southern home,

"Where a ray of light may enter,

Or a breath may come.

Waft it o'er the broad Atlantic

And Pacific's wave,

Till their solemn echoes answer,

Freedom to tha slave !

Mttny a legion may we muster,

Many a battle win,

But no blood may work remission

For the nation's sin.

Ne'er^again, o'er States united,

May our banner wave,

Till in Heaven's name be spoken

Freedom to the slave !

From tho Continental Monthly for November,

THE PKOGLAMATIOff.

SEPTEMBER 22, 1862.

Now who has done the greatest deed

Which history has ever known,

And who, in Freedom's direst need,

BecameTier bravest champion?

Who a whole continent set free?

Who killed tho curse and broke the ban

Which made a He of liberty?

You—Father Abraham—you're the man !

Tho deed is done.g Millions have yearned

To see the spear of Freedom cast ;
—

The dragon writhed and roared and burned
;

You've smote him full and square at last.

Great and True ! You do not know,

Yon cannot tell, you cannot feel

How far through time your name must go,

Honored by£all men, high or low,

Wherever Freedom's votaries kneel.

This wide world talks in many a tongue

—

This world boasts many a nobie State

—

In all your praises will be sung,

In all the great will call you great.

Freedom ! Where'er that word is known
On silent shore, by sounding sea,

'Mid millions, or in deserts lone,

Your noblo name shall ever be.

The word is out—the deed is done ;

Let no one carp or dread delay
;

When such a steed is fairly on,

Fato never fails to find a way.

Hurrah I hurrah ! the track is clear,

Wo know your policy and plan
;

We '11 stand by you through every year

—

Mow, Father Abraham, you're our man !

From the Hingham Journal.

THE OLD SHIP OE STATE.

BY DAVID BAItKEtt, OF EXETER, UK.

O'er the dark and gloomy horizon that bounds her,

Through the storm and the night and the hell that sur-

rounds her,

I can see, with a faith which Immortals have given,

Burning words, blazing out o'er the portals of Heaven,

—

" She will live ! "

But a part of the freight which our forefathers gave her
Wo must cast to the deep yawning waters to save her,

'Tis tho chain of the slave we must Sing out tojlight her,

'Tis the brand and the whip we must yield up to right her.

She will live !

Clear the decks of the curse ! If opposed by the owner,
Hurl the wretch to the wave, as thoy hurled over Jonah

;

With a " Ereedom to all !" gleaming forth from our banner,
Let the tyrant yet learn we have freemen to man her.

She will live !

She will live while a billow lies swelling before her,

She will live while the blue arch of heaven bends o'er

While the name of a Christ to the fallen wo cherish,

Till the hopes in the breast of humanity perish.

She will live !

From the " Child at Home."

WATOHING FOE 'PA,
Three little forms in the twilight gray,

Scanning the shadows across the way
;

Six little eyes, four black, two blue,

Brim full of love, and happiness too,

Watching for 'pa.

May with her placid and thoughtful brow,

Gentle face beaming with smiles just now,
Willie the rogue, so loving and gay,

Stealing sly kisses from sister May,

Watching for 'pa.

Nellie, with ringlets of sunny hue,

Cosily nestled between tho two,

Pressing her choek to tho window-pane,

Wishing tho absent one home again,

Watching for 'pa.

Oh ! how they gazo at tho passers by !

" He's coming at last ! " they gaily cry :

" Try again, my pets ! " exclaims mamma,
And Nellie adds, "There's tho twilight star

Watching for 'pa !
"

Jack nods and smiles, as with busy feet

He lights tho lamps of their quiet street :

That swoet little group ho knows full well,

May and Willie, with golden-haired Nell,

Watching for 'pa.

Soon joyous shouts from the window-seat,

And eager patter of childish feet,

Gay musical chimes ring through tho hall,

A manly voico responds to the call,

" Welcome, papa !

"

THE MARTYR.
They never fail who die

In a great cause : tho block may soak their gore
;

Their heads may sodden in the sun j their limbs
Bo strung to city gates and castle walls

—

But still their spirit walks abroad. Though years

Elapse, and others share as dark a doom,

They but augment tho deep and swelling thoughts

Which overpower all others, and conduct

Tho world at last to Freedom. Bvkoh.

THE LIBERATOR

LEOTUEE OF WENDELL PHILLIPS,

On " The President and the Future of the Countty," de-

livered at Music Hall, Wednesday Evening, Nov. 19,

being the opening Lecture of the Course instituted by

the Mercantile Library Association,

Ladies and Gentlemen,—There are two worda on
everybody's lips—the North, and the South. They
used to have ft simple meaning; the land toward the
pole, and the land toward the sun. Of late, they
have assumed a deeper significance; and I want to

use them to-night to represent those two elements
which, within the circle of the Constitution, for sev-

enty years, have been struggling for preeminence,
and which now, one of them still within that girdle,

and one outside of it, are doing battle for the control

of this continent. By the North, I mean the civiliza-

tion of the 19th century. I mean that table-land of

manhood up to which the race has struggled by the

toil and battle of nineteen centuries. I mean, free

tongues—free schools—types—ballot-boxes—the open
Bible—equality before the law. By the South, I do
not mean half a dozen rebellious States; I mean an
element, whether in State street or in Richmond;
whether in Albany or Mobile; an element that re-

minds us of ignorance, idleness ; a society planted on
a volcano, to whom agitation is ruin ; a society that

brands the Declaration of Independence a sham. I

mean a mosaic of races based on despotism and sup-

ported by cruelly. I mean a society which brings

back the days of " Bloody Mary " a*d the Inquisition

by burning men at the stake for their opinions. I

mean a.statute-book which makes it a crime to give

the Bible to a fellow-being, and thrusts into a dungeon
a matron who has taught a child to read. I mean a
society which holds for its cardinal principle of faith,

that one-third of the race is born booted and spurred,

and the other two-thirds saddled for the first to ride.

I mean a feudal system based upon skin, and anchored
in the Carolinas. Two elements, making up the civil

state. Ever since we had a country, the antagonism
of these two elements has been recognized

; some-
times welcomed, sometimes dreaded, but always ac-

knowledged. [In proof of this position, Mr. Phillips

quoted from Rufus King, James Madison, J. Q. Ad-
ams, President Lincoln, Secretary Seward, and seve-
ral Southern papers.] Nothing out of the common
course, therefore, if we find ourselves engaged in bat-

tle, the North and the South, representing two such
systems.

I find great statesmanship, as usual, in an aristocracy
like the South. They saw written on the dial the in-

evitable growth of freedom. Having tried the energy
that existed in their own institutions, placed side by
side with freedom, and found the doom pronounced
against them, the South accepted battle as the last re-

sort, and the only hope they had. The North had ex-
hausted every method of compromise. Every pound
of flesh had been exacted and given. Every lip,

from the President to the pulpit, had been gagged in
the service of the institution. All in vain. The laws
of God, which are stronger than the devices of men

;

Ereedom, which in every battle, equal or unequal,
gains nothing but victories, had written her hand-
writing on the wall, and Carolina, in the very chair
of the Executive, trembled before Massachusetts in

opposition. (Applause.) She takes arms for war. To
the south of her is Mexico. A conglomeration of dif-

ferent races, weak, having just survived her effort to

expel the Catholic poison that was circulating through
all her veins. She thinks, " I will build up a separate
empire ; I will link myself, not with a strong race, of
Saxon energy and enterprise, not with the children
of Milton and Hampden, not with the sons of Hancock
and Adams, not with the English language and Eible^
which mean nothing but liberty; I will link myself
with the Southwestern races, and build an empire
that girdles the Gulf, and devote it to the perpetua-
tion of slavery

; and having done so, having divided
the Union, I will tempt the Northwest, whose inter-

ests lie with me, to secede from manufacturing, tariff

New England, and bind her to my car by locality,
geography, self-interest, self-evident sympathies ; and
then, having weakened the North and strengthened
myself by an alliance with the Southwest, I shall
perpetuate my controlling influence on this conti-
nent. That is her programme. Let Mr. Lincoln per-
petuate this war, and hand it down to his successors
in any thing like its present guise, and in the canvass
that begins eighteen months hence, you will see a
candidate on the other side the mountains, one plank
in whose platform will be, that the West desert the
East, and join her natural ally who holds the mouth of
the Mississippi. If the Democratic politicians of Al-
bany have their way, there is more danger of an alli-

ance among twenty States, leaving New England out
in the cold, than there is of an alliance among twenty
States, leaving the Cotton States out of the Union.
Understand me : I think we live in a generation
which ought not to regard with dismay, but as our
fathers did, (according to Mr. Seward,) with hope and
favor, the ripening of this conflict of the two elements
that underlie our State. "We have to-day in our hands
the strength, if we only have the will, to crush the
viper which has given us the right, and hands us the
weapon. [Applause.]

This is my idea of the future that is before us. No
compromise can ever bring us into safe and perma-
nent relations again. This revolution was not pro-
duced by Calhoun or Garrison; it was produced by
the seventy years which have produced Calhoun and
Garrison. Rome was not destroyed by Caesar; it

was destroyed by the hundred years that wrought out
a Ciesar; and to-day, the ripening of events, not the
energy or the policy of men, places us where we
are. The past is our lesson to judge of the future.
If it were possible to take from us every tongue and
to gag our children, the very soil upon which we live,

the very necessity of New England, coining her
granite and ice into bread, would make her a .danger-
ous neighbor for the aristocracy of the Carolinas.
.(Applause.) The South does not wish for compro-
mise. She spurns Horatio Seymour. She despises
the Democrat who crawls at her feet. (Applause.)
She knows, with the instinctive sagacity which dan-
ger confers, that her only policy to-day is to correct
the mistake of 1787, to ally herself with inferior races
for breadth of base, and then by temptation to draw
from the North what she can. You might as well in-
to tempt the devil back to heaven as South Carolina
into the neighborhood of New England. (Laughter
and applause.) This being so, there is no remedy
left, except in the North's lifting the gauntlet which
the South throws down to her.

Mr. Phillips said he held to the right of revolution,
which is a most valuable and sacred right, and one
which he hoped and believed was to regenerate the
world. He would see the Union go to ten thousand
pieces before he, for one, would deny that right. But
the question was, how far the North had rightfully

exercised that right? This is not, said Mr. P., a
partnership, but a government. When the farmer
sold out his hundred acres in Essex county, and went
to Illinois, and gave the United States Government a
dollar and a quarter an acre, what did he buy 1 Did
he buy an acre shut up in the rivers and lakes of Illi-

nois ? Nothing of the kind. He bought an acre that
had New England for its counting-house and the Mis-
sissippi for its highway. He took a deed which
pledged to him Massachusetts as his workshop, and
the Gulf of Mexico as the link that bound him to

Europe. He bought it on the faith of the Government,
and that faith is to be kept. That is my first consid-
eration, why I have a right to defend the Union.
Secondly, and still more strongly, when this Union
was made, there were seven or eight hundred thou-
sand slaves in the Southern States. Our fathers said,

"Let them be voters!" The South said "No!"
Wc made a compromise

; you recollect it, Tho South
said, "Admit us under the sunlight of freedom, and
that dark spot will wear away by its Influence," The
negro lifted up his arms and said—" Sons of tho Pil- 1 forward the proclamation. (Applause.)

grims! trust God, and do me justice !
" And the fa-

thers, with averted faces, said, " Wait! we dare not

trust God .' Wait until the long weariness of a seven
years' war is over, until the Union, grown strong and
rich, is able to bo just." And the bIrvc sat down in

his chains and waited. The South, in 1787, agreed
to abide the issue, but, defeated at the ballot box, bIic

flung it down and took up the bullet. The North
said—" Grant it ; we will try that." It is a fair play,

an honest game. Beaten, Massachusetts was to be a

whipped hound ; her system was to be second-rate

;

Slavery was to sit in the chair and dictate the terms

;

she was to have bulwarks enough to keep her safe.

Very well ; the battle has gone against her, and what
is to be the result 1 The North is to march down with

her institutions, and wipe out Carolina. (Applause.)

My method is to replant the South. You can only

abolish slavery in the Carolinas by planting them
with freedom. That is the method which I think it

is the right and duty of the nation to adopt. I trust

the President. (Loud applause.) How much there is

in him, let every man judge. I believe there is every

thing in him that is possible in a man born in a slave

State. But I trust the President for all that. He is

the only instrument we have got. Step from hi;

platform, and there is anarchy. The worst state that

ever existed is better than that: the worst king that

ever existed is more hopeful than Cromwell dispers-

ing Parliament. I am not going to criticise the Pres-

ident. I believe that to-day he has turned the corner,

and recognizes the fact, not simply that the slaves of

rebels, but that slaves must be freed. (Applause.)

How shall that proclamation he carried out ? Well,
Burnside is advancing to Richmond—God bless him !

(Enthusiastic plaudits.) We have got him and Hook-
er at the front (renewed applause)—men who, if de-

feated, will rise stronger from defeat; and if victori-

ous, will not go to sleep on the field of victory.

(Great applause.) In the field of battle, I doubt not;

we are to be swift, stern, successful; but that is not

victory. You can conquer the South, not by cannon,

but by carrying Northern civilization there. We have
got, in the neighborhood of Fortress Monroe, two
counties, totally under our guns. Let Government
confiscate those counties, break them up into farms
of one hundred acres, and sell those farms to the sons
of Vermont and New York, with a deed from the
Union guaranteeing the title, and guaranteeing com-
pensation if the owner be evicted, and you have com-
menced a State. The Virginia that was, the Virginia
of Lee, that could not admit a peasantry except in

chains, the Virginia of Mason, with his haughty, im-

perious insolence, is gone, and the germ of a Virginia

that borrows its character and future from Plymouth
Rock is commenced. Then again, further South, I

would take Gens. Hunter and Butler, and put ten

thousand armed negroes with the stars and stripes

over them, and the Union uniform on, into Alabama,
Mississippi and Georgia, not to fight—though I believe

they will fight—but to proclaim the proclamation.

One hundred, two hundred thousand will gather
around them, and the deserted plantations will call

home the white soldiers from Virginia to take eare of

them. In order to this, I want to remove the snag
at Washington. The President, I said, I believe in

;

I do not believe in his Cabinet. We are not obliged

to take any thing more than a Kentucky-born Presi-

dent upon our shoulders. There stands at his right

hand to-day, the man responsible for the last four
months of the Administration of Buchanan. There
stands at his right hand a Secretary of State who
gave the broad seal of the Union to a traitor who
had betrayed the secrets of the Cabinet to Carolina

when she was marshalling round Port Sumter, and
sent him to Portugal. There stands at his right hand
a man who never yet, since that first cannon was fired,

has lisped any other word than compromise. I do
not believe in Seward. (Applause.) I want that Cab-
inet eviscerated. Leave as many of them as you
please. I care not which you turn out, only put in

one man with a will and a head like Thaddeus Ste-

vens or Ben Wade, and he will drag the Cabinet to

his own purpose. We are battling for ourselves and
our children. I saw a thousand men march through
our streets toward Washington to-day. Every man
left one aching heart, one empty home. There are
fifty thousand such marshalled in this terrible strug-

gle for the great future of the country. We have a
right to claim of those who hold the helm of the vessel
of State that they shall either proclaim frankly, fully,

unreservedly, their entire concurrence in the whole
policy of the President, or abdicate their positions of
influence, and give place to those who do. (Applause.)

1 care not what theory you take—whether the Pres-
ident's, Mr. Sumner's, or Judge Conway's. What I
want is that the seed of that civilization which has made
New England what she is planted in the South. I

agree that Hooker is a good soldier, and Burnside
means well, and the fifty regiments -of Massachusetts
will do gallant service, but I would far rather have
a sewing machine, a free school and a Bible in Vir-
ginia than fifty regiments. The Slave States are va-
cant. I care not how they became so. We plant
them, as we do the great West beyond the Rocky
Mountains, and we plant them with schools and
churches, with primers and sewing machines, with the
brains and hands of Yankee civilization

; and our bul-

warks are not Port Moultrie nor Sumter, are not rilled

cannon nor iron-dads; they are New England, taking
possession of her own broad territory, which belongs
to her by right of conquest, not of cannon, but of civ

ilization. In order to that, I want not only the Presi
dent, but a Cabinet around him that means just the
same. I do not want Mr. Seward. (Applause.) I
do not say he is a traitor ; I do not say that McClel-

a traitor. I do not care for the motives of one
single man in the twenty millions that make up our
population. Hearts are nothing to us, conduct is every-
thing. Whether George B. McClellan were a traitor

or not, there is not a traitor in Jefferson Davis's Cab-
inet who could have acted better for the service of
the South than he. Whether William H. Seward
means honestly by the North or not, wc need not
determine. We arc not here to blame him. He is

what his father and mother, and school, and the in-

fluence of sixty years have made him—a good tool for

some purposes, but not fit for us now. (Applause.)
A good man to make "irrepressible" speeches, but
not, when cannon are sounding, and States grappling
at each other's throats, and the great elements of so-

ciety crashing and jostling against each other like

frigates in a stom—not the man to see the blue heav-
ens beyond, and put a firm hand on the helm and guide
the ship of State safely to port, Massachusetts has a
right to be heard. Through this gubernatorial elec-

tion, she has passed with all her flags flying and all

her principles avowed. There was nothing to encour-
age her. The Administration had had one long,

my, disastrous night of inaction. I am more sur-

prised that Massachusetts stood in loyalty to that Ad-
ministration than that New York deserted it. You
might have supposed that half-educated New York
would shrink from that intense faith which Mas-
sachusetts exhibited

; but, led up to the blank granite
wall, with the President and McClellan before her,
and no eye to see anything, she trusted the inherent
omnipotence of liberty, and said, "Tins struggle means
Liberty, and God is pledged to its success !

" (Loud
applause.) That Massachusetts, I say, has a right to

be heard If the Administration leans upon anything
to-day, it leans upon Massachusetts. Let me, there-
fore, close by claiming of the President three things—
a Cabinet, a General, and a Confiscation that shall

open the Southern States to Yankee civilization, and
give the loyalists of the South an opportunity to co-
operate with us. (Loud applause.)

At the conclusion of Mr. Phillips's lecture, which
occupied an hour and a half, Mr. Sumner was loudly
called for, who came forward and said a few worda
urging upon all present the duty of standing by the
President. He has already, said Mr. Sumner, done
much

;
I expect from him much more. This, at least,

we have a right now to expect, and this, at least, wc
must solemnly insist upon—first, that he shall push
forward the army : and, secondly, that he shall push

NOVEMBEE 28.
THE WAR IS AMEEIOA.

It is really singular to observe how few persons
have the courage to adhere consistently to a princi-
ple through evil report and good report, or who can
even intelligently and generously appreciate the
conduct of those who do. We arc, for instance,
pledged to tiie doctrine that all war ia unchristian
and unlawful; and yet there has been no war waged
in our time but we have had some good people, who,
without calling in question the theoretical soundness
of our principle, have passionately pleaded that we
should virtually waive it in favor'of that particular
war. It was not the same class of persons, of
course, that favored all these wars, but there were
some who espoused the cause of each, and main-
tained that it ought to be treated as exceptional to
our general rule; so that if we had followed the
counsel of these well-meaning friends, we should
have been in this position: that, while condemning
all war in the abstract, we should have been de-
fending each war in the concrete. But with all re-
spect to our worthy advisers, we cannot thus accom-
modate our principle to their individual predilec-
tions, and we can all the less do it, because we
believe that, in almost every case, events have
proved, after the war was over, that the course we
have pursued as a matter of principle was the right
one also as a matter of policy.

As usual, there are some who maintain that we
are wrong in opposing the civil war in America, be-
cause it is a war in favor of freedom. We will
endeavor to explain once more to these friends why
it is that wc cannot join in anything that shall tend
to encourage and protract this most appalling and
unnatural conflict. Vv'e have three reasons for this,
and we will state them in the order in which they
arc most likely to strike their minds.

1st. We do not believe that this war is wag'
for the purposes of freedom.

2d. If we did believe that those who are fight-
ing are sincerely and earnestly bent on promoting
freedom as their object, we do not believe they can
attain that object by fightin».

3d. Even if we thought" they could attain it by
fighting, we could not, without an utter abandon-
ment of our principles, give them our sanction and
approval.

1st. We do not believe that this war is waged
for freedom. It is not waged for freedom, but for
Union and empire. Surely, those who are authorita-
tively directing the whole policy of the war must
be held to be the most competent witnesses as to
their own purpose and design. It is impossible to
conceive of anything more explicit on this point
than their testimony. Here is the language of
President Lincoln :—"My paramount object in this
struggle is to save the Union, and it is not either to
save or destroy slavery. If I could save the Union
without freeing any slave, I would do it; and if I
could do it, by freeing all the slaves, I would do it

;

and if I could do it by freeing some and leaving
others alone, I would also do that. What I do
about slavery and the colored race, I do because it

helps to save this Union
; and what I forbear, I for-

bear because I do not believe it would help the
Union."

But, then, we are told there is the President's
Proclamation. True, there is the President's Procla-
mation

;
but does that imply that the object of the

war is the freedom of the slave? Why, it implies
precisely the reverse. It implies that the freedom
of the slave is to be used, or not used, as it may be
found conducive or otherwise to a totally different
object. " The principle at stake is entirely disre-
garded, and emancipation promised as a mere inci-
dent in the war. The Government liberates the
enemy's slaves as it would the enemy's cattle, sim-
ply to weaken them in the coming conflict. The
promise is not even unconditional,—nay, it is not
made conditional on any act or omission of the
black race. The act professes to be done for their
hcriefit

; but if their masters return to the Union
before the 1st of January, then the slaves are to
continue on in their condition of slavery as long as
such masters shall choose. The principle asserted
is, not that a human being cannot justly own
another, but that he cannot own him unless he is

loyal to the United States."* Wc picture to our-
selves the Federal Government, like a huge giant,
who snatches the slave from the grasp of the South,
and then takes hold of him by the feet, and swings
him round and round as one brandishes a bludgeon,
in a threatening attitude round one's bead, ready,
whenever it is found necessary or expedient, to
hurl him like a missile from a catapult in the face of
the enemy, utterly heedless whether the unfortunate
negro is crushed by the impact, provided only be
does some damage to the foe. And does this import
any great love for the negro? Why should any of
us, in this country, persist in practising an elaborate
imposition upon ourselves, by trying to believe that
the_ North is fighting for the abolition of slavery,
against the explicit and emphatic declarations of the
men themselves? Surely, if there is a man en the
whole Western Continent whose testimony must be
deemed conclusive on this point, it is Mr. Charles
Sumner. What does he say in the great speech he
lately delivered at Boston? Here are his own
words:—"And, now what is the object of the war?
This question is often asked, and the answer is not
always candid. It is sometimes said that it is to abol-
ish slavery. Here is a mistake or a misrepresentation.
It is sometimes said, in flash language, that the object
is 'the Constitution as it is,' and 'the Union as -it
was.' Here is another mistake or misrepresentation.
.... Not for any of these things is this war waged.
Not to abolish slavery, or to establish slavery; but to
put down the rebellion." We say, then, the war is

not for freedom, but for Union and empire. We do
not say, observe, that this may not be a very im-
portant object. We at any rate in this country,
who are eternally boasting of a dominion on which
the sun never sets, and who are not willing to sur-
render to justice or liberty the smallest fragment of
our huge possessions, however acquired, have no
right to speak opprobriously of such an object. But
we have a right to keep distinctly before our minds
that that is the object, and refuse to be cheated of
our sympathies under false pretences.

2d. But we observe, secondly, that even if the
war were sincerely waged for freedom, we do not
bebeve that the object can be attained by fighting.
In the language of Mr. Gladstone— not in his recent
speech at Newcastle, but in one he delivered many
months ago, and containing as we thought then, and
think still, the wisest word spoken in this country
on the American question,—" We have no faith in
the propagation of free institutions at the point of
the sword. It is not by such that the ends of free-
dom are to be gained. Freedom must be freely ac-
cepted and freely embraced. You cannot invade a
nation in order to convert its institutions from bad
ones into good ones; and our friends in the North
have, as we think, made a great mistake in suppos-
ing that they can bend all the horrors of this war to
philanthropic ends." Yes, we fully concur with Mr.
Gladstone, that they have made, and are making, an
enormous mistake. Lust, hate, violence and car-
nage, are not the fitting foster-mothers for freedom,
and least of all for a freedom professing to be
founded on the benevolent brotherhood of ""the gos-
pel. To our thinking, the deliverance of four mil-
lions of oppressed and degraded human beings from
the bondage of generations, and their safe introduc-
tion to the possession and enjoyment of liberty, is a
task requiring a rare combination of the statesman's
wisdom and the Christian's patient philanthropy.
But our American brethren think tins transition can
be effected by what they vauntingly call "the war
power"—a power which represents only the more
rampant ascendancy of brute force, and acknowl-
edges no allegiance to law or conscience or Chris-
tianity. We have no faith in the war power, as the
minister of justice and mercy. Even if it succeeds
in breaking the bonds of slavery, we sec no pros-
pect for the miserable negro, on which we can dwell
with any complacency. Tempted to forsake his
home in the South after, perhaps, having helped to
blast it with fire, and to drench it in blood, what is

to become of him ? The free States of tho West
are passing laws in hot haste forbidding him to put
his foot within their territory. The millions of
Irishmen that people the North, aided abundantly by
the intense prejudice of the Northerners theraselvea,
loudly protest that he shall not come there to lower
tlni rate of wages, and, as they conceive it, to de-
grade the character of labor. Poor Mr. Lincoln, at
his wits' end, proposes to ship him oil' to Central
America, and so bo rid of the nuisance. The
authorities in Central America hurl back Ihc pro-
posal with indignation and contempt. If anybody
sanjftnd i-.v.vl ecmfrrt m tfcie prcspect ia riinrds
the four millions of American slaves, we conftsB wc
cannot.

Without an utter dcrel
it aid or sue

iction of our principles, give
:-or in any way. Our principle* are

that we have not liberty to do evil that good may
come; that the end does not sanctify the means;
that we may not destroy or punish one crime by the
commission of another, at least as great, if not
greater. If we are asked what is the evil which
this war is doing, we answer, Circummfce. Some
anti-slavery men can see onlv one evil in God's uni-
verse. Provided that is pursued and assailed, they
are willing to wink at every other wickedness, how-
ever atrocious, at every other calamity, however
appalling, But there are men, whose sympathies
for freedom arc as large and generous as their own,
who eannot thus shut their eyes to facte. And
when we look round at the state of things which
now prevails in America as the result of This war,
what do wc see? We see the whole land filled
with violence and blood, and with all the hideous
immoralities— corruption and fraud, drunkenness
and licentiousness— which ever accompany war.
We see men's minds becoming more and more en-
venomed with the blackest malignity towards each
other. We see the voice of Christianitv openly set
at nought by thirty millions of professing Christians,
and the very ministers of religion, whenever the
authority of Christ as the teacher of love and peace
may seem to impose any restraint on the indulgence
of the most violent of human passions, saying by
the whole tenor of their teaching, "Let us break
his bonds asunder, and east away his cords from
us!" We see in the distance the coming of vet
greater woes; for every day the war is prolonged
the evils wo have enumerated will become more
aggravated, the carnage more desperate, the fe-
rocity more fiendish, the practical abnegation of
Christianity more audacious and defiant. And if
the will of the North eaii be only seconded by its
ability, we see the war becoming a war of utter ex-
termination against the South. "Sooner than see
tins Union severed," says one of their so-called
statesmen, ," let not only the institution of slavery
perish, but let the habitations that have known it

perish ivith it, and be knoion no more forever." "It
is better," says one of their so-called 'mininisters of
the gospel, "far better, that every man, woman and
child, in every rebel State, should .perish in one wide-
spread, bloody and indiscriminate slaughter; belter
that the land should be a Sahara; be as tchen God
destroyed the Canaanites, or overthrew Sodom and
Gomorrah, than that this rebellion should be suc-
cessful."

Let our readers observe that the object with all
these people is not the abolition of slavery, but the
conquest of the South. But if their object were the
abolition of slavery, we say we cannot lend our
sanction to do ail this evil that good may come,
even if there wore the slightest probability of its
ever coming by such infernal means. We must say,
candidly, we are not prepared to buy the freedom of
the slaves at so tremendous a cost.—London (Ena )

Herald of Peace.

Mn. Conway's Lkctuke. Davis Hall wa» filled
to overflowing on Monday evening, to hear a lecture
upon the war, by the Rev. M. I). Conway. We ven-
ture to assert, that never was an audience better
pleased ami satisfied ihan the one that listened to his
eloquence anil scathing sarcasms. Mr. Conway's sen-
tences are like polished, double-edged iwordf. We
hope we may have (he pleasure agnin ihis winter of
hearing the gentleman. We are sure we but express
the sentiments of the audience, in thanking in iheir
name the gentlemen who furnished us with' so excel-
lent an evening's entertainment, free of cost. We
thrnk Messrs. Davis and Russell are emilled |<j great
praise for their public spirit—Plymouth Memorial.

Tin: BiTTtB Field of
the last Bull Hun battle
scene. The fields are strewn with dismantled „„
carriages, caissons, clothing, shot, shell, and the dried
niummy-ltke remains of slaughtered horses, which ap-
pear en almost every hand. The limbs of the half-
buned dead are seen protruding from the earth ; arms
and legs are frequently found upon the surface of the
ground, with the muskets, and portions of the flesh
still adhering to the bones, and in some instances bear-
ing the marks of dogs and buzzards.

Bull Rvv. The field of
presents a most sickening

TheContrabands going hack to Slaveuy.
New York Evening Post tells this story :—
"A well-known planter, living not far from New

Orleans, wrote last spring that four of his slaves who
had run away to the Yankees had returned. ' They
have had enough of liberty, and were glad to come
back." But in his next letter to the North he told a
different tale ; the four had runaway again—and had
taken with them two hundred more. Indeed the
planter suspected that the four had come back with
only this object—and he probably guessed correctly."

8^= During the rebel demonstration on Newborn
recently, there was intense excitement in and around
the city. The natives hastily packed up their duds,
while the contrabands swarmed toward the water in
every direction.

T
,B^ The Detroit Tribune, New London Chronicle
Hartford Times, Hartford Press, New Bedford Daily
Standard, and Hartford Courant, have increased their
rates on account of the great advance in paper and
everything used in making a newspaper.

85^ The slave trade from the port of New York is
entirely used up. Albert E. Horn is convicted, Ma-
cliado is under arrest in Port La Fayette, Capt. Gor-
don is hung, and Mary Jane Watson, the female slave-
trader, escaped to Cadiz, where she died.

_ George N. Saunde
European mission, and hrin

has returned from his
„. most gratifying assur-

ances of a speedy recognition of the Confederacy and
the people of the South greatly rejoice thereat. Bel-
gium is to take the initiative.

Tuesc
much \

PROM THE CAPITAL-ANOTHER ADVANCE,

From Washington.
Editor T. T.,—The late election in New York,

my boy, has electrified everybody except our Honest
Abe, who still goes about smiling, like a long and
amiable sexton, and continues to save our distracted
country after the manner of an honest man. On

y night, a high moral democratic chap, of
atcb seal, who had just received a riispattih

all about the election, went to see the Honest Abe,
for the express purpose of telling him that the Dem-
ocratic party had been born again, and was on the
point of protesting against evervtliinsr whatsoever,
excepting the Constitution of our forefathers. He
found the Honest Abe cracking some walnuts be-
fore the fire, my boy, and says he :—

« The celebrated Democratic organization, of
which I am Assistant Engineer, has carried the
State of New York in a manner impossible to ex-
press, and will now proceed to demand of you a
vigorous prosecution of that unnatural strife in
which are involved our lives, our liberties, and pur-
suit of happiness. We admire to see your harm-
less honesty," says the chap blandly, " and we be-
lieve you to be a fresh egg ; but we' protest against
the arbitrary arrest of men patriots, only conserva-
tively Democratic; and we insist upon a vigorous
prosecution of Constitutional hostilities against our
misguided brothers who are now offering irregular
opposition to the Government."
The Honest Abe cracked a walnut, and says he :

"You say, neighbor, that the organization still in-
sists upon a vigorous prosecution of the war ? "

The Democratic chap sliced a toothpick from the
arm of the chair with his knife, and says lie: " That
is the present platform on which we are E pluribus

" Well," says the Honest Abe, " I believe that
you mean well

; but am reminded of a little story.
When I was practising law out in Illinois," savs

4he Honest Abe, twisting the bow of his black neck-
around from under his left ear, " there was an

old cock, with two sons, living near me in a tumble-
down old shanty. He lived there until half his
roof blew off, one windy night, and then be con-
cluded to move to a new house, where the chimney
didn't take up all the upper story. On the day
when he moved, he'd got most all his traps changed
to the other residence, and had sent one of his sons
to see that they were all got safely indoors, when
suddenly a shower commenced to come up. The
old man and bis other offspring, who had stayed to
hurry him, were taking up a carpet from the floor
at the time the first dose of thunder cracked, and
the oflspnng, says lie, ' Hurry up, old crazy-bones,
or we'll be ketched in the freshet before you get up
this here rich fabric' The stern parent heeded the
admonition, and went ripping away the carpet
around the edges of the roonTnntil he came near
where the offspring was standing, and there he
stuck. He pulled, but it wouldn't come, and he says,
says be : ' Peers to me that dod-rotted tack must be
a ten-penny nail— it holds on so.' You see, the,
screw was very blind without his specs," says the
Honest Abe, buttoning his vest askew, "and he
couldn't see just where the tack was. Another
peal of thunder at tins moment made the irascible
offspring still madder, and lie said, says he: 'You
misabul old cripple, if you don't hurry' up, we'll be
ketched, I tell you !

'

As he made this dutiful remark he went stamp-
ing to the window, and at the same moment the
cantankerous tack came out, and the aged parent
went over on his back with the carpet up to his
chin. He got up and dusted, and says he: ' Well,
now, that is cur'ous—how suddent it went !

' Then
he proceeded to rip away again, until he came near
the window, and there it stuck once more. The
wild offspring saw him tugging again, and it made
him so wrathythat he says, says he: ' Why in thun-
der didn't you take out the nails first, von creeked.
old sinner, you? It's enough to make ine weep
afresh for the old woman, to see how vou ' But
he didn't finish his observation, for,"as he walked
toward where the hammer lay, the tack came out,
and the old "un went to bed again under the carpet.
Up sprang the sad parent, spitting rags, and he says,
says he :

' Well, now, how cur'ous—to think it should
come so sudden !

' Still on he went, until the ear-
pot was all up from around the edges

; but when he
tried to drag it away on his shoulder, it was fast
somewhere yet. ll-r-rinn-bum-bcom

! went the
thunder; and says the infuriated offspring, says

SJT3 The largest number of slave;
rie man in the District of Columbia,

owned by any
. previous to the

emancipation act, was sixty-eight, the property of
Washington Young. The whole number presented
by their owners to the Commissioners, for the purpose
of receiving compensation, has thus far been about
three thousand.

&p^ The London Daily News points to Mr. Sum-
ner s speech in Boston, and its reception, as a refuta-
tion of the Tunes' arguments that the emancipation
scheme would he repudiated. It denounces the scan-
dalous charges that have been brought against the
authors and abettors of the scheme.

.
Gknkhal Borsnide. A correspondent of the Na-

tional Intelligencer states that Gen. Burnside was born
at Liberty, Indiana, of Scottish parents, his father
being somewhat of the Davie Deans school, but want-
ing its moroseness and sectarian bitterness He in-
herits much of the deep-rooted religious conviction,
caution and determination, so eminently peculiar to
the " sons of Scotia."

600,000 Male or Female Agents,
TO SELL

Lloyd's New Steel Plate County Colored Map of the
United States, Canadas, and New Brimswick,

e„^
r°mreecut!!urreys; comP>e ted August 10, 18G2 ; cost

SiU,00u to engrave it, and one year's time.
Superior to any §10 map ever made by Colton or

Mitchell, and sells at the low price of fifty cents ; 370000
uaim's are engraved on this map.

It is not only a county map, but it is also a

COUNT* AND RAILROAD MAP
of the United States and Canadas combined in one, giving

EVERY RAILROAD STATION,
and distances between.

Guarantee any woman or man $3 to $5 per day, and will
take back all maps that cannot be sold, and refund the
money.
Send for SI to try.

Printed instructions how to canvas well furnished all
our agents.

Wanted—Wholesale Agents for our Maps in every State
California, Canada, England, France, and Cuba. A for'
tune may bo made with a few hundred dollars capital No
competition. j. T- LLOYD,

No. 164 Broadway, New \ ork.

The War Department uses our Map ot Virginia Bar*.
Iand and Pennsylvania, cost $100,000, on which are marked
Antietam Creek, riharpsburg, Maryland JIi-!it= Williams-
port Ferry, Hhorersvillc, Noland's Ford, and all others on
the Potomac, and every other place in Maryland Virginia
aud Pennsylvania, or money refunded. '

°

LLOYD'S
TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP OF KENTUCKY

OHIO, INDIANA and ILLINOIS,
is tho only authority for Gen. Buell and the War Depart-
ment. Money refunded to any one finding an error in it
Price oO cents.

From the Tribune, Aug. 2.

" Lloyd's Map of Virginia, Maryland and Pe.vxsylva
nia. This Map is very large

; its cost is but 25 cents, and
it ts the best which can be purchased."

LLOYD'S

GREAT MAP OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER
From actual surveys by Capts. Bart and Wm. Bowen, Mis-
sissippi Hirer Pilots, of St. Louis, Mo., shows even- man's
Plantation ami owner s name, from St. Louis to the Gulf of
jMexicc--1350 miies-every sand-bar, island, town, land-
nig, and all places twenty miles back from the river-
colored in counties and States. Price, SI in "beet* £2
pocket form, aud $2,50 on linen, with rollers. Now ready!

Naw Department, Washington, Sept. 17, 1862.
J. I. Lloyd : Sir—Send me your .Map of the Mi-H*

Mi.l^ liiycr.with price per hundred copies. Boar Admiral
i bancs II >avis, commanding the .Missis>i]T i ,o,uadron,iS
authorised to purchase as uiauy as are required for use of
that squadron. GIDEON WBLK,

0ct 3
Stcrttars "f 'he Xavy.

Lewis's Normal Institute

Physical Education,
No. 2D FSSLX STUKHT,

[Incorporated

BOSTON,

i 1861.]

rpllis Institution is a pioneer in a new profession.
J. dies and gentlemen of enterprise and iiuh,si,v

La-
will

3d. But, dually, men if it wero certain that
freedom would oomeout pfthia war,«i$ooutd not,

* Spectator of October 1 1.

' Well, I novor did see such a blundering old dad
as you be. We'll be ketched in the rain as sure as
grasshoppers ; and all because vou didn't take my
advice about the hammer in the'first place.'
The poor old 'un tugged, and pulled, and panted,

and says he, < Well, now, that is cur'ous, I swim to
massey. There can't be no tacks way out in the
middle of the floor, can they '?

' To make sure, the
Old blind-pate was going down on Ins knees to take
a mouse-eye view, when all of a sudden be nave a
start, and lie says, says he: 'Why, 'pears to me,
Sammy, you're standin' on the carpet yowselff
And so he was— so he was," says the Honest Abe,
smiling into the fire, " anil that was the reason why
the carpet had si nek fast in so many places.
Now," says the Honest Abe, poking the Demo*

-itti: bar. in th- ribs with hie knuckles il nur
organization wants me to move vigorously in this
war, icll them not to be standing on the carpet all
the time. Otherwise, I must still keen taokfris
about."

_
The Democratic chap bad been slowly rising from

his chair as this small moral tale drew towards its

exciting conclusion, and at the last word he Bed the
apartment with quivering watch-seal.
Our President, my bov, hafi a tale for even

fun! in this fieiii health, ^Ww/ww.v/and large profit.
inent medical men teach in the departments" of Ana'to-

ujy Philology and Hygiene. Prof. Lkcnari. has charge
of Elocution ; Dr. ])io LkW7° *.*»--««— « <'

tho Movement Cure. Tin

Prof. Li:o:
is of Practical ^yumasties, and
oonrse oontinuea ten weeks.

Tickets $We. IviiitricuhHion 8)5. Diploma S10 Tuo-
pnocs aro reduced 23 per cent, to Ladies. Two oouises
ilm-iiu: tin? yeiiv- the liisi beginning on the 2d of J-muarv
and the 2d on the 5th of July, " '

For a full circular, address Br. Dio Lewis, Box 12 Bos-
ton, Mass.

tho

Dr. Lewis has solved the problem
; ho has marked out

y. Many eminent teachers are pursuing it fl

emergency, as a ral.-trap h:is an emeroenev lor e\er'\
tail.

'

Yours, metaphorically,

ORPHEUS r. KERR—N. Y. Sunday Mercury.

the most excellent results. Wo numgniui the debt due
Dr. Lewis; ho lias done us teachers and our minils n vnst
amount of good.-/), if. Hagar, Pro.o/iAe .1 ,'

stuutf qf instruction.

I am new satisfied (but Dr. Lewis has found the true -sci-

entific process for physical development. It was my m-ivi-
logo to woloome Dr. Lewis athisvory first arrival hwe
ind every thing since then has ™ly aonfirmed uiv oonfi'
denee in his ability to superintend the work.—AYr />>
Kirk, at the first CoonnnterHienf of the Institute.

Henceforth we shall delight to think of Dr. Lewis as
one who holds our wrllare wry near bis own; i„. $],,,{]
turn to bim for sympathy and eneourajrement. in our fail-
ures, and shall love to bring our Buooosses to him as
belonging more to him than to ourselves.— Jf,\,s l/„ v iv
rdtctory at the first Graduating Class.

1 rejoice. Mr. President, that the Normal Institute for
1 hvMeal Uneatioi, has Won established in lieslon 1 re
joico that it has lit its bend n gentleman so ftdmirahJj BUal-
il'i'd '" ;:"'' il eminent success. 1 believe that no individ-
ual hftS ever, in this country, given the BUbjoot ,4 l'bv-i-
>':il K.lii.Miioiisueli an impulse as has Dr. Lewi* llo'de-
serves tho credit of it.

Vou may not know it, hnlies and -outUinen but this
Institution is famous in ovory part ot the land. There is
not a llva QdUQMor in Auiorica wbu is not looking bQ Mfl
what [a 10 bo thO result ol I'r. Lewis's institution in Hos.
lorn these exercises can bo iiitio,!ue.d into air.
om With d«SkS, The problem is solved.
i trust, ladies and gtntlomoa, that this is tho oeav

menecmonl ol a now era, and that tho sv.-fom taught
by Dr. Lewis will be nniversallv introdueo.;
MhOOl! •;.:

U tti " /...:.,',, Xormol Institute," ?>/ ./. I>. I'hilbnck
Bto,, SupmutoHiint of the I'ublie .V
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"Proclaim Liberty throughoijt all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof."

" 1 lay tlii.t down i the law of nnt'ionx. I «ay that mil-

itary authority take.*, for tho time, tho place of all munic-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE ItEST

;

and that, under that state of things, ao far from its being

true that tho States where slavery exists have the exclusive

management of tho subject, not only tbo President op

the Ujutbd Status, but tho Comhandeii of the Armv,
HAS POWER TO 0&DKR THB UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES, f . . . From the instant

that tho slaveholding States become tbo theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreijti, from that iastant tho war powers

of Ciinoukss extend to inieriarenon with the Institution of

slavery, in kveiiv wav m which it can be iNTEHKEHKn
with, from a claim of indemniiy for slaves taken or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war

power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether
it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and MOST carry JT on, ac-
cording to the laws of WAR ; and by the laws of war,

an invaded country has all its' laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial i-owek takes tub
place of them. When two hostile armies arc set in martial

array, tbo commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho slaves in tho invaded territory."--J. Q. Adahm.

J. B. YERRIrTTOH & SON, Printers.
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GEN, ModLELLAN'S REMOVAL.

The fate of the Republic is growing darker every

day. Some evil genius seems to preside over its

councils in the Cabinet, and over its plans in the

field, anil irretrievable disaster is the ride of the

period. It is legitimately to be thought, that neither

our Generals nor our Statesmen are competent to

meet the demands of the difficulties by which we
are surrounded.

A new misfortune has now occurred. The brave

General who made the grand army of the North,

and who is the idol of the soldiers, has sullenly dis-

obeyed orders from the Commander-in-Chief, and

in punishment for the act he has been disgraced.

This is the most deplorable thing that has yet hap-

pened to the nation in the course of the present

rebellion. It disheartens the whole army of the

Potomac! The defeat at Bull Kun, nor the week
of unfortunate battles, nor the blunders of Pope,

which exposed thousands to unprofitable slaughter,

nor any other loss we have experienced, has had the

wretched effect of destroying the lofty confidence

of our noble troops. But through a baleful destiny

that evil has been brought about by the unmilitary

conduct of the very officer by whom the men had

been taught all their discipline,—under whose lead-

ership all their victories have been won,—whose re-

turn to them after an unjust suspension, during

which they had been hacked to pieces, made them
forget their wounds; from whom they experienced

kindness that made them look on him with affection

that will never die; with whom they undid terrible

disasters into which they were led by other com-
manders, and under whom it was both their proud

hope and their lofty boast, that they would glori-

ously terminate the treason of the South by the very

General of whom all these splendid facts are true

;

the confidence of the army is now dispelled, and
despair has its place ! The fact that McClellan's

disobedience has allowed the enemy to unite his

forces is nothing; nothing else that has yet occurred

in the whole war could have been or can be of

such dire consequences to the Republic, as the freez-

ing of the courage of the soldiers that has now been

made. What splendid fighting can now be ex-

pected from our noble, patriotic soldiers? What
victories can now be looked for from their valor?

The brave fellows have been scandalously trifled

with from first to last. The unpolished Lincoln

exposed them to numerous carnages by his inter-

ference in generalship, and the disobedience of their

favorite captain by putting all their hopes under

foot, and making everything uncertain before them,

has chilled up the veteran courage of their hearts!

It is a shame, it is a scandal, it is a horrible ill-

treatment to treat soldiers so badly, and it is almost

certain to be followed by disasters to the integrity

of the nation that may not be soon removed. The
confidence of the army turned into despair, and the

rebel forces elated by the event. What is the future

of the country ? Still let us hope. We are neither

few nor faint, and are (earless still. But it will take

years to restore things to their original condition.

And if our Statesmen and Generals do not do

something, the people must take the power out of

their hands, and give it to abler men.

—

Boston (Irish

Catholic) Pilot.

PHILLIPS AND HIS "CELESTIALS."

Phillips has again spoken. Another blow has

been given to the wedge dividing North from South.

They are farther apart to-day than they were yes-

terday. Not because of just reasons, but because

of this man's power to poison the New England
mind. His few brilliant utterances sink into the

minds of young men, and of women, and they take

root and grow into a sentiment of hostility to the

South. Better that a mill-stone had been hanged

about his neck and had weighed him to the bottom-

less deep, than that he had lived to plant the seeds

of dissolution of this Union.

With what assumption this man speaks! The
North represents all that is great and good in civili-

zation ; the South, all that is evil. This is false.

But men will believe it; only those men, however,

who have never looked beyond the horizon of New
England. The South has virtues. Ask Dr. Bel-

lows. He says her young men have chivalric man-
ners, her young women a peculiar charm, the people

an inbred habit of command, a, contempt of life in

defence of honor or class, a talent for political life,

an easy control of inferiors, an essential good breed-

ing and humanity. He says no base, cowardly, idle,

worthless people could have waged war as the South

has done. And Dr. Bellows understands the South

better than Phillips. Ho has a larger brain, and is

not so narrow in his sympathies. He is not pledged

to a political fanaticism, to a contemptibly small sec-

tion and interest of this Union. He goes and sees

for himself, a thing Phillips could not do for his life.

Phillips means by the North the civilization of

the nineteenth century; by the South, an element

of ignorance, idleness; a mosaic of races based on

despotism and supported by cruelty. What has

this South done of which he speaks? It has fur-

nished a Washington, than whom, in his sphere, s

greater man lias not lived. It has given us a Jeffer-

son, a man endowed the best of any man in history

with an intuition for democracy. It has given us a

Henry, the shaft of fire that lit the Revolution.

Madison and Monroe are honored names also. We
have not forgotten a Clay, with great constructive

genius and a matchless eloquence; and Jackson,

with his iron will and broad patriotism. Say what

you will of the South, it has furnished its full quota

of the representative political genius of the Re-

public. To-day its force of individuality is so great,

that this boasted Northern nineteenth century civi-

lization makes but slow approaches towards its cita-

dels of power.
This cry of North and South is .what has been

our ruin. To Webster, to all our great statesmen,

there was no North, no South. Calhoun made a

South, and Massachusetts sentimentalists and women
have made a North. The " superior North " has

been instilled into the minds of the children in the

nursery and in the schools, the pulpit has preached

it. the lecturer has spent his wit in illustrating it,

and the narrow-minded literary man of New Eng-
land has taught it in song and in essay. Of course,

this abstraction has grown up into a great indi-

viduality. Its natural state is an antagonism to the

South. It looks upon the South as a mortal enemy,

and war between them must be their normal condi-

tion as long as the ideas or facts, North and South,

exist. It is our duty to expunge these ideas from

our thoughts, from our actions, these words from our

dictionaries, this malice from our hearts. These

ideas cannot exist, in harmony with a great nation-

ality. They must go down, or the Union must fall.

But these twin sisters of dissolution are. creating

an East and a West. These are bat abstractions

now. They will goon begin to be realities. Phillips

sees bad omens in the West. Well lie may. lie

has done ate much as any man to create these omens.

He has done much to make Radicalism in New
England hated with a mortal hatred all over the

Union. He now begins to shiver with the coming
cold that New England is to be left out in. If he

and his rule here much longer, he and his will be

made worse slaves than the South has underfoot.

The Central and Southern States will turn and put

their heel upon this viper that has stung them so

lone. Her bayonets will be shoved aside as so many
straws of the east wind, her little flag laughed at,

her contemptible navy ruthlessly knocked about,

and her miserable metaphysical nationality will be a

by-word and a scorn to the tens of millions of that

other Republic which could not join hands with her.

Her barren soil will pinch the faces of her starving

farmers, and her Lowells and Manchester swarm
with a vice and slavery that England and South

Carolina never knew.
Do these narrow-minded fellows suppose that

they can usurp the wealth, the energies, the power

of the central continent? Pshaw! What non-

sense I They coolly stand up and proclaim that

God is on their side, with their little puny purposes

narrowed down to a sand-hill, a rock, and the New
England Primer. All men not agreeing witli them

are traitors, tyrants, barbarians, forgotten and de-

serted of God ! There is a beautiful majesty in

this assumption ! They talk of the Declaration of

Independence, and the Bible, as though they alone

held them in hand, when they, of all men on this

continent or any other continent since Voltaire,

Rousseau and Tom Paine, have done the most to

trample them under foot. Proclaiming the Declara-

tion, they have cursed it; proclaiming the Bible,

they have utterly disregarded its precepts. They
are only Catilines in disguise, for they are corrupt-

ing the minds of the youth to destroy our national-

ity. They cry out " Bloody Mary," and the " inqui-

sition," when they only threaten the guillotine to

their political opponents.

The whole column of this company which Phillips

leads is the mortal enemy of this Union, of civil

liberty, of the poor man's rights, of the Declaration

of Independence, of the Bible, law, order, peace,

safety, of everything that is the crowning pride and

honor of the nineteenth century. We can tell it

that it shall not hold New England. If the West
and the Centre secede, New England will go with

them, and leave the " Celestials" only in the cold.

—

Boston Post.

ABSURDITY OF THE RADICAL PLAN EOR
EMANCIPATION.

A Republican editor in New York tells us that

all of the millions of slaves in the United States are

soon to be emancipated, and that any scheme of

transporting or sending them out of the country is

wild and impossible; that they must, in whatever
relation to the whites and to the State and National

Governments, remain in the South. But we do not

see why he seems to regard as uncertain the nature

of the condition in which they are to live. The
"universal emancipation," that he insists on, pre-

cludes the idea of their being slaves; and, if they

are not slaves, they must, in spite of an absurd and
impracticable attempt at a system of Mexican peon-

age or San Domingo apprenticeship, be free—free

to all intent and purposes. We do not suppose that

he has any doubt at all upon this subject. He un-

questionably expects all the myriads of slaves in the

South to remain there, just as free as the white

citizens, at liberty to labor as they please, and to

be as idle as they please.

This, so far as we can learn, is the view taken by
all or nearly all of the Republican leaders. Their
fixed theory is that the millions of slaves are to in-

habit the South as free men, confined, penned up
by Northern legislation within the Southern domain,
not permitted to set foot, without punishment, upon
the soil of any State now free. But what fact or

argument or fancy can have made them think that

the white citizens of the South will ever submit to

such a condition of things, we are at a loss to con-

ceive. The white men of the South might perhaps
be destroyed by fire and sword, or they might pos-

sibly be driven utterly from their section, leaving it

either uninhabited or peopled only by the freed

blacks; but there is no earthly or even heavenly

truth more unquestionable than that they will never

live with their present slaves except as owners and
masters.

If the Abolition party, the Republican party, or

any other party expects, that, after the crushing of

the rebellion and the restoration of the Union, the

Southern States will occupy any other position in

the Union than that of perfect equality with the

Northern States, such party, unless it shall abandon
its chimerical expectation, will very soon find itself

annihilated- The Southern States will have and
exercise, after the Union shall bo restored, just the

same rights and prerogatives that they had and ex-

ercised before the rebellion broke out, and any
theory that they must or will permit their multi-

tudinous hosts of slaves to be cooped up as free

rovers and licensed vagabonds within their borders

is most thoroughly preposterous. We know well

that the war must of necessity, in the natural course

of events, inflict tremendous injuries upon the slave

interests, and to that necessity all loyal men South
and North will unmurmuringly submit, but the

great mass of the blacks will remain where they are,

and exactly in the condition in which they arc, their

relation with their masters being neither changed
nor modified in any essential or even unessential

particular. No other result is possible.

The President's proclamation of an intention to

proclaim abolition has had its day. It has strength-

ened the rebellion in the South, created divisions

and strifes, and caused the defeat of its advocates in

the North, and weakened and disgraced us in Europe.

We know that the President meant well in issuing

it, and we trust that he will do well by repealing it,

or suffering it to pass off as a dead letter. As we
have said, we expect that the prosecution of the

war in the South, if the rebels by their obstinacy

compel us to prosecute it there, will interfere greatly

with the slave interests. A hundred times we
earnestly warned our Southern friends two years

ago that this would inevitably be the case, if, by
secession, they should inaugurate war, and Heaven
knows they have found our warnings partially, and
will find them wholly verified. They arc destined

to find that they will, in consequence of the war,

have fewer slaves, and that those they do have will

be rendered more intractable and less valuable than

at present. They will find the amount of their

slave property diminished, and its necessary evils

and dangers increased. Yet under no supposablc

circumstances can the evils of slavery be compara-
ble to those of a condition of society composed prin-

cipally of manumitted slaves.

—

Louisville Journal.

VEKMONT ANTI-PUGITIVE SLATE-LAW
LEGISLATION.

Our readers will observe from the report of the

debates in the House at Montpelier, last Saturday,

which we give in another column, that the sectional,

anti-national and disloyal spirit that has so often per-

vaded and disfigured our Vermont Legislative ac-

tion, so far from being subdued and worn out by the

severe lessons which our present national calamities

are teaching us, still lives and rules. The Commit-
tee on the Revision of the General Statutes, ap-

pointed last year, and on whose report the Legisla-

ture is now busied, took the opportunity presented

to them, in recasting and recombining the old

Statutes, to omit— among other things-— the acts

which our State, under the political excitement of

the time, passed in opposition to the National Fugi-

tive-Slave rendition law : such acts of the State

Legislature being confessedly unconstitutional and
anti-national, besides being in themselves foolish and
uncalled for. The action of the Committee in this

respect was very judicious, and should have been
quietly and gladly acquiesced in by our legislators.

A shameful excrescence upon our State code would
thus have been silently dropped to the great relief

of even many who perhaps would have disliked to

again attempt its removal by express and specific

action against it. But the keen scent of the negro
lovers and of the haters of Southern white men
snuffed up the intended change, and they made
haste to resist it, and moved the restoration of the

omitted anti-fugitive slave-law acts. The motion
thus made in the House—by our Burlington repre-

sentative, Mr. Shaw, we believe-—was promptly car-

ried by a vote of 127 to 46.

We are sorry for the good name and for the true

interests of our State, which are thus made to suffer

anew by the foolish fanaticism and sectional hate

that have so long characterized her legislative ac-

tion upon the Southern negro-slavery question. The
furthest removed of all the States from any contact

with the negro-slave system of the South, and no
way harmed or interfered with or troubled, socially,

morally or politically by it; yet from the earliest

agitation of the subject in our national politics, down
to this latest intermeddling with it, our Legislature

and our people have only been too eager to step out

of their way to " have a finger in the matter," and
to stir up a fierce sectional strife between the North
and the South. In all this, certainly, we have been,

perhaps, unconsciously and unintentionally, but none
the less surely, undermining loyalty to the common
Constitution, and producing a mutual distrust and
hate between North and South. And now we are

sorely reaping the fruits of it.

—

Burlington (Vt.)
Sentinel, Democratic.

Uki'kai. ok the Personal Liberty Laws.
Tint Detroit hrec. J'ress (satanic Democracy) says:

The first great duly (1) of the Legislature of Michi-

gan, this winter, should be to repeal the "personal

liberty laws," as the pro-nigger statutes are styled

by the abolitionists.

PERSONAL LIBERTY BILL.

LEGISLATDHE OF VERMONT—IN THE HOUSE.

Report by Mr. Shaw, of Burlington, for Select

Committee, favorably, chapter 409, of Revision " Of
provisions relative to persons claimed as fugitive

slaves and to prevent kidnapping," with amend-
ments. Mr. Shaw explained that the amendments
simply restored the law to the form heretofore ex-

isting, and secured the right of trial by jury in the

case of attempted rendition of fugitives. He be-

lieved the question of the constitutionality of the

law had better be left to the Supreme Court as the

proper tribunal, and that the Legislature should not

recede from their will formerly expressed.

Mr. Reed, of Montpelier, hoped the amendment
would not be agreed to. The leading lawyers

throughout the State were and had been agreed
that these provisions were unconstitutional. He
thought the Committee had given themselves need-
less trouble in attempting to restore them to the

statute book.

Mr. Shaw replied that the Select Committee had
simply inserted sections of the existing law which
had been omitted by the Committee on Revisions.

It was simply a question whether the Revision Com-
mittee should be permitted to change the law which
the State had formerly decided should remain. The
proposition of the Select Committee was not absurd,

nor had they taken unnecessary nor unreasonable
trouble. That a few leading lawyers should think

tins unconstitutional, was no reason why the people
of the State should recede from their expressed
will.

Mr. Balch, of Ludlow, thought the present no
time to back down from the position which this

State had assumed in regard to the Personal Lib-
erty Bill. The mere opinion of lawyers should not
be allowed to stand in the way of the resolve of tho
people in reference to securing liberty to those who
may come within the limits of the State. The will

of the people in this matter had overridden any
such opinion in reference to constitutionality. It_

was not wise to yield to the Revising Committee
who had seen fit to smuggle out of sight the sections

under consideration.

Mr. Balch thought it ill became the dignity of

the State of Vermont to back down from tlie position

they had taken on the personal liberty question.

He hoped, no matter what, lawyers thought about
the constitutionality of the law, that this House
would restore those sections which the Committee
of Revision had attempted to smuggle out. He
didn't believe anybody but lawyers thought these

provisions unconstitutional. He hoped the House
would restore the sections by a large majority.

Mr. Denison said he should be unworthy the dig-

nity of his profession if he sat silent and heard such
slurs upon the members of Ins profession. The
Committee of Revision had given their reasons for

omitting these sections. He respected the opinions

of that Commission who had revised our statutes;

they were learned constitutional lawyers, and when
they had said that, he respected that decision.

Mr. Royce, of Berkshire, was surprised that the

Select Committee, if they agreed with the Revising
Committee in reference to the constitutionality of

the sections, had reported them as an amendment
to the bill. It was true the gentleman from Lud-
low had struck a sympathetic chord, and perhaps no

one could do it better. Yet it was really no argu-

ment in his view in favor of inserting in the statutes

a provision that was undoubtedly unconstitutional.

It was his fortune 1.0 be a member of Congress when
these sections were discussed there. Not a man
from Vermont could defend them. Judge Collanier

did his best, but with his learning and eminent abil-

ity be was unable to defend them. Furthermore,
these sections had been decided by the Supreme
Court. He could not at this time refer to the de-

cision to present. He did not think we could aid

the slave by passing unconstitutional laws. They
had disgraced our statute book long enough.

Mr. Shaw replied, saying, the Committee did not.

pass upon the constitutionality of the law. It had
not been decided by the court yet, for no question

had arisen under them. [Mr. Royee referred to the

Booth case, Wisconsin. He thought the same prin-

ciple, was then decided unconstitutional.] Mr. Shaw
did not recollect the principle then decided. He
thought it would be time enough to change the law

when it was decided unconstitutional.

Mr. Reed said it was the general opinion of law-

yers in this and neighboring States, that this law

was unconstitutional. He had pride in the fair

fame of Vermont. He did not wish to see her

statute book disgraced by unconstitutional laws. It

was a reproach for which there was no answer. In

consequence of that law, Vermont has been classed

as a nullifier and placed beside South Carolina, in

opposition to the constitutional provisions of the

General Government.
Mr. Henry favored the amendment. He thought

the views of Charles Sumner upon these questions

were correct. The President was going to do

another very unconstitutional act on the first of

January, and he hoped he would. He thought the

opinions of courts were changing upon this subject.

Mr. Torrey called for the yeas and nays on the

amendment, and they were—yeas 127, nays 46 ; so

the amendment was agreed to.

TEE LESSON OP THE LATE ELECTIONS.

The following article, from the Missouri Democrat,

(says the Lawrence [Kansas] Republican,
1

) so forci-

bly expresses our own views, that we copy it entire.

The glorious triumph of the Republican party, un-

der its own name and organization in this State, is a

striking confirmation of the correctness of the Demo-
crat's article:

—

Wherever the Republicans, as such, and under

their own proper name, have made the contest in

the late elections, they have been victorious. This

they did in Massachusetts; this they did in Michi-

gan; this they did in Iowa; and in each of these

States their success was everything which could be

desired. On the other hand, in every State in

which they discarded their party identity, and ig-

nored the principles upon which they had formerly

acted and formerly proved successful, nothing but

defeat has attended them. This was the case in

Pennsylvania, in New York, Ohio, Indiana and Illi-

nos. In these States they indulged the cry against

party, and went into the fight under the name of

Unionists, which, in communities where all claimed

to lie in favor of the Union, signified nothing of a

distinctive character, gave them no claim to sympa-
thy of any class of voters, and consequently left

tiic'ar without weapons to fight the battle. True,

they avowed their devotion to the Union, shouted

and sang " Union," wrote " Union " upon their ban-

ners—but all this their adversaries did as well as

they. It was impossible to make up an issue upon

the Union question. There was no person to fight

with. All professed to be agreed upon the point

which was expected to be contested. The old Re-

publicans were, therefore, left to beat the empty air,

where they expected to have an enemy and tight a

battle.

Not so their adversaries, the Democrats. They
had a party organization ; they had a name, (and

say what we may about its nothingness, in polities a

name is a power;) they professed to have the prin-

ciples of a party, however barren in this respect

they might have been, and professions were more ac-

eeptable/to the people than the absence of both prin-

ciples and professions. Very true, the anti-Demo-

crats, as Republicans, had principles, and great prin-

ciples—principles on which they had before been
victorious, but as " Unionists," they appeared to have
nothing of the kind. As " Union " men, they seemed
to have nothing to distinguish them from others,

while the abandonment of the name and organiza-

tion of Republican bore every appearance of an
abandonment of the principles and measures of that

party.

Need we wonder, therefore, at the result ? In a

fight between an armed and an unarmed man, who
is surprised at the defeat of the latter ? We admit

that the President's Proclamation was in existence,

and it was understood that the "Union" men are

generally in favor of it, but as " Union " men and
nothing more, they seemed to have little claims to

the championship of a Republican President. Was
not the President sustained by the Democrats? Had
they not volunteered in the armies of which he was
commander-in-chief? Had they not in every part

of the loyal country avowed themselves in favor of

sustaining him and putting down the rebellion ?

Were they not, therefore, as good supporters of the

President, argued they, as others ? While the Dem-
ocrats rallied to their help all who were, opposed to

the policy and the principle of the President's Pro-

clamation, their opponents looked in vain for the co-

operation of all who were in favor of them, because
they did not make them the ground-work of their

position. They made the campaign under a mean-
ingless name, and upon a barren issue.

We do not hesitate to declare our belief, that the

ill-fortune of the Republican party in the late elec-

tions in New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Ohio,

Indiana, and Illinois, (for Republican party, in fact

it was,) is attributable more to the apparent aban-
donment of their distinctive anti-slavery position,

and their efforts to secure accessions from the Demo-
cratic party, upon the grounds that they were
"Union" men, and in favor of tins prosecution of

the war alone, than any other circumstance. Had
they stood up before the world boldly as Republi-

cans—that is, as anti-slavery men—and supported

the. policy of the President, 'because he was a Re-
publican, and his policy an anti-slavery policy, they

would have succeeded infinitely better. They would
then have had an independent principle around
which they could call upon all of its friends to rally,

and their call would have been heeded. Their voice

would then have possessed the same inspiration

which the principle was calculated to create. And
nothing under the heavens is so calculated to reach the

hearts of men, especially in this battle-hour between

Freedom and Slavery, as an appeal to their love of
liberty-—their hatred of slavery, and. particularly, sla-

very in rebellion against the government they love.

Never had a party a more favorable opportunity to

call into being an unbounded enthusiasm in behalf

of a measure which was rightfully its own. The
President had given the opportunity of making such

an appeal by setting an example of boldness in his

proclamation of freedom. The party had simply to

follow his example. It had only to declare itself tho

party of Emancipation—the anti-slavery party of
the country, and the principle seen to be involved

would have reached the hearts of the people, and
brought the required support. But the golden op-
portunity was lost, and the day of conflict, ended in

defeat.

That here was one great secret of the disaster is

established by the fact that wherever the oppnsito

policy was pursued—as Republicans, or as Eman-
cipationists alone, relying upon the anti-slavery

sentiment of the people for vindication, and dis-

carding, or at least .subordinating all other names
;iinl issues, they have triumphed, No clearer proof
of this fact has anywhere been furnished than here
in St. Louis. Here, one party, embracing a consid-

erable number of Republicans, in possession of the
vantage position of place and power, and enjoying
every superiority which organization and political
management, could give it, entered upon the contest
by ignoring the slavery issue. Another party, weak
in point of leadership, without organization, without
place or power, strong only in the strength of the
principle it espoused, entered the field and grasped
the banner which the other had abandoned, and
fought the battle, in view of the slavery issue alone.
What was the result? In the city and county of
St. Louis (leaving out of view the vote of soldiers,
who, at a distance, could not understand the issues
of the canvass,) the latter party gained a decisive
and brilliant victory.

Thus would it have been everywhere, had the
same course been pursued. Thus will it be every-
where, where the same course is pursued. Let the
lesson of the late elections be heeded. Let the
friends of Emancipation—the lovers of a free Gov-
ernment—the conscientious upholders of the policy
of the Proclamation, return at once to the main issue.
A better name than Republican was never devised—
let it be uniform—let them not be known as Repub-
licans in one State or district, as Unionists in anoth-
er, and as Emancipationists in another. Let them,
above and beyond all else, inscribe the principle of
their faith boldly upon their flag, and when next
they go into the contest, victory is as certain to suc-
ceed past defeat as day the night.

LET THE TORIES EXULT!

The severest stab which the Government has re-
ceived since the assault was made on Fort Sumter,
comes from the disfranchisement of the soldiers.

Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota have made pro-
vision for an army vote; but the great States of the
East, whose voices arc omnipotent for good or evil,

compelled their soldiers to surrender their citizen-
ship as they went to battle. More than 100,000
good and true Republicans volunteered in New
York. That number went from Pennsylvania. A
like number went out from Ohio. Illinois was de-
pleted in the same way. The elections which have
been held among the soldiers from this State show
conclusively what is the overwhelming political sen-
timent of the army. Republicans have done the
fighting from Richmond to Arkansas, and from Ken-
tucky to the Gulf of Mexico, while the Seymour
Democracy of the North have remained at home to
betray the country! They have taken advantage
of the absence of our volunteers to carry out a
conspiracy against the. Government which has been
aching for successful development since the inaugu-
ration of a Republican President. The time to

strike for the triumph of treason was at a period
when a million of soldiers were withdrawn from
citizenship. That was the time to stir up the ele-

ments of combustion for a fire in the rear! That
was the time to show the Confederate President and
his co-conspirators that the North is in readiness to,

abase herself at the feet of her enemies, and accept
of any disgraceful propositions which might come
from the South.

It is refreshing to know that, in the absence of
the soldiers, the torics have failed to secure control
of the next Congress. The game was played well,

but they are beaten. The next Congress will have
a small but true Administration majority. In the
meantime, new vigor will be infused into the war
policy of the Cabinet. Even now, there are indi-

cations of unwonted activity on the Potomac. There
are signs of life there ! Before the Northern rat-

tlesnake will have time to exhibit his fangs for a
fatal strike, the work of subjugating the rebellious
States will have been accomplished. There will be
no dishonorable peace consummated. The results

of emancipation will come in good time. Slavery,
with its accursed tendencies to destroy the peace of
society and murder liberal government, will feel a
shock from which it will not recover. Its dying
agonies may and will convulse a continent; but it

shall surely die ! The despised " Abolitionists " who
have been made emancipationists by the brutalities

of the rebellion, will see the desire of their souls.

They will see the plague-spot effaced. The leper
shall bo cleansed. The Government will come out
purified from the struggle! The Slaveholders' Re-
bellion will belong to the past! The curse will be
removed and the Union restored !

Let the Torics exult !

—

Iowa Slate Register.

LIBERTY AND LI&HT IN MASSACHUSETTS.

The Continental Monthly, for December, contains an
exceedingly instructive and valuable article on " The
Union"—crowded with statistics in a comparison of

Massachusetts with Maryland, (that is, of free labor

with slave labor.) from the luminous pen of Hon. Rob-
ert J. Walker, of Mississippi, and concluding in the fol-

lowing eloquent strain :

—

The press of Massachusetts circulated, in I860,
upward of ono hundred and two millions of copies,

equal to 279,454 per day, including journals and
periodicals, each read, on an average, by at least

two persons. This is independent of books and
pamphlets, and of the very large circulation of pa-
pers from other States and from Europe. What a
flood of light, is thus shed daily and hourly upon the
people pf Massachusetts 1 This intellectual efful-

gence radiates by day and night. It is the sun in

its meridian splendor, and tho stars in an ever un-
clouded firmament. It has a centre and a circum-
ference, but knows no darkness. Ignorance van-
ishes before it; wealth follows in its train; labor
rejoices in its association, and finds its products more
than doubled; freedom hails its presence, and re-

ligion gives it a cordial welcome ; churches, schools,

academies, colleges, and universities acknowledge its

mighty influence. Science penetrates the secrets of
nature, and unfolds each new discovery for the
benefit of man. Coal, the offspring of the sun. de-

velops its latent energy, and water contributes its

untiring hydraulic power. Machinery takes more
and more the place ©f nerves and muscles, cheapens
clothing and Subsistence and all the necessaries of
life, and opens new fields of industry, and more
profitable' employment for labor. Strain and light-

ning become the slave of man. He performs' the

journey of a day in an hour, and converses in min-
utes around the globe. The strength of man may
not have been much increased, but his power is

augmented a thousand-fold. His life may not. have
been materially lengthened, but, in the march of

knowledge, a year now is a century, compared with
man's progress in the darkness of the middle ages.

'flic eternal advance toward omniscience goes on,

but is like that of (he infinite approach of the

asymptote, which never reaches the hyperbolic
curve The onward march of science is in a geo-
metrical ratio, so that in litnc, (he intellectual pro-

gress of a day in the future, must, exceed that of a
century in the past. Knowledge is enthroned as a

king, and grand truths and new ideas are his minis-

ters. Science takes the diameter of the earth's

orbit as a base line and unit of measurement , a,,,!

with it spans infinity, and triangulates the nebulous

systems amid the shadowy verges of receding space.
Its researches are cosmical upon the earth and the
heavens, and all the elements minister to its pro-
gress. Sink to the lowest mine, or fathom the
ocean's depth, or climb the loftiest mountains, or
career through the heavens on silken wings, and it

is there also. On—on—on; nearer—nearer—still

nearer it moves forever and forever, with accelerated
speed, toward the infinite eternal. Such are the
triumphs of knowledge ; and he who diffuses it

among our race, or discovers and disseminates new
truths, advances man nearer to his Creator. He
exalts the whole race ; he elevates it into higher
and still higher spheres.

It is science that marks the speed of sound and
light and lightning, calculates the eclipses, cata-
logues the stars, maps the heavens, and follows, for

centuries of the past and the future, the comet's
course. It explores the animal, vegetable, and
mineral kingdoms. With geology, it notes the
earthquake upheaval of mountains,' and, with min-
eralogy, the laws of crystalization. With chemis-
try, it analyzes, decomposes, and compounds the
elements. If, like Canute, it cannot arrest the tidal

wave, it is subjecting it to laws and formulas. Tak-
ing the sunbeam for its pencil, it pictures man's
own image, and the scenery of the earth and the
heavens. Has science any limits or horizon ? Can
it ever penetrate the soul of man, and reveal the
mystery of his existence and destinv ? It is cer-
tainly exploring the facts of sociology, arranging
and generalizing them, and deducting laws. It re-
gards man in his social relations, in families, tribes
and governments, savage, semi-barbarous, and civil-

ized ; beginning with the most simple, advancing to

the chief, the patriarch, the king, the feudal mili-

tary, the regal aristocratic, the pure democracy by
popular assemblages, as in Athens and the school
towns of Massachusetts, rising higher to the central
representative, and to the highest, although neces-
sarily more complex, the federal constitutional rep-
resentative, carrying out the organic division, and
the subdivision of legislative and administrative ac-
tion—regarding the state, the national, and inter-

national policy, and, in the lapse of centuries, the
confederacy, fusion, and unification of nations. The
constitution of empires, with the legislative, judicial,

and executive functions, furnish some of the ele-

ments of sociology. But we must take the history

of man, past, present and future, note and arrange
and generalize the facts, and thence deduce laws
and formulas. Sociology is not a mere accidental
and disconnected series of facts, but it has laws,

although far less known than those appertaining to
the physical sciences. The work is commenced, and
progresses here and in Europe. But, at this mo-
ment, at least in administrative action, Massachu-
setts is ahead of all the world in the science of
sociology.

Man, elevated by knowledge in the scale of being,
controls the forces of nature with greater power and
grander results, and accumulates wealth more rapid-
ly. The educated free labor of Massachusetts, we
have seen, triples the products of toil, per capita, as

compared with Maryland, and quintuples them (as

the census shows) compared with South Carolina.

One day's labor of a man in Massachusetts is equal
to three in Maryland, and five in South Carolina.

So, if we take our savage tribes, with their huts
and tents, their rude agriculture, their furs, their

few and simple household manufactures, their hunt-
ing and fishing, the average product of their annual
labor, at four cents a day each, would be $14.60 a
year, or more than a fourth of that of South Caro-
lina (56.91). So that Massachusetts, in material
progress, is farther in advance of South Carolina
than that State is of the savage Indians. Thus, we
have the successive steps and gradations of man

:

Massachusetts, with free labor and free schools, hav-
ing reached the highest point of civilization ; South
Carolina, with slavery and ignorance, (except the
few,) in a semi-barbarous stage ; and the lowest
savage condition, called barbarous, but nearer to

South Carolina than that State to Massachusetts.
Slavery, then, the census proves, is hostile to the

progress of wealth and population, to science, lite-

rature, and education, to schools, colleges, and uni-

versities, to books and libraries, to churehes and
religion, to the press, and therefore to free govern-
ment; hostile to the poor, keeping them in want
and ignorance ; hostile to labor, reducing it to servi-

tude, and decreasing two-thirds the value of its

products; hostile to morals, repudiating among slaves

the marital and parental condition, classifying them
by law as chattels, darkening the immortal soul, and
'making it a crime to teach millions of human beiugs

to read or write. And shall labor and education,

literature and science, religion and the press, sus-

tain an institution -which is their deadly foe ?

But slavery is the enemy of free government. It

has commenced and now wages an unholy war
against this Union, and thus assails the liberty of

our country and of mankind. It has framed a gov-

ernment based on the eternity of chattel slavery,

and demands in its name to rule the larger portion

of the Union. It seeks to sever the lakes from the

gulf, and the mighty Mississippi and its vast arterial

tributary system. It asks to be let alone in the com- "

mission of all these heaven-daring crimes. In the

name of my bleeding country, of the millions whom
it has doomed to death, or wounds, or chains, or
misery; in the name of the widows and orphans it

has made, whose bitter tears and agonizing sighs

now fill our land with sorrow; in the name of the

free and blessed government it seeks to overthrow,
and the glorious Union it strives to dissolve ; in the

name of God and man, of religion and liberty, the

world arraigns the criminal at the bar of justice.

Now is the day of trial : humanity hopes and fears,

mankind await the verdict. It is rendered: Guilty

upon every charge of the indictment ; and heaven
records the righteous sentence

—

Slavery must die,

that the Union and liberty may live forever .'

THE DAT OF EMANCIPATION.

As the day of emancipation approaches, what
happy songs, like those that heralded a Saviour's

birth, begin to float on tho atmosphere ! Again we
hear the angelic warblings. •• Peace on earth, good
will towards men!" Who now expects that the

first of January will bring servile insurrection,

spreading death and desolation through Southern
homes? Kven the authors of these lying predic-

tions are ashamed to utter them now; they know
there will be nothing of the kind. The change will

come mildly and gently as the morning dawn.

Three millions ol' bondmen will then emerge into

the legal status of freedom. What shall be done,

cries the alarmist, with such an immense multitude

suddenly let loose upon our borders? We answer.

Nothing! Do nothing with them. We waul no

officious intermeddling with the slaves after they
become free. No apprenticeship system here; no
i in pressmen I. lor public works; no reslotMlimi of

Shivery Under another name will be tolerated. If

loyal negroes es. ape from their masters in a destU

tote condition, they are of course tO be cared Si v

in the same manner as while refugees would be
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cared for. But the assumption that toe negroes ar

to leave their homes and make a rush for the North,

or for any other region, is absurd. There will be

no general exodus of the colored raee from their

native soil. Every motive induces them to remain

where they are. What was the effect of emancipa-

tion in tlie District of Columbia? Did the freed-

men :ek refuge in the North, the moment
ill-. u their liberty ? Nothing of the kind.

There was no motive for flight. They rose with the

dawn, on the morning of their emancipation, and

went to their accustomed service with gayer hearts

than usual. That was all. At the week's close,

their masters gave them such wages as they thought

proper ; if the servant was satisfied, he remained

another week \ if not, he went where he could do

belter. So it will be in the revolted States. The

change will be harmless as the falling dew. Even

now it is being initiated. Already the slaves are

becoming accustomed to receive wages, wherever

the Union arms have made slavery insecure. There

is a complete change in the manner in which the

slaves are treated. To them, the past year has

brought inestimable ameliorations. The whip and

the chain and the stocks have been forgotten amidst

the alarms of war. War upon slaveholders and not

upon slavery? Impossible. We have been war-

ring upon slavery. It is shaken to its foundations.

The proclamation of President Lincoln is only a

faint echo to the voice of destiny. We do not ex-

pect any immediate startling results of this edict.

All we look for is that emancipation should keep

pace with the advance of the army.

—

American

Baptist. ^
EXTRACTS PROM THE ANNUAL MESSAGE

OE PRESIDENT LINCOLN.

COLONIZATION.

Applications have been made to me by many free

Americans, of African descent, to favor their emi-

gration with a view to such colonization as was con-

templated in recent acts of Congress. Other par-

ties, at home and abroad, some from interested mo-

tives, others upon patriotic considerations, and still

others influenced by philanthropic sentiments, have

suggested similar measures; while, on the other

hand, several of the Spanish American Republics

have protested against the sending of such colonies

to their respective territories. Under these circum

stances, I have declined to move any such colony to

any such State, without first obtaining the consent

of the Government, with an agreement on its part

to receive and protect such emigrants in all their

rights of freemen. And I have, at the same time,

offered to the several States situated in the tropics,

or having colonies there, to negotiate with them,

subject to the advice and consent of the Senate, to

favor the voluntary emigration of persons of that

class to their respective territories, upon conditions

which shall be equal, just and humane.
Liberia and Hayti are as yet the only countries

to which colonists of African descent from here

could go with the certainty of being received and
adopted as citizens, and I regret to say that such

persons contemplating colonization do not seem

willing to emigrate to these countries as to some
others, nor willing to act as I think their interest

demands. I believe, however, the opinion among
them in this respect is improving, and that ere long

there will be an augmented and considerable emi-

gration to both those countries from the United

States.

COMPENSATED EMANCIPATION.

On the 22d day of September last, a proclama-

tion was issued by the Executive, a copy of which

is herewith submitted. In accordance with the pur-

pose expressed in the second paragraph of that

paper, I now respectfully recall your attention to

what may be called compensated emancipation.

A nation may be said to consist of its territory, its

people, and its laws. The territory is the only part

which is of certain durability. One generation

passeth away, and another generation cometh, but

the earth abideth forever.

It is of the first importance to consider and esti-

mate this ever-enduring part. That portion of the

earth's surface which is owned and inhabited by the

people of the United States is well adapted to be

the home of our national family, and it is not well

adapted for two or more.
Its vast extent and its variety of climate and pro-

ductions are of advantage in this age for one peo-

ple, whatever they might have been in former ages.

Steam and telegraphs in intelligence have brought

these to be an advantageous combination for one
united people.

In the inaugural address, I briefly pointed out the

total inadequacy of disunion as a remedy for the

differences between the people of the two sections.

I did so in language which I cannot improve, and
which therefore I beg to repeat.

One section of our country believe slavery is

right, and ought to be extended, while the other be-

lieve it is wrong, and ought not to be extended.

This is the only substantial dispute. The fugitive

slave clause of the Constitution, and the law for the

suppression of the African slave trade, are each as'

welt enforced, perhaps, as any law can ever be
community where the moral sense of the people im-

perfectly supports the law itself.

The great body of the people abide by the legal

obligation in both cases, and a few break over in

each. This I think cannot be perfectly cured, and
it would be worse in both cases, after the separation

of the sections than before.

The foreign slave trade, now imperfectly sup-

pressed, would be ultimately received without re-

striction in one section, while fugitive slaves, now
only partially surrendered, would not be surrendered

at all by the others.

SEPARATION IMPOSSIBLE.

Physically speaking, we cannot separate. We;
cannot remove our respective sections from each ;

other, nor build an impassable wall between. A
|

husband and wife may be divorced, and go out of

the presence and beyond the reach of each other,

but the different parts of our country cannot do

this—they cannot but remain face to face, and in-

tercourse, either amicable or hostile, must continue

between them. Is it possible, then, to make that

intercourse more advantageous or more satisfactory

after separation than before ? Can aliens make
treaties easier than friends can make laws ? Can,
treaties be more faithfully enforced between aliens

than laws can be among friends?

Suppose you go to war, you cannot fight always,

and when, after much loss on both sides and no gain

on either, you cease fighting, the identical old ques-

tions as to terms of intercourse are again upon you.

There is no line, straight or crooked, suitable for a

national boundary upon which to divide.

Trace through, from the East to the West, upon
the line between the free and slave country, and we
shall find that a little more than one-third of its

_ length are rivers easy to be crossed and the coun-

try populated, or soon to be populated, thickly,

upon -both sides, while nearly all its remaining

length is merely surveyors' lines, over which people

may walk back and forth without any consciousness

of their presence.

No part of this line can be made any more diffi-

cult to pass by writing it down on paper or parch-

ment as a national boundary. The fact of separa-

tion fjive3 up on the part of the seceding section the

fugitive slave clause, along with all other constitu-

tional obligations upon the section seceded from,

while 'I should expect no treaty stipulation would
ever be made to take its place. But there is another

difficulty. The great interior region, bounded east

by the Alleghanics, north by the British dominions,

west by the Kocky Mountains, and south by the

line along which the culture of corn and cotton

meet*, and which includes part of Virginia, part of

Tennessee, all of Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Michi-

gan, Wisconsin, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, Iowa,

Minnesota and the Territories of Daeotah, Nebraska
and part of Colorado, has above ten millions of peo-

ple, and will have fifty millions, within fifty years, if

not prevented by any political folly or mistake. It

contains more than one-third of the country owned
by the United States—certainly more than one mil-

lion of square miles, one-half as populous as Massa-

chusetts already is, or would have more than seventy-

five millions of people.

A glance at the map shows that, territorially

speaking, it is the great body of the Republic. The
other parts are but marginal borders to it.

The magnificent region sloping west from the

Rocky Mountains to the Pacific being the deepest

and also the richest in developed resources in the

production of provisions, grains, grasses, and all

which proceed from them.

This great interior region is naturally one of the

most important in the world. Ascertain from the

statistics the small proportion of the region which

has as yet been brought into cultivation, and also

the large and rapidly increasing amount of its pro-

tude of the prospect presented. And yet this region
has no sea coast, and touches no ocean anywhere.

As part of one nation, its people now find, and
may forever find, their way to Europe by New York
to South America, and Africa by New Orleans, and
Asia by San Francisco. But separate our common
country into two nations, as designed by the present
rebellion, and every man of this great interior re-

gion is thereby cut off from some one or more of

these outlets, not perhaps by a physical barrier, but
by embarrassing and onerous trade regulations. And
this is true wherever a dividing or boundary line

may be fixed. Place it between the now free and
slave country, or place it south of Kentucky, or

north of Ohio, and still the truth remains that none
south of it can trade to any part or place north of

it, and none north of it can trade to any part or

place south of it, except upon terms dictated by a

government foreign to them. These outlets, east,

west and south, are indispensable to the well being

of the people inhabiting and to inhabit this vast in-

terior region. Which of the three may be best, is no
proper question : all are better than either, and all

of right belong to that people and to their succes-

sors forever. True to themselves, they will not ask

where a lino of separation shall be, but will vow
rather that there shall be no such line. Nor are

the marginal regions less interested in these com-
munications to and through them to the great out-

side world.

They, too, and each of them, must have access to

this Egypt of the West, without paying toll at the

crossing of any national boundary. Our national

strife sprung not from our permanent part, not from
the land we inhabit, not from our national home-
stead. There is no possible severing of this but
would multiply and not mitigate evils among us. In

all its adaptations and amplitudes, it demands Union
and abhors separation; in fact it would, ere long,

force re-union, however much of blood and treasure

the separation might have cost. Our strife pertains

to ourselves, to the passing generations of men, and
it cannot without convulsion be hushed forever with

the passing of one generation.

AMENDMENT TO THE CONSTITUTION.

In this view I recommend the adoption of the fol-

lowing resolution and articles amendatory to the

Constitution of the United States:-

—

Resolved, By the Senate and House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States of America in Con-
gress assembled, two-thirds of both Houses concur-
ring, that the following articles be proposed to the

Legislatures or Conventions of the several States, as

amendments to the Constitution of the United States,

all or any of which articles, when ratified by three-

fourths of the said Legislatures or Conventions, to

be valid as part or parts of the said Constitution, viz :

Article —. Every State wherein slavery now ex-

ists, which shall abolish the same therein at any time
before the first day of January, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred, shall receive com-
pensation from the United States as follows, to wit:

The President of the United States shall deliver to

every State bonds of the United States, bearing in-

terest, at the rate of for each slave shown to

have been therein by the eighth census of the United
States, said bonds to be delivered to such State by
instalments or in one parcel at the completion of the

abolishment, accordingly as the same shall have been
gradual or at one time within such State, and inter-

est shall begin to run upon any such bond only from
the proper time of its delivery as aforesaid and after-

ward. Any State having received bonds as afore-

said, and afterward introducing or tolerating slavery

therein, shall refund to the United States the bonds
so received or the value thereof, and all interest paid

thereon.

Article — . All slaves who shall have enjoyed ac-

tual freedom by the chances of the war at any time

before the end of the rebellion, shall be forever free,

but all owners of such who shall not have been dis-

loyal, shall be compensated for them at the same
rates as is provided for States adopting abolishment

of slavery, but in such a way that no slave shall be
twice accounted for.

Article — . Congress may appropriate money and
otherwise provide for colonizing free colored persons
with their own consent, at any place or places with-

out the United States.

I beg indulgence to discuss these proposed articles

at some length. Without slavery the rebellion could

never have existed, without slavery it could not con-

tinue. Among the friends of the Union, there if

great diversity of sentiment and of policy in regard

to slavery and the African race among us. Some
would abolish it suddenly and without compensation,

some would abolish it gradually and with compensa-
tion, some would remove the freed people from us

and some would retain them with us, and there are

yet other minor diversities. Because of these di-

versities, we waste much strength in struggles among
ourselves. By mutual concessions we should har-

monize and act together. This would be a compro-
mise, among the friends and not with the enemies of

the Union.
The articles are intended to embody a plan of

such mutual concessions. If the plan shall be adopt-

ed, it is assumed that emancipation will follow, at

least in several of the States.

As to the first article, the main points are:

First, the emancipation ; second, the length of time

consummating, (thirty-seven years,) and thirdly, the

compensation.
The emancipation will be unsatisfactory to the ad-

vocates of perpetual slavery, but the length of time

should greatly mitigate their dissatisfaction. The
time spares both races from the evils of sudden de-

rangements, in fact from the necessity of any de-

rangement, while most of those whose habitual course

of thought will be disturbed by the measure will

have passed away before its consummation. They
will never see it. Another class will hail the pros-

pect of emancipation, but will deprecate the length

of time. They will feel that it gives too little to the

now living slaves; but it really gives them much.
It saves them from the vagrant destitution, which
must largely attend immediate emancipation in lo*

calities where their numbers are very great, and if

gives the inspiriting assurance that their posterity

shall be free forever.

The plan leaves to each State choosing to act un-

der it to abolish slavery now, or at the end of the

century, or at any intermediate time, or by degrees
extending over the whole or any part of the period,

and it obliges no two States to proceed alike. It

also provides for compensation, and generally the

mode of making it. This, it would seem, must fur-

ther mitigate the dissatisfaction of those who favor

perpetual slavery, and especially of those who are to

receive compensation. Doubtless some of those who
are to pay and not to receive will object

;
yet, that

the measure is both just and economical is certain.

The liberation of the slaves is the destruction of

property—property acquired by descent or by pur-

chase, the same as any other property. It is no less

true for having been often said, that the people of

the South are no more responsible for the original

introduction of this property than arc the people of

the North ; and when it is remembered how unhesi-

tatingly we all of us use cotton and sugar, and share

the profits of dealing in them, it may not be quite

safe to say that the South has been more responsible

than the North for its continuance.

If, then, for a common object, this property is to

be sacrificed, is it not just that it be done at a com-

mon charge ? and ifwith less money, or money more

easily paid, we can preserve the benefits of the Union

by this means than we can by the war alone, is it

not also economical to do it ?

Let us consider it, then ; let us ascertain the sum
we have expended in the war ever since compensa-

ted emancipation was proposed last March, and con-

sider whether, if that measure had been promptly

accepted by even some of the slave States, the same

sum would not have done more to close the war than

has been otherwise done. If so, the country would

save money, and in that view would be a prudent

and economical measure ; certainly it is not so easy

to pay something as it is to pay nothing. But it is

easier to pay a large sum than it is to pay a larger

one, and it is easier to pay any sum when we are

able, than it is to pay it before we are able. The war
requires them at once. The aggregate sum neces-

sary for compensated emancipation of course would

be larger, but it would require really no cash nor

bondsmen any faster than emancipation progresses.

This might not and probably would not close before

the end of the thirty-seven years. At that time we
shall probably have one hundred millions of people

to share the burden, instead of thirty-one millions as

now ; and not only so, but the increase of our popu-

lation may be expected to continue for a long time

after that period, as rapidly as before, because our

territory will not have become full. I do not state

this inconsiderately- At the same ratio of increase

which we have maintained on an average from our

first national census, in 1790, until that of I860, we
should in 1900 have a population of 103,208,415

their period. Our abundant room,, our broad na-

tional homestead is our ample resource. Were our
territories as limited as are the British Isles, very
certainly our population could not expand as stated.

Instead of receiving the foreign born as now, we
should be compelled to send part of the native born
away, but such is not our condition.

We have 2,963,000 square miles. Europe has

3,800,000, with a population averaging 73 1-3 per-

sons to the square mile. Why may not our country
at some time average as many ? Is it less fertile ?

Has it more waste surface by mountains, rivers,

lakes, deserts, or other causes ? Is it inferior to

Europe in any natural advantage ? If, then, we are

at some time to be as populous as Europe, how soon ?

As to when this may be, we can judge by the past

and the present; as to when it will he, if ever, de-

pends much on whether we maintain the Union.
Several of our States are above the average Euro-

pean population of seventy-three and a third to the

square mile. Massachusetts has 157, Rhode Island

133, New York and New Jersey each 80 ; also, two
other great States— Pennsylvania and Ohio— are

not far below, the former having 63 and the latter 59.

The States already above the European average,

except New York, have increased in as rapid ratio

since passing that point as ever before, while no one
of them is equal to some other points of our country

in national capacity for sustaining a dense popula-

tion.

Taking the nation in the aggregate, and we find

its population and ratio of increase for the several

decennial periods to be as follows: 1790, 3,929,827;

1800,5,305,937—3.502 per cent, ratio of increase

1820, 9,638,131—3.313 per cent, ratio of increase

1830, 12,866,020—3.349 per cent, ratio of increase

1840, 17,069,483—3.267 per cent, ratio of increase

1850, 23,191,876—3.587 per cent, ratio of increase

for compensating any State which may adopt eman-
cipation before this plan shall have been acted upon,
is hereby earnestly renewed. Such would only bo
an advance part of the plan, and the same argu-
ment.-; apply to both. This plan is recommended as

a means not in exclusion of, but additional to, all

others for restoring and preserving the National
authority throughout the Union. The subject i3

presented exclusively in its economical aspect. The
plan would, I am confident, secure peacu more
speedily than can be done by force alone, while it

would cost less, considering the amounts and man-
ner of payment, and times of payment, and the

amounts would be easier paid than will be the addi-

tional cost of the war if we rely solely upon force.

It is most likely, very likely, that it would cost no
blood at all.

The plan is proposed as a permanent Constitu-
tional law. It cannot become such without the con-
currence of, first, two-thirds of Congress, and after-

ward, three-fourths of the States. The requisite'

three-fourths of the States will necessarily include
seven of the slave States. Their concurrence, if

obtained, will give assurance of their severally

adopting emancipation, at no distant day, upon the
new Constitutional terms. This assurance would
end the struggle now, and save the Union forever.

I do not forget the gravity which should character-
ize a paper addressed to the Congress of the nation
by the Chief Magistrate of the nation ; nor do I

forget that some of you are my seniors, nor that
many of you have more experience than I in the
conduct of public affairs; yet I trust that, in view
of the great responsibility resting upon me, you will

1810, 7,239,814—3.645 per cent, ratio of increase^ perceive no want of respect to yourselves in any
undue earnestness I (may seem to display. Is it

doubted, then, that the plan I propose, if adopted,
would shorten the war, and thus lessen the expendi-
tures of money and of blood ? Is it doubted that

1860, 31,443,790—3.558 per cent, ratio of increase- -4£would restore the national authority and national

ducts, and we shall be overwhelmed with the magni- and why may we not continue that ratio far beyond

This shows an average decennial increase of 3.460

per cent, in population through the seventy years

from our first to our last census taken. It is seen

that the ratio of increase at no one of these seven

periods is either two per cent, below or two per cent,

above the average, thus showing how inflexible, and

consequently how reliable the law of increase in our

case is. Assuming that it will continue, it will

give the following results: 1870,42.323,341; 1880,

56,967,216; 1890, 76,677,872; 1900,103,208,415;
1910,138,918,526; 1920,186,984,335; 1930,251,-

680,914. These figures show that our country may
be as populous as Europe now is, at some point be-

tween 1920 and 1930—say about 1925—our terri-

tory, at seventy-three and one third persons to

the square mile, being of the capacity to contain

217,186,000, and we will reach this, too, if we do not

ourselves relinquish the chances by the folly and evils

of disunion, or by long and exhausting wars spring-

ing from the only great element of discord among
us. While it cannot be foreseen exactly how much
one huge example of secession breeding lesser ones

indefinitely would retard the population, civilization

and prosperity, no one can doubt that the extent of

it would be very great and injurious. The proposed

emancipation would shorten the war, perpetuate

peace, insure this increase of population, and pro-

portionately the wealth of the country. With this

we should pay all the emancipation cost, together

with other debts, easier than we should pay our other

debts without it. If we had allowed our old nation-

al debt to run at six per cent, per annum simple in-

terest from the end of our revolutionary struggle till

to-day, without paying anything on either principle

or interest, each man of us would owe less upon that

debt now than each man owed upon it then, and

this because our increase of men through the whole

period has been greater then six per cent., and has

run faster than the interest upon the debt.

Thus time alone relieves a debtor nation, so long

as its population increases faster than unpaid inter-

est accumulates on its debt. This fact would be no
excuse for delaying the payment for what is justly

due, but it shows the great importance of time in

this connection, the great advantage of a policy by
which we shall not have to pay until we number a

hundred millions, what by a different policy we
should have to pay now when the number is but

thirty-one millions. In a word, it shows that a dol-

lar will be much harder to pay for the war than will

be a dollar for emancipation on the proposed plan,

and then the latter will cost no blood, no precious

life. It will be a saving of both.

As to the second article, I think it would be-im-

practicable to return to bondage the class of persons

therein contemplated. Some of them, doubtless, in

the property sense, belong to loyal owners, and hence

provision is made iu this article for compensating

such.

THE .FUTURE OF THE EMANCIPATED SLAVE.

The third article relates to the future of these

freed people. It does not oblige, but merely author-

izes Congress to aid in colonizing such as may con-

sent. This ought not to be regarded as objectiona-

ble on the one hand or on the other, insomuch as it

comes to nothing, unless by mutual consent of the

people to be deported, and the American voters

through their Representatives in Congress. I can-

not make it better known than it already is, that I

strongly favor colonization ; and yet I wish to say

there is an objection urged against the colored per-

sons remaining in the country which is largely im-

aginary, if not sometimes malicious; it is insisted

that their presence would injure and displace white

labor and white laborers. If there ever could be a

proper time for mere argument, that time surely is

not now. In times like the present, men should

utter nothing for which they would not willingly be

responsible through time and eternity. Is it true,

then, that colored people can displace any more
white labor by being free than remaining slaves?

If they stay in their old places, they jostle no white

laborers. If they leave their old places, they leave

them open to white laborers. Logically, there is

neither more nor less of it. Emancipation, even

without deportation, would probably enhance the

wages of white labor, and very surely would not re-

duce them. Thus the customary labor would still

have to be performed. The freed people would
surely not do more than their old proportion of it,

and very probably for a time would do less, leaving

an increased part to white laborers, bringing their

labor into greater demand, and, consequently, en-

hancing the wages of it. With deportation even to

a limited extent, enhancing wages to white labor is

mathematically certain. Labor is like any other

commodity in the market. Increase the demand for

it, and you increase the price for it. Reduce the

supply of black labor by colonizing the black laborer

out of the country, and by precisely so much you
increase the demand for the wages of white labor.

But it is decided that the ?tq.c people will swarm
forth and cover the whole land. Are they not

already in the land? Will liberation make them
more numerous? Equally distributed among the

whites of the whole country, and there would be

but one colored to seven whites. Could the one in

any way greatly disturb the seven ? There are

many communities now having more than one free

colored person to seven whites, and this without any
apparent consciousness of evil from it. The Dis-

trict of Columbia and the States of Maryland and
Delaware, are all in this condition. The District

has more than one free colored to six whites, and

yet, in its frequent petitions to Congress, I believe it

has never presented the presence of free colored per-

sons as one of its grievances. But why should

emancipation South send the freed people North ?

People of any color seldom run, unless there be

something to run from. Heretofore, colored people,

to some extent, have fled North from bondage, and

now, perhaps, from both bondage and destitution
;

but if gradual emancipation and deportation be

adopted, they will have neither to flee from. Their

old masters will give them wages, at least until new
laborers can be procured, and the freed men in

time will gladly give their labor for the wages till

new homes can be found for them in congenial

climes, and with people of their own blood and race.

This proposition can be trusted on the material in-

terest involved ; and, in any event, cannot the North

decide for itself whether to receive them again?

As practice proves more than theory in any case,

has there been any irruption of colored people

northward, because of the abolishment of slavery in

this District last spring ? What I have said of the

proportion of free colored persons to the whites in

the District is from the census of 1860, having no
reference to persons called contrabands, nor to those

made free by the act of Congress abolishing slavery

here. The plan consisting of these articles is recom-

mended, not but that a restoration of the national

authority would be accepted without its adoption,

nor will the war, nor proceedings under the procla-

mation of September 22, 1862, be stayed because

of the recommendation of this plan. Its timely

adoption, I doubt, not, would bring restoration, and

thereby stay both. And, notwithstanding this plan,

the recommendation that Congress provide by law

prosperity, and perpetuate both indefinitely? Is ft

doubted that we here, Congress and Executive, can
secure its adoption ? Will not the good people re-

spond to a united and earnest appeal from us ? Can
we, can they, by any other means, so certainly or

speedily assure these vital objects? We can suc-

ceed only by concert. It is not, can any of us

imagine better, but can we all do better whatsoever
is possible? Still the question recurs, can we do
better? The dogmas of the quiet past are inade-
quate to the stormy present. The occasion is piled

high with difficulty, and we must rise with the occa-

sion. As our case is new, so we must think anew
and act anew. We must disenthral ourselves, and
then we shall save our country.

Fellow-citizens, we cannot escape history. We
of this Congress will be remembered in spite of

ourselves. No personal .significance or insignificance

can spare one or another of us. The fiery trial

through which we pass, will light us down in honor
or dishonor to the latest generation. We say that

we are for the Union. The world will not forget

that while we say this, we do not know how to save
the Union. The world knows how to save it. We,
even we here, hold the power and bear the respon-
sibility. In giving freedom to the slave, we assure
freedom to the free—honorable alike in what we
give and what we preserve. We shall nobly save,

or meanly lose, the best hope of the earth. Other
means may succeed

; this could not fail. The way
is plain, peaceful, generous, just—a way which, if

followed, the world will forever applaud, and God
must forever bless.

(Signed,) ABRAHAM LINCOLN.
Washington, December 1, 1862.

Ho Union with Slaveholders!

BOSTON, FRIDAY, MCEOEB 5, 1862.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

We have given, in preceding columns, all that

portion of the President's Message which relates to

the question of emancipation and the war. Of course,

it will be read with the deepest interest, and doubt-

less the greatest diversity of views will be elicited,

through the press and in private intercourse, con-

cerning it.

We shall express our own very briefly. In the

first place, we maintain that, whatever may be his

natural ability, the President is not competent to write

his own official papers. It is evident that they are a]

from his pen; for they all hear the same marks of

crudeness, incongruity, feebleness, and lack of method

There is no parallel to them among the State docu-

ments to be found in any nation. The Tribune says,

"it is easy to criticise his rhetoric"; but there is a

fitness in all things, and wbere there is not the ability

to write in a style required by the dignity of the posi-

tion, good sense and a respect for the critical j udgment
of the world suggest the propriety of employing some
one who is competent to put the wishes and opinions

of the President into well expressed language.

But this is of minor importance. The paramount

object of concern is what the President submits as

his method of bringing the rebellion to a close. And
here,—while conceding to him all the " honesty " of

purpose ever claimed for him, and also a sincere de-

sire to see slavery some day or other banished from

the country,—we cannot refrain from expressing our

astonishment at the folly and infatuation evinced in

his plan for buying up Southern treason "in lots to

suit purchasers," and ending the rebellion by a shrewd

regard for pecuniary considerations ! In the midst of

the most tremendous convulsions, and the fiercest civil

war that tiic world has ever seen, with all the colossal

forces of the government in battle array, the Presi-

dent—instead of proclaiming the duty and necessity

of carrying on the war with a vigor not yet shown,
and suppressing the rebellion as indispensable before

any new proposition can be entertained—goes into a

homily about the evils and disadvantages of disunion,

treats the war as a matter of dollars and cents, recom-

mends to Congress to chaffer with the traitorous men-
stealers for the purchase of all their slaves at the ex-

piration of the present century, and expresses the

hope that they will signify their approval of his scheme
before the first of January, so that his Proclamation

of September 22d may he rendered null and void, the

Union restored, and all the old pro-slavery guaranties

of the Constitution rigorously enforced! And this,

too, in the face of the uniform and unanimous deelura-

Jyions of the tyrants of the South, that on no consid-

eration will they ever desist from slaveholding—that
they regard slavery as paramount in importance and
value to any other institution, and to be extended and
perpetuated to the end of time as the normal condition

of the laboring classes, black or white—that they have

seceded expressly to make slavery the corner-stone

of their confederacy—and that they hold in measure-

less contempt and scorn the very idea of free institu-

tions and a democratic form of government ! ! ! The
President is demented—or else a veritable Rip "Van

Winkle, who, for the last thirty years, has been oblivi-

ous to everything going on in the country !

To enable Congress to bribe the traitors, and buy
up the treason, the President gravely proposes an

amendment to the Constitution, (which will require

the approval of three fourths of all the States,) giving

that body the necessary authority, and the rebellion

and slavery (the latter he admitting to be the sole

cause of the former) till the introduction of the twen-

tieth century to be metamorphosed into loyalty and

freedom ! This is something more deplorable than

lack of common sense : it closely borders upon hope-

less lunacy. It will assuredly excite the astonishment

of all Europe, the derision of the Southern traitors,

and the pity of every true friend of freedom. It

would, in our judgment, warrant the impeachment of

the President by Congress as mentally incapable of

holding the sacred trusts committed to his hands.

We need scarcely add, that we hold in abhorrence

the renewed proposition of the President for the colo-

nization of the colored population to distant shores.

Thin is their native land ; their labor is of immense
value, and indispensable to the South in the cultiva-

tion uf cotton, i'ice and sugar, as free laborers; they

have as good a right to remain hero as the .President

and his Cabinet ; and tu propose their expatriation is

both to insult and outrage tlietn, and to Stimulate pop-

ular prejudice to wreak its spite upon them.

PKATERNITY LECTURES.

The eighth lecture of the Fraternity course was
given, Nov. 26th, by Hon. Owen Lovejoy of Illinois,

subject was, "The Death of Slavery the Salva-

tion of the Republic." Among the gentlemen on the

platform were Wendell Phillips, Senator Wilson, and
Collector Goodrich. On being introduced by the

President of the Fraternity, (with the remark that the

Post of that morning had declared it an insult to pre-

sent him to a Boston audience,) Mr. Lovejoy was re-

ceived with prolonged applause.

He said that for many years he had maintained
everywhere, in public and in private, that freedom is

the inherent right of the slave, and that justice and
humanity demand the concession of this right by the

nation. Now, however, this action is required of us

not by duty only, but by self-preservation. Emanci-
pation is now essential to the safety and perpetuity of

the Republic. It has become a national necessity.

Various other slaveholding nations have found it a
necessity. How can we avoid it? We must meet it.

Freedom and Slavery, mortal foes, have now met face

to face in a path so narrow that neither can evade the

other, neither can turn, neither can retreat. The
struggle is not for victory only, but for life. One of

these two must perish,

The fundamental theory of our government is the

equality of mankind. The practical denial of this

equality is antagonistic to our government, injurious

alike to its character and its action, and necessarily

tending to its overthrow. Equality means that all men
are equally entitled to life, liberty, and the fruits of

their honest toil, and it is indispensable to the success

of our system that this equality be maintained. We
can neither afford to deny this principle and trample
it under our feet, nor to let a part of the nation do so.

Putnam knew better than to content himself with

killing, every year, a whelp or two of the wolf 's litter.

He knew that there was no safety for the flocks until

the old wolfwas destroyed, and he wisely took the risk

of attacking her in her den. We must learn from this

old hero. Rebellion is Slavery's whelp. Let the old

wolf die ! (Tremendous applause.)

Of course, an attack upon this source, inspirer and
main-spring of rebellion, will be resisted with the in-

tensest vehemence by those proud, and chivalrous,

and magnanimous Southerners who live by stealing

babies. (Let the reporter for the Post make note of

that.) Nevertheless, let us thoroughly extirpate slave-

ry, root and branch.

Numerous facts have shown slaveholding to be ut-

terly incompatible with the safety of this Republic.

That atrocious system interferes injuriously with
every one of the purposes specified in the Preamble
to the U. S. Constitution. While that system lasts,

we can neither "forma more perfect union," nor
"establish justice," nor "insure domestic tranquilli-

ty," nor "provide for the common defence," nor
"promote the general welfare," nor "secure the bles-~

sings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity." In

every one of these particulars, slavery impairs or

defeats the purpose for which our fathers founded

this government. May God hold the President firm

in his determination to wipe it oat. (Loud applause.)

Is it necessary to make specifications to show the

infamy of a system under which men earn their liv-

ing by the sale of their own children ? Among the

articles of produce exported from Virginia, slaves

amounted to $12,000,000, while all other articles of

export combined were only §8,000,000.

Slavery interferes with the freedom of white as well

as black, of North as well as South. We of the North
have always been limited and hampered by it. I wish

no stop to this combat until I, as an American citi-

zen, can safely travel over every foot of American
soil. (Applause.)

Slavery breaks down religious freedom, Of course

it breaks down civil and political freedom.

Slavery interferes with the circulation of my frank,

requiring each of its petty officials to stop and destroy

the matter I send through the post-office to my con-

stituents and friends. Shall I help reconstruct the

system which does that'? Never. I never have bent

the knee to this infamous system, and I never will.

Let the Post take note of that.

Slavery interferes with a free press. According to

the confession of its own organ in Richmond, it " hates

everything with the prefix free." Here Mr. Lovejoy

made an affecting reference to the murder of his

brother in Alton, Illinois, in 1837, blood shed in main-

tenance of the rights of a free press, the blood of the

innocent shed for the guilty.

Our Declaration of Independence was framed to se-

cure the rights of man as tnan. Our nation must con-

tinue to suffer till it is willing to recognize that truth.

Those who deny it, and maintain that certain circum-

stances of color, race or condition, authorize the en-

slavement of the human being in whom they appear,

must settle the matter with God, who made man, and

with Christ, who redeemed him.

I am morally and physically superior to most of the

pro-slavery men with whom I am acquainted. But
that gives me no right to enslave them.

The latest born justification of slavery is that the

race enslaved never invented anything. I never in-

vented anything. The great majority of men of all

races have never invented anything. What have the

modern advocates of slavery invented? Only the

pro-slavery theory ; and even that they stole—from

their father, the devil.

It has been made a question whether black men may
even fight. Surely every one who is willing to fight

for his liberty should be free. Loyal black men are at

least good enough to kill disloyal wdiite ones. I said in

Congress that I was in favor of employing any muscle

that would fight, in this war, and I think so still. In

this particular, not only does common sense point out

our right policy, hut precedent authorizes it. Negroes

fought, and did good service, both in our revolutionary

war and in the subsequent war with England.

Robert Smalls is one of the greatest heroes of this

war. The government has done well to give him half

the prize he captured. It ought to have given the

other half to his brave companions. But the theory

of slavery is "that Robert Smalls' former master owns
that prize money.

But, say they, slavery was in the Union. So Satnn

was in heaven. But we do not hear that Jehovah bad

any constitutional scruples against his expulsion. It

is worse than folly to say that the Constitution pre-

vents us from saving the life of the nation.

We want the Union for the purpose for which our

fathers originally launched it, the maintenance of

human rights. Among these the right of enslave-

ment does not exist. I deny the very existence of a

right of property in man.

How many of our best and noblest men have already

been sacrificed by this war. Ellsworth, Baker, Win-
throp, Lyon, have died for their country. Is slavery

more sacred, more precious, better worth, than the

thousands of lives it is now costing ? It cannot he.

I am a radical, it is said, and I admit it. There was

a radical 1800 years ago, who laid the axe at the root

of the vices growing in his time. The conservatives

crucified him for it. Look now at where he stands

and where they stand. Search all the sepulchres, and

you will find no monument raised to a conservative.

With these convictions, I bail with joy the Emanci-

pation Proclamation of the President. I bave trusted

in Old Father Abraham more than some of my friends

iu this State. I trust in him still, and believe he will

still bring us to victory through freedom. I believe

it is written that the gates of hell (that is, the Border

States) shall not prevail against the President.

On the 22d of September came John the Baptist,

preparing the way. On January 1st will come the

Messiah of freedom.

After an eloquent apostrophe to the appnnolllng

Genius of Liberty, Mr. Owen closed by saying—Live

the Republic, and let shivery perish.

At the close of the lecture, Mr. Phillips wna loudly

called for, and said a few words to the audience. He
expressed his high gratification al Mr. Lovejoy's re-

election, and said, in testimony lo the f:ii l h fulness of

thai gentleman at home, dial when he (Mr. Phillips)

spoke to Mr. Lovejoy's constituents, they thought him
not radical enough ! (Laughter.)

The first speech he ever made on an anti-slavery

platform was when the news of Mr. Lovejoy's death

at Alton came to Boston. He thanked God that he

now saw the surviving brother laboring in the same
work.

The audience next urgently demanded a speech

from Mr, Wilson, who said

—

I know not why you call upon me, unless that I

may say ditto to Mr. lovejoy, which l-Ao with all

my heart. If it be radicalism to insist on the utter

extinction of slavery in America, then I am a radical.

Slavery has caused the war. I wish to see the war
ended by the utter extermination of slavery on this

continent.

I go to Washington to-morrow full of faith and con-

fidence in a prosperous future. No day for twelve
months has seemed to me so hopeful as this.

The President will stand by the Proclamation. I

am sure of it. He will save the country.

The ninth lecture of this course was delivered last

Tuesday evening, by Gen. Richard Busteed, of New-
York. Its subject, to the disappointment of many
who had hoped to hear him speak upon matters of ab-

sorbing interest at the present moment, was " Knowl-
edge, its Sources and Uses." He represented the

principal sources of knowledge to be travel, books,

the pulpit, the press, and the school. In connection
with the department last mentioned, he spoke strongly

upon the direct obstructions to the diffusion of knowl-

edge in the laws and customs of the Slates where
slavery exists. There, he said, they not only forbid

schools to the slave, but prevent him from reading the

Bible, lest he should learn to say " Our Father." The
combined meanness and wickedness of this policy-

were sufficient, he thought, to authorize the expres-

sion that slavery thrusts a dagger into the bach of

knowledge. Yet the slaveholders, having sowed the
wind, now have the assurance to complain that they
are reaping the whirlwind.

After the lecture, an urgent call (in which the lec-

turer gracefully joined) being made for Wendell
Phillips-

Mr. Phillips said—What can I add to a treatment

so exhaustive as the lecturer has given to his subject ?

Perhaps one thing remains—the mention of the lives

and characters of great men among our sources of

knowledge. This day is the anniversary of the death
of John Brown. How much has this nation learned

—

how much more might she learn—from that glorious

deed at Harper's Ferry ; from that gallows, sharply

cut against the clear blue sky of Virginia !

The Message of the President is a matter to-day in

the thoughts of us all. He postpones freedom till the

year 1900. That is a matter for Congress to settle,

not for us. But we like the Proclamation better.

A fellow-voyager with me, at the time when " Gra-
ham bread " was under discussion, used to say

—

" White bread is good enough for me." Between the

President's Proclamation and bis Message, I must
say—The Proclamation is good enough for me.
(Loud applause.)

The next lecture of the course is to be given by
Mr. Phillips.—c. k w.

A Malignant Spirit. The editor of the Courier

continues to mistake bitter personal defamation for fair

criticism. Take the following specimen :

—

"Mr. Owen Lovejoy delivered the eighth Frater-
nity lecture on Wednesday evening. From the re-
ports we bave of it, we judge it to have been a very
poor performance, made up of cheap commonplace and
vapid generalities—the same old scraps and patches
from the anti-slavery rag-bag widi which every beg-
gar and pauper of that persuasion tries to hide his
intellectual nakedness withal. We are not surprised
at this, and, indeed, we should have been surprised
if it had been otherwise. We do not suppose that
Mr. Lovejoy was selected to pronounce this lecture
because of his genius or his learning, for his depth of
thought or the graces of his style, but solely because
of his strong anti-slavery principles, and a coarse and
abusive way of uttering them. He is one of the few
persons in public life, outside of Massachusetts, whose
Republicanism is strong enough to be called Massa-
chusetts proof; and as a Queen Anne farthing, though
worthless in itself, has a value because of its rarity,
so this circumstance may have secured to Mr. Love-
joy a distinction to which he otherwise could never
have aspired."

Our valuable contributor, "c. e. w." has given, in

another column, an excellent synopsis of the speech

thus basely misrepresented by the Courier—a speech

that was highly appreciated and warmly applauded

throughout, for its ability and patriotism, by the largest

audience of the season, whose intelligence and critical

discernment will not be questioned by any but habitual

libellers.

A Question Answered. The Courier makes the

following sneering personal allusion :

—

"A correspondent of the London Times, writing
from Richmond, under date of October 8th, asks:
•Why does not Wendell Phillips take the field? Men
ohfer than be is are serving by dozens in the Southern
ranks. Where is Charles Sumner's musket? The
Senate could spare Senator Baker, in no wise Mr.
Sumner's inferior in intellect; and it were a noble
answer to the South, which sneers at non-duel!ists for
want of courage, to show bow one of that class can
comport himself upon the perilous edge of battle.'
The inquiry is clearly pertinent after these two mouth-
ing heroes ; and the cry ought to go up from every
household in the North, which has sent its cherished
inmates to the bloody field—Why are not Phillips
and Sumner there? Alas! they are the heroes of
lecture-rooms; much more likely to comport them-
selves with assurance at the perilous edge of petti-

coats, when they flutter in such safe scenes, than to
risk anything upon fields bloodstained through their
'infernal ' trumpetings of frothy fanaticism."

Is there any more obligation resting upon Mr.
Sumner or Mr. Phillips to enlist for the subjugation

of the rebels, than upon Mr. George Lunt, of the

Boston Courier? And, if not, had he not better set

the example, before making bis fling at others, incom-

parably his superiors, and whose loyalty, unlike his

own, is beyond doubt or suspicion ?

2^=* Harper's New Monthly Magazine, for

December, contains the following articles :

—

1. Waitingfor the Children. 2. Poland Over-ground

and Under-ground. II. Under-ground. 3. A With-

ered Flower. 4, Gas and Gas-Making. 5. A Man's

Life. 6. The Stamp Act Congress. 7. Love by Mis-

hap. 8. Roll-Call. 9. Romola. By the author of

"Adam Bede." 10. Random Recollections of a Life.

11. Orley Farm. By Anthony Troilope. 12. A Camp
Meeting in Tennessee. 13. Mistress and Maid. A
Household Story. By Miss Mulock. 14. A Fairy in

Search of a Place. 15. The Small House at Ailing-

ton. 16. My First Sermon. 17. Monthly Record of

Current Events. IS. Literary Notices. 19. Editor's

Easy Chair. 20. Editor's Drawer. 21. Fashions for

December.

The present number commences the ttcmty-sLvth

volume of this Magazine. It will retain its character

as an Illustrated Family Magazine, containing papers

upon History, Biography, Travel and Adventure. Fic-

tion, Poetry, Popular Science, Arts, Manufacture, and
Criticism, carefully selected from contributions fur-

nished by the best writers in America and Europe.

In the January number will be commenced a series

of papers, by Mr. J. Ross Browne, describing a

Journey to Iceland, to be profusely illustrated with

Sketches of Character, Incident, and Scenery, from
Original Drawings by the Author.

This Magazine furnishes a greater amount of mat-

ter, in a more pleasing form, and more profuaeb

illustrated, than any other similar periodical. The
illustrations atone cost more than any other magazine

expends for literary and artistic matter. It soon se-

cured, and has ever retained, a greater eiivulation

than any other periodical of its class.

Terms, 98.00 ;i year; two copies for the same
period. §5.00

A. Williams & Co., 100 Washington street, Boston.

."i?-
' li is reported that another craft similar to the

Alabama has sailed from Liverpool to capture and de-

stroy any vessels sailing under an American flag, and
another, it is said, would soon follow.
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THE FEELING- IN" ENGLAND.

Wm. Lloyd Garrison-, Esq. :

Dear Sir,— I see in your journal a letter from Mr.

Gborgk Thompson, which mentions that no response

was made to Iris proposition to lecture gratuitously In

England. From the knowledge I have of the situa-

tion of affaire there, I am of opinion that any general

expression of approbation on the paft of the com-

mons of Great Britain need not Ito expected, until the

precise policy of the Lincoln Administration, sup-

)rtedji^trurapprovaToT the people, shall convince

them that there are no wooden nutmegs for sale by

the United States.

At present, there is doubt among all classes in

Britain, and on the continent, as to the sincerity of

Mr. Lincoln, and lie is looked upon as an exponent of

the people. " If a man advertises to keep a nice

house, and retains a set of filthy domestics, people

cannot believe him to he in earnest."

Until after New Year, not any thing efficient in our

favor will be experienced, and then it will depend

upon absolute proof of American honesty.

If Mr. Lincoln is firm, and his acts prove that he

desires to establish national justice, and he is supported

by the people, the future consequences cannot well be

foreseen, but the immediate ones will unquestionably

affect Prussia, Greece and Mexico.

The war with Mexico is unpopular among the

French. In the troubles which are brewing for Aus-

tria, out of which is to emerge a new Germanic con-

federation, with free Protestant Prussia as leader,

France will side against Prussia, and England with

her. Palmerston, the leader of the liberals of Great

Britain, but the rankest tory in the kingdom, as Mr.

Cobden calls him, will give place to a representative

of the people, and the United States will be relieved

from the pressure now experienced by a conspiracy

of the despotic powers.

But should Mr. Lincoln pursue a foxy, shuffling,

(apparently imbecile,) but really treacherous course,

and by tolling back a few States into the Union, with

a recommendation to sell their slaves to the Govern-

ment, and re-establish the old Constitution with its

guarantees of slave political power, everything would

go adverse, the friends of freedom would despair of

the capacity of the people to establish and maintain

free government, and the swing back of the pendulum

might be accompanied by an iron despotism.

It must never he lost sight of, that, after the intro-

duction of Christianity, the dark ages prevailed ; and

that, more than eighteen hundred years after Cicero's

oration against Catiline, the French nation denied that

there was a God.

There is not a material difference between the op-

pression and darkness of those days, and the relation

between the accursed slave-owners of the South and

their slaves.

As nations are as much free agents as individuals,

it ought not to be expected that the English, or any

other people, should justify or attempt to assist the

United States, until they are convinced that they are

honest.

It is well understood, that there is no possible ob-

stacle to the will of the American Commander-in'

Chief. Military necessity is the law, and what he

says the people will do. Nevertheless, it is believed

that, hitherto, they have been betrayed, misled and

murdered. But, supposing them to be honest, great

interest is taken in their success in England, and, not-

withstanding the utmost efforts to keep safe this feel-

ing, it only has to be touched to explode.

As some proof of this, the following account is sub-

joined from a correspondent :

—

"On Monday evening, Nov. 3d, I attended the

meeting at the Metropolitan Institution, convened to

testify sympathy for the North, or South, whichever

it might be. This is the first meeting for this pur-

pose held in London. It was got up by two English-

men, on a wager. One was a sympathizer with the

North ; and he asserted that, if a meeting of Eng-

lishmen was called without advertisement, their ex-

pressed feelings would be in favor of the Northern

States of America. The other asserted the reverse.

They agreed that the one against whom the senti-

ment of the people should be expressed should pay
the expenses of the meeting,

A number of Americans were present, but no

American was allowed to speak, as the meeting was

to be expressive of English feeling only. There were

some good speakers, and excellent speeches. Some
of the speakers had been in the United States, and

they set forth fairly that slavery was the cause of the

war, and showed the difference between the two free-

doms that the two factions are fighting for. Indeed, it

is impossible to do the speakers justice in a short

notice. They spoke well for the North, amid the re-

peated most enthusiastic applause of the audience,

which was mostly of working men, the place being

full.

One Englishman undertook to find unnecessary

fault with our Northern people, and, consequently,

brought the whole house down about his ears in such

unmistakable terms of condemnation, that he very

quickly changed his tactics. The meeting evidently

thought that the people of the Northern States of

America did not need fault-finding with their past

sins, but support in the greatest degree in their en-

deavor to mend them.

So, when the resolution was put, whether the meet-

ing would support the North and Lincoln's proclama-

tion, and discourage the South, it was most enthusi-

astically carried.
' And when the opposing vote was

taken in favor of the South, only three hands were held

up. One was a boy, and another was a Southerner,

who thrust himself upon the platform at the conclu-

sion, and tried to compel the people to listen to him;

but he could not come it.

On Friday week, he, and his kindred, and Union
Americans also, will have an opportunity to speak, at

another meeting to be held at the same place.

This experiment was such a perfect success, that a

Committee will hold another meeting on the 14th

instant, and, if the attendance, &c, then justifies the

expectation, they will take possession of Exeter Hall,

the largest in London, for the next meeting.

This is only a beginning. These meetings will

probably extend all over the kingdom. The people

are beginning to speak; all they want js information,

and truth, and honesty, and national justice, on the

part of the American Administration ;
and it is to be

hoped they will get it." CARBON.

Remarks, The fact admitted in the last para-

graph of this letter, that all that the people of Eng-

land want, to set them right on the American strug-

gle, is correct information, proves the folly of those

loyal Americans in London, who rejected the gene-

rous overture of George Thompson, Esq., to give

his services gratuitously , if they would meet the inci-

dental expenses of a lecturing tour through the king-

dom, in order to disseminate the much-needed light

—

no man, either American or Englishman, being better

posted in American affairs, or more disposed to uphold

the cause of free institutions in this country, or more

hostile to the rebellion and its success, than himself.

This rejection of his valuable services is an evi-

dence of the existence of that pro-siavery spirit which

still curses so many " loyal "(?) Americans; and is

all the more censurable, seeing that the Southern

traitors are using every instrumentality in their power

abroad, to debauch the minds and enlist the feelings

of the English people in relation to the origin, design

and atrocious character of the rebellion.

We are much obliged to our correspondent " Car-

bon" for communicating the gratifying intelligence

contained in the extracts he has made from the letter

of an English friend.

"NO UNION WITH SLAVEHOLDERS."

Dear Friend Garrison :

I am truly glad that you still keep up your old ban-

ner motto, "No Union with Slaveholders." It is a

position to which I had come, long before the secession

and war broke out, and I fully sympathized with what

I then supposed to be your desire, that a dissolution of

the union with that class of citizens should be effected,

even, if necessary, by the secession of Massachusetts

and any other anti-slavery free State ;
and at that time,

I knew not that there was a whisper of any doubt of

the perfect right of any State to make such secession,

a doctrine which still seems to my mind the true one.

Under these impressions, I was rejoiced when the

secession of the Gulf States was declared, as it seemed

to me to be a great step to the separation you, accord-

ing to your motto, desired and achieved with a facility

and fulness with which it could not be done by any

free State or States ; and I perceived that, had it been

extended to the other slave States, and peaceably ac-

quiesced in by the Federal Government, it would have

left the free States in a condition far more powerful,

prosperous, free and moral, than they ever can be by

a reunion, on any terms, with the barbarous and de-

praved South-

Viewing the subject in this light, I, with many of

your best friends, felt surprised and grieved that, in-

stead of hailing this event with joy, you gave the en-

couragement of your great influence to the vigorous

prosecution of the war, expressly designed to compel

the seceded States into submission and reunion. I

was indeed aware, that, although this war was not

commenced with even a pretence of a purpose to abol-

ish slavery, you still hoped it would effect that object

by the impoverishment, desolation, or perhaps exter-

mination of the slaveholders ; and it probably did not

occur to you, that the separation of the States, with-

drawing the support to slavery of the North, would ac-

complish its abolition more surely and Bpeedily than it

can be done by any war; and, putting aside the idea

of the criminality of war in itself, as extensive mur-

der, and regarding only expediency, it is still a ques-

tion whether the abolition of slavery, enormous as that

evil is, does not cost too much, in the slaughters, losses

and sorrows of war. It may be indeed said, that slave-

ry is a crime as well as war. True ; but it is a crime

which States exempt from it are not called upon to re-

move or punish.

Seeing that you had taken your ground, and that it

was contested by others, I did not express these views

when they first occurred to me; but the occasion

seems to me now to have arrived, when I deem it an

act of friendship to advise you to return to your old

position, which you can now do with more integrity

and consistency than you can retain your present one.

The varying successes of the war to this time, with

the now fully ascertained determination of the Seces-

sionists, never to come again under the Federal Gov-

ernment, have made it apparent to every far seeing

man that a cordial, voluntary reunion with the seceded

States has become impossible; that the most complete

conquest of them can only result in holding them as

conquered provinces, by a permanent military force
;

and, at the same time, the Government will be under

constitutional obligation to protect slavery in all the

States, or individuals who profess loyalty to the Union

;

whereas, if the independence of the seceded States

were recognized, and the terms of the President's Pro-

clamation should be accepted by the Border States,

(as they could not retain their slaves,) the free States

would not only be exempted from all the evil and re-

sponsibility of slavery at once, but deprived of North-

ern support it would soon die out in the seceded States

themselves.

It is clear, then, that slavery cannot be abolished in

the Union, and only by separation. Whoever, there-

fore, aids in the prosecution of the present war,

avowedly for reunion, virtually aids the preservation

of slavery; and it is only by advocating the inde-

pendence of the seceded States that you can truly re-

sume your old position
—" No Union with Slaveholders."

Yours, respectfully and amicably, J. P. B.

Remarks. We know of nothing that has fallen

from our tips or pen, that should lead our respected

correspondent to suppose that we are less tenacious

than hitherto of the doctrine, "No Union with Slave-

holders." If, however, he ever imagined that our dis-

unionism was, in any particular, analogous or equiva-

lent to that enforced by the perfidious traitors of the

South, he certainly labored under a very strong delu-

sion. It is no part of our moral philosophy to believe

in doing evil that good may come, or to sanction rob-

bery, perfidy, bloody revolt, perpetrated to give se-

curity and boundless extension to the accursed slave

system; therefore, we are with the government in the

rectitude of its proceedings on its own plane of action

for the suppression of the rebellion ;
and all the more

as we believe and maintain that it has now the con-

stitutional right, and that it is its highest duty, to de-

cree the emancipation of every slave in the land, and

thus terminate the war in the speediest and most effec-

tual way.

—

[Ed. Lib.

In the name of the loyal suffering American people,

i, let him, as Jackson in former times did, take the

responsibility, and purge his Cabinet of all and every

one who opposes an earnest, thorough prosecution of

war, and the faithful application of his proclama-

tion of freedom to the slaves. Let him put the rep-

entative men like Fremont, Sigel and Hunter into

responsible commands in the field. Let him accept

the services of the thousands of brave and loyal col-

ored Americans, who are anxious to help on this war

for a free fatherland, and then the nation is saved, and

the name of Abraham Lincoln enshrined in the loving

remembrance of the good and the true of all coming

Has not this lesson of disaster and defeat been given

us long enough to lead us into the right way 'i God

grant that our honest President may take the reins

into his own firm grasp !

Thank God for the noble attitude of the Old Com-

onwealth! The "Copper-Heads" were long since

effectually scotched in that grand old Puritan State. I

the country towns of New York have done nobly,

but they are overpowered by the city, which Fer-

do Wood can carry by 30,000 majority. The

President can now see who his friends are. I trust he

will use them in earnest, and so end most gloriously

his momentous work.

Yours, for God's justice, and His universal, all-

embracing love, DANIEL FOSTER.

Blackwood's Hdiniji/rgii Magazine, for Novem-

ber, is received. The following is its table of con-

tents :

—

1. Caxtoniana, Part X. : No. XV., The Organ of

Weight; No. XVI., The Sympathetic Temperament.

2. The Scot in France. 3. Chronicles of Carlingford
;

Salem Chapel. Part X. 4. Clough's Poems. 5. The

Land Revenue of India. 0. Thiers on Waterloo. 7.

A Deathless Love. 8. The Crisis of the American

War.

Of course, this rabid tory organ is in full sympathy

with the Southern rebellion, and eager for the lasting

dismemberment of the American republic. The arti-

cle on " The Crisis of the American War " is sur-

charged with gall and wormwood, and recking with

mendacity and insolence. We reserve it for our

" Refuge of Oppression " next week.

For sale by A. Willhims & Co., Crosby, Nicholi

Co., and Redding & Co., Boston.

LETTER FROM REV. DANIEL FOSTER.

Fairfax Coort-House, Va., )

Nov. 25, 1862. (

Dear Garrison—I trust we have entered upon a

new era in the conduct of this war. For eighteen

months the nation has been paralyzed by an influence

at the centre which has steadily opposed a vigorous

prosecution of the war against the rebel slaveholders.

From the potent power in the Cabinet came first the

great compromising speech in the Senate, in tl

ter of 1861 ; then followed the delusive and foolish

prediction that the war would be closed up in a few

months ; then was adopted, through the same malign

influence, the effort to propitiate the Border States by

giving the most important commands in the army to

pro-slavery Democrats, and Biiubbing the true, far-

seeing Generals like Fremont. Hence traitors have

been kept in office in the Departments at Washington

to give information of all movements to the enemy.

Hence, also, rebels have been treated with great ten-

derness, their property guarded, and all their treason-

able acts overlooked, while Union men have been left

to merciless ruin at the hands of these very traitors.

Hence, likewise, the four millions of colored Ameri-

can citizens of the South, although intensely hostile

to the rebellion, and loyal in every hope and pulsation

of their souls, have been treated as enemies, and shut

out from our lines. The result is clear, today, to all

men, of such a policy. We have suffered shameful

and needless defeats. We have won victories and

lost all their results. We have revived the " Copper-

Heads " to new life who were stricken down to an ap-

parently hopeless torpor by the cannon of Sumter.

So that now they have carried New York, New Jer-

sey, Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois, in the recent elec-

tions, as a preparation to the conclusion of a peace

with Jeff. Davis on such terms as he may dictate.

We have won a disgraced name in Europe, and pre-

pared the way for the appearance of French and Eng-

lish war ships in our waters to insult us, and com-

pel us to admit claims opposed to right and the law

of nations.

Such is the result of the engineering of one who

has been thought a statesman, but has revealed him-

self a quietist and an optimist utterly unfit for this

crisis. And yet, during all this time, the people have

come forward to answer every, call for men or money

with a fervent patriotism and a patience under the

patent mismanagement of the Government unequalled

in the history of the world. But the signs of the

timeB cannot be mistaken. The people are disgusted

and discouraged with such folly and imbecility; and

there must be a change, a thorough change, one not

merely of the commanding general, but in the Cabi-

net, where is to be found the most injurious influence

in all this fearful mismanagement of the world's great-

est Hour.

All men believe the President to be an honest man

and a sincere patriot. Alt believe that he is striving

not to secure a reelection, but to save the country.

MR. FOSS'S REPORT.

Manchester, (N. H.) Nov. 26, 1862.

Dear Friend May :

My last report of field labor left me at Clarcmont,

N. H. From thence I crossed to Springfield, Vt.

e I found an old and faithful friend—Jesse Stead-

man—ready to receive me to his pleasant home. All

necessary preparations had been made for my meet-

ng. First, notice had been given in the county paper.

Secondly, notices had been read in all the pulpits the

two preceding Sundays. Thirdly, the meeting-

houses having been denied trim, lie had procured the

large and convenient town hall, which was just as

good as any meeting-house in the world. This is

hat I call making all necessary preparation. If

the friends of the slave would, in all places, be equal-

ly earnest and vigilant, the work of the Anti-Slavery

agent would be much more pleasant and effective.

Of the two meetings holden there, father Steadman

has already spoken in the Liberator. To me these

meetings were greatly satisfactory as to numbers,

earnest attention, and pecuniary aid to the cause.

This Springfield, (Vt.) is a remarkable place. It

in a most romantic location, and has one of the most

beautiful waterfalls my eyes ever beheld. It is, in

addition to this, one of the most enterprising business

places to be found in all New England.

Here woman, more than in any place I have ever

seen, finds abundance of remunerative employment.

The slave has no better friends than friend Steadman

and his excellent wife. Very pleasant memories of

Springfield will tive long with me.

Father Steadman, now eighty-one years of age,

—

but really younger than most men at sixty,—took me

to North Springfield on Monday evening, where we

had a good meeting.

On Tuesday, he took me on my way to North

Charlestown, (N. H.,) where I had a good meeting on

Wednesday evening.

From here I went to Chester, (Vt.) whither

father Steadman had sent on an appointment, which,

on arriving at the place, I found had not been

given out. It was of no consequence that it had fail-

ed, as the evening was too stormy to have allowed

any gathering of the people.

My next place was Brattleboro'. Here, as ever be-

fore, our friends had made all tilings ready for my
coming. In consequence of the great storm, my meet-

ing on Siaaday evening was small, but our friends,

nothing discouraged, said, " Try it again." So we

appointed for Tuesday evening. A very large meet-

ing then assembled, and, with great pleasure to my-

self, I spoke to the people; for I saw and felt that an

earnest Anti-Slavery spirit was in them. Brig. Gen.

Phelps, late in command at New Orleans, was in the

house. I took occasion to say, in closing, that love of

justice and fidelity to principle, connected with per-

sonal valor and military genius, constituted the true

hero, and that we all recognized these elements of

character in Gen. Phelps. Gen. Phelps was then call-

ed, amid the most enthusiastic cheering of the multi-

tude, to take the platform. He did so, and spoke ad-

mirably for about twenty minutes. He insisted that

justice was the only secure foundation for either na-

tions or individuals to build upon—that there could be

no peace to the nation till negro slavery should be

blotted out. This he declared to be a great crime.

The General has a great and clear sense of justice.

If all our Generals had been like him, this rebellion

would long ago have been crushed, and thousands,

many thousands of precious lives would have been

saved. I was sorry to learn that the General favor-

ed the President's scheme of colonization. Even the

sun has its spots. I sincerely hope the Government

will soon call him to some important command. I

am sure if it knows its own interests well, it will do

so speedily.

Our friend Stevens is a faithful, fearless worker in

our glorious cause.

I had my home with Mr. and Mrs. Francis, of the

"Wesselhceft Water-C ure " establishment; and a

pleasant home it was indeed. This is the oldest and

by far the best Water-Cure in this country. The wa-

ter is the purest in all the world. Here are all the

baths known to Hydropathy in the greatest perfec-

tion. The plunge-bath is forty feet long by twenty

wide, and five feet deep. The room is warm, and

waiters attentive. Oh, what a luxury to plunge in !

The buildings are large and convenient. The house

can give comfortable accommodations to one hundred

and fifty patients. The scenery around is' celebrated

for its beauty. The drives and walks are delightful.

If there is a poor invalid in all the land who wants

rest for body and soul, and the best means of recove-

ry to health and happiness, let him come hither; and

if it is possible to him, he will be sure to obtain

them.

Our friends here want an Anti-Slavery Convention.

I hope they may be gratified. A. T. FOSS.

A Wisconsin Officer on the Contrabands.—
By the following correspondence, {says the Racine

Advocate.,) it will be seen that the slave-drivers in the

army have attempted to make Col. Utley serve their

purposes. How well they succeeded, the following

correspondence will show. Good for Col. Utley 1

" Colonel,—You will send at once to my head-

quarters the four contrabands, John, Abe, George, and

Dock, known to belong to good, loyal citizens. They
are in your regiment, or were this morning.

Your obedient servant,

L. A. Swain, Brig. Gen.J'

"Headquarters 22d Reg., Wis. Vols.
General Gilmore:

Sir,—I have just received your order to deliver up
certain contrabands, said to be in my regiment, Per-

mit me to say that I recognize your authority to com-
id me in all matters pertaining to the military

/ements of the army, but I do not look upun this

as belonging to that department. I recognize no au-

thority on the subject of delivering up contrabands,

save that of the President of the United States. You
no doubt, conversant with the Proclamation, dated

September 22d, 1862, and the laws of Congress on that

subject. In conclusion, I will say that I have not had
anything to do with their coming into camp, and I

shall have nothing to do with sending them out.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

Wm. Utley, Col. Comd'ng22dBeg. Wis. Vols.

Col. Utley was Adjutant General of the State, until

he was made Colonel of the 22d.

How Western Virginia Soldiers Receive the
Proclamation. The army correspondent of the

Cincinnati Gazette in Western Virginia, thus speaks of

the reception accorded to the President's Proclama-

tion by Western Virginia soldiers :

—

" Many of them—doubtless a large majority—are

men who utterly despise the negro, and who care but

little for his weal or woe. Quite a large number,
especially among the officers, are pro-slavery men;
and one year ago were pledged to each other, in some
instances, to resign and leave the service, should such

a procbi ui3 : ion ever be issued by the Government. I

have conversed with a number of intelligent, and, I

believe, truly loyal men, who declare that, if this had

been done 'ten months since,' they would not have
remained in the service ' ten minutes.' But now they

ay, (and this is the universal expression,) there is a

military necessity,' which fully justifies the Presi-

dent in" this course, and they therefore cheerfully

'acquiesce' in the judgment pronounced against sla-

very by the legitimate bead of the government. In

some instances, too, I find men who rejoice to hear

the 'glad tidings' of this more than 'Royal Procla-

mation,' because it promises to rid our country of the

'accursed institution.' The feeling is quite common
among Western Virginians, that slavery, in the east-

ern part of the State, has saddled a burden upon the

west which has seriously interfered with its growth in

population, and the development of a material pros-

perity, in the elements of which it is so munificently

rich."

Testimony of an Officer. Extract from a pri-

vate letter from an officer in the army of the West

:

" I think, from what I have seen, that more damage
has been already done the rebels by the proclamation

than by all the battles we have fought. A parolled

officer whom I have just seen, does not hesitate to say

that every negro in the South knows the date and the

very words of the proclamation."

—

Cleveland Herald.

Patriotic Resolutions. The Baptist Conven-
tion recently in session in Trenton, including repre-

sentatives of all the churches in New Jersey, adopted

the following patriotic resolutions with great una-

nimity :

—

1. Resolved, That we fully and heartily approve of

the recent proclamation of the President of the United
States, declaring forever free all slaves in any section

of the country that shall be in rebellion on the 1st day
of January next.

2. Resolved, That while we cherish that esteem

and honor for the Chief Magistrate of our country

which the Scriptures command, yet we lament that

more active measures have not been taken to thrust

out of official stations men who have manifested by
their intemperance, their profanity and recklessness

of life and government property, their total unfitness

for the positions they occupy.
3. Resolved, That the times emphatically summon

us as a nation and as individuals, to special and ear-

nest prayer that we may be duly humble beneath God's
mighty hand, and that, in the plenitude of his mercy,
he will speedily interpose for our deliverance as shall be
for his glory, and the best interests of our common
humanity.

This solemn utterance of a body of intelligent and
Christian men, representing all parts of the State,

and convpiisil.g men of diverse political opinions, is

worthy of most serious consideration by all who hon-

estly and sincerely wish to discharge their duty to

their country in this hour of its trial.

New York, Dec. 1. The Times Washington des-

patch says—"We learn that the rebels continue to

strengthen their position on the outskirts of Freder-

icksburg; that they arc throwing up earthworks
nearer the town, and that four or five separate forts

are already completed and ready for the guns, which
had not been mounted on Friday morning.
The rebels are evidently preparing for an obstinate

resistance."

The Test. The Chicago Tribune, speaking of the

manner in which the removal of Gen. McClellan was
received in that city, says :

" It is noticeable—and we
call the attention of our readers to the test, as equally

available at alt times—that if any individual was
heard loudly exclaiming against the measure, you
had only to ask a single further question to ascertain

that he was of that stamp that believes devoutly that

Abolitionists are worse than Rebels, No other class

are pall-hearers for McClellan or Buell."

ftsT" The Prince de Joinville, with whom General
McClellan was found drinking champagne on a steam-
boat whilst his troops were fighting the last of those

disastrous battles before Richmond, furnishes the Lon-
don Press with a detailed account of the reverses of
our army on that occasion. In the course of his de-

scription, it became necessary for him to whitewash
his favorite General, and he does it with a will. His
endorsement of the retired General will gratify the
traitors at Rich mond and elsewhere.

—

Chester County

(Pa.) Republican.

Death of a Philanthropist. Hannibal Ham-
lin, namesake and cousin of the Vice President, and
a gentleman whose labors in behalf of the Nation-

al Freedman's Relief Association (of which he was
President) have commended him to all friends of

freedom, died suddenly in Washington last week,
leaving his useful labors hardly more than just begun.

Cruise of the Vandereilt. The steamer Van-
derbilt has arrived from a search after the pirate Al-

abama. She has steamed 4000 miles, having cruised

from the Grand Banks to the southward of Bermuda.
She spoke a large number of vessels—but only one,

the barque Resolution, spoken Nov. 23, hit. 34 lo, Ion.

70 44, had seen her, viz., in hit. 27 20, Ion. 70 15.

From New Orleans. The Union meeting at St.

Charles Theatre is represented as having been a very
crowded and enthusiastic affair. When Gen. Butler
entered and took his seat, the entire house arose, and
gave him successive rounds of applause. Another
grand Union meeting was announced to be held on the

21st ult.

More of theHackman. Gov. Andrew of Massachu-
setts has taken the earliest opportunity to thank Mr.
Wm. Ryder, the kind-hearted hackrnan, who conveyed
a sick and feeble Massachusetts soldier to the cars

without charge, In an autograph letter. Mr. Ryder's
address is 96 Laurens street.

—

N. Y. Tribune.

0^= Rev. James McNeil, formerly Secretary of

the American Bible Society, has left his post as editor

of the North Carolina Presbyterian for a time, and en-

tered the army.

5^=" Advices from Port Royal give an account of

an expedition of a colored regiment to Doboy Sound.
The negroes behaved very commendably. The ex-
pedition brought back 200,000 feet of sawed lumber.
Three of the negroes were wounded.

S^1* They are making preparations in St. Louis to

give a magnificent ball in that city in commemo-
ration of the recent emancipation victory in Missouri.

Gen. Fremont and other distinguished emancipation-
ists will be present.

FEATEBNITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity arc respectfully in-

formed that the Fifth CotnifiK op Lkctujiks under the au-

spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-

tional Society will bo continued on

TUESDAY EVENING, December 9, 1862,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when an address will be made by

WENDELL PHILLIPS. *

To be followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

December 16.

—

Henry Ward Beecher.

" 23

—

Jacob M. Manning.
" 30.

—

George Wm. Cur.Tis.

Lectures to commence at half-pnit 7 o'clock. Couree

Tickets, admitting the Dearer and Lady, at $2 each, may

be obtained at Williams & Everett's, 234 Washington St.
;

Oliver Ditson & Co'a. 277 Washington St. ; of Solomon

Parsons, Esq., Superintendent of Temple ; and of either

member of the Lecture Committee, who in former years

have had the disposal of tickets.

BOSTON FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.

A Course of Lectures in aid of the suffering Freedmen of

Washington, D. C, to be delivered at Joy Street Cburcb,

December 8. Prof. C. L. Reason.

" 15. Rev. R. C. Waterston.

" 22. Frederick Douglass.

TEMPERANCE MEETING AT LEICESTER,

The first meeting of the Worcester Central District Tem-

perance Union will be held in LEICESTER on Thursday,

December 11th, at 10 o'clock, A. M. This will be, it is

expected, an important and interesting meeting, and all

friends of temperance in the towns included in the District

are cordially invited to attend. An address is expected

from Rev. S. S. Ashley, of Northboro', and other able

speakers will attend, among whom are Edwin Thompson,

Rev. Elnathan Davis, of Fitchburg, Rev. Messrs. Dad-

mun and Soother, of Worcester, and others.

(ET THE FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY of Boston have

effected an arrangement with Mrs. Louise DeMoktie, the

talented young colored dramat-c reader, to give readings

wherever the benevolent may be willing to assist, for the

purpose of alleviating the sufferings of the freedmen or

" contrabands" of Washington.

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 26 Myrtle St.,

President of the Fugitive Aid Society.

S^ANTI-SLAVERY MEETING AT WORCESTER.—
A quarterly meeting of the Worcester County (South Di-

vision) Anti-Slavery Society will be held at Washburn Hall,

Worcester, on Sunday, Dec. 7tb, commencing at half-past

10 o'clock, forenoon, and continuing at 2 o'clock, afternoon,

and at 7 o'clock, evening. Theodore D. Weld and Parker

Pillsbury are expected to be present to participate in the

JOSIAH HENSHAV7, President.

Joseph A. Rowland, Sec'ry.

The Puesident's Proclamation. The General

Convention of the Methodist Protestant Church, in

session at Cincinnati, passed the following :

—

Resolved, That we heartily endorse the emancipa-
tion proclamation of President Lincoln, because it

strikes at that baleful cause of all our civil and eccle-

siastical difficulties, American slavery—the sum of

all villanies, the darling idol of villains, the central

power of villanous secessionism ; but now, by the

wisdom of the President, about to be made the agent

of retributive justice in punishing the culmination

of villanous enterprises, the attempt to overthrow the

most glorious civil government that God's providence

ever established upon earth.

Hanging by Wholesale. The Indian war in

Minnesota being ended, three hundred of the red

skins have been convicted, by a military commission,

and condemned to be hanged. The execution of the

sentence depends upon the action of the authorities at

Washington. We hardly think they wdl sanction

this wholesale hanging, though an example or two

may be necessary. It is said that the people of Min-
nesota, to a man, are in favor of their immediate exe-

cution. They have suffered severely, and naturally

seek revenge, but it should be remembered that re-

venge is unchristian, and that the Indians, atrocious

as have been their acts, were not without provocation

in the outset. We have not, as a nation, dealt so just-

ly by the Indians as to be entitled to punish their mis-

deeds with unrelenting severity.

—

Portland Trans.

LECTURE 0E 0. W. SLACK, ESQ.

The continued illness of Rev. J. Sella Martin com-

pelled the Fugitive Aid Society to seek a substitute

for Monday evening, November 24th, when, having

been unsuccessful in several applications, Charles W.

Slack, Esq. came to their relief, and delivered his lec-

ture, entitled The Enthusiast, in which he selected as

Representative Characters the following distinguished

nftmeg :
— Columbus, Fattstus, Gottenbnrg, Scho-ffer, Mar-

tin Luther, William of Orange, Fulton, Morse, Daguerre,

Ericsson, Horace Mann, Lyman Beecher, Win. Lloyd

Garrison, Dorothea Dix, and Florence Nightingale. In-

teresting sketches from their several Histories were

presented, with the instructive rellcctious, which,

from a reformer's standpoint, such lives would natu-

rally suggest. They were indeed Historical Pictures

retouched, and by so faithful and eloquent a delineator

that the audience (which, by the way, was largely

increased from the preceding evening.) heartily re-

sponded to the vote of thanks submitted at its conclu-

sion. W. C. N.

Boston, Nov. 25, 1862.

The Rebellion Record : A Diary of American

Events, for 1861-62. Part XXIV., containing finely

engraved steel portraits of the late Major-General 0.

M. Mitchell and Major-General Robert E. Lee, of the

rebel army. Edited by Frank Moore, Author of

"Diary of the American Revolution." New York:

G. P. Putnam, Publisher, 632 Broadway. Price 60

cents. This work is admirably compiled, and of great

historic value. We trust its circulation is commen-

surate with its merits. The complete series will be

invaluable for reference.

From South Carolina. Active preparations are

progress for military operations. Gen. Brannan is

still in command, and Gen. Saxton is successfully

raising a negro brigade. The epidemic has ceased.

Reports from Charleston say that General Beaure-

gard is at Pucotalico, and has declared the city indefen-

sible. The rebels have mounted a large gun on Fort

Sumter.
The inhabitants of Charleston are removing their

families and property into the country. They are

much disconcerted by the expeditions made with the

negro soldiers from Hilton Head, and declare that if

Charleston is taken, they will set their houses on fire.

Washington, Nov. 28. Everybody knows that

the President went down to see Gen. Burnside on

Wednesday, and returned last evening; but the fol-

lowing is not generally known : He went entirely

itlon^—had not even a body servant. When he step-

ped from his carriage at the steamboat wharf, there

happened to be a few boards in the way, which some

men standing by proceeded to remove, when the Pres-

ident pleasantly remarked—" Never mind, boys, my
legs are pretty long, have brought me thus far through

life, and I think they will take me over this diffi-

culty."

A Contemptible Piece of Business. The
residence of Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, No. 82 Co-

lumbia street, was some nights since besmeared with

a black, oily substance, and the front, of stone brown,

has been much disfigured in consequence. The win-

dows as well as the walls were daubed, but no further

injury appears to have been done to the premises.

The adjoining house, No. 84, was also damaged in the

same way. The substance is of such a nature that
'

cannot easily be removed, and when scraped off, will

leave a stain. The family of Mr. Beecher being ab-

sent from the city, he stays at the house of a triend.

—

Brooklyn paper.

Murdered Blacks. A letter from Gen. Grant's

army states that a squad of cavalry recently found

the dead bodies of five negroes near Lagrange, Tenn.,

who had evidently been murdered. No information

could be procured concerning the affair; but the indi-

cations were that tln-v had been killed while attempt-

ing to escape to the Federal lines. The slaves who
escape from below occasionally tell frightful tales of

brutality on the part of their musters whenever they

suspect them of a design of escaping. There are

vague rumors of the burning of several negroes in

northern Louisiana.

OBITUARY.

DEATH OF DANIEL ANTHONY.
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 29, 18G2.

Deaii Ma. Garrison,—The friends of impartial justice

and universal freedom have just lost a most valuable and

devoted coadjutor in the death of Daniel Anthony, of this

city ; the father of our esteemed friend Susan B. Anthony,

and of Col. D. R. Anthony, of Kansas, aged 69 years. He
died on Tuesday nigbt the 25th inst.

He was a man distinguished for his personal integrity,

and of rare traits of character. Of Quaker education, be

outgrew tho limits of mere sectarian association, and gave

himself unreservedly to world-wide humanity. He was

among the earliest advocates of Temperance, and as early

as 1827 organized a Temperance Society in Washington

County, N. Y., which proved an instrumentality of great

good.

Subsequently, he became interested in the Anti-Slavery

cause, and for a long series of years he has been an earnest,

steadfast friend of tho enslaved and persecuted colored race.

No higher tribute can be accorded to any one than to say

that be was emphatically the colored man's friend.

as, also, much interested in the Woman's Rights

movement. He saw very clearly, and felt keenly, the in-

justice of the many disabilities growing out of the position

of legal inferiority assigned to woman. In an unostenta-

tious way, ho did much by his personal efforts to advance

the interests of this comprehensive human rights cause,

and gave an invaluable moral support and encouragement

to her, who inherits his name, in the good works by which

she is widely known, and as highly esteemed.

He had an active, independent mind, and vigorously

grappled with tho problems of life. He acknowledged su-

preme authority, neither in Bishop nor Book, but rather

in the revelations of tho " inner light" in his own soul.

Unobtrusive in manner, he was best and truly, known

only to those nearest him in social and friendly relations.

He was a loving, devoted husband, an affectionate father,

and a true friend. From bis cherished fireside, and his ac-

customed social circle, to which he imparted much of life

and interest as a most gonial companion, he will indeed be

greatly missed.

The funeral services were held this morning at his late

residence, a large assemblage of relatives and sympathizing

friends being present. The exercises were conducted very

impressively by Rev. Samuel J. May. Fitting and appro-

priate tributes to the memory of tho deceased were also

given by Frederick Douglass, George W. Clark, and Aaron

M. Powell. His memory will ever be precious to us ; and

in bis living exemplification of rare personal merit and

beautiful simplicity, he has left a rich legacy to all who

knew him. A. M. P.

E^" All the Rochester papers pay a well-deserved tribute

to the character and worth of Mr. Anthony. Tho Demo-

crat says—" He always maintained a!i enviable reputation

for strict honesty and business integrity. He was a good

citizen, an upright man, a useful member of society, and

his death will be deeply regretted."

—

{Ed. Lib.

%£T E. H. HEY/WOOD will speak in

Warren, Friday evening, December 5,

Springfield, Sunday afternoon and evening, " 7*

Holden, Monday evening, " 8.

®3T AARON M. POWELL will lecture upon Emanol-

pation, in New York, as follows :

Little Falls, (Herkimer county,) Friday, Dec. 5

Fairfield, " Saturday, " 6

« " Sunday, " 7.

Middleville, " Monday, " 8

Herkimer, " Wednesday, " 10

d^* ANDREW T. FOSS, an Agent of the American

d Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture aa

follows :

—

North Andover, Friday, December o.

Haverhill, Sunday, " 7.

South Newmarket, Tuesday, " 9.

Newmarket, Wednesday, " 10.

Great Falls, Friday, " 12,

Rochester, Sunday, " 14.

JSP* Members and friends of the Massachusetts Anti-Sla-

very Society, wbo are indebted for Pledges made to the

Society in January last, or previously to that time, are re-

quested to pay the same aa early as practicable, either to

the Treasurer, Edmund Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

£y The very valuable and still timely tract, by Mrs.

L. Maria Child, entitled "The Right Way the Safe Way,

proved by Emancipation in the British West Indies, and

elsewhere," (108 pages,) will be sent by mail to any per-

son requesting it, and enclosing six cents in undefaced post-

age stamps. Address Samuel May, Jr. 221 Washington St.

,

Boston.

5^" A few remaining copies of the American Anti-Sla-

very Society's last Report, entitled " The Anti-Slavery

History of the John Brown Year," will be sent in the same

way, on the receipt of the postage, viz., fourteen cents.

Serious Accident. Yesterday forenoon, as Rev.

L. A. Grimes, Pastor of the Twelfth Baptist Church,

was passing from Howard to Hanover street, he was

knocked down and run over by a job wagon, and very

seriously injured about the head and upper part of

the body, lie was carried into Dr. Sampson's apoth-

ecary establishment:, corner of Court and Hanover

streets, ami properly cared for ; alter which, he was

conveyed to his home in Grove street. The BGQuienl

will prevent the Reverend gentleman from attending

on his duties for somo weeks, in all probability.

—Transcript.mh ult.

DIED—At the Fifth Avenue Hotel, New York, on tho

24th ult., Mrs. Louisa May Willis, wife of Hamilton

Willis, Esq., of Boston, aged 43.

Though long subjected to frequent und distressing attacks

of the disease which finally terminated her mortal exist-

ence, she uniformly exhibited a remarkably elastic, radiant,

magnetic spirit, which strengthened and refreshed all who

came into her presence, and were permitted to enjoy her

friendship. Her heart was ever full of sympathy for suf-

fering humanity, in its multifarious aspects, especially for

the millions in bondage whose galling chains yot remain to

be broken, and whose cause and its faithful advocates she

lost no opportunity in vindicating with rare moral courage

and great intelligence. In the tremendous struggle now

going on in the land, she took a vital interest, watching

every phase of it with rcferenao to tho triumph of liberty,

and the utter abolition of slavery.

The gravo lias seldom enclosed the mortal remains of one

more puro in heart, gentle and affectionate in spirit, faith-

ful in the performance of duty, and unfaltering in her con-

victions of right. "The inevitable hour," for which all

living wait alike, oamo to her as ono fully prepared for

the translation, "dressed for tho Bight, and ready to bo

" glorious hope ! that through tho gloom

(Jan thus, with eye of faith,

In joyfulnoss and peace discern

That far off Lund for which wo yearn,

And 'mid tho shades that darkly loom

From out tho portals of tho tomb,

Can triumph over death !

Blest one, to whoso inspiring sight

Such visions fair wore given
;

When painlessly, in dreamless sleep,

Thine eyos were closed, wo could not weep,

Hut softly said, ' An angel bright

Ruth joined the throng enrobed in white,

Who know tho bliss of Heaven.'" [Ed. Lib.

In this oity, on Friday last, Mrs. AnBY Fkn.no Mani.uy,

wifo of John R. Mani.et, Esq., aged 45. Endeared to a

large oirolo of relatives and friends by years of wonderfully

patient suffering, and by the possession of the highest worth,

hor memory will long bo cherished by them, teaching B beau-

tiful lessou of fortitude, resignation, and reverent trust in

Ood, under tho most trying cirenniftaiK'es. Her name was

enrolled among tho managers of the Ladies' Subscription

anniversary for the furtherance of the Aiit.UShivi'vy 0*086]

and hor spirit enlisted in all the humane and progrossivo

movements of tho ago.

—

[Ed. Lib.

Jgf- MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on

695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—bather Clark, M. D. ; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

DIED—In this city, November 21st, William S. John -

son, aged 21 years and 2 months.

His many excellencies of character had endeared him to

a largo circle of friends.

The funeral ceremonies, at the Twelfth Baptist Church,

were very impressive. The Young Men's Friendship Asso-

ciation, of which ha was a member, were conspicuous

mourners, and attended his remains to the cemetery at

Wood Lawn.

In Shirley, Mass., (Shaker Village,) Nov. 30th, Daniel

Willahd, aged about 60. He was one of the Elders of

the church of the " United Believers."

A GOOD CHANCE TO MAKE

$50 to $100
PER MONTH, AND EXPENSES.

AGENTS WANTED, immediately, to sell J. T. Lloyd's

cheap and elegant Maps in Maine and New Hampshire.

J. T. Lloyd's Maps of the United States, Map of Vir-

ginia, and Map of Southern States. Sent to pedlars and
others, without delay, to any part of Maine or New Hamp-
shire, by express.

Address H. J. L. STANWOOD & CO., Brunswick, Maine,
with stamp inclosed. Dcc5tf

WEIS ZOEBISCH,

MANlTArn I'.KliS AND DEALERS IN

European and Fancy Furs,

308 Washington Street, 308

OPPOSITE BOSTON THEATRE, BOSTON.
§5f Particular attention is paid to altering and repair-

ing Old Furs.

ISsT Purs preserved duriug tho summer.

THE HOOK FOB THE TIMES.

THE BLACK MAN,
His Antecedents, His Genius, and His Achieve-

ments, with Biographical Sketches of Fifty

Distinguished Individuals of the Raoe.

Bv WILLIAM WELLS BROWN.

The work will contain about 300 pnges, printed on good
paper, and hound in nuislin. Price $1. It will be pub-
lished on Monday, Pee. 1st, bv THOMAS HAMILTON,
4S Bookman Street, N. V. t and R. F. WAU.i'l I', ::i

Washington Street. Boston j fcO<3 to ho h:id of nil book
sellers.

E2T Owing to the tharofured Dumber of para of tho

wm li, !unl the advance in the cost of paper, the price will

be SI, (us above, stated.) instead of '•> (mota, nsatlirst an-
nounced.
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THE SOLDIER'S MOTHER.

It is night—almost morning—tho clock litis struck three ;

Who can toll where, this moment, my darling may bo ?

On the window has gathered tho moisture, like- dew ;

I can see where tho moonbeams steal tremblingly through
j

It is fold, but not windy—how dreary and damp
'

It must be for our soldiers, exposed in the camp I

Though I know it is warmer and balmier there,

Yet I shrink now from thought of the chilly night air

;

For he never was used to tho hardships of men,

When at home, for I shielded and cherished him then ;

And to all that could tend to his comfort I saw,

For he seemed like a boy till he went to the war !

He is twenty, I know ; and boys younger than he,

In the ranks, going by, every day we can see
;

And those stronger and prouder by far I have met,

But I never have seen a young soldier as yet,

With so gallant a mien or so lofty a brow-

How the sun and tho wind must have darkened it now !

How he will have been changed when ho comes from the

South,

With his beard shutting out the sweet smiles of his mouth !

And the tremulous beauty, the womanly grace,

Will be bronzed from tho delicate lines of his face,

Where of lato only childhood's soft beauty I saw,

For he seemed like a child till he went to tho war !

Ho was always so gentle, and ready to yield

—

And so frank, there was nothing kept back or concealed ;

Ho was always so sparkling with laughter and joy,

I had thought he could nover cease being a boy ;

But when sounded the cannon for battle, and when

Rose the rallying cry of our Nation for men,

From the dream-loving mood of his boyhood hopassed
;

From his path the light fetters of pleasure he oast,

And rose, ready to stand in the perilous van,

Not the tremulous hoy bub tho resolute man

—

And I gaaed on him sadly, with trembling and awe
;

He was only a child, till he went to tho war !

There are homes that are humbler and sadder than ours ;

There are ways that are barer of beauty and flowers ;

There are those that must suffer for fire and for bread,

Living only to sorrow, and wish they were dead
;

I must try and be patient—I must not repino

—

But what heart is more lonely, nioro anxious than mine ?

Or what hearth can be darker than mine seems to be,

Now the glow of the fire-light is all I can see

—

Wher" my darling in beauty so lately I saw

—

He was only a child, till be went to the war !

"THE TRUE SOUL KNOWS NO REST."

Tide of the river, welling up forever ;

Wave of the sea, whose motion ceaseth never ;

Spirit of man, that in thy high endeavor

To grasp at truth art never fully blest

:

Thou low night breeze forever, evsr sighing
;

Yo clouds of heaven, onward, still onward flying,

Ye have a voice, to my heart's voice replying :

" Tho true soul findoth upon earth no rest."

So long as Truth 'neath Error's heel is lying,

So long as Spirits are in bondage sighing,

While the lone Prisoner in his cell is dying,

While men bow down t' Oppression's stern behest

;

While the crushed Slave his fettered limbs is bending.

And to God's throne his anguished prayer upsending
;

Shall we lie down inert, all effort ending ?—
No ! onward still ! " The true soul knows no rest."

Awake to effort t Many an eye is weeping,

Many a soul in ignorance is sleeping,

Fell Superstition in her thrall is keeping

Spirits ordained to be earth's first and best.

Is the way dark ? The light of heaven shall cheer theo :

Is thy path lonely ? Angels shall be near thee
;

Weak though thou art, Oppression's hosts shall fear thee :

And God, at last, shall give thy true soul kest.

From the Salem Gazette.

HOME.
Home in the wilderness ; green trees are waving,

There stands tho wigwam in Freedom's wild air
;

Dark eyes are beaming, children aro bounding,

Love in the wilderness, home, it is there,—_ _.

Home, homo, sweet, sweet home
;

Love in the wilderness, home, it is there.

Home in the desert, though barren and dreary ;

Where the swarth Arab's tent looks like a speck ;

There rest at night the heads that are weary,

Love folds its wings, and a dwelling can make.

Home, home, sweet, sweet home ;

Lovo in the desert a dwelling can make.

Home where tho icebergs in majesty thunder,

Deep in the heart of the cold, chilly north
;

Ties that are formed there, no ages can sunder,

—

Warmth in the heart bids tho blossoms put forth.

Home, homo, sweet, sweet home;

Love makes the summer, the home, of the north.

Homo in New England ; the wide open fire place

Gathers its circles the same as of yore

—

Though false refinements of living and fashion

Hide them from sight like the moss on the door.

Home, home, sweet, sweet home ;

Home in Now England, the loved homes of yore.

Home in the Heavens to which wo are tending ;

Tho thought of us all is a rest and a home

—

The vision of friends a glory is lending,

A power to draw 03 wherever we roam.

Home, home, sweet, sweet home ;

For all, homo in Heaven, wherever we roam.

THE WATER DRINKER'S SONG,

I drink with a goodly company

—

With tho sun that dips his beams,

And quaffs in loving rovelry

Tho pure and sparkling streams ;

The laughing streams

That catch his beams,

To flash them back in light

;

Tho glittering streams

Whose ripple gleams

Like liquid diamonds bright.

I drink with a blooming company

—

With flowers of every hue

Whose fragrant lips tako daily sips

Of sweet and odorous dew ;

Of morning dew

So fresh and new,

That tenderly distils ;

The balmy dew

So pure and true,

That every petal fills.

I drink with a merry company

—

With every bird that sings,

Carolling free a strain of glee.

As ho waves his airy wings.

—

Wild soaring wings

—

And upward springs

Filling the air with song ;

The woodland rings,

And echo flings

The warbling notes along.

I drink with a noble company

—

With all the stately trees

That spread their leafy shade abroad,

That flutter in the breeze
;

The playful breeze,

That loves to please

My comrades great and small

;

I'll drink at easo

Pure draughts with these

—

They're water-drinkers all.

MELANCHOLY.
Alone—alone—upon a mossy stone

Until her drowsy feet forgotten bo,

She aits and reckons up the dead and gone,

With the last leaves for a lovo rosary
;

Whilst tho all-wlther'd world spreads drearily,

Like a dim picture of tho drowned past,

In tho hush'd mind's mysterious far-away,

Doubtful what ghostly things will steal the last

Into that distanco—grey upon the grey.

Hooo.

MATTEES AND THINGS.

Had the nation observed the axiom, " The laborer

is worthy of his hire," and treated tho colored man as

a human being, this judgment of a civil war would
never have been visited upon 11s ; and nothing is more
natural than that every colored man's presence should

bring home to the thoughts of ail—the war, and its

cause, SLAVERY.

A young colored man was some weeks since at-

tacked and beaten by a gang of Irish ruffians, who at

noonday intercepted him near the Charlestown (Mass.)

Navy Yard. He had but one arm with which to de-

fend himself, havinglost the other while serving a gun

on board the Pinola, in an engagement with the rebel

forts beiow TSew Orleans.

These sympathizers with Jeff'. Davis and the slave-

holding confederacy could not brook the sight of a

patriotic colored American, and hence their cowardly

demonstration.

The hydra-headed monster, colorphobia, which hap-

pily has not been very active of late in this city, hissed

out some of its latent venom when Edward Garrison

Walker was presented for initiation in the Grand Di-

vision of the Sons of Temperance, October 15th.

But, as has been already announced, the Fight pre-

vailed ; and in the centre of about sixty candidates he

was initiated, taking the obligation "to extend the

fraternal circle until it shall embrace the entire brother-

hood of man." Mr. Walker is a practising lawyer at

the Middlesex Bar, and a son of the late David

Walker, whose "Appeal,"—published in advance of

the Liberator,—created a great excitement. North and

South ; so that Mayor Otis was induced to pay him an

official visit at his store on Brattle street, the result of

which he communicated to the South,—that he had

discovered nothing to warrant his arresting the author

of said pamphlet.

The outpourings of the Southern press over Walk-

er's pamphlet prompted the following toast, at an an-

niversary dinner in Boston, by Domingo Williams, a

well-known colored citizen :

—

"May the slaveholders of the world be like the
whale in the ocean, with the thrasher at their hack,
and the sword-fish atlheir belly, until they rightly un-
derstand the difference between freedom and slavery."

This was pronounced a "horrible toast" by a New
Orleans paper. Had Mr. Williams lived till this day,

lie would have beheld its fulfilment; for between the

armies of the North, and the black soldiers of the

South, the monster must soon sink beneath the fiery

waves of a world's indignation.

One of the most impressive utterances of Mr. Sum-
ner, in his recent Paneuil Hal! speech, was where he
alluded to "the slave as the humblest and grandest

figure of our times."

The People's Party in Massachusetts was heralded

by a caricature of Mr. Sumner conferring favors upon

a colored child, while a white one stood beside, whose
appeal for alms was neglected—the ridiculous plea be-

ing put into its mouth—" I'm not to blamefor being white

sir." The malicious purpose of this lithograph was

easily interpreted. Soon after, a revised edition at-

tracted crowds at the shop windows, who recognised

the truthfulness of its new reading—" True, my girl,

but charity ought to begin where it is most needed; and you,

certainly, are the better off, having more friends and less

oppressors."

That colored man at Faneuil Hall who shouted,
" God bless Charles Sumner," as Mr. S. mounted the

rostrum, and which gave an impetus to the cheering,

making tho welkin ring, probably remembered Mr.

Sumner's exerlions for the equal school rights of color-

ed children in Massachusetts. He remembered those

electric words in that same 1'aneuil Hall in 1850,

when denouncing the Fugitive Slave Law—" I was a

man before I was a Commissioner." He remem
bered his entire brilliant record as a statesman and
philanthropist, and by that shout gave expression to

the heart emotions of every colored man, woman and
child throughout the country. Every colored voter ral-

lied at the polls on election day, pledged against every

candidate who was not unalterably in favor of retu:

ing Mr. Sumner to the United States Senate. They
knew their calling, and rejoice to-day in having helped

to make his election sure.

It will be remembered that, during the summer, the

colored citizens of Cincinnati were subjected to s

ries of moboeratic outrages, perpetrated by adopted

Irishmen, and instigated by pro-slavery Democrats;

and then, soon afterward, were forcibly compelled in

a barbarous manner, by tbe city authorities, to defend

the city from threatened rebel assaults. Here is an

extract from a letter from one of the victimized :

—

" September 3d, 1862, was a day long to be remem
bered by us of this city. The July riots were magni
fieent in comparison with the indignities of that day.

The trouble arose from the temporary dependence
of the martial upon the civil authorities, The latter,

who had never lost occasion to exercise their hatred of
us, improved the opportunity of their double power to

oppress us—first, by refusing to have us understand
that the call for assistance included us who had c

been indignantly rejected, and then by arresting us as

only rebels should he seized, wherever we were,
we were collected in gangs to be driven like so many
beasts, whose very sight was loathsome. I had often
reasoned upon our utter helplessness as a class; but
the events of that time reduced to practice what had
been theory. I am sick, yet, of the realizing sense,
and beiieve nothing in the power of the authorities
will ever wipe out the effect of our treatment.
And while I would not withhold from Col. Dickson

and all who were of like sentiments, the merit of act
ing justly by us, I am not of those who feel called

upon to reward that merit with a show of lasting grati-

tude. The way we were abused has increased the
tenacity of my self-respect. * * * *

I have been among those who desired the accept-

ance of our services in crushing the rebellion, but am
changed now. A motive to that desire has been that
we might earn a title to equality before the law.

1 have come to the conclusion that, having suffered
with unexampled patience all our lives, we do not need
additional suliering to give us that title; and, more-
over, the extremity which we will be indebted to for

our acceptance is so completely of the spirit which
keeps us in hateful subordination, as promising to deny
us the voluntary action which has, until now, been
held out to the whites, with heavy hounty induce-
ments, presents us the prospect of doing only as thosi

in bondage do, involuntarily submitting to peremptory
orders."

Another friend writes :

—

" I confess, I am not patriot enough to fight or dig
trenches for 'the Union as it was,' ' the Constitute
as it is,* and the negroes as they are; and so, for the
time being, change my base of operations."

We apprehend that no one can successfully contro-

vert the argument put forfh from this standpoint of

our friends, but we feel moved to place on record here

the opinion that colored Americans are inspired to

rally for the nation's defence, in this its trial-hour,

from the three fold motives of patriotism, magnanimi-

ty, and hope predominant. All they ask is, fair play,

an equal award for services rendered, personal protec'

tion against brutal outrages, and humane treatment.

Were one disposed to trace the history of those men,
throughout the United States, who have by mobs and
otherwise persecuted the colored man and his friends,

the result would go far towards proselyting them to

the theory of a special providence ; for signal retribu-

tion seems to have overtaken at least a majority of the

most prominent thus far. For instance—of the actors

in the mob at Alton, Illinois, where Lovejoy was mu:

dered, John Francis was afterwards sentenced to the

Missouri penitentiary a term of forty years for attempt

to murder; Dr. Jcnning was killed at New Orleans in

a bowie-knife fight ; Dr. Beals was killed by the Ca-

manche Indiana at Santa Fe; Dr. Hope is now under

arrest for treason. When the record is made up of the

promoters of pro-slavery mobs in New York, Phihv

delphia, Cincinnati, Boston, and elsewhere, it will be

seen that Nemesis has been faithful to her vocation.

'They are all doomed men.

In concluding this summary of events, (which could

be greatly extended,) it seems to me appropriate, Mr.

Garrison, to append two stanzas from your poem on

Universal Emancipation, published in the first num-

ber of The Liberator, January 1, 1831. The first is

prophetic of events now at hand—the other, an ex-

pression of heart-felt desire for a bloodless termination

of slavery, and by peaceful instrumenialhies :

—

" Though distant bo tho hour, yet oomo it must

—

Oh ! hasten it, in mercy, righteous Heaven !

When A trie's sons, uprising from the dust,

Shall stand erect— their galling fetters riven
;

AVheu from bis throne Oppression shall ho driven,

An exiled monster, powerless through all time
;

When freedom—glorious freedom, shall be given,
To every race, complexion, custo and clime,

And Nature'.-" sublc lute shall cease to be a crime t

Not by tho sword shall your deliveranco be
;

Not by the shedding of your masters' blood
;

Not by rebellion—or foul treachery,
Upspriuging suddenly, liko swelling flood

;

Revenge and rapine ne'er did bring forth good.

God's time is best !—nor will it long delay :

Even now your barren cause begins to bud,
And glorious shall the fruit bo !—Watch and pray,

For, lo ! tbe kindling dawn that ushers in the day !"

Boston, Nov. 1862. W. C. N.

GATHERINGS AND COMMENTS.

A Herei, Revival. Think of it! The par ex-

cellent saints, and Evnngelical at that, dwelling in the

Sodom of the South,—women-whippers and cradle-

plunderers,—talking about an "interest in Christ,"

and a great desire to " serve the Lord "
1 If there be

a pit, and Satan personal, there must be merriment in

that location, and from beneath the ribs of the oft-

mentioned devil.

Hear Dr. Stiles on the spiritual condition of the

rebel army, among whom he is laboring as an evan-

gelist:

—

- „

My only object in addressing you a note at this

time is to apprize all sympathizing Christian breth-

en and sisters in Richmond of the happy religious

condition of that part of the army of the Potomac
which lies within the range of my present observation.

At his earnest request, I preached to Gen. Pryor's
brigade last Sabhath. Upon one hour's police, he
ntarched up twelve or fifteen hundred men, who list-

ened with so much interest to a long sermon, that I

was not surprised to hear of such a religious interest

in various regiments of the brigade as issued in a

half-way promise on my part to fall in with the pro-

posal of the General to preach very early to his sol-

diers for a succession of nights. In Gen. Dawton's
brigade there is a more decided state of religious ex-

citement. The great body of the soldiers in some of

the regiments meet for prayer and exhortation every
night, exhibiting the deepest solemnity, and present
themselves numerously for the prayers of the chaplains
and church. Quite a pleasant number express a hope
in Christ. In all other portions of Gen. Early's di

vision (formerly Gen. Ewell's) a similar religious sen
sibility prevails. In Gen. Trimble's and the itnmedi

ately neighboring brigades, there isin progress, at this

hour, one of the most glorious revivals I ever wit-

nessed. Some days ago, a young chaplain of the
Baptist church—as a representative of three others of

the same denomination—took a long ride to solicit my
co-operation, stating that a promising seriousness had
sprung up within their diocese. I have now been with
him three days and nights, preaching and labor-

ing constantly with the soldiers when not on drill.

The audiences and the interest have grown to glori-

ous dimensions. It would rejoice you over-deeply to

glance for one instant on our night meeting in the
wild woods, under a full moon, aided by the light of

our side stands. You would behold a mass of men
seated on the earth all around you, (I was going to

say for the space of half an acre,) fringed in all its

circumference by a line of standing oilicers and sol-

diers, two or three deep, all exhibiting the most sol-

emn and respectful earnestness that a Christian assem-
bly ever displayed. An officer said to me, last night,
on returning from worship, he never had witnessed
such a scene, though a Presbyterian elder, especially

such an abiding solemnity and delight in the services

as prevented all whispering in the outskirts, leaving
the congregation, or reckless change of position. I

suppose, at the close of the services, we had some
sixty or seventy men and officers come forward and
publicly solicit an interest in our prayers, and there
may have been as many more who, from the press,

could not reach the stand. I have already conversed
with quite a number, who seem to give pleasant evi-

dence of a return to God, and all things seem to be
rapidly developing for the best."

Alas ! how horrible it seems, in the light of His

Gospel who came to "preach deliverance to the cap-

tives," to hear this professed Evangelical preacher

talk about men coming forward to " solicit an inter-

est in prayers"! What can prayer mean in the

estimation of those who are hurling destruction

around, and fighting like tigers to etenyze a-system

of piracy and robbery, the blackest upon which the

sun ever shone ! God forgive them, and save us

from the blasphemy of naming the Christian religion

in such a connection !

Republican Oasis. How fortunate that the read-

ers of the Springfield Republican have a greeu spot

upon which to bless their eyes !
" Warrenton " is a

live and pungent writer, and his hits of men and
things are terse and racy. It must be refreshing to all

who are not lost in the mazy path of hunkerism to

turn the eye to " Our Own Correspondent from Bos-

ton." His last article is more sparkling than usual.

The hunkers and honest Abe are set forth in an amus-

ing light.and a running account is given of matters fresh

in interest. After touching off George Francis Train,

and his misfortune in being too young to take Mr.

Sumner's place in the Senate, proposing a vote of

thanks to Rev. Mr. Dexter for diverting the wrath of

Judge Parker in consequence of his defeat, then touch-

ing lightly on the defender of Mr. Saltonstall in the

Courier, he thus closes :

—

"People wait patiently for army news, and are
hopeful of good results. The efforts of the pro-slave-

ry press to stir up sedition in the army and the coun-
try appear to be total failures. The moneyed men
still hold on to their faith in the government, and the
people are sound. On a certain day a fortnight ago
and a little more, in three or four big States, the votes
were against the great cause, hut the next day and
ever since the minority of votes, reinforced by the pa-
triotism and hope of the country, becomes a majority
again. The administration goes on. The Passaic's
big gun is a success ; Seymour does not stop work on
the iron-clads; Ohio does not block Burnside's path,
nor try to do so; Indiana does not attempt any insur-
rectionary movements; negro brigades begin to fight,

and to show themselves good soldiers; half-hearted
officers are weeded out of the army, or sent to courts
of inquiry; money is plenty; courage and devotion
more plenty than ever

; Charleston is threatened, and
Savannah and Mobile; Butler wins victories, and pun-
ishes negro stealers in New Orleans ; the slave is

everywhere welcomed to our lines ; Order No. 3 non-
sense has gone up ;

" iron hand " is to be used to
crush rebellion of masters, and not of servants ; con-
stitutional treatises which recommend paralysis are
disregarded ; war has become war ; the army is an
army, and not a posse comitates; above all, eman-
cipation approaches, and is only forty [twenty-six]
days off. Courage! courage!"

Action seems now to distinguish the army, and the

daily news gives evidence that Rebeldom must stand

from under. The President meets tbe Kentuckians
fairly, and sticks to his proclamation, saying he would
"rather die than take back a single word." Good for

Abraham,—a thousand blessings on him rest 1 What
an unfading crown will he gain in making the first of

January, 1863, the Jubilee of disenthralled millions !

Oh, that will be a proud day for America, when Cow-
per's words respecting England shall he true of our

own native land :

" Slaves cannot breatho in England ; if their lungs
Receive our air, that moment they are frco

;

They touch our country, anil their shackles fall

:

That 's noblo, and nespeaka a nation proud
And jealous of the blessing." Q. yif. g.

Negro Labor Question in Chicago, The work-

men employed in the slaughter and packing houses of

South Chicago held a meeting the other day, and the

following preamble and resolutions were adopted :

—

"Whereas, it has come to the knowledge of the
meeting, that it is the intention of one or more of the
leading packers of this town to bring negro btbor into
competition with that of the white men for (he purpose
of reducing the wages of the latter to the lowest possi-
ble standard;

Resolved, That we, the packing house men of flic

town of South Chicago, pledge ourselves not to work
for any packer, under any consideration, who will, in
any manner, bring negro labor into competition with
our labor; and further,

Resolved, That if any member of this society
should so far demean himself as to work in a packing
house where negro labor is employed, his name shall
he striken from the roll of members of this society,
and such persons shall henceforth cease to enjoy the
confidence of, or derive any benefits from, this society.

John Ficki.v, Chairman,
M. W. J. Bonfiki.i), Secretary pro tern."

J£|?
1*J Short-sighted, selfish, grovelling persecutors

of a class entitled to equal rights and privileges I

REMARKABLE SPEECH BY A FRESH CON-
VERT TO THE REBELLION.

Gen. Pemberton, who was in tho service of the

Union when the Rebellion broke out, but who
turned traitor, went into tho rebel army, and has
superseded Van Dorn, recently made a speech, of
which the following is a copy. His reference to

Lovell, formerly of New York, as a street scaven-
ger, is pungent:

—

" Soldiers,—In assuming the command of so brave
and intelligent an army as that to which President
Davis has assigned me, I desire at once to win your
confidence by frankly declaring that I am a North-
ern man by birth ; but I have married, raised chil-

dren, and own negroes in the South, and, as such,
shall never consent to see my daughters eating at
the same table, or intermarrying with the black

race, as the Northern teachers of equality would
have them. I take command of you as a soldier,

who will not fear to lead where any brave man can
follow. I am no street scavenger—no Gen. Lovell.
(Cheers.) If any soldier in "this command is ag-
grieved by any act of his superior officer, lie must
have no hesitation in applying to me personally for

redress. The doors of my headquarters shall never
be closed against the poorest and humblest soldier
in my command.
Come to mo if you suffer wrong, as fearlessly as

you would charge the enemy's battery, and no
Orderly shall turn you off, or tell you, as has been
too much the case in our army, that the General
cannot see nor hear the complaints of his soldiers.

(Applause.)

In regard to the question of interference by
Europe, we want no interference in our private
quarrel. (Great applause.) We must settle the
question ourselves, or fail entirely. The moment
England interferes, she will find us a united people,
and she will have to meet with the armies of the

South as ivell as of the North. (Cheers, and cries of
' Yes, yes, yes,' from every quarter. ' No interfer-

ence.' ' Let us settle it between us.') I am glad to

see you thus united on this question ; and with a
reliance on ourselves, and a firm trust in the God of
Battles, in a few days your General will again fling

your banners to the breeze, and march forward to
retrieve the recent disasters we have suffered in

this Department."

learned that the concealed property had been found,
their assumed gentleness and tenderness vanished.
They came out of their dwelling like two furies;

abused the " Yankees," as fishwomen would have
done, anil employed such language as a gentleman
could not repeat.

Gods, but they did rave, and in their wrath did
not hesitate to violate the third article of the Deca-
logue. The fair Rebels swore until the officer of
the 89th, with his men, was out of bearing, and
would no doubt have poisoned hitn a hundred times,

could they have done so.

This is a fair specimen of the Secessionists in

petticoats. They were ten times as intense as the
men ; more cunning, more reckless and more wick-
ed. Nothing they would not do for the Rebellion.
Their traitorism has unsexed them, and depraved
those who were once able to appear like fine women,
until they act like drunken harlots.

THE REBEL WOMEN OP THE SOUTH,

To persons acquainted with tbe South, tbe fact of
its being a great sham in its assumptions of culture,

generosity, elegance and chivalry, has long been
familiar. Still, there are many of our officers who
had no knowledge of Seccssia until they had "in-
vaded its sacred soil " ; and it is amusing to hear tbe
surprise they express at what they have seen. So
much had they been imposed upon by the profes-

sions of Southern people and the Southern press,

that they had expected to find beautiful and intel-

lectual women, tasteful and luxurious homes, broad
and sunny fields, charming and hospitable towns,
this side of Mason and Dixon's line.

They have looked in vain for the seductive groves,

the murmuring fountains, tbe fascinating divinities

in crinoline, they had conjured up to their excited
fancy. But in their stead, they have found dreary
forests, stagnant pools, and homely, snuff-dipping

females, whom no poet's imagination could ideali;

into loveliness, or soften into grace.

Last Sunday, I attended three of the churches in

La Grange— the Methodist, Presbyterian and Epis-
copalian—and took an artistic view of the best
feminine society of the town. One of the least ill-

looking of the number I observed was privately en-

gaged in that peculiarly Southern accomplishment
of " dipping," which prevails hereabout to a most
disgusting extent.

Indeed, the custom is almost universal. The poor
whites and the rich whites vie with each other in

this sesthetic habit, and have suffered greatly and
complained bitterly of the lack of snuffin tbe South
since the breaking out of the war. Poor creatui
how are they to be pitied !

Nearly all of the women I have met in Tenr
see—at the public bouses, in the streets, and
church—are unmistakable evidences of their attach-
ment to this great social vice. Some of them expei
torate like a tobacco-chewing sailor, and nauseate
the shocked sense that beholds this degradation.
What hope can there be of Southern beauty and

Southern refinement, when tbe delicately-reared

women of Seccssia persist in a habit which must,

disgust every man of feeling, deal a dealh-blow to

all the gentle emotions of a kindred sympathy, and
strangle tho gallantry that every gentleman enter

tains for a cultivated woman ?

In this part of Tennessee, the most rabid of th<

Secessionists are men originally from the North, not
a few of whom are in the "Confederate" army,
outdoing the Rebels in their active prosecution of
the Rebellion, and earning for themselves the unen-
viable title of the most traitorous of the traitors.

One of these was captured the other day, at Lamar.
His name is Cloud. He holds a Captain's commis-
sion in the Southern service, and was formerly a

resident of a small village in northern Vermont.
He went to Mississippi some seven or eight years
since, in the capacity of a school-teacher, and soon
captivated the affections of a young woman who
possessed a very bad education and a number of
negroes, (by the way, the Yankees seem to be par-

ticular favorites with the Southern women,) and
married her plantation, including her among the
incumbrances.

At an early day he assumed the attitude of a
lent and uncompromising Disunionist, and was one
of the first persons in bis adopted State to raise a
company of cavalry for the war. Since then he
has obtained an extended reputation for skill, energy
and daring—has fought two duels, and led a number
of gallant charges, losing in one of them two-thirds

of all his men.
The Southerners laud him to the skies, and do not

hesitate to pronounce him as brave a fellow as ei

drew a saber. It is singular that Northern mi
when they do go South, outdo the Southerners in all

their own boastful achievements—drinking more,
boasting louder, playing higher, and fighting better

than the choicest sons of the pscudo chivalry of th
land of cotton and contumacy.—Tennessee corr.

N. Y. Tribune.

ty^T" Another army correspondent of the Tribune.

writing from Mississippi, says :

—

The women hereabout are female Ananiases.
They can tell more colossal fibs (only men tell lies)

than Baron Munchausen or the organs of Seccssia
in Virginia and South Carolina. Whenever they
are asked any questions by our ofh'cers, they are the
most charmingly ignorant persons in the world.
They have no more knowledge of the. condition of
things in this vicinity, if one believes them, than if

they had just dropped from the clouds.

A case in point is the following: Colonel Edward
F. Noyes, of the 39th Ohio, sent one of his office. _

to tbe house of a Major Maxwell, who had left, his
home to join the Rebel army, to determine whether
there were not various supplies on his land which
deserved confiscation.

The wife of the Major saw the National officer,

and after informing him that she had nothing to
live upon, that she had been utterly ruined and was
desperate in fortune and broken in heart, she re-

tired and sent her daughters—two young women of
unusual comeliness for this section—to hold further
interview with the " barbarous Yankee."
The daughters were elaborately gotten up for the

occasion, looked their finest, and played the part of
pretty and sentimental martyrs to perfection; re-

lated a most tender story of their woes; lamented
the cruel war, and ended, as most women's pathetic
narratives do, with a passionate burst of liquid grief;

believing, no doubt, with Campbell, that

—

"Beauty's tears aro lovelier than her smiles."

This was a severe test to the officer. Few men
with the least tincture of gallantry can withstand
the tears of a pretty woman. As written in » l<Ys-

tus " :

—

"It is tho sorest and tho saddest sight

—

Ono's own luvo weeping."

And every woman may become one's "own love"
on proper provocation.

The "Yankee" was affected, but resolute. He
assured the " young ladies," in the most polite. in;in

ner, that he. believed them from (he bottom of In:

soul ; but that, unfortunately, he must make a search
of I he premises, to satisfy his superior officers,

Ho made the search; discovered forty bales of
cotton, and a number of barrels of molasses, lard
and pork, which, as he learned from one of the ne-

ffroos in the place, were to have been sent, to the
Babel army on the day following.

When the daughters of fhe house of Maxwell

Tnii Phesent Status of the Negko. At Mem-
phis, a State Judge of Tennessee having charged a
Jury in a manner to lead to a collision of authority,
General Sherman has ordered the Provost Marshal

issue a proclamation to the following effect

:

i; Any attempt to execute State laws at variance
with the orders of the President and military com-
manders, will be construed as a contempt of the au-
thority of the United States, and will be summarily
punished. The status of the negro is involved in the
war now existing, and will in its progress be clearly
determined. In the mean lime, runaway slaves must
be treated as free, and people encouraged" to give them
employment as such."

One Negro Short." The New Orleans Delta
has this paragraph :

:1

It strikes us that Capt. James McQuoid, of the
steamer Iberville, is in a tight place. He went up the
river, the other day, and, upon his return yesterday,
was ' one negro short' Inquiry was instituted, and
it turned out that he sold the man. Gen. Butler has
locked McQuoid up in the Parish prison, ' there to re-

main until he returns the negro.' We like tbe condi-
tions, although old Barker will call us by the fearful
name of 'Abolitionist' for saying so. In the lan-

guage of the Roman Consul, Capt. McQuoid might
as well be a cat in h—11 without claws as to try to

cheat the Commander of the Department of the Gulf."

Andrew Johnson's Opinion or Gen. Bceel's
Course. Extracts from a letter written by Governor
Johnson of Tennessee to the President, criticising the
course pursued by Gen. Buell while in command of
the army of the West, have found their way into
print. We copy a passage or two :

—

General Buell is very popular with the rebels, and the

impression is that he is more partial In them than to Union
men, and that he favors the establishment of a Southern
Confederacy.

I will not assume that General Buell desires the es-

tablishment of a Southern Confederacy and a surren-
der of Tennessee to the rebels, but will give it as my
opinion that, if he had designed to do so, he could
not have laid down or pursued a policy that would
have been more successful in the acccomplishment of
both these objects."

Gen. Buell Attempting to Return a Slave.
A short time before he was superseded, General Bu-
ell issued a written order to a Colonel to return to sla-

very a negro who had by timely information preserv-
ed the regiment which that officer commanded, from
destruction. The Federal Colonel wrote on the back
of the order, "Go to h—11!" and returned it to Bu-
ell. He was not court-tuartialled for his disrespectful
language, nor was the slave given up.

—

N. Y. Evening
Post,

TnE Change of Command. The Washington
correspondent of the St. Louis Republican, (Demo-
cratic,) has the following in relation to the change in
the command of the army of the Potomac:

—

" Attempts have been made to connect Gen. Mc-
Clcllan's removal with the recent Democratic victo-

ries. Those who know the President best will know
how to receive this. It is understood he has re-

ceived assurances, from high Democratic sources,
that he must accept the recent results at the polls as

a protest against delays and inefficiency in the prose-
cution of the war."

The Removal of Gen. McClellan. The Cleve-
land (Ohio) Herald says that this act of the Adminis-
tration will of course be received with varied com-
ments, but, at the West, the change of commanders
will meet with the hearty approval of the great mass
of the people, and for the reason, solely, that they be-
lieve the command of the army can be committed
to more efficient hands.

A Secessionist Bowed Out. A ball was given
in Toronto, last week, in honor of Lord Monck's visit

to that city, and several of the Windsor Secessionists
visited Toronto. One of them, who wished an invita-

tion to the ball, called upon a member of Lord Monck's
Cabinet, and presented his card—"Mr. , Southern
Confederacy." The gentleman took it, examined it,

and remarked—"Mr. , of the Southern Confed-
eracy, ah ! Well, sir, our Government is not aware
of the existence of such an ' institution,' There must
be some mistake, sir "

; and the Secessionist was cour-
teously bowed out,

What is said of the Proclamation Abroad.
The Consul-General of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, in

Germany, writes to a gentleman of New York city :

" The Emancipation Proclamation gives very gene-
ral satisfaction. It has increased the value of American
securities here, and likewise made us hosts of friends."

Frankfort being the chief city of Germany, as New
York is of America, the value of this opinion is very
great.

Sudden Conversion. " I suppose you have heard
how suddenly loyal the people became, in view of
the approaching confiscation. Fifty-five thousand
(55,000) people suddenly became aware of the duty
they owed their pockets, and hastened to renew
their allegiance to their natural protector. A few
thousand registered themselves as enemies ; but many
of them returned, and, very sensibly, had that stain

wiped out of their lives."

—

New Orleans corr. of Boston
Journal.

Connecticut Treason. A meeting was held at

Wethersiield, Ct., on Tuesday, at which tbe business
of a draft was considered. The meeting came to an
extraordinary conclusion, and voted first, that they
would have no draft; secondly, directing their Se-
lectmen to pay no attention to any orders for a draft,

if the Governor issues them ; and, thirdly, paying the
fine imposed by law upon Selectmen for refusing to

draft when ordered. [That smacks of treason as

strong as a Wethersfiehl " onion," and is well worthy
of the State which gave birth to Benedict Arnold.]

Texas Refugees. Seventy-three Texas refugees,
a fine, rugged set of men, clad in the garb of Texan
Rangers, arrived in this city this morning, from Mata-
moras, Mexico. They come to join the Union army
to return to Texas, and light for their homes and pro-

perty, from which they have been driven hy the
secessionists.

—

N. O.Delta, Oct. 28.

Five Just Men in Sodom. The Richmond Ex-
aminer enumerates five men in the North whom it

compares to the "five just men in Sodom "— Franklin
Pierce, C. L. Vallandigham, Fernando Wood, Thom-
as and Horatio Seymour.

Gen. Hooker has recently received a letter from
the Cnmte de Paris, in which the Comte kindly in-

quires after the General's wound. He regrets that he
was not with the Union army at Antietam, and says
that tho friends of freedom and humanity all over Eu-
rope manifest the greatest interest in the success of
the Union armies in the field.

Not to be sold. A colored voter of New Bed-
ford, Mass., was asked what ticket he intended to vote

;

to which he replied—" The Republican." " How
much will you ask," inquired ids interrogator, " to

vote the People's ticket.'" The colored man an-

swered :
" 1 have not much principle now ; if I should

sell that, I will not have a#y left."

Amusing Incident. During the capture of Gal-
veston, Commander Guest of the Owasco went ashore
to spike the guns, the heaviest of which he towed oil'

to and mounted on his ship. Great was tho surprise

in Pensacola when the Owasco came in with her new
and formidable armament, the extra portion of which
proved to be Quaker-guns from the rebel fort at ( Salvos-

ton !

The CoN-rnAiiANo Question. Only about two
thousand two hundred contrabands have made their

way into Illinois since the war begun. Of these, full

two thousand were snapped up by the so-called Demo-
erats of Egypt. Not more than two hundred have
ever come North of the St. Louis and Cincinnati road.

All these blacks were sent to the State hy Deunirratio

Generals, the chief of whom is Grant, who voted for

Breckinridge.

Lovejov'b Majority. In Lovejoy's district in

HHnois, the Democrats get a tremendous hoist by
their own petard. They got a Republican, so called,

to run against him. Whereupon, a Democrat, n;imoil

Unihani, was also put up. and the number of Love-
joy'a plurality is the precise number of votes Urnhnni
obtained.

CautOBOT a Si<:u;. California papers state that
considerable quantities of sugar and syrup, ol'u bet-

tor quality than the Imported article, have been
made in that State. Tulare county w 111, no doubt, be
able In supply her own population with sugar anil ino-

Gen. Anderson has been assigned to the com-
mand of the troops anil fortifications Burrounding
Covington and Newport, Ky.

Governor of Texas. Hon. A. J. Hamilton has

been appointed Military Governor of Texas, with the

k of Brigadier General, and authority to raise two
brigades of loyal Texans.

Starvation Prices. The New Orleans Delta re-

ports flour fifty-five dollars a barrel in Pass Christian ;

and children's shots are fifteen dollars a pair,

Albany, N. Y., Nov. 19. The official vote for

Governor is as follows : Seymour, ;:07,063 ; Wads-
ortb, 296,491. Seymour's majority, I0^?2.-^-^.

0^= Albert Horn has been sentenced to five years
in the State Prison for fitting out tbe slaver City of
Norfolk.

$gf
=

' The Southerners are beginning to run off

their slaves and sell them in Cuba. The Blanche, of
idiose destruction we gave an account last week, had
some from Texas. She was under the British flag,

by the way; and a Spanish war steamer is said to
have brought some from Louisiana.

g^= The New York Herald congratulates itself upon
the fact that Semmes, the pirate, preserves its files

mever found in vessels taken at sea, deeming it

the best endorsement of its reliability as a newspaper.
" A kindred feeling makes us wondrous kind."

8^= The last words of the will loft by the late

General Mitchell, dictated a few hours before his de-

parting, mingle the spirit of a devoted Christian with
the fondness of a parent, for he exhorteth his children
thus :

" Serve God sincerely, and each other fondly,

are the last words of your dying father."

fl^** According to the Comerclo of Lima, a Mr. J.

C. Berne is introducing savages from Oceanica into

Peru, for the purpose of selling them as slaves.

g^= George H. Burger, of Esopus, Ulster county,
N. Y., was forced last year, by the rebels of Charles-
ton, to serve in their army. He was captured when
attempting to desert, tried, and condemned to be shot.
The sentence was carried into effect on Thursday,
Oct. 31st, at Sullivan's Island, South Carolina.

UJ^ A deranged woman in Ulster county, (N, Y.)
in 1860, while being conveyed to the Insane Asylum,
threw up her hands and said : "In 1861 the war will

be begun ; in 1862 we'll have all we want to do ; and
in 1863 we'll all be free ! Glory to God !

"

S^= Capt. Ericsson has published a card regarding
the recent gun experiments on board the Passaic,
(iron clad,) in which he says :

" I have much satisfaction in assuring you that our
success is complete ; not a single difficulty remains to

be overcome. We handle the 420-pound guns with
as little discomfort, and with more facility, than Hull
and Perry handled their 40 pounders."

JE^3 Gen. Villipigue, whose death is announced,
was an officer of considerable repute in the rebel ar-

my. He was in command of the enemy's forces at
Vicksburg during the assault upon that place by our
gunboats last summer, and has since figured conspic-

uously in the rebel army movements in Southern Ten-
nessee and North Alabama.

2^= Archibald Babcock, Esq., late of Charlestown,
Mass, donates by his will six thousand dollars to the
town of Ashford, Conn. Three thousand dollars are
for the purpose of organizing or employing a band of
music to play on public occasions, free to all the in-

habitants of the town. The remainder constitutes a
fund for a town library, the interest to be applied year-
ly, for fifteen years, for the purchase of Books only.

JJ^^ One of the Massachusetts Colonels, wounded
fatally at Manassas, asked for pen and ink to write

home, but the pen dropped from his pulseless band,
and he passed into the valley of shadows with the
whisper on his lips, " My wife, my boy, my country 1

"

Lewis's Normal Institute

Physical Education,
No. 20 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

[Incorporated in 1861.]

THIS Institution is a pioneer in a new profession. La-
dies and gentlemen of enterprise and industry will

find in this field health, usefulness, and large profit. Three
eminent medical men teach in the departments of Anato-

my, Physiology and Hygiene. Prof. Lkosard has charge

of Elocution ; Dr. Dio Lewis of Practical Gymnastics, and
the Movement Cure. Tbe course continues ten weeks.

Tickets $75. Matriculation $5. Diploma $10. These
prices are reduced 25 per cent, to Ladies. Two courses

during this year—tbe first beginning on the 2d of January,

and the 2d on the 5th of July.

For a full circular, address Dr. Dio Lewis, Bos 12, Bos-

ton, Mass.

Dr. Lewis has solved tbe problem ; he has marked out

the way. Many eminent teachers are pursuing it with

tho most excellent results. We recognize the debt due

Dr. Lewis ; he has done us teachers and our pupils a vast

amount of good.

—

D. B. Hagar, Pres. of the American In-

stitute of Instruction.

I am now satisfied that Dr. Lewis has found the true sci-

entific process for physical development. It was myprivi-

lege to welcome Dr. Lewis at his very first arrival here,

and every thing since then has only confirmed my confi-

dence in his ability to superintend the work.

—

Htv. Dr.
Kirk, at the first Commencement of the Institute.

Henceforth wo shall delight to think of Dr. Lewis as

one who holds our welfare very near his own ; we shall

turn to him for sympathy and encouragement in our fail-

ures, and shall love to bring our successes to him, as

belonging more to him than to ourselves.

—

Miss May, Val-

edictory at the first Graduating Class.

I rejoice, Mr. President, that the Normal Institute for

Physical Education has been established in Boston. I re-

joice that it has at its head a gentleman so admirably qual-

ified to give it eminent success. I believe that no individ-

ual has ever, in this country, given tbe subject of Physi-

cal Education such an impulse as has Dr. Lewis. He de-

serves the credit of it.

You may not know it, ladies and gentlemen, but this

Institution is famous in every part of the land. There is

not a live educator in America who is not looking to see

what is to be tho result of Dr, Lewis's institution in Bos-

ton. These exercises can be introduced into any school-

room with desks. The problem is solved.

I trust, ladies and gentlemen, that this is the com-
mencement of a new era, and that the system taught

by Dr. Lewis will be universally introduced into cm
schools.

—

Extract, from a speech delivered at the second Com-
mmeenuM of " Lewis's Normal. Institute," by ./. D. Philbrick,

Esq., Superintendent of the Public Schools of Boston.

IMPROVEMENT IN

Champooing and Hair Dyeing,

" WITHOUT SMUTTING."

MADAME CAKTEAUX BANNISTER
"\\T0IILD inform the public that she has removed from

YV 223 Washington Street, to

No. 31 WINTEB STREET,
where she will attend lo all diseases of the Hair.

She is sure to cure iu nine cases out of ten, as she has

for many years made the hair her study, and is sure thcro

are none to excel her in producing a new growth of hnir.

Her Restorative dilVers from that of any one else, being

made from the roots and herbs of the forest.

She OhampooS with a hark which does not grow in this

ooinUry, ami which is highly beneficial to the hair befoio

using "the Restorative, and will prevent the b:iir from
turning grey.

She also has another for restoring grey hair to its natu-

ral color in nearly all eases. She is not afraid In SpQ&fe ttt

her Kesliu'iitives in any part of the world, as they are used

in every city in the country. They are also Dftekod for her

customers to take to Europe with them, enough to lnsltwo

three years, as they often say they can get nothing

abroad like them.

MADAME CABTEATJX BANKISTEH,
No. 31 Winter Street, Boston.

I3BWTISTR.Y.
DD. DANIEL MANS has removed his offitt to 14«

Harrison Avenue, lie has, lor the past fly* years in-

soiteit artificial teeth on the vulcanite base, iu tho use of

which he has made some improvements. It is better than
gold, when welt made, being lighter, stronger, and more
durable, mi is also much cheaper.

Dp. nt- fclao taw a somewhat similar pratMixton for til-

ling teeth too tender or too far decayed for iillinirwith geld.

His prioes are as moderate, at least, as those of any re-

BpOnSibJe dentist.

Boston, September 2t> 1863.

GLOBE HOTEL
WILLIAM r. POWELL, Prowhbtor,

1 DOTBB Sri; rii\ (nrnr franklin Square,)

NEW YORK,

A. J. GR0VEE,
ATTORNEY AttS COUNSELLOR LT LAW,

EAHLVILLE, LaSaUe Co., 111.

1

'
; iotal attention g

! ven to sooiuiug :wui collecting

inoos tov K.i.-irvn Merchants,
August «. tf.
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"Proclaim Liberty throughout all the land, to all

the inhabitants thereof;*'

" I lay this down as the law of nations. I say that mil-

itary authority takes, for tho time, tho place ef all munlo-

ipal institutions, and SLAVERY AMONG THE REST)
and that, under that state of things, so far from its being

true that tho States where slavery exists have tho exclusivo

management of the subject, not only the President ot

the United States, but tho Commander ov thb Ahmt,
HAS POWER TO ORDER TIIF UNIVERSAL EMAN-
CIPATION OF THE SLAVES, f. . . From the instant

that tho slaveholding States become the theatre of a war,

civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant the war powers

of Congress extend to interference with the institution of

slavery, in every wat W which it can bs interfered
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves talcen or de-

stroyed, to the cession of States, burdened with slavery, to

a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power ; and when your country is actually in war, whether

it bo a war of invasion or a war of insurrection, Congress

has power to carry on the war, and must carry it on, ac-

cording! to the laws op war ; and by tho laws of war,

an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-

tions swept by the board, and martial power takes th«
place of them. When two hostile armies are set in martial

array, the commanders of both armies have power to eman-
cipate all tho slaves in the invaded territory."--J. Q. Adam.
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A TORY VIEW OP AMERICAN AFPAIKS.

In Blackwood's (Tory) Magazine, for November,

there is an article on " The Crisis of the American

War," of which the following is a specimen :

—

The past month has brought us to the veritable

crisis of the great civil war in America. Brought
to bay upon their own soil, the Federals in despera-

tion have invoked to their aid the unutterable hor-

rors of a servile war. With their armies baffled and

beaten, and with the standards of the rebel array

again within sight of Washington, the President has

at length owned the impossibility of success in fair

warfare, and seeks to paralyse the victorious armies

of the South by letting loose upon their hearths and
homes the lust and savagery of four million negroes.

The die is cast. Henceforth it is a war of exter-

mination. The North seeks to make of the South a

desert—a wilderness of bloodshed and misery; for

thus only, now, does it or can it hope to overcome

the seceding Confederacy. Monstrous, reckless,

devilish as the project is, we believe it will not suc-

ceed. But it at least marks the crisis and turning-

point of the war. It shows that the North has shot

its last bolt,—the effects of which we do not yet see,

but beyond which there is no other. It proves what
every one in this country was loth to believe, that

rather than let the Southern States be independent,

rather than lose their trade and custom, the North

would league itself with Beelzebub, and seek to

make a hell of half a continent. In return, this

atrocious act justifies the South in hoisting the black

flag, and in proclaiming a war without quarter

against the Yankee hosts. And thus, within the

bosom of civilization, we are called upon to contem-

plate a war more full of horrors and wickedness than

any which stands recorded in the world's history.

At present the rival armies of the North and South

stand arrayed against each other on the banks of the

Potomac. They hold nearly the same position as

they did at the opening of the war, before the battle

of Manassas ; but strategically the position of the

Southern army is somewhat better, and morally and

folitically it has gained immensely in the interval,

t has gained several great victories, and has not

been worsted in a single pitched battle. It has

rolled back the tide of invasion, overwhelming the

invading armies in horrible disaster. It has even

made a raid into Maryland, and now stands ready

to close again with the invader whenever he shall

attempt to renew bis advance.

In the immediate effects, and so far as regards the

position of the President, the Proclamation has been

a success. The tub has been thrown to the whale.

The Northerners can no longer account for their re-

verses by imputing them to the half-measures of the

Government. It is extraordinary the amount of

ferocity which exists among the population of the

Northern States, especially among the Puritans of

the New England States. The clergy, who are en-

tirely dependent on their congregations, show them-

selves on this, as on former occasions, ready to pan-

der to the worst passions of the people, and even

take the lead in expressions of ferocity.

One might well be at a loss to understand the in-

human zeal which gives vent to such sentiments.

The desire to uphold the Union will not explain it.

Doubtless every Yankee would prefer to belong to

a State which, in his own estimation at least, could
" whip all creation." That is the only condition of

existence which allows of his indulging in the un-

limited impudence and braggadocio which have be-

come part of his nature. But does any one who
knows the Yankees imagine that they would sacrifice

millions and millions of dollars for the sake of up-

holding an abstract advantage such as the Union?
They do not care a straw for the Constitution : they

have sacrificed both legality and liberty long ago,

and without a murmur. Just as little do they care

for the Union as a mere political arrangement. But
the Union means far more than this. At first it

meant a continued monopoly of the trade of the

South : now it means the very existence of the North

itself. It is an utter mistake to think that it is the

South alone which is fighting for existence. The
North is now in the same predicament. It was not

so at first, but it has drifted into that position by the

gradual operation of its own acts. First of all, and

as at the outset, if separation takes place, New York
will cease to be the entrepot of the Southern trade.

The " Empire City," which has grown fat on that

trade, will dwindle—will become stationary or ac-

tually decline; while Charleston, Mobile, and New
Orleans will go ahead. The first act of barbarism,

the choking up of the harbor of Charleston with

stone-laden vessels, showed the bitter jealousy of the

New Yorkers, and their desire to obliterate the very

existence of a rival port in the South. New York
must come down from its high place, half of its mer
chants will be beggars, if the South takes its trade

into its own keeping. And what is New York,

whose fall is thus threatened V It is the very heart

of the North ; it is the centre of its resources, the

seat of nearly all the available wealth and ready

money. It is its bankers and merchants who take

the State loins; but for them Mr. Chase might shut

up his office to-morrow. And who but they have

been foremost in equipping regiments, and offering

bounties for recruits V Patriots ?—they are but wor-

shippers of the " almighty dollar." They give their

money lavishly, in order that they may retain the

source from which their money comes. They do not

desire emancipation, nor a servile war; for that

means the ruin of their customers : but some of them
assent to the Proclamation, in the hope that it may
force the South into submission, and others because

if the South is to go free, and if Southern trade is

to seek other channels, they will rather see the South

a desert, than other cities rising into rivalry with

New York, with the gains which formerly poured

into Yankee pockets.

As usual in republican America, the tyranny of

the majority allows little scope for the. expression of

opposite opinions. Nevertheless, there is a section

or party m the North who are opposed to abolition-

ism, and the other extreme measures winch find

favor with the Government and the majority of the

people. The small minority of which we speak can-

not be spoken of as the Democratic party; for the old

Democratic party has almost disappeared; and, un-

der the pressure of the times, the mass of it cannot,

either in action or in speech, be discriminated from

the majority who clamor for extreme measures. But

it consists of Democrats whose old creed is now
strengthened in their esteem by the concurrence of

self-interest. The party is not entirely confined to

New York, but it is only in that city that it as yet gives

proof nf its vitality. The views of this party are in

favor of the prosecution of the war, but they are

opposed to any measures calculated to destroy the

productiveness of the South, or to exasperate the

fl-ud beyond all hope of ultimate reconciliation.

They are madly in favor of the Union, but they will

accept the Union, or rather re-union, upon any terms.

W they cannot conquer the South, they are quite witt-

ing that the South should conquer them. Only give

them back the Union, in order that New York may
still be the emporium of the South. They have

hitherto clung to the belief that, even though the

South triumph, there would be no separation. With
an eye to such an issue, they were willing to recog-

nize slavery, and enact Fugitive Slave Laws more

stringent than ever. But the President's Proclama-

tion of Emancipation has well nigh demolished their

hopes, by embittering the contest beyond the possi-

bility of reconciliation, and also by rendering im-

possible on the part of the North concessions to the

South, without which there can be no reunion.

This party appears resolved to try its strength at

the approaching elections for the State of New
York.

In order to propitiate the South, and retain its old

commercial preeminence, it is not improbable that,

amongst the troubles consequent upon this war, we
may see New York set up "on its own hook," and

dee'lare itself a free city—a Hamburg of the West—
disowning all allegiance, repudiating all antipathy,

and establishing itself as an independent power on
" purely commercial principles !

"

In a moral point of view, there cannot be two

opinions in this country as to the President's Procla-

mation. To employ such a means of hostility as a

negro insurrection is simply infamous. In a politi-

cal point of view, we regard it as the greatest mis-

take which the North has committed. True, the

policy of the North has been slowly approximating

to this result; it is a natural climax to the mad
policy which has animated the North from the be-

trinnino-. It is the consummation of the mistakes of

the North. Union in any shape is now doubly im-

possible. It remains to be seen, also, whether the

temporary accord which the Proclamation has estab-

lished in the North is not on the surface only, and
whether the present lull of dissension will not give

way, ere long, to dissensions still more formidable.

For England, singly, to give a formal recognition

of the South as an independent State, without tak-

ing any steps to put an end to the war, would be of

very little benefit to the South, and as a measure of

humanity would be of no use whatever. At the

same time, it would give great offence to the North,

thus making an enemy without gaining a friend.

But the case would be far otherwise if our Govern-

ment were to act in this instance in the same man-

ner as they did in the ease of Greece and Belgium

—that is to say, if they were to resolve not only to

recognize the independence of the South, but to sup-

port^that independence by a demonstration of force.

The case has now become most urgent. For not

only does international law justify our recognition of

the Southern Confederacy, but humanity demands
that we should take measures to put an end to so

horrible a war. No doubt it would be a delicate

matter, and a matter also of doubtful policy, for

England to intervene alone. But intervention of

some kind is now urgently demanded. And if the

Great Powers of Europe—or at least England, Prus-

sia, and France—would solve the difficulty which

eaeh Power separately feels, by agreeing to under-

take a joint mediation, and, if necessary, interven-

tion, they would render an important service to civil-

ization, humanity, and mankind at large, and would

show a better example of a ' Holy Alliance " than

anv which yet stands recorded in the pages of his-

tory.

THE SLOWNESS OP THE CAMPAIGN.

General McClellan was removed for slowness in

advancing his army to Richmond. But things have

receded since that officer was sent home ; and from

actual appearances, there will be no decisive bat-

tle for the next nine months. Burnside has much
of the confidence of the army ; he has experience

;

he has ambition to outstrip every thing that has yet

been done; and the unable, unpopular, unfortunate

Abraham Lincoln and his Cabinet of politicians,

writhing under the public indignation, are doing

all in their power to push things to a successful ter-

mination. But the war lags; the enemy is recruit-

ing himself with great spirit in the time his sagaei-

tv wrenches from the hands of the Washington Ad-
ministration ; his winter quarters are already struck

out; he circumvents our plans by plans that are

better; and though we centuble him in all kinds of

supplies, it is more than a probability that lie has

triumphantly eluded us for the present. We gave

the President independent support for a good while
;

not because we approved of all his measures, or had

any belief at all that he was a splendid statesman, but

from the idea that he had some intellect exclusively

belonging to himself, and from undoubted signs of

honest intentions in him to bring the war to an
immediate end. But we have been changed; the

Chief Magistrate is not realizing all our hopes;

there is much legitimate room for fear that the lon-

ger he remains in office, the worse for the nation.

His partiality to the Abolitionists—the real bane of

his country—is in effect worse than overt disloyalty;

his interferences with McClellan have endangered

our very existence as a people ; he deserves not. a

quarter of the support he once got ; and experience

has shown that the more unsparingly he is treated,

the better he does his duty. For these reasons, the

late elections went against him ; for these reasons,

every man in the country thinks him unfit for his

place ; and as there is a constitutional right for ques-

tioning every thing he docs, the privilege of impugn-

ing him must be 'allowed. Will he do something

worthy of his position ? When he assumed power,

the whole nation went for him. But he is condemn-

ed to-day by three-fourths of his countrymen, and

the remaining fourth are office-holders. This is just.

He owes the people great things. Let him manifest

a capacity to discharge them, -and the people will

give him the proper return. As things are now
conducted, the prospect is exceedingly gloomy.

There is a fatal slowness in all the public depart-

ments. The interests of faction seem to have pre-

dominated over the interests of the public. There

is one remedy—the public indignation. Indigna-

tion of that class is fermenting prolbundly. Let it

break out from every man's tongue, and the nation

may be saved. To corruption let honesty give

place; and to slowness earnest energy. These

changes must be made. May Goil save the Repub-

lic ! It is not more unfortunate in external foes than

in internal blunderers.

—

Boston (Catholic) Pilot.

0^— Alluding to the seeming Democratic gains at

the recent State elections in this country, the infa-

mous London Times wildly and absurdly says :

—

" McClellan from that moment became too danger-

ous a man to bo left at the head of a great army
wit bin a few days' march of the capital. What if,

reiving on the good will of the soldiers and the

changed opinions of the people, he should seize

Washington, expel the incapable cabinet, and eon-

duct or conclude the war on the principles of his

own party ? Such things have been known even in

republics, and though MeClellan's fault is excessive

caution, yet it is impossible to tell what, a soldier

with great power in his hands, goaded by the. attacks

of his enemies and led on by the encouragement of his

friends, might attempt at the crisis of a great war."

JUlijCti0tt$

THE VERDICT OP EVENTS.

No genius, art or science can set itself above the

test of results. However much it may intrench it-

self behind professional mysteries, above the com-
prehension of the masses, it must eventually submit

to the test of results which the ordinary mind can

judge. The eighteen months of Gen. MeClellan's

command of the army of the Potomac, during the

greater part of which he controlled the entire mili-

tary power of the government, have been time

enough to justify the nation in judging him by the

military result. That it is a failure is not denied

by his own most unscrupulous partisans. They only

resort to pretexts to shift the responsibility. He has

given to the rebel Confederacy the prestige of mili-

tary success, and subjected the national government,

and the section which stands by it, to the humilia-

tion of an appearance of military impotence. And
the national destruction, inevitable from a contin-

uance of such military failures, has been accelerated

by the enormous consumption of the national re-

sources. It his burned the candle at both ends

—

building up the rebellion into respectability, and

prostrating the Government by the fearful waste of

our resources.

The event justifies a review of the generalship

whose consequences threaten the national existence.

Gen. MeClellan's campaign in Western Virginia was

on a plan made by Gen. Morris before McClellan
took the field. He interposed long delay and a

greatness of preparation in striking contrast with the

enemy's force. He at last brought his army in com-
bined force to Laurel Hill and Rich Mountain, sur-

Dundingthe enemy, but leaving open the most fea-

ble road for their escape toward the northeast.

The attack on Rich Mountain was made by General

Rosecrans on a plan proposed by himself to take the

enemy in the rear. McClellan was to attack in

front. By a difficult march through by-paths, Rose-

crans reached the rear in the afternoon, and attack-

ed aud defeated the enemy's rearguard. The sound

of the firing was heard by MeClellan's troops, but

he did not move. The next day, at nearly noon,

he arrived on the ground. Garnett had precipitate-

ly retreated at daylight by the route left open.

Pegram's troops, who had been scattered by Rose-

ans, came in and surrendered.

A subordinate officer in MeClellan's place would
have been cashiered for failing toco-operate accord-

ing to the plan of the battle. Gen. McClellan tele-

graphed that remarkable dispatch, claiming the vic-

tory, and exaggerating it, and asserting that he had

liberated Western Virginia. Ever since that, he
has been hostile to Morris and Rosecrans. The false

glitter of this dispatch, set in the dark background
of the Bull Run disaster, which involved most of our

leading officers, and the favoritism of Gen. Scott,

whose infirmity of disposition made him hostile to

all the prominent officers, made McClellan Gene-
ral-in-Chief. The patriotism of the volunteers, the

unbounded expenditures of the Government, and
the regular drill of the camp built up a great army,

of which he was called the creator. He established

himself in magnificent state, with a staff of forty

aids, and rode through the streets surrounded by a

cortege more pretentious than an emperor's; and
correspondents wrote that he was constantly in his

saddle, creating his army. They looked upon the

regiments as they swarmed into Washington from

the great patriotic Northern hive, and exalted him

as the " creator" of such spirit and power.

The restiveness of the people, under the delay,

was quieted by the constant promise of action, and

by the iterated announcement that the array was

advancing. At length it was settled for the fall by
the Ball's Bluff slaughter, which, with MeCall's

division of ten thousand men, only ten miles off,

besides Stone's adequate force, he succeeded in hav-

ing Baker slaughtered by a force of less than six

thousand of the enemy. McCall, who was on the

Virginia side, in a situation to have cut otf Leesburg,

was ordered to the right about, and all their forces

withdrawn, in a panic, to the Maryland side. This

was MeClellan's first demonstration of generalship

on his own plan.

The Burnside expedition to take Manassas in the

rear, to co-operate with an attack by McClellan in

front, was diverted by MeClellan's urgent and per-

sistent appeals to the President, and was sent to

North Carolina. Gen. Burnside protested ; and,

conscious that no results could there be accom-
plished adequate to so costly an expedition, he was
careful, in his report, to emphasize the fact that all

he had done was on the plan of the Commander-in-
Chief. The army of the Potomac was exposed to

unnecessary hardships, in the winter, to delude pub-

lic expectation by not goins into winter quarters.

Three thousand young men went to inglorious

graves, on the Potomac, in that winter encamp-
ment,.

In February, the peremptory order of the Pres-

ident relieved the Western army from the dead-

lock McClellan had left on it, and it went forward

and achieved successes. In March, the President

notified McClellan that a plan must be evolved, im-

plying movement, or a removal would be made. Coin-

cidently,the enemy evacuated Manassas. When that

was known, McClellan putGO,000menin motion.leav-

ing their tents on the Potomac, marched them on the

vacant Manassas, and then left them to straggle

back by divisions, suffering great hardships from the

want of shelter and of an organization for supply-

ing subsistence on the march. The fact was devel-

oped that the army had no organization for a cam-
paign, aud that the head was lacking. The Presi-

dent then divided it into corps, and appointed the

commanders.
Gen. McClellan then interposed a naval transit

of an army of 120,000 men between himself and

the enemy, After months expended in this, he sat

down at Yorktown for a small force of the enemy
to grow great, and inconsiderable intrenchments to

grow formidable. The enemy evacuated at leisure.

He telegraphed the War Department that they

were routed and demoralized, and that he should
" push the enemy to the wall." His advance, under

Hooker, pursued and overtook the enemy, and, fol-

lowing the military maxim to always attack a re-

treating enemy, it went in, regardless of numbers,

knowing that a great army was following. Gen.
McClellan refused to allow Hooker to be re-enforc-

ed, and held, by his orders, thirty thousand men
within sound of the battle, by which his advance

was repulsed, and the enemy's retreat secured.

Gen. McClellan, the commander of an invading

army of one hundred and twenty thousand men,

marching to the enemy's capital, then telegraphed

the Government that he would "try to hold the ene-

my in check"—an enemy not half his own force,

and just before routed, panic-stricken, and pushed

(o the wall. He telegraphed an ignorant account of

the battle, doing gross injustice to th« troops ftMd

officers who did the fighting, by giving the chief

credit to thi' wrong troops. This he was obliged to

modify when he had informed himself. As the en-

emy continued their retreat, he <vd not persist in

holding them in check, but followed re pectfully.

With the command of the river and a division on

shipboard, he failed to intercept the retreat, or ha-

rass it by pursuit. Retreats, regarded by military

authorities as almost impossible in the face of an

enemy, are safer from McClellan than his own pur-

suit. The retreating army went off victorious and

confident. He followed panic-stricken, and prepared

to hold them in check, if they turned upon him.

Time brought this invading army to the Chieka-

hominy. where it sat down helpless, to be destroyed

bv divisions. The enemy had it all their own way.

The troops were wasted' in digging intrenchments,

onlv to be abandoned when attacked. An inferior

force of the enemy was first precipitated on the un-

supported left wing, and then on the unsupported

right wing. A few hundred cavalry took his base

of supplies. The heroic fighting of the troops and

the subordinate commanders was attributed to the

commander, who made it unavailing. He telegraph-

ed an ignorant account of the battle of Seven Pines,

disgracing a division which had borne the brunt of

tlnrfigh'^and dating his dispatch " On the battle-

field," when the enemy were in possession of it, and

when hi did not reach the ground to which our

troops were driven till the battle was over.

His generalship only held the army to be sacri-

ficed. 'It has always, with superior numbers, ex-

posed an inferior force to attack. The retr.-at to

James river sacrificed the splendid equipment of

this army, and showed the difficulty of retreat-

ing before an enterprising enemy. The abili-

ty of the commanders of the corps and the

heroism of the troops repulsed the enemy's pur-

suit. About one-half of the army McClellan

tok to the Peninsula, reached the James River.

The conduct of the retreat, and of the fi t

against tha attempt of the enemy to cut the retreat-

ing column in two at Turkey Inland Bend, and of

the terrible battle of Malvern Hill, on which the ex-

istence of his army hung, was left to the subordi-

nate Generals. As soon as the advance reached the

vicinity of the river, Gen. McClellan had business

on the" gunboats, nine miles below, where he await-

ed the issue.

On James River, Gen. McClellan was impotent

for attack, and liable to be cut off from his supplies

by a blockade of the river. He wished to return,

butHdleck's peremptory order withdrew him. He
arrived at Alexandria in time to have saved Gen.

Pope by a prompt march, but waited for him to be

sacrificed. "Gen. Pope's defeat by MeClellan's

connivance resulted in restoring the latter to the com-

mand. He took a circuit around Lee, leaving the

way open for his withdrawal, and delaying his

march until Harper's Ferry, the key of the situation,

had fallen into the enemy's hands. At Antietain

he kept, his reserves out of the battle, and prevented

his Generals from achieving a victory. He reported

that he was vigorously pursuing the enemy, and

then waited four days for them to cross the river,

carrying off all their material.

He then waited a month before advancing against

the enemy, over whom he had won a complete vic-

tory, as he said. In reply to peremptory orders to

move, he alleged the want of supplies. This pretext

is shown to be false. When he finally did move, it

was at the rate of a day's march in a week. In this

career ho was cut off.

These are the chief features of Gen. MeClellan's

military performance. We only allude to events,

leaving the expression of feeling to the reader. On
these results the public has a right to judge the ca-

pacity of the commander.
The dispatches and general orders of a command-

er are corroborative evidence of capacity. General

MeClellan's addresses to his army surpass Chinese

military literature in making himself terrible by

words. A foreign reader of his triumphant and ter-

rihle address to his army after taking the vacant

Manassas, must conclude that we are a peculiar peo-

ple. His dispatches are remarkable for an inability

to tell the truth, and for puerile descriptions of what

he is about to do and has done. The remarkable

dispatch from Western Virginia we have alluded to.

It astonished all who knew the circumstances. And
Eastern journals could only account for its style by

the theory that we really had a young Napoleon

anions usi whose genius was equal to such preten-

sions.

From Ball's Bluff he telegraphed that the dis-

positions were excellent—the dispositions being his

own, and the slaughter the result. From Manassas

he dispatched a panic-stricken retreat of the enemy.

From Yorktown he dispatched that the enemy was

demoralized and panic-stricken, his victory complete,

and he should push the enemy to the wall. From
Williamsburg he telegraphed his own demoralized

and panic-stricken condition, and said he would try

to defend himself. He has never been near enough

to a battle to know how it was fought, and has, in

two well-known instances, telegraphed ignorant and

erroneous accounts of battles. At Williamsburg

and Seven Pines he did gross injustice to men and

officers by his ignorant dispatches, which he was af-

terwards compelled to modify, but this could not re-

trieve the effect.

He dispatched to the Government that the retreat

to James river was made with the loss of but one

gun and one wagon, which broke down. The tra-

ditional feats of the longbow seem inconsiderable

compared with such Napoleonic performances. Af-

ter the battle of Antietam he telegraphed, Septem-

ber 1.5th, that " the enemy is making for the river

in a perfect panic," and that he was "hurrying

everything forward to press the retreat to the ut-

most." And later on the same day that " informa-

tion at this moment received confirms tho rout and

demoralization of the rebel army. We are follow-

ing as rapidly as the men can move." Yet four days

later no advance had been made, and he then tele-

graphed : "Last night the enemy abandoned his

position, leaving his dead and wounded on the field.

We are again in pursuit. I do not know whether

he is falling back to an interior position or crossing

the river. We may safely claim a victory."

After his four days' vigorous pursuit of the routed,

demoralized, panic-stricken enemy, he telegraphed

that they had withdrawn from the battle-field in the

night, and he knew not. where they had gone, but as

they were gone lie might safely claim a victory,

which it seems was doubtful until the enemy's inten-

tions were known. On the same day he sent the

remarkable dispatch: " Pleasanton is driving the

enemy across the river. Our victory was Complete.

The enemy is driven back into Virginia. Maryland

and Pennsylvania are now safe." With uninten-

tional candor he makes his victory to hang in the

balance until he ascertained tho intentions of the

enemy. If they intended to leave, ho intended to

advance, and if four days after the battle they re-

tired, his victory was complete. Ave these the dis-

patches of a military genius which becomes a young
Napoleon without, smelling gunpowder? Are they

rvidenees of military or any other ability, unless it

be with that aboriginal weapon— the longbow V

In this war, commanders have hail credit for latent

military capacity on the score of their want, of heart

in tho cause, liut the logic of this will hardly bear

stitement. That a general is treacherous to the
cause he pretends jto fight for is no evidence that he
has either military capacity or courage. Tuese must
be established by some other proof.

It seems incredible that the destinies of this great
country, where alone the popular capacity has been
developed to the pitch of self-government, can have
been committed to such a man for a year, while, in

the sight of the whole people, it was gliding down
the rapids to the abyss. What horrible nightmare
has held the senses of the people and of the authori-
ties ? The responsibility reaches beyond this im-
becile instrument of national ruin, to" those whose
influence and power have retained him. As failure

became apparent, th^ swift eulogies which hailed his

elevation from the supporters of the Government,
the expression of their hopes from him, were re-

placed by the praise and clamorous defence of those
who desire the failure of the Government. Every
one who charged that the North was guilty of the
war, that the purpose of the war was to destrov the
Constitution, that the South were in the right* and
who desired military failure that it might result in

restoring the traitors to power by our submission,
was, and is, a defender of McClellan.

It might have excited suspicion when the enemies
of the cause were the ardent supporters of a general
whose course has been a continual failure. But such
was the infatuation that this was accepted as honest
and loyal public opinion, and it operated to fasten

this terrible imbecility on the country. Even the
testimony of the enemy's officers that they regarded
McClellan as our greatest general, and noted with
great, interest the attacks of the radicals on him, was
piled up to sustain him. This was aided by cor-
respondents of a treacherous press, sent into the
fieid with orders to write him up. By this means
we have had the stereotyped announcement in every
battle: "McClellan was in the thickest, of the fight,

rallying the soldiers, and animating them by his

presence."

Out of this lying correspondence has chiefly grown
the falsehood of his popularity with the soldiers. It

is impossible that a general can be popular with an
army which he destroys without ever achieving a
victory.

But the most melancholy feature of the news-
paper support of this terrible failure—because the
weakest—is that wdiich arose purely from newspaper
rivalry

; which wrote up a commander who was sink-

ing the nation to ruin, because a cotemporary took
a just view of him. It is calculated to give human-
ity sufficient humility to see such motives, in such a
momentous matter, govern a press which assumes to

transcend the ordinary weakness of mankind.
The removal of General McClellan is the turning

of a course which tended inevitably to national de-

struction. It removes a horrible incubus from the

national energies. It shuts up a growing chasm
which was swallowing the resources and patriotic

sacrifices of the people. No act that the President
could do would so revive the hopes of the people.

Let us hope that the Executive effort which has dis-

placed this fatal commander will rise to a determina-
tion that the resources which the people are so gen-
erously giving to the national cause shall no longer
be wasted by unfaithfulness or incapacity, and that

earnestness in subduing the rebellion shall be an in-

dispensable prerequisite for military command.

—

Cincinnati Gazette.

IMPORTANT 0FPI0IAL TESTIMONY,

[Extracts from tho Report of the Secretary of War.]

THE CONTRABANDS.

It will be seen that the Quartermaster's Depart-
ment upon which, under the law of 17th July, pro-

viding for the employment of colored persons, tho

charge of such persons is chiefly imposed, has not

found itself burdened with their care, but that it

has, on the contrarv, derived valuable aid from their

labor, and in a considerable portion of its field of

operations has thus far suffered from a scant, rather

than from too great a supply of such labor. In
Louisiana, where, at one time, there were apprehen-
sions of cmbanassment from the number of refugees,

the reserve of a tract of rich land along the railroad

to Berwick's Bay opens up a territory in which
many thousands can be profi:ably employed, if placed

under proper regulation and control. At Port Royal
such persons have been extensively employed in the

work of the Quartermaster's Department, and in

cultivating some thousands of acres of the sea islands

of the coast, the products of which are used in the

support of themselves and families. In the opera-

tions of the army on the James river, and upon the

Potomac, in the fortifications of Washington, and as

laborers, teamsters, hostlers, in the landing and ship-

ping of stores, they have been of great service ; and
the demand for their labor has exceeded the supply
available.******
With this presentation of the past operations and

the present condition of the War Department, the

duty required of me by the act of Congress to make
an annual report is, in a great measure, fulfilled. It

is seen that a force has been placed by the people

of the United States at the command of the Gov-
ernment to maintain its authority, more mighty in

all the elements of warlike power than was ever be-

fore arrayed under one banner. How shall that

force be employed ? To smite the enemy on every

hand, to attack his armies and strong holds, to occupy

his ports, clear the great rivers of the West of hit

obstructions, and pause not until he is subdued, ii our

plain duty. Above all, it is our duty to disdain no

legitimate aid that may save the lives of our gallant

soldiers, diminish their labors, provide for their wants,

and lessen the burdens of our people.

No aphorism is more universally received, than

that " the sole object of a just war is to make the

enemy feel tho evils of his injustice, and by his suf-

ferings amend his ways, he must therefore be at-

tacked in his most accessible quarter." Tho power
of the rebels rests upon their peculiar system of

labor, which keeps laborers on their plantations to

support owners who are devoting their time and
strength to destroy our armies and destroy our Gov-

ernment. Whenever that system is in hostility to

tho Government, it is, in my opinion, the duty of

those conducting the war to strike down the system,

and turn against the rebels the productive power

that upholds the insurrection. Rightly organized

in the recovered territory, the laborers of the rebel

States will not only aid in 'holding fortified posi-

tions, but, their labor will, as in India, free the wdiite

soldier from the most unwholesome exposure of the

South, They will cultivate the corn and forage,

which will feed our cavalry and artillery horses, and

save the country a portion of the enormous burden

now attending their purchase and transport from

the North. This cultivation would have been of

greater advantage to us on the southeastern coast

than even that of tho great staple of the Sea

Islands.

Probably the people who remained upon these

islands, within protection of our armies, could, under

wise control, have supplied all the forage needed

this year by the forces in the Department of ihe
South. The full ration for a horse weighs twenty-
six pounds, that of a soldier three pounds.
An army, well organized and equipped fir active

operations, with a due proportion of cavalry, aitil-

lery and baggage trains, will have not less than ODe
horse or mule to every four soldiers; so that the
weight of food for the animals is more than double
that of the rations of the men.
How important an aid, how great an economy, in

a long contest, therefore, would there be in raising

by this cheap labor the greater part of the forage
alone for the Southern Department; thus, for a
greater portion of our wants, transferring the base
of supplies, now at New York, to Hilton Head or
New Orleans.

The Department has found it difficult to trans-
fer this labor from one part of the seat of war to

another. Local and family ties seem to be very
strong with these people, and with all-their faith in

the power and good will of our military command-
ers, it was found difficult to get volunteer laborers

to leave Port Royal for other depots.

A population of four millions, true to the interests

of the Union, with slight assistance from the army,
will, under proper regulation and government, be
of the greatest assistance in holding the territory

once recovered. The principal staples of the South
are the product exclusively of their labor. If pro-

tected upon the lands they have heretofore culti-

vated, with some organization, aud with support
from small detachments of loyal troops, they would
not only produce much of what is needed to feed
our armies and their trains, but they would forever
eut off from the rebellion the resources of a country
thus occupied.

The rebel armies move with ea e through portions
of the border States, living upon the country in

which our commanders find no supplies. The peo-
ple bring forth their hoards, and offer them to the
rebels for sale or gift. Protect the laboring popula-
tion, who are the majority in the greater part of
the South, in the possession of the land and its pro-

duets, and this great advantage will, for whatever
portion of the country we occupy, be transferred to

us. As soon as the coast is thoroughly occupied,

and the people organized, trade will revive. Cot-
ton, rice, sugar and other products will be exchanged
by the producer for what he needs. Their wants
will be supplied direct from the Northern factories,

and the cultivation of the great staples will enable
them to pay for what they use. A perfectly free

trade may thus again grow up between the North
and the South, and with greater or less rapidity it

will spread over the whole country as our forces

succeed in meeting and dispersing the rebel armies.

The greater part of the whole country which
formerly produced the sea island cotton is now
thoroughly restored to the Union. The laborers

are there—the soil and climate. It needs only as-

surance of protection to revive the cultivation of
the staple, as well as to produce vast quantities of
corn and forage for our troops. Since this war must
be conducted by marches and battles and sieges,

why neglect the best means to make them success-

ful, and their results permanent? It is worthy of
notice that, thus far, the portions of territory which,
once recovered, we have most firmly held, are pre-

cisely those in which the greatest proportion of
colored men are found. By their assistance, our
armies will be able permanently to operate in and
occupy the country; and in labor for the arm v, in

raising its and their own supplies, full occupation
can be given them, and with this, there will be
neither occasion nor temptation to them to emigrate
to a northern and less congenial climate.

Judging by experience, no colored man will

leave his home in the South, if protected in that

home. All possibility of competition from negro
labor in the North is avoided in giving colored men
protection and employment upon the soil which
they have thus far cultivated, and the right to which
has been vacated by the original proprietors, deepljr

involved in the crimes of treason and rebellion. No
great territory has been permanently reduced with-

out, depriving the leaders of its people of their lands

and property. It is these that give power and in-

fluence. Few men have commanding genius and
talent to exercise dangerous influence over their

fellow-men without the adventitious aid of money
and property. By striking down this system of
compulsory labor, wdiich enables the leaders of the

rebellion to control the resources of the people, the

rebellion would die of itself

Under no circumstances has any disposition to

servile insurrection been exhibited by the colored

population in any Southern State, wdiile a strong

loyalty to the Federal Government has been dis-

played on every occasion, and against every dis-

couragement. By the means suggested, rebellion

may be disarmed and subdued, swiftly and effectu-

ally, and the lives of our own people saved fron
slaughter on the battle-field. By the occupation of
all their forts on the Mississippi and the sea-coast, a

market will be opened in every rebel State for the
industry of our people to supply the wants of the

army, and also of a loyal population, in exchange
for the valuable products of their labor.

Another point of attack is by armed settlements

upon the vacant government lands in Florida and
Texas. Thousands in the Northern and Western
States are impatiently waiting the signal of military

movement to plant their homes in the best territory

of this continent, and bring it back to the Union, as

loyal States. So far from the Southern States being

invincible, no enemy was ever so vulnerable, if the

means at hand are employed against them. If your
proposition for compensated emancipation and a
voluntary return to loyalty be blindly rejected, still

the proper application of the means at command of

the Government cannot fail to accomplish the sup-

pression of the rebellion, and a restoration of those

peaceful relations which were designed to be estab-

lished forever on this continent by the union of the

States. EDWIN M, STANTON.
Secretary of War.

THE PEIOE OP PEACE.

Extract from the Rev. Dr. Putiiivui's Thanksgiving Sorroou.

Wc all want peace. We all wait and watch for

it more than they that watch for the morning. But
what peace ? How ? when ? on what terms ?

There are some, I suppose, whoso word is, or at

least their thought and their wish is, peace by any
means; peace at any price, instant peace, whatever

shall come after it. Let us see wdiat sort of peace

they would get, and at what price.

The price of peace to-day would be a concession

to all the demands of those who began the war with

rebellion and secession. The country must be cut

in twain ; vast territories, won by the valor or pur-

chased with the treasure of our forefathers, must ho

surrendered at the challenge of armed traitors, mil

become foreign. Our national highways—ours by
geography, by treaty, by use and necessity—must

pass under alien control, ami be subject to alien toll.

or interdict, Our river cities and thfl Capital itself

must be held in awe by foreign cannon frowuiug
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down from the opposite banks, and virtually held as

hostages to secure our future submission to what-

ever may bo demanded by an insolent anil trium-

phant foe. We must surrender the ports and forts

and strong places : the guardians of our commerce,

built with our money, lost through treachery, and

recovered by the powers of our fleets and armies.

Monroe and Norfolk, Newborn and Roanoke, Pulas-

ki and Key West, Pickens and Pensacola ; the

coasts of Texas ; New Orleans, Memphis, and the

river forts.

At this price, I presume we might have peace.

But what a peace ! Our nationality destroyed and

fone; our government prostrated in the hopeless

umiliation of impotence and defeat. The nations

of the earth pointing to us the finger of laughing

and exultant scorn at the sight of the young giant

crippled, dismembered and laid low, never more to

disturb their jealous fears or claim their unwilling

honor and respect. The principle of secession

established ; the Union virtually dissolved ; a pre-

mium put upon disloyalty and revolt; and every

State and smaller community left free in any mo-

ment of disappointment and passion, or whenever

its fancied interests may dictate, to break away,

carrying whatsoever plunder it can lay its hands on,

and at liberty to carry with it whatever other State

or community it can seduce or frighten iuto its fel-

lowship,—the government meanwhile left too weak

and contemptible to exercise restraint upon its ad-

versaries, or to offer any protection to its friends.

I said a crippled and prostrate giant, but not that;

but it will rather be proved never to have been any

giant at all, but only the clothes of one, stuffed with

bran, or inflated with gas ; no giant, but a pretender,

a bully and a coward, that has swaggered before the

world through a few years, to faint away at the first

rude touch, and collapse at the first pricking.

I think we are not ready to purchase peace at

such a price.

But suppose that from Christian meekness and

tender-heartedness, or rather, as the fact would be,

from base pusillanimity, we were to conclude to

take peace now, and such a peace, and at such a

price. Pardon the insult I may seem to east upon

my countrymen, by the bare supposition that they

might sink themselves to such a depth of baseness

and infamy. But just suppose it for a moment, and

that we had a treaty of peace engrossed on parch-

ment to-morrow. Would it be peace after all V

Surely, a peace paid for so dearly, obtained at the

sacrifice of everything that manly nations hold most

precious,— honor, fame, power, self-respect, the

memory of the fathers, and all the traditions of a

noble history,—surely it ought to be a real and a

stable peace, seeing that would be all that was left

to us. If it is ignominious, it ought at least to be

secure. But would it be? No, not for a month.

There would be many hundreds of miles of an arbi-

trary boundary line, and along that whole line two

angry and rival nations would stand facing each

other : we, hating them as the most proud and arro-

gant of nations, a nation that has humbled us into

the dust, and made us the scorn and loathing of

mankind and of our own better selves; and they,

despising us as a thousand times meaner and weaker

and more contemptible than they ever called us,

even in the old days of their truculent boasting and

defiance? Would peace continue along such a

border ? There would be armies scattered along

from post to post, on both sides; great standing

armies, almost as costly, and more demoralizing,

than actual war. And then collisions must arise

continually. The jeers and feuds of a rude soldiery

would lead to them. The vexatious intricacies of

traffic under a treaty would produce them. The
escape and pursuit of slaves over the border would

produce them. Everlasting intrigues, on both sides,

to detach a disaffected State or county, and bring

it over from one of the loose confederacies to the

other, would produce them. Preferences given, or

supposed to be given to foreign nations in advan-

tages of trade, would produce them. Misunder-

standings and mutual vexations about the use of

those rivers and other lines of traffic and trade

which must be used in common, would produce

them. We cannot number the causes that would be

operating every day to produce collisions. And
then, all the old issues that produced the present

-conflict would remain unsettled, and ever ready to

break into further wars. A treaty of peace would

have to be more complicated than the old Constitu-

tion was. It would involve more questions of doubt-

ful interpretation, lead to more misunderstandings,

and mutual imputations of bad faith. It would be

absurd to expect that if the Constitution could not

preserve peace, a mere treaty could do it any better.

So it would not be peace we should get—or only

the name, not the thing. It would be but a brief

armistice, in which we should have disbanded a por-

tion of our forces, and given up all the advantages

we have acquired in the posssesion of the harbors

and strong places of the South, and then fighting

again and again-—an everlasting, chronic, intermit-

tent war; fighting to weariness or exhaustion, and

the resting and recruiting to fight again. What a

heritage of strife and hate and impoverishment to

transmit to our posterity !

Is it such a peace as that that we could welcome

with joy and thanksgiving ? Could we celebrate

its anniversary from year to year, with bonfires and

salvoes of cannon, and all the demonstrations of

public joy and pride? Is it such a peace as we
shall be happy and proud to have recorded in our

nation's history ?—a peace, the first article of which

would be to us eternal infamy and humiliation, and

the only effect of which would be to inaugurate

everlasting war ? None but a coward or a traitor

would think for a moment of purchasing such a

peace at such a price. Humanity could not wel-

come it. A Christian cannot pray for it. The
angels in heaven could not sing a note of their

Bethlehem song to celebrate it. A righteous God
could not grant it, except to a debased people, that

has bartered away its heritage, and is no longer

worthy to rule or to exist.

fear, actually believed he had done a wise thing,

and persisted. He raised his crest, and darted out

his tongue, he waved his scaly tail more fiercely

than ever, he spit his venom in floods, until, in self-

defence, the javelin of Emancipation was driven into

his heart. Slavery dies by its own hand; its worst

enemies have been its friends; Gov. Wise hurt it

more than John Brown; Preston Brooks dealt it

more fatal blows than Charles Sumner ; Floyd
knocked away a more powerful prop than Wendell
Phillips; and Jefferson Davis has wounded it more,

mortally than Garrison. *

Thus, my friends, it ever is. The arch-traitor is

always taken in his own trap; the father of lies

always tells too many; the original murderer ends
in suicide. The highways of history are dotted all

along with the trees on which the devil has hung
himself with his own rope. It is not so weighty a

matter after all to confound the wiles of the devil

!

—Rev. O. B. Frothingham.
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WAILING IN SODOM.

The continuance of this contest involves increased
suffering. The evils that follow in the train of this

calamitous visitation grow more direful with every
day. Other hearts than those now aching with
anxiety and bleeding from bereavement are rent

with grief, and the friend who sympathized with
some afflicted one yesterday, to-day weeps bitter

tears over his own sorrow. The iron is driven the

deeper, and our burdens become more and more
heavy. And though more than eighteen months
have passed away since the strife was begun, the

end seems more distant than it appeared to be a
twelve-month since. Hope after hope has gone out
in darkness, and expeditions we had fondly cher-

ished have turned out to be miserable delusions.

So often have we been disappointed and deceived,

that now our faith rejects every promise, and turns
away from every sign. Our foe is as active and
determined and powerful as ever he was, and the
agent that was to compel foreign nations to inter-

vene and put an end to this wicked and infamous
contest, has not been potent enough to accomplish
that end.

We stand alone. Vast hosts are mustering to

repeat in stronger force and with more obstinate
courage the attempts that have been made, and
strongholds, hitherto unattacked, will have to bear
the most furious onslaughts the enemy, with his

wonderful resources of ingenuity and material,

capable of making. To frustrate his well-conceived

plans, to repel these terrible attacks, we have to de-

pend entirely upon ourselves. The foe will do its

utmost; military genius and knowledge, the bound-
less credit of the Government, the best mechanical
skill—mind, money, muscle—have all combined to

insure success.

And while these tremendous efforts are being put
forth—while our homes are darkened by the shadow
of the death angel's wing, and our bosoms wrung
with anguish—while we are enduring grievous priva-

tions and hardships, and our soldiers are almost
naked, we stand alone. It is true, foreign tongues
mention our name with respect and admiration. It

is true, our fortitude and gallantry have received

abundant reward in glowing words of praise, and in

warm, heartfelt wishes for success. But sympathy
and admiration have afforded no substantial assist-

ance, and all unaided we brace our nerves for the
dreadful conflict.

—

Charleston (S. C.) Courier.
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THE DEVIL IS AN ASS.

But it has been reserved for us to see the com-

plete stultification of the evil one. He never had

a fairer field for his operations than this country

afforded, and he was among the very first to occupy

it; he came the same year with the Puritans; he

lost no time, he insinuated himself into the social

relations of the people, he wormed himself into the

government, he lubricated all great persons with his

slime, he fascinated statesmen with his charmed
eyes and glittering scales, he captivated them with

his glozing tongue; so guilelessly he did it, so in-

geniously, with such plausible reasoning, that before

we were aware of his designs, he had gained a po-

litical, social, and even moral supremacy. He had
corrupted nearly all the public men, he had the ear

of the Executive, he sufled the ballot-box ; there

seemed to be no reason why, with prudent manage-
ment, he should not become the preponderating

force in the nation, why he should not at last be-

come the one force; and he would have done it if

he had not outwitted himself, if he had not incon-

tinently showed his hand. Good men did next to

nothing. God maintained his awful reserve. There
was a wonderful, a prodigious silence on the part of

all who might have spoken ; the two or three voices

that were raised were drowned forthwith in the

popular clamor, or smothered by the popular indif-

ference. It was as if the moral world stood still to

see the self-conviction of evil. Underground, swift

and sure, burrowed the old serpent; now and then

showing his head in some outrage on civilization, but
straightway drawing it in again; so cunning, so

wary, so wise, so deep, so expert in covering Ins

track, tiiat none thought to scotch him. It was the

wiliest game up to a certain point, and then it was
the craziest. Every master-stroke of policy was
the best thing that could have been done for God.
He offered a price for the head of Garrison, and
made Garrison known; he insulted Dr. Channing,
and startled Phillips to his feet; he mobbed Phil-

lips, and raised up anti-slavery orators by the score;

he agonized to get the Fugitive Slave Law, and
created the Republican party; lie broke down the

Missouri Compromise, and let the angel of the

North into his dominions; he invaded Kansas, and
unearthed John Brown; he hung John Brown, and
multiplied avengers by the thousand. At Sumter,
he was idiot enough to shock the last remaining
sentiment of Northern honor. Hell should have
deposed him for that blunder. Pandemonium should

have excommunicated him for such a piece of non-
sense; the fiends should have put the zany's cap on
his head. Still there was another chance; the last

hour had not come. He might still mutter the black
Pater Noater, and shed the hypocritical tear, and
retire to his cave for a new rehearsal of his part.

Nobody wanted to bruise his head severely ; most
would have been glad to see it safely sheltered in its

hole,—many begged him to draw it in. But the
madman, absurdly imputing this kind advice to

THE PEESIDLNT'S MESSAGE.

It is said that once there was a man who thought
that if he should run two miles, he could jump over
a mountain. When, after his run, he reached the

base of the mountain, he sat down to rest. We are
reminded of this individual by the President's Mes-
sage. Taking a hundred days' start, he nears the

base of his mountain ; but, it seems, is very tired,

and sits down to rest. He nods. Never did wide-
awakes usher in a more heavy-eyed President.

Here, evidently fallen asleep, he takes to dreaming
of the year 1900! Is it that despairing of the
present, he is turning his attention to future salva-

tion ? It will doubtless occur to many that we have
about as much as we can attend to, to deal with
December, 1862, without undertaking the burthens
of the second generation from this. Possibly that
generation may have brains of its own to deal with

its own affairs.

The President says that slavery is the cause of

the war; the cause of its continuance; that we can
have no peace so long as it exists. Then his propo-
sition can only amount to a proposition to continue
the war until the year 1900

!

To get any gleam of hope from this Message is

like trying to extract sunbeams from cucumbers;
so much is said to the point of that which is nothing
to the point ; but the least objectionable thing in it

is that he indicates an intention to adhere to hi;

Proclamation. The question, however, arises: ii

the President means to carry out his edict of free-

dom on the New Year, what is all this stuff" about
gradual emancipation?
The guns of our navy and army cover to-day one

million slaves. Will the President, on that day,
strike the fetters from that million now in the reach
of his arm ? Let him attend to that, and, for God's
sake let the twentieth century alone! He is our
President, not that of posterity.

The new articles for the Constitution are ludi-

crous, and one can hardly believe that Orpheus C.

Kerr did not have his pocket telegraph on the lines,

and so manage- to insert several paragraphs. One
of these articles gravely imports that after we have
got a State free, from slavery, and the slaves paid
for, if that State wants to reestablish slavery, it

may quietly do so, only it must pay us back our
money

!

One sentence in the Message strikes us as disin-

genuous. It says, " Some would abolish it suddenly,

and without compensation; some would abolish it

gradually, and with compensation." As if the idea

of compensation had anything to do with the gradu
alness of emancipation ! The President must be
hopelessly ignorant if he does not know that all but
a very few emancipationists in this country are in

favor of striking at slavery directly and immedi-
ately ; that they believe that slavery can be reached
only by the war power, which, from its very nature,

acts upon an exigency ; and that many emancipa-
tionists favor compensation.

The fact is, the President seems to be a man of

inadequate calibre; he does not comprehend his

position. He has exhausted himself, apparently, in

taking tip the gauntlet which the South threw down.
Either bis theory is true, or else that Mephistophcles,
Seward, is paralyzing his powers. If he can east

him off", and prove to be a man, we shall rejoice to

retract this estimate of him.

—

Commonwealth.

LETTEE FEOM McCSLELLAH TO POETEE.

In the course of the hearing before the court mar-
tial at Washington, in Fitz John Porter's case, on
the 4th inst., a question was put to Gen. Pope, in

giving his testimony, which drew out the fact that

Gen. Porter showed him a dispatch to himself from

McCleilan, at a conversation between them at Fair-

fax Court House, Sept. 2d. Thereupon Gen. Por-

ter produced the dispatch in the court, which Gen.
Pope recognized as the one mentioned, as follows:

" War Department, Sept. 1, 5:30 p. m.

Major-Gen. Fits John Porter—I ask you, for my sake
anil tiiat of the country anil the old army of the Poto-

mac, that you and all my friends will lend the fullest

and most cordial co-operation to Gen. Pope in all the
operations now going on. The honor of our arms now
depends upon the cheerful co-operation of all in the

field. This week is the crisis of our fate. Say the
same things to all my friends in the army. This is

the last request I have to make—that, for our coun-
try's sake, you will give to Gen. Pope the same assist-

ance you have given to me. I am in the defences at

Washington, and will render all protection in cover-

ing your retreat, should it be necessary.

(Signed) Geo. B. McCleu,an."

The production of this dispatch, it is said, created

quite a sensation, and no wonder. In what an illus-

trious position it places McCleilan !

—

Boston Courier.

This is a case where dates are important. The
battles in which Gen. Porter failed to aid Gen. Pope
occurred on the 28th, 20th and 30th of August.

Gen. McClcHan's communication to Gen. Porter is

dated after the battles, on the evening of the first

day of September. We cannot help thinking that

Gen. McClellan's portion would be considerably

more " illustrious," if it had been written and dated

at Alexandria some days previous to those battles.

Being dated after the battles had taken place, Gen,
McCleilan, in writing and sending it, betrayed a

consciousness that his " friends" in the army of the

Potomac, including Gen. Porter, had failed to aid

Gen. Pope as they should have done.— Worcester

THE TWENTY-NINTH
NATIONAL ANTI-SLAY1SEY SUBSCRIP-

TION ANNIVEfiSAEY.
In view of the colossal magnitude of the Southern

rebellion, on the one hand, and of the corresponding

efforts for its suppression by the American Govern-

ment, on the other, the Managers of the National
Anti-Slavery Subscription Annivebsart have

deemed it expedient to defer their ANNUAL AP-
PEAL to this late period—not knowing what events

might occur, in the mean time, to render a modifica-

tion or suspension of their established plan of action

desirable, and wishing to be guided by the highest

wisdom in such a momentous crisis.

Reverently recognizing in this awful visitation the

hand of God in righteous judgment for our great na-

tional transgression, and trusting it may mercifully

end in the total extinction of chattel slavery throughout

the land ; believing that the Proclamation of President

Lincoln, emancipating forever all slaves held in States

found in rebellion on the first day of January, 1863,

will, if energetically and uncompromisingly- enforced,

inflict a staggering blow upon that fearfully oppressive

system ; they, nevertheless, feel that the uncertain-

ties of civil war are too great, and the expedients of

governmental and political organizations too unreliable,

to justify, for one moment, any abatement of vigilance,

activity, zeal, liberality, and determination,, on the

part of those who have so long and so disinterestedly

consecrated themselves to the godlike work of imme-

diate and universal emancipation, joyfully "hearing

the cross and despising the shame." With no person

al or sectional feelings to indulge, no selfish ends to

promote, no party or sectarian objects to attain,—ani-

mated by the deepest religious sentiment and tin

purest patriotism,— it is not for such to commit thei:

sacred cause to other hands, to be lulled into inaction

even by the most cheering signs of the times, to re-

gard their special mission as accomplished, or to aban-

don their organized efforts and efficient instrumental

ties which have hitherto been crowned with such ani-

mating results. Their work is, by Divine help, the

extermination of slavery, root and branch; and so

long as one slave remains in his fetters, and they are

able to plead his cause, that work wi!l not have been

accomplished. They must continue to be "the forlorn

hope" to the end, leading the way, and taking upon

themselves the brunt of the conflict, until the vietory

be won, the captives set free, and liberty the birth-

right and possession of every inhabitant of our land,

from sea to sea.

Granted, that the Anti-Slavery cause has grown

from infantile weakness to manly strength—from uni-

versal proscription to respectful public consideration

—

from an apostolic number of adherents to a multi-

tudinous host. Granted, that it is Slavery which is the

sole cause of the Rebellion, and that the suppression

of the one may necessitate the forcible overthrow of

the other. Granted, that the Emancipation Proclama-

tion of President Lincoln, if it can be enforced, will

include nearly three fourths of the entire slave popu-

lation. Granted, that the rebels themselves, despair-

ing of achieving their independence in any other way,

may proclaim freedom to their bondmen, and thus se-

cure their loyal cooperation. Still, we have to deal

with stern realities, and must not allow ourselves to

be deluded by mere possibilities which may never be

fulfilled. Still, it must be remembered that no blow

will be struck at the slave system, as such, by the

Proclamation ; for slavery will continue to be recog-

nized and protected, under the old constitutional guar-

anties, in all the so-called loyal slave States, and possi-

bly reinstated in every rebel State, under the shield of

State sovereignty, after its subjugation and the with-

drawal of the Eederal armies. Still, it is manifest

that a powerful pro-slavery sentiment exists through-

out the North, deadly hostile to every scheme of ema:

cipation, defiantly claiming a strong reaction of public

sentiment on its side, intent on persecuting and ostra-

cising all who are obtaining their freedom by flight

and the chances of war, and leaving nothing undone to

get the control of the government, so as to make the

most humiliating concessions to the South, and recon-

struct the Union on a permanent slaveholding basis.

Under these perilous circumstances, therefore, there

must be no indulgence given to the pleasing illusion

of fancy, or to an undue exaltation of mind. The
struggle for the abolition of slavery may yet be pro-

tracted for years ; and, unquestionably, it will be fierce-

ly contested to the end by all that is hostile to impar-

tial liberty, North as well as South. "We must gird up

our loins anew, make a fresh consecration of our m
and powers, labor with increasing devotedness, and

ask for a discharge from this warfare only with the

termination of our mortal life, or the liberation of all

in bondage.

The Managers of the National Anti-Slavery
Subscription Anniversary give notice, therefore

that it will be held, as usual, in Boston, the last

week in January, 1863; and to that annual gathering

they cordially and urgently invite all who abhor trea-

son, love liberty, desire peace and reconciliation on an

enduring basis, and seek the unity, happiness and

prosperity of our now distracted, fearfully guilty, but

we trust to be regenerated country—bringing with

them (or sending, if they are not able to give their

personal attendance) as generous contributions and

donations as their means will allow, causing "the

riches of their liberality to abound" even in "the
abundance of their poverty,"—assured that the pro-

ceeds thus obtained will be sacredly used, under the

auspices of the American Anti-Slavery Society.

as hitherto, to disseminate light and knowledge on the

subject of slavery by voice and pen, through the press

and by the lecturing agent—to quicken the religious

sentiment, inform the understanding, stimulate the

conscience, soften the heart, and so effect that mighty

moral change in public opinion which is essential to

the banishment of all complexional hatred and oppres-

sion, and, consequently, to the reign of universal jus-

tice and good will. It should be remembered that the

pecuniary resource of the Society is largely depend

ant upon this instrumentality ; and as its treasury is

now empty, it is vitally important for its continued

operations that prompt and liberal aid should be ren-

dered in the manner already indicated.

To those every where who have so long and so gen-

erously aided us, we present our annual appeal, trust-

ing it may be so ordered by the God of the oppressed

that no renewal of it will be needed, by reason of the

speedy and complete consummation of our labors and

aspirations.

Mary May,

Lydia D. Parker,

Louisa Loring,

Henrietta Sargent,

Sarah Russell May,

Helen E. Garrison,

Anna Shaw Greene,

Caroline C. Thayer,

Mattie Griffith,

Mary Jackson,

Evelina A. Smith,

Caroline M. Severance,

Elizabeth Gay,

Ann Rebecca liramhall,

Sarah P. Remond,

Mary Willey,

Abhy II. Stephenson,

Sarah J. Nowell,

Elizabeth von Arnim,

Eliza Apthorp,

Sarah Cowing,

Sai'ah II. Southwick,

Mary Elizabeth Sargent,

Sarah C. Atkinson,

Abby Francis,

Mary Jane Parhnan,

Georgina Otis,

h'fit/icriiie Earle Farnum.

TEE CONTRABANDS AT POET ROYAL.

Rev. Mansfield French, who has recently been en-

gaged in preaching among the contrabands of Port

Royal, delivered an address at the Tremont Temple,
on Sunday evening, before a large audience.

Gov. Andrew presided, and said that a few weeks
ago, while on a visit to the national capital, he had
formed the acquaintance of the lecturer of the eve-

ning, Mr. French, the Chaplain of the 1st Regiment
South Carolina Volunteers. Gov. Andrew also re-

ferred to his own pleasure in assisting Mr. French in

his efforts in behalf of free institutions in the South.

He said that Mr. French's narrative had so interest-

ed him, that he could not allow Mm to return without

visting Boston, and laying before a portion of the

Massachusetts people what the Lord himself had been

doing through him. Gov. Andrew spoke in eloquent

language of the comprehensive and nobie views Brig.

Gen. Saxton had taken and carried out, in his capacity

as Military Governor of South Carolina.

Mr. French was warmly welcomed by the audience.

He said that he had not come to plead the cause of

universal freedom here, for this State had stood up
nobly for the cause. But he would allude to his labors

in the Department of the South, consisting of South
Carolina and Florida, which he considered one of the

most remarkable divisions of the country, and a pivot

or hinge on which the future of the nation was turn-

ing.

He said when the negroes were asked when the war
would be over, their ready answer was: "When the

rebels are all killed." If asked when that would be,

they replied :
" When you give us a fair chance,

massa."

In describing the course of different military direc-

tors, he said Gen. Sherman had pursued a two-fold

policy, he had addressed the fortifications with shot

and shell, and they succumbed; and he had addressed

the people with honied words, but he had not captured

them. But Hunter had used words of fire, and though

he had been compelled to retract his Proclamation,

God had made it spirit and power. Mitchell had been

a great, noble, and useful man, but Hunter was the

man for the place, (applause,) and he was ably second-

ed by Gen. Saxton and Admiral Dupont. These three

were agreed in their views on the true policy to be
pursued, and the rights of labor.

The negroes were witling to work. There were
now 20,000 at Port Royal, and but for late planting

and the seven years' worm, their cotton crop would
have been large. Their corn crop, however, and the

vegetables they have furnished the troops frith, have
been of great value. They have supported them-
selves, and many have laid by §50 to $100 to buy
themselves homes in the old Carolina. Uncle Sam's
Commissioners are surveying the land for sale. (Ap-

plause.)

The religion of the contrabands was Mr. French's

next topic, and he spoke of it as vital and substantial,

though their real want was teachers for the intellect,

and not for the soul.

The colored man as a soldier was able and willing.

Gen. Hunter kept a colored regiment five months, and
had to disband it for want of funds, but Saxton had
now 5000 of them. The lecturer had gone along the

coast with an expedition, and found the negroes eager

to enlist and be furnished with arms. In the skir-

mishes they had with the enemy, the negroes had
stood up to the work like heroes, and Captain Budd
of the Potomska testifies over his signature that they
had fought with almostthe coolness of veterans. The
lecturer, after having spoken an hour and forty min-
utes, closed with urging the importance of instructing

the negro in the school of arms. His lecture was
deeply interesting, and frequently applauded.

*

2^= We invoke special attention to the Appeal of

the Managers of the National Anti-Slavery Subscrip-

tion Anniversary, which, although issued at n much
later period than usual, (for the reasons therein con-

siderately set forth,) needs no long delay, we tniBt, on

the part of the true-hearted, unfaltering friends of the

cause, to ensure such a liberal response as its claims

deserve and its present exigencies require. " One
[gat, BJJBT effort now !

"

A Work for the Times. Lee & Shepherd, Bos
ton, have just published a most racy, brave, outspoken

clear-sighted, uncompromising work, such as the times

demand, entitled "Diary, from March 4, 1861, to No-

vember 12, 1862, by Adam Gukowski." It is touch-

ingly and significantly "dedicated to the widowed
wives, the bereaved mothers, sisters, sweethearts, and
orphans in the Loyal States." In this Diary the au-

thor has fearlessly recorded what he beard and saw
Washington, and what he heard from others on whose

veracity he could implicitly rely, during the time cov
ered by it. "Perhaps," he says, "these pages may
in some way explain a phenomenon almost unexam-
pled in history,—that twenty millions of people, brave

;

highly intelligent, and mastering all the wealth of

modern civilization, were, if not virtually overpower
ed, at least so long kept at bay by about five million:

of rebels."

For sale by all Booksellers. Price §1.25.

ft^f The volume just published by Thomas Ham-
ilton, 48 Beekman Street, New York, and R. F. Wall-

cut, 221 Washington Street, Boston, entitled "The
Black Man— his Antecedents, his Genius, and his

Achievements, by William Wells Brown," will

accomplish its purpose, which is to " vindicate the Ne-

gro's character, and show that he is endowed with

those intellectual and amiable qualities which adorn

and dignify human nature." Besides the personal

sketches of meritorious colored persons, from Benja-

min Bannaker, of astronomical repute and pure Afri-

can origin, to Sir Edward Jordan, tiie present Mayor
of Kingston, Jamaica, who in 1850 was elevated to

the dignity of Knighthood by Queen Victoria, and

who, in a literary point of view, is considered one of

the first men of that island, it contains a graphic

moir of the author, who is himself a living refutation

of all the aspersions so ignorantly or maliciously cast

upon the colored race. As a public lecturer, M;
Brown holds a prominent rank by his fluency of

speech, dramatic talent, excellent elocution, sparkling

wit and humor, argumentative and persuasive power,

and range of intelligence. His former works, "Cio-

telle," " Sketches of Places and People Abroad,"
"Miralda, or the Beautiful Quadroon," &c., w
highly creditable to his literary ability, and won for

him great praise on both sides of the Atlantic. For
instance, the Scotch Independent, in noticing his

" Three Years in Europe," published ten years ago,

said of Mr. Brown :

—

" He is no ordinary man, or he could not have sc
remarkably surmounted the many difficulties and im-
pediments of his training as a slave. By dint of reso-
lution, self-culture, and force of character, he has ren-
dered himself a popular lecturer toa British audience,
and a vigorous expositor of the evils and atrocities o!

that system whose chains he has shnken off so tri-

umphantly and forever. We may safely pronounce
William Wells Brown a remarkable man, and a full

refutation of the doctrine of the inferiority of the
negro."

Theodore D. Weld. The Worcester Spy, of

Monday, pays the following compliment:

—

" The meetings of the Anti-Slavery Society, Sun-
day afternoon and evening, derived their chief inter-

est from the address of Theodore D. Weld. The at-
tendance, however, being limited in a large degree to
the friends of this branch of anti-slavery organization,
many citizens, to whom Mr. Weld should have spoken,
lost an opportunity such as is rarely given them to

enjoy. His constitutional and historical argument
against secession was a clear, logical and earnest state-

ment of the one issue between the government and
the rebellion—rising at times into passages of singular
eloquence, and delivered with dramatic impressive-
nessnnd power. Mr. Weld's twenty-six years' absence
from the platform has not impaired the strength and
glow of bis faculties ; and he has apparently many
years of influence and usefulness yet before him.
We trust that at some future time he will return to
Worcester, and, under favorable auspices, give all our
citizens an opportunity of hearing one of the very few
able addresses which the times have produced."

Arrangements can be made with those who would

like to have Mr. Weld lecture in their several places,

by addressing letters to Samuel May, Jr. or to Parker
Pillsbury, Anti Slavery Office, Boston.

Frozen to Death. Since Saturday, the weather

has become suddenly and severely cold. It is stated

that six of our pickets in the Army of the Pototnao
weir frozen to death on Saturday night, while at

Camp Misery, Alexandria. Seven more died from

the effects of the cold.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.

In an admirable discourse, entitled " The New
Birth of Christ," delivered by Rev. M. D. Conway,
at the Music Hall on Sunday last, this idea was ex-

pressed in regard to the present duty of our country :

—

We must advance, from the establishment of emanci-
pation for the sake of policy, to the establishment of

universal freedom for the sake of justice.

This just and Christian idea is one to which Presi-

dent Lincoln has not attained even in theory. The
recognition of this truth, involving a duty impera-

tively binding on himself, seems never yet to have
entered his mind. He writes gravely, earnestly, seri-

ously. Unless we suppose him an accomplished hypo-

crite, as selfishly base and false as Seward himself, we
must assume that he means and believes what he

says; and that his scheme of gradual and compen-
sated emancipation really springs in part from a rude

sense of justice, akin to that felt by a Turkish pacha,

when he strangles a baker for giving light weight.
" Honest Abe" probably wishes to do right; means

to execute justice. But when he thinks of doing jus-

tice, he thinks only of what is due to the slaveholder,

never of what is due to the slave. And when he
thinks of the slaveholder, he constantly recurs to that

idea which he sucked in with his mother's milk, that

a man has a right to his property ; to his " niggers,"

whom he has bought and paid for, as much as to any
other property. When the exigence of the State

takes away this kind of property for (he public wel-

fare, it is to be paid for, just as much as the horses

are to be paid for which are seized for army use; but

the President (Kentuckian by birth and Illinois man
by education) seems no more to have conceived the

idea of anything being due to the slave from this na-

tion, than to the horse. He quietly and firmly holds

his ground against two opposite ideas, which he con-

siders prejudices: that of the "loyal slaveholder," (so

called,) who is determined to keep his slaves in spite

of the opposing necessities of bis country, and that of

the abolitionist, who believes the slave to have "an
nalicnable right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness," and thus to be entitled to compensation

on bis side, for the life-long robbery that has been

exercised upon him. The President has one side of

the shield in full view, and sees, and knows, that it is

a silver shield. He has not only never looked at the

other side, but he remains perfectly unconscious that

there is any need of looking at it,

The President has not even attained to the view of

our affairs lately reached by llev. Dr. Putnam, of

Eoxbury, and stated, with sublime impudence, in a

sermon lately preached and published by him. You
know, he said to his hearers, that I have never been

an abolitionist, and have never preached the ideas be-

longing to that theory. But a new state of things has

arisen. " God has become an abolitionist," and who
are we, that we should stand out against Him 'i It is

absolutely necessary that we should follow His lead.

" God has become an abolitionist" ! This Reverend

time-server, this pillar in the Unitarian church, has

no idea of admitting that God has always been an

abolitionist, and that he and his sect have always been

grossly culpable in their complicity with slavery. So
he represents that God has changed His policy, and

that he, like a faithful servant, makes a corresponding

change. Dr. Putnam can read the signs of the times,

and note the changes of wind and tide, as well as the

American Tract Society. Unitarians and Orthodox

alike feel the necessity of tacking, to avoid the break-

ers; but neither seems inclined either to repentance

or reformation.

But Mr. Lincoln does not yet see even that God is

an abolitionist. In every step that he has yet taken,

by compulsion of circumstances, against slavery, he has

spoken apologetically for his action, urging the neces-

sity as his excuse. He probably uttered the exact

feeling and wish of his heart when he said to the

Chicago delegation that, if he could save slavery and

the Union both, he would do it. Not being able to

save both, he urges the superior value of the latter as

his excuse for giving up the former. He acknowl-

edges the loyal slaveholder's right to compensation.

He admits the impious claim of ownership in the flesh

and bones of men and women. The right of property

in man is, in his view, not only valid, but sacred.

He speaks regretfully of the fact that some of the

Northern people disregard "the legal obligation" to

give up fugitives to the claim of cruelty or lust. He
fears that this tendency "cannot be perfectly cured."

He assumes that the liberation of slaves is really a

destruction of the property of slaveholders. He begs

for compromise and concession, alike from the advo-

cates of liberty and those of slavery, as if each stood

on equal grounds of right and justice. In direct op-

position both to natural probability and to the expe-

rience of the British West India Islands, he assumes

that immediate liberation of the slaves would produce

more derangements and troubles than gradual emanci-

pation. He assumes that vagrant destitution must
largely attend immediate emancipation, and that this,

for the slaves, would be a worse evil than continuance

in slavery: an assumption at once injurious and in-

sulting to the slaves, especially as he is able, if he

will, to endow them with the lands forfeited by their

rebel masters, thus administering justice, by one act,

to both parties. He admits, as valid, the absurd pre.

tenee that the present generation of slaveholders are

not accountable for the continuance of slavery; and

he admits the equal absurdity that the use of cotton

and sugar implicates the Northern user in the main-

tenance of slavery.

The President proposes two articles bearing upon

slavery as amendments of the Constitution of the

United States. The second of these, enacting a

measure of partial justice to such of the slaves as may
obtain actual freedom by the chances of war at any

time during the rebellion, he does not propose as a

measure of justice, but apologizes for (in the Message)

because " it would be impracticable to return to bond-

age the class of persons therein contemplated."

The first of these amendments, however, if adopted,

would bo an unspeakable disgrace and injury to the

Constitution, introducing the words " slave " and
"slavery" into it, (which the decency of our fathers

carefully kept out,) and also formally allowing the in-

definite continuance of the thing, slavery.

None of these amendments provide, either at

present or in the future, for the extinction of slavery
;

and the first and principal one does not provide for

emancipation at all, only for compensation to the mas-

ters, if they shall think fit to emancipate within thirty-

seven years. And the article provides, not only that

any State may refuse its consent to this arrangement,

and keep its slave system, but that any State which

lias relinquished slavery and received its compensa-

tion may again establish or tolerate shivery on paying

back the money received. The Constitution, on re-

ceiving such an addition, would become more than ever

a covenant witli death and an agreement with boll.

The Colonization scheme, upon which the Presi-

dent insists, as important, and which forms the third

of his proposed amendments to the Constitution, pro-

vides that the frecdmen be colonized " with their own
consent." This would seem quite unexceptionable,

indeed benevolent, to a foreign observer unacquainted

with the systematic injustice practised towards the

colored people all through this country. There are

many ways to persecute those whom we hate, and it

is common enough to hate those whom we have in-

jured. That old handmaid of slavery, the American

Colonization Society, made the same verbal provision

about the "consent" of the men whom it carried off

to the unhealthy coast of Africa; yet one of its agents

felt constrained to testify that some of its emigrants.

were "as truly coerced as if they had been driven

with a cart-whip." Thus it will he, to a gnat extent,

With those who shall become free through the opera-

tion of tiiis war. Whatever legal arrangements may
be made in regard to them, many of the white people,

ex-slaveholders in the Month and negro-haters in the

North, will do nil they can to embarrass the working
of the new lyetera ; to keep up the old Gtigma of

caste, and to represent, black as practically Inferior to

white. No wonder if some, under these circum-

stances, shall be discouraged, and "consent" to their

own expatriation. On the other hand, all honor to

those who, seeing their own right to liberty and the

pursuit of happiness in this their native country, see-

ing the utter injustice of the prejudice and persecu-

tion directed against them, and seeing that it can bet-

ter be faced and lived down now than at any future

time, Bhall stand in their lot here, persist in demand-
ing the position which self-respect and human aspira-

tion claim, and improve the new opportunities now
falling to them, until even prejudice itself must cease

from accusation. Those who patiently and stead-

fastly apply themselves to this work will be efficient

laborers, not for negro rights only, but for human
rights. They will be true benefactors of the whole
family of man. And all just and candid whiteB should

realize the duty of working with them to this end.

The President elaborately argues several of the

points contained in ins Message. One of these trainB

of argument is doubly satisfactory, being not only
just in itself, but showing Mr. Lincoln to be capable

of progression
; capable of admitting a truth which

Kentucky and Illinois yet refuse. This is the section

on " the future of the emancipated slave," in which
he refutes the stupid old traditions that emancipation
will flood the North with negroes, and will interfere

with white labor both North and South. The truth

thus stated is the more creditable to the President, as

it shows the ncedlessness oi his colonization scheme.
In other cases, however, the arguments of the Mes-

sage repeat, and try to fortify, the old calumnies and
false assumptions of the advocates of slavery. One
of these false assumptions, the preferableness of grad-

ual to immediate emancipation, is bolstered up by two
more, equally false; the assertion that a temporary
continuance of slavery will "spare both race3 from
the evils of sudden derangements," and will save the

blacks from " the vagrant destitution which must

largely attend immediate emancipation."

In both these cases, the probable truth is reversed by
the statements of the Message. Vastly less trouble

would probably ensue from an emancipation abso-

lutely immediate and universal than from any other

course; and this method also would best and most
speedily relieve the "destitution" now suffered by
the slaves. As to "vagrancy," so much of it as

occurs among the slaves of rebels will be the greatest

of advantages to the Government. That is the very

state of things on all accounts most needful to be en-

couraged and stimulated. Let the slaves of rebels

run away as fast as possible; and let the President,

after directly addressing them with an invitation to

join the Union as freemen, save them from vagrancy

by assigning to them the lands forfeited by their mas-

ters, in all those portions of rebel States which our

armies occupy or can protect. As to vagrancy among
the liberated slaves of loyal masters, (if there be any
such,} that will depend entirely on the demeanor of

the masters themselves. In ninety-nine eases out of

a hundred, the freedmen will choose to remain where
they have hitherto lived, if good treatment is given,

and fair wages for labor offered, by their former mas-
ters.

As to social derangements and difficulties in the

South, the worst and most dreadful of those appre-

hended, namely, insurrection, is that which would be

most surely avoided by immediate emancipation, and
most surely precipitated by a formal renewal of the

legal and Constitutional sanction of slavery.

The slaves, thus far, with a patience and hopeful-

ness which have filled their friends with admiring

wonder, have abstained from violence against their

tyrants, trusting to some anticipated deliverence by
"the Lord" and "the Yankees." We have numer-
ous reports of their being killed by their masters, on
refusing to accompany their flight before the Federal

armies, none of violence inflicted on the masters, or

their families, by the slaves who left them. Wherever
our forces have gone in the rebel country, slaves have
come out to join them, and always with the same ac-

count, that they had been waiting for deliverance, and
expecting it. The slaves know that this war concerns

them, and feel sure that it will work out their eman-
cipation. Even where they are not welcomed by the

Northern forces, even where they are repelled with

insult, they wait in hope, trusting with sublime faith

that the war will somehow result in their freedom,

and always ready to work or fight for that consumma-
tion as soon as they are permitted. Whenever this

patience of hope shall fade out in despair, whenever
the North shall definitively take towards them a posi-

tion as antagonistic as the South, whenever the action

of the President or of Congress shall show them that

nothing is to be expected in their behalf from the

government, or the army, or the people, then indeed

we may expect to see revenge and blood without

measure. If we are so mad as to allow the Presi-

dent's plans to go into effect, and allow those rebels

who submit, again to resume the slaveholding position

under U. S. authority, restore the Union as it teas,

and let the Slave Power again reign supreme, then,

indeed, as in St. Domingo, massacre will follow the

attempt atreenslavement. And who would wonder 1

A formal prolongation of slavery for thirty-seven

years, by special provision of the U. S. Constitution,

would be perpetual slavery to the generation now on
the stage. The President has the amazing hardihood

to assume that the expectation of freedom for their

children will content them! As if one particle of

confidence could he placed in the honor or honesty of

a nation that robs now, and promises to become honest

in a remote future; that plunders now, and engages

that posterity shall pay up ; that tyrannizes now, with

the understanding that they will bestow liberty thirty-

seven years- hence ! If the slaves could believe a
promise so absurd, or accept a proposal so impudent
and monstrous, they would indeed be the inferior race

that their lying masters have chosen to represent

them.

The only way of escape from a frightful waste of

life, and hideous scenes of slaughter and ruin, ut addi-

tion to the horrors of the present war, is to maki frimds

of the colored people, slave and free. And this is to

be done only by frankly and promptly putting our-

selves on their side, and inviting them to join our

side.

The sooner and the more thoroughly this is done,

the less chance will there be for derangements and

troublesome complications. A Proclamation of im-

mediate and universal freedom, addressed by ihe Presi-

dent to the stai-es, and certified to them as the real act

of the President by the sight of black regiments, uni-

formed and armed like the others, marching every-

where with our armies, would accomplish all parts of

the transition needful for our safety, quicker and bet-

ter than any other method.

The vacillations of President Lincoln will greatly

perplcx the future historian. Why, having the war
power in his hands, he did not proclaim emancipation

at the beginning—why, having proclaimed a restricted

measure of it, he did not push that with vigor—and
why, when the time for the beneficent action ot the

Proclamation approached, he impaired that action by
a MesBBge, running counter to it—all these are diffi-

cult of explanation. At present, we have the amaz-

ing Bpectacle of the chief of a great country, attacked

by a powerful and most dangerous enemy, having in

his possession a bomb which would instantly scatter

that enemy's forces, first letting that bomb remain

more than a year inactive, then discharging it with a
three months' fuse, and after two months, making
special exertions to extinguish the fuse! What but

in can be expected in a war so managed i

It now remains to he seen if Congress also will

disregard this last opportunity to save the nation.—

"\

Mavou WlGHTKiS Pkii:atkd— Good for Bos-
ton

!
On Monday last, the annual Municipal P.lec-

tiou took place in this city, which resulted in the

hoice of Hon. Frederick W. Lincoln tor Mayor by a

plurality of 1,200. Mr. Lincoln was the straight Bft-

pUDlloail candidate. His opponent was Joseph M.
Wightnuin, the present notorious incumbent, who had

the nomination and support of both the Democratic
and tin' People's parlies.
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THE CRISIS IN THE UNITED STATES.

Address of the Committee of the British and Foreign

Anti-Slavery Society.

The Committee of the British ami Foreign Anti-

Slavery Society, having observed, with the deepest

sorrow, the efforts which are being made to infuse

into the minds of the people of this country senti-

ments friendly to slavery, feel it to be their duty to

reiterate, and to commend to the serious consideration

of their fellow-countrymen, the fundamental princi-

ple of the anti-slavery movement in England; that

"slaveholding is a sin and a crime before God "
; and,

therefore, that unconditional emancipation, wherever

slavery is maintained, is alone consistent with the Di-

vine Law, and with the requirements of justice and

humanity.

While the Committee believe that the efforts re-

ferred to have not yet pervaded the community at

large, the tone and spirit of certain articles in a por-

tion of the public press, the misrepresentation and

perversion of facts, the biased addresses of many men
of influence, all witli the manifest tendency to be-

speak favor for those who are contending for the ex-

tension and consolidation of slavery, and to disparage

and discourage efforts directed to its extinction, im-

press the Committee with the painful conviction, that

in some quarters a demoralizing effect has been pro-

duced.

The Committee deplore, and regard with profound

grief, the fratricidal conflict between the two sections

of the American Union ; but, while anxious to avoid

expressing any opinion likely to be construed into an

approval of a war policy, they regard it as established

beyond disproof, that the South was not only the

aggressor, but designedly provoked an armed contest

with the United States Government, with the express,

sole object of founding a Confederacy to perpetuate

slavery. On the other hand, the United States Gov-

ernment, embracing the political anti-slavery party of

the North—commonly called the Republican party

—

has initiated and carried into effect measures in furth-

erance of negro emancipation, which entitle it to the

sympathy of all true friends of freedom. It has

enforced the statutes against slave-trading, which

former administrations, being pro-slavery, had allowed

to become inoperative, and has prosecuted slave-

traders to conviction and punishment ; it, has entered

into a new anti-slave trade treaty witli Great Britain,

conceding a right of search which former Govern-

ments, overruled by the Southern party, had stead-

fastly refused ; to promote the speedy settlement of

the Territories, by a non-slavcholding population, it

has enacted a Homestead Bill, giving a hundred and

sixty acres of land to every immigrant, irrespective

of his national origin; and, moreover, carrying into

effect the policy of Jefferson, ratified by act of Con-

gress in 1789, it has prohibited slavery forever in those

Territories, upon which issue alone the Southern

candidate for the Presidency was defeated at the elec-

tion which immediately preceded the present rebel-

lion ; it has also abolished slavery in the District of

Columbia ; it has virtually repealed the Fugitive

Slave Act, by prohibiting the rendition of slaves,

escaping from the rebel States to the lines of the

United States army, providing compensation on ac-

count of such as may belong to 103'al citizens ; it has

recognized and entered into diplomatic relations with

the Negro Republics of Liberia and Hayti; by the

Confiscation Bill—considerately made non-retrospect-

ive— it, in effect, proclaimed emancipation to the

slaves in the rebel States, within a specified period ; a

majority in Congress has ratified the President's plan

of compensated emancipation for such Slave States

as may elect to take advantage of it, and only re-

cently, the President lias announced that the details of

the measure will be submitted to the next Congress,

with a view to its immediate practical application;

lastly, the President has lately issued a Proclamation,

declaring absolulely and forever free all the slaves in

those States which shall be in rebellion on the 1st of

January next, and pointing to the measures in pro-

gress for the abolition of slavery in the loyal States,

upon the principle of indemnification.

While the Committee deprecate a resort to arms,

even with the avowed purpose of promoting the ex-

tinction of slavery, they reiterate the opinion, that

the friends of the slave, in the United States, under

whatsoever designation, have established a just claim

upon the sympathy of the friends of freedom through-

out Europe.

In this spirit, and with the object of evoking such

an expression of sympathy as shall encourage the

Emancipation party in the United States, in their most

difficult position, to persevere in their endeavors to

obtain justice for the slave, the Committee issue the

present address, earnestly commending it to the favor-

able consideration of their fellow-countrymen, and to

the friends of humanity in all lands.

On behalf the Committee,

THOMAS BINNS, Chairman.

S. A. Cfiamerovzow, Secretary.

27 Now Broad street, E. C, London, 17th Nov., 1862.

To His Excellency, Abraham Lincoln, President of

the United States of America:

Sib—It has seemed desirable to the Committee of

the British and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society to issue,

at the present crisis, an Address to the Friends of the

Anti-Slavery Cause, of which a copy is annexed.

In directing your attention to it, the Committee

would take advantage of the opportunity to assure

you of their personal respect and sympathy, and of

their appreciation of the exceeding great difficulties

of your position. Since your accession to office, they

have watched with deep interest the progress of

events, and especially the gradual development of a

policy tending to promote Negro Emancipation. If

certain measures in furtherance of that policy, and

some apparently inconsistent with it, have not recom-

mended themselves to the approval of the Committee,

they have, nevertheless, recognized the majority of

them with satisfaction as conducive, in the main, to

the interests of the enslaved portion of the African

race.

The Committee earnestly desire that the sanguinary

conflict between the two sections of the Union may
cease, and that, with the removal of the sole cause of

this strife, a way may open for a reconciliation upon

the enduring basis of a community of interests, and a

mutual forgiveness of injuries.

27 New Bond street, E. C, London, 17fch Nov., 18G2.

LETTEE PROM HENRY 0. WRIGHT.

The Proclamation—A Deacon voting for Slavery to put

down Abolitionism—McClellan acting in league with

Seymour and Co. to drive Union Democrats back into

the Party.

Hartwich, N. T., Nov. 25, 1862.

Dear Garrison—I rode all day in a stage last

week with some soldiers—officers—direct from the

Burnside army, and from Hunter's. They say the

Proclamation is the great theme and hope of those

armies; that the people of the North who deny that

Proclamation and speak of it lightly, have no idea

how much hope and determination it has infused into

the army of the Potomac and the Department of the

South. They say nothing ha3 so appalled the hearts

of the rebels, and that it has completely unsettled the

minds of the slaves all over Virginia and North and

South Carolina. They say the slaves, all over the

South, know of it, and of its general import. They

know and feel one fact— i. e,, that all slaves of

every rebel individual and rebel State, that are such

New Year's day, are to be free. They say, the slaves

are looking to New Year's, 1863, as a great day of

Jubilee to them ; when they, their wives and chil-

dren, are to be free, and no more to bo sold. They

say that Burnside and Hunter, and the leading officers

under them, as well as Kosecrans, will assuredly aid

in carrying out that Proclamation, and that nothing

would so surely demoralize the two armies under Burn-

si ie and Hunter as the revocation of that Proclama-

tion.

This is unquestionably true. That Proclamation,

defective as it lamentably is in morals, is the one

great masterstroke of policy in the conduct of the

war. The measure was inaugurated by Fremont, fol-

lowed by Phelps and Hunter; then by Congress, and

now by Lincoln. What Fremont, Phelps and Hunter

made local, Congress and the President have been

forced to make national by the necessities of the war.

The Proclamation does not claim to be based on con-

siderations of justice to the slave, but simply on the

necessities of the war. Deeply is it to be regretted

that we have not a man at the head of our affaire who

could issue a Proclamation of Freedom to every slave

as a matter of justice and right. But we have not,

and there is no hope that a politician, in or out of

office, will ever do any thing, touching political or

governmental affairs, as a matter of justice to the slave.

But, I welcome it as a war measure. I sympathize

with its object, so far as it goes—only wishing it had

swept slavery all away, avowedly, as it certainly will

do in fact, if executed at all. The slaves of rebels,

once freed, the slaves of loyalists will not long stay

behind in chains.

It matters little what England, France, or the

North, or the Generals, think of this Proclamation.

The two parties most immediately concerned are the

slaves and the enslavers. What the latter think of it,

their newspapers, their letters, their threats, the do-

ings of their Congress, their action in removing their

slaves from all proximity to our armies and the free

States, their fears of their slaves, and the almost uni-

versal laying aside of the whip, most clearly indicate.

They feel that the blow is struck from which they

can never recover. What the slaves think of it is also

manifest by the universal anxiety and gossip among

themselves about what they mean to do New Year's

Day—about the wages they mean to demand, and

what they mean to do with their earnings. The in-

fluence of that Proclamation on the slaves can never

be destroyed. Should Lincoln revoke it, its results

on the slaves will remain. It has unsettled their minds,

and they will never be the cowed, submissive chattels

they have been. I believe a faithful carrying out of

that Proclamation is the only way of saving the South

from servile insurrections such as they have dreamed

not of. The use of fire-arms, of pistols, rifles, knives,

and lucifer matches, is becoming familiar to millions

of slaves, and they will use them if they arc not made

free according to Presidential promise. And, if ever

a people had a right to use such weapons against their

oppressors, the slaves have a right to use them against

their enslavers. If ever it was the duty of men to as-

sert and defend their liberty by the annihilation of

their merciless tyrants, it is the duty of the Ameri-

can slaves thus to assert and defend theirs. Such is

fast becoming the faith of the North—as I read the

progress of ideas.

Votingfor Slavery to put down Abolition !—I recently

lectured in a meeting-house on the Proclamation.

The deacon of the church came to me and said

—

" You are hard on those who vote for slavery."

" Yes, (I said,) if you voted for slavery, or for a man

who, as you knew, would vote for it in Congress, you,

individually, are responsible for all the thefts, robberies,

adulteries, murders, concubinage and prostitution that

are essential to the existence of slavery." " I am op-

posed to slavery," said he. " Did you vote for Grow,

or Denison 1 " said I " For Denison," said he.

"Did you not know that Denison would vote and

act for slavery and the rebellion, if he was elected ? "

I asked. "Yes, (he said,) I presumed he would."
" Then (said I) you voted and acted in favor of all the

crimes essential to slavery and the rebellion, and I

regard you as a most wicked and guilty man, the em-

bodiment of the sum of all villany." "But, (said he,)

I did not vote for slavery and rebellion, but against

Abolitionism." " So, you regard Abolitionism as a

greater crime against God and man than slavery?"

I said. "I thought so when I voted for Denison,"

said he. " And you voted to perpetuate all the crimes

and pollutions of slaver}'—to eternize 'the sum of all

villany,' in order to defeat Grow and the Abolitionists,

who are seeking to free the slaves—to vindicate the

self-evident truth that all are created equally free

—

and the golden rule, "Do as you would be done by."

"Yes, (said he,) I did vote for slavery, and all the

crimes and villanies it contains, to defeat the Abolition-

ists, because I consider them greater criminals before

God than slaveholders." " If you were a slave, and

your wife and children, would you so regard them 1
"

I asked. He was dumb. " Would you not welcome

Abolitionism as your only salvation?" I asked. "I
suppose I should," said he. " What you denounce as

villany, when done to you, you know is villany when

you do it to others. You are, according to your own

showing, a self convicted , Democratic villain, and accord-

ing to your own showing, not mine, you ought to be

shot."

Such is the spirit that has given triumph to the

Democratic allies of slavery and rebellion in Pennsyl-

vania, New York, and Ohio. One thing iswellknown,

that Seymour, Wood, Rynders, Hughes & Co. were

in close communication with McClellan before and

after the battle of Antietam, up to his removal; and

in keeping the army from pursuing the retreating reb-

els, he acted by the advice of the above named lead-

ers of Democracy,—and all done that the Democrats,

who were inclined to sustain the victorious Adminis-

tration, might be brought hack to the party when they

saw that the Administration gained nothing by that

battle. McClellan remained long enough to insure

triumph to the Democratic allies of the South at the

polls, and that was all he or they cared for. But no

matter who triumphs, the Proclamation is doing its

work on the minds of the slaves. Their freedom is the

one thing needful.

Yours, HENRY C. WRIGHT.

LETTER FROM ST. HELENA'S ISLAND,

BEAUFORT, S, 0.

The following letter is from a young colored lady

of Philadelphia, now a teacher of the freed people

of Beaufort.

The writer is a graduate of the State Normal

School in Salem, Mass., and a grand-daughter of

the late venerable James Forten, of Philadelphia,

whose name is not unfitmiliariy associated with those

of Benjamin Franklin and Hush, of the old Revolu-

tionary days.

St. Helena's Island, Beaufort, S. C, I

Oaki.ands, Nov. 20, 1862.
(

My Dear Friend : You will doubtless be sur-

prised to receive from me a letter dated from South

Carolina. I cannot tell you how glad I am to be here.

My coming, at the last, was very unexpected. I did

not know until the day before we were to sail that there

was a certainty of my coming. There was a good op-

portunity for me to go, in case of an elderly gentleman,

a friend who, with his daughter, was coining to open

a store for the freed peope on the island. I left Phila-

delphia on the 24th of October, and arrived here on

the 28th. We were in a severe storm, which I enjoy-

ed very much. But I did not enjoy the constant rock-

ing which the good ship "United Stales" gave us,

even when the sea was calm. I understood perfectly

what it was to be " rocked in the cradle of the deep."

It is only in a propeller, I am told, that one is so

thoroughly tossed. St. Helena's Island, on which I

am, is about six miles from the main land of Beau-

fort. I must tell you that we were rowed hither from

Beaufort by a crew of negro boatmen, and that they

sung for us several of their own beautiful songs.

There is a peculiar wildncss and solemnity about

them which cannot be described, and the people ac-

company the singing with a singular swaying motion

of the body, which seems to make it more effective.

How much I enjoyed that row in the beautiful, bril-

liant southern sunset, with no sounds to he heard but

the musical murmur of the water, and the wonderful

ly rich, clear tones of the singers ! But alt the time

I did not realize that I was actually in South Caroli-

na! And indeed I believe I do not quite realize it now.

But we were far from feeling fear,—we were in a very

excited, jubilant state of mind, and sang the John

Brown song with spirit, as we drove through the pines

and palmettos. Ah! it was good to be able to sing

that here, in the very heart of Rebeldom !

There are no white soldiers on this island. It is

protected by gunboats, and by negro pickets, who do

their duty well. These men attacked and drove back

a boat-load of rebels who tried to land here one night,

several weeks ago. Gen. Saxton is forming a colored

rogiment at Beaufort, and many of the colored men
from this and the adjacent islands have joined it.

The General is a noble-hearted man, who has a deep

interest in the people here, and he is generally belov-

ed and trusted by them. I am sorry to say that some

other officers treat the freed people and speak of them

with the greatest contempt. They are consequently

disliked and feared.

As far as I have been able to observe—and although

I have not been here long, I have seen and talked with

many of the people—the negroes here seem to be, for

the most part, an honest, industrious, and sensible

people. They are eager to learn ; they rejoice in

their new-found freedom. It does one good to see

how jubilant they are over the downfall of their " se-

cesh " masters, as they call them. I do not believe

there is a man, woman, or even a child that is old

enough to be sensible, that would submit to being made

a slave again. There is evidently a deep determina-

tion in their souls that that shall never be. Their

hearts are full of gratitude to the Government and to

the " Yankees." Some of them have said to me,
" We bress de Lord, ebery day we bress de Lord for

sendin' de Union people to make us free. De Yankees

has been good to us. We suffered bery long, missus,

bery long. But de Lord will bring it all right at last."

I think they are a truly religious people. They speak

to God with a loving familiarity. He seems nearer to

them than to most people. They are very grateful

—

almost too much so, for in return for the least kind-

ness that is done them, they insist on giving you
something—potatoes, eggs, peanuts, or something else

from their little store.

And they would think it unkind if you refused it.

Another trait that I have noticed is their natural cour-

tesy of manner. There is nothing cringing about it;

hut it seems inborn, and one might almost say ele-

gant. It marks their behavior towards each other as

well as to the white people. The plantation on which

we live is called "Oakland's." The house is in a

somewhat dilapidated condition, as are most of the

houses on these islands—and the fields around have

a very forlorn, desolate look—very different from our

flourishing, richly cultivated Northern fields. But
they are encircled by a belt of beautiful woods; and

our yard and garden, though neglected-looking, are

rich in roses, which bloom constantly, even so late as

this, and in ivy, which creeps about the ground and

under the houses. I send you some of this English

ivy, which has found a home in the rebellious little

Palmetto State. My school is about a mile from

here, in the little Bapti=t church, which is in a grove

of white oaks. These trees are beautiful—ever-

green—and every branch heavily draped with long,

heavy bearded moss, which gives them a strange,

mournful look. A grove of them looks like an as-

semblage of solemn patriarchs. There are two la-

dies in the school beside myself—Miss T. and Miss

M., both of whom are most enthusiastic teachers.

They have done a great deal of good here. At pres-

our school is small,—many of the chidren on

the island being ill with whooping cough,—but in

general it averages eighty or ninety. I find the chil-

dren generally well-behaved, and eager to learn
;
yea,

they are nearly all most eager to learn, and many of

them make most rapid improvement. It is a great

happiness to teach them. I wish some of those per-

sons at the North, who say the race is hopelessly and

naturally inferior, could see ihe readiness with which

these children, so long oppressed and deprived of every

privilege, learn and understand.

I have some grown pupils—people on our own plan-

tation—who take lessons in the evenings. It will

amuse you to know that one of them—our man-of-

all-work— is mimed Cupid. (Venuses and Cupids are

ery common here.) He told me he was "feared"

he was almost too old to learii ; hut I assured him that

was not the case, and now he is working diligently

at the alphabet. One of my people—Harry—is a

scholar to be proud of. He makes most wonderful

mprovement. I never saw any one so determined

to learn. I enjoy having him and Cupid talk about

the time that the rebels had to flee from this place,

The remembrance of it is evidently a source of the

most exquisite happiness and amusement. There are

several families living here, and it is very pleasant to

isit their cabins, and talk with them. They are

very happy now. They never weary of contrasting

heir present with their former condition, and they

work for the Government now, and receive wages and

rations in return. I am very happy here, but wish I

was able to do a great deal more. I wish some one

would write a little Christmas hymn for our children

to sing. I want to have a kind of festival for them

on Christmas, if we can. The children have just

learned the John Brown song, and next week they

are going to learn the song of the "Negro Boatman."

The little creatures love to sing. They sing with the

greatest enthusiasm. I wish you could hear them.

C. F.

LETTER FROM NEWBERN.

The following extracts from a letter, written by a

private in Co. F, of the 4-lth Massachusetts Regiment,

shortly after the return of Foster's expedition, may in-

terest some readers of the Liberator.—c. it. w.

Newrern, N. C, Nov. 15th, 1862.

Dear Mother,—I wrote you day before yesterday

a hasty sketch of our dash. The 44th has made its

mark. Its endurance on the march is the subject of

praise both of officers and men of the old regiments,

who say they have never had more fatiguing or longer

marches. The mud was terrible, and to climb a clay

lull, having to pull quite hard to raise your foot, was

trying.

Three fourths of the negroes now in the eastern

part of North Carolina are fugitives. I have talked

with many. Not one has expressed the wish to go

North, provided he could he his own man at the South.

They all seem less dull than I expected to find them

as a class, and some are surprisingly intelligent. It is

an indispensable acquirement of darkie boys to know
how to dance. For music, one darkie drums on a tin

pan, or claps his knees with his hands, and one or two

go through the most absurd contortions, gesticulations,

toe^ind heelings, shuffles, all in the most perfect time.

I have not met one who knew his letters, though all

express the wish to learn to read and write. They all

know how to count sufficiently for common purposes.

I haven't seen a negro wash himself since I have

been here. They are very polite, frequently setting

a good example to the white boors who mock them.

It is probable that I have seen rather a belter class of

slaves (that were) than those who remain at home,
since only the most enterprising run away. But those

here at Newhern can take care of themselves perfect-

ly well. One in particular I saw last night. Neat,

well-dressed, intelligent, handsome, with splendid

teeth,—a cook, I believe, in the 10th Connecticut.

I received a paper of Nov, 5th, for which I am much
obliged. Cheers three for the old Bay State ! Sum-
ner's return is secured of course. What a delegation

from New York !

Fraternity Lecture. The tenth lecture of the

Fraternity course waB delivered to a very large audi-

ence, at Tremont Temple, by Wendell Phillips,

who took for his theme, "Proclamation, or Mes-

sage?" He showed Rtrongly the higher, better, and

more effective character of the former document, and

the criminal success of Mr. Seward, (whose removal

from his present position was strongly urged,) in ob-

structing and postponing emancipation.

Want of space prevents a report of his impressive

remarks, which were warmly applauded.

The lecture next Tuesday evening will be given

by Henry Waiid ISkkciiicr. No douhl the Temple
will be thronged to overflowing.

MEETING AT WORCESTER,

A quarterly meeting of the Worcester County
(South Division) Anti-Slavery Society was held at

Washburn Hall, in Worcester, on Sunday, 7th inst.

The sudden inclemency of the weather, together

with the fact of the presence of Dr. Geo. B. Cheever
of New York, to speak on the Anti-Slavery question

in one of the city churches, gave ub a smaller attend-

ance than usual, although it was quite respectable in

numbers, and attentive and interested in character.

Beyond the time spent in the necessary business of

the meeting, and the discussion of some points of dif-

ference in relation to the position the Society should

stand in towards the government in this crisis, and
what form of expression should be given to that posi-

tion in our Resolutions, the time was mainly yielded

to the address of Theodore D. Weld, which was di-

vided between the afternoon and evening sessions.

The address of Mr. Weld upon " The Conspirators

—

their False Issues and Lying Pretences," was one of

masterly ability, elegant in its diction, exhaustive in

its argument, massive in its logic, at times poetic and

sublime in its rhetoric, and eloquent in its delivery.

And although it was of unusual length, and gathered

up a long array of facts, and detail of issues of past

interest, yet the great power evinced in argument, and

the beauty of delivery, enchained his hearers in rapt

and undivided attention.

So much interest was felt by the meeting in his ad-

dresses, that the Society voted to instruct their Sec-

retary to extend to Mr. Weld their thanks for favor-

ing them with it, and invite him to address us at some

future time under more favorable circumstances for

a large audience.

The Business Committee, consisting of Parker

Pillsbury, Samuel May, Jr., Theodore D. Weld,

Stephen S. Foster, Lewis Ford and Sarah E. Wail,

reported the following series of resolutions, viz. :

1. Resolved, That the fundamental principle of the
Anti-Slavery enterprise is, that colored men are equal
to other men in their creation, and in their right to
" life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness."

2. Resolved, That our belief is still, as it ever has

been, that immediate and unconditional emancipation
is the right of every slave, and the duty of every
slaveholder, without colonization of the one, or com-
pensation to the other; and alike irrespective of all

questions of pecuniary profit, political expediency, or

military necessity.

3. Resolved, That in this crisis-hour of our nation-

al existence, when political integrity is so largely dis-

placed by unblushing profligacy, and the religious

faith treads so hard on downright atheism, it becomes
us, with most unwavering constancy and unshaken
fidelity, to hold fast to our original doctrines and de-

mands, not only as the right of the slave, but also as

the only possible ground of hope for the salvation of

the nation itself.

4. Resolved, That the present destructive and deso-

lating war is but the waking of that Divine Justice,

which Jefferson, long ago, declared "cannot sleep for-

ever"; and any attempt to arrest it, by temporary ex-
pedients, which leave a single slave on the soil, or the
principle of slavery uneradicated, root as well as
branch, will but provoke still further that now roused
and righteous indignation, and ensure a more fearful

overthrow, when at length its appointed hour shall

come.
5. Resolved, That Presidential Proclamations to the

people, or Messages to Congress, however loud or long

or labored, until they are founded on Justice and Hu-
manity,—until they recognize the slave as a man, with
equal and inalienable rights of his own, and not as a
mere convenience, or nuisance, to be saved or sacri-

ficed, as the fortunes of war, or the needs, inclinations

or prejudices of the white race may require or desire,

—are as unworthy of respect as they are devoid of the
means and assurances of national salvation.

6. Resolved, That to embarrass the question of
Immediate Emancipation with proposals oi compensa-
tion or colonization, is both inexpedient and immoral;
as the former is only bribing thieves and robbers into

better outward behavior, without any real repentance,
and the latter is but pandering to that vile and vulgar
prejudice against complexion, which constitutes the
main underpinning stone of slavery itself ; and neither
has any necessary connexion with the command, old

as oppression, lasting as eternity, "Proclaim liberty

throughout all the land, to all the inhabitants thereof."

7. Resolved, therefore, That the mission of this

Society is not accomplished ; nor its position or action
essentially changed toward the government; nor can
be, till slavery, and the spirit ot slavery, burning and
ra.ging in the popular heart against colored humanity,
hall be wholly exorcised from it.

The resolutions were adopted seriatim, unani-

mously and without much discussion, save upon the

last of the series, and this discussion arose upon the

presentation, by Mr. Pillsbury, at the opening of the

evening session, of another resolution, which he pro-

posed to have placed in order between the 6th and 7th

of the series reported by the Committee ;—the new
resolution, in substance affirming it to be our duty to

maintain our old position and testimony towards the

ernment, as it had made no such change as to en-

title it to our support.

This position being strongly dissented from by one

of our oldest and most devoted members, after some
discussion between him and some others who were

not prepared to go over to the government, or allow

the Society, by a negative testimony, even to be turn-

ed over to it as it now stands, the matter was finally

adjusted by dropping the new resolution, and briefly

ncorporating into the last of the series the substance

of the controverted point; when the resolution, as

amended, was passed with hardly a dissent.

JOSIAH HENSHAW, President.

Joseph A. Howland, Sec'y.

THE MESSAGE.

We are not satisfied with the President's

Events have cornered him, and he has had recourse,

first, to a walking backwards proclamation, and then,

to a foxy subterfuge message, with emancipation in

thirty-seven years—-for escape.

He does not touch upon the political representation of sla-

very during these thirty-seven years. And his propo-

sitions are lame and impotent, when put in connexion

with his confession, that slavery is the cause of the

war, and that slavery must be killed, in order that lib-

erty may live.

The attempt made in this Message to stave off the

settlement of the matter for thirty-seven years, and

that, too, after so much life and money has been wast-

ed, placed in relation with the President's antecedents,

with his avowed determination to bring back the old

guarantee of slave political power under the Constitu-

tion, with his repeated statements that he was respon-

sible for McClellan's doings, with his condemnation of

Hunter, Fremont, and all who have been sincere ene-

mies of the Confederates, and who desired to show it

by acts, not words, does not show honesty and sin-

cerity of purpose. His purpose is most evidently, not

to strike the cause of the war a deadly blow upon the

head, thus killing it at once, but, by glancing side

blows, to allow it longer life.

Is there no reason for this 1 The monster is many-

headed, and " there is luck in leisure."

There is no reason to change former opinions—that

President Lincoln will not, if he can possibly help it,

be an instrument to destroy slavery.

There is no possible excuse for not doing that better

now, than can be done thirty-seven years hence. If

slavery is death to liberty, the slaves certainly have a

voice as to the settlement of the question; and a

migiity chorus of their voices would be raised now,

which could not be heard after twenty years, against

procrastination and compromise.

Are the education, the natural increase, the moral

and religions growth of these slaves nothing 1 Is the

carrying about this cancer upon the body-politic, cov-

ered only with a plaster of gradual emancipation, for

thirty-seven years, going to cure it, which can only bo

extirpated by the extreme treatment of the knife and

cautery "i

Here is a commander-in-chief of a mighty army,

and of a mightier nation, who, under the exigencies of

the times, has declared martial law. A struggle for

life or death is upon him and his people. He is told

to put down the cause of this struggle at any cost, and

twenty millions of people will uphold him, So he

shuffles, spits', says it is "a big job," and Invites the

enemy to pul down the cause in thirty-seven years

—

and be will pay for it to the extent of his ability !

Talk is great, but silence would be greater.

SMALL TALK.

W The very valuable and still timely tract, by Mrs.
faria Child, entitled " The Right Way the Safe Way,

proved by Emancipation in the British West Indies, and
elsewhere,'' (108 pages,) will be sent by mail to any per-

son requesting it, and enclosing six cents in undefaced post-

age stamps. Address Samuel May, Jr. 221 Washington St.,

FRATERNITY LECTURES.
FIFTH COURSE.

The public of Boston and vicinity are respectfully in-

formed that the Fifth CounsR of Lectuhkh under the au-
spices of the Fraternity of the Twenty-Eighth Congrega-
tional Society will bo continued on

TUESDAY EVENTNG, December 16, 18G2,

at TREMONT TEMPLE, when an address will be made by

HENRY WARD BEECHER.
To be followed on successive Tuesday evenings by lec-

tures from the following persons :

—

December 23.—Jacob M. Manning.
" 30.

—

George Wm, Curtis.

BOSTON FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.

A Course of Lectures in aid of the suffering Freedmen of

Washington, D. C, to be delivered at Joy Street Church,

December 15. Rev . R. C. Waterston.
" 22. Frederick Douglass.

W THE FUGITIVE ArD SOCIETY of Boston have
effected an arrangement with Mrs. Louise DeMortie, the
talented young colored drainage reader, to give readings
wherever the benevolent may be willing to assist, for the
purpose of alleviating the sufferings of the freedmen or
"contrabands" of Washington.

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 2C Myrtle St.,

President of the Fugitive Aid Society.

W LECTURES BY THEODORE D. WELD.— Mr.
Weld will give an address at MANCHESTER, (Mass.,)

this (Friday) evening, ai 7 o'clock.

He will also attend and address meetings, in connexion
with Parker PiLLSimaY, through the day and evening

of Sunday next, 14th inst., in Century Chapel, at ESSEX,
commencing in the morning at 10 o'clock.

|3f* Tho Quarterly Meeting of the Essex County Anti-

Slavery Society will be held at DANVERS, commenc-
ing Saturday evening, Dee. 20th, and continuing the next

day, Sunday, 21st.

Theodore D. Weld and Parker Pillsbury -will be

present on the occasion ; and it is hoped that many other

earnest friends of the slave will be there, and bear their

testimony. RICHARD PLUMER, President.

Margaret E. Bennett, Secretary.

By ANNA E. DICKINSON will speak at HOPEDALE
on Sunday next, December 14th ; and in MILFORD, on the

evening of the same day.

J3F WM. WELLS BROWN will speak at the Bethesda
Baptist Church, JERSEY CITY, N. J., on Sunday even-

ing, December 14th, to commence at 7 o'clock.

ISf Members and friends of tho Massachusetts Anti-Sla-

very Society, who are indebted for Pledges made to the

Society in January last, or previously to that time, are re-

quested to pay the same as early as practicable, either to

the Treasurer, Edmund Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

W MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D., has removed on
695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-
ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

References.—Luther Clark, M. D-; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to 4, P. M.

OBITUARY.

DIED—In this city, on Monday last, 8th inst, very sud-

denly, Andrew Robeson, Esq., of New Bedford, aged 74

years.

Mr. Robeson had just entered the ear to proceed to Ja-

maica Plain, on a visit to his son, William R. Robeson, Esq.,

when he was struck with apoplexy, which instantly ter-

minated his earthly life—a life distinguished for business

enterprise and usefulness as a citizen, for noble liberality as

a philanthropist, for moral intrepidity and rare indepen-

dence as a reformer, for all those traits becoming a perfect

gentleman, for the mos.t exemplary uprightness, benevo-

lence and integrity of character as a man. In him were
conspicuously blended dignity without hateur, modesty

without timidity, firmness without contumacy, radicalism

without fanaticism, araiablencss without weakness, and gen-

erosity without recklessness. His personal presence was
handsome and imposing, his countenance habitually radi-

ant, his manners suoh as true politeness alone dictates. He
took an abiding interest in all the progressive movements
of the age, and was among the earliest to espouse them,

never holding back for fear of losing caste or popular con-

sideration, but ever believing that

"He's a slave who dare not be
In the right with two or three"

—

yes, in the right, though standing alone in the midst of a

perverse generation. Among the earliest to espouse the

hated but divinely blessed cause of the oppressed in our

land, ho was ever ready to aid it by his purse, his testimony,

and his example. An honored officer of the American aud

Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, for many years, we
feel that a pillar of strength has fallen, and are conscious

of a great bereavement. He stood high on our list of per-

sonal frionds, and his memory will be gratefully and ad-

miringly cherished to the end of life. His religion found

neither strength nor solace in creeds or ceremonies, in times

or seasons ; but it flowered out in a trustful recognition of

tho Fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of the human
race, in justice and benevolence, in lovo of right and ab-

horrence of wrong, in the highest virtues and the noblest

fruits.—l-Md, Lib.

On Monday morning, November 3d, at tho residence of

her parents, Ponmaon, Clermont Co., Ohio, Anna P. Don-
aldson, aged 23 years, second daughter of Thomas and

Susanna E. Donaldson. Her disease was pulmonary con-

sumption. She had been declining in health for about two

years, suffering, most of the time, great debility, and oc-

casionally severe pain, all of which she endured with tho

most admirable patience and composure ; and when tho

hour of her departure came, she passed away in the most
peaceful manner, ohcerfully resigning herself into the arms
of her Savior, who, she said, was her only hope and trust.

Tho most prominent traits of Anna's character wore gen-

tleness, patient perseverance in the path of duty, and a

strong desire to do good to others,—tho latter predominant

during the last few years of her life. She often expressed

the earnest wish that sho might, in some way, live a life of

usefulness to her fellow-beings. Since the war began, her

sympathies were strongly exercised for the suffering sol-

diers, though her feeblo health prevented hor from doing

as much for their relief as sho desired to do.

She possessed a liberal education, including the accom-

plishments of polite society as well as tho arts of domestic

life, tho rudiments of which were acquired at home and at

Clermont Academy ; after which, she pursued a full course

of study in the " Western Female Seminary," at Oxford.

Ohio, the " Mount Ilolyoke " of the West, whoro sho grad-

uated with honor in the month of July, 1859.

Most of her time, since hor graduation, sho spent at

homo, and among family friends, gracing every oirclo in

which she moved, ditl'using around hor, upon all who wore

privileged to onjoy her society, the suushiue of her affoo-

tionuto heart.

Hor life, though short, has not been spent in vain. Her
lovely spirit and gentle demeanor won for hor from many a

lip tho epithet " angelic." Contemning tho follies and ex-

travagances of fashionable life, sho sought hor happiness

from higher sources, from good books and good deeds, in

tho society of the loved ones at homo, and that of tho in-

telligent and virtuous olsowhore.

Sho was a friend and advocate of moral reform in all its

departments, especially anti-slavery, always ousting her in-

fluence on tho sidu of right,

She lived to be loved, and bus passfld from earth to heav-

en to be welcomed there by loved ones gone before, and l.o

bo remembered hero in affection by tho numerous friends

sho has loft behind.—

[

Com.

HSf ANDREW T. EOSS, an Agent of tho American
and Massachusetts Anfci-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

follows :

—

Great Falls, Friday, December 12.

Rochester, Sunday, " 14.

To the Honorable, the Justices of the Supreme Judicial
Court, next to bo holden at Dedbam, within and for the
County of Norfolk, on tho third Tuesday of February,
A. D. eighteen hundred and sixty-three.

T) ESPECTFULLY represents Cornelia Jamee, of Wren-
XV tham, in said County of Norfolk, that she married
Thomas K. James, at Providence, in the State of Rhode
Island and Providence Plantations, on the twenty-eighth
day of July, A. D. eighteen hundred and forty-nino ; that
bcr maiden name was Cornelia Taylor ; that she ;md ber
said husband, from said twenty-eighth day of July, A. D.
eighteen and forty-nine, afterwards, lived together as hus-
band and wife, at Wrentham aforesaid, until the eighth day
of November, A. D. eighteen hundred and fifty-five ; that
on said eighth day of November, A. D. eighteen hundred
and fifty-five, said Thomas K. James separated himself from
her, his said wife, and has not since lived with her ; that
sho has at all times been faithful to her marriage obliga-
tions

;
that on, or about, the first day of February, A. D.

eighteen hundred and fifty-six, said Thomas K. James wil-
fully and utterly deserted her, his said wife, without her
consent

;
that said desertion has continued uninterrupted-

ly from that time until the time of the filing of this libel.

And your libellant further represents that said Thomas K.
James now resides in or near Rochester, in the State of
New York.

Wherefore your libellant prays a divorce from the bonds
of matrimony between her and her said husband be decreed
to her by this Court ; that suitable alimony may be decreed
to be paid her by her said husband, at such times as to this
Court shall seem proper ; that she may be allowed to re-
sume her maiden name ; and that such other and further
order and decree may be passed by this Court, as justice
may require. CORNELIA JAMES.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

Suffolk, ss. Supreme Judicial Court, >

At Chambers in Boston, Dec. 6, 1862. J
On the foregoing libel, it is ordered, that the libellant

give a notice to the said Thomas K. James, to appear be-
fore the Justices of this Court next to be holden at iJedham,
within and for the County of Norfolk, on the third Tues-
day of February next, by publishing an attested copy of
said libel and of this order thereon once a week, three
weeks successively, in the Boston Liberator, a newspaper
printed in said Boston, the last publication to be thirty
days, at least, before said third Tuesday of February next

;

also by depositing in the Post Office, postage prepaid, a
copy of said libel and order, enclosed, directed to the said
Thomas K. James at Rochester, in the State of New York,
thirty days, at least, before said third Tuesday of Febrsary
next, and making affidavit that this part of the order has
been complied with ; that the said Thomas K. James may
then and there shew cause why the prayer of said libel

should not be granted.
By the order of George T. Bigelow, Esq., Chief Justice

of said Court, GEO. C. WILDE,. Clerk.

A true copy of said libel, and of the order thereon,
Attest, Geo. C. Wilds,

,
ClerfL

decl2-3w

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

THE RESULTS OP EMANCIPATION,
BY M. ATJGUSTIN COCHIN.

Translated by Miss Mary L. Booth, translator of M.
Gasparhi's Works on America.

M COCHIN is an ex-maire and municipal councillor of

, the city of Paris. He has had great advantages
for research among both public and private documents

;

and has devoted his life to the subject on which his forth-
coming volume treats. He recently received the order of
knighthood from the Pope, io acknowledgment of the abil-
ity displayed in this book ; to which also was recently
awarded tho first prize of three thousand francs by the
French Academy.

So little is positively known of the economical and social

results of Emancipation in those countries where it has
taken place, that the importance of this volume to the peo-
ple of the United States, in the present crisis; ean hardly
be overestimated.

It was written at the suggestion of the learned Count
Mootalembert ; is based entirely on official reports ; and
its statements, which comprehend every form of 'the ques-
tion, are fully reliable.

Of the style and attractiveness of the book, the follow--
ing extract from a notice of the French edition, inthe Chris-

tian Examiner, may testify. It is pronounced, "among,
the most remarkable, fascinating, and timely books of the.

year. It is, at once, cautious and eloquent, candid and en-
thusiastic ; as sagacious as De Tocqueville's work on Ameri-
ca ; and as ardent as Victor Hugo's Legend of -the Ages.
It is scientific in its arrangement, accurate in its display of
facts, logical in its reasoning, and clear in. its conclusions."

12mo. Sent free by mail, on receipt of the price,—§1.50l

ALSO,

The Rejected Stone ; or, Insurrection vs. Resurrection in
America. By a Native of Virginia. 12mo. Cloth, 50
cents.

"This remarkable book," says the Christian Examiner,
" discusses the question of Emancipation as the result of
the war, with a depth of conviction, a boldness of utter-
ance, cogency of argument, wealth of illustration, and •

withal a keenness of satire and a fervid eloquence, which
insure readers for the book."
Another critic remarks :

" This eloquent, argumentative,
electric work is instinct with the passion of the South and
tho reason of the North."
The Independent opens its criticism with the significant

query : " Have we an American Carlyle ?
"

ALSO,

The Trce Story of the Barons of the South ; or, The
Rationale of the American Conflict. By Rev. E. W.
Reynolds, author of "Records of Bubbleton Parish."
With Introduction by Rev. S. J. May. 12mo. 75 ets.

WALKEB, WISE & CO.,

docl2-3t.is 245 Washington Street, Boston.

THE BOOK FOR THE TIMES.

THE BLACK MAN,
His Antecedents, His (renins, and His Achieve-

ments, with Biographical Sketches of Fifty

Distinguished Individuals of the Eace,

By WILLIAM WELLS BROWN.

The work will contain about 300 pages, printed on good
paper, and bound in muslin. Price §1. It will be pub-
lished ou MoDday, Dec. 1st, by THOMAS HAMILTON,
48 Beekman Street, N. Y., and R. P. WALLCUT, 221
Washington Street, Boston ; and to be had of all book
sellers.

|~^* Owing to the increased number of pages of tbe-

work, and the advance in the cost of paper, the price will
be SI, (as above stated,) instead of 75 cents, as at first an-
nounced. nov21tf

A GOOD CHANCE TO MAKE
$50 to $100

PER MONTH, AND EXPENSES.

AGENTS WANTED, immediately, to sell J. T. LlopTs
cheap and elegant Maps in Maine and New Hampshire.

J. T. Lloyd's Maps of the United States, Map of Vir-
ginia, and Map of Southern States. Sent to pedlars and
others, without delay, to any part of Maine or New Hamp-
shire, by express.

Address H. J. L. STANWOOD & CO., Brunswick, Maine,
with stamp inclosed. deootf

WEIS & ZOEBISCH,

»iA\ri'.UTnii:i:s ash dealers in

European and Fancy Furs,

Washington Street, 308
opposite boston theatre, BOSTON.

j^gf" Particular attention is paid to altering and repair-

ing Old Furs.

fcjf Furs preserved during the summer. novTtf

154 Washington St., 5 doors South of Milk St,.

Ootobor "1. Cm
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From tho Syracuse Journal.

THE RESCUE OF JERRY.

" Jerry," arrested under tbo Fugitive Slavo Law, October

1st, 1852,—on which day tbo County Agricultural Fair, and

also an Anti-Slavery Convention, were hold at Syracuso,—

was on tbo same day rescued, and set at liberty by tkcpeople..

It was an event not merely of local but of national impor-

tance, and will forovor redound to tho honor of our city

and country. The following, from one who sometimes

courts the favor of the Muses, is in commemoration of it

Beneath a bright October sun,

Had eouie from far and wide,

The free and hardy sons of toil,

Old Onondaga's pride.

The ploughman from the field was there,

The thresher from bis floor,

Ceased for a time the hammer's stroke,

Closed was tbe smithy door.

From farm and factory, forge and field,

From valley and from hill,

Where speeds tho plow, or plies the loom,

Or clacks the busy mill

;

From whore upon her many hills

She gives her rocky store,

Or where from sunken shaft beneath

Her briny treasures pour
;

From busy mart, where thriving trade

Its generous profits yield,

And from her rural hearths and homes,

Whence labor drives afield,

Come up to-day, in peaceful show,

Strong for the True and Right,

The l'eople in their majesty,

Tbe People in .:>e.. might.

Free labor holds her festival,

Where he is honored most,

Who honors her in heart and hand

—

Of all this mighty host.

Free labor holds her festival,

Her gala day has come,

And thanks from grateful hearts go up,

With songs of harvest home.

Abundance crowns a year of toil,

And Plenty, from her horn,

Has scattered wide her generous fruits,

Her wine, and oil, and corn.

But, bark ! what sound is that which breaks

Discordant on tbe ear?

Why peals tho tocsin bell to-day,

Thi3 day of all the year 7

Can here, within this Northern land,

This land which freedom gave,

Be found a dastard wretch so mean,

That ho would hunt a slave ?

Take on his soul the damning curse,

Unleash the yelping paek

Of bloodhounds snuffing human prey

To follow on the track ?

Too true, alas ! for see, in chains

A trembling captive stands,

The fetters on his swollen limbs,

The cords upon his hands !

Upon his face, in deepened lines,

Is written wan despair,

While heartfelt groans his heaving breast

Sends out upon the air.

The fear of Federal power prevails,

The shameful bribe has won,

The threat of Webster is fulfilled,

The cruel deed is done !

No ! not yet done, not yet fulfilled,

Not yet th* exultant yell

Peals through the vaulted arch of Heaven,

"The banner cry of Hell."

No hunting-ground for slaves is this,—

And murmurs deep and loud

Denote tbe eoming storm, wlileh swells,

As swells the gathering crowd
;

And as defiance marks each tone,

Stout hearts and hands unite

To help a brother in his need,

'Gainst Wrong to shield tie Eight.

The blood-red hand of Power has lost

The terror it inspired,

The People Liberty have crowned I

With freedom they aro fired !

Till like the angry sea, whose waves

Break madly on the shore,

They dash against his prison waits.

Break down his prison door,

Strike off the fetters from bis limbs.

The cords which bind his hands,

—

A MAN again—no more a slave—
The rescued Jerry stands !

Injustice for a while may flaunt.

Wrong seem to hold its sway,

But Bight shall fellow in their path.

As follows night the day.

God speed the Right ! haste tbe day

When everywhere shall run

The precepts of thy Truth and Love,

Tbe Gospel of thy Son ;

When every man in every man
A brother he shall see,

And all shall in the Royal Law
Dwell as one family !

Then the bright Sun, upon a world,

Which Jesus died to save,

"Shall rise upon no bondman.

And shall set upon no slave."

THE FISHERMAN OE BEAUFORT,

The tide comes up, and tbe tide goes down,

And still the fisherman's boat,

At early dawn, and at evening shade,

Is ever and 3ver afloat.

His net goes down, and his net comes up,

And we bear his song of glee,

"De fishes dey hates de old slave nets,

But comes to do nets of do free."

The tide comes up, and the tide goes down,

And the oyster man below,

Is picking away, in the slimy sands,

In the sands of do long ago.

But now if an empty hand he bears,

He shudd ts no more with fear,

There's no stretching-board for the aching bones,

And no lash of the overseer.

The tide comes up, and the tide goes down,

And ever I hear a song,

As tho moaning winds, through the moss-hung oaks,

Sweep surging ever along,

"Oh ! massa, white man help de slave,

And de wife and children too,

Eber dey'IL work, with do hard worn hand,

Ef ell gib em de work to do."

The tide comes up, and tho tide goes down,

But it bides no tyrant's word,

As it chants unceasing the anthem grand

Of its freedom to the Lord.

The fisherman floating on its breast

Has caught up the key-note true,

"Do sea works, massa, for't scf and God,

And so must do brack man too."

Dom gib him do work, and gib bim de pay,

For de children and wife him love,

And de yam shall grow, and de cotton shall blow,

And him nebber, nebber rove ;

For him love de olo Carlina State,

And de ole magnolia tree

—

Oh ! nebber him trouble de ioy Norf,

Ef de brack folks am go free.

Beaufort, S. C, Oct. 21, 1862.

A REFLECTION,
Still doth the coward heart complain

;

The hour may come, and come in vain ;

Tho branoh which withered lies and dea>

No suns can force to lift its bead.

True !—yet how little thou canst toll

How much in thee is ill or well

!

Nor for tby neighbor nor for thee.

Bo sure, was life designed to be

A draught of dull complacency.

DECEMBER 12.

LETTER FROM PARKER PILLSBURY.

Concord, (N. H.,) Dec. 1, 1862.

Dear Friend Garrison,—The mystic utterance,

" Ye must be born again," has n moaning too deep for

the schools in theology, and too important to be wasted

on them or monopolized by them.

Whatever was born radically wrong in the first

place, must be born again to survive, or to accomplish

its purpose ; if to survive be its law, or if by existence

it have any important purpose to subserve. A theo-

logical dogma is, that all the human race descended

from Adam, and are born dead—that is, "dead in

trespasses and sins"—and so " must be bom again," to

get into life and being. Doctrines falser than this

are both taught and believed.

But the Church applies the statement only to indi-

viduals. Where is the Messiah who shall say to na-

tions, born wrong, "Ye must bo born again"? Is

there not a possible truth here also? Historically,

hitherto, nations may be said to have been as good as

still-born. At any rate, none of them have had, or

seem destined to have, eternal or continuous life

Some canker or consumption wastes them away, until

almost every mountain peak is the grave-stone of a

departed empire buried beneath it.

That mar government must be born again, or soon

die, is as certain as that it was ever born. Slavery,

the most vile and cruel, was in many of the States,

and in the hearts of multitudes of the men who made
the government. Some people believe, to this day,

that it was purposely and deliberately incorporated

into the Constitution itself. Washington, and all the

Presidents since, seem to have thus held, and have

conducted their administrations accordingly. Most of

the nation has so believed, and has elected its Presi-

dents to do that very thing. President Lincoln still

adheres to that doctrine as firmly as though it consti-

tuted the very "perseverance of the saints."

One thing is certain : the Constitution did not give

freedom to the half million slaves it found on going

into effect. The Revolutionary War did not break

their chains. It released white men, strong Saxon

men, from foreign despots and their power and sway
,

but it did not make free the weak, black, helpless

slaves,—not even those who aided these Saxons in

their bloody achievements ! Neither did the adoption

of the Federal Constitution.

Slavery, in some way, was and is, and is to be, un-

less the nation itself die or be " born again"! In the

parchment Constitution it may be, or may not be.

That matters little. In the constitution of the peo-

ple themselves, "on the fleshy tables of their heart,"

is its law written, as with iron pen, and there is the

central point and power of the evil.

And so to us as a nation, a government, there is a

vital meaning in the words which first amazed that

earlier Pharisee, when uttered by him who " spake as

never man spake." We, too, "must be horn again,"

or we cannot see the kingdom of Liberty, the king-

dom of Salvation ; in a word, " the kingdom of God."

We surely were badly born at first. The scrofula

of slavery tainted our blood. Our Puritan ancestry

fled from persecution to invent new and sublinier tor-

tures for their victims here in the new world. Our
Revolutionary Fathers wrote ably, fought bravely,

died nobly for freedom, but left us a legacy of slavery,

constitutional or otherwise, more tyrannical, more

terrible, than had ever scourged humanity before.

Sheathing the sword of revolution in victory, they

drew the cart-whip as the sceptre of a new power,

undiscovered and unheard of before in the audacity of

its extent, as well as cruelty of its exercise ; and the

shrieks and waitings of its victims are still resound-

ing along the ages.

Thus are we descended ; so were we born. And
we have not been born again. Not yet, We do not

believe in the "new birth." An excellent gentleman

in New York wrote a very valuable work last spring,

entitled the "Birth and Death of Nations," (I wish

a million copies of it could have been circulated,) but

who shall write or preach the New Birth and renewed

Life of nations?—at least, of this nation? For, until

the doctrine is proclaimed, accepted, and made the

vital and animating spirit of our religion, and politics,

and, war, we cannot be saved by all the armies on

earth and in heaven.

To this hour, as a government, the North has not

turned its face in the direction of success. It has got

no farther than had " Dr. South-Side Adams," when
he so impiously and atheistically declared, " White it

[the Federal Constitution] remains, all our appeals to

a 'higher law' are fanaticism!" We are still trust-

ing in armies, in chariots and horsemen ; and our suc-

cess, hitherto, has been such as the gods to whom we

have prayed ever give. We have not yet discovered

in our terrible visitation, the hand of a righteous and

avenging God. Nor have we even acted wisely under

the most selfish considerations of the "lower law"

—

if a lower law there be. Alexander told Bonaparte,

"If yon come into my country with a small army, I

shall destroy you; if you come with a large one, you
shall destroy yourselves." He went with a large one,

and the very "stars in their courses " fought against

him. The tragedy of Sennacherib was trebled in him
and his hosts, and with terrors tenfold multiplied and

augmented.

We, too, mass our brave young men in vast armies
;

but, so far, as well without head as heart, and, of

course, without any decisive success. John Brown,

with less than twenty-five men, and some of them

black, made a conquest of Virginia, and held it till

foreign interference rescued it. And his act, at the

same time, sent a wave of shuddering panic down to

the Gulf of Mexico. Till then, the name of Leonidas

and his three hundred stood peerless among the he-

roes of five-and-twenty centuries.

But John Brown had a purpose, a divine commis-

sion, and instinctively the South knew it well. And
what we have wanted, these many months past, under

even " lower taw " considerations, is, not money, but a

plan; not men, but a man. Bat all this is only speak-

ing from the surface, not the centre of things.

We do not achieve success, because we are not yet

moving in the direction towards it. Religiously

viewed, we are following blind, blank atheism. God,

Justice, Humanity, Right, are not in all the thought,

deed or purpose of the Government. This war is

justice at last getting executed. The justice of that

God before whom Jefferson and devils once trembled,

but whose very name to-day is unheard and unknown
in our governmental affairs. Well did the immortal

author of the Declaration of Independence prophesy

that the divine "justice could not sleep forever!"

And fearful indeed is to be the fulfillment of the pre-

diction.

Readily enough do most men acknowledge slavery

to be the cause of the war. And what is slavery,

then? What is it but burning, raging hatred of a

whole race of immortal men, consigning them in

myriads to weeping, and wailing, and gnashing of

teeth, in lakes of fiery torment, from generation to

generation ! And who has done it? Where is the

wholesale sinner to answer for this stunning, stagger-

ing crime ? Who has elected presidents and senators,

constituted supremo courts, enacted and executed

fugitive slave laws, fought bloody wars for slavery,

and conducted a government through eighty dreary

years, until the half million slaves at the beginning

are now multiplied more than seven-fold, with increase

of slave territory in the same proportion? Is the

South alone guilty of all this, and is the North wholly

immaculate?

Or who has so interpreted the Bible as to include

slavery among God's best benisons to men, hallowed

by patriarchal example and prophetic approval ? Who
has cited tho "silence of Christ" as a sane t ideation of

the system, and consecrated fugitive slave laws forever

by apostolic rendition of tho slave Onesimus to his master

and owner, Philemon! Had Andover, and Cambridge,

and New Haven theology aught to do with it? Are

the hands of Dr. S. S. Adams clean, or the robes of

Dr. Lord pure from all this? Are Northern Bible

and Tract and Missionary Societies clear of all (his

"blood-guiltiness"?—blood of souls and spirits, as

well as bodies of men ! Well does the South deserve

all she will receive, at the hands of a just God. But
does she deserve it at our hand? Have wc preroga-

tive and permission to " cast thefirst stone," to execute

the divine vengeance,

" And deal damnation round tho land " ?

Rather is not the North the fellow-sinner of the South

in this focal, congcrial accumulation of alt the cruelty,

crime and sin of all the globes and all the ages, into

one? May not the North have been even the "chief

of sinners," as the years have sped on ?

The taw of the universe prescribes repentance, and

"fruits meet for repentance," as the only way of es-

cape from penalties ever deserved and always impend-

ing where sin is. But repentance is almost an obso-

lete term in our time, in pulpit, at communion, and

everywhere else. Wendell Phillips can, henceforth,

include it in his long catalogue of " Lost Arts."

And, would men but believe it, here is all the mys-

tery of our desolating war. Nature and God are

now asserting their supremacy. For eighty years,

our guilt has been festering like electricity in tropical

skies; and now the thunder-bolts are descending,

"red with uncommon wrath," and no thatched roofs

of "military necessity," no pious lightning rods of

"prayer and fasting," will avail to shield us, until we
repent and " do justice, love mercy, and walk humbly" be-

fore the God we now defy, even in the midst of his

fiery judgments. Somebody says, "One act of jus-

tice is worth seventy years of prayer." Yea, and

will we not, by that one act of justice, atone for more

than seventy years of sin, while we may? Well did

Mr. Lovejoy say, last week, in his Fraternity lecture,

"We are in God's hand now, and He will whip us

until we render justice to the slave and his race."

Yes, indeed ! we are in the hands of God now, to be

scourged until we restore to the slave (from far other

than "military necessity") all his long lost rights,

and lift him and his race to the level of a common
humanity. In the language of an eloquent Thanks-

giving Sermon, the other day, in New York— (not

Clieever's nor Beecher's)—"If God is just, so huge a

wrong cannot die a natural death. The day of reck-

oning has come. What we have been hearing for a

year is but the rumbling of the world's great clock,

before it strikes the hour of God's full time. God has

taken this great question out of the hands of States,

and statesmen, and politicians. He decrees that it

should not be adjusted ; and this, because he is just.

Nations must remember their sins!
"

Many rejoiced at the partial Proclamation looking

forward to the new opening year. 1, too, tried hard

to be glad. A little glad I was. And yet, what was

it, what is it, at least on one side, but a solemn pledge

to the South of free, full forgiveness, even at that

eleventh hour, only let her then repent? If, as the

clock on the last night of this waning year strikes the

hour of twelve, and knells its sealed-up record away

into the eternities,—if, at that last hour of Presiden-

tial grace, the South yields and sues for mercy, may
she not, in faith and hope, expect to hear,—nay, may
she not claim, as guarantied by the "Proclamation,"

sure as tiie very promises of God, the pardoning bene-

diction, " This night shall thou be restored to the Para-

dise, of the Union—to the Union as it was ! and
the Constitution as it is and as it was shall be

our covenant forever and ever !
!"

Blessed be the Lord that he has indeed "taken the

work out of the hands of States, and statesmen, and

politicians"; yea, and of all human hands and power,

and is now executing all his own pleasure 1

PARKER PILLSBURY.

THE CONDITIONS OF PEACE,

I have just finished the perusal of a very able and

(pardon the paradox) a very weak sermon, delivered

on Thanksgiving day by Rev. George Putnam, D. D.

It is always lamentable to think of a good heart and

amiable disposition smothered, ay, literally made of

no account in the great drama of life, by constitution-

al timidity, or checkmated by wicked and worldly

conservative influences. The nobility of soul, the

manliness which truth and God honor, waits not for

dire calamity, and specialities in the workings of Di-

vine Providence, to wield its power, and avow deep

and hidden convictions. It makes the truest use of

to-day, leaving the Infinite Mind to work out the con-

sequences of to-morrow.

" So man's true fame must strike from his own deeds."

The Doctor takes his text from Psalms, exxii. 6

—

"Pray for the peace of Jerusalem." With concise

power he shows the fallacy of all hopes of peace in

the present fearful and distracted hour. War, that un-

natural state of society, that bane of all that is " love-

ly and of good report," sweeps away our hope of con-

tentment and peace. Still, peace is the cherished de-

sire of the soul. " We all wait and watch for it more

than they that watch for the morning." But, then,

the conditions and character of a peace gained at the

cost now exacted, is the thought alone demanding the

preacher's attention.

In fervid and eloquent strains the Doctor shows that

no such price as that demanded by the rebels can be

granted. It would be yielding our very nationality,

and lying prostrate at the feet of a most contemptible

oligarchy. We cannot, he says, purchase peace at such

a price. He then quotes the following eloquent de-

murrer from one of the noblest of modern preachers :

" Carnage is terrible, death and human features

obliterated beneath the hoof of the war horse, and
reeking hospitals, and ruined commerce, and violated

houses, and broken hearts—they are all awful. But
there is something worse than death. Cowardice is

worse, and tbe decay of enthusiasm and manliness is

worse. And it is worse than death, ay, worse than a
hundred thousand deaths, when a people has gravi-

tated down into the creed that the wealth of nations
consists not in generous hearts, in national virtues, and
primitive simplicity, and heroic endurance, and pre-

ference of duty to life—not in men, but in silk, and
cotton, and in something they call ' capital.' Peace
is blessed—peace arising out of charity ; but peace
springing out of the calculations of selfishness is not
blessed. If the price to be paid for peace is this,

that wealth accumulates and men decay, better far

thatevery street in every town of our country should
run blood."

Dr. Putnam continues to show that any settlement

of a compromising character would be wholly futile;

that it would be a prelude to other more wearisome

carnage and blood. " None," he says, " but a coward

or a traitor would think for a moment of purchasing

such a peace at such a price. Humanity could not

welcome it. A Christian cannot pray for it. The
angels in heaven could not sing a note of their Beth-

lehem song to celebrate it. A righteous God could

not grant it, except to a debased people, that has bar-

tered away its heritage, and is no longer worthy to

rule or to exist."

This is good, most excellent. It must find a re-

sponse in every humane and noble soul. But now the

Doctor approaches the word he has long shunned,

and been unwilling to pronounce it. He says :

" I begin to think, or rather I have lately come to

think, that we shall have no peace on this continent
until slavery is extinct, or lias got crippled and put
in the way of extinguishment. A year or two ago, it

would have been extreme radicalism to assert this.

It is not so now ; but a sober opinion, not based on the
principles of a fanatical philanthropy, but on the pal-
pable facts of the day, and on the exigencies of our
civil and military position."

He finds great relief under the term " military ne-

cessity," and can afford boldly to say, that we have
" two radically opposite and irreconcilable systems of

society," But, dear me, what a drawback to hear our

veteran brother in the service of that Master who
"came to preach deliverance to the captives," avow
that such thoughts have lately come to his mind !

Did he, an ambassador of Jesus, the asserter of human
rights for all, need to wait for this terrible baptism of

blood, ere he could announce the self-evident truth

that slavery is from beneath, and liberty from nhove?

But the Doctor is even now fearful, that should the

President's Proclamation he heeded, and the insur-

gent Slates return in time, slnvery will he pre-

served, and then we must give it its own place in the

body politic, He says :
" We shall have to hold

ourselves bound by our old compacts, bound to stand

by them, and respect them scrupulously." We are

bound to do no such wicked and diabolical act. My
dear Doctor, is there no such thing as a higher law ?

Was the old prophet a fanatic or a fool, in refusing to

obey the wicked edict which forbade him to pray to

his God ? Were the apostles traitors and infidels, be-

cause they would obey God rather than man ? Am I

bound to perpetuate the wicked compromises of my
dead fathers, and prove doubly false to the living

God? No, Dr. Putnam, you cannot mean all that

your language implies. If so, you stand on slippery

places. This is not the hour to preach obedience to

a compact which breaks every command of God, and
blushes not to sustain the "sum of all villanies."

But even with this proviso, the Doctor feels the ne-

cessity of adding another disclaimer, and one perhaps
quite superfluous; and here is tbe evidence of human
weakness. But hear him :

—

"I have never been an Abolitionist, in the usual
sense of that term. The people of this country, and
of the loyal part of it, have not been Abolitionists in
the mass. But if now the Almighty Providence itself
has become manifestly and actively Abolitionist, we
shall have to follow its leadings and fall in with its

purposes, whether we intend it or not, or whether
we like it or not. Events are stronger than our preju-
dices or our wishes. God will not be crossed or de-
feated."

While the Doctor makes this disclaimer for himself,

the people may not, as a body, thank hioi for including

them. But is this an honored sample of courage, to

fall in with that which can no longer be resisted ? Let

us be glad to know that the Doctor has ascertained

that God himself is an Abolitionist. " Sweet truth,

and easy to repeat"; for as long as time runneth, ever

since the " morning stars shouted together for joy,"

at the world's creation, God has been an Abolitionist.

In his very nature he can be nothing else.

The hope of the preacher brightens. With the

strength of new light, and the daily conflict of our

present civil war, Dr. Putnam sees no longer " through

a glass darkly." He thus closes his discourse :

—

'It is evident, then, that the question between free
and servile labor is now in immediate process of deci-
sion

;
and it can be decided in only one way. If free-

dom prevails in the present conflict, and slavery is re-
moved, or put into a fair process of removal, the deci-
sion is once for all. That false system once broken,
can never revive or return in this age of the world.
And then what shall hinder the perpetuity of union
and peace throughout all our borders ?

If, on the other hand, the slave system should con-
quer in this immediate conflict, it can be but for a
season. The old issue will be forever presenting it-

self. The conflict will be renewed from year to year,
or from generation to generation, til! freed'om prevails.

The principle of freedom never tires and never sur-
renders. When defeated and driven back, it rallies

again. It agitates till it succeeds. It has the laws
of nature on its side, and the deeper and mightier hu-
man instincts on its side, and God Almighty on its

side; and its final predominance is only a question of
time. This nation has postponed the fearful issue as
long as it could, and now against our will it is upon
us, and will push us till it is decided, and decided
aright. Then, and oniy then, will there be peace. For
myself, I believe that we shall not have even a tem-
porary and precarious peace until it is decided, and
decided aright. Predictions are idle, yet I cannot but
anticipate that a few months will bring the end, or at
least show us the beginning of the end, and such an
end that this whole continent shall be blessed in it,

and universal Humanity rejoice in it.

We cannot today give thanks for peace; we can
only study the nature and conditions of the peace we
want. We must still labor for it, fight for it, sufferfor
it, make sacrifices for it, till, through energy and zeal
and courage and victory, we win it. Meantime, pray
for it. Pray for tbe peace of Jerusalem—its true, right-
eous, and enduring peace. Pray for it, and let the
people say Amen !

"

To all this we add a most hearty assent. " The
Lord reigns, let the earth rejoice I

" The difficulty all

along has been, that while God has intended that, out

of the terrible ordeal through which the nation is

passing, his people shall go free, man has devised

another plan. God cannot be circumvented.

|

G. W. S.

BRAVERY OF COLORED SOLDIERS—THEY
ARE HIGHLY COMPLIMENTED,
[Correspondence of the N. Y. Tribune.]

On board Steamer from Fortress Monroe 1

to Baltimore, Nov. 14, 1862.
J

Events of no ordinary interest have just occurred
in the Department of" tbe South. The negro troops

have been tested, and to their great joy, though riot

contrary to their own expectations, they have tri-

umphed, not only over enemies armed with muskets
and swords, but over what the black man dreads
most, sharp and cruel prejudices.

Gen. Saxton, on the 28th of October, sent the
captured steamer Darlington, Capt. Crandcll, down
the coast of Georgia, and to Fernandina, Florida,

to obtain recruits for the 1st Regiment South Caro-
lina Volunteers. Lieut. Col. O. T. Beard, of the
48th New York Volunteers, was given the com-
mand of the expedition. In addition to obtaining
recruits, the condition and wants of the recent refu-

gees from slavery along the coast were to be looked
into, and, if occasion should offer, it was permitted
to " feel the enemy." At St. Simonds, Ga., Capt.
Trowbridge, with 35 men of the " Hunter Regiment
of the 1st South Carolina Volunteers," who had
been stationed there for three months, together with
27 more men, were received on board. With this

company of 62 men, the Darlington proceeded to
Fernandina.
On arriving, a meeting of colored men was called

to obtain enlistments. The large church wascrowded.
After addresses had been made by the writer and
Col. Beard, 100 men volunteered at once, and the
number soon reached about 12-5. Such, however,
were the demands of Fort Clinch and the Quarter-
master's Department for laborers, that Col. Rich,
commanding the Port, consented to only 25 men
leaving. This was a sad disappointment, and one
which some determined not to bear. The 25 men
were carefully selected from among those not em-
ployed on the fort or in the Quartermaster's De-
partment, and put on board. Amid the farewells
and benedictions of hundreds of their friends on
shore they took their departure, to prove the truth
or falsity of the charge, " The black man can
never fight." On calling the roll, a few miles from
port, it was found our 25 men had increased to 54.

Determined not to be foiled in their purpose of
being a soldier, it was found that 30 men had qui-
etly made their way on board just at break of day,
and had concealed themselves in the hold of the
ship. When asked why they did so, their reply was :

" Oh, wc want to fight for our liberty, and for the
liberty of our wives and children."

" But would you dare to face your old masters ?
"

" Oh, yes, yes. Why, we would fight to de death
to get our families," was the quick response. No
one doubted their sincerity. Muskets were soon in

their hands, and no time was lost in drilling them.
Our steamer, a very frail one, had been barricaded
around the bow and stern, and also provided with
two 12-pound Parrot guns. These guns had to be
worked by black men, under the direction of the
Captain of the steamer. Our fighting men num-
bered only about 110, and 50 of them were raw
recruits. The expedition was not a very formida-
ble one, still all seemed to have an unusual decree
of confidence as to its success.

What had been done the day previous, and what
was accomplished on the day of sailing, is described
as follows by Lieut. Col. Beard in his report to Gen.
Saxton :

—

"On Monday, Nov. 3, with the steamer Darlington,
having on board Capt. Trowbridge's company, colored
troops (f>2), I proceeded up Bell River, Florida, drove
in the rebel pickets below Cooper's, destroyed their
place of rendezvous

; thence proceeded and destroyed
the salt works, and all the salt, corn and wagons, which
we could not carry away, beside killing the horses.
Thence we proceeded to Jolly River and destroyed
two salt works, with a large amount of salt and corn.
Thence proceeded to St. Mary's and brought off two
families of contrabands, after driving in the enemy's
pickets.

On Tuesday, Nov. 4, proceeded to King's Bay,
Georgin, destroyed a large salt work, in a creek about
a mile from the binding, together with all the property
on the place. Here we were attacked by about 80 of
the enemy, of whom we killed two."

This was the first place where the, troops were
brought under fire. They had nil, about 30 in

number, jus! got inln the small boats, when (he
enemy rushed out of tho thick woods and fired upon
them. Their condition was a perilous one, the en-
emy being not over ton rods distant, and Mn- steftm&r
still further off. Nothing daunted, the men loaded,

and fired coolly and incessantly, till safe on board.
A warm fire was opened at once by the men from
the steamer, and one of our Parrots played well its

part. It was marvellous that, under so heavy a
shower of bullets, not a man was wounded, though
many balls were lodged in the steamer and barri-
cades.

November 6. The first landing this day was on
Butler's Island, from which the troops brought off a
quantity of rice. The next landing was at Darien,
Ga., where two prisoners and some arms were taken.
The pickets fled at the approach of our troops.
Lieut. Walker, of Capt. Trowbridge's company, who
had been left in charge of part of the company on
St. Simond's Island, accompanied by 25 men, had
crossed over in small boats a few days before our
arrival, and had captured, in Darien, the assistant
provost marshal. One of our new prisoners stoutly
objected to being marched to the small boat by his
negro captors. He swore a white man was entitled
to more respect; but the overjoyed negroes could
not see the force of his argument'
The women and children (about fifty) taken from

St. Simonds on the. day previous, were now landed
for safety in St. Catherines, as a more hazardous
work was to be undertaken. Much of the night
was spent in getting wood for the steamer, killing
beeves and cooking meats, rice and corn, for our
women and children on shore, and for the troops.
The men needed no "driver's lash " to incite them
to labor. Sleep and rest were almost unwelcome,
for they were preparing to go up Sapelo River,
along whose banks, on the beautiful plantations,
were their fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, wives
and children. Weeks and months before, some of
the men had left those loved ones, with a promise to
return "if de good Lord jist open de way." At 5
o'clock on Friday morning, Nov. 7, we were under
way. Capt. Budd, of the" gunboat Potomska, had
kindly promised, the evening before, to accompany
us past the most dangerous places. On reaching
his station in Sapelo Sound, we found him in read£
ness. Our little fleet, led by the Potomska and
followed by the Darlington, sailed proudly up the
winding Sapelo, now through marshes, and then
past large and beautiful plantations. It was very
affecting to see our soldiers watching intensely the
colored Jbrms on land, one saying, in the agony of
deepest anxiety, " Oh, mas'r, my wife an' chillen
lib dere," and another singing out, " Dere, dere my
brodder," or " my sister." The earnest longings of
their poor anguish-riven hearts for landings, and
then the sad, inexpressible (except by sighs) regrets
as the steamer passed, must be imagined—they can-
not be described.

The first landing was made at a picket station on
phas. Hopkins's plantation. The enemy was driven
back; a few guns and a sword only captured. The
Potomska came to anchorage, for lack of sufficient
water, a few miles above, at Reuben Kins's planta-
tion. Here we witnessed a rich scene. 'Some fifty

negroes appeared on the banks, about fifty rods dis-

tant from their master's house, and some distance
from the Darlington. They gazed upon us with in-
tense feelings, alternately turning their eves towards
their master, who was watching them from his piazza,
and toward our steamer, which, as yet, had given
them no assurance of landing. The moment she
headed to the shore, their doubts were dispersed,
and they gave us such a bowing welcome as angels
would be satisfied with. Some few women were so
filled with joy that they ran, leaped, clapped their
hands, and cried, " Glory to God ! glory to God !"

The Darlington rested directly in front of the
old planter's door. About eighty men were formed
in line of battle in the front yard, and some thirty
were employed as scouts. The men were not all

landed before the dark subjects of the patriarchal
institution were rushing for the boat. It only re-
quired about fifteen minutes to gather their liberal
supply of " oid duds." As they were coming with
bundles on their heads, children in their arms and
on their shoulders, loaded also with pigsins, pots,
trays, chickens, ducks, and squealing little pigs, I
ventured my unhallowed feet upon the piazza, when
I met the planter, and a widowed daughter who
was joint owner in the fleeing "chattels." Saluta-
tions being exchanged, I remarked to the lady,—

" This is a sad morning to you."
" Yes," said she, " this seems hard."
"You may consider yourself fortunate in being

thus providentially relieved of the responsibility of
going to the judgment with the blood of these peo-
ple upon you."

" If it were the wish of Providence, then let him
take them by death," replied she. "But their life

is worth more than their death. It is a divine insti-

tution."

" If it were divine," we replied, " it would relieve
them of their rags and filth, renovate their dark and
loathsome cabins, open the school-house to their
children, and cease to sell husbands and wives,
parents and children. You sec how eagerly they
rush to us, with a thousand benedictions, while they
express no kind regards to you."
The good lady had no reply, except that the ne-

groes were all their dependence.
After relieving the planter and daughter of twenty

thousand dollars worth of humanity,—i. e., fifty-two
slaves and the leather of his tannery,—we reem-
barked. Our boats were, sent once and again, how-
ever, to the shore for men, who, having heard the
steam whistle, came in greatest haste from distant
plantations.

_
As the Potomska could go no farther, Capt. Budd

kindly offered to accompany us with one gun's crew.
We were glad to have, his company and the services
of the crew, as we had only one gun's crew of
colored men. Above us was a bend in the river,

and a high bluff covered with thick woods There
we apprehended danger, for the rebels had had am-
ple time to collect their forces. The men were care-
fully posted, and fully instructed as to their duties
and dangers, by Col. Beard. Our Parrots were
manned: everything was in readiness. No sooner
were we within rifle-shot, than the enemy opened
upon us a heavy fire from behind the banks and
trees, and also from the tops of the trees. Our
speed being slow, and the river's bend quite large,
we were within range of the enemy's guns for some-
time. How well our troops bore themselves will be
seen by Capt. Budd's testimony.

Our next landing was made at Daniel McDon-
ald's plantation. His extensive and valuable salt

works were demolished, and he himself taken pris-

oner. By documents captured, it was ascertained
that he was a rebel of the tallest kind. We took
only a few of his slaves, as be drove back into the
woods about ninety of them just before our arrival.
One fine-looking man came hobbling down on a
crutch. McDonald had shot off one of his legs
some eighteen months before. The nest plantation
had some 500 slaves on it. Several of our troops
had come from it, and also had relatives there; but
the lateness of the hour, and the dangerous points to
be passed on our return, admonished us to retreat.
Our next attack was expected at the bluff. The

enemy had improved the time since we parted from
them in gathering rc-enforeements. Col. Beard pre-
pared the men for a warm fire. While everything
was in readiness, and the steamer dropping down h a ill

upon the enemy, the writer passed around among
the men, who were waiting coolly for the moment of
attack, and asked them if they found their courage
failing. "Oh no, mas'r; our 'trust be in do Lord.
We only want fair chance at 'em," was the unani-
mous cry.

The fire immediately opened upon us by the en-
emy, numbering from eighty to one hundred men.
Our troops returned the fire with effect. Two of
the enemy soon fell headlong from the trees, and
several on the ground soon fell.

Only three of our men were wounded, and they
ceased not firing till the enemy had

;
yet the blood

completely covered the face of' one who had been
struck by a ball in the forehead.

Most people have doubted the courage of negroes,
and their ability to stand a warm fire of the enemy.
The engagements of this day were not an open
field light, to be sure, but the circumstances were
peculiar. They were taken by surprise, the enemy
concealed, his force not known, and some of the
troops had been enlisted only two days. Captain
Budd, a brave and experienced ollicer, and kh eye-
witness of both engagements, bas kindly given 'hi*

opinion, which we are sure will vindirnle' the policy,
as well as justness, of arming the colored man lor

at least his own freedom :

—

"United States SxSAKSn, I'otoimska. !

Sapelo River, Ga„ Nov. 7. 1^.2. j

Sir,—It gives me pleasure to testify to the admira-
ble conduct of the negro troops, (1st S. C. Volun-
teers,) under the command of Lieut. Col, Beard, 18th
New York Volunteers, during this day's OpwatiotIS,
They behaved splendidly under the warm Mid galling
lire wc were exposed to. in ihe Iwo skirmishes with
the enemy. I did not. see a man flinch, contrary to
my expectations.
One of them particularly came under mv notice,

who, though badly wounded in the fuee, continued to

load find fire in the coolest manner imaginable. Every
one of them acted like veterans.

Very respectfully, WILLIAM BUDD,
Art,',,.) Lieutenant, Commanding 1'otomska.

To the Ilev. M. FbSKOH, Chaplain U. S. A."

On reaching his whip, Capt. Budd led our retreat.

Jt had been agreed, after full consultation on the

subject, that, in our descent down the river, it was
best to burn the buildings of Capt. Hopkins and
Col. Brailsford. Both of these places were strong
picket stations, particularly the latter. Brailsfoid

had been down with a f-niall force, a few days before
our arrival at St. Catharine's, and shot one of our
contrabands, wounded mortally, as was supposed,
another, and carried off four women and three men.
He had also whipped to death, three weeks before,

a stave for attempting to make his escape. We had
on board Sam Miller, a former slave, who had re-

ceived over three hundred lashes for refusing to in-

form on a few of his fellows who had escaped. He
had been the owner of several of our troops and of
their friends.

The troops landed in these places under the guns
of the Potomska, and quickly did their work. At
the first place, a magazine was blown up. At
the latter was a strong force; but the shells were
too much for them. The sun had gone down when
the troops landed, and the enemy had the advantage
of darkness.

Still, our men went back nearly half a mile, firing

cabins, out-houses,and finally the splendidly furnished
mansion of Col. B., sparing only his sword and
saddle.

All this work was done in the very face and
eyes of the enemy, and yet such was their terror of
black men armed, that they dare not make an at-

tack. The men all reached the steamer by small
boats without loss.

I would here remark, that the men were not
allowed to take any article for their own use, nor
indeed did they seem anxious to do so. To damage
the rebels, rescue their friends, and show that they
could be " sogers," seemed the one desire of their
heart. It was truly surprising to see how rapidly
and expeditiously "they could land; after leaping
from the small boats into water knee-deep, and
climbing up the banks, they would rush into the
woods as fearlessly as a dog after a fox. They felt

perfectly at home, scouting in the woods, and'were
an awful terror, as we had reason to know, to the
enemy. Their intimate knowledge of the rivers
made them invaluable as pilots.

On passing among the men as we were leaving
the scenes of action, 1 inquired if they had grown
any to-day. Many simultaneously exclaimed, " Oh,
yes, massa, we have grown three inches." Sam said,
" I feel a heap more of a man."
With the lurid flames still lighting up all the

region behind, and the bright rays of the smiling
moon before them, they formed a circle on the
lower deck, around the hatchway leading to the
hold, where were the women and children captured
during the day, and on bended knees they offered

up sincere and heartfelt thanksgivings to Almighty
God for the mercies of the day. Such fervent
prayers for the President, for the hearing of his

prdclamation by all in bonds, and for the ending of
the war and slavery, were seldom, if ever, heard be-

fore. About one hour was spent in singing and
prayer.

Those waters surely never echoed with such
sounds before. It really seemed, sometimes, as if

we could almost hear the angels chanting over us
the old song of Judea, " Glory to God in the high-
est ; and on earth peace, good will to men."
We refer again to Colonel Beard's report. He

says :

—

" The colored men fought with astonishing coolness
and bravery. For alacrity in effecting landings, for
determination, for 'bush fighting,' I found them all I
could desire, more than I had hoped. They behaved
bravely, gloriously, and deserve all praise."

Our steamer left Beaufort without a soldier, and
returned, after an absence of twelve days, with 156
fighting colored men, some of whom dropped the
hoe, took a musket, and were at once soldiers, ready
to fight for the freedom of others. The troops
made thirteen landings on the main between Fer-
nandina and Fort Pulaski, destroying nine large
salt works, together with some 820,000 worth of
salt, corn, rice, horses, &c, which could not be
brought away. About seventy slaves were taken
from their rebel masters, while our steamers brought
back the scars of one hundred and fifty of the en-
emy's bails. The men entered Beaufort singing the
John Brown song more heartily, I venture to say,
than it was ever sung before. The negroes now
think they will be read}-, when the brigade is com-
pleted, to take the job of putting down the rebellion.

General Saxton pronounced the expedition a per-
fect success; but what the rebels and tbe people of
the North will say of it, we cannot tell. We close
with two regrets—first, that we found, on our re-
turn, that our commander, General Mitchel, had
finished his work on earth and gone home to heaven,
and second, that we have been'obliged to write this

imperfect account en route for Washington, on board
ship, and sea sick. M. F.

Lewis's Normal Institute

Physical Education,
No. 20 ESSEX STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

[Incorporated in 1S61.]

THIS Institution is a pioneer in a new profession. La-
dies and gentlemen of enterprise and industry will

dud in this field health, usefulness, and large profit. Three
eminent medical men teach in the departments of Anato-
my, Physiology and Hygiene. Prof. Leonard has charge
of Elocution ; Dr. J)so Lkwis of Practical Gymnastics, and
the Movement Cure. The course continues ten weeks.
Tickets $75. Matriculation £5. Diploma $10. These
prices are reduced 25 per cent, to Ladies. Two courses
during this yenr— the first beginning on the 2d of January,
and the 2d on the 5th of July.
For a full circular, address Dr. Dio Lewis, Box 12, Eos-

ton, Mass.

Dr. Lewis has solved the problem ; ho has marked out
the way. Many eminent teachers are pursuing it with
the most excellent results. We recognize the debt due
Dr. Lewis ; he has done us teachers and our pupils a vast
amount of good.

—

D. B. Hagar, Pres. of the American In-
stitute of histruction.

I am now satisfied that Dr. Lewis has found tbe true sci-

entific process for physical development. It was my privi-

lege to welcome Dr. Lewis at his very first arrival here,
and every thing since then has only confirmed my confi-

dence in his ability to superintend the work.

—

JRiv. Dr.
Kirk, at the first Commencement of the Institute.

Henceforth wo shall delight to think of Dr. Lewis as
one who holds our welfare vory near his own ; we shall
turn to him for sympathy and encouragement in our fail-

ures, and shall love to bring our successes to him, as
belonging more to him than to ourselves.

—

Miss May, Va'.-

edktory at the. first Ciradiicting Class.

I rejoice, Mr. President, that the Normal Institute for
Physical Education has been established in Boston. I re-
joice that it has at its head a gentleman so admirably qual-
ified to give it eminent success. I believe that no individ-
ual has ever, in this country, given the subject of Physi-
cal Education such an impulse as has Dr. Lewis. Ho de-
serves the credit of it.

You may not know it, ladies and gentlemen, but this
Institution is famous in every part of the land. There is

not a live educator in America who is not looking to see
what is to be the result of Dr. Lewis's institution in Bos-
ton. These exercises can be introduced into any school-
room with desks. The problem is solved.

I trust, ladies and gentlemen, that this is the com-
mencement of a new era, and that the system taught
by Dr. Lewis will be universally introduced into oui
schools.—Extract from a speech delivered at the second Com-
mencement of Lewis's Formal Institute," by J. J). Philbrick,

&9g., •SiijHiintfwhnt if the Public Schools of Boston.

DENTISTRY.
DD. DANIEL MANN hns removed his office to 146

Harrison Avenue. He has, for tbe past five years in-
seiled artificial teeth on (he vukaiiilo base, in the use of
which he has made some improvements. It is better than
gold, when well made, being lighter, stronger, and more
durable, and is also much cheaper.

Dr. M. also uses a somewhat similar preparatoii for fil-

ling teeth too tenderer too far decayed for tilingwith geld.
His prices are as moderate, at least, as tlu.se o| any re-
sponsible dentist.

Boston, September 20 1SG2.

ICII XJI333NT.

GLOBE HOTEL
WILLIAM T, POWELL, Puofeietok.

2 DOTEB Street, (near Franklin Square,)

Nl'W VDlik.

A. J. GROVES,
ATTORNEY A.\/> COUNSELLOR at i. in,

EARLVILLB, La Sails Co., 111.

HP Bspeoial attention given to Hearing vcA collecting
Claims tur Eastern Kerohanto.

A-Lgnsl R, tf.
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itary authority takes, for the time, tho place ef all munic-
ipal Institutions, and SLAVERY- AMONG THE REST

;

and that, under that state of things, so far from its being
truo that the States where slavery exists havo tho exolueivo
management of tho subject, not only tho President op
the United Sura, hut the Commander oe the Aiimy
HAS POWER TO ORDER TlIF UNIVERSAL EMAN.
CIPATION OF THE SLAVE.! 9. . . From tho instant
that tho slnvoholding Stales become the theatre of a war,
civil, servile, or foreign, from that instant tho war powers
of Congress extend to interference with tho institution of
slavery, ix BVEnv wav IN which it can he i.iterpered
with, from a claim of indemnity for slaves taken or de-
stroyed, to the cession of Slates, burdened with slavery, t»
a foreign power. ... It is a war power. I say it is a war
power

;
and when your country is actually in war, whether

it bo a war of invasion or a War of insurrection, Congress
has power to carry on the war, and MUST cakkv it on, AC-
coRni-vo to the laws op w/.rt ; and by the laws of war,
an invaded country has all its laws and municipal institu-
tions swept by tho board, und martial power takes tub
place op them. When two hostile armies aro set in martial
array, tho commanders of both armies have power to em™.
cipato all the slaves in the invaded territory.''-^/, ti. adao*

J. B. YEBEINT01, & SOU, Printers,
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S^=" Specimen of Democratic blackguardism, No. 1.

ACTS AKD EESOLVES OF THE THIRTY-
SEVENTH CONGRESS, EIRST REGULAR
SESSION.

[Not copied from the record, but put down accord-
ing lo our recollection, and warranted correct in
the main.]

1. An act in relation to niggers.
2. An act to emancipate niggers.

3. An act to prohibit wbat-ye-eall-It in the Terri-
tories.

4. An act to abolish what-ye-call-it in the Dis-
trict of Columbia.

5. An act concerning niggers.

6. An act to confiscate niggers,

naneipate the wives and babies of

legal ten-

7. An act to

contraband:

8. An act to emancipate niggers who fight for
the confederacy.

0. An act to make 'em fight for the Union.
10. An act to make freed niggers love to work.
11. An act to educate said free niggers.

12. An act to make paper worth more thin gold.
13. An act to make a little paper worth more

than a good deal more gold.

14. An act to free sombody's niggers.

15. An act in relation to niggers.

16. An act to prohibit importations by increasing
duties.

17. An act to make white folks squeal, otherwise
known as the Tax Bill.

18. An act authorizing the President to draft
white folks.

An act authorizing the President to arm nig-

gers.

An act to give us a little more paper.
21. An act concerning niggers.

22. An act to make omnibus tickets

der.

23. An act to compensate Congressmen for using
their influence in obtaining contracts.

An act authorizing the issue of more omnibus
tickets.

An act declaring white men almost as good as

niggers, if they behave themselves. "
(Laid

on the table.)

26. An act to repeal the clause of the Constitution
relating to the admission of new States.

27. An act to repeal the rest of the Constitution.

28. Resolutions pledging the government to pay
ibr emancipated niggers.

29. An act authorizing the President to pay for

said negroes. (Went under.)

30. An act to confiscate things.

31. Resolutions explaining that some other things

are not meant.
32. An act in relation to niggers.

33. An act to make niggers white.

34. An act to make 'em a little whiter.

35. An act to make 'em a good deal whiter.

36. An act in relation to contrabands.
37. An act in relation to colored people.

38. An act concerning niggers.

39. Resolution of adjournment.
—Providence Post.

19.

20.

24.

25.

ftgr^ Specimen of Democratic blackguardism, No. 2.

A PROCLAMATION,

Whereas, the undersigned, A-bray-ham Lincoln,
Low-pressure President of a few of the United
States, having observed that the people thereof,

styling themselves Butternuts, prefer the Constitu-

tion to the African, he therefore deposes and says,

as follows, to wit :

—

And whereas, the aforesaid Butternuts are bring-

ing to bear a pressure upon me which is very em-
barrassing—therefore, be it hereby

Resolved, That the "Military necessity" business

is about played out, and that hereafter the under-
signed will be compelled to confine his sportive gam-
bols to the limits of the Constitution.

And be it further enacted, that after this date, the

aforesaid Africans won't be free on the 1st of Jai

uary as much as I thought they would be before the

election, in consequence of Butternuts.

I would also state that the Black Republican
amusement of putting Democrats into prison don't

seem to pay. It was an agreeable pastime, but very
productive of Butternuts. It was a clear loss to us

of sixteen pounds of straw for each entertainment,
and straw is advancing— we ought to have bedded
them with treasury notes—but it's too late to do that

now, in consequence of Butternuts. That portion

of our festivities are, therefore, hereby declared to

have come to an untimely end. The audience will

accept our thanks for their kind attention and liber-

al patronage.

In conclusion, permit me to remark that Butter-

nuts are very particular. They think the Constitu-

tion is "some punkins." They think that every-
body ought to have ;i trial—which is exactly synono-
mous to saying that there are those in our virtuous

and Christian party who ain't persons of truth and
veracity; men, indeed, who would not scruple to

misrepresent a political enemy to a provost marshal

!

Perish the thort

!

What's the umbrage ? (as the feller said whim a

female gave him the mitten.) What's the umbrage ?

Nobody ain't hurt. Haven't we given every one of

our prisoners sixteen pounds of straw ? Certainly

we have ! And ain't we giving a!! of them " honor-
able discharges" at our earliest convenience—which
is more than we can expect to get ourselves ? Cer-
tainly we are. True, we don't tell them what they
are arrested for; but if they don't know themselves,
how can they expect us to know ? There's no use

to be unreasonable.

Fellow-citizens, I am an old man. I have studied

a great deal of tariff, and mauled any quantity of

rails; I am the author of the sublime and immortal
expression, "Birds and animals are seen at a disad-

vantage through a fog." That brilliant and beauti-

ful conception was born in the brain of your Chief
Magistrate. I flatter myself that I have elevated

and dignified American character, and shed consid-

erable lustre upon fi'ee institutions, but my great,

peculiar, and truly wonderful forte is telling anec-

dotes. And, speaking of anecdotes, the partieular-

ness of the Butternuts reminds me of one :

The widow Ricketts (one of my first clients) used
always to be illustrating how particular her son
Erastua was. So, One morning, she come over to our
house, and Bays she, " Well, I do think that Erastus
is getting more particular every day. Why, it was
only this morning that he poured out a whole cup
full of hot coffee, jest because*!.!; happened to see a

small little bed-bug in it !" Erastus was about as

particular with reference (o bed-bugs as the. Butter-

nuts are about the African, &c. No more at pres-

ent, except that Butternut pressure js squeezing me
so hard that I almost fancy myself a lemon, instead

of A, Jakgoln, Pies., pro tern.

*—Belhfantainc Gazelle.

jjQ^* Specimen of pious scoundrelism.

A MEETING.

A meeting of the barbers of New York is recom-
mended, to memorialize the President on the subject

of the Emancipation Proclamation, and urge him to

adhere to it to the bitter end. Why should they not
hold such a meeting? Some persons ridicule the
idea. Nonsense ! These men have had more to do
with the heads of their fellow-men than any other
class of citizens. They ought to know something
about races and something about cooling the hot
brains of rebellions citizens. At all events, they are
infinitely better fitted to the work than the men who
assembled at Cooper Institute on Monday evening.
They are better fitted, because, as a gener il rule,

they are more practical in their ideas, and know
more of human nature and general dealings with
mankind. But there is another and a better reason
why they are more fit for the work. They will not,

by the new business which they undertake, injure
their old business, or bring any contempt on the pro-
fession they are members of. That these <clt!r«ymen
are doing this, is only too sadly evident. * * *

There is not in all the history of the past two
years a darker page than that which records the di-

vision of the American churches. It was brought
about by Northern and Southern clergymen insist-

ing on subjecting the Church to the purposes of the

State. They severed the holiest bond of union be-
tween North and South in their attempt to use the
commission of the Divine Master for the control of

earthly politics. They soiled tbe garments of their

high calling, defaced the image of their Leader and
Director, which should always be visible in the life

and conversation of His minsters. They made the
Church to be a despised political machine in this lit-

tle corner of the universe— the Church which He
made to be one body, including the prophets, apos-
tles and martyrs of all times, all ages, a'l countries;
for aught we know, all planets, all stars !

To those clergymen who propose to meet again
and use their character as God's messengers for the
control of this miserable negro question in America,
we claim the right to be bearers of a message which
they seem never to have heard, though it sounds
down the ages from the peaceful hills of Galilee. It

is the message of the Gospel of Peace. It is the
message your forgotten Lord—forgotten in your po-
litical assemblies—gave to you, but which it is neces-
sary for those who should receive it from you, to de-
liver to you. It was summed up in the blessing He
promised on the peace-makers. It was the blessing

promised through Him by the angels at Bethlehem.
It is the blessing which this sad old world will real-

ize only when the ministers of Christ go forth hum-
bly and prayerfully to preach and to teach the sim-
ple, holy, peace-giving doctrines of the religion of
the Child of Bethlehem.

It is not for you to preach patriotism. The word,
the idea, is nowhere in your commission. Christ

and his Apostles never named it as a Christian vir-

tue. It is no part of the Christian religion. Saints

and martyrs gone long since to God, an'innumerable
company, are ashamed— if shame can reach the
heavenly abodes— are ashamed of you, their un-
worthy successors among men, that you debase the

religion of Christ to the purposes of poor human
passions, and the.upholding or the overthrow of poor
human institutions. "Be ye wise as serpents, and
harmless as doves, but beivare of men." They will

not only persecute you, but they will seduce you into

all their schemes of human aggrandizement, will use

your sacred caljing for their selfish ends, will sell

your religious character and appropriate the pay-
ment to themselves; and when they have stained
your reputations, destroyed your purity, reduced you
to the low grade of the pot-house politician, or the
radical member of a brawling Congress, they will

turn you out " roofless and shivering," and then your
Master will disown you forever.

This Union may be saved. God willing, the men
of America will save it in spite of rebellion, in spite

of privy conspiracy, in spite of church division, in

spite of that radical rancorous hatred which has been
encouraged between North and South by political

clergymen on both sides. But it is to be saved by
human means, in the hands of God, and not by the
"foolishness of preaching." Remember then'your
work and its requirements, your Master and His ex-
ample. Go to the sinner with your niessa",e of truth,

go to the sick with the consolations of the promises,
go to the living with the words that speak of heaven

;

but beware that, as clergymen and servants of Christ,
you have no part or lot in the strife of politics, or
the wars that desolate the earth, lest when you go
up to the Throne with the report of your accom-
plished mission, some poor slaveholdlng rebel, saved by
the all-merciful grace of the Savior of men, meet you
at the foot of the Throne, in white robes, and point
to the blood on your garments as the bar to your pres-
ence among the redeemed out of all ages, and peo-
ples, and tongues.

—

New York Journal'of Commerce.

J?*l*fH'0tt*.

2^= Specimen of Democratic sham patriotism.

THE RADICALISM OF THIS TRIAL HOUR.

The Abolition ministers can declaim in their pul-
pits, and the demagogues who are using them can
rattle off at the caucuses, quantities of talk about
freedom, slavery, negro equality and so forth, to ap-
ply not to the communities in which they live, but
to communities numbering in the aggregate eight
millions of white men and four millions oi'

slaves ! But what does all this amount to ? This
is a question of race ; and it is certain that the sepa-
rate communities that make up this eight millions

claim the right to deal with it; and a great majority
of twenty millions in the free States will recognize
their claim to be valid. It is astounding to hear
shallow men so flippantly decide the deepest problem
that man was ever called to solve.

The Radical journals are trying to make the mes-
sage bear wholly on the point that this country can-
not continue to be part free and part slave, and are
dissenting and criticising the principle of a separa-
tion of the races and colonization, In fact they dis-

card the plan, and are in opposition to the President.

It is noteworthy that they are getting on to the
Garrison ground as to the Constitution. We are
told that " it is perfectly idle to fait buck upon the do-
ings of the framers of the Federal Constitution" !

The whole pack probably will be in the full, sono-
rous cry of the old Abolition hounds, that this instru-

ment is a covenant with death and an agreement
with hell, and that we ought to cease to go bv it

!

Let the people mark the men who thus regard the
Constitution. Disregard of law has been the bane
of our country. At the South, its fruit has been this

rebellion. At the North, its fruit was a supply of
the means by which this rebellion was nursed. The
noble conservative phalanx who arc striving for the
sacred cause of country, and command the civil

situation, Bteer clear of both Abolition and Seces-
sion, as twin enemies; and stand as a unit by the
deafly prized local government and uaiuualily that
make the two pillars ofour polity, and are grandly re-

cognized in the Federal Constitution.

—

Boston Pout.

THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN EXAMINED.

WHAT DOES THE PKESIDKNT PROPOSE ?

He proposes to Congress the adoption of a joint
resolution of both Houses, recommending to the sev-

eral States an amendment of the Constitution of
the United States.

For what purpose ? Is it to authorize and em-
power the Federal Government to abolish slavery
in any or all of the States, in manner and form pre-
scribed ? No. By a careful examination, it wilt he
perceived that the proposed new articles of the.

Constitution neither provide for, nor recognize, nor
contemplate, any such national power.

Instead of this, they only provide that an ofl'er of
compensation, in the manner therein prescribed,
shall be made by the United States to any slave
State that shall abolish slavery at any time previous
to January 1, 1900; and also, that Congress may ap-
propriate money and otherwise provide for the col-
onization of free colored persons, with their own
onsent ; also confirming the liberty of all who have
been or shall be liberated by the chances of war;
and compensating loyal slave masters for the loss of
slaves thus liberated.

There is nothing, in all this, that makes it obliga-
tory on any State to abolish slavery at all, at any
time, either before or after the first ofJanuary, 1900.
If the proposed amendments of the Constitution
should be made, even by the concurrence of every
slave State, that concurrence would not bind either
one of them to avail itself of the offer, or to
abolish slavery at any future time, for there is noth-
ing in the proposed amendments that requires it.

Yet the President, most unaccountably, savs

"The plan would, I am confident, secure peace
more speedily than can be done by force alone, while
it would cost less, considering the amounts and mannei
of payment and times of payment, and the amounti
would be easier paid than will be the additional cost of
the war, if we rely solely on force. It is most likely

—

very likely—that it would cost no blood at all."

AVc have read, and re-read, carefully, the Presi-
dent's proposed amendments, and can see nothing in

them to warrant such a conclusion. Very certainly,
there is nothing in the terms of the proposed articles

themselvesthatcouldbind any ofthe States to anyaet
of emancipation, or that even amounts to a promise,
however vague and indefinite, ofsuch action. It binds
the United States to make compensation to the States
that will abolish slavery within the time specified,
but it does not bind the States to abolish slavery.
The stipulation, the promise, is only on one side

!

The only provision that binds the slave States to

any thing is the following :

—

" Any State having received bonds as aforesaid,
and afterward introducing or tolerating slavery
therein, shall refund the United States the bonds so
received, or the value thereof, and all interest paid
thereon."

The effect of this is, not to authorize and em-
power the United States Government, even in

'such an extreme contingency, to interfere and
protect the slaves, in their right to freedom, after
the United States had actually ransomed them,
by the payment of money, but merely to pro-
vide that the States, after having received the ran-
som money, and yet failing to liberate the slaves, or
re-enslaving them, or introducing other slaves, or
tolerating their enslavement, shall refund back the
money to the United States. It provides for the se-

curity of the Governnient's ransom money, but not
for the security of the freed-man's freedom, nor for

the final extinction and exclusion of slavery, the
cause of the rebellion ! The nation is to take care
of its dollars, but not of its liberties, nor of its se-

curity from future rebellions.

The clause last quoted says, impliedly, to the
slave Slates : If you will, previous to the year 1900,
try the experiment of free labor, the Uni'ted States
shall pay you for your slaves. But if, at any time
afterwards, you shall get sick of your bargain, and
choose to introduce slavery again, the United States
Government will release you from the contract, only
you must refund the money you have received,
" and all interest thereon "

!

The adoption of such an amendment of tho Con-
stitution wculd be such a national guarantee of the
right of slaveholding as has, perhaps, never been
claimed, or conceived of, before as possible. How,
then, could the President, in proposing it, as a means
of securing and preserving the Union^ make use of
such language, in his Message, as the following:

Tlie rresiaent says mat " Wiriiow, slavery, me,
rebellion could never have existed ; without slavery,

it could not continue." "How would it work," then,

to let slavery continue thirty-seven years longer, pro-

vided the slaveholders, most of them rebels or in

sympathy with them, cannot agree among them-
selves, to abolish it? "How would it work" to

adopt an implied pledge of tolerance to slavery, in

the meantime, and forever afterward, unless the

slaveholders become abolitionists ?

How would it work V The plan, if adopted and
confided in by the Free States, would allay anti-

slavery agitation, by iilnsive dreams of coming de-

liverance, through the action of the slaveholders

themselves. And if would tie up their hands, and
the hands of the Federal Government, from any fu-

ture action against slavery.

How would it work ? Thirty-seven years more of

the reign of the Fugitive S ave Law, the abnegation

of Personal Liberty Bills, the continued rule of the

Dred Scott Judiciary, the abrogation, by the Su-

preme Court, in the pending case of Virginia versus

New York, of the right of the Free States to ex-

elude slavery : thirty-seven years more of the abso-

lute, unbroken supremacy of the slaveholders

—

whether few or many—in the Councils and Legisla-

tive halls of the Nation; and no provision for, or

prospect of, its termination, even at the end of the thirty-

seven years ! A lease of thirty-seven years longer

for the lile, the vigor, and the controlling power of

the pro-slavery Democracy, whose life is bound up
with the life of slavery—the Seymour-and-Woods-
and-Rynders-and-/7flra/r/-and-Wbr/f/ party, in league
with the Rum and Five Points power, to control the

commercial metropolis, (he Empire State, and with
them the Nation. If the Republican party wishes

to sign its own death-warrant, to fasten the baiter

with its own hands around its own neck, and knock
out the scaffolding, the President has given it a fair

chance. The adoption of his " Plan " would do it,

undoubtedly, and most effectually.

How would it work? The President goes into an
elaborate argument, to show the advantages, to the

nation, of thirty-seven years' delay of emancipating,
because, as he calculates,

istrauon at me uoun or at. .james,'now an aboti-
tionist of the newly-defined type. Then we have
Robert J. Walker, a man who was called from the
"cotton State" of Mississippi, to head the Treasury
Department under Mr. Polk, anil whom Mr. Bu-
chanan selected above all others for the Governor-
ship of Kansas ; he, too, comes under the ban for
being an abolitionist.

And so we might go on, and we should find that
scores and hundreds of those who have been the
honored men of a better democracy than exists to-
day, are now the most zealous defenders of doc-
trines and measures which call down upon their
heads the mad-dog cry referred to, from the small-
beer politicians and pro-slavery advocates who, in
large a degree, make up the democratic partv. Are
we not. right in saying that abolitionism is' fast be-
coming respectable? And does it not bid fair, at
no distant day, to become popular also ? The truth
is, the bone and sinew, head and heart of the old
democratic party, are now in the ranks of those
who are denounced as abolitionists, by a set of
"soldiers of fortune" and broken down 'politicians,
who are anxious to galvanize into life the old, effete
organization of democracy, merely for the personal
and political advantages which they hope to derive
from it. They ignore Jefferson and every doctrine
he ever enunciated. They stand on doctrines as
diametrically opposed to true democracy as dark-
ness to light. They are fighting to revive the dead.
They have allied themselves to slavery because in
that is their hone of political supremacy. But they
are doomed. Their hopes will fail. Their dead will
never rise. The progress of events is against them.—Maine State Press.

The plan is proposed as permanent constitutional
It cannot become such without the concurrence

of—first, two- thirds of Congress, and afterwards three-
fourths of the States. The requisite three-fourths of
the States will necessarily include seven of the slave
States. Their concurrence, if obtained, will give as-
surance of their severally adopting emancipation at

distant day, upon the new constitutional terms.
This assurance would end the struggle now, and save
the Union forever."

It would give no such " assurance " at all, nor the
shadow of any thing of the kind.

And how farcical, by the side of the proposed
amendments, becomes the magniloquent close of the
Message :

—

" We say that we are for the Union. The world
will not forget that, while we say this, we do know
how to save it. We, even we here, hold the power
and bear the responsibility.

In giving freedom to the slave, we assure freedom
to the free, honorable alike in what we give and what
we preserve.

We shall nobly save or meanly lose the last best
hope of the earth.

Other means may succeed—this could not fail.

The way is plain, peaceful, generous, just—a way
which, if followed, the world will ever applaud, and
God must forever bless."

If the President had proposed, as he has not, a
national abolition of slavery, now, when it is impera-
tively needed, prohibiting it, henceforth, forever,
he might have said this with a better grace. Even
then he could have said nothing more. And, in-
stead of challenging the world's applause, and the
blessing^ of God, for the act, the language of hum-
ble confession and penitence, for the long delay of
justice, a.tjustiee, and not as a military and political

necessity, would have been more becoming.

HOW WOULD THE PLAN WORK ?

Just as any other plan would work, or does work,
or has worked, that ignores God and Humanity,
Nature and Revelation, tho Law and the Gospel,
the foundation principles of eternal, immutable, ir-

repealable, inexorable Right, the foundation princi-
"*'

"ivil government in general, and of our own

" At that time we shall probably have one hundred
millions of people to share the burdens, instead of
thirty-one millions, as now."

A cool calculation, to be sure, for the benefit of

the whites, at the, expense of more than an entire

generation of the colored population, who are to be
kept in slavery all that time, for the lightening of

our burden of taxation ! But the President forgets

to calculate how much the slave population would
likewise increase, during that time, multiplying the

numbers of slaves for whose emancipation a com-
pensation would have to be provided. Nor does he
undertake to tell us to what a gigantic growth the

numbers of the slaveholders and the political strength

of the Slave Power would likewise have increased;

nor how the spirit of liberty, freedom of speech, and
of the press could be preserved, in the presence and
under the influence and power of slavery, all that

time—nor how the country could be secured against
new aggressions and fresh outbreaks of pro-slavery

rebellion ! Does he suppose that the renewed offer

of compensation, so recently rejected, would so de-
light the slaveholders, now, that tney would give up
all thoughts of rebellion, from this time, henceforth
and forever, on account of it ?

The President says that " neither the war, nor
proceedings under the Proclamation of September
22(1, are to be stayed by the recommendation of this

pian." And he speaks of the seven slave States that
lie expects will vote in favor of his plan. This must
include Virginia and Maryland; the latter held in

the Union by military force, and the former, at least

its centre and capital, still in the hands of the ene-
my, whom we have not yet been able to dislodge.

If the "Proclamation and proceedings under it

are needed anywhere, to-day, they are quite as much
needed in Virginia as anywhere. Yet, in Virginia
and Maryland, the President, proposes to wait thirty-
seven years, for the operation of his compensated
emancipation scheme upon the State Legislatures

!

Was there ever infatuation or confusion like this?—New York Principia, .

Republican institutions in particular.

How would it work ? Why ? How havo all simi-

lar expedients " worked " for seventy years past ?

—

worked, in bringing the nation into its present pre-

dicament—worked, in keeping it there— worked, in

the Cabinet—worked, in the Executive Mansion

—

worked, in the Army—and worked, in Congress?

ABOLITIONISM BECOMING- RESPECTABLE,

Abolitionism, as defined by sham democrats and
their allies, is becoming a very respectable thing.
They stigmatize as abolitionists all who do not
acknowledge the righteousness of slavery, its com-
patibility with divine ordination, its perfect harmony
with republican institutions, and its just claims upon
the respect and reverence of the wisest statesmen
and the soundest political economists. If a man
now repeats with emphasis the doctrines of the
Declaration of Independence— that all men are
created free and equal, and are endowed with the
inalienable right of liberty— he is an abolitionist.

If he insists that human slavery is opposed to natu-
ral Jaws, and rests upon an outrage and usurpation,

he is an abolitionist. If he contend that differences

in color necessarily imply no superiority in mental
power, then he is an abolitionist, and would disre-

gard God's imprint on his human offspring. If he
contend that the white man has no more moral
right to enslave the. black than the native African
has to enslave the unfortunate mariner who find;

himself cast, upon a barbarous shore, then he is not
only an abolitionist, but he is guilty of underrating
the majesty of white humanity, and is to be taunted
as a "niggerite" and advocate of negro equality
with the cultivated races of Europe and America.
If he believes that slavery tends to destroy the
moral forces of the nation, and to enervate the in-

dustry of a people in whose midst it is operative,

then he is to be stigmatized as an abolitionist. If

he believes that slavery has prompted the present
rebellion, that it is the "great black commissarv of

the confederacy,"—as Dr. Bellows styles it,

—
"and

that emancipation of the slaves of rebels is demanded
as a necessity of the war, then all the tribes of sham
democrats and rebel sympathizers combine to de-

nounce him as an abolitionist; and this word has
really become the mud-dog cry by which attempts
are made to disparage and to bring into disrepute
every man who contends that slavery has no supe-
rior claims to respect, and that if it stands in the
way of preserving the Union, or of maintaining I he
authority of the Government, it should be trampled
beneath the feet of our victorious armies.

But as wo havo said, abolitionism, as defined
above, is fast becoming respectable. Of the late

members of Buchanan's cabinet, we find at least
four who rest under the ban of the pro-slavery
politicians, and who are good enough abolitionists

according to the modern standard. These are the
venerable Lewis Cass, late Secretary of State, John
A. Dix, Edwin M. Stanton and Joseph Holt. Then
we have such men as Gens. Hunter, Butler, Hook-
er, McClernard, Sprague, and hosts of others, all

democrats recently, but now abolitionists, according
to the latest definition of the Northern pro-slavery
lexicographers. Going back, we find the eminent
historian and scholar, George Bancroft., once the
distinguished representative of a democratic admin-

OOLORED SOLDIERS AHD CONTRABANDS,

Ten days since, the steamers Darlington and Ben
De Ford went out with two companies of South
Carolina Volunteers to forage along the coast. Til
returned successful, with so much excellent, pine
lumber, saw-mill saws, &c, that it astonished oui
clerks and wise men out of all mathematical ealcn
tion, and they figured $25,000 worth up to $125,000
in less than no time. Never mind. The colored
soldiers fought well—that is everywhere admitted.
Then came news of Gen. Hunter's appointment.

Was there not joy among us? Next arrived the
Colonel of the South Carolina Volunteers. A more
than nine days' * onder in any other country than this,

that a man so brilliant should put himself at the
head of a negro regiment (always pronouncing the
word negro as if spelled with two g's).

^
Some of us did not wonder. Some of us thanked

God, in the depths of our hearts, that " the hour
and the man " had come. The negroes need men
to lead them, and men and women to teach them

—

not fops and imbeciles, nor yet speculators, who,
unable (for want of capacity) to earn three hund-
red a year at any honest calling, have decided to
commit a worse than theft upon the country by officer-
ing a colored regiment (and " making a sacrifice of
themselves") at a thousand or two a year. Col.
Higginson stayed not one day in the city. He
landed in the morning, and at eve was with his regi-
ment. Under his hand the work will be well done.

_
Thanksgiving went off grandly, whites and blacks,

citizens and soldiers, entering into the festivities of
the occasion with great gusto.

There were religious meetings on the plantations
and in the towns, dinners and suppers, short rides,
social gatherings, balls and frolics, and more of the
latter than could be desired. Gen. Saxton andstaff
spent the morning at the Pope plantation, and at-
tended service at the Baptist Church, which is in
the central part of the same island. There were
fathered from one to three thousand people, to give
thanks for freedom. Oh, it was a great day to us all.

The colored people sung their own hymns, and
then joined with teachers and superiti tendents in
si ngi ng

;

Our country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet laDd of liberty.

It is now a country, indeed, to them. A sermon
followed the usual exercises; but the leading feature
of the meeting was the address of General' Saxton

4

urging them to enlist, and learn to fight the battles
of right for themselves. He told them the story of
Anthony Burns, and of the brave deeds of Cot.
Higginson in that affair, and brought tears to the
eyes of women, and blessings lo the lips of men, by
his recital.

lie spoke of his noble mother, who died on Thanks-
giving day, who taught him to respect the rights of
all and be true to them, and especially to remember
the wrongs done to negroes; urged" the women to
teach their children, that freedom was more than
life, and that if it was not worth fighting for and
defending, it was not worth having.

Gen. Saxton is a good man, and his whole heart
is in this work. Nearly every Sabbath he is out at
the churches on the plantations, or by his cheering
words encourages the people. No m'an could stand
more firmly as the friend of the negro, anions the
violent haters of that oppressed race by which he
is surrounded.

_
The prej-dice against the blacks

among the officers and soldiers here is wonderful.
Did it end there, it might in time be overcome, but
it extends to every one that befriends them.—[Port
Royal corr. of N. Y. Tribune.

tnc-r aia in the market oetween the white and uiu-
lattoe3—put it for sale. The price was their free-
dom. We mean lo sell ourselves for freedom—we
hope to you Northern men. If your politicians and
Generals tack us away, we will try to make our mar-
ket with the rebels. But yon had better bargain
with us—had better free us, and arm us. How lone
would this war last, if we were freed bv act of Con*
gress and the President's Proclamation—both of
them ratified in General Orders by the Commanders
of all the Union armies in the South ? Why, the
rebel armies would melt away in a week. Every
officer and every private who had any interest of
any kind in a plantation, or village even, would
run home to protect it against imagined injury.
Consider us armed ; there's no use of tatting, Mr.
W. The revolution at .the South is accomplished',
and the Union is saved

; and you can't save it with-
out the social revolution. A*nd, mark my words
Mr. W., the attempt to save it without doing us
justice will end in your own political slaverv,°and
your own ruin, and in this England will be the prin-
cipal agent.

There are colored men in Washington who know
the value of the dinner-table talk of great men, and
Jeff. D ms, and Keitt, and Flovd, have always made
much of the jealousy in England of the manufac-
tures of your North. You have got to have us, Mr.
W. Our climate will kill vour troops, save in De-
cember. January, February and March. The South
is a wilderness. You are ignorant of it, and can be
ambushed every day. And it is so big that, if with
half a million men you overrun it, it' would take a
million men to occupy it. And then, what sort of a
Union will you have saved, in which the people of
tin? thirteen States refuse to take political action,
and have but to raise their fingers to their slaves to
set them loose upon you, and drive vou northward ?
You had better take us, Mr. W. Indeed, vou have
got to take us. For if you wish to back out of this
war, you won't be permitted to do it. You have o- t
to conquer or be conquered. I know the slavehold-
ers. They went into this war for power ; and if you
don't whip them in Virginia and South Carolina,
they will whip you in Pennsylvania and New York,
and then reconstruct the Union, with themselves at
the top, and you at the bottom. You white men of
the North mil go into slavery, unless you take us black
men of the South out of slavery ; and Mr. W., you
have not a great deal of lime left in which lo decide
what you will do !

"

Torn speaks the sentiments of his race. States-
men and soldiers will heed them. S. W.

horn

costume.

soldier:

VIEWS OF AN INTELLIGENT NEGRO,

Samuel Wilkcson, Esq., of the New York Tr
bune, in a letter from the Peninsula, relates the fol-
lowing remarkable conversation held with an intelli

gent negro on the subject of the slave policy of the
Government:

—

I have talked with many intelligent men of color
on this subject. The superior man of all is known
as " Tom." I one day drew him out of his guarded
silence on this theme by saying, "lam surprised,
Tom, tiiat the negroes in this Peninsula don't. 6ght
tor us."

" I reckon vou ain't, Mr. W.
;
you know too much."

" Why don't they fight for us, Tom ?
"

" They expected to. sir, and all the colored men,
from here to Texas, expected to."

" Why didn't they ?
*

" You know as well as I. We were driven from
your lines and camps, and pretty plainly told that
you didn't want anything to do with us"; that you
meant to carry on the war, and leave us in slaver v
at the end of the war. So we left you to carry on
the war as you could, and a pretty poor fist you are
making of it, too, Mr. W.," said Tom, warming into
earnestness. " The North can't conquer the South
- ithout tho help of tho slaves. We men of color,
ho have communication with each other through

all the States, (the leading men, I mean,) know
this. We know, too, that if the war lasts, one party
or the other party will give us our freedom."

" What is that you say—the slaveholders free
their slaves? "

" They certainty will do it, if they can't whip you
Otherwise. Yon may depend on that. Mv friends
n the South all tell me so. Our pusiiion.Mr. \\ ..

is like that of the Sau Domingo blacks. They put

THE BLACE SOLDIERS OF SOUTH CARO-
LINA,

Mrs. Frances D. Gage writes to the Independent
an account of the mustering into the army of the
First Regiment of South Carolina Volunteers:—

" The black soldiers were marshaled before the
headquarters of Gen. Saxton—a stalwart band-
proudly shouldering their guns, as thev stood in
their red pants, blue coats, and caps. Gen. Saxton
(one of God's noblemen,) whom the world will

came out and stood before them in military
Grouped around were parties of scoffing

here and there an officer, whose curled
hp and upturned nose told the whole story of his
patriotism and philanthropy—while groups of ne-
groes, of all ages and sizes, filled up the circle,
watching with staring eyes for this strange cere-
mony. Gen. Saxton is tall, with a finely moulded
figure, straight as an arrow, very graceful in his
motions and exceedingly active." After showir."
them the first movements of the drill, and havin°
them follow him for a few moments, he addressed
them, telling them in plain but very understandable
language what would be expected of them as sol-
diers. He then administered the oath, and turnincr
toward the crowd of sneering officers, soldiers anS
lackeys, with a clear voice he pronounced them all
free—they, their wives, children, fathers, brothers
and sisters—' and all your relations,' he added ;

' and
you have as good right to freedom as I have, or any
other living man. God never made a man to be a.

slave.' As he said this, as with one tumultuous
feeling of enthusiasm, every man in the company
sprung his hat from his head, anil, swinging it high
in air, gave three of the most tremendous^cheers"!
ever heard. No one had prompted tins, or hinted
at it. It came as the rushing of waters, and there
was nought to hinder. They were free : Govern-
ment had acknowledged their manhood."

OUR ENGLISH ERIENDS INSTRUCTED.

The London Inquirer for November 22d contains
an extract from a letter from an American clergy-
man, (understood to be the Rev. Joseph H. Allen,
of Jamaica Plain.) which, if there be anv potency
in truth, stated in words that scintillate "and burti,
should enlighten the purblind eves of our English
brethren:

—

" It is not very hard to understand how differently
a good many things here must seem to us, and to
you at a distance. A certain amount of respect-
though not assent—we can also accord to a sincere,
consistent, and unqualified profession of non-resist-
ance, and a condemnation of our struggle on that
ground. It would be idle and unjust In us to expect
you to share our passions, or even, very stromdy,
our feelings, which have as distinctly national a col-
oring as what 1 was accustomed to'observe and ad-
mire in Enirland. But there are two or three mat-
ters of pure judgment, which it gives ine surprise
that some of you should overlook; though by a
scrap from a letter from Mr. Newman, in tlie 7n™-
script, (which I send,) from Mr. Mill's papers in
Eraser and Westminster, and from the book oi Pro-
fessor Cairnes. it is clear that the materials are not
wanting for judgment in England. Here, they arc
too intimately part of our nature and ourselves to
allow us easily to analyze them, or to speak of them
without feeling and impersonally.
One thing which I think ought to have some

weight with you is, the absolute"" unanimity among
all those persons whom yon know and think of with
any respect and honor. The sort of peace lan-
guage which you employ—which means, if we im-
aerstand it, peace got by submission— is the lan-
gnnge here only of the most profligate class of pro-
slavery Democrats. As to this statement, there is

absolutely no qualification or abatement. It is by
no moans the case, as you seem to imply, that peace
men and Christians arc suppressing their convic-
tions. My ancle, Dr. , prominent among peace
advocates, gives with all heartiness and j,.v his two
sons—one as lieutenant, («&C6 returned'.') atvi ono
as chaplain. The Quakers in Pennsylvania, out of
pure religious sense of dnlv, h.ne Iven forward to
more than fill their quota in the armv. The first

recruit in the ranks in this village, for July's cull,
was a TOUng iikui of first r;ink as to L.milv, scholar-
li'l «1 ' |'-i:il.s:'.i.-.u,'tl positi in, whe v/ent .1 his free
mil to join as i private the retreating armv in the
Peninsula. The IHl, regiment, whieh "h;is just
sailed for Newbern. is made up yen largely of th
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cansummute (lower of the young men and gentle-

men of this vicinity; and so in various proportions

of the other regiments.

You have seen, perhaps, the names of several of

the best of our younger clergymen who have en-

listed in the lowest offices, or in the ranks; you

must have seen accounts of the magnificent, impas-

sioned, tragical heroism of men of all walks in life

—from Marblehead fishermen and Penobscot lum-

berers to the men of the prairie and the frontier;

and of my lather's four sons, I can testify that there

is not one who has not long and anxiously consid-

ered, this past summer, whether his duty should re-

quire him to go or stay, who does not stand ready

to answer the call when it is plainly made to him.

And, with all the better class of recruits, there is

but one spirit—infinite and uncomplaining patience

under all suffering, eagerness to be at their post, if

kept from it by wounds or sickness, and unhesitating

devotion to the object of the war.

Now I say, distinctly, that this spirit is absolutely

unanimous among all those you think of with any

sympathy or respect, and that you ought to giveit

weight in your judgment. Sumner, Phillips, Whit-

tier, Bryant, Garrison, May—with shades of differ-

ent temperament, are one in conviction. Can you

see so much better than they all ? Do you sup-

pose they do not feel the infinite distress, horror, and

agony of the war as well as you ? Yet (to quote

vour"phrase) not one is seeking ' an obvious reason

for discontinuing a war which has brought no glory,'

&c, or could possibly employ such a phrase, except

such creatures as Vallandigham and Fernando

Wood, who are deep in a profligate conspiracy to

remand this nation. ti> *he dominion of the Slave

Power. We know <

r
hat the only hope of deliverance

from that power a ^o fight this fight through. If

anything ever gives us a parsing distrust of its issue,

t is not that the cause is not right, or the means are

insufficient,; but I it soffi times the Government

i:av ipathy with the nation;

<_,.. 'i;u'i- been trusted until

il, am"! Netted away; and,

not least, because this conspira y I is had its fires

deliberately fanned by those jntttih. "we had abso-

lutely trusted to bo our ii\-i\\.. rti this awful contest.

If the slave empire of the South becomes the

ruling power of this continent, it will not be be-

cause our hearts were faithless or our hands slack,

but because British speculators have furnished the

cannon and shell to murder our boys in the field;

because ' 290 ' British merchants have subscribed to

put pirate ships afloat to weary us into despair by

the ruin of our commerce ; because the British Gov-

ernment allows shelter to the Nashville, and turns

away the Tuscarora, and is at this moment (if the

Liverpool papers tell the truth) suffering an iron-

clad fleet to be outfitted, in open daylight and boast-

fully, to make our defence of freedom hopeless. If

it had not been for that ' moral support,' which the

Times boasts is al! but universal in the English na-

tion, we all fully believe the rebellion would have

been at an end last spring.

And again, you should know that there has never

been a moment when peace could have been had on

easy terms, that would not have put this nation at

the mercy of the South. The specific charge against

the Republicans, which I just saw in a Boston paper,

is that they did not secure peace by guaranteeinr

slavery perpetual in the Constitution, and extend-

ing it over half the territories. As to a division of

territory, it would have been avowedly accepted by

the North as a baffled and beaten power—the world,

and the South, and we, and you would have known
it to be so. And they would have accepted no

division that did not carry them to the Pennsyl-

vania line, and within one hundred miles of the

lakes, besides giving them all Missouri and Kansas.

Now, at least, we have secured Delaware, Mary-

land, Kentucky, half Virginia, Missouri and the

great West to freedom—a territory at least as fer

tile, and five or six times as great as all England

and France—which, as the world goes, is no small

compensation for a year of war. Besides this

think we have, by securing the Mississippi, saved

you and ourselves from the remorse and disgrace of

having a freebooting slave empire in control of the

Gulf and the Spanish Main—that disaster is saved

already: is that nothing? And we think, too, that

slavery itself is fatally^shaken, and will not survive

this war-

Now, can you remember a war in history in

which the results for humanity were so great and

plain as these? We know, if you do not, that the

_ war was the only price by which they could have

been had—our only alternative for shame, guilt and

contempt. And so we have given money and blood

unstinting, and shall continue to do it, as long as

that end" is had in view—that is, till the prize is

won, or till the pro-slavery democracy, whose phrases

are caught and echoed in your religious papers, has

succeeded in dividing and defeating us, and reduc-

ing us to a sullen and infidel despair. Pray let

your next words be such as to help our English

brothers to see this thing in its true light."

THE PEESIDENT'S MESSAGE,

When we had occasion, a short time since, to

comment on the extraordinary concession by a Bos-

ton Republican paper of a right on the part of the

State of Massachusetts, and any other State, to es-

tablish human slavery within its borders, we did not

expect so soon to meet with a recognition of prop-

erty in man from a higher quarter, from one whom,
last of all, we should have looked for it. But such

is the case. It is with inexpressible pain and morti-

fication that we see the President of the United

States, for the greater part of his life the inhabi-

tant of a free State, the chosen leader of a party

which is based on the denial of the right of slavery,

and whose fundamental principle Has always been

that the right of property in human beings was not

recognized in the Federal'Constitution, after a war
of two years for the perpetuation of that institution,

in which he has indeed shown that he has learned

much, still in his official capacity, and in his official

message—a document which will be read through-

out the civilized world—admits that there is a right

of property in man which it would be wrong for

him to interfere with, without compensating the

alleged owners for depriving them of it. Such an

admission, from such a source, fills us, we say, with

sorrow, almost with indignation, and tends far more
than would any disaster to our armies in the field to

make us fear for the ultimate success of the cause

of the Union.
The President shows in his Message that he fully

understands that slavery is the cause of the rebel-

lion ; that by slavery it is upheld ; and that slavery

must be destroyed before there can be any hopes of

a restoration of the Union, or of peace and har-

mony between its now conflicting sections. This he

understands, and sets forth in his peculiar style with

much force. But, so strong are the prejudices he has

imbibed from his youth up, in regard to the enslaved

race, so one-sided have been the sources of informa-

tion from which he has formed his opinions, so much
has he been under the control of influences favora-

ble to slavery, that he has not yet learned to dis-

card totally and entirely the doctrine that one man
can rightfully hold another in bondage, and that the

exercise of the power to do so by the stronger over

the weaker, gives the former a right of property

which others are bound to respect. If the Presi-

dent had studied both sides of the question, we feel

sure that he never would have written that sad

passage in his Message. If a race of white men
had been made slaves of in the South, and had

aided by their labor in augmenting the resources of

those who were endeavoring to subvert the Govern-

ment, he could not have hesitated an instant in

striking off every fetter, and calling on every man,

woman and child held in bondage fo assert their

liberty. But, alas ! though the slaves of the rebels

have as stout muscles, though they are as compe-

tent to cultivate the soil, to 'wield the spade or to

direct the musket as any other race under the sun,

and though their very inherent docility is an addi-

tional guarantee to their owners against danger

from them, as it would be against danger to the

country from setting them free were they only

treated with common humanity
;
yet they are black,

they are degraded, they are ignorant, they are help-

less, they need guidance and aid from their supe-

riors, and it is for this reason that a man of so good

intentions as Abraham Lincoln still remains involved

in the sophistries and fallacies of the monstrous doc-

trine of a right of property in man.
We must confess that, judging from a perusal of

what Mr. Lincoln had previously said, we should

not have expected him to express any such senti-

ments as those on which we are commenting. In

bis debates with Mr. Douglas in 1808, when, as he

said, no one ever dreamed of seeing him President

of the United States, he frequently expressed his

conviction of the natural right of every man to

freedom. " I believe," says he in one speech, " each

individual is naturally entitled to do as he pleases

with himself and the fruit of his labor, so far as it

in no wiso interferes with any other man's rights."

In another speech ho said :
" In relation to the prin-

ciple, that all men are created equal, let it be as

nearly reached as we can. If we cannot give free-

dom to every creature, let us do nothing that will

impose slavery upon any other creature." Again,

speaking of the negro, he said, " In the right to cat

the bread without the leave of anybody else, which
his own hand has earned, he is my equal, and the

equal of Judge Douglas, and the equal of every

living man." He defied any man to show that the

negro was not included in the Declaration of Inde-

pendence. He expressed his belief that " the right

of property in a slave is not distinctly and expressly

affirmed in the Constitution." Language was not

used in it "suggesting that slavery existed, or that

the black race were among us." And he said that

"the sentiment which contemplates the institution

of slavery as a wrong is the sentiment of the Re-
publican party."

If the President had recalled the frame of mind
in which he uttered these sentiments, he 'would

never have so lamentably contradicted them as he

has in his Message. His intellect would never have

been so obscured as it now is, and we should have

such action long before now as would have long

since crushed the rebellion, put an end to slavery,

and restored peace to the country.

We say these things not in anger but in sorrow
;

not from a spirit of fault-finding, but from a convic-

tion that our duty as journalists, and as (o some ex-

tent the exponents of public opinion, require it.

No public man in the country needs educating more
than the President. Thank Heaven ! he has shown
that he is capable of learning. He has learned

much ; he has much to learn. But the most im-

portant lesson to be instilled into him is, that there

is no such thing as a right of property in man, and
that the free people of the North will never consent

to any act, on the part of the Government, or to

any modification of the Constitution, which in any
way admits or recognizes that right.—New Bedford
Republican. Standard.

We presume everybody has road the President's

Message, and accordingly judged it. There is not

much to say about it any way. It is brief, senten-

tious, written in plain, homely language, and there-

fore needs no interpretation. It provokes a smile

in some, and makes others impatient to hear the

President arguing the case with those accursed seces-

sion wretches, just as though his logic would con-

vince or his rhetoric move them. His talk about

the impossibility of separation, while that very act

is going on, reminds one of the " little story " of the

lawyer who undertook to show the judge, after sen-

tence had been passed, that it was impossible for

the court to have his client publicly whipped. " You
just look out of the window," replied the judge,
11 and you'll see that your client is taking his honest

thirty-nine, in spite of the impossibility of which
you speak." Old Abe should look out of the win-

dow occasionally to see what is going on outside.

The main feature of the Message, and which the

President dwells upon at length, is his proposed

amendment to the Constitution, which provides for

the gradual abolishment of slavery by paying for

the slaves, colonizing the blacks, and thus shorten-

ing the war and perpetuating peace. Such a propo-

sition might be well enough in time of peace, but

it only needs to be stated to show how utterly im-

practicable, not to say foolish, such a scheme is at

present. We think no one understands this better

than President Lincoln ; and we judge this propo-

sition to be merely a pad or cover, so to speak, for

the dagger which he intends soon to send home to

the vitals of slavery and secession. Any other in-

terpretation, it seems to us, would evince a lack of

that practical common sense which has hitherto been

accorded to Mr. Lincoln.

—

Girard (Pa.) Union.
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No Union with Slaveholders!
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STATE OF THIHGS Iff ENGLAND.

LANCASHIRE SUFFERERS AND SLAVERY.

Day by day the suffering widens and deepens.

And now the cold has conic. The accounts, illus-

trated by cases and groups of cases, are most afflic-

tive. This "England" is paying a fearful penalty

for any complicity with slavery in the past, and is

feeling scarcely less than any one State in the Union
—even if not more—the consequences of the great

crimes of the revolted slaveholders. I give, without

comment, a statement which no reader of The Inde-

pendent will see without emotion. Some benevolent

persons, chiefly a lady who has been caring for the

moral welfare of the hundreds of female attend-

ants at the great Exhibition, gave them a parting

entertainment, under the presidency of Lord Shaftes-

bury- In a report of the proceedings is this:

—

"Lord Radstock gave some touching illustrations

of a visit to the distressed factory districts, whence
lie had returned within the lust twenty-four hours.
He mentioned instances in which the stricken opera-

tives manifested not only patience, but cheerfulness,

'He has never forsaken me, and never will,' said one
in the depths of poverty. ' I was sure that our Fa-
ther would never forsake us,' said a mother of a large

family on receiving unexpected relief. The noble

lord showed how remarkably these and similar facts

evinced the power of religion—not, as philosophers

would say, a 'sentiment,' but faith in the living

Christ, the living God. One employer assembled his

men, and explained to them the cause of their suffer-

ing, (the American war.) Their answer was, 'We
don't mind suffering a hit, if we can onli
set the poor slaves free."' (Great applause.)

BRITISH TORIES AND AMERICAN DEMOCRATS.

The London Freeman has a good parallel between
the so-called " Democrats " of the United States and
their English sympathizers, who almost alone have
been heard in the United States:

—

" The Democrats are, by a strange inversion of lan-

guage, become the Tories of America. Like the Tory
party in every community, the old Constitution has a

monstrous abuse in it, for which, therefore, they fight

to the last. Like English Tories, the language of lib-

erty and vested rights is on their lips, the retention of

unjust privilege, gain and power in their hearts.

Hence our Tory journals, including the Times, claim
alliance with the Democrats, and repudiate Republi-
canism as more radical than Democracy. Our Eng-
lish Tories are right, and we wish them all joy of

their friends. Southern slaveholders are confessedly

the Tories of the old Union, and the Democrats who
would jeopardize the Union rather than sweep away
the intolerable abuse of slavery are the worthy rep-

resentatives of our Toryism in the free States."

MR. GEORGE THOMPSON, THE ABOLITIONIST.

Two members of Parliament have been accident-

ally killed this week, in one case making a vacancy
at Southampton. There are five candidates in the

field, one of them Mr. George Thompson. It would
be pleasant to see this veteran in Parliament ag
but his election is not probable. An old Liberal

member, who is connected with the railway system

and public works of the town, stands; also a secre-

tary of Lord Palmerston. The Prime Minister if

very popular in the town, within some six miles of

which is his beautiful estate of Broadlands. Then
the Conservatives are very powerful, and have the

Lord Mayor of London for candidate
; and, to be

private and confidential, the position of the cou:

ageous and able and laborious advocate of the

United States, and of his Southampton friends, h

been sadly weakened by the incessant American
accusations and reproaches of the British. For
example, every man in Southampton knows that the

Nashville was kept in durance there, and the most-

stinted supplies, even of oak timber, refused and
impounded. Of course, Southern Americans and
emissaries took care that all Southampton should

know that Northern Americans insisted that she had
been fully supplied with all the means and-appliances

of war, and were passionately reproachful therefor

Also, it is extensively believed in Southampton that

the commander of the Tuscarora was prepared to

violate British waters, and to rush into conflict

within sight and sound of the abode of our widowed
Queen on the Isle of Wight, had he not been over-

ruled. Nevertheless, there is George Thompson,
and declaring that " his most earnest sympathies are

with the anti-slavery policy of the Government of

the United States."

—

English correspondence of the

New York Independent.

[2^=* Mr. Thompson has declined entering into the

political canvass for a Beat in Parliament; though

truer representative of the people could be sent to

that body. We have -copied on our last page, from

the London Morning Star, a sketch of a very forcible

speech on the American War, recently delivered by-

Mr. Thompson, in the hall of the Corn Exchange at

Maidstone, in reply to a purblind speech made by Mr.

Buxton, M. P., at the dinner of the Maidstone Agri-

cultural Association. It will be read with interest and

pleasure. Mr. Thompson has proved himself to be

nobly true to the cauBe of freedom here, and deserves

a special testimonial from its fricnds.J

—

Ed. Lib.

OONOEEHIlTfi THE LIBEBATOE.

The war has not only crippled the circulation of the

wspaper press generally, hut it has produced such a

scarcity in the materials for making printing paper,

—

owing chiefly to the failure of the cotton crop,—that

the price per ream is now more than doubled, with n

strong probability of a further upward tendency for

some lime to come. The consequence must be, uni-

versally, either a diminution in the size of the sheet

or in the quantity of reading matter, or else a propor-

tionate incrense in the subscription price. Another

alternative is, speedy extinction. In numerous cases,

a stern necessity will doubtless compel the acceptance

of the last, especially by weekly newspapers, as com-

paratively few of tiiese have, hitherto, been able to

preserve more than a precarious existence. It was

the extra ounce that broke the camel's hack : in this

case, it is a ton's weight, instead of an ounce.

In common with all other publishers, we find our-

selves in a very tight place. Our subscription list has

been seriously reduced, by various causes, during the

last year; and this, alone, is a source of pecuniary

embarrassment. To attempt to go on at the same

rates, with this loss, with the enormous advance in the

price of printing paper, and with no immediate pros
:

pect of extending our circulation, would inevitably

terminate the publication of the Liberator at an early

day. On the other hand, to increase the terms &
$3,00 per annum,—which, supposing our present list

of subscribers should remain firm, would barely cover

the additional cost of the white paper,—may cause

uch a further diminution in the number of our pa-

trons as to hasten the same fatal result. The first

se, if pursued, is certain suppression; the second

furnishes the only chance of continuance. In these

trying circumstances, we cannot hesitate which to

adopt. The price of the Liberator, therefore, at the

commencement of the new year, will be enhanced fifty

cents per annum, until the market value of printing

paper be restored to its normal condition. Other

weekly papers throughout the country have been

obliged to make a similar advance in their own case.

This is a simple statement of our situation, and our

readers can easily cipher out the absolute necessity

for this change in our terms.

We have no personal feeling whatever as to the con-

tinuance or suppression of the Liberator. Its publica-

tion was commenced without a subscriber, and it will

give us no mortification should it end without one.

Its whole career testifies to the fact, that its sole, para-

mount, absorbing object has been an uncompromising

advocacy of the cause of immediate and universal

emancipation, without regard to the extent of its cir-

culation. .On no consideration have we suppressed,

diluted, or avoided the truth. We have never yet

sought to win or to retain the patronage of any man.

Whatever has been done, at any time, in support of

the paper, has been done spontaneously, for its own
estimated value as a fearless, impartial, independent

anti-slavery journal, and not in response to any per-

sonal appeal from us; for we have made no such ap-

peal. If it has accomplished its mission, let its pub-

lication cease: we ask no personal consideration -what-

ever. Whoever would make any reformatory move-

ment subservient to his own selfish ease, vain con-

spicuity, or pecuniary advantage, is undeserving of

the slightest respect or confidence.

The Liberator has nearly completed its thirty-second

volume. For thirty-two years, therefore, it has been

sustained against such odds as no other journal was

ever called to encounter. It is neither matter of sur-

prise, nor to its discredit, that it has always had an in-

adequate subscription list. True, that list we might

have largely extended, if we had resorted to any of

the ordinary means to obtain subscribers; especially,

if we had made personal applications in such cases.

But we have never done so—perhaps from a morbid

feeling of delicacy. Never at any one of the thousand

anti-slavery meetings we have attended, or the lectures

we have delivered, have we ever presented the Libera-

tor as either deserving or needing any support; and

we make this statement simply to lessen the exultation

of the pro-slavery press at the limited circulation it

has obtained—for, in the ail abounding competition ot

the various multitudinous periodicals, unless syste-

matic, strenuous and persistent efforts are made to at-

tract attention and secure public patronage, it is ex

tremely difficult to make any headway, even though it

be a paper disposed to cater to public sentiment,

stead of breasting the tide. Appearing as " a root out

of dry ground," the Liberator, to this hour, continues

to be "without form or comeliness," in the general

estimation. Pioneering the way for the deliverance

of a race, "peeled, meted out, and trodden under

foot," and in the most emphatic manner "remembe:

ing them that are in bonds as bound with them,

against all temptations to swerve or compromise, it is

hated and proscribed al! the more on that accc

Compelled to arraign both Church and State at the

tribunal of truth and justice for recreancy to the cause

of the oppressed, it has had to encounter the bitter ani-

mosity and fierce maledictions of the pro-slavery sup-

porters of both. Censuring witli more or less severity

all parties and sects, on account of their slaveholding

complicity, it has roused their mightiest efforts for its

extinction. Erecting and advocating the highest stand-

ard of Christian principle, moral excellence, and be-

nevolent regard for "the suffering and the dumb," il

has been universally anathematized, caricatured, li-

belled, with infernal malignity—held up to public scorn

as characterised by nothing hut its "fanaticism,"

fidelity," and "treasonable spirit "—and repudiated

as a thoroughly infamous publication. The first news

paper in the world—certainly, the first to our knowl

edge and belief— to admit of thoroughly untrammelled

discussion in its columns, and to volunteer the con

stant publication of the ablest and sharpest sentiments

in opposition to its own, thus enabling its readers to

hear all sides, it has received no countenance or com-

mendation on the ground of this manly fairness, but

been left to find its support among the few who have

had the moral courage to enrol their names on its sub-

scription list. And how much moral courage has been

required to do this, these well know.

We have the consciousness of having published a

journal, which, for its advocacy of whatsoever is just,

true, noble, pure, humane, and freedom-giving, in the

midst of a fearfully demoralized and cruelly oppres-

sive nation, may chailenge the closest scrutiny of pos-

terity. Of the tact and ability displayed in conduct-

ing it, we have nothing to say, except that we are

fldent that no subscriber has had any just cause to

complain that he has not had the value of his money
twice over, in the amount of instructive and valuable

matter, and the number of admirable and eloquent

speeches, furnished through its columns, from week to

week, and year to year.

When the Liberator commenced, the whole land was

in an oblivious state concerning the sufferings, crimes

and horrors engendered by slavery. Consummate ig-

norance every where prevailed in relation to the na-

ture of the system, the condition and number of its

victims, its political supremacy over the country, its

control of the various religious organizations, its wide-

spread ramifications, its demoralizing tendencies, its

utter incompatibility with democratic institutions, Itt

inherent and irrepressible hostility to all the rights and

interests pertaining to liberty. There was no Agita-

tion, no discussion of the subject in any quarter.

Every thing has since been "made manifest in the

light," The rod of Aaron has swallowed up nil the

rods of the Egyptian magicians. Abolitionism is now
the question of questions, eliciting more inquiry,

thought, feeling, debate, than all others combined, and

moving onward with an earthquake tread. It is tropi-

cal heat exchanged for Arctic cold—the bright noon of

dny for midnight darkness—comparing things as ihcy

were and are. From this amazing change in public

sentiment, the Liberator has derived no benefit what-

ever. Other journals have carefully consulted this

change, and given the milk needed for new-born babes;

so that more is published every day on the subject of

slavery, pro and con, by the newspaper press, than

used to be in the course of years. That others have

entered into our labors, and reaped the advantage

thereof, we do not regret; it has followed in the na-

ture of things, and is what we gladly looked for from

the beginning. But it explains why our circulation

remains unaided by the cheering revolution which has

taken place. The Liberator must lead "the forlorn

hope" to the end, and, consequently, be proscribed

by whatever is weak anil time-serving until slavery is

utterly abolished, or until the means for the continu-

ance of the paper cannot be found.

Death has made serious ravages among our earliest

subscribers, especially within the last two or three

years ; but we stilt retain on our subscription list the

names of a number of cherished friends, in different

parts of the country, whose untiring cooperation and

unwavering confidence call for the warmest expression

of our gratitude. Such will continue to stand by us,

while we remain faithful to the cause of the enslaved

as in the past.

We shall be sorry to lose any one who really reads

the Liberator with interest, deriving nourishment and

strength therefrom, on account of its enhanced terms
;

but we shall he still more sorry to retain any one on

our list, through any delicacy on his part in regard to

discontinuing his subscription. It would be unrea-

sonable to expect any one to receive the paper, if the

altered price makes it a pecuniary burden in his case.

But we trust such cases will be found rare, and that

there will be a general and cheerful acquiescence on

the part of the great body of our subscribers in the

proposed change.

FEATERUITY LECTURE.

The eleventh lecture of the Fraternity course, en-

titled "Education of the Citizen," was delivered on

Tuesday evening by Henry Ward Beocher, and a very

large audience gave it enthusiastic applause.

Mr. Beecher said that the great contest in which

this nation is now engaged is not merely, nor mainly,

a conflict of passions. The diffusion of intelligence

and education to the extent here enjoyed is incom-

patible with the long continuance of dangerous ex-

citements prompted by mere feeling. Ideas are more

quarrelsome than passions, and longer-lived. An idea

with a conscience behind it wilt fight all round the

world and all through lime ; and it will fight the more

obstinately and vigorously when it carries with it the

sentiments and the affections.

Our nation is prosperous beyond precedent, and is

in no small degree civilized, Christian and free. Yet

a furious civil war is raging. This springs not, as

some fools suppose, from the excitement of passions,

but from the conflict of ideas. An idea is here con-

tending, deep as the heart of Jesus, one which has

been resisting its opposites ever since he died on Cal-

vary. Two radical philosophies, giving opposite

views of man, his nature and his rights, and therefore

of the nature and the rights of society, of political

economy, morals and religion, are here contending for

sovereignty. The question is not whether North or

South shall govern, but whether the system of ideas

respecting man, society and government which pro-

vails at the North or at the South, shall hold perma-

nent sway.

General education is good, but it is not sufficient.

It is only a foundation for special education. We
must have an education of the citizen, and of the

American citizen. As a man may be well versed in

general knowledge without being a good lawyer, phy-

sician or minister, so he may be accomplished in many
departments without being a good citizen. A citizen

must be educated in reference to his own govern-

ment, and to the principles and ideas on which it is

founded. Under an absolute government, the citizen

has only to obey. Under a republic, he must be a

thinking, active, working being. He has not only to

obey the laws, but to make them. He must make
opinions, laws, legislators, magistrates; and when
these prove unsatisfactory, he must make them over

again.

The proper education' of the citizen comprises three

elements; a knowledge of the radical ideas on which

the American government is founded—of the struc-

ture and- administration of the government—and of

the particular duties of the citizen.

There are only two ideas of government; the old

is, submission to the control of another—the -new is,

self-government. The former, one governing all;

the latter, all governing all. Some governments (like

the English) consist of a mixture of these two ideas.

In these cases, the democratic and aristocratic ele-

ments must contend, until one gains the victory.

The American government sprang from certain

great philosophical principles. It existed first in phi-

losophic, speculative ideas. Radicalism is now used

as a term of reproach, but wo are the offspring of the

most radical people the world ever saw.

There are two kinds of radicalism. One goes for

the upbuilding of material welfare, and this the world

calls enterprise,. The other is based upon the moral

sentiment. John the Baptist was a radical, Herod

was a conservative. The Great Master was the great-

est radical of his time, and of all times. The world

rejected Him for this reason. The apostles were rad-

icals, and therefore outcasts. In our day, those men
are stigmatized as radicals who insist on the enforce-

ment of the natural rights of men, especially liberty.

Radicalism has relation to principles, not merely

measures. It calls for absolute truth, justice, right,

freedom. And it urges us, even where we cannot get

the best, to come as near it as we can. Our leading

American ideas are the fruit of 300 years of radical-

ism in Germany, Holland, Puritan England, and New
England.

Past governments, formed on the old principle, have

been God's nuisances. The world has suffered a

thousand times more from misgovemment than from

any anarchy that could possibly have taken its place.

It is ideas that are fighting now on the Rappahan-

nock. Every cannon fired from the Southern side

says man is the slave of man. Every one fired from

the Northern side says man has inalienable rights,

among which are life, liberty, and the pursuit ot hap-

piness.

Political duties should be studied, insisted on, and

preached in the pulpit, as religious duties. Every

man and every woman should understand and practise

them. Men degenerate by separation from women.

In the instincts and the sentiments, women are wiser

and better than men ; we shall never see politics puri-

fied until women take equal share in them with men,

at the polls and elsewhere.

Our first duty now is the armed overthrow of the

rebellion. It must be done by arms. The next duty

will be to homogenize the nation, making every South-

ern State as free as New England. We must have

now either emancipation and unity, or secession and

endless quarrels and disorders.

I regret that space is wanting for a complete report

of a very excellent lecture.

In consequence of the absence of Rev. J. M. Man-

ning, who was to have given the next lecture, G. W.
Curtis, Esq., of New York, will speak before the Fra-

ternity next Tuesday evening.—e. it. w.

THE TIME IS AT HAND.

President Lincoln has made several movements un-

favorable to slavery. I say unfavorable instead of

hostile, because those movements have had no such

energy or directness as to warrant the latter adjective.

Several things, however, unfavorable to slavery, he

has actually done. Some ascribe this to choice, others

to stress of circumstances. But it is a curious and

significant fact that whatever of this sort has been

done, has been done in such a manner as not imme-
diately to help us in regard to the existing war. This
fact becomes very remarkable when we consider that

the President is not only our civil ruler, but officially

Commander-in-Chief of the army and navy.

The first of these movements occurred in his Mes-
sage to Congress in March, 1862, in which he offered

national aid to all States, loyal or disloyal, which
would commence a "gradual abolishment of slavery."

This offer was accompanied by the intimation that, in

case of its rejection, stronger measures would be

taken, and measures still less satisfactory to the slave-

holders.

If Mr. Lincoln expected either to bribe the rebels

by his pecuniary offer, or to frighten them by his

threat, he signally failed. As far as they were con-

cerned, the Message had no result whatever. To us,

however, it showed two things; a recognition by the

President, first, that slavery was hostile to the welfare

of the country, and next, that he felt himself author-

ized to act against it in case of need, irrespective of

the consent of slaveholders, loyal or disloyal.

The second movement was the Proclamation of

September 22d, declaring immediate freedom to slaves

of rebels who should be within, or come within, the

lines of the Federal armies, and prospective emanci-

pation (in 1863) to the slaves of ail who should then

be officially announced as still in rebellion.

If this Proclamation were another attempt to frigh-

ten the enemy, this also was a thorough failure. It

had the good effect of immediately freeing a certain

small proportion of the staves, and it may be made to

operate very effectively against the rebels after the

advent of 1863, if the President shall choose so to use

it. But the remarkable and peculiar circumstance is

that he did not choose to use this power of emancipa-

tion, as he might have done, for the effective present

aid of the Federal armies. He might speedily have

doubled his own forces by the use of black volunteers,

at the same time diminishing enormously the resources

of the enemy ; and besides this, he might immedi-
ately have diminished the enemies' armies at Rich-

mond by one-half, withdrawing at least that propor-

tion (for the defence of their peculiar institution} to

their respective States. If the Proclamation of free-

dom had been made immediate throughout the rebel

States, we might have taken Richmond in one fort-

night, destroyed, instead of merely postponing, the

danger of foreign intervention, and been now far ad-

vanced towards the entire suppression of the rebel-

lion. The President, for some reason, did not choose

that his policy on the subject of slavery should effect-

ively cooperate with his army and navy.

The third movement of Mr. Lineoln was his late

Message, presented at the assembling of the Congress

now in session, This document, even while assuming

that the Proclamation is to be carried out, inaugurates

a movement more moderate, more tolerant in regard

to slavery, and requiring far more time for its opera-

tion, than either of the preceding ones; agreeing with

those, however, in the remarkable and peculiar cir-

cumstance that its operation does not in the slightest

degree aid the operations of the army and navy.

Possessing, and conscious of possessing, the power

legitimately to assail and overthrow slavery as a pub-

lie nuisance, he chooses not (at present) to use this

power, but rather to go on proposing terms of accom-

modation to armed rebels.

Has he been acting in this manner merely to obtain

the credit, at home and abroad, of exemplary modera-

tion! We shall soon see. The 1st of January, if it

does nothing else, will give us light in regard to our

President's character, his capacity for managing a

great crisis, his competence for acting as Commander-
in-Chief, his sufficiency for controlling the destinies

of a nation. If then he shall strike vigorously at shi-

very, (even in the rebel States only,) much of his

past delinquency may be pardoned. If promptly, on

the 1st of January, lie shall designate by Prociama-

mation the States aud parts of States in rebellion

—

declare the slaves in those regions thenceforth and

forever free—address those slaves with a formal recog-

nition of their freedom, and an invitation to cooperate

with the Federal armies—and issue to the command-
ers of those armies imperative injunctions to avail

themselves of this change as promptly and thoroughly

as possible, helping tiie slaves and using their help for

the subjugation of the rebels and the restoration of

the Federal authority—then, indeed, we may begin to

make progress in this war. If, on the other hand, the

temporizing policy shall still be continued, and the

last Message shall be allowed to supersede the Procla-

mation, then our hope, as far as Abraham Lincoln is

concerned, will have finally perished. If salvation be

yet appointed for this nation, it must come through

some other hand.—c. k. w.

Joseph P. Coutuouy, A. V. Lieut. Commanding,
U. S. N., late commanding the U. S. barque King-
fisher, ban been ordered to report to Admiral Paulding
at New York, lor the command of U. S. steamer
Colombia;. Lieut, Cotithouy's course, while in com-
mand of the Kingfisher, showed admirable sagacity,

energy aud saving, and we confidently expect that in

his new command he will add largely to his well

earned reputation.

—

Boston Transcript.

g^"Iu the next Liberator, we shall give some ex-

tracts from the log-book of this humane and nieritori-

our officer, while commander of the Kingfisher on the

Florida COatt, in relation to the rescue and protection

of a number of fugitive slaves.

Essex County Meeting. It will be seen by the

notice in another column, that Mr. Weld, now in this

State for a short time, will attend the quarterly meet-

ing of the Essex' County A. S. Society, next Sunday,

at Danvers. This announcement would alone secure

a crowded attendance, did the people but know that

he is among the most accomplished scholars, eloquent

and impressive orators, and noblest men in every re-

spect, of this or any other period. Withdrawn from

the field of public labor for a quarter of a century,

by an almost entire prostration of the vocal organs,

he has yet lost very little of the fire of his youth, and
certainly none of his interest in or knowledge of the

demands of every true man, at a time like this. He
seems truly "o»e of the old prophets, risen again from
the dead."

j^=The Edinbdkgii Review, for October, 1862,

presents the following table of contents:—1. Solar

Chemistry. 2. The Herculanean Papyra. 3. The
Mussulmans in Sicily. 4. The Supernatural. 5.

The English in the Eastern Seas. 6. The Legend of

St. Switbun. 7. Mrs. Oliphant's Life of Edward Irv-

ing. 8. The Mausoleum at Halicarnassus. 9. Hops
at Home and Abroad. 10. Prince Eugene of Savoy.

11. The American Revolution.

g^" The London Quarterly Review, for Oc-

tober, contains the following papers :—1. Les Misera-

bles. 2. The Platonic Dialogues. 3. Modern Politi-

cal Memoirs. 4. Belgium. 6. The Waterloo of

Thiers and Victor Hugo. 6. Aids to Faith. 7. Chi-

na—The Taeping Rebellion. 8. The Confederate

Struggle and Recognition.

Both the articles in these Reviews on the Ameri-

can War and the Southern Confederacy are strongly

in sympathy with the Rebels, and, consequently, bos-

tile to the American Government.

Both these Reviews are published by Leonard Scott

& Co., 79 Fulton Street, New York, and are for sale

by A. Williams &, Co-, Crosby & Nichols, and Red-

ding & Co., Boston. Price §3 a year, each.

THE TWEKTV-NINTH
NATIONAL ANTI-SLAVERY SUBSCRIP-

TION ANNIVERSARY.
In view of the colossal magnitude of the Southern

rebellion, on the one hand, and of the corresponding

efforts for its suppression by the American Govern-

ment, on the other, the Managers of the National
Anti-Slaveky Suuscription Axxiyeksaky have

deemed it expedient to defer their ANNUAL AP-
PEAL to this late period—not knowing what evente

might occur, in the mean time, to render a modifica-

tion or suspension of their established plan of action

desirable, and wishing to be guided by the highest

wisdom in such a momentous crisis.

Reverently recognizing in this awful visitation the

hand of God in righteous judgment for our great na-

tional transgression, and trusting it may mercifully

end in the total extinction of chattel slavery throughout

the land ; believing that the 1' reel amat ion of President

Lincoln, emancipating forever all slaves held in States

found in rebellion on the first day of January, 1863,

will, if energetically and uncompromisingly enforced,

inflict a staggering blow upon that fearfully oppressive

system ; they, nevertheless, feel that the uncertain-

ties of civil war are too great, and the expedients of

governmental and political organizations too unreliable,

to justify, for one moment, any abatement of vigilance,

activity, zeal, liberality, and determination, on the

part of those who have so long and so disinterestedly

consecrated themselves to the godlike work of imme-

diate and universal emancipation, joyfully "bearing

the cross and despising the shame." With no person-

al or sectional feelings to indulge, no selfish ends to

promote, no party or sectarian objects to attain,—ani-

mated by the deepest religious sentiment and the

purest patriotism,—it is not for such to commit their

sacred cause to other hands, to be lulled into inaction

even by the most cheering signs of the times, to re-

gard their special mission as accomplished, or to aban-

don their organized efforts and efficient instrumentali-

ties which have hitherto been crowned with such ani-

mating results. Their work is, by Divine help, the

extermination of slavery, root and branch ; and so

long as one slave remains in his fetters, and they are

able to plead his cause, that work will not have been

accomplished. They must continue to be " the forlorn

hope " to the end, leading the way, and taking upon

themselves the brunt of the conflict, until the victory

be won, the captives set free, and liberty the birth-'

right and possession of every inhabitant of our land,

from sea to sea.

Granted, that the Anti-Slavery cause has grown
from infantile weakness to manly strength—from uni-

versal proscription to respectful public consideration

—

from an apostolic number of adherents to a multi-

tudinous host. Granted, that it is Slavery which is the

sole cause of the Rebellion, and that the suppression

of the one may necessitate the forcible overthrow of

the other. Granted, that the Emancipation Proclama-

tion of President Lincoln, if it can be enforced, will

include nearly three fourths of the entire slave popu-

lation. Granted, that the rebels themselves, despair-

ing of achieving their independence in any other way,

may proclaim freedom to their bondmen, and thus se-

cure their loyal cooperation. Still, we have to deal

with stern realities, and must not allow ourselves to

be deluded by mere possibilities which may never be

fulfilled. Still, it must be remembered that no blow

will be struck at the slate system, as such, by the

Proclamation; for slavery will continue to be recog-

nized and protected, under the old constitutional guar-

anties, in all the so-called loyal slave States, and possi-

bly reinstated in every rebel State, under the shield of

State sovereignty, after its subjugation and the with-

drawal of the Federal armies. Still, it is manifest

that a powerful pro-slavery sentiment exists through-

out the North, deadly hostile to every scheme of eman-

cipation, defiantly claiming a strong reaction of public

sentiment on its side, intent on persecuting and ostra-

cising all who are obtaining their freedom by flight

and the chances of war, and leaving nothing undone to

get the control of the government, so as to make the

most humiliating concessions to the South, and recon-

struct the Union on a permanent slaveholding basis.

Under these perilous circumstances, therefore, there

must be no indulgence given to the pleasing illusions

of fancy, or to an undue exaltation of mind. The
struggle for the abolition of slavery may yet be pro-

tracted for years ; and, unquestionably, it will be fierce-

ly contested to the end by all that is hostile to impar-

tial liberty, North as well as South. We must gird up
our loins anew, make a fresh consecration of our means

and powers, labor with increasing devotcdness, and

ask for a discharge from this warfare only with the

termination of our mortal life, or the liberation of all

in bondage.

The Managers of the National Anti-Slayeey
Subsciuption Anniyersakt give notice, therefore,

that it will be held, as usual, in Boston, the last

week in January, 1863 ; and to that annual gathering

they cordially and urgently invite all who abhor trea-

son, love liberty, desire peace and reconciliation on an

enduring basis, and seek the unity, happiness and

prosperity of our now distracted, fearfully guilty, but

we trust to be regenerated country—bringing with

them (or sending, if they are not able to give their

personal attendance) as generous contributions and

donations as their means will allow, causing "the

riches of their liberality to abound " even in " the

abundance of their poverty,"—assured that the pro-

ceeds thus obtained will be sacredly used, under the

auspices of the American Anti-Slavery Society,

as hitherto, to disseminate light and knowledge on the

subject of slavery by voice and pen, through the press

and by the lecturing agent—to quicken the religious

sentiment, inform the understanding, stimulate the

conscience, soften the heart, and so effect that mighty

moral change in public opinion which is essential to

the banishment of all complexional hatred and oppres-

sion, and, consequently, to the reign of universal jus-

tice and good will. It should be remembered that the

pecuniary resource of the Society is largely depend-

ant upon this instrumentality ; and as its treasury is

now empty, it is vitally important for its continued

operations that prompt and liberal aid should be ren-

dered in the manner already indicated.

To those every where who have so long and so gen-

erously aided us, we present our annual appeal, trust-

ing it may be so ordered by the God of the oppressed

that no renewal of it will he needed, by reason of the

speedy and complete consummation of our labors and
aspirations,

Change op Terms. In consequence of the extra-

ordinary rise in the price of printing paper, the Exec-

utive Committee of the American Anti-Slavery Soci-

ety have deemed it indispensable to fix the terms of

the National Anti-Slavery Standard, the organ of the

Society, at §2,00 (instead of §2,00 as heretofore) for

the ensuing year.

The Beavjeort Contrabands. Last week, we
published a very interesting letter from a highly ac-

complished young colored lady, Miss Charlotte L.

FOBTBK, of Philadelphia, who is engaged in teaching

the contrabands at Beaufort. This week we print

another letter from her, which is creditable equally to

her head aud heart We solicit the continuance of

tttUar favorft, believing thftt all our readers will ap-

preciate theni as highly as we do,

Lyd'ta Maria Child,

Alary May,

Lydia D. Parker,

Louisa Loring,

Henrietta Sargent,

Sarah Russell May,

Helen E. Garrison,

Anna Shaw Greene,

Sarah Blake Shau;

Caroline C. Thayer,

Mnt/ir Crijiith,

Mary Jackson.

Evelina A. Smith,

Caroline M. Severance,

Elizabeth Gag,

Ann Rebecca BramhaU,

Sarah II. Soutlitcick;

Sarah P. Remand,

Mary Willeg,

Abby H. Stephenson,

Sarah J. Nou-cll,

Elizabeth ran Arnim,

Eliza Aptharp,

Sarah daring,

Abby Kelley Foster,

Mary E. Steams,

.Mar;/ k'.Huibeih St!)',;ent.

Sarah (\ Atkinson,

Ahhy Francis,

Mary .l,inc Parkman,

Gcorgina (l';'s,

Katherine Rarle Eamum.

JE^" It should be remembered by the friends and
patrons of the SmsruirrioN Anmvi:ksarv, as a

stimulus to unwonted liberality en their part, that,

hitherto, a Considerable portion of its proceeds has

been as generously as uniformly contributed by our
tnins-atlnntic coadjutors; but that little or nothing is

expected from that source, the present B«asOn, in eoi:-

seqnenua of the general ohtuscation of mind which so

strangely prevails abrojid, in regard to the true nature

of the conflict which is now slinking this republic to

its centre. No spceiul appeal, under siieh eitviim-

stnnees, can wuli propriety be made in Hint direction.

Ilenec, the homo eilort must be in a more BUUMt
spirit than ever.
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LOTTE L. FORTEN,
St. Helena's Island, Beaufout, S. C. )

Nov. 27, 18G2, f

Bear Mr. Gauiiison— I shall commence this let-

ter in very nearly the smne words used by one of

yonr correspondents some weeks since—" To-day, for

the first time since leaving home, I have been allowed

the privilege of reading the Liberator." But I must

claim that, in my case, the privilege must be a greater

one than in his, for he was only in Now York, while

I am in South Carolina. However, we shall not be

at all likely to dispute about it. I cannot tell you

what a pleasure it is to sec this paper. It is of an old

date—Oct. 31st—but it is not the less welcome for

that. It is pleasant to look upon, and familiar as the

face of an old friend, here in this strange, southern

land. And is it not a significant fact, that one may
now sit in safety here, in the rebellions little Palmet-

to State, and read the Liberator, and display it to one's

friends, rejoicing over it, in the fulness of one's heart,

ns a very great treasure ? It is fitting that we should

give it

—

the pioneer paper in the cause of human rights—
a hearty welcome to the land where, until so recent-

ly, those rights have been most barbarously trampled

upon. We do not forget that it is, in fact, directly

traceable to the exertions of the editor of this paper,

and those who have labored so faithfully with him,

that Northern people now occupy in safety the

South Carolina shore; that freedom now blesses it;

that it is, for the first time, a place worth living in.

Perhaps it may interest you to know how we have

spent this day—Thanksgiving Day—here, in the sun-

ny South. It has been truly a " rare " day—a day

worthy of October. Cool, delicious air, golden, glad-

dening sunlight, deep-blue sky, with soft white clouds

floating over it. Had we no other causes, the glory

and beanty of the day alone would make it a clay to

give thanks for. But we have other causes, great

and glorious, that unite to make this peculiarly a day

of thanksgivingand praise. You have, doubtless, ere

this, read General Saxton's noble Proclamation(l) for

Thanksgiving to the people of Port Royal. I know

that it will be fully appreciated by you. For myself,

I thanked God with all my heart when I heard it

read. I thanked Him for giving to the freed people of

these islnnds a governor like General Saxton—a man

eo thoroughly good and true, so nobly and earnestly

devoted to their interests. I think he is loved and

appreciated as he ought to be by them.

In accordance with his Proclamation, this was ob-

served as "a day of thanksgiving and praise." An
order had been issued, that the Superintendent of

each plantation should have an animal killed, that the

people might, to-day, eat fresh meat, which is a great

luxury to them,—and, indeed, to all of ns here. This

morning, a large number, superintendents, teachers,

and many of the freed people, assembled in the Bap-

tist church. Gen- Saxton, and his brother, Captain

Saxton, were present. The church was crowded, and

there were many outside, at the doors and windows,

who could not get in. It was a sight that I shall not

soon forget—that crowd of eager, happy black faces,

from which the shadow of slavery had passed forever.

"Forever free ! Foruver free!" All the time

those magical words were singing themselves in my
soul, and never in my life before have I felt so deeply

and sincerely grateful to God. It was a moment of

exultation, such as comes but seldom in one's life,

that in which I sat among the people assembled on

tins lovely day to thank God for the most blessed and

glorious of all gifts.

The singing was, as usual, very beautiful. These

people have really a great deal of musical talent. It

is impossible to give you an idea of many of their

songs and hymns. They are so wild, so strange, and

yet so invariably harmonious and sweet, they must

he heard to be appreciated. And the people accom-

pany them with a peculiar swaying motion of the

body, which seems to make the singing all the more

effective. There is one of their hymns—"Roil, Jor-

dan, roll," that I never listen to without seeming to

hear, almost to feel, the rolling of waters. There is a

great roiling wave of sound through it all.

The singing, to-day, was followed by an appropri-

ate prayer and sermon, by the Rev. Mr. Phillips, who

is an excellent New England man, and a minister

much liked by the people. After the sermon, General

Saxton made a short but very spirited speech, urging

the young men of the island to enlist in the colored

regiment now forming at Beaufort under Col. T. W.
Higginson. That was the first intimation I had had

of Mr. Higginson being down here. I am greatly

rejoiced thereat. He seems to me, of all fighting men,

the one best fitted to command a regiment of blacks.

The mention of his name recalled most vividly the

happy days passed last summer in good old Massa-

chusetts, when, day after day in the streets of Worces-

ter, we used to see the indefatigable Capt. Higginson

drilling his white company. I never saw him,—so full

of life and energy, so thoroughly enjoying his work,

—

without thinking what a splendid general he would

make. And that, too, may come about. Gen. Sax-

ton to-day expressed the hope of seeing him one day

commander of an army of black men. Gen. Saxton

told the people, who listened with an eager attention,

how bravely Mr. Higginson had stood by the side of

Anthony Burns in the old, dark days, even suffering

imprisonment for his sake; and assured them that,

under the leadership of such a man, they need fear

no injustice. He would see to it that they were not

wronged in any way. Then he told them the story

of Robert Small, and added, "Yesterday, Robert

Small came to see-me. I asked him how he was get-

ting on in the store which he was keeping for the freed

people. He said he was doing very well—was making

fifty dollars a week, sometimes. But, said he, ' Gen-

eral, I'm going to stop keeping store—I'm going to

enlist.' What, said I, are you going to enlist, when

you can make fifty dollars a week keeping store?

'Yes, sir,' lie added, ' I'm going to enlist as a private

in the black regiment. ' How can I expect to keep my
freedom unless I fight for it? Suppose the Secesh

should come back here, what good would my fifty

dollars do me then 1 Yes, sir, I should enlist if I were

making a thousand dollars a week.'" The General

then told him what a victory the black soldiers had

lately won on the Georgia coast, and how great a good

they had done for their race in winning it. They

have proved to their enemies that the black man can

and will fight for his freedom.

The General's speech was a stirring one, and I trust

it will prove very effective. There has been among

some of the men great distrust about joining the regi-

ment, the soldiers were formerly so unjustly treated

by the government. But they trust General Sax-

ton, and his assurances will, doubtless, have much

effect. Many of the able-bodied men from these

islands have already joined the regiment.

General Saxton was followed by Mrs. Frances D.

Gage, wiio spoke for a few moments very beautifully

and earnestly. She told them the story of the people of

Santa Cruz, how they had risen and conquered their

masters, and declared themselves freemen, and no-

body dared to oppose them ; and how, a short time

afterward, the Danish Governor rode into the market-

place, and proclaimed freedom to all the people of the

Danish Islands. Then she made a beautiful appeal to

the mothers, and urged them not to keep back their

sons, fearing that they might be killed, hut to send

them as ahe had done hers, willingly and gladly to

fight for liberty.

It was something very novel and strange to them,

I suppose, to hear a woman speak in public, but they

listened very attentively, and seemed much moved

by what she said. Gen. Saxton made a few more re-

marks ; and then the people sang, " Marching Along,"

with great spirit.

After church, there was a wedding. That is a cere-

mony that is performed here, among the freed people,

nearly every Sundtiy. Last Sunday, there were six

couples married. Some of the bridal costumes are,

of course, very unique and comical, but the principal

(1) We shall publish this note-worthy Proclamation in

our next number.

—

{Ed. Lib.

actors are happily quite unconscious of it, and look so

very proud and happy while enjoying this, one of the

many privileges that freedom has bestowed upon

them, that it is very pleasant to see them.

I must tell you that the little Baptist church is beau-

tifully situated in a grove of live oaks. Looking

through the windows, on every side one sees these

singularly beautiful trees. They are evergreen: the

leaf is a rich, dark, glossy green, much smaller than

our oak leaf; and from every branch hangs a most

exquisite and graceful drapery of gray moss. These

pendants are sometimes three or four feet in length.

This fantastic moss suggests many different similes

—

witches' hair, patriarchal beards, and, walking through

a grove of these trees just at sunset, a few evenings

ago, where the branches formed a perfect ceiling over-

head, these wonderful musses recalled the stalactites

which I saw once in a fine panorama of the Mam-
moth Cave. The last rays of the sun lighting thorn

up converted them into almost perfect stalactites, as

they appeared in the illuminated picture; and if these

lacked the sparkling crystals of the rock, they made

up for the loss by their exquisite and airy grace.

A mile from the Baptist church, in another beauti-

ful grove of live oaks, is the Episcopal church, in

which the aristocracy of the island used to worship.

It is much smaller than the other, but possesses an

organ, which, unlike the other musical instruments in

this region, is not hopelessly out of order. The
building is not used as a place of worship now, as it is

much too small.

Our school is kept in the Baptist church. There

are two ladies teaching in it, beside myself. They are

earnest workers, and have done and are constantly

doing a great deal for the people here, old and young.

One of them, Miss T., is physician as well as teacher.

She has a very extensive medical practice, and car-

ries about with her everywhere her box of homoeo-

pathic medicines. The people welcome her as a min-

istering angel to their lowly cabins. Our school

averages between eighty and ninety pupils, and later

in the season we shall probably have more. It is

very pleasant to see how bright, how eager to learn

many of the children are. Some of them make won-

derful improvement in a short time. It is a great

happiness, a great privilege to be allowed to teach

them. Every day I enjoy it more and more.

I cannot describe to you their singing. To me it

seems wonderfully beautiful. We have just taught

them the John Brown Song. I wish you could hear

them sing it; it does one's soul good. How often I

wish their old "secesh" masters, powerless to harm
them, could hear their former chattels singing the

praises of the brave old man who died for their sake 1

We are going to teach them " The Song of the Negro

Boatmen " soon.

Although I have been here more than a month, it is

at times almost impossible for me to realize that I am
in South Carolina, the very last place in which, a

year ago, I should have thought it desirable or possi-

ble for me to live. Sometimes it seems all like a

strange wild dream. But when I see the people at

work in the cotton fields, and visit their "quarters,"

and listen to their strange songs, it becomes more

real to me. A month hence, I expect to feel quite at

home here, in the very heart of Rebeldom.

I am staying at the same house in which a store is

kept for the freed people by a Quaker gentleman sent

here by the Philadelphia Commission. One has an

excellent opportunity here for observing the negroes.

I am particularly pleased with their manners. They
are always perfectly courteous to each other, as well

as to us. Theirs is a natural and graceful courtesy,

which would put to shame many who despise them as

an inferior people. As far as I have observed, they

seem to me honest, industrious, and anxious to im-

prove in every way. This is wonderful, considering

the crushing and degrading system to which they

have been subjected. They certainly are not the

stupid, degraded people that many at the North be-

lieve them to be.

The plantation on which we live was owned by a

man whom all the people unite in calling a "hard

master." And his wife, it is said, was even more
cruel than himself. AVhen the negroes were ill, their

scanty allowance of food was entirely withheld from

them ; and even after they had begun to recover, they

were kept half-starved for some time—as a punishment

for daring to be ill, I suppose. The whip was used

freely. The people were severely whipped for the

slightest offences, real or only suspected. If a fowl

or anything else on the plantation was missed, and

the thief could not be discovered, every slave would

receive a number of lashes. They were wretchedly

clothed. One poor woman had her feet and limbs so

badly frozen from exposure, that she was obliged to

have both legs amputated above the knee. She is

living here now, and is one of the best women on the

place.

From such a life as these poor people led—poorly

clothed, poorly fed, worked hard, and cruelly beaten

—you can imagine what a blessed change for them is

the life they lead now. They are constantly rejoicing

over it. Their hearts are overflowing with gratitude

to the "Yankees," for coming here, and giving them
their freedom. One very oid man,—who came into

the store this morning, dressed in a very original suit,

made entirely of carpeting,—expressed to Mr. H. his

delight at the new" state of things :
—"Don't have me

fcelin's hurt now, massa. Used to have me feelin's

hurt all de time; but don't hab 'em hurt now, no

more." And, truly, we rejoiced with the old man
that he, and many like him, who have suffered so

long, no longer have their "feelin's hurt," as in the

old time.

I enjoy hearing two of our men—Harry and Cupid
{Cupids and Venuses, by the way, are very plentiful

here)—rejoice over the flight of the Secesh at the

"gun shoot." They call the taking of Bay Point,

which is opposite Hilton Head, the " gun shoot." It

was immediately after this, before the Federal troops

readied Beaufort, that these islands were deserted in

" hot haste " by the brave Southerners. Shortly after-

ward, a few of them had the temerity to return, and

try to induce the negroes to go off with them. Harry,

who is a man of uncommon shrewdness and intelli-

gence, says that his master told them that the Yan-

kees would certainly shoot every one of them when
they came. "Berry well, massa," said he, "if I go

wid you, I be good as dead ; so if I got to dead, I

might as well dead one way as anoder. So I b'lief

I'll stay, and wait for de Yankees." He says that he

knew all the while there was no truth in what his

master said. Nevertheless, the master thought that

some of the people could be induced to go with him.

So he very coolly ordered them to remove all the fur-

niture from the house to an island opposite, and then

go thither themselves. "So," as Cupid says, "dey
could get us all togeder in a heap, and jus' sweep us

right off into de boat, and take ns off. And den dey

tell me dat I could jus' row my wife, Patience, and de

chilen, down to a certain pint, and den I could come
back myself, if I choose. As if I was gwine to be

sich a goat!" adds Cupid, with a look and gesture of

ineffable contempt. The end of the story is, that the

people, instead of obeying the injunctions of their

very kind and considerate master, left the place and

secreted themselves, so that when he and his friends

returned, not a single one of those negroes who
"didn't want their freedom" could be found to ac-

company them into slavery ! And so they were

obliged to return, disappointed, but, it is to be hoped,

wiser men.

As I bring this letter to a close, my thoughts revert

to New England—to Massachusetts, which I believe

I am in the habit of considering as all New England.

And I recal with pleasure the many happy Thanks-
giving Days passed there. But it has been reserved

tor me to spend here, in South Carolina, the happiest,

the most jubilant Thanksgiving Day of my life. We
hear of cold weather and heavy snow storms up in

the North land ; but here roses and oleanders are

blooming out of doors, figs are ripening, the sunlight

is warm and bright, and over all shines gloriously the

blessed light of freedom, freedom forevermore.

I am, dear friend, very truly yours, C. L. F,

LETTER FROM HEERY 0. WRIGHT.

South Hartwich, (N. Y.) Nov. '27, 1862.

Dear Garrison—I have lectured twice in this

place, South Hartwich. Am to lecture this evening

in the Baptist church in Jacksonville; to-morrow

evening in the Presbyterian church in Laurens ; Sat-

urday evening in Lisbon ; Sunday next in the Baptist

church in Hartwich village. Thus is my time to be

occupied till Christmas. Then I shall leave this re-

gion, and go on my way to Boston, to rest from my
labors a few weeks. My lectures relate chiefly to

the Proclamation and its bearing on the destiny of

the American Republic and the cause of Free Labor

and Free Institutions in all nations. Thousands over

all this region voted for Sej'mour and slavery solely

to put down Abolition, I raised quite a tempest in

one place, the other evening, by telling them that

every one of them was a member of an Abolition So-

ciety. Some swore, and raved, and protested. " Are

you citizens of New York?" I asked. "Yes," all

said, "of the proud old Democratic Empire State!"

" Very well," I said, " I thought you were, and there-

fore members of an Abolition Society." "How do

you make that out," said one. " I'd have you to know

lam no Abolitionist, nor a member of an Abolition

Society." " Poor fellow ! " I said, " you are in a bad

fix, for the proud Empire Slate is merely an Abolition

Society so far as negro slavery in its own borders is

concerned. The State, as a State, after a long

discussion of the subject of Abolition, finally voted

to abolish slavery wherever it had the power ; and

men are now living in this State who then lived

and labored hard to make the Empire State a

practical Abolition Society. So of Pennsylva-

nia; as a State, it is a practical Abolition Society.

So of New Jersey, and all the New England States.

All I ask of the Federal Government—the nation

—

the republic—is, to abolish slaver// icherever it has the

power to do so—and thus let the nation imitate New-

York State, and become a practical Abolition Society.

This is the simple object of the Proclamation, to con-

vert the National Government into an Abolition So-

ciety, like New York ; so that every citizen of the

United States may have the honor and the satisfac-

tion of being a member of a great National Abolition

Society."

The Democratic allies of slavery and rebellion leave

no effort untried to nourish and perpetuate the deep,

malignant hatred of Abolition. Their great argu-

ment against the Administration and the war, on the

part of the North, is, that it is a war for Abolition.

They, in this region, reiterate the cry of the South,

that to support the Constitution and the "Union is to

be an Abolitionist. May the South and their North-

ern allies in treason and slave-breeding urge this till

every man in the North is made to- believe, that to

support the Union and the Constitution is to support

Abolition! For this the Harpers, Wadsworth, Tre-

main, Dickinson, and tens of thousands of others are

denounced as Abolitionists. Heaven grant that they

may all show themselves worthy the high honor

which the kidnappers and their Northern allies would

force upon them ! for Abolition is to-day the great test

of character in this nation—as Christ was in the days

of Paul. The Negro, and him crucified by kidnap-

pers and their Democratic allies, is to-day what Christ

and him crucified by Pontius Pilate and the High

Priests was. I esteem it a higher honor to be called

an Abolitionist, at this da}', than to be called a Chris-

tian ; nobler privilege to be the Abolition friend of

the enslaved Negro, than the friend of what this na-

tion calls Christ.

Yours, HENRY C. WRIGHT.

PARSON BROWNLOW.

To the Editor of the Liberator

:

The following was recently forwarded to a paper

that bolstered Brownlow by reporting, without cen-

sure, his brutal, murderous Opera House instigation

against Abolitionists; and then recently gnme Hcvere

paragraphs, in which the poor malignant creature con-

victs himself, after previously denying in advance

what he was about to confess. I have waited a rea-

sonable length of time, and come to the conclusion

that no place, in any political or religions publication,

is to be allowed for the exposure of this " pro-slavery
"

priest and propagandist, who has had so much North-

ern help to poison and prostitute the North. This pa-

per, doing such demoralizing work in this way, is the

least objectionable of any within my knowledge, hav-

ing eo wide a circulation, and published in the North-

west. What, then, is to become of a people under

the power of a press so sold out and devoted to cor-

ruption—so leagued with religious and political con-

spirators against human enlargement?

ORSON S. MURRAY.

For the Cincinnati Daily Gazette.

Under this head, in the Gazette for November 26,

I have noticed some paragraphs from Parson Brown-

low. In these paragraphs he says :

"I have canvassed every Eastern and most of the

Northwestern States for the last eight months, and
while I have changed no opinion, I must say that the

North never contemplated interfering with Southern
institutions,"

Further he says :

" This rebellion is not the work of Abolitionists, but
of God-forsaken Southern demagogues."

And further still

;

"I have always been a pro-slavery man, and op-

posed to Abolitionism, but must say that this rebel-

lion is not the work of Abolitionists, but of a corrupt
South."

Here we have the distinct statements that he "has

always been a pro-slavery man"—that "this rebel-

lion is not the work of Abolitionists"—and that he
" has changed no opinion."

Now, if there be any sincerity in him, it is to be

supposed that his present utterance is a truthful indi-

cation of his present opinions. What, then, are we
to think of his former expression, while in the Opera

House at Cincinnati, when he wanted the "Abolition-

ists hung, their bodies buried in a ditch, and their

souls sent to hell " ? If he does not now mistake him-

self—if his present "opinion" is, that "this rebel-

lion is not the work of Abolitionists"—and if he has
" changed no opinion," does he not compel us to take

an uncharitable view of his former expression to-

wards Abolitionists 1

The question arises to know what the opinions of

a man are worth, thus expressing himself? If he has

changed his opinions of Abolitionists, it would have

been the part of an honest man not to have said he

" has changed no opinion " in connection with stating

such opposite opinions of them.

Most certainly, Abolitionists have a right to take

him on his present expression, after his better oppor-

tunity for acquaintance with them, and believe his

sincere conviction to be, that " this rebellion is not the

work of Abolitionists, but [is the work] of a corrupt

South." My own opinion is, that it is the work of a

corrupt pro-slavery North, as well as a corrupt pro-

slavery South—all emanating from the corrupting

Southern institution, which from its nature corrupts

all connected with it, South and North, West and

East.

One word more. He has "always been a pro-slave-

ry man"—of course is such now. Now, what is this

"rebellion," that he is condemning in "such terms,

but " pro-slavery " gone to seed '!

ICONOCLAST.
Warren County, (0.) Dec. 2, 1862.

[This signature was not used because of any pecu-

liar appropriateness in this connection, but because it

is one by which I have sometimes been recognized

in this region.j 0. S. M.

ANDREW ROBESON, ESQ.
The sudden death of this gentleman, a day or two

since, (says the Boston Transcript,) was a snd event,

not to him, who was ripe and ready for his departure,
but to numerous friends and kindred. He was an
honored citizen of New Bedford, but established the

Print Works, that bore his name, in Fall River. The
News of that city thus truly speaks:

—

" The business became prosperous, and yielded him
a rich reward for his perseverance. But riches had
no charm for him beyond their utility. He acquired
wealth for the purposes of use and benevolence. With
a heart open to every just and generous impulse, he
did not merely relieve pressing instances of suffering

and want, but he took a higher view of humanity, and
sought to remove the causes of suffering and wrong by
aiding the oppressed and instructing the needy and ig-

norant. He was a firm and liberal friend of the slave

and the anti-slavery cause, and supported liberty

wherever found, and opposed oppression in all its

forms.

At the time he commenced business in Fall River,
it had been the almost universal custom of manufac-
turers to pay their operatives in what is called ' store
pay ;

' and to such an extent had this been carried,

that the exception had become so rare as to prove the
general truth of the rule. Mr. Robeson boldly broke
in upon the oppressive custom. He paid his operatives
in cash, and that, too, monthly. The effect was elec-

trical. The laborer became a man. On the 10th of
every month he received wages worthy of his hire in

cash. He could buy his goods and supply his wants
wherever he chose, and felt at once, for himself and
family, relieved from that state of dependence hither-

to so long endured. So beneficial was the innovation
found in practice, that soon every factory store was
banished from the place, and since, from all other
manufacturing places in New England.
But Mr. Robeson's active benevolence stopped not

here. He established a manual labor school connected
with his manufacturing establishment; the boys em-
ployed were divided into three classes, and each class

had one-third of the day for schooling.
It would require a volume to enumerate the great

number of beneficent and useful acts performed by
Mr. Robeson through a long and active life. His
character may be summed up in the traits that consti-

tute enterprise, utility, honesty, firmness, justice, and
benevolence."

It is with deep regret that we announce the death
of Andrew Robeson, Esq., of this city, who was sud-
denly seized with apoplexy on Monday as he was
about entering the cars for home at the Roxbury sta-

tion, and died in a short time. He had some time
since a severe and protracted attack of bleeding at the
nose, which reduced him quite low, but he had ap-

parently recovered, and within a few days had ex-
pressed himself to friends as feeling in better health
than for a good while previously.

Mr. Robeson was a native of Pennsylvania, but has
been a resident of this city for nearly fifty years, and
for that period has been one of our most respected
citizens. He was a man of great energy and industry,

of unyielding integrity, of large benevolence and phi-

lanthropy, but without a tinge of asceticism, and en-
joying rationally such of the pleasures of life as his

tastes preferred, without neglecting its duties. He
early espoused the cause of the slave, and his purse

always open to the claims of this and other benevo-
lent objects, while his hospitable fireside was the wel-

come resort of all persons of merit without regard to

the prejudices of color, race, or sect.

Mr. Robeson was once unfortunate in business, but
discharged all his liabilities, and had a handsome sur-

plus left. He was twice married, and leaves two chil-

dren. He was about 75 years oid at the time of his

death. We can truly say that New Bedford has sel-

dom been called on to lament the loss of a more es-

timable and upright citizen.

—

Republican Standard.

Rev. Arthur B. Fuller. This well-known cler-

gyman, chaplain of the sixteenth Massachusetts regi-

ment, was among the killed at Fredericksburg. Mr.
Fuller had been for some time in feeble health, inci-

dent to the hardships and exposures of the camp. He
returned to his regiment a few days ago to take leave
of it in anticipation of accepting a post of chaplaincy
in some of the hospitals or convalescent camps about
AVashington. When a company was detailed, on
Saturday, to skirmish in the streets of Fredericks-
burg, he took a gun and joined them, but in a few
minutes fefl dead, pierced by a rebel bullet. Mr. Ful-
ler will be greatly missed from the circle in which he
moved in Massachusetts, where he had many warm
personal friends and admirers.— Worcester Spy.

TERRIFIC BATTLE AT FREDERICKSBURG.
Since our last number was issued, a most tern

battle has taken place between the Federal forces
der Gen. Burnaide and the Confederate forces? at

Fredericksburg, resulting in a drawn fight, with gpeat
loss of life on both sides, and the sacrifice of many
brave and gallant officers. It was even more san-

juinary and desperate than the battle at Antietam,
and the Federal loss is estimated to be as great as it

was on that occasion— ten or twelve thousand in

killed, wounded and missing.
On Thursday, three pontoon bridges were built

across the Rappahannock, in the face of a murderous
fire on the part of the enemy's sharpshooters, and
with unsurpassed heroic daring, over which the Fed-
eral forces marched, and took possession of Fredericks-
burg, which they had previously shelled, setting on
fire various buildings, and completely riddling the

place,—the inhabitants having almost entirely fled into

the interior.

On Saturday, the conflict raged with unsurpassed
fierceness,—the most intrepid and daring efforts to

carry the enemy's fortifications at the point of the

bayonet being again and again defeated, as these
proved to be impregnable, and more formidable than
those of Sebastopol itself.

No human valor could hope for success, under such
circumstances. Our soldiers were subjected to plung-
ing and cross fires at every step of the way, and mown
down like the grass. The details are full of thrilling

and sorrowful interest, and would occupy a closely

printed page of our paper. On Monday night, our en-
tire army safely recrossed the Rappahannock.

The Rebels in Maryland. Washington, Dec. 15.

—

Last night, about 8 o'clock, rebel cavalry, under
Major White, about three hundred and ninety-five

strong, made a raid into Poolesviile, Maryland. They
found there thirty-five men of Co!. L. Scott's Nine
Hundren quartered in a wooden building. After a
brief but determined struggle, and when the building
was on fire, Lieut. Smith and seventeen men of Co.
L, surrendered, and were paroled. On our side the

loss was one killed, Lieut. Stiles, and two wounded,
namely, Lieut Smith and Corporal Berry. The reb-
els lost two killed, and thirteen wounded. Of course,
they took every thing valuable from the men they pa-
trolled, and thoroughly stripped the body of Lieut.
Stiles, who was, according to the testimony of Col.
James B. Swain, one of the bravest men that ever
served his country. He had been ten years in the
regular service.

Richmond, Dec. 9. Brigadier-General Morgan at-

tacked an outpost of the enemy at Hartsville, on the
Cumberland river, yesterday, killing and wounding
200, capturing 1800 prisoners, two pieces of artillery,

and 2000 small arms. Our loss was 125 killed and
wounded. The day previous, a small foraging train
was captured by Gen. Wheeler, near Nashville, with
fifty prisoners.

Mobile, Dec. 9. Twenty-five Federals, captured
near Coffeeville, yesterday, were brought in to-day.

The abolition steamer Lone Star, from New Or-
leans, was captured recently near Plaquemines,
she had been for sugar. Her crew, ten in numfer,
were captured. i

Five' Yankees, together with 400 sacks of salt Ajd
2,000 pairs of boots, were captured at Pascagola, Al
They were taken to Mobile.

ST FRATERNITY LECTURES.—The next lecture of

the Fifth Course under the auspices of the Fraternity of

the Twenty-Eighth Congregational Society, will be deliv-

ered on TUESDAY EVENING, December 23, by &EORQB
W. Curtis, Esq., of New York. Single ticket, 25 cents.

To commence at half past 7 o'clock.

EyHOSTON FUGITIVE AID SOCIETY.—The con-

cluding lecture of the Course in aid of the suffering Freed-

men of Washington, D. C., will be delivered at Joy Street

Cburch, on Monday evening next, December 22, by Fiied-

bbicK Douglass,

[EP- THE FUGITIVE ArD SOCIETY of Boston have

effected an arrangement with Mrs. Luuisii DeMortie, the

talented young colored dramatic reader, to give readings

revcr the benevolent may be willing to assist, fer the

purpose of alleviating the sufferings of the freedraen or

contrabands" of Washington.

SARAH A. L. MARTIN, 2G Myrtle St.,

Pre.sidr.nt of the Fugitive Aid Society.

W The Quarterly Meeting of the Essex County Anti-
Slavery Society will beheld at DANVERS, Town Hall,

Sunday next, 21st inst., at 10 o'clock, and continuing

through the day and evening.

.

Theodore D. Weld and Parker Pillsbdry will bo

present on the occasion ; and it is hoped that many other

earnest friends of the slave will be there, and bear their

testimony. RICHARD PLUMER, President.

Margaret E. Bennett, Secretary.

W ANNA E. DICKINSON", of Philadelphia, will speak

in CONCORD, N. H., on Sunday evening next, Dec. 21st,

on "The Nation's Peril."

Also, at FITCHBURG, on Sunday evening, Dec. 28th.

E^ ANDREW T. F0SS, an Agent of the American
and Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Societies, will lecture as

follows :

—

Portland, Maine, Sunday, Dec. 21.

Hallowell, " Tuesday, " 23.

Waterville, " Wednesday, " 24.

Cornville, " Sunday, " 28.

Athens, " Monday, " 29.

Palmyra, " Tuesday, " 30.

East Pittsfield, " Wednesday, " 31.

W E. H. HEYWOOD will speak on "The Rebellion

and Emancipation," in

Feltonville, Friday evening, Dec. 26.

Marlboro', Sunday afternoon and evening, " 28.

W AARON M. POWELL will lecture upon Emancipa-

tion at

Clayville, New York, Friday, December 19.

Peterboro', " Sunday, " 21.

IP" Members and friends of the Massachusetts Anti-Sla-

very Society, who are indebted for Pledges made to the

Society in January last, or previously to that time, are re-

quested to pay the same as early as practicable, either to

the Treasurer, Edmund Jackson, or at the Society's office,

221 Washington Street.

W The very valuable and still timely tract, by Mrs.

L. Maria Child, entitled " The Right Way the Safe Way,
proved by Emancipation in the British West Indies, and
elsewhere," (108 pages,) will be sent by mail to any per-

son requesting it, and enclosing sii cents in undefaced post-

age stamps. Address Sajiuel May, Jr. 221 Washington St.,

Boston.

E^* MERCY B. JACKSON, M. D-, has removed on
695 Washington street, 2d door North of Warren. Par-

ticular attention paid to Diseases of Women and Children.

Seferen.ces.—LutherClark, M. D.; David Thayer, M. D.

Office hours from 2 to i, P. M.

OBITUARY.

DIED—At Port Royal, S. C, Dec. 5, from bodily weakness"

and indisposition, Samuel Dunn Phillips, son of the late

Thos. W. Phillips, Esq., of Boston, and for several months
a Superintendent of the freedmen in the vicinity of Be

fort. A graduate of Harvard in the Class of 1861, he was

but a short time free from college, when his thoughts

turned to the unfriended blacks at Port Royal, and on pre-

senting himself before the Educational Committee, he was

,pproved and sent out among the first. His deep religious

convictions and eminent conscientiousness, joined with an

ever-active benevolence and constant cheerfulness, gave

a near approach to the hearts of his people, and caused

to rank among the most useful of the Superintendents.

His whole soul was wrapt up in his mission. From a recent

visit to his home, he returned much sooner than the preca-

state of his health (always delicate) warranted, and
suffered with his life for his devotedness. He leaves a wide

circle of acquaintances and friends to mourn his departure,

not least of whom is that outcast race to which he en-

deared himself, and to which he revealed those qualities

that challenged respect and love, and a modesty that was

only equalled by his merit.—W. p. G.

Foil at Hartsville, Tenn., on Sunday, Dec. 7th, whih

heroically attempting to rally his panic-stricken

Capt. "William Yates Gholson, Jr., of the 100th Ohio, at

that time Acting Assistant Adjutant General of the 39th

Brigade—son of the Hon. Judge Gholson, of Cincinnati.

The deceased applied himself, after graduation at Harvard,

(Class of 1861,) to the study of law in his native city. In

the face of every temptation to the contrary, he made a de-

liberate and sincere resolve not to take up arms in the pres-

ent struggle, till our government should proclaim and carry

out an anti-slavery purpose, or until there should seem to

be the most pressing need of more defenders. Tbe hour

of that need he judged to have sounded in the President's

first call for 300,000 men, and he became a soldier at once.

Ho was by nature ardent and aspiring, of independent

thought and active conscience, generous and affectionate.

His intelligent patriotism demanded a country worthy of a

sacrifice ; and if at the last he did not find it, it will hasten

into being sooner because ho fell in evoking it. In his

death he bequeathed a conspicuous example of courage in

the midst of general incapacity and cowardice, and left

no room for his mafcy friends to grieve but for their loss

alone.—W. p. G.

Fell in the late assault on the rebels at Erederioksburg,

Deo. 13th, AnruoR Dehox, sou of William Dehon, Esq.,

of Boston, previously an officer of the Massachusetts 12th,

but then acting as Aid to Gen. Meade of the Pennsylvania

Reserves. At ono time a fellow-classmate of the foregoing

in college, he returned from California to enter the- army,

and distinguished himself in the disastrous campaign of

Pope. Lieutenant Dehon was the officer whose efforts and

ery secured the body of the late Col. Fletcher Webster,

vas large-hearted, gentle-spirited but courageous, and

tho centre of a wido host of affections.—w. P. a,

J[^™ Mr. Geo. Francis Train has written to a Soci-

ety of " Cogera " {whatever that may mean) in Lon-

don, that he (the said George Francis) could have suc-

ceeded to the Senatorship, only he isn't old enough 1

So, you see, Sumner'B triumph isat last accounted for !

Selling Indian Children. The Alfa California

of the 5th of October says : "Mr. August Hess, who
has returned to this city from a prospecting tour
through the lower part of Lake county, informs us
that he saw a number of men driving Indian children
before them to sell in Napa, Solono, Yolo, and other
counties of the Sacramento basin. In one instance,

he saw two men driving nine children; in another,
two men with four children ; in another, one man with
two girls, one of them apparently about fourteen years
of age.

Tho age of these children varies from six to

fifteen years. Rumor says that about one hundred
children have been taken through Lake county this

summer for sale. They do not follow the main road,
hut usually take by-paths. Humor says, further, that
hunters catch them in Mendocine and Humhuldt coun-
ties, after killing their parents. If the children try

to escape, and are likely to succeed, the hunters shoot
ihem. One boy, in Herreyesa Valley, left a farmer to

whom lie had been sold, ami wont to another farmer;
the purchaser took the hoy, and swore he would hang
him if iie ran away again."

Citizenship ov Persons ok African Descent.
Attorney-Oeueral Bales is preparing, and has Dearly
completed, a most important and elaborate opinion
affirming the citizenship of persons of African de-
scent under the Constitution and laws of the United
States, the Dred Scott decision to the contrary not-

withstanding. The question to which this opinion is

to be tbe answer arose out of an application by :i negro,
as master of a vessel, for a clearance, which was refer-

red to tiio Attorney-General by the Secretary of the

Treasury. It is also said that the same general ques-
tion was raised by the Secretary ol Stale in referring

an application for a passport by a negro to the Attor-
ney -General.

In Littleton, ft. H., Dec. 6th, Losan McDowell, aged

41 years. His disease was bronchial consumption. He had

been declining in health for about two years, suffering from

a severe cough and great debility—all of which he en-

dured with Christen patience, feeling perfectly resigned to

tho will of God. A few hours before ho breathod his last,

ho took his leave of his friends, saying, " Don't sorrow for

me—I am going to rest." Ho took great iutorest in this

great struggle of tho nation, watehing every movemont in

reference to liberty and the entire overthrow of slavery.

Ho believed God would give deliverance to tho oppressed.

But his days are ended : ho has gono whore war and strife,

pain and sickness, can never reach him more. Ho loaves a

wife to mourn tho loss of a most devoted husband.

—

[Com.

Death of Rev. Dr.. Osgood. Tho Springfield Laity Re-

publican announces tho death, at his residence in that city,

after a brief illness, of Rev. Samuel Osgood, D. D., in the

seventy-ninth your of his ago. Dr. Osgood retired from

activo pulpit duties in 1854, though he has preached at in-

tervals since that time. During tho last six yours ho has

resided partly in Springfield and partly with his son, Jainos

H. Osgood, Esq., in this city, where ho hud many Wends,
who will hear of his death with regret and Borrow. Dr.

Osgood was sottlod as pastor over the First Oongiv
;
::il i<m:J

church in Spriugliold, in 18<>'.>, lilly-llnee years ago, and

forty-five years was its activo pastor and preacher. Ho was

a man of strong and earnest convictions, which he os proas-

ed with blunt emphasis whou his feelings were roused,

united with a siniplo and atteotionute temperament, which

endeared him to nil who ever looked into the secret places

of his heart,— WotttttV Spy.

MISS H. M. PARKHURST
Will commence the Second Term of her Boarding

and Day Schoolfof Young Ladies,

AT 92 GRAND STREET, XEWKL'Rfil!, N. Y.,

ON MONDAY, JANUARY 5th, 1863,

MISS II. M. PARKHURST, Teacher of Music and Moral
Science, Rhetoric, &c.

MISS 11. h. BOWEN, Teacher of Mathematics and Natural
Sciences.

MISS L. E. SIIEPARD, Teacher of Languages.

MISS F. E. NEWLAND, Teacher of Drawing, Painting

and Penmanship.

PROF. T. F. PERKINS, Teacher of Vocal and Instrumen-
tal Music.

MISS PARKHURST has had seven years of successful

experience in the care of a Boarding School in this

State, besides several years of teaching in the best schools

Massachusetts.

She designs and promises, that all branches of study un-
dertaken in her School shall be thoroughly and efficiently

pursued.

Especial attention will be given to the health of the

pupils.

Daily religious exercises will be held in the family and
the School.

The School Year will be divided into three terms : two
of thirteen weeks each, and one of twelve weeks.

Board and Tuition in English Branches, per term, §60 ;

per year, $165.

References.—Rev. T. J. Sawyer, D. D., Clinton, N. T-;
Rev. S. W. Fisher, D. D., President of Hamilton College,

Clinton, N. Y. ; De Witt C. Grove, Mayor of Utiea, N. Y.

;

Rev. A. D. Mayo, Albany, N. Y-; Henry Bigclow, M. D.,

Newton, Mass.; Dio Lewis, M. I)., Boston, Mass.; Prof.

H. B. Pierce, Principal of Model School, Trenton, N. J.;

Rev. E. H. Chapin, D. D., New York ; Rev. Austin Craig,

D. D-, Blooming-Grove, N. Y. decl9-3w

THE PROBLEM SOLVED.

THE RESULTS OF EMANCIPATION.
BY M. AUGUSTIN COCHIN.

Translated by Miss Mary L. Booth, translator of M.
Gasp-arm's Works on America.

M COCHIN is an ex-maire and municipal councillor- of

, the city of Paris. He has had great advantagts
lor research among both public and private documents

;

and has devoted his life to the subject on which his forth-

coming volume treats. He recently received the order of

knighthood from the Pope, in acknowledgment of the abil-

ity displayed in this book ; to which also was recently

awarded the first prize of three thousand francs by the
French Academy.
So little is positively known of the economical and social

results of Emancipation in those countries where it has
taken place, that the importance of this volume to the peo-

ple of tbe United States, in the present crisis, can liardiy

be overestimated.

It was written at the suggestion of the learned Count
Montalembert ; is based entirely on official reports ; and
its statements, which comprehend every form of the ques-

tion, are fully reliable.

Of the style and attractiveness of the book, the follow-

ing extract from a notice of the French edition, in the Chris-

tian Examiner, may testify. It is pronounced, "among
tbe most remarkable, faseiuating, and timely books of the

year. It is, at once, cautious and eloquent, candid and en-
thusiastic ; as sagacious as De Tocqueville's work on Ameri-
ca ; and as ardent as Victor Hugo's Legend of the Ages.
It is scientific in its arrangement, accurate in its display of

facts, logical in its reasoning, and clear in its conclusions."

12mo. Sent free by mail, ore receipt of the price,—$1.50.

ALSO,

The Rejected Stone ; or, Insurrection vs. Resurrection in

America. By a Native of Virginia. 12mo. Cloth, 50

cents.

"This remarkable hook," says the C/iristian Examiner,
"discusses the question of Emancipation as the result of

the war, with a depth of conviction, a boldness of utter-

ance, cogency of argument, wealth of illustration, and
withal a keenness of satire and a fervid eloquence, which
insure readers for the book."

Another critic remarks :
" This eloquent, argumentative,

electric work is instinct with the passion of the South and
the reason of the North."
The Independent opens its criticism with the significant

query :
" Have we an American Carlyle ?

"

ALSO,

The Tree Stout op the Baross of the South ; or, The
Rationale of the American Conflict. By Bev. E. W.
Reynolds, author of "Records of Bubbleton Parish."

"With Introduction by Rev. S. J. Mat. 12mo. 75 ets.

WALKEK, WISE & CO.,

Iecl2-3t.is 245 Washington Street, Boston,

THE BEST WORK FOR CANVASSING
AGENTS.

Harper's Pictorial History

The Great Rebellion

MESSRS. HARPER & BROTHERS have commenced
the issue in numbers of a complete HISTORY OF

THE GREAT REBELLION IN THE UNITED STATES.
The work has been for many months in course of prepara-
tion, by a writer every way qualified for the task.

The Introduction contains a clear and succinct account
of the formation of the Confederacy of the States ; the for-

mation and adoption of the Constitution of the United
States, and the establishment of the National Government

;

the origin, development, and progress of the doctrines of

Nullification and Secession, and the various phases which
they assumed until their final culmination in the Great

ebellion.

Tho History comprises a full account drawn from the
mftst authentic sources, of all the Events of the War ; the
intrigues of the Southern leaders at home and abroad ; tho
gradual defection of ono section ; the great Uprising of tho
People for the maintenance of the Notional Life end Exist-
ence ; the rapid creation of an immense Army and Navy

;

and the Battles by Laud and Sea.

The Illustrations comprise Portraits of all those who
have borne a prominent part in the struggle ; Maps of the
different localities ; Plans of the leading actions ; Views
of every scene of interest, and of the most important Bat-
tles. These Illustrations are mostly from drawings taken
on the spot by artists deputed for that purpose to accom-
pany every division of our Army and Navy.
Every facility at the command of the Publishers has been

employed iu the preparation and execution of the work ;

and they confidently believe that it will form the most
trustworthy and valuable history which can be prepared
of THE GREAT STRUGGLE EOR THE AMERICAN
UNION.

Mode and Terms of Publication.

The work will be issued in Numbers, each consisting of
24 pages of the size of "Harper's Weekly," printed from
clear type, upon fino paper, and will probably be completed
in about Twenty Numbers.
The Numbers will bo issued at intervals, if possible, of

about three or four weeks.
The Price of each Number, which contains matter equiv-

alent to an ordinary volume, will be Twenty-five cents.

The Illustrations in each Number are atone worth the
price asked. Men out of employment, cspeoially

SICK OR DISABLED SOLDIERS,

can find no other work so sure of ready sale and good profits.

Por further particulars apply to the Publishers,

HARPER & BROTHERS,
|decl9tf Franklin Square, New York.

IMPROVEMENT IN
Champooing and Hair Dyeing,

" WITHOUT SMUTTING."

MADAME CARTEAUX BANNISTER
OULD inform the public that sho has removed from
223 Washington Street, to

No. 31 WINTER STREET.
wherosho will attend to all diseases of the Hair.
She is sure to cure iu nine oases out of ion, as she has

for many yoars made tbe hair her study, and is sure there
are none to excel her iu producing a new growth of hair.

Her Restorative differ? from that of any ono clso, being
made from the roots and herbs of the forest.

She Champoos with a bark which does not gi;ow in this
country, and which is highly beneficial to tho hair before
using tho Rostorativo, aud will preveut the hair from
turning grey.

She :ilso has another for re storing grey hair to its uatu-
rnl color in m-uily all oases. Sho is not afraid to speak of
her Restoratives in any part of the world, as tliov arc used
in ovory city in the country. They arc also packed for her
customers to take to Europe with them, enough to last two
or three yoavs, as they often say thoy oan got nothing
abroad like them,

MADAME CARTEAUX BANNISTER,
No. 31 Winter Street. Boston.

A. J. GB0VER,
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

EARLVILLE, La Salle Co., 111.

' Ksncial attention gtvQD to securing and oolleotiug
s for Raslei'ii Mcivliants.Chu

August S. tf.

JOHN «. aOC K. i: stj ..

ATTORNEY -4.VD COU.\S ELLOR AT LAW,
No. B, Tn i:\ioNTSTitEGT, : : B03TOST.


